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WiiKN we assumed the editorial duties of the Metropolitan, we were not insen-

sible to the dilTiculties and tlie responsibilities of our position. To the superficial

oliserver it might appear an easy task to conduct a Catholic periodical, inasmuch

as materiel is so abundant, and data and doctrines so well established, that we

could not fail to blend the rttile willi the dulce, without any danger of misleading

our readers on important Ihcts, much less of perverting their faith by inconsistent

doctrines. Upon these important points. Catholic Literature must ever be sane.

The rules, however, that govern the Catholic editor, must detract somewhat

from the power of mere entertainment. He cannot join that class of writers,

whose whole aim is to please the popular whim at the sacrifice of principles,

nmch less those who seek to give zest to their pages by playing upon and stimu-

lating the passions, especially of the young, who are most seduced by such litera-

ture. Least of all can he join with that ignoble school, which, for some un-

worthy motive, incites men to fly at each other's throats, and sacrifice as enemies

those whose only fault is honest difference of opinion. The arts of the dema-

gogue are not for him ; the promotion of virtue, the interests of religion, the dif-

fusion of morality, is the platform on which he stands ; honor is his guide and

truth his shield in every vicissitude, and these he must maintain and display

whether popular or unpopular.

In view of these facts, it must be conceded that the Catholic editor has greater

difficulties to encounter than most members of the literary fraternity. He may

be a learned theologian, a profound logician, philosopher, scholar and historian,

yet his labor is comparatively lost ; the great majority will not read what the

learned man writes. His articles are too profound ; too abstruse, too metaphysi-

cal. Our current literature, he would be told, must be light, must be for the mass

of readers, yet, nine chances out of ten. that if the editor should attempt to address

such, he would be pronounced incompetent for his calling by the very individuals,

who assume to sit in judgment on his labors. Amidst the various opinions that

may be entertained as to the method of conducting a Catholic periodical, we

have adopted that course which to us seems best calculated to secure the object

for whicii our Magazine was undertaken. We have endeavored to render the

work nut merely a periodical of religious knowledge, but a religious periodical
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of general knowledge; our aim has been to provide articles on general subjects,

written in a Catholic tone, and breathing a Catholic spirit. We have labored, by-

blending the moral with the religious, the useful with the attractive, to accommo-

date ourselves to all. How far we have succeeded, we leave to a discriminating

public to determine. It is true we have not escaped the pen of criticism, but while

there may be a few, whose good opinion we have failed to conciliate, it affords us

DO small gratification to know, that the spirit and character of the work have met

with general approval, and gained the approbation of those whose opinion is

worthy of the highest consideration. It affords us, moreover, much additional

gratification to know, that the work during the last year has acquired an increased

circulation.

For this success we are indebted less to our own efforts than to the generous

exertions of the friends and patrons of the work, and to those who have so ably

contributed to its pages. Among the latter we are proud to rank tnany of the

ablest Catholic writers in the country; and others, who, though not within the

pale of the Church, yet full of enlightened liberality, of expanded views, and of

national principles, have at times lent us the aid of their gifted pens. To

patrons, to contributors, and to the conductors of the press, we tender our grate-

ful acknowledgments, for the friendly aid and encouragement they have extended

to the work.

While we are grateful for the past, we are encouraged to look with hope to the

future. The cause in which Ave are engaged is not our own : it is the common

cause of Catholicity. The Church, year after year, is assuming a more promi-

nent position before the people of this country, and developing more widely her

resources. With this development, her enemies become more active, and their

hostility more determined. A work, therefore, designed to promote the interests

of the one, and frustrate the machinations of the other, cannot be an object of

indifference to the Catholic community. We can only assure our readers that

the future of the Metropolitan, so far as our humble exertions extend, shall not

disappoint their expectations; and as they have deemed the work heretofore

worthy of their support, Ave shall use our best endeaA'ors to render it more so.

There is abundant Catholic talent in the country ; we shall do our part to bring

it into active exercise,—it is the duty of the reading Catholic community to

acknowledge, to sustain, and encourage it. Let us then, respectively, do what

devolA'es upon us, as publishers, editors, contributors, and public, and henceforth

Catholic literature will bo in the ascendant.

Editors.
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THE ASSOCIATION FOR THE PROPAGATION OF THE FAITH.

There are in the history of the Church few pages more interesting than those

which will he devoted to this admirable society. It is known among us cliiefly from

the fact, that we have learned from time to time, that our bishops, struggling with

their di/Kculties, have received bountiful aid from it. How few, however, know
whence its resources are derived, what funds are those thus given for our benefit.

Hitherto the Catholics in the United States have done little to aid the treasury of

the Association and so facilitate the Catholic missions throughout the world, but

as an effort is now making to organize the association among us, we deem it not

inopportune to give some account of the origin, progress and achievements of an

association honored with so many special marks of iavor by the Sovereign Pontiff.

Speaking of the treasuries of monarchs, a king said : " Gold is, in its last analy-

sis, the sweat of the poor and the blood of the brave." But though the great

mission fund of Catholicity is the contribution of the poor and lowly, it is not

sweat or blood, it is the spontaneous offering of faithful millions, it is the widow's
mite multiplied like the widow's oil.

A woman, without rank, wealth or position in society, was the foundress of this

gigantic missionary association, and also of the devotion so widely spread under

the name of the Living Rosary ; two monuments which will ever remain a proof

of her peity, zeal lor the salvation of souls, love of Mary, and intense feeling

for the glorious privilege of the Communion of Saints.

The origin of the Association may be traced to two impulses given to the

missionary cause by the zealof the Catholics of France; one by Bishop du Bourg,

of New Orleans, in this country, in favor of the church of Louisiana ; the other by
the Seminary of the Foreign Missions, at Paris, in favor of the missions of Asia.

The Dominicans and Franciscans had, in the middle ages, begun the missions

in Asia. The Jesuits, at the period of the Reformation, renewed them not only

in Asia, but also in Africa and America, every where attended and accompanied
by the earlier orders. The Seminary of the Foreign Missions at Paris, a creation of
the Society of Jesus, contributed powerfully to the missions in India, Chma

2 Vol. III.—No. 1.
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and Canaila. By these bodies, the various raissioDs had acquired great dp-

velopnient -nlun, in the middle of the eighteenth century* infidelity under the

name of philosophy made open war oi) religion in France. The Society of

Jesus first sank under its blows, and the missions, missions to which it had

drawn public sympathy and interest by the Lettres Edifiantes et Curienses,

sank with those who had created them. The other orders and the Seminary

of the Foreign Missions felt the blow severely. The spirit which had evoked the

missions, produced laborers for the vineyard, drawn resources from high and low.

and protection from every pnnce, was gone. In twenty years Christianity itself

was overthrown in France, religion proscribed, and war desolated the face of Eu-

rope, preventing any attempt to restore the old missions or found others.

When the fatal day of Waterloo closed the long series of wars and opened a pe-

riod of peace destined to continue uninterruptetl for a generation, the attention of

the Catholic world was again drawn to the missions among the heathen. The
Seminary of the Foreign Missions was crippled in its resources, and though a new
life had been given to many distant bodies of Christians by priests whom France,

in her hour of madness, had driven from her shores, still these were gradually

sinking beneath their labors, and a new organization was needed.

A glance at the state of the foreign missions at that epoch may not be amiss. In

America, the missions among the Indians, where tribes had been converted and

civilized, were stationary ; those of Canada and Louisiana had ceased with the

peace of 1763, when Catholic France surrendered those colonies; those of the

Spanish and Portuguese colonies, created mostly by the Society of Jesus, fell with

the body which had created them, and lay strewn around, fair indeed, like the

ruins of Palmyra, but ruins still, while the distracted political state of these coun-

tries seemed to prevent any effort to restore the missions.— Such was the state of

America.

In Asia, we find the Chinese missions a martyr still quivering beneath the

butcher's hand. A frightful persecution raged ; bishop, priest and people were cut

down, schools suppressed, chapels destroyed. Anam was scarcely in a better

state; Menhmenh already announced his fearful war on Christianity. India, un-

der the British yoke, had almost forgotten the labors of a Xavier and his succes-

sors, and nothing but penal laws against religion had, by their very cruelty, main-

tained its ff^rvor in Ceylon. The few laborers of the orders of Mount Carmel, St.

Francis and St. Philip Neri in vain struggled with the exigencies of India. No
Catholic missionary trod the soil of Persia, and if a few still lingered in the do-

ma ns of the Sultan of Ipsaraboul, the Grecian war and their defenceless state de-

prived them of all courage.

In the whole continent of Africa, in the wide spread islands of Oceanica, scarce

amission existed; no where could be found the crowds of neophytes gathered

around tlif mission cross beneath the tropical sun. Idolatry still ruled with the

faith of Islam over all these vast realms.

Such was the position of the world at the time, when suddenly two calls for aid

arise. The Bishop of New Orleans, William du Bourg, when forcetl to accept

the burden of that diocese, which embraced all the western valley of the Missis-

sippi, hastened, in 1815, to seek aid in his native land. There was no longer in

Europe powerful kings, wealthy clergy or liberal nobility to whom the missionary

of the distant shore might appeal for means of continuing his labors. Du Bourg

appeals to the poor. A good widow of Lyons whom he had known in this coun-

try responds to his call. She i'ounds a society to aid the cause of Catholicity in
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Lt)nisiuiia ; a franc is ihc annual suhscriptiun ; nuriihirs .socjn joined il, ami itie

IJisliop bfijan to hope lor ci-rtain periodical assislancr. .Slill tin- pro^'rcss ol' the

liitU' sock'ty was slow; obstacles of many kinds arose and iui])edfd its arnplifi-

calion.

Meanwliile tlio Seminary of the Foreign Missions appealed to the people of

Franco for succor. That institution felt that the limes had changed. IJeiiolding the

societies formed hy the lower classes in F.nijland and America, cliiefly of the Metho-
dist and lJa|)tist denominations, it invited the (.'atiiolicsol' France to adopt the same
plan of a petty hut re<Tiilar contrihution from all who could afford it. The plan

was not taken up ; it remained i\ project ; none of tiie clergy or prelates dared at-

tempt to initiate the work ; but where all shrunk back, a woman full of faith, and
therefore of power, came forward, attempted the task, and succeeded—how com-
pletely we shall soon see.

FiUcouraged hy the success of the Louisiana society, she resolved to form a simi-

lar one for tlie missions of Asia, which had especially excited her sympathy. In

one year its receipts amounted to2,U00 francs, and the number of associates was
about a thousand.

Such was the impulse given by these two associations that, on the arrival of

the Vicar General of New Orleans, it was proposed to extend the original society,

when, providentially, the plan of an association, not for one mission, but all,

was proposed. Groat as the undertaking seemed, previous success justified the at-

tempt. Twelve of those who had shown most interest in the cause of the mis-

sions were invited to meet on the 3d of May, 182:3.

The meeting began by an invocation of the Holy Ghost; and then, after an ad-

dress on the suflVring state of Catholicity in America, the priest who had depicted

it proposed the establishment of a great association in favor of the Catholic mis-

sions in both hemispheres. The plan was unanimously adopted, and a committee

of three appointed to organize it. Thus was founded, on the feast of the Finding

of the Holy Cross, a Society destined to bear the heralds of the cross throughout

the world.

The plan of the Society once established, it made its appeal to the faith of

France; to aid the Catholic missionaries scattered over the wide world, it asked

five centimes (about a cent) a week, and an " Our Father and a Hail Mary" every

day. Who could refuse so small a boon to the struggling herald of the faith?

Thousands soon joined the Association, which at once absorbed the two previous

ones ; one in every ten, each week, received the contributions of the other nine, and

paid them with his own to one of the chiefs of ten groups like his own. who thus

received each week the alms of a hundred associates. Ten more like him formed

a division, one of whom received weekly the collections of each hundred and

poured them into the treasury of the Association in his diocese.

The Association was now in operation at Lyons. It soon spread to the neigh-

boring dioceses, and before the end of the year was generally established through-

out France, every where welcomed and encouraged by the clergy and bishops.

The collections of the first year, chiefly in the diocese of Lyons, amounted to

2"2,'Jiri francs, nearly five thousand dollars, enough in itself to justify its continua-

tion. It was divided between the missions of the East, Kentucky and Louisiana.

To encourage others to join and keep alive the fervor of those already enlisted,

they resolved to publish annals of their labors; not pompous reports, Avith names
of officers, protectors and patrons, but simply what had done such service in the

preceding century to the mission cause, letters of missionaries themselves. A pam-
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phlet of 48 pagps was the first issue; others soon followed, and as soon as issued

a copy was sent to each chief of the decade.

The next step was to obtain the approbation of the Holy See. It was not re-

fused. Pius VII, on the ir)ih of March, 1823, granted to the members a plenary

indulgence on the 3d of May, the natal day of the Association, on the 3d of De-

cember, the feast of St. Francis Xavier, and once a month at the choice of each.

The Prince de Croy, Grand Almoner of France, Archbishop of Rouen, was the

President of the Association, and from his rank and position became a guarantee

of its due goA'ernment to the pious in foreign coontries. Belgium, allied to

France by religion and faith, sent its first contribution in 1826.* Sardinia and the

other Italian States, Switzerland and even Turkey offered thf/ir mite in the ensuing

year.f Germany joined it in 1828 and also America represented at first by the

little island of Martinique,^ as Africa was by Isle Bourbon in 1830.$ Three years

subsequent to this period Ireland and our own republic sent their first aid to the

treasury of the Association.

This aid was, however, chiefly incidental; the Association was established in

1836 only in France and Belgium. Of 729,867 francs, the total amount collected

in that year, 650,000 were contributed by France and 50,000 by Belgium. Now,
however, the wide diffusion of the Annals, the report of the good effected, induced

the prelates in other countries to establish it in due form, and Italy, GJerntany,

England, above all Ireland began to pour in a steadily increasing fund. The An-
nals now appeared regularly not only in French, but also in Enghsh, German,

Italian, Spanish, Portuguese and Flemish.

Such is still the position of this Society, established now in France, Belgium,

Ireland, England, Italy, Switzerland, Bavaria and Prussia ; and the amount con-

tributed at the present time exceeds a million of dollars annually. Our country

has as yet done little, and no general effort to organize circles has been successfully

adopted.

Having thus traced its development, we now turn to cast a glance at the good

which it has effected.

It claims no honor, no glory, ascribing all to God and the Church, to the Sove-

reign Pontiffs, to the Congregation of the Propaganda, to the Bishops, to the Religi-

ous orders and missionary priests. Still what in their modesty they do not claim,

we must in justice award. To the efforts of the Association is due a wide spread

interest in the mission cause, vocations without number to the apostolate, resources

for carrying on old missions and founding new ones, such as had seldom, if ever,

been witnessed, and we may add the rise of several new missionary bodies or cot»-

gregations of priests. It would be impossible to enumerate the heathens con-

verted, churches built, and even tiie new vicariates and bishoprics erected in con-

sequence of its labors. Like Ignatius calling upon Xavier, it has drawn many a

young man from the path of worldly ambition and sent him to the distant shores

•of the heathen to live as a saint and often die as a martyr. In the volumes of tl>e

Annals we find precious letters of Borie, Perboyre, Imbert, Andrew, Epalle,

Bachelof, all of whom laid down their lives in defence of the Catholic faith.

When the Association began its labors, the missions of the Levant were, as we
have said, almost extinct; not half adozen pnesls were to be found in the Turkish

realm ; Persia was entirely destitute; Ilindostan was occupied only by a few zeal-

ous Carmelites and Oratorians; Anam hail a wfll organized native clergy indeed,

•Ann. Prop, ii 235. t Ann. Prop, iii 97. } Id. 300. § Id. iv 613.
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hul ii pcrsc'cuition was at haiul. In China n pfrsccution •vcii unto dfaili liad just

ceaseHl, alter having swept away the schools and more than hall" the clergy, in

America the Indian missions were well nigh extinct, and the necessity of meeting

the religious wants of the European inmiigranls or the scattered Catholics in the

land almost deslroyed all hopes of attempting to convert the red man, although the

zealous bishops and clerny in the west made every efTort. In Africa and Oceanica

scarce a mission existed.

The mission at Babylon, in Anam and China; tiun in India, at Algiers and the

Sandwich Islands were aided by considerable sums before the close of IS"J(j. In

the following years the Association seconded and supported the efforls of the va-

rious missionary bodies, the Society of the Foreign Missions. Jesuits, Franciscans,

Dominicans, Carmelites, the Redemptorists, Passionists, the Marists, the House of

Picpus or Congregation of tiie Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary, the Oblates of

Turin and Marseilles, the Society of the Sacred Heart of Mary, many of them

new associations of missionaries for special fields, others old orders filled with a new

fervor began their missionary labors in every clime. Funds to carry them to their

posts were no longer needed, the treasury of the Association aflbrded not only this

but aid to maintain them. Aroused by the news of the labors and trials of devoted

missionaries, of the wants of long forsaken bodies of Chrisiians, young men en-

tered various orders and congregations. Other missionary societies, such as the

Leopoldine and the Holy Childhood arose, and an impulse was given to the mis-

sions such as had not been seen for the last three centuries.

In the United States we see the dioceses multiplied year by year, and every

bishop acknowledging his indebtedness to the Association. Our Indian mis-

sions have advanced gradually and steadily in spite of all opposition. In

South America, too, missions have been formed and carried on till crushed

by the liberal governments. Throughout the Turkish dominions the Catho-

lics of every rite have been supplied with missionary schools and books. The
former Hindoo missions have been revived, and the faith is steadily advanc-

ing, having triumphed over the schism and heresy of some and the idolatry of

others. In Anam and China persecution cut down many of the missionaries, but

in the latter country French intervention obtained toleration, and now by the zeal

of men whom martyrdom could not deter, the Church in Anam and China is

more flourishing than ever. Missions have been begun in Corea, Tartary, Thibet,

and in all are gradually advancing. Africa is no longer deserted; the missionary

of the cross is now to be found throughout the Barbary States, at Madagascar, in

Egypt, Nubia and even Abyssinia; Senegambia and Guinea have native priests.

But it is especially in Oceanica that the heralds of Catholicity have triumphed.

Australia has now a regular hierarchy, a numerous clergy, with missions among

the natives. Melanesia has its prosperous missions ; New Zealand also. At Ota-

heite and the Sandwich Islands the converts to Catholicity underwent a fearful per-

secution, not from the native Malays, not from the Mohammedans, but from men
who have ever the word toleration on their lips, men who, as if to insult heaven

itself, talk on, and on, and on, about the persecutions of Popery, but are in con-

duct Neros and Dioclesians of persecution. The men who would deprive us.

Catholics, here of our civil rights, who would, as the New York Times boasts,

reduce us to the state to which their ancestors reduced the Irish Catholics, who
would confiscate our property, make our religion high treason, murder our priests,

close our colleges and scliools—who would do all this in the name of freedom,

who did it in Hawaii—failed to drive from their faith a little band of South Sea
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Islanders. Catholicity triumphed, and has steadily advanced—the only hope for

lirae or eternity of the wretched natives who have, from the establishment of Pro-

testant influence, decreased and diminished in numbers so fearfully that their speedy

disappearance is soon expected !

The present income of the Association is about a million of dollars annually,

and each yearly volume of the Annals shows how this fund is distributed among

the various missions of the world. It must, however, be a matter of regret to us

to see that while such a vast amount has been afforded to the missions in the Uni-

ted States so little has been done to extend it among us. We can now easily, by

proper organization, begin to repay in some sort the advances made, and in our turn

aid the more destitute missions in other lands.

The multiplied indulgences which the Holy See has lavished on all who con-

tribute to it by their alms, or in case of extreme poverty by their earnest prayers

alone, are enough to make it one of the daily thoughts of the devout. They are

such as seldom granted, amounting to nothing less than a plenary indulgence

every month and on the 3d of May and 3d of December, together with partial in-

dulgences every day.

The manner of instituting it in any new locality is very simple. If a clergyman

wishes to take the initiative steps, he may from the pulpit announce and explain it,

then invite all who wish to subscribe to enroll themselves according to the neigh-

borhood in which they reside; or he may take up first one pan of his parish and

ask such as would be ready to undertake to get nine additional members to join.

These latter will be chiefs of ths decades. When these are obtained, each should

be furnished with a book to enroll the names of his decade, and he at once pro-

ceeds to get nine other names on his book. The clergyman will then take up

another section, and so on till he has gone through his whole parish. When he

has done this, he forms the chiefs of ten into groups of ten to suit their location,

and chooses one of these chiefs of ten to receive the money of the other nine.

Then on every Saturday, for instance, each chief of ten collects nine cents and on

Sunday meets the others and pays over ten cents to the one appointed by the

clergyman, and the one appointed hands over a dollar to his pastor. The cler-

gyman, at stated times, transmits all that he receives to the general Propagation

fiind of the diocese and receives as many copies of each number of the Annals* as

he has decades. On receiving the Annals he distributes them to the chief of each

decade, by whom they are read and handed in rotation to others of" his decade to

read, after which they are returned to liim for preservation.

Every year several copies should be bound and put in the parish library, of

which they will form by no means an uninteresting part, for it must not be sup-

posed that these letters want interest even for worldly people or those who are not

Catholics. I\'o book published in England or America for years has been more

read tiian Hue's Travels in Tartary, and yet they are drawn from the Annals of

the Propagation of the Faith. For descriptions of country, manners and customs,

especially of Asia, Africa and Oceanica, there is no more relial)le source. The
writer of this, after hunting for hours through English works to find historical no-

tices of China, Anam and Oceanica, has found in a moment all that he needed in

these universal Annals. S.

• THp Ensrlish Etlition of the Annals is printed nnd pulilislied l)i-montli]y, by Messrs.

John Murphy & Co., Baltimore, for the benefit of the Insiitution. They Imve nlso

been appointed nf^ents for circulatinf; the Annals in the United States nnd British Pro-

vinces.—In addition lo the English, the French, German nnd Spnnish are sent reiulnriy

to the difTerent Dioceses, as soon as they are received from Europe. The English An-
nals are sold at 12^ cents n number, for llie benefit of the Institution. Apart from the

meritorious olijeel for which they are pulihslied, they constitute in themselves a miscel-

lany of interesting, useful and instructive reading, nnd their di.ssemination is calculated

to 00 great service lo the cause of Catholicity in this country.
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The past year has witnessed in our midst, at once the hirth and triumph of a

powerful secret organization, havinij a two-fold object, political and religious.

Poltliral in its bearing upon aliens, seeking here the enjoyment of liberty—religious

in Ms intervention in the relations of man to his Creator. Whatever may l>e its

political objects, veiled as they are in odious secrecy, we have the most certain

evidences that its main object is the same as that in which Voltaire and his asso-

ciates zealously embarked and impotently failed, to destroy the Church of Christ.

It is in vain that the leaders claim for it a purely political character, since we know
that its very existence depends upon its anti-popery elements. The old Native

American party, being purely political, failed. Tiie success of the present fearful

organization, whose name is too unclassical to be written in the pure pages of the

Metropolitan, is due entirely to the religious bigotry and anti-Catholic prejudices

which a large portion of the American people inherited from their English ances-

tors, and which are not the natives of this land of enlightened liberty. These

intolerant principles are aiming at a control of the public sentiment in this country,

at the very moment that an enlightened public opinion is hooting them out of

England. To accomplish its dark Voltairean conspiracy as a purely pohtical mea-

sure, this new party pretend to attack Catholics only in their relations to the State,

and for this purpose are now mainly endeavoring to cast suspicion upon their loy-

alty to the Constitution. This is the present phase of the old warfare of darkness

against light, of error against truth, of Satan against God. Under these circum-

stances I have thought it good to write a short chapter on the Catholic view of

civil government.

In the first place, one great principle has always been the basis or ground-work

of the views maintained by the Catholic doctors and theologians in all ages as to

the origin and nature of civil power, viz. that all legitimate power on earth eman-

ates from the onmipotence of God, as the sovereign lord and ruler of the universe.

To deny this great principle of the divine origin of civil power, would be to deny

the very existence of God, to repudiate the law of nature, and to reject the autho-

rity of sacred Scripture.

It would be a denial of the existence of God, because the moment that God
ceased to be the only eternal, self-existent, necessary and omnipotent being, He
would also have ceased to be God. If any one of his perfections were shared in

by any other being, H^ would cease to be God. There is no intermediate being

between the Creator and the creature— there is no mingling of the two. All else

than himself is the work of his hand, which he was free to create or not, and if

choosing to create, to create in such manner and with such gifts, faculties and

powers as it might please his supreme wisdom to bestow. Thus they derive every

thing they possess from Him. He can annihilate them alter their creation, and

every instant of their existence is an exercise of His creative power. The same
hand that creates, imposes upon the creature the law of its nature. The angels

are bound by the laws which they received at the moment of their creation, and

faith teaches us the terrible consequences of a single violation of those laws. The
planets are compelled to move forever in the majestic curves in which Omnipotence

first propelled them, at the moment that He said Jiat lux. The members of the
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animal, mineral and vegetable kingdoms are His subjects; for the smallest leaf in

our gardens, that unfolds itself to the genial dews and sun, faithfully copies its

original and beautiful pattern that God planted in paradise. The voice of all na-

»ture proclaims a God, the origin of all things. Man alone would mar the harmony
of this universal homage if our proposition were untrue. If then any creature

possessed a faculty or power, not derived from God, but independent of Him, that

creature would share in His attributes, and would be God, which at once destroys

the very idea of a God, which is unity. In contrast with this view, are the vain

and impious assumptions of the modern demagogue, in the effort to seduce the

people from their allegiance to God, by transferring to them an absolute, independ-

ent and underived power, not subordinate to God and his law. To admit these

reckless and blasphemous assumptions, that power resides a priori in the people,

would be to usurp for the people what can only belong to God, to set up the peo-

ple in opposition to God, and in fact to worship a People-God, instead of the only

true and hving God. Such indeed is the present unhappy tendency of the world.

In such a warfare, the Church, ever true to her divine mission, espouses the cause

of Him whose spotless spouse she is, and to whom belong all power and majesty

and glory for ever.

To deny the divine origin of civil power would be to repudiate the law of nature.

Society is indispensable to man— such is his nature. But civil government is

equally necessary for the preservation of society. The necessity lor civil govern-

ment grows out of the law of nature. No man can reject the authority of all civil

governments without canvassing the destruction of society, which would be a

crime against the law of nature. That man was destined by the law of his nature

for society, is clearly demonstrable from his wants, his tendencies, his faculties.

Why is man alone gifted with the peculiar and preeminently excellent gift of lan-

guage, unless it be to communicate with his fellow man socially ? These argu-

ments, with many others to the same points, are learnedly and brilliantly sustained

and enforced by St. Thomas Aquinas, who quotes the words of Solomon in Eccle-

siastes
—" It is better, therefore, that two should be together than alone : for they

have the advantage of their society." But if men lived together in society without

civil governments enforcing what is right and restraining what is wrong, society

itself would be destroyed by disorder and anarchy. Every man would be his own
ruler; the strong would oppress the weak, the vicious would oppose the virtuous,

and there would be no one to provide for the commonwealth. But on the con-

trary "Order is Heaven's flrst law." Thus we cannot sustain the idea of society,

whhout advocating, as necessary for its preservation, civil or political power. The

theory of Rousseau, Hobbes and other philosophers, who assert that sovereignty

resides a priori in tlie multitude, without receiving it from, and holding it in sub-

jection to, God, and that society is the result of a pact or contract express or

implied, cannot be sustained. It is of the essence of a pact, or contract, that it

should be voluntary ; that the parties entering into it, or to be bound by it, should

be under no duress or necessity, but rather that they should be free to accept or

reject it. But this is not true in regard to man and society. The foregoing con-

siderations prove that man is not free to elect between society and no society. If

we study man in. all his wants and his faculties, if we accept the experience of

all nations in all ages, and consult the common opinion of all mankind, which,

being the communis scnsus naturce, affords an infallible criterion of truth, we must

conclude that society is the result of man's nature, and not of his free will. If

from experience we know that man cannot escape from society, that it is the neces-
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sary state of his bt-inj;, that lio is forced nolena volens to submit to its authority,

how can it be said that society is the creature of man's free choice? Besides,

when, where, and by whom was this social compact entered into? Where are

the evidences, where the historical monuments of this great event ? We have the

record of man's creation, of liis fall and punishment, of the crimes of the human
family and their punishment by tlio flood, of their dispersion at Babel, and we
have the ever blessed memorials of redemption. But no record, no monument,
attests the existence of a social compact, a fact, whicli, if it existed, would be

identified with every movement, every right and every duty of mankind. Who
were the voters—how could they have been assembled together ? Unless all the

human family freely entered into this compact, it would not be binding upon all.

But is it at all supposable that all men, especially women, children and servants,

could have been consulted or could have given a consent, either express or implied ?

Yet all these are equally bound. Is it asserted that these gave their assent by

proxies ? Then we ask, where is the evidence of this important fact? The sim-

ple and primitive condition of mankind at the time when society was first formed,

excludes the possibility of such a fact. Besides if men had even gone through

the forms of such a contract, that would not abrogate the law of nature, which

must have been prior to any such transaction. Examine the various powers en-

joyed by society, and the conclusion is inevitable that society must derive its origin

from the law ol" nature and not from the convention of men. Take for instance

the single power of life and death, which society exercises, in certain cases. This

power cannot be the concession of man, because man does not possess the right of

disposing of his own or of the lives of others. Such a power could only have

been derived from a higher source. If then society, and therefore civil govern-

ment, are prescribed to men by the law of nature, and God is the author of the

law of nature, then society and civil government come from God and derive from

Him all their powers and prerogatives.

To deny the divine origin of power would be to reject the authority of sacred

Scripture. Thus writes St. Faul in the 13lh chapter of the epistle to the Romans,

"Omnes anima potestatibus sublimioribus subdita est; non est enim potestas nisi a

Deo. Q,uae autem sunt, a Deo ordinatae sunt. Itaque qui resistat potestati, Dei

ordinatione resistit. Q,ui autem resistunt, ipsi sibi damnationem acquirunt." Let

every soul be subject to the higher powers : for there is no -power but from Ood:

and those that are, are ordained of God. And he that resisteth the power, resisteth

the ordinance of God. And they that resist purchase themselves damnation.

These words of St. Paul set forth the doctrine clearly and forcibly. •' Be subject,

therefore, to every human creature for God's sake, whether to the king," &c.

" Thou wouldst not have any power against me, unless it were given thee from

above." " By me kings reign and decree just things." These authorities are not

understood in the Church as applicable to monarchy or any other form of govern-

ment in particular, but as referring to the principle of civil government in general,

in all its various forms. These, and innumerable other texts from the sacred

writings, but especially those remarkable words quoted above from St. Paul's

Epistle to the Romans, have formed the basis of Catholic teachings by the doctors

and theologians from the days of St. Paul to our own. Thus St. Augustin, St.

Anselm, St. John Chrysostom, St. Thomas Aquinas, the angelic doctor, and all

the Catholic writers on public law, have sustained the divine origin of civil power.

Nor is this view mere opinion or theory, it is the teaching of the universal Church

by authority of God. It is an article of faith that the civil power by which man-

8
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kind are governed in society is from Grod, and as such we are bound to obey it.

On this point there is no room for a Cathohc to doubt.

But reason itself, without the aid of revelation, would teach us these important

truths ; for the doctrine of the divine origin of power is most conformable to right

reason and true philosophy. If this power come not from God, it must then

reside a priori in man. But among equal men, what i*ight has one of their num-

ber to rule over the others? Yet there must be such a rule somewhere. Superi-

ority of physical strength cannot confer the right to govern, because upon such a

title the strongest animal would be the successful claimant over man, which would

be absurd. Even if the contest for the power were confined to men, for which in

this view there would be no authority, the government would never be established;

because whenever one stronger than the reigning sovereign should assert his right,

he would upon the same title be authorized to assume the reins of government

until another still stronger than he should present himself. Superior intellect does

not of itself confer power, because, though it may have its influence, it can confer

no rights : besides, the difliculty of finding some one who is entitled to decide this

question of intellectual superiority, would again reopen the whole question and

leave society without a government. It cannot be riches that confers the right to

govern, because there is no rational connection between riches and sovereignty,

and metal has no relation to right and wrong. The tenure of riches is precarious,

that of power must in this hypothesis be equally so, which would leave society to

perish from disorder and revolution. The same reasons would upset any other

adventitious claim. The theory of a pact, or contract, has already been disposed

of, and there now remains but God alone for true philosophy to receive as the

Sovereign Lord of the universe, and the only author of power and dominion on

earth.

That the interests of society and the happiness of our race are promoted by this

view, must be manifest to the most casual observer. The duty of fidelity to the

government that derives its powers from God, and uses them for the protection

and happiness of society, must result as a necessary consequence of this doctrine.

This duty is binding upon the consciences of all men. And when we consider

that the Church leaves society free as \.oforms of government, and recognizes the

divine origin of civil power under all the various forms that society may establish,

we will then understand how Catholics are the most loyal and faithful people,

whether living under monarchy, aristocracy, democracy, or, better than all. that

free and beautiful system of mixed constitutional government, which prevails,

with some variations, in England and America, the genus of which, together with

the Common Law, we inherited from the good old Catholic times, when reigned

an Alfred and an Edward the Confessor. This doctrine, as I am about to explain

it, according to the doctors of the Church, is also not only consistent with human
freedom, but the only firm and unfailing basis upon which freedom can be securely

planted.

That all power is from God is clearly revealed in the sacred writings. The
Church so receives it and defines it as an article of faith, binding upon the con-

sciences of her children. But the question as to the manner, in wiiich God trans-

mils or communicates power, to society, is one upon which the Church has made
no definition. All are at liberty to adopt one side or the other of this great philo-

sophical question. That God communicates power immediately to kings and
magistrates, and that these rulejwre divino, is the theory of the friends of arbitrary

power and the divine right of kings. On this side are kings Henry, James, and
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Charles, willi their (h<olo;;iiins, jjrinie niiiii!<(<ry, unci othi-r co lulK)rfrs in {\\y- cuuse

of nrbitniry powi-r. That God, on tlie contrary, deposits all power on earth with

the inultitiide, the people, and through this rhiinnel comnuinirates or transmits it

to kiii<Ts, presidents, consuls, tribunes, legislators luid otiier nuigistrates, is the doc-

trine of li»e nilvocales of human freedom ;m<l true popular sovireignly. On this

basis wen" all the Catholic governments of Kurope founded, and on this side of

the question are armyed the great doctors and public writers of the Church from

the earliest ages.

The current of Catholic authority is clearly on the side of the direct communi-

cation of power from God to the people, and from the people to the magistrates of

their choice. To prove this, it will only be necessary to quote the names of the

most illustrious Catholic writers in various ages.

St. Augustin in his dialogue on Free Will makes Augustin ask, " If the people

arc serious and temperate; and if, moreover, they have such a concern lor the

public good that each one would preler the public interest to his own, is it not

true that it would be advisable to enact that such a people should choose their own
authorities for the administration of their affairs?" Evodius answers: "Certainly."

Though the controversy as to the direct or indirect transmission of power, was not

the question mooted by St. Augustin in his dialogue, yet it is clear from the

foregoing passage that had the discussion been started in his day with the same

earnestness that subsequently characterized it, he would have raised his voice une-

quivocally on the side of the indirect transmission of power to magistrates, i. e.

through the people.

St. Thomas Aquinas, whose authority has been so universally and ardently

followed for six hundred years, that he is recognized as the Angel of the Schools,

in the (irst chapter of the first book De Regimine Principium, uses these words,
" There ought then to be in every mullHude some governing power."

Cardinal Bellarmine, one of the most illustrious names in the Church, espouses

the cause of popular sovereignty under God, in the most direct and uneqivocal

terms. After proving that civil power comes from God, Bellarmine writes, " In

the second place, observe, that this power resides immediately, as in its subject, in

all the multitude, for it is by divine right. The divine right has not given this

power to any man in particular, for it has given it to the multitude ; besides, the

positive law being taken away, there is no reason why one should rule more than

another among a great number of equal men ; therefore power belongs to the

whole multitude." Again, the same great writer says, "Observe, in the fourth

place, that particular forms of government are by the law of nations, and not by

divine law, since it depends on the consent of the multitude to place over them-

selves a king, consul, or other magistrates, as is clear; and, for a legitimate reason,

they can change royalty into aristocracy, or into democracy, or vice versa, as it was

done at Rome." Nothing could be more consonant to the principles upon which

common government was founded, than these views of Cardinal Bellarmine.

Suarez, a Jesuit, whose work De Legibus, is used as a text book by the legal

profession in Europe, supports the same view in these words :
" Herein the com-

mon opinion seems to be, that God, inasmuch as he is the author of nature, gives

the power; so that men are, so to speak, the matter and subject capable of this

power; while God gives the form by giving the power." Again, " In the second

place, it follows from what has been said, that the civil power, whenever it is

found in a man or a prince, has emanated according to usual and legitimate law.

from the people and the community, either directly or remotely, and lliat it cannot
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otherwise be justly possessed." This same Jesuit Father defended these enlightened

views against King James of England, and published a work in reply to the king,

addressed to the kings and princes of the Christian world, in which he maintained

his theory of popular sovereignty under God.

The illustrious name of Mariano, another Jesuit, is on the same side. When,
in the conference between King Charles and Lord Baltimore, the question discussed

was the selection of a name for the colony then about to be planted along the

Chesapeake Bay, the name of Mariana was first proposed in compliment to the

Q,ueen, Henrietta Maria, but was indignantly rejected, because " that was also the

name of a Spanish Jesuit, who wrote against kings." This anecdote does not

appear in any of our histories of Maryland ; it is drawn from an unpublished MS.
in the library of a literary gentleman at Washington.

Father Concina, who wrote at Rome about the year 1768, after stating what is

understood by the theory^ of the immediate transmission of power from God to

rulers, goes on to say in his work on Theology :
" In support of the opposite

opinion, many answer, certainly with more probability and truth, that, in reality,

all power proceeds from God, but that it is not delegated to any particular indivi-

dual directly, unless by consent of civil society. That this power is not vested

directly in any individual but in the entire collection of men, is what St. Thomas
expressly teaches, followed by Dominic Soto, and by Covarruvias. The reason of

this is evident, for as all men are born free in regard to civil society, no one having

civil power over another, since this power exists not in any of them in a fixed

manner, it follows, therefore, that it is vested in the whole collection of men."
Father Billuart, who flourished in the time of Louis XIV, when the arrogant

assumption, / am the State, was announced, and when royalty was in its zenith,

dared in such an age to write as follows: "I maintain, in the first place, that legis-

lative power belongs to the community, or to its representative:" and again,

" from which it is evident that all power comes from God, as the Apostle says in

his epistle to the Romans, chap. xiii. This power resides in the community
directly and by natural right, but in kings and other rulers merely indirectly and

by human right," &c.

If it were necessary, many other illustrious names might be invoked to prove

that such is the received Catholic view of civil government. Suarez himself says,

that the opinion of Bellarmine, which we have above stated, is the received and

ancient opinion in the Church. Rome has never questioned it, the Catholic world

maintains it, and the Catholic governments are thus constituted.

A concise summary of this view of civil government, as maintained by Catholic

writers, may be given thus: All power is from God. Therefore, civil government

is invested with a power from God. God confers this power on the community

at large, the people, and through them it is transmitted to civil magistrates. The
people have a right to give a direction to this power, or determine the form it shall

assume, and to decide whether they will be governed by kings, consuls, tribunes,

presidents, or other magistrates. That when this is lawfully established, all forms

of government are equally legitimate and binding on conscience, but that the

people, "for a legitimate reason, can change royalty into aristocracy, or into demo-

cracy, or vice versa." Whether the power is placed in the hands of Catholic,

pagan, infidel, heretical or excommunicated princes or magistrates, it is equally in

all thesp cas^s from God, and binding on the consciences of the faithful. In the

lacguage of St. Thfrnn.^. "th-j faith of Christ does not exempi the I'ailhlul Irom

the oblig&tioa of ooeyi£g the secular powers'"
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Whatever may be the wicked extremes to wluch the modern demagogue endea-

vors to seduce tht> people, it is certain Iroui the most casual reading of our Declara-

tion of Independence, that this glorious republic of ours has been founded upon

the same principles which have been so ably advocated by St. Thomas and Catho-

lic divines from his day to our own. Our fathers, when about " to assume among
the powers of the earth the separate and erjual station, to which the latcs of tuUiye

and ofnalitre^s God entitle them," declared that men ''are cndoiced hy their Creator

with certain unaiienahie rights; that among these are lilc, liberty and the pursuit

of happiness." "Appealing to the Supreme Judge of the world," and "with a

firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence," they proclaimed the thirteen

colonies to be Free and Independent States.

Struck with these remarkable passages, Balmes, a Spanish priest, one of the

most learned and philosophical writers that the Church has produced in modern
times, pronounces the following high eulogium upon our country :

" If we atten-

tively consider the points of difference between the Revolution of the United

States and that of France, we shall find that one of the principal points of differ-

ence consists in this, that the American revolution was essentially democratic, that

of France essentially impious. In the manifestoes by which the former was inau-

gurated, the name of^ God, of Providence, is every where seen ; the men engaged

in the perilous enterprise of shaking off the yoke of Great Britain, far from blas-

pheming the Almighty, invoke his assistance, convinced that the cause of inde-

pendence was the cause of reason and of justice." C.

POLITICAL RELIGIONISM.

" Wt are, eminently, a religious people
."

There is, probably, not one among our readers but has seen in print, a thousand

times, the phrase we have just quoted. No two of them, it is likely, will trace it

to the same source, and for the obvious reason, that it is to be found every where.

It is common property, among the reviews, the magazines, and the penny-news-

papers. It may be heard on Sundays and week-days, in church, in Congress and

lecture-room—in discourses scientific and literary, sacred and profane. We can-

not, for the life of us, say exactly how we came by it, ourselves. We may have

found it in a President's Message, an undergraduate's speech, or a Thanksgiving

proclamation. Perhaps we owe it to Peter Parley's Geography, or one of Theo-

dore Parker's " higher law " sermons. But let it have been taken whence it may,

we are quite sure that it is firmly believed by a large portion of our countrymen

—

especially at the North—and that the fact which it assumes is generally regarded

as a legitimate set-off to the many short-comings of the nation. In our deliberate

judgment, however, there is no truth in it, and we look upon its confident and

constant reiteration as a grievous, public ill. In saying this, we have no idea that

we can escape misrepresentation and misconstruction. The greater the delusion,

the greater the risk of such consequences in assailing it. Nevertheless, there must

be some difference, both in fact and principle, between piety, as an individual

excellence, and the assumption of it, as a national vanity. To lift the veil of the

one is by no means to invade the sanctity of the other, and it is hardly worth
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while to concern ourselves about the opinions of people, who cannot understand

or will not acknowledge the distinction.

As to that part of righteousness which consists in humility, it is presumed that

our national pretensions may be easily settled. There may be doubts as to the

brightness of our light, but Ave cannot possibly be suspected of any desire to put it

under a bushel. If our left hand is ignorant of what our right hand does, it must

systematically avoid the ordinary sources of information. Not to hear the trum-

pets we are perpetually sounding before us, it is necessary to keep carefully away

from the synagogues and the street corners. Feeling conscious of the degree in

which we possess the quality which exalleth a nation, we have no scruple in

letting it be seen that we are exalted. " We are an eminently religious people"

—

though we say it who should not, and we do not care how soon the rest of man-

kind are edified by knowing it.

But what do they say of us—these Publicans whom we thank Heaven, so con-

stantly, that we are not like? They do not appear to be dazzled, as they should

be, by the effulgence of our goodness. They do not find that we keep faith with

them, the better, for it, or indeed reduce it to much practical effect among our-

selves. Let any iniquity be started, that is profitable, and we are sure, men say,

to keep up in pursuit of it with the most abandonpd uational sinners. Our instinct

for a bargain, tempts us (if we believe the world) to tread more frequently than

any others of the children of men, the dark, uncertain line, where the region of

the tenth commandment is united to the dominions of the eighth. For generous

confidence in contracting debts, and indignant repugnance to paying them, when
inconvenient, the civilized globe surrenders the palm to us. Upon our reckless disre-

gard ofhuman life (and especially of the lives of other people) when there is question

of gain, there is no check, our critics tell us, in our faith, our feelings or our laws.

When we talk of philanthropy, they point us to the Indian nations, bought out

with beads and burned out with whiskey ; to the slave ships built and equipped

in our proudest harbors, and the goods manufactured, knowingly, for the slave-

marts, in the very centre of our most sanctimonious communities. When we
discourse of morality, they remind us of the gold hunting murders in California,

the stock-jobbing forgeries in New York, and the consecrated polygamy of Utah

:

they ask if our eyes can" be shut to the fraudulent bankruptcies every where—to

the explosions of banks and the flights of cashiers, which the newspapers every

day detail—to the elaborate knavery so commonly successful in trade as to be

above the necessity of concealment or excuse. Is there beneath the sun—they bid

us answer—one Christian land besides our own, where men could so transgress

and thrive, or where such things could happen and produce so transitory an im-

pression, or be received with an indifference so near akin to toleration ? We are

republicans, they tell us, and struggle manfully, some of us, for the salutary doc-

trine, that the worst and most foolish of men is at least as good as the wisest and

best—yet can we deny that money and place are worshipped among us with more

abject servility than rank and royalty elsewhere? Who is there, bold enough to

dispute thf glory and supremacy of wealth all over our land—no matter how ill

gotten, ill kept, or ill spent?

When we are taken by a stranger to our national capital, and he asks us whether

we see any reflection of our national purity there; can we answer, with truth,

that we do? In the discussions of our legislators, the intrigues of our so called

"great statesmen ; " the motives and measures of our rulers ; our policy at home or

abroad ; do we see any signs that signify national righteousness? And yet, unless
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our rrprespntalivp syslom be a failure, and tlie theory on which it is based a false-

hood, the ruler rhosen must be, in the main, thf type of ihe people who choose

him. " Jiohlnsimuxy thf elect, says Carlyle. in his quaint way. is but " Bobm,"

the elector, in liic superlative deixree. The kind is altogether the same, so far OB

principle is concerned, whatever tlie cnse may l)e as to capacity. Can our readers

call to mind a solitary project among the great American schemes for territorial

expansion, already consummated or now projected, wliich owes its origin, in their

conscientious judgment, to mere patriotism or honesty or pure statesmanship?

Will not impartial history detail hereafter—what every intelligent citizen even

now understands—the personal interests—the political aims and intrigues—the

individual or corporate speculations—the lust of plunder, notoriety and power

—

which were and are at the bottom of every plan of annexation or revolution, with

which we have disturbed the peace or would pour out the blood of other nations,

while dejrrading the civilization of our own? Wijen we appropriated Texas,

invadetl Mexico, sent Lopez to Cuba, or bombarded Greytown (i^estu Romano-

rum!)—when we would stir up Italy, repubiicanise Spain, set France on fire,

and let loose Kossuth and Saunders on devoted Austria—letters, speeches and

all—answer us, reader, we earnestly beseech you—was it or is it because of our

being "an eminently religious people?" Which of the twain does "Young
America" represent— law or gospel ?

It is no answer to all or any of this, to say that the world has done like things

since time began, and that the very nations which marshal these facts and queries,

for our condemnation, now, will find records of the same import through all of

their own history. Even if the truth be so—it does not touch the question. In

the first place— it is the American doctrine, that we govern ourselves, while the

rest of the world are governed by others. Their vices and short-comings therefore,

belong to their rulers—ours are our own. They suffer, because kings go mad

—

we, for our own insanity. Their history, with the shame it brings, was made and
' acted for them ; we are the authors of both shame and story for ourselves. If we
have the pride of self-government, we must have its responsibilities. But, besides

this—the inquiry is not, whether we areasgoodasother people, but whether we are

better than all. Our theory, our faith, our boast is, that we are above the rest of

the world—that we are more enlightened, more civilized, more free, more moral,

more pure, more religious. If we fail in establishing the whole of this, we fail

altogether—for this is the point and the essence of our pretensions and the only mat-

ter in dispute. It is superiority that we contend for, not equality, and it is superiority

that we must make out, or beat an ignominious retreat. Our history, our institu-

tions, our principles, have made a poor business of it, if we are only no worse

than the un blest gentiles!

Assuming then that these reflections have done something towards demolishing

the unworthy fabric of our national Pharisaism, an inquiry suggests itself as to the

cause or foundation of it. Whence does it come? What does it mean ? We regard

the whole of it as neither more nor less than a well preserved legacy from the Puritans

of the colonial age—the stalwart worthies of the Mayflower's time, who glorified

themselves and their Maker together, perpetually^ coupling "the Lord and his

Saints." Time, trade and lucre—the growth ofnumbers and of civilization—the can-

kers of luxury and pride—have sadly wasted the loftier and nobler qualities which

made the Puritan a hero in history. But his spiritual stifl-neckedness and his Pharisa-

ical temper havecome down to his descendants unchanged, and the heart of the nation

which he assisted in founding still beats, as his did, with the arrogance which humbles
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itself only to be exalted. As ostentatious in forms as he was, without the earnest-

ness which dignified his errors, we have compromised for the absence of practical

righteousness as a nation by the most scrupulous devotion to all its machinery'.

Except Scotland—where a man walks the streets on Sunday, as if the free air

were iniquity and the sun-light mortal sin—there is no nation more scrupulous

than we, in reverence to the externals of that day. PubUc recreation, even social

intercourse, on " the Sabbath," we set our faces solemnly against. Conventions

meet, where divines, doctors and politicians rival each other in attempts to flatter

tlie public taste for its Judaical observance, and men are socially and politically

proscribed for refusing to make themselves miserable one day in seven. And all

this is started, prosecuted, elevated into a dogma, by a society which sets apart six

days for Mammon as religiously as the one day for Heaven, and whose devotion

to each is precisely in the same proportion.

Coupled naturally enough with our national Sabbatarianism and springing from

the same source, is the display of our regard for " the reverend clergy." Of

course nothing can be further from the purpose or desire of those who conduct

this Magazine, or more foreign to the objects of the work itself, than a diminu-

tion of the respect and confidence which is due to the most sacred of human call-

ings. In its place, it is one of the most conservative and commendable of social

tributes—at once a duty, a merit and a public good. But it has its sphere like all

other virtues, and when carried beyond that may grow into an abuse and a great

harm. This, it strikes us, is conspicuously the case throughout our country. The

clergy are dragged into every arena and mixed up with every pubUc movement.

They open and close all sorts of meetings upon all sorts of subjects, sandwiching

all manner of speeches and resolutions between two prayers. Congress will in-

trigue and quarrel over a chaplain as over a messenger or a doorkeeper. Not a

plaster for chilblains, or a wash for pimples, but is recommended by a doctor of

divinity—not a volume of bad poems, published by " a Lady," but is endorsed by

a professor of theology or at least a deacon or a presiding elder. A Polish Count /

who is about to give to the press a learned treatise on the salt mines of Wicklilzka,

Csubscriptions payable in advance) has always at least a dozen certificates from the

highest clerical authority, setting forth his competency for the task, his sufferings

for his country, and his blood connexion with the Poniatowskis. There is not a

word of caricature in this—not an iota—it is an every day thing. And what is

the result of it? It is that the Protestant clergy are forced and erected into a sepa-

rate and distinct class—separate and distinct not merely in their official functions

and peculiar duties, as the Catholic priesthood (whom no one thinks of inviting to

ride, even on horseback, in a procession) but in all things and for all purposes.

They are made a civil and political power—an element not merely of society, but,

distinctively, of the State. They have all the privileges of sinners and the inviola-

bility of saints. They can take part in secular affairs, of all sorts, as laymen, and

fall back, when they please, on their prestige and immunities as clergymen.

It is the fashion of Protestant writers to dilate upon the extent to which Catholic

countries are " priest-ridden." Omitting the States of the Church, where the case

of course is exceptional, we do not believe that there is a nation in Christendom

where the clergy exercise as much real and substantial power as in the United

States. And when we say power, we do not mean that which attaches itself in a

greater or less degree, every where, to the priesthood, as such ; we do not mean the

influence of a pastor over his flock—of a counsellor over those who need counsel

—

of a physician over the sick whose wounds he heals. All this, the legitimate and
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salV ami lu)ly iiilliuncc of (In- Ministers nf lioil, we recognizn and reverence, aa

must cvt'ry man. of lu-art or mind, wliu lias seen its lilessini^s fall liappily on

others, even if he has not been cheered hy them himself. But the power to which

we allude is quite another thing from this. It is a power over the practical con-

duct of public and common all'airs—a power, uncontrolled too, save by that public

opinion winch the clerijy llieiiiselves, more than any otlu'r class, create and rule,

and which therelbre.as to tiiem.aflords but a nominal restraint. Take away from

the abolition-party the support of " the evancfelical pulpit." and where would its

force be ? In what would consist the stren£jth of the temperance movement, as a

public and political engine, if the countenance of the clergy were withdrawn from

it? How much vigor would be left in the " Know-Nothing" organization, if the

suffrages and support of the churches were to fall away from it?

Can a rational mind require any further demonstration of the inordinate influ-

ence upon which we are commenting, than that afforded by the memorials which

were presented to Congress when the Nebraska bill was pending ? The reader

cannot fiiil to remember the protests as well as the petitions, signed by tliousands

of clergymen, in their official names and character, expressly assuming to speak

by the appointment and authority of God, and thundering the terrors of his wralh

against all who might dare to advocate the measure they denounced. A decent

respect for the intelligence of Congress and for representative government in gene-

ral requires us to assume that there was not a man of ordinary position, in either

House, who did not fully comprehend how unclerical and unbecoming such pro-

ceedings were—how utterly at war with every legitimate principle of our political

system. Not a man who could perceive any thing, but must have clearly seen

that it was the boldest and most obvious attempt ever made by an ecclesiastical

body, in a republican government, to usurp dominion over the constituted authori-

ties, and enforce the dogmas of a sect or a party, as divine commandments. And
yet how many, in either Chamber, dared to meet the aggression as it should have

been met, or to brave the religious organization which gave it countenance? Of
the large numbers who must have entertained decided and intelligent convictions

on the subject, how many ventured to express them? Did any of the "standard

bearers" of this party or that; the "old men eloquent;" the "sages," &.c. &j.c.—
as the newspapers are wont to call the leading politicians—did any of these stand

up in their places, to vindicate in a broad, manly and statesman-like way, the dig-

nity of the civil goverraent? It was easy enough to distinguish between the

recognized rights of the memorialists, as individuals and citizens, and the preroga-

tive they were reckless enough to claim as a distinct and autlioritative class. Yet,

except for the purposes of personal defence or in the spirit of personal recrimina-

tion, was there any attempt to draw or to enforce that obvious distinction, save in

the most tender and deprecatory way? There were elderly and most influential

gentlemen in Congress, who had made speeches—the superficial measurement of

which defies triangulalion—upon the defects and enormities, civil and especially

religious, of all the nations of Europe. There were at hand distinguished advo-

cates of " the great American doctrine," that we have the inalienable right to be

born, married and buried as we please, all the world over, and tliat any thing

which contravenes this republican principle or denies its applicability to any man
with an American passport, is sheer king-craft and priest-craft, the ofisprmg of

the dark ages and the Spanish Inquisition! Did any of these voluminous orators

bring their "awfu' knowledge o' history," to bear on the three thousand parsons?

Not a man of them, of course—and why ? Because it is popular to bully Spain,

4 Vol. III.—No. 1.
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write Hulseraan letters to Austria and lampoon the Emperor of the French, on

the one hand—while on the other, no man who desires or expects to be President

of the United States (as all the leading and not a few of the led politicians do)

can afford to risk the displeasure of " the religious public " at home. The dark

ages liave no votes, and the House of Hapsburg has none, but the Nebraska-hat-

ing memorialists are the masters of many. They held their peace therefore most

devoutly—the groat statesmen and the small—because they knew that they dwelt

among " an eminently religious people," and that their silence—though in fact

sheer cowardice and dereUclion of duly—would be set down as becoming rever-

ence and have its influence at the polls accordingly.

The same dread of offending the religious sensibilities of the public will explain

the toleration, indeed the general and dangerous encouragement, which is extended

among us to the class of doctrines commonly called " isms." In any other free

country these would, for the most part, be at once laughed into a corner. In Eng-

land, Punch would finish the best of them, in a week, with a wood-cut. Here,

they not only enlist the support of numerous disciples, but are received, by the

public generally, with a respectful consideration, which puts them at once beyond

the reach of any effective appeal to the popular sense of the ridiculous. How
does this happen? Not, it must be confessed, because of any national predisposi-

tion of ours to respect mere secular opinions. The organ of veneration, except

for things sacred or supposed to be sacred, makes no part of our national phreno-

logy. It happens, because every " ism " has a fraction of theology in it. Almost

every one of them is gotten up by a sect or a sect's leaders, or is baited with a text

of Scripture. They are discussed and advocated, generally, before assemblages in

the meeting-houses, and there is scarcely one that does not profess to involve sotre

new and original view of the moral, religious, and psychological nature of man.

An odor of sanctity is thus given to them, which inclines the pubUc nostrils reve-

rentially upwards. The doctrine may be a humbug, a nuisance, or a treason, and

its advocates selfish schemers or pestilent fanatics, yet the soi disant religious ingre-

dient makes both witches and cauldron respectable. Men are ai'raid to say what

they think, lest they be supposed by their neighbors to think more than they say.

They are chary of calling a charlatan by his right name, lest they be suspected of

regarding every thing sacred as charlatanism. They feel bound to respect, or to

treat with respect, every solemn mountebank, for the mere reason that he is solemn

—just as Mr. Carlyle insists that every man is a hero who is in earnest, whether

he be highwayman or prophet—Dick Turpin or Joe Smith ! We see the conse-

quences of this, every day. The most important public interests are jeoparded

and the opinions and political action of large masses of the people absolutely

swayed by sham philanthropists, pseudo reformers, and place-hunting or speculat-

ing theologasters. How large a space such people and their doctrines have filled

in the political history of the last ten years, and how distinctly their power has

grown to be recognized as a sign in our political zodiac, no intelligent reader can

need to be informed.

Now, all these things and many others like them which it were easy enough to

indicate, are commonly regarded as evidences of a religious predisposition on the

part of our people, and are supposed to reflect great credit upon the national char-

acter. We regard them, on the contrary, as serious evils, in themselves, and as

any thing but reputable in what they signify. They indicate a false tone of mor-

als, and a sentimentality, in regard to religion, which is incompatible Avith genuine

and healthy sensibility. In making our visible observances rigid, formal and essen-
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tiul, wo linvo pass(>cl far into tlio ropion of national hyporrisy and vain plory.

The abundnnce of our fnith in our own surpassing righteousness, has made us

rare|(«(s of good works and blind to our many bad ones. Submission to considera-

tions ostensibly religious, in the condurl of nflairs that are purely serular, has

dragije*! ( 'liristianiiy into the dust of a thousaml unworthy confliets and sullied its

purity by tiie rontart of sordid motives. The recognition of clerical authority, in

matters utterly unelerical. has often annihilated the distanct* between the pulpit

and the hustings, making religion political instead of rendering politics religious.

Under encouragements so manifold, cant has become a despot, with no limited rule.

Thought, speech, and action, have fallen under a censorship—often despised and

resisted, it is true, but always vigilant, arrogant and formidable notwithstanding.

As a matter of course we have not discussed the questions here presented, for

the mere sake of proclaiming and justifying our own views, or diminishing the

patriotic self-satisfaction of our neighbors. The subject is one which is not by any

means men'ly speculative. F'rom the absurd assumption that this is a peculiarly

religious people, the practical deduction is every day drawn, that religion must

enter, of necessity, and should, of right, enter into all the phases of our national

life. It is for the sake of exposing this pernicious fallacy that we have endeavored

to dispel a few agreeable illusions. We have sought to make it clear that this

nation is not more righteous than other nations, because, conceding this, our fel-

low citizens must concede that there is no more reason or rational pretext, here

than elsewhere, for mingling religious considerations with the motives of political

action. If there be any demonstration in history of the evils of a connexion be-

tween Church and State, it does not less demonstrate the evils of a similar con-

nexion between the political elements which represent the Stale, in a republic, and

the religious elements which, in a country of free opinions, represent or are substi-

tuted for a Church. It is the thing and not the name which is dangerous. It is

quite the same, whether a hierarchy control a monarch or clerical influence direct

and rule our sufli'rages. The same bad consequences must flow every where from

the same bad causes, and this must be true of us as of the rest of mankind, seeing

that not all the republicanism in the world can subvert the despotism of a logical

necessity.

But there is a consideration to which we have not yet alluded, which gives

double force to all that has been said. It is—that the religion of which we boast

so much, as a national characteristic, is sectarian, even more than it is political.

We are told that this is " a Protestant country," quite as often as we hear of its

eminent religiousness, and in the same connexion. Priestcraft is only held to be

dangerous, when it is
'•' Romish," and the Catholic religion is the only form of

worship. Christian or Mormon, which may not be trusted with the school-book

and the ballot-box—the hustings and the tribune. If any of our readers should

be disposed to think that we put this proposition rather strongly, let them figure

to themselves the effect upon the nation at large, had a Catholic Bishop and his

clergy presented the identical Nebraska Protest, verbatim, to Congress, which went

there with the signatures of three thousand Protestant Ministers. What founts of

type would have been exhausted, to head the telegraphic reports with capital let-

ters and notes of admiration! " Papal audacity!" " Unwarrantable interference!"

" Clerical usurpation !" &c. Stc. What a luxury of indulgence there would have

been for the odium theologicum ! How the national cravat would have whitened

with devout rage, and the national countenance have elongated itself for the crisis!
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Suppose again—to go a little farther back—that the Catholic Church instead of

the Methodist Society, had divided itself into the "Church North," and the

" Church South," upon a question of public policy, involving the guaranties of

the constitution and the horrors of disunion. Suppose that the one division had

proclaimed its inability to hold communion with the other—though professing the

same dogmas of faith—because that other was not willing to rebel against the

organic law of the land, and to denounce the society which upheld it. Would
such things have been tolerated? And if—after separating from each other, upon

a local, sectional, political question, such as that of slavery—the two branches of

the Catholic Church had fallen at loggerheads, about their temporalities, and in

their quarrels and Utigation had developed the fact that they had accumulated hun-

dreds of thousands of dollars, in their " book-concerns" and other concerns, which

they could not divide without hatred, malice and law-suits—what would have been

the limits of the clamor! What should we not have heard of the scarlet abomi-

nations of Babylon! A squabble, about a grave-yard, cannot take place between

a Catholic priest and a committee of his congregation, without crowding the press

with comments upon *' the grasping spirit of the Popish priesthood." We observe

that in New York they contemplate legislation, to meet the incursions of that

spirit. It is strange that the Methodist controversy and the Presbyterian quarrels

—

the High Church pretensions and the Low Church rebellions—should never have

suggested the pacifying interposition of the law. There is but one solution of the

difficulty— the obvious one—that what is called the national religious spirit is

chiefly political sectarianism, and what men boast of, as the sanctified operation

of that spirit in public affairs, is for the most part but devout intolerance.

There are other tests, which prove the same thing with equal certainty. Any
review or newspaper in tne land might safely have published the savage article of

the Edinburg Review on the miracles of Prince Hohenlohe. No one but a Catho-

lic would have thought it other than a good thing, or have dreamed that it con-

tained aught unchristian or uncharitable. Yet where is the journal that would

have dared—that would now dare—to publish such strictures as Sydney Smith's

on Methodism and Missions? The Canon of St. Paul's was not a whit more

bitter than his fellow reviewer. Each dissected his subject with a free knife—the

one not more freely than the other. How comes it that the publication of the one

class of articles would swell the smallest subscription Ust in this country, while that

of the other class would beggar the largest? Not surely because of an indisposi-

tion to see religious subjects approached irreverently, for the irreverence is equal in

the two cases—but because nothing is held to be irreverent, which only applies

Billingsgate to " Popery." A leading American Magazine—probably the best sup-

ported periodical in the world—can venture to make a sectarian and partisan sketch

of Rome and its ecclesiastical system and observances, one of its most promment
articles, continued from number to number, with wood-cuts multiplied. If Macau-
ley's Review of Ranke's History of the Popes had been offered to the same periotl-

ical,—with all its eloquence, its genius, and its Protestantism besides—an insertion

could not liave been had for it, with the large, grand, catholic thought and expres-

sion that are in it. Whore would a man turn for a neutral periodical, in America,

upon which he could rely for the publication without blot or erasure, of such

essays as those of Stephens on the Jesuit-founders and the Port Royalists? The
very foundations of the press would quiver with wrath, if a literary journal here

were to put forth a counterpart of Talfnurd's Essay on Modern Improvements,

with its temperate and admirable commentaries on the Bible Society and rehgious
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fdiicntioii! Yet nil those works np|)<arril m a I'roH-stnnl couiilry—luidfr llie eyes

of a Frolesliint cstiihlisliinciit. Tlu-y oaiiu- nlik«' iroin churclmnn and disscriurs,

and lliey appeared in periodicals certainly not un-proteslant. That they could not

appear hen— in a land of n-ligious equality—under the auspices of a free press

—

must sipiiity .something. What that something is, we leave to the conclusions of

the reader il he lie not content with ours. Shoulil he find that it is the conse-

quence of our being *' an <'minently religious p<'ople," we should be glad to know

what liis expectations would be Irom a commonwealth ol sinners. X.

^ > *

THE DISCUSSION ON THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION.

EvERV Catholic knows

from his catechism, that, in

consequence of the fail of

our first parents in eating

the forbidden fruit, all their

descendants, the whole race

of man, are disgraced. Ev-

ery one comes into the world

with the stain of original sin

upon his soul, which makes

him unholy, an object in

some degree of God's dis-

pleasure, unfit to enter hea-

ven, and subject to Satan,

except in as far as God's

mercy vouchsafes to give

extraordinary protection

against him. This stain is

ordinarily washed out from

the soul by the sacrament

of Baptism, which purifies

us from sin, makes us Chris-

tians, children of God, and

heirs of heaven. With re-

gard to two persons, the Prophet Jeremias, and St. John the Bapti^i. \m ,iu- in-

formed by sacred Scripture, that God was pleased to purify them from this original

sin, and make them holy, before they were born to the light of day. (Jeremias i, 5;

St. Luke i, 15.) But both of these were for a while in sin ; from the time when
they were first conceived in the womb, until the time when God vouchsafed to

sanctify them; so that these are instances of sanctification in the womb, but not of

Immaculate Conception. When we say of our Blessed Lady that she was con-

ceived Immaculate, we mean that she was never, for a single instant, defiled by

original sin: that God, before creating her, had decreed that she should be exempt

from this common stain of man : that Satan cannot boast that she was ever under

his dominion in any manner, and that God, in looking over her whole existence,
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sees in it nothing whatsoever that is not pure and agreeable in His eyes. Her
Immaculate Conception is her exemptionfrom orisrijial sin.

This exemption is the great truth which has lately been solemnly declared an
article of Catholic Faith, revealed by God. and held by His Church from the begin-

ning. In a recent number of the Metropolitan, was given a solution of some of

the difficulties that might naturally be suggested to a Catholic with regard to such

a declaration : it is our purpose in this article to give an outline of the history of

the subject, since it was first called in question, in the first half of the twelfth

century.

Before that period, we are not aware of any Catholic's having argued against it.

It is not, indeed, very often that we find it explicitly spoken of at all : but it is

clearly implied in the language used, not only in the writings of individual

Fathers, but in the acts of Councils, and in the public prayers of the Mass, and

the Divine Office in various churches. The Blessed Virgin is often spoken of as

perfectly pure, free from all defilement, immaculate, exempt from the common stain,

^'C. ExpUcitly, too, it is asserted by some ; while others speak of it as a thing

which they believe in common with other Catholics around them, although they

do not feel warranted to pronounce it absolutely certain.

It may surprise those who are not acquainted with the fact, to learn that the first

distinct expression of disbelief of this point, that is come down to us, is from that

devout client of the Blessed Virgin, the illustrious St. Bernard. When the clergy of

Lyons, a city always remarkable for devotion to the Mother of God,—as is testi-

fied in our own day by its venerable sanctuary and pilgrimage, Notre Dame de

Fourviercs,—had introduced into their church the festival of the Conception of

our Lady, St. Bernard wrote to them a letter, finding fault with this proceeding.

It is No. 174 among his epistles. The direct object of his censure, was their estab-

lishing this new festival without asking the approbation of the Church of Rome :

but one reason why he censured it, was because it seemed to be an approval of the

doctrine of the Immaculate Conception, a doctrine which he feared was opposed to

other Catholic truths. He takes care, however, to avow that his dissent was only

a doubt, not a certain conclusion, and that he was open to correction, if he should

find sufficient reason to accept the doctrine. "We wonder very much," he writes,

" that some of you should have thought proper in these days, to change the most

perfect color, by introducing a new festival, which is unknown to the Rites of

the Church, not sanctioned by reason, nor recommended by ancient tradition."

Farther on he says :
" If you thought this ought to be done, you should have first

consulted the authority of the Apostolic See, and not followed, so hurriedly

and unadvisedly, the thoughtless recommendation of a few inexperienced heads.

I had indeed heard before of others committing this error, but I affected not to

know it, because I was unwilling to be severe towards a devotion that came from

simplicity of heart and love for the Blessed Virgin. Rut when the same false devo-

tion is seen among the learned, and in an illustrious and noble church, of which I

am a child in an especial manner, I am afraid that I could not remain silent with-

out doing a grievous wrong even to yourselves. What I have said, however,

must be received without prejudice to such as may understand the matter better

than I do; and above all do I submit this and every thing pise of (he kind that I

have said, to the authority and examination of the Church of Rome, being ready

to correct it accordinfi; to her judgment, if 1 learn differently."

The festival, however, continued to bo observed, and various other churches

successively adopted it. The readiness with which the clergy and the people re-
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coivi'il it in evrry part of Europe, without any ollior rcmonsiranrc thai wl- know
of, is a strong indication of the common bt-Ucf in this priviio(r(f of Mnry. It is

true, there was not a npcessary connection iK-iween celebrating the Conception and

believing that the Conception was absolutely inmiaculate. For they who said

that she was conceived in sin, maintained that .siie had been sanciilijil iiimiediately

or very soon after beinij conceived ; and they iiii<;ht consisleiilly observe tiic least,

in honor of that «'arly sanctilication, and also because her Conception was the

beginninjT of her blessed life, so full of God's graces to her, and of His mercies to

us. But although the festival might bo celebrated by those who did not believe

the doctrine, yet there is no doubt that those who did believe it were the most

zealous for its celebration, and that the rapid extension of it was chiefly owing to

the desire the faithful had of expressing their admiration for this glorious privilege

of our Lady. Ht. Bernard's letter shows that he regarded the introducing of the

feast as equivalent to a profession of belief in the Immaculate Conception.

St. Bernard died A. U. 1153. About a hundred years after his death, we meet

with an express theological argument on the liubject, in a regular course of the-

ology. It is the great St. Thomas of Aquin who introduces it in the third part

of his Summa, question 27, art. 2. He is examining the question, "Whether the

Blessed Virgin was sanctified before her animation ?"

—

Utrum Beata Virgo fuerii

aanctificata ante animationcm f He argues that she was not : First, because sanc-

tification, as he uses the word in this place, means a cleansing from original sin by

means of grace, and grace pertains only to a rational creature; she could not

therefore be sanctified before she was animated with a rational soul capable of

receiving grace. Secondly, because only a rational creature is susceptible of guilt,

and therefore, previous to the infusion of the rational soul, the offspring is not

subject to guilt. So far, whatever may be the precise error that St. Thomas is

combating, his argument is not at all against our doctrine. For in upholding the

Immaculate Conception, we not only grant, but we must maintain that neither

before nor after animation was Mary sanctified, in the sense of being cleansed from

original sin :

—

sanctijicatix) de qua loquimur non est nisi emunckUio a peccato origi-

nali:—because this doctrine asserts that she never was defiled with that sin, and

of course she could not be cleansed from a stain which was never on her. The
Immaculate Conception, then, is not the direct object against which St. Thomas
reasons in this article. But indirectly he very clearly expresses his disbelief of it,

by going on to give an argument which, if unanswerable, would show this doc-

trine to be contrary to revealed truth. " And thus," he goes on immediately to

say, " in whatsoever way the Blessed Virgin should have been sanctified before

animation, she never would have incurred the stain of original sin, and so she

would not have needed the redemption and salvation which is through Christ, of

whom it is said, St. Matt, i, 21, ' He shall save His people from their sins.' But

this is wrong, to hold that Christ is not the Saviour of all men, as is said, I

Tim. iv."

Farther on in the same article, he repeats this argument in answer to a difficulty

that he had proposed to himself. He had quoted a passage from St. Anselm, who
says, in his book De Conceptu Virginali, cap. 18 :

'• It was right the Blessed Virgin

should be resplendent with the greatest purity that can be imagined after that of

God :"—but her purity would have been greater, if she had never been stained with

sin. St. Thomas rephes: " If the soul of the Virgin had never been defiled by the

contagion of original sin, this would derogate from Christ's dignity as universal

Saviour of all. And therefore, after Christ, who, being universal Saviour, had no
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need of being saved, the purity of the Blessed Virgin was the greatest possible.'*

He agrees with St. Ansolin that it was suitable for the Holy Mother of God to enjoy

the highest degree of purity that was possible, but thinks that the purity of total

exemption from original sin was impossible, because it would seem to make the

Blessed Virgin independent of our Saviour and not indebted to His sufferings for

her holiness.

Our sketch must advance by strides. Just about the same time that St. Thomas
died, which was A. D. 1274, was born another distinguished theologian, the one

who, in the opinion of some, has come nearest to being regarded as a rival of the

saint in iiis profound acquaintance with the queen of sciences. It is John Duns
Scotus, commonly said to have been a native of Duns in Scotland. He entered

the order of St. Francis, studied at Oxford, and professed theology first in that uni-

versity, and afterwards at Paris and Cologne. He died A. D. 1308, at the age of

thirty-five years, or according to others only thirty. As St. Thomas had introduced

the question of the Immaculate Conception into his course of theology, Scotus

followed his example. But whereas the former had concluded that sound theology

contradicted the popular belief, the latter maintained that this belief was in perfect

harmony with the other truths of divine revelation : and he successfully retorted

the saint's reasoning against the doctrine, into a strong argument in its favor.

He said that Mary's total exemption from original sin, was not a privilege that

she had a right to of herself, independently of the merits of her Divine Son, but

was a fruit of those same merits : that our Saviour in purchasing this privilege for

her, had applied to her the fruits of His sufferings more abundantly than to any

one else: and that she was under greater obligations to Him than any one else

was, because it is a greater favor to be perfectly protected against an enemy, than

to be rescued after one has been seized and injured : and he argued that the very

perfection of our Saviour's character as Redeemer, which St. Thomas was justly

solicitous to maintain, seemed to require that He should redeem some one in a

perfect manner ;—which He did by purchasing of His Eternal Father that His

blessed Mother should never be under the dominion of the enemy—that Mary
should never be in original sin.

Scotus' argument is to be found in his Commentary on the Books of Sentences

of the venerable Peter Lombard. This work was a common text book in the

schools of theology, and in explaining it to the students, Scotus took occasion to

treat this question, where the Master of Sentences speaks of the conception of our

Lord, in the Third Book, distinction 3d, question 1st.

The modesty or even hesitation with which he draws his conclusion, might lead

one to suppose that he was not himself satisfied with the soundness of his rea-

soning. He says: "God could have effected that she should never be in original

sin; He could also have effected that she should be for some time in sin, and be

purified from it in the last instant of that time Which of these things,

that are all shown to be possible, was actually done, God knows; but if it be not

repugnant to the authority of the Church, nor to the authority of Scripture, that

seems most likely to be true, which it is most glorious to attribute to Mary."

Videtur prohahile qnod excellentius est altrihuerc Marice. But observe that he does

not hesitate about the soundness of liis answer to St. Thomas' objection. The saint

had said that the Blessed Virgin corild not have been exempt from original sin :

Scotus concludes with confidence that (Jod could have exempted her. Whether

there was in Scripture or Tradition suflicient evidence that He had done so, was
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another question, which Scotus did not at tliis time examine; and it is only of

this second question that he speaks with hesitation.

But what he liad done was of tlie very first importance. The voice of tradition

was suHicientiy dear to dispose Cathohc minds to look on the doctrine as a revealed

truth, and most prohably it would never have been disputed, except that theolo-

gians were afraid they saw in it something derogatory to the character of univer-

sal Saviour in Christ, or contradictory to the dogrna of the fall of man in Adam.
So that when Scotus demonstrated that the Immaculate Conception was not liable

to these objections, he removed the chief and almost the only inipediment to its

acceptance as a divine truth. St. Thomas himself, in his answer to St. Anselm

which we have quoted, seems to admit that this purity of total exemption from sin

ought to be attributed to the Mother of God, if it were not impossible. That

Scotus adopted the belief is seen afterwards in his explanation of the 18th distinc-

tion of the same Third Bogk of Sentences. " The Blessed Virgin Mother of

God," he writes, '* was never actually an enemy, by reason of actual sin, nor by

reason of original sin : but she would have boen, had she not been preserved."

And when he repeated at Paris these same lectures on Peter Lombard which he

had first given at Oxford, on coming to the passage which he had quoted before,

he left out the clause: "if it be not repugnant to the authority of the Church nor

to the authority of Scripture." It would appear that in the interval he had satis-

fied himself that there was nothing in the sacred writings nor in tradition to con-

tradict this belief.

We must not be understood as asserting that Scotus was the first to prove that

this privilege of Mary was not inconsistent with the other doctrines of the Church.

It is fair to suppose that many persons before him had seen the defect in St.

Thomas' argument, and that most of the theologians who examined the question

at all, either did answer it, or at least suspended their judgment as not being satis-

fied that it was unanswerable. Whether any of them have left writings that show
how they treated it, we are not aware : but it would be an interesting, and, we
believe, a useful inquiry, if some one who has the necessary works within his

reach, would examine the theologians, the chroniclers and preachers of the day, to

see in what manner they spoke of the subject during this period. But the service

that Scotus rendered to the truth was important, because he stated the argument so

clearly and strongly ; and because he so effectually drew the attention of the

schools to a question, in which, perhaps, they had not before taken any particular

interest, and to the simplest and most forcible manner of removing the chief objec-

tion to the truth.

The applause of the greatest theologians confirmed the soundness of Scotus'

reasoning. At Paris he was invited, by direction of the Pope, to hold a public

disputation on the subject, in the presence of the University and of the Apostolic

Legates. He obeyed, and to quote Cavellus who relates it : " With such acute-

ness, such perspicuity in his solutions, and such skill in argumentation did he

refute all the objections brought against him, and, supported as he was by Mary's

help, with such weight of argument, with so many and so powerful reasons did he

establish his pious opinion with regard to Mary's conception, that he brought that

illustrious faculty, mother of universities, to adopt his view ; and to do him honor,

she decorated him with the title of Doctor Subtilis.

Natalis Alexander in his History of the Church, speaking of Duns Scotus,

(sec. xiv, cap. 5), thinks that the evidence of such a disputation having been held

at Paris, is not reliable. But Cardinal Lambertini, afterwards Pope Benedict XIV,
5 Vol. III.—No. 1.
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who is yet more esteemed than Alexander for soundness of judgment in questions

of history, relates it as resting on good authority. See his work on the Feasts of

the Blessed Virgin, cap. xv, de Conceptione.

But this is a secondary matter. There is no douht that the question became a

more common one in the schools, and that the arguments in support of the doc-

trine found favor with the great majority. As however the Church had not

spoken, they who were not convinced by the reasoning of Scotus, felt themselves

at liberty to follow the teaching of St. Thomas. They were comparatively few.

It would not have been strange if they had been more numerous ; nor can we
wonder that the Friars of St. Dominic were conspicuous among them. St.

Thomas of Aquin was a Dominican. He was not only the brightest ornament

of that order, but in the whole Church he is commonly acknowledged as the great

master of theological science. His marvellous genius, together with his heroic

virtues, especially his more than mortal purity, have won for him the title of the

Angehcal Doctor. It is not surprising therefore that some theologians, and parti-

cularly those of his own religious family, should adhere most reverently to his

leaching; and even if they were unable to answer their opponents, should still

believe that he was not likely to be mistaken, and that their embarrassment, if they

met any, ought to be ascribed rather to their own deficiency, than to the unsound-

ness of a doctrine which they had received from him.

Indeed, when we reflect on the estimation in which the saint is held for accu-

racy and profoundness of his theological discussions, it seems to us that the very

fact of so many Catholics differing from him on this point, and of so many more

hesitating at least to agree with him, shows that there must have been a consider-

able preponderance of authority and reason on the other side. It is the case of the

king, who could not get his courtiers to give a decision, in a dispute about'a game

between himself and one of them. He called at length on a person of integrity

who had just entered, and had not heard the discussion, and he replied with confi-

dence :
" Your majesty is certainly in the wrong : for if it were really a doubtful

point, all would have decided in your favor." The reputation of St. Thomas for

learning and for holiness, would have incUned the great majority of Catholics to

think that he must be right, if the voice of tradition and of reason had not sounded

to them too strong to be disregarded.

Neither must we imagine that the Dominicans all in a body adopted the view

of St. Thomas, as if carried away by a blind spirit of party. There were learned

and pious members of the order who held the doctrine of the Immaculate Con-

ception, and earnestly deprecated the false zeal of such among their brethren as

imagined that to admit the possibility of Mary's total exemption from original sin,

was to throw a slur on the memory of the saint and the glory of their order. An
instance of that false zeal has been recorded, that took place in the year 1387. A
member of the Dominican Order, John de Montesono, a professor in the Univer-

sity of Paris, incurred the censure of the sacred faculty by leaching his scholars

various false doctrines, chiefly in philosophy; but among them, the extravagant

proposition that—to assert the Immaculate Conception of the Blessed Virgin was

to commit an express error against faith. When he denied this privilege to Mary

in his public s(!rmons, it was regarded as an act of scandal ; and the Bishop and

clergy judged it proper not only to condemn his preaching, but to do it in such a

manner as would repair as far as possible in the eyes of the faithful the injury

done to the honor of our Lady. Juvenal de Ursiuis, Archbishop of Rheims, who
was born thf year after the occurrence, gives the following account of it in his life
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of Charlos VI of Franco: "At tlint tiino livotl n certain doctor of tlnf)loc^y, of tlip

order of Friar Pn-achers, called Master Jolin de Montesono, who was repardeTl

as an eminent man and a ijood ecclesiastic, and who ])reached often. Tliis man
in his preachinsT openly said and asserted tliat the glorious Virgin Mary, Mother

of our Saviour and Redeemer, Jesus Christ, was conceived in orifrinal sin. When
this iKH-ame known to the Flishop of Paris, he summoned many of the eminent

nmoni^ tiie clergy, hoth seculars and regulars and of the mendicant orders, to con-

sider it. The question heing discussed in his palace, it was concluded that the

pmposition of the said Master in Theology was to be and ought to be condemned.

Wherefore they made a procession with general supplications to the church of the

niessed Virgin Mary, where tiie Bishop, rohed in pontificals, condemned the said

proposition, with the most solemn rite." The same author tells us that at Rouen
another Dominican doctor publicly allirmed the same proposition from the pulpit;

and that the rashness of these men excited a great deal of prejudice among the

people, and loud clamors against all the members of the order.

John de Montesono appealed to the Pope, but afterwards shrunk from the exa-

mination of his case, and withdrew secretly into Aragon, his native country.

The difliculty did not end with his departure. The prejudice against the whole

order of which he was a member, was unhappily confirmed by the indiscretion

of the Master General. He attempted to shield John from the censure that he had

incurrtxl, and forbade the Dominicans belonging to the University to sign the

decree against him. In consequence of their refusal to subscribe, they were de-

barred the privileges of the schools ; to the discredit of the order, and the great

loss of the University itself; for they were among its brightest ornaments and

most useful members. It was the more lamentable, because many of them really

agreed with the University in sentiment, although obedience hindered them from

expressing their sentiments officially by subscribing the decree against their brother

in religion. After some time a reconciliation was effected, by the good offices of

a man whose name is familiar both in books of learning and in books of devotion,

the pious Gerson. Natalis Alexander, himself a zealous Dominican, tells us that

many of his brethren in religion, both then and afterwards, held the pious belief of

the Immaculate Conception, and sincerely advocated it; and he particularly avows

his own hearty assent to it, and his resolution to uphold it and advance it whenever

occasion offers.

In the year 1439 the Council of Basle published a decree declaring the doctrine

of the Immaculate Conception to be in conformity with Catholic faith, right reason

and the Sacred Scripture, and one which all Catholics are bound to embrace and

forbidden to dispute. This decree is of no authority in the Church, because the

Council was at that time only a schismatical assembly, and its acts were never

approved by the Pope. It had been regularly convoked by Pope Martin V, and

legitimately opened in 1431, the first year of the pontificate of Eugene IV. Af-

terwards the Pope transferred the Council to Ferrara ; but some of the bishops

denied his power to do so ; and they persisted in holding their sessions and styhng

themselves a General Council of the Catholic Church, although they were only

twelve in number. The chief actors afterwards begged pardon for their conduct

andAvere reconciled to the Church.

But although the decree has no intrinsic authority, because the assembly that

made it, were not those teachers of the Church whom our Saviour promised to

be with, to enlighten them by His Spirit and guard them from error; yet it is of

value as a testimony of what was the common belief of Catholics at that period.
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The testimony is the stronger, because this schismatical Council labored to naake

iteelf popular, pretending to represent the body of the Church in opposition to ihe

arbitrary authority of the Pontiff. They wanted to admit the Hussites to a new
discussion after the Pope had given a final condemnation of their errors ; thev

uttered loud complaints against various measures of the Holy See, which they

thought were displeasing to local churches; they admitted priests to vote in defi-

nitions of Articles of Faith, and in general they tried to make themselves accept-

able to the numerical majority. Their other pretended definitions of faith were

such as served to justify their proceedings against the Pontiff. They declared that

a General Council was superior to the Pope ; that a Council once legitimately

opened could not be transferred without its own consent ; that whoever denied

these propositions was a heretic. It is not then uncharitable to assume that they

would have gone out of their way to define this one single doctrine, that had no

connection with their other business, if they had not known that it was in accord-

ance with the common belief of the faithful, and with the teaching of the most

reliable theologians. In the legitimate Council transferred to Ferrara and after-

wards to Florence, the all-absorbing business was the reunion of the Greeks to the

Catholic Church ; and the subject of the Immaculate Conception was not brought

under consideration.

The first decrees that the Popes ever published on the subject, were made by

Sixtus IV, who ruled the Church from A. D. 1471 till A. D. 1484. He was son

of a fisherman near Savona, and named Delia Rovere. He had entered the Or-

der of St. Francis, and had been a zealous advocate of the Immaculate Concep-

tion, having written a treatise on the subject before he was elected Pope. In 1476

he published a constitution, granting indulgences to those who should devoutly

recite, or assist while others recited the Mass and OflJice of the Conception on the

feast and during its octave. He does not speak explicitly of the doctrine, but says :

" We judge it worthy or rather obligatory, to invite all the faithful of Christ to

offer thanks and praises to Almighty God, for the wonderful Conception of the

Immaculate Virgin." Probably this decree furnished occasion for new discussions

on the subject, for five years later we find another Dominican at Ferrara, maintain-

ing almost the same propositions for which John de Montesono had been cen-

sured at Paris a hundred years before. In a public disputation before the Duke

Hercules d'Este, and afterwards in a printed tract, he declared that it was unlaw-

ful to assert Mary's exemption from original sin or even to assist at the sermons of

those who preached the doctrine. He entered also into an examination of the

Mass and Office which Sixtus had published for the festival, and maintained that

there was nothing in them to contradict what he had said. At the same time

however, he submitted his opinions to the judgment of the Holy See.

And now for the first time, that Holy See thought proper to interpose ; not to

decide the question, but to prevent the sins that might be committed by the advo-

cates of either side. It was very slow to do even this much. For the Church is

a mother filled with the gifts of the Holy Ghost, and therefore replete with wis-

dom and piety. When she declares a thing to be true, or when she commands a

thing to be done, she requires a child-like submission to her authority ; but she

avoids multiplying commandments and decisions without necessity. She is a true

lover of liberty, and likes to leave her children free, except where she sees that

freedom will do them harm, or restriction will be manifestly a favor to them.

And even when she finds it necessary to limit their freedom, she is careful not to

do so more than the case requires. She is as chary in enacting new laws as hu-
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mnn institutions arc in tlw Ix-slowal of thdr favors. This spirit of forbonranro i«

strikinply manifcstod in all her conduct with rrgnnl to our present subject. Du-

rinjT three hundred years she would not interfere at all, because she saw no evil

that detnand»'d her interference. An error about this privilege of our Lady, on

one side or on the other, did not involve any consequence that would hinder men

from loving (Jod and saving their souls, if ansjry ffflin^s had sometimes Ix-en

excited between the disputants, it ordinarily heIonn;ed to the bishops and other lo-

cal authorities to remedy such disorders, and Home would not take the matter out

of their hands without necessity. That necessity had in lu-r judcrment arisen now.

The dispute seems 10 have grown warmer, and perhaps ext«'nded farther; at all

events it now involved a decree of the Supreme Pontiff, and a portion of the

liturgy which he had published for the entire Church: and Sixtus IV, in A. U.

1483, published his constitution (iravc nimis, whicli we will treat of in our next.

A. C. U.

THE USE OF REASON.

•' To all that breathe the air of heaven

Some boon of strength has Nature given.

In forming the majestic bull,

She fenced with wreathed horns his skull:

A hoof of strength she lent the steed,

And winged the timorous hare with speed:

She gave the lion fangs of terror,

And o'er the ocean's crystal mirror.

Taught the unnumbered scaly throng

To trace tlieir liquid patii along;

While for the umbrage of the grove

She plumed the warbling world of love:

To man she gave in that proud hour

The boon of intellectual power."

Thus modem poesy reads the sweet music of the Teian bard in praise of

reason. The boon of intellectual power !—far above all price and excelling every

other gift. The proud mark that distinguishes humanity, giving strength to

weakness, clothing as with an armor, whose unfailing temper can turn aside

every hostile weapon, whose brightness may flash its terror into the eyes of all

that rise against its possessor and force them to bow before his superior prowess.

With it he can tame the lordly lion and defend himself against the cruel and

blood-thirsty propensities of the prowling panther. With it he can outstrip the

eagle in swiftness and make the various parts of creation subserve his interest and

increase his power. The trackless regions of the air present no obstacle that can

impede his daring flight; he sails along the wide expanse without dread, flies

away from mortal sight and between the heavens and the earth seems to exercise

a monarchical authority on all around him. The secrets of Nature throw back

their unwieldy portals to the " open sesame" of his mind. In his regard the fa-

bled sacks of Ulysses seem to borrow the semblance of truth. With form erect

and countenance indicating superiority he scans the earth and the heavens, and

whether he probes the hidden wonders of the former or roams amidst the countless
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worlds that roll their luminous globes in the latter, he sees nothing that can elude

his understanding or defy the powers of his soul. The habitation, in which he

dwells, submits to his analysis and brings its multiplied treasures to supply his

wants or contribute to his enjoyment. The very elements own the force of his

reason and, whether for good or for evil, lend him their powerful influences.

What an exalted station does he not occupy ? How sublime is his portion on the

earth! Nothing that breathes, lives or exists can escape the penetrating acumen
that ennobles his soul ; all is manifested to his view ; all is grasped by the giant na-

ture, that lifts him far above every thing that surrounds him. But this is the bar-

rier he must not pass. So far light and conviction may accompany his steps, so

far may he trace his power and claim authority. Beyond the limits of mortality

it is not allowed him to travel with reason for his ruler. As long as the truths of

another and better world are not to be examined, reason is a good guide; as soon as

it approaches these limits, its light is eclipsed, its power palsied, the brightness and

acuteness of its perception dimmed and lost. Its empire is limited with mortality

;

its sway ends with the universe ; its sceptre is resigned to religion when it ex-

tends its march beyond this perishable existence. So sings the poet : so reason

itself teaches.

" Dim as the borrowed beams of moon and stars

To lonely, weary, wandering travellers,

Is reason to the soul: and as on high
Those rolling fires discover but the sky.
Nor light us here, so reason's glimmering ray
Was lent not to assure our doubtful way,
But guide us upward to a better day.
And as those mighty tapers disappear,

"When day's bright lord ascends our hemisphere,
So pale grows reason at religion's sight,

So dies and so dissolves in supernatural light."

However though its reign be limited by this world and its wonders, and ceases

as soon as it comes to religion, it still attends us, even in that elevated sphere.

The mysteries that are there presented to our consideration, the astonishing phe-

nomena, that defy the scrutiny of sense and bid us bow in humble submission

before truths that we cannot measure, are not opposed to reason, nor do they de-

stroy any truth that right reason acknowledges. They are beyond, above its power,

it is true; they are too high for its search, but the reason of this is that they are

infinite and man's intellect is finite. It is no wonder then that before truths of

this nature reason holds its peace and becomes a respectful listener. Such should

always be the case ; we should listen and learn, not examine and be confounded :

we should be humble and fear, that the majesty of the subject might not over-

whelm us with its brightness aud blast us into utter darkness. For it is the word
of Divine Wisdom: " The searcher of majesty shall be oppressed Avith glory."

Elated by the grand prospects presented by the operations of huni^nn reason and

intoxicated by the giddy elevation to which they are raised, some think that such

an excellent gift could not be bestowed upon man to be used only in a limited man-
ner. From the consideration of the world, which they can almost fathom, as not

altogether beyond the power of the soul, they argue that every thing proposed to

man must be subjected to the influence of reason. To know that it is proposed

and that it is not contradictory of any one truth, on which reason has set her seal

of approbation, must certainly be conceded ; but to understand how it is. to com-
prehend it m all its minute parts and be able to explain every thing regarding it,

especially in religious matters, no one ought for a moment to suspect to be man's
province. Reason deals with facts, nut with the manner or cause of those facts.

Let it tell, if it can, the how or wherefore of the simplest natural phenomenon, des-

cribe to us how and why an acorn becomes an oak. how and wlnj ideas start up in

our mind, it may then claim a right to do the same in the truths of religion. But
as lion? as it is ignorant in those, and finds all the subtlety of its inquiries baffled
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ovfii in its own (loiiiiiiioii, it is luit to he I'xjx-ctt'd ihat tliusr which belong to a

superior authority can he hrou^lit witiiin its power. The most that natural reason

can ilo in re^janl of relijjious mysteries is to illustrate them by comj)arisons drawn
from its own resources, to satisfy tiie mind that they are r«'al revelations and no im
position and then humbly l>ow down in adoration before them. Vainly would it

endeavor to comprehend tlK.-m : vainly would it strive to see the invisible, to search

the unsearchable, to de<<cribe the iiiefVable. Human lanjjuajre is too deficient, hu-

man penetration too limited, human sjfjht too dim, human intellect too narrow to

emiirace tiie mysterious wonders revealed to us through nii^ion. The child that

endeavored to measure the sea witli a siiejl is a lit embleni of man's eflorts to un-

derstand "the length and breadth, the heiirhl and depth" of the Infinite and His
wondrous works. Stretched too far and too long, the narrow partition that sepa-

rates reason from insanity wouM be broken down and darkness and vacancy, as sad

and daily experience proves, would be th(> merited punishment of the rash adven-

turer. Even in the fables of the Pagans, the rash Semele, when favored with the

vision of the beauty and godlike majesty of her immortal lover, trembled aghast,

overpowered by the etFulgence that beamed from his eyes and sank to the gnjund a

blackened and putrid curse. What otiier termination could be divined for such a

sacrilegious desire? "None ever saw God i>nd lived:" and yet proud reason

would lain comprehend His infinite perfections, would iiiin subject to its own slen-

der capacity the immeasurable grandeur, that elevates the Creator above his crea-

ture! Foolish, insensate wish! 'J'hat Being, proud mortal, whom you would
bring down to a level with yourself, or rather whom you wish to make your infe-

rior, smiles at your futile efiorls to reach His throne. Far beyond the outermost
limits of your contemplation He reigns Supreme Master of the Universe, and
haughty and aspiring as you are, you must stand an unwilling slave to His high

behests, ever ready to execute His will, if you have not the humility to bow before

Him. He is no tyrant indt^d ; but *' He gives not His glory to another." He is

no cruel master, who stands with ever-uplifted scourge over his unhappy victim,

unmindful of the clanking iron that daily pierces the heart and steals away the en-

joyment of life. He is master, it is true, but kind and benignant, ever ready to

comfort the miserable, always prompt to succor the needy and give new zest to

the enjoyments of the happy. But as Monarch of the universe and Lord of crea-

tion. He exacts His rights of all His subjects and these rights are, an humble
submission to His power, the adoration of His perfections, and a love for His be-

neiicence and amiability.

What an inexplicable mystery is man! Elevated above the rest of creation, he
either strives to soar beyond the sphere allotted for the exercise of his faculties, or

foolishly despairing of his exaltation, he grovels like the unclean animal in the

mire of his own imaginings. He searches for joy and pleasure every where else,

but where he may find it. Nitimur in vetitum, we may sing with the Venusinian
bard, we strive after what is forbidden and too truly is this abuse exempUfied in all

his pursuits but in none more so than in the reasoning faculties. Ever since that

fatal moment when our common mother stretched forth her hand to the fatal tree,

*' whose taste brought deatli into the world with all our woes," he seems to have
been continually stretching his hand to every forbidden pursuit. Nature and the

working of her mysterious laws are not enough to satisfy the curiosity that is con-

tinually itching for the knowledge of good and evil. It is perhaps the punish-

ment as well as the consequence of this abuse of reason, that evil preponderates,

and what will be the result? Alas! the crowds of once bright intellects, that are

daily carried into the numerous insane asylums throughout our beloved country,

give us a melancholy answer. Of how many may we say with the poet,

" With a spirit tempered like a god 's

He was sent blindfold upon a path of light,

And turned aside and perished! Oh! how poor
Seems the rich gift of genius, when it lies,

Like the adventurous bird, that iiath outflown

His strength, upon the sea, ambition-wrecked

—

A thing the thrush might pity, as she sits

Brooding in quiet on her lowly nest."



THE SISTER OF CHARITY.

TVriUen after meeting a i/oung and beautiful Member of the Order in the Hotel Dieu of Parit.

BY ALARIC A. WATTS.

Art thou some spirit from that blissful land

Where fever never l^urns nor hearts are riven?

That soothing smile, those accents ever bland,

Say, were they born of earth, or caught from heaven ?

Art thou some seraph-minister of grace,

Wliose glorious mission in the skies had birth?

An angel sure in bearing, form, and face.

All but thy tears—and they belong to earth.

Oh, ne'er did beauty, in its loftiest pride,

A splendor boast that may compare with thine;

Thus bending low yon sufferer's bed beside.

Thy graces mortal, but thy cares divine,

A woman, filled with all a woman's fears.

Yet strong to wrestle with earth's wildest woe;

A thing of softest smiles and tendercst tears.

That once would tremble did a breeze but blow.

Leaving, perchance, some gay, and happy home.
Music's rich tones, the rose's odorous breath,

Throughout the crowded lazar-house to roam.

And pierce the haunts of Pestilence and Death.

For ever gliding with a noiseless tread,

As loth to break the piiin-worn sluniberer's rest

;

To smooth the pilloWj^^HtiSEThw^roopin^ head.

And pour thy balaKjiv\i)H_w^,,WKding breast.
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Or, ill cnrli cnliiifr iiilcrval iil" |itiin,

The CliriHliiin'H lutpc mul |>riiiiii«i'd boon to nIiow;

And, wlii-n nil liiiiniin iinodyncM iinr vnin,

Tu iiLTVc tlic boMuiii fur iu linul ihrue.

To lend the tlioiiijlita from linrrowinR; kccius like thin,

To iluit i>!i'.s.scd shore wlieru sin iind Morrow cwme;
To iiii|) the fliiu^in^; soul for i-imIiiih of Mi.MH,

And bid the world-worn wnnderer purl in peare.

A rreiilurc vowed to serve botli God find mini,

No narrow aims lliy eherishod rnres conirol,

Thou dost III! failli, love, pity, walrhiii;; can,

To heal tiie body, and to save the soul.

No matter who, so he thy service need;

No mailer what ilie suppliant's clajm may be;

Thou dost not ask his country or his creed;

To know he suflers is enough lor thee.

Not e'en front guilt dost thou thin" aid withhold.

Whose Master bled a sinl'ul world to save;

Fearless in failh, in coiisi-ious virtue bold,

Tis thine the sick blasjihemer's couch to brave;

To note the anguish of despairing crime.

Lash the wild scorpions of the soul within;

Those writhings fierce, those agonies sublime,

That seem from conscience half their force to win:

Then stand before the dark demoniac's sight,

—

The cup of healing in thy gentle hand;

—

A woman, strengthened with an angel's might,

The storm of pain and passion to command.

To calm the throbbings of his fevered brow;
Cool his parched lips, his bleeding wounds to bind;

And, with uee]) faith, before the Cross to bow
For power to still the tumult of his mind.

And it is given: thy softliest whispered word
There falls like oil on a tempestuous sea,

Hard as his heart may seem, there's yet a ciiord

Once touched, his ravings all are stilled by thee.

I see thee stand and mark that wondrous change,
With more than mortal triumph in thine eye;

Then blessed and blessing, turn with tears to range

Where other claimants on thy pity lie.

By many a faint and feeble murmur led,

A willing slave, where'er the wretched call;

I see thee softly flit from bed to bed,

Each wi.sh forestalling, bearing balm to all.

Performing humblest offices of love

For such as know no human love beside.

Still on thy healing way in mercy move,
Daughter of Pity, thus for ever glide!

All peace to thee and thy devoted band,
Vowed to earth's gloomy "family of pain;"

Whose worth could e'en tlie' unwilling awe command
Of blood-stained men who owned no other claim.

Long may ye live the cherished badge to wear,

Whose snow-white folds mis:ht dignity a queen;
To fainting souls your cup of life to bear.

And be the angels ye have ever been.

Vol.. III.—\o. 1.
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TIIK FRENCH IN ROME.

Shortly after tin* ocnipation of Rome by tlio Kretirh, in 1849, the ( 'ountras

de la Rorlit're nlaniietl lor the fate of her brother, wlio had received a severe

wound at the sietje, repaired to tlie Eternal City to p:iy liini those attentions so

niucli re(|iiired by the sick in a foreic^n land. Happily he was soon out of dani^er,

and the lady, thus freed from all apprehension, was now at full liberty to see and

hear every thing that rendered Rome so particularly interesting at that period.

She made the most of her peculiar advantages; visited every thing worth seeing,

and gained much reliable information from sources accessible to few.

The result of her observations, published in a book entitled " Rome, or Recol-

lections of the French pApeditions in 1848 and 1849," has been received with

much favor in France. Tiimigh not quite free from the sentimentality in which

some ladies are so fond of indulging, the work is written in such a candid, simple,

unassuming style, and withal is so full of interesting matter on an interesting sul>

ject, that in our opinion it fully deserves all the popularity it enjoys. We have

read the book ourselves with such satisfaction, that desirous of imparting to our

readers some of the pleasure and all the information derived from its perusal, we
have taken the pains to translate, in our own humble way, all those parts of the

work which we thought likely to attract their attention. In fact we are so well

pleased generally with the manner in which she describes her sight-seeing expedi-

tions among the wonders of Rome, that we would give the work in full if we did

not fear that some of her chapters might be considered important only to the

French people, and not a few to contain information readily attainable from other

sources. To avoid, however, any air of incompleteness resulting from this re-

trenchment, we did not omit any circumstance necessary to render her meaning
and allusions perfectly intelligible. This could be the more easily managed, as the

work is cast in the shape of letters to a young friend in France. Without further

preface, we take the liberty of introducing to the readers of the Metropolitan

THE FRENCH IN ROME;
By the Comitess de la Rochere.

CHAPTER I.

Tht Journey— Cii'ila Vecchia—Advance of the French on Rome— Check of the 30th

of April— Caslel-di- Guide—Agricidlure— IVie French Cavalier—A^ar Rome.

On board the Montezuma, 15th July, 1849.

Yonder I see Civita Vecchia with its crenelated towers and forti-

fications, capable, it is said, of offering no great resistance. The captain says,

however, they would have cost our brave soldiers much precious time when they

appeared before the place on the 2oth of April, if the garrison had been resolved

to oppose their entrance. '' They received us," said he, (he had been an eye-wit-

ness,) '* if not with the enthusiasm spoken of in some journals of the period, at

least without repugnance. They uttered no viva, no disapproving cry; pronounc-

ing neither for the Pope nor for the repubUc." This apparent indifference is said
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to be easily explained when one gets acquainted with the character of the Italians,

who often carry prudence to an excess. Besides, the French government had

then pronounced with so little explicilness on the object of the expedition, that the

inhabitants of Civiia Vecchia thought it more prudent to abstain from any demon-

stration wliatfver, tlian to compromise themselves with eithfr party.

But, as I write, they are casting anchor in the roadstead, lor the port is too nar-

row to. admit our vessel. The captain, ever kind and attentive, assigns me a Ixiat.

A few minutes more and my foot siiall press the soil of Italy

!

CiviTA Vecchia.

You could never divine where I am tracing these lines. I am seated at the foot

of the great throne in the grand hall of the old palace of the Popes, which your

uncle has made his temporary residence. He has so obligingly insisted on my
acceptance of his hospitality, that I cannot refuse to occupy, for a few hours, the

beautiful apartment he has placed at my disposal. He assures me that my bro-

ther's wound is not dangerous, and I have returned thanks for this favor in the

church of the Capuchins where I heard mass. Hymns of sweet harmony accom-

panied by the deep tonas of the organ soothed the soul to recollection and prayer.

A brilliant crowd filled the building, for this is Sunday, and contrary to what you

see in France, the men were as numerous as the women. The greater part of the

latter had their heads covered with a veil of lace, falling gracefully over the

shoulders. The others wore bonnets two years at least behind our French fashions,

which, however, was no injury to their beauty. At four o'clock we assisted at

the Te Deum chanted in the cathedral in thanksgiving for the reestablishment of

the temporal power of our Holy Father.

It was in this palace, where the Popes were accustomed to pass two or three

months every summer, that General Oudinot established himself for the few days

he remained at Civita Vecchia before marching on Rome. It was here he receivetl

the deputies sent him on the part oi the Triumvirs* and declared his resolution to

enter immediately, with or without their permission, the walls of the capital of the

Christian world. All the information which the Commander-in-chief of the

French army had received since his arrival in the Ecclesiastical States should

determine him, conformably with his instructions, to proceed to Rome without

delay. "Of all things, General," wrote the Duke d'Harcourt, the French ambas-

sador, "it is important that you should hasten your march to Rome: your sudden

and unexpected arrival has astonished and terrified: it is a situation to profit by.

If you leave the malignants at Rome time to recover from their first terror, they

will prepare means of resistance and be the cause of bloodshed, which should if

possible be avoided. At Gaeta they would wish us to be passive agents, not

mediators. We cannot avoid this awkward and unpleasant position unless by

hastening to Rome. Notwithstanding all the Roman rhodomontade, you shall

meet no resistance here: the majority will declare for you the moment you shall

have issued your proclamation."

Moreover, Lieutenant Ferand and afterwards Captain Fahart, who had been

dispatched to Rome immediately after the landing, returned with intelligence an-

nouncing that the French intervention would be received with gratitude, and that

it was a matter of urgency to press the departure. Accordingly, on the 28th of

April, the Commander-in-chief, leaving a small garrison at Civita Vecchia, which

• Mazzini, SafTi and Antontlli. The two first succcedtd Montecchi and Salicetti.
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cily WHS to Im.' iIh" basis of his f)p«'mtioiis, nnil appniiitmjj Col. Hliim'lianl lo tho

command of the place, set out for Rome at the heati of only ri,(MH) men ; for half

the troops destined for the expedition were still at Marseilles, waitiix; the tmnsporu

that were to carry them to Italy. This little cor/i.i iVaniue C()n»iste<l of two bri-

^des, Mollit'p's and Le Vaillant's, fortning one division under the command of

General i^iiaiilt de St. Anijely.

The troops liivouarked the same evening at I'alo, and on the '^Dlh at Castel-di-

(?iiido. a little villa<jp, situated on an eminence, four leajjuts fnmi Home. The
Commander-in-chief dispatched his brother, Capt. Oudinot, at the head of fifteen

horsemen to reconnoitre. The officer soon returned in visible emotion.

" What is the matter ? What do the Romans want?" asked the Commander-
in-chief, surrounded by his staff. "They want war: they have received us with

a volley," replied the youns? ollicer who, faithful to his instructions, iiad returned

immediately without replying to the enemy. " If they want war they shall have

it," exclaimetl the Commander-in-chief, '* but 1 will make another attempt to

avoid it." As other accounts had announced t!iat the Romans would only feign

a kind of defence to save the honor of their flag, and as the post that had fired on

the French had immediately taken flight, it was thought that the real intentions of

the enemy should not be prejudged from an isolated fact, and it was still expected

that their entrance into Rome would be effected without opposition. And so it

probably would have been, had not Garibaldi and his adventurers thrown them-

selves into the city and organized its defence.

On the morning, the troops resumed their march and came to within twelve

hundred yards of Rome without meeting the least resistance. At this point two

roads presented themselves to the French. General Oudinot sent the voUiii;eurs of

the :20th by that which lay to the right, which the nature of the ground rendered

difficult to traverse, and the bulk of the army proceeded by the left road, which

was commanded by heights that were soon, however, occupied by a body of our

chatseurs.

After about a quarter of an hour's march they heard a cannonade which they at

first took tor a military salute, but a second discharge left no doubt as to the inten-

tions of the Garibaldians. However insufficient the number of his troops, Gen'l

Oudinot did not wish to retire without fighting ; and he still expected a great part

of the Roman people would second him in his enterprise. By his orders two

pieces of artillery were placed on an eminence to reply to the still maintained fire

which issuing from an advanced bastion graped the high road. At the same time

Garibaldi, with some thousands of his soldiers, was discovered stealing through

the woods of the villa Parafili to surprise our troops, but twenty-five chasseurs and

some companies of the 20th of the fine were sufficient to repel this numerous

detachment, which fled in disorder after suflfering severe loss.

Still the Roman artillerymen behind their ramparts continued to shower forth

vollies of destructive grape. " General," said Captain Fahart, " 1 know a way
by which we can easily arrive at the gate Angelica. That is the place where the

manifestation in our favor must declare itself." Confiding in this positive asser-

tion, the Commander-in-chief orders the officer to conduct thither the second bri-

gade, which immediately finds itself in a deep way, completely swept every

moment by the enemy's cannon. The brave and rash captain, whom his memory

without doubt had deceived, paid for his temerity with his life and the troops of

General Le Vaillant, overwhelmed with the fire, were obliged to take refuge in

the houses that lined the road.
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In the mean time General Molliere was fighting with obstinate courage under

the ver^' walls. A comp:iny of engineers and another of the foot chasseurs had

advanced to the gate CavalUigieri and attempted to batter it down with axes in the

midst of storms of balls from the ramparts. In another direction, when Picard,

the commanding officer of two companies of the 20th, presented himself before

the gate St. Pancras, the Romans rushed out crying " Peace! Peace! Let us be

friends; let us be brothers!" As the fire had somewhat slackened, Picard thought

that the French had entered Rome by the gate St. Angelica and deceived by the

amicable demonstrations of the Italians, he penetrated into the city ; but the testi-

monies of sympathy soon ceased and his troops, who had suffered themselves to

be surrounded without mistrust, were disarmed and made prisoners. Night was
approaching, and the French army, officers and soldiers still fought with a bravery

worthy of a better fate. The Commander-in-chief though suffering from illness,

appeared in the most dangerous points. Still it became evident that the recent

arrival of the Garibaldians had suppressed any demonstration on the part of the

citizens in favor of the French intervention, and it was now late enough in the

day to think of a retreat. This was effected without opposition. The French

retired in good order as far as Palo, there to await the reinforcements and the

materiel necessary to undertake the siege of a great city. This is the real truth

concerning that 30th of April which troubled people so much as soon as the

results were known in France. I have obtained these particulars from ocular and

impartial witnesses, who have related them to me with a warmth and fullness of

detail that I have not tried to imitate.

Castel-di-Guido.—16th July.

An accident which has befallen our carriage compels me to wait here a few

hours, and I take advantage of the delay to write you a short letter.

I left Civita Vecchia, protected with a passport and a soldier completely armed,

who occupied the front seat of our carriage. This is one of the attentions of your

uncle, who was troubled for the security of two unprotected women on a journey

through a country not yet quite submitted, and perhaps infested by Garibaldi and

his band; for, you know, this captain of adventurers quitted Rome before the

entry of the French, carrying off" a quantity of the most precious articles, and

General Morris is now in pursuit.

The atmosphere here is still clearer than in your beautiful Avignon. But the

land is not to be compared. Here are no verdant gardens, and very few country

houses to enUven the landscape and arrest the eye; it is a dry and almost unculti-

vated plain, over which at intervals a few flocks of lean oxen are wandering. A
French priest on his way to Civita Vecchia, whom I met by chance at the little

inn at which we have ahghted, assures me that the inertness of the Romans has

contributed, infinitely much more than the influence of the unhealthy exhalations,

to this desolate sterility that strikes all travellers so forcibly. " Formerly," said he,

" this immense plain, cultivated with care, was covered Avith rich and populous

cities : the malaria is not then an insurmountable obstacle to the development of

agriculture. It is certain, besides, that the malignant influence loses much of its

intensity and even disappears nearly altogether in places where the population in-

creases, and laborers who return in the evening to an inhabited locahty can foUow

their agricultural pursuits without danger."

But when the descendants of the founders of Rome, devoured by the lust of

conquest, had subjugated all the cities lying between Civita Vecchia and Viterbo,
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ami liiul intrusH'iI ihc cullivaliun of Jlif rdiKjiicrfd lands lo ulavf-s, ulwayn less

indiislriuus than tlu* ownrrs, iIh* forlilily of tin- soil diinini.sltfd by dctjrrcfl. The

rirh Romans who inhabited the city wishing jo derive the greaHsl income possible

rnmi their lands, in place of producing Rrain, which they soon drew from the

subdued countries, introduced (locks, which are very proKtable and recjuire compa-

ratively little care and expense. This was the origin ot tlie decline of agricuiture

in many purls o( Iiaiy- The evil w;ls not diniiinslnd aft<-r the invasion of the

barbarians, who, U-iiitr themselves possessed of numerous herds, preferred a wan-

dering^ life and were comparatively rejjardless of any other care. The feudal

system somewhat annliorated this state of things : the barons shut up in their cas-

tles cultivated the neighboring hills, at least such as could be defended, but the

plains were more abandoned and deserted than ever. The Popes, ever solicitous

for the comfort of their people, did their utmost to restore the honors of agricul-

ture.* Unlbrtunately the excessive indolence of the Romans has prevented them

till the present day from seconding the wise intentions of the sovereign pontiffs.

l<'arewell.

My next letter shall be written in Rome, where I expect to be in two hours!

Uo you partake of the emotions this proximity inspires 7 of the recollections it

calls up 7 Aly pen is powerless to describe all I feel.

Rome, July 17th, 1849.

1 have found my brother almost completely recovered from his wound and

delighted at a visit which he hardly expected. The motive for undertaking such

a journey then exists no longer; but I wdl not leave the capital of the Christian

world without visiting its wonders, were it only for the pleasure of relating them

to you. Here am I then installed in an apartment which I have rented on the

Piazza de Santi Apostoli, close by the palace occupied by my brother.

. . . . As yet all \ know of Rome is the little church where I heard mass

this morning; to-morrow we are to commence our e.xcursions; in the mean time

I may as well relate how my journey concluded.

\Ve had left Caslel-di-Guido about two miles behind us when we were passed

by a French officer whom his horse bore away at full speed. It was easy lo see

that this haste was sorely against the poor gentleman's inclination, and indeed that

it was only with the greatest difficulty he maintained his seat. The unequal con-

test was soon terminated : the officer rolled in the dust and the horse pursued his

* Willi this object St. Zachary founded three villages and Pope Adrian four. In

1407 Gregory XII passed a law to encourage the cultivation of corn. Sixtus IV wit-

nessing the negligence of liie land owners, i.ssued a decree that ail should cultivate at

least one-third of their possessions. Tlii.'« law was considered so arbitrary tliat ilie rich

Romans opposed it when Clement VII wished to have it enforced. Tliis Pope then

had recourse to measures siili more efficacious. He permitted the /r«« export of corn,

when the price did not exceed a certain limit, and thus this sage provision, which pre-

serves the medium between excessive liberty to commerce and ihe restrictions that

encumber it, is an invention of a Pope of the sixteenth century ; not of the English, as

some political economists would have us believe. In 1588 Sixtus V encouraged the

farmers by lending them money which they were to return after disposing of their

harvest. In 1600 Clement VII revised the baronial laws regarding agriculture, and
improved the condition of the vas.sals. But these constant elforts were not crowned
with success. In later times Pius VI and Pius VII enacted many laws to revive and
avor ajTriculture.
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rapid course until stopped by a peasant who Avas approaching from the contrary

direction.

I descended from tlie carriage and ran to the assistance of the officer, who. as

I approaclie<l. was raising himself with diiiiciihy, and making the air resound with

very uncathohc exclamations. "Are you much hurt, sir ?" I asked. "Not at

all ; not in the least," he replied, dusting himself vigorously. But it was evident

from his manner of walking that he had received at least some severe bruises. He
was a captain of the 36th infantry, and his grizzling hair announced a respectable

age. *' You will take a place in my carriage," said I, " and I will carry you to

Rome." " Ma foi," he replied, " I would not ask better than to profit by your kind-

ness, for I am not very ceremonious. But I must take back this confounded hired

horse with which I have burdened myself, I scarce know why." '• Captain, I

will mount the horse, if you will permit me," said the young soldier who escorted

me. "Agreed," cried the captain, giving the buona mono (drink money) to the

peasant who had brought back the animal, and without more entreaty he took a

seat at my side.

The conversation soon became lively, and whilst he rubbed his bruised limbs he

told me he had married at Marseilles a good and pious wife, who had made him

promise at his departure, to recite his prayers morning and evening, and to wear a

medal of the Blessed Virgin ; that he had full confidence in the good judgment of

Madame Marce^n, and always followed her advice. I remarked with a smile that

his wife would hardly approve of the oath I had heard him swear a few moments

ago. " due voulez vous, madame?" he replied, " it is an old custom of which I

can scarcely rid myself. Especially when taking such perilous flights as the one

you have just witnessed," he added, rubbing himself again.

We arrived at a bridge that had been broken down by the Romans, and to cross

the rivulet (the Arrona) we had to alight and pass over the trunks of trees which

had served as a passage for the French army. The captain kindly gave me his

arm, and the carriage traversed the bed of the stream, whose waters were not high.

Soon after we reached an eminence from the summit of which we could easily

discern the famous dome of St. Peter's. " You should have seen it last night,'

said my companion ; "the dome Avas completely illuminated in honor of the/e'/e.

From Castel-di-Guido, where I slept, you would have thought it an immense

globe of fire ascending into the sky."

We now passed through fields trampled and entirely bare of verdure, but which,

we could still see, were covered with half burned branches, stones blackened by

fire, and with remains of all kinds. " That is where we camped several days,"

said the captain. Then I perceived with a sudden oppression of the heart, a dozen

or so of tombs, recognizable 'by the elevation of the soil, and sometimes by the

little cross formed of two branches that surmounted them. "There lie the soldiers

killed during the siege," said my companion, uncovering himself.

(to be continued.)



MARY LEE:
Or the YANKEE in IRELAND*

BY PETER PINKIE.

Edited by PAUL PEPPERGRASS, Esquire.

Dear Public:

Once more come we, knocking at your door, to beg the crumbs of your charity.

Twice before, indeed, have you taken us in, and twice going out, have our grateful

tears besprinkled the flags of your threshold. But then it was our own cause we
pleaded; now we plead the cause of another; we bring to your arms a desolate orphan,

not iliree days old, and without a relative in the world. Its dying parent bequeathed

it to you, in the strong hope, that slender as its claim was on your sympathy, you

would not liave the heart to reject it. After the many favors we ourselves have received

at your hands, it would be indeUcate in us to do more than submit the case without

word or comment to your benevolent consideration. The following letters will best

explain the melancholy circumstances which brought the little adventurer to employ so

poor an advocate, and one, alas ! in every respect, so unworthy the sacred trust.

Your grateful serv't,

P. PEPPERGRASS.

Dear Paul:

After many weary voyages by land and sea, here I am laid up. Here I am, stretched

on a straw pallet in Gooseberry Lane, with my last dollar in my pocket, and my old

leather bag under my pillow. Oh Paul ! my faithful College-chum, what a desperate

effort I made to reach you. Some how I always fancied if 1 could only have another

sight of your honest ' sonsie ' face, and the promise of a quiet little corner in your

family grave lot, I should die the happier. Besides, as I never belonged to any one in

particular, I felt you had a sort of claim on my remains. But its all over with me
now, and so God's will be done. I'm a crazy good-for-nothing ill-tempered creature

any way, and the sooner I'm put out of the way of decent, useful people, the better. I

suppose I needn't tell you what I'm dying of— the Rheumatism of course, — what else

could it be ? The villian knocked me down twice before, you remember, and then com-

promised it, but this time he has fairly got death's grip of me, and refuses, point blank,

to let me off on any terms. The Priest and Doctor were both here this morning, and

shook hands with me at parting. So my time, you see, is but short. Well at all

events I'm prepared— that is, in a kind of fashion, not so well as I ought^of course,

but still belter than I deserve to be, considering tlie Edie Ochiltree hfe I led since I

abandoned Theology, and the Cassock. As for the world, I foi^ive it, for all the

* Copy right sAcored according to Law.

7 Vol. III.—No. 1.
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shabby treatment I ever received at it's hands, and upon my word, Paul, I received my
share. It's of no use, thougli, to carry our grudges with us to the grave— and, indeed,

even if it were I never felt much disposed that way. Besides the world has sins enough

to answer for, God knows, without adding the injuries it has done me to the account.

So I shake hands and forgive it. And now Paul there's one request 1 have to make,

and for the sake of tlie old times, I hope j'ou'll not refuse it, namely: When you come

here and find inc dead and gone, don't mind asking any que.<!tions, for no body knows

me but as the lame pilgrim, who frightened the children and lived in a garret in Goose-

berry Lane. Say nothing, but just ask the apple woman, who lets me the room, for

the black leather bag I kept under my pillow. Put your hand down to the bottom and

draw out "Mary Lee." It's the last of the collection, and for aught I know to the

contrary, the best of them all. Take it home with you, brush it up a little and give it

to some charitable pul)lisher, if you happen to know or hear of any such person in that

part of the world. Should the little thing bring a few dollars, buy me a modest head-

stone of gray marble and inscribe my name on the corner— Peter Pinkie— no more.

For the rest I bequeath you all my worldly goods, to wit: my silver snuff box, (but by

the way now that I think of it, the half of that same belongs to you already) and my
ivory headed crab-tree staff, both which Father Mahony (by the same token he's first

cousin to Father Prout of the Prout-Papers) will deliver you on presenting this letter.

And now, dear Paul, before I bid good-bye, let me entreat you to say a few prayers for

me, once and again, when you have leisure— for alas! alas! I need them sadly. Say

them quietly, just as we used to say them together long ago at the Virgin altar in the

College Chapel, and say them away by yourself in some lonely corner of the Church,

where the shadow falls deepest. God be with you Paul.

Yours as ever, P. PINKIE.

On reaching New Orleans we hastened with all possible speed to Gooseberry Lane,

hoping to find our venerable friend still alive, but alas ! we came too late. Early that

morning the remains of a stranger whom no body knew, but who went by the name of

Peter Pinkie, were carried out to their final resting-place and deposited in a shady little

corner of the Catholic Cemetery. Intending to visit the grave next day and leave di-

rections for the head-stone of gray marble, we took occasion in the interval to call on

the Rev. Mr. Mahony, and after tendering our most grateful thanks for his kindness to

our dear old friend and fellow student, received from his venerable hands the silver snuff

box, the crab-tree staff, and the following letter of explanation written apparently but

a few hours before his death. P. P.

Dear Paul:

I have some remarks to make about Mary Lee, and can't compose myself to die

happy without making them. So I just swallowed an anodyne and had the apple wo-

man fix up the foot-board for a writing desk.

I know well when you read the opening paragraph you'll shrug up your shoulders in

the old way, and pitch the manuscript across the table to your friend Dr. Grippinlip,

with a Psaugh ! nonsense ! what does the silly follow mean by such an introduction as

that.' But think what you please, Paul, I can't help it. It was always my way you

know to go straight to the point; or as our first Latin master, Terence Hardiman, use<l

to say, to dive in medias res plump as a pearl fisher ! 1 wouldn't think of Terry now
either I suspect, only the silver snuff-box he left us is here before me on the foot-board,

and the curly headed cobbler on the lid is looking straight in my face. But independently

of that, my early memories crowd on me now faster and clearer than ever. Sometimes

I catch myself thinking of old Sangrado at the College, and old Etty at the Infirmary

coming in coughing every morning with her ))harniacopoEia under her arm. And what

do you think r I was dreaming all last night about the rush crosses we used to weave at

Michaelmas, and the segging boats we sailed in partnership on the round pond before

my father's door. They looked to me just as green and natural as the leaves I saw
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yestenlny. I don't know liow it linppcni^, but my thouclita arc atumldin;; all the lime

over old tinics and old places; do wlint I will I cnn't control them. I half Hunpecl it'a

the usual ttiL;n of death— liie parting look wliirh the apirit caaia back on the openinf^

acenes of it's younfj ond joyous life, ere it sinkM and ifi swallowed up for ever in the

oourre of it's being—just like the aettinfj sun Uiking his farewell look of earth—the last

one, the briijhleat and fondest of all. But I fear I'm distressing.

I was poini; to observe that if you expected me to write a preface to "Mary Lee" ac-

cording,' to the ordinary standards made and provided, you will be entirely disappointed,

for 1 iniiy as well tell you first as last, that I cherish a most inveterate horror for the whole

pnAot^ointna family—prefaces, proloi;uea, introductions and explanations, and this I feel

in duty bound to tell you before I proceed a step further, has ever ijcen my unfortunate

weakness, since I went to study theology five and twenty years a^o at Louvain under

the celebrated Fatiier IJrenengo. Ht was the most tedious man in coming to a point that

ever shaped ii syllogism. He often spent two mortal hours laying down the state of the

question, and found himself then just as far from the difficulty ns ever. Everything

having the slightest fibre of connection with the subject was drawn in to complicate it.

No chancery lawyer could hold a candle to him ir that respect. Old as I'm now, Paul,

and near as T creep to the grave, the sound of that man's voice rings as distinctly in my
ear as when I last sat listening to it in Louvain. 1 never catch the noise of a spinning

wheel, or a moth ticking in the bed-post, but I hear Father Brenengo as plainly as ever.

He never tired; there was nothing of him to tire, but bone and sinew, and very little of

that to spare either, but what did remain was brought by a practice of forty years to

work like machinery. Talking was no trouble to him—the words rolled out from his

thin lips like sound.<! from an automaton mandarin. On the occasion, however, to which

I would particularly refer, the question before the class was the Sacrifice of Abraham,

and the difficulty as usual in the Thomestic distinction of the Divine wills. Never did

man speak as he spoke that day. Hour after hour he went on laying down his prelimi-

naries, and yet never venturing within sight of the question at issue. The class fell

asleep, but, parwn refert, on he drove through it shrugging his shoulders till you could

almost hear the friction of the bones, and rapping the desk all the while with his terrible

knuckles. For the first hour I bore it with patience; an hour and a half passed and

still, though my nerves were considerably excited, I managed to control them sufficiently

to sit quiet. At last, however, I was overpowered by a sort of dehrium; my head grew

dizzy, my breath came thick and short like one after a long race, and yelling like a ma-

niac I sprang at one bound across the desk and hurled a quarto volume of Beliarmine at

the lecturer's venerable head. " Hold him !" I cried, " hold him, stop him or he'll kill

me, he'll murder me !" His squeaking voice acting like a rasp on my nerves, hour after

hour, drove me in ftxct to desperation. Heaven forgive me, Paul, 1 could have cloven

him that instant to the brisket. One of my classmates laid hold of my collar to drag me

back, but I flung him from me like an infant, and rushing from the hall fled down the

corridor, my long hair floating back on my collar and my eyes leaping from their sock-

ets in my eagerness to ef^cape. That act of mine, dear Paul, sealed my fate for ever.

In the evening the physician called at my room and politely ordered me three tumblers

of valerian to settle my nerves; next day the Dean handed me forty dollars to pay my
travelling expenses to Burneranna, and a letter of explanation to my worthy Bishop;

and in two hours after, just as the bells of the city rang out the Angelus, i bid adieu to

Louvain, Father Brenengo and Theology for ever. Since that unfortunate day, it's

needless to tell you, I regard every thing in the shape of introductions, with indescriba-

ble horror. And where 's the wonder ? Have they not at one blow, annihilated all my
cherished hopes, stripped me of stole and cassock, drove me out a wanderer on the face

of the earth, and consigned me at last to isolation, snufi'-taking, poverty and a garret.

Here the inanuscript grows so shaky, owing, no doubt, to the increasing violence of

the rheumatism, as to be entirely illegible. It is generally supposed, however, by his

friends in Ireland most familiar with his hand writing that the closing sentences were
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meant for an humble apology to the public for having ever presumed to occupy a moment

of its valuable time, and especially for the many faults and anachronisms in Mary Lee.

The following note was found some days after the Editor's departure in a corner of the

old black bag, and carefully forwarded to his address by the apple-woman above men-

tioned. In her very remarkable epistle enclosing the relic, she candidly admits never

having imagined for one moment that the" bit o' ritin" could be of any earthly use to

any body, and as for his " spirit" coming back in search of it, she hadn't the least fear

of that in the world, for the truth was she didn't believe in ghosts herself, nor one be-

longing to her; but still every body had a right to their own, and besides Mr. Pinkie

being the strange kind of man he was, she didn't fancy much retaining any part of his

property in her possession, and would just sleep as sound perhaps, after clearing her

skirts of him, bag and baggage. The note ran as follows:

Postscript.—As my time draws near, I begin to feel more and more uneasy about the

spot where the strangers will lay my remains. Of course you'll laugh at me for this,

Paul, and no wonder either, for upon my word I never once thought I should feel so par-

ticular about it. But it's only another proof, I suppose, that the poor body must al-

ways be our greatest trouble even to the very last. And so I made some inquiries about

the burial ground this morning of Father Malioney's clerk. His description, 1 assure

you, is by no means satisfactory. He tells me there's not an ivy wall, nor a moulder-

ing ruin, nor an old hawthorn, nor in fact any other shred of Christianity to be seen in

the place—what's more, there's not a fern to shelter a grave, and even the grass of the

field is as wiry and sparse as the hair on my head. By all accounts, dear Paul, it's a

very uncomfortable and " unchristianable" place to be buried, and so I would take it as

a great personal favor, and one I'll not forget in the land I'm going to, if you could just

manage in some way to tjike my bones home with you to your own quiet lot, or what

would please me a thousand times better, send them back to Ireland again by the first

trusty Innishowen man you hear of returning to Burncranna. But do as you will, bring

them or send them, X bequeath them to you. P. P.

CHAPTER T.

INTRO DU CTO RY.

Dear Reader, have the goodness to run your finger down the map of Ireland

to its northernmost point, or if that be inconvenient, let your imagination run

down without it to the easternmost promontory of the County Donegal
;
you shall

then have transported yourself without trouble or expense, and in a manner suit-

able enough for our purpose, to the spot where our story commences.

It may happen, however, in this rambling age, that one day or oUier you would

grow tired of travelUng by the map and hand-book, and make up your mind to

quit the fireside and see the world for yourself—preferring your own eyes to your

neighbors' spectacles. After a long tour through Europe you may yet some fine

evening in August or September, find yourself standing on the Pier of Leith or

Dunbarton heights, looking across the channel and wishing you were in Ireland.

Don't resist the temptation, we pray thee, but leaving your national prejudices be-

hind you with your Scotch landlord, book yourself for Dublin, in the first packet,

and with a good conscience and an honest heart take a trip over th(> water, and

visit, were it only for a week, the land of poverty, gallantry and song.

If, however, you happen to be one of those very respectable young gentlemen

who go over to make pictures of Irish-life, with the view of being stared at and
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lioniztnl in villajjo drawinij-nioins on tlwir niiirn—one of thosp fxIrPiriHy tnlcnicd

nnd proinisini,' yniins: men who voyafjf in rrowds pvcry year, for a supply of Irish

bnrharisnis and Romish superstitions. If yt)U iiappcn, wh say, to he of that class,

let us remind you, dear reader, (and we do it in all sincerity) that the Mull of C'an-

tyre is a danijerous sea, worse by all odds than the May of Hiscay. Don't venture

through it hv any means, but like a prudent young man, linish your tour with lJ«'n-

loniond nnd the Trossacka, and return home to the States with as little delay as

povssihie. As for the Irish peculiarities you would go in quest of, they are now

very scarce and dillicult to procure—we mean fresh ones, of course, for the old

sets an* bruised so much in the handling as to be entirely valueless ; even the

manufacturers of the article who made so jolly a living on the simplicity of strip-

ling tourists twenty years ago, are no longer in existence. They have passed

away as an effete race, and are now dead gone and forgotten. Pictures of Irish

life are indeed very difficult to dispose of at present either to the pulpit, the Sunda^
newspapers, or even the Foreign Benevolent Societies ; unless tliey happen to be

drawn by master hands. Such pictures for instance as the " Priest and the bottle,"

the ** Fiddler and the beggars," the " Confessor and the Nun," have lost all point

since Mr. Thackeray's visit to that country, and are now grown as stale and flat

as small beer drippings off a pot house counter. Twenty years ago, however, the

case was very different. An Irishman then in certain sections of the United

States was as great a wonder as a Bengal Tiger, or an Abyssinian Elephant, and

he fell so far below the ordinary standard of humanity in those days as to be con-

sidered unaccountable to human laws. We have ourselves been assured on most

excellent authority, that certain ladies of Maine, even within the time mentioned,

actually went as a delegation to an unfortunate Irishman, Avho strayed into their

neighborhood, and set about manipulating his head all over in order to ascertain by

personal inspection, whether his horns grew on the fore or hind part of his cra-

nium. The manner of their reception by the courteous and gallant barbarian, is

still related by some of the actors in the little melo-drama, and though quite cha-

racteristic of his race, would hardly be accounted edifying in this simple narrative.

This much, however, we may venture to affirm, that since the event took place

there has been but one opinion on the subject in that locality, that the Irish wear

no horns of any description whatever either behind or before,—are endowed with

the ordinary feelings and senses peculiar to the human family—and exhibit arms

and legs, hands and hair precisely like their Norman and Anglo Saxon neighbors.

But whilst they assimilate thus in all their physical developments there is still

certain national peculiarities which distinguish them from the people of all other

nations. In the first place, ihebrogrie is very peculiar. It differs from that of the

Scotch Highlander, the Vermonter and the German in what is called, intensity of

accentuation—and it is very remarkable that this peculiar intensity of accentua-

tion is most striking when they speak on subjects in any way connected with reli-

gion—the broad sound of the vowels, which they have still retained since their old

Classic days, exhibiting a striking contrast with the reformed method of pronun-

ciation. The collocation of their words too sounding so strange to unclassic ears

(though admirable in the Italian and French) contributes perhaps in some degree

to aggravate the barbarism. But we must not venture on details or we should

never have done ; suffice it to say that according to all accounts, and particularly

the accounts of American tourists, the Irish are one and all the strangest people on

the face of the earth. They never do any thing, we are told, like other people.

Whatever they put their hands to, from peeling a potato to shooting a landlord.
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thpy have their own peculiar way of doinsr it. Whether they eat or drink,

walk or sleep, lie their shoes, or pick their teetli ; they are noted for their wonder-

ful originaUty. And it is not the people only, but, strange to say, the very cows

and horses in that remarkable country, bellow and neigh quite differently from

those of other nations—the tone and style being quite unique, or in other words,

" peculiarly Irish." It's but a few weeks ago, since a certain Mr. Gustavus The-

odore Simpkings of Boston returned from Ireland with the startling discovery that

hens laid their eggs there in a manni-r quite different from that adopted by the

hens of other countries. We may be allowed also to add by way of appendix to

the fact, that in consequence of the important nature of the discovery, a board of

Commissioners will shortly be sent over to investigate the matter thoroughly, in

order that the poultry fanciers of New England may take measures accordingly to

romote the interests of their excellent associations. Whether the country at

rge, however, will approve this new method is still a disputed question. Our
own opinion is, the New Englanders will reject it, not solely because it's Irish,

though that indeed would seem to be reason sufficient, but rather on account of the

danger of propagating Popery in that peculiar Avay. We have heard of " treason"

eggs, (Mr. O'Connell and Marcus Costello were arrested over two pair of them in

Home's Coffee Room, Dublin, five and twenty years ago avowing their guilt,)

and if treason could be propagated in that fashion, we ask Avhy not Popery ?

Now after all this nicety to which certain things are carried, simply because

they are Irish, it is quite needless to say that the national peculiarities of that

people are all but exhausted, and consequently the young tourist fresh from the

counting-room can expect little there to requite him for the fatigue and expense of

such a journey.

But, dear reader mine, if your heart be in the right place and above the reach

of paltry prejudice, if you be man enough to think for yourself, and instead of

viewing Ireland in print shop and pantomime, look at her face to face with your

own honest eyes,—if you be determined to see things in their true colors and to

avoid the vulgar blunder of mistaking the Irish brogue for inveterate barbarism, and

gold watch chains for genuine civilization—if you be one of that stamp, then in

heaven's name step aboard as soon as possible, for a crime it would be against

your conscience to turn back within sight of the green old Isle where Moore and

Griffin " wept and sang."

Once there, pass not hurriedly over it, for every inch is classic ground. Not a

mountain or valley from Cape Clear to the Giant's Causeway but has its old tra-

dition. If you ever read Banim, or Morgan, Cullnan or Griffin, ask the guide at

your elbow to point out, as you ride along, the scenes they describe and the monu-

ments they chronicle. If you ever listened to the songs of Moore, and felt the

sadness they inspire, stop for a moment and gaze on the venerable ruins to which

they are consecrated, and they will seem to you more sad and plaintive than ever.

You may not weep over those mouldering walls and ruined shrines, Uke the

returning exile revisiting once more the haunts of his boyhood, but still, stranger

as you are, the very sight of them will do you good ; the tottering tower and the

crumbling wall, and the holy well, and the broken cross, will bring you salutary

reflections—will teach you that every country, to deserve a place in the record of

nations, must have a past, and that flourishing as the repul)lic of Wasliington is

now, its whole history up to this hour, would hardly cover a single page in the

future annals of the world.
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But, dear n-adcr, whciu-vcr you nuiihlc tlirouijli tlu' oltl plarc, (brjyj't not to visit

th*" srt'iio ol our story. It niay not \w so irraiul as thf AlU'^hanifs, nor so pictu-

rosqu*' as tlic Hudson, but it will n'pay you well, iM-vortheiess, for your trouble.

Moreover, it lifs direrily in your way from llif mountains of the w»^t to the fa-

mous Giant's Causeway—a wild solitary spot to the east of those blue hills that

shfhir iIk' r<rtd»' valleys of Doiiceal froiu the storms of thf iS'ortheni Ocean.

CHAPTER II.

Thk country between Fanit, or Araheera light house and the village of Rath-

mullen on the river Swilly, is an extremely wild and mountainous district, Ixing

indeed little more than a succession of hills rising one above the other and termi-

nating at last in the bald and towering scalp of Benraven. Standing on this ele-

vated spot, the traveller has a full view of the country for a distance of some

twenty miles around. Beyond Araheera point appears Malin Head, the northern

extremity of the far-fametl Barony of Innishowen, running far out into the ocean,

and heaving back the billows in white foam as they break against his dark and

sulky form. Westward looms up the majestic brow of Horn Head, under whose

frown a thousand vessels have perished, and close by its side the famous opening

in the rock called McSwine's gun, thundering hke the roar of a hundred cannon

Avhen the storm comes in from the west. Between these two land marks, standing

out there like huge sentinels guarding the coast, stretches the long white shore

called Bally hernam Strand, and between that and Benraven the beautiful quiet

little sea of Mulroy.Avith its countless islets lying under the long deep shadows of

the mountains. Close by the broad base of the latter—so close indeed that you

can hurl a stone from the top into the water below, is the calm, quiet lake called

Lough Ely, so celebrated for its silvery char and golden trout. As the traveller

looks down from the summit of Benraven, there is hardly a sign of human habi-

tation to be seen below, if indeed, we except the light house itself, whose white

tower rises just visible over the heads of the lessening hills. But when he begins

to descend and pursue his way along the manor road, winding as it runs through

the dark and deep recesses of the mountains, many a comfortable httle homestead

suddenly meets his view, and many a green meadow and wavy cornfield helps to

reUeve the barren and desolate character of the surrounding scene.

It was a fine evening in June, 185-, the sheep after browsing all day long, were
lying on the green sunny slopes of the glens, and the hoodie crows, after their

rambling flight, sat dozing here and there on huge rocks by the road side which

the winter torrents had detached from the mountains, Avhen a man might be seen

wending his way slowly down the road towards Araheera light house. He wore
a short jacket and trowsers, somewhat sailor fashion, and kept his hands thrust

into his side pockets as he jogged along, whistlihg and singing by turns to keep

himself company. Still, though he looked at first not unhke a sea-faring man,
there was that in his gait and general deportment which smacked too strongly of

the hill-side, to mistake him for one accustomed to walk the deck of a ship, or

even to ply the oar in search of a livehhood. Moreover he wore a rabbit skin

cap jauntily set on the side of his head, and carried a stout black thorn under
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his arm—both which indicated clearly enough, that his habits of life were more

landward grown than his dress and near proximity to the sea might have at first

suggested. But whatever might have been his occupation in general, he appeared

to have httle to engage him this evening, in particular, for he loitered long on his

way, seemingly quite disposed to lake tlie world easy, and break no bones in his

hurry to accomplish his journey. More than once did he stop to clap his hands

and gaze after a hare startled from her form by his noisy approach, or fling a stone

at the hoodie crows dozing on the rocks. In this careless manner he jogged along

whisthng and singing as the humor touched him. At first the words of his song

were confused by the echoes of the glens, but grew more distinct and intelhgible

as he descended nearer to the shore, till at length the following verse of a very po-

pular ditty rang out clear and strong upon the ear

:

" Och ! the Sassanach villians de'il tare tbem!

They stript us as bare as the 'poles,'

But there's one thing we just could't spare them,

The ' Kxdvg' that covers our souls.

Right folderolol la la di di

Right fala la, lee," &c. &c.

He sang this verse at least half a dozen times, at different intervals, and had

just commenced to sing it once more, when all of a sudden the song and the

singer came both to a full stop. Had a highwayman leaped from a hedge and

held a pistol to the traveller's head he could not have halted more abruptly. In an

instant he stood still, gazing at something he saw round the angle of the road, and

then buttoning his jacket and clutcliing his black thorn, made a step forward in a

belligerent attitude, as if an unlocked for enemy had appeared and offered liim

battle. And so it Avas. The antagonist he so suddenly encountered had taken liis

position in the very middle of the road, and by his motions seemed resolved to

maintain that position at every hazard. The traveller, on the other hand, was by

no means slow to commence hostilities, for twirling his staflT without further par-

ley, he struck his adversary such a blow on the sconce as might have been heard

ringing sharp and hard for half a mile and more along the echoing glen. That

blow, however, was his first and last, for the next instant he lay sprawhng in the

dust, struck down by the superior force of his enemy's weapon. Still, though

prostrate, he parried off the blows of his assailant with remarkable adroitness, and

would, in all hkelihood, have soon risen and fully avenged his fall, had not a

third party interfered to terminate the battle. The latter rouglily seizing the staff

from behind, commanded the fallen man to forbear, and then in a milder and more

friendly voice, bid him get up on his feet, and not lay there like a parlaun.

(to be continued. )
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1. The IIoi.t niBi.K, Ac with Hatdock'* Notcb—Dunigan Sf Drothtr's I'nabrutged

Edition. E. Dunigan & Uroihcr: New York.

We Imve frcqucnily called attention to iliia nin^nificent Bible aa the parts auct es«iv«|y

appeared, and now that it ia completed cannot leave the aulyect without a e;eneral notice,

such as its importance deserves. It forms an epoch in the publication of the Catholic

Bible in this country, or rather one of the three epochs; the first being the issuing of

Matthew Carey's quarto Bible in 1790, which has, we believe, the merit also of being

the first Bilile in the En-^lish language printed in the United States. Considering the

smidl numi)er of Catholics then in the country it was certainly a great undertaking.

The second epoch was that of Cummiskey's edition of Haydock's Bible; the greatest

enterprise ever entered into by a Catholic publisher on this side of the Atlantic, when
we consider the time and the state of the country. In our Bible annals, Uunigan's

splendid edition of Haydock forms the third. In the clear type, beautiful paper,

exquisite engravings and rich binding, it not only surpasses the great Bible of Cummis-
key and the editions published in England, but vies with the most superb editions ever

issued in either country; while the price is so cheap as to come within the reach of all.

The press without dissent have lavished their eulogies on its accuracy and beauty,

and we c«n scarcely use terms of jiraise, without repeating the words of others. To
Catholics in the United States the house of Dunigan has long bean known for the singular

taste and beauty of their illustrated works, due to the consummate judgment and exqui-

site skill of the late Edward Dunigan. He too formed the plans of this edition of the

Holy Scriptures, selected the present most convenient size, the paper and type. Many
of the engravings were already completed or in hand, several numbers had been issued

when God called him hence. Looking at this noble volume we cannot but regret that

he did not live to see it completed, for such had been his fondest wish.

Of the merit of Haydock's Commentary, itself twice as voluminous as the text, it is

unnecessary to speak. The present edition, magnificent in every respect, approved by

the Most Rev. Archbishop Hughes, the ordinary of the^diocese in which it is published,

must hereafter be the standard Catholic Family Bible.

2. Englan'd an'd Rome, or the History of the Religious Connection between England
and the Holy See from the year 179 to the commencement of the Anglican Reforma-

5? tion in 1534. By the Rev. W. TVatervcorthjS. 3. London: Burns & Lambert.

This is a succinct and well written controversial work, and if the Protestant could be

induced to read it, would have very great influence in bringing him to acknowledge her
" whom the wide nations have knelt to for the keys of heaven." Unfortunately, how-
ever, those who most need works like this, are very seldom tempted to look into them,

but satisfied with the prejudices of their early education, consider it a useless waste of

time even to hear the defence which our theologians adduce. The American Catholic,

who has read our Ven. Archbishop's work on the Supremacy will not feel the want of

it, but to the English Catholic it must be interesting, inasmuch as it touches upon a por-

tion of England's history when indeed it was a glory to be an Englishman, and shows,

briefly, it is true, but conclusively, that all that is still glorious in England, has its ori-

gin in her connection with the Holy See. Although intended as a controversial state-

ment of the Catholic side of the question, which has agitated the religious world in Eng-
land of late years, and aiming at no more than a clear statement of proofs, there are

some parts, where the filial afl^ection of the author for his country bursts into a strain

of warm exhortation, that should find its way straight to the heart. Of this we have
a brief example in the 4th chapter, where from select portions of a few Fathers he
proves that "union with Rome is essential to Catholicity." But we find it more parti-

cularly exemplified in the concluding part of the work, where after showing that all the
marks of tlie true Church were forfeited by the establishment of Henry VIll and his suc-
cessors, he thus apostrophises his countrymen:

8 Vol. III.—No. 1.
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" Englishmen, you want n guide: you feel, you do: you wnnt more than texts, you
need the expounder; and this you feel, too. You want a heavenly commissioned
teachtr, one who cannot deceive you—one who can lead you with safety throush liosts

of dissentient and contradictory teachers—you want Faith; not opinion, not supposi-
tions, not systems, not theories, but Faith; an unliesitating adiierence to truth, bec^iuae

this tiutii is from God, and known to be from God on tiie authority of one who bears
the marks of the divinity and exiiibits openly the iieavenly credentials. But where
shall you find this guide, this teacher, this exponent, this heaven-sent messenger?
Only in one place—in the Catholic Ciiurch: the Church of which the Bishop of Rome
has always been the spiritual head. This Church claims, and she alone claims, to be,

in reference to man, what you feel you require, an infallible, a heaven-sent guide: and
therefore she alone deserves to be followed, as the teacher of truth, as the autiiority

which is to hand down the revelation of Jesus Christ from generation to generation even
unto the end of time. All others boast of their fallibility, of their hting able to deceive,

to mislead, and lead astray, and what they claim, they do If England is ever
to be truly a member of the Christian Church, she must believe all that Rome teaches—causa fmita est. May she at length cease to be isolated: may her religion be no longer
a merely insular, national creed: and may she become again a worthy member of the

Church of all nations, a dutiful child of the mistress of Christianity, Rome. Then shall

days of piety recommence Be Christians on principle and you will soon have
the happiness by God's grace, of being Catholics, men in communion with the See which
blessed Feter established in imperial Rome."
We hope that the reverend author's desire will be realized. The very many prayers

which are daily offered up for her conversion must certainly bring England nearer and

nearer to the true fold of the One Shepherd, and this most desirable providence will be

more hastened by the zealous efl'orts of the apostolic men, who even now are swarming

throughout her borders, emulating by their virtues and learning the Anselms, the Bec-

kets and Langtons of earlier and happier days.

3. HiSTORT OF THE CaTHOLIC MiSSIOVS AMONG THE InDIAN TrIBES OF THE UniTED
States, from 1529 to 1854. By John G. Shea. New York: Dunigan & Brother.

We were apprised some time ago by an announcement from the publishers, that this

work was about being completed, and would soon be given to the public. It is now
before us, beautifully printed; illustrated with steel portraits alone worth the price of the

work. As a frontispiece we have a portreiit of Father Bapst, the missionary who was

80 infamously treated at Ellsworth. The other portraits are those of Fathers John

Brebeuf and Isaac Jogues, both of whom suffered martyrdom, Catharine, a holy Indian

maiden. Father Peyre of the California missions, and the well known Father de Smct.

Besides these, the volumes contain several pages of fac-similes of the signatures of

missionaries connected with the subject of the work. About all these, there is a stamp

of authenticity that impresses us favorably with regard to the work. On opening it few

of our readers will be disposed to lay it aside on a mere cursory perusal. Few have

any idea of the vast extent of these early missions on which the author chiefly dwells:

missions spreading over half the states in the Union, and every where characterized by

all that is great, noble and heroic. The early Catholic missions have been long cited as

an honor and a glory to our country, but if every American may boast of them, how
much more the Catholic? Some years since a great historian exclaimed: "How little

is known of these men !
" Now not to know them will be a reproach.

4. Ak Address to the Impartial Public on the Intolerant Spirit of the Times;
being the Introduction to the Miscellanea of M. J. Spalding, D. D., Bishop of Louis-
ville. Louisville: Webb & Levering.

Could we persuade ourselves that this Address would not be soon in the hands of our

readers, we would give copious extracts from it. But it has two recommendations which

must infallibly give it a wide circulation, even ajnong those, whose circumstances or

will may not enable them to purchase the work to which it is an introduction. It is

written by the Right Rev. Dr. Spalding, a sure guarantee that it is worthy of attention,

and the subject is Olio, which at this time coninieud.s itstlf Ik the Amtricjin reader, no

matter what may be the opinions or faith which rules his comluct. Like every thing

else that proceeds from the pen of the learned Bishop, it shows the true stamp of genius,
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nnd merely to nnnoiinre it would be in our luin»l>!c opinion a sufficient rommendntion to

till' Anu'ricnn Cnlholif. The Proteslani nnd Know-Nmhinp spirit mny not dcom thin

of so much imporlanre, hut could tliey he indiircd to Iny aside for fi moment the preju-

dices tiiey hnven-^iiinst every thing Catholic, or proreetling from Catholics, we hesitate

not in our belief that they would see the folly and injustice of tlieir conduct, and would

unite with their Catholic fellow-citizens in a more brotherly spirit than has even yet

been manifested in their intercourse with them. Unfortunately in the present excited

nnd feverish state of their minds, the impartial public, to whom the Right Rev, Doctor

addresses himself, is very limited. The time must however come, and seems even now

to be not far distant, when reason and reli;;^ion will reclaim their rights. Meonwhile we

can wait, recommending to every Catholic to do what he can to hasten on that happy

time, when our beloved country will be in a measure freed from the pollution of tliis

persecuting spirit, whicli degrades her in the eyes of the world, and more than that, in

her own. The free distribution of pamphlets like this we are now noticing, will be a

great auxiliary to such a desirable object.

5. The History ant) Poetry of Finger-Ring?. By Charles Edwards, Counsellor at

Law. New York: Redfield.

It is very easy to perceive that Mr. Edwards is not a Catholic, though what con-

nection there is between Catholicity and finger-rings is not very obvious to any one but

him. However, he makes no mystery of his prejudices on that score, lugging into his

history, without reason or rhyme, the vulgar tales that have been long ago exploded as

unworthy of credit by the most eminent Protestant historians. Being a counsellor at

law, and one evidently of a good deal of reading, for his book is full of erudition, we

expected much better of him, and felt somewhat indignant that he should so completely

ignore that glorious maxim of his honorable profession, that every man is to be accounted

innocent until he be proved guilty. Alexander VI has enough to answer for, without

being accused on no solid foundation whatever, and condemned of a crime, which is so

foolish as to bear its own refuUition on its face. Why is it that Protestonts can never

write on even the most indifferent subjects without indulging in some fling or other at

Catholicity and the Popes? Are they afraid of their influence and desirous to forestall

public opinion, or do they imagine that no subject can be well digested by the Protestant

mind, unless it be served up with the most piquant sauce of Romish ridicule.' It is, to

say the least, a very morbid appetite, and betokens a very diseased state of mind.

Catholic authors never treat Protestantism and its professors in this uncharitable manner,

although there are not wanting many ridiculous points, on which a few changes might

be rung. It would seem, as if Protestant writers forget that a good author's duty is to

keep to the subject of his book, and not go out of his way to pander to the prejudices

of the unlettered crowd. So does Mr. Edwards act, and unworthily of his profession,

acts on the authority of novelists.' What has the pastoral staff of a bishop and a

poisoned key to do either historically or poetically with finger-rings.' He has no doubt

read Juvenal. He might have found in his satires many observations, which we think

would have given him a different idea regarding the uses and meanings of the rings and

engraved gems, worn by the ancient Romans, and enabled him to correct the errors into

which those authors had fallen, whose labors he has condensed into his own history.

Nay— since he is so willing to admit the authority of fictitious writers, he might have

consulted to some advantage " The Last Days of Pompeii," and given a better ex-

planation of the gems referred to on pp. 32, 34, 84, 97 and 99. He would have learned

to look upon that friend of man, the lizard, as the ancients considered it, and not con-

founded it with the crocodile, as he did in the last instance we have cited. The same

may be said of the dolphin, about which tine fable of Arion might have led him to a very

ditVerent conclusion. But the matter was scarcely worth the ink that would have been

required to set it in its proper light. We might also complain of the loose manner of

citing voluminous authors, without giving such reference as would enable the reader to

verify the quotation. Thus, on p. 104, Albertus Magnus and St. Jerome are made to
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father aome queer sentiments regarding gems, which contradict the known character of

those two Hghts of the Christian Church, and a friend of theirs would Hke very much

to see, if Uiose, whom he loves and venerates, could be guilty of the folly imputed to

them. But where in twenty thick folios would you look for a sentiment, that is con-

tained in a quotation of a few lines? These are serious faults and worthy of reprehen-

sion. Apart from these we have been pleased with many good qualities which adorn

the book, not the least of which is its unpretending simplicity, united with so much

erudition, and although we are not yet able to say that the author has fashioned with us

" the interesting token of a gimmal ring," we hope that his future essay will have the

good fortune to prove that he has "a ring of power," a ring that will save him from

the fascination of pandering to protestant prejudice and fanaticism.

6. The Catholic Histort or North America. Five Discourses: To which are

added Two Discourses on the Relation of Ireland and America. By T. D. McGtt.
Boston: Patrick Donahoe.

We have read this work with pleasure. If we liave any fault to find with it, it is in

the title. To our mind it is not a history, in the proper sense of the word, but rather a

sketch, or side glance at the Catholic History of this country. For ourselves, how-

ever, we care but little about the title; the work is valuable, and possesses a store of

information, which must prove interesting and instructive to the general reader. It is

a hand-book, which every Catholic ought to possess. The author deserves the gratitude

of the Catholic community for the able manner in which he has demonstrated the

following propositions: 1st. That the discovery and exploration of America were

Catholic enterprises, undertaken by Catholics, with Catholic motives, and carried out

with Catholic co-operation. 2d. That the only systematic attempts to civilize and

Christianize the aborigines were made by Catholic missionaries. And 3d. That the

Independence of the United States was in a great degree established by Catholic blood,

talent and treasure.

The book, moreover, is well written; indeed many portions are beautiful, eloquent

and pathetic. The Appendix contains much that is rare and valuable. The Letters

and the Bull of Pope Alexander VI, in relation to the discovery of America, the Apos-

tolic Letter of Pope Paul III, relating to the American Indians, and the Will of

Christopher Columbus, are documents in themselves worth the price of the book.

We recommend the work to Catholics, especially at the present time; it will furnish

them with arms to put to silence and to shame that intolerant spirit so rife, at present in

this country, against the professors of our holy religion.

7. Thk Metropolitan Catholic Almanac for 1855. Baltimore: Lucas Brothers.

We hail with pleasure the annual visit of this excellent work. It comes as heretofore,

replete with valuable information. The Calendar in itself will be found exceeding useful,

but the ample statistics it contains, exhibiting a full view of the state and progress of

Catholicity in this country up to the close of the last year, give more than ordinary in-

terest to the work. Its arrangement is perhaps the best that could be adopted; it

combines compactness with clearness.

As to the accuracy of the Almanac in its details, we are unable to judge: but if it

prove defective in this respect, we think it is not the fault of the publishers, who, as we
learn from the preface to the work, adopted the best possible method of oi)taiiiing correct

and reliable information. We take the following interesting summary from its pages:

" There are in the United States 7 archbishops, 33 bishops, 1,704 nriest.s, and 1,824
churches, distriijuted amoi)» 41 dioceses and 2 apostolic vicariates; and showing for the

past year an increase of 2 oishops, 129 priests, and 112 churches. During the year 27
priests departed this life, 2 were elevated to'ihe episcopacy; and besides these, aoout 50
whose names appeared on the catalogue of 1833, are not reported for 1854: whence it

appears, that the total accession of priests during the year was upwards of 206!"

We refrain from making any further extracts at present, as we shall have frequent

occasion to refer to its pages during tlis year.
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8. Linc.ard's IIistout <>k Evoi.ank, AnRitxicn. With n Cnntiniinlion from IfiHH to

l^i;">4. li y Jumfs Ihtrkf, Ivsi)., A. H. To wliicli in [irotixed ii Memoir of Dr. Lin;;iinl,

anil Miujjiiml Noiis. Uy M. J. Kernty, A. M. Ijiiliimore: Miirpliy & (Jo.

We urc liivorably iin|ire!i!ied with iIuh work from « cursory glance at ii« pn^es. The
original work is loo voluminous, and riitltcr cnlrulnicd for tlie library than for general

circulntion, consequenlly limiti'd in liie ajilierc of its ust-fiiiness. An Abridgment for

the use of the people has been much needed, and wc believe the desideratum will be sup-

plied in the work before us.

As to the merits of the work as an al>ridgnH'nt, we are unable at present to speak,

nut having had time to give it that examination whicli its importance demands; in our

next number we will speak of it more fully. The volume on our table is a beautiful

specimen of typography, and is hund.somely bound; it is also embellished by a fine

Steel engraving of Dr. Lingard.

9. A Lktter krom Richard T. Mf-rrick, Esq. of I'altimore Citt, against Uniting
Religion and Politics. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

This valuable letter has been crowded from our pages for several months. This we
regret, especially as it is a document of unu.sual i lerit, and one calculated to do much
good at the present time. Seldom have we read a paper with more pleasure than this letter

from Mr. Merrick. While it depicts in strong and vivid language the pernicious ten-

dencies of the doctrines set forth by the new party, which has lately sprung up among
us, it as on able aiid eloquent vindication of the civil and political rights of Catholics in

this country.

We conunend the following to the serious consideration of those, who seek to inter-

dict the civil rights of their Catholic fellow citizens:

" And when under the auspices of this new order, and through the influence of the

fanaticism so assiduously cultivated as a measure of political and Christian duty, and
which is now spreading throughout the country, a disregard for the great principles of
constitutional liberty, and the rights of man should be so far engendered— and God
forbid it ever should be!— as to effect the disfranchisement of the denomination now
assailed, and the Catholic, stricken down in civil rights should become in this great
government of freemen a servile pensioner for protection— which of the other denomi-
nations that make up the mighty whole will next follow in the experience of political

degradation ; Will not the competition of aspiring pride be lessened yet a little more, and
government confined to a class yet more elect, and holy, and limited ?

" Persecution having risen, restored to the full vigor by the perverted and mi.sguided
sentiment of the people, will not stop at one small conquest, but will seek new glories

with which to adorn its recovered strength.
" Wherever it has gone forth in the world, like a mighty tempest it has swept over

society, and those who have loosened it in the anxious hope of witnessing its devas-
tations, tremble to behold the overwhelming fury of a power beyond their direction and
control."

But that the merits of this document may be fully appreciated, it must be read entire.

Let every Catholic, therefore, procure a copy of it, read it, study it, and circulate it.

10. The Leader. A Prospectus of a new Catholic paper under this title to be pub-
lished in St. Louis, has been sent to us by Dr. J. V. Huntington, who is to conduct
the Editorial department.

To the readers of the Metropolitan, it is unnecessary to say a single word in reference

to the distinguished gentleman who is to edit this new journal. His talents as a writer,

and his abilities as an editor are well known, and require from us no commendation.

Feeling as we do, an interest, a deep and abiding interest in every enterprise calculated

to promote the cause of Catholicity, we cannot feel otherwise than gratified to learn that

another Catholic journal is about to be added to the number of those already laboring

in die good cause.

11. Hon. Joseph R. Chandler's Speech, delivered in the House of Representatives,
on the Temporal Power of the Pope. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

We regret that this able defence of Catholic principles, and eloquent vindication of

Catholic doctrine, did not reach us in time for such a notice as the importance of the

subject merits—we will recur to it in our next. In the mean time, we would earnestly

recommend every Catholic in the land to procure a copy.
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A WORD TO OUR Readers.—With ilie present number we enter upon the third

volume of the Metropolitan; and here we deem it not out of place to interchange a

few words with our readers. Our exordium, narration and peroration shall be brief; for

we have no disposition either to impose on their patience, or exhaust our own.

The Metropolitan was established as a medium of conveying to the bosom of every

Catholic family sound principles of morality, pleasing and instructive entertainment,

and lessons of general information. It was designed, to borrow the idea from a cotem-

porary, not merely as a periodical of religious knowledge, but as a religious periodical

of general knowledge. Such we shall endeavor to make it. While we may occasion-

ally read to you a homily touching your moral and Christian duties, our great aim shall

be to provide articles on general subjects written in a Catholic tone and breathing a

Catholic spirit. Such is the reading we shall endeavor to provide for the Metropolitan,

giving it at the same time all tlie attraction which light literature and pictorial embellish-

ment can afford.

We will not sound a trumpet before us, or make known in advance what we have in

store for the future; but will merely say, that we have sketched in our minds a grand

programme for the ensuing year. We prefer, however, not to disclose it at present, for

we are not certain that, like Minerva, it will come forth fully armed. Here's a sample

of what you may expect for the new volume: each succeeding month we will visit you

with a similar token of our friendship. We promise not to dishonor your household,

by appearing in garments inferior to those we wear at present. We may come to you

in a gayer and more attractive attire; but on this point, however, we shall make no rash

pledges, for it exhibits an extraordinary degree of Christian perfection in these degene-

rate days for a man to be as good as his word, without attempting more.

But now, kind readers, we do not, nor can we expect to please you all, at least in

every particular. Nevertheless, we shall try our utmost; and if there be merit in a

good intention, we are sure of our reward. The course we have proposed to ourselves

is the golden mean; that course immortalized by the poet of old. While the learned

and the more thoughtful subjects shall always find the foremost place in our pages, the

light and attractive articles shall not be excluded from them. These, it must not be for-

gotten, are thrown in to attract the reader, and to allure the young to the perusal of

what is more grave and useful. Thus, by blending the moral with the religious, tlie

useful with the attractive, we hope to accommodate ourselves to all.

Here we close our discourse: we have made our obeisance; if you are pleased with

our visit, welcome us with your patronage; if not, bow us from your door; in either

event, you have our friendly regard.

The Circular of the Boarding School of St. Augustine Ladies of Jesus and Mary,

at lltry sur Seine, has the following just remarks:

" Society does not need learned women, but virtuous mothers. Nothing so much
unclasses many young women as a too widely extended knowledge, which drawing

them out of the sphere of their proper duties, leading them to forget, perhaps de8j)ise,

the holy mission for which Providence destines them here below, exposes them to mis-

takes, to errors which too frequently compromise their dignity.

"The intellectual development of a girl should, beyond all doubt, be adapted to the

circle in which she is to live. Society has claims not to be forgotten or denied: still we
must avow it,—woman wins respect and esteem less by her uilents than by her virtues.

Except the few whom birth or fortune raises to the first rank, all are condenined to labor,

to domestic cares, to be some time or other, the first teachers of their offspring.

" In this point of view, what is more sacred, more delicate, than the education of

girls.' If in the troublesome times that we have passed, good examjiles are so rare, it is

because education was wanting or badly given. Religion, all are aware, flourishes in

families only by the virtue of woman. The moral regeneration of society is the holy

mission which Providence has confided to them. These young plants should, therefore,

grow almost in hot-houses; far from the influence of vanity, from the pestilential air of

the world, which would tarnish their purity or delicacy. In a boarding school, confided
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to hunds trnined to moral culture, (hey form both mind nnd henrt, inaenaibly and with-
out an efl'iiit, to (lie wny of virtue; under the mild influence of K"od example, they
aiMjuire ii lni()i)y dis|)ositii>n, which is half a fortune in the world, they learn to bear the

fault.H of (itiiers, to coni|iaM!iionutc nuaforiune.s, to jiardon all but Nelf.

" Dut doe.s this Nutiice to complete a girl's education? Many esiabiishinentfl «t(tp here.

We believe it only n part, douhtless an eHsentml one, but alter all only n jmrt, of the
tusk which a Mkillful leachor should accomjilish.
" It \ti common to see a cirl {^o home, after completing her education, ^ood and pious,

doubtless, able to talk of History, Geojjraphy, Literature, Poetry, Music, in a word of
all that gives a charm to conversation, aliment perhaps to vanity, but entirely unfit to

direct a house, see to the kitchen, seta table, take care of a poultry yord or kitchen-

garden. They are unclassed. What is to become of them .' God only knows. The
agreeable has been cored for, the useful neglected.

'• It must not be said that this knowledge is useful only to those who will have to do
without nurse, cook or waiting maid, who must do all themselves; we answer that practi-

cal knowledge is, if any thing, more useful in wealthy families, which are iKtt unfretpiently
ruined merely l)ecause nil domestic concerns area mystery to the wife and mother."

We have cited this at some length, because we deem it full of sound practical truth.

We have often heard the com|)laint that young ladies come home from excellent

institutions really unclassed, ignorant of domestic concerns, and from the knowledge

of their ignorance, averse to touch them.

The Immacclate Conception.—It is strange what queer ideas prevail as the Cath-

olic belief on the Immaculate Conception. Most persons seem to suppose that it refers

to the Incarnation of our Lord, and only the other day a gentleman stopped us in tlie

most business part of town to ask whether Catholics believed that the Blessed Virgin

had a father! Blessed St. Joachim! how much has been done to exalt your preroga-

tives, and moke your name known in the land

!

As this may reach some who wish to know, let us give a definition:

The doctrine of the Immaculate Conception of the Blessed Virgin, is simply a belief
that Mary, from her conception in her mother's womb, was exempted from the stain of
original sin. This exemption was a special favor of God, in order to make her worthy
to become llie mother of the Messiah

A Prophecy Fulfilled.—The Holy Father, in consideration of the great solemnity

which was to take place on tlieSth of December last, the festival of the Immaculate Con-
ception of the Mother of God, proclaimed the eve of the festival a day of fast and ab-

stinence, and granted an exemption from abstinence on Friday, the day on which the

festival fell. With this circumstance a remarkable coincidence is connected.

More than a century ago a prophecy was published stating that the dogma of the Im-

maculate Conception would be proclaimed in a week xchich would have no Friday, and at

a time when there would be a great revolution in the empire of China, commotion in the

Ottoman Empire, and great confusion among Christian princes. The editor of the Ci-

vilta CaltoUca, who lately republislied this prophecy, supposed that the week without a

Friday would be that or. which Christmas Day would fall on the day in question, re-

move the abstinence—the distinguishing characteristic of Friday—and thus render it to

a certain degree non-existent in a religious sense. The festival falling on that day .and

the removal of the abstinence fulfilled in a striking manner the condition of the prophecy.

There can be no question about the accomplishment of the other parts of the prediction.

The oldest church dedicated under the invocation of" Mary conceived without sin,"

is the church at Kaskaskia, Illinois, which, several tirties rebuilt, dates back properly as

far as 1673. The oldest church in llie country is that of St. Augustine, Florida, which

dates from 15G5. The oldest piece of church plate is a monstrance belonging to the

church at Green Bay, which was presented to it in 1686 by the explorer NichlasPerrot;

the oldest convent tliat of the Ursulines at New Orleans.

{>(P» We are obliged to omit several Book Notices and other interesting items, prepared for our table in

tlie present number, to make room lor ihe Allocution of our Uoly Kallisr, the Pope. In our next, we will

insert it in the original Latin, tliat clergymen and others may have it for future reference.
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Foreign Affairs.

Rome.—The Immaculate Cotueption declared a dogma of Faith.—This p;reat event, which
forms a remarkable era in tlie Cliurcli, and one to whicli future ages will turn with vene-

ration, took place in tiie Basilica of the Vatican on the morning of the 8th of Decem-
ber, 1854.

We are much gratified in being able to give an account of the grand and imposing
ceremonies on that occasion from the pen of our correspondent at Rome:

Rome, December ii3d, 1854.

The present month will long be remembered as eventful for Rome, for Catholicity,

and for the Pontificate of Pius IX. The Sovereign Pontiff, in accordance with the ar-

dent desire of the Bishops and the faithful committed to their care, has defined as a dog-

ma of faith, what has for centuries been the pious and universal belief regarding the Im-
maculate Conception of the Mother of God. For the benefit of your readers I will

give a brief outline of the solemn and interesting ceremonies of the day.

Tiie morning of the 8th was as bright and serene as a day in spring, and Rome, pro-

verbial for its boundless devotion to Mary, was in motion at early dawn, and on all

sides manifested its joy. Its citizens of all classes, together with a great concourse of

strangers, assembled from all parts, directing their steps to the Vatican. All were eager

to assist at the solemn ceremony, and to hear from the lips of the common Father of the

faithful what they should henceforth hold as a dogma of faith regarding the Immaculate
Conception of Mary.
Abo»t half-past eight, all the Cardinals, Archbishops, and Bishops, arrayed in their

pontifical robes, assembled at the Sixtine Chapel. This august assembly was composed,
not only of the Cardinals and Prelates who usually reside in Rome, but of the Cardi-
nals, Archbishops, and Bishops of all parts of the world. The number congregated on this

occasion consisted of 54 cardinals, 44 archbishops, and 97 bishops, making in all 197 pre-

lates. On the arrival of the Sovereign Pontiff the procession formed and moved, chaunt-
ing the Litany of the Saints, to the Basilica of the Vatican, where his Holiness cele-

brated pontifical mass. After the chaunting of the gospel, which was done successively

in Latin and Greek, his Eminence Cardinal Macchi, m quality of dean of the Sacred
College, accompanied by the deans, archbishops and bishops present, together with the

Archbishop of the Greek rite and the Archbishop of the Armenian rite, presented him-
self at the foot of the throne, and addressed the Sovereign Pontiff in these words:
" The Catholic Church, Most Holy Father, has ardently de-'jired and long earnestly

entreated that your supreme and infallible judgment may give a decision on the Immacu-
late Conception of the Most Blessed Virgin Mary, Mother of God, which will be to her

an increase of praise, glory and veneration. In the name of the Sacred College of Car-
dinals—of the bishops of the Catholic world, and of all the faithful, we request humbly
and earne.slly that the universal wish of the Church be fulfilled on this solemnity of the

Conception of the Most Blessed Virgin. Therefore, wliile the august sacrifice of the

altar is offered up in this temple, consecrated to the Prince of the Apostles, and in the

midst of this solemn as8eml)l;ige of the Sacred College, and of the bishops and the peo-

ple, deign, most Holy Father, to raise your apostolic voice, and pronounce that dogma-
tic decree of the Immaculate Conception of Mary, which will be a cause of joy in hea-

ven and of most lively jubilation on earth."

To these words the Pontiff replied that he received with pleasure the prayer of the

Sacred College, the prelates and the faithful, but intimated that before granting it, it was
necessary to invoke the assistance of the Holy Ghost. Immediately the Veni Creator

was entoned. After the chaunting of the hymn, his Holiness, in the midst of profound
silence, read the decree with aclear voice, but with deep emotion. The decree solemnly
defines: That it is a dogma of faith, that the Blessed Virgin Mary, from the first mo-
ment of her ConcejUion, by a privilege and special grace of God, in virtue of the merits

of Jesus Christ, Saviour of mankind, was preserved intact from every stain of original

sin.

After the rending of the decree, the Cardinal Dean returned to the foot of the throne,

thanked his Holiness for having by his apostolic authority defined the dogma of the Im-
maculate Cfincepiion, and besought him to publish the Bull relative to this dogmatic de-

finition. The a()osioli(; protonotaries then presented themselves, and the promoter of

the faith, >Mgr. Frattini, requested that the preparation of this solemn net should be un-
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dertnken. His Holiness gave his assent, nntl the dimn of the prothonotories announced
that it Rhoiild lie (lone.

Imuu'(li«tely ilie rntiiion nf the rasilo of St. Aiiijelo proo.Iaimetl to the city the pro-
iniili;ii(iiiii of the (U'crei'. Tlie liell.s from every tower in Rome Hent forth joyous
pcjila, iiml the citizens to mnnifeal their joy ornamented their wiiidowunrid hulconies with
tapestry nnd han^in^s. On the cvcninf; of thiH ijredl solemnity, Home presented a mag-
nificent speclncU". Every house from the palaces of the wealthy to the dwellin<js of the

poor shone with iisjlit. From the dome of St. Peter's and from the palace of Uie capi-

lol, which were also hrillianily illuminated, bands of music sent forth the most enchant-
in<j atniitis.

His Holiness presented the Cardinals and prelates pre.sent on this occasion with j^old

medals of the Immaculate Conception. Tiie ^old from which they were made was sent
as an offering to the Pontilf, from the Benedictines in ^tw/raiia. These medals bear
Ute following inscription:

DIETARY VIRGIN'I

SINE l.AHE CONCEPTiE,
PIDS IX PONT. MAX.
EX AURI ACSTRALIiE

PRIMITUS
SIBI OBLATIS
CCDI Jl'SSIT

VI. ID. DEC. A. MDCCCLIV.

On the 9th a private Consistory was lield at which all the cardinals and bishops were
present. On tins occasion his Holiness pronounced an allocution. I would like much
to send you a copy of this document, or at least a synopsis of it; but of this pleasure I

am deprived, as it has not yet been published. No doubt, however, you will receive it

through the public prints by the time my letter reaches you. It may be interesting to

know that the allocutions of Pope Pius fX, which more than once gained the admiration
of Europe, are always in substance prepared by himself. A public consistory
was held on the 16th of November, on wliich occasion Cardinal Scitowski, Archbishop
of Gran and Primate of Hungary, received the hat from his Holiness, Pope Pius IX.
After this ceremony, the Consistorial advocate pleaded a second time for the cause
of the beatification of the venerable Marianne de Angelis, a Carmelite of Turin. The
church of Fogaras, in Transylvania, of the United Greek rite, was erected into a me-
tropolis for Mgr. Alexander Sterka Sulutz de Kerpenyes, the present Bishop of Foga-
ras and separated from the Arclibishonric of Gran, of which it was a suflragan. Two
other bishoprics were also erected in Transylvania. This measure has been long and
ardently desired by Pope Pius IX, and it is hoped that it will form a barrier against the

impieties and the seductions of the Russian-Greek schism, and tend to extend the do-
main of the Catholic Church. H. J. C.

ALLOCUTION OF OUR MOST HOLY FATHER, POPE PIUS IX.

PRONOUNCED IN THE SECRET C0NSI3T0RT, 9th D E C E M B E R , 1 8 5 4 .

Venerable Brothers:

Filled with a singular joy. We exult in the Lord, Venerable Brothers, when we behold, standing in

(treat nuiiibrr:; around L's Uiis day, you whom We can call with truth our joy and our crown. You are

indeed a portion of tlioso who partake of our labors and our cares, in feeding that universal flock which
the Lord has confided to our weakness, in protecting and defending the rights of the Catholic religion, in

adding to it new followers who serve and adore, in sincerity of faith, the God of Justice and truth. What
Clirist our Lord said to the Prince of the Apostles "Tu aliquando conversus confirnia fratres tuos,"

seems llicn. on the present occasion, to invite Us, who, by the Divine Grace, have been put in his place,

not withstanding our unworihiness, to speak to you, Venerable Brethren, not to remind you of your duty,

or to demand more ardor from you whom we know to be already inflamed with zeal to extend the glory

of God. but that, fortitied as it were by llie ver>- voice of the blessed Peter, who lives and will live in his

successors, and raised up as it were, in new vigor, you may be strengthened to labor for the salvation

of the flocks which are confided to you, and to sustain the interests of the Church with courage and
firmness in the face of all difficulties.

Nor, indeed, is it to be doubted whose intercession we should especially invoke with the Heavenly
Father of lights, in order that His grace may aid Us to speak to you profitably, since you have been as-

sembled around Us to join your co-operation to the cares and the zeal that We used to extend the glory

of the august Mother of God ; We have, therefore, earnestly supplicated the Most Holy Virgin, her whom
tlie Church calls the Seat of Wisdom, to be pleased to obtain for Us a ray of the Divine wisdom which
might enlighten Us in order to say to you tliat which might the better contribute to the preservation and the

prosperity of tlie Church of God' Now, in beholding from the height of this See, which is, as it were,
the citadel of religion, the fatal errors which, in these difficult limes, disseminate themselves in the
Catholic world, it has seemed to Us, above all, fitting to point them out to you, Venerable Brethren, that

you may employ all your strength to combat them ; you who are constituted the guardians and the senti-

nels of the Ilouse of Israel.

We have still to lament the existence of an impious race of unbelievers who would exterminate all

religious worship, if that were possible for them ; and we must count amongst them, before all, the

9 Vol. HI.—No. 1.
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members of necret societies, who, bniiiid tocether by a criminal compact, neglect no means or ovcr-
tbrowiiig niid ilr>troyiiip the i liiiroh and the Slate by llic vidliuion of cvi-n law. It is against tliem,
awureJIy, lli it liie wonls of the IJiviiii' Kedeemtr are dirLCted :

— '• You me childn-n of tin- Uivil, and
you di' tjic work.- of your lallier."'

If We except these men, it must be confessed that now-a-days the perversity of the imbelievers gene-
rally inspires lii.rriir, ami that there is a cetlMin dispusiiiun of mind shown towards religion and lailh.

Wrieiller th»- canse of this m ly be attributed to the enormity of tlie crimes which tin- inliilels coinmittcd in
tile list century, and which people cannot recall without iremblmg, or the fear of the troubl' 8 and revulu-
tions which so unhappily disturb states, and carry misery to nations, or, rather, to the action of that
divine spirit winch breathes where it will, it is evident that the number of the abandoned who vaunt and
glory in their unbelief is now diminished

;
p«'ople do not refuse the prai-e due to uprightness of hie nnd

moral", and a fei-juig of admiration is raised in Ihi' souls of men for the Catholic religion, the splendor of
which yet shines in all eyes like the licht of the sun.
That is no small sKod, V'eneiahle Breihren, and as it were a sort of progress towards Uie truth ; but there

are siill many obstacles which turn men aside from cleaving wlmlly to it, or which, at least, retard them.
Amongst those who have to direct public affairs liiere are many who pretend to (avor and profess re-

ligion, wlio lavish their culogiums upon it, who proclaim it us<-ful and perfectly appropriate to human
society, lievertlieless they wish to restrain its discipline, to govern its sacred ministers, to meddle in the
administraiion of holy things; in a word, they endeavor to conhiie the Church within the hmiLs of the
state, to have the mastery of her, who is, however, independent, and who, accordiiii; to the order of her
Divine Founder, cannot be contained within the limits ol any empire, for she is obliged to extend hiTself
even to the extremities of tlie earth, and embrace in her bosom all peoples and all nations, to show them
the way of eternal happiness.
And, al.is I whilst we speak thus to you, Venerable Rreihren, a law has just been proposed in the Sar-

dinian Stales, which destroys the religious and Ecclesiastical institutions, which completely tramples
under foot the rights of the i;hurch, iuid, as far as possible, abolishes tliem. But We will have to recur
another time, to this important affair. Heaven grant tliat those wlio are opposed to the liberty of tlic

Catholic religion may recognize at last how much she contributes to the public weal in exacting from
every citizen the observance of the duties that she makes known to them, according to the heavenly
doctrine that she has received ! Heaven grant that they may come to persuade Iheniselves of that which
St Felix Our Predecessor, wrote in former days to the Emperor Zeno, that "nothing is more useful to

prince.s than to leave the Church the free action of her laws; for it is salutary to lliem when tlie question
is of the things of God, to study to submit Uie royal will to the Priests of Christ, instead of seeking to bend
them to theirs."
There are also. Venerable Brethren, men distinguished for their learning, who avow that religion is the

greatest of the benefits that God has granted to men, but who have nevertheless so great an ideaof hunmn
reason, who exalt it so much, that ttiey have the madness of equalling It to religion herself According
to the vain opinitm of these men, the theological sciences should be treated in the sunie manner as the
philosophical sciences. They forget tliat the lormer science is based upon the dogmas of faith, tlian which
nothing can be more fixed and certain, while the latter is illustrated and explained only by human rea-
son, than which nothing can he more uncertain, for it changes according to the diversity of minds, and
it is subject to numberless errors and illusions.

Therefore, the authority of the Church once rejected, the field is widely opened to the most ditiicult

and abstract questions, anil human reason, too confident in tlie infirmity of its strength, falls into the most
shameful errors, which We have neither time nor wish to recall here; you know them too well, and you
h.i ve seen how fatal they have been to the interests of religion and of society. Wherefore it is necessary
to show to those men who exalt beyond measure the slreniith of human reason that lliey put themselves
in direct opposition to these true words of the Doctor of the Gentiles :

—" If any one believes himself to be
something, whereas he is nothing, he deceives himself" It is neces.sary to make them see all the arro-
gance there is in scrutinizing the mysteries that God in His infinite goodness has deigned to reveal to us,
and in pretending to penetrate and comprehend them by the hiimuh mind, so feeble and so broken, tlie

Btreiigin of which they greatly overestimate, and which we should, according to the word of the same
Apostle, hold captive in the obedience of the Faith.

These partisans, or rather worshippers of human reason, who take it, as it were, for an infallible

mistress—who promise ihrmselves to find under its auspices all kinds of happiness—have, no doubt, for-

gotten what Biave and terrible injury human nature received from the fault of our first parents—an injury
which has darkened its intellect, and inclined its will to evil. Owing to this cause, the most celebrati'd

philosophers of antiquity, all of them writing admirably on many subjects, have contaminated Uieir

teaching with the gravest errors; and hence that continual combat, which We experience ourselves,
and which makes the Apostle say : " I feel in my members a law which revolts against the law of my
spirit."

It is then unquestionable that, by the original sin propagated in all the children of Adam, the light of
reason has decreased, and mankind is miserably fallen from the former state of justice and innocence.
This being so. who can believe reason sufficient to attain the truth .' In the midst of go many perils, and
ill such great debility of our strength, who can deny that he needs the aid of religion and Hivine gtace
to preserve him from stumbling and railing in the way of salvation .' This assistance God, in His goodness,
gives abundantly to those who a>k it by humble prayers; for it is written: "God resists the proud, ami
gives grace to the humble."

Wherefore, turning towards His Father, Christ our Lord affirmed that the sublime mysteries of the
truth are not discovered to the prudent and the wise of tliis world, who pride ihemselvcs u|inn th'-ir genius
and their learninir, and who refuse to render obedience to the Faith; but that they are revealed to hum-
ble and simple men who place their help and their repose in the oracles of tlie divine faith. It is necessary
that you inculcate this salutary teaching in the souls of those who exaggerate the strength of hum.tn rea-

son to the exiint of presuming, by it. to sciiitinize ajid explain even mysteries, an undertaking ilie

folly of which nothing can surpass. Do you endeavor to wilhdraiv th' m from such great perver-

sity of mind, by making them understand that ihe aiilhorliy of the divine faith is the must beautiful gil^

made by the Providence of God to men ; that it is like the torch in the darkness, and the guide which con
ducts to liie; that it is, in fine, absolutely neces.-ary for salvation, for, " witliout faith it is impo.ssible to

pleaie God, and he who will imt believe will be coiideinned."
We have learned with grief that another error, not less melancholy, is introduced into certain parts of

the Catholic world, and has taken por-session of the souls of many t athollcs. Csrried away with a hope
for the eternal s:ilvation of all those who are out of the true Church of Christ, they do not cease to demand
with solicitude what shall be the fate and the condition alter death of men who are not submissive to the

Catholic Irtitli. .Seduced by vain rea.-oningt they niaki- to these questions replies conformably to that

|>crven« doctrine. Far from Us, V«n«rabla Brethren, to lay claim to put limits to the Divine mercy,
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wliirli IK iiitliiitd I Far rroiii V» to acnilini/.n lli« couimeli tn<l myalerioui Judginrnii of Hod, unratlioma-
bli' il('|iUi wlii'ie liuiiiaii lliouclit caiiiiol iXMii'trnlu t

Hut It lii-loiiiiii III till' limy III Our A|nm|iiIii- <itlu-c tn cxrilc ynur K|iliic<i|ial *nli<-ltU(lc mill vigil.inrp to

iiinkf nil |iiiii-ilili- i-iloiiH to ri-iiiovf I'loui ili<- iiiiikJ^ <i|' inni ilic i>|iiiil<iii, uit iiii|)ioiiii a> it la latai, nccurd-
iii({ to wliirli |ii'ii|ili' rail iIikI III any ri-li|;i<iii tin; way ol' rtrnial nalvatinn. Kiii|i|iiy all tin- riKiMin-ei iif

your iiiiiiilii anil ol ymir Icniiaiix (> <J<'liiiiii!>tiatu tu tin- |h'ii|i|i- coiiiiiilltoil tn your < are that tin- iIokimiih of

till' t'atliiilic laitli nri! Ill no ri'ii|HH-t <'iiiilraiy to tliu Divitir iiii-rcy and jui>uc<.'. Kaitli mdiin I'a to hold
tlial out III till' A|xiHlii|if Koniaii L'liurcli no (Hnioii ran be Navcd, that it In lliu only ark of nalvation, and
Uint vvliovvcr will nut viili'r tiirrt'in ^llall iifrmli in tliu watcrN iil iln- ilclugt.-.

On till! oilier liniul it in ni'muiary to liiild lor cvrliiin lliat iKiionini-r ol' tJii- true rfllRioii, if that ignorunrc
bu iiiVinrililr, ih not a I'ault tn the eyi'ii ol (;<id. Hut who will (in niiiiiu to nrrogati- lo liiiiiio-ir th*- liicht to

Uinrk the liiiiitM ol' mucIi an iKiiorancc, lioldiii); in nrodunt Ihi- various* condiiionit of pi-opli'ii, ol i-ouiiUIik,

of iiiiiuIm, anil of llic inlhiilf uiulti|ilicity ol' human tliiiiK!* i VV'Iiimi dilivrrid from ttiu lioudx ol' llic liody,

Wf Hliall M'l' UimI i\* III- I.'', wi! will i-oiii|ir< lii'iid iicrit'ctly hy what adinirahk' and iiidiSKoliililv liond tJie

divine iiiiTry and the divine Ju.stiee aiu united; hut lu long an we are U|Hin the earth, iM'iit under the
Wi'itjhl III tli'i.s iiiiirlal iiiii^k which overloads tin- soul, let us hold lirinly ilial whieli llie I'athidie dmtnne
tenches us, tlint there is only one Uod, one Faith, one llaptiMii; to seek t<i penetrate lurtlier i< not per-

uiilted.

However, a:* charity deniunds. let us pour out before God iiices«nnt prayers, in order thnt, fnim all parta,

nil the nations may he coiivertiii to (
'liri>t ; let us labor, lus much as it is in us, for the common ^alvaUon of

men. The arms of tlie Lord are not sliorluned, and the i;il\jt of the heavenly giace are never wanting to

tliose who sincerely wish for lliein, and who lieg fur the assistance of tl.at light. These truths should be
dee(ilv eiiijraved on the minds of the Faithful, tliat tliey may not sutFer themselves to be corrupted by
fal-e diictrines, the object of which is In propjigaie inditfereiice in matters of religion, un inditi'erence llial

we see growing up, and spreadiii); itself on all .-ides, to the loss of souls.

Do you, Venemlile brethren, op|Kis>' with force and con.'tancy the principal errors by which tjie Church
is atlacked in our days, and which We have just explained ; in order to combat and destroy iliem, it i«

necessary to have Ecclesiastics who will aid you in this labor. Our joy is great to .-<« the Catholic Clergy
neuleit noihiii!>, shrink irom no fatigue to accomplish its duties superabundantly. Neither length of voy-
ages, nor Uieir dangers, nor fear of the inconveniences which are inseparable fioni llieiii,can hinder them
from traver>ing cniitinent.s and seas to proceed to the most distant regions in order to procure lor llie bar-

barous nations which inhabit them the benetit~ of humanity and the Christian law.

It is also happiness for Us that the Clergy, in the frightful calamity which has ravaged so many placca
and so many areat cities, have fulfilled all the duties of charily with such devolediic.ss, and lo the < xleiit

of making it an honor and a clory for one to give his life for the salvation of his nei;;hb"r. 'I his fact will

make It more and more manifest that in the Catholic Church, the only true one, is always found that

beautiful lire of Charity which Christ came to bringdown upon the earth to burn tlieie without end.
We have seen Religious women vieiiig in charity with the Clergy beside the sick, without any liear of
death, which a great many amonsst them have sulfered heroically. At the si;.lit of so much courage
even those who are separated from the Catholic faith have been seized witli astonishment, and have not
been able to refuse the tiihule of their admiration.

\\'e have, tlieii, goixl rens'Hi to rejoice. Venerable Brethren; but, on the other hand, Our Soul is pene-
trated with sorrow wh' n We reflect that, in certain places, We find members of llie Clergy who do not
conduct themselves in all tlhniis as the iMinistersof Cnrist and the dispensers of the iny-teiie-of God. The
result of this is, that the bread of the Divine Word Is wanting in those places for the Christian people,
who do not receive the nourishment necessary to I he true life, and who have lost tlie Use of tbe Sacra-
ments, tlie source- of such great etficacy to obt^iiii or to preserve the grace of God.
These I'riests should be adiivnished, Venerable Breiliren, and ardently excited tn fulfil « ith care, regu-

larly, and faithfully, the duties of the fiacred Ministry. It is necessary to repre.-ent to iheni all the gra-

vity of the fault of which they are guilty, who, in this time in which the harvest is so abumlant, reluse lo

labor in the field of tlie Loid. We ought to e.xhort them to explain frequently to the Faiihful what is the

efficacy of the Divine Most to appease God and to turn away Uie chasti-emenis which the crim< s ol nun
deserve; to remind them how linportaiit it consequently is inassist at the Sacrifice of the .M.iss religioii-ly,

and in a mniiiiet to receive abundantly the saluiary fruits that it produces. A-sunilly th<- Faithlnl will

be in certain places more eager tor acts o< piety, if they shall receive from the Clergy a more active

direction and greater assistance.

By this you see, Veneiable Brethren, how much we stand in need of seminaries governed by Bisho|>3

exclusively, and not by the <-ivil power, in order to have worthy .Mini-ters of Christ. ^ ou must have
great care to form in piety and sound doctrine the young men. the hope of religion, assembled in tin se

cstablislimenis, in order tliat they may tltus be provided with a two-edged tword with which they may
one day, as good soldiers, fight the battles of the Lord. Whether in tlie theological sciences, ••t even
for the philosophic al sciences, do not put into their hand- any but tlie authors of approved failh, that

they may not find themselves in any manner imbued with opinions little compatible with t."atholic dociniie.

Thus, Venerable ItrtUhren, you will be able to provide for ihe weal and the increa.-e of the Church.
But, in {irder that our efiiirts may have happy results, we mu.-t cultivate concord and union of hearts.

Banish dissensions then; they break the bonds of ch.itiiy, and tlie perfidious eneniy of our race does
not fail to lonient tin ni. knowing well of what a-^sistame they are to him to enable him to do e\il.

Let us call to mind the defenders of Ihe Faith in former tirn' s; they triumpiied over the most obstinate

heresies because they descended into the arena full of cnuraae and of confidence, united, as they were,
among themselves and with the .\p.istolic See as soldiers with their chief.

Such aie. Venerable Brethren, the things on which We de-ire to speak to you in Our care and Our solici-

tude to fulfil the /Vpostollc Ministry which the divine clemency and goodness have iniiKised upon Our
weakness. But We leel elevated and full of courage by tlie hope of heavenly succors ; and tlie ardent
zeal, of which you have given so many proofs, for religion and piety is a .-urpoit on which We count with
confidence in difficulties so great and so numerous. God will protect His Church ; He will incline favor-

ably to our common wishes, more especially if We obtain the intercession and the prayers of tbe Most
Holy Virgin, Mother of God, Mary, whom We have, with llie assistance of the Holy Ghost, and to Our great

joy. proclaimed exempt from Uie stain of original sin in your presence and in the midst of your applause.
Certainly it is a glorious privilege and one fully suited to the .Mother of God, to be kept safe and

secure in the universal disaster of our race. The ereatness of this privilege will serve powerfully to re-

lute those who pretend that human nature has not been tainted in consequence of the first fault, and who
eiagserate the force of reason to deny or diminish the benefit ol revealed religion. May at length the
Ble.-sed Virgin, who has vanqiii-hed and destroyed all heresies, al-o efface and entirely overthrow
this pernicious error of rationalism, which in our luifoilunaie epoch disturbs not only civil sociey", but
which also affiicts (be Church.
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Vow, It remains for Dn, Venerable Breiliren, to express to you with what consolation, we have seen
you come willi ciigenicssaiid in n peat jf>y ironi lur distant countries to this Apostolic Sec, the bulwark
of the Faitli, the rule of the truth, tlie sup, ort ol" CalJiolic unit> , ;uid to wisli you, witli a great zeal of
love, iH'liire you return to your sees, all things happy and salutary.

May Goil, arbiter of all tilings, and author of all cood, give you the spirit of wisdom and of understand-
ing, liiat \<ni may preserve your sheep from tlic snares set on every side for their ruin : and may tliat pood
and propitious God confirm with His all-powerful hand what you hare already undertaken, or' may here-

after undertake, for tJie advantage of your churches ; may He give to tJie F'ailhful confided to your care
such a spirit that they may never seek to remove themselves from llie side of the Pastor, but tliat tJiey

may listen to His voice, and hasten wherever he rails.

May tlie Mo..ii Holy Vugin, Immaculate in her Otnceptioii, assist you ; may she aid you with faiUiful

counsel in your doubts, sustain you in your anguish, and succor you in your adversities. Lastly, raising

Our hands to Heaven, We bless you, wiih your flocks, from tJie bottom of Our heart. May tliis Aposto-
lical nenedieticin bestowed u|>on you be then as a certain testimonyof Our chaiily in your regard ; may
it be as a certain presage of the eternal and blessed life that We wish to you all, and to your flocks; and
which wc beg of the Sovereign I'astor of souls, Chnst Jesus, to whom, as well as to the Father and tlie

Holy Ghost, be honor, praise and tlianksgiving for all eternity.

England.—The parliament was opened by tlie Q,ueen in person. Her speech was
almost entirely occupied wilii the war subjects. She spoke of the army in the Crimea
in terms of admiration, and praised the co-operation of the French, and recommended
the reinforcement of the army at the seat of war. A bill for tlie enlistment of foreii^n

troops elicited considerable discussion in parliament, and finally passed that body. The
governments of England and France have notified the Swedish government that the

permission given to trade between Finmark and the Russian harijoi-s of the White Sea
is withdrawn during the blockade of these ports.— Conversions.—Mr. Plunket Bassance
was received into the Catholic Church, by the Rev. Mr. Dewhurst, pastor of St. Peter's

church, Liverpool: and the Rev. Matthew P. Haughton and wife were also received

into the Catholic Church at St. Marie's, Rugby.

—

Religious Recrptions.—At the Convent
of Mercy, Mount Vernon, Liverpool, Miss Elizabeth S. Palmer and Miss Aime Picka-
ley received the white veil.

Ireland.—The Tenant Right movement still progresses. A great demonstration
took place in Tipperary attended, it was computed, by 25,000 persons.

—

Father Malhtw,
the veneralile apostle of Temperance, arrived safely at Madeira about the first of De-
cember. He found the weather quite pleasant and agreeable. His health wps improv-
ing.—A new church at Ballyum, erected by the Rev. Father Richard, was recently

opened for divine service.

—

Religious Reception:—Miss Maria Reade, of Kilkenny, re-

ceived the white veil at the Presentation Convent, Tralee. The Rt. Rev. Dr. Moriarty
officiated on the occasion; and Miss Reynolds, of Dublin, was received at the Convent
of the Sisters of Charity, Donegal Square, Belfast.— The Catholic University:—The Uni-
versity has lately received the sum of -£861 through the hands of the Rt. Rev. Bishop
of Meath; this, together with -i'lll previously received from that zealous prelate, makes
a total of ^78. The following donations have been made to the University:

Mr. Myles O'Reilly has placed in the hands of the Rector a relic of St. Stani.slas, in

a handsome reliquary, to be given to the University in whatever way he judges to be best

adapted to promote devotion to the saint among its younger members.
Mr. Donegan has presented the house of students attached to the University building

with a handsome chalice, for the use of the chapel.

The Rectors and Professors of the University of Louvain—Dr. de Ram, Dr. Beelan,

and Dr. Ubaghs—have shown their sympathy towards our University by sending to its

library their respective works, on various academical, theological, philosophical and his-

torical subjects.

Mr. Wilberfore, the late Archdeacon of the East Riding of Yorkshire, has presented

the ecclesiastical department of the University library with some valuable and volumin-
ous works.
Mr. O'Gorman has also presented some works on interesting Irish sulijects.

France.— The Opening of the Legislature.—On the 26th of December the Emperor
opened in person, at the Palace of the Tuileries, the legislative session of 1855. Every-
thing was conducted with Imperial splendor. There were Ministers of State, Car-
dinals, Bishops, Ambassadors, and military officers in imposing array. A salute of

101 guns notified the arrival of the Empress; and, attended by the Princess Matilde
and a bevy of ladies, Eugenie entered and took her place in front of the throne. Im-
mediately thereafter the Emperor, attended by a brilliant cortege, entered the hall and
took his seat on the throne and delivered his speech. He declared for a vigorous prose-
cution of the war, and calls for additional levies and a loan. Likethe Clueen of^ Eng-
land, he omits every expression of a hope that peace will be speedily re-established. No-
thing is said of the late offer of Russia to accept the four points, and nothinij positive is

announced in reference to the aid to be hereafter rendered byAustrin. The terms in

which the alliance is spoken of are strong and cordial, and fully justify the satisfaction

with^which they have been received by the En;;lish people. The active war measures
propoBed in this speech indicate the determined spirit which governa the Emperor on
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the Eosteni qiicHiinn, niiil mny snfoly l>i* tnkfti ns no index of the ronl ntnte of piihlic

opininn. Tin- EmixTnr'.s Hpcerh wii« frtqncntly intrrniplfd hy nr<:|iuiuiiii>riH, nrul tcr-

niiiiiitt'd amid ifjiciiiiil crios of "Vive rKmpcrciir." A loiui of r>()(),(H)0, ()()() frnncH wn>»

nutliori/.rd by idf Lc^iiiliitiire.—The lUshop of Grenoble hn« fondcniiifd a l)ook wliich

h»tely appeared a>:ain.sl the devotion of l.a Salrllr. It is tlie condemiialion of thi.s hook,
no (ioubt, that jjave rise to the report, which han been adopted by some of the I'ro-

testnnl papers, that lliin devotion had been renounced l>y the Cull»oh<',H of Fnmr.e.—

A

report lias lieen addressed to llie Emperor liy M. Fortoid, Minister of Piil)lir, Instruc-

tion and Ecclisiaslical AlTairs, relative to the execntinn of the imperial decree of the

28th of June, IH.'i.'J, which maiie |)rovision for superannuated and infirm cler>^yrnen.

The resources placed at the disposal of the minister by the decree amounted, for I8.')4,

to (lUU,000 francs. Hetween the month of March and tlie loth of Oi-tober lust, 544,100
tVancs have been allocated to l,24(i cler-^ymen, 958 of whom had discharged the duties

of their ministry l)etween .'U) and 40 years, 230 between 40 and 50 years, 26 between 50
and 60 years, and 32 upwards of 60 years.

Spain.—The spirit of infidelity and irreligion seem lo make the career of those who
Imve succeeded to the head of the frovernment in this unhappy country. Scarcely are

they secure in their power wlien they commence to siw-iialize their reit^n by an unhal-
lowed war aijainst relis;ion and religious order.s. The Jesuits, by an act of the most un-
qunlified injustice, iiave been driven from their home and an<'ienl patrimony, Loyola, in

Biscay, ami an order is preparing for the suppression of all the convents for females,

excejit those of the Sisters of Charity. This intelligence will be received by every good
Catholic with feelings of deeji regret. The Jesuit Fathers are maliciously and falsely

accused of favoring the partisans of Don Carlos, but surely the same charge cannot be
made against the pious and virtuous nuns. There are nearly 800 convents of nuns in

Spain. Many of them are devoted to education, and to the care of the sick, while all

are of incalculable service to the country. Their suppression, together with the expul-
sion of the Jesuits, will be attended with the most unhappy results. When those nur-
series of virtue are destroyed, and the learned Fathers of Loyola are expelled, God only
knows what evils the I'uture has in store for unfortunate Spain. The Queen has offered

a royal present to his Holiness, having sent to Rome a tiara, the base of which is silver,

with three golden crowns, ornamented by 1H,.500 lirilliants, and 500 precious stones be-

sides. It is valued at two million reals, paid from the Queen's private purse.

Prussia.—The King, in his speech on opening the Prussian Chambers, said: " I

have fresh occasion to hope that the basis of a further understanding will soon,

f)eriiaps, be obtained. Closely united with Austria and Germany, I shall continue to

ook upon it as my task to plead for peace and the recognition of the independence of
foreign states. Should I subsequently be compelled to add force to this attitude, my
faithful people will bear their inevitable burthens with resignation. The. army shall be
made ready for war."

ArsTRiA.—Austria continues to act energ-eticaliy with the allies. A conference is re-

Sorted to have taken place at Vienna on the 28th of December, at which the Ambassa-
ors of England, France, Austria, Prussia, and Prince Gortschakoff, of Russia, were

present. The object of this conference was to define the sense in which the different

cabinets understood the four points, heretofore proposed as conditions of peace. Whe-
ther any thing definte was done is not known. Prince Gortschakoff, however, asked
time to obtain instructions from his governmeut.

Russia.—We learn from St. Petersburg, that a ukase, dated December 13th, orders a
levy of 10 men in every 1,000 throughout the eastern half of the empire—to com-
mence on the 15th of February, and be completed by the 15th of March. Jews are not

exempt. A Russian ukase is ]Hiblished, ordaining that whoever shall, after a battle,

commit acts of cruelty on the wounded or unresisting, shall suffer the punishment of
death. The exportation of sheepskins, provisions, rope, sailcloth, linen, and live cat-

tle, is prohibited from the Russian ports of the Danube, Black Sea, and Sea of Azoff.
The Crimea.—Nothing of particular interest has taken place in this region during

the last month. Active preparations, however, were making on both sides for a re-

newal of hostilities.

Obituary.—Z)en//i of the Bishop of Clifton.—The Rt. Rev. Dr. Burgess, Bishop of
the diocese of Clifton, England, died after a short illness, on the 27th of November.
The Rt. Rev. Prelate was in the 64th year of his age.

Tlie Rtr. Father Bemardine, Provincial Guardian of the Capuchins in Belgium and
Holland, died on the 25th of November, in the 39th year of his age.
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II.— Domestic iNTELLicENCh.

AFFAIRS OF THE CiiURCH.

1. .Irchdiocese of Baltimore.

The Most Rev. Archbishop, accompanied by his secretary, the Rev. Mr. Foley, has

returned safely and in excellent health, from his visit to the eternal city.

Reli^ous Receptions.—On the llih ult. at tiie Convent of the Visitation, Mt. de Sales,

Miss Helen Fitzgerald, of Baltimore, received the white veil; and on the 8th ult. at the

Convent of the Visitation, Washington, Miss Martina Dyer, of Washington, was

admitted to the rank of choir sister, and took the name of Sister Mary Angela. On the

8th ult. at the Convent of the Visitation in this city, Sister Mary Louis Williamson

was admitted to the religious profession.

The Fairs held in our city during the Christmas holydays have been attended with

much success. Tiie ladies of St. Mary's Orphan Asylum, cleared over the sum of

§1,300. The sale for the benefit of the Orphans' Home yielded nearly §],000; and the

proceeds of the sale for the building of the new church in St. John's parish, will fall

but little short of §1,400.

2. ^Irchdiocese of Cincinnati.

Ordination.—During the last ember week the Most Rev. Archbishop Purcell conferred

orders on several students of the Diocesan Seminary. On Wednesday, Messrs. Thos.

and Francis O'Shea, John Madagan, Edward Fitzgerald, Terence .^mith, John Duffy,

Eugene Corcoran and John Tierney, received tonsure and minor orders. On Thursday,

Messrs. Walsh, O'Shea, Fitzgerald and Smith were ordained subdeacons. On Friday,

Messrs. Walsh and O'Shea were ordained Deacons; and on Saturday, the Rev. Mr.

Walsh was ordained Priest.

3. .Irchdiocese of J^ew York.

Ordiiiations.—On Wednesday, the 20(h of December, the Right Rev. Dr. Laughlin,

acting on behalf of the Most Rev. Archbishop Hughes, gave the tonsure to Messrs.

John Barry and Edward McGinn. On Thursday, Mr. John Murray, of the Diocese

of Newark, together with the above named gentlemen, received minor orders and sub-

deaconship from the hands of the same prelate. On Friday, these gentlemen were

ordained Deacons, and on Sunday they were raised to the order of Priesthood.

Church Dedication —The church of the Holy Cross, situated on Forty-second street,

New York city, was solemnly dedicated on Sunday, the 20th ult. to the service of God,

by the Very Rev. Dr. Starrs, Vicar General of the Diocese of New York, assisted by

Rev. Joseph A. Lutz and the Very Rev. Dr. Moriarty, who preached on the occasion.

The church is of brick, and finely finished in the pure Roman style; it is about one

hundred feet long and seventy-five wide, with a spire rising to the height of one hun-

dred and sixty feet.

4. Diocese of Louisville.

The Rt. Rev. Dr. Spalding, Bishop of Louisville, is giving a course of Lectures on

Sunday evenings in the cathedral of that city, vindicating the Catholic Church from the

charges brought against it by modern fanaticism.

5. Diocese of Covington.

Ordinations.—The Rt. Rev. Dr. Carrel, Bishop of Covington, promoted the Rev.

Patrick Guilfoyle to the holy order of Priesthood on the 23d ult. in St. Mary's cathe-

dral in that city.

Church Dedication.—On Sunday, the 24th ul(., the new church of Corpus Christi, in

Newport, was dedicated. The Bishop officiated, and the sermon was preached by the

Rev. Ferdinand Kuhr,—and on the following Wednesday, the 27th, the new church of

Louisburg, a suburb of Covington, was dedicated under the patronage of St. John the

Evangelist. The Bishop performed the ceremony of dedication, and officiated ponlifi-

cally at Mass. The Rev. Father Weninger preached on the occasion.
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C. niocf^e 0/ H hrtHng.

Tlie Bishop ci-leliriUi'd pontifical Mhn.s nl lli»> rntlicdntl on ChriHlnmn day. In the

iiflcrnnon ponlifual Vespi-is were sun;;; nflcr wliidi, n KoU-inn proceH.sion of the Ble«Ned

Sncrnnient around the church took place, Mcconi|iMiiied hy the members of the So«lahiy

of the Immaculate Conception, cnrryinj; lighted candles, and bearing a beautiful banner.

The impressive ceremonies closed with a Benediction of the most blessed Sacrament.

7. Dioctse qf Charleston.

We are hap|>y to learn that the health of the Riphl Rev. Bishop of Charleston is

improving. This intelligence will be gratifying to the numerous friends of that excel-

lent Prelate as well as to the Catholic community generally. The Report of the Trea-

surer of the Association for the propagation of the Faith, shows that the sum of J4i25

has been collected for that purpose in this diocese during the year.

8. Diocese of Hartford.

Religious lieception.—Mis.s Eliza 'Sullivan received the white veil and habit from

the hands of Bishop O'Reiiy in the chapel of the Convent of the Sisters of Mercy,

Providence, on Monday, Dec. llili. Miss O'Sullivan took in religion the name of

Sister Mary Vincent.

9. Diocese of ^Vatchitoches.

The Rt. Rev. Dr. Martin, Bishop of Natchitoches, arrived at New Orieons in the

early part of December, from Havre. The Bishop brought with him three priests, one

deacon, one subdeacon and several seminarians.

10. Diocese of Erie.

Ordination.—The Rt. Rev. Dr. Young, Bishop of Erie, gave the order of subdeacon

to Mr. Alto Hoerman, on the 4th inst. On the following day the same gentleman re-

ceived Deaconship, and on the Feast of the Epiphany the same gentleman was raised to

the dignity of Priest.

11. Diocese of J\''atchez.

On Friday, the 5th inst., the Rt. Rev. Dr. Vandevelde, Bishop of Natchez, con-

ferred the order of Deaconship on the Rev. Richard Kane, and on the following day,

raised the same gentleman to the order of Priesthood.

12. Diocese of Pittsburg.

The Rt. Rev. Dr. O'Connor, Bi.«hop of Pittsburg, has returned to his diocese from

his visit to Rome. The Rt. Rev. Prelate, we are happy to learn, is in the enjoyment of

excellent health.

13. Diocese of Chicago.

From the Western Tablet we read an interesting account of a visit of the Rt. Rev.

Bishop of Chicago to the University of St. Mary of the Lake. He was received

amidst the ringing of the bells and the firing of the cannon belonging to the military

company of the University.

Oidinations and Confirmation.—On the morning after his arrival the Bishop gave the

tonsure and minor orders to Messrs. Devoss and Brissard, and conferred Deacon.sliip

upon Mr. Flynn, and on the Sunday following celebrated the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass,

during which he promoted the Rev. Messrs. Kilroy and Flynn to the Priesthood, and

administered the Sacrament of Confirmation to thirty persons.

Religious Reception.—On the afternoon of the same day, the Rt. Rev. Prelate went

to the Convent of the Sisters of Mercy, in Chicago, and gave the religious habit to Miss

Anderson of Ohio, who took the name in religion of Sister Mary of St. Augusta; at the

same time he received the perpetual vows of Sister M. of St. Edward, Sister M. of St.

Eugenie, and Sister M. of St. Euphrosine. During his stay at the University he at-

tended the exhibition of the institution, with which he seemed well pleased, and ex-

pressed his gratification in terms highly complimentary to both students aiid professors.
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III.

—

Secular Affairs.

Congressional Dtbates.—The most important, and, to many, the most interesting

events whicli have attracted public attention during the last niontli.are the debates wliich

have taken place in the National Legislature. Almost from the first day of the present

session, it has been manifest that the impious, sanguinary, anti-Catholic and infidel spirit,

which, in latter times, has been so profusely poured out upon the land, has infused itself

within the halls of Congress. Libels against the Church and creed of Catholics, which

have been a thousand times refuted, have been uttered with unblushing eflTrontery in the

council of the nation. Among others, the Hon. Mr. Banks, of Mass., openly charged

Catholics with holding the doctrine that the Pope " is supreme, not only in matters of

faith, but has also a temporal power that can not only control governments, but in fitting

exigencies may absolve his disciples from their allegiance." This grave charge drew
forth from the Hon. J. R. Chandler, of Pennsylvania, anj able and eloquent reply.

From the writings of many eminent Catholic divines, and by an appeal to numerous his-

torical monuments, the Hon. gentleman clearly demonstrated the absurdity of the charge

and took occasion to point out the fearful tendency of the movement which has invoked

this outcry against Catholicity, and which, to use his own emphatic language, is

''sapping the confidence of the people in each other, undermining the foundations of

Christian charity, breaking the bonds of social life, relaxing the ties of moral obliga-

tions, setting creeds in hostile attitudes, bringing down the whole system of domestic,

social and political life to the plans and ends of socialists and atheists, who laugh at the

existence of God and seek their triumph in the obliteration of the doctrines and teach-

ings of Christianity."

A Bill has been introduced in the New York Legislature, having for its object the

secularising Church property, by taking it from the control of the bishops and clergy,

and vesting it in lay trustees. We have not room in the present number to speak of

the particulars of this, and similar steps towards the revival of the penal laws against

Catholics. We will recur to this subject again.

Literary Intbllioenck.—Foreign.—Amongst the most important works announced for early publica-

tion in France are an edition of Cornelii a Lapide in Scripturam wacram commcnlarii, edilio nova, Tiriai

in Job commentario nee non Bellarmini in psalmos explanation! aucta, illustrissimo DD. A. R. Devic,

Episcopo Bellicensi, 20 vols, in 10. Imp. 8vo. Father Faber's celebrated work, " All for Jesus," has been

translated into French and published in Paris, in a neat volume, at 5 francs.

England.—The Rev. Edward Formby, who has recently prepared a very popular series of Hymns and

Songs for schools, projioscs to issue, on a new plan—by donations and subscriptions, a Pictorial History of

the Catholic Religion, from the earliest down to the present times. 'I'o be completed in two vols. 8vo.

embellished Willi 250 illustrations on wood, from designs i)y tlie most eminent living artists. The Rev.

author has undert;iken this laudable enterprise witli tlie view of improving the education of tlie poor.

His Eminence, Cardinal Wiseman, and many of Uie Rt. Rev. Bishops and Clerey have given Uieir sanction

and earnest recommendations to this undertaking, accompanied by large subscriptions and donations. We
shall notice tliis more fully in a future number.—The Rt. Rev. Bishop Ullalliom is preparing a work on

the Immaculate Q)nc«;)tion.—Father Faber's new works. Growth in Holiness; and tJie Blessed :Sacra-

ment ; are announced lor earlypubllcation.

.American.—Amongst the most inipoitant Catholic works recently i-isued, are Dunigans' m.-ignificcnt

edition of Haydock's Bible; Shea's History of the Catholic Missions; McGee'sCalliolic History of America;

Lingard's History of England, abridged; The Prophet of the Ruined Abbey. The Miscellanea of the Rt.

Rev. Bishop Spalding, so long and anxiously looked for, will appear early in February, from the press of

Messrs. Webb &. Levering, Louisville. Mr. Donahoe, of Boston, announces a new work, on the Immac-

ulate Conception, by John D. Bryant, M. D., author of Pauline Seward. Mr. Cunningh«in, of Philadel-

phia, announces for early publication, tlie Life of St. Rose of Lima. Murphy & Co. announce for early

publication, the fourtli revised edition of Arehbish'ip Kenrick's celebrated work on the Primacy of the

Apostolic .See; Dalgairn's Devotions to the ."^acred Heart; Growth in Holiness, or the Progress of

Spiritual liife, by Father Faber; the Devout Child of .Mary, a collection of Novenas, &c.; Florine, n

Tale of the First Crusaders, by the author of Bertha, or tlie Pope and tlie Emperor; and an Abridgment

of Lingard's History^ of England, for the use of sehooN. Messrs. Lucas Brotliers, announce new editions

of A Memorial of Christian Life ; Hornihold on the Conimandnients and Sacraments ; Sacred Heart of

Jesus and Mary ; and other standard works.
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RUSSIA AND THE ALLIES—AUSTRIA AND HER POLICY.

Thk contest between the powers of England and France on the one side, and
the Russian Autocrat ou the other, is exciting a very lively interest in this country.

The heroic struggles of all the belligerents at Sebastopol, sends a thrill of excite-

ment through the American heart. The danger of the allies on the one hand,

the determined resistance of the Russians on the other,—the immense issue at

stake, the powerful bodies engaged, the flourish of the temporary victor, and the

sullen courage of the retreating foe, give to the Crimea a fascination of interest

too intense to be greatly prolonged.* In spite of ourselves we take sides with the

contending forces ; and hope for victory, or invoke defeat, in accordance with the

sympathies of tlie moment—the emotion of the hour. In all this effusion of sym-
pathy, however, the Turk is forgotten. The very party in whose defence the mili-

tary forces of England and France have been marshalled, dwindles into compara-

tive insignificance, now that the embattled hosts of other nations are treading the

ensanguined field of war. It is not before the queenly city of the Eastern Caesars

that are gathered the assaulting foemen ; nor is it the vindictive Moslem who is

beleaguered in his home, amid the trophies won by his warlike sires from the

relaxing grasp of Constantine Palajologus, whose disasters seem retributive of the

heresies fostered by Constantius and Valens, but whose " distress and fall are more
glorious than the long prosperity of the Byzantine Ca;sars."f

This obliviousness of the gazing world, in regard to the fate of the only power
whose Ufe may be said to be at stake in this momentous contest, is ominous of the

fate that awaits that power, when war shall have '• smoothed its wrinkled front j"

when the adjustments of interest that have been compromised will have to be

made ; when questions of expediency will be paramount to the claims of equity
;

and when the avarice of power, grown strong by the revealed weakness of its

victim, shall remorselessly proceed to its immolation.

At first, a very large measure of sympathy in this country, was exhausted on

behalf of the Western Powers. No two systems of government could be more

» Written January 2, 1855. t Gibbon's Decline and Fall.

10 Vol.. III._No. 2.
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diametrically opposite, one to the other, than are those of Russia and the United

States. Hence antipathies and repugnance to the Russian cause : and hence ton.

the affinities that bind the American mind, in some degree, in a bond of sympathy

with England and France. Different as the two countries—Russia and America

— essentially are, they have nevertlieless salient points of contrast, ivhich, though

divergent, produce the paradoxical effect of creating remote resemblances. In the

two. is to be found a radical difference of the political idea, which moulds the people

and institutions of either country into forms and impressions of imposing strength,

tenacity of composite parts and range of expansiveness. In both, the material

element is the predominant one, the difference being in tlie appUcation of the ele-

ment to the production of an improved social and political condition. In Russia,

the controlling influence is Despotism : in the United States, the controlling power

is found, in the force of public opinion, acting through popular assemblies, whose

authority and tenure are derived from written constitutions, and whose successicm

is determined by popular free election.

In the order of time, there may be some difference in favor of Russia, the evo-

lution of whose power, may be said to have commenced with the reign of Ivan,

the terrible. It was he who extinguished the Tartar rule in Russia, created a

standing army, introduced into his polity some of the order of European civil life,

and finally projected the country, with a rapid momentum, towards its consolida-

tion into an Autocracy. It was not, however, until the [reign of Peter the Great,

that the European life of Russia began. Until that period, Russian troops were

unknown in Germany, and no effort had been made to place the empire among
the acknowledged families of European sovereignties. Thus dating the poUtical

birth of Russia, we have a time, in the parallel we are running, corresponding to

that period of our colonial life, when the municipal institutions of the various colo-

nies, were gradually shaping the aptitudes of the population, to that system of self-

reliance, out of which were germinated those popular assembhes which evoked the

revolution, and inaugurated the present constitution. Any advantage of historic

life, as measured by time, is more than compensated for, by the disadvantages

which surrounded Russia until the opening of the present century. In the order

of ideas, America was far in advance of Russia, at the starting point of their mate-

rial development. The social and polititical institutions of America were drawn

directly out of a previously existing condition of civihzation. Russia, on the con-

trary, has had to educe her power out of a condition of things, which revealed no

superposition of material, in the regular order of social stratification ; but rather

an incongruous mass of barbaric habitudes and traditions. Added to this, Russia

had to battle with a climate, whose very rigors have partially excluded from her

people, the pohshing and humanizing arts that follow enlargrni commercial inter-

ests and diffused intelligence. Institutions like ours would have been totally ineffec-

tual, to blend in harmony of idea and action, the heterogeneous materials of which

her population was composed. In the order of Providence, may we not suppose

that the particular form of government establislied there, is the one proper to her

condition, and best calculated to promote the interests and well-being of those who
live under its sway.

The fruitful study embraced in this current of thought is, that there should be

two nations so entirely dissimilar in national characteristics, in institutions and in

aptitude of social amelioration and improvement, and yet, that both should deve-

lop the same leading tendencies, and run nearly the same career of national great-

ness. In the forms of pohty, the two are antipodes ; and in the spirit of their
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social orgnni'/ntioi\, they air luita^mistirnl. As AiiK-riraiiK we can alTunI to U;

Jx)tli jtist idid ixnicrous.

Milt linlc niori- lliaii n cciiMiry ini<i :i lull have elapsed since Pcti-r tlic (ircat laid

till- kuiiidalioii of St. IVtcrshurt,'!!, in order, us he said, that he rnif^ht have " a win-

dow Ihini wliich he could look out upon Europe." When beaten, again and

ai^ain, by ( Uiarle XH of Sweden, his prophetic coiisolalion was :
" Never mind,

the Swedes, by the very repetition of tlieir victories over us, will teach us how to

deli'at lliein in the end." A little more than a century afterwards, an Kniperor of

Itiissia was le!i<:juetl with the j)rinces ot Kurope ai^airist Napoleon, and found bat-

tliuij a<;aiiist the lri(Uiiphant leijions of Kr.mce, on the memorable field of Auster-

litz. Almost within the sanje period, a Russian General on the snow-dad field of

KyJiiu, rolled back the tide of victoiy, and for the first time couipelled Houaparte

to pause in the face of the foe he intended to crush. Friedland and Borodino,

thouijh disastrous for the time to the Russian arms, were befittinir heralds to that

power, which, a few years afterwards at Vienna, dictated to Europe the terms of

peai-e, and arraiiired, by its fiat alone, the territorial boundaries of European Sove-

n'isjnties. But it is not only on the battle-field, that Russia has shown the strength

and maunitude of her power. In every branch of practical improvement, she has

made marked progress; while she has not neglected to cultivate the arts that adorn,

and the sciences that ennoble a government.

We are too apt to suppose that our own institutions are those best adapted to

man, in every phase of his social and political condition. Such an assumption is

negatived by all experience, and is utterly at variance with every lesson inculcated

by history. And no more cogent argument against the illusion can be adduced,

than that which fiows from a parallel of the historic life of these two countries

—

Russia and America. Unfortunately for the fate of the human race, the similarity

of results, induced by the social and political action of the two nations, does not

end with the resemblances, that are to be traced in their mutual and steady pro-

gress in material development. The laws of this development are precisely as

strong m the one case as in the other. These laws, indeed, are immutable ; and

hence, wherever the material force exists, the spirit of aggrandizement will be

found iu union with it. It is the great law of savage life, engrafted on modem
political ethics, under the illusive title of" Progress." The fruits, however, are in

reality the same, under whatever classification, as to species, they may be distin-

guished. A repubUc, strong in its physical development, and wrenching from its

weaker neighbor the territory the one covets, but which the other is too feeble to

protect, is quite as vielding to the supposed paramount claims of this law, as the

autocrat, whose plethora of physical life, persuades him that his " sick" neighbor

would be better off if eased of the cares of his seragho and stripped of his dynas-

tic existence.

For the Russians, we are ready to predict all manner of evil, as retributive of

what we are pleased to call, her inordinate and selfish ambition. Have we not to

fear, that we are thus made arbiters of our own cause ; and that, while we pro-

nounce judgment upon others, we are but inscribing a record of an award, which,

in the future, will stand against us, without any appeal ; and which impartial his-

tory will enforce with the rigor of eternal justice?

The tone of the public press in this country and in England, is rife with invec-

tives, hurletl with malignant force against Austria, tor the part she has deemed

it her duty to follow in the present crisis of European aflairs. All the varied

changes in the charge of perfidy, are made to clamor incessantly in the American
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ear. Her diplomacy is decried as treacherous ; the forms of her polity are ridiculed

as being antiquated, covered with the rust of feudal times, and redolent with the

mould of decay ; her social organization is deemed a satire on human progress
;

and her religious observances and dogmas denounced as " superstitious mum-
meries." If if should appear that there is no ground in truth for these charges, then

their expression and reiteration can be extenuated only on the plea that the parties

to their utterance are too ignorant to know better, or too prejudiced to mete out the

award of justice. The difficulties in the diplomatic relations between this country

and Austria, together with the use made of these difficulties, by grave statesmen

and reckless demagogues, have tended greatly to exasperate the public mind.

The evil thus perpetuated, becomes the pretext, on the part of the promoters of it,

for superadded injuries, until the instincts of charity and justice are crushed out,

and their places usurped by the sentiments of national malevolence and religious

bigotry.

It is our present purpose to trace out some of the antecedents to the war now
waging in Europe; to compare the conduct of England and France with the con-

duct of Austria in the evolution of these antecedents; and establish the general

injustice of that public sentence, which condemns Austria, while it holds up the

allies as the ennobling exponents of liberality and moderation.

From the traditional policy of Austria, we would be safe to infer, that her states-

men ever deemed it her interest to oppose the encroachments of Russia. The

conquest and consequent possession of Constantinople by the Russians, would

give to that power an ascendency in the Black sea and on the shores of the Lower

Danube, that might disintegrate the influence of Austria over her Danubian popu-

lation. If to the accident of contact, there be superadded the important fact, that

this population has language, traditional memories, affinities of social organism and

religious ideas, in common with Russian subjects, the danger of this proximity

becomes imminent ; and might well arrest the attention and claim the solicitude of

Austrian statesmen. To show that such soUcitude has ever been present in the

policy of Austria, needs but a glance at the diplomatic actions of Prince Metter-

nich, the Austrian minister.

During the discussions pending the treaties of Vienna, this politic statesman

aimed steadily at curbing the influence of the Emperor Alexander. The failure of

his efforts was due to the overshadowing influence of Alexander, whose presence

was a serious restraint upon the independence of the European representatives,

engaged in the great work of giving to Europe a peace, fixed upon some perma-

nent base. From 1821 to 1826, Mettemich turned on every suitable occasion to

the subject. In 1827, when Greece was in arms against the Ottoman Porte and

struggling for its independence, the Austrian minister, too sagacious not to pene-

trate the probable advantages that would accrue to Russia, in the eventualities

foreshadowed in the crisis, proposed confidentially to the ministers of France and

England, to interfere in the war for the purpose of securing to Turkey a guarantee

of her territorial boundaries—the integrity of the Ottoman Empire. Russia at

once took the alarm. Nesselrode forwarded a dispatch to the Russian minister at

London, vehemently opposing the proposition of M. Mettemich. The terms of

this! dispatch were emphatic enough ; and if any other proof were wanting of the

ulterior views of Russia on the Turkisli empire, the omission would be abun-

dantly suppliftd in this diplomatic missive: " If by chance this proposition of M.
Mettemich should be reproduced at London, under any form, or in any direct or

indirect manner, you will be careful to admit no guarantee of this kind, in any case
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or uiulor any pn-U'Xt whatever. It is an ancient anil invarialile principle of our

action, to allow no such intervention to come between us and the Ottoman Porte;

an intervention whicli would be sure to obtrude itself in every diHiciilty that

would arise between the cabinet of St. Petersburijh and the Sublime Porte."*

In IS'.iS, when hostilities broke out between Russia and Turkey, and the object

of the lormer l)e<,'an to delineate itself too stroni;ly to dei-eive any one, Metteriiich

again propose*! an intervention, on the part of the three powers—England, I'russia.

and Austria—with a view to an adjustment of the |)oints at issue between the two

belliijeronts. To this proposition Nesselrode indiijnantly replied, " tliat iimler iirj

hypothesis whatever would Russia accede to any such project."

The cabinet of St. Petersburgh was fully apprised of the apathy which reigned

over the courts of England, Fnmci'. and Prussia, on this subject. Nor did she

ne<Hl the direct assurance ol some of the ministers of these courts, that the eflbrts

of Metternich would he utterly fruitless of every result calculated to embarrass the

ambitious projects of tlie Emperor Nicholas. The morlilication of failure was not

the only one the veteran statesman had to undergo. Taunts from his friends

which he could not avert ; menaces from his foes which he dared not avenge,

were part of the recompense awarded to him for his persevering and consistent

opposition to the encroachments of Russia. " Tell him," said the French minis-

ter, to the Austrian Envoy, Lelizeltern, " that our King (Charles X) will never

lend himself to any combined action against Russia, having for its object to per-

suade that power to make peace ; nor will he interfere in any formal manner with

tlie affairs of the Russian government."! " Our policy," wrote the zealous and

vehement Pozo de Borgo, Russian Envoy, " demands of us to show ourselves to

Austria, in an aspect at once menacing and terrible. Let M. de Metternich un-

derstand, that if he wishes to have us for enemies he will find us formidable, inex-

orable and ready to hurl upon Austria all the calamities of war—not omitting a

single one."

The Austrian minister was thus isolated—abandoned by England and France,

and trampled upon by Russia. Wellington, it is true, coincided in views Avith

Metternich; but the disctissions in the English Parliament on tlie Reform Bill, and

the excitement all over Great Britain, consequent upon Catholic Emancipation,

were the absorbing topics of English politics. France was still under the rule

of Charles X, whose hands were sufficiently employed at home in schemes, the

evolution of which soon hurled him from his throne, forced him to abdicate,

drove him into exile, and passed the crown of France over to the Orleans branch

of his family. Austria, under this negative influence given to Russian diplomacy

had but one course left open to her choice—submission

!

* Revue des deux mondes, Ire Juin, 1854. t ll^id.

To be continued.



MEMOIR OF VISCOUNT DE CHATEAUBRIAND.

Rene Francis Augustus, Viscount de Chateaubriand, was born at Saint-Malo,

in France, on the 4th of September, 1768. His family, on the paternal side,

one of the most ancient in Brittany, descended in a direct line by the barons of

Chateaubriand, from Thierri, grandson of Alain III, who was the sovereign of the

Armorican peninsula. Having commenced his classical studies at the college of

Del, he continued them at Rennes, where he had Moreau for a rival, and com-

pleted them at Dinan in the company of Broussais. Of a proud disposition and

sensitive to a reprimand, young Chateaubriand distinguislicd himself by a very

precocious intellect and an extraordinary memory. His father having destined

him for the naval profession, sent him to Brest for the purpose of passing an

fxaminalion; but having remained some time without receiving his commission,

hf returned to Combourg, and manifested some inclination for the ecclesiastical

state. Diverted however from this project by the reading of pernicious books, he

excliangixl his sentiments of piety for those of infidelity, and in his solitary situa-

tion, with the passions for his guides, he became the sport of the most extravagant
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fancies. Wrnry fif lilc. In- lind rvcii to striii,'Kl»' J'lf'i'"^' ''"' tnnptalioii ui cuin-

mittiriK suicide; hut In* was n-liiviil lioin tin-si- soinljn" llioiiyhts hy the iiifiiicrir*-

of his i-lili-.sl lirittln-r, tin- ('i)iint of C'dUilMiury, wiio i)l)t:iincd for liini a lieutenancy

in tlu* regiment of Navarre. After the death of his failn-r in 1780, he left his niili

tary post at Canihrai, to look after his inherilanci-, and sellled with hLs faujily at

Paris. Thn)Uj?h the means of his brother, who had niarried Mademoiselle de Ro-

sambo, ;;rand-daii<;hter of Malesherbes, he was introduced into society and pre-

sented at (-ourt, wiiich obtained for him at once the rank of a captain of cavalry.

It was desiixned to place him in llie order of Malta; but Chateaubriand now beffan

to evince his literary predilections. lie cultivated the society of Gin:,'uere, Lebrun,

("hampl()rt, Delisle de Salics, and was nunh ^latilied in liavinij Ixi-n p«-rmitted,

through them, to publish in the jlluianiicli <les JIuscs, a poem which lie had com-

posed in the forest of Combourg. In 1789 he attended the session of the States of

Brittany, and took the sword in order to repulse the mob that besieged the hall of

assembly. On his return to Paris, after the opening of the States-general, he wit-

nessed the first scenes of the revolution, and in 1790 he quit the service on the

occasion of a revolt th;it hail taken place in the regiment of Navarre. Alarmed

by the popular e.xcesses, and having a great desire to travel, he embarked in Janu-

ary, 1791, for the U. States of America. He hoped with the advice and support

of Malesherbes, to discover a north-west passage to the polar sea, which Ham
had already descried in 1772. A few days after his arrival at Baltimore, he pro-

ceeded to Philadelphia, and having a letter of introduction to General Washington

from Colonel Armand (Marquis de la Uoverie) who had served in the war of

Anierican independence, he lost no time in calling on the president. Washington

received him with great kindness and with his usual simplicity of manners. On
the following day, Chateaubriand had the honor of dining with the president,

whom he never saw afterwards, but whose character left an indeUble impression

upon his mind. *' There is a virtue," he says, " in the look of a great man."

On leaving Philadelphia, he visited New York, Boston and the other principal

cities of the Union, where he was surprised to find in the manners of the people

the cast of modern times, instead of that ancient character Avhich he had pictured

to himself. From the haunts of civilized life he turned to those wild regions which

were then chiefly inhabited by the untutored savage, and as he travelled from forest

to forest, from tribe to tribe, his poetical mind feasted upon the grandeur and

beauty of that virginal nature which presented itself to his contemplation. At the

falls of Niagara he was twice in the most imminent danger of losing his life, by his

enthusiastic desire to enjoy the most impressive view of the wonderful cataract.

While thus setting to profit his opportunities of observation in the new world,

Chateaubriand learned from the public prints the flight and capture of Louis

XVI, and the progress of the French emigration. He at once resolved upon re-

turning to his native country. After a narrow escape from shipwreck, he arrived

at Havre in the beginning of 179'2, whence he proceeded to St. Malo, where he

had the happiness of again embracing his mother. Here also he formed a matri-

monial alliance with Mademoiselle de Lavigne, a lady of distinction. A few

months after, in company with his brother, he set out for Germany with a view to

join the army of French nobles who had rallied in defence of their country. At

the siege of Thionville, his life was saved by tlie manuscript of dtala, a literary

production which he carried about him and which turned a shot from the enemy.

He was, however, severely wounded in the thigh on the same occasion, and, to

add to his misfortunes, he was attacked with the small-pox. In this suflfering con-
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dition he undertook a journey of six hundred miles on foot, and was more than

once reduced to the very verge of the grave by the pressure of disease and the ex-

traordinary privations he was compelled to undergo. One evening he stretched

himself to rest in a ditch, from which he never expected to rise. In this situation

he was discovered by a party attached to the Prince of Ligne,who threw him into

a wagon and carried him to the walls of Namur. As he made his way through

that city, crawling on his knees and hands, he excited the compassion of some

good women of the place, who afforded him what assistance they could. Having

at length reached Brussels, he was there recognized by his brother, who happened

to meet him, and from whom he received every aid and attention. Though far

from having recoved his strength, he left this place for Ostend where he embarked

in a fisherman's boat for the Isle of Jersey. Here he met with a portion of his family

who had emigrated from France, and among whom he received the attentions

which his suffering condition demanded. He soon after repaired to London where

he lived for some lime in a state of poverty. Too haughty to apply for assistance

to the British government, he relied altogether upon his own efforts for the means

of subsistence. He spent the day in translating, and the night in composing his

Essay on Revolutions. But this incessant labor soon undermined his health, and

there being moreover little to do in the way of translating, the unfortunate exile

experienced for some days the cravings of hunger. Happily, at this juncture, his

services were requested by a body of learned men who, under the direction of the

Pastor of Beules, were preparing a history of the county of Suffolk. His part of

the labor consisted in explaining some French manuscripts of the 12th century,

the knowledge of which was necessary to the authors of the enterprise.

On his return to London, Chateaubriand completed his Essai sur hs Revolutions,

which was published in 1797. This work produced quite a sensation, won for him

the commendations and sympathy of the French nobility then in England, and

placed him in relation with Montlosier, Delilleand Fontanes. He was sorely tried

however by the afflictions of his family. He had received the distressing intelli-

gence, that his brother and sister-in-law, with his friend Malesherbes, had been

guillotined by the revolutionary harpies, and that his wife and sister had been im-

prisoned at Rennes, and his aged mother at Paris. This pious lady, after having

suffered :i long confinement, died in 1798,Avith a prayer on her lips for the conver-

sion of her son. Young Chateaubriand was not insensible to this prayer of his

venerated parent. " She charged one of my sisters," he writes, " to recall me to

a sense of that religion in which I had been educated, and my sister made known

to me her wish. When the letter reached me beyond the water, my sister also had

departed this life, having succumbed under the effects of her imprisonment.

Those two voices coming up from the grave, and that death which had now be-

come the interpreter of death, struck me with peculiar force. I became a Chris-

tian. I did not yield to any great supernatural light : my conviction came from

the heart. I wept, and I believed." His ideas having thus undergone a serious

change, he resolved to consecrate to religion the pen which had given expression

to the skepticism of the times, and he planned at once the immortal work, Le

Genie dii Christianismc.

As soon as Buonaparte had been appointed P'irst Consul, Chateaubriand re-

turned to France under an assumed name, associated himself with Fontanes in

the editorship of the Jtfcrctzre, and in 1801 published his.fitala. This romance, at-

tacked by some, but enthusiastically received by the greater number, was emi-

nently successful, and added to the circle of the author's friends many illustrious
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names. Madame Hiiccioclii aiul Lm-icri I'uoiiaparti- iM-rainc liis proterlors, while

he was hronijht into micrcourse willi jDuhcrt, 1 )<• Honald, La Ilarpc, (
'lu'nf'clr)l|f»,

Mesdaines llocamii-r and De Ilfaiiinnnt. His design in the puhhcation of Jltala,

was to introducf himself lo the pnldie, and to prepare the way for the fienir. du

Christianitmr whifl» appeared in 1H()"2. No sooner was it issued from the press,

than the disciples of Voltaire stamped it as the offspring of superstition, and pam-

phleteers and journalists united in visiting the author and his work with proud

contempt, but the friends of religion and of pwtry applauded the intentions and

admired the talents of the writer.

Buonoparle, who was at this time busy with the concordat, was desirous of see-

ing th<> man who so ably seconded his views, and with the hope of attaching him

to his fortune, appointed him first secretary of Cardinal Fesch,theii ambassador to

the Court of Rome. When the new diplomatist was presented to Pius VII, this

venerable pontiff was reading the Genie du Christianisme. The honors of the

French embassy had no great attractions for ou- aullior. Averse to being an in-

strument of the tortuous policy which it began to display, he resigned his post and

returned to Paris. Napoleon, sensible of his eminent abilities, sought rather to

conquer than to crush his independent spirit, and appointed him minister plenipo-

tentiary to the Valais. He received this commission the day before the Duke
d'Enghien, who had been seized on foreign territory, in contempt of the law of

nations, was shot in the ditch of Vincennes. That very evening, while fear or

astonishment still pervaded the minds of all, Chateaubriand sent in his resignation.

Napoleon could not but feel the censure implied in this bold protestation, which

was the more meritorious as it was the only expression of fearless opposition to his

prescriptive measure. He did not, however, betray his displeasure, nor did he

disturb the courageous writer in whom he began to detect an enemy; on the con-

trary, in order to draw him into his service, he made him every offer that could

flatter his interest or ambition. The refusal of Chateaubriand to accept any post

under the consular regime, made him obnoxious to Napoleon, who gratified his

resentment, by crippling the literary resources of his political adversary.

Under these circumstances, he paid a visit to Madame de Stael, who had be-

come his friend by a community of sentiment and misfortune, and who was living

in exile at Coppet. The following year, 1806, he executed his design of a pilgrim-

age to the Holy Land. Revisiting Italy, he embarked for Greece, spent some

time among the ruins of Sparta and the monuments of Athens, passed over to

Smyrna, thence to the island of Cyprus, and at length reached Jerusalem. Here

having venerated the relics of the noble crusaders, and especially that tomb " which

alone will have nothing to send forth at the end of time," he sailed for Egypt, ex-

plored the fields of Carthage, passed over to Spain, and amid the ruins of the Al-

hambra wrote Le dernier des ^ihencerages. On his return to France in May, 1807,

he published in the JMercure, which partly belonged to him, an article which greatly

incensed the government against him. The Emperor spoke of having him exe-

cuted on the steps of the Tuilleries, but, after havmg issued the order to arrest him,

he was satisfied with depriving him of his interest in the Mercury. Chateaubriand

now retired to his possessions near Aulroy, where he wrote his Itineraire, J\Ioise,

and Les JMartyrs. When the first mentioned work was about to appear in 1811,

the author was notified by the government that the publication would not be per-

mitted, unless he would introduce into its pages a eulogy of the Emperor. Cha-

teaubriand refused to submit to such a condition, but having been informed that

his publisher would suffer materially by the suppression of the work, he was in-

11 Vol.. III.—No. 2.
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duced by this consideration to do, in some measure, what neither fear nor per-

sonal interest could extort from him. In complying with the requisition of the

authorities, he alluded in truthful language to the exploits of the French armies

and to the fame of their general who had so often led them on to victory, but he

carefully abstained from signalizing the acts of a government whose policy was so

much at variance with the principles which he professed.

Buonaparte had still some hope of gaining over the independent and fearless

writer. When a vacancy had occurred in the French Academy by the death of

Chenier, the situation was offered to Chateaubriand, who was also selected by the

Emperor for the general superintendence of the imperial libraries, with a salary

equal to that of a first-class embassy. Custom, however, required that the mem-
ber-elect should pronounce the eulogy of his predecessor, but in this instance, the

independence of Chateaubriand gave sufficient reason to think that, instead of

heralding the merit of Chenier, who had participated in the judicial murder of

Louis XVi, he would denounce in unmeasured terms the crimes of the Frencii

revolution. His inaugural address having been submitted, according to custom,

to a committee of inspection, they decided that it could not be delivered by the

author. The Emperor, moreover, having obtained some knowledge of its con-

tents, which formed an eloquent protest against the revolutionary doctrines, and

the despotic tendencies of the existing government, he was exasperated against

the writer, and in his excitement he paced his room to and Iro, striking his fore-

head and exclaiming: "Am I then nothing more than a usurper? Ah, poor

France, how much do you still need an instructor!" The admbsion of Cha-

teaubriand to the Academy was indefinitely postponed.

To he continutd.

CANADA AND HER HISTORIANS.

Saoard, Histoire du Canada: Paris, 1636

—

Creuxuis, Historia Canadensis: Paris, 1G64

—De la Potherie, Histoire de I'Ameiique du Nord: Paris, 1722

—

Charlevoix,

Histoire de la Nouvelle France: Paris, 1744

—

Smith, History of Canada: Quebec,

1817

—

Garreau, Histoire du Canada: Q_uebec, 1852

—

Bibaud, Histoire du Canada:

J\Iontreal—Rot, History of Canada: JMonlreal—Brasseur de Bourgbourc, Histoire

du Canada: Paiis, 1852.

To THE American, and especially the American Catholic, the history of Canada

cannot be a matter of indifference. That country was the seat of CathoHcity in

the north, and from it the light of religion, undefiled by the grosser vapors of

human fancy and human pride, radiated over a vast region, part of which we now
occupy. The Catholic element grew up side by side with the antagonistic element

in the English colonies, and formed an undying stinmlus to the fanaticism of those

who, after robbing Catholics of their churches and private property, complained

so often and so loudly in their Uterature that Catholics had oppressed them ; who,

like many a Munchausen, believed their own tale, and when facts were adduced

counter to their theory, could but exclaim, " Tant pis pour les faits."

Canada had, therefore, a constant influence on the legislation, ideas and public

opinion of the northern colonies, but an influence which our historiaiis ignore.
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Thp Rn£»f»r of CJnd in tho dt'Stiny of ('!Ui;i(l;i seems to us too distinrlly niarked, to

iiff'd (li'Vr'liiptiitTit hrr«\ Tnkf but n single instnnrf; A hundred yenrs niro, the

allantir slinre from tlie Hay "< Fundy to the (iwW r,f Mexirn, was >i land whirh

the (.^atholirs ( 'abut and Verrn/nni. Carter and ("liamplain had explored; a land

where Cathohrs had planted the cross and annonnred the pospel to the natives,

but a hmd where Talholirs were proscribed, loaded with double taxes, deprived of

civil rijjhts, and prohibited by a heavy fine and imprisonment from sheltering the

minister of God, for whose head as for a wolf's, a prire was set.

This land is now one where Catholics are numbered by millions ; where churches

and convents, priests and bishops are found on every side, but exist as if in spite

of the majority, as if held there by a charm. And how did Providence effect this?

A two-fold object seemetl in view. A horrible apostacy was to smite France, and

Canada was to be saved by a timely separation. The oppressed Catholics of

Europe needed an asylum; America was to be opened. How was this effected?

Canada had a population about equal to the njmber of soldiers that the northern

colonies could raise: but then Kalm tells us the Canadian was superior to the

American: full of rtiterprise, activity, ingenuity: fearless and full of national

pride: a soldier from honor, not for sixpence. The Canadian authorities despised

their southern neighbors as sluggish, fit to quarrel with governors, but unable to

cope with them in the field. An army might be prepared at New York for Lake

Champlain, but the Frenchman would think it early enough to leave Quebec
when he heard thai the English troops were at Albany, and even then he would

reach the contested point in time to wait for his adversary. Religious animosity

stimulated the English colonies to strain every nerve to crush Canada ; England

cotiquered it, but that was all. Victorious as she was, she left to Canada the full

enjoyment of her religion and laws, and the English soldier marched in the pro-

cession of Corpus Christi, and the English judge compelled the payment of tithes

to the Catholic clergy. Religion, about to be dethroned in France, was supported

by the power of England in Canada.

This was inexplicable; the colonies gnashed their teeth in silence, full of deep

seated and just bitterness against the government which had fanned their fanaticism

to mock it. They rose in arras, and in their declaration made it a ground that the

king had established arbitrary power in a neighboring province.

France, Catholic France, was now solicited: she was asked, and not in vain, to

lend her armies to the cause of the revolution. French troops landed at Boston,

and amid the ridicule of the English part)', the select-men of the capital of New
England folloAved a crucifix borne through the streets! A French fleet enters

Narragansett bay, and a law excluding Roman Catholics from civil rights is

repealed! French troops are at Philadelphia and Congress goes to Mass! Neces-

sity compelled this adaptation of the outer appearance, and perhaps to some extent

calmed the rampant prejudice of former days. With a Catholic ally, the govern-

ment could not denounce Catholicity. In the Constitution adopted, it washed its

hands of the matter, and by it Congress refused to assume as one of its powers, a

right to enter the sphere of religion. It was left to the several States to have any
religion or none; but the General Government, the only meilium of comnmnica-
tion with foreign states, could always profess its tolerance, even though twelve of

the thirteen should proscribe the faith of Columbus.

Thus, to the amazement of many, two consecutive wars made Catholicity the

predominant, recognized rehgion in English Canada, and opened to Catholicity

the new republic.
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Let us then assump it as a fact, that our early history must not be studied apart,

but side by side with that of Canada, if we would really trace the changes of

popular feeling and the social progress of the land. But where are we to find that

history 7 The general reader cannot fill his library with rare or scarce works, the

complete set of the Jesuit Relations, which none but a merchant prince can pur-

chase, the various minor works, partly local, partly relating to a particular house

or order, worth almost their weight in gold dust. He must turn to general histo-

ries in French and English.

We have grouped in our heading the various works that assume, by their title

pages at least, to give the general history of the country, and we shall now exam-

^. ine these rapidly in detail. Sagard was written ten years after the discovery of the

^ country, and on opening the stout volume we find it rather a book of his own tra-

vels and the missions of the Recollects, to whom he belonged. It is material for

the historian, not a history of the colony. Let us then open the quarto of Father

Du Creux, who wrote in Latin, calling himself Creuxius, as Creux, meaning

hollow, might have been translated, as he in one place translates Brother Liegeois,

Leodiensis: here, too, we are doomed to find ourselves mistaken. As Charlevoix

justly observed, it is one thing to write letters, another to compile a history. So

far from being a history of Canada, it is not even a well digested history of the

labors of his own order in Canada. His only source is the " Relations," now so

widely known, and of these his compilation is neither wonderful for skill nor

arrangement. His work is no more a history of Canada than Touron's Histoire

de I'Amerique is a history of America. We must, therefore, lay it down as a

book of reference for such as cannot command access to the " Relations."

Sagard and Du Creux are not general histories. They are mission narratives,

but like the famous Jesuit Relations furnish not only most edifying reading, but

/ also a source of historic, geographic and ethnological data such as no other colony
' in America ever possessed.

Dr. O'Callaghan, whose judgment on the matter no one can doubt, who has

seen his History of New Netherland, or his labors in the Slate Ofiice, published

under the title of Documentary History and Colonial Documents, says of these

missionary narratives, that a man who should attempt to write the history of our

colonial times without them, merely substantiates his absolute unfitness for the

task which he has assumed.

It was with pain, then, that we found a writer of Brownson's judgment, to say

nothing of his religious feeUngs, utter of them the language which we find in his

number for October, 1853. *' None of them," he says truly, " unless we except

Charlevoix, are worthy to be called a history." But then he adds words which

seem to have been foisted in by mistake from some anti-catholic work in the same

printer's hands. "None which a Canadian could peruse without blushing for the

patience which allowed ignorance or prejudice thus to confound the whole interests

of a people with the toils of a poor missionary among the savages or the expe-

rience of an attache of the government."

For ourselves who have been for years reading the sources of Canadian his-

"^^ tory and found such sources to be almost exclusively the work of missionaries, we
are grieved and pained at such a charge. We cannot conceive how any Canadian

"*^ could blush to read Bressane's work, the Relation of 1G49, that of 16-14, the nar-

rative of Marquette, or the work of Sagard. On the contrary, we tfirnTT that the

Canadian, or the man, even of the most Rome-haling sect, that can read these

without emotion, must be devoid of every noble feeling; and if a Canadian, as
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de8titut«> of all painoiisin as I?i'm-tlict ArnoM. It Dr. Brownson »'Ver naci tln-sf

works, hf rcrtaiiily n<-vor could liavf piniitil so gross » charge.

Do la Pollirrie comes next: but we find here that it is a journal in f'omi of

letters, published first as travels and then as a history. It embraces but a short

period, and must, like its predecessors, be handed over to students and book col-

lectors.

Next on the list is the work of Charlevoix. The historian of Japan, of Para-

guay, of St. Domingo, would seem to promise us a complete and readable book,

and our hope is not disappointed. Polished, graceful, el()(|uent, he speaks in a

lone which hurries away and convinces. Well accjuainled with the country and

the people, a better statesman than the court could furnish, he saw the real posi-

tion of Canada and sought to rouse his sovereign to active measures for the salva-

tion of the empire of France in America. He composed his history in the still

standing parsonage of the Indian village of Caughnawaga, on the St. Laurence,

from the printed books relating to Canada, the manuscript works in the colony,

and tile documents in the government archives at Paris which he had consulted.

His list of authors shows the extent of his research, and its fideUly has not been

(juestioned. Of course the French Jesuit did not write in the tone of an English

parson ; he did not condemn Catbolicity in general or particular, and we do not

find that he ascribes the regeneration of our race and all other blessings, known

and unknown, to Martin Luther. He was no particular friend to England, and

would gladlv have seen her power humbled ; and we naturally find his history

reflect his feelings. His work was well received, and soon won the applause of

even English scholars. Gibbon, a good judge of books and no particular friend

to religion, gives it unqualified praise, and it has ever since been the main source

whence English and American writers have drawn their information as to Canada,

and they all render it their meed of praise. Had this work but a continuation of

twenty-five years, it would embrace the whole period of French power in North

America. As it is, it is infinitely superior to any published history of an English

colony. Hutchinson's Massachusetts, Smith's New York and New Jersey, Stith's

Virginia, are all insignificant compared to the classic work of Charlevoix. The
subject indeed has something to do with this ; but what made Canada the scene of

more romantic adventures, more noble heroism, more perils and more glory, made
a historian equal to the task. The spirit of religion, a religion of peace and joy,

is the secret of Canadian history and the inspiration of its great annalist. The
dulness of commerce, gloomy fanaticism and luxurious ease affect the historian as

they affect the events which he is to portray.

In the pages of Charlevoix we trace Canada from its rise to the moments which

preceded the old French war: we see its towns and villages rising with every Hte-

rary and benevolent institution that a perfect state can need ; we see the adventu-

rous missionary and trader of France plunge into the distant wilderness ; every

Indian tribe but one won to the cause of France, and opening its council halls

to the envoy of truth : we see the Catholic spirit working out its destiny from

Champlain who commences his narrative by the noble sentence, "The conversion

of a soul outweighs the conquest of an empire," down to the days of Madame
Youville building her hospital amid the din of war. Churches, convents, colleges,

hospitals, asylums arise in the wilderness; men seemed to have believed in the

Gospel, in heroism, in chivalrous endeavor; they thought that high and noble

deeds, s«lf sacrifice, a spirit of renunciation better accorded with the doctrines of
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the Gospel than the mad pursuit of wealth, than plans to impoverish the poor and

enrich the rirh. than schemes and projects of earthly grandeur.

And therefore ihe first settlers are a study, and we must turn to Charlevoix to

study them. One of our pagan authors has felt the cruel modern triumph of mat-

ter over spirit, a triumph which has led by revulsion to the outburst of Mormon-

ism, and spirit rapping, protests against errors, themselves no less erroneous.

" Things are in the saddle and ride mankind " sighs the poet of New England.

To all who have this feeling at heart, who are sick of the material spirit of our

land, we commend Charlevoix's history. It is a story of another state of society,

of other thoughts and acts and ideas; which grew up side by side with those

which have produced such sad facts among us. And in saying this, let it not be

imagined that the religious Canadians wanted energy, activity or zeal. On the

coniraTy, while English settlers hugged the atlantic shore, Canadians colonized

Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois and the banks of the Mississippi, and laid the

foundations of distant Mobile. They introduced the sugar cane, exported ginseng,

• worked copper on lake Superior, lead on Illinois, traded with Santa Fe, and fought

V the battles of the mother country from Hudson's Bay to the equator.

Charlevoix has never been translated completely ; this is much to be regretted :

it better deserves a place in our libraries than the works of Guizot, Michelet and

Thiers. It is classic, eloquent, faithful and interesting, as well from the vicinity

of the region as from the wide difference of manners between those of our time

and country and those it portrays. Then, too, it is for the period the only reliable

history ; for of the later periods we have none. Later works are not to be compared

with it.

Canada fell under the power of England, became a colony of the royal Georges.

The red cross replaced the Avhite banner of France, and English ideas began to

rule the destinies of the land. What have the English done in their century of

power? Compare what France did from 1633 to 1763, with what England has

done from 1763 to 1854, and tell us where is the much vaunted superiority of Pro-

testant over Catholic governments. What has England done for education, science

or social progress ?

Under the new regime, a historian rises. Smith, son of the historian of New
York, the illiberal man, who after mentioning a law punishing a Catholic priest

with imprisonment for life, and with death on recapture, adds in that spirit of

Christian toleration which has even characterized other works of English literature,

"A law which, m it ever should, remains in force to this day."

The son was worthy of his sire: he ravaged the State Paper Oflice, and many

valuable papers have never since been seen. He was not the man to write the

history of Catholic Canada, but fortunately the dulness of the father with the

father's bigotry descended to the son, and the work, never popular, is found only

on the shelves of book, collectors, and even then rarely opened.

Since then other French historians of Canada have appeared. One of these,

Bibaud, we shall dismiss with Roy, as their works are merely school books, un-

marked by any new ideas as to the history of the past. Creditable compilations,

they are not however either equal for research or .style to the Canadian part in

Murray's " History of British America," a work which is in general reliable and

useful as an abridgment and an index to printed sources of Canadian history.

To le continued.



ITALIAN LIFR AND MORAT-S_F,FFFCTS OF ROMANISM ON
80CIKTY.

This is ilio tiilo of an artirlc in tlu' February niiniU'r of Harpfr's Magazine.

Thouijh it has fallen to our lot to read many unfair and unjust statements in regard

to the character and customs of Catholic countries, we have never, wo Ix^lieve,

perused any thing so glaringly slanderous and malignant as this attempt to deline-

ate Italian life and morals. It is evidently the iiroduction of a bitter partisan and

an unmitigated biijot, whose blindness will not permit him to see any thing good

in the life of those who conscientiously difl'er frou) him in faith and worship ; of

one whose sense of justice is so far dulled, that he does not deem it at all necessary

to state the good as well as the bad qualities of those whose character he portrays.

The illustrations are in keeping with the matter. One of them represents a rather

immodest country dance on an Italian holyday ; two of them exhibit diflerent

phases of Italian beggary ; two are devoted to the brigands ; and one sketches an

Italian wine shop, with two monks—whose faces are wicked caricatures—figuring

as the most conspicuous characters ! Could the delineator of Italian Life and

Morals find nothing more worthy of illustration than these things, in that Italy,

which is the land of inventions, of genius, of poetry, and the fine arts—the home

of Tasso, of Michael Angelo, and of Christopher Columbus!

How the Harpers could have admittecl such a production into their popular

Magazine, usually so elevated in its style and tone, might seem strange to those

who do not refit^t, that, like many other shrewd American publishers, they keep

a steady eye to the main chance, and survey, with mercantile forethought, the

condition and demands of the literary market. The signs of the times indicate a

morbid appetite for precisely such gross libels on Catholic institutions and charac-

ter, as the one of which we are speaking; and the Messrs. Harper, no doubt by

way of showing their utter abhorrence of the maxim falsely attributed to the Cath-

olic Church—that the end justifies the means—think it, if not right, at least profit-

able to pander to this vitiated taste. We can explain their readiness to give cur-

rency to such matter on no other hypothesis.

If the utter grossness and transparent scandal of the article were redeemed by

refined literary taste or by elegance of style, there might be some excuse or pretext

for its appearance in the Magazine. But its manner is well worthy its matter.

Whatever may be the writer's ability as an English scholar, he seems to have

entered on his present task with the impression, that both fine writing and common
poUteness would be thrown awav on so ignoble a theme as " Romanism" in Italy.

He writes carelessly and often ungrammatically. The very first sentence, besides

containing a gross grammatical error, would have been set down by Blair as a

notable example of the obscure style had the rhetorician thought proper to indicate

such a method of writing in his catalogue. " I have universally (sic) found that

the differences in the relative prosperity of the inhabitants of Catholic and Protest-

ant countries was in ratio to the degree (sic) in which the Holy Father would con-

sider the former faithful and the latter heretical." He continues: "This has

indeed become a trite observation among travellers of both religions. But no less

a writer than the Abbe Lamennais denies its truth," &.c. Denies the truth of

what ? Of the "ratio to the degree" itself, or of its applicalion to Catholic and

Protestant countries ? The writer probably meant the latter ; but if so, why could

he not have said it at once? It is as cheap to write clearly as to write vaguely and
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loosely. Tliough we were not before aware that de Lamennais—who by the way
died lately a raving infidel in Paris—had ever treated this subject at least profess-

edly, yet we know of many distinguished writers, both Catholic and Protestant,

who have disputed both the principle itself and its application. Again, such a

sentence as this,
—** Milan, to the stranger, presents neither beggary or poverty,"

—

may do well enough for the hbeller of " Romanism" in Italy ; but it is little in

accordance with the rules laid down by one Lindley Murray.

Did the writer know the language of the people, whose character he attempted

to portray? From the specimens he furnishes, we would infer that his acquaint-

ance with the language of the Italians was about as superficial and inaccurate as

his knowledge of their life and morals. True, he occasionally parades Italian

words with a flourish, where plain English would have done fully as well, and

would have been in decidedly belter taste; but in doing so, he shows to demonstra-

tion that he is not only trading on borrowed capital, but that his stock in hand is

exceedingly limited. The phrases, " fleeced at every gabelle,^' and " comes to a

dogana," occurring in two successive paragraphs, prove to our mind that he

knows neither the obvious difference of meaning in the words he employs, nor the

distinction between singular and plural! His blunders in this, as in that of Eng-

lish grammar, are too frequent and too gross to be covered by that mantle of cha-

rity, which careless Avriters sometimes delight to throw around their shoulders;

from which, as from a panoply of mail, the darts of criticism aimed at them

glance off to strike the luckless printers' devils'.

Happily, we are not left to our mere surmises in judging of the animtis with

which the writer undertook his rambling essay on Italian Life and Morals. He
has the naivete to avow the motive which prompted the production, in the fol-

lowing remarkable passage: " My object in presenting this unfavorable summary

of Italian character, is to show to what extent, in comparison with Protestantism,

I consider Romanism to be responsible for it, both for what it has actually done,

and what it has failed to do. If such are the results where Romanism is supreme,

are not other nations in which it seeks to find (sic) sway warranted in viewing it,

both in a political and in a moral sense, with a jealous eye?" So, his acknow-

ledged motive was to furnish materials for the special benefit of the mysterious

order of midnight politicians, who seek precisely such tnligfitcnment as this, and

who, knoicing nothing, would not be likely to question any thing he might offer

them, as political aliment to strengthen them in the valiant " war to the hilt

against Romanism." This giving aid and comfort to the immaculate " American

party," comes with a specially good grace from one who, it is supposed, is a

foreigner himself. If his new political friends should have any misgivings in re-

gard to the fervor of their proselyte, we beg to assure them that they may safely

dismiss all scruples in his regard. Take the following declaration (f a principle,

as an instance: *' Believing, as we do, that the possession of the good things of

this earth proceeds mainly from those qualities that heap up most treasure in

heaven—or, in other words, that virtue and vice, whether of the individual or

nation, have their appointed rewards and punishments in this hfe as well as

in that to come—we consider it a fair rule to judge papal rule {rule again) by

its fruits." We were not before aware that a rule brought forth fruits; but

we suppose this happens only in Italy, where every thing is so radically wrong

that even ndes are there transformed into fruit bearing trees! Let this, however,

pass. The principle itself, as boldly laid down, is a decided improvement, not

only on Catholicity, but on Christianity itself, as set forth by Christ, both by
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word and by example. Ilf rntnmonded poveny and inculcatod Belf-doninl. He
lauffht nun lo lay up tn-asnn>s, not »m rarlli, hut in heaven. He sironply in-

veighed airaiiiNl rirhes, and laid down thi- proposition—slartlinf; to rich rnon as

the writer on " Honianisiii " in Italy—that it is ••asier for a camel to pass through

the eye of a nci-dle, than for a rich man to enter into Heaven. Had He intended

that "the qualities" which should be distinctive of His disciples should Ije the

basis for securinij the "possession of the jjood things of tiiis earth," He would
have done—what many of our modern refarmcd pn-achers are constantly doing

delivered lectures on political economy and on the best means of laying up trea-

sures on earth, instead of the more elevatetl do('trine He actually taught.

Our painter of Italian Lite and Morals furnishes the following remarkable sketch

of the diderent siiades observable in the notable science of lyitifr, as practiced in

Catholic countries: ** In France, lies are expected as a matter of course. Among
the ladies they pass under the softened expression of broder (to romance); with

geuUemen, more vulgarly Llagutr (to fib) ; but both practice the vice either to

please or to add pi(juancy to scandalous gossip, out {hut again) seldom from baser

motives. They so love to exaggerate, that even their daily newspapers are univer-

sally dated a day in advance; and even Galignani has been compelled to follow

their example, to do away with the charge that he did not give the latest news.

With the Italians, however, lying is a downright vice. Without the courage and

gallantry of the French, they lie from fear as well as from fun." Now we appre-

hend, that the art of "lying" in all its stages:

—

romancinsr (broder might be trans-

lated more elegantly, as well as more literally, embroidering); Jibbivg, wheiher

white or black ; and downright " lying " in its unmitigated atrocity ;—is not at all

confined to France and Italy. We might find the richest specimens of all its grades

much nearer home. We need go no farther, in fact, than our writer himself, for

notable examples of this frailty, or for a striking illustration of Falstaflf's well

known exclamation against " lying." He embroiders with the darkest figures and
borders every Italian cloth which he handles; he "Jibs" at every step of his pro-

gress, and in almost every line of his essay ; and as for the—highest grade of the

art,—we can hardly enumerate the instances of it which are scattered over his

pages. Under the two former heads we may class the following extracts, taken

almost at random. Speaking of Naples he says, " at every ten miles or so, one

comes to a dogana:^' why not have written custom house in plain English ? His
readers might understand nearly as much Italian as himself, without knowing the

meaning of dogana, any more than he does that of gabella. We lately travelled

through the kingdom of Naples, and we can testify that we encountered no " do-

gana " for the examination of baggage, until we reached the frontiers at Terracina,

—rather more, we apprehend, than ten miles from Naples. Here is another " fib:"
*' there are said to be not over three days of their delicious climate in a year which
are all right for an Italian." Mark the agreement in number of the their and an
Italian; * as well as the exquisite elegance of the whole sentence! But note also

the "Jib," which every one who has been in Italy and has remarked the habitual

cheerfulness and sun-lit countenances of the Italians, would detect at a glance.

Happily for the characteristic light-heartedness of the Italians, the gloomy religion

of John Calvin never could gain a foot-hold in that beautiful and radiant country.

But again, he says :
*' Rome, however, is the capital of beggardom ;" and almost

immediately afterwards he adds: "in fact throughout Tuscany they are the dirtiest

• In the previous sentence he is speaking in the singular of " the Italian dandy."
12 Vol. III.—No. 2.
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and most beg-ffarly set of beggars Italy can show." " Fibbine;" and inconsistency

are not incompatible, as these extracts will serve to show. While thus vacillating

between Rome and Tuscany, as to the important question, which best merits the

elegant designation—" Capital of begeardom "—he robs Naples of the palm *' uni-

versally " awarded to her by all previous travellers, who had even skimmed over

the surface of Italy.

Nor is this the only instance in which the writer betrays his inconsistency and

self-contradiction. Speaking of Roman " beggardom," he says : " if tlieir imper-

fections are real, the eig/i<een hospitals of Rome are ample for their relief." A
little farther on, the eighteen hospitals of Rome swell into nineteen for the treat-

ment of diseases alone !
'* There are in Rome nineteen hospitals for the treatment

of diseases." Those who are so given to " fibbing " should surely have better me-

mories, if for no other reason, than that they might preserve their credit. What
makes this contradiction the more glaring, is the evident ignorance of the writer

in regard to the distinction—obvious to every child in Rome—between Spedali, or

hospitals proper for the sick, and Hospizii, or places of refuge for the old of both

sexes, for orphans, for unprotected girls, and for others not diseased.*

But here, we take it, is yet another example of " libbing :" " all strangers arriv-

ing at Leghorn are taxed nearly one dollar a head for the poor." Now we were

a stranger, and we lately arrived and passed twice through Leghorn, and we were

not once asked to pay that " tax of nearly one dollar a head." Other examples

might be furnished ; but we must hasten on to more important specimens, those

in which we have detected him in telling what is not true, and thereby bearing

false witness against his neighbor. This department is so rich, that we scarcely

know where to begin ; we may as well follow his own rambling melliod, and take

the instances as they occur.

Here is a libel, as gross as it is atrocious, on Italian chastity—the " index virtue"

of a people :
" One need have no greater evidence of the depravity of morals

among the higher classes of Italian cities than the universal scandal, which spares

no one, and at the same time announces a general corruption inconceivable in

similar circles in Protestant countries, or which, if existing, would doom the ofl'en-

ders to social isolation. So the universal suspicion proclaims the equally spread

habit of falsehood. However much courtesy may gild social intercourse, the ser-

pent head of distrust is seen beneath. Jealousy is equally common. Not the more

honorable sentiment founded on a regard for chastity, but the meaner spirit begotten

of envy Matrimonial lidelity is the exception!" One would think, from this

extract, that he had kept shocking bad company, while in Italy ! But how the pro-

verbial jealousy of the Italians is compatible with such a state of morals, is entirely

past our comprehension. We believe—and all who have passed any time in Italy

will readily concur with us in opinion—thai one who would there be so reckless as

to tamper with conjugal fidelity, would be likely to be convinced of his error, not

by expostulation, but by the keener and more trenchant logic of the Italian stiletto.f

We ask for no better refutation of this grievous calumny, than what himself

furnishes. With all his bhnd malignity, and with all his efforts to portray the

moral degradation caused by " Romanism," he is compelled to pay the following

unwilUng tribute to the superior morality of Italy and of Catholic countries gene-

" The latter are far more numerous than the former.

t Our writer speaks of the knvft, and not of the sliletto, as the weapon peculiar to

the Italians, at least to the Romans. He seems to parade his ignorance of every thing

peculiarly Italian.
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niUy, especially in tlic luatlor ofcliasiiiy. *' iiuman Catholic cilies, in their primary

ftsprct, prt'Sf-nt a hifjlirr appoarancc of puhlir morality than Protestant capitals. But

few puhlir women are met in their streets ; driiiikenness sj-enis rare ; and there is a

general quiet and lethargy, the exact rev«rse i)f tlie hustle and enterprise of th(jse

towns that acknowledge Protestantism. No where is this parallel (contrast ?) more

strikingly shown than hetween Geneva and Lucerne, Florence and New York,

or Rome and London. This external morality is readily explained. While the

grosser forms of morality are not so openly exhihiled in papal cities as in Protestant

the di.stinciion between virtue and vie*- is miicli less rigorously drawn. The

Roman clergy are able to repress it outwardly, but it extends inwardly. Society

in general is corrupt, while the streets are comparatively pur«'."

This is truly a precious avowal, coming as it does from an open enemy, from

whom it could have been wrung only by the stern evidence of truth so palpable

as to leave no means of escape. He cannot and does not dare deny the/ac<s; they

are too patent to every observer, no matter how prejudiced; and with such fact$

admitted even by himself, his attempt to cloud their splendor by vulgar and un-

worthy suspicion of what may take place in secret, proves only his want of charity
;

il can prove nothing else to any unprejudiced mind. It evidences a morbid appe-

tite to believe evil of his neighbor from what does not appear, and in open and

avowed opposition to what does appear. It manifests the blind malignity of the

serpent, which strikes in the dark at invisible objects, for fear its head should be

crushed by objects which its other senses make it apprehend as present.

Our writer on Italian Life and Morals is not alone among prejudiced Protestants

in his avowal of the superior morality and chastity which distinguish Catholic

countries, however he may be solitary, or at least unrivalled, in the vulgarity of his

suspicions. Samuel Laiug, Esq., a Scotchman and a Presbyterian, as well as a

man of great intelligence and candor, and at the same time an unexceptionable

witness, because an undisguised enemy of the Catholic Church, bears the most

ample evidence to the same startling fact—which in itself speaks volumes in favor

of Catholicity. He deals not in mere generalities, or in round assertions, unsustained

by facts, much less in uncharitable suspicions of what may happen in secret. He
sustains all that he advances by public and undeniable facts and by those stern

statistics which our writer found it so hard to find in Italy.* And what is his

evidence on this very subject 1 He tells us that the most unchaste nation on the face

of the earth is Protestant Sweden, notwithstanding its high northern latitude and

its staunch Protestantism ; and that closely approximating to it in the immoral race

comes Protestant Prussia. Both these countries have been under the full sway

of the Protestant reformation for three centuries. In regard to Sweden, he clearly

establishes the following facts, which are a summary of his researches on the

subject

:

" The most thoroughly immoral city in the world is Stockholm, the capital of

Sweden. In all Sweden the proportion of illegitimate to legitimate children is as

one to fourteen; in the capital, it was in 1837, as one to two and three-tenths! !

When this startling revelation made by him appeared, the Swedish legation in

London attempted its refutation in an elaborate pamphlet. This provoked a

• Simply because he was too ignorant to know where to look for them, or too indo-

lent to make the necessary researches, for those statistics are far from being wanting in

Italy, whose writers are remarkable for their erudition on all the subjects which they

attempt to handle. Did he ever hear of such works as those of Galli and Morichini on

Roman Statistics ? "We suspect that he did not

!
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rejoinder from Laing, who triumphantly proved all his previous stateroeots by
unanswerable statistics. He proved, that in 1838, 'the divorces were 147, the

suicides 172. Of the 2,714 children born in Stockholm, \/^7^ were legitimate,

1,137 illegitimate ;
making only a balance of 440 chaste mothers out of 2,714 ;

and the proportion of illegitimate to legitimate children, not as one to two and
three-tenths, but as one to one and a half! !' "

In regard to Prussia, he asserts that chastity, the " index-virtue of the moral

condition of a people, is lower than in almost any part of Europe." In proof of

this, he adds

:

" It is no uncommon event in the family of a respectable tradesman in Berlin

to find on his breakfast table a little baby, of which, whoever may be the father,

he has no doubt at all about the maternal grandfather. Such accidents are so

common in the class in which they are least common with us—the middle class

removed from ignorance or indigence— that they are rrgardtd but as accidents,

as youthful indiscretions, not as disgraces, affecting, as with us, the respectability

and happiness of all the kith and kin for a generation."*

The worst enemy of Italy could not assert so much as this in regard to the low

state of Italian morals.

In regard to temperance, it is generally admitted that Catholic are far in

advance of Protestant countries. Our libeller of Italian Life and Morals admit.s

this in relation to Italy, though the admission costs him a very wry face, and

sundry contortions of visage, which would be amusing, if they did not excite our

pity ! Says he :
" The faintness or want of strength resulting from so meagre a

diel, is relieved by the stimulus of large draughts of the light wines of the country, in

general, mixtures deleterious to the health, (another '^6') though not very intoxi-

cating. Indeed, one cause of the apparent sobriety of the peasantry is said to be

their inability to swallow enough to make thera tipsy, though there are men
among them who will swallow a gallon flask at a sitting. (Still another). They

drink enough, however, to excite to crime and disorders; and their temperance

may be considered rather a passive than active virtue; though as men will seek

artificial stimulus, it would be an advantage to the United States could light wines

be substituted for strong drinks."

This is a pretty fair specimen of the manner in which he makes admissions!

The fact is, drunkenness is almost as unknown in Italy and other Catholic coun-

tries, as it is prevalent in those which are Protestant; and in few more so, unhap-

pily, than in this, our own prosperous republic. We ourselves lived for more than

four years in Rome, and though we almost daily walked the streets, we never, in

all that time, saw but one man who was overcome by intoxication, and he was a

young soldier! All travellers, of every shade of opinion, have freely admitted the

superior temperance of the Italians. Mr. Laing testifies as follows :—he is speaking

of a great popular festival in Venice, on an occasion when the entire population

seems to have turned out

:

" In all this bustle, I did not see, even in the fish market at the Rialto, a single

instance of intoxication— people were not drinking, although all were singing,

talking and enjoying themselves—nor a single instance, even among the boys, of

jostling, pushing, running, or rudeness, nor a single person whom I could suppose

to be a policeman. The ordinary corporal's guard, at a public building near the

church, was the only authority that I saw of any kind."t

He furnishes similar testimony in regard to the temperance, refinement, and

politeness of the lower orders in Florence
;

• Notes of a Traveller, in 1 vol. bvo.—Prussia f Notes of a Traveller, p. 42b.
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'• No (own nil llif (•(iiiiiin'iit." !>•• says, *' shows so miicli of tliis kind of inii-l-

lectualily (a taste fur tin- line arts), or so niiicli well hrinj^ and t;uod conduci aiiionij

th«' ix'oplc. It liappcncd lliat llu- Dll) of May was kept Iht*- as a great liolyday hy

the lower class, as May-day with us, and tliey assi ndileil in a kind of nark ahout

n mile from the ritv. wliere l)ooths, tents, and carts, with wine and entahles for salr."

wpre in crowds and dusters, as at our villaye wakes and rar-e-rourses. The mul-

titude from town and country round couKl not have heen less than twenty thousand

people, grouped in small parties, dancinji. sinyini,', lalkintj, duiingon thr-^jrass and

(Mijovini^ themselves. / (/i(/ not sec. a .iin'j;lc iit.slaticc o/' inrhricty, ill-tiinprr, or

utiritli/, lioistertrtin conduct ; y<'t the p()|)le were i^ay and j<)\(>us. There was no

police, exce|)t at the crossings of the alley in the park, a mounted draifoon to make
the innumerable carts, horses and carriages of all kinds and classes keep their files

and their own sides of the road. The scene gave a favorable impression of the

state of the lower classes in Tuscany."*

One would think that, in a country where wine is so abundant as to allow com-

mon men " to drain a gallon flask at a sitting," there is after all not so appalling

an amount of destitution as to call forth a long jeremiad on Italian beggary, and

on the degrading influence of" Romanism" on national wealth and comfort. The
condition of the poor in Italy wmII compare favorably with that of the same class in

England, asset forth by many Protestant writers, and as unfolded in official reports

to tlie British Parliament. A volume of evidence might be furnished on this sub-

ject, but it is already familiar to the reading public, and our limits forbid our enter-

ing into details. We refer to Calvin Colton's " Four Years in Great Britain," to

Lester's *' Glory and Shame, and Fate and Condition of England," and to the more

recent work of Cobden, entitled " The White Slaves of England." Compared to

the down-trodden and crushed poor of Ireland, exhausted and brought down to

the verge of starvation by three hundred years of English Protestant robbery and

oppression, tlie poor of Italy enjoy an earthly paradise, and they may well be

proud of the ample protection thrown around their destitute condition by an ex-

haustless Catholic charity, while their less fortunate neighbors, under Protestant

auspices and sympathy, are allowed to starve by hundreds of thousands and by

millions ! I'he most striking difl'erence between the state of the poor in Catholic

and in Protestant countries consists in this, that in the former they are permitted

to go at large, to enjoy their personal liberty, and even to shock the nervous sen-

sibiUty of some exquisitely philanthropic gentlemen by resorting to the disgusting

practice of begging, in the latter they are carefully kept out of the public eye,

being deprived of their personal liberty and shut up in poor or work-houses, as

if poverty were a crime to be punished with imprisonment! At any rate, you
seldom hear of starvation in Catholic countries, whereas this manner of death is

not uncommon elsewhere.

Our writer himself admits that " the proportions of Roman Cathohc charity

are colossal ; " but here, as elsewhere, he qualifies his admission by reviling the

Church, for insisting too much on charity ! This seems almost incredible, yet it

is true; and what makes it the more remarkable is, the circumstance that he

alleges this excessive charity of the Church, as a reason for the defective education

of the people! A beautiful specimen, truly, of logic and of Christian Charity

combined! The Church cannot hope to succeed in imparting wholesome educa-

tion to the masses, so long as she will insist so much on the practice of that charity,

which is Christ's distinctive commandment! Here is the curious passage

—

worthy in every respect of the portrayer of Itahan Life and Morals : " To return

• Notes of a Traveller, pp. 413-19.
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to schools and ecclesiastical education. One of its (?) chief principles tends to

perpetuate a canker, which is gnawing at the vitals of Italy. The Church honors

beggary in its bosom, by sustaining numerous communities of idle monks, who
live on the charity and industry of the pubhc. (Not true, but what has this to do

with education?) It teaches through all its lessons, even as an article of faith,

that alms expiate sins, and that it is necessary to give continually and abundantly

to win Heaven. Her (the Church U'as j7 just above, now she has become femi-

nine) charity is not of doctrine; she holds none in store for those who deny her

faith (I)— they are enevitably danmed ; but in good works and in alms-giving she

is lavish, because by them she buys salvation for herself. Tliis abuse is two fold.

It makes Heaven a matter of barter (!), and teaches the poor that it is only neces-

sary to wear rags, and live in tilth and idleness, for the wealthy to become their

debtors ; while the excess of good works of the Church provides them with a bed

in the hospitals when ill, a snug retreat when old, and the gifts of the rich at

all times."

How detestably tyrannical and hard-hearted must be the Catholic Church, to

deal thus cruelly with the poor! How shocking in her, to provide them with

such horrid appliances, as " a bed in the hospital when ill, a snug retreat when

old, and the gifts of the rich at all limes !
" How certain she is to receive the

awful retribution to be denounced by our Lord on the last day against those who
will have fed the hungry, clothed the naked, and taken in the stranger, and thereby

done all these services to Himself! !* Had she been a real mother, and not the

cruel step-dame that she is, she could have spurned the poor from her, and have

shut thein up in prison for the atrocious crime of not possessing " the good things

of this world !
" How sad and utterly hopeless is her degradation, so long as she

will continue to be thus '* lavish " and "colossal " in her charity ! She is surely

behind the age, and what is worse, still, with her deeply rooted, but antiquated

principles, she can never hope to keep pace with its onward march of im-

provement.

To be serious; the charities of Italy are unequaled in any other country in the

world, and those of Rome surpass Avhat is found in any other portion of Italy.

Says a recent American Protestant writer

:

" But even admitting the faults of the Roman people to be as great and as nu-

merous as their worst detractors charge, they would be made pardonable by their

warm-hearted charity, ' which covereth a multhude of sins.' Their practical be-

nevolence surpasses that of any other nation. The many poor among them share

their mite with the poorer; the very beggar Avho has been fortunate in his alms-

seeking, divides his gain with his less lucky comrade; the rich bestow bounteous

and systematic charity ; and the number and magnificence of charitable establish-

ments for the relief of suffering humanity are unapproached in any other country

of Europe. Hospitals for every form of disease, and for all classes of the wretched,

abound in every city, and their inmates are zealously and kindly tended by self-

sacrificing Sisters of Charity, who devote themselves to these painful duties, in

the just belief that they are thus rendering the most acceptable religious service.

Other charitable offices are performed by various confraternities, similar to the

Misericnrdia of Florence. Of these, one secretly sends relief to needy but respect-

able families; another pays off oppressive debts, contracted by the honest poor in

times of sickness and accident; another relieves friendless prisoners; another seeks

out the sick poor; and another still, when all other benevolent exertions have

proved faithless, carries the dead with decent ceremony to the grave. When we
find the feelings which prompt these manifold acts of kindness, extending through

"See St. Matt., chap, xxv
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rv«'ry class, w<' can panlon ilinii tli«ir iransijrfssions of some otlmr points of the

niiiral law."'

Of {\\c cliarilios prculiar to Hnmc and to Italy, our wrilrr spiaks as follows:

"The hospital of the Holy Ghost receives nil bastards without question. (This is

a ijross misstatement : every one who has been in Ilomc knows that this tiospital

is for the sick {jmcrally. and that it is the oldest, as well as one of the iarijfst and

Ih'sI coMdiirtdl establishments of tlie kind in the world.) 'I'hey cost Rome yearly

fifty thousand dollars. (Tiiis is of a piece with " lib" No. 1, and is absurd on its

very face.) There an; besides some fourteen semi-convents, where younf? jrirls are

gratuitously received and educated. Tiiey never leave these retrr'aLs except to

marry or l)ecome nuns. If the former, they receive a dowry of thirty-five dollars ;t

if the latter, fifty dollars, so much is celibacy in Rome held in lionor alx)ve matri-

mony. (In which Rome does but follow St. Paul, 1 Cor. ch. vii.) As an ano-

maly, however, in this doctrine, there exists (another grammatical blunder) in

Rome, and in Italy generally, dotal institutions, which annually provide a consid-

erable number of poor girls with sufficient dowries to tempt offers of marriage."

But, perhaps the most remarkal)le thing in this most remarkable essay on Life

and Morals in Italy, is the passage in which the writer seriously undertakes to

show that Catholic charity is self-seeking and ostentatious, while Protestant cha-

rity is silent and unpretending ! We present an extract ; and if our readers can

refrain from laughing, they must have much more command over their facial

muscles than we can lay cUiiin to. " There is an important distinction between

Roman Catholic and Protestant benevolence in modes of action. Both are com-
prehensive, self-denying, laborious and unwearied. The former, however, par-

takes of the parade and ostentation of the Church, which controls and directs its

operations No one can meet the Roman ' Brethren of llie Dead,' whose
office it is to bury the deserted victims of contagion, see the mournful costume of

the Florentine ' Brethren of Pity,' or watch the noiseless steps of the French ' Sis-

ters of Charity,' as they glide, like ministering angels, to the hearth-stones of

poverty, or the bed-sides of the sick and dying, without feeling his heart respond

to the sublime doctrine of the universal brotherhood of man, and involuntarily

reverencing that form of Christianity which thus manifests its benevolence to the

world. But is there not more real subhmity in the silent, humble walk of Pro-

testant benevolence—the doing good in secret—than in all the mighty machinery

of Rome? Protestantism washes no pilgrims' feet, and feeds no paupers

in the pride of charity amidst the splendors of a dominant hierarchy. It makes
no theatrical exhibition of its benevolence, though its English form delights too

much in good dinners Men see not the Protestant Brethren of Mercy as

they pass by, for they are like other men ; neither do women kneel on stony pave-

ments when the Protestant clergyman carries hope to the dying ; nor do

our Sisters of Charity wear other garb than that in which they so faithfully per-

form their duties as Christian mothers."

A much more plausible reason for our not seeing the Protestant " Brethren of

Mercy " and Protestant " Sisters of Charity " might be found in the very simple

fact, that there are none in existence to become the objects of our vision ! While
we cheerfully award to Protestants the just meed of praise lor their frequent exhi-

bition of the spirit of charity and benevolence, we cannot be expected to be guilty

• Rome, as seen by a New Yorker; pp. 200, 201.

t Not an inconsiderable sum in Rome.
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of the palpable absurdity of believing, that theirs is a secret, and ours an ostenta-

tious charity. The contrary is known to be the case. The after-dinner charity of

the English is proverbial; and our own fonn of public subscriptions and ostenta-

tious collections is equally notorious. The Catholic Sisters of Charity " ghde along

with noiseless steps " on their errands of mercy ; and most of the Catholic chari-

ties, those of Italy especially, were founded by men who took every possible means

to remain unknown to the world. It is a distinctive feature in Cathohc charity,

more insisted on than any other, that in accordance with the divine admonition,

the left hand should not know what the right hand bestows. The charitable Bro-

therhoods, to whom reference is above made, require an external organization,

with some external badges and rites, to band them together, so that they may be

able to carry out the noble purposes of their institute; but so far IVom being osten-

tatious, many of them wear disguises whenever they appear in public on their

charitable mission. Tliis is known to all who have been in Italy.

The writer on Italian Life and Morals makes so many utterly fabe statements,

that we are not able, without transcending all reasonable limits, to refute, or even

to contradict them all. An untruth may be asserted in a single line, which it would

require pages properly to refute. We might, in fact, characterize the whole arti-

cle, in the aggregate, as one huge misstatement. We may say of it, what Talley-

rand once said of a book submitted to his critique,—whatever is new in it is not

true, and what is true Is not new! Even what is true is so mixed up with untruth,

either express or implied, as fairly to pass for a misrepresentation. But we cannot

refrain from branding, as a downright untruth, his assertion that the Pope sells

indulgences; as well as that in which he dares imply that indulgences are but

licenses to commit sin. The Council of Trent solemnly forbids the sale of Indul-

gences, and an indulgence, as defined by all our standards—from the simplest

Catechism up to the Council of Trent—is the very opposite of the permission to

commit sin; for it necessarily presupposes the forgiveness of sin. He must have

known better, at the very time he was engaged in penning the injurious calumny
;

and he should have remembered, that while he Avas denouncing the Italians for

downright "lying," consistency, to say nothing of higher motives, should have

prompted him to avoid the wicked practice he was so free to charge on others.

Another injurious slander—contradicted by all history—is contained in the asser-

tion that " the Popes were aUve only to the extension of their own petty sove-

reignties." Had they been thus ambitious, how has it happened that, with all their

great temporal power during the middle ages, they have not extended their terri-

tory one foot, but have, on the contrary, lost considerable portions of it, tlirough

the grasping ambition of their more powerful neighbors ? When a man is thus

reckless of truth, he ought to preserve at least the probabilities, and not make his

misstatements so gross and palpable, that every one can detect them at a glance.

But our writer is utterly devoid of the ingenuity which covers falsehood with the

semblance of truth ; and when detected, he cannot even allege the excuse contained

in the well known Italian proverb : se non e vera, i hen trovato. Fur liis own
credit's sake, he should have learned this lesson, if no other, in tlial polished Italy

which he so grossly maligns.

In one instance, while endeavoring to fasten the charge of dishonesty on Italian

officials, he unwittingly exposes himself to the charge of either bribery or smug-

gling! *' From Rome I have gone by land to Naples, thence through some of the

northern States of Italy, (is Naples en route from Rome to the north of Italy ?)

and never once opened a carriage load of trunks. The gift was expected as a
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matter of roursc; but for the oHirors to do (heir Hmy, that was quitp another

affair." That is, th«» ofTirers of customs wero dishonrst, and ho pncouracod and

abetted thi'in in their dishonesty! A little further on he says :
*' If you refuse to

pay, your ba^fjsujp remains untouched, but you art not alUneed to proceed." Of

course, if you refuse to pay, travel is impossible in Italy! This we know to

be glarinijly untrue, from our own aetual cxperienre.

Again, ht; endeavors to prove that deeds of violence and murders are as com-

mon in Italy as with us, and in Protestant countries! He is. however, compoUed

by truth to make the following admission, which tallies badly with his assertion :

" Still I do not believe that the Italians are given to the cold blooded atrocities which

figure not unfrequently in the criminal calendars of England and America. At all

events, we rarely hear of coolly planned murders for the sake of booty ; and yet

brigands and assassinations figure largely in Italian tales. The Italian kills in warm
blood, or in his profession of a ' bravo.' He uses his knife, particularly the Roman,
as an Anglo-Sa.\on does his fists." Our specimens of the Anglo-Saxons use the

bowie-knife or the revolver, almost as often as they do " their fists." We doubt

much whether in Italy, during the last year, there was one twentieth part of the

eight to nine hundred murders, perpetrated during the same time, in our own
republic, and recorded in the public prints! How few of these were brought

to justice!

We will close this review with some remarks on popular education in Italy, upon

which our writer makes, as usual, some important misstatements. His theory on

the subject is contained in the following singular passage :
" Another cause of indo-

lence are (?) the fetters imposed on knowledge. There are numerous primary

schools, it is true. Rome alone possesses three hundred and seventy-two, which

receive about fourteen thousand children of both sexes. Throughout the country,

they exist gratuitously ; but besides the simple elements of instruction, they, as

well as the universities, are made subordinate to the papacy. The instructors, in

general, are priests. The Church Catechism is a text book. All knowledge that

tends to expand the mind, hberalize ideas, or develop physical energy unsuited to

the theory of absolutism, is rigorously taboed." What a pity, that, instead of

teaching the " Church Catechism," the Italian clergy, engaged in the noble work of

imparting education, should not teach the Presbyterian, or—what would be still

better, and would tend vastly more " to expand the mind and liberalize ideas"

—

the many conflicting doctrinal expositions of the various Protestant sects ! Chil-

dren would then be reared up in the liberal belief, that, instead of the one faith and

one Church, Christ had established a hundred jarring sects, and had left the choice

amongst them to man's private judgment or taste! Do what she will, the Cath-

olic Church cannot please some fault-finding people. Do her clergy engage actively

in the cause of education?—they are still keeping the people in ignorance!

A much more satisfactory cause for the alleged '•' indolence " of the Italians,

might be found in the warmth of the climate. Every one who has even glanced

at the comparative activity of northern and southern nations, must have noticed at

once the characteristic dilTerence in energy and industry which distinguishes them.

As Mr. Laing well remarks, the religion and the government of a people are very

"convenient pack-horses," on which superficial travellers are in the habit of

laying whatever burdens they have not sense or philosophy enough otherwise to

dispose of. Upon the relative condition of popular education in Catholic and Pro-

testant countries, in particular, Mr. Laing has bestowed much attention and

diligent research ; and as he had no pet theory to establish, and was, at the same
13 Vol. III.—No. 2.
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time a Presbyterian, and a Scotchman, we suppose his testimony will be taken as

unexceptionable. lie unfolds the result of his inquiries in the following remark-

able passage

:

-<

" In Catholic Germany, in France, and even in Italy, the education of the

common people, in reading, writing, arithmetic, music, manners and morals, is

at least as generally diffused, and as faithfully promoted by the clerical body, as in

Scotland. It is by their own advance, and not by keeping bark the advance of the

people, that the popish priesthood of the present day seek to keep ahead of the in-

tellectual progress of the community in Catholic lands : and they might, perhaps,

retort on our Presbyterian clergy, and ask, if they too, are in their countries at the

head of the intellectual movement of the age? Education is in reality not only

not repressed, but is encouraged by the popish church ; and is a mighty instru-

ment in its hands, and ably used. In every street in Rome, for instance, there

are, at short distances, public primary schools, for the education of the children of

the lower and middle classes in the neighborhood. Rome, with a population of

158,678 souls, has 372 public primary schools, with 482 teachers, and 14,000

children attending them. Has Edinburgh so many schools for the instruction of

those classes? 1 doubt it. Berlin, with a population about double that of Rome,
has only 264 schools. Rome has also her university, with an average attendance

of 660 students : and the Papal States, with a population of two and a half mil-

lions, contain seven universities. Prussia, with a population of fourteen millions,

has but seven."*

We have now done with the portrayer of Italian Life and Morals. Without an

adequate knowledge of either the language, or the manners and customs of the

countrv, he manifestly was wholly incompetent to judge aright the people, whose

hospitality he enjoyed only to requite it with the most malicious slander. His

mind was too narrowed by prejudice against their religion, to allow him to do

justice to their many good qualities of mind and heart. He entirely forgets to tell

us what we owe to the Italians, in the field of art, science, discovery and inven-

tion ; and yet in all these departments of human knowledge, we are probably more

indebted to them than to any other nation on earth. Under his pencil, their vices

stand out in dark and bold relief, while their virtues and merits are almost wholly

concealed.

If we have used plain, and sometimes strong language, we have thought that

the malignant spirit which prompted and dictated his portraiture of the Italians,

deserved a stern rebuke. In his travels through Italy, he reminds us of the serpent

in Paradise : his poisonous breath infects the very air he breathes ; he covers what-

ever is good and holy with the slime of his poison; and he snaps, with blind

malignity, at whatever crosses his way. We have thought that we were doing a

service to humanity in casting him out from so beautiful a garden spot of the world,

and in sending him to wander about in places more suitable to his habits, and

more congenial to his tastes. B. L.

•Laing, Sup. Cit.



THE DISCUSSION ON THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION.

Continued IVom page 37.

Pope Sixtiis IV had pood reason to be jealous of any attempt to obscure, by

false interpretation, the brightness of the tribute ihat he liad paid to our Blessed

Lady. He was the first sovereign pontiff who expressly approved the devotion

in honor of the Conception, and he had reason to think that it had obtained for

him particular assistance from the Queen of Heaven. Whoever reads the history

of Europe during the last half of the iifieenth century, will see that the pontilicate

of Si.xtus, from 1171 to 1184, was cast in times of trouble and imminent danger.

The tide of Saracen invasion had swept over half of the Christian world, and

there seemed to be no human means of saving the remainder. Some few iieroic

souls, indeed, like St. John of Capistrano, in Albania, and Hunniades at Belgrade

in 145G, and Scanderbeg in Albania, had shown, by their successful resistance,

what might be done if Christian Europe were united. But jarring interests so

divided the States of Europe, that they were exhausting in mutual wars the

strength they needed against the common enemy. The Mohammedans were not

only stimulated by their almost uninterrupted career of conquest, and the recent

spoils of Constantinople—perhaps the richest city in the world—but they were led

on by the terrible Mohammed II, another Attila, w-ho had been for twenty years

advancing in strength and improving in experience of war, and had acquired the

reputation of an irresistible devastator of Christian countries. The sovereign

pontiffs, fathers of the whole Christian family, had exerted themselves in vain to

arouse the rulers of Europe to make an effort proportioned to the danger. Pius

II, well known in the world of letters under the name of .^neas Sylvius, though

worn out with labors and infirmities, had undertaken to shame the princes into

manliness, by going himself to the defence of his children in the East, and had

died at Ancona, whither he had repaired for embarkation, A. D. 1464. But the

princes seemed equally insensible to shame and to enlightened self-interest, and

Mohammed was suffered to collect his resources at leisure, to assemble his hundred

thousand warriors and his hundred and sixty ships, with which he designed to

strike a decisive blow, and then overturn all Christendom, and make Europe as

desolate as he had made the East. The tiger was crouching for his spring, and the

victim would not see his danger. It was just at this time that Pope Sixtus had

issued the first official word from the mother of churches on the Conception of

the Blessed Virgin, and invited all the faithful to unite in thanking God for His

precious gift to earth, in the person of the Immaculate Queen of Heaven. This

devotion could not but win protection from the Help of Christians. The tiger

made his spring and was foiled ; for the next attack of Mohammed upon Chris-

tendom was the siege of Rhodes, A. D. 1480; glorious for the superhuman and

successful defence made by the Knights of St. John. Mohammed was infuriated

at the baffling of his most determined efforts, and the gradual destruction of his

immense armament: he survived but a few months the mortification of this unex-

pected repulse, and the progress of the Saracens in that direction was retarded for

half a century.

No wonder, then, we say, that this pontiff was prompt to vindicate from

false interpretation the decree that he had published in honor of the Conception.

Accordingly, in 1483, he issued his constitution Grave nimis, denouncing in
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severe language those who asserted that it was heretical or othenvise sinful to teach

that the Conception of the Blessed Virgin was iminaculate; and providing against

such scandals for the future by the penalty of excommunication. " We feel it," he

says, " an insupportable burden and pain that evil things are told to us of certain

ecclesiastical persons. But we are the more displeased at the excesses committed

in preaching, by those who are appointed to announce the Word of God, because

it is more dangerous if they continue without correction ; since it is not easy to

efface those errors which are more extensively and more fatally impressed on the

hearts of many persons by public preaching. Indeed, whereas the Holy Roman
Church does solemnly celebrate a public festival of the Conception of the unde-

filed and ever Virgin Mary, and has arranged an especial and peculiar office for it
j

some preachers (as we have heardJ of divers orders, in their sermons to the people

in various cities and countries, have not blushed to assert publicly, and they con-

tinue every day to preach, that all they who hold and assert the same glorious

and immaculate mother of God to have been conceived without the stain of original

sin, do sin mortally or are heretics ; that they sin grievously who celebrate the

office of her Immaculate Conception, and who listen to the sermons of such as

affirm her to have been conceived without such blemish .... from whose asser-

tions and preachings, scandals of no light character have arisen in the minds of

the faithful, and there is just reason for fearing still worse ones every day

We therefore, desiring to hinder (as much as Heaven allows us) these rash darings,

and the perverse teachings and scandals in the Church of God that may grow out

of them, ... do reprobate and condemn such assertions, as false, erroneous and

altogether destitute of truth And we do decree and ordain that preachers

of the Word, and all other persons whatsoever, . . . who shall presume in future

to affirm with rash daring that these reproved and condemned propositions are

true .... incur by the very fact sentence of excommunication from which they

cannot obtain the benefit of absolution from any other than the Roman Pontiff,

unless in the article of death." At the same time, in order to remove all pretext

of provocation, he equally forbade under the same penalty, those who believed the

doctrine, to charge its opponents with heresy or mortal sin. For such a charge

was calculated to excite angry feelings, and it was necessarily unfounded, since

heresy consists in denying a truth decided by the Church to be revealed of God.

This check upon angry discussions naturally favored the growth of devotion to

the Immaculate Conception : for all true devotion springs from charity, and bitter-

ness of feeling even in the cause of truth tends to lessen it. Eleven years after

this bull of Pope Sixtus IV, an occasion was given to manifest how general was

the belief of the Catholic world in this privilege of the Mother of God. A learned

Benedictine named Trithemius, abbot of Spanheim near Mentz, published a work

on the Praises of St. Ann, and asserted in it that Mary was conceived without

original sin. He was warmly assailed by a Dominican named Wigand ; but the

assailant was immediately answered by a host of writers in prose and verse, and

with such abundance of authorities and such conclusiveness of argument that

Wigand acknowledged his error and his own conviction of the doctrine. This

was not all. An attempt was made to prejudice Trithemius in the eyes of the

Holy See; and the effect was, to draw forth expressions of approbation of his

teaching from the universities of Paris and Cologne, from the entire order of the Car

melites and that of the Franciscans, from most of the Cardinals, and numbers of

archbishops, bishops, and secular princes, from almost all the German clergy, and

innumerable other men of learning.
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Indeed howevpr (hpologinns iniglit dispulo ahout the doctrine, it seems clear that

the great body of the faithrul beheved it iiridoubtingly. IJefore the time of St.

Bernard it itad b(>eu held aiuung all the uther truths uf religion, without being tiie

object of very esp<>cial attention. The doubts expres-sed by St. Bernard and St.

Thomas had indeed persuaded some few that it was, and made some others fear

that it iniglit be false; but the prinripal effect had Ix-tn to draw the attention of

every one, to occupy all minds and hearts with the peculiar beauty of this privi-

lege, and like the doubt of tlie first St. Thomas, to draw forth so distinct and con-

clusive a solution, as to leave no longer any room for doubt. The devolion then

had been all this time steaddy increasing throughout Christendom
; and after that it

had been sanctioned by the Holy See, the faithful commonly regarded the doctrine

itself ns practically approved of It was manifest that the successor of St. Peter

.saw in it no theological error; it was perfectly safe to hold it and to love it. Per-

sons of a truly catholic spirit, persons impressed with a child-like reverence for

every intimation of the Church's sr-ntimenls, and with a hvely faith in God's pro-

vidence over all her acts, could easily satisfy themselves—unless some particular

influence kept them back—that a doctrine which had received even so indirect a

sanction from " the pillar and the ground of truth," could not possibly be false.

All were bound to respect that liberty of denial which the pontiff had not taken

away ; and charity forbade them to impugn the motives of those who exercised

that liberty on suitable occasions; but the faithful were scandalized if any one

exercised it in public sermons. The mere fact of a man's being allowed to deny

what every one else believed, was not a sullicient reason for him to parade his sin-

gularity in the public church ; and when the faithful were assembled for a fervent

exhortation to reverence and love for our Blessed Lady, it was insufl'erable that a

preacher should take that occasion to display his skill in defending a proposition

that was only not condemned, and chill a pious audience with a theological argu-

ment to prove that the mother of God had been at one time under the dominion of

Satan. Accordingly when this was done at Dieppe by John Veras or Verigo, on

the feast of the Conception, A. D. 1497, it excited universal scandal and indigna-

tion ; and as he was a Doctor of the University of Paris, that body felt that its own
good name was compromised by his conduct. They therefore summoned him to

appear before them, exacted of him a promise that he would never more preach

against the Immaculate Conception ; and afterwards in a public session, at which

eighty-two professors of theology assisted, a decree was passed by unanimous con-

sent that no one should thereafter be admitted to the degree of doctor in that uni-

versity, until he had made oath that he would always assert and strenuously

maintain to the best of his power the preservation of the Most Blessed Mother of

God from original sin. The University of Cologne soon after adopted the same
regulation; and in 1502j as Spondanus relates, (an. 1494, n. xiv), the cardinal

protector of the Dominicans issued a command that the members of that order

should abstain from all mention of the subject in their public sermons.

The Council of Trent was opened Dec. 13, 1545. The teaching of the Church
on original sin was laid down in the fifth session, held in June, 154G; and it was
necessary that some mention should be made of the doctrine which exempts the

Blessed Virgin from that stain. In the preliminary congregation or committee.

Cardinal Pacecco proposed that the whole controversy be at once concluded by a

definition of the Immaculate Conception as an article of faith; but the proposition

was thought to be out of place. A large majority of the bishops avowed their

belief in the doctrine, and so did the representatives of all the religious orders
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excepting that of St. Dominic : but there was no particular need of such a definition,

and the making of it would have consumed time and attention that were wanted

for more urgent business—business which afterwards occupied twenty sessions,

and spread over a duration of seventeen years. The Council therefore contented

itself with adding to the fifth canon the following clause: "This same holy Synod

doth nevertheless declare, that it is not its intention to include in this decree,

where original sin is treated of, the Blessed and Immaculate Virgin Mary, the

mother of God; but that the constitutions of Pope Sixtus IV' , of happy memory,

are to be observed, under the pains contained in said constitutions, which it

renews." This appears, as Cardinal Pallavicino remarks, in his history of the

Council, to amount to an authoritative decision that she was not necessarily subject

to original sin ; and in that sense we may regard it as an approbation by the

Church of Scotus' position, that God could have created her immaculate, and a

removal of St. Thomas' difficulty who as we have seen denied that our Lady Avas

pure from original sin, only because he thought it repugnant to God's attributes to

make her so.

In 1570, St. Pius V, solicitous for the still more perfect preservation of the spirit

of charity in the bond of peace, prohibited the advocates of either side to assail

their adversaries at all in public sermons before promiscuous assemblies of the

people. Some preachers, it appears from his complaint, without violating the

regulation of Sixtus IV, yet argued the subject with great warmth, and with ab-

struse theological reasoning, which the people did not understand ; and sometimes,

he says, the preachers themselves did not see clearly the state of the question.

The only eflfect of such sermons was to leave a vague impression that the question

was a debatable one, and to keep up agitation and bitterness of feeling. He did

not by any means object to such preaching on the subject as was calculated to

instruct the faithful and nourish their devotion, and he expressly left it free for men
of learning to argue the question, in public disputations, where only such an

audience was assembled as could understand the matter.

But does not this cautious avoiding of a decision show that the Church was

really unable to determine on which side lay the truth? Or perhaps she was

pusillanimous, and shrank from an open avowal of her faith, for fear of oflTending

the influential order of the Dominicans, and incurring the ill-will of other powerful

opponents of the doctrine? They who imagine either of these to have been the

case, know but little of her spirit or her history. She deems it an impiety to

admit a shadow of mistrust in the fidelity of her heavenly spouse who has pledged

himself to be with her all days even to the consummation of the world, and to

give her his spirit of truth to teach her all truth. Fears she may have had, but

they were not for herself; for she is built on a rock which "the gates of hell shall

not prevail against." Perhaps she did fear for the souls of some of her children :

she may have mistrusted that some weak hearts that had grown too warm in the

controversy, would not have humility enough to submit to her decision if she made
one, and would have forced her to cut them oflT from her communion, to their own
eternal ruin; and she would not unnecessarily put them to the test. It is the same

merciful fear that our Saviour exhibits for each one of us when he abstains from

sending us such trials as he sees we have not the courage to endure. For the rest,

her very slowness to speak, like the forbearance of a strong man, or the patience of

God himself, proceeds from her consciousness of the power to speak infallibly and

effectually when the right lime comes.
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Open St. Alphonsus Ligouri's History of Ileresipii, or any other book giving

similar information, and see whether during this same time, from the twelfth cen-

tury to the sevente«nith, the Church was accusiotned to hesitate about drK-rniiniiig

her do<Mrine,or to be timid about avowing it. You will find li<r promptly and

imperatively deriding a multitude of questions in faith and pnietiral morals, some

of them most abstruse and delicate, and some of them reaching down to the very

roots of religion and society. Many of the self same false maxims, whicii are now
undermining un-catholic society.and which it is impossible for Protestant teachers

to counteract efTectually, were exposed and condemned by the Church during the

period that we are speaking of. One reason why Catholics now are so easily

guarded against the false principles that are running wild through the world, is

because the same principles were brought to light and condemned by the Church,

and their deformity exposed by Catholic writers in those ages. She crushed the

early buds of radicalism in condemning the levelling doctrines of WicklillV at the

Council of Constance, A. D. 1418. The fundamental axiom of the Socialists

—

that God has made each man good, and that happiness and virtue consist in follow-

ing out our natural inclinations—is an error on the very subject we are treating of,

for it denies original sin and assumes that all men are conceived immaculate.

This error is full of evil consequences, and the Church denounced it in various

sects of the fourteenth century, especially in the Turlupini. These fanatics, more

consistent than their modern followers, maintained that it was wrong to be ashamed

of the body given us by a wise and holy Creator, or of any of its appetites; and

they acted out their principles to the last extreme, living in a way that decency

forbids to mention. The practice of divorce has by slow but very sure degrees

so obliterated among Protestants the sacredness of the marriage tie as to prepare

the world to look on Mormon polygamy rather with curiosity than horror. See

how uncompromising the Church was during that same period in setting her face

against divorces, and maintaining the simple doctrine of Sacred Scripture:

** What God hath joined together let no man put asunder." (St. Matt, xix, 6.)

Read the account of Pope Innocent III, forbidding the divorce of Philip Augustus,

in the end of the twelfth century, and of Clement VII refusing that of Henry VIII

in the sixteenth:—see at what cost the Church maintained the truths that duty

required her to maintain ; see whether she knows any other fear but the fear of

the Lord. Again, with regard to her favorite children, her religious, when a ques-

tion arose on the merit of Evangelical Poverty, Pope Nicholas III was prompt

in explaining and vindicating that virtue by a dogmatic definition, A. D. \'278
; but

when some of the Franciscans, misunderstanding that definition, adopted extrava-

gant notions about the poverty of our Saviour and his apostles, they too were met

by a dogmatic definition from John XXII, A. D. 1323. The errorthat they taught

involved difficult questions, and required the application of the nicest distinctions

;

so much so that a superficial reader might easily think it was a controversy only

about words; but the gift of understanding enabled the Church to detect in that

error also the germs of great social and religious evils. The pontiff therefore reso-

lutely insisted on submission, although he could not but foresee and lament that

some would rather leave the Church, to the ruin of their own souls, and the great

multiplication of his troubles. Michael Caesena, William of Occam and others,

who might have been illustrious ornaments of the Church, repaired to the court of

Louis of Bavaria, and were amongst his ablest advisers and most active supporters

in his impious war against her. A. C. U.

To be continued.



THE LEGEND OF SISTER BEATRICE.

PART I .

Clear and loud from the convent tower

Sounded the "Angelua" bell.

Pealing: out on the morning air,

Calling the faithful ones to prayer,

And they loved its tones full well

!

For, more than a hundred years had rolled,

Since first from that tower the bell had tolled,

And there they knelt, the old and the young

In that consecrated place

Breathing to Heaven that prayer, that first,

From the lips of adoring angel burst

"Hail! Mary, full of grace."

The little altar, was gaily decked;

Flowers, lent their rich perfume;

The earth had been shorn of its fairest gem.

The lily borne from its slender stem.

And the rose in its brightest bloom.

To a pious nun had the care been given.

Of the shrine of the glorious (iueen of Heaven;

And a fair and beautiful one was she

With soft soul-lighted eyes

And hair that gleamed 'neath her sable veil

Like a glance of bright sunrise.

From her early childhood she had been there;

There she a woman had grown:

And she looked with love on all around,

She prized e'en the rugged stone.

And oh ! she loved the Virgin pure

And prayed from morn till night.

That she would ever keep her heart

In the path of truth and right.

Sister Beatrice, never was sought in vain.

By God's chosen, the poor, in sorrow or pain.

But hark ! there are knocks at the convent gate,

And a prayer that those within

Would take, in the name of the merciful,

A wounded soldier in.

None needing relief had ever come

To those convent gates in vain.

So they carried in a gallant young knight

And his followers said that he never would go

Alive from that place again.

There had been, they snid, a fierce affray

In which he was wounded, ere break of day.

And they brought him here, for the Abbess was famed

Far and near for her healing skill.
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HIm nnnic wnn noMr, they Httiii, iind llwit lie,

Wns (I kiii:;lil of diiuntlr.s.s bravj-ry.

The Alil)e«s bouiul liin wkuiiiIm iwhI wiilclicd

And kindly lendid liini,

Till n\\e saw liie liglit of life conic back

To his eyes so sad and dim,

The rich blood {^low in liis pallid ciieek,

And 8trengti> in the limbs that were faint and weak.

Of tnll nnd manly form was lie,

Willi dark and brilliant eye,

And clustering chestnut curls upon

A forehead white nnd high.

Wise they were whom he could not beguile

With his honied speech nnd winning smile.

With health restored he now might go,

And yet he lingered there;

The good nuns said how pious he was

At our Lady's slirine in prayer;

But often, too often, his eyes would rest

On the face of one fairer than all the rest.

And she, she seemed to heed him not,

But alas ! as the serpent tempted Eve,

Do the wicked the innocent oft deceive;

And when is added tlie power of love,

Ah ! weak may the heart of a maiden prove.

Now who are those in this twilight hour

Sitting within that leafy bower?

Sister Beatrice she, and sad, I fear,

Will be the hearts of the good, when they hear

That the wounded knight they had taken in

Was urging that pure young soul to sin.

Murmuring low are the words that they apeak,

A blush grows crimson upon her cheek.

There are tears in her downcast eye.

—

Oh! mother of maidens help her now!

Let her not break her solemn vow.

Bid her the tempter fly.

She has ever served thee, oh ! guard her well.

From the false young knight, and love's fatal spell.

Alas ! alas ! and is the prayer.

In vain, that my heart would plead .-

Why have the wicked and vile the power

To snatch from virtue so sweet a flower.

Like a rank and worthless weed r

In vain when the morning comes tliey may seek.

The knight, or the sister so fair but weak.

On a trusty steed they were far away
When the light in the sky was dim and gray.

For once, Virgin, pure and mild I

Hast thou forsaken an erring child ?

11 Vol,. III._No. 2.
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THK FRKA( II \^ J{OME.

(' n A I'Ti: u II.

Vinn of Ihr nnrth pari of Home— Trnrrs of the sirtce— Tlir villa Pamfili— Vnnliuua-
tiim vf till- /VcHc/i npenttiDiLs— /^.Mr/)»' Interrentum— Invrsttiintl of (he ('itif—
/'niyjT.vs /./ (hf •Sitgc and Surrender of ilnmc—St. John of Jjuteran^a UatUicn—
The Sndit Stiittii.

[JEh'OKK resuming my journey I would wish you to inspect the
View of Rome,* taken from the sunnnit of Motmt Gianicolo;
it may help to make some of my future ilescriptious more iutelh<:il)le.

In the (h'sianre you behoM the " purj)le Appeniiies," beneath whose
feet (lie yellow Tiber has lon<^ been wending his way before he bursts

out into the campagna to wash the walls of Rome. You see that the
greater part of the city, of which only the northern portions are given,
lie on his left bank to the right of the picture. Of the seven famous
hills you can see nothing, except a little of Ml. Quirinal on the extreme
right, and its continuation ]\lt. Pincio, which contains the public gar-

dens, the beautiful villa Ilorghese, and then slopes down gradually to

the banks of the winding Tiber. The others, of which we shall learn

more hereafter, lie a little fiuthcr south. Just under Monte Pincio you
can discern two domes of the same height, quite close together; they
belong to two small churches exactly alike, which mark the commence-
ment of the Corso, the finest street in Rome, leading from the Piazza
del Popolo into the heart of the city. In the centre you will easily

recognize the castle and bridge of St. Angelo, forming such a distinc-

tive feature in the scene. The beautiful palace in the foreground is the

Palazzo Corsini, and of course I need not point out to you St. Peter's

with its noble dome, its vast piazza and immense colonnade. The
buildings of the Vatican arc inunediatcly behind, but are rather con-

cealed from view.

The elevated summit from which you take this survey is the Jani-

culum, so famous iu early Roman history, and the highest land in the

immediate neighborhood of the city. It was here that the French
effected their entrance. The villa Pamfili and the gate of St. Pancras,

though not represented, are not far distant: one being a little to the

west, and the other to the south. The former; you remember, was the

scene of some of the bloodiest encounters that took place during the

siege, and it was through the latter that Gen'l Picard suffered himself

to be inveigled so unsuspectingly. Between this hill and St. Peter's

is tlie gate Cavallagieri, and on the other side of the great basilica, near

the Vatican, is the gate St. Angelica. This little geographij lesson

concluded we shall now resume our narrative.

As we approached Rome, the country became less arid. The roads

were now lined with hawthorn and clematis; pretty groves of waving
green frequently broke the dull uniformity, and occasional villas em-
bowered in vines and fig-trees imparted life to the landscape. The
captain pointed out to me two houses that had served as hospitals to

* See p. 42 of last No. Metropolitan.
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our troops on the 30lh April. Enterintr the larger, the mistress readily

showed lis over it, and we saw the fountain that had refreshed the

wounded, the table on which the amputations had been performed,
sofas from wliich the sufferers had been removed in order to stauncli

the blood, the black traces of which were still visible on the walls and
floor. The painful impressions produced by this unpleasant sight were
not soon removed, for when a rapid descent had brought us down to

the walls of Rome, we could see little else than shattered houses and
endless heaps of ruins.*

On our arrival at the gate Cavallagieri, the good captain took a kind
leave of me, and politely asked permission to call and express his gra-

titude for what he termed the hospitality so opportunely afibrded after

his accident, I cast a passing glance on the magnificent Piazza of St.

Peter's as I hurried by, and our carriage was soon standing at the door

of the palace Tiberi, where my young escort had arrived on the cap-

tain's horse an hour before.

My first care w'as to visit the villa Pamphili. The other wonders of

Rome could be seen at any time: her monuments are as eternal as her-

self, and her master pieces of painting, sculpture and architecture could

easily bear the delay of a day or two. But before all traces of attack

and defence should disappear, before those crumbling walls were re-

stored, those shattered ramparts rebuilt, those mutilated statues replaced,

before the trampled, blood-stained earth should be again covered with

grass, I wished to behold the living proofs of French valor and suffer-

ings, to associate myself, as it were, more intimately with the glory of

my country, and accordingly I sought this celebrated spot without delay.

Next day, accompanied by my brother and several other ofl^cers, I

started on my liule expedition at six o'clock in the morning, for you
must be an early riser in Rome, at this season, if you want to go any
distance without being calcined by the sun. We left the city by the

gate Cavallagieri, and the park Pamfili soon opened to our view. You
remember, no doubt, that it was the occupation of this magnificent

villa that marked the resumption of hostilities and the commencement
of the siege.t Immediately after the 30th of April head-quarters had
been established at Palo, the fort of which is susceptible of defence

and easily accessible from sea, and General Castelnau at the head of

three companies of infantry had taken possession of Fiumicino, a little

harbor which its position on one of the arms of the Tiber rendered

useful. These measures taken, the Commander-in-chief suspended

all further operations, and waited quietly for the arrival of the inatericl

necessary to institute a regular siege.

In a few days those soldiers who had fallen into the snare by the

gate of St. Pancras rejoined their companions in arms. In vain had
ihcy been subjected to all the flatteries and seductions of the republic-

ans of Rome. They would not consent to sign a prepared protestation

against the intention and objects of the French expedition, and, as a

last resource, had been set at liberty by the Triumvirs, who expected

• The first care of the Pontifical Government, on its restoration, was to repair the

efTects of the 8ief:;e, and these mournful sights soon disappeared,

f See last No. of Metropolitan.
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thus, arronliivj: to (In* words of Mn/ziiii, <Mo launch npostlcs in their

cnuso into the very iit'.irl of lh(^ army." Hut thoiij^h the iriolivc for

this ixiMjcrosiiy wns siillicitMilly ^lariiifj, nnd ihont^h Mazzini's procia-

nuUions excitinsj^ ihc FrtMioh soldit'rs to desertion and revolt were sedu-

lously scattered throusjh the camp, (ieneral Oudinot responded to this

Hhoration of two hundred and fifty prisonc^rs hy dismissinf^ the hattahon

of eii^ht hundred repuhhcans iIuU it had heen found necessary to arrest

at Civita Vecchia.

In the mean time as the required reinforcements, ammunition and
heavy artiMery were arrivini^ hy dcfrrees, head-quarters were transferred

to Castel-(h-C»uido, and besides other preparations, Colonel Blanchard
was sent to Ac([ua Traversa to intercept any arrivals from Ancona or

Florence. All the dispositions necessary for carrying on the siege with

success were nearly completed when M. Lesseps, the plenipotentiary,

arrived from France. This man abused his power so far as to con-

clude, on his own responsibility, a truce with the enemy, highly disad-

vantageous to the French arms, in as much as it paralyzed them for

more than a month. He even prevailed on the Commander-in-chief

to send an anunuuition-cart, by way of present, to the Roman munici-

pality, asserting that this step was certain to crown his pacific negotia-

tions with the happiest results ! The Triumvirate, affecting to render

favor for favor, sent the French camp a wagon loaded with tobacco and
cigt\rs. Our soldiers soon perceived that every package was wrapped
up in infianunatory addresses, which the republicans thought likely to

shake their discipline; but they turned the matter, as usual, into a jest,

exclaiming, " Voila de fameuses carottes que les Remains nous ont

tirees la."*

During this truce Garibaldi left the city and attacked the Neapolitans

who, after encamping a while at Velletri and Albano, had deciiled on
making a retrograde movement and leaving the French the honor and
perils of the attack. After a battle of two hours, of which both sides

claimed the victory, the King of Naples thought proper to return to

Terracina.

In spite of M. Lesseps' intervention and the disgusts it occasioned

among the army, active preparations for the siege still continued.

General V'aillant had come to take the command of the engineers.

General Thierry that of the artillery, and Commissary Paris the direc-

tion of the stores. Strong reinforcements had been reaeived ; Generals

Rostolan and Gueswiller, commanders of the first and second divisions,

were encamped in the neighborhood of Santucci, whither the Com-
mander-in-chief had removed his head-quarters, in order to be nearer

to the scene of operations. At last, when it was evident that our ple-

nipotentiary was sacrificing to demagoguism the interests of the great

nation which he represented, General Oudinot, in full accordance with

the sentiments of the other chiefs of the army, declared, " that he found

it impossible to consent to conditions which were revolting to our mili-

tary honor; that he would henceforward listen only to his own sugges-

• " Carotte," besides its usual meaning, " a carrot," signifies "a roll of tobacco,"

and " tirer de carottes" means to fool or deceive. The humor of the sentence can

hardly be translated.
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liotis, and lliat his hand would sooner wiiher oil his body ihan sign a
treaty which coidd imply the abdication of our national dignity."

'Y\\G diplomatist quitted the canip in confusion and General Regnaud
de St. Angely was commissioned to ac(|u;unl the French govcrnuK'nt
Willi the real motive of the rupture; but just as the general was starting

for Paris, a telegraphic dispatch announced to our troof)s that the time

for negotiations had passed, and the mission of M. Lesseps was ter-

minated. Otticers and soldiers received this intelligence with shouts of

joy. The Triumvirs were informed that hostilities had been resumed,
and M. de Gerando, secretary of the embassy, was ordered to warn all

strangers residing in Rome that an asylum had been opened at the

monastery of St. Paul for such as were desirous of (|uiliing the city.

The villa Pamfdi presented a position at once advantageous and
indispensable for defending the left of the tienches immediately to be
opened. After an obstinate conflict, in which more than two hundred
prisoners were taken, the brigades of Molliere and J ievaillant succeeded
in dislodging Garibaldi's soldiers and establishing themselves there, on
the night of the 2d and 3d of June. Immediately afterwards the

French took possession of the church of St. Pancras, and of liie villas

Valentini and Corsini, from which the Romans could have done much
execution with their grape. The latter position was considered so

important, that it was lost and won five times on the same day, before

it finally rested in the possession of the French. The defence of these

points was confided to Molliere's brigade and the J3ih and 15th light

infantry under the command of St. Jean d'Angely. These soldiers, of

whom my brother was one, remained encamped here till the end of the

siege, continually exposed night and day to the enemy's incessant fire.

I will not attempt, my dear friend, to describe my sensations as I

contemplated these majestic oaks with their trunks all shivered and
their branches torn away, these superb basins of crystal water filled

with mutilated statues, this trampled and ploughed np soil, all so com-
memorative of the furious struggles of which this spot had so lately

been the theatre. I shuddered with horror and grief as I gazed, and
then warmly lifted up my heart in gratitude for the preservation of a
dear brother's life amidst all these dangers.

We visited the beautiful Cassino which we found still ornamented
with statues and bas reliefs, angl, though riddled with balls, not very
seriously injured. From the summit of the plateau we admired the

magnificent view, extending almost to the sea.

We left the villa Pamfili for the convent of St. Pancras, to which we
found the dispersed monks had not yet returned. One of the brothei-s,

the only one left to guard the place, wished to show us the catacoiubs,

but we preferred visiting the trenches that extended from this spot to

the monastery of St. Carlo, towards the Tiber. As we walked along
this wide and deep fosse, the ollicers had the kindness to explain the

meaning and object of every thing we saw, so that now, I can assure

you, I flatter myself that I have some correct iileas of the manner in

which a siege is conducted.

We soon came in front of the breach where a successful assault had
been made. M. George de Laas, a captain of the 3Gdi, assisted mo
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np \\\o. asrpiit, mill s(ViI»m1 on :\ (lisnioiinlcd <^iin in lln' shadow of (he

raniparls, ihal somcwhai proit'cicti tis fioin the sini's ovfrpowfriiif^ hfat,

I lisUMicd wiih iiiuch inlt'rcst lo a stininiary of ih(! cvenls of (he siego.

Whilst (u'ncrals Mnllioroand liOvaillatU wciiM-slablishing ihcinsclvcs

in I^andlli, (Ji^ncral Saiivan, with a part of his brigade, crossed the

Tiht'r at the l*onlo INIolIo,* nflcr a sliii^ht skirniish, and conslriiclod a
trte(/e-/)n/it on ihc h'fl hank. y\ Ironch was also soon ofx-ncd within

ihr«'«' hniulrc-d yards of the ramparts. 'J'his ofxMiiiion was ratlipr haz-
ardons, hut two false allacks cansini:;' a diversion in olher fpiartcrs, ren-

dered its sncfess roniphUc. Some .Si)am'sh and Neapolitan ollicers

coniin<jf to offer their assisianre, (ieneral Oiidinot received them with
the irreaiest jioliieness, ImiI declined their aid; desirin;;^ to reserve for

France alone the honor of restoring the Holy Father.

A few days after, M. de CorceUes, envoy extraordinary of France,
arrived at head-cpiariers. Our liatleries were now ready lo commence
fire, but the Duke of Ile<i;<^io before seriously a!(ackin<^ the city wished
lo send the '^rriumvirate a final summons. His benevolent proposals

were <\gt\[n rejected, and on the llJth of June the batteries opened on
(he walls. Durinu: the whole time of the sieije, the conduct of our
irooj>s was admirable. Neither the intense heats of summer, nor the

dansrers or fatiiijues of war, slackened their ardor for a moment: not

one of the sorties made by the enemy was attended with success; all

were vi^jorously re|)ulsed.

At last, on the 2Ist, at three o'clock in the afternoon, the en<jineer3

declared the breaches })racticable. Three cohunns advanced and soon
fjained possession of bastions six and seven, and successfidly maintained
their ground there in s|)ite of (he enemy's fire. A battery of four

heavy pieces was constructed on the curtain as soon as possible, and
thus the operations of the siege continued slowly, but surely, imtil the

30di of June, when orders were given for a second assult. At two
o'clock in the morning three columns of attack under Lieut. Colonel
Lespinasse noiselessly scaled the breach; the Ixfsieged, however, were
on the alert and ilefended themselves vigorously. The French expe-

rienced some losses but made good their footing in (he bastion. At the

same lime a company of the 3(ith, conducted by Cajilain Tiersonnier,

advanceil to the gale of St. Pancras and succeeded in taking possession

of the hojises (ha( conuiianded it. The enemy now lost courage: they

hail fought with great obstinacy but further resistance was useless, their

fire slackenetl by degrees, and on the 1st of July a deputation from the

Roman municipality came (o the camp lo treat of peace. They sur-

reiulered the city unconditionally into the hands of the conquerors,
'• whom they knew to be incapable of abusing their victory.''

After the captain, an actor in the allair himself, had related several

interesting anecdotes concerning the siege, and especially the immediate
locality, we went down and rejoined our companions who, less fatigued

than I, and taking greater interest in the art of war, were still examin-
ing the works of attack and defence

• The Ponte Molle is almost two miles »ioW/i of Rome: tlie »eneral nttack of the

French was innde on the west.
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CHAPTER III.

" Get up, Lanty," said the new comer, " get up, man. Why you must be

ravin mad to strike the poor witless craihur that way. Sure, it's only ould Nan-

nie, that's what it is. Get up, man

!

"Nannie, or grannie!" ejaculated Lanty, for so it seems the traveller was
named, " Nannie or grannie," he cried, turning short and shaking himself free of

the speaker, " she's an ould Umb o' Satan, that's what she is
—

' the curse o' Crom-
well on her!'

"

" Pooh, nonsense, man, never mind her; it's only a way she has."

" A way she has ? bedad thin it's a very oncivil way she has, let me tell you

that. The viUianous ould schamer can't let any body pass without a quarrel.

There's that Methody Preacher, she pounded almost to death last week,—one o'

the civilest sowls in the whole parish. What kind o' thratement is that, I'd like to

know, for any dacent man to get, or is it neighborly in you, Else Curley, to keep

such a baste of a goat about yer place to murther people without ryme or raisin?"

" Musha thin, how can I help her, Lanty ?"

"Kill her if ye can't— hang her—shoot her—drown her—bad luk to her, she

ought to be shot long ago."

" Och as for that, she'll soon die anyway. It's failing fast she is, poor thing."

"Die!" repeated, Lanty brushing the dust off his clothes; "die! she'll niver

die, and it's a mystery to me if iver she came into the world right at all."

" Arrah, whist with yer nonsense," exclaimed Else, " and don't talk such fool-

ishness. Come away up to the house here, and take a draw in the pipe if you

don't take any thing better."

"I'll tell you what it is. Else Curley," continued the discomfited Lanty;
" there's not a man or woman in the townland of Crowrefs but knows that my
father was chased by that same goat—that very identical ould rascal there, looking

at us, the year before he was married, and that's jist thirty good years ago, and

more by the same token, he bears the same marks of her horns on a sartint part of

his body to this day, and it's no great secret either. Else, that she was every bit as

ould then as she's now. It's not even'n any thing bad to ye I am, Else, but one

thing is sartin as the sun's in the sky, that goat don't belong to this world."

* Copy right secured according to Law.
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Tho old woman looknl sharp at her cornpaniuit, as if to rrad in liis countmance

his real tliuuglus t)n a subject tliat concfmcd lior so nearly, and on which she

lately heard so many unpleasant surmises, but she could ^atluT nothini? from his

looks. Sbe saw lie was excited by the fall, but she knew lijm also to be one of

the slyest rogues evi-r put on a sober lace, as full of deviltry as an egjr was full of

meat, and she doubted therefore, whetlier he meant to plague or ofleiid her.

'• Lanty Ilaiilon," said she at last, " I don't know whether you spoke that

word in joke or iu earnest ; if ye spoke in joke I forgive ye, knowin well what

you are, ancTyer fiither afore ye; but if you spoke in earnest, I would advise ye

niver to say the word again in my hearin, for if you do, I swear to you by the

blessed cairn above tliere. I'll be revenged for it, dead or alive."

"Pheugh!" exclaimed Lanty, when the old woman had finished, "by the

powers o' war, but you'd frighten a body out o' their wits this evenin, eh ! What's

the matter woman ; or are you so easy vexed as that with an ould friend?" and

he shook her familiarly by the arm as he spoke, and pushed her on towards the

cabin to which she had just invited him. " If you want to quarrel w'th me Else,"

he continued, " you must take another day lor it, as at present I'm engaged on

particular business. So up with you to tlie house there, and bring me out a coal

to light my pipe."

Though Lanty spoke in banter, there was still something in the expression of

his face and tone of his voice that indicated misgivings of Else Curley with all

her show of indignation. Not that he suspected her for a moment, of any secret

connection with the nether world, nor of keeping 'Nannie ' for any unholy pur-

pose, but nevertheless he was accustomed to hear strange reports about her, ever

since he remembered to hear any thing, and was taught to regard her as a woman
above the common, and one whose anger was to be propitiated at every sacrifice.

Hence, if Lanty had his doubts of Else, they were doubts rather of the woman
than of her acts, of her capacity to work mischief rather than of het actual guilt-

In a word, he never heard or saw aught of her but what was right and proper, and

yet somehow he always fancied she was ' uncanny ' and could be dangerous if

she pleased. Perhaps the sharp thin features and large gray eyes of the tall shriv-

eled old creature, as she gazed steadily into Lanty's face, helped at that moment
to aggravate his suspicions. But be that as it may, he lost no time in trying to

conciliate her, and his experience had aheady taught him, that his usual rollicking

familiarity of manner, would accomplish that end more effectually than any formal

apology he could offer.

The house or cabin to which Lanty and his companion now directed their steps,

(Nannie still following her mistress at a respectful distance) was built on the

southern side of a little green hill, called the ' Cairn,' named after a pile of stones

upon its summit, which tradition says were thrown there to mark the spot where

a priest had been murdered in the troublous times of Cromwell or Ehzabeth.

From the top of this hill which rises only a few rods above the roof of the cabin,

a full view is had of the Light House, and Lough Elg from its eastern to its west-

ern extremity. The lake in fact, at one of its bends, touches the base of the hill,

and thence stretches to the light house, a distance of little more than half a mile.

" And now Else, avourneen," began Lanty, taking his seat on a flag outside

the cabin door, for the evening was warm, " now that we settled that little differ-

ence, how is Batt, himself, and how does the world use him ?"

*•' Well, indeed then, we can't complain much as times go," responded Else,

drawing her stocking from her pocket, and beginning to knit in her usual slow,

15 Vol. III.—No. 2.
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quiet way, for she was old, and her hands trennbled as she phed the needles. " As
for Batt, poor ould man, he's idle the most of his time, and barrin that he goes

down to the shore there of an evenin to ketch a trout or so for the supper, it's little

else he has to throuble him."
" Still he gets an odd call now and then, I'll warrant," observed Lanty, knock-

ing the ashes from his pipe, and preparing to replenish it with fresh tobacco. " A
man like Batt Curley can't want a job long if there's any goin."

"Oh! he gets his share, to be sure, but where's the benefit o' that, Lanty,

when there's nothing to be made by it."

" Well, he makes a trifle over the price o' the tibakky and the dram any way,

and what more does he want. Fiddlin's now not what it us'd to be in ould

limes. Else."

" Indeed, thin, you may well say that," she replied, " when half a crown a

weddin's the highest he made this twelve-month. The Lord luck down on

us, I don'na how poor people can stan it at that rate."

" It's mighty hard," assented Lanty, handing the old woman the pipe, after

wiping it on the breast of his jacket. " I mind the time myself when we cudn't

shake a fut at a weddin, short of a shillin a piece to the fiddler. But sure the

people's hearts is broke out and out. Else,—why they hav'n't the courage to dance,

even if they had the mains."

" It's not that, Lanty, acushia! it's not that, but their hearts is gone out in thim

althegither. They're not the same people they used to be at all at all. Nothin

shutes thim now sure but Waltzin and Pokin, and sailin over the flure like so

many childer playin cutche-cutchoo, and with no more spirit in thim than so many
puppies at a show."
" Bedad it's no wondher you say it, Else,—it's disgraceful, so it is."

" Disgraceful ! No; but it's a scandal to the country, that's what it is. There's

big Jamie's daughter, of Drumfad, that was marrid last Thursday, and lo! and

behould ye, sir, when young Tom Conolly asked her out, she cudn't venture on a

reel or a country dance at all at all, oh no! no more than if she was born in the

skies, let alone at the hip of Grafley mountain."

"Musha bad luck to her impudince," exclaimed Lanty, " isn't she cockin ; and

her aunt beggin her bit and sup through the parish."

" Feen a word o' lie in it thin. She turned up her nose at the Foxhunter's Jig

and the Rosses Batther, just as if she niver heard iv the like in her born life—and

nothin would do her, savin yer favor, but go skatin over the room like a doll on

stilts. Faith it's well come up with the pack iv thim."

" And as for poor Batt," observed Lanty, " sich tunes are too new fangled for

his ould fingers. He couldn't plaze her av course, oh no, he's too ould fashioned

for that."

" Plaze her! Ay indeed ; after dancing in Derry city with her grand cousins,

the manti-makers. Plaze her! No, Pegeling himself, the great Dublin fiddler

couldn't plaze her. But it's the same all over the county ; a man can't show a

jug and glass in his Avindo now-a-days, but his girls take airs on thimsilves aqual

to my Lady Leitrem,—all merchants' daughters, if you plaze," and Else laughed

a dry, hard laugh, and gave the leg of her stocking another hitch under her arm.

As she was yet speaking a stranger passed down the road carrying a fishing rod

in his hand, and stepping over a low fence, made his way slowly to a nartow

tongue of land that stretched far out into Lough Elg, a spot much frequented iiy

anglers, and particularly at that season of the year. He was a man apparently
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about thirty yrnrs of ac^c, and woro a ^jp'v sporting Ircx-k, with rap arnl (,'aiirrs to

match.

"That's thf stmnjj*' {j<'i»tl«'nian," obscrvptl Else, " that comes down herefrom

Crohan to lisli so often."

" I .saw hint l^'fore," rephed I^anty, •• and hedad if he knows as little about the

gentleman as lie does about the tisherman he's no great afTair. I came across him

yesterday at Kindruni and he cast his line for all the world like a smith swinging

a sleilgc liiunnier. Who is he. Else ?"

" Indeed thin myself doesn't know, Lanty, but I'm tould he's come here from

furrin parts for the j^ood of hi.s health, and is some far out friend to the Hard-

wrinkles of Crohan."
••

I wouldn't doubt it in the laste," said Lanty, " for he's thin and sneaky like the

rest of the breed. Still he may be a dacent man after all that.'"

" He's a quate easy spoken man, any way," observed Else, " whativer else

he is."

*• And plenty o' money to spend, I'll bail ye."

" In troth has he, and not a miser about it, ather, Lanty."

"Humph! I see your acquent."

" Och! ay, he draps in here sometimes when he comes a lishin."

"And opens his purse when he goes out, eh Else?"

"Oh thin, dear knows the gentleman 'id be welkim if he niver had a purse,"

replied Else. " It's not for that, but the quate motherate way he has. He comes

in just like a child and looks as modest as a lady, and sits there chattin ithout a bit

pride in him more nor one of oursels."

" Now d'ye tell me so, humph! He's fond of a Shanahas, I see, furriner and

all as he is."

" Indeed thin he's jist that same, Lanty, he's mighty fond intirely of say stories,

and likes to hear tell of the ' Saldana,' how she was wracked here below, and the

crew how they were all hurried in one grave in the ould church yard in Ramulla,

and about Captain Pecnam's ghost that used to be seen on moonlight nights

dressed all in while with a goolden sword by his side sittin on the Swilly rock.

And thin he'll be sure to ask rae something about Mr. Lee, and his niece, and

who they are and how they came here, and how long since, and so on, and so on,

till I'm a'most tired of him myself."

"Humph! Tired !" repeated Lanty, " bedad thin he must run you mighty

hard, Else, for may I n'ver—

"

" Hould yer whist now," interrupted the old woman, " I don't want any iv yer

side wipes," and she pushed him playfully away with her thin skeleton hand.

"Sure I didn't mane the last offence in life," muttered Lanty, leering round at

his companion, and taking a smack from the pipe loud enough to be heard at the road

below, " no but I was only jist saying that if the gentleman tired you out talkin,

why he ought to be proud iv it, for after talkin six covenanter ministers besides a

dancin master and two tailors out iv yer house—

"

" Hould yer tongue now I tell ye," exclaimed Else, " hould yer tongue or I'll

slap ye in the face. Y'er niver aisy but whin yer at some divilmint. So as I

was tellin ye, he wanted to know all about the Light Keeper here and his nieces

and the wrack of the Saldana, though bedad he seems to know himself more about

it nor me, barrin the ould neighbors clashes and gossips regardin ghosts and such

things. Why sure, Lanty, he tells me that Mr. Lee had a brother, or cousm, or

some very near frind lost in that same ship, for he niver was heerd tell of, livin or
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dead since the vessel sailed from Bristol, and more nor that, Lanty, he was a higb

up officer, if you plaze, and a fine darein bould gentleman to boot."

" Ha, see that now!" exclaimed Lanty. " Bedad and it's only what I always

thought myself of the same Mr. Lee since the first day I laid my eyes on him, for

he has the look of a gentleman in his very face, even if he is only a light kaper

atself, and what's better nor all that. Else Curley, he has the feelins of a gentleman

in his heart."

" Ha, ha. Look," exclaimed Else, laying one hand suddenly on Lanty's

shoulder and pointing with the stocking in the other to the angler below, " ha, ha,

he's in a mighty pucker, poor man."

"Oh, the bungler! Oh, the bungler!" exclaimed Lanty, "he's got his hooks

tangled in the weeds at the very first cast; look how he pulls! Why it's a sin

and a shame to let him use such beautiful tacklin in that lubberly way—but whist!

see! by the powers iv pewter! it's a trout he has, and a three poundher into the

bargain—there he jumps like a salmon. Oh meel-a-murlher, did iver mortal man
see the like—he'll smash every thing—bad scran to him the omedhawn why don't

he give the fish fair play—he pulls for all the world as if he'd a grampus on a jack

line," and the speaker grew so indignant that he threatened to run down and snatch

the rod from the stranger's hands, but Else Curley counselled him to " take it aisy

and interfere in nobody's business till he was asked—if the trout breaks the man's

gear," she added, " he has money enough to buy more."

By this time the fish had run out the greater part of the line, and kept backing

and tugging all its might, like a fettered partridge ranking a last effort to escape on

the approach of the snarer. The whole strength of the trout was made to bear on

the casting line, for the rod instead of being held in a vertical position, allowing its

supple point to play up and down as the fish plunged, was on the contrary grasped

in both hands as horizontally as if he had caught a shark with a boat hook and

was actually dragging it ashore by main strength.

" The man's castin line," cried Lanty, " if he has any on at all, it must be made
of fiddler's cat gut, or it never could stand that usage. Bad luck to him, the clumsy

gomerlin, can't he hould up his rod."

The trout after thus endeavoring to shake itself free of the hook now dived, and

making a desperate sheer, ran out the line apparently to its last turn on the wheel,

and Lanty felt full sure the trout had broken loose at last and carried flies and cast-

ing line away with him into the deep. But he was mistaken ; for hardly had the

exhausted fish been down a moment when he rose again and sputtered on the

surface like a wounded water hen. At this instant an object came suddenly into

view which gave an entirely new feature to the scene. A littte boat carrying a

small light sprit-sail as white as driven snow, shot round the point and passed

within two fathoms length of the angler before he perceived it.

"Hilloa!!" cried Lanty, "there goes Mary Lee. There she is in the stem

sheets handUng her cockle shell like a water spirit. And there goes ' Drake,' too,

sittin in the bows with his cold black nose over the gunwale."

Old Else laid by her knitting and wiped her bleared eyes to look down at the

scene. " Musha, thin, may 1 niver do harm but that's jist the darlin herself,

Lanty," she muttered, " there she is in her blue jacket and while straw hat, the

best and gentlest girl iver sailed on Elg water."

Hardly had Else spoken and raised up her fleshless hands to support her pointed

rhin that she might gaze down more steadily on the scene below, when Drak"-.

mistaking the sputtering fish for a wounded bird, sprang from the bows, seized it
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by the back boforo his mistross could prevont liiiii, and lb<n snapping lM»th rod and

lino at a .single jerk, turned away from tlic i-oiilouiulfd and asldnishcd .sportsman,

and swam alter the lH)at .snuHin<; tlie air and wamjing his tail in an icslacy ol

delight.

" Woll done! Drake," rriinl lianly, starting up from bis scat and clapping his

hands in such glee that the pipe fell from his mouth unolwrrvrd and broke in Jifly

pieces at bis li-et. ** Well done, ouhl dog ! well done, my gallant ould fellow—ah,

now! now! snap the line from his lubberly paws!—that's it, Drake!—that's just

wliat he deserves, tiie bluiulerin cfawkie to abuse such a fish in that way."

The light bree/e from the southeast had been gaining for the last half hour or so,

and now blew so fresh round the point that the little boat lay down almost gun-

wale under, and swept past, before her fair pilot could bring her within speakinjj

distance of the stranger. Once she tried to steer her up to windward, probably

with the intention of apologizing for Drake's uncivil behavior, but the little craft

refused to obey, and then waving her hand, she let her M\ off towards the opposiu-

shore and was soon lost sigiit of behind the point.

All this took place in much less time than we have taken^o describe it, the boat

appearing and disappearing as suddenly as a moving picture in a panorama.

The bewildered stranger gazed after the fair occupant of the little boat as long as

she remained in sight, and then peering stealthily round to see if any one had wit-

nessed his discomfiture, disjointed the remainder of his fishing rod, and throwing

it carelessly on his shoulder, walked away slowly and sadly from the shore.

" There he goes," said Lanty, buttoning his green jacket, " there he goes sneak-

ing off like a fox from a hen roost. Oh ! that he may niver come back, I pray.

Begorra, it's ducked he ought to be, if iver he has the assurance to cast a line in

the wather again. But I must be off myself to the light house, and coax Mr. Lee

for a mallard wing for Uncle Jerry."

" Oh, ay ! to be sure. Uncle Jerry," exclaimed Else, " there's no one like Uncle

Jerry. E' thin may be if the gentleman you're for ducking in the loch there was

as free to you with his purse as Uncle Jerry, he'd just be as great a favorit every

bit. But it's an ould sayin and a true one, Lanty, praise the fool as you find him."

** Don't say that, ElseCurley," replied Lanty, laying his hand on her shoulder

and speaking more earnestly than usual, " don't say that, for the heavens knows I

w^ouldn't give one kind word of Uncle Jerry's Ups, or one kindly feeling of his

ginerous fine ould heart for a million like him. And listen to me. Else Curley,

for I'm goin to tell ye a secret. I know that man off an on for a month and more,

—not that I was iver much in his company, but I watched him, and watched him

too for a raison o' my own, and I tell you plainly. Else, if he opened his purse to

me ivery day in the year, and it full o' goold guineas, I cudn't feel it in my heart

to touch one o^ thim."
" Arrah, you cudn't now!" responded Else, in a half incredulous, half jeering

tone. " By my word it's mighty big spoken of you, Mr. Hanlon. E' tiiin might

a body make so bould as to ax yer raisins ; faith they must be powerful ones

intirely."

" I have no particklar raisins," replied Lanty, "he niver did harm to me nor

mine that I know of. But I don't like him. There's something wrong about him,

and I feel it somehow when I'm near him ; there's a dark spot in him somewhere

* that the bright light niver reached yit. Else."

*' Humph!" ejaculated the old woman, looking sharply at her companion, "you

suspect him of something?"
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" I do."

"Anil what is it, Lanty?"

*'I can't lell," replied Lanty, "it's a mysthery to myself. But he has that in

his eye that's not luck. What brings him down here so often I'd like to know?"
" Why trout fishen av coorse, what else?" replied his companion.

" Pshaugii, nonsense, ElseCurley, you can't run ' Donal' on me that way, cute

and all as ye are. That man don't care a brass farthin for the best fishin in Done-

gal from Onea river to Malin Head. I see it in his ver)- motions. There's not a

dhrap o' sportman's blood in his body."

" Oh no ! not a dhrap, because he don't go into the doldrums like Uncle Jerry

at every fin he sees risin above the water. Humph ! pity but he wud."

"The fish he's after don't live in walher, Else Curley, and you know it."

replied Lanty, laying his finger on the old woman's shoulder, and whispering the

words into her ear.

"Me!".
"Ay, in troth, jist yerself, Else, and sorra much iv a parish wondher it id be

aither, some o' these days, if it turned out that he was trying to buy one Else

Curley o' the 'Cairn' to bait his hook for him into the bargain."

The old woman endeavored to look astonished at the accusation, but there was

a faint smile in the corner of her mouth she could not entirely suppress. A
stranger would possibly have called it a contortion of the lips, but Lanty Hanlon

was an old acquaintance, and knew her better.

"You needn't try to consale it. Else," replied Lanty, "for do yer best you

cudn't consale it from me. I know ye too well, ould woman. There's a sacret

about that man and the Lees, and no mortal in this neighborhood knows it but

yerself."

" A sacret—tut, you're dhramin," replied Else, turning away and laying her

thumb on the latch of the door, " a sacret indeed, arrah, what in the wide world

put that in yer head ?"

"The fairies," responded Lanty, " ha! ha! will that plaze ye."

"Indeed, then, Mr. Hanlon, one 'id think ye come from that same respectable

stock yerself, ye know so much more nor yer neighbors," retorted Else.

" Well, good evenin. Else Curley. I must go, for I've business to do, and I find

my company's growin troublesome besides. But take a word o' warning before I

start. If yer bent on makin money out iv this stranger—and if he's willin to spend

it on you and yer sacrets, well and good, I'm content. But listen to me. Else.

Make the laste offer to thrifle wid a sartin person you know of^—say but a wrong

word—breathe but a single bad breath, was it as low as the very weasels, and my
hand on my conscience. Else Curley, from that minit I'll forget that we were iver

acquaint, and my vengeance will purshue ye both till the clay covers ye."

"Why the heavens presarve us, Lanty Hanlon, what d'ye mane? You
cudn't think I'd betray—

"

" Think!" repeated Lanty—"well no matter what I think, I've said my say,"

and again Avishing her fair thoughts and a pleasant evening, he turned from

the door.

"Ah, the ould schamer," he muttered to himself as he jerked his black-thorn

under his arm, and tossed his rabbit skin cap on the side of his head once more,

" th' ould schamer, she'd betray the Pope if the bribe was big enough. And still

she loves her—av coorse she does—and small blame to her aither, for there's no

Christian cruthur iver saw God's good light that shouldn't love her ; and after all I
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b'lieve in my conscience she's the only livin ihinp. harrinjf ould Nannie, she iver

did love bt'foro in h(»r lilf. Hut love her or hate lier. there's one small raisin she can't

harm her, ami ilial's just this—there's a snrtin Misihur Lanty Ilanlon iv these

parts won't let her—<^ven set in case she'd be wicked enough to thry it. So rattle

away, Lanty, the world's big enough for ye—aye, and good enough too. ye thief,

if ye only go through it as ye ought with a stout heart and an honest conscience.

Don't fear, my btiy
;
ye have neither house or land, cow or calf, penny or purse,

and who cart's!—ye have clothes on yer back, strength in yer arrn.aheart without

spot or Haw in it, and wid the blessin o' God to back ye, what more d'ye want?
So dance away, Lanty, and as ye hop through the figures, don't forget to keep yer

eye on the fiddler," and thus the reckless, light hearted fellow tripped along the

glen, still singing the old ditty as he went:

" The Sasannnch villians de'il tare them !

They stript us as bare as the ' poles,'

But tliere'a one tiling we just cnuidn't spare them,

Tlie ' Kidugh' that covers our souls

Right fol delol ol,"&c.

CHAPTER IV.

It wanted still two hours of sunset, when Lanty Hanlon left the light house

with the mallard wing in his pocket for Uncle Jerry. His pace was uow more

hurried and purpose-like than when last seen wending his way through the dark

glens. His song too had entirely ceased, and he held his black-thorn staff no

longer carelessly under his arm, but grasped it firmly in his hand hke a traveller,

resolved to let no grass grow under his feel till he had accomplished his journey.

On passing the road below Else Curley's cabin however, he looked up to see if

the old woman was in sight, that he might make her a sign of frieudly recog-

nition ; or perhaps it was a wholesome dread of a second unceremonious visit

from Nannie, that made him turn his eyes in that direction. Be that as it may,
neither Nannie nor her mistress could be seen, but in their stead, and much to

Lanty 's surprise, appeared the tall figure of the stranger, issuing from the door of

the little mud cabin, and making his way down the hill in the direction of the light

house. Lanty stopped suddenly, not well knowing what to think of this. He
had seen the stranger a lull half hour before quilting Loch Elg, and selling off to-

wards Crohan, and naturally concluded he was by that time far on his way home.

A moment's reflection however, convinced him that the man must have hid him-

self behind some rock or hillock, and waited then till he could venture up unob-

served, to pay his usual visit to Else Curley. This manocuvering was by no

means satisfactory to Lanty, on the contrary it served greatly to confirm the bad

opinion he had began to entertain of his purpose, in hovering so constantly about

Araheera point. Lanty Hanlon was not a man remarkable for an extra amount

of shrewdness, it was the very reverse with him—shrewdness was not an ingre-

dient to mix with the mercury of his nature at all. But the stranger's conduct

was so palpably suspicious, that he could not for an instant resist the idea of some

plot between him and Else Curley. In the first place, the man had been only
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two days in the country when he found the old woman out—nay, went as straight

to her cabin as if he had been sent tiiere on a message, and since that time visited

her every day, remaining with her often whole hours together. As for his pretext

of fishing, it was the flimsiest in the world, for no one who saw him cast a line in

water, could ever iraagme he cared a gray groat for the pleasure it afforded.

Then his close and frequent inquiries about the Lees, and his knowledge of cer-

tain private affairs of the family, already communicated to Else Curley—these we
say. put together, were clearly suggestive of some secret purpose on his part, and

quite enough to raise suspicion in minds far less constructive than Lanty Hanlon'a.

Besides, Mr. Lee was himself a stranger in the place, having resided but eighteen

months at the light house, and during that time had seen buthttle company. The
peasantry of the neighborhood indeed looked upon him at first as one who disliked

society, preferring a quiet life at home to making and receiving visits. Hence
tliey seldom troubled him, except on matters of business, and then only as httle as

possible. To be sure the officers of the Ballast Board called on him three or four

times a year, but that was on their tours of inspection round the coast—and

Father John was seen too, sometimes trotting down in that direction with his

saddle bags bobbing behind him—but Mr. Lee was a Catholic, and Father John

was the Priest of the Parish. All this was very natural. But it soon began to be

whispered about the Mr. Petersham of Cromer's house was seen occasionally

stepping ashore at the Point when out yachting on Lough Swilly—and what

looked stranger still, taking Miss Lee with him up the Loch to visit his sisters.

This latter circumstance led the good people, by degrees, to regard Mr. Lee as

somewhat above the rank of a common light keeper, for Tom Petersham was the

crack gentleman of the county, and (though somewhat reduced himself) always

felt a peg or two above associating with the squires and newly fledged baronets of

the district. So they concluded after various speculations and gossip on the matter,

that Mr. Lee must have been once a real gentleman, Avhom reverse of fortune had

obliged to accept his present humble situation as a last resource. And so they

continued ever after to regard him, saluting him with every mark of respect when
they happened to meet about the light house, and never presuming to intrude on

his privacy except to settle their little business transactions, or when he chose to

employ their services about the light house yacht.

THE ANNUNCIATION
Selected.

March XXV.

This day was announced, in Galilee,

To an humble Virgin, named Mary,

The happy news, hy Galiriel,

Of the incarnation of Emmanuel.

God said, the tree of life now pive.

That man may eat thereof, and live;

The flaming sword, from Seraph fell,

At the following words of Gabriel.

G * B R I E I, .

Hail ! ! Hail ! ! ! Hail Marj',

Full of grace, the Lord is with thee,

filcii.sed thou, amongst women art.

And blessed is the fruit of thy womb, Jesus.

Mary.
Troubled she said ; how can that be,

Consihtcnt with my Chastity?

To violate which, I never can ;

The mystery's deep—I know no man.

O A B R I BL.

Fear not, Mary, thy chastity,

A virgin, as before, thoii'lt be;

The power of God, shall on thee come.

And overshadow thy Virgin Womb.
For He that's to be born of thee.

The Pon of God, shall truly be;

He phall inherit David's throne.

All earthly Kings his power shall own.

MARY.
Tf that be so, I am content

God's will be done, I give consent.

Heliold, I am the Lord's hand-maid,

Br it done to me, as thou hast said. . .
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We tru.st thnl tliiH work will Imvc an exten.sive cir<nil«tion, for we think it calculated

to produce a -jood result. RchJ KepuMicjini.sm Ih confessedly the prent evil of the times,

an evil from which our own country has much to fear, and apiinst which it behovea

every patriot to be fore-warned and forearmed. What can be done to stay itn prof^remi,

to preserve intact those in.stitutions, that have hitherto been our safe-guard and our

Ixiasi, is a que.stion frequently |iut, and variously answered; but while we are occupied

in discussing; means, the end will perhaps become unattainable.

For our own part, we believe the eyes of many a deluded younj American, (and the

majority of that party, we trust, err only through delusion,) would be opened by the

perusal of the present book. The most of them are not very accessible to logic; indeed

we never heard one of them argue in defence of hit. political creed without assuming in

his premises, as self-evident, the very point in question: they themselves have not been

made converts by any appeal to reason; they have been seduced througli their own
generous instincts. They have been summoned to rally under the watch-words " liberty,

fraternity, equality;" glorious, but vague, and therefore deceptive terms. They Iiave

been induced to believe that every thing noble was on the side of the innovators; that

all conservatives must be necessarily narrow-minded and illiberal.

Now these prejudices, whose very existence shows but scanty historical information,

must l>e removed before the voice of reason will be hearkened to: they cannot be more
readily removed than by looking at the picture M. De Beauchesne displays. In it they

will see faithfully represented not merely the brutal ferocity, but the sordid vulgarity,

the despicable meanness, the contemptible minds and disgusting manners of the French

Revolutionists: and on the contrary, they will not fail to admire Louis, rising to great-

ness amid misfortune, the noble bearing of the dueen, the saintly Elizabeth, the

innocent Dauphin. A more general narrative of the revolution, in which all the murders

then committed are numbered, and all the blood then spilt is measured, fills one with

horror and affright; but to appreciate the rileness of these monsters, you must behold

their representative in the infamous Simon, you must see how, in his orgies, he tyran-

nizes over a child, in order to view the character of a thorough Red-Republican with

the proper degree of loathing.

M. De Beauchesne will inspire his readers with the more confidence, because he

embraces no party, save the party of humanity. He does not pretend to write philo-

sophical history; he does not determine whether the Revolution was occasioned by
former tyranny, or by the demonilization of the people, by the spread of infidel phi-

losophy, by the want of religious education; or whether it is to be imputed to a univer-

sal possession by the devil—the latest, and most ingenious theory on the subject:

—

these questions it has not been his province to investigate: his is a mere narrative, and

that narrative " begins and ends with the Dauphin of France. " He conducts us through

the events that preceded the imprisonment of the royal family, he narrates the trial and
death of the King, the dueen and Madame Elizabeth. We might here complain that

he has been rather diffuse, for he has not added to our stock of information, and in the

Life of the Dauphin, these events should be noticed only incidentally. But when tlie

stage is cleared of these more august, but less interesting personages, the whole atten-

tion is rivetted upon the unfortunate Dauphin, and his life and death, hitherto shrouded

in mystery, are laid open to us. The long mooted question, "did the Dauphin really

die in prison?" M. De Beauchesne's investigations have definitely settled. No less

than five pretenders to his person appeared in France; one was, until very lately resid-

ing in London, pensioned by a noble French family; and we have in our own country

the Rev. Eleazar Williams, But here we have the particulars of his death, which
l« Vol. III.—\o. 2.
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part of the narrative we shall quote, as well for its historical value, as for the purpose

of allowing our readers nn opportunity of forming some estimate with regard to the

style of the work.
" It may be asked, perhaps, • what were the last words of the dying boy?'—They

have been related to me by those who received his last breath, and I will faithfully in-

scriiicthem in this royal * Book of Martyrs.* Gomin seeing the child calm, motionless,

and mute, said to him: 'I hope you are not in pain, just now.'' 'Oh! yes! I am still

in pain, but not nearly so much—the music is so beautiful !' Now, there was no music

to be heard, either in the tower, or anywhere near; no sound from without could reach

the room where the young martyr lay, expiring. Gomin, astonished, said to him:
' From what direction do you hear this music.'' ' From above !' 'Is it long that you
have heard it?' ' Since you knelt down. Do you not hear it .' Listen! Listen!' And
the child, with a nervous motion, raised his faltering hand, as he opened his large eyes,

illuminated by ecstatic delight. His poor keeper, unwilling to destroy this last sweet

illusion, appeared to listen also, with the pious desire of hearing what could not possibly

be heard. After a few minutes of attention, the child again started, his eyes sparkled,

and he cried out, in intense rapture : * From amongst all the voices, I have distinguished

that of my mother !' That word, as it left the orphan's lip, seemed to relieve him from

all suffering: his knitted brow relaxed and his look lighted up with that calm bright-

ness, given by the certainty of deliverance or victory. His eye fixed on an invisible

object—his ear attentive to the far distant sound of one of those concerts that human
ear hath never heard—a new existence seemed to break in upon his young soul. A
moment after, the brightness of that gleam was gone; his arms were crossed upon his

breast, and an expression of sad discouragement was visible in his countenance. Gomin
looked close at him, and followed all his motions with a troubled eye. The child's

breathing was not more powerful, but his eye was wandering, slowly and confusedly,

and from time to time it was turned towards the window. Gomin asked him what so

interested him in that direction.' The child looked at his keeper a few moments, and

then, as if he had not understood the question, though it was asked him again, made

no reply. Lasne came up stairs again to relieve Gomin, and the latter went out of the

room, his heart was very heavy, but not more uneasy than he had been the day before,

for he did not even yet anticipate so sudden a close.

" Lasne sat down near the bed, and the Prince looked at him long, with a fixed and

dreamy eye. On his making a slight movement, Lasne asked him how he felt, and

what he would like. ' Do you think my sister could have heard the music?' said the

child; 'how much good it would have done her!' Lasne could not answer. The
anguished glance of the dying boy turned eagerly and piercingly towards the window.

An exclamation of joy escaped his lips—then he said, looking at his keeper: ' I have

something to tell you !' Lasne came close to him and took his hand: the prisoner's

little head leaned on the keei)er's breast—who listened, but in vain ! All was said !

God had spared the young martyr his last mortal convulsion of anguish. God had

kept to himself the knowledge of his last thought. Lasne jiut his hand on the child's

heart. The heart of Louis XVII had ceased to beat: the hour was a quarter past

two, P.M."
Thus ends the most deplorable of stories; thus was consummated the most atrocious

crime of the Revolution. The destruction of the King and Queen has its parallel, and

may be understood: Madame Elizabeth is so heroic a being, that with her we can

scarcely sympathize; her immolation resembles the triumph of the Martyrs:—but the

unoffending child, against whom the revolution could urge no charge, whose parents it

had ruthlessly destroyed, whose hereditary throne it had dashed to atoms— to kill him,

not outright, but by slow degrees, to subject him to the hourly-repeated insults of a

cobbler, to permit, nay to procure, the demoralization of his heart, to condemn him to

solitude, to cold, to hunger, to filth—to do this, with the words of universal benevolence

on its lips, is so black a crime that words cjinnot describe it, human iniellert would

refuse to believe it, were it not a fact of such recent occurrence, and so indubitably
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provrd hy historic evideiire. Who rnn ri^p from the pcrusnl of this Im^ic tale witlujut

naaenlin'j lo the w<>r(l« of the Qrerk philoHophrr, thnl «* no wild honflt in ho torrihlf nn

mnn, when frwd from the iT«tr«inl of Inw .'" Who rnn rend it without heinp ronvinri-d

that of nil despotinmn, the revohitionnry despotism is the most terrific and de^rndinp,

without seeing: tlml Nero himself was the veriest " milk-«op," when compared with the

French Repul>lic«na.

Little variety can he expected in the distressing scene tlirough which M. De Beau-

chesne conducts us :

" Crudelis nliiqiie,

LuclUK, ubiquc pa\-or, et pitiriina mortia imaitn."

It is interniptetl only when the indig^nnnt emotions of the author will find utterance,

and they always meet with a ready response in the heart of the render. Yet we thmk

he has well merited the prize, t>y conferrin;^ whiih the French Academy has expressed

its judgment on the work. We must however express our disapprobation of the term

" the Christ o( RojTvity," which is more than once applied to Louis XVII. We do not

know that we are over sqiieamish, yet such a comparison sounds harshly in our ears,

and is revolting to our religious feelings.

Of the translation too we may speak favorably—it is not entirely free from Gallicisms,

and by what rule the plural " Tyrtcxis " is formed, is not very clear: yet it is generally

worthy of commendation, and we owe the tran.slalor, and the American publishers,

our thanks for having rendered accessible to our countrymen a work that will prove

interesting to the literary man, instructive to the historical student, edifying to the

Christian, and useful to the patriot, who would judge of the future, and who may be

able to see, that, even on this side of the Atlantic like causes will infallibly produce the

like results.

2. Lingard's History of Evglaxd, Abridged. With a Continuation from 1688 to

lSo4. liy James Burke, E.sq., A. B. To which is prefixed a Memoir of Dr. Lingard,
and Marginal Notes. By J^. J. Kemey,A. M. Baltimore: J. Murphy «&, Co. 1855.

The admirable manner, in which Mr. Burke has condensed the voluminous work of

the learned English Historian, is worthy of the thanks of every lover of truthful history.

The majority of modern readers had neither the means to purchase nor the leisure to

peruse the ten large volumes, in which the only history of England, that deserves

the name was heretofore published, and on this account many of the fabulous vagaries

of Hume and his continuators continued still to lie uncontradicted to the shame of

the Catholic and the disgrace of English literature. We hope now that this will no

longer be the case, for in this volume every essential requisite is found to a correct

knowledge of those ages in which England was possessed of faith. We do not however
tliink that the epitomizer has been as happy in the latter part, where he was obliged to

leave his author's narrative and turn author himself. But perhaps this can scarcely be

an objection, for the stirring events from the days of James II dowo to Victoria's invasion

of the Crimea were too many, too striking and too fresh in the memories, not to be

missed whenever the narrative hurries on with the conciseness, which is required of a com-
pendium. Of this Mr. Burke was perfectly aware, but his limits were an impassable

barrier, that defied the great skill that he has manifested in the other part of the work.

We wish he would undertake that part of the history in the spirit he has imbibed from

his great model: we are sure from this specimen, that he would present the reading

public with something better than the romance of Macaulay, which now seems to tickle

the public fancy so much. We say nothing of the excellent memoir of Dr. Lingard,

that serves as an introduction to the work, for the readers of the Metropolitan have
already had it in their power to judge of its merit.

3. Wanderings is- Spain. By TTieophiU Gautier, with numerous engravings. Lon-
don: Ingram, Cooke & Co. 1853.

We confess to a liking for picture-books. The first sweet impressions of literature

ever made upon our mind were drawn from them and we can never take up an illustrated
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book now, witliout being carried back in spirit to those hajipy days of childhood, when

the greatest reward for good behaviour, that we ever dreamed of, was to receive tlie

illustrated parable of the prodigal son, or the history of runaway Henry. No matter

how roughly done or how unskilfully the colors were laid on, to us they were as pre-

cious as the pictures of a Raphael or a Titian are to the connoisseur in these days of

taste and refinement. Mr. Gautier therefore cannot be tried by our criticism, for as

soon as we open and see those illustrations we forget our judicial character and turn ad-

mirer at once. We forget to look at the text in our eagerness to see all the engravings,

and when we turn back to read, we find ourselves examining them again, as if eacli

time they presented some new feature that we had not observed before. We must

therefore be content with tlie judgment of a friend who has a cooler head than we have

and not such an eye for landscapes and beautiful buildings. He tells us that excepting

some slight tokens of French levity, when speaking of the churciies, statues and reli-

quaries, the book is passable and may be recommended as a good criterion by which to

judge of modern society in Spain. We can easily believe this, and would be very sorry

if it were otherwise. For the pleasure we experienced in examining the illustrations

gave us a most exalted idea of Monsieur Gautier and made us think that Frenchmen

can really see some things out of France, that deserve admiration. And so with a po-

lite bow we end our " Wanderings in Spain.

"

4. Lecture on Religious Toleration.—Delivered by Charles J\larshall, Esq., before
the Irish Social and Benevolent Society of Baltimore.

It is a source of no small gratification, at a time, when a cry against Catholicity

reverberates through the land, to find gentlemen differing from us in faith, gentlemen

of talents, education, honor and magnanimity of soul soaring above the petty prejudice

and sectarian bigotry by which they are surrounded, and raising their voices in vindica-

tion of the rights of conscience and the freedom of religious worship. To these gentle-

men, as Catholics, we feel grateful. Their eff'orts stand forth in bold relief when
contrasted with the conduct of others, who on every occasion pander to public prejudice,

and seek to gain applause by trampling under foot the most sacred principles of right

and justice. Without any disparagement to others who have, on the floor of Congress

and elsewhere, ably and eloquently defended the rights of Catholics, we^take this occa.sion

to express our acknowledgments to Charles Marshall, Esq., of our own city, for the

part he has taken in the good work. His lecture is a fearless vindication of the right

of every man to worship God according to the dictates of his conscience, and an able

exposition of the evils that await the country, the moment she discards the sacred

principle of Religious Liberty. It would give us pleasure, if our space would permit,

to enrich our pages with extracts from this lecture, but of this pleasure we will avail

ourselves hereafter; in the mean time we commend it to the careful perusal of our

readers.

5. The Prophet of the Ruined Abbey; or a glance at the Future of Ireland, a narra-
tive founded on the Ancient Prophecies of Culmkill, and on other predictions and

Eopular traditions among the Irish. By the author of tlie Cross and the Shamrock,
'unigan & Brothers: New York.

The title of this work and its curious dedication rather prepare us for the contents.

We had almost supposed it a satire on Irish tales, but examination shows us that no

such intention existed. It is to be regretted that a plot, by no means without art, has

been so poorly handled. The style is slipshod, the tale itself s« full of fire and slaughter

that it seems a transformation of some melodrama from a minor theatre in London.

This is unfortunate: there is evidence of ability, and had the author taken time and

pains to make his characters men of their time in dress, language and custom.s: had he

given fewer improbabilities, we should indeed have welcomed this accession " to the

growing Catholic Literature of the country. " As it is, we must warn the inexperienced

not take it up as a model, although it may enable them to pass, quite pleasantly, a

leisure hour or two.



SpRcrii or Hon. W. R. Smith, of Alnlmnin, in the IIoiino of Represcnlntivfi, on
Jnnuarv l.'itli, l.si.">, u|>on Tlu' I'oliry of tliu Roninn Cuiliolic ('liurcli. Letter to
Hon. Jusli-u U. Chandler, tVoitt Professor McClinluck, un The Pope's Temporal
Powtr.

Our hk.apers would ccrlninly hnve gnod roHSon to lie nslonislicd, if we were to un-

dertake a discussion of the questions ut insue lietween tlie Hon. Mr. Chandler and liiai

opponents. Congress, ns oil tlie world understund.s, is sulject to no general rules.

Like all large bodies, it is composed of nil sorts of people, and it proceeds accordingly.

To be absurd, or ignorant, or abusive, or fanatical, involves no loss of pay, and some-

times, unhaf)pily, no loss of position. Indeed, in most cases, where members make «

display of the qualities alluded to, they have no position to lose. There is consequently

nothing they may not discuss—nothing so well settled that they may not seek to dis-

turb it—nothing so respectable but they nioy vituperate it—no folly so old, that they

may not start it and hunt it down, anew. It is with men, of a certain grade of intellect

and education, as it is with children or with boys promoted into sophomores. They
hear, for the first time, a truth or a falsehood as old as the deluge, and they run

about talking of it as a discovery—which, in fact they take it to be, because they

have themselves just stumbled on it. Being new to them, they think it was never

known before. We sliould not be surprised, any morning, to see that some fresh-

caught Representative had been discoursing, the day before, on the philosophical truth

that nature abhors a vacuum—or had made a serious matter of Whately's Historic

Doubts as to the existence of Napoleon Bonaparte

!

But—out of Congress and outside the class of people who often make the Legislature

of the nation disreputable—there are some things which must be taken ns settled; settled

by universal accord if it may be so; settled by an agreement to disagree, if it may not

be otherwise; but, at all events, settled—finished—not to be talked about any more. If

the capacity of Catholics to fulfil the duties, nnd their right to enjoy the privileges

of American citizens, be not among these adjudicated or concluded questions, then

chaos has come ngnin, and we may next expect to hear it mooted whether they walk

on two feet or four. Every reader of English literature has smiled over the gravity

with which Sir Thomas Brown examines and refutes the " vulgar errors," that Jews

have "a national or gentilitious odor," and that they likewise "have tails." The
bigotry and the slanders of which the Smiths and McClintocks, now a days, are the

mouth-pieces, date further back than the times of the wise Sir Thomas—and if limita-

tions do not run against absurdity, in favor of Christians, we see no reason why the

children of Israel may not look for some "know-notliing" investigation of their pecu-

liarities in the matters alluded to.

When the Constitution of the United States was adopted, it is to be presumed that

the statesmen who framed it and the people who sanctioned it had heard of the church

called Catholic, nnd knew something of the tenets it professed. They no doubt vehe-

mently suspected the existence of the Pope, and had good reason to believe that the

Society of Jesus had been organized. They had read all about Thomas n Becket and

papal interdicts—about King John nnd Pandolph the Legate—about Pope Pius and

Queen Elizabeth. All the Innocents and Bonifaces had lived nnd died before those

days, and all the truths nnd the falsehoods in regard to them that a Representative from

Alabama or a Professor from Carlisle could hunt up and reuiil, in this year of our Lord,

had been told of them over and over, then, and been forgotten and told again. In

regard to all the questions now revived—all the buried nonsense which the gmve of

past fanaticism has yawned wide open to let forth again—every thing had then been

said which can now be said—every thing had been imagined which can be imagined

now. Controversy had done its best and its worst. Chillingworth had been dead

nearly an hundred and fifty years, and men who had read Chillingwortli might be sup-
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posed to have understood the Protestant side, without waiting to read Smith. With
all these things before them, our good forefathers thought fit to say, that there should

be no religious lest in this land of ours, and that a man might be a citizen and have

honor and trust, whether he bowed to the infallibility of the Catholic Church, or rode

on the weather-cocks of the conventicles. And so it has been; and so, till now, we
have lived and prospered ; and Protestant and Catholic have blessed God together, that

it had pleased him to bring into one great fold of national brotherhood, those who were

gathered into so many households of belief. Every now and then, to be sure, there

has been a Presbyterian onslaught upon the Pope, or a Methodist foray against the

Jesuits—and the old song has been sung, the old stories have been told anew, and the

old women have rejoiced in the same—yet the result has been but the natural one—to

disgust well-thinking and charitable people, and promote the growth of the Church.

The course of things was precisely what might have been expected. Protestant con-

troversalism is, for the most part, a .stump-speaking affair, and the topics to which we
have adverted suited the ecclesiastical hustings, and on that account were popular.

The clergy, therefore, prospered and waxed fat from the discussions; the crowds shouted

and paid liberally. Every body concerned, on the one side, was pleased, and no great

harm was done on the other. Now, however, the thing has taken a new shape, and has

become a political engine. Fanaticism has gone into the field as a political element

—

with its own practical political views. It believes itself to be in command—but it is

used as an instrument. Party has laid hold of it. The object of both is political power

—

the mode of obtaining it is to be the disfranchisement of Catholic citizens. The pot-

house and the pulpit have joined forces, and the results, in part, are—Mr. Smith's

speech and Mr. McCIintock's letter. We do not propose wasting our time with either

the cause or the advocates—the hands or the tools. Every one understands what the

cause means, and it must certainly be a bad one, if the advocates do not injure it more

than they can harm any thing else.

Every reader, of course, will understand, that by our observations in regard to con-

troversy on the subjects in question, we do not mean to dispute, for a moment, the

propriety of Mr. Chandler's course or the admirable manner in which he discharged

his difficult duty. It is a sad thing to see an American representative forced into a de-

fence of his religious faith, on the floor of the national legislature. It is the saddest

thing that has sullied our national annals. Yet the issue was presented, and it was
proper it should be met, once and for all. The thing has been done, and well done

—

done temperately, manfully and triumphantly. It does not need to be done any more.

The Smiths and McClintocks may be allowed to have the field to themselves hereafter.

If they were kept from it, they would probably be at something worse. No doubt,

when the Know-Nothing triumph takes place, Mr. Smith will be sent to one of the

Catholic Courts, to make our national relations agreeable, and Professor McCHntock
will go to Rome, to have the Christian satisfaction of wearing' his hat in St. Peter's.

Political. We are not disposed at any time to intrude ourselves within the domain

of politics, or to take part in the political discussions of the day. Political aspirants

generally act upon the principle that the end will justify the means, hence we seldom

find any thing in the conduct of the candidate for office to admire or commend. On the

contrary, we have too frequently to lament the want of honorable principles which

mark the career of the politician, who is willing to sacrifice at the shrine of office the

sacred principles of truth, equity and moral honesty.

There are, however, honorable exceptions to these general remarks, and among these

exceptions we are pleased to enumerate the present candidate for the gubernatorial

office of the State of Virginia—the Hon. Henry A . Wise. What the hon. gentleman's

private views are in relation to Catholicity, we are not informed; nor do we inquire

what are his political opinions.

We find him confronting and exposing the dark and hidden machinations of the

ephemeral order that has lately grown up in our midst, and which seeks to gather re-
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newed slrenRlh by proarrihinij « larpe p<>riii>n of our fellow ritir.enn, on account of ihcir

religion. And wliiU.' we find liim tiirnin'; townrdu thin proHcriptive ordi-r the inoiil

withering and l)lij;liting dcnunrintion, we heboid him vindirniing llie civil iind religious

rights of his Cnthoii<- fellow litizenM, and wiping iiwny the foid nnperaiona and unworthy

uspicioiiH, which Knuw-nothing infidelity and Hectarian higolry, so rife at present in

the country, seek to east upon their loyalty. He has taken hin ntand upon the good

old American platform of ccpial rights to all; a platform whieh proclaims civil and

religious lil)erty, a.s the birth-right of every citizen witlioul distinction of country, or

the tenets of faith. On this platform he seeks the gubernatorial chair, and on no other

will he accept the boon of office. It is this honorable and high-minded course, at a time

when it is political high treason for a candidate for popular suffrage to utter a word in

favor of Catholics or Catholicity, that we admire, and it is this course alone that has

elicited tliese remarks.

Having premised so much we will now favor our readers with a few extracts from a

speech or two delivered by Mr. Wise, as we find them reported in several of our daily

journals. Speaking of the solemn league by which our revolutionary siies br)und them-

selves to support and defend the common rights of '.he country, the honorable gentle-

man uses the following forcible language: " Did not that pledge bind them and us,

their heirs, for ever to failh and hope in God, and in charity for each other—to toler-

ance in religion and in mutuality in political freedom? Down then, with any organiza-

tion, which invokes a separation between Protestant Virginia and Catholic Maryland

—

between the children of Catholic Carroll, and of Protestant Geo. Wythe. These names
stand together among the signatures, and I will redeem their mutual pledges, by my
life, my fortune and my sacred honor." .... From his Alexandria speech, we take

the following extracts as reported in the Washington Star.

" So far as our limits will allow, we will give the ideas he expressed; but it is beyond
the power of pen to give the gestures and looks with which he expressed his scorn and
loathing of the course of the New England clergy, wliom he styled preachers of Chris-
tian politics, and those who had taken part in this new party, hypocrites, perverting
the sacred name of religion to cloak their ambition, and had made it a tool to reach the
temporal power they are striving for, and for the possession of which they condemn
and proscribe Catholics He spoke of Absalom, his treason and the departure
of David from his city accompanied only by a foreigner; he spoke of La Fayette, De
Kalb—of the services which tlie Catholics of France rendered us in our struggle for

independence, and said that the native born Arnold was the Absalom of America;
while but for the foreign aid we received in that struggle no one can tell what the result

would have been. He said that by means of abolitionism the Know-Nothings had
carried nine free soil States, but they could not openly bring the same machinery to bear
in the south, therefore they had appealed to the religious feeling, the hatred of foreign

influence, the bigotry and agrarianism of the south. How, he asked, was this done?
The means were simple, by raising an outcry against the Pope. This venerable old

man was the bugbear raised by the abolitionists to cause the south to join with them.
What we have to fear is the assumption of Popes here. We must fear these clergymen
who have the spiritual and assume the temporal power, who to gain their ends, join
dark lantern political associations, who act the hypocrite.

If the ministers of my church were to attempt the assumption of such power, I would
stand, like Patrick Henry between the minister and the people. But the worst point
in the hypocrisy of the Know-Nothings is, that men among them who belong to no
church, who say no prayers, who never before cared for any failh, now turn up the

whhea odheir eyes, for fevLT the Pope will sliiU up the Bible they have never opened

He now spoke of the cry against foreigners, and the help we have received from Catholic
foreigners in the Revolution; of Charles Carroll, of Carroliton, whom he called a
Catholic representative from a Catholic province; and of the Magna Charta, drawn up
by a Catholic Archbishop. He said he had not come there to prai.se the Catholic
religion, but to tell historical truths. He did not hate the Know-Nothings for .secrecy;

he was a member of a secret order himself, he was a Mason ! But said he, I hate the
means used to carry out the ends which are meaner, lower, baser, and worse than was
ever before attempted to be put into operation."

Discovert of the Mississippi by De Soto.—This distinguished work of art, from

the pencil of Wm. H. Powell, was exhibited in our city for a short time, on its transit
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to Washington. It is destined to fill one of the vacant panels of the Rotunda in the

National Capitol. We design to notice this painting, not so much on account of its

superior excellence, as on account of the Catholic character of the work, and tlie bright

page which it unfolds in the Catholic history of the country. It is only another of the

thousand evidences which our early annals furnish, that every lake, river, cape, and
promontory of note or importance, from the banks of the St. Laurence to the shores of
llie Pacific, were discovered and explored almost exclusively by Catholics: that the first

rudiments of civilization were planted on the soil we inhabit beneath the shadow of the

Catholic altar.

We take the following description of this masterpiece of Art, from a pamphlet pub-

lished by Henry L. Stuart, containing a biographical sketch of Mr. Powell, and a notice

of his works; this we do more willingly, as the description is both truthful and eloquent:

" There are five great groups in the picture. Not taking them in the order of their

importance, but the order in which we look at them; beginning with the right side

foreground, where we see a company of stalwart men, planting a cross in a spirit of
veneration to the God of the Universe, in solemn commemoration of what they aeemed
a great event. The expiditions of those days carried with them all the emblems of
European civilization. The Priest went by the side of the Conqueror, with the em-
blems, the traditions, and the worship of the Christian Church. Here the cross is raised

with the image of the crucified Son of God. The censer is held by an ecclesiastic; and
as he waves it, the incense of Nazareth goes up over the bosom of the Mississippi.

The venerable priest, whose white beard comes almost down to the Sacred Book he
holds, gives his blessing as they plant the Tree of Salvation amid the solitudes of the

west. The herculean man who na.s dug the place is resting from his labor, looking
with earnestness and solemnity upon this act of devotion and reverence. It is the most
impressive group, because it illustrates, in the most eloquent and touching manner how
true and sincere was the religious sentiments of the age.

At the left corner in the foreground is another group corresponding in position to the

last described, and illustrating another important feature of the event transpiring. A
cannon is being dragged up by the artillery-men, for the cross was always planted in new
regions by the Spaniards, amid the incense of the priest, and the smoke of the cannon.
If that point, or either of them had been left out of the picture, it could not illustrated

the spirit of the sipcteenth century. In the centre of the picture, exactly, sits De Soto
himself, on a magnificent Arab horse. . . His attitude is sublime. It is an earnest,

comprehensive gaze at the great river. . . The noble cavalier is followed by what we
shall call the fifth group, and describe it before the fourth. Nearest to him is his con-
fessor—a venerable man with flowing beard, who has also caught a glimpse of the

great river; and, meekly and reverently as he ride.s on his mule, lifts his eyes and clasps

his hands in adoration and gratitude towards Heaven. At his side rides, upon a ram-
pant bay horse, a young cavalier, a type of the chivalry of Spain at that period, both

in battle and in discovery; while they are immediately followed by a hurrying group of

standard-bearers and helmeted men, each representing a separate class, a position, an
idea—each one of whom is evidently there for some purpose, not to make up a group,
but to give significance to it."

The following Letter, from the Very Rev. Provincial of the Society of Jesus, on a

subject, much mooted at the present time, will be of interest to our readers. We copy

from the National Intelligencer.

Georgetown College, (D. C.) Feb. 15, 1855.

Gtnllemen:—A composition bearing the title of " the Jesuits' oaths " has been cir-

culating in the papers of the country, it is said, extensively. On reading it myself, the

imposition seemed so glaring, so like Sterne's curse, made to hand for the Pope, that

it seemed to me no one could peruse it seriously. Friends, however, assure me that

the oath is read by many with long faces. Despite, then, an extreme repugnance to

apjiear in the public journals, I request a small place in your columns for the positive and
unqualified denial of the use or even existence, now or ever before, (and this I aver

tlumgiufully and with full knowledge,) of any such oath among the Jesuits. If sum-
moned to Court they may take oaths as other citizens, but as Jesuits they take no oath

at all.

I am humiliated, as a Marylander, at being called upon, on the borders of my native

State, to make the above disclaimer, and thus repel the charge of more than latent

treason ! The Western shore of Maryland, the home of my childhood, has ever been

a classic place, cherished in my heart with patriotic pride.—There are the remains of

my grandfather, a revolutionary soldier, and there, in an adjoining county, is the

landing-place of " the Pilgrims of St. Mary's," whose brigntest scenes and best

memories are imperishably connected with the Jesuits' name.
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Surh nnterodciilH, (hoii^lt not aalitinu'il of, I certainly ahoiild not have ndvertcd to Imd
1)1)1 nil tilitMiipt li(H-ii made, liy n fiibrii'nicd mtili mid itn et-cctcrnn, to rniil an iinjiiNt itnd

di-ndly <idimii upon n rolii^'ions order of wliirli I nm nt |)r<'s<'iil Superior in Mnrylaiid.

I raiinol lulp .scciii;^ in llii.s an cft'ort to rcmlcr nir and niy brt'tliren in reIi<^ion alierm nt

lionx' and HtranijiTH hy our own tiresideH. We arc cruelly inisrcjircMcnted l)y the frunier*

of the rthovc named oath. Were we more like the r^ricaiure macle of us, I feel convim^ed
thnt lliey would like u.s heller than they do. Assimilation would bethel aflection. Still,

while with a very little heart-ache I forego iheir nllection, a due rewpect for the opiniona
of men of ;;ood-wi!l move.sme lo make a brief declaration of our leiiela as Jesuita. For
this purpose I will use the highest otfK-ial authority, and employ ihe lanK'ia^e of our
recently-elected and present Superior-General. 1 quote from an encyclical letter of hia

received a few ilays since:
" The Sociely of Jesus bein» a religious order, has no other doctrine, no other rules

of conduct than those of the Catliolic Cluirdi as was publicly declared by my prede-
cessor in 1H47. In fact, and in right, the Jesuits are and declare themselves entirely

unconnecte<i with any political party, be it what it may.—Always and everywhere they
say to all, by their teaching and by their conduct, ' Render unto Cae.sar the things that

nr^ Crcsar's, and unto God the things that are God's.' (Mark xii, 17.) Such are the

principles wliich the Society of Jesus has always held, and from which it will never
depart."
This is the definition of the Superior-General, and his declaration alone is of authority

for the wliole Society.

I may yet refer to a still higher authority, the constitutions of our Society. These
incapacitate a member from holding any office of dignity or trust in it who intermeddles
in any political afl'airs or business of State. (See Institute, vol. 2, p. 2fiQ.) Here we
see the constitutions of the Jesuits excluding them from the political arena and the
legislative hall.

Our churches and the liberty to do good must suffice for us; and whatever our enemies
may say, faithful history and grateful hearts do and will yet witness in our favor.

Respectfully,

Charles IIenrt Stonestreet, S. J.

Provincial of Maryland.

ENCYCLICAL LETTER OF HIS HOLINESS, POPE PIUS IX,

COHTAINING THE DOGMATICAL DEFINITION OF THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION.

We insert the following iinportiint document in the original Latin, for the benefit of the Rev. Clergy,

and others, who may desire it for future reference. We copy from Uie Catholic University Gazette, and
presume it to be correct. A Trani>lation will be published as soon aa tlie autborized copy is received

from Rome.

SANCTISSIMI DOMINI NOSTRI PII DIVINA

PROVIDENTIA PAPiE IX. LITTERiE APOS-

TOLICE DE DOGMATICA DEFINITIONE

IMMACULAT-E CONCEPTIONIS VIRGINIS

DEIPARiE.

PIUS EPISCOPUS,
SERVUS SERVORUM DEI, AD PERPETUAM REI MEMORIAM.

InetTabilis Deus, cujus viae misericordia et Veritas, cujus voluntas omnipotentia, et

cujus sapientia attingit a fine usque ad finem fortiter et disponit omnia suaviter, cum ab
onini aeternitate praeviderit luctuosissimam totius humani generis ruinam ex Adami
transgressione derivandam, atque in mysterio a saeculis abscondito primum suae boni-
tatis opus decreverit per Verbi incarnationem sacramento occultiore complere, ut contra

misericors suuni proposilum homo diabolicae iniquitatis versulia actus in culpam non
»'' Vol. III.—No. 2.
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periret, el quod in primo Adamo casurum erat, in secundo felicius erigeretiir, ab initio

et ante saerula Unijjenito Filio suo niairem, ex qua caro factus in benta temporum plcni-

tudine nasceieiur, elegit atque ordinavit, tantoque prae ciealuris universis est proseqnu-

tus amore, ut in ilia una sibi propensissima voluntate complacuerit. Q,uapropier illam

longe ante ouincs Angelicos Spiritus, cunctcisque Sanclos caeleslium omnium charis-

niatuni copia de thesauro divinitalis deprom]iln ita mirifice cumulavil, ut Ipsa ab onini

prorsus ]ieccati labe semper libera, ac tola pulcra et perfecta earn innocentiae et sancli-

tatis plenitudinem prae se ferret, qua major sub Deo nullatenus intelligiiur, el quam
praeter Deum nemo assequi cogitando potest. Et quidem decebat omnino, ut perfec-

ti»siinne sanctitatis splenaoribus semper ornaia fulgeret, ac vel ab ipsa originalis cul})ae

lalie plane immunis amplissimum de antiquo serpenle triumphum referrel lam venera-

bilis mater, cui Deus IPater unicum Filium suum, quem de corde suo aequalem sibi

genitum lamquam seipsum diligit, ita dare disposuit, ut naluraliter esset unus idemque
communis Dei Patris, et Virginis Filius, et quam ipse Filius substantialiler facere sibi

niatrem elegit, et de qua Spiritus Sanctus voluit, et operalus est, ui conciperetur et nas-

ceretur ille, de quo ipse procedit.

Quam originalem augiistae Virginis innocentiam cum admirabili ejusdem sanctitate,

praecelsaque Dei Matris dignitate omnino cohaerentem catholica Ecclesia, quae a Sancio
semjier euocta Sj)iritii columna est ac firmamentum veritalis, tamquam doctrinam pos-

sidens divinitus acceptam, et caelestis revelationis deposito compreliensam multiplici

continenter ralione, sjilendidisque factis magis in dies explicare, proponere, ac fovere

nunquam dcstitit. Hanc enim doctrinam ab aniiquissimis lemporibus vigenlem, ac

fidelium animis penitus insitam, et Sacrorum Antistitum curis studiisque per catholicum

orbem mirifice propagatam ipsa Ecclesia luculentissime significavit, cum ejusdem Vir-

ginis Conceptionem publico fidelium cultui ac veneration! proponere non dubiiavil.

Q,uo illustri quidem facto ipsius Virginis Conceptionem veluti singularem, miram, et a

reliquorum hominum primordiis longissime secretam, el omnino sanctam colendam ex-
hibuit, cum Ecclesia nonnisi de Sanctis dies feslos concelebret. Atque iccirco vel ipsia-

sima verba, quibus diviiiae Scripturae de increata Sanientia loquunlur, ejusque sempi-
ternas origines repraesentant, consuevit turn in ecclesiasticis officiis, turn in sacrosancia

Liturgia adhibere, et ad illius Virginis piimordia iransferre, quae uno eodemque decrelo

cum Divinae Sapientiae iiicarnatione fuerant praestituta.

Q,uamvis auteni liaec omnia penes fideles ubique properecepta oslendant, quo studio

ejusmodi delmmaculata Virginis Conceptione doctrinam ipsa quoque Romana Ecclesia

omnium Ecclesiarum mater et magistra fuerit prosequuta, tamen illustria liujus Ecclesiae

facta digna plane sunt, quae nominatim recenseanlur, cum tanta sit ejusdem Ecclesiae dig-

nitas, atque auctoritas, quanta illi omnino debetur, quae est catholicae veritatis el unilatis

centrum, in qua solum inviolabiliter fuit custodita religio, et ex qua traducem fidei reli-

quae omnes Ecclesiae mutucntur oportet. Ilaque eadem Romana Ecclesia niliil polius
liabuit, quam eloquentissimis quil)usque modis Immaculatain Virginis Conceptionem,
ejusque cultum et doctrinam asserere, tueri, proniovere et vindicare. Quod apertissime
planissimequeteslantur et declarant tot insignia sane acta Ronianorum Pontificum De-
cessorum Nostrorum, quibus in persona A postolorum Principis abipsoChrislo Domirto
divinitus fuit commissa suprema cura atque potestas pascendi £ignos el oves, confirmandi
fratres, et universam regendi et gubernandi Ecclesiam.

Enimvero Praedecessores Nostri vehementer gloriati sunt Apostolica sua aucloritate

feslum Conceptionis in Romana Ecclesia instiluere, et proprio officio, propriaque missa,
quibus praerogativa immunitatis ab hereditaria labe manifeslissime asserebalur, augere,
honestare, el cullum jam institulum omni ope proniovere, aniplificare sive erogalis in-

dulgentiis, sive facultate triljuta civitatibus, provinciis, regnisque, ut Deiiiaram sub titulo

Immaculatae Conceptionis patronam sibi deligcrent, sive comprobatis Sodalitalibus

Congregationibus, Religiosisque Familiis ad Immaculatae Concejuionis lumorcm insiiiu-

tis, sive laudibus eorum pietali dclatis, qui monastcria, xenodocliia, allaria, templa sub
Immaculati Conceptus titulo erexerint, aut sacramenti religione inlerposita Immacula-
tam Deiparae Conceptionem strenue propugnare spoponderint. Insuper summopere
laelati sunt decernere Conceptionis festum ab omni Ecclesia esse habendum eodem censu
ac numero, quo festum Nalivitatis, idemque Concejitionis festum cum octava ab uni-
versa Ecclesia celebrandum, et ab omnibus inter ea, quae praecepta sunt, sancio colen-

dum, ac Pontificiam Cap|iellam in Patriarcliali Nostra Libcriana IJasilira die Virginis
Concepiioni sacro quotannis esse pcragcndam. Atfiiie cxo])tantc8 in fidelium animis
quolidie magis fovere hanc de Immaculata Deiparae Conceptione doctrinam, eorumque
pietatem excitare ad ipsam Virginem sine labe originali conceptam, colendam, el vene-
randam, jravisi sunt quam libentissime fiicultnlem Iribuere, ul in Lauretanis Litaniis, el

in ipsa Missae praefalione Immaculatus ejusdem Virginis proclamaretur Conceptus,
atque adeo lex credcndi ipsa supplicandi lc-i,'e statucretur. Nos porro tantorum Praede-
ressorum vcsiigiis inliaerentcs non solum quae ab ipsis pieutissime sapienlissinieque

fuerant coiistituta probavimuH, et recepimus, verum etiam memores inslitulionis Sixii
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IV proprium (Ic Iinniiiciiliiln Cnrx-fpliDnf oOicinni imrtoritni).' NoHtra miinivimuB, illiua-

tjtif usuin miivi'isiif Iv-rlcMinc lin-tittNiino |iri>iMu.s nniiiKi cniiccMMimus.

(4,ui>nitiiii vcro (|uiie ml riiltiiiii pfrlinciit, iiitiino pliiiie vuirulo cum ejusdem olijcclo

r.onsertu sunt, ne(|uc rnta el tixii iimiiere poKNiiiit, hi illud iiii(;e|>n itit, et in nnibi^uo ver-

Hetur, icrirr.o UtM-f.sHorcs NoMiri Romiini I'ontifuu's oiniii cum Concepiioiiin culiuin

nrnplifu-aiites, illius I'timn olyccium ac doc.trinam declarare, et iiiculcare iiiipen.sisMUiie

.studuiiimi. Etfiiitn <'lareapfrtt'(|iu' doi-niTf, ffsiuin a;;i de Vir(jiiiis Conccplione, attjue

uli lalsam, el ah Ecclesiat' nieiiic alii-niNsiinain pr<)s<ri(>8truiit illorum oj>iiii(Ji)eiii, «pii

non Coiicfptii)iien> ipsuin, sed siinctiticatioiiein ali Erdesia coli nrliiirareritur el aMiniiu-

r«nt. Nequc niitiu.s cum lis agendum es.se exialimaruni, <pii ad lal>efartaiidam de Iiiiiim-

culata Virfjinis Concepiione doclrinam exftof^jilato iiiler pnmuin utcjue ulterum Cmicep-
tionia iiiatanH et momentum discrimine, nsserebant, celebrnri auidam Conceptionem, sed

iiMM pru prinio intiiaiiti atque mnmenio. Ipsi namtpie PrcdeivaHort-.s Nnstri sunrum
parliuiu esse duxcrunl, et lieatissiinae Virj^iiiis Coni-eptioiiis fustuni, ot C(ini't'|>lionem

pro priiiio in.stanii tfiniqiiam veruiu cultus olijeclum oinni studio lucri a<- propufjiiare.

Hinc decrotoria plane verba, qiiibus Alexander VII, Dei-essor Nosier sincernin Ecele-

«iae menlein declnnivit, iiiqnieiis " Sane veins est Cliristifideiium erga ejus beaiissinmm
Matreni Viri^inem Mariain pietas senlieiitium, ejus animani in primu instaiili creatioiiis,

aique infusioiuH in corpus fuis.se specialia Dei gratia et jjrivilei^io, intuitu rneriiorum

Jesu Clirisii ejus Filii humani generis Redeinploris, t macula jieccati origiimlis praeser-

vaiam imniunem, atque in hoc sensu ejus Conceptionis festivitalem solemni ritu colen-

tiutn, et celebrantiuni."*

Aiquc illud in primis solemne quoque fuit iisdem Decessoribus Nostris doctrinnm de
Immaciilata Dei iMatris Conceptione snrtam tectamque omnicura, studio et contenlioiie

lueri. Eieiiiiu non solum nullatenus passi sunt, ipsam dt)Ctrinam (juovis modo a quo-
pinin nolari, atque traduci, verum etiam longe ulterius progressi perspicuis declara-

tionibus, iteralisque vicibus edixerunt, doctriiiam, qua Inmiaculatam Virginis Concep-
tiunem profitemur, esse, suoque merito haberi cum ecclesiastico cuitu plane consonam,
eamque veterem, ac prope universalem et ejusmodi, quam Romana Ecclesia sibi foven-

dam, luendamque suscejierit, atque omiiino dignam, quae in sacra ipsa Liturgia, solem-
nibusque precious usurparetur. Neque his conienti, ut ipsa de linmaculato Virginis

Conceptu docirina inviolata persisteret, opinionem huic doctrinae adversam sive pub-
lice, sive privaiim defend! posse severissime prohibuere, eamcjue muliiplici veluti vul-

nere confeciam esse volueruiil. duibus repetiiis luculenlissimisque declarationibus, ne
iiianes viderentur, adjecere sanctionem; quae omnia laudatus Praedecessor Noster Alex-
ander VII, his verbis est complexus.
" Nos considerantes, quod Sancta Romana Ecclesia de Intemeratae semper Virginia

Mariae Conceptione festuni solemniter celei)rat, et speciale ac proprium super hoc ofli-

cium olim ordiimvit juxta piam, devotam, et laudabilem institutionem, c^uae a Sixto IV.
Praedecessore Nostro tunc emanavil; volenlesque laudnbili huic pietati et devotioni, et

festo, ac cultui secundum illam exhibito, in Ecclesia Romana post ipsius cultus institu-

tionem nunquam imniutato, Romanorum Pontificum Praedecessorum Nostrorum ex-
emplo, favere, nee non tueri pietatem, et devotionem hanc colendi, et celebrandi bea-
tissimam Virginem, praeveniente scilicet Spiritus Sancti gratia, a peccato original!

praeservatam, cujiientesque in Christi grege uniuitem spiritus in vinculo pacis, sedatis

otlensionibu.s, et jurgiis, amotisque scandahs coiiservare: ad praefatorum Episcoporum
cum Ecclesiarum suarum Capiiulis, ac Philippi Regis, ejusque Regnorum oblatam
Nobis instantiam, ac preces; Constitutiones, et Decreta, a Romanis Pontificibus Praede-
cessoribus Nostris, et praecipue a Sixto IV, Paullo V, et Gregorio XV, edita in favo-

rem sententiae nssereiitis, Aiiiniam beatae Mariae Virginis in sui creatione, et in corpus
iiifusione, Spiritus Sancti gratia donatam, et a peccato originali jiraeservatani fuisse,

nee non et in favorem festi, et cultus Conceptionis ejusdem Virginis Deiparae, secundum
piam islam sententiam, ut praefertur, exhibiti, innovamus, et sub censuris, et poenis in

eisdem Constitutionibus conlentis, oljservari mandamus.
" Et insuper onines et singulos, qui praefatas Constitutiones, seu Decreta ita pergenl

interpretari, ut favorem per illas dictae sententiae, et festo seu cultui secundum illam ex-
hibito, frustrentur, vel qui hanc eamdem sententiam, festum seucultum in disputationein

revocnre, aut contra ea quoquo modo directe, vel indirecte aut quovis nraetextu, etiam
delinibililalis ejus examinandae. sive Sacram Scripturam, aut Sanctos Patres, sive Doc-
tores glossandi vel interpretaiidi, denique alio quovis praetexiu seu occnsione, scripto

aeu voce loqui,concionari, tractare, disputare, contra ea quidquamdeterminando, aut as-
serendo, vel argumenta contra ea afferendo, et insoluta relinquendo, aut alio quovis ex-
cogitatiili modo disserendo ausi fuerint; praeter poenas et censuras in Constitutionibus
Sixti IV contentas, quibus illos subjacere volumus, et per piaesentes subjicimus, etiam
concionandi, publice legendi, seu docendi, et interpretandi facultate, ac voce activa, et

passiva in quibuscumque electionibus, eo ipso absque alia declaratione privatoa esse vo-

* Alexander VII, Const. Sollicltudo omnium Ecclesiarum VIII. Decemhris, 1661.
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lumus; nee nnn ad concionandiim, publice legendum, docenduni, et interpretandum per-

petuae inliabililatis poenns ipso facto incurrere nhsque alia declaralione; a qiiilnis ])oeni8

nonnisi a nobis ipsis, vel a Successoribus Nostris Romania Poniificibus tibsoivi, aut

super iis dispensari possinl; nee non eosdem aliis poenis, nostro, et eorumdem Romano-
rum Pontificum Successorum Nostrorum arbitrio infligendis, paritersubjacere volumus,
prout subjicimus per praesentes, innovantes PauUi V et Gregorii XV superius memoni-
lus Consiituliones sive Decreta.

'• Ac libros, in quibus praefata sententia, festum, seu cultus secundum illam in du-

bium revocatur, aut contra ea quomodocumque, ut supra, aliquid scribiiur aut leeriiur,

seu locutiones, conciones, tractatus, et disputationes contra eadem continentur; jiost

Paulli V supra laudatum Decretum edita, aut in posterum quomodolibet edenda, prohi-

bemus sub poenis et censuris in Indice librorum prohibitorum contentis, et ipso facto

absque alia aeclaratione pro expresse prohibitis haberi volumus et mandamus.
Omnes autem norunt quanto studio haec de Immaculata Deiparae Virginia Concep-

tione doctrina a spectatissimis Religiosis Familiis, et celebrioribus Theologicis Acade-
miisac praestanlissimis rerum divinarum scientia Doctoribus fuerit tnidita, asserta ac

propugnata. Omnes pariter norunt quantopere solliciti fuerinl Sacrorum Antistites

vel in ipsis eeclesiasticis conventibuspalam publiceque profiteri, sanctissimam Dei Geni-

tricem Virginem Mariam ob praevisa Christi Domini Redemptoris merita nunquam ori-

ginali subjacuisse peccato, sed praeservatam omnino fuisse ab originis lalje, et iceireo

sublimiori niodo redemptani. Q-uibus illud profecto gravissimum, et omnino maximum
aecedit, ipsam quoque Tridentinam Synodum, cum dogmaticum de peccato original!

ederet decretum, quo juxla sacrarum Scripturarum, sanctorumque Pairum, ac probalis-

simorum Conciliorum testimonia statuit, ac definivit, omnes homines nasci originali

culpa infectos, tamen solemniter declarasse, non esse suae intentioiiis in decreto ipso,

tantaque definitionis amplitudine comprehendere beatam, et immaculutam Virginem Dei
Genitricem Mariam. Hac enim declaratione Tridentini Patres, ipsam Ijeatissimam Vir-

ginem ab originali labe soiutam pro rerum temporumque adjunctis satis innuerunt, atque

adeo perspicue significarunt, nihil ex divinis litteris, nihil ex tj-aditione, Patrumque aue-

toritate rite aflerri posse, quod tantae virginis praerogativae quovis modo refragetur.

Et re quidem vera hanc de Immaculata beatissimae Virginis Conceptione doctrinam
quotidie magis gravissimo Ecclesiae sensu, magisterio, studio, scientia, ac sapientia tam
splendide explicatam, declaratam, confirmatam, et apud omnes catholici orl.)is populos,
ac nationes mirandum in modum propagalam, in ipsa Ecclesia semper extitisse veluti a
majoribus acceptam, ac revelatae doctrinae charactere insignitam illustria venerandae
antiquitatis Ecclesiae orientalis et occidentalis monumenta validissime testantur. Christi

enim Ecclesia sedula depositoruni apud se dogmatum custos, et vindex, nihil in his un-
quam permutat, nihil minuit, nihil addit, sed omni industria vetera fideliter sapien-

terque tractando si qua anliquitus informata sunt, et Patrum fides sevit, ita limare, ex-
polire studet, ut prisca ilia coelestis doctrinae dogmata accipiant evidentiam, lucem, dis-

linctionem, sed retineant plenitudinem, integriiatem, proprietatem, ae in suo tantum
genere crescant, in eodem scilicet dogmate, eodem sensu, eademque sententia.

Equidem Paires, Ecclesiaeque Scriptores caelestibus edocti eloquiis nihil antiquius

habuere, quam in libris ad explicandas Scripturas, vindicanda dogmata, erudiendosque
fideles elucubralis summam Virginis sanctiuitem, dignitatem, atque ab omni peccati

labe integritaiem, ejusque praeclaram de teterrimo humani generis hoste vieloriam multis

mirisque modis eertaiim praedicare atque eflerre. duapropter enarrantes verba, quibus
Deus praeparata renovandis mortalibus suae pietatis remedia inter ipsa mundi pri-

mordia praenuntians et deceptoris serpentis reiudit audaciam, et nostri generis spem
mirifice erexit, inquiens " Inimicitias ponam inter te et mulierem, et semen tuum el

semen illius" docuere, divino hoc oraculo clare aperteque praemonstratum fuisse mise-
ricordem humani generis Redemptorem, scilicet Unigeniium Dei Fiimin Christum
Jesum, ac designatam beatissimam Ejus matrem Virginem Mariam, ac simul ipsissimas

utriusque contra diabolum inimicitia.s insigniter expressas. Q.uocirrn sicut Chrisius
Dei hominumque mediator humana a.ssumpta natura delens quod adversus nos erat chi-

rographum derreti, illud cruci triumphator affixit, sic sanctissima Virgo arciissimo, et

indissolubili vinculo cum Eo conjuncta una cum lllo, ct per Ilium sempitpriias contra
venonosum serpentein inimicitias exercens, ac de ipso plenissime triumphans illius

caput immaculato pede eontrivit.

Huiic eximium, singularemque Virginis triumphum, excellentissimamque innocen-
tiam, puritatem, sanctitatem, ejuaque ab omni peccati labe integritaiem, atque inefla-

bilem cociestium omnium gratiarum, virtutum, nc privilegiorum copiam, et magnitu-
dinem iidem Patre.s viderunt turn in area ilia Noe, ipine divinitus constituta a com-
muni totiuH mundi naufragio plane salva et incolumis evn.sit; tum in scala ilia, qunm de
terra ad coelum usnue pertingere vidit Jacob, ciijus gradibus Angeli Dei ascendelinnt, cu-

jusque vertici ipse mniiebatur Dominus; tum in rulio illo, quem in loco saneto Moysca
undique ardere, ac inter crepitantea ignis flammas non jam comburi aut jacturam vel

minimam pat i, sed ptdcre virescere ac florescere conspexit; tum in ilia inexpugnabili
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tiirri n fiicie inimici, ex fjii/i niille clypci i>iii(knt, oninisfiuc nrinntura fDiiiiirir, lum in

horlu illo c.uiicluHii, qui iiesoil violari, iii-(|ue <-.<)rruiii|)i iiIIim iiisidiitruin fniudiliun: turn

in curiiHca illn Dei civitiite, ciiJiim riiiulunu-ntu in niontiWuH Hnnctiii; (uin in nuKUHtiMflinio

illo Dei teniplo, (|U(i(l diviniH rufiili.-'cns Njilundoriliun plenum ent {;;luriu Domini; turn in

nliis t'jusdem ^encriH umnino plurimiM, (|uil>UM, exiciaiim Dcijiarue di^niiiitcm, ejuH(|uc

illihntani innoccntiiini, et nulli unquam nuevo ubnoxiani sunctiUitem intiigniter ]>ruenun-

I'Uitani fuiMMc I'alrcs tradiderunt.

Ad Inuu". tamdt in divinnrtim niunerum veluli sumninm, originalemciuc Virginia, do
qua natus eat JeKu.s, inle^ri latent deHcriitendam iidem l'rf>phetaruni ndliilientcs eloquin

non aliter ipsam au^ustnm Vir^inem cuncelel>rarunt, ac uli i:<iiuinbam mniidam cl iiniic-

tam JeruNaiem, ct excelsum Dei thrunnm, el arram Hanctificationis et dumum, qiiam

uibi aeterna aeiiificavil tSapieniia, et Re<;inain iilani, quae deliciis atlluenN, et innixa
super Dilectum euum ex ore Alti.ssiiui prodivit unininu perfecla, Bpeeinaa ac peniluH

cnra Deo, et nullo un(|uam Ial)i8 naevo maculata. Cum vero i|i8i PatreH, Erxleniaeque

Scriptores nnimo meiiietpie rcpularent, bcatissimam Virginem ab Anjcelo Gabriele 8ub-
limiMsinmm Dei Matris difj^nitatem ei nunliante, ipsius Dei nomine ei jushu gratin nle-

nam fuisse nuncupalam, docuerunt liac singulari Holemnique salulatione nunquam alias

audita osieiidi, Deipiinuii fuisse omnium divinarum gratiarum sedeni, umnibuHqiie di-

vini Spirilus cliariNmatibiis exoriiatam, inimo eorumdem charismalum infinitum prope
tliesaurum, ai)yssumciue inexhaustam, adeo ut nuncuam maledicto obnoxia, el una cum
Filio perpetuae benedictionis pailiceps ab Elisal)etli divino acta Sjiiritu audire meruerit
beiudicla Tii inter mulicres, el benedictusfrudus ventris tui.

Hinc non luculeiita minus, quam concors eorumdem sententia, glorio.sissimam Virgi-

nem, cui fecit magna, cpii Potens est, ea caelestium omnium donorum vi, ea gratiue

plenitudine, eaque innocentia emicuisse, qua veluli inefTabile Dei mirai-uium, inimo om-
nium miraculorum apex, ac digna Dei mater exliterit, et ad Deum ipsum pro ralione

creatae naturae, quam proxime aceedens, omnibus, qua humnnis, qu;i angeiicis praeco-

niis celsior evaserit. Atque iccirco ad originalem Dei Genitricis innoi"entiam,justiiiam-

que vindicandam, non Eam modo cum Heva adliuc virgine, adiiuc innocente, adhuc in-

corrupta, et nondum mortiferis fraudulentissimi ser[tentis insidiis decejua saepissime
contulerunt, verum etiam mini quadam verborum, sententiarumque vandate praelule-

runt. ileva enim serjienti misere obsequuta et ab originali excidit innocentia, et illius

mancipium evasit, sea bcalissima Virgo originale donum jugiler augens, quin serpenti

aures unq^uain praebuerit, illius vim polestalemque virtuie divinilus accepta funditus

labefaclavil.

Q-uapropter nunquam cessarunl Deiparnm appellare vel lilium inter spinas, vel terram
omnino intactam, vii-gineam, illibatam, inmiaculatam, semper benedictam, el ab omni
f)eoa»ti contagione liberam, ex qua iiovus formatus est Adam, vel irrejireliensibileni,

ucidissimum, amoenissimumque innocentiae, immortalitatis, ac doliciaruni paradisum a

Deo ipso consitum et ab omnibus venenosi serpentis insidiis defensum, vel lignum im-
marcescibile, quod peccati vermis nunquam conuperit, vel fontem semper illimem, el

Spirilus Sancti virtute signatum, vel divinissimum templum, vel immortalitatis thesau-

rum, vel unam et solam non mortis sed vitae filiam, non irae sed graiiae germen, quod
semper vireiis ex corrupta, infeclaque radice singulari Dei provldentia praeler statas

communesque leges eflloruerit. Sed quasi haec, licet splendidissima, satis non forent,

propriis dennitisque sentenliis edixerunt, nullam prorsus, cum de peccatis agitur, hab-
endam esse quaestionem de sancla Virgine Alaria, cui plus gratiae collatum fuit ad vin-

cendum omni ex parte peccatum; turn professi sunt, gloriosissimam Virginem fuisse

parenlum reparatricem, posterorum vivificatiicem, a saeculo eleclam, ab Altissimo sibi

praeparatam, a Deo, quando ad serpentem ait, inimicitias ponam inter te et mulierem,
praedictam, quae procul dubio venenalum ejusdem serpentis caput contri\it; ac propte-

reaaffirmarunt, eamdem beatissimam Virginem fuisse per gratiam ab omni peccati labe

iniegram, ac liberam ab omni contagione el corporis, et animae, et intellectus, ac semper
cum Deo conversatam, et sempiterno foedere cum Illo conjunctam, nunquam fuisse in

tenebris, sed semper in luce, et iccirco idoneum plane extitisse Cliristo haliitaculum non
pro habitu corporis, sed pro gratia originali.

Accedunt noblissima efTata, quibus de Virginis Conceplione loquentes teslati sunt, na-
turam gratiae cessisse ac stetisse Iremulam pergere non sustinentem: nam futurum erat,

ut Dei Genitrix Virgo non antea ex Anna conciperetur, quam gratia fructum ederet:

concipi siquidem primogenitam oportebat, ex qua concipiendusesset oinnis creatura: pri-

mogeniius. Teslati sunt carnem Virginis ex Adam sumpiam maculas Adae non adinis-

isse, ac propterea beatissimam Virginem labernaculum esse ab ipso Deo creatum, Spi-
ritu Sanclo formatum, et purpureae revera operae, quod novus ille Btseleel auro intex-

tum variumque effinxit, eamdemque esse meritoque cclebrari ut illam, quae proprium
Dei opus primum exliterit, ignitis maligni telis laluerit, el pulcra nalura, ac labis prorsus
omnis nescia, tamquam aurora undequaque rulilans in mundum prodiverit in sua Con-
ceplione Immaculaia. Non eniin decebat, ut iliud vas electionis comniuiiibus lacessere-

tur injuriis, quoniara plurimum a ceteris differens, natura communicavit non culpa, immo
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prorsus decebnt, ut sicut Uni2;enitus in cnelis Patrem liabuit, queni Seraphim ter saiictum

extollunt ita malrt-m haberet in terris, quae nitori sanctitatis iiunquaiii caruerit. Alque
liaec quidem dnctrina adeo majorum mentes, animosque occupavil, ul siiiiiodaris et om-
nino inirus penes illos invaluerit loquendi usus, quo Deiparnm saepissime comjiellarunt

imniaculiiinni, omnique ex parte immaculatam, innoceniem et innocentissiniam, illiba-

tam et undequaque illibatam, sanctam et ab omni peccati sorde alienissimam, totam
puram, toiam inlemeratani, ac ipsam pro])e purilalis et innocentiac forniam, pulcritudine

pulcriorem, venusiate venustiorem, sanciiorem eanctitaie, solamque sanctam, purissi-

mamque anima et corpora, qua; super°;ressa est omnem integritatem et virginitatem, ac

sola tota facta domicilium universarum j2:ratiarum Sanctissimi Spirilus, et quae, solo

Deo excepto, extitit cunctis superior, et ipsis Clierubim et Serapliim, et omni exercitu

Angelorum nalura pulcrior, formosior et sanctior cui praedicandae caelestes et terrenae

linguae minime sufHciunt. (iuem usum ad sanctissimae quoque liiurgiae monumenta
atque ecclesiastica officia sua veluli sponte fuisse traductum, et in iilis passim recurrere,

ainpliterque dominari nemo ignorat,cum in illis Deipara invoceiur et praedicetur veluti

una incorrupta pulcritudinis columba, veluli rosa semper vigens, et undequaqe purissima,

et semjier immaculata semperque beata, ac celebretur uli innocenlia, quae nunquam fuit

laesa, et altera Heva, quae Emmanuelem perperit.

Nil igiiur mirum si de Immaculata Deipurae Virginis Conceptione doctrinam judicio

Patrum divinis litteris consignatam, tot gravissimis eorumdem testimoniis traditam, tot

illustribus venerandae aniiquitatis monumentis expressam et celebratam, ac maximo gra-

vissimoque Ecclesiae judicio propositam et confirmatjim tanta pietaie, rcligione et amore
ipsius Ecclesiae Pastores, populique fideles quotidie magis profiteri sint gjoriati, ut nihil

iisdem dulcius, niliil carius, quam ferventissimo afiectu Deiparam Virginem absque labe

originali conceptam ubique colere, venerari, invocare, et praedicare. duamobrem ab
aiuiquis temi)oribus Sacrorum Antistites, Ecclesiastici viri, regulares Ordines, ac vel ipsi

Imperatores et Reges ab hac Apostolica Sede enixe efflagitarunt, ut Immaculata sanctis-

simae Dei Genitricis Conceptio veluti catholicae fidei dogma definiretur. Quae posfu-

lationes hac nostra quoque aetate iteratae fuerunt, ac potissimum felicis recordationis Gre-
gorio XVI. Praedecessori Nostro ac Nobis ipsis oblalae sunt tum ab Episcopis, turn

a Clero saeculari, tum a Religiosis Familiis, ac summis Principibus et fidelibus populis.

Nos itaque singulari animi Nostri gaudio haec omnia probe noscentes, ac serio consi-

derantes, vix dum licet immeriti arcano divinae Providenliae consilio ad banc sublimem
Petri Catliedram evecti totius Ecclesiae gubernacula tractanda suscepimus, nihil certe

antiquius habuimus, quam pro sunima Nostra vel a teneris annis erga sanctissimam Dei
Gcnitricem Virginem Mariam veneratione, pietate et aflectu ea omnia peragere, quae
adhuc in Ecclesiae votia esse poterant, ut beatissimae Virginis honor augeretur, ejusque

praerngativae uberiori luce nitereiit. Omnem autem maturitatem adhibere volentes con-

stituimus peculiarcm VV.FF. NN. S. R. E. Cardinalium religione, consilio, ac divina-

rum rerum scientia illuslrium Congregationem, et viros ex clero tum saeculari, tum
regulari, theologicis disciplinis apprime excultos selegimus, ut ea omnia, quae Immacu-
latam Virginis Conceptionem respiciunt, accuratissime perpenderent, propriamque sen-

tentiam ad Nos deferrent. duamvis autem Nobis ex receptis postulalionibus de defini-

enda tandem niiquando Immaculata Virginis Conceptione perspectus esset plurimorum
Sacrorum Antistitum sensus, famen EncyclicasLitteras die 2 Feliruarii, anno 1849 Caje-

tae datas ad omnes Veneral)iles Fratres totius catholici orbis Sacrorum Antistites misi-

mus, lit, adhil)itis ad Deum precibus. Nobis scriptoetiam significarent, quae esset suo-

rum fidelium erga Immaculatam Deiparae Conceptione pietas, ac devotio, et quid ipsi

praesertim Antistites de hac ipsa definitione ferenda sentirent, quidve exoptarent, ut,

c[Uo fieri snlemnius posset, supremum Nostrum judicium proferremus.

Non mediocri certe solatio aflecti fuimus uhi eorumdem Venerabilium Fratrum ad

Nos responsa vcnerunt. Nam iidem incredibili quadam jucunditiite, laetitia, ac studio

Nobis rescribentes non solum singularem siiain et proprii cujusque cleri, populique

fidelis erga Immaculatum beatissimae Virginis Conceptum pictatem, mentemque denuo
confirmanint, verum etiam communi veluti veto a Nobis expostulaninl, ut Immaculata
ipsius Virginis Conceptio supremo Nostro judicio et auctoritate definiretur. Nee mi-

nori certe interim gaudio pcrfusi sumus, cum VV. FF. NN. S. R. E. Cardinales com-
memoratae peculiaris Congregationis, et pracdicti Theologi Consullores a nobis elecli

pari alacritate et studio post examen dili^enter adhibitum banc de Immaculata Deiparae
Conceptione definiiionem a Nobis elUngitaverint.

Post haec illustribus Pniedecessorum Nosirorum vestigiis inhaerenies, ac rite recieqiie

procedere opiantes indiximus et habuimus Consisloritim, in quo Venerabiles Fratres

Nostros Snnctne Romanne Ecclesiae Cardinales alioquuti sumus, eosnue summa animi
Nostri consolaiione audivimus a Nobis exposcere, ut dogmaticam de Immaculata Dei-

parae Virginis Conceptione definitionem emitlere vellemus.

Itaqtie plurimum in Domino confisi advenis.se lemporum opportunitatem pro Imma-
culata sanctissimae Dfi Genitricis Virginis Mariae Conceplione dcfinicnda, quam diviiia

eloquia, veneranda traditio, perpetuus Ecclesiae sensus, singularis catholicorum Antisti-
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turn, lie fidelium conHpirntio el inaignia I'rnetlecpHSOrum Noatrorum ncta, conslitulionen

minficc illuNtrant at(|U(> iliM'liirtint; rclniN oniiiilxiN (lili<;oi)liHNiine perpeiiHiH, ct nMiiidiiiii,

fL'rvidi{i(|uc ad Dciini {irttibiiM ft]'iiMif), tiutiiiiR' cun< Iniiduin NoMh euHe ri-iiHiiiiniiH Hii]>rL-

mo Nosiro jiidicio ImiiwuulatMiii ipniiis Virf;iiiiH CoiKi-plionem Hancire, dtfuiiri-, atipie

ita pienliNNimis (-nlholiri nrhis detiidi'riiR, Nostracqnc in i|)Mniii HaiirliHHimuni Vir'Miicni

pii-tati Bntiafaicre, ac siimil in Ijisn Unigenilum Filium Hiiuin Doininum NoHlrum Jtiiuin

Cliristuni ma^'is at(|ue niH^ia honorificore, cum in Filium rcdundet quidquid hunoria ct

Inudi.s in Matreni inipenditur.

Cinaro j)i).si(|iiani nuiKiuam intermissinius in luimiliiatc ct jcjunio privatna Nnalrna et

pul)lii'ns Kci Icsiac proi-s Deo Fatri per Filinni Fjius dllerre, ut ypinluH yancti virtule

menteni Nosirani airigere, et confirniare dignaretur, iniploraio univcrHae coelcMlia Curitie

pmosidio, et advocnto cum geniitibus, Puraclito Spirilu, eorpie sic adHpiraiitc, ad hono-
rcm Sanc.tne et Individuae Trinitatis, ad deeus et ornamentum Virfjinia Deijiarae, ad

cxullationem Fidei catliolicne, et Cliristianae Relio;ionis au^nientuin, auctoritate Domini
Noalri Jesu Cliristi, licatorum Apostolurum I'etri, et Pnuli, ac Nostra dettlarnmua, pro-

nuncinmus el defininnis, doclrinani, quae tenet, beatissimam Virfjinem Mariani in prinio

instnnti 8Une Concei>tionis fuisse sin^ulari oninipotentis Dei gratia et privilef;io, intuitu

nieritoruni Cliristi Jesu Salvatoris luiniani generis, nl) omni originalis cnl|iae labe j>rae-

servntam iniinunem, esse a Deo revelatani, atque iccirco al) oiunilius fidelibua fimiiler

constantcrque crcdendani. Ciuapropter si qui secus ac n Nobis definituni est, quod, Deua
avertnt, pracsunipserint corde sentire, ii noverint, ac, porro sciant se proprio judicio con-
domnatos, naufnii^iuin circa fidein passos esse, et ab unitate Ecclesiae defecis.se, ac prae-

terea facto ipso suo seniet poenis a jure slatutis subjicere si quod corde sentiunt, verbo
aut scripto, vel alio quovis externo modo significare ausi fuerint.

Repletum quidein est gaudio os Nostrum et lingua Nostra exultatione, atque humilli-

mas maximasque Christo Jesu Domino Nostro agimus et semper agemus gratias, quod
singulari suo beneficio Nobis licet immerentibus concesserit liunc Tionorem atque lianc

gloriam el laudem sanctissimae suae Matri oflcrre et decernere. Certissima vero spe et

omni jirorsus fiducia nitinuir fore, ut ipsa beatissiina Virgo, quae tola |)ulcra et Immacu-
lata vencnosum crudelissimi serpentis caput contrivit, et salutem attulit mundo, quaeque
Prophetarum, Apostolorumque^praeconium, et honor Martyrum, omniumquc Sanctorum
laetitia et corona, quaeque tutissimum cunctorum periclitantium perfugium, et fidissima

auxiliatrix, ac lotius terrarum orbis potentissima apud Unigenitum Filium suum media-
trix, et conciliatrix, ac praeclarissimum Ecclesiae Sanctae decus et ornamentum, firmis-

simumque praesidium cuncias semper interemit liaereses, et fideles populos, gentesque a
maximi^ omnia generis calamitatibus eripuit, ac Nos ipsos a tot ingruentibus periculis

liberavit; velit validissimo suo patrocinio efficere, ut sancta Mater Catholica Ecdesia,
cunctis amotis difficultatibus, cunctisque profligatis erroribus, ubicumque gentium, ubi-
cumque locorum quotidie magis vigeat, floreat, ac regnet a mari usque ad mare et a flu-

mine usque ad terminos orbis terrarum, omiiique pace, tranquillitate, ac libertate fruatur,

ut rei veniam, aegri medelam, pusilli corde robur, afflicti consolationem, periclitantes ad-
jutorium obtineant, et omnes eirantes discussa mentis caligine ad veritatis ac justiliae

eemitam redeaiit, ac fiat unum ovile, etunus pastor.

Audiant haec Nostra verba omnes Nobis carissimi catliolicae Ecclesiae filii, el arden-
tiori usnue pietatis, religionis, et amoris studio pergant colere, invocare, exorare, beatis-

simam Dei Genitricem Virginem Mariam sine labe originali conceptam, atque ad hanc
dulcissimam misericordiae et gratiae Matrem in omnibus periculis, augustiis, neressitati-

bus, rebusque dubiis ac trepidis cum omni fiducia confugiant. Niliil enini timendum,
nihilque desperandum Ipsa duce. Ipsa auspice. Ipsa propiiia. Ipsa protegente, quae
maternum sane in nos gerens animum, noslraeque salutis negotia iractans de universo
humano genere est sollicita, et coeli, terraeque Regina a Domino constituta, ac super
omnes Angelorum chores Sanctorumque ordines exaltata adstans a dextris Unigeniti
Filii Sui Domini Nostri Jesu Cliristi maternis suis precibus validissime impetrat, et

quod quaerit invenit, ac frustrari non potest.

Denique ut ad universalis Ecclesiae notitiam haec Nostra de Immaculata Conceptione
beatissimae Virginia Mariae definitio deducatur, has Apostoiicas Nostras Lilteras, ad
perpetuam rei memoriam extare voluimus; mandantes ut liarum transumptis, seu
exemplis etiam impressis, manu alicujus Notarii publici subscriptis, et sigillo nersonae
in ecclesiastica dignitate constitutae munitis eadem prorsus fides ab omnibus adliibeatur,
quae insis praesentibus adhiberetur, si forent exhibitae, vel ostensae.

Nuili ergo hominum liceat paginam hanc Nostrae deciarationis, pronunciationis, ac
definitionis infringere, vel ei ausu temerario adversari et contraire. Si quis autem hoc
attentare praesumpserit, indignationem omnipotentis Dei ac beatorum Petri et Paulli
Apostolorum ejus se noverit i'ncursurum.
Datum Romae apud Sanctum Petrum Anno Incarnalionis Dominicae Millesimo

octingentesimo ouinquagesimo quarto VI. Idus Decembris Anno MDCCCLIV. Pon-
tificatus Nostri Anno Nono.

Pics PP. IX.
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I.

—

Foreign Affairs.
We have been obliged to curtail our Record this month, in order to make room for

the Pope's Encyclical Letter, and other important matter. The next number will con-
tain those events of importance, which we have been obliged to omit in the present.

The following brief summary must, therefore, suffice.

Rome.—The French army of occupation is at present reduced to 3500 men, of whom,
3000 are stationed at Rome and 500 at Civita Vecchia.—His Holiness admitted Cardinal
Wiseman, among the Cardinals composing the Sacred Congregation of the Index.

—

Cardinal Simonetfi died lately at Rome—The Bishop Mans also departed this life, at

the Palace of the Gluiriiial. The Pope visited the venerable prelate before his d«ath.

Sardinia.—A bill was introduced into the Sardinian Parliament for the suppression
of ail monastic establishments, except the Sisters of Charity, and those destined for hos-
pit^il service, or to public instruction, not, however, including the Jesuits. Against this

measure, the Bishops have unanimously signed a strong remonstrance.—The Q.ueen,
Maria Adelaide, consort of Victor Emanuel, and the dueen Dowager, both died

recently—Sardinia has joined the Western powers, and is preparing to send a large

force to the Crimea.
Spain.—A new Constitution was submitted to the Chambers. It declares that the

sovereignty emanates from the people,—the Catholic to be the established religion, but
all others are allowed—the press free—the Legislature to consist of two Chambers—the

Cortes to meet annually—to assent to royal marriages, and to appoint the regency
when occasion requires. Determined hostility is, nevertheless, manifested against tlie

Church: a proposition has been made to suppress the teaching of philosophy and
theology in all the diocesan seminaries.

England.—Lord John Russell resigned the Premiership, which was followed by that

of all the other members of the Cabinet. A new ministry has been formed with Lord
Palmerston as Premier—much dissatisfaction has been expressed in parliament at the

manner in which the war has been managed, and an investigation into the causes

demanded; nearly .£3,000,000 sterling were voted for war purposes. His Eminence,
Cardinal Wiseman, had arrived in England, via France, on his way from Rome

—

Archdeacon Denison has been recently tried before a commission appointed for that

pupose, for preaching and publishing doctrines on the Holy Eucharist, deemed
" heretical " by the ortliodox brethren of the Established Church; no decision has yet

been made in the case.

Ireland.—The country is tranquil; the only movement of importance is that of

Tenant Right; large and enthusiastic demonstrations forwarding this movement have
been held in several places. The papers state that Mr. Lucas has failed in his embassy
to the Eternal Ciiy. After full time had elapsed for considering the complaints against

the Archbishop of Dublin and the Bishop of Ossory, the case was dismissed, as not re-

quiring the interposition of the Holy See.

France.—The most active and extensive military preparations are in progress. A
detachment of the imperial guard had embarked for the Crimea. The A bhe Buonaparte,

cousin to the Emperor, lately ordained priest at Rome, is expected to visit the Tuileries.

Prince Napoleon lias returned from the seat of war on account of ill health.

The Crimea.—Nothing of importance has taken place in this region. The Russians

made seval unsuccessful attacks on the French. It is stated that the Emperor of Russia

has signified his assent to the propositions for peace, still he keeps up tiie most active

war preparations.

II.— Domestic Intelligence.
Bishop of Portland.—The Rev. Dr. W. Bacon, of Brooklyn, has been appointed

Bishop of Maine. The beautiful church of St. Joseph, Brooklyn, was snlemnly dedi-

cated on 21st ult. A new church at Bri.stol, St. Mark's, was also dedicated. William
Linton, A. M., Editor of the If'esUrn Tablet, died on the 22d ult. Thomas D'Arcy
McGee, Esq., the able Editor of the American Celt, left New York to pay a short visit

to Ireland. Congress, after a lengthy discu.<!sion, pa.ssed the French spoliation bill, but

the President returned it with his veto. A bill conferring the rank of IJeiUenant Gttural

of the army on General Scott, passed both houses of Congress and received the sig-

nature of the President. A bill to extend the naturalization laws to twenty-one years,

and to restrict the immigration of foreigners, was introduced into the House of Rejire-

sentatives Mr. Soule has resigned the post of minister to Spain, and the Hon. Au-
gustus C. Dodge has been appointed to fill the vacancy.
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RUSSIA AND THE ALLIES—AUSTRIA AND HER POLICY.

Continued from page 77.

The Congress of Vienna had decided that Poland should be united to Russia
;

and, as if to conceal from scrutiny an act that could not be defended by the parties

who aided in its accomplishment, but to which the pressure of Russian influence

demanded submission, the mockery of a distinct kingdom, with national institu-

tions, was stipulated for; and Alexander himself was cast to figure in the illusory

scene. The emperor published an address to his Polish subjects, proclaiming that

their state was now elevated into "the Kingdom op Poland—a title they so

ardently longed for, and which they had acquired at the cost of so much blood

and so many sacrifices."*

With such a neighbor as Alexander at her elbow, with the same vigilant Argus
overlooking her Sclavic territories on a distant frontier, and deserted by every

Cabinet in Europe, could Austria do otherwise than yield to a combination of

circumstances whose force she must dread, but whose menacing agglomeration

she could not possibly avert? Was there any thing in her antecedents that required

of her now to oppose herself alone to the power of Russia, whose colossal propor-

tions the other governments of Europe had contributed so much to strengthen and

enlarge ? Had the heroic sacrifices already made by the house of Hapsburg to

satisfy the imperial ambition of Pitt, no claim to exemption from dismal repetition ?

Was she once more to bare her breast to the bolt of war, in order that England

might retain her, chained to the car of a selfish policy, which sought to make of

Austrian subjects the consumers of the products of English looms and Enghsh
mines ? For twenty years Austria had battled with heroic devotion against revolu-

tionary France, and the overshadowing military power which Napoleon sought to

consolidate on the continent of Europe: must she again, alone, uncared for, un-

stayed by other nations, equally with herself interested in the result, expose her ter-

ritories to the ravages of war, in order that the fictitious and dynastic equilibrium

* Revue des deux Mondes, 1854. Capefigue, Congres de Vienna.
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of Europe mi<?hl be maintainod in its plenitude, and be made subservient to the ma-

terial and selfish interests of Great Britain ? While all this would seem to have

been expected of Austria, let us turn briefly to contemporary events, and measure

in this connection the conduct of England and France by acts whose consequences

have so powerfully aided in propelling Europe towards the present momentous

crisis.

There are two methods by which " aid and comfort" may be imparted to one of

two rivals in the attitude of combat and ready for the onset. One is, a direct con-

tribution offeree to the party intended to be benefited, the other—an indirect weak-

ening of the party sought to be discomfited. Russia and Turkey for years have

exhibited this character of antagonism. England and France have not exposed

themselves to the charge of political suicide by adopting the first method; but they

have seriously compromised their own iiiterests and plunged Europe into a bloody

and unmeaning war by electing to follow the second course.

Every reader of history has read, with more or less interest, the story of the

Greek Revolution. Its incidents are too familiar to be traced here. The polished

pen of Everett, the majestic oratory of Webster and the gushing eloquence of

Clay have imparted to the subject an interest and a pathos, which the memory,

once imbued with its epic incidents, would in vain attempt to shake ofl".

England and France acted in concert with Russia to aid the Greeks in their

struggle with the Ottoman Porte. The Greeks were flattered with the hope, not

only of entire emancipation from the ruthless rule of the Turk, but their aspira-

tions were carried to such an extreme of exaltation, that they vainly expected the

restoration of their ancient empire—redolent with the glowing memories of Mara-

thon and Salamis, and green with the civic triumphs of Pericles and Demosthenes.

In the struggle the Greeks fought with courage, and their valor was crowned

.

with partial success. Unfortunately they revealed a spark of their ancestral apti-

tude for maritime enterprise. The phantom of a rival flitted across the selfish

vision of England, and the Greeks were abandoned to a miserable heterarchy, so

insignificant as to pocket insult from English factors; and too meanly weak to

chastise a bullying sea captain, clamoring for a paltry indemnity of a few thou-

sand dollars.

Up to the time of the treaty of Adrianople (Sept. 14, 1829,) England and

France had acted in concert with Russia to cripple the power of Turkey. It was

during the subsistence of the trilateral treaty that the Turkish fleet was destroyed

at Navarino by the combined fleets of England, France and Russia. At a blow,

and without any previous declaration of war, the maritime power of Turkey was

extinguished forever. This arm of Turkish defence and Turkish aggression, was

the only barrier that could safely resist tlie encroachments of Russia in llie Black

Sea, and keep intact the straits of the Dardanelles. Without her fleet, and unaidtxl

by France and England, how can Turkey keep the harbor of Constantinople

undefiled by the prows of the Russian navy? As well might she expect to shut

out the harem of the Sultan from the brutish gaze of the Cossack, when the Rus-

sian eagle shall perch on the dome of St. Sophia, and Ryzaiilium rings with the

victorious shouts of Russian soldiery.

Anterior in time to ihe destruction of the Ottoman fleet at Navarino—viz. in

1807—it became of importance to England, that the whole force ol Russia should

be concentrated against Napoleon. The embers of war between Russia and

Turkey were being roused into a flame by the latter power, who deemed the time

propitious to strike an efl*ective blow at Russia. England frowned at the menacing
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nttiliulf nssunu'd l)y the I'ortf; and, inic to hrr traditional ruodc of wurlan-, she

did not wail tin- issm^ of diplomatic protest, l)iit hurled the holt of her vindii-tiv*'-

ness ere the lis(htiiin£» flash iiiul preli^jnred the source of the deathtienlitiij stroke.

AdiiiimI Duckworth was ordered to force the Dardanelles and (ling a hauphty

menace in the very te«-th of the SnItnn. Not sntisded with this ingloricjus hravado,

the redouhtahle admiral, liiulinp a portion of the Turkish fleet ofT Cape Nagara,

at the entrance of the Sen of Marmora, attacked and destroyed one ship of the

line, four frijariites and two corvettes. This brilliant achievement was no had prece-

dent for the Russians in the recent " afTair at Sinope;" and quite an appropriate

precursor of the " vnlmcard event" at Navarino, twenty years afterwards.

Ajjain in ISl'2, Turkey was almost coerced hy the Cabinet of Great Britain into

sijjninij the treaty of I^uciiarest. This treaty, so fatal to Turkey, concfnled to

Russia the province of Bessarabia and the mouths of the Danube.* The Russian

l)oundnry was thus expanded to the Pruth; and Moldavia and Wallachia are now
the only harriers that interpose any obstacle to Nicholas in his schemes of conquest

alonjT the Danube. This barrier broken down, and (he Danubian provinces in the

hands of the Russians, Nicholas will control the Danube from its mouth to Kalafat,

and thus virtually exclude Austrian commerce from tlie waters of the Black .Sea.

It is not to be supposed that England had no special object of present interest

in this treaty. The claims of tutelage now set up, over Turkey, would be ignored

by the results that followed ; while her other claim, to be the grand embodiment

of all the humane and consers'ative interest of European society, is made equally

baseless by the motives which prompted her action. The year 1812 will ever stand

out prominently on the page of history,—whether viewed through the multiplica-

tion of astonishing events that are grouped and crowded in its limits; or whether

considered with reference to the magnitude of the results which have flowed con-

serjuentially upon the events themselves. Buonaparte was marshalling his forces

for the invasion of Russia. The treaty of Bucharest was concluded in July, 1812.

Buonaparte left Paris in May of the same year; and on the 24th of June following

the French army crossed the Nieman, and the eventual march to Moscow was
begun. The force of the French Emperor was deemed irresistible, and the Rus-

sian empire was felt to quake beneath the tread of the victorious legions of France.

All the forces of Alexander were required to save his throne; and hence the urgent

necessity of concluding peace with the Sublime Porte. To this end the diplomacy

of England was directed ; and Napoleon was doomed to find the victorious army
of Moldavia, headed by the veteran KutusofT, concentrated at Beresina to cut ofT

his retreat and pile new disasters upon his waning fortunes.f

Thus having destroyed the Turkish fleet ; forced the Ottoman Porte into disad-

vantageous treaties with its traditional and implacable foe—dashed the cup of

patriotic expectation from the lips of the Greeks, and aided Russia to struggle

successfully against the power of Napoleon, England suddenly wakes to the con-

sciousness that the Emperor of Russia is becoming too powerful—that his ambi-

tious eye is already fixed, in an immovable gaze, on the East Indies—that the Dar-

danelles are the keys that will unlock for him the golden portals of the Indian

Empire; and that Constantinople, transformed into a Russian capital, will com-
pete with London for the commerce of the world and the Russian pavilion symbol
the sovereignty of the ocean.

Austria is supposed to have acted with treachery towards England and France

* dueelion d "Orient—Ficquelmot. t Allison's History of Europe.
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because she would nol be the first to assume hostilities against Russia. This

immobility on the part of the Austrian government, so far from implying either

weakness or perfidy, shows only how much her statesmen had learned from the

political lessons taught by the convulsions of 1848.* Her inactivity was the

result of profound policy ; there was no duplicity in it whatever. Her neutrality

revealed the strength that lies sometimes in " masterly inactivity." This securetl

her territory from invasion ; while a different course would have made Austria the

battle ground of Europe, and exposed her population once more to the pitiless

ravages of war. Events have proved beyond cavil or doubt, that neither England

nor France was prepared for the war into which they have heedlessly plunged

themselves, and would now drag all the nations of Europe. The suggestions of

English diplomacy would have hurried Austria into an unequal contest, before

England and France were prepared to proffer any effective assistance. Indeed it

may be fairly questioned, whether, if Austria had assumed the initiative of war.

a treaty of alliance, such as now subsists, could at all have been consummated

between England and France. Up to the period of the passage of the Danube by

the Russians, and the entrance of the allied fleets into the Black Sea, there was

nothing in the diplomatic conferences between England, France, Austria and

Prussia, that pledged England absolutely to a war with Russia. Her steady, but

concealed purpose seemed to be, either to use Austria as an intimidation to the

Czar, or failing in this, so to compromise Austria, that war between these two

powers must be inevitable. Such a result would have been in consonance with

the diplomatic policy the Cabinet of England has pursued for forty years on the

continent of Europe. Her intrigues under the guise of her assumed apostolate of

liberal ideas, have been felt in every European Court. In the language of a mod-

ern diplomate, " When an Englishman e;i mission, arrives in any foreign court,

his first care is to inquire into the condition of parties, and he chooses the one

which ostensibly connects itself with English interests. If no such party exist he

labors to create one, and as soon as it has grown into form, his energies are

directed to clothe it with the elements of power."f Every phase of political extra-

vagance and religious fanaticism is thus converted into powerful engines, directed

to the propagation of English interests and English ideas. In Portugal English

intrigues sustain the interests of royalty ; while in Spain the liberal chief, Espar-

tero, is the beneficiary of English favor. In Italy this interference has not been

less palpable. Lord Bentinck in 1812 helped the Sicilians to ease themselves from

the power of Naples; and guaranteed to them the blessings of a free constitution.

In 1820, when the revolution obliterated the work of his lordship, the Sicilians

appealed to Lord Palmerston to maintain the promised guarantee, that statesman

coolly replied that the constitution accorded to the Sicilians contained no provision

implying such promise of guarantee!

But we need not multiply instances of these culpable intrigues. They are pa-

tent on almost every page of modem history, and their results are revealed in the

revolutions of 1848. Hitherto, England, from her insular position and some pecu-

liar features of her oligarchy, has escaped the reaction of the terrific elements of

disorder which her intrigues have fructified to convulse other governments. Poli-

tical wisdom has not yet taught her, that the democratic element abused, is

but social and political anarchy, and that from this anarchy springs the crushing

• Lord Pnlinrrslon, i'Angleterre et Ic Continent, par le Comte de Firquelmont.

t Ticquflmonl, I'Angleterre, &c.
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power of rnililnry despotism. Tin* harvest of those, who like Cadmus sow dra-

gons' tcrth, will Im' fruitful of armed men. Tln-re is a natural and loj^'ical connec-

tion betwei-n the events now transpiring in the C.'rinjea, and the political disorders

of 1848. While therefore, England is learning before Sebastopol th«! wisdom she

has hitherto failed lo apply, ln-r position and sacrilices there, will form a distinctive

link in the logical chain of political everits;—departing from which, the future

historian may trace back the |)rescnt crisis to iLs legitimate antecedents, and raise

the linger of solemn warning to succeeding gem-rations.

The fact that the assault upon Austria comes from so many quarters, added to

the motives of the assailants, gives an imporumt significance to the political com
plications of the times. Austria is in the way of the seditious spirits, who would
undermine the social and political fabric of European order and law for the two-

fold reason that she is both Catholic and conservative—conservative iK-cause she is

Catholic. 11 no religious ant;igonism be concealed in the attacks made upon the

Austrian government, because of the tardiness evinced by her rulers to project her

into a conllict with Russia, how does it happen that Prussia is partially free fnjiii

similar assaults ? Is the omission one of pure accident, or can it be alleged that

she has in no way exposed herself to them? There will scarcely be found hardi-

hood enough, even in the most reckless of Austria's assailants, to maintain this.

In fact the obstinacy of Prussia, as evinced in her efforts to prolong, and even

frustrate, the conferences at Vienna during the past year, has tended very seriously

to embarrass the action of Austria. Her ambitious designs of obtaining the con-

trol in the Germanic Confederation—her intrigues with the small Geniian states

—

her tortuous policy of coquetting alternately with Nicholas and the Western
Powers, deserve some of the vehement denunciation so lavishly bestowed upon
Austria. Affiliated with Nicholas by the ties of relationsliip ; and strongly in-

clined to favor the designs of that sovereign on Turkey, she yet holds to a policy,

that connects her with the allies, whose aim of arresting the aggrandizing march
of Russia, is openly declared. By this course, she is enabled to maintain a

menacing attitude in regard to Austria ; while at the same time her vows of affec-

tionate regard and devotional interest are whispered into the willing ears of the

Russian Emperor.

We are not disposed to find fault with Prussia simply because of her neutrality.

On the contrary, we are firm in our conviction, that her political existence is most

essentially bound up in that neutrality;—not that she dare not, at any time here-

after, emerge from her neutral position, and partake actively in the eventuahties

that are defining themselves very vividly on the approaching future. This how-
ever we do say, that " the time and the hour " for such action must be fitly chosen

by her rulers, if they would save her from being engulphed in that political Mael-

strom, which is already reaching its circhng ripples farther and farther into the

surging waters of European politics ; and to which new commotions will only

lend a more fearful rotation and provoke a more comprehensive disaster. But, on
behalf of impartial justice, we do protest against the wholesale defamation of

Catholic Austria while Protestant Prussia, in the same connection of political

action, is allowed to pass unchallenged and unrebuked. We invoke for Austria

nothing more than justice,—a justice, whose criticism on events will be marked

with something like sober investigation of historical fact ; enlightened estimate of

the political and social questions now agitating Europe ; a full and impartial scru-

tiny of the past and present of Austrian pohcy, in its connection with the impend-

ing crisis ; and a strict, rigid and direct adhesion to truth, the absence of which
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cannot be suppliod by vapid denunciation and clamorous appeals of malignant

bigotry and dis.nppointed passion.

But Austria is conservative: and no better evidence of the good fruits resulting

from this conservative spirit need be required, than is found in the pregnant fact,

that she is capable of erecting a bulwark in Europe, of sufficient strength and tena-

city to defy the machinations of Kossuth and Mazzini ; and arrest the impetuous

momentum of that tide of rationalism, infidelity and agrarianism, which had well

nigh swept the entire fabric of European society from its foundation.

It had been our purpose to trace minutely, step by step, the political transactions

which have occupied the Courts of London, Paris, Vienna and Berlin, since the

first assembling of the representatives of these powers at Vienna in 1853. To do

this would require us to extend this article i'ar beyond our prescribed limits. The
labor however would be Avell repaid by the facts involved in the inquiry, and

whose sturdy enunciation would prove how greatly Austria has been maligned
;

and with what steadiness of purpose, and thorough knowledge of the real ques-

tions involved, the Austrian Cabinet through its minister Count Buol has marched

towards the conservation of peace and the great interests of European society.

This indeed would seem to be her assumed mission : but whether the accomplish-

ment of it Avill be attained, will depend upon events yet entombed in the future,

and whose proportions and consequences must depend very greatly on the degree

of political virtue and heroic firmness that may be found in the men who will be

called on to receive and resist the concussion that must follow on their advent.

J. T. M.

CANADA AND HER HISTORIANS.

Continued from page 86.

Thk two remaining works are the " Histoire du Canada," by Garneau, a

lawyer at Q^uebec, and " Histoire du Canada," &.c., by M. I'abbe Brasseur de

Bourbourg, a sort of errant count, who figures in Mexico, Canada, France and

Italy, in various kinds of literary creations. Both these works, though written in

French, by Catholics, one even a clergyman, deceive all our expectations.

Garneau in his plan, his style and literary execution, has produced a work of

which his country may well be proud, but the historian of Canada should be

thoroughly Catholic, or at least should be capable of appreciating the Catholic

spirit which created and which had »o long controlled Canada. Such is his prejudice

against the clergy that we suspect him of having been educated in the Unit*^!

States, of having been thrown a young unexperienced Canadian Catholic among
the anti-catholics of the great republic, and especially among that numerous class

whose beau ideal of politeness, good breeding and decency, is to alTect to think

and to say of the Catholic clergy and the inmates of our conventual establishment,

what if but whispered of one of their own kindred, would draw upon the slanderer

the indignant frown of every honorable man, and perhaps merit for him a coat of

tar and feathers. In some such school Garneau learned to be ashamed of the

Catholic clergy and at last learned to revile them. We should dwell less on this

point had not Dr. Brownson in his review given him such unqualified praise as to

excite the wonder of every real Catholic in Canada. And yet Garneau's history is
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not a new lH)<)k : ils ini>riLs art' well known, and its faults no less so. The Corres-

pondent, a Krenclt literary journni, last year did ample justice to lx)tli. Garnenu

condemns tlie Jesuits liir tlie aflair of St. Sauveur in Maine, hut (.'hatnplain jus-

tified tlieni at th(> time, and no man of coniiiion sense can say tliat if a Catholic

missionary is refused entrance in the ships, sailing to a port where his duties call

him, he is to l)e called a merchant heeause h(> induces pious souls to purchase a

craft for the purpose. This is like the self-stultify iii{(, alisurd and ridiculous charge

of iijn»>rance brought against the Irish by men whose forefathers made it a crime

in an Irishman to teach or be taught. Again after seeing Kirk a Huguenot lietray

( 'anada to Kngland, tJarneau so utterly condemns the act which excluded Hugue-

nots, that he says ipsissimis verbis—" If it was necessary to exclud(! one of the

two religions, it would have been better for the interest of the colony to let the

exclusion fall on the Catholics." What! with all we know of the utter want of

patriotism of the Huguenots of France, can he tell us that Canada would have

remained a French colony twenty years if left to the Huguenots ? On the first

occasion it would have joined the English, and in case of war, these Frenchmen

would have run up the flag of England with joy and exultation. Protestants when

in the minority and aggrieved, have ever assumed the right to revolt or join a

foreign power. This cannot be denied. The principle of authority rejected at the

Reformation is adhered to only as a phantom. Catholics have when oppressed

tamely submitted ; at the Kefbrmation they beheld their churches and religious

houses torn from them or pillaged and destroyed ; at a later period they submitted

to double taxes, laws against the education of their children, laws depriving them

of the exercise of their religion, and submitted witliout making a single effort to

hurl to atoms the government that did them wrong. Even now Catholics in this

vauntedly free republic have seen their convents and churches burnt by mob vio-

lence, and, as the New York Tribune remarks in wonder, have never retaliated.

If tlie question then was which would make better subjects of France in the

new world, Louis XIII could not hesitate: he must send Catholics alone: he

did so, and from IG32 to 17G3, the banner of France resisted amid Canadian snows

all the power of the English colonies.

Again Garneau condemns the clergy of Canada for the long and zealous efforts

which they made to prevent the sale of spirituous liquors to the tribes among
which they labored. What can be more clear or justifiable tlian their conduct!

The ministers of God wrong in preventing occasions of sin among their flock

!

Another attack on the clergy is the old see-saw humbug, so oft repeated,

screamed in the streets, yelled in pulpits, printed in school books and taught to

children in our public institutions. And what is this ? The Catholic clergy are

enemies of light, of education ! "Then," says Garneau, "the clergy, like the

governments under which they lived, considered popular instruction more dan-

gerous than useful." Well done ! Mr. Garneau. Q,uebec had a college before

New England could boast of one: the Canadian clergy taught Mohawk boys to

read and write within twenty miles of Albany, at a time when there was not a

Latin school in the whole colony of New York ; and so connected was Cathohcity

with classical studies in the ideas of the people, that in 1G85 when a Latin school i

was opened at New York, the teacher was ipso facto suspected of being a Jesuit : \

and later still when Protestant missionaries wished to evangelize the Five Nations,

they employed mission Indians from Canada, who knowing how to read and
write, to copy out the Lord's Prayer, and the commandments for the Protestant

clergy, and thus the ignorant pupils of the friends of igi^orance, became the
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teachers of the learned ! and in our own day the only missionary to the Mohawks
and Oneidas is one who speaks no Indian language, except his native Caughna-

waga dialect which he learned on the banks of the St. Lawrence, before he dis-

covered that he was king of France. So far from there being a paucity of schools

in Canada, they superabounded. There were schools at every religious house,

male and female, except the convent of the hospital nuns. And the schools of the

Jesuits and Recollects must have been mere incidental auxiliaries in the cause of

education, if we are to believe the English government, which suppressed the

iiouses of those orders as unnecessary, and of course an enlightened Protestant

government would not check education. Hence by the admission of the British

government there was a superabundance of education at the conquest, a supera-

bundance which they prudently and wisely undertook to check. But joking aside,

the only religious body in Canada, of purely Canadian origin is the " Sisters of

the Congregation" w^hose foundation is coeval with Montreal, and who are exclu-

sively devoted to teaching : and when we remember that at a period when there

were only 2,500 inhabitants in Canada, it had at least five bodies engaged in

teaching, Jesuits, Sulpitians, Recollects, Priests of the foreign Mission, Ursulines

and Congregation Sisters, we must admit that there were teachers enough to in-

struct not only children but parents also.*

Gameau then cannot be taken as our guide : he is imbued with a false spirit.

For a long time Canada owed all to the clergy and the religious feeling of the

time : and it ill becomes a Canadian to revile or blacken them. We, in our land

of glorious freedom, appreciate without delusion the merit of our system of com-

mon schools and its result in producing savants and dcmi-savants.

Continuing our examination we take Brasseur. Horror of horrors ! a Vicar

General of Boston, Professor of Church History in the Seminary of Q,uebec,

member of various learned bodies ? and after all a hterary charlatan. He compiled

his work on unpublished documents compulses in the archives of Q,uebec, so says

his title page, and so we thought Avhen we got the work and eagerly turned over

page after page to find the foot note which was to reveal to us some new and in-

teresting document, and we find him citing only one, and that of as late a date as

Mgr. de Plessis. Yet the book may be good, we thought, and we began to read,

but when our eyes lighted on a brilliant passage of Bancroft, badly translated, and

we found a Jesuit Relation quoted at the bottom of the page, we turned to the

passage in Bancroft and found the same Relation cited. In a little while we discov-

ered whole pages stolen from Bancroft, and the citations of our American histo-

rian with their occasional errors of orthography, duly copied by the Count

Abbe. A French friend similarly discovered thefts from Mannier, and the Abbe

Ferland of Q-uebec, who in a pamphlet of great research exposes the Abbe and

shows his thefts from Montgomery Martin.

To be a plagiarist was bad enough, but when he had nothing more to steal, and

must compose, he vents all his bile on the clergy and episcopacy of Canada : and

on every occasion seeks to depreciate them. A French bishop had at first approved

the work, but soon retracted the commendation which he had somewhat too

lightly given. And Mr. Ferland in Canada and in Paris by his judicious review

•At the present moment the female communities in Cnnnda educate nearly ten lliou-

sand girls! Ftg-er, Precis historique in the Album j)resented to Mgr. Bedini by the

Bishop of Canada.
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of Brassfiir has cxpfjsi'd hi.s ii,Mu>riiiii-c, Ins liiiniry llii-ll and Imd faith, and nobly

retlecmi'd tin* Imndr of tin- fpiscopary andfltrffy of ('anada.

Thus stands tin- inalltT: wo l^alhoiics wish U) nad thr' history of Canada, and

down to 1710 wi? havt' C'harlevoix : but where is tho roniinuation : whern the

history of Canada under the British domination which we can as foarlessly put

into the hands of tl»e young. Mow more than ever materials are accessible, and

time enough has elapsed to enable a historian to speak impartially and fearlessly.

Canada has many capable of a work hononible alike to tliemselves, their country,

and ilu'ir relijjion. I^-t us trust that a Ferland, a Faribault, a Taschereau, a Mar-

im or a Viger will soon refuse to be content with desultory labors, but with zeal

and ability bejrui a history either from the colonization, or at least from the close

of Charlevoix.

We have thus reviewed the historians of Canada, but we cannot close without

again adverting to the article in Brownson's Review. Its eulogy of Gameau
is not its only fault, it displays much of his spirit and much of the prejudice of

our older historians, with a want of thorough information on the subject. Of
these we may adduce some proofs. We have already noticed its slur on the

writings of the early missionaries : but this is not the only attack ; in another

place it represents the Marchioness de Guercheville as supporting the Jesuits,

" ruining Potrincourt and reducing the poor inhabitants of Port Royal to the hard

necessity of subsisting an entire winter on roots and acorns." Now Lady
Guercheville is the friend of the Jesuits, who, when they having been put off

for two years by Potrincourt and his son, and were finally refused passage by the

Calvinist merchants, bought out their interest and assigned it to the mission, as

the only means of enabling the Fathers to reach America. In this certainly she

did not ruin Potrincourt. At Port Royal the Jesuits shared all the hardships of

the colonists. Father Biart sawed plank. Father Masse built a scow and fished

for the whole colony : but even then they were denied the merest necessaries, and .

when they claimed it as a right, for their mission was a partner in the whole con- "^
cern, Biencourt, the son of Potrincourt, a mere boy, threatened to have them tied

up and flogged ! On this the missionaries resolved to return to Europe and actu-

ally embarked, but Biencourt by violence compelled them to land. When this

was heard in France, Lady Guercheville sent out a vessel to take the two Fathers

away and found a new independent mission station, which they did on the coast

(if Maine.

iSuch was Lady Guercheville's persecution of Potrincourt. Of the whole affair

we have three accounts : that of Father Biard, pubUshed in the Litteral Annual
of IGll and IGlo, and twice republished; that of Lescarbot, a partisan of Potrin-

court, who brings another charge against the Jesuits, that they intolerantly op-

posed the polygamy of the Indians: and thirdly, that of Champlain, who being

a colemporary, and unbiased, is perhaps the fairest one to take in the controv :<y.

As to the facts, however, we appeal to the three.

Again, after depicting the early fur traders, among whom he classes Champh-n,
Perrot, JoUiet and Lasalle, as reckless adventurers, he states that they and the

'missionaries "were ever most closely allied." This is not all, he represents the

converted Indians as more sanguinary and more ferocious than in their Pagan
state. Such is the picture the reviewer gives us of the Canada missionaries.

They ruined Port Royal, were the allies of reckless adventurers, and depraved the

Indians. And that the picture is incorrect we appeal to Charlevoix, to Bancroft,

to Sparks, to Governor Lincoln, and eyenjo Parkraan.

19 ^^^
Vol.. III.—iNo. 3.
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.

Aa:ain, that there is a lack of information in reference to Canadian ffeocrraphv

and ethnolojiv displayed in the article, Ave may judije from the fact that he tells us

that when Chaniplain arrived, the country around Quebec and Montreal was de

serted by those who inhabited it in Cartier's time, and was inhabited by still more

barbarous tribes of the Huron family. Unfortunately the inhabitants of Montreal

I
N^ in Cartier's time were of the Huron family, but when Champlain came, as his

vocabulary shows, there were none of the branches of that family in Canada out

- of the territory between Ontario and Lake Huron; all was in the iiands of the

\ Algonquins. In another place he speaks of the Huron country as along the

/ banks of Ottowa, when in fact that nation occupied a small peninsula on the shore

I
of Lake Huron bordering on the river Wye, and the Ottowa tribes were Algon-

quin. In another place he puts Cardinal Richelieu among the Governors and

Lieutenants General of Canada, a fact of which even Mr. Jacques Viger has been

hitherto ignorant, for he has not included the Cardinal in the famous list of Cana-

dian Governors that graces his "Album des Souvenirs Canadiens:" and we, like

him, acknowledge our ignorance of the period when the Cardinal was Governor.

A few lines lower down, Kirk is transformed into Sir David Keith. On the next

page we lind the common error of making St. Joseph and other Huron towns,

" villages where the Indians converted to Christianity lived under the direction of

the missionaries." On the contrary, they were pagan towns, in which the mis-

W sionaries resided, but in which they had made a number of converts ; in no case,

however, as far as we can judge from the narratives of the time, a majority of the

inhabitants. The name taken from the Calendar of Saints was given properly to

"^ the mission in the town, but frequently applied by them to the town itself.

These cases will we think sufficiently show the general incorrectness of the re-

viewer. His old colonial prejudice is no less apparent. The French government

of Canada had its faults, but we do not think it deserves the sweeping denuncia-

tion given it. The reviewer makes the English rule far better: "never guilty of

the gross abuses, which disgraced the old regime." But it is chiefly in the matter

of the Indian aUies of the French that he shows his prejudice. It has been con-

stantly a charge against the French that they fought side by side with their Indians;

and often in the Indian fashion. This is the fact; the guerilla parties sent out by

the Canadians were avowed, and were often attended by missionaries, but we do

not think that these clergymen " dishonored the ministry of their God and the So-

cieties of which they were members by their presence," as the reviewer does.

The English used the Indians as much as the French did, but not openly. They

excited the Indians to ravage the French frontiers, they paid bounties for scalps,

they sold bibles and scalping knives to country traders, they sent agents with

many war parties, and occasionally a considerable number of English and Indians

would under Schuyler or some other leader, enter Canada. These things are now
cloaked, and were even then cloaked, that the people of these parts might piously

roll up their eyes and groan over French depravity.

Writing on this subject some years since news arrived of the bombardment of

Vera Cruz by the Americans, and we read the sickening details of ladies, children,

sick and aged, slain by bursting tombs or walls reeling under cannon balls ; and

we wrote—" War is ever cruel; cruel in our day, as in the day we write of: the

infant or the woman in a beleaguered city, whom the bombshell deprives of life,

dies not less cruelly than one who fell at Schenectady by the tomahawk in iriOi."

The Catholic Indians of Canada were murdered daily by the pagan Indians of

New York, excited and paid by the English. Tliey retaliated on the English :
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thpy went ns riiristinn wnrritirs: they said as fervent pniyrs at morn and fvo, wp
trust, as the wliitc man ; tlu-y upproarlwd the confessional as cognizant of right

und wrong. In th«» heat of tho attack many liclplcss ones wore doubtli-ss slain,

but it is no less tnif that many wotnen and rlnldrcn were saved and carried with

great toil to a p!a<'e of comfort. Hutchinson fully acquits the French of imneces-

sary cruelty in these expeditions, and we have constant evidence to show that in

these cases the presence of the pastor did much to remind the Indians of the doc-

trine of hinnanily so often preached to them. We believe the early missionaries

as a body to have been as good moral theologians as any in our land thi.s day, and

we find Thury of the Seminary of Ciuebec, Begot, Rale, Druilletes, Rafeix of the -^

Society of Jesus, Dollier de Casson and Picquet of St. Sulpice, acting as chaplains *

to such expeditions, and we do not think that they Were more guilty than Fathers '

Rey and McElroy who acted as chaplains in our array in our war against Mex-

ico : or any chaplain who now should accompany the Pueblo Indians and Ameri-

can troops against the Apaches, and against Uie Mexicans or any other people

who should send the Apaches against them, as the English sent the Iroquois

against the Canadians.

And after all. what was the amount of slaughter effected by the Canadian war

parties? That against Schenectady, " the frightful success of which will long," the

reviewer tells us, " fill a bloody page in the annals of Indian cruelties," resulted

in the death of thirty-three adults, seventeen children and ten negro slaves; that

against Deerfield killed forty-seven : that against Haverhill about one hundred.

These are detailed in glowing colors in our histories, but those histories do not tell

us that the Iroquois, instigated by the English, slaughtered in one hour of a stonny

night, two hundred Canadians at Lachine : they tell us nothing of any other mas-

sacre of Canadians at English instigation, and would have us believe that the

scenes of Schenectady, Deerfield and Haverhill were original aggressions and not

retaliations, cruel as all retaliations are, but only so.

The point is one which may be discussed at any length, but we think it neces-

sary to read documents more before attributing the origin of the Indian warfare to

the French : and before we excuse the one who sends the Indian alone to his

work of death, to condemn him who accompanies him on his errand.

We have thus reviewed the field of Canadian history, in a manner desultory

indeed, but yet we trust at sufficient length to draw attention to its importance as

connected with our own, and its interest to ourselves in particular as Catholics.

If we have been diffuse in exposing what we consider popular error and prejudices,

a love of impartiality must be our excuse. As American in heart as any man in

the country, we deem it an insult to exaggerate our cause: and think it time that

our history was more fairly and less partially written. We reject the prejudices

of our forefathers, and between them and their rivals stand in no attitude of fond

love or unjust hate. S.



THE LIFE OF P. T. BARNUM,
fFrUten by Himself. Redfield : New York. 1855. 1 vol. 12mo.

SUNNY MEMORIES OF FOREIGN LANDS,

By Mrs. Harriet Beechcr Stotoe, author of " Uncle Tom's Cabin,'^ &c.

Boston : Phillips, Sampson &, Co. N. York : J. C. Derby. 1854.

Little as these books may be worth, in themselves, they are as Ormus and

Ind, in view of what they signify. Like ail works of their class, they of course

owe something of their success to the art and mystery of publishing, but they

nevertheless supply an actual, existing demand, and they indicate, pretty fairly, its

nature and extent. If we may look to the importation of silks and brandies, as

evidence of our progress in luxury and intemperance, it is hard to understand

why the prices we pay for our moral and intellectual raiment and stimulants, and

the quantity and quality of them both that we consume, should not avail equally,

ill their line, among our national statistics. Unhappily, the rule applies with too

much truth and force in the present instance. The books liefore us might be

buried in some comer-stone, with the coins of the day and a lithograph of Presi-

dent Pierce (as the custom is), to be dug up, two centuries hence, and they

would tell a truer and fuller story then, in their way, of the morals and taste of

this our country and generation, than all the Bancrofts of after days could contrive,

from the most mouldy and respectable records. There are Bamums in the his-

torical, as well as in the menagerie department, and the world is fast finding this

out, as it gets older. The centuries to come being still wiser than we, in this par-

ticular, would know that they could understand us better, from seeing the things

that we had bought and relished, than from all the formal and express memorials

we had thought fit to consign to them, as our story. They would see our features

reflected in the objects of our taste, but would not be sure that the truth was told

in the annals we had concocted. Yet, multitudinous as the considerations are

which the volumes before us suggest, as types of our day and people—the limited

scope of this magazine permits us to touch but few of them. It requires some

self-denial, we confess, to keep within our narrow and legitimate range—for not

only are the symptoms of public distemper which the success of such works must

display, invaluable for the purposes of a moral diagnosis, but the fact of their

being exposed to the world for money, invites a liberal application of surgical

science and the most expanded freedom of hospital treatment.

Mr. Barnum has one merit—that of perfect, nay, ostentatious frankness. He has

no scruple about admitting that he is an impostor, because that is, precisely, what

his biography is written to show. Having made a fortune by false pretences, ho is

not only willing to confess the fact, but has the professional pride of a juggler, in

showing his audience how the tricks were done. Perhaps the state of the case may

be better described, by saying, that having been paid for cheating, he is now glad

to explain, for further pay, the details of his modus operandi. Mrs. Stowe's work is

not, in form, a biographical sketch, but it is, in fact, a series of involuntary photo-

graphs. She is perpetually placing herself in such lights, as to leave her likeness

on the wall, in spite of her. She thinks, in her innocence, that she is recording

sunny memories of other people, when the very sun itself is all the while engaged

in tracing memories of her. In the midst of her portraits of lords and ladies, qua-
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kers and presbytorinns ; nntong her sketcbi's of saints and slatosraen, pictures and

statues, glaciers luul donkeys ; is the pcrpclunl presence ol' her own self-satisfied

countenance—radiant with the joy of her own greatness, and rapt with the

wisdom of her own twaddle. Her book, therefore, is better than a biography,

becaus*' it is an unconscious record—a likeness, taken when she does not know

that she is silling for it and has not pul on her cap of maintenance. Like Miss

Kilmansegg's jewels, it is a " solenm bequest to vanity"—not the less precious

(or vain either) because of its solemnity.

The most natural en(iiiiries suggested by both of these productions—and not a

whit the less by one than by the other—are—why were they written ?—why are

they read ? The Iwoksellers' returns afford a very satisfactory reply to the first

question. On the title page of "Sunny Memories," we find the expressive words,

*' Fifteenth thousand," and we doubt whether our copy is from the la.st edition.

Of his biography, the illustrious proprietor of Iranisian has probably sold so

many copies, that he has ceased to keep count. Certain it is, that Irving and

Prescott, Ilalleck and Longfellow, all together, in all their lives, have never

reaped from their works one-half the harvest which the showman and the strong-

minded woman have gathered, in one or two seasons. How has this happened?

What can it mean 7

There was a time when people must have lived lives, before they could sell

them. It was necessary for them to have been something, or to have done some-

thing, which the world knew and valued, as a model or a warning, before they

could persuade or induce the world to buy or read their stories. Milton thought,

in his grand way, that a book was the author's life, as it were, treasured up. Now
it seems that every body's life is treasured up to make a book. In the great

poet's deep idea, the book was the expression of the life—not the tale of its inci-

dents, but the result of its experiences—not a chronicle of the mind's processes or

the heart's sufi'erings, but what the mind knew and was, and what the heart felt

and had become, through all and after all. As things and people noAv go, instead

of dropping the trifles of their trifling lives into the wallet where time puts alms

for oblivion, both men and women deposit them in a sort of charity-box or sav-

ings-institution, whence they come forth, after many days, as a benefaction to

mankind or a fortune for the owner. It is quite unimportant who the individual

is. Precisely as we any day may see the most unmeaning, vulgar or atrocious

faces, looking out from miraculous gilt frames in the windows of the dag^ier-

reotype shops—just so may we find the same manner of people staring stupidly

or wickedly at us in biographies, from booksellers' shelves. Dead or alive, great

or little, famous or infamous—the author of a code or the man who was hanged

under it—every one has his equal chances of a '* life." If the subject be famous,

he will be taken to have deserved it. If infamous, curiosity will justify it. Q,uite

as large a crowd will turn out for a pubUc execution as for a state-funeral or

a great man's welcome—and the fellow whose business it is to carry around the

hat, cares for very little but the number of his contributors.

Barnum and Mrs. Stowe! What should this world, or any world in the whole
" plurality," care for them—that they should make it the depositary of their indi-

vidual confidences and personal experience ? What is the inventor of the " wooly

horse" to this visible, diurnal sphere, more than the " wooly horse" itself? Why
should this vast continent, annexed or unannexed, concern itself about his father,

his uncle or his grandfather, and the recital of their knavish tricks and clownish

nonsense spun out into detail, to show that he, their representative, has taken im-
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posture by descent ? And Mrs. Stowe—with all the reverence of Sir Hudibras for

the shadow of her shoe-tie, as a mother in Israel—of what pleasure or profit should

it be to the nineteenth century and to a shrewd, intelligent, practical, self-respecting

people, to know the details of her praise-hunting and tuft-hunting abroad, and how
she was made giddy and absurd by it? She had the good fortune to write a book

—a very effective one of its sort—but still one that would never have passed beyond

the honors or profits of a magazine story, if its heroes had l)een white, any more

than her friend " Miss Greenfield," (of whom she writes so much) would ever

have been called a ** swan" but for the luck of being black. Yet Mrs. Stowe's

book did catch the world's applause. It chimed in, at a critical moment, with the

views, and interests, and the excited feelings of a powerful party at home, while

it flattered the prejudices, deceived the ignorance, strengthened the convictions, and

inflamed the fanaticism of communities abroad. But, more than all, the cause it

advocated breathed no little of that music,

" to whose tone

Tlie common pulse of man keeps time,"

and the book went directly to the public mind through the public heart. It was

magnified at once into a great work, and Mrs. Stowe, of a sudden, became a famous

writer. The book was translated into all the languages known to the learned

blacksmith. The boeuff!;ras at Faris Avas christened " L'Oncle Tom," and hosannas

to " Madame Bechare" resounded among the Alpine snows. The lady was f^ted

at Staflbrd House, and all turtledom was in commotion to meet her at the Lord

Mayor's. Every day awoke her to breakfasts, lunches, dinners and soirees, with all

manner of intercalary feasts and refreshments, well seasoned with complimentary

speeches and made digestible by evangelical doctrine. Exeter Hall outdid itself,

in her behalf, and even went so far in the tumultuous expression of its Christian

sympathy and admiration, as to frighten the fair beneficiary and require the inter-

position of the police. Purses, pens, cups, inkstands, and all conceivable varieties

of heterogeneous liberality, were showered upon her without stint. Fifty pages,

in small print, at the opening of her first volume, contain the record of the pleasant

discourses that were made to her, and that she or the worthy professor, her spouse,

was eloquent enough to deliver in reply. In fine, never was good woman—except

Jenny Lind—so much magnified and exalted. Only Barnum could have procured

for her a more universal ovation, by dexterous advertisements and politic falsehood,

than that which she obtained for herself by the simple process of misrepresenting

her own country and echoing foreign abuse of it. Accustomed as we are to won-

der at nothing that is done by the fanatics whose temporary idol Mrs. Stowe

became—we confess ourselves unable to repress our indignation and disgust at

the harangues which she prepared for Mr. Stowe to read, and those to Avhich she

permitted herself to listen. If what she told and heard of her country was false,

it would hardly be decorous to say of her what she deserves. If it was true, there

is scarcely less reason to reproach her for the melancholy vanity, which made her

welcome and repeat, because mingled with her own praise, what she should have

shrunk from in silence or tears, if she had an American or womanly spark in her

soul.

As a book of travels—the work of a mere woman, not an apostle—the "Sunny

Memories" are mediocrity beyond redemption. They illustrate or adorn nothing that

is old, and they tell us nothing worth knowing, that is new. Of her noble and cler-
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ical hosts anil liostrssfs, and all the tii^li and ini^lity ami sainted people that stip

met, she writes in the '* tJod bless every Ujdy !" lone of Fitzgerald in the Rejected

Addresses. In regard to some of the literary celebrities she communicates peculiar

and lute inrormation. Mr. Ilallam, she tells us, wrote the Constitutional History

of Ent;land, and Macaulay reviewed it. Dr. Lusliiiiijlon is " a Judpe of the Ad-

niiniky Court, that is to sny, of the lata rclatiiifr to nutrinc njfairs!^^ Milman " vvjis,

for many years, Uean of WestminstiT," and Macaulay is " celebrated as a conver-

sationalist." In respect to poetry also, she has her private stock of ideas. Milton

—

who ought to b<' quite I'urilan enough for any body—" pains " her by the impiety

of •' introducing second-hand pagan mythology, into the very shadow of the eternal

throne." She mourns in devout sackclolh and theological ashes, over his hea-

thenish and "evident imitations of Homer," in some parts of the Paradise Lost!

Pope and Dryden, likewise, are far too pagan for her lasw, which linds nothing

in the English language to equal " in melody and majesty " Dr. Watts' para-

phrase of the one hundred and ibrty-eighlh Psalm. How she manages to over-

look, in such a connection, the genius of Sternhold and Hopkins, is matter of

wonder to the uninitiated mind! Upon art, her criticisms are akin to her notions

of poetry. Rembrandt, she says, "is like Hawthorne"—not, of course, in his

features or comple.xion, or in having been consul at Liverpool—but in his

" sombre richness and mysterious gloom." She might more appropriately have

said '• like the author of Uncle Tom"—in liis management of chiaro osatro—his

charming contrasts of black and white. Rubens she likens to Shakspeare, " for his

variety and vital force"—a compliment Rubens would have valued extremely, in

view of the explanation she adds to it, that "some of Shakspeare's finest passages

explode all grammar and rhetoric, like sky rockets—the thought blows the lan-

guage to shivers!" A dangerous painter, Rubens, to have in one's neighbor-

hood! Why did not the philanthropy of "Madame Bechare" communicate to

the Emperor, the existence in the very Louvre, of such infernal machines as his

works must be? Corregio's sacred pictures suggest to her "Tom Moore" writing

a prayer book—and she finds in Murillo's Conception, (which she calls the " As-

sumption of the Virgin") a want of "earnest" and religious feeling—such a want
as she discovers in reading Pope's Messiah. In reference to music, her views are

startling. " Nearly all the music before Christ," she quotes from her brother, " was
in the minor scale, and since Christ, it has come to be in the major." From this

subUme allusion there is but.one step to a salon miisicale and the Princess Czarto-

ryski, with Frankomm playing upon an instrument one hundred and fifty years

old, " which cost six thousand dollars!" Frankomm completed the impression of

wonder and delight which the lady had evidently derived from the sight and music

of an instrument worth so much money—by informing her that he had read Uncle

Tom. and when he read it he exclaimed—"this is genuine Christianity"—" ceciest

la vraie Christianisme!^' The reader who is familiar with French will not set down
this blunder to the Reverend Mr. Beecher, for the same paragraph tells us that

he had interpreted betAveen Frankomm and Mrs. Stowe, and it would be unkind

to suppose that he did not understand the language he was translating. It was
obviously a delicate compHment on the part of M. Frankomm, who knew that a

sympathy for the rights of women was a weak point of the lady (and perhaps of

the Professor), and therefore endowed Christianity, for the nonce, with the femi-

nine gender!

W^e have yielded, it may be unduly, to the temptation of following Mrs. Stowe

through her work, and yet we have not done so altogether unconsciously. We
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liave desired to let the reader see, for himself, that over and above the points of

similarity, to which we shall presently advert—we have done the lady no injustice,

even in a literary point of view, in presenting her to the public on the same plat-

form with Mr. Barnura. Only one thing we may add, and that is—that the

" Sunny Memories" have put an end, for ever, to the idea of Mrs. Stowe's being

a woman of genius. She has done herself and the public poetical justice. She

has dispelled the '* Uncle Tom" illusions on that point, so utterly, that they can

impose on no body any more. She has herself settled it, conclusively, for all time

—that putting aside her philanthropy and her philo-melanthropy ; taking the black

faces, the cabins, and the clanking chains out of her melo-dramas ; knocking from

under her reputation the props of sentimental sympathy and party zeal ; she is

but a strong-minded, common place, elderly lady—very fanatical and very oracular

—full of spiritual pride and earthly vanity—very fortunate in having made a great

deal of money, and very inconsiderate of her fame, in not having gone home to live

on it, without troubling the world again. A more universal and total collapse

than her glory has undergone, in England, we do not remember to have witnessed

in the annals of literary explosion. In her own expressive phraseology, she has

" blown" herself to " shivers."

With the literary merits, or the detailed incidents, of Mr. Barnum's biography,

we do not intend particularly to concern ourselves. On the whole, his book is

written a great deal better than might have been expected—certainly in less bad

taste than Mrs. Stowe's. This grows out of the fact, we imagine, that he writes

about nothmg but what he understands, and does not attempt to make himself out

much wiser or grander than he is. When he goes to Court, Avith Tom Thumb,

he knows that he is sent for as a showman, and does not pretend to be on intimate

terras with the Q,ueen. Mrs. Stowe, on the contrary, is altogether ignorant of the

fact that she is a phenomenon, on exhibition, and imagines and rejoices that she is

made much of, because of the delight Avhich the aristocracy take in her society.

She writes about princesses and duchesses, as if she had gone to school with their

mothers, and had called them, from their infancy, by their Christian names. When
Mr. Barnum's talk is of mermaids, he is as much at home as the painter in the

Epistle ad Pisones. Mrs. Stowe, upon her part, is by no means so well prepared

to discuss the Venus of Milo. He is quite content to have made himself rich by the

singing of Jenny Lind, and foots up his columns of dollars and cents without the

slightest affectation of aesthetics. Mrs. Stowe, on the other hand, is in a perpetual

struggle between the finite and the infinite, *' the outward" and '* the inward"

—

between the philosophy of Kant, which she does not comprehend, and the cant of

her own philosophy, which no one else does. In plain, downright English, they

are both humbugs—Barnuin a mountebank—Mrs. Stowe a transcendental preten-

der. His selfishness is sordid, petty and palpable—hers, quite as active, and though

draped and veiled, not at all'more respectable. Her aims are much higher than his

—the harm that she does is of course more general. He openly violates the moral

precepts to be found in every spelhng book ; the corrective is therefore simple and

always at hand. She mystifies the less obvious principles of pubhc morality and

private duty, and her assault is the more dangerous, lor being indirect and evan-

gelical. He cannot injure many, whom the temptations of gain might not corrupt

without him. She striltes at the large and most impressible class, who insist upon

thinking, without knowing exactly how. He is content to have a calling—she

sets up for a " mission." The sins of his disciples, it is probable, will lie mostly

in advertising and swindhng—those of hers, in preaching and conspiring. His
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buuk inuy be llio text iiiul (oinplaliun uf bankrupt or frauilulent circus-riders: bcr

U'Bchinjjs are those whicli, iu New Rii<rlaiul, make sects and traitors.

Hut, with all tliese dilTeronces in kind and degree, there are two points upon

wliieh the rivals are in liariuonious arcord—the value of rehj^ion, and tiie lolly

consciousness of possessing it.
** I have Ix-en indebted to Christianity," says Mr.

ilarnum, ** for the most serene happiness of my life, and I would not part with its

consolations, for all things else in tiie world. In all my journeys ius a showman,

the Bible has been my companion, and I have repeatedly read it, attentively, from

beginning to end." Every important incident of his virtuous career is coupled

with an acknowledgment of " the mercy of God," and the very last words of his

biography are—" the Kingdom of Heaven." It is, as if some saint or dying

martyr were reminding us, that

" Only the actions of the just

Smell sweet and blossom in the dust!"

Mrs. Stowe's professions are of a more ambitious character. She is, herself,

Gamaliel—she sits at no one's feet. Of the world's "progressive men" she rather

inclines to Calvin. His burning of Servetus was, "like the witch persecutions

of New England" " a fragment of past absurdity"—but by no means " a personal

pecuharity " of his !
" Luther" she says, " was the poet of the Reformation (how

unjust to Dr. Watts!) and Calvin its philosopher. Luther fused the mass, Calvin

chrystalized ! " " Calvinism," she adds, " in its most essential features, will never

cease from the earth, became the great fundamental facts of nature (meaning sin

and sorrow, we suppose), are Calvinistic, and men (to say nothing of women) with

atrons^ minds and icills always discover it!" Mrs. Stowe has discovered it—the

conclusion is obvious! But she does not rest satisfied with this dainty morsel of

doctrine. " M. Alfred de Musee" (which we suppose is the Uncle Tom-mish for

" Musset"—though it is the French for Museum) " M. Alfred de Musee, the first

intelligence of the age" observes to M. Belloc, who is painting Mrs. Stowe's por-

trait
—" Say nothing about Uncle Tom !" We should admire M. de Musset if he

had confined himself to this very natural request—but he did not. He added

:

"There is nothing like it. It leaves us all behind— all, all, miles behind!" M. de

Belloc hastened to apprise Mrs. Stowe of the fact, and corroborated the truth of it,

himself, by assigning the reason—" There is more genuine faith in it, than in any

book!" This, the lady publishes herself, bodily, along with M. Frankomm's cer-

tificate, already referred to, that Uncle Tom is "true Christianity !" Being, thus,

miles ahead of the first intelligence of the age—having more faith than ever was

written, and being the author and proprietor (copyright secured) of true Chris-

tianity, in the concrete—what wonder that Mrs. Stowe should go forth preaching

and to preach ? Who shall dispute her orthodoxy, or rebel against her infaUibihty ?

How shall so superior a being—so endowed and so inspired—who has got the start

of the majestic world so far—how shall she be questioned by common people?

Shall she not have her own will and her own way, and shall not Stoweism, like

Calvinism, be for ever hereafter as " fundamental" a " fact of nature," as earth-

quakes and pretlestinaiion 7 Whatever may be Barnum's superiority in other

particulars—in the apostolic capacity he must hide his diminished head. There

is but one chance for him, and that consists altogether in "the modesty" alluded to

by Mr. Hodgson, the chairman of the Uncle Tom meeting at Liverpool, " which

shrinks instinctively from unnecessary pubUcity!" On that point, certainly, he

90 Vol.. III.—No. 3.
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has somewhat the advantage. He is not modest—at all events, not to the extent

of shrinkinff. We have Mr. Hodgson's word for it, that Mrs. Siowe is.

Yet we confess that we prefer Barnuin as a preacher. He desecrates the Scrip-

tures, it is true, by connecting them and their holy lessons with himself and his

life and practices—but he does so, only now and then, and in a vulgar and pal-

pable way. In the main, he is content to be a showman—to make the pulpit an

adjunct to the caravan. The Bible is his text only—it is Mrs. Beecher's sermon,

and she is always in full canonicals, ready to expound. One of her many rever-

end adulators, in a speech which she republishes in full, is eloquent upon her gift

in using and applying the language of Scripture. This is her pride and her pro-

fanity—and so—while Barnum, in his Sunday discourses (when the Menagerie

is closed) is contented with an allusion to Moses, Mrs. Stowe has the air and the

unction of perpetually writing Deuteronomy. She goes through the Louvre,

judging the Scripture-pieces by her concordance, and she works up every travel-

ling glimpse at a mountain, into a vision vouchsafed to her from the Apocalypse.

But we have said enough for our space and our purposes, and we must needs

go back to one of the questions with which we started—why do the American

people buy and read these books? It is easier to ask this than to answer it. The
one is the shameless confession of a common impostor, who has taken the money

of the public by downright falsehood and vulgar fraud. The other is a record of

spiritual inebriety—an illustration of what vanity, fanaticism and success can do

with a narrow and heated mind. Fear God and cheat your neighbor—is Bar-

num's moral. Believe in yourself and preach to your neighbor—is Mrs. Stowe's.

Lie and swindle as much as you please—says the voice from Iranislan—but be

sure you read your Bible and drink no brandy! Slander your country and curse

your brother, unless he be black, says the Pythoness of Andover—there is no harm

in any thing, if you quote the Scriptures and know you are inspired! Are the

public so misguided, so perverse, or so blind, that they cannot or will not under-

stand such things? Is there sufficient sympathy with trick and untruth, among us,

to make men tolerate Barnum ? Is there enough lack of taste, and sense, and

rational religion, to render the rhapsodies of Mrs. Stowe acceptable to the religious

and educated masses? We are pained to admit that these enquiries suggest an-

swers which startle us. We are afraid that Barnum is tolerated, because our sensi-

bilities are not nice—because success may render almost any thing tolerable to us.

We fear that the triumph of Mrs. Stowe is the echo of what is worst in her—that

fanaticism is popular—that Pharisaism is reverenced—that presumption passes for

authority—that unintelligible phrases are taken for philosophy and strong minded
twaddle goes tor eloquent piety. In this country, people rarely buy what they do
not want or like, and they do buy Barnum and " Sunny Memories."
We make no apology whatever to our rradt-rs for treating these matters without

much ceremony. We see no propriety in any forbearance towards such books or

people. Nor do we conceive that we are bound to any especial reverence for what
they would call things sacred and things serious. Cant is always solenm, and if

solemnity is to strike men dumb, cant reigns of course, supreme. We should b«»

sorry, indeed, if it could be rightly counted irreligious, to scorn and denounce the

mockery of religion by a quacksalver, or to expose the book-writing elect, in their

profitable process of self-canonization. The press only can undo the evil which
the press does, and the remedy must be suited to the disease, in kind as well as

quantity. Ridicule is certainly no test of truth, but in the main, in human thinps,

it is a pretty fair test of what is ridiculous—and there are some sins which can br

reached bv it only. OlVenders, Uke Barnum, may be kept in order by llie statute

against false pretences—transgressors like Mrs. Stowe are only harmless, when
laughed at. X.
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Continui-d rrnm pnge 103.

Olr nadcrs were p<Ttinj)s .surprised at tlip clo.se of our la.st luiintx'r to find

lheins«'lvt'.s abruptly abandotx-d at the cud of considfrahlf digression. We were

sorry to leave tliem in .sucIj siranjje com|)aiiy a.s tlie apostate Franciscans. With-

out spendinij time in explanation, we will simply lead them back to our subject,

by remarking tiiat the conduct of the Church on the occasions we have mentioned,

proves that her long reserve about speaking authoritatively on the doctrine of the

Immaculate Conception, could not proceed from unworthy fears, nor from being at

a loss to discover the truth. She keeps silent or speaks out, only as she judges

most conducive to the glory of God. She regards not the judgment of men, ex-

cept as it alfecfs their spiritual welfare.

At length in 1G17, Pope Paul V, judging it expedient no longer to leave truth

and error on equal terms, publisheil a decree forbidding any one to assert, even in

lessons and disputations in the schools, that the Blessed Virgin was conceived in

original sin. In 1G2'2 Gregory XV extended the same prohibition to private

conversations ; permitting however the members of the Dominican Order to assert

it among themselves. At the same time he commanded that in reciting the Office

and Mass of the festival even in private, the word Conceptio should be used. The
effect of this was to abolish the practice which had been hitherto allowed to the

Dominicans, of substituting the word Sanctijicatio.

These two decrees virtually ended the discussion as to the fact of our Lady's

Immaculate Conception by making it unlawful to deny its truth. There Avas a

further question, whether it was one of those truths which God has revealed to

His Churcli as part of the deposite of faith. The two pontiffs last mentioned

were earnestly pressed to declare it an article of faith. Philip III of Spain, cor-

responding with the wishes of his pious subjects, sent an extraordinary legation to

Pope Paul V for the especial purpose of obtaining such a definition ; and Gregory

XV received a similar deputation from Philip IV; but neither of these pontiffs

judged that the circumstances called for a solemn decision.

A still more clear expression however of the sentiments of the Holy See was
given by Alexander VII, in his constitution, Soliciludo omnium Ecclesiarvm, pub-

lished A. D. 1G61. The direct object of it was to enforce the decrees of his pre-

decessors, but he does not hesitate to use and repeat such expressions, as show
that the prohibhion to deny the doctrine implied a tacit but very positive assertion,

of its truth. " It is an ancient act of piety in the faithful of Christ towards his

Most Blessed Mother the Virgin Mary, to believe that her soul, at the first inslant

of its creation and infusion into the body, was, by a special grace and privilege of

God, in view of the merit of Jesus Christ her Son, Redeemer of Mankind, pre-

served free from the stain of original sin, and in this sense to keep and celebrate

with solemn rite the festival of the Conception. And this worship of theirs in-

creased after our predecessor of happy memory, Sixtus IV, had published his

apostolical constitutions in commendation of it, . . . so that now almost all Catho-

hcs embrace it." He then " renews the decrees of Sixtus IV, Paul V, and Gre-

gory XV, published in favor of the opinion asserting that the soul of the Blessed

Virgin Mary, in its creation and infusion into the body, was endowed with the

grace of the Holy Ghost, and preserved from original sin ; also in favor of the
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festival and of devotion to the Conception of the same Virgin Mollier of God,

exhibited according to this pious belief."

We will not stop to comment upon this. The careful reader will note for him-

self how decisive are some of the clauses, and how strong an interpretation they

put upon the preceding constitutions. These clauses in turn receive still greater

light and force from the manner in which they are quoted by our present Holy

Father, in the letters apostolic in which he has had the glory of giving the final

solemn definition.

While Gregory XV then had forbidden men to dispute with others against the

truth of the Immaculate Conception, this bull of Alexander VII, showed that

they ought not even to doubt it in their own minds. The other question, whether

this truth was revealed by God, though distinct in theory, can in practice hardly be

separated from it. For although theologians could conjecture that God would

have exempted the Q,ueen of Heaven from ever being subject to Satan, yet they

could not infallibly know that he had done so, unless he himself had revealed it.

Hence, after the truth of the doctrine had been put beyond all doubt, by the de-

crees mentioned above, there was not much more discussion upon the subject.

Some theologians pass it over entirely ; some lay down the doctrine and prove it

like any other proposition that is certain but not of faith. St. Alphonsus Liguori,

in his Moral Theology, has a distinct dissertation upon it, in which he maintains that

it was proximately definable: that is, that it was certainly a revealed truth, which

might be defined without further investigation, if the Holy See thought fit at any

time to publish a definition. He quotes with approbation the sentiment of Duval

:

" I think it best to say that our belief stands at the very summit of theological cer-

titude, and that nothing is wanting in it for the assent of faith, but tiie express de-

finition of the Church." (S. Alph. Liguori, 1. 7, n. 244 et seq.)

In the same manner various other theologians and spiritual writers speak upon

the subject. If they desired a dogmatic definition, it was not for the removing of

doubts, but for the advancement of piety. The truth was established, and it was

a revealed truth. A dogmatic decree could not make it more true nor more cer-

tain ; but it could raise the certainty from the rank of human conviction to that of

Catholic faith, and change a mere natural assent to truth into a supernatural and

meritorious act of virtue. This would greatly redound to the honor of the Blessed

Virgin and the glory of God, that every time we should think of her Immaculate

Conception we might make it an occasion for an act of faith ; and it would be sure

to draw most powerfully her eyes of mercy towards us banished sons of Eve.

This definition then was desired not so much for the satisfaction of the intellect as

for the gratification of the heart, and the saintly souls who chiefly longed for it,

felt that it was to be obtained not so much by argument as by prayer. The

Church had already pointed out the truth in one way ; to do it in her most solemn

form she must wait until God should be pleased to indicate by circumstances that

He wished her to exercise her high prerogative of uttering an infallible definition.

The best mode of hastening this, was for those who wished it, to obtain God's

blessing on their wishes and ripen the church for this happy consummation, by

increasing the piety of the faithful, and especially by extending and deepening

their devotion to this privilege of our Blessed Lady.

The only continuation then of our subject is a history of how this devotion

spread wider in the church, and grew stronger in the hearts of the faithful.

Angry contention being cfl'ectually banished, fair charity pursued her unn)olested

course, and this beautiful privilege of Mary took every day deeper root in the af-
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fpclions of hrr loviiijr cliildrfii. Knrli i,M'nf'ratinn oxhiMlfnl now maniffstatinns of

zpal todo honor to ilii« Iiuiiiiiciilato Concrptiori. At ono time it was llw faithful

siipplirafiiiij ihf Holy I<'ntiior to allow tlirni soinc prartic*' of devotion aln-ady

used i)y othfTs. or to sanction a new |)ractico invrntcd by tln-ir own pifty. or p«T-

hnps revralcd to thoni by Mary bcrsrif. At otlit-r timi's it was tlif Vicar of Mary's

Son, invitinfj tbo entire Christian family to unite in one common act of gratulation

to their favored Mother.

Properly speakinir. all this forms no part of the discussion, and ypt it is so

closely connected with it, and so ai)propriate a termination to our sketch, that wp

shall i^o on to mention some of the more interesting steps in the progress of the

devotion.

First with regard to the festival of the Conception, we may go back to state that

it seems to have originated in the East. It is spoken of as already of ancient in-

stitution, by George, Bishop of Nicomedia, who lived in the beginning of the

seventh century. Trithemius, whom we mentioned above, says that in the West-

ern Church it was celebrated by St. Ildephonsus, Archbishop of Toledo, who died

A. D. (509. Others say it was first ordered to be observed by Gondisalvus, Bishop

of Toulouse, who lived a short time after St. Ildephonsus; and that it had extended

as far as Aquileia before the end of the ninth century. Benedict XIV, however,

is of opinion that England has the honor of being the first part of the Western

Church in which it was celebrated. He is inclined to give credence to the popular

account, which says that the illustrious philosopher, St. Anselm, Archbishop of

Canterbury', was the first to order iis observance; being induced thereto in conse-

quence of a supernatural revelation made to a Benedictine Abbot. St. Anselm

died A. D. 1 1(19, and we have seen that the introduction of the festival into France

not many ypars later, gave occasion for St. Bernard's letter to the clergy of Lyons.

In the thirteenth century it was adopted by the entire order of Franciscans ; and

probably in the same, but certainly in the fourteenth it was celebrated in the basi-

lica of St. Mary Major at Rome; for a Spanish Bishop, Alvarus Pelagius, in-

forms us that he preached there once on that occasion. In 1476, as we have

already mentioned, it was published for the entire world. Afterwards various coun-

tries begged to have an octave attached to it, so that it might be celebrated, like

the Assumption, and several other feasts, for eight successive days. This was
granted by the Holy See, first to one country, and then to another, until Innocent

XII, in 1693, ordered that the octave, like the feast itself, should be observed

throughout the world. Finally, in 1708, Clement XI made the Conception a holi-

day of obligation, commanding all to hear Mass on that day, and to abstain from

servile works as on Sunday. Our country is dispensed from the observance of

this as well as of several other holidays.

The progress of the authorized use of the term Immaculate Conception, forms

another interesting index to mark the advancement of this devotion. The Sove-

reign Pontiffs were cautious about adopting it in their language to the universal

Church. As they did not think proper to publish a dogmatic definition, so neither

did they like to make use of a phrase which so expressly contained the doctrine.

When Clement XI published his bull " To command the observance of the Feast

of the Blessed Mary, Virgin Immaculate," one printer in a town in Italy inverted

the words so as to make them read :
"— of the Immaculate Conception of the

Blessed Virgin Mary." The pope directed the bishop of the place to reprimand

the printer for his presumption or carelessness, and to suppress the copies thus

falsified. While the pontiffs, however, abstained from using the expression in
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iheir owq official language, they did not refuse to allow and even encourage the

use of it by others whose piety led them to employ it. In the Office and Mass
appointed by the Holy See, it was not contained ; but in the beginning of the last

century the clergy of Austria obtained permission from Benedict XIII to recite

every Saturday an office entitled :
" Of the Immaculate Conception."

The first time that we know of the Pope having published to the whole Church
an express sanction of this term, was in 1793, when Pius VI granted an indul-

gence of a hundred days for the recital of a little prayer containing it. It was
an appropriate time for the Father of the faithful to break through the prudent re-

serve of his predecessors. The Reign of Terror was prevailing in France, and

the civilized world was shuddering to see the diabolical excesses that polished men
were capable of committing, when they forgot their fallen state, and fancied they

could make all things right under the guidance of natural reason, without any

help from God. This prayer was calculated to avert God's anger, because it con-

tained an implied confession of our original sin, by praising Mary as the only one

exempt from it, and begging for God's assistance ; and it offered some reparation

for the blasphemies uttered against the Saviour of the world, by paying honor to

the most glorious trophy of His victory over sin. The prayer, which still enjoys

the same indulgence, is as follows. " /;i thy conception, O I'iricin Mary, thmt

wast Immaculate. Pray for vs to the Father, ichose Son Jcstis, conceived of the

Holy Ghost, thou didst brins;forth.^'

But our own generation has been blessed with a more wonderful increase of

this devotion than any preceding one. The late Sovereign Pontiff, Gregory XVI,

of happy memory, authorized first some and then others, to use the term Imma-

culate Conception, both in the divine office and also in the holy sacrifice of Mass.

We are not sure that the Franciscans did not obtain this permission before his

pontificate : but if he did not originate it, he certainly extended it very widely

;

and at length he made known that he would gladly allow it to all whose piety

should instigate them to apply for it. In the papal chapel the expression was

inserted in the solemn Mass of the festival in 1843. Great was the consolation of

that venerable pontiff, and great was the edification of the whole Catholic world,

when the illustrious order of Dominicans, among whom had formerly been found

the chief opponents of the doctrine, presented through the Father General their

petition to be permitted to add to the Litany of the Blessed Virgin that supplica-

tion which has since become common throughout the world :
*' dueen conceived

without original sin, pray for us." Joyfully did the Holy Father grant their re-

quest, and joyfully was the strain caught up by the children of Mary in every

quarter of the globe. This permission was extended to the diocess of Baltimore

in 1840, and to the whole United States in 1846. The request coming from the

Dominicans was doubly gratifying, because it so effectually removed one obstacle

in the way of a dogmatic definition—delicacy about declaring to be formal heresy

an opinion which had been supported by learned and holy members of that well

deserving order.

But God himself had given the most direct and multiplied proofs of his holy

will that men should believe this doctrine and cultivate an especial devotion to it.

The wonderful propagation of the Medal of the Immaculate Conception, and the

innumerable blessings that every where accompanii'd it, were a demonstration of

God's especial favor, and a strong confirmation of its claim to a supernatural origin.

It was given to the world from the noviciate of the Sisters of Charity in Paris,

a community which has always cherished a particular devotion for this privilege
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of our Lady, ami beon accusttuintl to iiiaki" a profession of Ix-lict in it every day

at the recital of the bends.

It was in Septemher IS.'^O, that one of the yoiinij sisters, durinsj lier meditation

one day, beheld ;i |)irtiire of tlie Hh'ssed Viri,'in standing in the attitude rej)resented

on the Me(hil. Iler hands were covered witli diamonds, from which issued

beams of Ijrilliant liglit ihrected towards the earth. Around the picture, was

inscribed in letters of gold and in the Krencii lanpuafje, the invocation now so

familiar to us all: O Mary! conceiveo without Sin, Pray for us who have

RECOORSE TO Thee. She heard a voice telling her that the beams of light were

emblems of the graces that Mary obtains for men. After a few moments the pic-

ture was turneti, and on the other side were shown the figures which we see on

the reverse of the medal; the letter M surmounted by a cross, and beneath it the

Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary. Again she heard the same voice saying: "A
medal must be made according to this picture; and whoever will wear one that

has been indulgenced, and recite this short prayor with fervor, shall enjoy a very

especial protection from the Mother of God."

When the novice mentioned this strange occurrence to her spiritual director, he

saw nothing in it but what might proceed from a lively imagination, excited by

close meditation. Though it returned a second and third time, he made no account

of it, until happening to mention it to the archbishop, the prelate told him that

even if it was the eflect of imagination, the idea of the medal was a good one,

quite contbrmable to the spirit of the Church ; and he recommended him to have

it put in execution.

After some delays the medal was struck in June, 1832, and distributed among

those who desired to have it. The Sisters besides wearing it themselves, offered

it to some of the sick in their hospitals. Several unexpected cures and several

wonderful conversions, in which the medal was clearly the instrument of God,

excited admiration and gratitude, and soon obtained for it the appellation of the

Miraculous Medal. Many persons asked for it, and it began to spread with a kind

of accelerated velocity ; for every one who received it became zealous to make it

known to others. It carried with it too a blessing, not only to increase the fervor

of the pious, but to open the hearts of those who had cared little about objects of

devotion ; so that this medal was received and worn by numbers who had never

worn such things before. In some of the towns of France almost all the young

men procured it, and one military officer of superior grade, sent an order for sixty

medals to give to other officers who had asked ibr them. From France it passed

quickly into other countries of Europe, was soon carried to China, and many of

us can remember how early after the date of its first execution, it became well

known in our own country. The book from which we draw our account,

—

JS'otice

sitr la MedaUle J\Iiraciil€vse,—and which was printed in 1842, states that down to

the time m which it was written, there had been sold by the one house which first

struck the medal, two millions of copies in gold and silver, and eighteen millions

in other metals : and there were eleven other manufacturers in Paris, busily en-

gaged in making and selling them, besides four in Lyons, and many in other parts

of France.

This marvellous propagation of the medal was not the effect of a shortlived

effervescence of devotion. It has continued now for more than twenty years to

bear the same fruits as at the beginning. The Medal of the Conception is still

worn by multitudes, who have never worn any other. Indeed, we may safely

say that in this country, and we know not how many others, the number worn
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greatly exceeds that of all other medals put together. It is still the instrument of

extraordinary cures and preservations,—sometimes miraculous,—of conversions

from sin, and protection against spiritual dangers, and of other divine favors, often

manifest, and oftener concealed from us till they shall be made known to us by

the Help of Christians herself, when we shall come to kiss her beneficent hand in

heaven.

This medal then seemed a means designed by God to bring about that unanimity

of sentiment, and that ardor of desire among the faithful, which were to obtain

the solemn definition prayed for. Amid all his anxieties, it was a great consola-

tion to Gregory XVI, that his pontificate had been selected by God for this

supernatural impulse to the devotion : and we have seen how cordially he en-

couraged it. The learned and pious saw in all this, clear indications that the day

was approaching when God would expect from his Church the solemn promul-

gation of His Mother's glory. Religious associations were formed for the parti-

cular purpose of praying for this consummation ; and what looks very odd in these

days of irreligious politics, a Secretary of State devoted his leisure hours to the

composing of a treatise on this mystery. Cardinal Lambruschini like an affec-

tionate child, found recreation from his labors in doing a work of love for his

Mother, and published a book full of learning and piety, in praise of the Immacu-

late Conception
;
presaging that a dogmatic definition of this truth would not fail

to obtain for the afflicted and bewildered world more efficacious relief than all that

the human wisdom of statesmen could devise.

What has been done by our present Holy Father Pius IX, whom God pre-

serve, it is not for us to relate. He has told it himself with humble but dignified

simplicity, in his letters apostolic, in which the dogmatic definition is solemnly

promulgated to mankind. The language is sacred, for it is the voice of the Church.

In those letters then, must be read the termination of our historical sketch. Their

publication is an important event in the history of Christianity. If other proofs

were wanting, we have a sufficient one in the fact, that it has excited so much at-

tention among men who care little for the Church, and less for the Mother of God

;

and called forth so much scoffing, and blasphemy from the enemies of truth. They
are the contortions of the serpent, writhing under the pressure of " her immaculate

foot." But we have a more pleasing indication, of hoAv deeply it affects the dear-

est interests of Christian souls, in the enthusiasm and tears of piety, amid which it

was promulgated in the city of St. Peter; and the exultation with which it has

been received by all good Catholics,—may it increase in each individual soul the

tenderest affection for that most dear Mother, and an ardent zeal to make her

known and loved by all. A. C. U.

SPEAK NOT HARSHLY

Speak not harshly—much of care

Every human hcirt must bear

;

Enouch of shadows darkly lie

Veiled within the sunniest eye.

Ily thy childhood's gushing tearx,

lly tliy griefs of after years ;

Uy tlic ancui.sh tliou dost know,
Add not to another's woe.

Bpeak not harshly, much of lin

StlecUd.

Dwcllcth every heart witliin
;

In its closely covered celln

Many n wayward passion dwells.

My the many hours misspent,

By the gifts to errors lent,

Oy Uie wrong thou didsi not shun,

Dy tlie good lliou hast not done,

With n lenient spirit scan,

The weakness of thy fellow man.
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1' A K T II.

On n pcncpfiil little vale, the day
ItH railiaiil coiir.se had run;

And the diNltuit IuIIh wore n rn.sc-liko blunh,

At the fjlaiiOL' of the selling sun.

Those wlio liad lahorcd, sou-rhl for rrsl

And the wilroniins: word that l>rinu'><

More joy to the heart than the ireiiNures of enrlli,

The power or weuiili of kings.

Along tiie shady village road,

A .stranger took lier way;
The little children paused to gaze
Upon her in their piny.

Her steps were slow, lier pallid cheek
Showed she had known deep caie;

And yet her pale and sorrowing face

Was niar%'ellously fair.

An old man kindly spoke to her.

And asked if he might show,
As she seemed strange, the place to which
The lady wished to go.

" Tis to the Convent," she replied.

•'That is my way," said he,
" And gladly, if you will permit,

I'll bear you company,

—

Tis nearly time for Angelus."
And, even as he spoke

The chimes from out the Convent tower
Upon the still hour broke.

The lady started, and her eyes
Grew dim with gathering tears:

Since last she heard its sound, had passed
Full many miss-spent years.

"Oh! heard you ever, friend," she aaid

—

( And crimson grew her face )
" Aught of a Nun who, years ago,
Resided in this place?

Her name was bister Beatrice."

The old man smiled, and said
" Know her, our best and truest friend ?

God's blessing on her head!
You surely are a stranger here.

And from a distance too.

We know and love her tenderly

Our beautiful and true

!

Our every pain and grief grows less

If she will only say
That to our Blessed Lady she
One little prayer will pray."

The lady sighed, and humbly thanked
High Heaven that the place

Deserted by an erring soul.

Was filled by one of grace.

And then she thought how merciful
Was he who caused the name

Of her who sinned to pass away,
Like wax before the flame;

And made a good and holy one
To do the deeds she should have done.

21 Vol. Ill—No. 3.
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They entered in the httle porch

—

She pive one look around:

Her heart grew faint, tears filled her eyes,

As the low murmuring sound
Of many voices met her ear

In deep and hfart-felt prayer,

That rose from virtuous hearts to heaven

Like incense in the air.

And as she sank upon her knees.

She joined with faltering breath

Their words, " Pray for us sinners now.
And at Uie hour of death."

The chapel is empty; she still is there,

And her throbbing brow is pressed

To the steps of the aluir where she liad flown

For mercy and for rest.

She has turned away from the pleasures of earth

In her most triumphant hour;

She has fled with her wildest dreams fulfilled

Of rank, of wealth, and power.

She was deaf to the tenderest voice of love.

And fled in the shades of night,

From the palace where she had reigned so long,

The queen of the lovely and bright.

Weeping and prostrate, now she breathes

"Oh! Mother pure, I fly

With broken heart to this thy shrine,

Within its shade to die."

What gentle voice is that which meets
The sorrowing sinner's ear,

And in its soft and gentle tones

Bears comfort, hope, and cheer.'

And raising up her eyes she sees

A form—it is her own !

!

And round it glows a light like that

Round Heaven's starry throne:

—

" Have courage, child, forgiven are

The sins that thou hast done.

Thy pardon I have gained from him.
My well beloved Son.

" The place thy absence vacant left,

I filled. I knew that thou
Would 'st come again with broken heart

And penitential brow.
None knew thy absence—take thy place!"

And as her bless 'd words cease

The sorrowing wanderer felt within

Her heart that holy peace.

That all must feel who find a grace

And favor in her eyes.

Who ne'er was known in any age

A sinner to despise.

PA K T III,

Years had rolled on, the bell still hung
In the Convent turret gray;

It had tolled for many a noule heart

For ever passed away;
For the brave and the young, the good and the old.

Sleeping alike, 'neatii the church-yard mould;
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Ami Ntill U rliiined uiit tlinre ii dny
Tlif lifiuilifiil Jlnf^rlxu,

III mi'iiiory of llu' Cipriml Om;
Millie ninii fur love of us.

And children prayed, iim llieir Hires liad done,

In tliat cliapel nt rJHinjj and Heitin;; nl' muii.

An iiyed ntiq willi snowy hair,

And ciiiin and holy face.

At morning, noon, and eve wuh sure

To kneel within that place;

An<l all looked on her an a saint

That need luit idose her eyes,

To join her Maker in those realms

Heyoiid the starry skies.

And many marvelled why il was
That one so f^ood as slie

Most loved to liear the talcs of those

In sin and misery.

And ever did the errinj; find

Hope, comfort and advice

Pall on their wounded hearts from her.

The sainted Beatrice. Eatiina.

Willianwhurg, L. /., Sept. 1854.

JESUITISM AND ANTI- J ESUITISM.

We select the article which we herewith present to our readers from the pages

of the " Rambler," as one worthy of much attention. It commends itself by

moderation, high tone, and truthfulness. We do not believe that at this day the

illustrious Society of Jesus needs apologists among enlightened and right minded

Catholics, yet it is well for them to recur from time to time to facts connected with

the history of the Society, if only to repel the calumnies of its enemies. There

are, however, better reasons why those of our faith should be well informed in

this history, for from the time of the Reformation, it is intimately interwoven with

the history of the Church, and we may say without exaggeration, with the his-

tory of the world in all its aspects.

The four quarters of the globe, Europe, Asia, Africa and America, have re-

sounded with the teachings of the Jesuit lathers, and have been drenched with the )

blood of Jesuit martyrs ; all conditions of life, whether savage, barbarous, or civil- '

ized, high or low, rich or poor, must acknowledge the zealous services of this

apostolic fraternity. They have made themselves all things to all men, in the

sense required by the apostle ; they have erected the altar in tlie wilderness, and

passed their lives in the wigwam of the wild Indian ; they have followed his for-

tunes through feasts and famine, wars and pestilence, to win his soul to God

;

they have lived among the poor slaves seized upon their native soil, and sold into

a hard bondage, without hope in this world, or in the next, but for the self-sacri-

ficing labors of these true servants of God ; they have taught the poor Africans

that their task-masters had no power to send their souls to hell, and that there was

room for them in that house of many mansions prepared for his servants by the

common Lord and Father of all men; at the same time they have faced kings and

the great ones of the earth and have told them of their duties to God and man ; they
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have taught the peasant boy of Europe the first elements of letters with his Cate-

chism ; they have instructed the conceited mandarin of China in geography and

astronomy for the privilege of teaching his Buddhist brethren the history of the

redemption, and the mysteries of the faith; they have silenced the Bonzes of Japan

in presence of tlieir emperor, and have brought some of them into the fold of

Christ ; they have made of many savage pagan tribes peaceful and happy Chris-

tian communities—they have carried with them every where civilization, arts,

sciences, letters, faith. These are historical facts—not fancies—their enemies admit

them. If the tree is known by its fruits, as the fruits are good, so must be the tree.

And what are the offsets to these known facts? Calumnies, imputation of

motives, vicious theories attributed but never proved, and so forth. Thus it is

charged against them that they assume, teach, and practice, that evil may be done

that good may come of it; or in other words, that the end justifies the means.

This is absolutely false, positively calumnious. It is alleged that they wish to

keep the world in darkness, to repress intellect, to hinder education. It seems idle

to reply to such a charge, yet there are those who believe it. In spite of the splen-

did schools they have every where established and maintained : in spite of their

immense and most valuable labors in every legitimate field of literature, art, and

science, published to the world, and freely used by all men of learning, knaves cry

aloud, and fools believe them, that the Jesuits are the men who would put the

light of knowledge under a bushel ! In the article " Jesuits," in the Encyclopedia

Americana, written professedly by the opponents of that body, we find amid many

injurious reflections such concessions as these :
—" Their schools had uncommon

success, as the best of that time. A single college frequently had several hundred

scholars ; the young nobility were almost exclusively sent to them, and even from

Protestant countries, (now mark this, reader!) so that tfie Protestantsfound it neces-

sary to establish Lyceums and Academies for the gentry, of a character suited to the

higher demands of the age." The same article goes on to say that the Jesuits

rendered " important services to the cause of Uterature." It speaks of various

members who advanced the sciences of history and geography, mathematics and

astronomy, the study of languages and of rhetoric. " The world could not but

acknowledge them to be improvers and benefactors of their age."

'* Unquestionably the world had much reason to rejoice at their i'all, although a

great part of the members were entirely innocent ; and their former services icill

always be gratefully remembered."

The popular hue and cry in this country against the Jesuits is, that they are

essentially opposed to republican institutions. This is well known to be false.

They are conservatives every where, and anti-revolutionists under any endurable

form of government.

We find our preface getting unreasonably long, so we will spare the reader, that

he may enjoy something better; he will soon observe for himself that an article at

once able and impartial will reward his attentive perusal.

The rise, progress, and fall of the Society of Jesus constitute one of the great-

est facts in the history of the Church since the Reformation. Bom at a period of

disaster, of conflict, and of reform, the Society experienced in its infancy a course

of difficulties much the same as that which has attended the first years of other

influential religious orders. Once estalilished, it started to maturity with extraordi-

nary sp'M'd ; and when mature, it acquired an influence, aiul luld a position, un-

jirecedented in the annals of religion Then, almost suddenly, after two centuries

of existence, a storm burst upon it from within and from witiiout the Church ; its

powers of practical resistance seemed stricken with a mortal paralysis ; and in a
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li'W yf'ars, nniulst lli«> shoui.s of its (>iH>nii(>s, aiui llie W-ars of its friends, it fell ; and
its nu'inory aloiu* n-iiiiiincil iM'hiiul it.

Srarrilv liml a iit-in-ration passi-d awny, when tlip df«!trnyp<l Soriftv wa» r*»-

rall»'(l to lifi- l»v llw saim- Miprnin' authority whicli had laid it low. Its second

creation was as easy of <'X»niiion as its extinrtioii ; hut the Society has never rr--

gained its old pre-eminenoe and power, its works have been nohle ; its spirit un-

dyin:;; the animosity of its loes, and the attaehnient of its friends, have alike Ix-en

resu.seitated ; hut it is no more tin* one most prominent ohject wliirh attracts tin-

eyes of tlie ohserver in the existiiiR state of things. It is still, in many respects,

the lirst of religious orders; hut its position in the Church it has never regained.

Of the links which unite the Jesuits of the present time to their predecessors be-

fore the suppression, perhajis the most remarkahle is the vehemence of feeling

with which their cause is espoused or opposed by almost every one who comes
across them, whether in the way of historical criticisn: or personal intercourse.

The intensity of the agitation which shook Catholic Christendom at the time of

their suppression, can, indeed, be scarcely estimated by us who live in quieter

times. Still, it is rare to find the subject of Jesuitism discussed without some de-

grr-e of the heat of partisanship. There is a f "rtain something in the Society

which rouses the sensibilities, the suspicions, or the admiration of Catholics of all

grades to a most unusual extent. Wherever the Jesuit goes, he is ordinarily

a marked man ; and he cannot pursue his way without encountering far more of I

severe censure or extravagant eulogy than generally falls to the lot of Catholics,

whether priests or laymen, seculars or religious.

The old bitterness of the anti-Jesuit controversy has recently, as most of our
readers know, been revived by the pubhcation of a book on the suppression of the

Society by Father Theiner, the very learned and able Prussian ecclesiastic resident

in Home. The conduct of Clement XIV, the Pope who suppressed the Society,

lias from the first proved one of the most exciting, and at the same time one of the

most delicate subjects which can exercise the judgment of the historian. From
Protestants and anti-Jesuits that Pontifl' has naturally met with Uttle else but ex-

travagant eulogy ; and he has b«vn cited as the most courageous, the most en-

lighteneil, the most anti-ultramontane of Popes. No suspicion of inferior motives,

no imputation of timidity or bondage, has for once been fastened by the critical

world upon a Roman PontitT. Others, writing usually from the Catholic point of

view, and seeing in the Jesuits nothing but a body of persecuted saints, and eager

at all risks to hold them up to admiration, have adopted the opposite extreme of

opinion, and unhesitatingly condemned Clement XIV for his treatment of his de-

voted followers. Of this class of writers, Cretineau-Joly is the most conspicuous.

As it has been said, in liis eagerness to exonerate the children, he has slain the fa-

ther; while the opposing party, in order to justify the Pope, have slain the children.

Father Theiner has entered heart and soul into the ranks of the anti-Jesuits.

He holds, in a word, that the Jesuits deserved to be suppressed. His History of the

Pontificate of Clement XIV is not a justification of Clement on the ground that

circumstances compelled him to make a frightful sacrifice, and that he could not

have done otherwise; but on the ground that the services of the Jesuits were no
longer in themselves, and as a whole, desirable to the Church. The object pro-

fessed by its writer—and we have no right to say that he had any other object in

view—was to do honor to the Holy See, and that alone. His book, however, has
by no means been accepted in this light, even by many who are far from being

thorough partisans of the Jesuits. It is considered that, so far from elevating the

reputation of Clement, he has compromised it, by holding him up as actually letl

away by the malicious imputations of infidels and bad Catholics, and as insen-

sible to the true character of the Society which was the subject of his decree.

As might have been expected, various replies have been called forth by Father
Theiner's work. They have had more or less success ; but will all, it seems
likely, be thrown into the shade by the answer of one of the Jesuits themselves.
The late general of the Society, Father Roothaan, not long before his death, wrote
to Father de Ravignan on the subject of Theiner's book, expressing his own
views as to the right line to be adopted in order to put the question in its true light

;

and acting on this. De Ravignan has brought out his Clement XIII and Clement
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XIV. Wc cannot better express our sense of the results of F. de Kavignan's

labors, than by saying that it is emphatically the work, not of a partisan, but of an

historian. Calm, temperate, forcible, and with that self-possessed yet intense

earnestness which belongs only to the highest class of French minds, it furnishes

a complete picture of the historical part of the question, presented with an amount
of lucid arrangement and unaffected vivacity of style which entitles its author to

a very high place in the ranks of historical writers. To those who know Father

de Ravignan, it is enough to say that his book is precisely what might have been

expected from him. Simple, modest, shrinking from exaggeration, aiming at

truth rather than originality, thinking not of himself but of his subject, and pos-

sessing a perfect masterj' over the bearings and facts of tliat subject, he has done

more than perhaps was ever done by any one person before to set lliis painfully-

interesting question in a clear light before the eyes of every unprejudiced Catholic.

That it must tell strongly in favor of the Society, which he loves with all the fervor

of an honest heart, and at the same time rescue Pope Clement XIV from the

imputations which have been cast upon him, cannot, we think, be doubted for a

moment. And if an augurv were wanted in favor of the future progress of the

Society in the respect and t[ie aflections of all good Catholics, it is surely to be

found in the production of a book on one of the most exciting and blinding of

subjects so free from rancor and passion, and so honorably fulfilling the promise

of the motto which Father de Ravignan has placed upon his title-page :
—'' The

Popes need nothing but the truth."

The conclusion which Father de Ravignan draws from the history of the times

can be briefly stated. It is as follows :—that Clement XIV was forced by the

relations which he found subsisting between the Holy See and the CathoUc sove-

reigns of Europe, to destroy the Society of Jesus. He never condemned the

Jesuits ; he never wished to condemn them ; in his early days he was much
attached to them. He did his utmost, according to that policy which he held to be

best for the interests of religion, to postpone, if possible altogether, the suppression

of the Society. In accordance, finally, with the same policy, he yielded to the

demands made upon him ; accounting that in the end the Catholic faith would
suffer less from the loss of the Jesuits than from an open rupture with their innu-

merable and powerful enemies. W'hether, abstractedly considered, Clement's

view was correct or not, Father de Ravignan gives no opinion of his own. He
merely reminds the reader, that the hostility of the anti-Jesuit monarchs to the

Papacy was not, in fact, destroyed by the immense concession made to them ; and

that infidelity consummated its triumph after the Jesuits' fall. But he gives no

hint that he believes that the Bourbons and the atheists would really have done less

deadly mischief to Christianity if the Pope had braved their anger to the utmost,

and defied them to do their worst. For ourselves, we follow Father de Ravignan's

example, and express no opinion on the question ; not alone out of prudence, but

because the subject is really most obscure and compUcated, and because it is always

perilous to speculate on what would have taken place had Almighty Wisdom
ruled the world in a different manner from that which it has pleased It to adopt.

At the same time, the history of the fall of the Jesuits is so pregnant with sug-

gestion to us, who are enabled to contemplate it with the equanimity of a subse-

(juent century, that it is impossible not to derive some measure of practical

instruction from the record of that most extraordinary event. No reflecting person

can help forming some sort of an opinion as to the Jesuit question, both as respects

the past history of the Society, and their present condition and future prospects.

No one who has the interests of religion and luiinanity at heart ran avoid specu-

lating at times on that violent agitation of the mind of Christendom wiiich ended

in the suppression of so astonishingly powerful a comnmnily, or asking himself

at times whether there was not some real evil, great or little, involved in the exist-

ence of a Society, which Catholic princes united to assail, and which a pious,

amiable, and liberiil-minded Pontiff was Avilling to destroy.

Is it possible, then, to find any clue to guide the ordinary observer through the

mazes of that wide-spread and confusetl controversy I With Catholic arrayeti

against Catholic in opinion; with such a mountain of hooks and pamphlets on the

Jesuits and Jesuitism piled up before the eyes, that a whole life would .scarcely
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suffipo lor iiiasU'riiiiT thi-ir mnU-nLs ; nnd witli tlif stmmjf fiu-t that cvf'n iu)W tluTc*

exists in njimy niiiuls dcsiTvincf of imirh rrspcct a most nianiffst tcncK'nry to irri-

tahilitv and partisansliin cithiT on on«> side or th«« otl\<r, tin- inoim-nt tho Jesuits aro

broujjlit un<liT discussion

—

m thrrc any hop*' for iIh* candid looker-on. whose sole

desire it is to know facts as'they wen* and as they are, and who aims only at doinef

justice to the Jesuits, without piedirinij himself to an indisrriminatini; defence of

every art tliat has emanated fnmi them? It may seem presumptuous if we an-

swer this (piestion in the allirmative. Wlu'n. in the midst of the innum«'rahle

host of puhlications on the Society, it is diflicult to lay our hands on any one Iwok

which IS not distinctly devotitl either to attack or to extol the Jesuits without

limit, what chance can any fresii writer have of indicating a path through the con-

troversial wilderness, which seems to have confused the eyesight of so many, so

learned, and so able men iM'fore him 7

We think, nevertheless, that this preliminary objection to any professed solution

of the dilhculty disappears when the whole case is fairly stated. The true case

we conceive to be this, that while few persons have tpritten on the question except

as an advocate or an enemy, many have existed, and do exist, who have thougnt

and conversed in the most perfect spirit of judicial imparitality. The pro and anti-

Jesuit literature of the last century-and-a-half is not a fair representative of Catho-
lic opinion. The immense mass of persons whose views nave been guided by
justice and tnoderatiou have usually kept silence, so far as the press is concerned

;

and the result has been a remarkable contrast between the candor and good sense

of private life and the heat and exaggeration of public statements. If, then, we
express a conviction that, after all, it is not so diflicult to see one's way through
tlie labyrinth, we are but placing on paper the ideas which are entertained by
reasonable persons in every part of the Church, whose observations have led them
to a satisfactory conclusion, without assuming that every Jesuit is either more or

less than a man.

As for the most prominent feature in the history of the suppression of the

Society, it is sufficiently indicated in F. de Ravignan's book, of which we have
been speaking; of which book, indeed, it is the burden. No ^ood Catholic can
avoid the conclusion, that a suppression which was the especialwork of the open
enemies of Jesus Christ was undeserved. Whether or not, if we may venture to

introduce so awfully sacred a parallel, " it was expedient that one man should die

for the jieople," it is one of the most incontrovertible facts in history, that the men
who pushed on the suppression of the Jesuits had no regard whatever for the glory

of God and the salvation of souls : they were not pious, devoted, self-sacrihcing

persons, whether ecclesiastic or lay, who conscientiously disapproved of the con-
duct and principles of the Jesuits. Here and there, no doubt, such persons were
to be found in the Church, who did not resist the suppression, who might even
desire it, and who feebly joined to swell the cry against the Society ; but it is not

fair to pretend that the Society fell before the assaults of such respectable foes as

these; its real destroyers were of two classes—kings and politicians, who openly
disobeyed the moral precepts of Christianity, and avowed the principle that Chris-

tianity ought to be obedient, as an instrument, to the temporal power, which alone
is practically supreme; and the infidels of the modem shool of " philosophy,"
which, originating with English atheists of the school of Hobbes and Lord Her-
bert of Cherbury, found its final development under the leadership of Voltaire,

D'Alembert, and the rest of the French sceptics. We cannot, of course, enter

into any very lengthened proof of these facts; but a few illustrations will be amply
sufficient to enable an observer to form his opinion.
The Pope himself, Clement XIV, saw through the whole pretences of the ene-

mies of the Jesuits as clearly as any one. Monino, the ambassador of Charles
III of Spain, one of the most bitter of the anti-Jesuit sovereigns, relates in a dis-

patch, that the Pope had told him distinctly that he saw the real aim of his master.
•* I have long seen," said Clement, "to what they wish to arrive: it is the ruin
of the Catholic religion ; schism, perhaps heresy—this is the secret intention of the
monarchs."

D'Alembert, one of the most distinguished and influential of the infidel party,

openly exulted in the knowledge that the French Parliament and the Jansenists
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were but the tools of the atheistical " encyciopjedists" in attacking tlie Jesuits.

"The parliaments," he writes to Voltaire (May 4, 1762), " think they are serving

religion ; but they are serving reason Avithout regarding it ; they are exacting strict

jusUce on behalf of philosophy, whose orders they receive without knowing it

It is not the Jansenists alone who are killing the Jesuits, U is the encyclopadia."

Voltaire's horrible blasphemy would be too revolting for quotation, but iliat it is

necessary to show that the cause of the Society was identitied with that of Him
whose name it bore. " Once," said he, writing to Helvetius, in 1761, " that we
have destroyed the Jesuits, we shall have fine sport with Jesus Christ."*

When the work was done, Voltaire thus congratulated the Marquis of Ville-

vieille :
" I rejoice with my brave chevalier in the expulsion of the Jesuits. Oh,

that we could exterminate all monks, who are worth nothing more than these

knaves of Loyola!"
As for the kings, who gave an appearance of decency and regard for authority to

a movement which aimed at the subversion of all laws, divine and human, they

betrayed incessantly by the tone of their language that their sole object was the

repression of a spiritual power which they found it impossible to reduce to sub-

mission to their selfish tyranny. At this fatal period the Catholic sovereigns of

Europe were united in a deadly war against every thing tliat opposed their perso-

nal absolutism ; themselves, for the most part, feeble in intellect, they were served

by ministers who to a considerable degree of skill in the art of controlling the

people and the nobles united an utter disregard of religious principle, and made
the abolition of the Papal Supremacy over each national Church the key-stone of

their political systems. In the carrying out these hateful theories the Jesuits were
an unconquerable obstacle. Yielding to the purely secular demands of the sovereigns

to an extent which we think occasionally mistaken, on the point of the Papal Su-
premacy they stood invincible and incorruptible. With education and the guidance
of souls in the hands of the " knaves of Loyola," the establishment of national

Churches against the authority of Rome was simply impossible.

The Jesuits, therefore, must be destroyed ; they must be destroyed, however,
perfectly legally, with decency, propriety, and at the same time effectively. No
banishment from the soil of this or that country would suffice ; if they existed on
the face of the earth, they might return and trouble the repose of deified despotism.

For this end no authority less than that of the Holy See would suffice ; as one
Pope had created the Society of Jesus, another must anniliilate it. A league,

accordingly, was entered into by these eminently " Catholic" princes, to force the

Pope to abolish Jesuitism altogether. Their plan was, to threaten the Holy Father

with menaces wliich must make him tremble for the general interests of religion,

in case he refused to grant their desires. The whole matter resolved itself into a

question of policy : would it be better to sacrifice the Jesuits, or to see France,

Spain, Portugal, Naples, Parma, Venice, erect themselves into so many schismatic

kingdoms, to be led on from one crime to another, and finally, perhaps, to emulate

the example of the English Henry and Elizabeth, the open persecutors of the

Cathohc Church? One Catholic potentate alone stood firm. The greatest woman

,

nay, the greatest sovereign of her age, Maria Teresa of Austria, stood aloof from

this conspiracy, in which the house of Bourlx)n led the way in trampling

alike on the rights of the Christian and the hberties of mankind. Frightful and
shameful indeed has been the after-destiny of this bitter anti-Jesuit family. The
children of Maria Teresa have sat firmly on her throne; and after the shocks of

a century of revolutions, her descendant is the only monarch of the old Catholic

reigning families who now remains great and popular. The Bourbons, who
seemed to have Catholic Europe almost in their grasp, have become a by-word for

all that is feeble or faithless ; and Europe pities every people that may still come
under their sway.
While Benedict XIV lived, it was supposed by some persons that it was possi-

ble that an arrangement might be made under the auspices of that great Pontiff,

by which a reconciliation should be effected between the Jesuits and their enemies.

On his death, Clement XIII (Rezzonico) opposed the whole tenacity of his cha-

We suppress the frightful term which Voltaire was wont to apply to our Blessed

Lord, and which he here uses in the original.
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racttT Jiiul ilt'VDlioi) to the rcsistanco of iIk- tlciuaiHlHof iIk- kings. Winn ('Ifiiionl

di«*d, llu; inoiiarclis pp-pan-d lor tin- crisis witlioiit a vi'sli<Tf of scruple or lH*sita-

lioii ; tlu'ir iiilri^iirs in llu- conduv*' wliirli was to clccl tlii* new Pope assumed
the charaetiT of an uneonrealed dirtalidn, the one point on which they insisted

being the destruction ol' the Jesuits by the Pontifl alK)Ut to be chosen. Tlieir

power ainons; the ('ardinals was scskilfully employed, thai though the anti-Jc-siiit

(."ardinals were decidtHJly in the minority, a ( 'ardinal was cli(js«'n of whom the
suppression of the Society was undouhtingly expected. CJanpanelJi.a Kn»n<:i.scan,

unliable, accomplished, pious, and of excellent abilities, was placed in tli»* < 'hair

of IVter, and look the title of Clement XIV. From the moment of his accession
he suflered no r«*sl from the Bourbons and their fellow-conspirators

; at length he
pave a promise in writing that lie woulii suppress the Jesuits, and when that step
was taken, he was persecuted till the Society should be no more. On tiie 21st of
July, 1773, the brief of abolition was signed. The entire history of the machina-
tions of the kings and the philosophers is given at length in F.de Ruvignan's his-

tory ; and it may be said, without exaggeration, that a more mournful and dis-

tressingly-interesting episode is scarcely to be read in the pages of the history of
the Christian Church. As for the Jesuits themsdves, they proved that many of
the charges against them were false, by the absolute and unrepining submission
which they rendered to the decree of the Supreme Pontiff.*

Such, then, is the great palpable fact which meets the eye of the inquirer at the

outset of his investigation ; so far the question is solved : the Jesuits were offered

up a sacrifice, to appease the wrath of those who either avowedly hated Jesus
Christ, or who sought to bind his Vicar in the chains of kingly domination. On
this point we cannot forbear quoting the noble and affecting words with which F.
de Ilavignan concludes his history; words fervent with simplicity, and touching
from the humility they breathe in everv syllable. He quotes the well-known say-

ing of M. de Ronald :
" All the world knows that the expulsion of the Jesuits

was the work of the passions, and the triumph of false doctrines; ... if a Pope
under constraint suppressed the Jesuits, a Pope in freedom re-established them ;"

and then he breaks out, with all the eloquence of a wounded heart

:

'• Nevertheless, notwithstanding the weightiest testimonies, notwithstanding the

reparation made by true and impartial history, notwithstanding the solemn resto-

ration pronounced by the Vicars of Jesus Christ, I cannot conceal from myself
that the Society of Jesus always meets with hostile opinions, blind prejudices, and
an opposition lasting and often full of hatred. Whence comes, then, I ask my-
self, this permanent aversion, of which the children of St. Ignatius have been the

object at all times and in all placts ? I declare, in sincerity of conscience, and
after a long study supported by facts, that this is a condition of affairs which I

believe to be, humanly speaking, inexplicable. W^hence, in fact, comes this

hatred, this horror of the very name of Jesuit, in the minds not only of men con-
demned by public opinion for their impiety and anti-social doctrines, but also of
certain men whose conduct, morals, learning, and perhaps piety, are well known?

" I willingly bow my head and humble myself without a reply, submitting
myself to the justice of the Supreme Judge ; but with the most confident convic-

tion that this is an error, involuntarily Jidopted by these honorable adversaries.
" Nevertheless, I allow myself to ask in my turn a question :

'• If the accusations urged against the Jesuits are well founded ; if it is true that

they have corrupted the morals of Christianity ; that by a fatal laxity they have
opened the door to all kinds of vice, under the mask of piety, as Pascal accused
them of doing; if it is true that they have preached insubordination, instigated

people to rise against their rulers, and even sharpened the regicide's dagger; if, on
the other hand, they have fostered tyrannical and retrograde notions and changes;
if, by the nature of their institute and spirit, they are and must be given to disturb-

ance, to chicanery and intrigue; if they are thus guilty of the most contradictory

prevarications, imbued at the same time with the most revolutionary and the most

• It ou£:ht always to he remembered, that the Brief of Abolition, while reciting the
crimes of whicli the Jestiits were accused, pointedly abstains from expressing any behef
that those accusations were deserved.

•22 Vol. III.—No. 3.
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oppressive opinions and principles—how is it that tyrants have hated them and
banished them ? How is it that those who are the disturbers of the public peace,

the enemies of all social order and all authority, have reviled them, persecuted

them, and proscribed them in every way ? Wiience comes the inextinsuishable

hatred of these men, who ought to find in the morals and conduct of the Jesuits a

justification of their own vices and crimes? How is it that they have not loved

and caressed these prevaricating religious, since they must have found in them their

own accomplices ? How is it that they have not recognized and accepted these

intriguers and busy bodies (as they were called by Charles III of Spain) as useful

and powerful auxiliaries? How?—but 1 stop; these questions are my reply.

Injustice has lied against itself, says the Holy Ghost : these contradictions are in-

explicable, on the supposition that the accusations are true; grant them to be false,

and then every contradiction, every difficulty disappears. Here, then, is the true

case ; against the Jesuits all the enemies of the Church, all the enemies of social

happiness and order, have leagued with a savage union and steadfastness; on the

other side the Jesuits have had—and, thanks be to God, they still have.—among
their defenders the most devoted of all the chief supporters of religion and society

;

they have them for their most illustrious, their truest, their most venerable friends.

What is the conclusion ?

" But once more : how shall I account for certain honest prepossessions existing

against us? In truth, I cannot do it satisfactorily: for I examine myself; I ques-

tion my conscience, my intimate knowledge of the institute, of those who have
embraced it ; I lake into consideration the matters which make up our life, and
which made up those of our fathers; and I answer to myself, No! we deserve

neither this hatred nor those prepossessions. But, I believe that God has heard

the prayer of my blessed Father, who asked of the Lord that his children should

always be the object of persecutions and trials. I believe in the heredifary tradi-

tions of certain professions and certain families, who think they would be renounc-

ing their ancestors, if they loved and honored that which their fathers hated—thp

name of Jesuit. I believe that many persons accept prejudices and opinions with-

out judging for themselves: that they do not think it necessary to condescend to

understand us better by means of studying us more close at hand. I feel also, to

the bottom of my heart, that men outrage good sense, not less than justice, when
they suppose us, without proof, to be capable of the greatest wickedness, or at least

of intrigues, plots, macliinations, and a fabulous duplicity. It would rather be

true and just to accuse us of too great a confidence in the persons who surround

us, and often of unskilful management only too real, and this I say most sincerely.
" But I arn bound to speak the language of serious reason and faith. We are

priests, religious, and men like others; like other men, we have a right that the

world should suppose we have a conscience, and Christian motives for what we
think and do, until our acts are shown to belie our duties. The Jesuits alone are

excepted from this law of fair judgment; and here. I own, I find an inexplicable

enigma. God can explain it; in the designs of his wisdom, which I adore, it is

his will that a small society of religious should he the object of'unceasfng preju-

dice, hatred, and even persecution. Blessed be his name!
"Jesus CMirist, the Saviour of the world, owed his triumph to his poor and

suffering life, to his ignominies, to his renunciation of his own will, to the pains

of his passion, to his death, to his burial.

" It is enough for us to undfrstand what is our lot upon earth, and to thank the

Lord for ever for it. It is in hurnihations. caluiimies, persecutions, lalxirs, pains,

and labors misimderstood. in death itself, that we acquire our stren^^lh .niid ourlife;

and it is with these arms that the (losjiel has van(jiii'«he(l ilie world and hell. This
is enough for mv understanding and for my heart ; 1 am silent, and I am comforted."

Such, then, is the interpretation of the tiict. that the ("atholic iiidnarchs (such as

they were) of Europe united to demand the destruction of the Jesuits, and that

an enlightened Pontiff granted their request. The Christian man who can see in

.such a fact a proof or a presumption that the Jesuits deserved the suppression,

estimates lanuan affairs ov a test which is to us incomprehensible. We pa.«!s

on to some other considerations, explanatory of the popular feelings ."fgainst the

Society of Jeeus, to which Father de Kavignan docs not refer, but which bear
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diri'fily on tlu* qiu'slion at issuf, aiul wlm-h we think will furnislt llw ramlid ol>-

sorvcr willi a li^lil to jjiiidc liini llin)ii;:li tin- (jl'xJtn "f ••ontrovcrsy.

If appears, ilicn, to us purely impossible tiial, were not tlie Jesuits, as a lx)dy,

thorouirhly Cliristian, sell'denyin?, nn<l upriijlit in their motives, and perfectly

sound in their practiral morals, their works should have he«'n and he what they

have been and are. We say nothing oi nidividual exceptions ; we do not attempt

to juslily even (juestionahle cases ul conduct or casuistry ; nor do wi; claim lor the

•Society any sudi preposterous superiority to other reli;;ious orders and other men
as some of its I'uloijisls pretend to on ilshehalf. We speak only of the Society as

a whole; as a corporation in which some inlluence or other, whether had or jjo"d,

must l»e /)rP(/(»»«imiM/ ,- and wliiih nuist jjive its charactir. as ;» character, to the

Society, and hv which, as a Society, it has an indeleasihle claim to he judj^ed.

What, llu-n, have the Jesuits done, and hein doini;, u|) to this very time, in the 1

pidpit, m the confessional, in missions amoiiir the heathen, in dogmatic, moral and
spiritual theology, and in general science and literature? The question can be

answered in a moment by every person who possesses the mere elements of a
( 'atholic library. Turn to your shelves and take down one after anotlier the most
im|)ortant and admirahh' treatises you know of, on dogmatic, on moral, on spiritual

subjects. See who are the writers who, as a class, stand unquestionably pre-emi-

nent for the last three ciiituries ; whose insight into Divine things has been most
clear, whose spiritual perceptions liave been most delicate and penetrating, whose
grasp of theological science has been most large and vigorous. Read the record of

missionary enterprise in America, in China, in Africa, among the rich, among the

poor, among the free, among the slaves, among the prisoners ; count up the names
of those who have suflered martyrdom and all horrible suflerings for Christ's sake;

cast your eye down the long list of classical editors, professors of mathematical
and physical science, and laborers in general literature;—and then inquire how
many of these have been members of the Society of Jesus; and when the extra-

ortlinary and astonishing sum-total has been added up, admit with us, that it is

beyond the range of all possibility that such industry, such zeal, such self-sacritice,

such knowledge of spiritual things, should liave come forth from a body of men
governed by any spirit but that of Jesus Christ, or debased by a devotion to craft

and dishonest selfishness, or antagonistic to the free cultivation of the human intel-

ligence. If the Jesuits have not been devoted Catholic Christians, what men have
been?
As to the mere number of books that have been published by members of the

Society, it is, to those who have not examined the subject, absolutely amazing,
and unquestionably betokens an a'-tivity of mind perfectly incompatible with that

peculiar, slavish, designing, subtle, and intriguing character w^hich is popularly
attributed to them.* Who ever heard before, in the history of man, of persons
such as the Jesuits are supposed to be, devoting themselves to such works as the

Jesuits have afcoinplished in a profusion perfectly unparalleled? Their enemies
may nige imd denounce; their luke-warm friends may damn them with faint praise,

and wish them all the while well out of the way; but the facts of w-hat they have
written, done, and suffered, cannot be obliterated from the past: and we declare

that these facts cannot be reconciled with any theory except that which the Jesuits

themselves profess regarding themselves. Observe, we do not say that they prove
those extravagant encomiums which some of ihe friends of the Jesuits have put
forward; or tlial they require us, in defending the Jesuits, to disparage other Calli-

olics, or other men of science and letters;—all we say is, that, puzzle a man as

you please with rifaccimeuti from Pascal, stories about the Molinists, rumors of
craft and intrigue, and accounts of the ill-will of many good Catholics against

them—there the facts of Jesuit literature and history remain. If tluy have not
served God with jdl their hearts and souls, who among us has thus served him ?

• A cataiogriie is now in course of publication containing the names of the Jesuits
who have published books, large or small, since the foundation of the Society; with lists

of their writings, and the various editions tiiey have gone tiirougii. Tlie number of
authors amouiifs to more than ten tlioxisund ; and the iirst volume, which contains tiie

catalogue of the works of oidy bstween seven and eight hundred of these, is a closely-
printed imperial octavo of nearly 800 pages.



SCENES IN THE LIFE OF OUR LORD.

The Church which alone can give it a saving meaning for our souls, has so

often presented the life of our Blessed Lord to us ; she has so often by iier doctors

and saints led us to meditate on the various mysteries of his life, his miracles, his

parables, his ordinary and hidden life, his trials and above all his passion and death,

that it seems almost out of place to treat of it in a passing fugitive way. Yet it

is a theme ever ancient and ever new, and we may be pardoned for endeavoring

to imitate that wise father of a family, who bringeth forth out of his treasure new

things and old. Our purpose is not to give a detailed life, but to select such scenes

or groups of scenes as seem most to portray some affection of that sacred heart,

which from the first instant of its existence was wounded with love of fallen man,

nor ceased to show that love till it ceased to beat on Calvary.

•' The miracle," as Cardinal Wiseman beautifully observes, " was for the unbe-

lieving multitude; the parable was for the heartless priest and scribe; for friends

and dear ones were the ordinary and domestic actions of Christ's earthly life ; for

apostles and disciples were his words of eternal truth, the mysteries of the king-

dom of heaven." Not that they are so exclusively, for all are so interwoven that

like a beautiful mosaic each relieves and heightens the other, the gesture and the

tone containing as deep instruction and deep mixture of love as the parable or the

miracle to those who listened not to be convinced, for they already believed, but

to draw in new draughts of love from that divine fountain.

SCENES DESCRIBED BY MARY.

In the scenes of our Lord's Ufe which the evangelists have depicted, we find

some indeed which they depict as eye witnesses, for St. Matthew and St. John cer-

tainly and St. Luke probably were constant companions of our Blessed Redeemer

during his public life. The beloved apostle, especially, with St. Peter and St.

James, were the blessed spectators of his glory on Thabor, his agony in the garden,

and the chief witnesses as to his resurrection. So that when John Vvrites, he tells

us that he sets down "that which was from the beginning, which we have heard,

which we have seen with our eyes, which we have looked upon and our hands

have handled of the Word of Life."* Yet this can refer only to his public life.

As to all that preceded whence did they derive their knowledge ? Who told the

listening evangelist the facts which proved that Jesus was the son of God, that he

was conceived of a virgin, that he was bom in a stable, adored by the wise men,

sought out for slaughter by the usurping Herod ? What lips could recount the

words of the angel to that virgin whom the Trinity had from all eternity chosen

to be mother of the Incarnate Word ? What lips could have told those words

which rise daily from so many Catholic hearts, short but unerring proofs that we
believe and rejoice in the mystery of the incarnation, that we with the angelic

host unite in pouring forth our congratulations to that Hebrew maiden in the very

words of the messenger of God? Surely none but Mary's, none but those of her

* 1 John i, 1.
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whom ih.' lilaiiy calls (iu<»n of aposllfs, of lu-r who is (iu<'<ii of «vang('li8Ls, tho

first, th»» gnaU'st witness of the mysteries of Redemption , witliout whom our faith

is nothing.

" Tluis the very proinulwork of Christianity, the incarnation, rests upon one

testimony, a unit, a singU- voict—that of the Blessed Virgin Mary." Let us then

first recjill th<- scenes of wi\ich she is our witness, and sitting like St. Luke at lier

blessed fe«'t hear what she treasured up in hir heart, In niDiiiU when CJod so in-

spired her.

I. T II r, ANNUNCIATION.

LAKE AND TOWN OF TIBERIAS.

Between the Lake of Tiberias and the Mediterranean in the land of Palestine,

rises the solitary mountain of Thabor, its conelike form terminated by a plateau,

while its sides are shaded by scattered groves of oak and carob or turpentine. On
its western slope in a sort of natural basin, amid a rocky, uncultivated tract,

which a few nopal and fruit trees could not redeem from the general gloom of the

valley, lay nineteen centuries ago the little hamlet of Nazareth. A solitary foun-

tain on the east supplied the villagers with water, and towards it often bent her

way a maiden of the tribe of Juda, of the royal house of David, but like many
other branches of that princely house reduced to utter poverty. Nurtured like a

chosen dove amid the hUls and walls of Jerusalem, the holy city, in the temple of
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HILLS AND WALLS OF JERUSALEM.

the Lord, where her royal ancestors had first raised a shrine to the true God,

whence Joas had gone forth to redeem his people, she was now the virgin wife of

Joseph, a poor carpenter, princely like herself in origin.

Unknown or despised by the world, this humble virgin had been even before

her existence an object of Divine complacency. Chosen to be the mother of the

long expected Messiah, she had by the merits of her destined son been freed from

the sin of Adam and its eternal woe, even as the patriarchs had been by the riles

of the law. But it was her singular privilege to have been perpetually exempted

from the bondage of Satan, from which all others, holy as they might have been,

were exempted only after birth. The day arrived when she was to become the

mother of the Most High, when one of the persons of the Trinity was to be

made flesh in her womb. Yes : under that circumscribed blue sky in the depths

of that narrow, sombre valley, in the shade of that little hill, whose ancient rocks

seem even now rent by its bounds of joy at the conception of the divine infant, or

its shudders of anguish when he expired on Calvary; here is the spot, the sacred

spot of the globe, which God had chosen from alt eternity to send down on earth

his truth, his justice and his love incarnate in an infant God.
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Mary was to rt'Cfivc tho rrwnnl of Iut corn'spdndciicc to the prarcs whicli (Joil

had so lavishly poiirfnl out upon hor, and wliicli had in hor hoart \m^xu>' I'ruit a

hundred (old. Tin- soul of man rannot conrt-ive ihr ravishintj h'-auty of that

heart, which had ever " heard the word of CJod and kejit it." Well may tin- poei

exclaim :

"Ave .Marl! hif.s.sed Miiid !

Lily of F.den's frnf;riint .sIkkIc,

Who can express the Itive

Thiit nurtured tiiee so pure und sweet,

Mnkinj; thy lienrt ii slielter meet

Kor Jesus, holy dove?"*

Mary was alone, tradition tells us, rapt in prayer, her household duties done.

Her pure heart rose in ecslacy to God. when, as St. Luke from her own lips tells

us, the radiant nie.ssenger of God appeared.
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By his bright entrance and his radiant vest,

In all his pomp the seraph stands confessed;

Above the maid his golden wing he spreads,

And o'er the scene celestial odor sheds."

Gabriel, one of the seven who ever stand before the Lord, Gabriel who had so

recently struck dumb the doubting Zachary, now enters humbly unto the poor

cabin, home of humble toil, of simple hearts, of utter poverty. "Hail, full of

grace, the Lord is with thee," said the messenger of God, " Blessed art thou

among women." Mary must have been startled by this apparition and unwonted

address; no fear glossed her veins, as it did those of her kinsman Zachary ; she

was troubled in her humility at words so strange; her only dread was that of

being deceived by one who came to pour into her ear words of flattery. The

angel saw her trouble. " Fear not Mary," he continued, "for thou hast found

grace with God. Lo! thou shall conceive in thy womb, and shall bring forth a

son : and thou shah call his name Jesus. He shall be great and shall be called

the*son of the Most High, and the Lord God shall give unto him the throne of

David his father, and he shall reign in the house of Jacob forever, and of his

kingdom there shall be no end." Whatever had been Mary's surprise at the

humble reverence paid her by the angelic speaker at first, this new announcement

ovem'helmed her with confusion. She to be the mother of the Messiah ! of the

king of Israel! For a moment she forgot that the Messiah was to be virgin-born,

and remembering only her own vowed virginity, and the impossibihty of her being

in the natural order the mother of the royal child, she exclaimed, " How shall this

be done, because I know not man?" But the angel reminded her by more fully

declaring ihe mystery. " The Holy Ghost shall come upon thee, and the power

of the Most High shall overshadow thee : and therefore also the holy which shall

be born of thee shall be called the son of God." To confirm his character as en-

voy of the Almighty he added, " And behold thy cousin Elizabeth, she also hath

conceived a son in her old age; and this is the sixth month with her that is called

barren ; because no word shall be impossible with God." The annunciation had

been made: the angel had fulfilled his mission, and the work of redemption de-

pended on the will of Mary. Her consent was alone needed lo enable the eternal

word to become man. Full of gratitude and love to the Almighty, the Adonai

of Israel, she exclaimed :
" Behold the handmaid of the Lord, be it done to me

according to thy word." And the Word was made Flesh. Thabor still rears

its sterile heights crown*^! by a ruin ; Nazareth still nestles in its hollow side; the

grot where the blessed Virgin immaculate received the Annunciation is now a sub-

terranean chapel, in the extremity of which is a beautiful aliar of white marble,

before which eleven lamps are constantly burning, so many sentinels of the faith ;

while beneath the altar is the spot where the Immaculate Virgin knelt, and above,

cut in stone, are those awful words, whose sublimity confounds our weak human

reason,

" Verbum caro hie factum est."

Of the liouse in which Mar)' dwelt the foundations alone remain; the edifice itself

is, as Catholics generally believe, thai shown al Loreito.

Such is the site and such was the scene of the incarnation of our Lord, the

mystery of mysteries. Such was the scene which we commemorate when, at

* WalUce.
/
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morniiiij, noon aiul nisjhl llu- Aii«<'lus, llic ancd's Ix-ll, sounds over hill and valley,

and lako and woodland of (Catholic lauds, and in llu* ••loiistpn-d nuoks, the hopes of

Caliiolicity anions? us. This toufhini; nn inorial of the Incarnation has always

iinpresstnl ilu> scoffiT and iho unlx'lii-vrr, and a vi-ry pagan, whose pafjt-s ti-em

with inuuoralily, <'an say :

''Ave Miirid ! IjIcnsciI 1)P the lunir,

Tlie time, tiie climo, ilie spnt, where I so oft

Unve fill liiat moment in its fullest power
Sink o'er tlte enrtli so lieautiful and noft,

Wliile swuna; the deep i)ell in the distant tower,

Or tlie faint dyin;^ day-hymn stole nlofl,

And not a breuth crept thrr)ugh the rosy nir.

And yet the forest leaves seem stirred with i)rayer.'"

We inisjht now follow the holy Virgin Mother of the Word, as risintj in haste sl»e

went into the hilly country of Juda, her cousin's mountain home; admire her cha-

T H E H 1 I- T, S OF Jm F, A ,

rity and zeal; behold our Lord, unborn, sanctifying his precursor in his mother's

womb; witness the wonders which accompanied the Baptist's birth: metlitate on

the love which grew in the spotless mother's heart while she bore her divine Son
in her womb—but we cannot dwell on each mcident. Let us hasten as pilgrims

to the detierted stable of Bethleh(<m.

23
Cyron.
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CHAPTER I v. — (Continued.)

Now, Lanty Hanlon saw all this loni^ ai^o, and rfgulated his intercourse with

the family to suit the rase precisely. He asked no questions, made no apologies,

came and went just as he pleased, and yet as he often was heard to say himself,

knew as little about Mr. Lee or his private affairs as the blackest stranger in the

kingdom!

Young, active, and fond of recreation, Lanty always found Araheera Head a

capital spot to indulge in his favorite pastime of gunning and fishing, and shortly

after Mr. Lee's arrival found that gentleman quite as fond of the sport as himself.

And thus an intimacy grew up between thern all at once—an intimacy by the

way which each felt it his interest to cultivate—Lanty for sake of the light

keeper's influence with the neighboring gentry, in whose power he often unfor-

tunately found himself, and the light keeper for the sake of Lanty's skill as a

sportsman in his frequent excursions on Lough Swilly. Besides, Lanty kept a

pair of black greyhounds, the best ever ran on four feet, and the terror of all tlie

game keepers in the three baronies. These enabled him to supply his friend with

"hare's ear" for his ilies, and if the truth must be told, with haunches for his table

too, occasionally, without troubling his conscience greatly about the infraction of

the game laws. Then he was moreover an excellent shot with either rifle or

birding piece, and could bag a brace of grouse or wild ducks on seaside or moun-

tain as prettily as the best landlord's son in the parish—always remembering to

reserve the wings for Mr. Lee's and Uncle Jerry's fly hooks. Sometimes too. the

light keeper would find a white trout for breakfast of a morning or a salmon for

dinner, without any distinct recollection of having' caught them himself or bought

them from any particular fish- hawker of tlie neighborhood. For reasons such as

these and others quite unnecessary to mention. Lanty soon became a constant and

welcome visitor at Araheera Head, and indeed finally grew to be so special a fa-

vorite with the light keeper that he could hardly prevail on himself to take his

boat or his gun without Lanty at his elbow. He even offered him a salary larger

than his limited means could well afford, to live wilh him altogether, but Lanty

invariably refused, preferring a free foot on the hill side alter his dogs, and a ramble

* Copy right gocured according to Law.
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on iho soa shor** with liis rilii-, tn all tin- miliiccnuiiis lie rotilil odV-r. Th(w rarii-

hlcr*. howi'ViT, oltni Itroiitjijt liiin into Imuhli-; hut if tlii-y (hd, he always (Ifprnd-

rd on Mr. [•••c to pi-t him out of it. On .such occasions thf hon«'st li;,'ht keeper

would lilustcr and swoar as stoutly ns a Dutch hurtjonjasti-r, n<'Vi'r to speak

another word in the villain's behalf, should it savi- him from thf pallows, and often

went evrn so I'ar as to order the mcmhors of his family never to let the scoundrel

inside his doors again, but somehow or other these resolutions never held out—all

his indignation .seemed to vanish in his sleep—and before the sun got up on the

following morning, hi' was sure to despatch a note to Torn Petersham or .some

other gentleman of tlie neighborhood to beg their interest in the unfortunate fel-

low's behalf. Lanty in fact was never out of scrapes for a week together since

Mr. Lee first saw him. He had either fallen foul of a baililV, or beat a policeman,

or cudgeled a game keeper, or speared a salmon by torchlight, or stole a game
cock, or—something was always sure to be wrong, whenever he was absent three

days at a time from Araheera Light House.

Intimate, however, as Lanty was with the family, he knew nothing of their his-

tory save what he picked up from an odd word dropped now and then between

Mary Lee and the light keeper, or between himself and old Roger O'Shaugh-

nessy, when they went up the tower of an evening to chat and trim the lamps to-

gether. What he learned from the latter hoAvevcr was never very satisfactory, for

Roger considered himself too respectable and important a personage to hold much
confidential intercourse with a light-headed scatterbrain hke Lanty Hanlon. But

whilst Roger said little of the family connexions directly, he indulged frequently

in little sneers at the pretensions of the Donegal aristocracy, wondered where in

the world they found the arms on their carriage panels, and if they did'nt one and

all inherit their gentle blood from * Shemus Sallagh' or Oliver Cromwell. This

contemptuous way of speaking about his neighbors was plain enough, and Lanty

understood it. The nobler families of the south was a subject on which Roger

loved very much to descant in a sort of soliloquial tone, when he sat down of a

summer's evening in the lantern to burnish up the reflectors with Lanty at his side.

Many a long sigh would he draw talking over the olden times, when real lords and

ladies used to throng the halls of a certain castle in the south (surrounded by their

servants in splendid liveries) to drink the choicest wines or dance to the music of

the old family liarp ; and if his companion ventured to inquire the name of the

castle or of its owner, little information would he get from Roger O'Shaughnessy.

Still studiously averse as Roger was to the revelation of family secrets, he could

not hide from his quick-witted companion the conclusion warranted by his fre-

quent though indirect allusions. Besides. Roger always wore a curious old

fashioned coat when serving dinner, which contributed more perhaps than any

thing else to enlighten Lanty as to the antecedents of the family. This coat was
once a bottle green of fine texture, as might be seen by those shady little corners

here and there where the sun had not been able to peep into, nor the wear and tear

of half a century entirely to deface. With a few redeeming spots like these how-
ever excepted, the rest of the garment was faded, threadbare, and polished as the

cuff of a sailor's jacket. The high stiff collar, the buff facings, and the long tails

would have plainly shewed it had once been livery, even if the two lonely gilt

buttons on the high waist behind bearing the family crest had been lost and gone

with the rest of the brotherhood. Every day before the little bell rang for dinner,

did Roger divest himself of his working dress, brush over the few white hairs that

still remained to cover his polished scalp, and then put on his bottle green livery
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with as murli rare and tpmlerncss as if ii had ht-en wove of spider's wchb. Poor

Roger, many a scold he got from Mr. Lee lor keeping up his ridiculous old no-

lions, and manv a laugh had Mr. Petersham at iiis profound salutations, when he

came to visit the family—but laugh or scold, it was the same to Roger—on he

went practicing the same old habits despite every remonstrance.

This obscurity in which the history of the Lees was involved, coupled with the

mysterious conduct of the stranger, led Lanty Hanlon to suspect some deep plot-

ling between him and Else Curley. As for the latter he had little fear she would

lake part in any thing directly lending to bring n)isfortune on the light keeper or

his family, but still she might meddle so far with the danger as to bring them into

trouble without actually intending it—and all for the sake of gold, to obtain which

he well knew the miserly old creature was prepared to run any risk, even that of

her salvation. " Hooh !" he muttered, " for that matther, she'd go to the de'ils door

and singe her ould beard at the key hole into the bargain to earn a sixpence; and

as for you, m\j a-ugcuaugh," he continued, gazing after the retreating figure of the

stranger, " ye've the cut of a schamer about ye any way. Be all that's bad I niver

saw ye with a fishin rod in yer hand, but ye put me in mind iv one i thim big

long nosed cranes down there standing up to their knees in the wather, watchin

round for the little innocent shiners to make a pounce on them. F'eth maybe its

some sworn inimy i the family ye are keepin their thrail all the time since they

left the south, or maybe its a sheriff's officer ye'd be in purshuit of an ould debtor

by jaminy king who knows but yer some discordant shuithor sneakin aflher Mary

Lee. If yer that, Pd advize ye to lave the country or buy yer coffin. But what-

somever ye are, yer a chate any way, that's sartin, and so, may sweet bad luck al-

tind ye aclntshla, and that's my prayer for ye night and mornin, sleepin and wakin,"

and Lanty shook his hand at the stranger as he disappeared over the brow of the

hill, "and since ould Else has tuck ye in tow," he concluded, spitting on his stick

and again heading for the mountains, " Pll just stjmd by an look on, but one thing

Pll be bould to tell ye both, cute and all as ye are, that by the powers o' pewlher

ye'll have to rise early and thravel fast if ye hope to get the blind side iv one

Lanty Hanlon."

Leaving Lanty to pursue his journey across Benraven we return to the stranger.

After examining for some time the structure of the narrow iron bridge over the

chasm called the devil's golsh, he raised the latch of the gate and finding it un-

locked pushed it open. The light keeper's lodge facing him directly as he en-

tered, was a long low cottage fronting full on the sea. The light tower rose up

close by its side, with its great round lantern on top to the height of a hundred and

fifty feet from the rock, as smooth and white as marble. The doors, walls and

window sjishes of the lodge were also while and as clean as human hands could

make them, even the black stone steps by which he ascended to the hall door

shone bright and spotless as polished ebony. The place, however, notwithstanding

the care and trouble it cost, looked still and deserted. For full ten minutes ihe

stranger stood in front of the house gazing round him, and yet no one came to bid

him welcome. A little white bantam on the grass plot before the door scraping

up the green sward and calling his family round him, was the only sign of life to

be seen. In such a remote spot he naturally hoped the presence of a stranger in

his garb would draw some one from the house, but he was mistaken. At length,

tired of wailing, he advanced to the door and knocked, still there was no answer;

he knocked again, and yet no one came. Then lurning the handle and opening

the door, he stepped over the threshold and found himself all at once in a long
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passapp or onlmnrr hall. On rilln-r sale of tlii.s hall liuncj srvcral spcarn and

lowlincf pnrcs, iicri' ami ihrn* fishini; roils rrstinj? in bnuss sockrts at^ainnt tlic wall,

and siispi-ndcd Iroui thf ci'iliiijf half a dtr/i'n «»r nior*" nfis of Jack lin<'M with

hooks and Iciids attached, ready Tor use. It was evident from their superior

quality, and the excellent condition in which they were kept, theso arti<les were

used more lor amusement than profit, lieyond, however, and near the opposite

•xtn-mity of the pass-.ige hung two light oars of heautitul finish, and close bj-side

them n small sail of Russia duck with its little sheet coiU-d carefully round it, and

if one niiiiht judge from its appearance, but recently used. Th«' stranger se<'med

to notice this last mentioned article with special interest, and the cold smile that

overspread his long face as he looked at it, plainly showed he knew well by whose

delicate tinirers it was handled last. Proceeding along the liall like a connoisseur

in a picture gallery, he came at last to an open door opening into a spacious par-

lor, and entering without further ceremony sat down on the first chair he met,

and carelessly throwing up his fi?et on the seat of another, began to gaze afjout

him like a man quite resolved to await the coming of some one should he wait

till morning.

About this apartment, in which the stranger now found himself seated all alone,

there was a general air of comfort and taste, which at once suggested the idea of

a lady mistress far above what he might expect to find at a light keeper's lodge,

and especially at so remote a point as Araheera Head. Nevertheless, though the

room looked comfortable and every thing arranged in excellent taste, there was

still nothing in it either new or fashionable. Massive picture frames with grim

looking faces in the background hung here and there round the apartment, but

their rich gilding was gone, and their edges stripped and black, made sad contrast

with the newly painted walls. The harpsichord in the corner had lost its silver

handles by which in olden times it was so often drawn out into the merry circle,

and the ancient clock opposite, now silent as a tombstone, glared over at its once

light hearted companion with a melancholy expression of countenance. They

had doubtless been friends together for many a year, and in their early days had

oft conversed pleasantly from opposite comers—each after his own fashion. But

age, alas ! had now left his mark on both. The clock's open good natured face

was bleared and wrinkled, so much so indeed that its early associates could

scarcely have recognized it ; and the harpsichord's once burnished case had lost all

its polish, and its edges were stripped and lean like the elbows of an old coat.

Still though both were broken down and somewhat shabby, they were clean and

decent, like old gentlemen who had seen better days. And there too, near the fire-

place, sat the high-backed sofa with its heavily carved feet and double rows of

brass nails along the edges. But conspicuous above all appeared the old family

Bible lying in state upon the centre table under its vellum cover and iron clasps.

Every thing in the room spoke eloquently of the past, for every thing looked an-

cient and venerable, even to the bird cage over the window where the grey linnet

sat dozing with his head under his wing.

That apartment, dear reader, was an epitome of the history of Ireland, and

might have furnished materials for a finer allegorical picture than ever Claude

Lorraine drew—her heroes without a name or monument save those poor rotting

shreds of canvass,—the fire of her music dying out day by day, nay—alas that

we should say it,—almost as cold and dead as the blackened embers on her deso-

late shrines—her once brave and stalwart sons now wrapping their emaciated

limbs in their tattered garments and resigning themselves without a struggle, to
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serfdom and tlip grave. Had the author of the " Giaour," who could scf oven in

the fair but hfeloss form of woman the picture of "Greece, but hving Greece no

more," had he lived to sit there and gaze around him, how much more sublime

the inspiration he had drawn from the sad and crumbling relics. Yes, the nation

was still living, but all her glories, save the glory of her faith, had departed.

But the stranger's heart Avas not one of that mould. On the contrary, he

scanned every article of furniture in the room, with a cold, prying curiosity, that

accorded ill with the fashionable sporting dress he wore, and having at last com-

pleted his survey, drew his chair to the centre table, and opened the sacred volume.

Had he been a lover of old books, he might have paused to examine the title

page before he proceeded further, and the curiously illuminated letters it exhibited,

but especially an ancient and copious note in the margin purporting to show that

the book was printed at Madrid in the year 1467, by a native of Mentz, at royal

request—a fact which might have greatly surprised those French and German

litterateurs Avho claim for Louis XIV and Frederic II the honor of having been the

only patrons of the art before that period. But the gentleman was either not of

that class, or he was ignorant of the Latin tongue in which it was printed, for he

ran his eye hastily over the page, without seo^ming to notice either date or language.

Without pausing a moment he turned over leaf after loaf, glancing merely at

the top and bottom of the pages, and evidently in search of something he under-

stood was to be found there. He spent some five or six minutes in this search,

and at last having discovered what he sought, drew from his breast pocket a small

book of tablets, copied what items he thought necessary, and then hastily closing

the Bible (stealthily watching the doors of the apartment all the while) clasped it

as before.

It happened in replacing the book he dropped something on the floor, and in-

stantly picking it up, found it to be a silver beaded rosary with a gold crucifix

attached and of exquisite workmanship. The image Avas of the purest gold, the

nails in the hands and feet were diamonds of great brilliancy, and the cross on

which the figure hung, ivory inlaid with some precious metal and bordered with

small but costly pearls. It was evidently the relic of some pious ancestor two or

three centuries back, for the beads were much worn, and the edges of the cross

had lost their original sliarpness and grown round and smooth from the w^ear and

tear of years. It was curious to see how the stranger smiled as he held up the

sacred trinket between his finger and thumb. A child could have read in his

countenance how little he respected either the image or the reality—the cross or the

crucified. Whilst engaged, however, in this contemptuous inspection of the vene-

rable and precious relic,—the sneer on his face growing deeper as he gazed,—he

was startled by a shadow suddenly darkening the window, and turning to see what

it was, beheld the same countenance which smiled on him from the stem of the

little boat an hour before, peeping through the glass. The face was so close to the

window that the stranger might have seen from its (lushed appearnnre, he had

been mistaken for some familiar friend whose visit had been exp(>rted. The side

light troubled her so much at first that she could see nothing distinclly in tiie room,

and raising both hands to shade it off, happened to throw back the broad brimmed

hat she wore, and thus revealed in full view to the stranger, now advanced within

arras' length of the window, a countenance of extraordinary beauty. But there

was little leisure left him to gaze upon it—for in another second the laughing girl

had discovered her mistake, and startled by the close proximity of a face so utterly

unknown to her, and trembling with shame and confusion at her apparent levity.
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sill' ItDundi'd Inii-k u^ i( w spci-ip- liad ronrniiiicd licr, :md lU'W away Iroin tin*

window like nn aflVi^ltti'd liird.

Th<.' stnin<;:rr called tu licr to slop and liHtoti to liin npolo^ry ; he knocked on

the glass, and <>v(mi altonipird to niis<> tin* sash and follow her, but all was in

vain—away sht? ran ovrr tin* green lawn, her dark tresses streainin^^ hark on the

gpnlle hrre/.e. and disappeared over the ed<;e of thi' precipice. For an instant the

ilisappointvd sportsman stood spell huiind, hardly ahie to tell whether the form was

a vision or a reality. And no wonder.—Her fii,Hire so lii^hl and airy, her extreme

grace of motion even in the confusion and hurry of her llipht, and the exquisite

beauty of her modest face, might well indeed have rai.sed such an illusion in minds

liir more philosophic than the stranger's.

And now again all was still as before, not a sound was to be heard but the

sullen break of the sluggish wave against the rocks, or the occasional call "of the

little proud bantam still scraping on the green.

The sun had sunk by this time within an hour of his setting and crowned the

far off summit of Benraven with golden light. The sky was cloudless and the

air as balmy as the zephyrs that play round the base of the Himmalayas and

fan the banks of the ancient Hydaspes. Stealing out from under the shadows of

the island appeared the white sails of the coasting vessels, with scarce wind enough

to give them motion,—so calm had it grown for the last hour; and away Ix-yond

them in the west rose the dark form of the Horn, round whose top the wings of

countless sea birds might be seen wheeling and glinting in the rays of the setting

sun. The scene was as grand and picturesque as one might care to look upon, and

yet it seemed to awaken but little interest in the stranger. Indeed the sullen look

of disappointment on his face as he gazed through the window on the world with-

out, showed but slight relish for the poetry of nature. At last turning away
abruptly from the casement when he saw there was no likelihood of the young
lady returning, he retraced his steps to the hall door, and was just about to follow

the visionary Ibrm to the edge of the rock, when to his great relief he heard the

sharp crack ot a rille within twenty paces of where he stood. Looking in the

direction of the sound, he saw smoke curling slowly up from the sea, then a water

spaniel sprang on the bank and began to shake the brine from his dripping sides,

and finally a man in a pee jacket with his pantaloons rolled up over the tops of his

hoots and a gun in his hand suddenly made his appearance. He was apparently

about fifty years of age, stout and hearty looking, and carried in his face as he

approached the stranger a look of welcome which it Avas impossible for a moment
to mistake.

'* Good evening, sir," said he, touching his hat to his visitor, hardly able to

utter the words, so exhausted was he in climbing up the rock.

The stranger slowly introduced his arms under his coat tails and made a grave

and respecil'ul inclination of his head.

•• Sorry you found no one in the house to bid you welcome," said the stout

gentleman, wiping the perspiration from his face.

'• ilayther think the apology should come the other way," replied the stranger,

drawling out his words.

•Uh! don't mind that, sir, don't mind," ejaculated the other, "when you found

nobody in the house, you did perfectly right to make yourself as much at home
as possible."

'• Mr. Lee, I presume—the gentleman here in charge 7"

•• The same, sir, and quite at your service—that is, as soon as I can manage to
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catch breath a^ain. Heigho! By George I hav'n't gone through as miich these

ten years iK-fore. That confounded Hollanhawk has the nine lives of a cat—and

—and I verily believe a few to spare besides. Pheugh! heugh!"
" Been gunning, I perceive."

" Yes; fired fourteen balls—nine of them clean into his body, and there he is,

yet, sound as ever."

"Well, now, that's rayther uncommon, aint it?" said the stranger, without

moving an inch from his position, " should think one was enough."
' The bird 's not natural, sir," replied Mr. Lee, "that's the best explanation I

can give it."

" Just so," said the stranger, nodding a stinted assent, " not natural."

" Besides," added Mr. Lee, " though he looks large in the water, the fellow is

really as light as a feather. I believe in my soul, sir, you can no more pierce that

bird with a ball than you can a piece of floating corkwood."
" Can't, eh ?"

*' No, sir, it's impossible. I'm living here eighteen months, or thereabouts, and

during that time I can safely say I wasted more powder on him than would blow

up the tower."

" Well, look here, why not snare him?"

"Snare him!"

"Why, yes, trap him by night, since you can't shoot him by day."

"Oh, tut, tut! no sir, the bird's game. Moreover, you might as well try to

snare a fox in a market place."

" Well, take him flying and meet him with the ball," said the stranger, now
thrusting his hands deep into his breeches pockets, and hitching up his cap behind

with the collar of his coat ;
" seen swallows killed that way."

" What, swallows with a ball ?"

" Yes, sir, boys can do it in the section of the country where I was raisetl."

The light keeper turned a sharp, searching eye on the stranger, and scanned him

from head to foot without saying a syllable in reply. The last word sounded odd

to his ear. In fact it suggested a sort of vegetable idea, and the figure of the man
who uttered it helped to give that idea, ridiculous as it was, something of a specific

form. The truth was, his tall lithe figure, freckled face, and long, straight, sandy

hair, made up a parsnip or rather carrotty kind of personality that tickled the light

keeper's fancy very much and made him laugh.

" Well," said the stranger, mistaking the laugh, " it requires considerable expe-

rience, I allow, but still our boys can do it, and as to that creetur there, I guess I

can hit him flying myself."

"F'lying! ha! ha! My dear sir the bird never flies."

" He's got wings, ha'n't he?"
" Can't certify as to that," responded the light keeper, " never saw any at le.ist

—and what's still more remarkable, he never quits this shore."

" Why, you don't mean that there particular bird, do you?"
" That identical bird, sir," responded the light keeper, pointing with his finger.

" He's got a mate, I reckon, and goes ofl' once in a while, don't he?"
" No, sir, he has no mate—never had any," interrupted the light keeper.

"Excuse me," said the stranger, allempting a smile, " I'm not long in this sec-

tion of the world, I allow, but 1 gues^s I've been raised too near one Phineas Biir-

num, you iiii<,'lil licar of, to believe such a story as that," and the speaker ilirust his

hands down lower still into his pockets, and looked knowingly at the light keepi r.
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"
1 know noihiii}; of IMjinr-ns Marmiin." rnsponilfil Mr. L«'«', i;rf)urulinc,' his rid*-

and resiing on tin- iiui/zl<>, " but I n-pcat to you, ncv«Tllu'l«'Ss, that the bird you 9p*»

floating; on th*- wati-r thi-r«' l^-forp your cyf-s, lias nrvcr l)P<'n out of this hay for ihf

last (Mi,'htt'fn nmiillis, iuid (Uirinij tliat tiiin- was iicvt-r sn-n in any olhfr rnaturc's

conipany, man. bird or hrast."

** Slioh, you don't say so—suninicr or wintrr ? Why. I raythcr think that's

impossible, aint it ?"

" Summer and winter ar»> all the same to him," replied the light keeper. "I

have seen him in January when the storm threatened to blow the lantern off the

tower, and the sea to wash this little island and all it contains into the deep. I

have seen him at such times sitting as calm and com|)osed on the swells of the sea

as a Turk on an Ottoman smoking his pipe. He's the sauciest villain that ever

swam, sir—look at him now beyond the boat there—see how the rascal comes

sailing up to us like a swan, with his arched neck and look of proud defiance."

'* Is the piece loaded ?" inquired the stranger, in a quiet, modest tone of voice.

" No, sir; load to suit yourself; there's the gun, and here's the powder and ball.

By George, if you kill him, I'll say you are the best marksman in Donegal."

"My name is Weeks," said the stranger, slowly drawing the ramrod, "Mr.
Fiphraim Weeks."

" Weeks," repeated the light keeper, " rather a scarce name in this part of the

world."

"Well, yes; I guess so—Ephraim C. B. Weeks," he added; "Mr. Robert

Hardwriukle of Crohan's my uncle, sir. You're acquainted less or more with the

family. I presume?"
" Have heard of them, sir,—and quite a respectable family they are, by all

accounts."

" Well, yes
;
pretty much so, I reckon, for this part of the country—should be

happy to see you at Crohan, Mr. Lee, whenever you've a leisure hour to spend.

My cousins often wonder you ha'n't called and brought Miss Lee with you of an

evening."

" Your cousins are said to be very pious and of high literary acquirements,"

observed Mr. Lee, not appearing to value overmuch the invitation so unexpectedly

and patronizingly tendered, " and 1 fear quite out of Miss Lee's sphere and mine.

We are plain people here, sir, unambitious of further intercourse with the world,

than what chance sends in our way. Are you ready, sir?

" All ready ; and now have the goodness to remain just where you stand and

look straight in the bird's eye, whilst I take aim." So saying. Weeks knelt down,

and resting the muzzle of the rifle on a projecting rock, waited in that position for

nearly five minutes, giving the bird time, as he said, to forget there was a second

party in the play. " Now, then," he cried, at last, " hold your hand up, to attract

his attention," and as Mr. Lee complied he took deliberate aim and fired.

"Capital shot!" exclaimed the light keeper. " Capital shot, by George,—not

the first time you handled a rifle, I suspect."

" We-ell no—not exactly the first," drawled out Mr. Weeks, with a modest

complacency that well became his grave, sallow countenance, " I've handled the

article more than once, I guess."

Both now looked anxiously round, where the bird might be likely to rise, but

no bird came up to dot the smooth surface of the water.

'• Down rather longer than usual," said the light keeper, at length breaking

silence, " and that's a sur^sign you haven't touched a feather of him."

24 Vol. III.—No. .^.
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" Guess you're mistaken," responded Weeks, '* he's floating out there some-

where as dead as a door nail. Ah ! by cracky ! there he is, lying Hat on the

water: see!"—and he pointed with one hand while he shaded his eyes with the

other—" see, there he is
!"

"Where? Ah, yes! by George! and there he is; well, now, who could hare

thought it!" exclaimed the light keeper, seemingly much delighted with the

discovery.

The object, however, to which the stranger pointed happened to be a little whit-

ish colored buoy, a few fathoms beyond a boat, that lay anchored within gun-shot

of the island. As it rose and fell on the light swells of the sea, it looked by no

means unlike a dead bird floating on its back. Mr. Lee saw the mistake in an

instant and resolved to humor it.

" Dead as a herring!" he exclaimed, taking ofl" his hat and rubbing up his gray

hair in an ecstacy of delight. " Ha, ha, the villain, he's caught at last."

" He'll never trouble you again, I'll bet," continued Weeks, coolly handing

over the rifle. Then laying his hand quietly on Mr. Lee's shoulder he added, '• I

make you a present of the bird, my friend, for I really think you deserve it richly,

after such an almighty waste of powder."

The light keeper gravely bowed his thanks.

"Well, there's one condition I would make, Mr. Lee, and I kinder think you'll

not object to it, namely, that you stuflf the creetur, and hang it up here in the

passage among the fishing rods and jack-Unes."

" Certainly, Mr. Weeks, most certainly, sir, your wishes must be gratified."

"And look here; you'll have the goodness to use this for a label," and he drew

a card from a richly chased silver case he carried in his breast pocket and handed

it to the light keeper; "affix this, if you please, to the upper mandible, that your

visiters may know who shot the bird—not that I care to make a personal boast

about it—for did you know me well, you would say if ever there was a man who
despised boasting, that man is Ephraim C. B. Weeks. But I've a notion, some-

how, that it would be just as well for the old European countries here to know

what sorter people we are in the new world beyond, and I consequently think its

the duty of every freeborn American, wherever he goes, to enlighten mankind as

to the character, enterprise, social advancement and universal intelligence of his

countrymen. Yes, sir, its a duty our people owe to oppressed and suflTering hu-

manity to make their habits, manners, customs, laws, government and policies

known throughout the universal creation. If it be our duty as a nation to redeem

the world from ignorance and slavery, as it is, beyond all question, then I say its

the special duty of each and every citizen of that nation to contribute his portion

to the advancement and final completion of the great work. We must be known,

sir, in order to be imitated."
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FRANCIS PATRICK KENRICK,
IIY THE GRACE OF GOD, AND FAVOR OF THE APOSTO-

LIC SEE, ARCHBISHOP OF BALTIMORE:

To the Clergy and Faithful of Ihe Dincfse of liallimore,

Grace and Peace in our Lord Jesua Chrial.

It is our happiness, venemble brethren of the Clergy, and beloved brethren of the

Laity, to Imve it in our jiower to communicnte to you officinlly the solemn definition

of our Holy Father, Pius IX, made from the chair of St. Peter, on the Fea.st of the

Conception of the ever blessed Virgin Mary. Having received the answers of the

bishops throughout the world to his encyclical letters of the 2d February, 1H49, writ-

ten from Gaeta, the place of his exile, he determined to yield to their solicitations, by

proclaiming as a doctrine of the Catholic Church, that which was generally held and

venerated, although heretofore not solemnly defined. The bishops who assembled on

his invitation, to give greater solemnity to this act, unanimously urged him to pro-

nounce the definition. The tradition which has always existed in the Church on this

point, had suflTered some obscuration in the twelfth and following centuries, in con.se-

quence of difficulties which perplexed the minds of some holy and learned men, to

reconcile the testimonies of Scripture in regard to the natural descendants of our first

parents, with the privilege claimed for the holy Virgin, as also to maintain the title of

Christ as Saviour of all men, without questioning her exemption from original sin.

The Church having regard to the sentiments of submission to her authority, which they

sincerely professed, allowed their objections to be canvassed and discussed, that the

truth might be placed in full light, whilst in the meantime she never ceased to give favor

and sanction to the public veneration of the mystery itself, so that the festival in its

honor, which at that period was celebrated in various local churches of Spain, France,

England and other countries, was, at the close of the fifteenth century, adopted by the

Roman Church, the See of Peter, and extended subsequently to the whole Church.

The eastern Churches, in the seventh century, are known to have celebrated the con-

ception of St. Anne, by which title they designated the same object as that which we
venerate. The Apostolic tradition may be traced in the earlier ages through the oriental

liturgies, which abound in high eulogies of the Virgin, styling her "most pure, most

holy, altogether stainless, of more honor than the cherubim, and incomparably more

glorious than the seraphim." If we be not able to trace the celebration of this festival

to the earliest ages, it is no matter of surprise, since the assaults made by human pride

on the great mysti?ries of the Divinity of Christ, and His Incarnation, necessarily di-

rected the zeal of the Church to their maintenance and defence, leaving to times more

advanced to manifest more fully the veneration of His Virgin Mother. When, in the

fifth century Nestorius attempted to divide and distinguish the man Christ Jesus from

the Eternal "Word, who is God as the Father, it became necessary to defend the title of

Mary, Mother of God, in order to explode the deadly error. As the faith triumphed,

and men bowed in homage to the God-man, the Redeemer of mankind, it was natural

that they should more maturely weigh and more distinctly honor the privileges of His
Mother. That which from the beginning was acknowledged and proclaimed in general

terms—her spotless purity and more than angelic perfection—was specifically venerated;

and festivals in honor of her birth and of her conception were found worthy of ap-

proval by the ruler of the universal Church. " We must not doubt, dearly beloved," we
use the words of St. Leo the Great, •' that every Christian observance is intended to

convey di%ine instruction, and that whatever usage is received by the Church in her

worship, proceeds from apostolical tradition, and from the teaching of the Holy Spirit,
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who now nlso presides over llie hearts of the faithful by His institutions, that all may
guard them with docility, and wisely understand them."*

In reg;ard to the objections formerly made against the doctrine now defined, we will

observe that the exemption of the Blessed Virgin Mary from the stain of original sin,

being by special privilege, in consequence of the high dignity for which she was chosen,

is nowise inconsistent with the general subjection of the human race to that slain, as

the Fathers of the Council of Trent intimated, by declaring that in the decrees con-

cerning the communication of original sin to all the posterity of Adam, it was not their

intention to include the Blessed and Immaculate Virgin. She also was redeemed by

Jesus Christ, yet in a manner more complete than all others, since it was in regard of

his merits, which were present to the Divine mind, that she was preserved from con-

tracting sin. The observation of St. Augustine in reference to the controversy concerning

tlie validity of baptism administered by here'ics, is strictly applicable to this discussion.

"The arguments on both sides of the dispute, as also the Scripture testimonies having

been carefully examined, it may be said: What truth Oias declared, this we follow."!

Again, " In this matter also, is the truth of the canonical Scriptures held by us, since

we do that which has now obtained the sanction of the universal Church, which the

authority of the Scriptures themselves commends; so that as holy Scripture cannot de-

ceive, whoever fears to mistake in regard to this obscure question," (he spoke of it as

it was in the early period of the controversy,) "should consult on it the Church herself,

which holy Scripture most unequivocally points out. "J We may safely rely on the

general usage of the Church, and still more on her solemn judgment, since it is impos-

sible that she can introduce into her worship any element of superstition, or sanction

by her teaching any error contrary to that truth which she is divinely commissioned to

proclaim. The opposition of St. Cyprian to the general usage of admitting to the com-

munion of the Church, persons baptized by sectarians, was powerless against the

authority of St. Stephen, who then filled the chair of St. Peter, and who forbade any

change to be made in the ancient practice. If for a time it occasioned some difficulty,

on account of his high personal merit and undoubted zeal, it could not be regarded,

from the moment that the general belief was fully ascertained. So, brethren, the hesi-

tation of some holy men in reference to the point recently defined, easily admits of

excuse: but now all doubt is at end, and faith yields her homage to God, whose reve-

lation is declared and attested by His Church, the pillar and the ground of truth. "We
ourselves," we borrow again the language of St. Augustine, " should not dare make
such an assertion, were we not supported by the concordant authority of the whole

Church, to which they also would doubtless have yielded, had the truth of this question

been cleared up and declared in their time, and confirmed by a General Council. "§
Although no General Council has been held for the decision of this doctrine, the decla-

ration of the Council of Trent, that it meant not to include the Immaculate Virgin in

its decrees concerning original sin, was a solemn expression of the conviction of the

fathers, fully two-thirds of whom are known to have been disposed to define it. Some
provincial councils, as that of Rheims, in 1849, had urged the Pontifl'to pronounce the

definition; which above a century ago the Spanish bishops had also demanded. The
replies sent to the letters of his Holiness by nearly six hundred bishops, unanimously

affirmed the doctrine, although a very small number, about four, were adverse to its

definition, and others qualified their vote by considerations of expediency, whilst about

five hundred and fifty strongly ui^ed the decision. This very solemn expression of the

sentiments and desires of the Catholic episcopate was supported by the unanimous

action of the bishops assembled at Rome. Never was there witnessed so great una-

nimity in the decision of any doctrine. All opposition had ceased—the Virgin Mother

was generally invoked in the public Litanies, as .she had been saluted for ages by the

piety of the Spanish nation: "Virgin conceived without stain of original sin." In the

• Scm. II (le jejiinio Pentecost. t
'''• l^- '' iv, de Bapt. contra Donal. n. 9.

t lb. I. i, contrn Crwcon. Donnt. n. 39. ^^ Pe Rapt I. li, c. Iv.
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prefftce of ilie Mum her stninleM conception was nlMo proclaimed. Well llien might the

Buccesaor of St. Peter, for wIiohc faith Christ pmyed, tlinl it miiy not fail, confirm with

hia hi^h authority hia bretliren in a belief so fully received tiiroiif^hout the Church. In

wimtever way her voice ia heard, whether by the chief Biahop, who ia her natural

or^an, or by general councils, atrcngthencd with hia aanction, her children liaten to

it with docility, nnd ^ive to Qod the homage of failli by ca|itivatii)g tlieir understanding

in obedience to Christ.

All doctrinal decisions are necesaarily founded on divine revelation, for the aaaenl of

ftiith is due to that only which God has revealed. That revelation waa fully made to

the Apostles, who were taught by their Divine Master, and were promised the light of

His Holy Spirit to teach them all truth. Tlie Bishops, as successors of the Apostlea,

are heira of the promises made to them, since Christ is to obide with tliem for ever,

teaching oil things as He originally delivered them. Yet they do not claim the right to

impose any thing as of faith beyond that which was taught by the Apostles, and which

has been handed down from their times. They do not found their decision on any
new revelation subsequent to the Apostolic age; they lay claims to no inspiration, such

as wa.s granted to the sacred penmen; much less do they venture to form their judgment

on human reasoning, or conjecture. Their rule nnd standard is divine tradition, by
means of which the inspired books have come down to us, with their true interpreta-

tion, and those doctrines which are portions of that faith once delivered to the Sainla.

The general belief and uniform usage of the Church at the present time afford the

strongest proof of such tradition, especially when a doctrine is attested, which being

apparently in opposition to n defined dogma, could never have received countenance

had it not come from the same source. The revelation then, of the exemption of the

Blessed Virgin from all stain of original sin, is evident from the general persuasion of

the Church manifested forages in the celebration of the festival of her conception. The
passiiges of Scripture which declare her full of grace and blessed amongst women, are

consonant with this teaching; and the great prediction, which is called the first Gospel,

that enmity should exist between the woman and the serpent, and between her seed

and the seed of the serpent, and that the head of the serpent should be crushed, finds a

splendid fulfilment in the mystery of the Incarnation, of which she was the immediate

instrument. This sublime mystery requires us to remove from our idea of the Mother

of Emmanuel, dl that is unbecoming Her high dignity and intimate relation to Him.
God, in revealing to us that in the fulness of time He sent into the world his Son made
of a woman, warrants us in believing that she was made worthy to be His Mother, by
every grace and privilege which His bounty might bestow. In acknowledging the gifts

bestowed on Her, the Church only renders homage to the Incarnation, and gives a con-

sistent view of all that is connected with it. Among the many instances of human
blindness is the profession of faith in this mystery, without a due appreciation of the

dignity of Her, who was made the living temple of the God made man, and whose
assent to its accomplishment was a direct co-operation in the great work of man's

redemption. St. Justin, St. Irenaeus, St. Ephrem, and other early writers remark, that

as Eve, by listening to the suggestions of the serpent, became the occasion of the fall

of Adam, whose sin was the cause of the ruin of the whole human family, so Mary,
by assenting to the message of the Angel, concurred in the incarnation of the Son of

God, and to our redemption, which He effected by the effusion of His blood. " The
one," says St. Ephrem, " was the cause of our death, so the other was of our life."*

A high esteem and profound veneration of His holy Mother are necessarily produced

by a lively faith in His incarnation. Whoever admires the Divine Wisdom which ap-

pears in His discourses, should exclaim with the pious woman of the Gospel: "Blessed

is the womb that bore Thee, and the breasts which gave Thee suck." Whoever recog-

nizes Him as the Saviour and Lord of men, should, with the inspired Elizabeth, greet

Her as blessed, as blessed is the fruit of Her womb. Whoever has even a faint idea of

^ Hymn 3S de E^ccl. apud ABeniani I. i, Scripiorum Syroruoi, p. 90.
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the wonders of Divine goodness and love, wliich the Incarnation implies, must, with

Mary herself, admire the great things which God hath wrought in Her, and join her in

exulting praise: "My soul doth magnify the Lord, and my spirit doth exult in God
my Saviour. For He hath regarded the humility of His handmaid: for behold, from

henceforth, all generations shall ctdl me blessed. For He that is mighty hath done

great things to me, and holy is His name."

As our Holy Father authorized the Bishops on their return to their respective flocks

to impart to them His special blessing with a plenary indulgence, we purpose to give it

in our Metropolitan Church on Passion Sunday, which this year occurs on the twenty-

fifth of March, the day on which the Feast of the Annunciation is ordinarily celebrated.

For the obtaining of it, it is necessary to receive the Sacraments of Penance and the

Eucharist, and to offer up prayers for the welfare of our chief Bishop and of the whole
Church of Christ. Whilst efforts are made to excite prejudice against his authority,

by misrepresenting it as hostile to good government and human rii^his, and to our na-
tional independence, we should pray that the minds of our fellow-citizens may be
enlightened to recognize in the successor of Peter, a father and pastor. In his exile his

first thoughts were turned to vindicate the honor of the Virgin Mother, and recently,

amidst the din of war between the great powers of Europe, his attention has again
been directed to the same object. Confident in the efficacy of her prayers, he has placed

himself and the whole flock entrusted to his cnre, under Her guardianship and protec-

tion. We also, brethren, feel happy in sharing the confidence which he cherishes in

her intercession. We know that every good and perfect gift comes from the Father of
Lights: we acknowledge Jesus Christ, tiie God-man, as our only Mediator of redemp-
tion: but being mindful of the place which the Virgin occupies in the divine economy

—

Her intimate relation to Her Divine Son—Her agency in the mystery of the Incarna-
tion—Her influence, which obtained a miracle at the wedding-feast of Cana—Her
sorrows at the foot of the Cross, we feel confident that her prayers will obtain for ua
great favors and blessings, now especially, that Her stainless innocence and perfection

are so solemnly proclaimed. Jesus Christ is indeed, in a far higher sense, our advocate
with God the Father, always living to intercede for us. Alary is a suppliant at His
throne, a child of Adam, naturally conceived, and but for his redemption, liable to the
stain of original sin. She can effectually plead our cause with Him, and despite of our
manifold sins, obtain for us the grace of conversion and the application of His atone-
ment. All who earnestly seek Her intercession, may confidently hope for grace and
salvation. Let us ask, at the same time, succour in our necessities, relief in our afflic-

tions, light and mercy for those who hate and calumniate us. The sweetness of Her
benign influence will appear in the mitigation of those social evils which now press

upon us, the mild virtues which constitute her a model of all perfection, will be reflected

in her devout clients, and attract those with whom they hold intercourse: error and
Prejudice, like the mists of morning, will pass away, and many will be drawn after

[er towards the King of ages, to worship and love Him.
You well know, brethren, that this is the great end to which our devotion to the

Blessed Virgin is directed. We worship God alone with supreme homage: we honor
Her, because it has pleased Him to adorn Her with His gifts, and raise Her to a dignity

surpassing that of the seraphs and cherubs that surround His throne. Far be it from
us to transfer to any creature, however elevated, that worshiji which belongs exclusively

to our Creator and Lord. Pure and stainless as we hold Her to be, we by no means
recognize in her any perfection which is not derived from divine bounty, and is not the

fruit of the merits of her Son, from whose fulness even she has received the abundant
measure of grace. With St. Epiphanius, we say: " Let Mary be honored: let God be

adored." fn proportion as you advance in the exercise of this devotion, your hearts

will be moved to a more tender sense of the mysteries of the Incarnation and Redemp-
tion; you will be drawn nearer to the cross, to contemplate with the sorrowin"; mother
her agonizing Son. The fruits of it will appear in your increased horror for sin, in the

purity of your morals, and in your love for Jesus Christ.

We urge you once more, beloved brethren, to the exercise of patience, forbearance,

and charity towards all mankind. Accept with submission from Divine Providence all

the trials and afflictions which may befall you, and be careful only to give no occasion

of scandal or offence. " Be ye humbled under the mighty hand of God, that He may
exalt you in the time of visitation: casting all your solicitude upon Him, for He hath

care of you."
Given under our hand, at Baltimore, this fifth day of March, in the year of our

Lord MDCCCLV.
f FRANCIS PATRICK,

TiioMAt Foley, Secretary. ^^rchbishop of Baltimore.
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1. The Imma(n.ATK Cdncki'Tion ok iiik. most lu.Ktur.K Virgin Mart, Mother or
God, a nouMA or the Cathoi.k; CnitRcn. By J. I). Bryant, M. D. Boston: Do-
hoe. 1855. Bnltimore: Miir|)liy & Co.

This able trcnlise, drawn from nil that Europe has ]>r<idu(;e(l on lliiii preut dogma, pre-

sonts tlie reader with all the doctrine on the point as supported l»y reason, iJie scriptures,

the liturgies, the early Fathers, the Church in lier saints, lier religious orders, iier univer-

sities, her festivals, her canonical decrees. In this series of proofs the author clearly

and nhly examines the question as to St. Bernard and St. Thomas Aquinas, and con-

cludes by a most grnjihic and eloquent description of the solemn day at Rome, Dec. H,

ISoJ. It is most creditable to the Catholics of the United States, even as an answer to

Protestant slanders, that so able a theological treatise should be written by a layman.

2. Fabiola; or the Church of the Catacombs. London: Burns & Lambert. 1854.

This work generally, and we believe truly, ascribed to Cardinal Wiseman, is a most

beautiful addition to our standard literature. Several magnificent efforts had been made
to write classical novels, laying the scene in Rome or the Roman empire. Rutilius is

indeed charming. The Epicurean, Christian in its tone, is marred to a Catholic by the

exaltation of heresy: for poor Moore elevated Arianism over orthodoxy. Fabiola is

as classic as it is pure: the author is as familiar with ancient Rome as Father Marchi;

he paints the life of the citizens of Rome in the days of Diocletian with as much ease

and grace ns though he had mixed with them for years. As a tale he introduces SS.

Sebastian, Agnes, Pancratius, their lives gave means to depict their characters; and this

is done with the utmost skill: the dark day of persecution, the weak brother, the stealthy

spy, the bloody tyrant, and blind, cruel monster, the mob, all live in the thrilling pages

of this incomparable tale. Fabiola, the heroine, the haughty Roman lady, becomes,

through the devotedness of her Christian slave, herself a Christian, and after witnessing

the martyrdom of those whom she dearly loved, displayed in her own conduct the

model of every Christian virtue.

3. A.valttical Class-book of Botant, designed for Academies and private students,

in two part.s. Part I, Elements of Vegetable Structure and Physiology, by Francis

H. Green. Part II, Systematic Botany, by Joseph IV. Congdon. New York: Apple-
ton & Co. 1855. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

It would be very hard for any but the perfect botanist to say what is wanting to this

excellent class-book. The charming science which the talented authors undertake to

communicate to the uninitiated lovers of nature, is presented in a manner that cannot,

we think, fail of fulfilling their intentions. With some exceptions, which it is almost

impossible to avoid in the present condition of the sciences, there are no words, which

by their size and form can be an obstacle to even the most simple-minded student.

Many might, indeed, wish that the Greek words had given place to others more intelli-

gible to the common run of naturalists, but it is not an easy matter to say, how they

could, since even many English phrases are often necessary to explain all tlie idea that

the one Greek word conveys. The work we consider an excellent one for school pur-

poses, in which not the least of its advantages will be found in the plates, which are

explained by, and help to explain in turn, the text.

4. Chemical Atlas, or the Chemistry of familiar objects, exhibiting the gene-

ral principles of the science in a series of beautifully colored diagrams, and accompa-
nied by explanatory esssays, by Edward L. Youmans. New York: D. Appleton
& Co. 1855. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

If we were asked by a young lover of science, what work we would recommend as

an introduction to the interesting science of chemistry, we would most confidently name
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the one that heads this notice. Amon? all tlie works on that part of natural science,

which have of late years been published, we do not know of one that presents its prin-

ciples so briefly and yet so clearly. It is also a happy idea to apply to chemistry the

method of dia;£^rams, which has succeeded so well in the cognate sciences, and it is a

wonder that some of our great ones did not sooner think of it. So easy indeed has the

study been rendered by this application, that even without a professor the student may
become in a short time familiar enough with all the laws and principles of the science,

to be able to explain them to others. We are not at all surprised that so many pro-

fessors and principals of academies should have spoken so favorably of it, for were we
a professor we would discard every other class-book on the subject, in order to adopt it

without delay. If there be one thing, however, which should please us, as religious

reviewers, more than all the rest, we could easily find it in the spirit that continually

without any effort raises the author's mind " from nature up to nature's God." It is

exceedingly gratifying to see this manifested by one who is certainly no ignoramus, and

the contrast it offers to the conduct of so many of our scientific men, who of late years

begin to ape the incredulity and philosophism of Europe, is an honor to Mr. Youmans,

of which lie may be prouder than even of his great chemical knowledge.

5. Plane and Solid Geometry: to which is added plane and spherical Trigonometry
and Mensuration, with all the necessary Logarithmic and Trigonometric tables, by
Geo. R. Perkins, LL.D. N. York: Appleton & Co. 1855. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

What we like in this work is the manner in which the definitions are explained. It

would seem to us impossible for the young student not to comprehend them, after

reading the lucid, yet simple manner in which they are proposed. Of the rest of the

work we cannot say as much, for we have never seen in any of our modern mathema-

ticians, that closeness of reasoning, nor that mutual connection of parts which we ad-

mired so much in old Euclid, when " et nos ergo manum ferulae subduximus.'* The
separation of the problems from their natural position among the theorems, always

looks like a dislocation that needs the physician's care to reduce it. Dr. Perkins is a

professor perhaps, and know^s better.

6. Patson AND Dunton's Penmanship. In 6 Parts. Boston: Crosby, Nichols & Co.
Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

This excellent system is comprised in six parts, or copy-books, commencing with

the first rudiments of writing, and terminating in a complete and finished style of pen-

manship. The great advantage of the system will be found in the style of the writing,

which is given in specimens at the head of each page of the book. These specimens,

or copies for imitation, are far superior to any we are acquainted with, they are natural

and bear a striking resemblWice to the hand writing of an accomplished master. The

system moreover, will save the teacher much time and labor, and will be found exceed-

ingly useful to those who may desire to improve their style of writing without the aid •

of an instructor.

7. Annals of the Propagation of the Faith: published and sold for the benefit

of the Institution. No. XCIV. January, 1855. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

The perusal of these truly edifying annals, must, at all times afford to the Catholic a

pleasing and grateful entertainment. Apart from the meritorious object for which they

are published, they constitute in themselves a miscellany of useful and instructive

reading. Few, perhaps, of our readers are aware of the extent of the Catholic M issions

in pagan lands; few are acquainted with the labors, sufferings, trials and privations of

the zealous missionary, who has sacrificed all things to the work of charity and love.

The present number contains most interesting details from various parts of China,

and bears ample testimony of the progress of our holy faith in that benighted country.

The single mis.sion of West Tong-King, whore so many holy missionaries have ob-

tained the crown of martyrdom, contains over 140,000 Christians. Other missions are

equally as prosperous. While as Catholics we rejoice at this gratifying intelligence, it is

our duty to aid in the good work by purchasing and disseminating the ^innaU.
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Behold us. renilcr, once more brought vis-a-vis fur our dieriahed intercourse, now for

the fnir nnd fi<-klr iikhkIi of April, tlie typo of youth, thr seanon of aunahine and

aliowers, anil of the hudiiing fjirth of mingled fruitH of ^oixl und evil.

Thus goes tlie worlil, jjood here, nnd evil there, for ever, thn\i|^h your enthuaiaat

thinks that with oerlnin changes already dcsifjned in iiia fertile mind, hut never yet put

in successful pniclice, tliat good only shall tlourish; wiuie your HcowlmK mi.snnthrnpe

finds nothing hut evil in the present, past, or future. And then what? Why the world

wags on as ever, and human life passes like the fleeting mcnlh; men rejoice to-day, and

weep to-morrow, to rejoice and weep again, with the every varying tide of all mortal

afl'airs. The enthusiast and the misanthrope err equally in their philosophy—neither

the one nor the other will nuike the world better or worse than it is, or than it haa been

since the fall of our first parents.

At this j^reseni time, some of us have reason to be sorrowful, not because the

Christian world is united in weeping over the passion and death of Our Lord and

Redeemer, for we can see through the sombre veil of the passion time our own re-

demption, and the glorious resurrection and triumphant ascen.sion of Him who appeased

the wrath of His Father against us, and opened to us the gates of Heaven, but because

we see the lowering clouds of religious persecution and civil discord gathering over our

devoted heads, and threatening us with manifold evils because we adhere to the religion

of our fathers. Be it so; for three score and ten years we American Catholics have

been basking in the sunshine of political freedom; we have enjoyed the happiness of

citizenship in a land which has proclaimed pre-eminently religious liberty to all men;

in return tor which we have loved our country devotedly, and served her ever faithfully.

The facts are patent, and a decent respect for truth cannot deny them; but some

enemy hath sown tares among us; evil passions have been aroused among a people

whose religious ditlVrences have hitherto in no respect weakened their unity in common
national interests, in the bonds of friendship, or in the alliances of intermarriages or of

kindred blood. Now it is hinted abroad that Catholics are dangerous to the state, that

they are not good citizens, that they cannot be true republicans. But where are the

proofs, where the witnesses? Honesty and truth can bring against us neither the one

nor the other. Yet the cries continue; the Anti-Catholic pulpit ring-s with them; a

renal press expands and multiplies them, and they are echoed at the hustings.

Perhaps this unworthy crusade is but a phase of modern progress, but ii should be

remembered that not all progress tend.s upward. We fear that this progress is full of

the elements of dest»uction; our enemies cannot throw bombshells into a promiscuous

crowd, which will destroy only the objects of their hate. To destroy the religious

freedom of Catholics under our government, ia nothing more nor less than to throw a

bombshell in the midst of all our institutions. Religious liberty once wrested from any
conscientious and peaceful denomination of Christians, or Hebrews we may add, in

this land, then indeed we may bid 'a long farewell to all our greatness.' It has been

above all things the principal element of our unexampled prosperity. Let it be once

taken away, and there follows, not only direct evil and injustice, but precedent for reli-

gious persecution in all countries to the end of time. Tlie rulers of old governments
and the framers of new may say: ' the principle of equal liberty to all religions has been

fairly tested, and has proved to be a failure. Therefore we will have none of it.'

We by no means wish it understood that we are predicting the evils we so earnestly

deprecate. We speak of tendencies abundantly expressed in tlie signs of the times.

We see bigots and fanatics getting into the high places of the land; we see Protestant

clergymen leaving their pulpits to enter upon the sin-stained arena of politics; we see

legislative bodies entering upon the work of disfranchising Catholics; we see secret so-

cieties led on by parsons, and depraved politicians, professing relentless hostility to

Catholics, proscribing them, slandering them, using all means fair and foul, to make
25 Vol. III.—No. 3.
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iliem odious in the eyes of their fellow-citizens; we see members of these same secret

societies iierjurin? themselves, and violating the laws of ilie liind in open courts, because

of oaths ihoy have taken in secret to these societies, which they thus erect above the

laws of the state, and above the divine 'aws; we s^'e the forcible disbanding of military

comjinnies composed principally of Catholics, o( whose loyalty there can be no question,

who would certainly fight until death for the land of their birth or adoption; whose
brethren are always relied upon even by the British government in its direst necessities,

although the said government has never done any thing for their weal or liappiness, as

ours has; we see men escape from punishment who have maliciously destroyed the pro-

perty of Catholics—nay, as the climax of contempt of laws where Catholic rights are in

question, we see convent burners, incendiaries, petitioning a Know-Nothing legislature to

indemnify them for having had to undergo trial for their crime; in short, it is useless to

attempt to go over all the recent exhibitions of the spirit that exists to make us hateful,

and then, by the support of a factitious public opinion, to crush us. Our past fidelity,

our present moderation, goes for noihing; some sort of imaginary possibility that we
may not always be true to our country is the pretext to bring us to ruin:

" ' All tliis is madness, ' criea a sober sage,

But who, my friend, has reooon in his rage ?"

It certainly is madness to break up the present fabric of our glorious institutions; it

certainly will break it up, to destroy tiie religious liberty of any one denomination.

Those sectarians who are ready and zealous now to rob Catholics of the most precious

of civil rights, would soon find themselves, should their evil desires be gratified, in the

situation of most of the early factions of the French revolution; it would soon be

measured to them as they measured to us. Some of them are now tampering with the

mob—we can only say to them, ' those who love the inoft, shall perish by ill' The
most discerning man of his age seiid during the first muttering thunders which ended in

the French revolution, that if the Parisian mob was not repressed and social order

maintained, " we shall see not only this capital, but every other city in France thrown

into a state of indescribable anarchy, while the real friends of liberty, the enlightened

patriots, now working for the best good of our country, will sink beneath a set of dema-

gogues, who, with louder outcries for freedom on their tongues, will be in reality but a

horde of savages, worse than the Neros of old."

We presume that our clerical and political opponents, or shall we call them persecu-

tors, know how these words were verified; and what befell all classes, not only king

and queen, and nobles, and priests, and nuns, but even mechanics, peasants, women,
children, and afl who had enemies to denounce them, whatever their professions, or

practices. People were brought in crowds before the revolutionary tribunals, and we
are told in general history, that accusation was read and sentence of death immediately

pronounced, without even examination being had, to ascertain whether the subjects of

the accusation were actually the persons before the court; but yet, " as this mode of

exterminating the pretended enemies of the republic was too slow to satisfy the parly

in power, they shot and drowned the accused by hundreds."
Let us turn from this picture. There is good sense, virtue and honesty among our

countrymen, and if they are misled for a time by unprincipled aspirants for power and
place, we trust that 'sober second thought' will cause them to repel wiih scorn the

counsels that are to give liie death blow for ever to religious equality. Mean while, a

transient (':) spirit of animosity against Catholicity will keep Catholics out of political

offices of honor or profit as effectually as laws which would only disgrace the statute

books; we do not repine at this, for it may be the means of keeping our co-religionists

in the honest and laborious pursuits of every day life, and save them from the tempta-
tions and pollutions of politics.

In fine, come what may, let Catholics never fail in their duties to God and society;

injured tliey may be, but crushed never; when the clouds are darkest over them let

liiein remember the liglit above and beyond, which in the end will certainly triumpii.

And our word for this—the great agitation now in the Christian world, and the war
against the Church will ultimately redound to her prosperity and to the salvation of
m»ny aoula.
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Dickinson Coli.kob and tub Civilta Cattolica.—Our clM«icttI friendw of Dirk-

inaon Collepo tnimt he hnrd pii.ihMl for mritur iiijniiisi tlicir Caihulic m-i^liltors m li.inip,

when tliey s,n no fnr na Rome lo lind food for ilie fnnntic propensiliea of the New ^ ork

Evnnfjelial. Truly •"hnrilnlilel they have finiahed the Ausean work in Aii!"i n.nnd

hnvf no intention of iinrrowinK down their philnnlhropir etTorta lo one roi 1 hey

know Italinn too, and can rend Jesuit riddles with a wonderful acumen. S..mc |ieople

can «e« so far into a mill-alone I Besides, was it not a glorious act to carry I'li' wiir into

Africa, to heard the lion in his den, and if they were destined to 'ail in iln i- Mitempl,

like another Phicton, they are sure a whole river of iHmentations would I e poured

over their remains, and some classic votary of the muses would write iheir epHaph:

" (]uem si non tenuii, nia^jnis tamen excidit ansis." Our friends, we expe i. know a

little Lniin, and will pardon our quotation. The poor Roman Jesuits I li.«w ilieir ears

musi have tiiijled, as the old women readers of the \. Y. Evangelist ghmied over the

corrcspondenre of Dickinson College! We imai^ine we hear them solil fiii/mtr over

the revelations of Dickinson erudition. What business had ihey to edn niiiiiMzinel

How are the misrhty fallen I The rulers of the world, the schemers, wlw innke kings

and cnhinets succumb to their iron wills, the ol)scurnnts, the retrograde eneni es of pro-

gress, the foes to liberty of thought, and the enlightenment of Europe and ihe world,

descend to the petty occupation of writing a mngazinel Preposterous!! \y >-

*

— ut H is

true; so let us look at it. Pah! " temporal power <>f the Popes," the first • vco-fii:

"excommunication dissolves the lie of sulijection and the oaih of fideli' e

doctrine of these Jesuits horriide? if they would only lei us alone w. ... .......

and biblical organ-grinders, we would save them the trouble of so muih ecclesiastical

thunder and lightning. Who cares for excommunication in these Bys of light and

progress.' Didn't we send a parson into Hungary ready cocked and primed; but those

tyrannical Austrians are better than crows for smelling powder, and he missed fiie and

had to go off by himself What right had they to interfere in our concerns! These

old popes and their grenadiers, the Jesuit.o, would do much better to say their prayers

and leave the world to be governed by those who know how. But is it true they advo-

cate the burning of heretics.' Let us look again. Just as we thought, of course; what

else could Jesuits do .' So we read :
'* if the Church does not puni.sh the heretics herself,

bur invokes the secular arm to do so, let the enemies of the Church remember, that this

is voluntary moderation on her part." And the old women began to look with big eyes,

as our French neighbors say, and turned round at every creak of the opening door, ex-

pecting lo see some bloody-fisted Jesuit coming to bind them to a stake right off, without

allowing even a moment's time lo cry out for help. Meanwhile the poor Jesuits, who

are '•the outcasts of men, the opprobrium of the people," simple souls as ihey are,

write ahead as if there was no mischief fermenting in those peiges, over which they

waste the midnight lamp and spend their energies. They are only thinking of Catho-

lics, or those who call themselves Catholics, and are guilty of the unpardonable imper-

tinence of telling those for whom they are writing that "it belongs to the Church alone

to say how far the infraction of the civil laws is an infraction of the duties imposed by

Catholicity, of which she claims to be the only competent judge." If they only tell

their so called Catholic opponents to " reverence the Church and learn from her, what

are the just limits of Christian meekness:" or if they call upon those opponents to de-

clare whether they are heretics, in order to know what just estimate should be put on

their interpretation of the Go.spel: visions of stakes and racks, of the gibbets and fires

of Smithfield, and of all the other raw-head and bloody bones, with which Protestant

literature has been adorned for the last 200 years, come dancing before the affrighted

imagination of some Dickinson correspondent, and the readers of the X. Y. Evangelist

mu-^i be edified bv his courage, and enlightened by his learning, and guarded by his

vigilance from the impending storm. It will not much matter, whether the visions be

lying ones or not: the will is as good as the deed: and the advocates of the higher law

will be grateful lo the sleepless watcher in Sion, and perhaps some fat calling, from

which he may stiTCt for his own special comfort and consolation a pretty lamb with a
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golden flece, will fall to his share in tlie distribution of favors. And this Dickinson

wonder is mn fwtiisfied with taking care of his own methodical people, but in his gener-

ous solicitude would also gather under his wings the American Bishops. Verily the

American Catholic must be covered with a debt of gratitude. Church and state ! church

and politics I what powerful and daring fellows these Jesuits are, to hurl at their Ecclesias-

tical Superiors their "paper bullets of the bniin," and dare to cast censure on tlieir

proceedings. It was a bold attack surely, and can only be equalled by the Dickinson

attack on the credulity of the readers of " the Evangelist," when reference in support

of this calumny is given to a date on which no number of the Civilta was issued,

(August 6, 1854.) But "lie bravely, lie strongly," was one of the maxims of their

standard-bearer, and our friend of collegiate ability seems nowise disposed to allow the

maxim to be a dead letter. When next he writes, we liope he will think that others

know Italian as well as himself, or at least can understand it enough to know, when
another " bears false witness against his neighbor."

The Leader.—We acknowledge the receipt of the Leader. It comes to us in a neat

and convenient form—its tone is calm and dignified, and such as Me like to see in a

Catholic journal. We heartily wish it an encouragement worthy of the cause to which

it is devoted, and worthy of the talent of its learned editor.

lieforli 0f (Eueuts.

tVom Februaty 20, to March 20, 1855.

I.

—

Foreign Affairb.

Rome.—A solemn Requiem v&s performed in the Sistine chapel, Jan. 29th, for the

late king of Saxony. Cardinal Altieri, cousin to the deceased king, officiated; the pon-

tiff himself was present, and pronounced the absolution from the throne.—A monument
is to be erected to the memory of Tasso, and Pope Pius IX has placed his name at the

head of a subscription for that purpose.—An Association of Pilgrimage to Jerusalem

has been formed similar to that in Paris; those desirous to make the pilgrimage were

to have sailed from Civita Vecchia on the first of March, and after spending thirty-six

days in the Holy Land, to return to the place from which they started.—The obsequies

for the two queens of Sardinia were performed in the church of the Holy Sudarium.—

A

very interesting marriage ceremony lately took place, which is thus noticed by the

correspondent of the Tablet: *' The parties were Richard Lamb, Esq., and Miss Geor-

giana Eaton, daughter of the authoress of ' Rome in the Nineteenth Century,' who
was recently received into the Church. It appears, that by especial permission from his

Holiness, the Pope, the ceremony took place at the Shrine of the Apostle, in the crypt

of St. Peter's, and was performed by the Hon. and Very Rev. Monsignor Talbot. It is

asserted that no other instance of a marriage in this privileged portion of the church is on

record, nor do the archives of that basilica attest any previous registry of an English

marriage there at all. It must, indeed, have been impressive; conducted by torchlight,

at the foot of the Shrine of the Prince of the Apostles, surrounded by the tombs and

memorials of past ages, the picture would vividly recall a similar rite of earliest Chris-

tianity in the Church of the Catacombs."—Among the English Catholics who bore

tapers before his Holiness at St. Peter's on Candlemas day, were Lord Lovatt, Sir Jas.

Fitzgerald, and Mr. Stourton. Sir James' sister took the veil at the convent of Sagro

-i
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Cuore the Mme evening.—An Asuocmiion has htvw e»ml)li«lied nmong the pontifiml

troops of ilu' RHrrison i>f Rome, for ilii- r«'li;;iou(i nnil civil inntruclion of l)ie soldiern.

Hia Enunenco, Ciirdiiinl Vnnnicrlli, Ar<lil)iiilii)p of Ferraru, fncoiirngctl it liy his pre-

sence, nnd i^nve lessons himself in reading and catechism to the private soldiers.

Naplks.— Niitliiiii; could exceed the onthuiinsni with which the promulgation of the

dogma of the Imniaculftte Conception was received in tlie Neapolitan dominions. We
take tlie followni'; from the Catholic Standard:

"We have already descrihed the brilliant procession which traversed the streets of
Naples to give c\nry to the Holy Virgin, the magnificence of which was enhanced by
the presence of the king and the roynl family, with his court, and all the high dignitaries of
the State. This religious ceremony was followed iiy a solemn military fete. Ferdinand
II placetl liis nrmy under the patronixge of Immaculate Mary at a review, which brought
together 3;'),000 men. The king went to tiie Ciiainps de Mars with his family in splen-
did carriages. The hereditary prince was named colonel on this occasion. He showed
himself, as it were, for the first time to the people, tiiis being his political debut. His
gravity, the ease and self-possession with whicli he commanded his regiment was much
admired."

Sardikia.—This unhappy government still persists in its determination to destroy

the religious institutions. The bill for the suppression of the convents and the sale of

their estates and those of the Church, is still urged forward, to the infinite regret of the

great body of the people, and to the grief especially of the bishops and the clergy, who
have so strenuously petitioned against it. The Holy Father, overwhelmed with grief

at the prospect of the affliction about to befall the Church in that kingdom, raised his

paternal voice, and in an allocution delivered before the cardinals, entered a solemn pro-

test against the measure. It is doubtful, however, whether his fatherly admonitions

will have any etl'ect on the infidel spirit which seems, of late, to direct the deliberations

of tJie parhament of Turin.

Spain.—No particular change has taken place during the last month. The queen by
a royal decree, restored to the rank of Infanta of Spain, Donna Josephine, the daughter

of the Infant Don Francis de Paula, who married M. Guell y Rente. The Tablet of

the 24th ult. thus speaks of the religious feeling of the people, notwithstanding the

violence of those in power:
" Spain remains Catholic notwithstanding the efforts, violence, nnd sacrilege of revo-

lution. There was on the 9ih a magnificent ceremony in the church of the Incarnation
at Madrid, in order to celebrate the triumph of the Immaculate Conception. The arch-
bishop of Santiago officiated pontifically, and pronounced, with the remembrance of all

that he had witnessed at Rome, a discourse which profoundly affected all present. On
the 11th there was to be celebrated a solemnity in honor of the Blessed Virgin, which
should surpass in magnificence every thing that had preceded it."

Ekglano.—It is stated in the late foreign papers, that a coadjutor is about to be given

to his Eminence, Cardinal Wiseman, and in connection with this statement, the name
of the Rt. Rev. Dr. Errington, bishop of Plymouth, was mentioned as the person most

hkely to be selected by the Holy See for that exalted station. The health of the

cardinal is assigned as the reason for the appointment of a coadjutor.

Conversions.—The Rev. Edmund S. Foulkes, one of the most distinguished members
of the University of Oxford, was received into the Catholic Church, at Paris, on the

Feast of the Purification. Mr. Delancy, formerly a member of the University of

Cambridge, and an Anglican minister, who, a short time ago, entered the Ecole des

Carmes, to study theology, recently received minor orders from the hands of Cardinal

Wiseman.
The proceedings in parliament were rather of an exciting character. Mr, Roebuck's

motion to appoint a committee to investigate tlie management of the war, gave rise to

much animated discussion. Several members of the new cabinet resigned in conse-

quence of ilie motion. A bill was introduced to repeal the stamp on newspapers and
substitute in lieu thereof a newspaper postage of one penny per four ounces weight.

—

Great distress prevailed among the laboring classes, and many tliousauds were for
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weeks without food excepting the supplies of charity, riots in consequence took place

in Liverpool and London.

Irelakd.—^The tenant right movement still continues to occupy considerable attention.

—The fairs liave been well attended, and cattle of all kinds commanded good prices.

—

The papers record the death of the Very Rev. Edward O'Rourke, which took place on

2d ultimo, at the Carmelite convent, Dublin.—Letters from Madeira give the gratifying

intelligence that the health of Father Mathew was much improved.—Miss Ann Walsh,

daughter of James Walsh, Esq., received the black veil at the Presentation convent,

Tralee.

France.—" The dogmatic decree of the Immaculate Conception was published in the

church of Notre Dame on the 18th inst. After the gospel, the decree was read in Latin

by the Archbishop of Paris, who officiated, assisted by the Patriarch of Antioch. M.
I'abbe James, canon, read it in French from the pulpit to the immense assemblage who
filled the cathedral. The edifice was hung with white and blue drapery, on wliich was

emblazoned the pontifical arms. Mass was followed by the ' Te Deum,' in which the

entire congregation joined, and the ceremony was terminated by the Papal benedic-

tion."—Z)uWi»i Tablet.

Preparations for the war still progresses on an extensive scale. The emperor, at the

latest dates, was to review the troops at St. Omer, and was expected to visit Boulogne.

It was currently reported that he intended to proceed to the Crimea at an early date.

This determination had caused much uneasiness, both in France and England, and was

universally disapproved of by the papers. Rumor also has it that the empress contem-

plates a visit to the seat of war.

Austria.—Much interest is excited by the meeting of the congress at Vienna, for the

purpose of arranging measures for bringing about a peace. Lord John Russell repre-

sents Great Britain; M. De Dnurguelley, or perhaps a special minister, France; Count

Buol, Austria; Riza Bey, Turkey; M. De Wedell, Prussia.. Lord John Russell had

arrived at Berlin, and was admitted to an audience with the king.

Germany.—" A terrible inundation of the Elbe occurred on the 2d ult. The damage

done at Hamburg is estimated at from three to four millions of marks. In Hanover

many of the dikes gave way, and the land was flooded for miles, causing much loss of

property, and probably of life. At Cuxhaven there was but little shipping when the

hurricane, which preceded the inundation, caine on, and not much damage was done

beyond the loss of spars and anchors. A steamer from Leith is reported to be lost at

sea, and other sea-going steamers reached port with paddles and deck-works damaged."

The Crimea.—Nothing of special interest has taken place during the last month.

Preparations for an assault were actively progressing. The Russians made repeated

sorties, but were vigorously repulsed. The weather was becoming more pleasant, and

liealth of the troops generally good.

Russia.—The most startling intelligence from this country is the death of the Czar.

This announcement was made to the British Parliament on the night of the 3d inst., and

is said to have been caused by apoplexy. Tlie foreign papers generally give credit to

the report, although it would seem to want confirmation.

The Russians were defeated in a great battle at Eupatorin, on the 17ih Feb., by the

Turks, with the loss of 500 killed and a much greater number wounded. An active

war movement, however, is still kept up throughout the empire.

Bavaria.—The King of Bavaria has lately "annulled the ministerial decree expelling

the Sisters of the Holy Redeemer from Niederbronn. His majesty gave express orders

that no one shall henceforth give any disturbance to these religious. This result is due,

we are assured, to the active measures of the Apostolic Nuncio at Munich and to the

spirited representations made by the courageous bishop of Sjtiers. The statesmen bu-

reaucratic have been once more vanquished, because (says the ' Volkshalle') the prince

has a head where his ministers have only paper."
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PRnsntA.—Prussia still mnininina her ppiitrnl poaitinn in rHntion to the beiliperf-nt

parties, lakinj; no pnrt in the conirat heyoiiil licr exertiona to l>rinp aliout a pence. A
Fmnkfort paper aiiyn: "Tin' nrgotiiitinns between the Cnljinet of Berlin and those of

Paris and Lmidori are still |)endin:r. and the counter-project recently proposed by Prussin

is under diNcus.sion. It is snid tluil the Pnissiiin Cabinet ln^•l8t8 on teininin^ the lilicrty

of nflcedini; or not to the interpretation of the conditions of pence, and of judging of a

eauats belli; it will not place itself in a position to be ridcd by a decision of the majority,

and to be led away by the ideas of nnoihcr.

"

II.— Domestic I n t e l l i cj k .\ c h .

AFFAIRS OF THE C H U H C II .

1. tirckdioftse of Baltimore.

Inniifrurntion of Loyola ColUge.—The twenty-second of February was rendered memo-
rable to the Catholics of Baltimore by the opening of the new Colles;e of tlie Jesuit

Fathers which took place on that day. At an early hour the spacioua hall in which the

ceremonies were performed was filled, not only with Catholics, but a larje number of

Protestants, all of whom evinced the i^reatest interest in the exercises. Our space will

not permit us to enter into particulars: suffice it to say, that the pupils acquitted them-

selves on the occasion with credit, and in a manner \Corthy of their professors. The
Inaugural Address, by William George Read, Esq., was able and eloquent. The time

and the occasion on which the inauguration of this institution took place, are suggestive

of many important reflections: " If there could be a doubt," says the Catholic Mirror,

" of the devotedness of the Catholic citizen, native or naturalized, to our common coun-

try's welfare, the proceedings of that day should set the doubt at rest forever

The Professors know that ' he who loves not his country, loves nothing,' and they

wished that the first voices of exultation that echoed in their halls, should impress on

the youthful minds entrusted to their charge such a holy love for their country and such

a zeal for her interests as time and the cares of after life should never be able to efface.

Thus they answer the calumnies of their enemies. As early impressions are most last-

ing, their scholars will speak for them with the enthusiasm of their tender age, and the

sentiments they carry to their homes will do more than volumes to refute the insidious

tales of romancing politicians. When we consider the apathy of these politicians and of

the so-called American party in comniemorating this birth-day of Washington, and con-

trast it with the animation which filled a Jesuit institute of learning, we cannot but admire

the impudence that brands the children of St. Ignatius as inimical to republicanism."

2. Diocese of Charleston.

Death of the Rl. Rtv. Dr. Reynolds.—With feelings of deep regret, we record the death

of the Rt. Rev. Dr. Reynolds, second Bishop of the diocese of Charleston. Though
aware of the feeble health of the lamented prelate, still we were unprepared for the

mournful intelligence of his death. The following sketch of his life, and tribute to his

memory, we take in part from the Catholic Miscellany.

Bishop Reynolds was born n«ar Bardstown, Kentucky, on the 2'2d of August, 1796

His parents, who were distinguished for their piety, bestowed the utmost attention on

his education, and by word and example trained his youthful mind to piety and virtue.

At an early age he formed the generous resolution of consecrating himself to the service

of God, in the holy ministry, and entered the Episcopal Seminary of Kentucky. He
afterwards pursued and completed his theological studies at St. Mary's College, Balti-

more. Shortly afler his return to Kentucky, he was nominated Professor in St.

Joseph's College, and was subsequently appointed to preside over that institution. In

1S44 he was selected to fill the vacant See of Charleston. On the 19th of March he was
consecrated at the Cathedral of Cincinnati, and proceeded without delay to take pos-

session of his see.

During the eleven years of his Episcopate he labored with untiring zeal to promote
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the cause of religion. He watched with solicitude over the Catholic institutions, and

strove earnestly and anxiously to encourage their growth, and to extend the sphere of

their usefulness. His parental kindness, courtesy and generosity, endeared him to his

clei^y; his urbanity and gentle, yet dignified demeanor towards all, won for him res-

pect, not only of Catholics, but even of those who belonged not to his spiritual juris-

diction. In him the poor, the afflicted and the distressed found a father, a consoler and

a friend. The virtues which had so distinguished him during thirty years of a laborious

ministry, shone more conspicuously as his life drew to a close. The patience and re-

signation with which he bore his suffering, especially during the last and painful stages

of his disease—the congestion of the lungs—elicited the admiration of nil who ap-

proached him. Even in liis last hour, during the moments immediately preceding his

dissolution, when his eyes unconsciously wandered around as if in quest of solace and

aid, they ceased their wandering the moment they rested upon the image of his crucified

Lord. He has passed from the scene of his labors; he sleeps by the side of his illus-

trious predecessor; yet his virtues survive, liis memory is cherished in the hearts of the

Catholics of Charleston.

The funeral of the lamented Bishop took place on the Thursday following his demise,

at the Cathedral, attended by a large number of the clergy, and a numerous concourse

of people. Solemn Mass of requiem was celebrated by the Very Rev. Dr. Lynch, and

the Very Rev. Dr. Ryder delivered the eulogy of the deceased. Requieical in pace.

Immediately after the funeral a meeting of the vestries of the church of the city was

held at the Episcopal residence, at which the Very Rev. Dr. Lynch presided. After a

few words from the chair in allusion to the mournful occasion which had called them

together, the Hon. Judge Rice offered appropriate resolutions, which were unanimously

adopted, and directed to be published.

3. Diocese of Pittsburg.

The Rt. Rev. Dr. O'Connor, Bishop of Pittsburg, has addressed an energetic memo-
rial to the General Assembly of Pennsylvania, respectfully remonstrating against the

passage of an act entitled, "An Act relating to Corporations and to estates held for cor-

porate, religious, and charitable uses." The bill, if carried into a law, would effect a

radical change in the manner of holding Church property in the State. The learned

prelate, after showing tliat it was entirely uncalled for by the Catholic laity, and conse-

quently it cannot be considered necessary for their advantage or protection, observes:

"Though it is said to be demanded by the general principles of the country, the under-

signed is not aware of, nor does he believe there exists in the constitution or laws of the

United States, or in this State, any principle which would require such a measure; and

he begs leave to say, that it appears to him, the principles contained in these are the

only ones which should be binding on all good citizens; and that to make the views of

one portion of ihe community—though a majority of the moment, a standard to which,

without necessity, all others would be required to conform, is subversive of that liberty

and that regard for genera! rights which has hitherto been the most valuable character-

istic of the institutions of the country."

4. Diocese of Hartford.

Confirmation.—The Rt. Rev. Dr. O'Reilly, Bishop of Hartford, administered the

Sacrament of Confirmation at St. Mary's Church, Stonington, Ct., on the 11th ult., to

eighty persons—and on the Sunday following administered the same Holy Sacrament

to nearly three hundred children at St. Patrick's Church, New Haven, Conn.

Religious Reception.—Miss Anna Kaiianagh received the white veil and habit of the

Order of the Sisters of Mercy, from the hands of the same Rt. Rev. Bishop, in the chapel

of our Lady of Mercy, Providence, Rhode Island. A solemn requiem Mass for the

repose of the soul of the late Father Brady was celebrated in St. John's church, Middle-

town, on the 14th ult.

^i |Cp*Want of space compels us to curtail our table of Current Events in this number.
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But the star of Buonaparte had now bej^un to wane. The allied armies having

entered France, Chateaubriand openly declared himself in favor of the ancient

dynasty. His sentiments were unequivocally expressed in a pamphlet, which he

published in 1814, under the title of Buonaparte et Ics Bourbons, and which Louis

XVIII acknowledged to have been worth to him an army. Upon the restoration

of this monarch to the throne, Chateaubriand was appointed ambassador to Swe-
den ; but he had not yet taken his departure, when it was announced that Buona-

parte had again appeared on the soil of France. Our author advised the king to

await his rival in Paris, but this suggestion was not followed. Louis XVIII pro-

ceeded to Gand, where Chateaubriand was a member of his council, in the capa-

city of Minister of the Interior, and drew up an able report on the condition of

France, which was considered as a political manifesto. After the second restora-

tion of the Bourbons, he declined a portfolio in connection with Fouche and Tal-

leyrand. Called to a seat in the House of Peers, he attracted considerable atten-

tion by some of his speeches. Not less a friend of the Bourbons than of the lib-

erties guarantied by the charter, he endeavored to conciliate the rights of the throne

with those of the nation, and he beheld with indignation men, who had been too

prominent during the revolutionary period, admitted to the royal councils and to

various offices of the administration. Under the influence of these sentiments he

published, in 181G, a pamphlet entitled Jm jMonarchie selon la Cliarte, which was
an able and popular defence of constitutional government, but by the order of De-

razes, president of the council, the work was suppressed, and its author, although

acquitted before the tribunals, was no longer numbered among the ministers of

state. Deprived of his station and of his income, Chateaubriand was compelled

to dispose of his library as a means of subsistence. At the same time, he estab-

lished the Conserratewr, a periodical opposed to the J\Iinerve, the ministerial organ,

and in conjunction with the Due de Montmorency and others, he carried on a

vigorous war against the favorite of the crown. The Cabinet of Decazes could

•26 Vol. III.—No. 4.
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not withstand such an anta;?onist ; the daily assaults of the Consetrateur made it

waver, and tlie assassination of the Duke of Berri completed its downfall. On
the accession of Mons.de Villele to power. Chateaubriand accepted the mission to

Berlin. While he occupied this post, he won the attachment of the royal family,

the confidence of the Prussian ministers, and the intimate friendship of the Duchess

of Cumberland. In 182*2, he succeeded Mons. Decazes as the representative of

France at the Court of St. James, and soon afterwards crossed the Alps as a dele-

gate to the Conf^ress of Verona. Having distinguished himself in this assembly

by eloquently pleading the cause of Greece and defending the interests of his own
country in relation to the Spanish war, he returned to France and became minister

of foreign affairs. While he held this station, he succeeded in effecting the inter-

vention of his government in behalf of Ferdinand VII, notwithstanding the oppo-

sition of Mons. de Villele. He could not. however, maintain his position long,

with the antipathies of the king and the jealousy of his prime minister against

him. He accordingly retired from the cabinet in 1824, and re-entered the ranks of

the liberal opposition, of which he soon became the leader. The contributions of

his pen to the columns of the Journal des Debats, allowed not a moment's truce to

the ministry. He assailed all the measures of the cabinet; the reduction of rents,

the rights of primogeniture, the law of sacrilege, the dissolution of the national

guard, all were denounced by him with a vigor and constancy which accomplished

the fall of Mons. de Villele.

Such was the state of things when Louis XVIII was summoned from life, and

Chateaubriand, carefully distinguishing the cause of the dynasty from that of its

ministers, who according to him were unworthy of their position, published a pam-

phlet entitled Le roi est mort, vive le roi ! which was a new proof of his devoted-

ness to the Bourbons. After the inauguration of Charles X, and the formation of

the Martignac cabinet, he accepted a mission to Rome, after having dechned the

offer of a ministerial position. Upon the accession, however, of Prince Polignac

to the office of foreign affairs, he immediately sent in his resignation and used his

influence against the administration. The events which soon followed, justified

his political views. The fatal ordinances of the government in July, 1830, against

the Uberty of the press and the right of suffrage, precipitated a revolution, which

resulted in the exile of the elder branch of tlie Bourbons. In this crisis, Chateau-

briand made an eloquent protest, in the House of Peers, against the change of

dynasty, and advocated with all his ability the recognition of the Duke of Bordeaux

and the appointment of a regent during his minority ; but his efforts were fruitless,

and the Duke of Orleans rose to power under the name of Louis Piiilippe.

Unwilling to pledge himself to this new state of tilings, he relinquished his dig-

nity of peer of the realm, with his pubUc liouors and pensions, and retired, poor,

into private life. The following year, however, he was roused from his political

slumbers, and he published a pamphlet on the J\ouvelle Reslmtration, and m 1832,

a J\Iemoire sur la captivite de J\Iadame la Duchcsse dc Berry, whom he had visited

in her prison, and in 1833, appeared another work entitled Conclusions. This last

production was seized by the government, and the author was arraigned before

the tribunals, but was acquitted by the jury. After a visit to Italy and the south

of France, Chateaubriand paid his respects to the family of Charles X at Prague.

On his return to Paris, he took no part in public affairs, and left his domestic pri-

vacy only to visit the Abbaye Aux-bois, where Madame Racamier assembled in

her mansion the flower of the old French society. During the remainder of his

life, he was occupied in the study of English literature, in writing the Ldfe of tlie
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Jlbhf <le Ranee, nml pit-parmij his Metnoirr.t d\nitre-t<mthe. Tin- political rrvolution

of February, ISJS, \vhi«l> luirlttl Louis IMiilippr I'rom tin- tlirunc, did not surprise

liiiM iM-caiisf lie iiad pnilictcd it in 18.{((. Drawiiiij nt-ar to his end wln-n the insur-

ni'iion of Juno broke forth at I'aris, he spoke with admiration of the heroic death

of the ar(hl>is|io|), and havint; received ihe last rites of reliymn with t'reat senti-

ments of pieiy, he expired on the 4th of July, IB-IS. IIi.s remains were conveyed

to St. Malo, his native city, and in compliance with his own request, were depo-

sited in a tomb which the civil authority had prepared for him under a rock pro-

jecting into the sea. Mr. Ampere, in the name of the French Academy, delivered

an address on the .spot, and the Duke de Noailles, who succeeded him in that illus-

trious society, pronounced his eulop[y at a public session held on the Gth of De-
cern Iht. I SID.

Chateaubriand had rather a haughty bearing and spoke little. He was fond of

praise, and bestowetl it liberally upon others. With republican tastes, he defended

and served the monarchical system as the establi; hed order, and was devoted to the

Bourbon dynasty as a matter of honor. His political sentiments never changed,

and he never ceased to be the advocate of enlightened liberty. His religious views

once formed, he vindicated them by his writings, and honored them in the practice

of his life. His disinterestedness was equal to his genius, antj his beneficence

was continually seconded by that of his wife. They were the founders of the asy-

lum Marie Therese at Paris, a home lor clergymen who are disabled by infirmity.

The works of Chateaubriand are : Esmi hUtoriquc, politique et moral aur Ics revo-

lutions anciennes et vwdemes, considerecs dans leur rapport avec la revolution Fran-

gaise. Londres, 1797, in 8vo. tome 1. In this work, the author in his attempts to

assimilate the events and personages of the French revolution to those of antiquity,

displays more imagination than reflection. The style as well as the substance

of the volume betrays the youth and inexperience of the writer. He completed

this Essai in 1SI4. observing that his political views had sufi'ered no change.

This was in fact true, as he espoused in his work the principles of constitutional

monarchy, to which he had always adhered. To the honor of the author, he did

not a.ssert the same irreligious sentiments that had appeared in the Essai. These
he nobly retracted in a series of notes which he added to the work, without deem-
ing it necessary to expunge the objectionable passages from the context.

^itala, ou Ics amours de deux sauvages dans le desert. Paris, 1801, in 18mo.
This little romance has been translated into several languages, and derives a sin-

gular charm from the vivid descriptions and impassioned sentiments which it con-

tains. Religion, however, has justly censured the too voluptuous character of

certain passages, which are unfit for the youthful eye.

Le Genie du Chrislianisme, or the Beauties of the Christian Religion. Paris,

1802, 3 vols. 8vo. Of all the works of Chateaubriand, this had the happiest influ-

ence upon his age and country. Voltaire and his school had too well succeeded

in representing the dogmas of Christianity as absurd, its ceremonial ridiculous,

and its influence hostile to the progress of knowledge. But Chateaubriand, by the

magic power of his pen, produced a revolution in public sentiment. Addressing

himself chiefly to the imagination and the heart, he compares the poets, philoso-

phers, historians, orators and artists of modern times with those of pagan anti-

quity, and shows how religion dignifies and improves all that breathes its hallowed

inspiration. The inaccuracies of thought and expression which appeared in the

first edition, were corrected in the subsequent issues of the work.

Rene, an episode of the Genie du Cluristianisme. Paris, 1S07, in 12mo. In this
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fiction the writer depicts the advantages of religious seclusion, by showing the

wretchedness of solitude where God is not the sustaining thought in the soul

of man.

Les Martyrs, ou Le Triumphe de la Rclig;ion Chretunne. Paris. 1810, 3 vols, in

8vo. The subject and cliaractors of this work are borrowed from antiquity, sa-

cred and profane. The author proves what he advances in his Beauties of Chris-

tianity, that religion, far more than mythology, ministers to poetic inspiration.

The expiring civilization of paganism. Christianity emerging from the catacombs,

the manners of the first Christians and those of the barbarous tribes of Germany,

furnish the author with a varied and interesting theme, which he presents with all

the attractions of the most cultivated style.

Itincraire de Paris a Jerusalem, et de Jerusalem a Paris, ^c. Paris, 1811, 3 vols,

in 8vo. This work, one of tiie most interesting from the pen of the illustrious

author, is characterized by beaut}' and fidelity of description, grand and poetic

allusions, a happy choice of anecdote, sound erudition, and a perfect acquaintance

with antiquity. With the publication of his travels in the East, Chateaubriand

considered his literary life brought to a close, as he soon after entered the career of

pohtics, which continued until the downfall of Charles X, in 1830.

During that period he published a large number of works, relating chiefly to the

political questions of the day. The more important are those entitled De Buona-

parte, des Bourbons, ^'C., 1811

—

Rejlexions Politiques, 1814

—

Melanges de Politique,

181G

—

De la Monarchic selon la Chartc, 181G. This treatise may be considered as

the political programme of the author, and is divided into two parts. In the first

he exposes the principles of representative government, the liberty of thought and

of the press, &c., and in the second he urges the necessity of guarding against

revolutionary license, and points out the rights of the clergy and the popular sys-

tem of public instruction. In his Etudes Historiques, 2 vols. 8vo. 1826, he lays

down three kinds of truth as fonuing the basis of all social order ; religious truth,

which is found only in the Christian faith
;
philosophical truth, or the freedom of

the human mind in its eiforts to discover and perfect intellectual, moral and physi-

cal science; political truth, or the union of order with liberty. From the alUance,

separation or coUision of these three principles, all tlie facts of history have ema-

nated. The world's inhabitants he divides into three classes
;
pagans. Christians,

and barbarians ; and shows how, in the first centuries of our era, they existed to-

gether in a confused way, afterwards commingled in the medieval age, and finally

constituted the society which now covers a vast portion of the globe. During the

same year, 1826, the author published his A'atchez, 2 vols. 8vo. containing his

recollections of America, and Avenlures du dernier des Ahencerages, in 8vo., a ro-

mance not less charming than his Atala, and free from the objectionable character

of that publication. The works that came from the author's pen after his retire-

ment into private life, are, besides those mentioned above, Essai sur la Literature

Jlnglaise, SfC., 2 vols. 8vo.

—

Le Paradis perdu de Milton, traduction nouvelle, 2 vols.

8vo. 1836

—

Le Congres de Verone, 2 vols. 8vo. 1838

—

lledc VJlbbe de Uance. in

8vo. 1844, rather a picture of the manners of the French court in the 17th century

than a life of the distinguished Trappist—but tiie pen of the immortal writer still

displays the vigorous and glowing style of his earlier productions, though certain

passages criticised by the religious press show that it is not unexceptionable.

The Memoires d'oxdre-tombe, a posthumous work of the author, was published

at ParLs in ten, and has been reprinted in this country in five volumes. Chateau-

briand here sketclics wilii a bold hand tlie j)i<Murc ol' his whole life; a mixture ol
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rrvpry nnd action, of luislortiiiH' iiikI coutt'st, of plory and humiliation. Wf h«'p

£jroupin<; ardnml him all tin' prominent i-vcnts of contfmixjranfous history, which

hp explains and clears up. A ri'inarkalile variety exists in the snhjert-matter and

in tho tone of this work. The gayest and most ujaijniHcent descriptions of nature

often appear side hy side with the keenest satire upon society, and the loftiest con-

siderations of philosophy and monds are blended with the most simple narrative.

The vanity of human thinijs appears here with strikinij eflVct, and the sadness

which they inspire becomes still more impressive inider the touches of that impas-

sioned ehxjuence which descrilx's them. At times, we discover in the writer the

incenious wit, and the clear, expressive and eminently b'rencli prose of V'oltain'.

These J\Iemoire3, however, are not faultl(>ss. The (irst part, in which he portrays

the dreamy aspirations of his youth, may prove dancferous to the incautious reader.

Critics charjje the author with an afi'ectation of false simplicity, with the abuse of

neolojjjy and with a puerile vanity in speaking either in his own praise or other-

wise. They pretend also that the work is ovr-rwrought, contains contradictions,

and betrays sometimes in the same page the changing impressions of the author.

^ *—

^

INDIVIDUALISM AND THE CHURCH.

Queitiom of the Soul. By I. T. Hecker. JSew York: D. ^ppleton Sf Co. 1855.

It is evident to the most superficial observer, that modern Deism is making
astonishing progress in our country, especially in the eastern States—the former

stronghold of Puritanism. The belief in the leading doctrines of Christianity is

becoming vague and unsettled. The point that it has taken some nations three

centuries to reach, we have gained in a generation. Doubt and indifference have

succeeded to the most positive ideas in matters of faith,—and an absence of all

restraint, to the most rigid church discipline. The change has been so great that

were the stern Puritans to revisit us, they would not recognize as their descendants

those who bear their names and boast of their deeds. But so it is, change follows

change. The w^ork of the so-called Reformation remains unaccomplished—for

Reformation is still the watchword of the enthusiastic, the ardent and the hopeful

amongst us who look for the good time, which is always coming, but sad to say,

never comes—at least in the form in which they woo it.

Proceeding from this unsettled state of religious conviction, we discover two ten-

dencies particularly manifest at the present time, essentially opposite and contra-

dictory, and both diverging from the great central truth of Christianity. On one

hand we perceive a decided leaning towards cold, hard disbelief, and a declension

of faith, finally merging into, and becoming lost in, the grossest forms of mate-

rialism. This result is accelerated, not only by the wrangling of the sects as pro-

claimed in the confusion of tongues in which they urge their discordant claims,

ending in the rejection of all, but measurably, by the undue importance assigned

by the general voice, to material objects, and also, by the industrial triumphs real-

ized in the subserviency of science to the mechanic arts and agriculture, and the

impetus given to the commercial spirit by the practical application of steam, in

effecting communication with distant points, bringing remote countries within

reach, opening new regions and affording increased facilities for trade.
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In view of these grreat achievements, man's self esteem is nourished. A false

idea of greatness leads to a fbrgetfulness of his dependent state—he concentrates

his affections on earthly objects and grasps at wealth and power, to minister to self

gratification as his only good ;—led astray by pride his intellect rebels against

God,—he becomes indifferent to the high destiny for which he was created,—he

departs farther and farther from the light of revelation till it becomes finally

obscured and his proud and rebellious heart whispers to him " there is no God,

—

eat, drink, be merry,—die, and thy destiny is accomplished."

On the other hand a growing taste for investigation into matters beyond the

domain of reason,—an arrogant questioning of the order ordained by Providence

for the government of man and the regulation of the universe, has given rise to

the most absurd theories and the most dangerous delusions; imposture and credu-

lity are so mixed up as to render the original elements scarcely discernible, and the

result is so eminently ridiculous as to provoke our laughter, did not indignation

against the knaves and commiseration for the dupes, enlist our most serious atten

tion. We behold some unfortunates rushing on self-destruction in order to hasten

the solution of their doubts, whilst others— with shattered minds— close their

search after forbidden knowledge within the walls of our insane asylums. The
worm would be equal unto God,—and lo ! he becomes less than man, in losing

man's title to supremacy over the brute. This is the end of " modem spiritual-

ism"—the extreme of " modern materialism." The " materialist," the scriptures

emphaiically declare to be "a fool"—the spiritualist is bereft of reason. Such

indeed are the sad results of a deviation from divinely established and authoritative

Christianity; nor need we be surprised thereat; ibr they are but the natural conse-

quences of the religious revolt—but a confirmation of the predictions of those who
saw the wide spread degradation which was to follow the separation from Grod, in

the proclamation of the right of private judgment in matters of faith, and the erec-

tion of the scriptures into an element of contention, instead of a code subject only

to the interpretation of a lawful tribunal.

When man loses his hold upon revelation, and casts loose from " the faith once

delivered to the saints " and communion with them and their successors, he cannot

long maintain a middle ground. If logical in following out the first step of depar-

ture from the infalhble standard, he inevitably reaches one or the other extreme.

Some there are, it is true, who remain undecided—and wavering, are lost ;—but

they are those of feeble intellect,—the bold, the daring and the skeptical reach the

terminus sooner or later. When they once pass the great central truth—on one

side of which is belief in every thing, on the other in nothing—the descent is

rapid—the end certain.

But there are many who, retaining a portion of Christian truth, and dissatisfied

with the unfruitfulness of Protestantism, in which they were nurtured, look for a

new revelation. These men feel the instincts of a higher destiny ; but pride and

human respect, and the impressions of early training, draw them away from the

fountain of living waters, where alone they can assuage their thirst after knowledge.

Their vision is clouded to the perception of the beaten path—that, which has been

followed for ages—which, opened by Christ, has been trodden by the army of his

saints, and along which they have erected their signals. This is no flowery path,

inviting to ease and luxurious repose, for duty points the way, and permits no

wavering from her stern dictates. Behold, on either side, the warning crosses of

those who fell whilst on their journey—bearing the yoke of Christ and in his ser-

vice—and dying left them there, beacons to guide the steps of future travellers, as
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well US lights to nniinnd- and cIh-jt ihcm on. S«>«'! tins, the Kiiglo of Hippo pl:iril<<|,

and tliis, tho An::;t'l of the Schools; and ih<>s«'.— s«'t up in hiI<T days—wen- Ixim*-

by blcssi'il Alphonsiis, and hi-roic Xavicr. and the frit-nd of lh»> poor—Vincent do

Paul. What a pcrlrct hue! reaching to our own days. Tln-re art* crosses of Ut-

ile children, of youths and maidens, of old men and women, of pontiffs and lay-

men, of freem«'n and slaves ;—all conditions of life, all races, all colors are repre-

sented on this way ;—from the ends of the earth they have been gathered into this

path;— it is that which leads to eternal life—that connects earth and heaven;

—

there is no other—no newer—no easier,—no (irst class railroad line!—All who
would make tlu- journey must enter therein in humility like unto little children.

Tlie regenerators of society and enthusiasts of our day, in thr-ir search after

novelties, and in the various panaceas for the cure of the ills of life, forget or

despise the warning conveyed in the case of the man who, condemned to everlast-

ing separation from God, besought that a messenger might be sent to those on

earth whom he loved, to admonish them of his fate, so that they might profit

thereby, "They have Moses and the prophets" was the answer. Yes!—and

we have the law of Christ and his ever-living, speaking. Church. No more signs

can be expected—no more proofs. The commission, " Go, teach all," is a finality.

There is no other organ for the enunciation and propagation of truth—no other

source of knowletlge—no other means for the communication of the tidings of

salvation—no other guide to direct man in the attainment of the perfect realization

of his destiny.

There is something so great in man, that even in his most fallen state he gives

evidence of the nobility of his nature, and of the sublime destiny for which he

was created. If Dives, though in hell, could feel compassion for his unfortunate

brethren, and beg of God to send his messenger to them—that they might repent

and be saved, with what divine charity must the souls of those be animated, who,

having found God and his truth, enjoy while yet on earth a foretaste of their des-

tiny in being united with God,—burn to proclaim the tidings to former companions

who still wander in error—led astray by the passion and the pride of life— battling

against the grosser modes of existence—cast about by every wind of doctrine

—

looking up to heaven for a new revelation—spurning that exemplified in the life

of the God-man in all its details of precept, and practice, and denying the efficacy

and sufficiency of that crowning act of redemption, accomplished at the price of

his blood—blotting out the stain of Adam and rendering man once more a pleasing

object in the sight of his creator.

We have been led into these reflections by the perusal of the little book—the

title of which heads this article—written by one whose investigations have led him

to the source of truth, and who desires to announce to all, the fulness of his joy

and at the same time to clear away some of the mists of ignorance and prejudice

that obscures the glorious vision from so many with whom he long held compa-

nionship in doubt and disappointment of the present—in hope of the future—the

hope which with him has ended in fruition.

The preface at once enlists us by its out-spoken earnestness. Read the follow-

ing extract

:

" One thing we can truly say of the following sheets ; they are not idle specu-

lations. Our heart is in them, and our life's results. That they may be a means
to answer life's problem to earnest souls, is our only ambition. With this, know-
ing that truth is never spoken in vain, we send them forth."

Noble words!—seasonable, bold, and worthy of a Christian! They will, we
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believe, be a means of arresting the attention and indicating a guidance to many

whose noblest aspirations have hitherto wanted a definite aim, and whose best acts

have been rendered nugatory by misdirection. " Not always does doubt spring

from deficiency,—in earnest hearts, it is but another form of faith and prayer"

—

are the cheering words of the author, addressed to those wanderers, if they will

but turn their misgivings and irresolution to proper account, by offering them, a

sacrifice of obedience, on the altar of faith. These "Q^uestions of the Soul," if

pondered well, and the answers duly weighed, will go far we believe to resolve

doubts into certainty and lead to a hne of action which can be pursued without

fear or perplexity.

The author sets out with an inquiry into man's destiny and its nature. From

the dignity of man, he shows, that God alone is the end of man and that his true

destiny is, " to know, to love, to live for God." Respecting this destiny, Goethe

and Schiller, Cariyle and Emerson, W. H. Channing and Margaret Fuller, are

interrogated, but all fail in defining it satisfactorily. In the attempts so often made

towards realizing a nobler mode of being—a more spiritual life—the author lays

before us the ideas of Plato, Socrates, Pythagoras and others of the ancients, and

notices their insufficiency to meet the requirements of man's nature, and their con-

sequent decay and final passing away. Of the existence of a similar craving of

the heart in the United States, he remarks,

" There is a large class of persons in the United States who look for and seek a

more spiritual and earnest life. There is scarcely an American family which will

not testify to the truth of this statement, not only as a present fact but as a part of

its history, by the efforts of some one or more of its members to realize such a life.

One might almost say that this desire, after a more spiritual life, is one of the chief

characteristics of the American people."

We have next a description of " Brook Farm," " Fruitland," and kindred expe-

riments. The ideas, hopes and aspirations of the members are placed before us

chiefly in their own words. Yet notwithstanding all that was noble, generous

and unselfish, these enterprises were marked by barrenness—they came to nought.

Marking all these failures, the author exclaims—" Were all these liigh hopes but

idle fancies and splendid insufficiencies? Were all these holy aspirations but illu-

sions and deceptive dreams? Were these heroic sacrifices but evidences of minds

deluded? Then is life a mockery." "Is there a path?" "There

is, one that leads us to our final aim ; who is the one that has discovered it, and

standing out as a guide, can say to humanity ' 'Tis I ; I am the way that leads to

truth and life—follow me!'"

In Christ, the model,—his life the model life, is the answer to the question, " Is

there a path?" In the chapters—"The model man"—"The model life"—
embracing the life of Christ and the plan of redemption—we have, in vigorous

style, and with a brevity rarely equalled, these momentous "questions" treated

—

the gospel language being freely introduced in the most happy manner in illustra-

tion and confirmation of the chief points.

The author next passes to the " Idea of the Church,"—what the Church should

be, in order to manifest the continuance of Christ amongst men, in an authoritative

guide and teacher, and to satisfy the demands of the soul in its passage to its final

end,—" Where and which is this Church?" Are we "still to look ibr it in the

future?"

"What first claims our serious attention is the faith of the Church in which we
were born and nurtured—the Protestant. Is the Protestant Church a true, kind

I
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and loving inollicr, from whow breasts her childrcu cun drnw copious streams of

truth and lovi; i or, is slw u step-iaolUer, heartless, cold, and axe her breasta of

stone? What is Protcsianlisin?
•' Pnit«'sti\nti.sin ouurts !>»•«• in(iuiry, and liails tin* discnthralh'd iiitfllfcl of man

with shouts of joy ; and wv on our suit' will uufl it witli i'arn«'st iwarts, with

minds bent u|)on piirsuin? tho truth at ail costs, and with brave r«'solv<'K to i-m-

bract* it, and be true to itH ljfhest.s load wlu-n; tJH-y may. What says I'rolest-

autism ?"

Protostantism fails in realizing the "Idea of the Cliurch!" at the important

point so often reached by those who seek the truth, and where so many falter,

turning into the ways that branch off on either side to " materialism" or ** spiri-

tualism." We (juote the author's summing up of the result of his investigations

at this interesting suige of the inquiry :

" If there bt> upon earth such a thing as the real Church of Christ, it nujst teach

the sanje teachings, it must live the same life, it nmst work the same works, it

must image, express, and body forth Jesus Chri.^t himself. As he was the Teacher

and Iledeeuier to the generations in which he lived, so nmst his Church be the

Teacher and the Redeemer to all generations of the world until the end of time.

"We have tried Protestantism and found it wanting. It is inadequate to satisfy

the wants of the heart, or to meet the demands of the intellect. Protestantism

does not represent Christ.
" W'hat now shall we do? What hope remains, or is there any left? Is the

idea of the Church a dream ? Is Christianity a delusion? Was Christ a mistaken
enthusiast ?—a merely human philosopher, whose system must die out when his

personal influence has had time to pass away ? At any rate, we will be honest

;

and to be honest and Christian men. and yet to be Protestant, we cannot.
" What shall we do? We will go forward, but whither? To go out-

side of Christianity without the hope of one greater than Christ, is to go back,

and plunge one's self once more in the darkness of heathenism. To attempt to

impmve Christianity from within, unless we are superior to Christ, is only to add
another to the catalogue of religious frauds and impositions.

'* The path grows narrower and narrower. There is no escape ! What is left

us ? Rotiie !

!

"What! Rome? Is it not an acknowledged fact that Rome and Romanism,
Pope and Popery, have failed? Is not Romanism dead? nay, even buried?
Would you in mockery of our woe send us to Rome? Is it there, that the

hunger of the soul after truth, and its cravings for love and beauty, are to be
appeased ? After all our wanderings, are we then to be brought back to the spot

on which we turned our backs at the outset of our inquiries after truth?"

" What says Rome ?" No one can long pursue the search after truth without

the glorious vision of Rome arresting his attention and challenging his admiration

and his love. No historian can trace the progress of men and nations, without

being struck by the wonderful influence exerted by Rome in the original fonnation

of the Christian society and in its reconstruction after the irruption of the barba-

rians, when was laid the foundations of our boasted civilization—Rome is the key

of history. No poet can sing like him who strikes his lyre under the chastening

of Rome, and lets its chords vibrate the whole future destiny of man, in paradise,

in purgatory and in hell—Rome is the soul of poetry. No artist, untaught of

Rome, can hope to fix upon his canva>s, the ideal of our Virgin Mother—the

glory of archangels, the martyrs' triumph, the heroic deeds of saints and holy

ones—Rome is the protector of the arts, the seat of beauty and of truth.

Cathedral vast and humble church whisper alike of changeless Rome, and

names of men and women, of cities, squares and streets, of consecrated days, of

popular sports, of terms of courts, of mountains and valleys, of bays and head-
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lands, of ships and marts of commerce, of discoveries and new lands—all, direct

us thither, as the ancient, present, and ever to be perpetuated Church of God.

*' What," asks the author, " does Rome say to the questions that Protestantism

has failed to answer ? What says Rome to the need of an imerring and divine
authority in religion?

•* Rome declares distinctly and emphatically that in religion there is no other

than an unerring and divine authority, and that none other should be obeyed.
Such is Rome's answer to the question of authority.

" Rome tells us more; she says, that to deny and repudiate in religion all human
authority, and to believe and obey nothing that does not rest on a divine basis, this

it is to be Catholic. Such is Rome's answer to the supreme want of the heart

—

obedience. Rome, therefore, imposes upon no one a human authority. The man
that occupies St. Peter's chair, as man, is no more than the measure of any
other man. The man that occupies St. Peter's chair, as the successor of St. Peter,

as the head of Christ's Church, and his representative on earth, his voice is

Christ's voice. His voice is not only Christ's voice to others, but also to himself.

The Pope, as a man and as a Catholic, is bound, first of all, to obey the authority

of Christ, of which he is the representative, central organ and mouthpiece.
"The least instructed and most simple-minded Catholic obeys the authority of

no man, whether he be a priest, a bishop, an archbishop, a cardinal, or the Pope
himself. No Catholic, as Catholic, owes obedience to any other authority than
the authority of God. Let any one venture to claim any other authority, or pre-

sent any thing contrary to the divinely received dogmas and doctrines of the

Church, and the whole Catholic world would be up in arms in an instant.

" The Pope is equally subject to the doctrine of the Church as the poorest and
humblest CathoUc in the United States, and the conditions of salvation are the

same for him as for any other Catholic. His obedience is just as great. It would
not be a thing unheard of for a Pope to be refused absolution by a simple priest,

his confessor. From this point of view, there reigns a most perfect equahty in

the Catholic Church. And while all obey, none feel degraded ; on the contrary,

the authority being divine, obedience, while it gives security, repose and peace to

the heart, elevates, ennobles, and gives freedom to the mind,"

He traces Rome's teaching—from " childhood" and her solicitude for the little

ones, to " confession "—that so completely meets the needs of man's burthened

conscience and washes away the stain of sin—comforts, consoles and directs the

sinner on the re-opened path of peace and virtue,—thence to the '• Eucharist,"

that blessed sacrament that fills the heart of man with love and unites him to

God, and " Extreme Unction," that prepares him for the final passage to a happy

eternity. In all these doctrines, the author shows how completely the Church

applies herself to the necessities of the soul. " Thus," he exclaims,

"The Catholic Church, the bride of Christ, the true mother of our souls,

receives the infant at its birth by holy Baptism, yea, even before baptism, in pre-

paring its birth by the sanctification of the marriage of its parents ; and by her

guidance through all the vicissitudes of life, and the helps of her holy sacraments,

she leads it to the grave, and ceases not her hold upon her child l>eyond the grave,

till she sees it safe and secure, a citizen of heaven, in its true home, in the bosom
of God. She realizes the very ideal of a true and loving mother of souls.

"Though the soul has reached heaven, the l)ond ol sympathy between it and
the Church is not broken ; it still continues to be her child,—yea, more hers now
than ever, for the triumphant church m heaven, the militant church upon earth,

and the suffering church in the place of purification, are one, and united closely

in sympathy as one body.

'Bond of strange union; wlien we kneel

Willi saints on earlli, and saints on high
Bound in mysterious symjjathy.'
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" Such an- tlio answers of tlu* (."uiIjoIii; ( 'liurcli tu llie drrp want-s of inan'a
heart ; ami in ihrsf an.swrrs, thr heart liiul.s lull saiisfactidn, supn-iue rcnosr-, and
|)rrfr<-t hliss. And we, on our i)art, have no liar, that the system of religion

wliirh satisfies fully tlie wants of the heart, is not stronc; enough to stand the
severest tests of the most ripid lopir. For, the afTirtionH of the heart are also

guides to truth, and as unerring, when pure, as the logic of the understanding."

The writer next passes to " external testimony," and shows how the Church
meets man's needs. By supplying spiritual direction, in the way she opens for

those " who would reah/e in daily conduct the life of Christ, in ail its purity,

loveliness and beauty"—through her religious orders ; by her inculcation of the

practice of religious obedience, so entirely consistent with perfect liberty ; by her

approval of voluntary poverty for the love of Christ—in order to be; like unto

Christ; by her defence of chastity and wise sanction of cehbacy, so that some at

least of her children might be freed from the cares of life and the ties of family,

and emancipated from the harassing restrictioni consequent on making provision

for the future of a narrow circle, and ready to depart with scrip and slafT to pro-

claim the glad tidings to far lands, or to devote themselves more entirely to their

vocation and realize in a more special manner the bequest of their divine Master

by ministering unto his sufTering members—the poor; by her sanction of self-

denial and mortification, so that the disciple might imitate his Redeemer—take up
his cross and follow him ; by her love of nature, in pressing even material objects

into her service, making them tributary to man, and do homage through him, to

God,—in order that all things should praise their Creator.—"And why should she

not," asks the author, " when all nature contributes to her most sacred functions,

and takes an essential part in her worship? "

In the *' exhortation " the author vividly depicts the glory and perfection of the

Christian life.

" To those who seek for true greatness, and a permanent basis for action, a

divine basis for life,—a basis that will give to the intellect ever brighter visions of
truth, to the heart irresistible impulses to love and heroism, and to the arm an
unfailing strength ; a life that will render them independent of all ties of kindred

and friendship, and make them conquerors of the world, and masters of them-
selves ; it is here, in these schools of religious discipline, they will find it, and all

the means to make such a life their own. Out of these schools came the Jeromes,
Augustines, Gregories, Bernards, Francises, the Vincent de Pauls, the Xaviers,
and other great doctors and missionaries of the Church. Yes, the Catholic Church
is the mother of great men, the nurse of heroes, and of an unfailing succession of

saints and martyrs. It is the very nature of the Catholic faith when it takes root

in the heart to make men superior to nature, and true heroes."

In "conclusion " he solves the question of questions.

" Man has a destiny,—his end is God,—his life is divine. Jesus Christ is the

complement of man.—the restorer of the race. The Catholic Church is the mani-
festation of Jesus Christ,—the organ by which Jesus Christ perpetuates his life

upon earth, and the organ of man's restoration, and nature's restoration through
man."

In taking our leave of this remarkable book, we would say to all who would

wish to hear Rome's answer to the question of man's destiny, in its practical appli-

cation to the Ufe of the Christian, in leading him on to its accomphshment

—

" read this htlle work,"—it will amply repay perusal : for in addition to earnest,

burning language, and a style, combining brevity with wonderful force—making
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every sentence tell on the reader, it abounds with the choicest quotations from

writers of the transcendental school, who furnish conclusive evidence, in their

own words, of the unsatisfying character of their attempts to render the indivi-

dual independent of authority, and the hopelessness of their endeavors to imitate,

even faintly, the divine life, which is only possible within the pale of the Church.

The writer has done well in compressing his matter; ponderous tomes are

slighted by our people,—enough that we liave the pith and marrow of the subject.

This book goes forth to enlist many readers in the outer world, and as the " ques-

tions " are pertinent to the complexion of the times and the existing state of reli-

gious feeling, we are glad on this account, that the author has given it a popular

form, and we welcome it as a valuable addition to our literature. We hail it as

an instalment of a long list of contributions bearing the Christian impress, which

shall go far to counteract the effects of the flood of anti-christian and licentious

publications—native and imported—which pouring cheaply from the press, de-

luges the land and threatens a general demoralization and corruption of morals and

manners. We accept it as the record of the throbbings of a generous and truly

American heart. Catholic, and therefore, hopeful of the future of the republic.

And what a glorious future! A passing ray lately swept before the vision of Mr.

Bancroft, but he saw but dimly and undiscerningly the surpassing beauty of

Christian America. To the eye of Faith it presents itself in unveiled splendor;

this is the " manifest destiny " of which men talk, as did the pagans of " the

unknown God,"—it is in their midst, though they know it not, though they ignore

its presence, though they hate it or dispise it. The Church in America is the des-

tiny of the republic—she shall make of us one people, and bind us in a common

bond of union, and this shall be our future.

To the earnest, those who in sincerty seek the truth, and who in their search

may have been led to " Brook Farm," or to " Fruitland "—to the investigation of

" spiritualism," or into the mazes of " transcendentalism," we commend these

" questions of the soul "—for them, the subject is all important.

That the author's hopes concerning the youth of our land, will be realized it is

our consolation to believe ; for therein consists the salvation of the republic. Those

" who have no instilled misconceptions of the truth, and who, when it is seen,

have the loyalty and the courage to embrace it," must look to Rome, and in the

voice of Rome, recognize the echo of His voice—resounding through the cen-

turies—who said, "hear the Church."
R. E.

THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION.
An Extractfrom a short poem, by Rev. Dr. Faber.

PUREST of creatures! sweet Mother! sweet Maid!
The one spotless womb wherein Jesus wns Itiid !

Dark night hath come down on us, MoUier! and we
Look out for thy shining, sweet Star of the Sea!

Deep night hath come down on this rough-spoken world,

And the banners of darkness are boldly unfurled;

And the tempest-toss 'd Church—all her eyes are on thee,

They look to thy shining, sweet Star of the Sea!

The Church doth what God had first taught her to do;

He look'd o'er the world to find hearts that were true;

Through the aces, He look'd, and He found none but thee,

And he loved Uiy clear shining, sweet Star of the Sea!



SUBSTANCE OF A DISCOURSE

Deliterfd in the Cathedral qf naltimore, March I'lth, IS.").';, on the occasion of a

funeral service for the late Bishop (f Cliarlcston. Hy Kfv. C. I. White, D. D.*

" Mnrtlin nald to Jmuh, I.onl, ff tliou Imdat been hrif, my hmlhcr hud not dird. Um now ahn I know

that U'haliiocviT lliou wilt auk of (iod, God will fcivv It tin e. Jcnuii taltli to lirr, thy brmlK-r kIiiII rlie

nKniii. Mnrtliii xnilJi tn liiin, I know iJiat Up. kIiaII rl!«- a|;iiiii in llir ri'mirri'dinn at tli<- la.<t dny. Ji-hui

Knid to her, I nm tin- ri-nlirrictinn ond the llfo : lip Hint lielicvclli in nir, nItlimiKli tiP In- drnd, «hiill live;

and evrry onr that livclt) and lioliuvoth In ini-, oliall not din for cvrr. Bcllcvcit thou ihU.' Hhe Mitti to

him, yea, I<4>rd, I have believed that thou art Chriat the ion or the living God, who an come Into tlila

world." John xl.f

Mr Brethren:

The circuin.stancps under which wp are assomblpd, are but a repptition of the

impressive and afTecting scene n'corded in the gcspel, which represents to us Je.sus

and Martha conversing fainiUarly over the remains of Lazarus which lay moulder-

ing in the grave. In that simple and touching language which only the most ten-

der aflt^tion could inspire, she exposes to our Divine Saviour the poignancy of

her grief: she lays open her sorrowing heart to that Heart which was love itself,

and whose boundless compassion offered a true and only solace for all the ills of

humanity. She does not appeal in vain. "Thy brother shall rise again," said

the Saviour *• I am the resurrection and the life ; he who believeth in me,

although he be dead, shall live ; and every one who liveth and believeth in me,

shall not die for ever." Such is the consoling language which the Son of God
addresses also to us on the present occasion. A distinguished and venerated bro-

ther of the household of faith has been snatched away from us by the unsparing

hand of death, and his friends, members of the same great family to which he

belonged, hasten into the presence of Jesus Christ, to hear from him the word of

comfort and of hope ; and what does he say to us ? "I am the resurrection and the

life : he who believeth in me, although he be dead, shall live ; and every one who
liveth and believeth in me, shall not die for ever." Happy, my brethren, if like

Martha, we accept with unfaltering faith these consoling declarations of the Son

of God ! Thrice happy, if it be given to us to understand the immortal hopes,

the imperishable life of him who believes in Jesus Christ! This is the subhme,

yet practical lesson we have to learn from the ceremonial of this day. We are

assembled, not to mourn over the loss of a mere man ; for man is nothing unless

reflected in the mirror of the divinity : much less do we weep over the unbeliever,

whose tomb is shrouded in everlasting terrors : we are come together, to contem-

plate the character of the Christian, and particularly the Christian priest and pon-

tiff; to behold him, although cut off by the stern decree of death, yet advanced in

the way of life ; to view him still holding communion with us, still the object of

our pious regard ; and to refresh our minds and hearts by the mutual consolation

which these considerations are calculated to inspire.

It was the happiness of our departed friend to be born of parents who werft

deeply impressed with the infinite importance of religion. They had emigrated

from the State of Maryland to that of Kentucky, when the latter was still th»

• It was designed to furnish an article in the form of a biographical memoir, but on

reflection it was deemed more instructiTe and edifying to present the information as

embodied in the following discourse.

f Gospel of the litur^ on the occasion or an intennent.
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haunt of the savage inhabitants of the forest; yet offering inducements to industry

and enterprise which were not to be found in their former home. Looking, how-
ever, to the main point, which should always be the governing principle ia the

projects of life, the early Catholic settlers of Kentucky established themselves as

far as practicable in the same part of the country, the vicinity of Bardstown, that

they might enjoy more effectually the consolations of their religion. At the birth

of Ignatius Reynolds, which occurred on the 20th of August, 1798, the Catholic

community in that region were, comparatively speaking, well provided with zeal-

ous missionaries who neglected no means of promoting the spiritual welfare of

their flock. In a few years, other laborers arrived in the vineyard ; then the erec-

tion of an episcopal see and the establishment of institutions for the education of

youth, gave a more effective organization to the Church in Kentucky, and threw

round the rising generation that protection which is so necessary a safeguard of

faith and morals.

But to the vigilance of his parents, and especially to the solicitude of a pious

mother, was the young Reynolds chiefly indebted for that elevation of character

which distinguished him through life. A pattern of every Christian virtue, and

fully sensible of the paramount obligation incumbent on her, she taught him from

the very dawn of reason to look up to heaven as the glorious end of his creation and

the only worthy object of his aspirations. With what affectionate reverence, with

what grateful veneration did he always speak of that mother, who had watched so

assiduously over his childhood, to protect it against the blighting influence of the

world, and to impress his mind and heart with every celestial grace! How justly

did he cherish the memory of parents, who had proved themselves so devoted to

his true happiness ! For, here was the secret of that excellence and distinction to

which he subsequently attained : here was the sowing of the precious seed which

afterwards grew into a stately tree, and brought forth the fairest fruits of virtue.

Under these favorable auspices, Mr. Reynolds traversed successfully the period

of youth, that critical age which, according to the declaration of the holy scrip-

tures, determines the character of man for life. " A young man according to his

way ; even when he is old he will not depart from it."* The instance before us

is but a confirmation of the inspired word. As the young Reynolds advanced in

years, he beheld religion diffusing on every side her peaceful blessings, and under

the impulse of those virtuous impressions which he had received under the paren-

tal roof, he availed himself with eagerness of the graces which she dispensed.

He was equally diligent in the cultivation of the talents which God had bestowed

upon him. His abilities were of no common order. Endowed with a quick com-

prehension and an exuberant fancy, he was naturally formed for the acquisition of

knowledge, and he was assiduous in setting to profit the opportunities of instruc-

tion which his native State then afforded. But the absorbing object of his thoughts

and aspirations was the science of the saints : for he well understood the utter

worthlessness of all knowledge that did not tend ultimately to the sanctification of

his soul.

Thus did the Almighty exhibit in his youthful character the germ of that high

destiny to which he was called, and already mark him as a vessel of election, to

publish to the world the saving doctrines of religion. No sooner had he acquired

the rudiments of secular learning, than he manifested an inclination for the sacred

sciences, and a desire to consecrate himself entirely to the service of the Church

• Prov. xxii. G. \
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nnd tlio sjrratpr jjlory of CJod. VV'illi what joy llicsc iiidicalions of his vocation to

tlie eccU'siastical statf wi-n- witiu-s.scd liy lii.s pious parents, may Ix; Iwttfr imagined

than dosrriln'd: with what f»ratitud«' to heaven they were haded hy llie chief pastor

of the diocese, may be readily conceived, when we consider the rapid progress of

religion in Kentucky during the first quarter of this century, the number of Catho-

lics having increas«"d in a ten-fold ratio, and presenting a harvest for the gathering

of which the missionary force tlien in the (i<'id was altogether inadequate. Under

these ciri'umstances, the eminent qualities of our departed friend opened a bright

perspective for that jiortion of the Church ; and they wlio had tiie charge of his wlu-

cation, understood the importance of afl'ording him every facility for the prosecution

of his studies, and the thorough training of his heart to the spirit of the sanctuary.

Under the able professors who tlien dispensed liie light of sacred knowledge in the

West, he drank deeply at the fount of theological lore, while he strove with unre-

mitting assiduity to perfect himself in those virtues which became the sanctity of

his profession. That nothing, however, shoulu be omitted for the development

of the excellent gifts he had received, and for turning them to the best advantage

for the service of religion : (for the apostle would have the *' man of God to be

perfect and furnished to every good work,") he was advised to seek in the literary

institutions of the East a more extensive acquaintance with the natural sciences.

The Church of God presses every thing into her service for the refutation of error

and the more successful diffusion of divine truth. It is the office of religion to lead

men to God, and such also is the end of the beautiful creation around us. Hence

science and art must always be the handmaids of religion, co-operating with her

in proclaiming the magnificence, the wisdom and the goodness of the Almighty.

With these views, Mr. Reynolds repaired in December, 1821, to the ecclesiasti-

cal seminary of Baltimore, " the Alma Mater of religion in the West," and while

he continued in that institution to occupy himself with various branches of sacred

learning, he applied himself particularly to the study of chemistry and the mathe-

matics, under the distinguished lecturers who then shed so much glory over old

St. Mary's, not less by the splendor of their virtue than by the vastness of their

scientific acquirements. Who can recall without a sense of grateful admiration,

the memory of the Wheelers and the Chevignes; men who by the fervor of their

genius animated their pupils to climb with cheerfulness the rugged steeps of know-

ledge, while in the modest virtue and unaffected piety of their lives they exhibited

the true dignity of the Christian scholar! It was under these accomplished pro-

fessors tliat our departed friend enriched his mind with the treasures of physical

science. Having a peculiar taste and facility for the acquisition of these branches

of learning, he soon became conversant with those wonderful evidences of divine

power and wisdom, which are displayed in the laws of the universe ; in those

mighty orbs which traverse the boundless fields of space, and in the mysterious

recesses of the earth beneath our feet : and his mind and heart became as it were

attuned to the voice of inspiration, which calls upon the heavens and the earth,

upon the sun and moon, upon all things, animate and inanimate, to proclaim the

glory of the Most High.

But, the time had arrrived, when he was to communicate to others the store of

knowledge which he had accumulated with so much industry. Having been pro-

moled to the holy order of priesthood in October, 1823, by the Most Rev. Dr.

Mareschal, he returned to his native State, where he became a professor in St.

Joseph's College at Bardstown, which had been only a few years in operation,

and which seemed to require some master mind to consolidate it as an institution
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of learning, and to give it increased respectability and efficiency in the eyes of the

public, by the enlargement of its course of study. The enei^y and acquirements

of Mr. Reynolds pointed him out as a tit person to preside over the interests of

that establishment, which at the same time was embarrassed with a heavy indebt-

edness. His labors liere were crowned with the most flattering success. The
college was freed from its difficulties, and in a short space of time attained a

degree of prosperity which could scarcely have been anticipated. But, whatever

importance we may attach to a skilful economy, it will always be subordinate to

that firmness of discipline, which is the conservative element of an educational

institution. It was by a due enforcement of rule that the Rev. Mr. Reynolds

maintained the reputation of the college, as a house where the premature indepen-

dence of American youth could be effectively controlled, and made to bend under

the dictates of reason and of law. All this, however, could not satisfy the lofty

aspirations of the priest of God. What real joy could he have experienced, if in

the midst of his arduous labors, he felt that he was only imparting to the mind of

youth a knowledge that pufTeth up, that would swell the heart with a vain self-

complacency, and exert no influence for the great interests of eternity 7 Such

indeed is the spirit of the age in which we Uve; for the genius of error is always

the same, and we still hear among its deluded votaries loud and incessant cla-

morings for knowledge, as if mere knowledge were a panacea for all tlie mise-

ries of our fallen condition, as if knowledge had not brought upon our first parents

and all their posterity that endless train of evils to which they are doomed ; as if

the voice of experience did not proclaim in thunder-tones, that knowledge is now
what it was in the very origin of time, a forbidden and fatal fruit, unless culti-

vated by the hand of piety. This was the principle that directed the exercises of

St. Joseph's College, and could not fail to imbue the minds of its students with

that high moral tone which was requisite to guide them safely aiuidst the future

contingencies of life.

From the shades of classic retirement, where he had so assiduously trimmed

the lamp of knowledge for the space of three years, Mr. Reynolds was called to

a more prominent sphere, where he was to labor more directly to enkindle the

purer flame of divine charity in the hearts of men. Appointed the pastor of

Louisville, he was well selected to minister in the midst of a poUshed and enlight-

ened population, to give to Catholicity that claim to public regard which it some-

times loses by the ignorance or rudeness of an incompetent clergyman. Not that

religion courts the pride of this world, or seeks to flatter the passions of men : no

—her delight is among the humble and the poor, for there she finds the livery of

her divine Master: but, as her mission is also to confound the vain boastings of

men by the power of truth, to strip all earthly greatness and happiness of their

pretended worth ; to vindicate the rights of that God whom she adores, and exhibit

him as the deserving object of imiversal and undivided love, she makes her way

even into that society where an empty show and deceitful joy predominate;,

hke the apostle, she makes herself all to all, to win all to Christ: she employs all

the resources of knowledge, she assumes all the graces of social refinement, that

she may obtain as it were an audience at the tribunal of the human heart, and

succeed perhaps in rescuing some deluded victim from an unhappy end. Such

Avas the important and delicate office that devolved upon the pastor of Louisville:

nor did be prove unequal to the task allotted. In manners aflable and attractive;

in conversation ready; in discussion learned and convincing; in preaching digni-

fied, eloquent and instructive; in his ministrations to the sick and the poor, assidu-
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ous ami dcvotPtl ; in tlic jrciicnil intentions rnjuircd for tli*' wolfare of Iuh flork, /cal-

ous and indfl'alii|al)lt'; he fxluhitetl tlu' cliaractfr of tin- true pastor as delineated by

Eternal Wisdom in the gospel; he knew liis sheep and his sheep knew hini, and

they heard his voire; and wliile lie led them amid de||frhi(ul pastures, he defended

them from the assaults of the infernal wolves who sought to mh them of their ever-

lasting inlieritanoe. During the pastoral labors of Mr. Reynolds at Louisville, it

became a place of considerable importance in a commercial point of view, and the

seat of a large and increasing Catiiolic population : circumstances which induced

the bishop of Uarilstown, with the approbation of the Sovereign Pontiff, to transfer

his episcopal see to tiie former city. At this time, alwut the commencement of

1841, our departed friend, who had just returned from a visit to Europe, which

he had undertaken for the restoration of his enfeebled h<'alth. was appointed by

the bishop his vicar general, a post of honor and jurisdiction which not only

evincetl the high character which he bore at home, but wa.s the foreshadowing of

another and loftier position to which he was called in the designs of providence.

Eighteen months had not elapsed, when the American church, and particularly

the diocese of t'harleston, was thrown into mourning by the decease of the illus-

trious Dr. England. May it not be said that letters and science, as well as reli-

gion, poured forth the accents of grief at the loss of that great man, whose genius

had illuminated a whole hemisphere, whose apostolic labors would have shone con-

spicuous in the brightest periods of the Christian faith, whose eloquent voice had

always been uplifted in defence of Catholic truth, whose powerful pen had ever

been the terror of heresy, and whose simple virtues not less than his gigantic

talents had won for him a universal admiration? Who was now to fill that chair

wiiich had become identified with the highest excellence that can adorn the mitre?

In tlie judgment of the prelates who were assembled in the fifth provincial council

of Baltimore, in May, 1843, the Rev. Mr. Reynolds was considered qualified by

his eminent abihties, his extensive information, and his energetic spirit, to fill the

vacant see, and he was accordingly consecrated the second bishop of Charleston,

on the 19th of March of the following year, by the Rt. Rev. Dr. Purcell, in the

Cathedral of Cincinnati.

This fact, as it seems to us, constitutes alone the highest eulogy that could be

awarded to a prelate at the opening of his episcopal career; and if we hear Dr.

Reynolds, on his arrival at the theatre of his future labors, expressing the earnest

wish that the mantle of his illustrious predecessor had fallen upon his shoulders,*

we behold in this sigh of humility but the promise of that devoted and unremitting

zeal which distinguished his course to the end. If he was alarmed in looking

back upon the void which had been created by the departed spirit of the mighty

England, he was not insensible to the difficulties which lay before him. Tiie vast

extent of his diocese, embracing three of the largest states in the union ; the small

number of Catholics sparsely scattered over this wide territor)', and in the midst

of a people whose traditions and social habits were peculiarly opposed to the

acceptance of Catholic truth; such was the character of the field in which he was
destined to labor, and for the improvement of which he toiled incessantly, casting

every where the precious seed of truth, and trusting to the blessing of the divine

Husbandman for the cheering increase. I might speak to you in detail of the vir-

tues which distinguished his episcopal administration ; of his ever watchful sohci-

• These sentiments he expressed in the first pastoral letter which he addressed to the

clergy and laity of the diocese of Charleston.

a§ Vol.. III.—No. 4.
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lude for the intorrsts of the flock committod to l»is carp; of tlip prnq;rpss of religion

which crowned the eflbrts of his zeal; of his powerful advocacy of religious truth,

in public and in private, " in season and out of season ;" of the p.itemal kindness

which he always manifested towards his clergy, whom he looked upon, not as

subjects or menials, but as friends and brethren ; of his enlarged hospitality which

St. Paul enumerates among the characteristic virtues of a Christian bishop ; of

his charity to the poor, whom he assisted according to his ability; of his courteous

and affable, yet dignified demeanor toAvards all men, which won for him the re-

spect of all ; of his disinterested spirit, no mean qualification in this age of mate-

rialism and money-worship ; I might dwell upon each of these topics, which

would suggest observations not less instructive to you than honorable to the me-

mory of our departed friend : but there are certain prominent results of his ministry

which embody to a certain extent all these virtues, which will be lasting monu-
ments of his zeal, his wisdom and his piety, and to which therefore I must briefly

call your attention.

It has been truly said of the first bishop of Charleston that he was " the restorer

of classical learning" in that city, by the establishm<nt of an academy which

offered to young men every facility for pursuing a liberal course of study, and at

the same time gave an impulse to the formation of other similar institutions. The
administration of his immediate successor was distinguished by the same zeal for

the cause of education, which at length resulted in the foundation of a collegiate

institute at Columbia, in South Carolina, by its present energetic principal, under

whose skilful management it has risen to a high degree of prosperity, and been

empowered by the State to confer literary honors. The successful operation of

such an establishment in the diocese of Charleston reflects the more credit upon

the zealous efforts of its clergy for the diffusion of knowledge, as it possesses but

slender resources compared with other parts of the country, in which no institution

of the kind has yet sprung into existence. But the facts which I have mentioned,

are especially worthy of note as contributing to the mass of evidence which proves

that the Catholic clergy are among the foremost, the most enterprising and the

most successful patrons of knowledge and education in these United States as well

as in every other region of the globe. There is no more brilliant chapter in the

annals of mankind than that which records their patient labor and glorious achieve-

ments in the cause of science and of letters.

One of the main objects that occupied the thoughts of Dr. Reynolds, on his

accession to the see of Charleston, was to rescue from oblivion the admirable writ-

ings of his illustrious predecessor. Those learned discussions Avhich had so often

confounded error, and shed a ray of light and hope into the benighted and despond-

ing soul; those historical essays, which had so successfully vindicated the honor

of the Church in days gone by. and thrown so much light upon our own eccle-

siastical annals ; those eloquent orations, which had so repeatedly held admiring

thousands in breathless attention, were daily becoming more and more inaccessible

as docuinents for preference, and, let it be said, great and irreparable would have

been the loss, while a lasting stigma would have rested somewhere in the Ameri-

can church, if these precious remains of Dr. England's genius bad been suffered

to perisii, or to lie buried amid the scattered leaves of periodicals and pamphlets

which had become unknown to the public. But his worthy successor understood

the full importance of collecting these literary treasures, and placing them in a

form which would make them easily available to the student and the scholar.

When he first announced his design to the Catholic community by a printetl cir-
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rulnr, snlicitiiiij tlu'ir sul)srri|)ti(mH (o lli«.* piihliciitioii, iiiut llwir Irifiiilly cfHopprn-

lioii in a work wliicli liail not inorrly a local inu-n'sl, liut rfnanlttJ ihi' wi'lfan- (jC

the C'liurcli at lar:,'<'. his a|)p<al.s won" iintwiihso niin-h mIiiiI imJiUcrfncr', that lio

was .si'riotislv I<'inpt»>»l to almndon iht; uohle int<rpris<- : but, by lli*- «'iicourat,'ing

couu.srls of friends he was stiuuilatcd to a r(ii«'W»*d cfVort, in tho fare of ulinust

insuperable diliiculties, and that ellbrl succeeded beyond his niosl sanguine expec-

tations. Posterity will honor him for this hibor of love. In publishing the writings

of his distiniruished predecessor, he accomplished a great work : he rendered a

sia^nal service to science, to literature and ti) theology : lie drew out from the mine

the hidden gold, and gave it a fre«' circulation (or the heiulil of hi.s fellow-men/

\\\ his success in this undertaking, Ur. Ueynulds iiniiiortali/ed tiie genius of

Dr. England: but in the middle of the city of Charleston there .stands a noble

monument which will immortalize his own genius. That spl<;ndid cathedral, of

vast proportions and costly finish, will tell future generations of the enlarged con-

ceptions, the generous views, and the energetio spirit of him who commenced it

and bmiight it to completion. The pontifl" who will enter that hallowed enclosure,

and putting on ** the robe of glory " and " clothed with the perfection of power,"

will invoke upon his Hock the (Spirit of sanctitication ; the priest who will go up

to \\w altar, and stretching forth *• his hand to make a libation " and offering "of

the blood of the grape," will renew the sacrifice of the Immaculate Lamb; the

people who will come together "to adore the Lord their God," and to refresh their

souls with the dews of heavenly grace; how will they bless the memory of him

who erected amongst them a temple, so worthy the majesty of the Most High, so

honorable to religion, so conducive to the spirit of piety and faith!

Thus, my brethren, does the venerated pontiff whose loss we deplore, live in

the recollections of earth; bat how much more in the radiant smiles of Heaven,

amid the blissl'ul realities of Infinite I'erfectiou! If, as the Son of God assures us,

* One of tlie most pleasing reeolleclioiis of our iiilercouise witli the late bishop of

Charleston, was an occasion on which we were inatrumentid in animating liiiii to perse-

verance in this design. In tliis heavy undertaking he was mucli aided liy the advice

and cooperation of Messrs. Murphy &. Co., whose valuable assistance he acknowledged

in tiie following card published in llie Catholic Miscellany, a few weeks previous to his

death

:

" Bishop E.n'sland's Works.—The Rt. Rev. Dr. Reynolds, Bishop of Charleston,

in closing the account of sales of the first edition of Bishop England's Works, deem.s

it an act of justice thus pul)licly to express his obligations to the firm of Mcssr.s. Juliii

Murphy & Co., Catholic Publishers and Booksellers, Bidtiniore.

"Owing to the liberality of their arrangements with and for liim in this the large.st

Catholic pul)Iication ever issued in the United States, and their zealous attention to the

sales, "J.OOO copies of this work in five large volumes, containing each upwards of 500

p;iges closely printed in double columns, have been published and successfully disposed

ot*. Where many feared a great pecuniary loss, and few dared to hope for any profit,

he has, througli their untiring energy and great liberality, been enabled to meet the

necessarily heavy expenses attending the enterprise, to distribute not a few copies

among his friends within and without the Church, and to realize in addition the sum of

two thousand dollars, which he has appropriated to religious and charitable objects.

'• This success he feels to be due in a great measure to the exertions and admirable

business arrangements of Messrs. Murphy & Co., to whom he wishes publicly to

express his thanks.

" He requests, as an act of courtesy to himself, and of justice to that enterprising

firm, that the several Catliolir pnpers of the United States will insert this card."
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" he who believeth in him, shall live, and every one who liveth and believeth in

him, shall not die for ever," what must be the life of the Christian, the priest, the

pontiff, whose whole existence was but one continued faith in the promises and

the merits of the Saviour, and in the sublime institutions by which he achieves

the immortality of his followers! What but the spirit of faith, a desire to live

only for God, an ardent desire after heavenly things could have prompted him to

renounce the world from his earliest years, to cut himself off from its pleasures

and distinctions, and to embrace a life of toil, of anxiety, of perpetual restraint

upon natural inclination, and of tremendous responsibility in the sight of God :

what could have prompted such a choice, and fulfilled such a career, but a powerful

faith in Jesus Christ, which would willingly endure with him the labor and humi-

liation of his cross, that it might share also in the glory of his eternal kingdom?

He lives, then, and our faith loves to fancy him amid that galaxy of illustrious

spirits that surround the throne of God ; among the Ignatiuses, the Augustines,

the Chrysostoms, the Gregories of old, or the Carrolls, the Mareschals, the Fen-

wicks, the Englands, who have continued to our own day the brilliant chain of

the aposlleship : but, if he has not attained to those blissful seats where Infinite

Perfection reveals itself face to face to the elect; if he still lingers in that expiatory

prison where the justice of God demands the payment of the last farthing, he calls

upon us not to forget the claims of charity ; he appeals to us, in the name of those

family ties which bind together all the members of the Church, whether mihtant

on earth, suffering in purgatory or triumphant in heaven, to abridge by our prayers

and good works the period of his atonement, and to accelerate his admission to the

joys of everlasting life. And, how eloquently does he urge us to the pursuit of

that high destiny for which we have been created ? How forcibly does he incul-

cate from the silent tomb the vanity of all human things! How impressively does

he warn us in those words of inspired truth, "yesterday for me, to-day for thee"!

No advantages of the world, no influence of wealth, no elevation of rank can

ward off the fatal blow which will bring to nought the prospects and calculations

of life. At the approach of death, all the boasted structures of worldly greatness

must crumble into ruins, and do homage to the truth: " vanity of vanities, and all

is vanity, except to love God and serve him alone." If we are impressed with

this truth when we see our fellow-beings snatched away from life, it strikes us

with peculiar force on an occasion hke the present. The pontiffs of the Christian

religion, the successors of the apostles, sinking one alter another into the grave,

and yet the hierarchy of the Church retaining all its majestic completeness and

sacred efficiency, proclaim with irresistible power that every thing human will

perish, and that nothing can remain as a source of hope, as a principle of life, but

what bears the impress of hohness, of that consecration which the Christian min-

istry imparts. Let us resolve, then, to live by faith, to aspire after those blessings

which religion dispenses, and we shall witness with composure the approach of

our mortal dissolution. When descending into the darkness of the tomb, faith

will light up the prospect before us, verifying the words of the apostle: "O death,

where is thy victory, O death, where is thy sting?" for the declaration of Jesus

Christ must be fulfilled :
" I am the resurrection and the life, he who believeth in

me, although he l)e dead, shall live, and every one who liveth and believeth in

me, shall not die for ever."
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TnK worlil was in jxacc ; llu' adopted son of llic ^vfiil ('a>sar held iindispuU-d

sway ; fruin liis Roman |)alac(' his jiowcr oxtnidcd over many nations, and so

vast was his empire tliat he ordered, in the words of seripture, '* the whole world

to be enrolled." Judea, the home of the people of God, heard the mandate of

its foreign ruler, and the children of Jacob prepared to repair to the abode of

their tribes and families to enable the Roman officers to take the census. On all

sides men were journeying to distant points to meet at the cradle of their name.

Down the steep side of the mountain where Nazareth lies perched, an aged man
clad in his simple cloak is guiding an ass, that bears his young and gentle wife;

he has exchanged the last farewell with kind neigiibors before setting out on

a long and painful journey. Poor as they are, a carpenter and his Avife, they

are both of the royal race of David and must reach the borders of the tribe of

Juda, and Bethlehem, the distant town which gave the Prophet King to Sion.

The year had far advancetl ; the ricii harvests of Judea had long since been galh-

T U E HARVEST OF .1 1' D E A .
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ered in ; the hills were beginning to look bleak and desolate, and as they reached

in their winding road the exposed summits, the wind came piercing. But Joseph

and Mary never complained ; in the command of the ruler they saw the voice of

the Almighty and obeyed with joy and alacrity, without a murmur or complaint.

Descending to the plain of Esdraelon they climbed the inhospitable hills of Sama-

ria, where not a cup of cold water would be shared with them, and passing the

fertile mount, where a schismatic temple rose to rival the shrine of God at Jerusa-

lem, they came at last in sight of the holy city, of Sion, where their ancestors had

reigned so long, but where a foreign tyrant, an Idumean, ruled, and the royal sons

of Juda were ignored.

THE GATE OK JERUSALEM

When at last the holy city appeared,—a dark lowering mass in bold relief on the

Mount of Olives and the blue sky beyond,—Josepli and Mary who had with pious

hearts passed so many scenes of (iod's mercy or jiislicc. now sululcd wiih awe

the holy city, and earnestly prayed that llir- S'oii of David might soon begin his

gl'iri"iis rciyn in t!iH cily of his fatlur.
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Entprinc: in. ihoy proci-edtil lo the Uniplf to dUit th«'ir luarts :ind lives to llio

service of liiin wlio had Itestoweil sudi favors on tliein, and passing iinnotKu-d tlip

palace oftlu-ir sires they left the city and wended their way to I?etlileheni. Seated

amid its vine-clad hills, tiie little city now Iwre a soinhre hue, the hand of winter

sprosid desolation around, and as they approached, tho nuinl)er of travellers hasten-

ms, in. showed how numerous still was the scattered family of David. Relatives

of the rich who passed or stood in the door-ways, yet strangers to them, the holy

pair made tiieir way to the inn in hopes of finding the usual traveller's cell. It

was in vain that they sotight a lodging, there was no room; in vain lliey appealid

lo till' charity of the townsfolk, hut there was none to open. Mary's lieaiily, h<'r

modesty, her pallor, her critical state, toucli«'d not even a mother in Hethlehem :

the night came on, and Mary, the blessed Virgin Immaculate, with her pure

spouse, stood in the now lone streets uncertain where to go, with no refuge from

the cold and damp, no shelter where she migiit rejjose, for her hour had come to

give birth to the Son of the Most High. Dut he had so ordained: the divine lover

of poverty chose liis birth place

:

"No peaceful home upon liis cradle smilcil,

Guests rudely ranie and went where slept the royal cliiid."
I

At last with a fervent prayer they leave the town, and finding near at hand a de-

serted cave, they enter as darkness closed around them. Here we may readily

suppose, that Joseph kindled in haste a fire, and by its flickering light gathered

the loose straw and spreading over it his garments Ibrmed a couch for Mary,

and then securing the ass which bore her, sat down in silence. Then [without

anguish or travail, free from the pain imposed on Eve, as she had miraculously

b«>en freed from the transmitted sin of Eve, Mary gave birth to her divine Son.

Wrapping him in swaddling clothes, she laid her new born bate in a manger, tlie

cradle of the King of kings.

A nifinger scantly strewn with hny

Becomes tii' Eternal's bed;

And He who feeds eacli smallest bird,

Himself with milk is fed.

It is too his shrine, and kneeling down, Mary adores him: while the air resounded

with hymns and canticles of joy. The angels sang their notes of triumph " Glory

be to God on high and peace on earth to men of good will." But it was not

enough that Mary and Joseph should alone adore the Messiah, the long expected

of nations, the desire of the everlasting hills; the angels hastened to the depth of

a neighboring field where shepherds were keeping the night Avatch over their

flocks. Encompassed in light they appeared to the amazed rustics, who fell prone

with fear. " Fear not," said the angel, " lo ! I bring you tidings of great joy

that shall be to all the people ; for this day is born to you a saviour, who is the

Christ our Lord, in the city of David. And this shall be a sign unto you
;
you

shall find the infant wrapped in swaddling clothes and laid in a manger." Obe-

dient to the call ihey cry, " Let us go over to Bethlehem and see this word that is

come to pass," and taking a lamb as an offering to the new bora king, they left

the flocks in the hands of God and hastened to Bethlehem. Led, doubtless, by

the heavenly light which radiated from the royal cave, they entered in, and falling
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down in mute awe, adored with simple, unwavering faith the God of Israel, the

Saviour.

But it was not only by humble shepherds that the man God was to be adored.

Alrr'ady in the distant East a miraculous star had called tlie faithful wise men to

do him homage. The nations had not forgotten that a saviour was to arise from

the house of Abraham, in the family of Jacob :
" A star out of Jacob and a scep-

tre out of Israel," had been predicted by Balaam, the faithless prophet

•' To him it glared afar,

A token of wild war

The banner of his Lord's victorious wrath;"*

but to some it came now a welcome messenger. Three holy learned men recog-

nized in it the sign that the King of the Jews was about to be born, and leaving

kindred, home and friends, set out to seek him. Jerusalem they expected to find

KcMc.
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in ocstacy at his birtli, hut it kmw limi iiol, and tli<' wisr imn at'lcr iiliinj; Ilfriid

anil tl»«' J(>wisli priests with tn)ublr. Icarnnl tliat llctliiclu-m must !)<• tlir spot of

the Mcssiali's birtli. Ilaslfniiip on, tin y r<ai-li<(l it iM-forc Mary and Josipli had

Irl't. A niochst lodjjinij had now hern obtained, the rensus had Ixen taken, and

all was ready for departure when the three royal pd;,'rinis arrived, wayworn and

weary, but full of devotion and lovi", full too of faith which rose above the senses,

and saw in the child of poverty the God of gods. Hastily drawing forth their

presents, and ^uiiled by the star to the spot, they enter the humble dwelling, " re-

joicing with exceeding great joy." Reaching the Mother and the (Jhild divine,

they fell down and adored him, and ** opening their treasures, ihey offered him

gifts, gold, frankincense and myrrh."

29

"Receive, sweet child! these marks of love,

Which figure forth thy power, thy fame,

Thou wliom that Sire enthroned above,

Hast honored with a il\ree-fold name

!

Vol.. in.—No. 4.
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Tlie g:litter of that golden hoard,

Tliat Sabaean incense, sweet perfume,

Proclaim thee mighty King and Lord,

While siiows the myrrh tiie dreary tomb,

It sliows the tomb where God should lay.

His mortal form deprived of breath,

Whence rising soon lie spurned the rlay.

And burst througii all the bonds of death."*

Warned by an angel the holy wise men withdrew silently from Bethlehem when

their devotion was satisfied, full of faiih and love, to return to their own lands and

prepare all for the good tidings which that Infant Saviour would one day proclaim,

and for the untold graces his ignominious death was to win for man ; for who can

doubt but that God revealed to these faithful pilgrims the secret of his future life;

and who will doubt that ancient tradition which tells us tliat all became glorious

martyrs to the faith.

Such are the mysteries of Bethlehem, the mysteries which Mary treasured in

her heart and after the Pentecost announced to the apostles, and which on her

word alone they proclaiiupd to the world as boldly and plainly as the miracles which

they had witnessed. To Thomas, to Bartholomew, to James, she was the only

evangelist, the only source whence they drew their narrative. The Blessed Virgin

immaculate is so coupled with the Incarnation and its proof, that all who lessen

her, soon see in Jesus a mere man. Let us, who adore Jesus as the Son of the

living God, revere Mary his immaculate mother, as her on whose testimony alone

we rely, a witness whose credibility we prove only by her spotless innocence, her

heroic fortitude, her unfailing sweetness, her peerless holiness ; in one word, her

matchless virtue.

Next follow in the order of time the mysteries of the temple of Jerusalem : the

presentation of the Divine Infant according to the law, the legal purification of the

Blessed Virgin immaculate; for a purification such as other mothers needed, was

not requisite for her.

" His throne thy bosom blest,

mother! undefiled

—

That throne, if aught beneath the skies,

Beseems tiie sinless child, "f

With these are blended the recognition of the Saviour by holy Simeon and Anna,

the canticle of lienediction, tlie prophecy of our Saviour's passion and death, of

our Lady's sorrows, and of her peculiar office of drawing sinners to the tribunal

of penance " that out of many hearts thonghls may be revealed." Of all these

mysteries Mary is our witness, as she was the witness of the evangelists •whose

writings have reached us.

The flight into Egypt, the love of poverty which a St. Bonaventure so touch-

ingly depicts, the stay of the infant Jesus in Jerusalem to show his mother that he

would one day tear himself from her at the voice of the priests and tarry thre«>

days with the patriarchs beyond the tomb; these, too, are all facts which we learn

from Mary : but, were we to dwell on each mystery, the world, as the belovetl

apostle tells us, would not contain the countless volumes we should need.

We will pass on to his public life.

• Wallace. f Koble.
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A NEW literary era has clawntnl upon us. Henceforth Irving, Bancroft, Pres-

rolt. Cooper and Paulding are to b«» laid ou tiie shelf; their productions have

become already stale, and their pages, hitherto reputed so interesting and brilliant,

l)egin to pall on the newly awakened literary taste. Their laurels have faded, and

there is no longer any *' speculation " in their dimmed and lustreless eyes! Nothing

will now pass muster among " American " lUcrateurs, that is not strongly sea-

soned with Laurence Sterne's Cheshire cheese

—

no popery. This single ingre-

dient has assumed a paramount importance; its absence renders the literary repast

dull and insipid, while its presence in sufTicient quantity whets the appetite and

enlivens the social intercourse of the literary guests. So that a writer be orthodox

in this more than Carthagenian hatred of Rome, he receives at once a sound Pro-

testant " plenary indulgence " to violate at will good tase, all truth, and all decency,

and to commit all possible and almost impossible faults of style, arrangement, and

illustration. Whatever his faults, he may rest assured that they will be passed

over, or leniently dealt with, and that in spite of them all, his writings will be

widely circulated and greedily devoured by thousands of sympathizing "Ameri-

can" patriots, hungry for money and place! He may violate all the probabili-

ties; his narrative or tale of fiction may not only be wanting in vraisemhlance,

but it may verge on the confines of the ridiculous, impossible, absurd ; it matters

not— he can utter nothing too startling for the belief of his politico-religious

sympathizers.

Gullibility, inherited, it would seem, by Brother Jonathan from his good natured

and respected sire, is the order of the day ; and why should not the kiuncing

book-seller or book-maker reap a golden harvest out of the Know A'olhing mania

of the age? Is not this the age of progress, the enlightened and glorious nine-

teenth century? The "almighty dollar" governs all things—more now than

ever—and why should not our shrewd and calculating political literati make hay

while the sun shines? They have an instinctive feeling that their time is short,

and hence their eager haste to work rapidly these exuberant " no-popery " mines

of untold wealth. More money has been coined by the Protestant ministers and

tlieir friends from the abuse of the Pope, than from all the banks that were ever

chartered. And there is this difference in favor of the Pope's bank, that it has

never yet been known to suspend or fail ! For eighteen centuries it has bravely

stood the brunt of all opposition, and the run of all adverse combinations. Why
then, should the enterprising men of this enlightened age be prevented from car-

rying on a crusade, which besides being holy, has at all times proved so vastly

profitable ? Are not men now " wide awake " to the secret of money getting

;
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and why seek to debar them from entering upon this unfailing avenue to wealth?

Is not this a progressive age? It is, verily

!

A crisis lias arrived. The Pope, not satisfied with imperial Rome and beauti-

ful Italy, has cast a wistful glance at the teeming valley of the Mississippi, which

his followers are preparing for his inheritance, though politically so weak, that

he cannot maintain himself in his temporal sovereignty over his own insignifi-

cant states without foreign bayonets, his vaulting ambition seeks to make new

conquests in the heart of a vast new continent! The Pope is verily coming, and

let the friends of liberty beware!

" Thai power, ever ready for self-aggrandizement, looked with a wistful eye to

the dominion of this broad land. The Mississippi valley would have made more

than a second Italy. It would have been a magnificent scat for the Sovereign

PontifT, and then it would have been not only far more beautiful and extensive

than the states now subject to the triple crown, but it would have yielded such

handsome revenues. The Pope of Rome could have made it quite convenient to

shift the seat of his dominions from the seven hills to that broad valley, seeing

that he would not have broken the hearts of his people by leaving them."*

A terrible and unmitigated monster of ambition and tyranny must be this same

poor Roman Pontifl! He claims universal dominion in temporals as well as in

spirituals; and his followers not only allow, but support the claim!! Is any one

hardy enough to deny a fact so palpable? If so, the proof, clear as day, is at

hand! " The distinguished Bellarmine, the prince of their theologians, and the

most eminent controversialist of his age," is brought forth in triumph, as the

unimpeachable witness to the fact, that such is the Catholic doctrine !t What
matters it, if Bellarmine says and proves the precise contrary of what they allege

as his opinion, and in the very treatise, and in the very volume and book, to

which the " no-popery" crusaders so boastingly refer? What matters it, that

he, in that very book, devotes four full chapters to an elaborate refutation of the

ultra and absurd opinion of a few obscure and obsolete theologians, to whose ridicu-

lous notion he had referred only historically, and with a special view to its refuta-

tion? Few would have the opportunity or the inclination to refer to the original;

most readers would swallow with relish the glaring, imposture, and money would

flow into the pockets of the enterprising falsifier of Bellarmine! Fewer still

would probably be able or willing to detect the glaring forgery perpetrated on St.

Thomas Aquinas.J whose views are diametrically opposite to what they are

representetl !^

As this falsification of Bellarmine is a pretty fair specimen of the unscrupulous

manner in which our adversaries deal with Catholic authorities, we will, in seri-

ous sadness, devote a brief space to an exposition of the reckless trick attempted

on " American " citizens in this enlightened nineteenth century, by men, too,

wearing as a mask the holy garb of religion.

We have lying before us a handsome copy of Bellarmine's works, in six large

folio volumes.
II

Though the distinguisiied writer is known to have advocated, as

his own private opinion, certain papal prerogatives which are not only no doctrine

of the Catholic Church, but which are repudiated by the great Irady of our theo-

logians, yet, on the matter in question, he is clear and explicit :—a conclusive

evidence that the principle, chained as a doctrine of the Church, has been banished

• Sons of the Sirra, pp. .'iT-R. 1 Ibid. pp. 200-1. } Tl.i<l. p. 'JOl.

^ See BellHrmine, infra eit. |(
Edition of Venire, 1721.
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evrn from the province of enlightened and sound Catholic ojpimon. Bellamiine

lays down and fully t'stablishps nt^ainst all p;iin-sny«'rs tlif* thrff following pn)|)osi-

tions, whifh wr will first tfivc in ihe original, and th<n iranslatf* for the IxMicfil of

a portion (»f our ninlcrs :

—

" ti,uo<l ad priiiiuni atlinet, tria ordine probabimus:
" I'rinio, i'apani non cssf doiiiinuni totius orbis

;

" St^cundo, Non esse doniinuni totius orhis Christiani;

" Tertio, Non esse dominuin ullius provincia*, aut oppidi, null:un(|uc habere

jure divino jurisdirtionrni mori' temporalem."
•* As regards the first point, we will prove three things in order:

•* First, That the Pope is not the sovereign (lord) of the whole world

;

** S<vond, That he is not the sovereign of the whole Christian world
;

** Third. That he is not the sovereign of any province, or town, and that

HE HAS. ok divine RIGHT. NO MERELY TEMPORAL JURISDICTION WHATEVER."*

One would think that this is quite explicit enough to settle the question of Del-

larniine's theory, in regard to the extent of papal jurisdiction. But how explain

the gross dishonesty of those who so basely pervert his authority for their own
vile purposes? Are they afraid of the truth, that they resort so readily to falsifi-

cation 7 Have they adopted, as their line of conduct, the motto of the wicked,

as set forth in the following passage of an inspired prophet?—" We have entered

into a league with death, and we have made a covenant with hell. When the

overflowing scourge shall pass tlirough, it shall not come near us ; for we have
PLACED OUR HOPE IN LIES, AND BT FALSEHOOD WE ARE PROTECTED !"t It WOUld

almost seem so. Else why resort so habitually to misstatement when there is a

question of assailing the Catholic Church? Why constantly substitute calumny,

garbling, and forgery for truthful statement and fair quotation?

That this is the ordinary system of tactics adopted by those who are now busy

in inaugurating the new era of pure " American " lilerature, we will proceed still

farther to show by facts and specifications. But our readers will, we trust, bear

with us, if we occasionally drop the serious vein, and indulge in the humorous

and satirical. If we cannot always carry out the principle of the Latin Poet—

Tacit indi^atio versiim,X—we may avail ourselves of the privilege implied in the

poet's question

—

Quid vetat ridendo dicere venim?^ The new literateurs often so

far transgress the boundaries of probability, of possibility, and even of common
prudence, in the notable art of—fabrication, as to stimulate the mirth of all sensible

men, who are not wholly blinded by the " American " literary mania.

The Reverend ministers, who are the prime movers in the "American " cru-

sade, have no intention of uniting Church and State,—not they. The Blue

Laws of New England are not to be re-enacted ; the elective franchise is not to be

confined to sound church members of orthodox communions ; Protestant heretics

are not again to be expelled or executed ; and even the poor crazed witches are

to be henceforth left in perfect freedom to career the world, mounted on their favor-

ite broomsticks! No union of Church and State is even contemplated,—O no!

"The influence" of the new organization is to be "as gentle as the kissing

zephyr," but " powerful as the gale that agitates the ocean to its profoundest

• Ibid. vol. i, chap. 2, p. 433. He fully establishes all these propositions. Ibid, in

chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5.

t Isaiah xxviii, 15. \ Indignation makes the verse—or inspires the poet.

§ Why not laughingly tell the tnith ?
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depths;" and "having laid it down as a fundaraental principle to interfere Avith

none in their civil and rriigious rights, and to act without ostentation or restraint,

they (the Know Nothings) cannot be otherwise than successful."* Again :

—

" Uo they not resist all show of intolerance? Does not he (Mr. Wise of Va.)

know that a fundamental principle of the party is

—

no uniow of Church anh

State? Does he not know that they contend for the largest liberty to all, con-

sistent with the safety of the republic?—that they welcome the oppressed from all

climes ?—that they are pledged always to keep it a free asylum for all classes and

creeds ? If he did not know their principles, why write about them ?t

Who so incredulous or wicked as to doubt any one of these " zephyr-like "

professions of charity and love of liberty? Have they not been all triumphantly

and luminously proved to the world, time and again, by the light of some five or

six Catholic churches, burned to the ground, as a fitting sequel to the last anniver-

sary celebration of our national independence ? Has not the charity of these men
for foreigners " of all classes and creeds " been signalized by the bloody civil feuds

which have so often immortalized our principal cities, and in which poor strangers,

who had fled hither for " an asylum " from oppression, have been hunted down

like wolves by the mild, inoffensive, liberty loving, and " zephyr " breathing

lambs of this new "American" fold? Did not the Reverend ministers exhibit

their dove-like meekness and love of *' the largest liberty," by uniting in the

splendid funeral procession of the immaculate Bill Poole, who died nobly fighting

under the American flag in a drinking saloon, with a genuine " American " curse

on his lips against the blood-thirsty foreigners ?J Was not this same meek spirit

exhibited in the popular demonstrations gotten up for the purpose of welcoming

the Papal Nuncio, Monsignor Bedini, Avho came to our shores on a peaceful mis-

sion from a peaceful sovereign ?

No union of church and state is contemplated ; certainly not. No such idea

ever entered the brain of the three thousand preachers, who sent the mammoth
remonstrance to Congress against a measure strictly political ! No such notion is

entertained by the sixty ministers, who, at the call of their country, nobly descend-

ed from their pulpits, and condescended to serve in the late " praise-God-bare-bones "

Parliament of Massachusetts ! No such thought has entered the heads of those

Reverend men of God who have been elected, " without any merits of their own,"

—as they no doubt meekly avowed,—to the Congress of the United States; still

less could any such notion be indulged in even as a temptation, by that numerous

class of clerical aspirants who are now panting for State legislative or Congres-

sional honors all over the republic ! No, it is a base slander to suppose, for a mo-

ment, that any intention of uniting church and state, exists even among the dreams

of the new organization, whose rule it is to act " without ostentation or restraint."

As for "ostentation," they are certainly very retiring and silent in their habits;

as to the " restraint," they ' wn no other than that whicii consists in blind obe-

dience to the dictates of tlu '\r leaders

!

They disavow all thoughts of persecution, being in favor of " the jargest lib-

erty," civil and religious! "They will not persecute Catholics, but they will

take care that the Catholics do not persecute them."} How prudent their fore-

• Sons of the Sires, p. 159. j Ibid. p. 1!)5.

} It lias turned out timl none of the ruflinns, who were concerned in llm dcnlh of

their fit associate, Poole, were foreigners

!

§ Sons of the Sires, p. 121.

(
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cast! How duinrtl llinr valor! "Tiny will lalv <arf (liat ('alliolii's do iiol

persi'cutf tlii'in :
"—t-ortnirily. Thore is grwit and irntiiiiiciit danger of tliis Irifjlit-

fill oontinijfiicy ! Tiu» ( "ailiolios in our republic ainaily nuiulx-r about, or n^-arly,

ONE TWELFTH PART of OUT population ! There is actually one bloody Oatliolir

liir every twelve meek and inoll'ensive—'• /ephyr breatliing"— I'roteslaiils! Have

not tlu' latter tlie strong«'sl motive's for fearinjj a terrible persiruiion from the for

iner? May not a second St. Bartholomew's day dawn suddenly upon us? It

reminds us of a larjre boy—st)me six feet high—binding securely th«.' limbs of a

small urchin of three feet six, lest the latter should indict on liim a terrible casti-

gation! ! It is about as prudent, and almost as vidianl!

But the danger, if not present, is at least prospective. This is clearly proved

by the claim of temporal sovereignty set up (or the Pope and established by IJel-

larmine,—who, as we have seen, proves precisely the contrary,—"and by the

defiant tone of Jesuitical bishops and archbishops of the Roman Church in this

country. Their assumed superiority over all others, their haughty bearing, their

arrogance and intolerance, became manifest, &.c."*

When, how, and where 7 We would really like to know. The official acts

of our prelates are before the world ; their pastoral charges, diocesan and concili-

ary, have been spread out over the land on the wings of of the press; nothing

has been concealed. Let the passage be indicated, which breathes " arrogance,

intolerance, or haughty bearing," and then the accusation will be made good. If

such language cannot be quoted ; if a contrary spirit altogether breathes through-

out all those official documents, then may we safely say, that here, as elsewhere,

our literary crusaders are reasoning by contraries, are building up their argument

upon a foundation, existing only in their own brain, and are thus carrying out

the motto quoted from Isaiah.

But preachers are not admitted to hold civil office in Virginia ; and though the

wisdom of this enactment is not questioned, Mr. Wise is severly rated with being

most unwise and inconsistent, in sustaining the soundness of the principle involved

in the law of his State. By advocating it, " he sets up distinctions, by imposing

a disability upon men not for crime, but because they are ministers of religion ;"

thereby " throwing a dark and damning suspicion over their character as men of

integrity," and '* placing clergymen in the only other class excluded from official

stations, viz.: duellists, or persons who have been convicted of great crimes nnd

been the inmates of the State prison."t Hinc ilhz lachryma. ! The mysterious

secret is here reluctantly disclosed! So, these Reverend men of God are not in

favor of a union of Church and State ; not they ! They merely wish to be free

from " the dark and damning suspicion against their character as men of integ-

rity," that they may not, in their exclusion from ci^. i )ffice, be ranked with duel-

ists and public felons! This foul suspicion must rest upon them, if they are

excluded from the arena of wrangling political strii . .md kept in their more ele-

vated position of spirituality !! Verily, their hg^ic is as acute, as their literalwe is

refined

!

But theiBible, the precious Bible, is in danger! The wicked " Romanists,"

—

from whose blood-stained hands this holy book of revelation was originally received,

and to whom the very men who are now making so fierce an out-cry are indebted

for their possession of it at all :
—" are waging a Popish war against the Bible ;"

and " it was the apprehended danger that the Bible might, in this free laud, be a

* Ibid. pp. 165 and 172. t H^id- PP- 208-9.
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second time sealed, aye and chained too, that caused the American people to arise

to defend their rights, and wither the hand that would dare do this iniquity. The

sentiment of not only the people, but also of the children of this nation, has U-en

sung through the wide realm of this Union— ' We won't give up the Bible, God's

holy book of truth.' "•

Oh no! " Don't give up the Bible;" that's the noble and soul-stirring battle-

cry, which led your patriot fathers to victory in the memorable riots of Philadel-

phia ; when the holy book was paraded through the streets in solemn procession,

headed by Reverend ministers of God; and when, amidst profane maledictions

and civil feuds, which made the streets run with the blood of murdered citizens,

and in that beautiful light of burning Catholic Churches, houses, and libraries,

which turned night into day and revealed the graves of the dead torn open and

the corpses stripped of their valuable ornaments, this same hallowed battle-cry

of "spare, oh spare, the bible!"—was raised from pious throats, as a divine

warrant for all these deeds of sacrilege and blood!! O yes! stick to the cry

abuut the Bible! It has nobly served your purpose more than once already, and

whv discard it now ! What matters it, if all that outcry about the Catholics wish-

ing to banish the Bible from the common schools, was proved, at the time, to be a

base calumny, by the otiicial report of the Protestant common school commis-

sioners'? What matters it, if the real issue is ignored or misrepresented ; if the

question in fact concerned the version to be read, and not tlic Bible itselff What
matters it to tell the truth, when a falsehood will do as well, or much better? Is

not the end holy, and " does not the end justify the means ?" Has not the simple

/>-u//i always proved powerless against the Catholic Church? Why then resort

again to so paltry and ineffectual a means of attack? No, stick to the cry about

the Bible; it has too often won you bloody, if not golden laurels, to be tamely

abandoned in this age of enlightenment and progress!

You " need not stop to prove that the Catholic Church is the enemy of freedom

in all its aspects. Her history, her doctrines, her spirit, her writers and her priests,

have filled the world with monuments proclaiming the truth of this assertion."+

Oh no ! we beg you " not to stop " at such trifles, you who generally stop at

nothing! Catholics " have filled the world with monuments," proclaiming, truin-

pet-tongued, their bitter and undying hatred of freedom! Only think of it! It

was these same base traitors to all freedom, who filled the world with such monu-

ments of tyranny, as Magna Churta, trial by jury, no taxation without represen-

tation, habeas corpus, stationary courts, and wise municipal laws and polity ! It

was they, who rescued Europe from barbarism, and re-established social order and

well adininislered law! It was they, who built up the Free Cities, and " filled the

the world " with such horrid " monuments" as the Republics of the Swiss Can-

tons, of Andorra, Genoa, Venice, Florence, Pisa, Sienna, the northern Italian

Cities, and San Marino ! It was they, who first reared on this virgin continent

the broad banner of universal freedom, civil and religious! Do not "stop," we
pray you ; the draught caused by the shouts of millions of freemen in the " dark

ages " might give you cold, and impair your health, so valuable to " American "

literature and freedom

!

But the shade of Balmes torments you, "glaring at you witli fiery eye-l)alls!"

Don't Ik" alarmed; you can easily quiet his ghost, as you did that of Bellaiinine!

All you have to do, is—precisely what you have wisely done—to make him say

y
• Ihid. p. 217. t Ibid. p. 1G8.
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just tlio oppositp of" wliiit \\c (l(M's say! Vrry sinipli-, is it not; but was it not

more simple to refer us to the very pnye, thereby thcililatinf^ the detection ?• You
"did not slop" to tell us Uuit, on tluit very paire,f J^almes uses this lanijuajfe:

" Wo eortainly have now (in Spain) no need of importing toleration frotn abroad;

it itlreadi/ rxi.its nmonif im sofully, that no one ia a/raid (f heinu; dintitrbcd on account

of hia reliiriou.1 opinions."

To rap the cliinax of " Popish horrors and nimmination," the Jesuit's oath is

nllesfftl in full ;t and capital is made out of tlie hair-breadth escape of Miss Hunk-

ley from St. Joseph's, Kniinitlsburjj!^ What does it matter, that "the Jesuit's

oath" has been, already a hundred times, denounced as aforgery, and proved to

be such ? What diflerence does it make, that it Ixiars on its very face unmiiitake-

able marks of being a fabrication, and of being one, too, most clumsily made?
What are these trifles to the saints, who will greedily swallow this, as they have

already swallowed a thousand other absurdities, if possible, even more glaring and

monstrous! Did thoy not devour with relish the veritable papal Bull of excom-

munication duly copied from Sterne's obscene romance

—

TVistram Sliandy ! Do
we not live in an age of enlightenment, and who's afraid 7

Then that admirable story of Miss Bunkley's miraculous escape from the dun-

geons of St. Joseph's. It is really capital! She might easily, at any hour of any

day, have gone out quietly by the door; but this would have been decidedly tame

and unromantic ; she had a brilliant fancy and a romantic taste, and accordingly

she wisely preferred getting out through the window in the night! No doubt, we
shall soon have a most valuable accession to our '* American " Literature in the

shape of a rehash of '* Maria Monk's Awful Disclosures;" and it will be about as

valuable and as truthful as its illustrious proto-type! We hope only, for the honor

of the country that it may be more decent.

But Rome does not change, while all else is changing around her! This is a

serious charge, the changes upon which are rung with singular ability and elo-

quence!] Mercy on us! We are to have the Spanish Inquisition, the Fi-ench St.

Bartholomew's, and a thousand other horrors renewed among us in this noble

land of freedom ; all because J?6me is so perverse as to be unchangeable in her

doctrines ! ! We suppose that we are to have, too, an invasion of the Moors, and

a coup d'etat a la Ahpoleon, besides, perhaps, an irruption from the grim-looking

man in the moon, which would render us decidedly lunatics. The latter invasions

are about as likely to occur as the former

!

However, if Rome does not change, popular sentiment and opinion in our re-

public, it is freely avowed, are any thing but unchangeable. In this noble country

of our birth and of our aifection, "The members of the human family are consti-

tutionally not more frail than their opinions are fluctuating. To-day, some of the

unstable are devoted to a system which to-morrow they utterly repudiate."1I

Never, perhaps, was a truer thing said or written, whether by friend or foe.

The class of "the unstable" is very numerous, and those composing it seem to be

stricken with mania every lustrum ;—near the eve of the presidential election.

They generally, however, come to their senses again shortly after the election
;

and " the sober second thought" restores thus the equilibrium of the temporarily

• Ibid. p. 168.

t P. 76, of Balmes—On Civilization, &c.; pubUshed in one large 8vo. volume by
Murphy & Co., of Baltimore.

t P. 192, note. § P. 199.
|| Ibid. p. 122 seqq. 5 Ibid. p. 160.

30 Vol. III.—No. 4.
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unbalanced popular mind. This periodical mania is not so very surprising after

all, when we consider the means adopted to bring it about : when false statements,

malicious reports, strong appeals to passion, and forgeries innumerable, are sown

broad-cast over the land ; by men, too, in whom the people have reason to confide

as leaders. At present, when many of the leaders in the crusade are dignified

with the title of Reverend,—from whose lips and pens nought but uuth, and cha-

rity, and peace should be allowed to drop,—we are not greatly surprised that " the

people " should be priest-ridden and kept in ignorance! But the reaction must

and will come; and those who have contributed to delude honest thinking men

will have a heavy account to settle with an indignant and betrayed community;

—

to say nothing of the far more awful reckoning at the bar of an offended and out-

raged God ! Let them look to it in time ! Time is short, eternity never endmg

!

We have confined ourselves to the work which is first on our list; partly because

it has some pretensions to facts and reasoning, and partly because it was issued by

one of our most extensive and enterprising book pubhshers;* whom we are, how-

ever, sorry to see giving currency to such matter. The other works above enume-

rated, are professedly romances, and in this respect, if in no other, they are far more

honest than the one which we have reviewed ;—they make no profession of telling

the truth, and tlius they do not sail under false colors. As romances, they are

very far below mediocrity ; and they are really worthy of no serious notice. We
may, however, at some future time, waive this consideration, and amuse ourselves

and our readers by hitting off their monstrous incongruities and absurdities. They

are, in every respect, worthy the literary epoch which they contribute to inau-

gurate. They are suitable contributions to our "American " Literature,—we had

almost written Litter-atuTe, and the pun, though bad, would probably have been

at least as good as the subject. B. L.

VESPERS AT THE TRINITA DE MONTI.

Arise ! the sun clouds warn us it is time

—

The door swings open; let us enter here

—

Up the steep steps with noiseless foot we cUmb,

As if they led to some celestial sphere.

Listen! the nuns are gliding in unseen

—

And now begins the low, heart-melting strain,

Your tears are falling—let them fall—nor screen

From me your eyes—I know that sad, sweet pain.

Again ! again ! that penitential wail

!

Your clasped hands tremble—now the voices die

—

Let us go hence—your quivering lips turn pale;

—

Hushed is the hymn so like an angel's sigh.

The day is fled—these walls are not our home

—

Forth in the breeze of evening let us stand;

Come, lean on me as we descend to Rome,

From what has seemed the angels' spirit land. J. F. T.

• Lippincott, Grambo & Co., of Philadelphia.
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CHAPTER IV.—(CoxTiNOtD.)

As the speaker went on to develop his views on this great scheme for promoting

the moral and social welfare of the human family, the light keeper held the card

out before him, and read in bronzed copperplate llie following address : Ephraim

C. B. Weeks, Ducksville, Connecticut.

"Humph! By my word of honor," muttered Mr. Lee at last, "that's a very

magnificent affair." Then running his eye over the person of his visiter, he

seemed somewhat puzzled what to say. The card case protruding from his

pocket, the rings on both hands, and the massive watch chain round his neck,

were all apparently of the costliest description, and might well have adomed the

person of the highest noble in the land ; on the other hand, however, it struck

him there was quite a contrast between the gentleman's language and personal

appearance. How that happened he was at a loss to think, and therefore it was
he made no reply, but kept glancing from the card to the stranger and from the

stranger to the card.

" I rather think, Mr. Lee, you hav'n't met many of our people in y'our time, ehl"

The light keeper replied in the negative.

"Well, sir, you now see before you a real American—a free born American,

sir,—a citizen of the great 'Model Republic,' " and the speaker again thrust his

hands into his breeches pockets as deep as they could well go, shook up the silver

at the bottom, and with a self complacent smile on his thin lips watched the light

keeper's countenance for the effect of the startling announcement.

But Mr. Lee did no more than merely compliment him on his birth place, assur-

ing him at the same time, he should always feel honored, as he did then, in making

the acqunintance of a citizen of the repubUc of Washington, the model republic

of the world. " But with respect to the stuffing," he continued, endeavoring to

restrain a smile, " I fear there is none to be found here who understands it."

" Well, send it up to Crohan, I shall see to it myself; guess we Yankees know
a httle more of those things than you do here in ' the green Isle.'

"

" No doubt of it, Mr. Weeks, no doubt of it—I'll send it immediately, and con-

sider it a very special favor indeed."

* Copy rifht secured according to Law.
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" Now then, talking of Americans," said Weeks, arresting the light keeper

by the arm as the latter began to move towards the lodge, " why don't you bring

some of our men over here to enlighten you ? You have natural talent enough,

I guess, if you'd only proper means to develop it. Could you only get up an

association with funds enough to pay Yankee lecturers, you would soon wake up

to a sense of your capabilities. Employ our lecturers, sir, and send them over the

country, from town to town and village to village, and I'll bet a fourpence they'll

open your eyes wider than ever they opened before."

" Don't doubt it in the least," modestly replied the light keeper, " but won't

you come in, and have some refreshment after your evening's exercise—come in,

sir, and honor my little cabin with your presence at least."

" Hold on," said the American, again detaining the light keeper on the steps of

the threshold. " Look here a minute, if you're not in a kilUng hurry. I should

like to say a word or two about shooting that Holland Hawk— it may serve to

show you what kind of people we are in the States. Well,—to begin with, we
calculate never to miss a shot at either man, bird or beast. You may smile, sir, but

its the fact, nevertheless. My mother had a cousin once, called Nathan Bigelow—

"

" Excuse me, Mr. Weeks—let us step into my office, if you please; I've some

orders to give—allow me—just for an instant."

" Well, look here," persisted the Yankee, " its only a word or two. I was just

agoing to say that my mother had a cousin, once, called Nathan Bigelow, and a

shrewd man Nathan was. Well, he was said to be somewhere about the shrewd-

est in that section of the country. So the folks thought all round. If there

happened to be town meetin, Nathan was sure to be chairman. If referees were

appointed by the District Judge on a heavy case of damages or the like, Nathan

was certain to be one of them ; or if the parson and deacon had a quarrel, Nathan

was always called in to settle it. Then he was consulted by half the farmers

round, coming on seed time, and by the select-men about the taxes, and sometimes

by the new minister about the doctrine best suited to his congregation—though the

fact is, Nathan never cared much for any particular kind of religion himself

—

that's a fact. So, as I was going to remark, cousin Nathan had a favorite saying

of his own—

"

" Hilloa, there!" interrupted the light keeper, " pray excuse me, Mr. Weeks

—

hilloa, there ! I say. Are you all dead in there ? Roger ! let some one see to the

lantern ; its almost lighting time. Come in, Mr. Weeks, and take a seat at least."

" Wait a minute—well, as I was saying," he continued, still drawling out his

words slowly, "as I was saying, cousin Bigelow had a favorite saying of his own.

'Take good care, boy, and don't waste your powder.' It always came ready to

him, somehow, and he could apply it to every which thing in creation. Many a

time, in the long winter nights, when cousin Nathan used to sit by the log fire in

his great rocking chair, reading Tom Paine's ' Age of Reason,' and Martha Proud-

fut, his wife, knitting her stocking right opposite, with the ' Pilgrim's Progress

'

open on the table before her, and your humble servant in the corner, studying his

book keeping—many a time, I say, did cousin Nathan turn round to me, without

the least provocation in the world, and begin to illustrate the old maxim, ' Take

good aim, boy, and don't waste your powder.' He made a well, he made it

a kind of text to spin a sermon from, and a better sermon he could preach, ay, by

a long chalk, than the best preacher in the district. He used to tell me, Nathan

used, and if he did once he did a thousand times, that the old saying, simple as it

sounded, had more genuine philosophy in it than Aristotle and Epictetus put to-
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RPthor; and let mo tell you, Mr. Lfc. rou.sin Nailian had a trrrihjp rotjard fnrthf^**

same authors—translations of course, (or lit* was no ijrcat hand at tlir di-atl ian-

Ruafifps, coining, as ho did, from the old Puritan stork— liis i»T«'at jyrandfathfr was

a true blue May Flower. Well, Nathan was, to he plain alwut it—well, he was

a caution I tell you in the philosopy line. He never professed much admiration

for any hut for tjreat men. and these wen? what he called ticklers, Ix-cause as he

said himself they were the only \wn who ever tickled humanity in the riijht place,

namely, Tom Paine. lUnjamiii Fi-anklin and ( Jr-or^e Washiiif;ton. Georye, he

thoutjht was the jrreatesl man ever the world produced—and I ^uess, Mr. Le<.*,"

said the speaker with a knowing ]ot)k, " if he didn't iiit the mark, lie bit some-

where within a mile of that neie^hborhood."

" Very true," assented the lipht keeper, " he certainly did. Washinf^on was a

great and a jjood man, all must admit that; and I trust your nation, in the first

flush of its prosperity will not forget his wise counsels either."

"Hope not; well—what I was coming at. Nathan's old saying, 'Take good

aim, boy, and don't waste your powder,' so constantly repeated, made a lasting

impression on my mind. The fact is, Mr. Lee, lie had a way of saying a thing

that—well kind of burnt it into you like. There was no forgetting it nohow ; it

was a sort of searing of the—

"

" Oh, botheration to him!" exclaimed the light keeper, no longer able to endure

the tiresome description, chained as he was to the speaker, "what matters it what

he was, he's dead long ago, I suppose, and gone to his account. But you'll e.xcuse

me. Mr. Weeks, " he addetl a moment after, " you'll excuse me, I'm entirely igno-

rant you know, of your national characteristics. W^hen we're longer acquainted I

shall understand you better. And now my dear friend let us step into my room

—

but hold! who comes here?—by George it's Tom Petersham in the ' Water Hen'
to pay us a visit."

CHAPTER V

.

The little craft which so suddenly arrested the light keeper's eye, as he turned to

enter the lodge, was already within live minutes sail of the long flight of steps

leading up from the base of the rock to the light house yard. She was a yacht

of small tonnage but elegantly moulded. Her white hull almost as low as the

water and her light raking spars gave her a jaunty look, that seemed to please the

Yankee exceedingly.

*• Why by cracky that's an American boat, rig and hull " he exclaimed, " ha!

I swonnie!—had her built at one of our ship-yards, I guess."

" She was built in Cork harbor," replied the light keeper. " Timber or plank,

mast or spar, there's not an American chip in her."

-Xot, eh?"
" I\'o, sir, she's Irish every inch of her, from the truck to the keel. Tom Peter-

sham wouldn't own her if she was anything else."

"He wouldn't, eh?"

The light keeper now seeing a boat approaching from the yacht, advanced to

the head of the stairs and raised his hat to a gentleman who sat in the stern. The
latter, as soon as the boat touched, stepped ashore and looked up.
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" Hilloa there. Master Lee," he shouted as he ascended the steps.—" I couldn't

pass without calling to pay my respects to my pretty Mary—to say nothing, (oh

Lord! this is worse than Loughdearg for Father John!—bad luck to them for

steps, they don't leave a breath in me) not to speak of the numerous injunctions

respecting a promised visit from the saucy little baggage. Heigho! I say, Lee,

—

listen to me—this is steeper than the face of Gibraltar—and let me tell you, hugh

!

you must provide falls and tackle in future, if you'd have me visit you—forty-

three steps! monstrous! ! But who the deuce!—eh, whose is that?" he demand-

ed, halting to take breath as he reached the top. " Who, in the name of all the

Malvolias is he with all those gew-gaws under his sporting jacket?"

" Hush," said the light keeper, " he's a foreigner."

" Nonsense!—he's a cockney tailor come down to rusticate—eh, what?"
" No, sir, he's an American—and a real Yankee into the bargain."

"A Yankee!—the deuce he is."

" A native of Ducksville, State of Connecticut."

" Ho, ho! now I understand you, he's the Crohan man's cousin, or nephew

or something of that kind to the Hardwrinkles. Very good, he's just the man I

want
;
present me forthwith,—Kate wishes to see him, of all things, and swears

she'll invite him to the castle herself, if I don't. Introduce me instantly, I'll see

what he's like, and then ask him to visit us."

" Oh the young scamp," exclaimed the light keeper, laughing, "she's got some

mischief in her mad pate, I warrant you. If the good gentleman only took a

friend's advice, he would stay at home and keep clear of her company. But,

come, I'll introduce you—at all hazards."

" Captain Petersham," said he taking off his hat, and motioning with the grace

of a well bred gentleman, " let me present to you Mr. Weeks of Ducksville,

Connecticut, United States. Mr. Weeks, Captain Petersham of Castle Gregory."

The American bowed low, but without saying a word or changing his position

in the least. Not so Mr. Petersham, who despised in his heart all kind of formal-

ity, save and except the formalities of the duel ground, and these he understood

well and could practice to perfection.

"What the plague, man!" he exclaimed, "don't be so stiff with me. Non-

sense! you're an American citizen, and that's enough, sir; give me your hand.

Duckville or Drakesville,—I don't care a barley-corn what ville you are, so you're

a free American. Come, sir, let us be friends at once, and make no more pother

about it."

" Excuse me. Captain Petersham, you make a mistake—my name aim Ducks-

ville or Drakesville—my name is Weeks—Ephraim C. B. Weeks."

" Oh! hang the difference, man,—it's all the same—what matters it?" said the

captain, " Come, let's join Lee in his office,—he's gone to order some refresh-

ments, and I'm as dry myself as a whistle," and running his arm into the aston-

ished American's, he dragged him along, speaking all the while with his usual

rapidity. " Pshaugh! it's all balderdash—what's in a name?—why, man, it don't

signify a straw what you're called."

" Well, no, not much. I reckon ; but if it's just the same to you, I'd rather be

called Weeks. Ephraim Weeks. Here's my card, sir, if you please "

" Card! psaugh—all humbug," interrupted the captain—" keep your cards, my
dear sir, for those who are foolish enough to use the toities. But if you choose to

be called Weeks, I'll call you Weeks, certainly, sir, and an excellent name it is for

an American." >
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" Well, it's sort of hiuuly lor a husmrss man," rcplicil WcpIcs, looking sideways

at his impetuous companion, as In- hurrit-d liim on to tin- hous*-.

"To-be-sure—to-be-sure—there's your Secretary of Legation, Mr.—Mr.—what

the plague! I can never r<-nieinber names—Mr. Mr.—oh! confound it

—

Litikim

doodie—or soinettting of that sort,—well, sir, he's a fine fellow, that Linkimdoodie,

a risjht honest thorouf^h-c^oini; republican as I everniet in my life. He had an odd

name, to-he-sure, but what of that 7—No one mmded it—any ihinir, you know,

will do in a country hku yours, where you've no houses yet, or pedigrees or things

of that description to trouble you. And so you're slaying at Crohan with the

Hardvvrinkles. Well, I can only say I'm sorry for it—they'll ruin you, that's all

—ruin you, sir, body and soul. Why, listen to me —

"

"The Hanlwrinkles are my cousins, Captain Petersham," interrupted Weeks.

"Just so, I know, I understand all that—but you'll not be worth a rap fartliing,

sir, if you stay with them many months longer, notwithstanding."

•* You don't say so!"
•* I do, sir. They'll first reduce you down with psalm singing, till you're as Hat

as dish water and as weak as a wendle straw, and then finish you off with rnock

piety, private scandal, and weak tea. Take my advice, sir, and stay with them as

little as possible. Come up to Castle Gregory, where there's some life to be had,

and come as often as you can, too—we'll be always glad to see you. So then

here we are in the light keeper's sanctum, and here comes Drake to welcome us.

Hands ofl"!—hands off, Drake—down, down, you old rogue, you're as wet as an

otter—away and bring your mistress here, 1 want to see her. But what's the

matter?—how now ! growling at your guest 7—ah! Drake, Drake, that's inhos-

pitable—what has come over you, man 7 never saw you act so unirish before.

Excuse me, sir, but take a seat, take a seat, and don't be surprised to see me make
so free in another man's house,—its our custom here. Heigho!" he added, fling-

ing himself down in an easy chair and his gold banded sea-cap over his shoulder,

*'
it takes me a full half hour to recover breath after climbing those villainous steps.

Heigho ! and so you're an American citizen."

•• Well, yes ; I have that honor, sir."

" Right, sir,—and it is an honor—no doubt of it, sir. But how warm it is

—

eh!" and he snatched off his stock and wiped his face with his handkerchief.

It's those outrageous stairs—eh ! besides, I'm not feather weight either, I suppose.

Humph!" he added, glancing over at his companion, "you have the advantage

of me there, sir—you're thin."

" Yes, rather inclined that way," modestly replied Weeks, playing with his

watch-chain."

" So much the better, sir, so much the better, you're in a more comfortable

summer condition."

" Well, as to the Weeks side of the house," observed the American, by the way
of explanation, " they were never what you might call fleshy people ; but the

Bigelows were about the lurgest boned men in all Connecticut. There was my
mother's cousin, for example, one Nathan Bigelow —

"

" By the Lord Harry, he's at Nathan again!" came rumbling along the hall, in

the deep tones of the burly light keeper, as he hurried in from the tower to wel-

come his guests.

Fortunately, however, Mr. Weeks was at that moment in the act of speaking,

so it was quite impossible for him to distinguish the words; otherwise he had
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understood better the comic smile on Captain Petersham's face, as that gentleman

twirled his thumbs and gazed over at him from his easy chair.

" Let me see, you're somewhere about five feet six inches, aint you?" inquired

Weeks.
" Yes, thereabouts."

«< "Well—now, as to the weight, I reckon you're two hundred or chock up to it."

" Wry likely—I might be three, for aught I know," replied the captain, laughing.

" Well, cousin Nathan was taller by nearly two inches, and mother says before

he lost his eye on muster day, he weighed close on two hundred and iweoty-five.

Still, cousin Nathan —

"

'* Hilloa, there! hilloa, Roger O'Shaughnessy," brok(^ in the light keeper again,

"are we never to see that brandy and water?—come along, man, only lift your

feet and they'll fall themselves."

" Aye, aye," muttered the old man, shambling into the room in his old bottle

green livery with the faded lace and the two solitary buttons, carrying a massive

silver salver, on which appeared three tumblers and a decanter with something

resembling brandy in the bottom of it. " Aye, aye," said he, " it's always the

same—^just for all the world as if he was at home in the ould castle. Ileigh!

heigh! Its nothing but Roger here, and Roger there—Roger bring the venison,

Roger, Where's the Champagne? Roger, w here's the Burgundy? Roger, order

this lord's carriage, and Roger order that lady's barouche. Heigh, heigh, heigh!"

Here he was seized by a fit of coughing which had the good effect of terminating

his catalogue of complaints. * Och, och!" said he at length when he recovered

a little breath, " the Lord be with the time. Captain Petersham, (bowing with great

formality to that gentleman,) when Roger had plenty of servants to help him.

But sure there's no help for it now, and as I burned the candle I must burn the

inch," and so saying, the old man turned to quit the room.

"Stop, Roger, hold on, what have you got here?" demanded the light keeper,

holding up the decanter between him and the light.

"There, sir?"

" Yes, here, sir? look at it."

" Why it's brandy, av coorse—what else shud it be ? but may-be it's wine yer

honor wants—ugh ! ugh!—what kind iv wine id you like, sir? I'll bring it imme-

diately."

" Wine! you old schemer, you know there's not a drop of wine in the house."

"Me!"
" Aye, yau; you know it well—nor hasn't been these twelve months."

"Och, och, the bad luck to us!" exclninicd Roger, raising his hands in grave

astonishment, " it's wondherful—wondherful, entirely. His mimory's clane gone,

sir, (turning to Captain Petersham). It's only the matther of four weeks, or so,

since we got—let me see—ahem! ahem!—two pipss iv claret—one Madeira,"

and he began to count them on his fingers—" ahem ! two iv claret—one Madeira

—one —

"

" Don't mind him, don't mind him," said the captain, rising from his easy chair

and good naturedly laying lus hand on Roger's shoulder, " he's enough to vex a

saint. Well, well, Roger—let him do as he pleases; if he choose to refuse us a

glass of wine in this beggarly way, why, we can remember it to him—that's all."

" Oh, my heart's broke wid him, yer honor."

" To be sure it is—you're a living martyr, Roger, ha, ha. I declare I don't see

how you can stand it—it's insufferable—quite insulTerable. Ha, ha."
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" Och, orh ! I wish to pnticnce he was back in his own ould casllo, again, yfr

honor, for siiiro tin* dnrtlicrs onlhrrod him down hero for thn brnofit of his health,

there's no comfort to l)o hiul will liim. ni^lit or day—hut shurn if he didn't lose his

mimory, it wouldn't Ik- so bad. allth»<,Mlln'r. And then I'm slianied out iv my life

wid him. Why, if you'd only hear to him, Mr. I'elersham—ahem! that's if you

were a stranger, you know, sir; like that jjentleman, you're most olK-dient, sir

;

and didn't know the difler. ye'd think there wasn't a screed iv dacency left about

him, at all, at all," and as he thus went on to make his private complaints to the

captain, and still however in a voice loud enough to be heard by the American;

he kept ever and anon glancing at the great silver salver on the table, as if mak-

ing a silent appeal to it for testimony against his master.

During this little conversation with Captain Petersham, the light keeper called

him several times, but Roger was too much engaged to attend to him.

•' Roger!—are you deaf?" cried his master at last, "Roger, I say."

" Sir, sir."

" Is this all the brandy you have in the house ? Answer me, yes or no."

" Ahem ! Answer you yes or no, why av coorse I'll answer you—that is, if I

only knew what you mane."
" Well, look here," and Mr. Lee stepped over to the old man, and shook the

decanter within an inch of his eyes, "you call this brandy?"
" Sariinly, sir, the best cagniac, it cost just seven —

"

" Never mind the cost; you have here about three tliimble-fuls or thereabouts

—

for three gentlemen."

" No, sir, there's a good half bottle, and more—ahem ! ahem ! it looks little,

but it's on broad bottom, hem, its a broad bottom, sir."

" Well, now I want to know—if you've any more of the same left—that's plain

enough. I think."

" Why dear me, such a question, och, och—and two casks untouched in —

"

*' Hold your lying tongue and answer me, sir, have you ? yes or no."

" Yes, yes, puncheons of it."

" Go fetch it then, forthwith—go now instantly," and he pushed him gently

towards the door.

" Sartinly, sir, sartinly," replied Roger, moving of off as fast as his old shaky

limbs would carry him. the long skirts of his old bottle green coat, oscillating as

he went. " Most sartinly, sir, it's aisy enough to do that—why, if I only knew
what in the world ye were coniin at, all the time, i'd have it here now."
" He's the greatest old plague, that, in the whole universe," said thefight keeper

:

" not a respectable visitor ever comes to see us, but he acts just in the same way.
He would make you beUeve, Mr. Weeks,—(Captain Petersham here, knows all

about him long ago,) he would make you believe liis master as rich as'Croesus,

and staying down here only by advice of his physician. You observed the old bot-

tle green livery he wears, well he has worn that, to my own knowledge, five and

twenty years, and in all probability, his father before him, for as many more. As
for this antiquated piece of plate on the table, he brings it out on every possible

occasion. The old coat, and the old salver, are in fact his great standbys, and

with these, he imagines he can make a show of * dacency,' were the house as bare

and empty as the ruins of Baelbec."
** Ha, ha, poor Roger," laughed the captain, *' he's a regular Caleb Balderstone."

"Precisely—the onJy difference perhaps—tliat Caleb was a conception, and

Roger, a reality."

31 Vol. III.—No. 4.
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" Baldersfone," said Weoks, *' let me see, wom't he something to the Balders-

tones of ?!kcnvh(gan, down oast."

" Ha ha," chuckled Captain Petersham, " can't say, as to that."

" Well, them Balderstones of Skowhegan were tremendous smart men, I tell you,

and cousin Nathan says, they fought at Lexington, like tigers and catamounts.''

" No no, Caleb was of quite another character," replied the light keeper. " He
was bom of a wizard, and shall live as long as the world lasts. Some, indeed, go

so far as to say, that he and Campbell's last man, are destined to expire together."

" Well, he's not a mortal, I reckon."

" No, sir, he's immortal as the gods."

During this latter part of the conversation, Roger O'Shaughnessy had returned

as far as the room door, and remained standing on the threshold, for a minute, or

more, looking in. In the attitude he assumed, he presented a striking appearance.

His once tall, and powerful frame, now bent and wasted with years,—the old laced

coat hanging from his attenuated shoulders in empty folds,—the few white hairs

that still remained brushed up on each side, and meeting in a crest, over his pol-

ished scalp; looked in truth like a fine old ruin, tottering to its fall, with all its

friendly ivy dead in the dust, save a iew weak, but faithful tendrils clinging

to it still.

" Excuse me, Mr. Lee, for interrupting you," said Weeks, " but the old gen-

tleman here at the door seerAs to want something."
'' What ! Roger, is it—well, Roger," demanded the light keeper, speaking over

his shoulder, " what's the matter?"

" Ahem !" said Roger, " ahem! about the brandy, your honor."

"Well—about the brandy—where is it—why don't you bring it in?"

"The key—ahem! the key of the cellar, sir," said Roger, without venturing

to look at his master.

"What of it?"

" Ahem ! It's not to be found, sir, you or Miss Mary must have it."

" Me! I never touched the key in my life."

" Dear me, then," exclaimed Roger, "what's to be done, your honor?" The
brandy's in the cellar, and there's no key to open it."

" I don't believe a word of it, Roger; but did you ask Miss Lee for the key?"
" She's not to be found, either, sir."

" Ha, ha !—I thought so. I knew all the time it would come to that at last
"

" If you^ould put up for this time with some of the best old Innishowen, that

ever was doubled," said Roger, " you can have a hogshead of it in a jiffey."

"Innishowen!" exclaimed the captain, "and put up with it, too! Nonsense!

nonsense! Roger, bring it in here instantly. Why, you old villain, it's worth its

weight in gold. Compare French brandy with Innishowen poteen, indeed! Why,
the Irishman who would do that, should be sent to the stocks, and physicked with

frogs and assafcctida. Begone, and fetch it instanter. Away ! my time's up."

Roger soon returned with a bottle of excellent whiskey, of which we must not

omit to say, Mr. Weeks declined to partake—nay, he absolutely rejected it in the

most positive manner, as a thing entirely against his principles and entirely con-

trary to his habits of life. But the light keeper and his good neighlxir. the lord of

Castle Gregory, made no pretensions to such principles or habits; they filled tlu'ir

tumblers and drank to each other, and to the success of the Stars and Stripes, as a

compliment to Mr. Weeks, in full bumpers of Irish grog, without fear or shame,

reproach or remorse.
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Caplnin Pt-trrsham had srarccly linislicd liis ilraiii(lil, and fluntj lln' tiiinhlfr on

the tabh', Icnidly prutt'stiiig again.st all .Slat«'Triii|)»Taiic(' Laws and Trctolal Soci»'-

lies, as bcinij ihc provocatiun of half tlu; drunkenness in the world, when a sailor,

cap in liand, presented himself at the door.

" How now, Bradley—what's the matter?"
*' Mr. Ratlin says, there's a blow comin up from the westward, sir, and in lialf

an liour we'll have ebb tide. He awaits orders."

*' Well, get the boat n-ady. I'll be with you in a second."

lie now approached the window and glanced for an instant at the west. " There

it comes, Lee," he exclaimed, " tumbling up in lumps over Tory Island; you'll

have it whistling about your cars here in half an hour. I must get alxiard the

' Water lien ' and pack on sail, or she'll not fetch Balgnus-treken to-night. But

look here, who's that under the rock, there, speaking to Mistress Mary? He's a

devlish fine looking young fellow, that, eh!"

The light keeper hastened to the window. " Ilah ! by George," he exclaimed,

muttering the words to himself, the instant his eye rested on the person alluded

to, " Hah, ha, so then he is back again."

" Who is he, Lee—eh—surely I've seen that young man before—who is he?"

Mr. Lee smiled and shook his head.

"Oh, hoh, that's it, is it? Very well, all right," said the captain, "if there's

any thing particular about him keep it to yourself."

And having requested Mr. Lee to make his apology to Mary for running away

so abruptly, and invited Mr. Weeks to visit as soon ixs possible, he hurried off

without further delay to his yacht. The moment his foot touched her deck, she

was seen crowding on every stitch of canvas that would draw, and then gracefully

bending under the gentle pressure of the evening breeze, the little ' Water Hen

'

glided up the Swilly and soon disappeared in the deepening shadows of Rathmul-

len bluffs.

The light keeper had accompanied his friend to the head of the steps to bid him

good bye and a fair voyage, and the American, taking advantage of his absence,

instantly turned to the window and there kept watching Mary Lee and her com-

panion so intently, and with so absorbing an interest, that old Roger had picked up

his silver card case which had fallen from his pocket, and laid it on his knee, with-

out his having noticid it in the least. The spot on which the young couple stood

conversing, was a small patch of green sward directly above the narrow channel

called the Devil's Gulsh, and canopied over by a long, flat, projecting rock. The
place was some seventy feet above the roaring water, cut as it were in the face of

the precipice, and nearly on a level with the window at which the American sat

looking at them so intently. The distance between them was not more than thirty

feet
;
yet near as it was. Weeks could have distinguished little more than their

mere outlines had not the great lantern, now lit up, shed its flood of light full on

their persons, revealing every motion and every feature distinctly to his gaze.

There was a shade of melancholy on the handsome face of the young man as

he leaned on the boat hook with which he had climbed the rocks, and conversed

with his fair companion. His black, waving hair fell in profusion over his blue

jacket, from the breast pockets of which the cilver mountings of a brace of small

travelling pistols glinted in the clear lamp-Ught. His neck was entirely bare, as if

the heat of the day or hb previous exertions had obliged him to remove his cravat,

and his whole liearing and deportment were that of a brave, self-reliant, fearless

young fellow, of honest heart and ready hand. Mary Lee stood by his side.
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dressed in her green kirtle and straw hat, the picture of angelic loveliness. Hor

face, always smiling before, was now pale and thoughtful, as if the melancholy

which shadowed the countenance of her companion had touched her heart. Her
petite figure, as she leaned lightly against the rock, her modest eyes, bent on the

green grass at her feet, her long auburn ringlets falling in showers over her shoul-

ders, and above all, her unaffected simplicity of manner, gave her a striking

resemblance to those beautiful creatures which Raphael paints in his Espousals of

the Virgin. Once or twice she raised her eyes to those of her companion, but she

as often turned them away, as if tho sadness of his looks gave her pain. His

gestures and motions were those of entreat}'—but she, on her part, appeared to

make no reply— save to shake her head and look up sorrowfully in his face. At

length the voice of the light keeper was heard round the house, calling her in from

the approaching storm, and she could stay no longer. As the moment of parting

came, she drew from her bosom a little scapular and pressing it devoutly to her

hps gently threw it over the young man's neck. She then gave him her hand,

and bidding him farewell, sprung round the edge of the rock with the nimblene.ss

of a fawn and disappeared in an instant. Her companion followed her witli his

eyes as long as she remained in sight, and then carefully concealing the httle trea-

sure she gave him in the folds of his breast, slowly turned and left the place.

" Well," said Mr. Weeks to himself as he turned from the windoAV and leaned

his elbow on the table beside him, " she's a handsome gal, that—no mistake about

it; and that feller looks to be a purty smart kinder chap, too, and not ill lookin,

either. But who in creation is he? There's some mystery about him, that's

sartin. I could see that by the light keeper, when the captain inquired his name.

But never mind, hold on for a bit, I'll soon learn the secret from mother Curley.

That was some charm, I'll bet a fourpence, that thing she put round his neck

—

some papistry, I reckon. But aint she all-fired brazen faced, to go up there right

straight before the window ?—By cracky, they do up that kinder business sorter

strange down here in these diggins—they're ahead of New Jersey by a long chalk.

But after all, perhaps it's her favorite retreat, and the feller found her there. She

expected him—sartin. I saw that by her face when she came peeking in at the

window, and I rather suspect she worn't aware of Captain Petersham's arrival

either, or that Ephraim Weeks was in the office with her uncle. Well, she's

handsome—that's a fact—and with those hundred and fifty thousand dollars I

know of to back her up, she's wife enough for any man. Ha, she httle thinks

what belongs to her tother side the big pond—and she won't either—till she's got

her nose up to the hitchin post. She'll be skittish, I guess, at first, but I'll take

the old woman's advice and coax her to it gently. She can only refuse, do her

best, and when she does, why it's then time enough to put the screws on. They're

poor as Job's turkeys, that's clear, and it won't be very hard to corner them up in

a tight place. A month or two in limbo would settle the old chap's light keepin,

and then the girl, proud and all as she is, might be glad "

Here he was suddenly interrupted in his reflections by the entrance of the two

persons in whom he seemed to be so deeply interested.

" Here's an impudent, saucy little baggage, Mr. Weeks, who deserves to offer

you an apology for her dog's very bad behaviour, to-day," said the light keeper,

leading Mary in by the hand. " Miss Lee, sir, my sister's only daughter. Mary,
this gentli-man is Mr. Weeks, of Drakesville. Connecticut, United States."

" Ducksvillf, if you please, Mr. Lee, not Drakesville," said Weeks, after one of

his profound inclinations to the young lady, "the difference aint much, but still—

"
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"O exrusp mo, oxruse nic«, sir," sniti llip lipht korprr, " so it is—I madi- a mis-

take—Ducksvillc, my ilenr, State of Connrcticut."

" Allow me to offer you ray card," said Wei-ks, smiling faintly and patron-

izin;];|y on ilip yoiinir C'rl, as In- drt-w it slowly out from the silver case.

"Thank you, sir," she replied, inmleslly courtesyine and accepting the favor,

without the least sifi^n of surprise at the slnunrcness of the compliment.
•*

I regret very nuich, sir, tlie loss of your fishing lines this evening," she said,

but if you permit me, I shall replace them."
*' Pray, don't mention it," replied Weeks, interrupting her. " You're exceed-

ingly kind. Miss Lee, but I assure you I have lots of such traps to spare, and

should, if any thing, rather decline."

" Drake is a very bold fellow in the water, sir, and don'i mind his mistress in

the least, when there's any thing like game to be seen. But then, he's so good

and faithful that we nmst forgive him a great many faults. Drake, Drake," she

cried, " where are you?" and as the brown curly haired old fellow came in, wag-

ging his tail, she ordered him to kneel down before the gentleman and ask his

pardon. But Drake, instead of kneeling as, no doubt, he was taught to do on

such occasions, began to growl at the stranger, and would probably have sprung

at him to tear him, if Mr. Lee had not promptly interposed his authority, and

commanded him to leave the room."
*• How very strange," said Mary, speaking to her uncle, '• I never saw him act

so rudely bt'fore."

*' Some kink the old fellow has got in his head. But I fear Mr. Weeks will find

his first visit to us down here a very disagreeable one, so many things have conspired

to make it so. First, the loss of his fishing tackle and his fine trout, to boot ;

—

then the absence of the inmates here, and his having to sit so long alone before

any one came to bid him welcome—and finally, the unkind and ungenerous be-

haviour of Drake; why, upon my word, Mr. Weeks, you must think Araheera

light a very barbarous place to visit."

'* Oh, don't mind—don't mind," replied Weeks. "I can get along, I guess,

most any where. We'll make it all right yet. As for the loss of the flies and

casting line, I feel quite pleased about it, since it has procured me the acquaintance

of so lovely and accomplished a young lady as Miss Lee."

Mary blushed, hung down her head, and tried to say something; but her confu-

sion at so blunt and unexpected a compliment silenced her completely. The light

keeper, however, came to her assistance.

'• If you talk to her in that style, Mr. Weeks," said he, "you'll play the deuce

with her—see, she's all over blushes already."

" We-el, I generally calculate to speak to the point, Mr. Lee. It was always my
habit to be frank with every one, and I can safely say, I should be most willing to

lose all the fishing tackle I ever owned, for the pleasure aflforded me by this intro-

duction ; she's a most beautiful and amiable girl—there's no mistake about it;

—

and I'm not ashamed to say so, though you are her uncle."
*• Mary, the gentleman will set you crazy, if you stay here much longer—away

with you," he added, patting her affectionately on the cheek, " away into some
corner, then, and hide your blushes; Mr. Weeks will excuse your further pre-

sence;"—and dropping her hand he permitted her to shrink back and glide away
like a fairy out of the room.

" Well, I guess I sha'n't wait much longer, either," said Weeks, picking up

his cap and preparing to leave. " I see the storm's coming on, and I've got some-
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what of a walk before me ; but I was just a thinkio to come down here once in a

while to have a day's fishin or so, and a talk about the United States at our leisure."

The light keeper smiled and assured him he should be happy to see liim at any

time, and cheerfully do all in his power to make his visit to the country, and par-

ticularly to Araheera Head, as agreeable as possible.

" And look'e here," said Weeks, buttoning his coat, " if there's any thing I can

do to oblige you in the way of friendship, don't hesitate an instant, but tell me

right out. It may happen you'd want a friend's advice, a—well, no matter, you

understand me. I'm a single man, Mr. Lee, and have a leetle more at my banker's,

I guess, than I've any particular occasion to use. Good afternoon, sir."

" Good bye, and thank you for your good will," said the light keeper, some-

what surprised at the stranger's liberality. " I shall most assuredly consult with

you, Mr. Weeks, when occasion requires it."

"I say, hold on!" said Weeks again, turning back when half way down the

avenue, " that bird, you'll not forget to send it, eh?—all right; guess I can get it

up for you in pretty good shape." And waving his hand, he set out on his jour-

ney to Crohan, the residence of the Hardwrinkles.

Wtmw of QEnrrent ^^tteraturc.

1. duESTioNs OF THE SocL. By /. T. Ilccker. New York: D. Appleton & Co. 1855.

As this book is reviewed at greater length in another place by a new contributor, we
omit our own notice and only mention it here, to thank the Messrs. Appleton, for their

part in bringing a Catholic work before the American public. We are glad to see, that

a house, that stands at the head of the profession, is above the mean prejudice, which

debases so many, that should be more courageous, as they certainly need not fear any loss

by showing themselves so. The conduct of the Messrs. Appleton gives us sorne hopes

that after all the Irue American will be just, and in his justice generous enough to grant

the meed of praise, wiiich a good book should always receive, even if it does come

from a Cathohc.

2. Audin's History of the Life, Writings akd Doctrines of Luther. A new
translation by H^lliam B. Turnbull. Vol. II. London: C. Dolman. Baltimore:

John Murphy & Co.

This work is upon our table, but we can do little more at present than acknowledge

its receipt; in a future number, we shall take such a notice of it as its importance de-

serves. For the present, we refer our readers to the notice of the first volume, which

appeared in the October number of the Metropohtan of last year.

3. IIisToiRE Generale de L'Eglise: rmr VMbe Darras, ancien professeur au Semi-
naire de Troyes. 4 vol. in gr. 8vo. Paris: Louis Veves. 1854.

It is with real pleasure that we examined this truly solid, complete and highly inter-

esting work, the fruit of much labor and the production of a superior talent for histo-

riography. Rev. Mr. Darras, following the simple but grand ideal of Cardinal Baro-

nius, guided by the vast, critical labors of Noel Alexander, Orsi and others more mod-

ern, who amended the comparatively few inarcurarics of the Annales and of their con-

tinuations, and assisted by many other authors wiio wrote the ecclesiastical history of

the different nations and people, has happily succeeded in compiling one of tlie mof*t

useful and pleasing works on church history, which may be put into the hands of
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Cntholics. The (\»ibf hi\« wonUi-rrully avoided clilVuHfiioHfl nnd Inn^uor, loo frcquenlly

nifl with in niodiMii lunloricnl wurkn, \vhi< h an- rnilur ii pliiloBopliy on liislory, than ti

simpli-, genuine rehition of facta. Witlioiit eflnri he cnrrieH hia reader on, nnd gently

cnuses hini to Hve, lo hihor, to suffer, to die with nil the grent BninlH nnd celebrated

pernonngeM, who in the course eighteen centuries glorified and extended the kingdom of

God on earth.

Henrc we commend this work to the jmtronnge of the Rev. Clergy and educated laity,

as a vnluahle complement nnd ornament of their Iil)mrie8.

The division of the work into eight epochs, lends u.s nnturnlly to the remark, that

they mifjht have heen determined by the consideration of the difl'erent great tasks,

which providence, at difl'erent times, destined the Church to accomplish; ex. gr.

1st Epoch, from J. C. to St. Sylvester, or the age of persecution.

tid Epoch, from St. Sylvester to St. Leo, M. or the Church as spostle of civilized

heathens.

3d Epoch, from St. Leo, M. to St. Zaclmrias, or the Church, mistress of barbarous

nations.

4th Epoch, from St. Zacharias to St. Gregory VII, or the Church, foundress of

states and monarchies.

5th Epoch, from St. Gregory to Innocent III, or the Church, the intrepid enemy

of tyranny and arbitrary power of kings and emperors.

6th Epoch, from Innocent III to Innocent VIII, or the Church, observatrix of the

evangelical counsels, and conservatrix of learning.

7th Epoch, from Innocent VIII to Urban VIII, or the Church, keeper of the faith

and apostle of all nations.

8th Epoch, from Urban VIII to . If this epoch, as not a few imagine, be the

last, the Church, realizing, to a remarkable degree, all the preceding characteristics,

bids fair, to end without decay, as she began without infancy.

4. Growth in Holiness, or the Progress of the Spiritual Life, by Frederick

IV. Faber, D. D., author of "All for Jesus." Baltimore: J. Murphy & Co. 1855.

How many a time, as we feasted our souls on the sweet teachings of Richard of St.

Victor, Cardinal Bona and Father Scarnmelli, did we wish that some blessed soul, who
knew how, would adorn our language with only a few even of the spiritual treasures

they C9ntained ! We have in English many very valuable spiritual works, to be sure,

but they are usually written in such a style or brought forward in such a way that they

become impediments, instead of helps to virtue. Their tendency, a good one certainly,

is to fill the mind with lofty ideas of the spiritual life, but they too frequently leave the

plain practical ways of holiness altogether out of consideration. To say that we are

satisfied, delighted with this little work of Father Fuber's, would be to say too little.

The very wants, under which we labored for a long time, and which we doubt not left

a void in many a Catholic heart besides our own, are here amply repaid. If he had

done no more than given us the three chapters on " the human spirit, spiritual idleness,

and the office of spiritual director," he would be entitled to our eternal gratitude, and

with ail his zeal for souls we have no hesitation in saying, that he could not desire them

greater good than he will bestow by these on thousands who will never hear his voice.

No Catholic, in our humble opinion, should be without a copy of "Growth in Holi-

ness:" which next to Thomas a Kempis and the Spiritual Combat, should always claim

a portion of his study.

5. The Immaculate Conception of the Mother of God. By the Hi. Rev. Bishop
UUatliorne. With the approbation of lite J^Iosl Rev- ^^rchbishop of Ballimore. Baltimore:
John Murphy & Co. Pittsburg: George Q,uigley.

A press of duties has deprived us of the pleasure of reading this valuable treatise.

In our next we hope to be able to give it that attention which its importance deserves;

if indeed any notice of ours can add aught of value to a work from the pen of the emi-

nent and learned Bishop of Birmingham, and which bears upon its title page the appro-
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bation of our own Most Rev. and venerable Arclibishop. The very beautiful and at-

tractive style in which the work is presented to the public does much credit to the

publishers.

6. A ViKPicATioN OF THE Cathomc Church, in a Series of Letters, to the Rieht
Reverend John Henry Hopkin.s, Protestant Episcopal Bishop of Vermont. By
Francis Patrick Kentick, Archbishop of Baltimore. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

We have, tlirough the kindness of the pubHshers, obtained a glimpse of the forth-

coming work of the Most Rev. Archbishop of Baltimore, in reply to two volumes of

letters, addressed to him, by the Protestant Bishop of Vermont. As far as we have

heard. Dr. Hopkins' work has caused no sensation, as the French term it, in this lati-

tude. It is but a cold rehash of the old dish of Protestant theology. The author

pompously styles it "The End of Controversy Controverted." Whoever has read

" Alilner's End of Controversy," may readily imagine what damage the distinguished

Bishop of Vermont could do it. The only thing new in his book, are certain misrepre-

sentations and perversions, in which, those who know the gentleman's antecedents, will

recognize the author's artful and felicitous style of invention. Archbishop Kenrick,

of course, has not lowered himself to the platform from which Dr. Hopkins has thought

fit to assail the Catholic Church, but has contented himself with a dignified and learned

vindication of Catholic doctrines, which at once lays bare the mis-slatementa of the

Vermont divine, and exposes his plausible array of learning. We have no difficulty

in anticipating the judgment readers will pass on the work of our learned and venerable

Archbishop. It will greatly heighten his well established fame of defender of Catholic

truth, and show to those who have the rashness to impugn it the folly of their efforts.

In a few days the energetic publishers will present the book to the reading community,

and we feel assured it will speedily obtain the wide circulation it deserves.

7. Florine, Prikcess of Bcrgundt: A tale of the First Crusaders. By Ihe author qf
Bertha or the Pope and the Emperor. Baltimore: J. Murphy & Co. 1855.

The Catholic literati of England and Ireland have at last begun to imitate their neigh-

bours across the channel in their aj)plication of fiction to a religious purpose, and

although they have entered but lately into the lists, have already in many respects

equaled, if not surpassed, their more imaginative brethern on the continent. If all their

series of tales, novels, &c., by whatever name they be called, keep only the reputation

the first volumes have obtained, the minister of God will no longer have to caution his

flock so frequently against novel-reading and its dangerous tendencies, but will be obliged

to recommend even as an antidote against other evil influences the perusal of such as

this one, which we place at the head of our article. It is indeed " a tale of deep and

abiding interest and of much instruction," but unlike the most of novels, it leaves no

unhealthy action in the mind after its perusal. On the contrary, while it absorbs the

faculties so that it is very difiicult to lay it aside, when once taken up, it fills the soul

with a horror for vice and a love for virtue, an esteem for what is generous and noble,

and a desire to emulate the good and great in their meritorious actions, that it might

almost be recommended as a book for spiritual reading. Certainly our youth in reading

will not be rendered worse, but in many respects will derive great advantage from it.

8. Memoir of Pierre Toussaint; born a slave. By Mrs. II. F. Lee. Boston:
Crosby, Nichols & Co. 1854.

We are happy to see that this little work running through so many editions. A
negro and a Catholic, he was universally esteemed in quarters where both qualities ar«

objectionable: the latter as much as the former even in literary circles, and would-be

learned societies. Toussaint was an excellent Catholic, and the talented authoress has

portrayed his religious character in a manner deserving of the highest praise. A.s a

contribution to Catholic Literature, it deserves a place in every Catholic Library, and

it will, we trust, soon be known to all who share the same faith.
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9. La Relirion no Nonn dk la Fuakck a\ant i.e Ciirihtianhme. Par Louis dt

Baecker. Lilli-: Vimiick.Tf. 1H54.

Wi- conffSH ourat'lve.i dijuippnintwl in iliis work. AHHociating in our mindd the land

of Friince, with tin- Ci-llic rnrot), we hopt-ii to find in it ii full diKnrrtation on the Druidi-

cftl worship and ita renmins. Il ia however n moat valuuble contribution to even

English liiatory, being triinalationa of two old Runii- Poenm, in which arc developed

the whole of the Woden theology and niannera, whic.ii the Saxons introduced into

Britain.

10. Manuel de l'Archkolocie Nationalk. Tar Corblel: PariH. 18.'i4.

We commend this work to our American ethnologists: if the tumuli, flint arrowheada,

stone halchei.i or casstlftes, which are dc.scril)ed and repre.sented in it, do not correspond

exactly with those found in America our eyes are nuich deceived. In fact Mr. School-

craft could use electrotypes of this French work to illustrate his " History, Cundilion,

dec. of the Indian Tribes."

11. MiRANPA Elliot, or the Voice of the Spirit. By S. //. M. Philadelphia: Lip-

pincutt, Grambo & Co. 1855.

This novel is intended to illustrate the workings of a conscientious spirit in the hero-

ine, whom the author takes from her infancy and brings to womanhood in his own
peculiar way. It has the common run of incidents, on which novelists ring so many
changes and may be, we suppose, presented as a fair specimen of that legion of spirits,

with which our literature is haunted. The author however, has nothing to boast of:

the narrative is tolerably good, but the philosophy or whatever he chooses to call it, is

often arrant nonsense, and where there is sense, destroys the interest, which the narra-

tive sometimes excites in the reader. As usual with Protestant writers he could not

avoid showing the disposition of his mind and heart against Catholicity, a pretty exem-

plification of conscientiousness rendered the more conspicuous by his ungenerous

inuendoes against a body of religious women, whom the whole world delights to honor

for their generous sacrifice of self, to the cause of suffering humanity. But romancing,

it seems, cannot at this time suit the palate of novel-readers without the piquant no-

popery sauce of the fanatia or the know-nothing.

12. Kate Atlesford: a story of the Refugees. By Charles J. Peterson. Philadelphia:

T. B. Peterson. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

The author of this story is no novice in novel-writing. His " Cruising in the last

War " is a popular book, full of graphic delineations of stirring scenes. The present

work is based upon the partizan warfare of the revolutionary war.

The heroine, Kate Aylesford, is " according to statute in such cases made and pro-

vided," beautiful, accomplished, graceful and loving, a sort of tender Di Vernon; she

is brave, self-possessed, resolute and rich; possessing in short, an unusual share of

attractions. The hero, Major Gerdon, is an officer in the American army, and is like

most heroes, an average man, whose business it is to fall in love with the heroine, res-

cue her from perils and finally marry her. Then we have a villain, who has been early

betrothed to the fair one, and finding it impossible to win her affections, attempts to run

ofT with her, but is foiled and perishes.

Such is the simple plot upon which the author has managed to bring some very good
description, and which he has contrived to fill up with stirring adventures, spiritedly

told. The first scene, a wreck off the coast of New Jersey and rescue, is very well

drawn, and the interest of the reader becomes very intense during llie progress of Uie

story. Then we have a graphic account of a fire in the woods, and a narrow escape

from its terrors.

One of the subordinate characters. Uncle Lawrence, is a plain farmer, who has served

under Washington, and who tells, with great effect, the story of the surprise of the

Hessians, and their complete discomfiture at Trenton. We have other conflicts with the

32 Vol. III.—No. 4.
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refugees; and those desperate villains, who spring up at such periods of internal rom-

motions, and who, under the name of cow-boys, and other euphonious titles, earned

for themselves, during the revolutionary war, such a garland of infamy, are sketched

with vigor and truth.

Indeed, the writer appears to have carefully studied the habits, manners and feelings

of the times. Altogether, the book is a good one, decidedly above the common level

of such works, and contains nothing contrary to good morals or refined feelings.

13. Nellt Brackek: a tale of forty years ago. By Annie Chambers Bradford. Phila-

delphia: Lippincott, Grambo & Co. ]855.

This is the first oflfering of Miss Bradford to the spirit of romance, and is not with-

out its merit, as far superior in our judgment to the Miranda Elliot above noticed, as

the authoress does not claim for herself so much knowledge of human nature and its

destinies. It is simply a tale, but earnestly, in some places even eloquently, told. The

heroine is, like many romantically inclined misses, rather touched in the head and led

thereby into some things not at all improbable, such as a marriage with a handsome

scoundrel, of whom she rids herself, and from whom Providence rids her in order to

unite her destinies with one who will and does make her as happy as this earth can

make one. There is of course some accident from time to time among the various

characters, to prove that " the course of true love never nms smooth," but the pro-

prieties are always observed with strict care, and there is less kissing and embracing

than one might expect from a young and enthusiastic writer. On the whole then we

would say, if we must have novels and tales, and it seems decided that we must, we

would rather have one such as this Nelly Bracken than a cart load of the trash, which

has been of late years ruining the taste for sound literature, and sapping the very foun-

dations of morality.

14. You HAVE HEARD OF THEM. By Q,. Ncw York: Redfield. Baltimore: John
Murphy & Co.

This is a very pleasant book. It is a gallery of forty-five or fifty portraits, sketched

by an Englishman, who has been connected with the London press, and probably con-

tributed them to periodicals before collecting them in a volume in this country. There

are notices of such persons as Horace Vernet, Moore, Bulwer, D'Isracli, Anderson,

Haydon, Kean, Janin, Julia Grisi, Lola Montez, Berreyer, Bayard Taylor, De Meyer,

Guizot, Mrs. Trollope, and others of equal distinction in literature, poUtics, or art.

The statements of the clever author do not lead us to suppose that he had any very

intimate association with the greater portion of the persons described. Very often, he

narrates but a single interview and conversation. The consequence is, that while the

book is extremely interesting as a sort of morning visit chat with eminent individuals,

we find in it very little of that analytic power which might give it permanence in litera-

ture. In its mode of treatment, it rather lacks variety, and we think it would have

been better with the omission of some details about Opera Singers and dansenses, which

are not required for the edification of well regulated society. With this exception, we

commend " You have heard of them " to our readers as a delightful and entertaining

companion for the domestic circle.

15. Southward Ho ! A Spem. of Sikshine. By W. Gilmor Simms. Redfield, New
York. J. Murphy & Co., Baltimore.

Our countryman, Simms, is so general a favorite that it is hardly necessary to do more

than announce a new work from his industrious pen, to ensure its welcome by the

public. Southward Ho ! is a sort of Marine Decameron. A Southerner who happens

to be caught in New York in midsummer, suddenly resolves, in spite of the season, to

travel towards the Mountains of Carolina and Georgia instead of sipping wafer at

Sarato£ra or dipping into the sea at Newport. After a lively interview with a scoffing

New Yorker, in which the health and diversions of the Sotith are capitally vindicjitcd,

the latter suddenly resolres to join our hero on the " good Steamer Marion; " and, as
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U)e voynf;cr8 and their compantona arc borne towardn Charleiloii, they entertain one

annthi-r with liic (iilcs thnl nrc rhroniclcd in tluN volume. SkclrhcH from nil [>arla of

tlie worUI, iitid of vnrioua epochs, are rncily inlempcrMfd with romance, humor, elo-

quenre, fancy, and wit. Wo have been particularly charmed by the graphic dclineationn

of AnU'ricnn Hccnery and character. Mr. SiinniH paintu the features of liiH country witli

a bold, bright, and truthful bruHh. The ukill oiid variety wiih uhich he huH cmbolliaticd

the present work, will add very largely to liia reputation on a national ortist.

CMtors' Calilc.

Mat.—Once more we greet the bnlmy zephyrs of the month of May. Tlie lioary

frosts of winter have passed away, the chillinf;^ blasts of early spring liaTe disappeared

ond the season of buds and flowers with all its charms has again returned—nature

has arisen from winter's ice-bound tomb, and has come forth in her gayest attire. The
flowery heath, the soft and delicate foliage of the trees, the gentle breeze, the sweet

scent of the grove, the verdure of the fields, the innocent warbling of the feathered

tribe, all remind us of the first of May

!

"The sweet birds arc warbling

From arbor to spray

Aad cliccrruily singing

Of spring lime and May

;

Merry May, merry May !"

The month of May, which brings with it so many charms, has for the Catholic more
than ordinary interest. The Church like a tender mother, ever solicitous for the welfare

of her children, loses no occasion of inviting them to virtue, of withdrawing them from

the transitory things of earth, and directing them to the lasting joys of another and a

better world. Each day in the year she has dedicated to some particular saint, whose
example she sets before us to encourage us in our pilgrimage through this vale of sorrow

to the bright land of promise beyond the grave. But while she sets apart a single day
for devotion to the other saints, a whole month is dedicated to the Alolher of God.
During the month of May, the Church in a special manner invites her children to

lionor, to love and invoke the patronage of the Immaculate dueen of Heaven.

As the devotion of the montli of May in honor of the blessed Virgin is now so exten-

sively practiced, a few words in reference to its origin cannot prove otherwise than

interesting.

During the early part of the sixteenth century Father Lalomia, a professor in one of th*

Jesuit colleges in Italy, proposed to the pupils of his class to perform each day during the

month of May, some special devotion to the Mother of God. The happy suggestion

was joyfully seconded by his pupils, and accordingly, a statue of the blessed Virgin was
placed upon a table at the end of the class-room. Before this humble altar, which they

fervently decorated with flowers, the venerable Father and his pupils daily assembled

and recited certain prayers in honor of Mary, and made a short meditation on the virtues

of her life. The Fathers of the college remarked with much gratification, the fervent

piety, which from that period distinguished the members of Father Lalomia 's class—an
evidence how pleasing this devotion was to the Mother of God. On the returning May,
the devotion which was commenced in a single class, was extended to the whole college.

The effect was most remarkable. Boys who had been heretofore untractable, now be-

came models of obedience and docility: tliose who had been remiss in the practice of

their religion, now flew to the confessional: the slothful and indolent became examples

in the punctual and faithful discliarge of their scholastic duties: the praises of Mary
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were heard from every tongue, her statue waa daily crowned, and her altar strewed with

flowers.

The Fathers, seeing the good effects which the devotion of the month of May pro-

duced in this single college, immediately introduced it into all their colleges in Italy and

in other countries of Europe; and as they went forth from these institutions on the mis-

sion, they established the devotion among the faithful, and thus it spread from church

to church until it has at length become almost universal.

Thai this devotion, so beautiful, so sublime in itself, should captivate the hearts of

fervent and pious Catholics and become so extensively practiced, is only a matter of

surprise to those who understand not the institutions of the Catholic Church. Devotion

to the Mother of God is coeval with the apostolic ages; it has descended with the failli,

and those periods which have been most remarkable for piety and virtue, have been

proportionably distinguished for their filitii devotion to the Q.ueen of Heaven. In every

age her name has been revered; tiie most illustrious saints sought her aid and invoked

her intercession. Former ages have honored her as the Mother of God, the Q,ueen of

angels, and the mediatrix of men before the throne of her divine Son. But it has been

reserved for our own time to witness the realization of that honor which former ages

sought to confer on Mary. It has been reserved for our own illustrious and venerable

Pontiff, Pius IX, to add another gem to her diadem, to affix another title to her Litany,

and to bid her children, in all the fervor of their hearts, to invoke her as the chosen of

heaven

—

Mother conceived without sin.

The Wreath of May.—From a manuscript, called Tht Wreath qf .May, in honor of

the blessed Virgin, we select the following verses. The Wreath, -which we regret has

never been completed, is ingeniously composed from the language of flowers, selecting

for each day in the month some flower, which is taken as the emblem of some virtue.

Thus: Snow-drop, Hope } the Daisy, Innocence, &c.

THIRD DAY.

Olive— Peace. Hazel— Reconciliation.

Who can tell the sweet emotion;
Who the sunshine of the heart,

^

Who the filial, fond devotion

And the life that joys impart,

Such as blessed the aged Noah,
When the dove returned once more

From her mission o'er the water,

Bearing high the olive's flower.

Yet were those emotions sweeter,

,
And that sunshine far more bright,

And that filial offering better.

And more joyous his delight,

When above his altar, spanning.
With Its beauteous arch, the earth;

Pledge of reconciliation,

God's bow of promise had its birth.

Dearest Mother ! thus did heaven
Echo to the hymns of joy;

Choir to choir responsive driven,

By the bliss witnout alloy,

Which they felt when first existence

Dawned thy stainless soul upon,

When the Father blessed his daughter,

And prepared her for his Son:

When the Holy Spirit blessed thee

With the {rifts no other hnd,
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And with henvenly love carenned tlipr

In llmt hridiil rohc nrrnycd;

Fur tliDii waal llic olivt- Iminclilct,

Cnrrit'd liy tlie hcavrnly dove
To tlif dclii^rd eiirtli notoring
Heaven's pure gift of pence and love?

And the earth, ns sweetly rinf^ing

Cnme the anthems of the nky,
Lcapcil for jjlaiineHS, p;ently springing

From her di-pliis of misery.

For she felt within her glowing,

All the ardor that aluive

Durns so brightly in the angels,

In the home of perfect love.

Dearest Mother! on thy altar,

Lay we down this simpl" wreath:

Guide thy children, as we falter,

Safely through this vale of death.

To thy sacred heart devoted
TIiou on us bestowest peace;

Reconciled to heaven we pray thee

Till this dangerous life shall cease.

The Legislature of Massachusetts avd the Visitation or Convents.—After

the course of the Massachusetts Legislature in regard to the Charlestown Convent, it

was hard to imagine any thing, in the way of bigotry and narrow-mindedness, wliich

that Honorable Body might not be brought to perpetrate. That one transaction con-

tained within itself the elements of all possible fanaticism to come. The power to

oppress and the pettiest disposition to exercise it; ignorance wilful and ignorance blind;

unmanly vindictiveness and insensibility to the commonest suggestions of charity or

shame; all were involved in it. The recent demonstration of the legislative committee

upon the Academy of the Sisters of Notre Dame, at Roxbury, has therefore nothing

new about it, in spirit or in principle. It is no symptom of a new distemper, but only

a new evidence of the malignity of the old virus. In this part of the world we do not

think that such a thing could easily happen. It is true, we are afraid, that there are

some good people among us, who would be quite wilUng to see a convent burned, now
and then—with its inmates, if convenient. A good many might be found, no doubt, in

the highly orthodox circles, who would gladly exercise the privilege of inspecting our

Catholic institutions—who would rejoice in the blessed opportunity of holding inquests

in the cellars and out-houses, and of spying out the scarlet of Babylon in the dye of

the bed curtains. But, in the main, fanaticism and persecution here, were they to break

into the fold, would come like wolves, howling and fierce. They would hardly conde-

scend to steal in, like hen-roost vermin. Indeed such expeditions as the Roxbury
visitation could with difficulty be gotten up outside of New England. There is some-

thing in the bad traits of the popular character, there, which seems exclusively adapted

to such performances—a mixture of gossiping and sanctimoniousness—of intolerance

and scandal-mongering—of puritanisni and pruriency—such as can be found no where

else. It is as if a blended portrait were painted of John Knox and Paul Pry. The
indig^iant and manly expressions of the Boston press, upon the present occasion, afford

us grateful assurance that the intelligent communities of Massachusetts have risen

above the level of this. It may be some time, however, before the legislature shall have

reached an equal elevation, for it unfortunately happens, as a general rule, now-a-days,

that legislative assemblies represent any thing but the best phases of their constituencies.

The occurrence at Roxbury has been the means of making public—what, we confess

we had not previously known—the existence in the Massachusetts Legislature, of a

"Joint Special Committee on the Inspection of Convents and Nunneries," which by
special order has been •• authorized and instructed to visit and examine " such institu-
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tions, together with " theological seminaries " and the like, and report to the Legislature!

Now we presume that no man who has read the Constitution of the United States (to

say nothing of the Constitution of Massachusetl.s) can fail to know, that the legislature

has no authority, itself, and can "authorize " no committee, to violate the sanctity of

a private dwelling, whether it be the home of an individual or of an association of

individuals. Every " political first class book " in New England teaches boys, before

they have reached the dignity of trowsers, that a man's house is his castle, the door of

which can only be opened, against his will, by an officer armed with the warrant of the

law, supported by oath and issued for probable cause by a competent tribunal. The
invasion, in any particular, of this fundamental right of the citizen, is a criminal offence

and a civil wrong—as all the world knows—which no legislative action is competent to

shield from punishment. The Legislature, en masse, might be driven by force from any

threshold they might seek to cross without warrant, and any necessary violence might

be lawfully used to repel them. Such is the unquestioned law of the land, which no

power can alter, while the national Constitution lasts.

The honorable gentlemen who got up the Nunnery Committee of course knew all

this, and would have shouted it from the house-tops if there had been a runaway negro

to be concealed or rescued. But it was only a question of the rights of "Papists,"

which was quite another matter. They knew that if they asked admittance to any

Catholic institution, and it was refused, they would make more capital out of the refusal

than out of all their visitations and inspections. They knew therefore that they could

safely set up the pretence of doing the thing by consent—while they were, in fact, exer-

cising a moral coercion which, in the diseased state of public and partisan opinion, was

as irresistible as brute force and not half as honest. They knew that the very closing

of a door in their honorable faces would insure the gathering of a mob to force it open

—

so they proceeded on their errand, quite satisfied that they should have their own way
in it. Two omnibus loads of legislators and invited assistants, (including a pohce

officer and an alderman) girded up their loins for an onslaught on the " abominations "

of " the man of sin." There were at Roxbury, in a small school-house, seven unpro-

tected women, from whose rosaries and prayer-books the Commonwealth of Massa-

chusetts was in peril—and behold, the omnibuses descended upon them. The academy

was taken, like the pump in Salmagiindi, without the loss of a man. And great rejoic-

ing there was, on account thereof, throughout the ancient commonwealth—and there

was heard, no doubt, as Mr. Whittier once heard, when a fugitive slave was hidden

—

"The shaft of Bunker, calling to that of Lexington;—"

But apart from the poetry of the subject,—it is conceded on all hands—as indeed

the evidence taken demonstrates—that the honorable committee and their followers

acted in utter contempt of the restraints which gentlemen instinctively observe, and

which the veriest boors are usually deterred from disregarding, by the salutary dread of

being kicked. The comments of the press attracted the attention of the Legislature to

the subject. An attempt was at first made to stifle inquiry, but a conimiitee of inves-

tigation was finally ordered, before which a good deal of testimony has been taken.

The gentlemen charged with the indecencies in question are themselves to testify, and

will of course make their case as fair as they can, but they cannot alter the verdict

which the public has already passed, upon the facts as at first disclosed and since sub-

stantiated. Our readers will be edified, to learn that one of the most important ques-

tions discussed, when the matter was before the legislature, and inquired of by the

investigating committee, was—whether the cortege of the Committee on Nunneries hud

been victualled and conveyed at the public expense. It was bad enough to have dis-

graced the commonwealth—but who could bear the odium of putting the commonwealth

in for the omnibus tickets ! Alas ! our eastern brethren, some how or other, will always

manage to make the constitution subordinate to the constitutional currency.

What will the result of these things be.' If a Catholic committee were to visit and

i(i.;iiH llic innialts of a Pioli.«;lant religious institution, we (liiiik tlic question would
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hnve Ji speedy nnliitinn. As il ia, wo rnn only hope—niul we do in fact helicvo— iliai

llie ertVct of tl>c inridenl we iire disrunfiinp; will lie favomhic to the cnunc of iruili nnd

modemtion. The Americiin people, when broii^'ht to proper reflection, hnve a Bcorn of

what ia wronp: and a contempt for what ist unmanly. They will never willingly make

themselves parties to potty tymnny, and when they nee the conscquencea of the intoler.

ance, which has heen commended to thim under the attractive name of '•American-

ism," they will spurn it from them, with di8;;:ust, as an unclean thing. We are not so

sanguine as to hope that we shall ever see the *' anti-Popery " expounders ashamed of

themselves—hut we incline to think that before long the public will be satisfied that they

ought to be.

P. S. Since writing the above, we perceive that tlie Committee of Investigation has

reported the substantial truth of the charges made in the newspapers, and lias recom-

mended—that the matter be dropped ! This was certainly the wisest course, and pro-

bably the most becoming, as the Legislature can hardly misrepresent public opinion so

fiir as to have any respect for itself. We remember to have seen it stated, last winter,

in the *• Carlisle Volunteer," (a Protestant journal) that sixty clergymen—forty-eight

Methodists, four Presbyterians, four Baptists, two Universalists and two "scattering"

—

were members elect of the Honorable body in question. This will readily explain the

Nunnery crusade, and the hasty disposition to cover up its disgusting details. We
shall consrder ourselves at liberty, hereafter, to judge the zeal of such good Cliristians

for " religioun freedom," by their demonstrations ujion the present occasion—precisely

as we shall interpret the sincerity of the " Maine Law " fanatics among them, by their

willingness to be economically drunk on the Commonwealth's Champagne.

The Cincinnati Election Riots.—While the Legislature of Massachusetts, on the

one side, has been illustrating the religious tendencies and results of the " American "

organization, the brethren in Cincinnati, on the other, have been presenting its political

operation in an equally attractive point of view. We do not propose entering into the

melancholy details of riot, persecution and bloodshed, which have lately given to the chief

city of the West such unenviable notoriety. Our readers are no doubt sadly familiar

with them already, and, with ourselves, would be happy to forget them. To us, such

occurrences cause no surprise. From the first, we have believed that fanaticism and
intolerance, religious and political, have been at the bottom of the whole "American
movement," and have given to it what strength it has possessed. We are satisfied that

every demonstration of its power will substantiate this theory, and that every accession

of strength to tlie party will diminish its inclination to wear the veil of patriotism and
Americanism. The really honest and patriotic persons who have become involved in

the movement are already finding this out, and we are persuaded that every day's expe-

rience will force the conviction upon them. In this point of view, such excesses as

those at Cincinnati will not be without some redeeming consequences. They will open
the eyes of the doubting and recall the wavering to a sense of manliness and duty. It

is impossible that a party can long maintain the semblance of devotion to freedom,

when oppression is one of its fundamental tenets, and it is perhaps best for society and
for the purposes of warning and example th^t the developments of its true character

should be exhibited conspicuously and at once. From all appearances, we are not

likely to be kept long in the dark, if overt acts of violence and wrong can throw any
light on the mysteries of the " lodges."

The Sisters of the Adoration of Reparation.—Among the many beautiful

chapels in Paris, none are more attractive than that of the Sisters of the Adoration of

Rcpamtion. There night and day are to be seen members of this community, keeping

watch as it were, before the door of the tabernacle, and pouring out their most fervent

aspirations in reparation of the insults and blasj>hemies daily otTered to the ever adora-

ble sacrament of the altar. As this institution already occupies a prominent position,

especially in France, we doubt not, but that the following brief outline of its origin

will prove interesting:
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" This institute arose, most providenlinlly for Paris, in June, 1848, when the capital

was torn by civil war. Whilst the cannon was roaring, and the world was sunk in ter-

ror and alarm, some pious women assembled themselTCS in a chapel in the Rue d'Enfer.

Shortly afterwards they obtained the immense and singular privilege of having the Holy

Sacrament exposed day and night, that tliey might pray with Jesus, in Jesus, and by

Jesus, the living and true victim of France. Moses, praying upon the mountains,

obtained of God the victory for Israel; and these Sisters came to fill the place of a new

Moses, to drive away the misfortunes with which France and the world were threat-

ened, and have already suffered. M. Affre, before he laid down his life for his flock in

so sublime a manner, had blessed the pious design with which God had inspired them,

to pray day and night in order to repair the insults offered to God by sins of all kinds,

more especially for the blasphemies and profanation of the holy day of Sunday so com-

mon in our day. Some time after the death of the Archbishop, the Vicar Capitular

granted permission to have the Holy Sacrament exposed day and night; the work was

established, and the regular community commenced its existence on the 6th of August,

1849. The venerable and pious successor of the heroic Archbishop gave a provisional

approval of the work of the Adoration of Reparation so unexpectedly arisen amidst

the misfortunes of France, together with all its privileges. He gave it his powerful

protection, that it might live and prosper; and six months afterwards he gave it his

definitive approbation. The blessing of God descended upon this admirable work; and

the Cardinal established it soon afterwards at Lyons. The number of Sisters increa.sed

wonderfully, and they were able to accomplish their principal work and add to it the

work of retreats and all the other ends of the institute. A very wise orgamzation dis-

tinguished this new society, the title given to it by Rome. It is divided into three

branches—the regular Sisters, whose end is the Adoration of the Blessed Sacrament

exposed day and night in their chapel, as well as needlework; the Secular Sisters, who

employ their powers in connection with the community, and may afterwards expand

outwardly and give themselves to spiritual and corporal charity; and, lastly the simply

associated, who are united by bonds less close with the society, partaking however, in

an especial manner, in the prayers, the works, and the merits of the institute. We
cannot enter upon ail the titles by which this new society recommends itself, and the

position which God seems to have allotted it in His Church; but we will add that, at

the request of the Archbishop of Paris and Lyons, Rome has confirmed it by a special

Brief, and granted indulgences to it which no other institute has ever, to our knowledge,

obtained. All the faithful may, beside all other indulgences, obtain a plenary one by

meditating every day one hour in the chapel on the Passion."

The Origin or the Ancelus.—The following is the origin of the ,3ng-e/us according

to Mbe Orsini :

" In the commencement of the fourteenth century. Pope John XXII, justly alarmed

at the conquests of the Mussulmans, instituted a prayer to the Blessed Virgin, called

the »^ce J\laria; this prayer, for which was chosen the most delightful hour of the day,

that of sunset, was repeated through France and England at the first toll of the curfew

bell. Every Catholic then recited the three Hail JUai-ys for the success of the Christian

arms, and prayed to the Blessed Virgin f*r union, jieace and prosperity in all kingdoms

professing the true faith. Louis IX instituted the .^ngelus, such as it is now practised

amongst us, in honor of the mystery of the Incarnation, and expressed his desire that

besides the evening prayer, which was said for the general peace of Christian states, a

special prayer at noon should be offered for the tranquility of his kingdom. ' It is

ordained to all Frenchmen, knights, men-at-arms and civilians, to place themselves

on both knees at the sound of the mid-day bell, to bless themselves devoutly and offer

a prayer to Our Lady, imploring peace and tranquility.' The ordinance was executed

with the greatest exactitude, a i»roof that the devotion to the Blessed Virgin had been

fondly cheri-shed at that lime. In the fifteenth century, at the first toll of the ^ngelua,

there was not a Frenchman, whether in his house or in the streets, whether in the fields

or on the road, who did not immediately fall on his knees to pray to Mary. This duty

over, travellers and wayfarers arose and continued their journey."
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Foreign Affairs.

RoMC.

—

Embassy to the Emperor .Alexander.—The death of the Emperor Nicholaa

appears to linve atrorded to tlie Court of Rome some increased probability of a peacef\il

solution of the Eastern question without the necessity of further bloodshed, and also of

the probability of some concessions being mode in favor of the Catholics of Russia.

To etVect so desirable an object, to urge the advantages of peace, and to congratulate the

new emperor upon his accession to the throne, the Holy Father has determined to send

an envoy extraordinary to the Court of St. Petersburg.

The report that appeared in several quarters of the resignation of Cardinal Antonelli,

is destitute of foundation. The eminent secretary of State continues in his office, nor

is there any change expected in the Papal cabinet at present.—The rejoicings and festi-

vity in honor of the dogma of the Immaculate Conception still continue. The English

Catholics at Rome celebrated tlie Triduo with extraordinary magnificence in one of the

Jesuit churches. The Rt. Rev. Dr. Brown, bishop of Newport, preached in Enghsh;

sermons in Italian were also delivered.—The Pope has put forth no excommunication

as yet against the promoters of the anti-montistic law in Piedmont. Indeed his atten-

tion is rather diverted from the latter country by the proceedings of a similar character

in Spain, which will probably lead to a suspension of diplomatic relations between the

Holy See and the Court of Madrid. The Spanish minister had arrived, but it was

doubttul whether his mission would be recognized.—An unusual spectacle lately took

place in Rome—the punishment of deatli inflicted on an unfortunate criminal, con-

victed of a most atrocious murder.—A trial was going on at Genoa which attracts much
interest. The accused is an unfortunate priest, who has long led a disreputable life and

has been mixed up in various political revolutions since 1821. He now stands charged

with the murder of another priest named Bartolomeo Battaro.—The electro-telegraph

line has lately been put in operation between Rome and Bologna, and the first experi-

ment tried upon it was a message from the prelate commissary of the legations and the

Bolognese municipality returning thanks to the Holy Father for so advantageous a

public work, and imploring iiis apostolic benediction.

Sardinia.—The Sardinian government has made a reply to the declaration of war on

the part of Russia, repelling the charge of ingratitude set forth in the declaration. Since

the passage of the bill for tlie suppression of the convents by the deputies, there has

been a lull in the interest in parliamentary proceedings. In the progress of the bill

through the senate, it is hkely to be subjected to a modification. It is supposed that

the present members of those religious retreats shall be allowed to remain, but that in

future, a limit shall be put to the number of the various sacred orders.—Submarine tele-

graph communication between the continent and the island of Sardinia has been com-

pleted and is now in successful operation.

Spain.—Late papers inform us that great damage has been done at Bayonne by the

inundation from the Pyrenees. Lower Cambo wels submerged and Bayonne was partly

inundated.—The Cortes had passed a bill for the popular election of Uie senate.—Don
Carlos, Infant of Spain, died recently; his funeral took place at Trieste, and wm at-

tended with great magnificence.

France.—The most active war preparations still progress throughout the empire.

On the 20th ult. the emperor reviewed a large body of the imperial guards, and distri-

8» Vol. III.—No. 4.
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buled three stands of colors. In the course of the address which he dehvered on the

occasion, he said: " Soldiers ! the army is the true nobihly of our country. It preserves

intact from age to age, the traditions of glory and of national honor, and your genealo-

gical tree is here [pointing to the colors]. It marks, at each generation, a new victory.

Take, then, these flags; I confide them to your honor, your courage, and your patriot-

ism." Rapturous applause greeted this oration. Large numbers of troops were daily

embarking for the East.—Nothing is said definitely of the determination of the emperor
to visit the seat of war; probably this will now depend on the result of the Vienna
conference. It was rumored that liis majesty, accompanied by tlie Empress Eugenie,

intended shortly to visit England.—Nothing could exceed the devotion and the piety of

the faithful of Paris during the holy season of Lent. At nearly ail the churches some
special exercise was performed; and the sacred edifices were constantly thronged. The
cathedral of Notre Dame was rendered particularly attractive by the discourses of the

distinguished Jesuit, Father Felix, which were delivered every Sunday.

England.—The committee of inquiry into the state of the army before Sebastopol

has l)een in session for a number of days, and still continues to prosecute its labors.

Earl Lucan, Colonel Kinlock, commissariat officer, and J. McDnlald, administrator of

the London Times' Fund, have been examined. The evidence confirms the most exag-

gerated statement of mismanagement.—The government was actively reenforcing the

army in the Crimea, and transporting provisions and military stores to the seat of war.

Tlie proceedings in parliament were not of any special interest. The most important

measure was the passage of the bill relating to newspaper stamp duties. The bill de-

clares, that: " from and after the passing of the act, it shall not be compulsory (except

for the purpose of free transmission by post) to print any newspaper on paper stamped,

for denoting the duties imposed by the law on newspapers, and no person shall be sub-

ject or liable to any penalty or forfeiture for printing, publishing, selling, or having in

his possession any unstamped publication." Periodical publications printed on stamps

to be transmitted by post free of postage.

Mr. Heywood, in the Commons, obtained leave to bring in a bill to amend the law

of marriage, so as to admit of union with a deceased wife's sister or niece.—Riots had

taken place among the colliers, in the neighborhood of Staffordshire and Bilston. The
disturbance was finally suppressed, and a number of the rioters were arrested and com-

mittted.for trial.—A dissolution of parliament is talked of as likely to take place shortly.

—A bill to reform the system of national education was introduced by Sir John Pak-

ington, and passed its first reading. It ha.s been favorably received, and its passage is

possible.—His Eminence, Cardinal Wiseman, delivered a lecture in St. Martin's Hall,

before the Islington Catholic Popular Club, taking for his subject, •• the future histo-

rian's views of the present war."

Conversion of Mr. Palmer of Magdalen College, Oxford.—" This distinguished clergy-

man of the Church of England was received into the Church at Rome on the 28th ult.,

and confirmed on the 1st inst., by the Bishop of Newport and Menevia. Mr. Palmer

has always been remarkable for the earnestness and sincerity of purpose with which

he has for many years pursued iiis inquiries upon the question of Church authority.

Dissatisfied with the utter hollowness of the Protestant system, and with what is called

the Anglo-Caiholic theory, he was for a long time led to contemplate the hope of a

union, either personal or corporate, with the separated Greeks, and actually, we believe,

endeavoured to negotiate it with the authorities of that communion. Failing in this

attempt, he repaired to the Centre of Unity, and there came into contact with the emi-

nent Father Passaglia, of the Society of Jesus. From an antagonist he soon passed

into a disciple, and at length entered into a Spiritual Retreat under the Fathers of the

Roman College. He entered the Retreat as an humble inquirer, and came forth a Catho-

lic."— TaMet.

Ireland.—The anniversary of Ireland's patron saint was celebrated with much en-

thusiasm, but passed off quietly.—The weather was favorable, and preparations for the

spring crops were being actively made.—The long looked for report in relation to the
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College of Muynnutli, lins nt length nppcnnil. U in pxceodingly favorable to the col-

lege, and ha.M jjiently exn.tpiTntod tin; Onmpe prcsM, which pronounrrH it "n *hnm."

—

A njeinoriiii 8i;;iu'd by over fifty iiewspnper projjrietors in Ireland hn« been prenf-ntcd to

the House of Conunoiis, nguinal any alteration in the newspaper stamp act. In this

the meniorinlists stiy:

"That there is no general dissatisfaction with the present law regulating the stamp
duties on newsjwpcrs, and tliat its operation has been to produce a newspaper press of

higher chanicttr than is found in any other country.

"That the bill proposes to remove all securities against libel orofTences against public

order and morality.

*• That the elfect of the measure would be to lower the character of the newspaper
press in this country by the competition for cheapness, and by the increase in the num-
ber of publications, diminishing the means of incurring the large outlay made by every
respectable journal—thus tending, in reality, not to cheapen, but to enhance the cost of

valuable information."

The Earl of Carlisle has been appointed to succeed the Earl of St. Germans in the

office of Lord Lieutenant of Ireland. The ceremony of his installation took place at

Dublin on the 20th ultimo.—Mr. Eugene Curry, professor of the Irish language in the

Catholic University of Ireland, delivered the first of a course of lectures on the Irish

language and hterature at the university Hall, Stephen's Green.—The Rev. Edward
McCabe, curate of the metropolitan church has been elevated to the episcopal dignity

and goes as bishop of Grahamstown, Cape of Good Hope.
Prostcution c^aias{ a Catholic Priest—Acquittal.—At the Derry Assizes last week,

the grand jury found true bills for riot against the various parties charged with the

attack on Roman Catholics in Newiownlimvaddy, on Sunday evening, the 3rd of Sep-

tember last. The charge of feloniously discharging a pistol, which was trumped up
against tlie Rev. James Conway, C. C, as a " set-off" to the prosecution for riot, has

Just been disposed of. The jury, made up of nine Protestants and three Catholics,

returned a verdict of acquittal immediately on the conclusion of the chaise of the learned

judge. The conduct of Mr. Justice Crampton has been most impartial throughout,

and has very much contributed to restore confidence in the tribunals of the land. He
has given general satisfaction.— Tablet.

A correspondent of the Catholic Standard thus speaks of the distress caused by ejec-

tion in some parts of Ireland:

" In this district there are several poor families, who are in great want and misery.

They consist principally of widows, with large families, who have been evicted from

their houses and holdings of land, and are now living in wretchedly poor little cabins,

without food, fire, and clothing, with sickness amongst them—very great objects of

charity."

Death of a Patriarchal Clergyman.—At Kilmore, on the 21st ult., the Rev. John Fitz-

gerald, parish priest of St. John's, died at the venerable age of 105 years. For 75

years he officiated in the ministry, and was ever distinguished by zeal and piety.

Russia.—When closing our last record, the rumored death of the Emperor of Russia

was announced. Later arrivals have confirmed the truth of what at first seemed almost

incredible. The Russian Czar is dead ! The great, the proud, the sanguinary ruler of

the North, whose will was the imperious law of fifty millions of people, has passed

from the scene of his despotic power. The Liverpool Times of the 3rd ult., comment-

ing on this event, uses the following language:
" The fate which has overtaken this great but unscrupulous monarch, supposing him

to have died a natural, and not like many of his predecessors, a violent death, demon-

strates, in the strongest possible manner how feeble the most potent become when un-

sustained by that moral power which is stronger than cannons or bayonets, or the most

deadly instruments of war. Twelve months back, before the declaration of hostilities,

Nicholas Romanoff, who now lies a mass of clay in his ancestral halls on the Neva,

was the most proud, the most powerful, and the most arrogant sovereign on this planet;
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but this small inteiral of time has served to reduce him to a condition more pitiable

than tlie humblest of his serfs, for in his nefarious attempts to subju«:ate a weak and a

near neighbor, lie outraged justice, provoked the hostility of the Western Powers,"

stirred up resistance throughout Europe to his dictation, and lived long enough to dis-

cover that the prepared strength of a long reign and an almost boundless empire, was

utterly futile in the pursuit of a bad purpose. The most conservative ruler in the world

fell almost literally by his own hand, when he pushed his aggressions on the property

of others beyond the bounds of endurance. He died not of old age, but of a broken

heart—of the disappointment caused by the utter failure of all his schemes of aggran-

dizement, the prostration of all his hopes,—a terrible example of the effects of unhal-

lowed ambition."

That Nicholas was a tyrant, all will admit, who are in any manner acquainted with

his history; that he was an unprincipled persecutor of the Catholic Church, is written

in the blood that flowed from his Catholic subjects, almost from the very commencement

of his reign. His persecution of the clergy, and his brutal treatment of the nuns, are

familiar to evey reader. When the united Greeks of ancient Ruthenian Poland, were

violently incorporated with the Orthodox Church, the Czar pretended that, inasmuch

as the heads of the clergy had submitted to the supremacy of the Holy Russian Synod,

all the faithful were bound to follow. Whoever did not accept this decision was treated

as an apostate. An apostate loses his civil rights, according to the Russian law, and

incurs the penalty of the knout if he be a serf, and that of exile to Siberia if he belong

to the nobility. Hence the number of victims, who suffered in consequence of this

decision may be reckoned by thousands.

The grand duke Alexander, the late emperor's eldest son, ascended the throne under

the title of Alexander II. Whether the new emperor will pursue the same line of policy

as his father it is impossible yet to conjecture. If, however, we may take the following

as an index of his course, we may conclude that the peace of Europe is yet far distant:

" It was on the 7th of March that the corps diplomatique waited upon the new emperor

nt the imperial winter palace. The emperor advanced into their midst, and in a firm

and expressive voice first thanked them for the sympathy they had evinced on the occa-

sion of the terrible calamity which had befallen Russia. He then said that in ascending

the throne he was animated by the same sentiments as the Emperor Nicholas, his father,

and the Emperor Alexander, his uncle. He added that the views of his father were not

always well understood, and that latterly wrong conceptions had been formed at times

of his policy, that policy was a conservative policy.

" If the Holy Alliance, he said, no longer exists, I hope that the principle upon which

it rested may still prevail, and serve as a link of union between the different states.

'For my part,' he said, 'I am disposed to give peace to Europe, if honorable conditions

are offered to Russia, but if the conditions offered are not so, I prefer perishing to ac-

cepting them.' "

Austria.—The Peace Conference at Vienna was in session at the latest dates; little

progress, however, had been made in the business for which it had been convened, a*

least so far as the public have been able to learn. What had been proposed, agreed

upon or rejected, were rather matters of conjecture than of certainty. It was rumored,

however, that the conference had come to a stand upon some point, and that the Rus-

sian envoy had requested time to consult his government.—The empress was delivered

of a princess on the 5th ult. On the day following its birth, the youthful archduchess

received baptism attended with all the splendid ceremonial usual on such occasions, and

took the name of Sophia Fredtrica Dorothea Maria Josepha.

Germany. Religious Communities.—In the diocese of Cologne there are already fifly-

four, of which ten are convents of men and forty-four of women. One only of the.se

convents—that of the Carmelites at Cologne—is devoted to contemplation, the rest are

occupied in active works of charity, as the education of youth or care of the sick.

The Rev. Jesuit fathers are now establi.shed nt Tj'rnan and nt Prcsburg. The daugh-

ters of St. Vincent of Paul multiply greatly. They have convents now at Szathmar-
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Pinknfcid, Pcslh, S/.cgcdin-SzcKdiirtl, Wcspriin, Gunii, Slulil-Weisenhourgh, Eunf-

kirchen, Totis, Sec. Mijr. Emt-ric de riilugyny, binliop of Neutni, is nbout to htiild

thcni a convent.—A distiniruialicd writer, M. AupuHtua Lcwnid, mid the pnstor of n free

congrti,'iition, M. Gicsc, linvc ln-en rirrivcd into llio lioiiotn of the Cat)iolic Churrli, ilie

Intter nt Munster.—The Cierninn papers inform us that Mj;r. the Archhishoj) of Frei-

burg has, l)y a recent circular, permitted the Cur<?.s of his archdiocese to communicate

with the hij^li ecclesiastical council of Carlsruhe upon (picstions relative to the ecclesias-

tical endowments. Except in this case, all communication witli the excommunicated

body remains interdicte<l.

Germany is now feelinj^ the snd elTects of i)oIiticaI divisions consequent upon the reli-

gious divisions introduced by the Reformation. Austria is taking her stand upon a

purely national and German ground, which is bringing her more and more into harmony
with the western powers; wliile Prus.sia, her implacable and jealous rival, seeks to im-

pede a movement which did not originate with her, and in which she could only play a

secondary part.

Prussian influence has indeed been too fatal to Catliolicism in Bavaria, for tlie Bavarian

Catholics to accept and aid its plans. The appointments lately made to various chairs

in the University of Munich, and many other things, which liave deeply wounded the

Catholic instincts of the good people of Bavaria are distinctly traceable to this source.

Belgu-m.—The proclamation of the dogma of the Immaculate Conception took place

in the churches of Brussels on last Sunday. The greatest zeal and enthusiasm were

evinced by people of all ranks: from an early hour the churches were filled with crowds

of the faithful, and were not empty during the entire day. Masses, offices, sermons,

and Vespers, were attended with the utmost devotion. All the pulpits resounded with

the praises of the Virgin, and were surrounded by the faithful, who came in crowds to

hear of the new honor decreed to the Clueen of heaven and earth. In the evening a

brilliant illumination took place throughout the entire city. There was not a single

street, great or small, which did not take a part in this popular manifestation. Many
of the hotels were magnificently decorated.

Algiers.— It is gratifying to the Catholic to see with what piety and lively joy the

dogma of the Immaculate Conception has every where been received. The following

account of its reception in Africa is but another proof of the deep veneration of the

faithful every where for the Mother of God:
" On the day when they received the decree of the Holy See, declaring the dogma of

the Immaculate Conception of the blessed Virgin to be an article of faith, in every

church of the colony a solemn benediction was celebrated on Sexagesima Sunday. I

shall only speak now of Algiers. For several hours before the ceremony, the sacred

edifice was filled with people, and crowds thronged about the church door, in the Place,

and in all the neighboring streets. The facade and the towers of the cathedral were

illuminated. For that evening all receptions and invitations were put aside, for all were

anxious to hear the decree of the Holy Father, and the discourse pronounced by the

bishop of Algiers. None of the public functionaries were absent from the ceremony.

It began at eight o'clock in the evening, with the chant of the ' Ave Maris Stella,' the

music of which was composed for the occasion by Baron Bron, private secretary of tlie

Prefect of Algiers. The Pope's letters were then read from the pulpit, after which the

bishop of Algiers in a very clear and striking discourse, explained the constitution of

the Church, and her conduct in the definition of articles of faith. The prelate answered

the remarks of certain pubUc journals which had supported their arguments by quota-

tions from the Fathers, forgetting meanwhile the last words of St. Bernard in his letters

to the Canons of Lyon.s: ' I submit every thing to the examination and authority of

the Roman Church, and I ani ready to alter my opinions, as soon tis she shall have

spoken.' The audience were visibly moved when the bishop announced tliat in memory
of this glorious definition, a • chapelle de pelerinage,' dedicated to the Immaculate Vir-

gin, was to be erected by means of voluniary subscription between St. Eugene and

Algiers."
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II.— Domestic I n t e l l i g e n c k .

AFFAIRS or THE CIIURCU.

1. ^irchdiocae of Baltimore.

We learn that our Most Rev. Archbishop is about to make a visitation of liis

diocese, to commence on the 22d inst., and lenninnte on the 30ih of May. A Provin-

cial Council is to be convened in our city, on the Glh of Alay, and continue in session

a week.

The Young Catholic Friend's Society, and the Catholic Institute of this city, in con-

nection with the authorities of Georgetown College, and the various Catholic societies

of the District and Alexandria, have determined to celebrate the landing of the Pilgrims,

to take place on the 15th of the coming month. The Hon. Joseph R. Chandler is to

deliver the oration on the occasion. The annua! collection for the benefit of St. Charles'

College was taken up in all the churches in the diocese on Easier Sunday: full returns

have not yet been received.

Religious Reception.—On the feast of St. Joseph, Miss Mary Williamson, of Balti-

more county, was admitted to the religious habit in the Convent of the Visitation,

Washington City, D. C. Rev. H. De Neckere, S. J., officiated, and Rev. Dr. White

preached on the occasion.

On the morning of the 9lh, at the Chapel of St. Francis de Sales, Mount de Sales,

near Baltimore, Miss Caroline Dunlevy, of Baltimore, was received to the religious

habit, taking the name of Sister Mary de Chantal.

On the same occasion, Sister."? Margaret Mary Alicocque, Mary Martina, and Mary
Claude Simplicia made their solemn profession of the three religious vows. Very Rev.

H. B. Coskery presided, assisted by the Rev. Messrs. Hickey and Parsons.

—

Mirror.

2. Diocese of Philadelphia.

The Rt. Rev. Dr. Neumann, bishop of Philadelphia, has returned from his visit to

the Eternal City. On his way, he availed himself of the opportunity of paying a visit

to his native Bohemia. The following account of his reception there, which we take

from the Catholic Instructor will be read with interest:

" The bishop arrived at his native place, Srachatic, at 11 o'clock, A. M., whither tlie

prelate was conveyed on a sled drawn by four horses, as is customary in those coun-

tries, and which the people, out of respect and love for him, obliged him to accept, that

he might thus accelerate his journey because of the intense cold. At a distance of two

miles from the aforesaid town, the 'guard civic ' and a large number of people were to

meet the respected dignitary, and thus to conduct him in a long train to town, and

before all to the temple of the Most High God, at whose entrance the beloved prelate

was received by the dean and numerous clergy of the place and its environs, and an

immensely large number of peo]ile, comprising at the same time all tlie civil officers of

the place and vicinity. The dean congratulated the Rt. Rev. Prelate in a short, but

very appropriate address, comparing him to St. Paul, apostle of the nations, requesting

of him as the greatest favor for the moment, his apostolical blessing

" In his reply, the Right Rev. Bishop expressed the most affectionate and cordial

thanks to the reverend speaker, and the surrounding crowds, for their kind reception,

alluding among other things to the following particulars: that it was just on the very

day, 3d of February, nineteen years ago, since he left his home for the missions in

North America.
" After the usual thanksgiving in the temple of the Most High for his safe arrival,

the Right Rev. Prelate was thence conducted in a splendid carriage, and in the midst of

innumerable crowds of people of every kind and description, to his father's residence,

where, at the principal tiitrancc, a venerable old man nearly ninety years of age, stood

in the greatest expectation, scarcely believing in the reality of what was going on before
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his (iwii sii^lii, lintliid in tears of joy nnd of cnnNolntion, distruiiting at it were. his own
convirtion, iliat ilic priluie wliorn In- wus lo receive in bis trcml)ling arms, nnd to see

nnotlier ' JoHPpli'a fiiii-,' sliould be liis own son, llius escorted willi cries of jiiliilation

and ' liosaiina,' l)y the crowds proslnited on ilie ground in order to receive the Ame-

rican apostle's Messing. A most touching and impressive scene for all speclatorH."

Dtdicalion.—The dedication of the chapel of the house of the Good Shepherd took

place on Sunday, the 15lli inst. Mass wus celebrated and the ceremony of dedication

performed by the Very Rev. Dr. Moriarly; the sermon on the occoaion waa preached

by the Most Rev. Archiiisliop of Baltimore.

3. ..ircbdioctse qf Atic York.

The Most Rev. Arclibisliop of New York arrived from Liverpool on the 2Gth ult. in

excellent health. Since his return the learned prelate has been obliged to address the

public through the columns of the New York papers, in answer to various slanderous

charges, alike injurious to himself and to the Catholic community. In the course of a

reply to certain incorrect statements of senator Brooks, the archbishop used the follow-

ing pointed language:
*' If there be an intention among the public men of this country to disfranchise Cath-

olics—to abridge them of their rights—in the name of all that is honorable, I would say

let it be done by a manly and noble declaration to that effect. If Protestantism cannot

thrive in this country unless it have some one or more denominations to degrade and

trample upon, as in Great Britain and Ireland, let it speak out and candidly make known
the fact. If defamation in aggregate and in detail can accomplish it, the Catholics of

this country will soon be degraded enough in the minds of their fellow-citizens."

The degree of doctor of divinity has been conferred on the Rev. J. M. Forbes, pastor

of St. Ann's church.

4. Diocese qf Boston.

The church of St. Martin at Templeton, Mass., was lately dedicated. The Rt. Rev.

Dr. Fitzpalrick officiated and preached on the occasion; and during his discourse he

used ilie following words in alluding to the outcry that is now being made in this coun-

try against Catholicity;—words which every Catholic should treasure up in his memory
during these days of persecution: " They may deprive us of the privilege of being citi-

zens of the commonwealth, but liiey cannot deprive us of being citizens of heaven."

The Rt. Rev. Prelate at the time administered confirmation to forty-five persons.

—

Pilot.

The .Vimu«»-i/ Committee.—A committee was appointed by the Massachusetts legisla-

ture to inspect schools, colleges, convents, &c. This committee in the discharge of its

duty, among other places visited Roxbury, and proceeded without any previous notice,

to the academy of the Sisters Notre Dame, which was occupied by seven sisters and

the young ladies, boarders in that establishment. Here the committee demeaned them-

selves in a manner so unbecoming gentlemen, that their conduct drew forth the severest

denunciation of the secular press of Boston and other places. The charges against the

committee drew the attention of the legislature to the subject; a second committee was

appointed to investigate the conduct of the first. This body met at the State House,

and called before it several witnesses, among whom was the lady superior of the aca-

demy at Roxbury. The testimony of these witnesses generally sustained the charges

made by the press. The report, however, made no specific charge agjiinst any member
of the committee. This report was accepted by the House. Whether this will end an

affair which would disgrace any community, not already incapable of being further dis-

graced, we must leave to the future to determine.

5. Archdiocese of Cincinnati.

The Most Rev. Archbishop of Cincinnati has given notice of his intention of hold-

ing a Provincial Council. The Right Rev. Prelates of the province will assemble at

Cincinnati during the coming montli.
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III.

—

Secular Affairs.

1. Church Properly Bills.—A bill passed the Michigan Legislature which provides:

"all church property sluill vest and descend, with the improvements, in perpetual suc-

cession to, and shall be lield by, the trustees provided in the act, in trust for such church,

congregation or society. No bishop, vicar or ecclesiastic of any name, or any officer

or member of any religious, educational or charitable institution, shall have, possess or

exercise any power, capacity or franchise of a corporation sole, so far as relates to the

taking, holding, managing, selling or transmitting property, gifts, grants, devises,

bequests, conveyance or lease of real estate." A similar bill has passed the legislature

of New York.

2. A bill has been introduced in the legislature of California to amend the law on

divorces, which provides: that "where the parties have agreed to separate for one year,

and they have not cohabited for that period, it shall be grounds for a divorce. It pro-

\ides, further, that if it shall appear to the District Judge that the parlies are in con-

tinual strife, and are incapable of being reconciled, then he shall have power to grant a

divorce." This is truly an age of progress and of moral regeneration !

3. The only really important measure that passed the New York legislature, was a

bill providing for compensation to parties whose property may be injured or destroyed

by mobs or riots. It renders the city or county in which such property is situated

responsible, in an action on behalf of the party suffering the damage, provided the des-

truction of the property was not aided or permitted by the carelessness of the owner.

4. Election Riots.—Serious election riots took place at Cincinnati on the 2d inst.

The Know Nothings seemed determined to carry the day, without much scruple as to

the means. In their determination they were opposed resolutely by a body of German

infidels, known as " Freemen " and " Turners," the same party which weis the cause

of the disgraceful proceedings against Monsignor Bedini, the Papal envoy. Fire-arms

were freely used, and even a small cannon was dragged through the streets by the Know
Nothings, who finally proceeded to several wards, in which they were defeated and de-

stroyed the ballot-boxes, and burned the tickets. The judges, however, had counted

the tickets previously to their destruction, and were thus enabled to make a return.

The result showed the defeat of the Know Nothing party by a large majority.

5. Some uneasiness has been felt in regard to our relation with Spain, growing out of

certain difficulties with Cuba. The Spanish authorities there had ordered or permitted

the search of several American vessels. Apprehensions, however, seem to have

subsided.

IV.

—

Literary Intelligence.

The Official Documents of the Definition of the Dogma of the Immacii.atf.

Conception—We are happy to learn, are passing rapidly through the press, and will

appear in a few days. The first sheets we have seen assure us, it will be all our enter-

prising Catholic publishers promised to make it, a worthy and duraljle memorial of its

subject. The splendid engraving of our Blessed Lady, which embellishes the volume,

is the same struck by order of the Holy Father on the occa.sion of the solemn definition.

The materials used are of the finest quality:—the paper, the large clear type, the ele-

gance of the press-work, are admirable. Above all, tlie publishers are using their best

efforts to secure a thorough accuracy in the text. We trust they have not counted too

largely on the piety of the children of Mary, who ought to possess themselves of so

valuable a token of the great event, which has produced a universal rejoicing through-

out the Church.
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THE CATHOLIC CHURCH AND THE aUESTION OF SLAVERY.

In other ages, those who withdrew from the Catholic Church were rent into

parties, by diversity of opinion on points of dogma. In our age, however, dog-

matic theology has become too absolute to afford matter for a schism : the only

resource left is to fly to Theologia Moralis, to find some new point on which to

difler, as creeds and symbols are no longer binding. Sin abounds, or rather sins

abound : yet not in suflicient number to please some tastes, and a new command-
ment is added to the decalogue.

Many men in England rolled in luxurious case on the wealth hoarded up by

their ancestors in the successful prosecution of the slave trade. They had time to

view slavery at leisure : they viewed it at a distance, that the latter quality might

lend an enchantment which proximity would dispel : they viewed it and agreed

that it was a sin to own a slave. Such being the case, you may perhaps suppose

that they like some foobsh people in the middle ages, gave up the property which

had been acquired by the slave trade, and devoted it to the reUef of the enslaved

descendants of those whom their forefathers had wronged. No ! no ! They held

on to that, but took the public money to manumit the slaves in the colonies : and

the world applauded their heroic sacrifice.

The fever then passed to America : and all Protestantism was asked to accept

the new commandment. " Thou shalt not hold a slave." Those who had no

slaves agreed ; those who had, refused. The justified man at tlie north would not

communicate with the sinner of the south. A schism ensued, and there arose a

Methodist church north, and a Methodist church south, and what was sin in the

north was no sin at the south ; so that a man dying in Charleston would go to

heaven, who had he died at New York, would, ccsteris paribus, have had to go

the other way.

Other religious sects spUt on the same rock and divided : the Episcopalians long

held back, but now even some of their bishops denounce slavery, and their papers

take the same ground. Last year three thousand Protestant clerg^'men of various

denominations rebuked Congress, and in the name of the Almighty denounced

the Nebraska bill.

34 Vol. HI.—No. f).
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Throusrhout the land only one religious body has kept aloof from this political

question which threatens to convulse the union, and that body is one which every

pulpit, newspaper and brawler charges with ever interfering in politics. The Ca-

tholic Church alone stands aloof, and though most powerful at the north gives no

countenance to abolitionism. For this offence Catholicity has drawn on it the ire

of those who denounced Congress. Soaring aloft in the murky clouds of his Ger-

man Pantheism, and mist-veiled unintelligibility of infidelity, Theodore Parker of

Boston cries, " There are noble ministers of all sects save the Catholic. I never

knew of a Catholic priest who favored freedom in America ; a slave himself, the

mediaeval ! theocracy ! ! eats the heart ! ! ! out from the celibate ! ! ! ! monk !!!!!"

Some years since, the late Pope, the unswerving Gregory XVI, issued a bull

against the slave trade, a traffic very extensively carried on in the northern cities

even now. A member of the Cabinet at Washington, himself a southerner, there-

upon denounced the Pope and the Catholics as abohtionists : and at the very same

time the abolitionists denounced us as fautors of slavery, and sent an address to

President Boyer to induce him to exclude Bishop England, who had been sent to

St. Domingo as apostolic legate.

It may therefore not be amiss to state briefly Avhat the Catholic Church holds on

the question of slavery : what she has done for the temporal and eternal well-being

of the slave in preceding ages and in our own, and what it does for the freed ne-

groes in the United States. We shall endeavor to establish this point : that as the

Catholic Church alone by gradual and gentle steps abolished slavery in Europe,

so she alone can abolish it in America.

Has the Catholic Church taken any stand in the matter of slavery ?

We follow no new lights;

The path our fathers trod

We travel in the trusting hope,

That it doth lead to God.

Our Fathers' ancient hope,

Our Fathers' ancient way,

We hold, nor turn to worship yet

At shrines of yesterday.

It may be well for new made creeds to ordain and determine until they have at last

a settled system. Synods and conventions, classes and quarterly meetings may
well meet in the nineteenth century to determine what is, and Avhat is not, sin.

Ages since, when Christianity superseded the worship of Baal, Woden, and Ju-

piter, our ancestors learned the decalogue and its exposition. Heirs of their Chris-

tianity, we hold like them that it is not a t>in forbidden by the law of God to hold

a fellow man in bondage. The apostolic men who converted the pagan nations

of Europe, the Gaul, the German, the Briton and the Celt, nowhere required tlie

slave holder to manumit his serfs. The scholastic theologians of the middle ages,

patrons as they were of human liberty, never in their most subtle argumentations

discovered a sin in the relation of master and slave. The relation of servitude had

existed from the time when man began to Avar on man, from the time when society

began to deprive the culprit of his liberty and make him a servant of the people: it

existed in our Saviour's time, and is nowhere condenmed in the gospel : it existed

until the Church in the middle ages, ages of light and Christian heroism, abolished

slavery not by anathema, not by distorting the gospel doctrine, or usurping God's

prerogative, but by counsel, advice, example, her great and mighty weapons.
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So too 111 our (lay. whfn wcnltli iniully pursutnl seems to govern the world, mr-n

are foiintl to ilcnonnrc llic posspssion of property ns n sin, nnd to call for a divi-

sion, in order to n-nu'dy thi' t-vils which innlcrialism has pmdurpd. Hut what is

the ooursf of thi- Chtirch ? 8ho, too, sirs the «'vil ; shi- saw it h*"for», wli»'n the

Crusndf's ojH-nfd t(i Europe the rirh romnieri'e of the East ; she then elierked the

evil not by makinij sin what was not sin, but l)y counsel and example; by crentinp

reliiiious orders to c,\oxy in their poverty ; to ennoble poverty ; to exalt poverty ; so

that kings laid down their crowns and merchants left their counting-rooms to be-

come as poor as Lazarus at the rich man's fjate.

To return to the doctrine of the Catholic Church on the question of slavery,

we cannnt do better than translate from the Moral Theolos^y of the present Arch-

bishop of Baltimore the principal passapfes relatinir to this relation ; merely adding,

that moderate in liis opinions here, as on every otiier topic, he gives the opinion of

the moralists whom the Church has constantly approved.

" As all men," says Archbishop Kenrick, " are by the law of nature equal, no

one is by nature master of another
;
yet by the law of nations not only the domi-

nion of jurisdiction, but also the dominion of property is granted to man over

man: and this liie old law ratified. (Exod. xxi; Lev. xxv). The apostles found

slavery existing amongst most nations and did not condemn it. (Ephes. vi, 5).

With these authorities before her eyes, the Church in the Council of Gangres ana-

thematized those who seduced slaves from their owners on a pretext of religion

:

but as far as it could, favored human liberty, by exhorting masters to manumit
their slaves, until, slavery having been gradually and insensibly abolished, Alexan-

der III, in llt)7, forbade Christians to be held as slaves." (^Kenrick, Theol. Mor.

vol. i, p. 255.)*

He then proceeds to treat of slavery in the United States. " What," he asks,

"is to be thought of slavery as it exists in the Southern and Western States?

Truly in this plenitude of liberty in which we all glory, it is to be regretted that

there are so many slaves, and that to prevent their rising, laws have been passed

to prevent their education, often a serious hindrance to the practices of religion.

But in this condition of the republic, nothing is to be done against the laws."

(Ibid. 256.)

" It may be asked, whether masters may retain as slaves, men whose ancestors

seem to have been unjustly brought hither from Africa? We think the answer

must be affirmative, for defect of title must be considered cured by lapse of time,

otherwise the stale of society would be ever uncertain, in constant danger of out-

breaks." {Ibid. 258.)

Such is the doctrine which he lays down as regards the owner and his rights :

and he proceeds to discuss the duties arising out of the relation of master and

slave. Then as to third parties, he no less clearly lays down their duties :
" Nor

should we do or say any thing illegally by which slaves may be liberated, or on

account of which they may be discontented with their state." (Ibid. 2-57). '* We
have the authority of the apostles before us: those who neglect it, seeking for hu-

manity sake, to disturb the whole state of society, generally render the condition

of slaves worse than before." (Ibid. 257).

See also Bishop England's Works, vol. iii, p. 118: "All our theologians have from

the earliest epocli sustained, that though in a state of pure nature all men are equal, yet

the natural law does not prohibit one man from having dominion over the useful action

of another as his slave; provided this dominion be obtained by a just title."
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Such is the doctrine of the Church as formally laid down by the highest theolo-

gical authority in the United States : and it is repeated in the letters of the late

Bishop England on slavery, addressed to the Hon. John Forsyth. To the able

letters of the Bishop of Charleston we refer all who wish authorities for the

opinion of the Church at various epochs, authorities showing a perfect uniformity

of sentiment.

The Catholic Church acknowledges slavery as a civil institution. When Bishop

England was asked, " whether he was friendly to the existj-nce or continuation of

slavery,'*' he replied, " I am not—but I also see the impossibility of now abolishing

it here. When it can and ought to be abolished, is a question for the legislature

and not for me." In like manner the Church has always left it to the civil power

to abolish slavery, but has at all times shown her love for the slave and her desire

to secure his manumission. i

At the establishment of the Church, slavery was universal ; and the word " ser-

vant" in the Scriptures is rarely susceptible of the meaning of hireling: its general

signification is that of slave. As Christianity spread it made the slave more re-

signed to his lot, the master more indulgent to one whom he had learned to regard

as his fellow member in Christ, heir like himself to the eternal promises. Even

as early as the canons and constitutions of the apostles this is inculcated ; and the

next step of the Church was to check the power of life and death which the Ro-

man law gave the master over his slave. In 305 the Council of Elvira subjected

to a penance of seven years the mistress who, by excessive punishment, caused

the death of her slave ; and reduced the period of penance to five years only when

the mistress had no intention of causing death. So generally was this step wel-

comed, that in 320 Constantine formally took the power of hfe and death from the

master, and gave the civil judges sole cognizance of offences committed by slaves.

To confirm this the Church in the Synod of Epaone excommunicated any man

who slew his slave without the knowledge of the judge.

The marriage of slaves was the next object of attention. *' It was imperatively

demanded, by the very nature of the case, that some restraint should be placed

upon that absolute power which the owners had and sometimes used of wantonly

separating man and wife." The State passed laws preventing it, and the Church

by its censures checked concubinage and gave security to marriage.

The next step was to encourage the manumission of wortliy slaves : this was

done frequently in church, in the presence of the bishop and with something of a

religious formality. Ere long slavery was to a great extent abolished throughout

the Roman empire.

It arose again, however, introduced by the northern nations. The Scandinavians

were the great pirates and slave dealers of the north : they carried off captives

from various parts and sold them on the continent : but this slavery too yielded to

the general spread of Christianity and faded away, leaving it as a kind of axiom

that no Christian could be held as a slave.

A third period of slavery arose from the antagonism of Christianity and Mo-

hammedanism on the Mediterranean. According even to the doctrine of the

English jurist. Lord Coke, there is necessarily perpetual war between tlie Chris-

tians as servants of Christ and Mohammedans as subjects of the devil: and the

captivf! Moor was sold as a slave in the same way that in Moorish Spain and the

Barbary States the Christian prisoner was reduced to bondage. The wars against

the Moors led to invasions of Africa, to negro slavery, and to its transplantation

from Africa to Europe. Tin- discovery of America and the want of laborers in
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the now states fonnrd by tho Spaniards nnd Portuguose, led to the transpiantatiun

of slavery to thi- new world ; the Diitrh first tnkinj; the N-ad a.s slave traders.

Kvery Kurnpean nation that settled any portion ol' America n.coy^nized the ri^jlit

of redufihi,' iMliiJi'ls to slavery and acted on it: the Indians as pa^jans were every

where sold as slaves : and with the Knijlish the fact that the poor red nuin had

been convertiil and hapti/ed by Kn-nch or Spanish missionaries did not save him.

New England, where Inxiks are now written to depict with all the zealous ^low

of virtuous indii^nation. the manner in which the Indians were enslaved in the

West Indies, tlu-n found those very West lndi«'s a most convr-nienl market for

Indian slaves, taken in war like the Pequods and Narra^anseits, or seized by trea-

chery like the Aln-nakis and Micmacs, or taken on predatory excursions like " the

Christian converts of the Spanish priests " on the Apalachce.

With the rapid extinction of the Indians ceased the slavery of the red man: tliat

of tlie ncijro has been perpetuated in America. Canada, a colony of France was,

we venture to say, never sullied by slavery : but it prevailed in New England, the

Dutch colony on the Hudson, the Swedish settleuaents on the Delaware, and in all

the English colonies to the south, as well as in the Spanish and Portuguese pos-

sessions in other parts. A wide difference, however, prevailed between the Catho-

lic and the Protestant colonies in regard to the slaves. The former by law required

the slaves to be instructed in Christianity and secured to them certain rights and

privileges: the latter recollecting the old maxim, that Christianity and slavery

were incompatible, prohibited the baptism of slaves, and resisted every attempt

made to instruct them. Even in our day tlie legislation of many States shows
that this feeling has not entirely died away.

In the space which a magazine can afl'ord to devote, we cannot give any thing

like a history of negro slavery in the various parts of America. To show what
Catholicity has done for the negroes, we may cite a few examples

:

At the close of the sixteenth century, Father Alphonso de Sandoval, a Jesuit,

devote<l himself entirely to the good of the negro slaves, but in his labors, devoted-

ness and care of those unfortunate men was far surpassed by his successor, the

blessed Peter Claver, whose wonderful life has so recently been set before us as a

model. From 1615 to 1650 this apostolic man was, to use his own language, the

slave of the slave. He boarded the slavers that came to Carthagena before they

came to land, in order to console the poor African ; he tended the sick, instructed

all. Landed and placed in the shops for sale, they were still his care : sold on

plantations or in the city he visited them regularly : his church was theirs alone

:

the rich whites had plenty to minister to them, he was the priest, the friend, the

slave of the poor negro. He procured them refreshments, amusements for their

holidays, he superintended their whole conduct, was ever interceding for them

with their masters. Far from the conduct of the modem friends of the black, he

did not incite them to revolt: on the contrary, he used every argument which

Faith could supply to reconcile them to their lot. What was the result ? His

power was unlimited. '' He seemed to haunt the city like a very spirit. If the

wild music which they brought from Africa tempted the negroes to join in the las-

civious dance, the Father's form suddenly appeared among them and they fled at

his approach. Nay, it happened at times, that il' a negro approached a negress in

the streets, and words of evil intent were spoken between them, all on a sudden,

with the cry "Father Claver is coming!" they would break away from each

other, though the bystanders looked around and saw no Father Claver there.

When the lash was about to descend mercilessly on the trembling slave^ as though
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he knew by instinct where his negroes were suffering, his appearance arrested the

uplifted arm." Wherever a poor outcast slave lay neglected in hut or hovel or

by the way-side, his all-seeing charity discovered him and bore him in his arms to

some hospital.

His mighty example ennobled more slaves, liberated more, exalted more than all

the societies ever erected for the amelioration of the condition of the black. Color

was forgotten: the slave, submissive to his master, won respect: the brutal master

forbore to ill treat one whom a Claver held in respect.*

Almost at the same time a mulatto was the object of the veneration of Lima.

The blessed Martin Porras, a lay brother of the order of St. Dominic, was the son

of a negress : but in spite of his color, ignoble birth and humble capacity, he ac-

quired by the influence of his virtues an unlimited power over the minds of men.

But he never forgot his origin; lie was a poor mulatto; infirmarian in the hospital,

he always sought to humble himself to all : of his mother's enslaved race he was

ever the friend, the consoler and the guide. His example was not without its

effect: men who revered Porras on bended knee as a living temple of the Holy

Ghost, could not but treat their negroes with forbearance.

But these cases were in distant parts. We have a striking one which occurred

in the city of New York in the year 1741, that is, more than a century ago. The

city was then alarmed by reports of a negro plot to burn the city and massacre the

inhabitants : of course no plot in those days could do without the Irish having a

share in it: an Irish army was accordingly to join the insurgents, a priest was then

required to complete all: an unfortunate non-juring Anglican clergyman, a sharer

in what would now be called the Puseyism of Atterbury's party, was, unfortu-

nately for himself, pronounced to be a Catholic priest in disguise. All was now

ready : arrests were made, trials had, white men hanged, black men burnt. The

number of innocent men who perished from poor Mr. Ury down to poor negro

Cuffee is perfectly appalling.

Of the negroes concerned in this plot some were .Spanish negroes taken on a

Spanish vessel in time of war and sold as slaves, instead of being treated as prison-

ers of war, for they were freed men. Most, however, of those executed were ne-

groes raised in the colony by English or Dutch families. The former were wronged,

and could scarcely be blamed for attempting to recover their natural freedom, had

they really done so; the latter were turning on those who had owned them from

the cradle, to whom they were bound by many ties. But what is more, the former

showed education, talent, all that constitutes a man ; the latter were like dumb

cattle. Unaided by a lawyer, for every member of the bar was arrayed against

them, the Spanish negroes took objections which certainly would have weight

with any but a prejudiced judge; yet in spite of all their arguments and testimony

they were condemned. The New York negroes made no attempt at defence, and

were indeed incapable of making any. In many cases they made any accusation

or admission that was asked. At the stake the difference was even greater. The

poor native negroes were led out like so many brutes, unattended by any clergy-

man, with no attempt to convert them, but chained to the stake and burned amid

their howls of despair. The conduct of the Spanish, and consequently Catholic,

negroes was striking, even to the savage Justice Horsmanden, who chronicles the

plot. Priest there was none to prepare them for death ; they were left to them-

selves. " Juan de Sylva, the Spanish negro," says Horsmanden, " condemned for

• Spp the Life of the BleRsed CInvpr, by Fleuriau.
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the conspiracy, was this day i-xccuutl according tos^-ntonce; he was nt-atly dn-^Ncd

in a whiU' sliirt, jnckot, drawers and stockings, U-liuvcd deconlly, prayed in Span

ish, kissed a crucifix , insisting on Itis innocence to the last."*

To conn- to our own tinus. w»' can nli'r to tiie ca.se of Ti^rre Toussaint, the

well known liarlx-r at New York, who died a year or so ago, and whosf* biography

has been so bfaiitilully written by Mrs. Lee. He was a Catholic. Ue.spite his

color he was universally este«>ii)ed among us for hiu piety and xeal, no less tlian

for his many other solid virtues. iJis Church made no distinction with regard to

him. Dear to her in life, he was equally .so in death ; his liody was carried to St.

Peter's church, where he had so long worshipped, and where he, like many other

New York Catliolii's, had more than once seen a negro priest oiliciale at the altar.

At his obseijuies the churcli was lilled chiefly by whites, and none would have

known that the deceased was not some person of rank. The pastor in his address

made no allusion to his color : he dwelt on the virtues of the deceased, his charity

to the poor and alllicted, and on the loss which all had sustained in the death of so

excellent a nian.f And this man was bora a slave in St. Domingo, but under the

influence of religion was content with his lot. When his mistress tied to this

country he attended her, and still deeming himself a slave gave her all he earned.

To all who told him he was free he turned a deaf ear: his mistress on her death

bed alone released iiinu for he would not permit her to do so before. Such was
the man into whom Catholicity had transformed the brutalized slave.

But this is not all. The exertions of the Catholic Church in the United States

in behalf of the negro are not limited to isolated cases. While every Catholic

republic on the continent frees the slave, and restores freedom to all, while Mexico

makes Texas tree soil for us to restore it to the realm of slavery, the Catholics in

the United States cannot remain behind. There exists in Baltimore an institution

known but to few, an institution which it has long been our wish to see extended

to other parts of the country : this is the house of Oblates, Sisters of Providence.

The members of this Society are all colored women, who, like the Sisters of Cha-

rity, bind themselves by religious vows, and devote their lives to the education of

colored girls. They were founded on the 5th of June, 1829, by the Rev. Mr.
Joubert, long the pastor of the colored Catholics at Baltimore. The Holy See

acknowledged them as a rehgious society in 1831, and granted them many spiri-

tual advantages and privileges. Here a few colored women renounce the world

to consecrate themselves to God and the Christian education of colored girls. The
object of such an institution is of great importance all will allow, and on greater

reflection will be seen to surpass in true philanthropy, the greatest works of north-

ern abohtionisra. Since its institution it has trained numbers of girls, who as ser-

vants, and later as wives and mothers, have perpetuated faith, piety and Christian

virtues in their humble rank in life.

But we must give further details.—We have given examples enough to show
the course of Catholicity in regard to the slave : this policy has not been without

its effect. Every Catholic republic in America has abolished slavery ; it exists

indeed in the empire of Brazil and the Spanish Antilles, but even there shows the

influence of the Church. There is at Rio Janeiro a touching instance of the

power of faith, which shows the operation of Cathohcity on the heart of the slave.

Several years since, an African prince, whose revenues were derived from the

• Horsmanden's Negro Plot, (Ed. 1810) 320.

t Memoir of Pierre Toussaint, born a slave. Boston: 1854.
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slaves whom he supplied to the vessels engaged in that traffic, attacked a petty

inland tribe and burning its village, carried off most of the inhabitants. Among
the number thus hurried off to the slaver's hold was the king of the tribe, who
was ere long sold in the market of Rio Janeiro to an English Catholic merchant.

At first he little brooked the harsh lot which had fallen to him, but instructed in

the rudiments of Christianity he became a fervent Catholic. Now, although as

he walks the streets, a slave, with a heavy burthen on his shoulders, his former

subjects bend the knee in reverence to their fallen king, still he has no regret for

his lost power or liberty. In his slavery he views a kindly interposition of heaven,

which thus rudely indeed but most wisely, drew him from the shades of paganism

to the light of the gospel. He is content to remain a slave.

Wherever slavery exists cases of oppression will necessarily occur, for nowhere

can a power be found in the hands of man which is not at times abused. To
remedy these, to relieve the oppressed, has no less been the care of the Church,

not by societies to abolish slavery, but by appeals to the principles of the master,

and often, very often, by redeeming the ill treated slaves or obtaining for them

more kindly masters. Many instances of this kind have occurred, even in the

United States where our Catholic clergy are least numerous, in the slave states.

Touching was the case of two young ladies redeemed by the exertions of Bishop

England. A planter purchased a very light mulatto girl, of excellent disposition,

manners and education; he was soon won by her good qualities and married her,

but unfortunately neglected to make out her manumission in due form of law.

She died previously to him, having borne two daughters, who were educated at

the Ursuline convent at Charleston. On their father's death, these young ladies,

elegant, virtuous, accomplished, entered into possession of their father's property,

but a distant relative discovering the fact that their mother had never been legally

freed, claimed not only the property but the ladies themselves. They were in the

eye of the law, slaves, and part of their father's estate. Using all his legal rights

he exposed the ladies for sale, and the Catholics, headed by their bishop, raised

means to purchase and free them.

Such examples show that the Catholics of the United States are not insensible

to the sufferings of the slave, when he actually suffers, nor to his social, moral or

religious welfare. Believing that heaven is open alike to the bond and the free,

the Church has sought less to free them from the fetters of man. than from the

fetters of sin. She has her mission, and fulfils it : fuliilling it of yore she repeat-

edly induced mankind in country after country to raise the slave from his degraded

station to an equal rank with his master : where she finds it now she makes no

distinction within her walls between white and black, slave and freeman. All

must kneel side by side before her altars ; and in fact all do : she gives the same

sacraments to the poor negro slave, or more degraded free negro, that she does to

the monarch ; she makes and can make no distinction between them, and no

Catholic ever finds it strange to see that the holy Benedict of St. Philadelphia,

thouf^h a black, was made superior of a white convent in his lifetime, or canonized

after his death.

The Catholic Church in the United States stands alone, immoveable, unchange-

able, the only conservative body in the land, the only body which does not take a

partisan stand or send out its propagandists. Attacked, she does not resist; reviled,

she does not revile : she advances doing good. She has liberated the slave where-

ever she had the power, and did so with the full consent of the slaveholder.

The present abolition movement began several years ago, and has produced only

1
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one result, tlio stability of slavpry. Sinco the afrilation began no state has cnlran-

chiseil its siavos; on the contniry, Tt'Xas, Missouri, Kansas and Nebra.ska, which

wouKI naturally have Ix-eii fn-e territory, have all hei-n added to the domain of

slavery. And in these slave states thf laws uijainst the slaves are more s<'vere

than ever, and all attempts to ameliorate the rondition of the negro have been

neutrali/i'd. In one word, the emancipation of the slave has been retardi-d, per-

haps for a oenlury.

Convincwl of this, that abolitionism is in itself wrong, that it is injurious instead

of benefirial to the slave; that moderation and the exercise of Christian charity

alone will «fleft tin- liberation and what is more, the elevation of the ni-gro slave.

Catholics must ever stand aloof from the abolition movement, and in their own
way lalwr to effect the great end ; and few we think who have followed us through

this article, will entertain any other opinion than our own, that if slavery ever is

abolished, it will be by the Catholic Church in her own calm, steady, lawful way.

THE IMAGE BREAKERS
A LEGEND OF ST. CECILIA.

From the German of Heinrich V. Kltist.

Towards the close of the sixteenth century, when the rage for image breaking

prevailed so generally in the Low Countries, three brothers, young students of

Wittenberg, happened to meet with a fourth, a Preacher of Antwerp, in the city

of Aix-la-Chapelle. They had come to this city to lay claim to an inheritance

that had been left them by a forgotten uncle, and had already passed some time

there before they were joined by their brother. After spending a few days together

talking over the strange doings that had lately taken place in the Netherlands, it

occurred to them that the Sisters of the Convent of St. Cecilia, which at that time

lay before the gates of the city, were to celebrate the festival of Corpus Christi

with great solemnity in a few days. Full of the fanaticism of youth, and excited

by the example of the Hollanders, they immediately resolved to take advantage of

the opportunity so that the city of Aix-la-Chapelle should be no longer without

having had its share in the glory of image breaking.

The Preacher had already more than once taken part in similar enterprises and

now undertook to be the leader. He communicated his plan to a number of

young fellows, students and merchants' sons, adherents of the new doctrine, and

on the eve of the festival assembled them all at a tavern, where they spent the

night carousing, drinking and denouncing Popery. They agreed on the signal

at which they were to start the work of destruction, by shattering the windows
that were highly ornamented with scriptural paintings, and as soon as day showed

itself on the spires and chimney tops of the city, they sallied forth, armed with

axes and bills and all kinds of instruments of violence. Confident of receiving

great support from the people, they repaired to the cathedral, fully resolved to

commence proceedings the moment the bells rang.

The abbess, to whom at the dawn of day a friend had given warning of the

danger impending over the convent, sent repeatedly, but in vain, to the imp*^rial

commandant of the city for the protection of a guard. The officer, himself an

35 Vol. III.—No. f..
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enemy of the Papacy, and therefore at least secretly favorable to the new religion,

declined giving assistance as unnecessary, assuring her that not even a shadow of

danger threatened herself or the convent.

In the mean time the hour approached when the ceremonies were to commence,

and the nuns, disturbed and full of the most painful apprehensions, repaired to

Mass. There were none to protect them but the steward and a few armed ser-

vants, who took their post at the door of the church.

In convents, the nuns, accustomed to play on all kinds of musical instruments,

conducted their own choirs; and often with a precision, an intelligence, a feehng

unknown in choirs consisting of male performers, (perhaps from the feminine

nature of this mysterious art). But unfortunately Sister Antonia, the regular

conductress, had fallen sick a few days before of a nervous fever, so that in

addition to the mischief feared from the four godless brothers, who could be seen

now and then covered up in their cloaks among the pillars of the church, the

convent was in the deepest perplexity for the want of some one to direct the

appropriate music. The abbess on the preceding evening, thinking that all the

effects of Sister Antonia's little attack would have passed away before morning,

had determined on playing a very old, strange Mass composed by some unknown

Italian master, by means of which, on account of a peculiar sacredness and

grandeur which it revealed, the choir had already, on several occasions, accom-

plished wonders. Now, more than ever, persisting in this intention, she sent

messenger after messenger to learn how the sister was, but continually heard that

she lay in a state of unconsciousness, and at last all expectations of having her to

direct the choir had to be given up in despair.

In the mean time the ruffians, now more than two hundred in number, of all

ages and ranks, for though the affair and its authors were still a secret, sufficient

help had been secured, had penetrated the cathedral, armed with axes and crow-

bars, and some alarming acts had already occurred. The few armed servants

standing at the doors had been treated in the grossest manner, and the appearance

of the nuns going here and there in the necessary performance of their pious

duties became the signal for the most scandalous and shameless remarks. The

steward, dismayed at the threatening aspect of affairs, took refuge in the choir,

and, on his knees, implored the abbess to suspend the celebration and to place her-

self and the convent immediately under the protection of the ccmiuander of the

city. But the abbess, immovable in her resolution, could not endure the idea of

deferring, through fear of man, a solemnity undertaken in the honor of the Most

High God; she reminded the steward that it was his duty to maintain order during

the celebration of the sacred ceremonies, and to defend the church to the last ex-

tremity. Just then the clock struck the hour to begin, and the courageous lady

ordered the nuns who stood around her, trembling and in tears, to take any Mass,

no matter what, and, whatever the consequences, to commence at once.

The sisters immediately took their places : the scores of a Mass which they

had often played before were distributed, the musical instruments were tried and

tuned, and all Avere on the point of beginning, when suddenly Sister Antonia

fresli and strong as ever, or at least only a little paler than usual, made her appear-

ance before them. She carried under her arm tlie old Italian Mass about which

the abbess had been so anxious. To the eager questions of the astonished sisters

how she had recovered so quickly, she only replied, " no matter, dear friends, no

matter!" distributed the parts, and glowing with enthusiasm, took her place at the

organ to direct, as of old, the wonderful Mass. All at once, it seemed as il a
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hrnvptily ronsolntion had dpsrondpd on the Imarts of thrsp pious womrn; with

ono nrrord thoy armniird tlxnnsHvos b«'for<' ihr stands, tlioy roinmfnood, filli-d as

it wen- \viil\ ii\s|)iraiiuii : tin* very state ol' inpidatidn into which tln-y hml U-in

thrown lont its aid in liftin;; tKrir voirrs, as if on winijs, up to thp divinfst rfjrifms

of hariuony. The Mass was prrfomiod withtho most mnjostir musical splmdor;

from the first moment to the Inst not a breath was heard in the church
;
particu-

larly at the (iloria in Excehis, when it seemeil as if the whole conpreijation had

ceased to live. The consequence was that the four brothers and their crew did not

even disturb the dust on the floor and that the convent loner afterwards continued

in existence, in fact until the conclusion of the Thirty Years' War, when it was

seculnrifed by virtue of an article in the Treaty of Westphalia.

Six years afterwards, when the circumstance was almost forjjotten, the mother

of these four young men arrivetl in Aix-la-Chnpelle from the Hague, her native

town. Full ol' misgivings regarding their fate, she made application to the magis-

trate to learn, at least, in what direction they had gone. The latest intelligence

regarding them that had been n^ceived in the Netherlands was contained, as she

told the magistrate, in a letter written by the Preacher six years ago on the evening

before the festival of Corpus C/im/i, to a friend of his, a School Teacher in Ant-

werp. In this, on four closely written pages, he had given with great clearness,

though in rather an extravagant style, an account of the preparations made for the

contemplated attack of a certain Convent of St. Cecilia. To the contents of this

letter, however, she only alluded generally, and for some time the magistrate could

tell her nothing; at last he remembered that at a period of time corresponding with

that specified, four young men, whose name and native country were unknown,

had been placed in the Insane Asylum just then completed. But it was under an

excess of religious fervor that these unhappy creatures were suffering, and as their

conduct was intimated by her informant to be always extremely gloomy and melan-

choly, the mother, unhappily too well aware of the haughty, impetuous disposition

of her sons, at first gave little heed to this information, more particularly so, as the

individuals were spoken of as being Catholics. However, greatly struck at last,

by the many coincident remarks made regarding them, she went immediately to

the Insane Asylum, accompanied by a city officer, and asked the manager to grant

her a sight of those four unhappy men that had been six years under his charge.

But who can describe the horror of the mother at recognizing her own sons?

She knew them at the first glance the moment she came to the door. They were

clothed in long black cassocks, and seated around a table supporting a crucifix,

they leant on the leaf with folded arms and seemed totally absorbed in prayer.

The poor lady was scarcely able to ask what they were doing there. According to

the attendant's reply they were only occupied as usual in admiring the Saviour, for

as themselves had often asserted, they could see more plainly than others that He
was the Son of the only God. She was also told that they had been leading this

spiritual life ever since their admission, that they slept little, ate little, that except

on a very rare occasion no sound ever escaped their lips, only regularly once in

the twenty-four hours, at midnight, they raised themselves from their chairs, and

with voices that made the windows crack, intoned the Gloria m Excelsis.

The attendant also assured her that they were in perfect bodily health, that no one

could deny them, though habitually solemn and rather stern, a certain cheerfulness

of disposition, and that on one or two occasions when people pitied them as de-

ranged, they compassionately shrugged their shoulders, and plainly declared that
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if the good citizens of Aix-la-Chapelle only knew as much as they, they would

soon abandon all their worldly pursuits and unite with them in chanting the

Gloria around the crucifix.

The lady could endure this terrible sight no longer, and returned or rather was

carried back to her hotel in a dreadful state of agitation. Extremely anxious,

however, to learn the occasion of this friglitful catastrophe, she repaired next

morning to the house of Herr Veit Gotthelf. For, mention having been made of

this man in the Preacher's letter, it now occurred to her that he had probably taken

some part in the projected attack on the convent. The Herr Veit Gotthelf, a cloth

merchant, had become in the mean time the father of a family, and was now one

of the most respectable men in the city. He received the strange lady with great

kindness, and, as soon as he understood the object of her visit, manifested much
emotion. Recovering himself however immediately, he requested her to be seated,

closed the chamber door, and gave her the following account of the result of the

unholy attempt made by her sons six years before.

I was intimately acquainted with your sons, my dear lady, and since there can

be no danger in making the disclosure to you, I intend to declare every thing openly

and without reserve. Yes, we did entertain the intention announced in the letter.

For carrying it out fully every preparation had been made, every precaution had

been taken which a most impious ingenuity could suggest, and how it failed after

all I have never yet been able to understand. Heaven, I really believe, took the

convent belonging to these holy ladies under its protection. For know, that out-

side the walls of our then badly governed city more than three hundred ruffians,

armed with axes and pitch balls, were waiting for nothing but the signal from the

Preacher to level the church with the dust. Even our party inside, in their impa-

tience, had already permitted themselves to indulge in several Avanton outrages

that were to be introductory to more decisive measures. But at the very com-

mencement of the music, to our great surprise we beheld your sons, seized as it

were with an uncontrollable agitation, simultaneously take off their hats with the

strangest air. Slowly, and as if interiorly moved, they placed their hands on their

downcast faces, and after an affecting pause in the chorus, the Preacher suddenly

turned round to us, and with a loud and terrible voice told us to uncover our heads.

In .ain did several of his companions touch him on the shoulders, and in loud

whispers demand the signal to commence the image breaking. Instead of answer-

ing them, he folded his hands crosswise on his breast, sunk on his knees to the

ground, bent forwards until his forehead touched the dust of the floor, and together

witii his brothers, whose actions had been entirely similar, commenced to iimrnmr

with pious earnestness those prayers at which he had just before been scofling so

profanely. Utterly confounded at this sight, the crowd of unhappy fanatics de-

prived of their leaders, remained standing uneasily and irresolutely, until the con-

clusion of that mysterious piece of music that was so wonderfully streaming from

the organ gallery. Just then several arrests were made by order of the conunand-

ant, a few who had made themselves most prominent in the previous disorders

were carried off, and the rest of the band seeing that nothing was to be done,

availed themselves of the opportunity and slipped away in the dense crowd that

was now pouring forth from the doors of the church.

In the evening I made several inquiries for your sons at their hotel, but finding

that they had not returned, I proceeded with a few friends back again to the con-

vent to learn something about them from tiie .servants who with some soldiers of

the guard were still standing at the doors. But. my dear lady, how can 1 express
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my consternation at sctMnp those four younc iiK-n, strftchoti nt full length before

the altJir, their forelu-mls slill lourhinij the earili, their arms still folded, and their

forms motionless and silent as if they iiud been ehani,'ed into stone ? In vain <lid

the steward who arriveil at the motuent for a lon^ lime ••ontinue to pull them hy

the dress and siiake theni by the arm whilst he ordered ihem to (juit the rhur<'h
;

for it was now pettinp dark and no one else had remained behind. At last raising

themselves up with a dreamy air, they looked at him, apparently without under-

standing one wortl that he said, until taking them by the arm. with the assistance

of the attendants, he led them outside the church and left them standing b<'fore

the gate. After remaining there awhile almost unconscious of our presence, they

at laiit followed us into the city, though not without many sighs and heart-rending

glances towards the cathedral that now glowed brightly behind us in the last rays

of the setting sun.

To h* corUUititd.

ASCENT TO THE VALLEY OF MEXICO.

'Tw.vs already late in the afternoon ; and our weary Diligence slill continued its

slow and toilsome ascent of the mountain. We were wearied with ennui and

expectation ; the prospect around had been one monotonous chain of forests, ris-

ing continually one above the other, since we left the hacienda. Pine trees of un-

paralleled height covered immense areas and stretched away as far as we could

see, their towering height sometimes shutting out the sun overhead, and leaving

one total unbroken line of shadow. You looked out into the dark gloom of their

recesses, where the Uzard and the turtle tied away from the sound of the vehicle,

alarmed at the sudden intrusion upon their solitudes; wild parrots chattered in the

tree tops, and the song and fluttering of innumerable birds told how productive

were the depths that gave shelter and nourishment to such a numerous species.

A certain degree of grandeur was not, however, unmixed with the pervading

gloom of these forests
;
you stand at least ten thousand feet from the level of the

ocean ; the atmosphere has become rare and bracing—and an occasional cloud

may be seen rolUng away like a mist, over the face of the mountains, leaving a

moisture upon every thing; the whole scene wears an aspect of that gloomy

grandeur that stamps a saddening impress within you, while you feel that you are

in the midst of a great solitude, that you have passed away from the busy haunts

of men, and are standing alone in the presence of that great Omnipotence whose
hand alone had created those wondrous mountains, and whose glory and great-

ness you are every where beholding.

Occasionally a breach in the forest gives you a more cheerful and wider view

;

and sc;iling one of those jutting crags—that seem ready to leave their slender

hold, and to crash upon the massy forests beneath them—you catch a glimpse of

the far off prospect you have left behind.

Beautiful little prairies lie studded here and there, stretching away between the

mountains ; tall oaks and pimentos, now gradually disappearing rise up from the

mild savannahs, and long lines of the maguay—'*\ig-rtre ^Jf/imcana "—wind in

perspective round the basis of the hiUs and spread their giant arms away to the

hacienda beyond. Here you catch a little of the sunlight and the calm serene
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air coming with it, you could sit for hours and gaze over that long unbroken vista

of hill and country, and that heart must indeed be one of adamant, that would not

be imprf ssoii with the immensity and magnitude of that A 11- wise Power, whose

directing hand heaped layer upon layer of that great chain of Cordillera, hoarding

up treasures for ages yet unborn, purifying the valleys with their cool breath, and

hemming witliin their enclosures some of the fairest portions of creation, as though

the brand of the first born was yet to be erased, and time was but embellishing

this fair country for a second and happier race.

All day long had we continued the toilsome ascent; occasionally breaking the

monotony—when our tedious progress would admit of our getting out—by walk-

ing, climbing the precipices, penetrating the thickets and occasionally scattering

the feathered tribe with a blaze or two of our rifles. It was in this neighborhood

that I discovered for the first time that beautiful native bird the Trogon, whose

celebrity is so well known for the magnificence of its plumage and the superb co-

loring of its feathers. The sparkling green emd gold of its neck and breast, and

its dark, swooping tail, spotted with white, so surprised me that I forgot in the

admiration of the moment that I held my fowling piece within my hand, and

before I recovered my self-possession the beautiful charmer was gone beyond my
reach. I had seen some portion of its plumage before in the academy of Puebla,

but it is now very rarely met with ; being so eagerly sought after by the artist for

the mosaic blending of its colors, its numbers have been gradually reduced. I look

upon it at present as the last living representative of that old Aztec grandeur,

when its rich feathers adorned the heads and garnished the mantles of the caciques.

It was now closing on sunset and each moment we looked eagerly forward for

a break in the long line of dulness ahead ; my friend Miguel, however, promised

us a rich reward for our toil, if we would but withhold our patience for one league

further, and the much wished for summit would be gained. It was one of the

most delicious evenings I had yet experienced in the country, and although the

tall forests around had limited our view of heavenward, yet the clear blue spot

above our heads, and the balmy atmosphere that prevailed, convinced me of that

beautiful climate which I had ever heard reigned upon the borders of the table land
;

and it is certainly not an exaggeration of the traveller, when he experiences for

the first time, after rising from out the sand clad and suffocating valleys below,

the cool, exhilarating atmosphere of the mountains that overlook them. He over-

reaches his expectation ; the closing of the day gives a better coloring to his pic-

ture, when the mellow sun throws its slanting beams across the mountains and

through the avenues of tlie forests, and the pleasant breeze comes dancing among

the foliage and rustling in the branches of the tall pimento.

Onward and upward, still dragged our lumbering conveyance; still rose upon

the breeze the pensive hum of the postillion, and the crack of his long manopla

reverberated ironi tree to tree, awakening the echoes far into the woods; now we
jolted over broken roads, cut up by time and rains, and doAvn zig-zag precipices,

coming with a splurge into some villainous mud-pool, almost starting otir bones

with the whirl and the shock. The uproar of Pedro at such times, joined in con-

sonance with our other grievances, as he urged out the utmost of his jaded ani-

mals with all the antithesis of sound and speech, of which only those who have

experienced staging among the Spaniards, have, or can form any idea.

To me, whose time was but a jot one way or the other, it was of little concern

what obstarles debarred our progress, or for the moment, how slowly we rumbled

along; but my mirth was often excited by the impatience of our little fellow trn-
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Vf'llrr, thf fJcrinnn, whosi' rountcnaiicr woiilil ••vt-r uiid»r£jo the most lutiicrnuH

chanfjfs as we jolted aloii;,' tlir()U>,'h f^iillt-ys and ruts, tumbling liiiii right and Idi,

and ut (>very lurcli eliciting a native uulli, wliciiicr upon the coach, the roads, or

the wliolt' r«'pul)lic ol' Mexico itself, I was unalde to learn, l»eing totally ignorant

of all the High Dutch jargon he v/aa uttering with .so niurh volubility. He held

himself prepared on all oceasiuns for an atlai'k on the road
;
positively asserting

we would b«' called to a stand still before we gut over the mouniaiu. He had with

i»im two of ("oil's revolvers, which he took the greatest possd)le care to display,

while ever and anon his little ferrety eyes would peer cautiously out, as if expecting

each moment to hear the report of an eacopda, and a body of lialf civili/ed ranch-

eros rush out from tlie woods and thicketii on our left. What would ever become
of poor Uutchy on such an important occasion, it is impossible to tell; for without

doubt his well lined rotundity, in the event of a skirmish, would admit of an easy

mark for tiie lance of any bold face guerilla.

Much, however, as any of us disrelished an adventure of this sort just then,

yet I must confess, I secretly wislied I could dehne the outhneof some tall fellows,

starting up from the shadows of the crags, and a dozen or two of carbines gleam-

ing among the foliage; and I verily believe I could have flung them my purse,

and my thanks at the same moment, and deemed myself fortunate at getting rid

of both at such a rare treat to tiie picturesque. However, my desire was not to

be gratihed ; and I had to be content with the scene as it was, which needed but

the H utter of a bandit's ribbon to make it the wildest, gloomiest picture of the kind

i had ever beheld.

Immense buttresses of porphyritic rock and crags of limestone rose up on our

right, some sphntered and Assured as though rent asunder by the fierce tempests

that rage with so much violence during the equinoctial periods, shivering the trunks

of the forest and deluging the valleys below with cataracts of rain. It is evident

that the broken ridges of rock, which lie scattered over the rough undulations of

the mountains, and even in the valleys, have been dislodged, either by the force of

the elements above, or those beneath them; lor upon the slightest examination, the

same lines of strata, the same adiaixture of either gniess, conglomerate or felspar

is observed that you had belore traced in its full embodiment; and it is awful to

reflect, with what destructive force the tornado visits these mountain regions, when
it loosens the beds of rock and snaps the gigantic pine and fir trees as though they

were but reeds. We had passed now from the region of oaks; but an occasional

one, with the hoar of centuries upon it, stoops over the road, its stunted branches

exuberant with tiie woodbine, and sending a beauty and fragrance even to this

otherwise wild and desolate region. The oaks at the base of these mountains

grow to immense sizes, and I myself discovered one with a girth around of full

fifteen feet and a complete shell within, for upon inserting my cane in one of the

fissures of its trunk, it penetrated over five feet without touching the opposite side.

Such trees I am told are numerous, though this was the only one of such dimen-

sions I had seen in the country; and I have no doubt but they aflbrd a comfortable

nestling place for the wolf or the snake, although during our whole journey on
the table land I never once encountered either; the inhabitants are fully sensible

of the presence of the former and frequently hunt them with dogs, through the

valleys and up into the highest regions of the mountains.

We got over at last this rough undulated region, and once more we stole with
a gentle pace up the winding stairway, the swooping birds blending their notes

with the mellow voice of the evening, and our fears of murderous brigands and
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gloomy glens dispelled with the soft scenes and ever changing beauty that now
surrounded us.

I lay with my head dangling out of the window, making my cogitations upon

the sunny welcome of the valley and its capital, and wondering at the strong

heart of Cortez, who, with his handful of desperate followers, fought, not only the

rough passages of these toilsome mountains, but a great nation, powerfully de-

fended by nature and by the savage desperation of its inhabitants. What a cou-

rageous, untiring energy had that man again to return to the same scenes of

slaughter and sacrifice, where twice before, his little army had been broken and

almost annihilated, by fatigue, war and privation, and yet, even while his last and

most disastrous escape was thrilling in his memory, he starts anew from Tlascala,

and amidst a scene of unparalleled butchery and arson, he enters the capital of

the emperors a final conqueror. Nothing could subdue his ambition ; no human
adversity could quell his thirst for conquest.

Whilst wandering thus among the events of centuries long gone by, I was sud-

denly startled by the familiar shout of Pedro—who, by the way, always uttered

a sort of semi-war whoop, when any thing of importance was to be seen—and

at the sound, Miguel and myself—as if by instinct—jumped from our seats, and

without waiting for Pedro to draw in his animals, burst from the vehicle, and put-

ting our limbs to the test, scampered ahead with eagerness and precipitancy.

A slight curve in the road brought us suddenly to a stand still, and we were

dazzled with a scene of such surpassing loveliness, that once beheld can never be

forgotten. No country in the world can surpass Mexico for the splendor of its

scenery, and standing as T did within one of the loftiest recesses of that stupendous

mountain, and looking out over the enchanting prospect that stretched away before

me, I could not help thinking what a dream of golden days the conqueror had,

when he stood as I did, for the first time, and gloated over the princely capital and

its hundred tributaries, that lay before him, basking in the sunshine of wealth and

prosperity. Well might it arouse the cupidity of the Spaniard! That beautiful

country, its ripe breath coming up in the winds, nourishing the rosy fruit, and

beating upon the wearied brow of the traveller. Well might the blind and immor-

tal poet have gathered the scenes of his paradise from that lovely valley ! The

dream of its poetry is realized; for without doubt no spot in the world could estab-

lish a better claim to the contested site of the fatal apple tree. Far away upon the

very verge of the horizon, rise the continuous peaks that encircle its broad tosom :

beautiful sheets of lake, lie dotted here and there, and the rays of the falling sun

dance lightly upon their pale surface, and spreads its sheen over the glittering tow-

ers far away in the dim outlines of the city. The smaller towns and rancho's,

that were scattered at intervals over the valley, were but an indistinct mass, hardly

discernible to the eye; but the green of the .stretching maize fields, the woods and

clustering orchards all slept quietly bolow, impressing you with the languidness of

their repose, their delightful and indolent plenitude, that knows but little of culti-

vation, or the artful study of our own northern agriculturists.

Far to the left soared the two volcanoes, Popocatapeil and Ixtaccihautl : still

the same as when the smoke of the Tcocallis ascended like theirs to the heavens;

their white crests sparkling with the brilliancy of silver, as they shoot away into

the sky, resplendent amidst the surrounding blue, and the golden rays of the de-

parting sun disporting on their summits. Revered monuments of that departed

age, when their vexed bosoms belched fire and ashes, and their dread illuminations

extended far and wide, enveloping the great plateau in one deep Hood of crimson.
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Still does tho Indian tiail ihrir snow riail p^nks, an<l witlj a n-vprential awe, lx)w

iiubmissivt'ly to \\\v hand that rohht'd him of that barharic greatness, when tlie hiaze

of a hundred lieoatombs appeased the wrath of the tire mountain,

—

" When the gory nllara uniolced inccniie

T«> the moiintnin poj wlinne hliize immenRr

Vfiniiled skullH of criminal hendH,

And ihreiilened the vnllcy with fire to sprend.

When tlie Ttzcallipo l)ftliinced its polden rod,

And niilliona fenrfully worsliiped its nod,

When the mystic rites,

By nu(hii;jlu lights.

And fire of aloes the priestess said:

•That by the will of the golden god,

The earthquake through the world had sped.

And the tortoise come back to its watery bed!'"

We caught the scene in its most propitious hour ; when every thing was defined

in the clear calm of sundown, not a speck marring the mingled blue and crimson

overhead, and the very breath as it stole past seemed hushed with a reverential

silence, as if in prayer for its departed kings, whose funeral dirge is the light sway

of the orange, still blowing its fragrance, where centuries ago, the rude Aztec

shaded his dusky limbs, and revelled in all the conscious indolence of his beautiful,

but polluted country.

How long I may have remained gazing at the beautiful panorama, I know
not ; but I was aroused as if from a dream by the loud signal of Pedro, and turn-

ing I discovered my companions making impatient gestures for me to return, and

with a reluctant heart I turned into the road, pulled a branch from one of the sap-

lings that grew overhead as a remembrance of the spot, and in a few minutes

more, we were descending the limestone declivities and rough angular passages

of the valley side.

'TWILL BE ALL THE SAME IN A HUNDRED YEARS!

Twill be all the same in a hundred years!

What a spell-word to conjure up smiles and tears I

O, how oft do I muse, 'mid the thoughtless and gay,

On the marvellous truth that these words convey!

And can it be so? Must the valiant and free

Have their tenure of life on this frail decree ?

Are the trophies they've reared and the glories they've won

Only castles of frost-work confronting the sun?

And must all that's as joyous and brilliant to view

As a midsummer dream, be as perishing too?

Then have pity, ye proud ones—be gentle, ye great,

O remember how mercy beseemeth your stale;

For the mst that consumeth the sword of the brave

Is eating the chain of the manacled slave,

And the conqueror's frowns and his victim's tears

Will be all the same in a hundred years

!
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Twill be all the same in a hundred years

!

What a spell-work to conjure up smiles and tears

!

How dark are your fortunes, ye sons of the soil,

Whose heirloom is sorrow, whose hirlh right is toil

!

Yet envy not those who have glory and gold,

By the sweat of the poor and the blood of the bold;

For 'tis coming, howe'er they may flaunt in their pride.

The day when they'll moulder to dust by your side.

Death uniteth the children of toil and of sloth.

And the democrat reptiles carouse upon both;

For time, as he speeds on his viewless wings,

Disenamels and withers all earthly things;

And the knight's white plume, and the shepherd's crook.

And the minstrel's pipe, and the scholar's book,

And the emperor's crown, and his Cossacks' spears.

Will be dust alike in a hundred years

!

Twill be all the same in a hundred years!

most magical fountain of smiles and tears

!

To think that our hopes, like the flowers of June,

Which we love so much, should be lost so soon

!

Then what meaneth the chase after phantom joys?

Or the breaking of human hearts for toys?

Or the veteran's pride in his crafty schemes?

Or "the passion of youth for its darling dreams?"

Or the aiming at ends that we never can span ?

Or the deadly aversion of man for man ?

What availeth it all ? 0, ye sages, say,

—

Or the miser's joy in his brilliant clay?

Or the lover's zeal for his matchless prize

—

The enchanting maid with the starry eyes?

Or the feverish conflict of hopes and fears,

If 'tis all the same in a hundred years?

Ah ! 'tis not the same in a hundred years,

How clear soever the case appears;

For know ye not that beyond the grave,

Far, far beyond, where the cedars wave
On the Syrian mountains, or where the stars

Come glittering forth in their golden cars,

There bloometh a land of perennial bliss.

Where we smile to think of the tears in this?

And the pilgrim reaching that radiant shore

Has the thought of death in his heart no more,

But laycth his stafl" and sandals down
For the victor's palm and the monarch's crown.

And the mother meets in that tranquil sphere

The delightful child she had wept for here;

And the warrior's sword that protects the right

Is bejewelled with stars of undying light;

And we quaff of the same immort<il cup.

While the orphan smiles, and the slave looks up

!

So be glad, my heart, and forget thy tears.

For 'tis NOT the same in a hundred years !

—

Dvblin Telegraph.



Tin: l'Ri:iN(MI IN ROMK.
( II A VV i; K 1 I . — (COHTINUBO.)

RoMK, July 23(1.

TIh' fali<,''ii('s and f'\liaii>-(i()ii of Iravolliiiy- llirrw nic iiilo a ffvcr lliat

<'t)iiriii(>(l iii<; lo mv room for scvrral days, hut 1 am riilly rcjrompinscd

lor this l(;m))oiary siill"rriii<;, l»y lln* happiness of havini: hcanl inasH

y<'slt!rday at "The mother and head of all (Ik; clmiches of Rome and
of iho world,"* the hasilicaf of St. John of Laleran. The (Joni-

mander-in-chief and his stall" iiad hecn invited lo this ceremony hy the

chapter. 'I'hronjjfh ihc; kindness of a blench priest, (ho al)he Jananh,
well known to his ronnirymen for his unfailinf!;- politeness, I ohiained a
very i,'ood s«;at in the choir, (t was there, then, in a chnrch of which
French monarchs were formerly the proleclors, at the foot of these

sacred aliars, thai I saw all ihe chiefs of the army assemhied together

for the fust lime. I was almost entranced wiih the scene, and coidd

hardly restrain my tears; the hrilliant uniforms, the inmiensc throng of

sujiplianis, the vast cathedral glittering with marhles and gildings, the

colossal statues, the pictures of incalculahle price, the anii(pje mosaics,

the melodious hymns, into which broke from time to time glorious

bursts of military music; these, and above all the solemmly of the

occasion, gave the ceremony an air of heavenly magnificence that at

once exalleil the soid and fdled it with sensations of divinest joy.

When mass was over, the Dean invited the Commander-in-chief
and all the ollicers info the apartments of the palace, where a tnagnifi-

cent collation, consisting of fruits, pastry, ices and sherbets had been
prepared. There General Oudinot draidc the following toast:

"I'd the health of our Holy Father! May the generous sentiments
of our noble Pontilf never meet an obstacle to their application; may
he live long surromuled with the love of his subjects as he is to-day

with our respect and devotion. To the Sovereign Ponlilf, Pius IX !"

In the mean time, as I of course took no jiart in the collation, I

made the most of the opportunity of examining the basilica. It derives

its name from that Plautius Lateranus who w^as put to death by Nero's
order for his implication in the conspiracy of Piso. His palace on Mt.
Crt>lius, confiscated with the rest of his property, and annexed to the

imperial jiatrimony, was finally presented by Constantine the Great to

Pope Sylvester, This pontill" in 325 ordered a basilica to be erected

• The inscription over tlie portal.

t Tlu' word "basilica," meaning- "royal," was first applied by the Greeks to tlmt
part of the king's house wliere justice was administered. It was tlie name afterwards
generally given by the Romans to their halls of justice. The Christians, abhorring the
old temples of paganism, preferred these halls for the celebration of their sacred rites for
which they were well adapted; the simplicity of their construction and their vast size

requiring but a slight modification. To this day throughout Italy the altar retains the
name of tribune, as it occupies that part of the building where the judge was accus-
tomed to sit. Basilica soon became the general name for any Christian temple, but it is

now applietl only to the oldest or most hisjhly honored. The seven basilicas of Rome
are St. Peter's, St. John of Laienui's, St. Mary Miijor's, St. Paul beyond the walls,

St. Laurence beyond the walls, St. Sebastian and St. John of Jerus*jleni.
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on the spot, wliicli became the first episcopal church of (he Popes, in

which tjiry litive ever since continued to take possession of the holy

see. It was soon tlie object of the veneration of the faithful and of the

hberality of the emperors and the people. It obtained the surnames

of '"die Palace of God " and 'Mhe Golden Basilica" from the richness

and splendor of its ornaments, and also that of "(he Asylum of

Mercy." from having been the first Christian temple that possessed the

right of asylum.

It had been called the clnnch of the Holy Saviour until 1191, when
Pope Lucian II placed it under the protection of St. John the Baptist

and St. John the Evangelist. Burned in 130S through tlie imprudence

of a workman, it was rebuilt on a plan that was only partly original,

and so enriched with decorations anil embellishments, that it lost much
of its primitive simplicity. Its principal front, the work of Alexander

Galileo, executed during the pontificate of Clement XII, has a more
imposing effect, it is said, than that of St. Peter's. Under the grand

portico, which is supported by twenty-four marble pillars, I saw (he

colossal statue of Constantine which had been found in (he baths, and

under the northern portico that of our Henry IV, the work of Cordier,

There are five entrances: one called La Santa, is never opened but on

Jubilee year. The interior consisting of five naves and ornamented

with marble statues of the twelve apostles, has a grand effect; your

eyes are almost dazzled with the architectural details of sculpture,

painting, and general ornamentation.

It would require a volume to give a list of the wonders at which I

long continued to gaze with mingled reverence and delight. There is

the chief altar, with four granite pillars sustaining the Gothic tabernacle

where among other sacred relics the heads of SS. Peter and Paul arc

still preserved; there is the magnificent altar of the Holy Sacrament,

bearing a tabernacle blazing with precious stones placed between two

angels of gilded bronze, and four pillars of antique marble; there is

the richly empanelled ceiling where I was not long in discovering the

ancient escutcheon of our kings; the very fioor is covcreil with mosaics.

The chapels are for the most part very grand, but the most beautiful

of all is that of the Corsini's, of which all I will at present say, is that

it surpassed the highest degree of perfection that my imagination coidd

conceive. In a subterranean chapel I noticed particidarly a painting

of the Blessed Virgin with (he lifeless body of (he Redeemer in her

arms; nothing could be more touching than the expression of grief on

(he face of the tender mother coiitcmj)laiing her divine Son^ it brought

the tears into my eyes. The chapel of 'Porlonia is not yet finished,

Ijut they say it will rival the Corsini's in magnificence.

From the basilica we proceeded to a building close by, known by

the name of " Scala Santa." It contains a mysterious chapel called

the <'Sancta Sanctorum," or ''Sacred things of the Sainted," from

the great number of relics preserved there, among which may be men-

tioned a very ancient and deeply revered portrait of our Saviour, said

to have been painted by St. Ijuke. To the sanctuary, into which even

the Pope himself can rarely enter, you are conducted by three stair-

ways; (III- middle one, the " Scala Santa" or "Holy Stair," properly
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so rallfd, consists of twcnly-eiplil steps of wliiii; inarhlo llmi foinmrly

Ix'IoiiijimI to the jKiIiicn of Pilate in Jniisairni. It is to he jusrrndcd on

tlic kncos in incniory of onr liord's j)assi(jn; you dcscjjnd by tlnM)ilnTs.

1 porccivod arvfral Romans thus unn^afjfcil, and 1 am loUl that even

j)iinoos of roynl blood may be often seen, rosary in hand, performinj^

the pious task. 1 need hardly mention that penetrated with reverence

and awe. I did not d('[)arl without jires-siny; my hi)s to the holy stejw

(hat had been sanetifiecl by the feet of the Redeemer.*

Thence we went to visit the IJapiisiery, built liy Constantino to

receive ba[)lism from the hands of .Si. Sylvester. This edifice often

ravaged in the old siesjes of Rome, was restored to majj^nificence by
the labors of Gregory XIII and Urban VIII. It consi.sts of a basin of

basalt surrouniled by a double row of pillars of anli(|uc ]»orpbyry, and
it is situated half way between two charming chapels dedicated to St.

John the Baptist and St. John the Evangelist. I admired some splen-

ilid frescoes representing ditreretit passages in the life of the founder,

particularly his conversion to Christ ianit\', and the famous appearance

of the luminous cross. It is here that infidels becoming Christians

receive baptism on holy Saturday.

We also visited the j)alace of Lateran, for more than a thousand

years the residence of the pontid's, where so many councils have been
lield and error so often condemned. It wa.s rebuilt by Sextus V in

1586, and now contains a museum remarkable for its inunense collec-

tion of antirpiitics. Here can be seen many of the most beautiful

ancient mosaics and statues; of the latter, the famous one of Sophocles

which connoisseurs admire so nuich, and ih;U wonderful specimen of

(Grecian physical beauty which we can still behold in the celebrated

Aniinous.

Crossir)g the srpiare on our return home, we saw some French regi-

ments going through their evolutions with tljR same coolness and regu-

larity that they woidd have displayed at Sirasburg or xMetz. The
admirable conduct of our troops generally, in a city captured wiili so

nmch labor and blootl, can not be too highly extolled. Since their

arrival here, though ]>r()vocalion has not been wanting, not a murder,
not a robbery, not a single act of violence or even of insubordination,

has been laid to their charge. Heaven will assuredly i^less such noble

hearts engaged in such a glorious cause !

I returned home delighted with a morning's labor that had filled my
heart with so many good thoughts and exciieil in n)y soul so many
Christian recollections.

Adieu. I shall soon write again.

• Tlie steps of llie Srala Santa are now covered with w<joil, lo preserve tiiein from
bein^ worn away by tlie continual crowd of suppliants.

I
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<; 11 Ai'Ti: K III.

Jin .Idrniliiir Thr Insl i'ltilil—.'Is.mssiiKitii'n <f Rumi— Tin Sirrn Hills— Life

in Udinc.

K..,MK, July 21(li, ISIU.

1 iiASTKN to resuinr my poii, for I have iiiaiiy tliinirs lo icll you.

First, about my own adventures, lo wliicli, ihouj^li I confess not very

surprisin-;, you may have llie goodness to lisleti; and then, concerniuf^

a mournfid drama that has lately startled Kurope, of whose interestinj^

details I have just heen put in j)Ossession,

1 left my hotel very early this mornins^, to hear )iiass and to enjoy

the fresh cool air. Two fiery horses, recentl}' broken, whirled me ra-

pidly through narrow and st(!ep streets, the names of which I do not

yet know. Relying altogether on the skill of my Roman coachinan,

I occupied myself in looking at the churches, (he palaces, and edifices

of all kinds that were passing before me, when, all at once, shrill cries

assailed my ears. The horses suddenly halt, and people make a rush

towarils the carriage. A man dressed in black, the same whose pow-
erful arm had stopped ihc horses when dashing at full speed over (he

round and slippery stones, holds up before the eyes of the crowd a lit-

tle child two or three years of age. It was all (he afTair of a second:

1 knew not what to make of it, (ill the man in black approached me
and said in excellent French, with a mild, harmonious voice, " I hope,

madam, you will have the kindness to take this child home to his

moiher."
" Very willingly, sir," I rephed with emotion, for at last 1 under-

stood what had occurred.

The infant, abandoned to himself by the person in whose care he
had been left, had crawled out into the middle of the street, and would,
infalhbly, have been trampled to death by the horses, but for the pre-

sence of mind, and the promptitude of action displayed by the gentle-

man in black, who had chanced to be passing by.

A vegetable-woman recognized the child and told me where its

mother lived: I invited the stranger, or rather my countr3anan, who
had so bravely rescued the poor infant from certain death, to accom-
pany me. He hesitated some moments, for he would fain escape the

gratitude of the family; but seeing me pale and trembling at the idea

of tlie misfortune that would have occurred but for his intervention,

he consented at last to accept a place in the carriage. I recommended
the coachman to be more careful in future, took the child on my knees,

and we left the place amid a murmur of applause that had succeeded

the terrified screams of the multitude.

Now I could remark, at my leisure, the dress and the general

appearance of my companion. He was still young, and of a mild,

but intellectual countenance. A large overcoat, buttoned up to the

chin, and the complete absence of all pretension, revealed the eccle-

siastic under the secular dress. I soon learned, in fact, that he was the

abbe Doiti, and had been many years living in Rome. His name im-
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mediately struck me as familiar, and I remembered that he had been
mentioned among the clergymen, who, hke M. Luquet, the abbe du
Cosquet and M. de Merodi, had shown admirable devotion in their

attention to the wounded soldiers.

" These Romans are incredibly negligent," said he, smiling, how-
ever, with an air of kindness at the little fellow, half naked, sitting in

my lap; *' their children are so often left to themselves, that I am sur-

prised they do not meet with more accidents."

"Where are we?" I inquired. "Have wc far to go before we
arrive at the place indicated ?"

" About half a mile, madam."
I stopped the carriage to purchase some cakes for Ihe child, who

seemed rather frightened at seeing only strange faces aroimd him. As
I was making my purchase, a travelling dealer, carrying on his back
a kind of basket ornamented with branches, came up to offer for sale

some slices of watermelons, prettily arranged among the green leaves,

with the usual taste of these people. This sight was so agreeable, that

I joined the watermelons to the cakes: both seemed to rejoice the little

fellow very much and he was soon quite at his ease.

" What great palace is that ?" I asked the abbe, as I resumed niy

seat in the carriage.

" That is the palace of the Chancellory, madam."
" Is it not there the Count Rossi, was assassinated?"
" Precisely, I was passing by the square at the very moment he was

entering that little court which you see from here. It was a terrible

scene, and the recollection of it still fills me with horror."
" Would you be good enough to relate it, sir? for the details of the

mournful event are entirely unknown to me,"
The abbe sighed like a man still impressed with a painful remem-

brance; but he acceded to my request.

"You are of course aware," said he, "that the Holy Father, in

the difficulties, in which he found himself placed by the guilty ambi-

tion of some rebellious subjects, thought proper to call the Count Rossi

to the ministry, offering him the first place in the council.

" Pellegrino Rossi, born at Carrara, was tall and commanding in

stature: his countenance expressed disdain and his temper was passion-

ate: but he possessed a subtle, penetrating intellect, vast information,

and a pithy and persuasive eloquence. Banished from his country,

in consequence of the political contests in which he had engaged at an
early age, he retired to Geneva, and there gained great reputation as a

lawyer and an orator. Subsequently he removed to Paris, where he

was greatly distinguished for the splendor of his talents. Becoming
naturalized, and made a French peer, he was appointed ambassador

to Rome by Louis Philip, and, after the revolution of February, he

continued to reside in this city, being unwilling to submit to the au-

thority of the republic.

Count Rossi was 61 years old when appointed chief minister by

Pius IX. His comprehensive miiid had measured at a glance all the

difficulties of such a position: he accepted it only with repugnance,

and after holding long discussions with the Duke d'Harcourt to obtain
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tlw cniisful (if l''i;iiir('. A i»'lio;i()iis flcnliiiK'nl , wliicli |»i iii.i[)-< had
lu'vor ((iiiiplflcly ahiimloiird lijiii, and wliirli in Ihm lalcr yrais had
been aroused mioic sir«in<jlv (han v\v\ , inlhirno-d his dccisinti, and he
rcsiijiicd himself wiih devolion (o thi; service of (he Soverciirn PonlifF.

An indefali<;al)h' minister, he (hs|)layed lahMits, zeal, and an ener<;;^y

ihal made his enemies (reml)le, ami inspired ihem with ihe plot of

which he became the victim.

SCENES IN THE T, 1 F F. OF OIR I,()III).

HIS rUHLIC LIFE,

n \ p r I s M — A s s i: .m n i, e s n i s ci p l f.

s

.

The scenes of our Lord's infancy, so consoling to the poor and afflicted, so full

of food for contemplation and tender meditation, have been handed down to us by

Mary's care, from Mary's lips. His succeeding years, from his flight into Egypt,

years when ripening age brought forth the n)ore endearing qualities, which had

been concealed beneath the veil of helpless infancy, have with one exception, been

shrouded from us. (Amsoling indeed for his servant.s, when treated as aliens and

enemies, would it be to know how the man God bore reproach and ignominy from

the Egyptian unbeliever: consoling in poverty to witness him at his daily toil; ill

paid, defrauded and despised. But here contemplation alone can follow him, no

recoriled words remain to tell us what Mary must have related.

E.vcept one incident, instructive alike of his divine mission, his infinite wisdom,

his future passion and resurrection, we know nothing of our Saviour till he reached

the age of thirty, " He was subject to Joseph and Mary," alone is told us. He
now resolved to begin his public life. It Avas the age when the law permitted a

man to speak in public, and to that law he had ever conformed, fie announced

his resolve to his Blessed Mother. With anguish had she looked forward to this

day of trial, when she was to surrender her beloved son to toil and death. Solemn

and afTecting was their parting.

"A son that never did amiss,

That never shamed his mother's kiss,

Nor crossed her fondest prayer."*

Jesus could not be unmoved by his mother's grief and forebodings ; but he re-

minded her to offer him as her forefather Abraham had offered his only son, as the

mother of the Macchabees had offered all. Then poor and unfriended he descended

the hill side of Nazareth and turned towards the Jordan. Sinless, he was to take

the livery of sin ; like a sinner was he to be baptized, like a weak mortal be ex-

posed to the temptations of Satan.

His precursor, John the son of Zachary and Elizabeth, was already announcing

the advent of the Messiah and calling people to penance. From his baptizing

»7 Vol. III.—No. 5.
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those who were sincerely penitent he liad already received the name of Baptist.

Leaving the desert of Judea he had gone to

" Wliere stately Jordan flows hy many n palm,"

THE RIVER JORDAN.

and there was visited by thousands, some led by curiosity, some expecting to see

the long expected Messiah, some moved by true devotion.

*• There to thy sacred limbs the camel gave

A garment coarse; the rock a bed supplied;

The stream tliy thirst; locusts and honey wild

Tliy liunger satisfied."*

His teachings full of the spirit of God were suited to every rank : plain and

simple, they went to the hearts of his hearers, and few indeed could gaze on his

wasted form, his harsh covering, less a protection than a torment, and not feel

compunction for the luxurious ease and comfort lavished on their own sinful bodies.

Like his Divine Redeemer he spoke with authority : the liaughty Scribes and

Pharisees met his stern rebuke, biit to tlie humble, contrite sinner he was all

gentleness.

After a long and painful journey, in which solitary his thoughts turned to him-

self, and made him taste in anticipation the bitter cup of Calvary, Jesus reached the

desert, where John was baptizing at Betliabara beyond the Jordan,t at a spot some

Coswall. f John, i, 28.
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leagues from its mouth, opposite to Jericho, which lay far to the left, beyond a
broken plain of deep ravines and awful chasms, rendered more friirhifui by thf
long thorny willowy plants that cover it. On the right, hidden in part by a moun-
tain height, stretched away in the distance the dreary basin of Lake Asphahites,
" the Dead Sea," doom and tomb alike of the guilty cities, whose punishment
however, was to be less in the day of fearful reckoning than that of those cities,

which were about to hear the words of the Messiah, to see his wondrous works,
yet turn away unfaithful, unconverted. At Bethabara, where John then was, both
banks of the Jordan, that "river of judgment," were lined with pliant osiers,

stately poplars and tamarinds, fair blooming oleanders, and other trees and shrubs,
where birds unnumbered built their nests, and wild beasts luiiked by day or
prowled by night.
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1 ii K n 1. \ I) > K \ .

John was not alone when Jesus approached ; many of his disciples were around

him, to whom he had already announced the Christ. By divine inspiration he

now recognized the Redeemer, even as he had recognized him when still unborn,

even as God's saints recognize his presence in the tabernacle of his love.

"Behold!" he cried, " behold the lamb of God, behold him who taketh away
the sin of the world. This is he of Avhom I said : after me coineth a man, who is

preferred before me, because he was before me. And I knew him not, but that he

may be made manifest in Israel, therefore am I come baptizing in water."*

Jesus meanwhile approached and presented himself for baptism ; but John con-

scious of his own iinwortliiness, shrunk from subjecting his Divine M.ister to the

ceremony of humiliation. " I ought to bo baptized of thee and comesl thou to

me." But Jesus replied ;
" SufiVr me for this time : for so it bccometh us to fulfill

all justice." Tiicn John yielded, and our Divine Lord stepped into the stream:

and his precursor, poured over his sacred brow the water, which tlienceforth sancti-

fied, became in baptism possessed of divine power, washing away sin, when
poured in virtue of his blood, and in his all powerful name.

" A youth arrayed in vest of camel's hair,

Siaiiding upon n rock projecting; there,

Poured forili the waters on llie son of God,
From out the rapids of the crystid flood;

A chosen band stands on tlie verdant sward,

In snow while garments to receive llicir Lord;

The Ilnly Spirit Imsleiis from above,

And liovers o'er liim like a gentle dove

Sent from his glory by the Eternal Sire.

With beams adorned and circumfused witli fire."

John, i, 29-.31.
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For when the baptism was ended, and Jesus stepped forth from the stream rapt

in prayer ;
" Lo, the heavens were opened to him, and he saw the Spirit oi God

descending as a dove, and coming upon him, and a voice from heaven was heard

proclaiming. This is my beloved Son in whom I am well pleased." Thus did the

Almighty Father announce his beloved Son to the world, thus was the mystery of

the adorable Trinity clearly presented to the world; the voice of the Father, the

Son, and the Holy Ghost descending.

John full of consolation and joy, could now like Simeon exclaim :
" Now O

Lord thou dost dismiss thy servant according to thy word in peace, because mine

eyes have seen thy salvation, which thou hast prepared before the face of all

thy people."

He had been warned by the Almighty—" He upon whom thou shalt see the

Spirit descending, and remaining upon him, he it is that baptizeth in the Holy

Ghost," and now that he had seen the Holy Ghost descend as a dove, and remain

upon Jesus, he declared again to his disciples: "This is the Son of God." His

mission was ended. " This my joy is filled. He must increase and I diminish."

But his disciples clung to him, and only on a subsequent day, when our Lord

returned from that frigiitlul wilderness, where for forty days and nights he had

prepared himself (or his mission by fasting and prayer: tempted by Satan, but

overcoming him by humility and love of God,—it was only after this, that when
John again pointed to Jesus, e.xclairaing: "Behold the Lamb of God," that two

of his disciples, apparently John and Andrew, followed our Lord to his humble

abode, and hung in ecsiacy on his divine lips. Andrew on the next day brought

Simon, whom our Lord named Peter, or his Rock, Philip and Bartholomew were

next added to his little company of disciples, as he was about to return to Galilee.
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CHAPTER VIII.

Continued from p. ~J0, Vol 2.

HOW THE RAVEN THREW AWAY THE POISONED BREAD. ^^^B

When now that region far and wide, began to be inflamed with the lore of our

Lord Jesus Christ, and rciany leaving the secular hfe, might hnw their necks under

the light yoke of the Redeemer, as it is tiie custom of the wicked to envy others

the virtue which they do not desire for themselves, a presbyter of a neighboring

church, Florentius by name, and grandfather of our own Florentius the subdeacon,

stung with the malice of the evil one, began to be jealous of the exercises of the

holy man, and to disparage his manner of life, and to prevent as many as he could

from going to visit him. And when he found that he could not hinder his pro-

gress, but that the fame of his good life went on increasing, and that many, only

by hearing the story of his praises, instantly embraced the higher state of life,

goaded yet more and more by the stings of envy, he grew daily worse: because

the applause of that good life he coveted, indeed, but for the praiseworthy life itself,

he cared nothing. At length in the blindness of his gloomy heart, he went so far

as to send to the servant of Almighty God, poisoned bread, as if for a blessing.

The man of God accepted it with thanks, but the hidden bane did not lie hid from

him. At the hour of his repast, a raven was wont to come from the neighboring

forest, and take bread from his hand. And when it had come in the usual manner,

the man of God threw to the raven the bread w^hich the presbyter had sent him,

and commanded it, saying :
" in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, take up this

bread and cast it in a place where no man shall be able find it." Then the raven,

with open beak and expanded wings, began to run to and fro around the bread,

to croak and as it were to declare that he was ready to obey, but was not able to

fulfil the command. But he charged it again and again, saying: "hft! hft lx)ldly,

and hurl it where it cannot be found." And after some delay, the raven seized it,

raised and bore it away. At the end of three hours, having thrown away the

bread, it returned to the man ol" God, and received from his hand its usual portion.

The venerable Father, however, seeing that the priest had designs upon his life,

grieved for him rather than for himself. But Florentius, when he could not kill

the body of the master, exerted himself to destroy the souls of the disciples : where-

fore, in the garden of that house where Benedict resided, he introduced seven girls,

who holding each other by the hand, and dancing naked before them, were to kin-

dle their minds with criminal lust. Which the holy man discovering from his

cell, and fearing the fall of his frailer disciples, and considering it was done only

to persecute himself, he gave place to hatred, and appointed over each of the mon-

asteries he had established, a superior chosen from the brothers attached to the

same; and taking with himself a few of the monks, he changed his place of resi

dence. And shortly .nfter he thus meekly retired before the malignity of the other.

Almighty God smote terribly this last. For as tiie jiresbyter stood in his balcony,

exulting at the news that Benedict had reireated, while every ollu-r part of llw

whole house stood firm, this balcony fell,an<l crushed tod<iith the enemy of Bene

diet. Maiirus. the disciple of the hnlv man. sijpposing it ought to be made known
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immedialcly to the VPnoraWr l-'atluT. who was diHtant alK)ut [vn miles from that

plucp. sent in liasto, sayiny: "come back, for the one who persecuted th«f; is

killed!" Ilearinjj which, tlie man of (i(xl, Henedict, gave way to mournful la-

mentations, for that his enemy was fallen, and that his disciple should exult at the

death of the persecutor. \Vh«'refore also he imposed a penance upon that disci-

ple, because by sucli a message, he had presumed to rejoice in the destruction of

their enemy.

Peter.—These things are wonderful and indeed awful ! In the water produced

from the rock, I remember Moses [Num. xx. 11]; in the iron which swam upon

the water, Kliseus [4 Kings, vi, 7]; in the walking upon the water, Peter [Matt,

xiv. 'J11]; in the obedience of the raven, Elias [3 Kings, xvii, GJ; and in his sor-

row for the death of his enemy, I see David [2 Kings, i, 11]. This man, as I

think, was full of the spirit of all the saints.

Gregory.—The holy Benedict, Peter, had 'he spirit of the one true God, who
by the grace of his redemption hath filled the hearts of all the elect, of whom
John sailh :

" That was the true light which enlighteneth every man that cometh

into this world." Of whom also it is written: "Of his fulness we all have re-

ceived." Holy men indeed could hold these powers from the Lord, but not com-

municate them to others. But He gave the signs of virtue to his subjects, and

promised to be himself the sign of Jonas to his enemies : so that he was pleased

to die before the proud, and to rise before the humble: whereby the former s;.ould

see what they might despise, and the latter what, with reverence, they should love.

From which mystery it hath come to pass, that while the proud regard the siiame

of death, the humble instead of death partake of the glory of his power.

Peter.—May I ask to what place the holy man removed, after these things, or

if he showed other mighty works again in those parts.

Gregory.—The holy man removing thence changed his place, but not his

enemy- For afterwards he engaged in conflicts by so much the more serious, as

he met the Prince of Evil himself in open combat. The town of Cassino is situ-

ated on the side of a lofty mountain, which holds the town as it were upon its lap,

but rising far above, and reaching away to a distance of three miles, it seems to

lift its head to the skies. There was upon it a temple of remote age, in which

Apollo was worshipped by the silly rustics, after the manner of the ancient hea-

then. On every side were groves devoted to the service of demons, in which,

even as in the limes of the unbelievers, the insane multitude was wearying itself

with sacrilegious sacrifices. The man of God therefore coming hither, broke in

pieces the idol, overturned the altar, burned the groves, and in the temple of Apollo

established the chapel of blessed Martin, and where Apollo's altar had stood, built

that of St. John ; while with unwearied preaching he summoned to the faith the

people in all that neighborhood. But the old enemy of man resenting this, not

secretly nor in a dream, but in plain sight, obtruded himself upon the presence of

the Father, and with loud clamors complained of the violence done to him, so

that even the brothers could hear the voice, though they might not discern his

shape. And as the venerable Father told his disciples, there appeared to him, bo-

dily, the enemy of our race, most horrible and on fire, who seemed to be raging

with flaming mouth and eyes against him. What he said indeed, all heard : at

first he called him by name. But when the man of God made no answer, he

broke out into abuse. For Avhen he cried, " Benedict! Benedict!" and no answer

whatever was given, inmiediately he went on; '* O cursed one! Maledict! and not

Benedict! what hast thou to do with me? why dost thou persecute me?"
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But now Ift us turn to other combats of the servant of God, which the malig-

nant spirit wncffHl against him with full intent, though the occasions of victory he

thereby furnished, were not so intended.

C H A 1' T i: U 1 X .

OF THE ROCK THAT WAS MFTED AT THF. SAINt's PRAYERS.

One daj' while the brothers were at work building the cells of the monastery,

there lay at hand a stone which they intended to raise upon the building. And
when two or three were not able to lift it, many others joined with them, but still

it remained as immovable as if it had taken root in the earth : by which might be

very plainly understood, that the evil spirit himself sat upon it, when so great a

force of men could not move it. In this trouble therefore they sent to the man of

God, asking that he would come and by his prayers expel the evil one, so that the

stone might be raised. Shortly after, he came, and praying gave his blessing,

when the heavy rock was lifted as readily as though it had no weight.

(CHAPTER X.

OF THE PHANTOM FJRE OF THE KITCHEN.

Then in his presence, the holy man would have them to dig up the earth in

the same place. When having dug to some depth, the brothers found there a

brazen idol. This, for the time, happened to be thrown into the kitchen, when all

at once fire seemed to break forth, and in the eyes of all the monks showed as if

the whole building where the kitchen was situated was about to be consumed ; and

while with throwing water and as if extinguishing the fire, a great tumult was

created, the man of God disturbed by the noise, approached. He, considering that

the fire, because not seen by himself, existed only in the imagination of the breth-

ren, immediately bowed his head in prayer; and calling back the brothers whom
he found to be deluded by the false fire, admonished them to sign themselves with

the cross, that their eyes might be opened to see how the building stood unhurt,

and that the flames were an illusion of the evil spirit.

CHAPTER XI.

OF THE YOUNG NOVICE CRUSHED BY A FAM.ING WALL, AND MADE WHOLE BY

THE saint's PRAYERS.

Another time while the brothers were building a wall, which it was necessary

for certain reasons to carry up to an unusual height, the man of God abode in

prayer within his cell. To whom the evil spirit appeared, and contemptuously

advised him to go and see the brethren at work. This the holy man immediately

notified to the brethren by a messenger, saying: " Brothers, be on your guard, for

in this hour Satan comes to you." But he who carried the word scarcely finished
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speaking, wlu'n tlio innlignant wpirit nverlhrrw tlie wall on which ihcy were vm-

ploycd ; and this lalling upun a hid** lM>y, a uuvicc nud tiic> son of a 8<-uator, huricd

him bon«>atli th<> ruins. All sorrowful and deeply adlictud, not by the dt'Strurtion

of the wall, but by the injury of their brother, strove to makn known as soon as

possible the siid Occident to the venerable Faliier Hi'nedict. The Kalhwr there-

upon bid them bring the mutilated <-hild to him. To do which they were forced to

carry him upon a blanket; because the rocks from the wall had not only bruiiw-d

his limbs, but fractured his bones. The holy man directJ^-d llain to lay hira out

immediately in his c<>ll, upon the mat whereon he was accustomed to pray, and

sending all out from his cell, shut the door, and most earnestly bowed down to

pniyer. Wonderl'ul to relate, that same hour he sent him forth without a wound,

and well as before, to the same labor, that together with the brothers, he himself

should complete the wall, with whose deatli the evil spirit had thought to insult

Benedict.

CHAPTER XII.

OV THE MONKS WHO PARTOOK OF FOOD WHILE AWAY FROM THE MONASTERY.

About this time also the man of God began to be distinguished with the spirit

of prophecy ; to predict future events, and to reveal things absent as if present.

It was a custom of the house, that whenever the brothers might go abroad upon

any business, they should not taste food or drink outside of the monastery. And
while this point of discipline was strictly observed, one day they went out on some

affair which detained them to a late hour, when thinking to rest at the house of a

religious woman, they entered and partook of food. Late in the day they returned

to the monastery, and according to custom went to ask the blessing of the Father.

When he immediately questioned them :
" where did you eat?" They answering,

"nowhere;" he says: "why tell this falsehood? Did you not enter the house

of such a woman? Did you not take such and such food? Did you not drink

so many cups?" And as the venerable Father named to them the dwelling of

the woman, the kinds of food and the number of the potations, remembering all

they had done, they fell terrified at his feet, and confessed their fault. Immediately

however he forgave tliem, considering that it would not happen again, since they

knew liim though absent to be in spirit present to them.

CHAPTER XIII.

HOW THE MAN OF GOD KNEW THAT THE BROTHER OF VALENTINIANUS HAD
EATEN ON THE ROAD.

Again, the brother of Valentinianus, the monk whom I have mentioned above,

was a layman, but a very devout person. Who, that he might have the prayers

of the servant of God, and might see his brother, was accustomed every year to

come fasting, from his own place, to the monastery. One day, therefore, while

journeying to the monastery, another traveller joined him, who carried with him
his wallet of provisions for the road. And after some hours had passed on, he

said :
" come brotlier, let us eat something, to help us on the way." To whom
38 Vol. HI.—No. 5.
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he answered :
" far from it, brother, I may not do so, for I am always accustomed

to approach the venerable Father Benedict, fasting." Receiving which answer,

his fellow traveller was silent for a time. But after journeying a little farther, he

proposed again that they should take food. The one who had determined to keep

his fast, would not consent. He who had invited him to eat was silent, and con-

sented to keep on fasting a little longer. And after they had travelled a long way,

and with the late hour were weary from their walk, they found by the road a

meadow and spring of water, with whatever else might seem to make it delightful

for a resting place. Then the companion says :
" Lo, the water ! the meadow

!

See the pleasant place, where we can refresh ourselves and rest a little, that after-

wards we may have strength to finish our journey safely." Since therefore the

words were grateful lo the ear, and the places charming to the eye, moved by the

third solicitation, he consented and ate; toward evening he arrived at the monas-

tery. And being presented to the venerable Father Benedict, he asked a blessing

for himself; but then the holy man charged him with what he had done on the

way, saying : " How is this, brother, that the evil spirit who spoke to thee through

thy fellow-traveller, could not persuade thee the first, nor the second time, but the

third time he prevailed, and brought thee to do his will?" Then he, acknowledg-

ing the frailty of his poor feeble mind, prostrate at his feet, wept and blushed for

his fault, by so much the more, as he was conscious that the Father Benedict even

absent had witnessed his imperfection.

Peter.—I perceive that the holy man breathed the spirit of Eliseus, who when

his disciple was absent continued present to him.

CHAPTER XIV.

HOW HE DETECTED THE FRAUD OF KING TOTILA.

Gregory.—Wait but a little, Peter, and you shall hear what is still more

wonderful.

In the times of the Goths, when Totila, their king, had heard how the holy man
was possessed of the gift of prophecy, proceeding to his monastery, he halted a

short distance from it and sent forward a message that he was coming. And when
immediately word was sent back from the monastery, inviting him to do so, he in

the perfidiousness of his heart, attempted to find out whether the holy man were

a prophet. There was a sword bearer of his, named Higgo, to whom he gave his

own sandals, invested him with the royal robes, and ordered him to go as if in his

person, to the man of God. And with him, for courtiers, he sent three of his

knights, who were especially in his confidence, namely : Vult, Roderic and Blidin,

to walk at his side, pretending before the servant of God that he was Totila. And
he added also other officers and attendants, that both from his retinu<> and his royal

robes, he might be supposed to be the king. Thus decorated, and foJiowed by all

his train, Riggo entered the monastery, where the man of God was seated far in

the distance. Who, when he saw him approaching, and as soon as he was within

hearing, called out :
" Put off, my son, put off that dress ; it is not thine." And

now Riggo fell upon the earth faint with fear, because he had presumed to mock

so great a man ; and all who had come with him, sunk down in consternation.

Then rising up, they by no means presumed to come nearer to him, but returning

lo tlu-ir king, related with trembling how speedily they had been detected.
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CHAPTER VI.

" Ha, ha! very well, I declare! and so there you are at last!" said uncle Jerry,

raisinsj his spectacles to his forehead and peering at Dr. Camberwell as he entered

the room, a few days after the events related in the last chapter.

"Good morning, sir, how d'ye do?" said the doctor, "any calls since I left?"

"No; none but Lanty Hanlon," replied Mr. Guirkie, pulling down his specta-

cles again, and resuming his employment, " and there's a mallard wing he brought

me," pointing at it sideways with his eye, " not worth a brass button."

"Don't doubt it in the least," observed the doctor, "couldn't expect any thing

else."

" Why—just look at it. Mrs. Motherly's blue drake out in the yard there has

better feathers for a June trout by all odds."

" It looks like the wing of a young gray turkey, don't it?"

" Upon my word it's a fact—the spots are as big as the point of my thumb,

every one of them."

"Well you'll find Lanty out yet, some day or other I suspect," said the doctor,

sitting down on the sofa apparently much fatigued. " He's the most bothersome

fellow in the parish."

" It was about the child he came," resumed Mr. Guirkie, " I had almost forgot-

ten it. about that widow woman's child down at Ballymastacken."

"What's the matter with it?"

" The measles," responded uncle Jerry.

"The measles!"

"Yes, and I prescribed," said uncle Jerry, "in your absence; so I suppose

you'll scold me for it, eh?"
" Scold you ! no. Why should I scold you ? Upon my word, you know quite

enough about the profession to turn doctor yourself. And so you prescribed ;

—

what did you give him?"
" Gin, of course—good Hollands, and to be taken freely."

" Capital," said the doctor, " the very best medicine you could order."

" Well, so I thought. But only at a certain stage of the disease, eh?"

' Copy right secured according to Law.
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"Oh, of course, at the incipient stage!"

" Very true," said uncle Jerry, " that's just it, precisely," and he laid down the

fly he was dressing, to wax a silk thread, whilst he still continued the suhject,

apparently much interested, "that's exactly the very thing; taken at the proper

time it's the very best medicine in the world. It saved my life once, in Trinidad,

when attacked by the small pox."

" Possible ?"

" Yes, sir, and I have invariably recommended it m similar cases, ever since."

" No other calls ?"

** None to speak of. That Mr. Weeks was here about his headache, or face

ache, or whatever ache you please to call it."

"Neuralgia I rather think; and a pretty troublesome acquaintance it is to get

rid of."

" I declare," said uncle Jerry, snapping the thread which he should have had

the patience to cut with the scissors, " I declare and vow it matters very little

whether he ever gets rid of it. He's but a very poor concern, that same Mr.

Weeks."
" Oh, I see you have been disputing again, ha! ha !"

" Very well, it's not ray fault if we have. I'm sure I never dispute with any

one, if I can avoid it."

" No ; but still you manage to do it, notwithstanding," said the doctor.

" Never, upon my word and honor," replied Mr. Guirkie, " except when it's

forced on me. (There now that hook's as blunt as the very beetle," and he flung

it pettishly into the grate.) " I can't sit patiently by, and hear the man still con-

tending that a red hackle is the best in May and June. You wouldn't expect that,

I suppose, eh ?"

" He must be very unreasonable," yawned the doctor, his eyes half closed from

fatigue and want of sleep, for he had been up all night. " Yes, indeed, very un-

reasonable."

" It was actually presumptuous, considering all my experience to the contrary."

The doctor made an eflbrt to open his eyes and nod.

" I tried to reason him out of it. Upon my word, I reasoned with him as mildly

as I would with a child, but you might as well reason with a madman. Why, sir,

he's as wrong-headed as a mule, that man, humble and all as he seems. He's a

cheat, doctor, that's the whole sum and substance of it."

" Oh, well," said the doctor, rousing himself a little and speaking in a half irri-

table, half conciUatory tone, "let him have his own way ; the point, after all, is

not of vital interest to any body, I suppose."

"No, it's of no great consequence, I allow," said uncle Jerry, raising his spec-

tacles a second time to his forehead and looking across the table at the doctor in a

manner more impressive than usual. " No, sir, I admit that freely, but the man

is exceedingly presumptuous—remarkably so, for a stranger—and I'm much mis-

taken, doctor, if you yourself, with all your stoicism, would surrender to such a

person without protest. Moreover, sir, the gentleman—if he be a gentleman

—

should avoid provoking me to argument in my own house where he knows he has

me at a disadvantage. I say, doctor, it was very indelicate of him, think what

you please about it."

" And why do you let the man trouble you at all, if you think so little of-him?"

" Tnmlilc IMC? Oh! F dcrlure," cxrhiimcd uncle Jerry, takinc: off his spert;i

rles at last and pitching tlirrn on the table with a very dissatisfied air, for he was
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evidontly disappointed in ihr little interrst his frirnd »«'mod to take in the «ubjfct.

••Troiiblf nu>—why, I vow to p«>odn«-.ss, Uv inny go to Ilalifax and fisli for rcuI-

pins if lif like, for aiitjlit I ran- one way or other. Hut am 1 Ixjund to adopt his

ermrs atjaiiist both reason and ronsri/'nce, am I 7"

'• Hy no means, why should you 7"

" Very well, then," replied Mr. Guirkie, •* that's all I want to know," and as if

there was no more to Ix" said on the subject, he reached over apam for the specta-

cles: "I know very well," he added, as he looked through them before he put

them on. '*
I know it's quite right that every man should choose whatever side of

a question pleases him best; it's republican and democratic, anil has always \)ot>n

my way. and ever shall as long as I live; but still I have no hesitation in saying

this much, doctor, that it's morally impossible for the man who never ties a horn

on a hare's ear, because the natural fly don't wear horns except in July and

August, I say that the man who maintains that doctrine, never caught letter than

graculs or shiners in his life. ' That's precisely what I think of it, and I shall take

occasion to tell the gentleman so at our next meeting."

"Shall I bring in the breakfast?" inquired the housekeeper, opening the door

softly, and waiting till uncle Jerry had finished before she interrupted the con-

versation.

"The breakfast!" he repeated, checking at once the current of his thoughts and

looking across at the doctor, now fairly a-doze on the sofa. "The breakfast! I

declare that's a fact : well, now, upon my word, I'm the most selfish, thoughtless

man in the whole world. There he has been out at sick calls all night and hasn't

had a morsel yet to break his fast. Certainly," he replied,- nodding at the house-

keeper, "certainly, ma'am, send it in by all means."

When the door closetl, Mr. Guirkie again resumed his employment, making

occasional remarks, now and then, on the quality of the crottel. hare's ear, tinsel

catgut and the other various requisites for fly dressing. These observations he in-

tended should reach the doctor, but they did not ; for the doctor was asleep. At
length having finished his task and put up the materials in their usual place, he

came round and touched the sleeper gently on the shoulder.

" Wake up," said he, "and prepare for breakfast, it's just coming in. But

how is this, doctor? why dear me! now that I'm near you, one would think you

were after a week's march in the Indies. I declare a Seapoy after a three day's

drill couldn't look Avorse. A tedious case, I suppose?"

"Very," muttered the doctor, "very bad, indeed."

" Don't doubt it in the least, you look like it."

" Shocking."
" I declare! and it detained you since midnight?"

"Yes, I left here a few minutes after twelve, with Father John," he replied,

yawning and rubbing his eyes as he spoke. " You heard the dog bark at the time

under your chamber window—I was afraid he might have disturbed you."

" Heard him ! why he set all the dogs in the parish a barking, and they didn't stop

for an hour after. I declare he's the most unreasonable animal in that respect I

ever heard, at home or abroad. Still it's a conscientious matter with him I suppose,

and so we shouldn't blame him. Hah indeed ! it was a very shocking case."

" Fourteen of a crew cast ashore on Ballyhanan beach," said Dr. Caml^rwell,

raising up his sleepy eyes sympathetically to those of his venerable relation.

" Fourteen of a crew ! ! Oh, may the Lord have mercy on them!" exclaimed

uncle Jerry in pious astonishment. " That's awful."
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" A schooner from New York, bound for Dublin," continued the doctor. " She
foundered off Tory Island four days ago. The crew, with the exception of the

first mate, who went down with the vessel, took to the long boat, and after drifting

about all that time were at length driven ashore last night on Baliyhanan strand."

"May the Lord protect us!" exclaimed uncle Jerry again, slapping his knees

with the palms of his hands, and looking terrified at the doctor—" oh dear, oh dear,

all dead, all dead ?"

" No, no, not oM," quickly responded the doctor. " Six of them are still living,

the rest were dead before we reached the shore."

" The Lord have mercy on them," muttered Mr. Guirkie to himself.

" Were it not for the unwearied attention, and devotf'd charity of Miss Lee, the

light keeper's daughter, I verily believe every soul of them had perished."

"Perished!—after reaching the shore—that's terrible to think of."

"Well, under God, she was the principal means of saving their lives."

**The angel!" exclaimed uncle Jerry, " I must see her immediately."
" Upon my word I believe she's more of an angel than any thing else," said

the doctor.

"She is one I tell you—there's no doubt of it whatever—you can see it in

her face."

"So you have seen her, then. 1 thought you had never called at the light-house

since this new keeper came."

"Neither have I. 'Twas at the chapel I saw her—and that, only for a second

or two. She was kneeling before the picture of the Virgin, and I declare, glanc-

ing from one to the other, 1 could hardly tell which was the lovelier. I have never

forgotten that face since for a single day,—it haunts me sleeping and waking, every

feature of it seems to me just as familiar as my own."
" It was really one of the most beautiful sights I ever saw," continued the doc-

tor, " to see her kneeling there on the cabin floor administering rehef to the poor

sufferers. She looked to me the very image of a young sister of mercy I used to

see long ago, ghding round the sick beds in the Dublin hospital."

" So full of piety, and so gentle," said uncle Jerry.

" Yes, once as she touched the parched lips of the little cabin boy, with a spoon-

ful of wine and water, her tears fell on his face, it was impossible —

"

" I know it," said uncle Jerry, " it was impossible to look at her, without

—

hem, without feeUng—hem, it was very affecting."

" The warm drops as they fell made him raise his eyes to her face, and then

such a look of love and gratitude as he gave her, I never saw on human face before."

" It's the goodness of God, doctor, that sends us such creatures, now and again,

to reconcile us to our miserable humanity."

" Certainly."

" We should otherwise forget our destiny altogether."

" No doubt of it."

" He scatters them over the dark world, here and there, to brighten and beautify

it, as he scatters the stars over the clouded heavens."

" But to return to the sufferers," said the doctor, afraid Mr. Guirkie should fly

off into one of his rhapsodies, " one poor fellow, a negro, was all but dead when

I left."-

" Dear me! all but dead."

" Yes, and had seven of his toes broken besides,

" Lord save us!—seven toes broken!—that's frightful," exclaimed uncle Jerry.
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" Four on ono fool, and thn-c on the oiIht."

" Most shocking !—anil what inakfs it still woptc, hc'.s of the (l<'spis«'d nirc

;

but the rt'st—wh«Te are they ?"

" In the cabin."

" What!—all huddled up tojjether. tin- liviiii,' with tlw dead."

"Why, there was no other plaee ti> put tliein—no house, you know, within a

mile of the strand."

"Oh, tio! of course not; why should tiiere!" exclaimed uncle Jerry, a little

irritated at the disappointment. ** Why should there? No, no, there's never any

thing where it ought to he. I believe in my soul if there had been a house there,

not a shipwreck should ever have happened within leagues of it."

'* Don't doubt it in the least," assented the doctor.

"Cross purposes, sir, that's it, cross purposes—every thing in creation pulling

against every other thing. It's outrageous—no house there, where of all places in

the world it ought to b(^— I declare to my conscience it's insufferable."

" I know it," said the doctor, " it's too bad to be sure, but so it chances to l)e."

"Chances! nonsense—there's no such tbing as chance—don't believe in it at

all." And clasping his hands round his knee, he lifted up his little leg, and com-

menced rocking away in his chair—a habit he had when any thing troubled him.

He ask«l no more questions ; what he heard already suppli<^*d him with materials

enough for a picture—and he drew it, and gazed at it, till the tears fell in big drops

on the carpet. He saw the poor wrecked sailors, stretched on the damp floor of

the warren keeper's hut, as plainly as if he had been there in person standing

over them."
" Well, there's no use in fretting about it," said he at length, letting his leg fall,

and looking out at the rain pattering against the window panes, "it can't be helped

I suppose. They'll die, every soul of them, for want of good fresh air and kindly

treatment. I know they will. Can nothing be done ? I wish to heaven I was there

myself; but where's the use of wishing any thing about it ; the doctor would

never consent to it in such a storm as this. So here I must wait patiently I sup-

pose, and make the best of it. As for that negro, he'll die; oh there's no doubt of

it in the world : he'll die, of course, just because he is a negro, and no one to care

for him. As for Mary Lee, she may be a tender hearted gentle creature as ever

lived, and no one who ever saw her once, could think otherwise; but she's a timid

fawny thing I fear, and won't venture near enough, to wet his lips with a spoonful

of sangaree, or whisper a kind word in his ear, to keep his heart from sinking.

Ay, that's the effect of a black skin—always, always. It was just so in St. Do-

mingo and Alabama, and all over the world. But never mind, never mind, there's

a good time coming. It won't be so in heaven, ha, ha," and Mr. Guirkie rubbed

his hands smartly together, and chuckled at the thought, "no, no, that's one com-

fort at least, it won't be so in heaven."

" W^hy, dear me! there's the doctor fast asleep!" exclaimed the housekeeper,

laying down the tray with the breakfast on the table. "Please wake him up, Mr.

Guirkie, he needs some refreshment, and should take it hot."

" Never mind him," rephed uncle Jerry, a little impatiently, " never mind him.

Go away, Mrs. Motherly, if you please, and don't jar the door. I'll wake him
tlie next time he turns over;" and wiping his spectacles with the tail of his morn-

ing gown, he commenced reading a newspaper that lay on the table.

Now it happened the paper was a %^ek old or more, and Mr. Guirkie had read

it over, advertisements and all, a good half dozen times already. For it being the
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only paper taken at the cottage, he always tried, as he said himself, to make the

most of it. It was not, therefore, with a view either to entertainment or informa-

tion that he snapped it up so suddenly as he did, but merely to divert bis mind

from thinking of the wrecked sailors, and particularly the negro with the broken

toes. Mr. Guirkie, as the reader may have suspected, was gentle and full of ten-

der sympathies, and when a case with any thing peculiarly melancholy in it, like

the one in question, chanced to get hold of his heart, he never could manage very

well to shake it out of it. It was only, therefore, with the desperate hope of

excluding from his imagination the picture he had drawn so vividly but a few

minutes before, that he clutched the paper so vigorously between his hands and

ran his eye so rapidly over the print. It happened, however, notwithstanding the

effort he made that his success was by no means complete, for he soon began a

sort of low dry whistle without tune or music to it, evidently intended to help the

newspaper. When he had read down half a column or more with this accompa-

niment, he found it, as he always found it before, to be a total failure, and that do

what he would, the picture kept always breaking in upon him. At last, unable

to resist any longer, he flung the newspaper on the floor, and starting up in a sort

of desperation, paced up and down the room, his slippers clattering the while

against his heels and his hands as usual clasped behind his back.

" Mr. Guirkie," said the housekeeper, opening the door gently, " Mr. Guirkie."

" What," said Mr. Guirkie, turning on his steps and throwing up his spectacles

from his forehead till they were lost in his bushy, gray hair, "what's the matter?"

" Lanty Hanlon's come for more of that medicine, sir, and says the child's doin

bravely, and sir, he brought ye the other wing of the wild duck."

" Mrs. Motherly," said uncle Jerry, approaching the door and drawing himself

primly up, " I'm engaged. Don't you understand 1 I'm engaged, ma'am."

"Yes, sir, but "

" Well, but, ma'am, I'm not to be imposed on. That feflow has had more gin

already than would cure half the parish—quit the room, if you please, and tell

that scoundrel to quit the house."

Again Mr. Guirkie turned to the window and looked out on the stormy sky,

muttering to liimself all the while in short, ejaculatory sentences. At first they

were low and hollow, but grew more audible and the words more distinct in pro-

portion as the picture before his mind's eye grew darker.

" Oh nonsense," said he at last, in a declamatory whisper, for he was still afraid

to wake the doctor. " Nonsense! nonsense! there's no use whatever in attempt-

ing it. And what's more, there never was any use. It was just so, always, just

the same old story over and over again, and 1 verily believe I'm a greater fool now,

than I was twenty years ago. Last week I couldn't rest till I saw that distressed

widow, just as if it were my business to console widows, just as if it ought to

concern me a copper, whether her landlord ejected her or not. But the explana-

tion of it all is, Mr. Jeremiah Guirkie, since that's the name you like to go by,

the explanation of it all is, that you're an incorrigible simpleton. Yes, sir, tliat's

the short and long of it. And I saw that very word, last Friday on the doctor's

lips, when I gave Lanty the half crown for ilie hackle, as plain as the light there,

only he didn't let it drop. Well, he thought so, of course, why shouldn't he. For

ever meddling with other people's business, and neglecting my own. And now,

here comes that shipwreck just at the heels of the Weeks' affair to worry me again.

Well, all we can say about it, let the negro die,—why not, he's not the first that

died neglected. And why should it concern you?" he continued, stopping short
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and lookint; nt himsrlf in the mirror nbove th«' manli-l, " why Hhould it conc»"m

you, sir, one way or other? You'rt- niif^lity chnritahlc, nr'n'l you? Tak*; a

friend's advice, sir, and mind your own business: you'll have plenty to do ; ay,

and if the truth were told, more than ever you did do in your life. Of all the

people in the world, you're not the very man expected to keep the life in these

sailors or solder new toes on that unfortunate negro, are you?"
Here the soliloquy was interrupted by the doctor speaking in his sleep. Mr.

Guirkie turnt-d his head slowly around, and stood in that twisted position for a

second or two. looking at the dreamer and waiting to catch the next words. There

was a wonderful deal of benevolence in iiis face as it ihus appeared in half profile.

The little round blue eyes so full of soft and gentle expression—an expression

which his recent effort to steel his heart against the influence of pity had not

abatetl in the least, the small mouth with the corners turned slightly up, like uncle

Toby's when listening to Corporal Trim, the smooth, unwrinkled, rosy cheeks,

and stiff gray hair standing on end, all tended to convince the beholder of Mr.

Guirkie's eccentric habits and kindly nature.

Again the doctor muttered something, and then Mr. Guirkie moved gently over

and bent his head down to catch the words.
** The negro ! the negro !" ejaculated the sleeper.

"That's it—the negro, of course," repeated uncle Jerry. " He must die—that's

what you mean."
" Mary Lee," continued the dreamer, "warm blankets!—the decoction!" and

abruptly turning on his side he concluded with a groan that told how fatigued he

was, after the labors of the previous night.

" Very well," said Mr. Guirkie, kicking off his slippers, "that puts an end to

it. I have no longer a shadow of doubt about my obligations. It's evidently my
duty to go down and visit them. That's as plain as the sun, and the doctor's

dream is clearly providential," and sitting down on the chair he put on his shoes,

and then drew over his leggings from the footstool. '* As for the rain," he con-

tinued, looking out of the window, '* I don't care a farthing about it, one way or

other. Neither the heat of the Indies nor the cold of the Canadas has taken a

feather out of me, yet. I'm just as good for all practical purposes as ever I was.

To be sure it rains and blows hard and fast, but I'm no sugar loaf to melt in the

rain, nor a jack straw to be blown away with the wind."

Talking in this strain, he put on his leggings. But he put them on as he always

did, in a very careless, slovenly sort of way—omitting a button here and there in

his way up to the knees. This time especially he was in somewhat of a hurry,

and his tlioughts had nothing whatever to do with the buttons. Next he opened his

desk as silently as possible, and took out what seemed to be a pocket book, looking

round stealthily at the doctor as he secured it under his vest, and finally retired to his

chamber to don his seal skin cap and drab surtout with the double cape, a riding

dress he never laid aside summer or winter, and from which no one in the neigh-

borhood ever thought of dissociating the idea of uncle Jerry Guirkie. These hasty

preparations concluded, he stepped on tiptoe from the parlor and closed the door

noiselessly behind him, leaving the doctor sleeping soundly on the sofa, and the

breakfast cooling beside him on the table.

On reaching the housekeeper's door, however, great as his hurry was he paused

and seemed to deliberate. He was thinking whether he should apprise her of his

intended journey, or steal out unobserved. There was danger both ways. If he

told, she might wake up the doctor and detain him ; if he did not. his absence in

39 Vol.. in.—No. 5.
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such stormy weather might occasion alarm for his safety.. Three or four limes he

coughed and heni'd slightly at the threshold, bringing his knuckle each time within

an inch of the door, and as often drawing it back. At length, however, the fear

of giving alarm predominated, and summoning courage, he knocked—but it was

a knock in which there was no sign of authority—or rather it was the gentle tap

of a child coming to beg alms at a gentleman's back door.

"Mrs. Motherly !" said he, putting his lips to the key-hole and speaking under

his breath, " Mrs Motherly! I'm going out a little, but you needn't disturb your-

self. I don't require your services in the least—not in any possible way whatever."

But Mrs. Motherly knew better. She had lived now nearly five years in the

family, and understood Mr. Guirkie well, and all about him. Her long residence

and her well known fidelity gave her a respectable claim on his consideration,

which indeed, however inconvenient he often found it, he never failed to acknow-

ledge. For a long time after she came into the family, Mrs. Motherly kept con-

tinually remonstrating with Mr. Guirkie on his foolish ways, as she loved to call

them, and frequently when provoked would venture even to scold him sharply, but

still in a respectful and affectionate manner—sometimes for his reckless neglect of

his health, sometimes for spending his money on objects undeserving of charity,

(for uncle Jerry had the habit of slipping a sixpence now and again to the beggars

whom Mrs. Motherly thought it her duty to drive from the door,) but most of all

for his inveterate disregard of his dress and personal appearance. Of late years,

however, she had given him up in despair ; relinquishing all hopes of ever being

able to correct him, and came at last to the wise conclusion that destined as she

was to remain a fixture in the place, and since she could not reform him, why,

like a prudent woman, she would let him have his own way and try to do the

best she could for him. Still there was one little peculiarity in Mr. Guirkie's con-

duct, especially for the last year or so, which Mrs. Motherly .sometimes found it

rather hard to put up with, and that was, his want of regard for her feelings in

presence of third parties—the doctor and his sister of course excepted—this was
particularly the case when company happened to be at the house, or when he

chanced to come across her any where beyond the walls of the cottage. Alone

with her at home he was as tractable as a child ; for the fact was, and it may as

well be told now as again, the fact was, he feared Mrs. Motherly. It's no doubt a

lamentable admission, but not the less true for all that. And the reason was clear:

Mrs. Motherly was a woman of such excellent qualities in her way, that uncle

Jerry could not help entertaining a great respect for her; then she took such a

lively interest in his affairs that he felt she had a good right to his confidence, and

he yielded it willingly; and last of all, with all her humility she had such force

of character, that he generally found it easier to submit than quarrel with her.

Whether our readers of the sterner sex—and we write down the word sex in order

to save it from growing entirely obsolete—whether they shall ever agree to adopt

Mr. Guirkie's rule of conduct in this respect as the safest and the wisest is more

than we dare to predict; but still we might venture to say, judging from the pre-

sent aspect of things and making all necessary allowance for the progressive spirit

of the age, that such a revolution in the ordinary relations of life would not, after

all, be so very extraordinary an event.

In the house and alone with Mrs. Motherly, uncle Jerry as we have said already,

was as tractable as a child. He would turn back at her bidding, were his very foot in

the stirrup, and sit down to let her sew a button on his shirt or tie a more becom-

ing knot on his cravat—nay, sometimes when hard pressed, would hand her his
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purse lor sal'p kp«'piiig—a precaution, by tl>o way, she (rcnernlly took wlien fthe

suspected him of goin(]r up to the Hluid Fiddler's in the Cairn or down to the

widow with the three twins at Uallyinnsiacken. Krotn home, however, or in pre-

sence of stranpers, he wits (juite another man. On such occasions, his whole

hi'urinij towards Iht underwent a chan},M'. \\v would draw himself up to the very

hijjhest strt'icli o\ his dii;iiity, address her in a dictatorial tone, and otherwise de-

port himsfll towards her as if he rejjiirded her in no other liijht than that of an

ordinary wailinc woman. When any one alxjut the table chanced to make honor-

able mention of Mrs. Motherly, which indeed those who were aware of uacie

Jerry's little weakness often did for their own amusement, it was amusin^r to see

then how the old man would pout his lips, throw himself back, and admit with n

patroniziui,' air, that she was—really was an honest, trustworthy servant—had her

liitle whims, to Ix' sure, as every one had—but, nevertheless, was a ri^lit trusty

and oliedient housekeeper.

This change in Mr. Guirkie's conduct towards her, Mrs. Motherly was for a

long time unable to account for, and the anxiety she felt about the cause of it was
far more painful to her than the thing itself. The secret of all was, however, and

the reader must be told it by all means, the secret was, that uncle Jerry's friends

were in the habit of plaguing him about Mrs. Motherly ; that is to say, about cer-

tain little leanings in that direction. They made no direct, specific charges—not

oni>—but they kept forever indulging in sly winks and inuendoes, which mortified

the poor man much more than plain downright accusations. Amongst these

friends, Mr. Thomas Petersham, or Captain Tom Petersham, as he was generally

called, held a conspicuous place. Mr. Petersham, as the reader may have seen

already, was a good natured, jolly sort of a man as one might care to meet with

any where. He cracked a good joke, rode a good horse, kept a good table, sung

a good song, sailed the fastest yacht between Fanit Point and the Skerries, and

never looked or felt happier in his life than when he had uncle Jerry at his elbow

to hob-nob with him after dinner. This gentleman had so often plagued Mr.
Guirkie—and he did it in a quiet, provoking way, his eye sparkling the while

with the spirit of the grape and mischief together—that the good little man at last

thought it prudent to assume a cold and distant reserve towards his respectable

housekeeper in the presence of strangers, in order, we suppose, to offset disagree-

able suspicions. Now of all men in the world Mr. Guirkie would be the last to

think of such an attachment. The thing was entirely out of the course of his

thoughts; or if the idea ever could by any chance cross his mind, he would, very

probably, walk up to the looking glass and laugh himself out of countenance

for entertaining it for an instant. He was now sixty years of age, but as hale

and hearty as he was at twenty-fire—a wealthy, happy old bachelor, who had

travelled half the world over—been in all sorts of society—studied men and books

till he grew tired of both, and at last settled down quietly at Greenmount, resolved

to spend the remainder of his days and his money as far away from city life as

possible, without the remotest idea of ever changing his condition.

As for Mrs. Motherly, poor soul, the thought of a nearer or holier relation be-

tween them than that of an honest, faithful servant to a kind, indulgent master,

never entered her mind. She never, to be sure, looked on herself as an ordinary

house servant. She was above that, both by early education and household ac-

complishments, and she knew it ; and every one else knew it just as well, the

moment she made her appearance. It was as plain as the alphabet. Her clean

white apron, her neat well plaited cap, her bunch of polished keys at her girdle.
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and above all her intelligent, respectable countenance, bespoke at once her autho-

rit)' and the right she had to exercise it. As for any thing beyond that, she never

dreamt of it. And so uncle Jerry and Mrs. Motherly lived very happily together,

each well satisfied with the other, the latter yielding a reasonable obedience and

the fomipr exercising a reasonable authority. If any thing ever did happen, once

in a long time, to create a little dryness between them, it was sure to be that un-

fortunate habit he had of treating her unkipdly before company. In vain did she

try to shame him out of it, when she had him to herself all alone of a quiet eve-

ning after tea—he with his flies and she with her stocking sitting cosily together

;

in vain did she draw on his nice sense of propriety to rebuke him, nay, sometimes

when more than commonly provoked, actually charge him to his face with hav-

ing taken an ungentlemanly advantage of her position to mortify her. All was in

vain. To every coicplaint she made on that head, uncle Jerry turning away his

face to hide his confusion, and making many a hem and hah to clear his throat,

would invariably acknowledge that it might appear strange, but he had his own
reasons for it. This indeed was all the explanation he ever gave, and do what she

would, all Mrs. Motherly could ever get out of him. But to return.

" Mrs. Motherly," whispered uncle Jerry through they keyhole, " Mrs. Moth-

erly," he repeated in a hard underbreath. " I'm going out a little, but you needn't

trouble yourself in the least about it, and please tell the doctor when he wakes,

that I'll return presently."

But the good woman turned the key in the lock, before he had quite done speak-

ing, and presented herself before him, her left hand pressed against her plump

side, and a look of astonishment, half affected, half real, pictured in her face.

Uncle Jerry raised himself suddenly up from his stooping posture, and gazed at

Mrs. Motherly without saying a word.

" Well," at length ejaculated the latter, breaking silence, " what's the matter?"

" Why !" responded Mr. Guirkie, " what is the matter. It's no harm to go out,

I suppose."
" No, but what does it meanf" inquired the matron, surveying the diminutive

figure of Mr. Guirkie from head to foot, " what does it mean, in such weather

as this?"

" Well, that's it, it may look a little odd, to be sure, but I can't help it."

" Why good gracious, look at the fain streaming down the window. Is it crazy

you are, to venture out in such a hurricane."

"Oh, it's not so bad as that, Mrs. Motherly."

"Bad!—it's a downright water spout."

" Well, never mind—it won't signify. I'll return as soon as possible."

"And where, may I ask sir, do you propose lo go?" inquired Mrs. Motherly,

folding her arms in her apron, and looking like one who thinks she has a right to

put the question.

" Gro," repeated uncle Jerry.

"Yes. It can't surely be any thing less than life and death, that would bring

you out such a day as this, after the rackin cough you had yesterday."

" Well, that's just it," replied uncle Jerry—" it's a very serious affair; but you

need feel no concern about my ketching cold. I'm now very prudent, I assure

you in that respect," and he buttoned another button in the breast of his coat.

"Prudent! the Lord be about us, and save us, just listen to that! Well, may
I nevf-r do harm, if that don't beat Banagher (Jut and out. Prudent, humph ! wen-

you prudent, when you gave your new under coat to the Blind Fiddler last
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week, and rnme homo to \w Hhivpring, like an old i)fn>«ion«T in an ague fit

—

were you ?"

"Hush! luisli!—you needn't speak 90 loud, Mrs. Motherly," he replied, glanc-

intj at lh»' parlor door, " I arknowl«'dc<' I was wrong in that instanrc, and what

uiorc ran you expert of me ?"

" And were you pruilent. whf-n you cave the Jive .slullinp piece to that villain

of an old sol(Ii«'r, Manus MrCiiMawny, (ill he got drunk and stole »\x ol" my geese,

that the like of them weren't to be seen in the parish."

"And how could 1 foresee? —

"

" Yes, sir, but you did, though; you knew in your heart and soul he was a thief,

and especially when he got drunk, that nothing was too hot or heavy for him.

You knew that well, sir. And what's more, Mr. Guirkie, you encourage the vil-

lain in his thievery, to my own knowledge."

•*
I encourage him ?" e.xriaitned uncle Jerry.

•* Yes sir, you. When Mr. Petersham sent him that wet day last week for his

coat to Castle Gregory, with a token to his sister, it was six bottles of brandy, he

asketl for instead of the coat, and you gave him a shilling out of your own very

fingers, for playing the trick."

" I declare! " exclaimed uncle Jerry again, after a moment's reflection, " I believe

1 must admit—

"

" Oh. admit—you're very good at admissions, but where's the use of them,

ar'n't you just as bad as ever, after all your promises and admissions ? God help

me, any way, my heart's broke with you, so it is."

" Indeed," replied uncle Jerry, tapping his hps with the but of his riding whip,

and looking as crest fallen, as a boy caught stealing apples, " indeed it's nothing

but the truth, I'm very troublesome, I suppose, to every body I have any dealings

with. But you'll excuse me, Mrs. Motherly, it's time I was gone, if I mean to

go at all," and he began to sidle off from his housekeeper towards the hall door.

" Stop," cried Mrs. Motherly, as he lifted the latch, " you're not going out that

way, are you."

" What way ?"

" Why look at your leggings," and she pointed towards them with her finger.

"My leggings!"

" Yes, don't you see you've buttoned them on the wrong legs."

"That's nonsense! that's absurd—the wrong legs!"

"Absurd or not, it's the fact, nevertheless, the tongues are both on the inside,

and the buttons too."

" Well, I declare," said uncle Jerry, turning his little leg round and round, as

if seeking for some pretext, on which to justify the blunder; " I declare," he re-

peated, " I declare upon my word and honor, it's very strange, but surely I must

have been asleep, when I put them on."

" Oh you needn't be trying to make any excuses about it—it's just of a piece

with all the rest," said Mrs. Motherly, handing him a chair to sit on, while she

knelt down beside him, to adjust the difficulty, "that's the first time you buttoned

your own leggings, these five years," she continued, "and you buttoned them

wrong. It ought to be a lesson to you, Mr. Guirkie ; it ought to teach you, that

you can do nothing right."

" Well," replied Mr. Guirkie, with a little more irritation in the tone of voice,

than usual, *' I'm not so particular about the buttons, perhaps, as I ought to be,

but it's only a small matter after all, make the best of it."
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"Small matter, indeed! I would like to know what part of your dress, you're

particular about, large or small."

** Hush. Mrs. Motherly, hush I say, or you'll wake the doctor."

" I'll not hush, sir, I can't hush. I'm responsible for you, and I must speak."

"And can't you speak without raising the town," said Mr. Guirkie, slapping

his seal skin cap down on his knees, and scratching his grey head iu utter per-

plexity, " can't you speak with some sort of moderation, ma'am ?"

" No, I can't, for you won't let me—but no matter, you may go—you may go,

sir," she continued, rising from her kneeling posture, and shaking both hands at

him, as if she would shake herself clean and clear of liim for evermore. " You
may go—I'll not be accountable for you any longer—not another hour, sir, and if

you come back dead to us, don't blame any one for it but yourself."

Mr. Guirkie, lost not a moment in quilting the house, as soon as Mrs. Motherly

withdrew her opposition, but rushed out through the rain, ambling his way, as

fast as his legs would carry him to the stable, and mounted Scotchy, already sad-

dled and bridled, for a journey.

Hardly, however, had he got his foot in the stirrup, when Mrs. Motherly, ac-

companied by Dr. Camberwell, whom she had just waked up, came running

out to detain him.

But it was too late ; uncle Jerry was already in the saddle, and in the act of

gathering up the reins.

" Let him go," he cried, as he saw the doctor approaching under an umbrella,

bare-headed, and blear-eyed for want of sleep, " let the horse go you scoundrel, let

him go," and giving Scotchy a cut on the flank, off he trotted down the avenue

towards Ballyhanan beach, the rain pouring on him in torrents, and the cape of

his drab surtout flapping about his ears.

"May the Lord pity you, poor man," exclaimed Mrs. Motherly, gazing after

liim till he turned the corner, "may the Lord pity you."
* Amen," replied the doctor, closing his umbrella at the door, and retreating

backwards into the house, " he's an extraordinary individual."

-•—» m

aUERIES.

la it any l)ody's businosn,

If a gentleman should clinoHe

Tn wail U|K)ii a lady,

If the lady don't refuse?

Or, to speak a little plainer,

That the meaning you all may know,

Is it any body's business

If a lady hax a beau?

If a person on tlie walk,

Wlu'lher great or whether small,

Is it any body's business

Where thai person means to eall ?

Or, if you see a person

Ah he's ealling any where,

Is It any body'.^ business

What his huHiness may bo there?

The substance of my query,

Hiniply slated, would be lliis,

—

Is.it any body's business

^^^lal another's business is?

If it is, and if it Isn't,

We would really like to know,

For wc are certain if it isn't

That some people make it so.

If it is, we'll join Uie rabble,

And act tlic noble part

Of the latllers and defamers,

Who throng the public mart

;

lint if not, we'll act the teacher

t'ntil tlic meddler learns

It were better in the fnliire

To mind his (her) own concern*.
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Tin: AlUIIUI.xilor t)F IIALIIMoUE ANU TIIK UlSIlOI'rf AND OTIIKR

TRELATErt AHHEMBLED IN PHOVINCIAI. COUNCIL AT BALTIMORE,

TO THE CLEROY AND FAITHFIH. OK THEIR CHAROR :

Grace unto you, and peace be multiplied.

With r(relin<^8 of deep gmlitude to Aliniglity God for the blcHsings, bolli aorial and

reliffious, which we enjoy, we liave assembled with a view, by niulual coiisultiition,

under the guidance of tlie Holy Spirit whom we have earnestly invoked, to provide for

the maintenance and advancen)ent of discipline and piety in tlie dioceses whicii funn our

ecclesiast^^ province. But a quarter of a century has elapsed since the first Provincial

Council was held in this city, at which seven prelates were present. The multiplication

of Sees, of which there are now forty-one, besides two Apostolic Vicariates, has led to

the increase of the number of provinces, of which there are seven : yet the St-e of Bal-

timore has now seven suffragans. Two, indeed, of the dioceses are in a widowed

state, pestilence having carried away the late Bishop of Savannah, whilst, after the ex-

ample of St. Charles Borromeo, day and night he ministered religious aid to its victims;

and a lingering and severe disease having more receJitly brought to a close the life of the

late Bishop of Charleston, which was marked by untiring activity and great usefulness.

Another prelate, not charged with the government of any diocess, from the responsi-

bility of which his humility shrank, but distinguished for piety and devotedness, gave

his life for the faithful of Christ, as a volunteer in the cause of charity, aiding the Bishop

of Savannah in affording the consolations of religion to the sick and dying. Shortly

after the National Council, whicli was held three years ago, a prelate who was born in

this city, and passed in it the greater part of his life, as a student and professor in the

college of St. Mary, which lie governed during several years as president, witli great

success, until he wa.s chosen first Bishop of Natchez, died in the city of Frederick, in

this State, when preparing to return to his See. Thus death has thinned our ranks,

and given us the important warning, that we also may be soon summoned to render an

account of our stewardship to the Shepherd and Bishop of our souls.

Our first solemn act and decree in council has been the acceptance of the definition

made by our holy father. Pope Pius IX, in the assembly of cardinals and bishops, in

the basilic of St. Peter, on tlie festival of the conception of the Blessed Virgin Mary.

At tlie urgent solicitation of the bishops throughout the world, and of those especially

gathered around him on that occasion, from the chair of St. Peter, he declared and de-

fined that the doctrine which holds that the most Blessed Virgin Mary, at the first mo-

ment of her conception, by a special grace and privilege of Almighty God, in view of

the merits of Christ Jesus the Saviour of mankind, was preserved free from all stain

of original sin, has been revealed by Almighty God, and must therefore be firmly and

constantly beheved by all the faithful. It is an undeniable fact that difficulty and doubt

perplexed the minds of several learned and devoted men, especially since the twelfth

century, in regard to this privilege, which was, nevertheless, strenuously affirmed by

others, who were ready to suffer death for its maintenance as a truth of revelation, and

was solemnly recognized by the celebration of the festival in several local churches,

and at least during the last four centuries in the Apostolic Church of Rome, and

throughout the Universal Church. It may embarrass some to understand why it was

not defined at an earlier period. The Church, brethren, is not accustomed to define

doctrines unless when they are assailed. She received from Christ our Lord, through

His Apostles, the entire deposit of revealed truth, which she has preserved in its integ-

rity, regulating her worship accordingly: but each doctrine was successively defined,

with greater precision and clearness, when it became necessary to protect it against the

subtle devices of innovators. When the great mysteries were assfiiled, she lost no lime
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in vain discussions, and used no measures of compromise, but on the authority of

ancient faith and tradition, she proscribed the pernicious errors which were broached in

opposition to them. Greater forbearance is exercised when undefined points of a second-

ary character are called in question by those who sincerely believe the settled doctrines

of faith, and who err only in reasoning, with no proud or perverse disposition. It

does not appear that any of the ancient sectaries denied the immaculate conception of

flie Blessed Virgin : on the contrary Pelagius and Julian, his follower, availed them-

selves of the general persuasion of the faithful, that she was without sin, to oppose the

teaching of the Church which St. Augustin triumphantly defended, that all men are

born in sin, and fall into actual transgression. Pelagius enumerated many saints whose

virtues are recorded in scripture, and closed the list by the Virgin Mary, observing that

Christian piety obliges us to acknowledge that the Mother of our Lord and Saviour was

without sin. St. Augustin used great circumspection in his reply, lest by an unqualified

concession he should aflford his adversary an undue advantage, but he did ndt hesitate

to say, that all those holy personages would acknowledge themselves sinners, if they

could re-appear on earth and give testimony, excepting the Blessed Virgin Mary. As

to her he declined entertaining any question, when sin is spoken of, since the honor of

our Lord requires us to hold that she received grace to overcome sin in every respect,

being made worthy to conceive and bring forth Him who was altogether sinless.* Julian

pursued the matter farther, and reproached Augustin with dishonoring Mary more than

Jovinian had dishonored her, who contended, that, in becoming a mother, she lost her

virginal integrity, whilst Augustin, by affirming that all but Christ were born in sin,

made Mary herself the bond-slave of Satan. The holy doctor replied, that he did not

represent her in this light, since the grace of the new birth prevented such necessity.

f

Whatever obscurity may appear in this answer, it is manifest that the general persuasion

of the exemption of Mary from tdl stain of sin can alone account for the confidence with

which the objection was urged, and the reserve with which it was met by the champion

of orthodoxy. Of this ancient, nay primitive tradition, we have satisfactory evidence

in the language of the Oriental liturgies, which style her all stainless, highly blessed,

more honored than the chembim and more glorious than the seraphim. The terms ap-

plied to her in the sacred scriptures are justly interpreted in their highest acceptation and

greatest force, inasmuch as her dignity of Mother of God so requires. She is truly

blessed among women, full of grace. He that is mighty hath done great things for

her, and holy is His name. Although we acknowledge that Jesus Christ our Lord has

crushed the serpent's head, and restored us to the grace from which we fell in Adam,

yet we recognize Mary as the woman who is in necessary opposition to the serpent, and

who also, according to the ancient version employed by St. Ambrose,^ and appealed to

by St. Bernard, crushed the head of the serpent by giving birth to the Redeemer.
'« What other woman," says the latter, •' think you, did God foretell when He said to

the serpent ; ' I will put enmity between thee and the woman?' And if you still doubt

that He speaks of Mary, listen to what follows: 'She shall crush thy head.' For whom
was this victory reserved, but for Mary?"§

There is respectable authority for believing that the immaculate conception of the

Blessed Virgin was distinctly honored in the Eastern churches by a ^ecific festival at a

very early period. In the West the festival appears to be of much later institution,

and to have originated in the zeal of individuals in various local churches. St. Bernard,

who lived in the twelfth century, rebuked the canons of Lyons, in France, for estab-

lishing it without the sanction of the Holy See, whose judgment he professed his readi-

ness to follow. He seems to have understood it as regarding the corporni conception,

rather than the animation, or creation and infusion of the soul. This did not prevent

the celebration spreading to other churches. St. Thomas, of Aquin, did not venture to

reprobate it, since it was known to the Holy See, which tolerated it, and he suggested

* L. <lc Naturn tt Gratin, c. xxxvi, n. 43. \ Dp. imp. Contra Julmii. I. iv, I2S.

t L. de ftiga iccuti, c. vii. ^ Horn. Super Miitua e«t, n. 4.
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thnl it might be understood of tlie unnclifirntion, which he wn« convinced took place

iininedifttely on nnimation, that is when hff wns first imparted. " It is rensonahly

beheved," he oliserves, " thiit the Blessed Virgin Mary, who brought forth the only-

begotten of tlie Father, full of grace and truth, received greater privileges of grace than

all others, and was sanctified in the womb."* The primitive tradition of the holiness

of tlie Virjrin from the moment of her existence wns so strongly impressed on the

minds of all, that the whole question turned on this point, whether she was sanctified

in the very act of niiiination, or the moment afterwards. Mad any one asserted that

Mary wns a child of wrnth, born in sin, he would have found himself in opposition to

the whole body of theologians, and to the general sentiment of the Church. It was
indeed admitted by all that the conception of the Blessed Virgin wns natural, and con-

sequently of itself liable to the original stain, which created difficulty in asserting her

exemption from it, and opened the way to scholastic subtleties and distinctions. It was
well known that Christ was the Redeemer of the whole human race, and that Mary, as

a natural descendant of Adam, needed redemption: whence a difficulty arose to explain

how she was, in fact, redeemed, if she had contracted no stain of sin. Thus the close

examination of this subject served for a time to throw some obscurity on the primitive

tmdit?6n of the sinless perfection of the Mother of our Lord, although it has ultimately

resulted in giving to this doctrine that entire clearness and distinction which enabled the

chief Bishop to declare and define it authoritatively. The permission of the discussion,

and the liberty for a time allowed to support either opinion, without branding the other

as heresy, prove indeed, that the revelation of the immaculate conception of the Holy
Virgin was not then defined : but the general belief in its existence is fairly gathered

from the deep conviction of all that she was immediately sanctified, and from the cele-

bration of the festival, which continued and spread throughout the whole Church. The
postponement of the definition during so many ages, since the rise of the controversy is,

then, to be accounted for by the fact that the dispute was raised within the Church by
persons most devoted to the lionor of the Virgin Mother, and most submissive to eccle-

siastical authority, and that it was involved in partial obscurity by the difficulty of re-

conciling the tradition in this respect with other acknowledged dogmas, as also by the

approximation of sentiment among the disputants, although with some diversity of lan-

guage. At all times, the Popes, in all the provisional meetsures which they adopted,

intimated that the matter was reserved for the final judgment of the Holy See, and

showed favor to the sentiment which asserted the privilege. That decision has at

length been pronounced after the most mature examination, and on the fullest evidence

of the persuasion of the bishops, clergy and faithful generally, so that we may in the

language of St. Augustin, say, that the cause is now finally decided. St. Bernard thus

addressed Pope Innocent II, on an occasion of controversy concerning doctrine: " It

is fit that all dangers and scandals that spring up in the kingdom of God, and especially

such as regard faith, should be referred to your Apostolical authority. For I deem it

just, that the injuries inflicted on faith should be redressed there particularly, where

faith cannot suffer loss. This is the prerogative of your See; for, to what other was it

ever said: * I have prayed for thee, Peter, that thy faith may not fail.' "t

In defining the revealed doctrines the Pope does not propose his own individual sen-

timent, but the belief of the Catholic Church, testified by the bishops, and collected

from llie various monuments and testimonies of Christian antiquity. "The church of

Christ," says our holy Father in his decree, " being the faithful guardian and defender

of the dogmas deposited with her, changes nothing in them, takes nothing from lliem,

adds notliing to tliem, but with all industry handling ancient truths faithfully and wisely,

whatever may have been indistinct in ancient times, and implied in the faith of the fa-

thers, she studies to refine and polish in such a way that those ancient dogmas of hea-

venly origin may receive evidence, light, distinctness, whilst at the same lime they retain

their fulness, integrity, propriety, and that they may grow, only however in their own

* IK p. Summie, qu. xxvii, Art. I. ConcluEio. t Ep. ad Innoc. If.

40 Vol. III.—No. 5.
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kind, namely, in the same dogma, in the same sense, and in the same sentiment." This

view of the mode of proceeding observed in ascertaining primitive tradition is presented

by the ancient writer St. Vincent, of Lerins, whose very words are borrowed by the

Pontiff.' The recent decision should not then startle or offend those who are wont to ap-

peal to this venerable writer as guarding against innovation by insisting on maintaining

the doctrines which were held always, every where and by all. It is manifest, that in the

application of this rule he does not require absolute universality and conformity of sen-

timent, and does not exclude the action and judgment of the Church, to whom it belongs,

to ascertain and declare the ancient and general belief of her members. To her the

promises of Christ are made, that the gates of hell shall not prevail against her, so that

error can never corrupt her teaching, or superstition defile her worship.

Brethren, the mystery of the Incarnation of our Lord necessarily disposes us to form

the most exalted idea of Her wlio was its chief and honored instrument. She was
reverently greeted by an angel of God, and as.sured of His special favor, and her con-

sent was awaited before the Word was made flesh for our salvation. Who can hesitate

to siy with the devout woman, whose exclamation to our Saviour is recorded in the

Gospel: " Blessed is the womb tiiat bore Thee, and tlie breasts which gave Thee suck?"

Who shall not be anxious to fulfil the prophecy uttered by herself : "Behold, hence-

forth ail generations shall call nie blessed." No idea which we can form of her hcihness

can well exceed the eulogies of the ancient lilurgie.s, which pronounce her all stainless,

all holy, more than blessed. Her merits are said, by St. Gegory the Great, to exceed

those of all the choirs of angels, and to reach to the foot of the very throne of Deity.

f

The more highly you venerate her, the more practically you will manifest your belief

in the Incarnation.

It is vainly imagined by some, that the recognition of the immaculate conception

and the other privileges of the Virgin Mother, raises her to the level of her Divine Son,

who is holy, pure, undefiled, and separated from sinners. The sanctity and perfection

of Jesus Christ necessarily result from the assumption of human nature by the Word
of God; whilst she possesses no excellence but by the free gift of God, who bestowed

on her grace and gifts to prepare and qualify her for the dignity of Mother of our Re-

deemer. Elizabeth, although connected with her by the natural tie of kindred, admired

her condescension in vouchsafing to visit her: " W^hence is this to me, that the Mother
of my Lord should come to me.'" It is this intimate relation to Christ which entitles

her to the highest veneration that a mere creature can receive. There is no danger

whatever of confounding her with her Divine Son, whilst she is acknowledged to owe
all things to the bounty of God, and to have received all in consideration of the merits

of Christ. Those who fancy that she is unduly exalted, betray a low estimate of the

mystery of the Incarnation, and seem like the Arians to regard Christ our Lord as a

mere creature highly privileged, since otherwise they would have no ground for assert-

ing that Mary is raised to a level with Him. We, on the contrary, who venerate her,

are constantly reminded that Her Son is the Incarnate Word, born of the Father before

all ages, and consubstantial with Him, God of God, light of light, true God of true

God. Hence the devotion to her serves as an outwork and protection to the belief of

Uie mystery of the Incarnation, so that whenever Mary is honored, Christ is adored.

On the other hand, the neglect of this devotion disposes men to regard Him in a merely

human light, as is proved by the spread of Unitarian and Rationalistic views in coun-

tries where she is no longer venerated.

We are naturally reminded by the mention of the Virgin Mother of our Lord, of

the chaste spouses of Christ, who are engaged throughout this province in various works

of piety and charity. They do not stand in need of our testimony or eulogy: since

their good works have secured for them the esteem and respect of our fellow-citizens

generally. They truly are the precious portion of the flock, as St. Cyprian designates

Christian virgins, and their prayers ascend as grateful incense to their Divine Spouse,

whilst their example is reflected in those committed to their care, who come forth from

their institutions to adorn society in various walks of life. We exhort them to perse-

vere in their holy purpose, with fervent spirit, serving the Lord, and imitating the stain-

less purity and entire devotedness of His immaculate Mother. Her modesty, which

made her troubled at the unexpected appearance of the angel in human form, and at his

address, is pninted out by St. Ambrose as worthy of special imitatirtn, since "it par-

ticularly recommends the Mother of our Lord, and abundantly proves her fitness for

the dignity for which she was chosen. "J
Venerable Brethren of the clergy, our joy and our crown, our-fellow laborers in the

vineyard of the Lord, continue to console us by your piety and zeal, and to preach the

• Cummonliorium. t L- I- "a 1 Reg- ^- *••
t De offlclii I. I. c. xvUi.
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word of God in seoann and out of Mrnnon. Lrt it he your •ludy specially to tmin youth

to piety, ilirtt ihoy miiy liecomc um-ful monil)rr« of Bocifly and of the Churrh, aervinfj

God in lioliiicsM and juMtici- all llipir days. Cullivnte and foatfr tht piou» diapnaiiions

of thow esppriftlly who desire to devoir thcmaolvea to the Barred ministry, that a auffi-

cient numher of liihorcrM may he provided for the harvest, whir}) in preat. Use all dili-

gence and rare to rrform and r4)rre<-t the nioraln of the fmthful cnlriistcd to your charge,

that they may give no occasion for scandal or oflVnce, but that in all things they may
show forth by virtuous example the maxims of the gospel. It behooves you to pray

for them with great earnestness, in order to secure the divine blessing for your labors,

since it is only the grace of God which can convert sinners from the error of their way.

Prny then, with humility and fervor, between the porch and the altar, crying from your

hearts: "Spare, Lord, spare thy people." Your own example will lie more power-

ful than tlie most eloquent language to move them to piety. Avoid all that might give

occasion of otT^'nce to any one, lest our ministry be blamed. Ask especially, through

the intercession of the Mother of our Lord, the great gift of stainless purity of life,

that you may worthily offer the lamb without stain.

Beloved Brethren of the laity, we embrace you all with paternal affection, and entreat

you to walk circumspectly, for the days are evil. You know what manner of precepta

we have given you in the name of the Lord Jesus. For this is the will of God your

sanctification. Be peaceable, sober, just and faithful in the performance of all duties

towards all mankind. Practice patience, forbearance, charity towards ail. In the exer-

cise of Jrour rights as free citizens, remember your responsibility to God, and act aa

freemen, but not as having liberty as a cloak for malice, but as the servants of God.

Respect and obey the constituted authorities, for all power is from God, and they that

resist, resist the ordinances of God, and purchase for themselves damnation. To the

General and State Governments you owe allegiance in all that regards the civil order:

the authorities of the Church challenge your obedience in the things of salvation. We
have no need of pressing this distinction which you fully understand, and constantly

observe. You know that we have uniformly taught you both publicly and privately,

to perform all the duties of good citizens, and that we have never exacted of you, as

we ourselves have ne\'er made even to the highest ecclesiastical authority, any engage-

ments inconsistent with the duties we owe to the country and its laws. On every op-

portune occasion we have avowed these principles, and even in our communications to

the late Pontiff, we rejected as a calumny the imputation that we were in civil matters

subject to his authority. Be not disturbed at the misstatements of our tenets which are

daily made, or at the effort to deprive us of our civil rights, and of the confidence and

esteem of our fellow citizens. Formidable as is the combination for this purpose, we

do not despair that the justice and good sense of the nation will soon discover the

groundless character of the suspicions thrown on the fidelity of Catholics, whose reli-

gion teaches them to respect and maintain the established order of society, under what-

soever form of government they may be placed. Brethren, let the light of your exam-

ple shine before men, that they may see your good works and glonfy your Father who

is in heaven. Pray for the conversion and salvation of all men, for this is the will of

God, who desires tliat all men may be saved, and may come to the knowledge of the truth.

Gtren under ow hands in Provincial CoimcU ai Baltimore, the 13/A day of May, in the

year of our Lord 1855.

f FRANCIS PATRICK, .irchbiahop of BaUimore.

f RICHARD VINCENT, Bishop of HTieeling.

•f
MICHAEL, Bishop of PUtsburg.

f JOHN, Bishop of Richmond.

f JOHN NEPOMUCENE, Bishop of Philadelphia.

f JOSUE, Bishop of Erie.

JOHN BARRY, Mministrator of Savannah.

P. N. LYNCH, D. D., jldminiatrator of Charleston
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1. The Primacy of the Apostolic See Vivdicated. By Francis Patrick Kenrick,
Archbishop of Baltimore. Fourth revised and enlarged edition. Baltimore: John
Murphy & Co.

That a work of such a solid and grave character as this, should have required a fourth

edition in order to meet the wants of the Catholic public, is an evidence of popularity

we hardly expected from this age of frivolous and light reading. It is no less a proof

that however superficial a character we bear to a casual observer, there is yet a love for

what is really good existing among us, which goes far to redeem its defects, and which

will not fail to bring forth its fruits in due season. It would be superfluous in us, con-

sidering this, to enter upon a lengthy commendation of the work itself; and we abstain

from it the more willingly, because other and abler hands have at other times done it

almost ample justice. The differences between this and former editions consist, ws we
learn from the Author's preface, in the omission of some portions, which only regarded

temporary difficulties, now happily removed by the conversion of those who had given

utterance to them, and in the greater polish given to other parts, so as to render the

work a permanent light to those, who, yet tossed upon the waves of every doctrine,

desire however faintly to reach the harbor of truth in the end. Such we know it will

prove, if it be used according to the spirit and intention of its illustrious author.

2. The Immaculate Conception of the Mother of God. An Exposition. By
the Ri. Rev. Bishop UUathorne—with the approbation of the Most Rev. Archbishop of
Baltimore. Baltimore: John Murphy & Co.

Among the many testimonials of filial devotion to the Holy See and of tender affec-

tion for the ever blessed Virgin Mother of God, which the late definition of the Roman
Pontiff has elicited from the learned, this little work of Bishop UUathorne deservedly

holds a prominent position. When we first took it up, we thought we were going to

read a calm but cold theological disquisition, in which according to the dispassionate na-

ture of the schools, every argument in favor of the dogma would be nakedly exhibited

and every objection that could be proposed would be submitted to the merciless scalpel

of the logical anatomist, until reason satisfied with the authority of the one and the

utter want of consistency in the other, would give her assent and close the discussion

by a decision as cold and formal as all the preliminaries had been. But we toon found

how impossible it was for the devout client of Mary to be cold and inanimate when the

subject of his writing was of her privileges. We were not then astonished, though we
were delightfully surprised to read upon almost every page some of those natural effu-

sions of affection with which the child loves to honor his mother. Read the whole

chapter " on the principle of exception from law," a subject which in its very expres-

sion conveys the idea of dry argumentation. Yet you will see how the voice of the

prophet makes these dry bones to join together in the praise of the Immaculate. " And
certainly He who preserved the three children from bping touched by the fire in the midst

of which they walked uninjured, and who preserved the bush unconsumed in the midst of

the burning flame, could preserve Mary untouched from the burning fuel of concupis-

cence. He who took up Elias in the fiery chariot, so tliat he tasted not of death, could

in the chariot of his ardent love, set Mary on high above the law of sin. He who sent

down the dews of heaven upon Gideon's fleece, whilst all besides was dry and parched,

could send the dew of his graces upon the immaculate and most pure Virgin, whilst it

was dry upon all the world besides. And He who held back the waves of that Jordan,

that the ark of the Old Testament might ptiss untouched and honored through its bed,

could hold back the wave of Adam, lest it overflow the ark of the New Testament be-

neath its defiling floods." Thus he sums up his arguments to prove that God in the

exercise of His omnipotent love could exempt Mary from the law of spiritual death.

" Fear not: thou shall not die: this law is not made for thee, but for all others." Or

again, when speaking of original sin and its effects, how eloquently does he show that
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it thould nnt Imve been trensmitml to the Mother of Qod. *' Ornce may remore the

ain and blot out the rulpahility, im day rpmovpi the dnrknean of the night; but ai wh«n
the night in (^onc, it leaves its ellpcta lu-hind—ihe cold, the fopi, the froita and the keen
blaata, ao after uri(;iiinl nui hiiii de|>arled, there reninin deliiliiiea, habita, depraved emo-
tions, penaltiea, and (il)uvc nil, tliat irre|)anible loa.t of original innocence, whicli, like lost

virginity, oiii never be restored. However atoned for, that dishonor reata on the aoul,

like the stain on the escutcheon, wliich no after deeds can succeed in erasing. And wliat ia

that stain, but that the supcrnnturni imai^e of Qod liad l)een blotted out, liut that the

soul had been beforetinies disinherited of life, but that .she had been hated of God, but
that in the lanj^uni^e of scripture, siie ha<l been ' a vessel of contumely,' and of the ' ma«a
of corruption." And if our faitli will not allow that the Blessed Mary ever contracted

actual sin, though but venial, lliough but tlie dust, which touches the beauty of the

8oul without wounding deeply, still less destroying its charity; if, as St. Thomas aays:
' She would not have l)een a suitable Mother of God, if she liad sinned at any time, ne-

cnuae, as in Proverbs it is written, the glory of children are their parents, consequently
the ignominy of the mother is reflected on the son:' if then neither our fnith nor our
piety will allow that those motes and specks of sin fell ever on the face of Mary, how
can we suppose that she liad been entirely covered and penetrated with sin of another
kind, as with a pestilential leprosy .'" We wish our space would allow u.s to give some
extracts from tlie conclusion, in which the Ven. Bishop has allowed his heart to speak
more freely; but our readers have no doubt already enjoyed its sweetness, and we must
trespass no longer. The book is small indeed, out contains most precious jewels of
thought, sweetly enchased in appropriate language. One only thing we had hoped for,

but were not gratified. We had expected tlmt he, to whom the legend of his life reports

that the Saviour of the world addressed these comforting words: " thou hast written
well of me, Thomas:" the angel of the schools, whose profound knowledge seemed to

his contemporaries to equal him to the cherubim in all that relates to divine science,

would have been proved to have deserved as well of the Mother as he had of the Son.
It is true, our faitn does not depend upon the teaching of St. Thomas of Aquin, how-
ever learned and holy, but upon the Church alone, which is " the pillar and the ground
of truth," but it would have been so consoling to have found him with us in this as in

others, that we cannot but regret that the venerable Bishop's purpose did not lead him
to a more thorough vindication of the innocence of the great light of the middle ages.

He has however said enough to show us how willingly the saint would have bowed to

the decision of the Apostolic See, the centre of unity, had it been deemed proper, by
Him who is to teach her all truth, that this dogma should then have been pul)lishea.

We must therefore be satisfied and express our joyful thanks to the Rt. Rev. Author
for the pleasure we have experienced in reading his work.

3. Blivd Agnese, or the Little Spoitse of the Blessed Sacrament. By Cecilia

Caddell. New York: Edward Dunigan & Brother.

We have read this little volume with much pleasure. It belongs to that class of lite-

rature so much needed in this country

—

literature for the yoting. Prom the touching and
interesting details of the poverty and affliction of Little Agnese, the tender hearts of
children will melt in sympathy, while from her example they will learn the sweet lesson

of devotion to the ever adorable Sacrament of the altar. Parents should procure this

book for their children. It may and will produce fruit a hundred fold.

4. The Southern CLuarterlt Review. Charleston: C. Mortimer.

The April number of this able Review is upon our table. It contains as usual much
valuable information, and will amply repay perusal. Among the many excellent arti-

cles it contains, the one entitled the "Chief Justices of the Supreme Court," is especially

deserving of notice. In it the author pays a merited tribute to the eminent abilities and
moral worth of our own venerable Chief Justice Taney. The Review is worthy of the
reputation it has attained—being one of the ablest quarterlies in the country.

5. The Methodist Magazi.ve. Baltimore: Alexander W. McLeod.
We acknowledge the receipt of the May number of this work, the first we have seen,

and after a careful perusal, we freely accord to it the praise of being a periodical of
high literary merit and of being conducted upon high toned and honorable principles.

Though professedly the exponent of the doctrines of a particular denomination, yet
unlike so many other works of die kind, it is free from every word or allusion that

could, in the remotest degree, wound the religious feelings of the professors of any
creed. No dark insinuations or ungentlemanly epithets defile its pages. In this respect

we are especially pleased with the work, and would earnestly recommend it as a model
to some of our contemporaries, who seem to regard it as a part of their editorial, if not
their Christiem duty, to vilify and misrepresent their neighbors.
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6. TuE Christian Virtces and the means for obtaining them. ByS. Alphonaui
.Maria tie I.iguori: newly translated from the Italian and edited by Robert Ji. Coffin, C.

SS. R. New York: Edward Duni^an & Brother.

The little works, which form the staple of this book, are already well known in this

country and have been appreciated, as they merit, by all pious Catholics. We have
looked with some little care to see, if F. Coffin has avoided the blemishes, wliich a for-

mer publication had overlooked, and are rejoiced to find this collection read so Engiisk.

How gratifying must it be to the Saint, from whose zealous spirit they sprung, to see
that even though removed from the earth, he yet preaches in these works and continu-
ally realizes that the word of his God is not void among men ! This is the true " Li-

brary of Translations," a library, every work of which we can safely recommend, for

no greater happiness can the soul desire than the possession of " the Christian Virtues
and the means for obtaining them." We are not surprised then that the two primates
of Ireland, learned and holy men themselves, should consider it "an immense advan-
tage," " which should rejoice the heart of every one, who is anxious for the progress
of piety in the world." The scrupulous care with which F. Coffin performs liis part

commends itself on every page.

(EMtors' Cable.

The United States and Spain.—We are gratified at being able to chronicle a salu-

tary reaction of the public mind, from the absurd and pernicious excitement which pre-

vailed, a short lime since, in regard to our national relations with Spain.

Until the reign of the Peace Societies shall have been established among men—which

we hardly look for, in our day and generation—we presume that cases will from time

to time arise, in which the fearful alternative of war may with difficulty be avoided.

Such cases, however, must grow fewer and fewer, as the civilizing influences of Chris-

tianity shall spread themselves and governments shall become more and more subservient

to their legitimate object—the happiness and prosperity of the governed. In a republic

like ours, with the very principles of whose political existence wars of ambition and

aggression are essentially in conflict, the occasions of necessary strife would at worst be

rare, even if our position were subordinate among the nations of the earth. But, with our

preponderating power and increasing population and resources, we are removed farther

and farther, day by day, from the chances of encroachment on the part of oilier coun-

tries, so that war may almost be said to have been stricken already from the catalogue

of evils which we have really to dread.

As to war with Spain, in particular, we do not hesitate to say, that so far as causes

of strife have come to the public knowledge, the very suggestion of its necessity or

propriety seems to us to be nothing short of the merest and baldest iniquity—iniquity,

not merely as it regards Spain—the contemplated usurpation of her territory and

slaughter of her people—but iniquity in reference to ourselves, our prosperity, our na-

tional decency—the lives of our citizens. There is not a candid man, from the Atlantic

to the Pacific, who does not know, in his own heart, tliat neither our government nor

our people has any thing to apprehend, or does in fact apprehend any thing, from hos-

tile designs on the part of Spain. The whole pretence to the contrary is, we all well

know, a simple, unadulterated fiction. Our power and the weakness of Spain—our

proximity to her most valuable possession—our greedy anxiety to wrest it from her and

to find a plausible pretext for doing so—are so palpably before her eyes, tliat we must

assume utter madness on the part of her rulers, before we can imagine that they desire

to oflend or provoke us. The supposition that she is emboldened to do what she other-

wise would not do, by a secret alliance with Great Britain and France, is too shallow

and idle to deserve comment. We can imagine circumstances under which those nations

might find it politic to unite, for the purpose of preventing us from seizing Cuba—but
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the idea thnt they could romliine to piirourBRe Spaiii in oflering « frntuitoun innull, ia

ini|>ly preposteronii. Equnlly •o ia the iiDiion, proinulpaied in certain quartera, that

the Spanish i,'ovcrnrnent contrmjilntca rdoveriin^; Cuba into a H*Tf)nd St. Do?ninj?o, hy

an cmanripnlion of the aluvcs. If thin were true, it would be hard to conceive why
Spain should be exhausting her already insuflicient revenue, year after year, in the aup-

port of fleets and armies to protect and keep the islam!. Why cherish life in ao ex-

pensive a way, if she Iwis resolved to commit suicided The slii^hiest familiarity with

Peninsular politics is sufficient to teach any one, that emancipation, in Cuba, was never

dreamed of by the government, except as a last, desperate, self-annihilating stroke, in

tlie event of a successful irruption of our people.
^

Truth requires us to confess, what no well informed man can be ignorant of—that all

these suggestions of causes for wur are empty excuses and pretexts for indulging our

desire to possess the property of our neighbor. They are palpable attempts to manu-

facture public opinion, and to pave the way for the trium|)h of a frecbooling spirit over

our national honor, the obligation of treaties and the duties of common honesty. Until

capital was sought to be nuide for politicians ard money for needy adventurers, by

proclaiming the necessity of " annexing " Cuba, the dangers of that island's proximity

were never known to the most timid of our statesmen. No one ever heard of the

" outrage " business, until filibusterism became popular and it was important to render

Spain unpopular. We never required that the Captain-general of Cuba should have

power to settle quarrels, until we had established it as a principle to pick them. The
waters of the Gulf of Mexico were never called " our waters," until we had determined

to claim whatever might be in them. We had studied geography full fifty years as a

nation, before we dreamed of deriving title to foreign territory on the ground of "geo-

graphical necessity. " That, with the knowledge of these things before them, our govern-

ment or people should be seduced or goaded into the shedding of human blood, in a bad

cause—upon the faith of assumptions which are so false that they will not stand the

test of a moment's honest challenge—would be foul shame. It is therefore with feelings

of profound gratitude to Providence that we have witnessed the return of the public

mind to a sense of truth and justice. We sincerely trust that no new aberrations may
place our national good name and the blessings of peace again in jeopardy.

It is very possible that the authorities of Cuba, in the excitement of neces.sary vigi-

lance, may have gone, in some cases, beyond the letter of their strict rights. We do

not know that they have done so, but it may well be. Men cannot be calm when mur-

der and rapine are at their doors. If the Spanish officers have transgressed under such

circumstances, the proper amends will of course be made, if they have not been made
already. But before treating such natural occurrences as ground of quarrel and blood-

shed, we should first place ourselves in the right, by removing the primary cause of

danger—by putting an end to filibusterism, or at all events ceasing to encourage it. If

our laws and customs do not enable us to do this, we should view the consequences

with some forbearance. Above all, we should inquire what our own conduct would be,

in like case. If one American citizen is to be found, who, under similar circumstances,

would require our national vessels to be casuistically scrupulous, in their mode of

guarding our shores from piratical invasion—we are prepared to acknowledge ourselves

in the wrong, and surrender the argument.

Great Mev and Little Mev.—We are unhappily called upon, every day, to no-

tice the gradual lowering of the standard, intellectual and moral, by which the fitness of

men is tested for official dignity and station. It seems as if, among our public servants,

the race—not of the giants, for that has long since passed away—but even of the res-

pectable mediocrities—has become almost extinct. It is a sad reflection, but it cannot

well be otherwise, so long as men are chosen for office not because of their ability or

their integrity—their services or their capacity to serve—but because of their religious

bigotry, their political fanaticism, or their opinions touching the philosophy of grog-

shops. In the nature of things, it is only the lower class of politicians and adventurers

who will degrade themselves to the level of such tests—if in fact, for such people, there
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be any level lower than their own. But we have no room to generalize. The following

extracts will illustrate our meaning, as well as a volume of disquisitions. The first is a

quotation from the message of the governor of Connecticut—the promised land of nut-

megs and notions. After laying down a general scheme of moral and political regen-

eration, by giving the right of suffrage to negroes, preventing the drinking of whiskey

and keeping up the abolition excitement, his Excellency enters at large into the evil

of immigration and the naturalization of foreigners—especially " the blind followers of

ecclesiastical despotism." By a natural process he passes from this point to the "anti

Popery " platform, upon which he delivers himself, as follows:

" But as a matter of policy connected with the privilege of citizenship conferred upon
an alien, we have a right to inquire how far the allegiance due from members of the

Romish Church is compatible with the allegiance due their adopted country- If we find

that combinations for political action exist, composed of members of a Cnurch throw-
ing her entire vote one way or the other, as the wishes, feelings or interests of those

controlling it may dictate, and further, if we find these combinations to be but instru-

ments in the hands of demagogues, then a strong reason is formed why longer residence

should be required before the alien can be naturalized."

We invoke the admiration of our readers for the logic of his Excellency's recom-

mendations and the process by which he gets at them. If the allegiance of " members of

the Romish Church " be incompatible with " the allegiance due their adopted country,"

it is quite clear that they ought not to be naturalized at all, and it is hard to see how
" longer residence " is going to mend the matter, unless the " Know Nothing " naturali-

zation laws should provide for the establishment of a board of missionaries connected

with the Custom House, whose duty it should be to convert the foreigners m question,

pari passu, to orthodox views of the catechism and the constitution. One thing how-

ever is manifest—if " longer residence " in the country suffices to make an alien Ca-

tholic trustworthy in his allegiance, these of us who have had the good luck never to

have resided any where else, may have the consolation of knowing that we have pos-

sibly outgrown or out-resided our original and congenital proclivity to treason ! This

is no small satisfaction, as things now go.

But his Excellency " stops the way." The other extract to which we refer bears the

signature of one who was never a governor, we believe, and who, happily for his patri-

otism and his sense of his country's dignity, was called to his account before governors

had become altogether what they are. We leave our readers to judge from a com-

parison, how far apart great men and little men are.

•' It seems to be the American destiny, the mission which has been intrusted to us
here on this shore of the Atlantic, the great conception and the great duly to which we
are born, to show that all sects, and all denominations, professing reverence for the au-

thority of the author of our being and belief in his revelations, may be safely tolerated

without prejudice either to our religion or our liberties.

'• We are Protestants, generally speaking; but you all know that there presides at the

head of the Supreme Judicature of the United States, a Roman Catholic; and no man,
1 suppose, through the whole United States, imagines that the judicature is less safe;

that the administration of public justice is less respectable or less secure, because the

Chief Justice of the United States has been, aiid is a firm adherent of that religion.

And so it is in every department of society among us.
•• In both houses of Cfongress, in all public offices, we proceed on the idea that a man's

religious belief is a matter above human law; that it is a Question to be settled between
him and his Maker, because he is responsible to none but his Maker for adopting or re-

jecting revealed truth.
" And here is the great distinction which is sometimes overlooked, and which I am

afraid is now too often overlooked, in New England, the glorious inheritance of the

sons of Pilgrims.
•' Men, for their religious sentiments, are accountable to God, and God only.

" Dakiel Webster."

Anti-Popert Literature.—There is an old saying, that when a certain sort of

people disagree, honest folks are likely to come by their own. The Circuit Court of

the United States in New York, has recently contributed an item, in verification of this

respectable proverb. Our readers have no doubt seen, of late, the announcement of a
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W(>rk in prtss, willi tin- tcrrifir lilli- nf " My Book, in- the Vtit UpUflfd; Jl Tale of Popish

lntrig\u and I'olicy, by Jostphine M. Iluuklty, lute novice at St. Jaepli's, Maryland, inclu-

dinf^ a narralirr of her residence at and escape from that InaHlution."

It iiiipcftr.i lluit till' intfrcsliiifj younf? person wliuHr millinery is to be hiindlcd for the

public edilication, iin.s fiillen into the lmnd« of the Philistinen. She hnH filed n bill for

an injunction to prohibit the publicfttion of the awful niirrnlive referred to, in«isting

thftt the persons who promise to uplift her veil have no right whatever to meddle with

the snnie, not havinj; paid her for the privilege of doing so, but having fraudulently got

possession of the snid veil, with all the copy-right horrors and terrors behind it.

Mesara. Davenport, De Witt & Tisdale, of New York, and a certain Mr. Beale, an

editor of Norfolk, are the parties charged with this nefarious conspiracy against the

" novice," and the alKdavits which tiiey have filed in their defence, disclose a state of

facts, which must be eminently refreshing to the " anti-popery" faithful, as well as illus-

trotive of the celestial motives which animate their holy cause. We quote from the

published reports in the New York papers.

" Mr. De Witt states tliat on the 15th of January last, he received propo.sals from
Charles H. Betdc, of Norfolk, Va., editor of the Daily News, to publish a work which

he was preparing, said to be a tale of Roman Catholic intrigue and superstition, having a po-

litical bearing, and favoring the ' Knuic-J^'olhing'' movement, which was to embrace the expe-

rience of Miss Bunkley while at St. Joseph's, Emmitsbnrg, Md. Wm. S. Tisdale, a lite-

rary man of New York, having occasional business connections with De Witt &
Davenport, wrote to Mi.ss Bunkley with reference to a book of iier experience in the

convent, which she showed to BeoJe, between whom and De Witt & Davenport a long

correspondence followed. In March, Beale made some definite proposal to De Witt &
Davenport to publish the work, which they accepted, as follows: they agreed to pay all

costs of publication, and give Beale fifteen per cent, of the sales, or fifteen cents a copy,
as it was to be a dollar book, which would amount to more than half the profits. The
book was written by a lady of Virginia, employed by Beale, who asked the complainant for an
account of her experience to add to it, which she gave, with authority to use his discretion in

ptiblishing it. The deponent had seen Miss Bunkley^s MSS. They would not make more
than twenty pages out of three hundred and forty-four ichich the work would contain, and
were full of grammatical errors, and unfit for publication, wherefore they were re-written by

Beale. It was agreed between them that she should have one-half the per cent, of the

copyright. Beale sent tlie MSS. to deponent, with Miss Bunkley 's knowledge and con-

sent, and she knew that the contract had been made."

The •' lady of Virginia" appears to have been a certain Miss Mary J. Upshur, who,

in her affidavit, sets forth " that on or about the 10th of December, 1854, at the request

of Mr. Charles H. Beale, who informed her that he was engaged in writing a book in which
would be introduced the statement of Miss Bunkley's exposure at the institution of St. Joseph,

near Emmilsburg, Maryland, she consented to assist him in tcriting and composing the same.

She (Miss Upshur) did compose and noic avows herself the sole author of so much of the book

entitled, ' My Book, or the Veil Uplifted,' as is comprised between the first paragraph on the

seventy-f{flh page," &.<:. Mr. John T. Francis, however, '* Clerk of the District Court

of Virginia, at Norfolk," is not willing that Miss Upshur should bear the palm of such

labors alone, for lie files his affidavit, in which he declares, " that the whole of the book

proper, or that part distinct from Miss Bunkley's statement, was composed and written

by Miss Mary J. Upshur and himself, and that tliey are the sole authors thereof. With

respect to the statement of Miss Bunkley, it is impossible to partictilmrize xohat portions are

originid."

Other facts, not contained in the fedr novice's manuscript, and "among which is an

incident described in the ninth chapter, wherein a priest kisses her, Miss Bunkley,"

came, Mr. Francis swears, to himself and a Mr. Dunbar, directly from the lips of the

lady. These, we presume, from the specimen, constitute the book improper, and their

character was such that it was obviously more delicate they should be told than written,

and more natural that they should be communicated to the male than the female adjuncts

of Miss Bunkley.

But the " veil" of Miss B. is not alone in being tlie prey of evil men. She herself

appears to have fallen into the clutches of a certain " Dr. Andrews, of Perth Amboy,
N. J.," of whom the paternad Bunkley gives the following description:

41 Vol. III.—No. 5.
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" Mr. BunkJey said he had never known Dr. Andrews until he visited Norfolk last

winter; that after his daughter's escape from the convent, Dr. Andrews had corres-

ponded with her upon that subject; that when Dr. Andrews was at Norfolk, he entered

nis name as ' Jones' at the hotel there, and gave as a reason that he was employed on

a secret mission, as a secret agent of the United States Post Office Department; he said

he ' believed Dr. .Andrews teas a Jesuit or a d d scouridrel. ' » • • • He
(Bunkley) was quite excited, and said he must go and see the Hon. Erastus Brooks"

—

a very ungrateful return, we must say, to tlie Honorable Erastus, for his labors in the

good cause, that the very mention of a Jesuit or a scoundrel should remind Mr. Bunk-

ley of him so instantaneously !

But we have not room for a full report of the proceedings. As to the pecuniary

results of the enterprise, Mr. Dunbar makes oath that *' it was understood at the time

that Mr. Beale was to have control of the publication of the work, and that Miss Bunk-

ley should receive one-fourth of the net profits arising therefrom

A Mr. Brickhouse was to advance the necessary funds for the publication, for which he

was to receive one-fourth, and Mr. Beale one-half of the net profits accruing from the

sale of the book." Mr. Dusenberry, the solicitor of Miss Bunkley, wound up the evi-

dence with an affidavit from her " to the efi'lect that she had furnished Iwo hundred pages of

the book, and had submitted them to Beale at his solicitation; and that she never gave

him any authority to publish the work; that she had seen a copy of the work now re-

strained, and had marked the pages which she had written, word for word, and also the

passages which had been introduced."

The Court, in its decision, sustained the injunction temporarily, but refused to make

it perpetual. We have not seen the grounds of the determination, but presume that

the result will be a compromise, unless it be now too late for the work to have ita con-

templated influence upon the Virginia election.

Upon these developments—elicited only by a quarrel of the conspirators over the anti-

cipated wages of their sin, we have hardly a word to say. If the facts do not tell their

own story, there is no story to be told. It is established by the oaths of the parties

themselves, that the work purporting to be by Miss Bunkley and intended to be im-

posed on the public as hers, is not hers, even upon the showing of her own affidavit

made for the purpose of claiming as much of it as she could swear to. It is shown,

unless there be perjury, that she lent herself—or rather sold herself, for money—to a

scheme of fraud upon the community; that she was unable to write twenty pages, in

grammatical English, out of a high-flown narrative of three hundred and forty-four,

which she was willing should be sold as her own: that her statement was never even

asked for to form a book of itself, but only to be " embraced," or " introduced in," or

" to add to " a book of fiction, composed by other people and as purely imaginative as

«• Gulliver's Travels" or " Sinbad the Sailor." It is made perfectly clear, that besides

being intended as a source of profit—a disingenuous contrivance for getting the money
of other people—the work, of which Miss Bunkley was to claim maternity, was gotten

up to have " a political bearing," and to " favor the Know-Nothing movement," by a

concerted slander of "Roman Catholic intrigue and superstition," put forth in the name
of a person whose previous connection with a religious institution might give it the ap-
pearance of truth.

If, after such a disclosure of motives and practices, made under the most solemn ju-

dicial sanction, any portion of the Protestant community will continue to read and
to believe such books, and to denounce and hunt down Catholics upon the faith of

them, we trust that they will, at all events, forego the mockery of excuses, and admit
that they persecute for persecution's sake. If that can, by possibility, be a good cause,

which knowingly and willingly adopts such means and sucn agents, the distinction be-

tween falsehood and truth is at an end, and public virtue is identical with private shame.

P. S. Since writing the above, we have seen a rejiorl of Judge Nelson's opinion.

He refuses to hear the defence that Miss Bunkley is not the author of the book, in the

face of the assertion, by the same parties, on the title-page, that she is. So the conspi-

rators are caught in their own trap! The Judge further treats the defence of a license

from Miss Bunkley to publish, aa not made out by the proof. On this point, he relies

on the testimony of her father. Neitlier Dr. Andrews nor the Hon. Mr. Brooks is

alluded to in the opinion.
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Foreign Affairs.

Roue.—Owing to want of spnce, we ^re obliged to omit llie greater part of on inter-

esting letter from our correspondent at Rome. The following extract, however, will be

redd with interest:

Rome, March 24th, 1855.

It had been the desire of Pius IX that a memorial should be erected at his private

expense to coniniemorale the celebrated definition: for this object an antique column was

transported from a central part of the city where it had long lain in obscurity, to the

piazza di Spiigna, and a commission was given to Obici, a distinguished sculptor, for a

statue of Mary, of colossal size, to be cast in bronze, and placed at the summit. No
sooner was the uitention of his Holiness made known, than offerings came in profusely

from ecclesiastical and other bodies, among the latest of which on record was that of

one hundred and seventy dollars from the United States; and it is announced that the

total thus raised amounts to $12,720. The cities of Ancona and Civita Vecchia have

lately been restored to the privileges of frje ports, which had been in a great degree with-

drawn from them in 1851, under the administration of the now retired minister of

finance, Galli, to whom has succeeded Monsignor Ferrari, (an ecclesiastic enjoying far

more public confidence than liis lay predecessor). Great rejoicings were held at both

towns, and addresses of thanks voted to the Pontiff, presented by magisterial deputa-

tions, for tJus benefit to their commercial relations, and as a token of gratitude, two

several offerings of five hundred and one hundred and fifty dollars for the expenses of

the memorial to the Immaculate Conception were received from the chamber of com-

merce and municipality of Civita Vecchia.

Various reports have gone abroad respecting the procedure of the government of

Naples towards the Jesuits, and the conduct of those learned fathers at that city as well

as in Rome. It is true that their admirable periodical, the Civilla Catlolico, has been

prohibited in the kingdom of the Two Sicilies, and consequently a diminution of about

4,000 suffered in its circulation. No particular article or expression was inculpated by

llie Neapolitan objectors, but occasion for offence was found in a memoir printed for

circulation, quasi private, drawn up by the chief editor. Father Curci, in October last,

in which report had been given of the progress and success, also of the objects and

principles, from the outset, kept in view in the conduct of the Civilta. There was also

stated the real motive for the transfer of this publication from Naples to Rome, about

six months after its first appearance in April, 1850. On the restoration of preventive

censorship of the press, for a time suspended by the Neapolitan Constitution of '48,

(now virtually but not legally abolished) the Citilta, together with all other journals and

magazines below certain dimensions, became subjected to inspection by the director of

police, obviously an unqualified person for the censorship of articles so frequently treat-

ing the elevated questions of metaphysics and theology. The editors naturally fell that

the credit and efficacy of their periodical in other countries was concerned. They had

already succeeded in removing some prejudices instilled into the mind of the king by

despotically inclined counsellors, and now made every effort to secure a transfer of their

pages from the office of police to the presidentship of public instruction, at the head of

which was a prelate chained with the task of censuring all publications above the dimen-

sions of journalism, and who himself acknowledged the justness of their appeal. But
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all in vain—and a final reference to the chief minister of the king was repulsed with

such asperity that the fathers at once resolved to transfer their publication, with its

press, library, and whole personnel, to Rome. It is the announcing of these facts that

has constituted a crime in the eyes of the counsellors of Ferdinand II, and the report is,

that isolated fragments of the memoir have been laid before him, whilst the most hostile

vituperation to his government has been insinuated.

Besides the above mentioned particulars, this memoir gives many details evincing the

personal interest taken in the Civilta by the Sovereign Pontiff—the fact, that since the

transfer to Rome, he has been accustomed to receive two of the editors every fifteen

days in private audiences, accepting from them the last number published, and suggest-

ing the arguments to be treated or polemics to be engaged in; also, sometimes admon-
ishing them with paternal benignity when any thing advanced in their pages has been

deemed unsuitable to the great objects proposed. H. J. C
Accident to the Holy Father.—On the 12th ult., the Holy Father accompanied by seve-

ral persons of distinction, visited a catacomb recently discovered near Rome, contain-

ing many interesting Christian monuments. On his return he dined at the Convent of

St. Agnes without the walls. After dinner the pupils of the College of the Propaganda

asked the favor of being admitted to his presence, to which his Hohnesa consented with

his usual kindness. Shortly after the reception of the pupils, the floor of the large hall

in which they were assembled, suddenly gave way and precipitated the whole company
into the department beneath, a distance of about twenty-two feet. When the Holy
Father perceived the floor descending he exclaimed: " Virgine Immacula, ajutatui !"

—

Virgin Immaculate, come to our aid.—His prayer was heard. Mary, indeed, in that

moment of danger interposed in favor of her devoted children, and raised her eyes to

her beloved Son in their behalf. By a special interposition of heaven, his Holiness

received not the slightest hurt or injury whatever. The chair on which he was seated

descended gradually until it reached the flooring below, where it was overturned. Out

of one hundred and twenty persons who were precipitated by the fall, not a single one

was seriously injured. His Eminence Cardinal Antonelli and Cardinal Patrizzi and

several of the students received slight contusions, but they were all able to leave the

convent the same evening except four, who were obliged to remain until the following

morning. As soon as all were extricated from the ruins, the Holy Father accompanied

by those who, with himself had made so miraculous an escape, repaired to the church

and intoned the Te Deum, in thanksgiving to Almighty God for the blessing of their

preservation; at the same time the Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament, was given by

Mons. Tizzuni, and a triduum was ordered in all the parish churches in grateful acknow-

ledgment to heaven for the manifest protection of the head of the Church.

Consecration of Bishops at Rome.—On Sunday, the 25th of March, in the church of

St. Augustine, Rome, the Most Rev. Father Joseph Palermo, general of the Augusti-

nians, and sacristan to his Holiness, was consecrated Archbiahop by his Eminence Car-

dinal Patrizzi, assisted by the Bishops of Tconio and Thebes. His Eminence conferred

at the same time episcopal consecration upon the bishops-elect of Gubbio, Monopoli,

and Guastalla.

Sardinia.—A detachment of troops had sailed for the East. Previously to their de-

parture colors were presented to the troops and the King addressed them on the occa-

sion. The bill for the suppression of the religious communities is still under discussion

in the senate; no definite action has yet been taken on it. It is said that appearances

are unfavorable to its passage; that the government will accept five hundred thousand

francs, which the bishops offer to raise on the revenues of their sees, and abandon the bill.

Spaik.—The Cortes still persist in the work of sacrilege and spoliation: the most

important articles of the bill relative to the sale of the church property have been adopted.

The venerable Bishop of Osnia, who has already suffered much on account of firm

opposition to the encroachments of the government on the rights of the Church was

lately summoned to Madrid. The ministry were de.sirous of conciliating this eminent

prelate, and of gaining hie influence. No sooner was his arrival made known in Madrid,
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tlinn tliR fnithful of nil dniaea nnd cnnditionn, flocked tn \\\n rrnidenee to prracnl him
tlieir rcspectii. After some delay he iind aii interview with M. Aguirre, miniatcr of the

Crown, which did not ^ive aatiafnction to the latter, nnd ttie prelate wnn aent to Cadiz

tu nwnit the orderit of the government. Ilenioniitrancea a^ninfit the aale of the church

property liavo been made by nil tlie bishops and other inthientiul peraona.

France.—The PnschnI Communion of men, cfU'l)rntcd nt Notre Dnme, Paria, wna
nn u.sual, impoain^ nnd interesting. The communion, which wiia administered by the

Archbishop of Pnris, nnd the Rev. Fnther Felix, lasted nearly an hour and a hulf. An
eye-witness to the scene alludes to it in these words:

** I shall not undertake to describe the majesty of n spectacle of which we have ao

often spoken. Children, old and young men, poor nnd rich, soldiers and (generals, ar-

tisans nnd capitjilists, functionaries of hifjh rank and obscure citizens—all ranks and
conditions weie minified togctluT in the only eijuality and fraternity which is |)o88ible.

Pnris is probably the only city in the world wlio.se cathedral presents this holy contrast

nnd perfect harmony. Antagonists, adversaries, are all there confessing that there is

only one God, one Faith, one Bread of Life."

Apart from religion, however, the great topic of the day in Paris is the late visit of

the Emperor and Empress to the Queen of England. The Emperor previously to his.

departure received the Deputies at the Tuileries and informed them of his intended visit

in the following short address:

Messieurs Us Deputies.— I wished to bid you adieu before leaving, and to thank you
for the support which you have given me on all the important laws which I have pre-
sented to you during the session. My absence will be of short duration. I believe I

shall express your sentiments by assuring the Government of Her Majesty the Q.ueen
of Great Britain, that you appreciate, as I do, all the advantages of the alliance with
England. We all desire pence; but on honorable conditions only. If we are to con-
tinue the war, 1 count upon your loyal support. [Cries of " Yes !" " Yes!"]

Their Majesties met with an enthusiastic reception from Victoria and the people of

England, and returned to Paris after a week's absence. It was currently believed that

the Em"peror would proceed to the Crimea at an early day, latest arrivals however, seem

to contradict this statement. Admiral Hamelin has been appointed Minister of Marine

and of the Colonies, in place of M. Ducos, deceased.

A daring attempt was made upon the Emperor's life, by an Italian, named Pianozi,

who fired several shots at his majesty as he rode on horse back along the Avenue des

Champs Elisees. The attempt was a failure and the assassin was arrested.

The Univers announces the death of Mgr. Croizier, Bishop of Rodez, which took

place on the 22d ult., at a moment when his diocese was indulging hopes of his recovery

from a long and painful malady. Mgr. Croizier was born in 1787, aiid was, therefore,

in his 68th year. He succeeded Mgr. Giraud, who was translated to the metropolitan

see of Cambray.

The magistracy sind all workers of charity and religion have also experienced a loss

in the death of the distinguished M. Gossin. He was long an advocate at the Court of

Paris. Ever since this upright and learned magistrate gave up his charge, from which

he was virtually dismissed by his refusal to accept the oath of 1830, he had divided his

time between his labors as a chamber counsel, in which capacity his long legal experience

caused him to be continually consulted in the most important cases, and the many
works of charity to which he had devoted himself with unbounded zeal and activity.

It was he, who together with M. A. Javon, founded the work of St. Francis Regis for

the civil and religious marriage of the poor. The good which has been and is continually

produced by this admirable Society is incalculable. M. Gossin was also for many years

President General of the Conferences of St. Vincent de Paul, and his paternal care con-

tributed greatly to the development of those labors so full of blessing and devotion.

A deplorable accident happened in the church of St. Matthew, at Montpellier. The
sepulchre which had been erected for the ceremonial of Holy Week caught fire and was
totally consumed, with all the ornaments of the chapel. One of the clergy, by great ex-

ertion, succeeded in rescuing the consecrated pjxrticlea reserved in the tabernacle.
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En'glavd.—The great event of the day has been Uie visit of the Emperor and Em-
press of the French to her Britannic Majesty. Their reception, which is described as

beinj enthusiastic in the extreme, and their doings there, may be thus summed up:

Their Majesties were met at Dover by Prince Albert, where tliey were enthusias-

tically welcomed. Proceeding to London by railway, they were transferred at the sta-

tion to the Queen's carriages, and passed through the streets of tlie metropolis, a dis-

tance of five miles, to the railway for Windsor. The scene is represented as one of most

extraordinary excitement. Probably, two millior\s of people had turned out to greet

them. At Windsor, the egress from the station was imposingly fronted by the " Wel-
come to Windsor" inscribed amid a tliick mass of laurels; and as they proceeded they

were greeted with the applause of the people, amid the deafening shouts of " Welcome,"
" Napoleon," &c. In the evening, the illuminations were a source of great attraction.

The town-hall, with lamps twined about the columns, and the two arches, which blazed

with brilliancy, were dazzling objects, and could not easily be exceeded. Their Majes-

ties were received in the grand hall of Windsor Castle, by the Q.ueen, accompanied by
the Prince of Wales, the Princess Royal, the Duke of Cambridge, and the Prince of

Leingen, attended by the great officers of State and the household. Her Majesty gave

a dinner in the evening in St. George's Hall. The company included the Emperor and

Empress of the French, the Duchess of Kent, the Duke of Cambridge, the Prince of

Leingen, and a numerous and brilliant circle. Next day their Majesties walked in the

grounds, and visited Q,ueen Victoria's model farm and dairy. At three o'clock the

Emperor received addresses from the corporation of Windsor, the merchants and

bankers of London, and others; four o'clock till six, put three regiments of English

troops through their evolutions. Then the dueen gave another grand dinner, and,

later in the night, an evening party. Wednesday, the 18th, the Queen conferred on

the Emperor tlie investiture of the Garter. The Grand Chapter of the Order was

held at Windsor, and the formalities which accompany the presentation of the piece of

ribbon were duly gone through. The Queen buckled the garter around the Emperor's

leg and placed the ribbon across his shoulder. A grand dinner and evening party and

concert concluded the evening. On Thursday, the Emperor and Empress, escorted by

a detachment of the Queen's life guards, went to London to receive the address of the

Lord Mayor and Corporation, who entertained them at a magnificent dejeuner. In the

evening Queen Victoria and Prince Albert, Napoleon and Eugenie, visited the Italian

Opera. London, west of Temple Bar, was illuminated. On Friday, the Emperor and

Empress, accompanied by the Queen and Prince Albert, visited the Crystal Palace at

Sydenham, where 20,000 persons were assembled to receive them. In the evening, the

Queen gave a supper and concert, at which the American Minister was present. On
Saturday, their Majesties returned home.

The committee of inquiry into the conduct of the war still continued to prosecute its

labors. The evidence of the heads of the medical and commis.sariat departments was

taken, which goes to show that every thing in the Crimea was as well managed as it

possibly could be.—Cardinal Wiseman had obtained a new trial in the vexatious suit

brought against him by Boyle, with every probability of having the judgment reversed.

A subscription had been commenced to defray the expenses incurred by his Eminence

in the trial. It is stated that the cardinal is to be transferred to Rome.

Ireland.—The Most Rev. Dr. Dixon, published a pastoral to the clergy and laity of

his diocese announcing a triduum in tlmnk.sgiving to God and in honor of the Blessed

Virgin, to be held during the month of May.—A petition in favor of the repeal of tlie

sentence passed against Smith O'Brien, and by which he is excluded from Ireland, is

said to be in circulation.—The Tenant Right movement still progresses.—The fairs

were well supplied and largely attended.—Richard Deasy, Esq., was elected to parlia-

ment from the county of Cork.—Ejectments still lake place in some parts of the coun-

try, bringing much distress on the unfortunate tenants.—The King of Prussia has pre-

sented to the library of Trinity College, Dui)lin, the splendid architectural works:

—

Denkmaler aue iEgypten und yEthiopen, by Professor Lrpsiup, with lieautiful platen;
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aeven vols., Inr-jc folio. Alt Chrintlichc nnmlf-nmulp von Con«tanlinople vom V. liia

XII., Jjihrhtindtn, l»y Prof. Snlr.rnlifrp; 2 vhIh. folio.

Scotland.—The vnnt incrrnae of Cnlholiriiy in thin rounlry i* truly pralifyiiie; but

our limits in the present numher will not permit uh to ent«.«r into details: we will do bo on

some ftiture ocrnsioii.—Durinp the last month the iiotoriou.i fanatic, Orr, the tin-horn

prenrher, whose inflnmmnlory hnmntjues tifjainst Catholics led to so much excitement

in this country, wns tried nnd convicted at Greenock, for s hrcnch of the peace. This

caused much excitement amon^ his admirers, and led to an unprovoked attack upon

the Catholic church of the town. The windows of the sacred edifice were smashed

with stones and slicks, without, however, doing any other serious dama<»e.

Austria.—The Vienna Conference hroke up without cominiL^ to any definite under-

stundins^, ami the envoys were about to return to their respective governments.—The

attitude of Austria since this event is still exceedingly warlike, but her sincerity to the

allies seems to be douljted in some quarters, though we think without foundation.

The Crimea.—This portion of the Russian empire still continues to be the scene of

bloody conflicts. The bombardment on an extensive scale has been carried on against

the fortifications of Sebastopol without producing any definite result. Both the allies

and Russia are concentrating immense reinforcements in the seat of war.

II.— Domestic Intelligenck.

AFFAIRS OF THE CHURCH.

1. Arckdioctst of BalHrnort.

Meeting of the Council.
—^The Povincial Council of Baltimore assembled at the Cathe-

dral in this city on the 6th inst. The Council was composed of the following Prelates:

viz. the Most Rev. Archbishop Kenrick, Rt. Rev. Dr. Whelan, of Wheeling; Rt. Rev.

Dr. O'Connor, Pittsburg; Rt. Rev. Dr. McGill, Richmond; Rt. Rev. Dr. Neumann,

Philadelphia; Rt. Rev. Dr. Young, Erie; Very Rev. John Barry, administrator of

Savannah; Very Rev. Dr. Lynch, administrator of Charleston. At 11 o'clock the pro-

cession proceeded to the Cathedral, from the residence of the Archbishop, where ponti-

fical Mass was celebrated by the Most Rev. Archbishop, attended by the Very Rev. F.

L'Homme, assistant priest. Rev. Dr. Elder and Rev. Mr. McNally, deacon and sub-

deacon. Very Rev. Mr. Coskery, and Rev. Mr. Foley, deacons of honor. The Rev.

Mr. Ferte acted as master of ceremonies.

The sermon on this occassion was preached by the Rt. Rev. Bishop McGill; subject:

'« the Unity of the Church."

Thursday, 10th May, Rt. Rev. Dr. Neumann, Bishop of Philadelphia, celebrated

pontifical Mass for the Prelates deceased since the last Council—Rt. Rev. Dr. Chanche,

Rt. Rev. Dr. Barron, Rt. Rev. Dr. Gartland, and Rt. Rev. Dr. Reynolds. Rev. Dr.

McCaffrey, President of Mt. St. Mary's College, Emmitsburg, preached on the occasion.

The Council closed on Sunday, the 13th, with usual imposing solemnities. The pon-

tifical Mass was celebrated by the Rt. Rev. Bishop Whelan, and the Rev. Dr. Lynch

preached the closing sermon. At the close of the Council, the Prelates issued the Pas-

toral Address, which we have inserted in the foregoing pages, imparting to the clergy and

the laity their blessing and their fatherly admonitions, and inculcating in a special man-

ner renewed devotion to the Immaculate Mother of God.

Laying- the Comer Stone of a JVew Church.—On Sunday the 13th inst., the cornerstone

of St. John's church, to be erected at the corner of Eager and Valley streets, in this

city, was laid. The Most Rev. Archbishop officiated on the occasion, assisted by the

Rt. Rev. Dr. Whelan, Bishop of Wheeling; the Rt. Rev. Dr. Young, Bishop of Erie,

tuid a number of the Rev. Clergy. The Rev. Dr. McCaffrey preoched on the occasion.

Landing of tlu Pilgrims.—The fourth celebration of the landing of our Catholic an-

cestors on the shores of Maryland, took place on the 15th inst., near the site of the

ancient capital of the colony, on the banks of the St. Mary's river. , It was the
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most grand and imposing demonstration of the kind that has yet taken place. It

was attended by the Young Catholic's Friend Societies of this city, Washington and

Alexandria, the Philodemic Society of Georgetown College, and by delegaliooB from

several other associations. The party was honored by the presence of the Most Rev.

Archbishop of Baltimore, the Rt. Rev. Dr. Whelan, Bishop of WheeHng, the Rt. Rev.

Dr. Voung, Bishop of Erie, and a large number of distinguished clergymen, and other

distinguished personages. On landing the company proceeded to the little church of

St. Inigoe's, where Mass was celebrated by the Right Rev. Bishop of Wheeling, who
delivered a short and appropriate discourse. At the conclusion of the service, the

company repaired to a grove near the site where St. Mary's City formerly stood; here

the Hon. Joseph R. Chandler, the orator of the occasion, delivered an eloquent dis-

course. The distinguished speaker depicted in vivid colors the virtues of the Maryland

Pilgrims; reviewed the history of religious toleration and demonstrated, tliat Lord Bal-

timore and his Catholic associates were the first to proclaim and establish religious free-

dom on the shores of the new world.

2. Archdiocese of Cincinnati.

The Provincial Council of Cincinnati was opened on Sunday, the 13th instant,

with the usual solemnity. The following Prelates composed the Council:—Archbishop

Purcell, of Cincinnati; Bishop Lefevre, of Detroit; Bishop St. Palais, of Vincennes;

Bishop Rappe, of Cleveland; Bishop Spalding, of Louisville; Bishop Carroll, of Cov-

ington; Bishop Baraga, Vicar-Apostolic; assisted by a number of distinguished cler-

gymen. Pontifical Mass was celebrated by the Most Rev. Archbishop Purcell, and the

Rt. Rev. Dr. Spalding, Bishop of Louisville, preached the opening sermon.

Confirmation.—The Most Rev. Archbishop Purcell administered Confirmation to one

hundred and fifteen children at St. Xavier's, on Sunday the 21st ult., ninety-five per-

sons of the congregation of St. Joseph's, on the feast of the Patronage of St. Joseph,

and in the evening of the same day four hundred and thirteen were confirmed by the

same Prelate at St. Mary's Church.

OrdiiuUions.—The Rev. Terence Smith, was ordained deacon on Thursday, the 3rd

inst., in the Cathedral, by the Most Rev. Archbishop Purcell; and on the Sunday fol-

lowing, Mr. Sjnith and Mr. O'Shea of the diocese of Pittsburg, were ordained priests.

3. Diocese of Louisville.

On the 5th inst., the following young ladies received the habit of the order of the

Good Shepherd, in the Convent at Louisville, from the hands of the Very Rev. Dr. B.

J. Spalding, V. G. Sister Mary of St. Peter, (Elizabeth Brady of New York;) Sister

Mary of St. Paul, (Mary A. Roney, of Ireland;) and Sister Mary of St. Patrick,

(Mary A. Gainer of Montreal.) On the same day the Chapel of St. Peter, Louisville,

was dedicated. The Rt. Rev. Dr. Spalding preached on the occasion; and in the after-

noon of the same day, the Rt. Rev. Prelate gave Confirmation at the chapel of the

Good Shepherd's Convent to twenty-one persons, several of whom were converts.

4. Archdiocese of J^ew York.

Con.Hecration of the Rt. Kev. Dr. Bacon.—The consecration of the Rt. Rev. Dr. Bacon,

as the first Bishop of Portland, Maine, took place in the Cathedral of New York, on

Sunday, the 22d ult. The Most Rev. Archbishop Hughes was the consecrntor, assisted

by the Rt. Rev. Bishop Fitzpatrick, of Boston, and the Rt. Rev. Bishop Loughlin, of
Brooklyn. The sermon on the occasion was ])rea(hed by the Rt. Rev. Bishop McClos-
ky, of Albany.

Obituary.— Death of Col. B. U. Campbell.— It is with feelings of <lc'ep regret, that we
are called on, to record the death of this estimable gentleman. Mr. Campbell was born
in this city, and was long known as one of our most useful citizens. The uprightness
and probity of his life, the sincerity and kindness of his heart, and his gentlemanly
deportment to all, won for him while living universal confidence and esteem, and will

cause his memory to be cherished and respected, now that he sleeps in the city of the

dead. Mr. C. died in the 60th year of his Jige. J\Iay he rest inpeace.
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WHAT OUR SIRES THOUGHT OF CONVENTS.

At a time when the spirit of fanaticism is rife in the land, and its deluded

votaries appeal for their justification to the principles of our forefathers, arrogantly

assuming to be the loyal and faithful sons of those illustrious and venerated sires

who founded tlie republic, it may not be unprofitable to lay before the pubhc the

official documents which exhibit the sentiments and conduct of our political ances-

tors, by way of comparing or contrasting theiii with the views and aims of certain

statesmen and legislators of the present day.

It is well known, that in the year 1803, the territory of Louisiana was ceded by

the French government to the United States. In anticipation of this change in

the political affairs of the country, the superior of the Ursuline convent in New
Orleans, Sister Theresa of St. Xavier Farjon, addressed a letter to the Right Rev,

Dr. Carroll, bishop of Baltimore, informing him that the ladies composing the

community under her charge, were resolved to remain in Louisiana, where they

would continue their efforts for the cause of religion and education, as the autho-

rities of the United States had promised them every protection.* This establish-

ment of nuns was founded in 1727, and at the period of which we speak there

were eleven sisters in the house, who conducted a female academy numbering

about one hundred and seventy pupils, of whom seventy-three were boarders.

Bishop Carroll, while he encouraged the good ladies in their resolution, sent a

copy of the letter which he had addressed to them, to the Hon. James Madison,

then Secretary of State, with a view to inform him in reference to the object and

condition of the Ursuline institution. At the same time he wrote to General Wil-

kinson, then commanding in the South, to commend the estabhshment to the pro-

tection and favor of the United States authorities. The ladies of the convent having

determined to remain under the new political regime, were desirous to have some

security for the possession of their property, that they might continue without mo-

• Some time before, when Louisiana passed from the jurisdiction of Spain to that of

Napoleon, several Spanish members of the convent and others of creole origin left tJie

institution and went to Havana, on account of iheir prejudices against France.

42 Vol. III.—No. 6.
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lestation the laudable objects of their institute. In consequence of these overtures,

a correspondence took place between ihem and his Excellency Thomas Jefferson,

then president of the United States. In a letter to bishop Carroll, Mr. Madison

thus refers to the correspondence and to the institution that was concerned in it

:

" Department of State, 20(/i July, 1804.

"Sir—I have had the honor to lay before the President your letter of the 14lh

Dec'r, who views with pleasure the public benefit resulting from the benevolent

endeavors of the respectable persons in whose behalf it is written. Be assured,

sir, that no opportunity will be neglected of manifesting (as he has done in the

correspondence of which a copy is enclosed) the real interest he takes in promot-

ing the means of affording to the youth of this new portion of the American

dominion a pious and useful education, and of evincing the grateful sentiments

due to those of all religious persuasions, who so laudably devote themselves in its

diffusion. It was under the influence of such feelings that Governor Claiborne

had already assured the ladies of this monastery, of the entire protection which

will be afforded to them, after the recent change of government.

" I have the honor to be, sir, with very great respect.

" Your most obed't serv't,

"James Madison.*
" Rt. Rev. Bishop Carroll, Baltimore."

The following is the letter of the UrsuUnes to the President, with tlie answer

which he addressed to them :

" The Nuns of the Order of St. Ursula at New Orleans,

" To the President of the United States of America

:

" Sir—Emboldened by the favorable mention you have been pleased to make of

their Order, the Nuns of St. Ursula at New Orleans take the liberty of addressing

you on a subject highly interesting to their situation. They believe that, without

any direct application, the treaty of cession, and the sense of justice which marks

the character of the United States, would have secured to them the property they

now possess ; but, considering it a sacred deposit, they would fail in a duty they

deem essential, were they to omit requesting, that it may be formally confirmed to

them and their successors, and that you may be pleased to communicate this re-

quest to the legislative body, in such a manner as you may deem proper. It is

dictated by no wish of personal gratification or private aggrandizement; secluded

from the world, its luxuries and vanities, wealth and the enjoyments it brings,

would to them have no attraction. Devoted to religious duties, temporal advan-

tages are not the objects of their pursuit, but bound by a solemn obligation to

employ their revenue in charitable uses, and their time in the education of youth,

they cannot but be anxious to know, that the property which is to enable them to

fulfil these duties, will be secure to them. It is not, therefore, their own cause,

but of the public, which they plead. It is the cause of the orphan, of the helpless

child of want, of the many who may be snatched from the paths of vice and

infamy, under their guidance, and be trained up in the habits of virtue and reli-

gion, to be happy and useful—of society, which will be .spared the burthen of the

indigent and the depredations of vice—of their country itself, which cannot but

acquire honor, in fostering and protecting such beneficent purposes.

• The original letter of Mr. Madison and the document wliich it inclosed, are pre-

served in the archives of the Cathedral, Baltimore.
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" Theso ronsidprationfl. they know, sir, will hnvf w»iijhl with yon. They anti-

cipntp your support. h«T:uisf thi'y nr«' ronsrious thoy (l<-scrvf it; and tlicy ronrliidp

with thoir nnl«>nt prayf-rs for your personal happiness, and the prosperity of the

country whose nfTairs you direct, and have the honor to he, with the highest

respect, sir,

*' Your most obod't humble serv'Ls.

Sijjni'd. Sr. Thkkkse or St. Xwier Farjon, Superieure,

Pr. nr. Stf,. Marik Omvieh, Assistante,

8r. DF. Stk. Fklicite Absas /ef.atrice,

Sr. Christine de St. Andke Madici,

Sr. Charlotte oe Ste. Therese he Moity,

Sr. Emilie de Ste. Francoise Jouroan,

Sr. Rosalie de Ste. Scholastkiue Broutin,

Sr. Marie de Ste. Madeleine Billieu,

Sr. Marguerite de Ste. Alarte Carrier,

Sr. Martiie de Ste. Antoine Delattu,

Sr. Marie Joseph Braux,

Sr. Felicite de St. Jean Nicola, Novice,

Marie Blanc, aggregee pour servir la Communaute.

"J^ew Orleans, 23d Jlpril, 1804."

"The President of the United States to the Sojur Therese de St. Xavier Farjon,

*' Superior, and the Nuns of the Order of St. Ursula at New Orleans.

" I have received, holy sisters, the letter you have written me, wherein you

express anxiety for the properly vested in your institution by the former govern-

ments of Louisiana. The principles of the Constitution and government of the

United States are a sure guarantee to you, that it will be preserved to you sacred

and inviolate, and that your institution will be permitted to govern itself according

to its own voluntary rules, without interference from the civil authority. What-

ever diversity of shade may appear in the religious opinions of our fellow-citizens,

the charitable objects of your iustitution cannot be indifferent to any ; and its fur-

therance of tbe wholesome purposes of society, by training up its younger mem-

bers in the way they should go, cannot fail to ensure it the patronage of the gov-

ernment it is under. Be assured it will meet all the protection which my office

can give it.

'- I salute you, holy sisters, with friendship and respect.

(Signed) "Th: Jefferson."

The security here offered by Mr. Jefferson has always been enjoyed by the ex-

cellent institution of the Ursulines at New Orleans, which has never ceased its

labor of love, and still renders the most important services to society by the educa-

tion of female youth. With the same security have the numerous other establish-

ments of the same kind that have arisen throughout the Union, pursued their

useful ends, and steadily prospered under the protection guaranteed to their lauda-

ble efforts under the a<gis of American liberty. It is true that mob-violence, ex-

cited by fanatical demagogues, has occasionally disturbed the peaceful occupations

of the conventual life; but these popular outbreaks have, in general, been rebuked

by the civil authority and the sober thought of the nation. Even at this day, when

the enemies of Catholicity are making such vigorous attempts to evade the funda-

mental principles of the Constitution, to create distinctions for religion's sake, and

in the name of liberty to inaugurate despotism and persecution, the American peo-
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pie have been ashamed of the odious and disgraceful inquisition, instituted by a

fanatical legislature for the purpose of molesting a few women, whose only crimes

are to live in retirement for religious ends, and to diffuse the blessings of a vir-

tuous education.

In the estimation of such men as Thomas Jefferson and James Madison, a con-

vent was a very different sort of thing from what is supposed by our pohtico-reli-

gious law-makers of Massachusetts. The latter, impelled only by their blind pre-

judices, at once set aside all law and invade the sanctity of the domestic hearth,

for the mere gratification of a hostile feeling. The former, with the bearing of

gentlemen, and fully alive to that sense of justice and honor which should govern

men in their intercourse with each other
;
perhaps too, having read of a divine

commandment which says, "Thou shah not bear false witness against thy neigh-

bor," were disposed to judge the Ursuline convent by its works, and to take it for

what it proved to be in the face of the whole community, a family of ladies united

by religious obligations to labor in the cause of charity and education. Hence,

those great men, Jefferson and Madison, allude to the institution as one " of bene-

volence," " furthering the wholesome purposes of society," the objects of which

"cannot be indifferent to any" religious denomination, whose services are "a
public benefit," "a means of giving a pious and useful education to youth," and

worthy of our " grateful sentiments " and the protection of government. The

nuns are termed by Madison "respectable persons," and by Jefferson they are

addressed as " holy sisters," possessing his " friendship and respect." How does

this language of the venerated sirct compare with the calumnious slang of certain

persons who claim to be their sons\ It is well, in times hke these, when every

means that bigotry can invent is exerted to pervert public opinion, and to hold up

to popular odium the best and most useful institutions in the land, that the people

should revert a little to the golden age of the republic, and learn a lesson from the

example of their forefathers. Let them cast aside the veil which the excitement

of the times has spread before their eyes, and contemplate for their instruction those

models of patriotism, those heroes of liberty, those standards of political wisdom,

those illustrations of true refinement, Avho have risen by a nation's undivided voice

to the highest niches in their country's fame. This is the school in which Ameri-

cans should study the genius of their institutions, and will learn to cherish those

sentiments of justice and moderation which are the groundwork of practical liberty.

THE INFANT.

Spark of life! in beauty moulded,
Pillowed on thy mother's breast;

In her soft embraces folded,

Picture of unconscious rest.

Lovely, little, living treasure,

Fairer than the fairest flower;

Blessings in abundant measure.

Tend thee from thy nalnl hour.

Oh I may He who gave then boing,

Launched thee on the world's rude wave;
With His eye upon thee brnming.

Smooth thy passage to the grave.



THE SATRAMKNTS,

Trantlattdfor Ike MelnpoUlan from IK* Works of Chateautrimul,

B A r T ISM.

If the mysteries overwhelm the mind by tlioir grfiitnoss, wr experience a

(lifTerent kind of astonishment, but perhaps not h-ss profound, when we coniem-

plate the sacraments of the Church. The whole knowledge of man, in his civil

and moral aspect, is implied in these institutions.

Baptism is the Hrst of the sacraments which religion confers upon man, and, in

the language of the ajjostle, it clothes him tcilh Jcsiia Christ. This sacred rite re-

minds us of the corruption in which we were born, of the pangs that gave us

birth, of the tribulations wliich await us in this world; it teaches us that our sins

will recoil on our children, and that we are all sureties for each other—an awful

lesson, which alone would suffice, if duly pondered, to establish the empire of

virtue among men.

Behold the new convert standing amidst the waves of Jordan : the hermit of

the rock pours the lustral water upon his head ; while the patriarchal river, the

camels on its banks, the temple of Jerusalem and the cedars of Libanus seem to

he arrested by the solemn rite : or rather, behold the infant child before the sacred

font! A joyous Himily surround him, in his behalf they renounce sin, and give

him the name of his grandfather, which is thus renewed by love from generation

to generation. Already the father hastens to take the child in his arms, and to

carry it home to his impatient wife, who is counting under her curtains each

sound of the baptismal bell. The relatives assemble; tears of tenderness and of

religion bedew every eye ; the new name of the pretty infant, the ancient appella-

tive of its ancestor, passes from mouth to mouth, and every one, mingling the

recollections of the past with present joys, discovers the fancied resemblance of

the good old man in the child that revives his memory. Such are the scenes

exhibited by the sacrament of baptism; but religion, ever moral and ever serious,

even when the most cheerful smile irradiates her countenance, shows us also the

son of a king, in his purple mantle, renouncing the pomps of Satan at the same

font where the poor man's child appears in tatters to abjure those vanities of the

world which it will never know.*

We find in St. Ambrose a curious description of the manner in which the sacra-

ment of baptism was administered in the first ages of the Church.f Holy Satur-

day was the day appointed for the ceremony. It commenced with touching the

nostrils and opening the ears of the catechumen, the person officiating at the same
time pronouncing the word, ephpheta, which signifies, be opened. He was then

conducted into the holy of holies. In the presence of the deacon, the priest, and

the bishop, he renounced the works of the devil. He turned towards the west,

» Tliat is, the outward pomp of this world ; but the poor as well as the rich must
renounce all inordinate aspiration after the vain show of this world.—E.

t Ambr. de J^Iyst. Tertullian, Origen, Saint Jerom and Saint Auguslin speak less in

detail of this ceremony than St. Ambrose. The triple imnnision and the touclung of

the nostrils, to which we allude here, are mentioned in the six books on the Sacraments,

which are falsely attributed to lhi» fatlier.
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the image of darkness, to abjure the world, and towards tlie east, the emblem of

lifrht. to denote his alliance with Jesus Christ. Tiie bishop then blessed the water,

which, according to St. Ambrose, indicated all the mysteries of the Scripture; the

Creation, the Deluge, the Passage of the Red Sea, the Cloud, the Waters of

Mara, Naaman, and the Pool of Bethseda. The water having been consecrated

by the sign of the cross, the catechumen was immersed in it three times in honor

of the Trinity, and to teach him that three things bear witness in baptism : water,

blood, and the Holy Spirit. On leaving the holy of holies, the bishop anointed

the head of the regenerated man, to signify that he was now consecmted as one

of the chosen race and priestly nation of the Lord. His feet were then washed,

and he was dressed in white garments as a type of innocence, after which he

received, by the sacrament of confirmation, the spirit of divine fear, of wisdom

and intelligence, of counsel and strength, of knowledge and piety. The bishop

then pronounced, with a loud voice, the words of the apostle: "God the Father

hath marked thee with his seal. Jesus Christ our Lord hath confirmed thee, and

given to thy heart the earnest of the Holy Ghost." The new Christian then pro-

ceeded to the altar to receive the bread of angels, saying :
" I will go to the altar

of the Lord, of God who rejoices ray youth." At the sight of the altar, covered

with vessels of gold and silver, with lights, flowers and silks, the new convert

exclaimed with the prophet :
" Thou hast spread a table for me ; it is the Lord

who feeds me ; I shall know no want, for he hath placed me in an abundant

pasture." The ceremony concluded with the celebration of the Mass. How
august must have been the solemnity at which an Ambrose gave to the innocent

poor, that place at the table of the Lord which he refused to a guilty emperor.*

If there be not in this first act of the life of a Christian a divine combination of

theology and morality, of mystery and simplicity, never will there be in religion

any thing divine.

But considered in a higher relation, and as a type of the mystery of our redemp-

tion, baptism is a bath which restores to the soul its primeval vigor. We cannot

recall to mind, without deep regret, the beauty of those ancient times when the

forests were not silent enough nor the caverns sufficiently solitary, for the believers

who repaired thither to meditate on the mysteries of religion. Those primitive

Christians, witnesses of the renovation of the world, were occupied with thoughts

of a very different kind from those which now bend us down to the earth, us

Christians who have grown old in years but not in faith. In those times, wisdom

had her seat amid rocks and in the lion's den, and kings went forth to consult the

anchorite of the mountain. Days too soon passed away ! There is no longer a

St. John in the desert, nor will there be poured out again upon the new convert,

those waters of the Jordan which carried off all his stains to the bosom of the ocean.

Baptism is followed by confession, and the Church, with a prudence peculiar to

her, has fixed the time for the reception of this sacrament at the age when a per-

son becomes capable of sin, which is that of seven years.

All men, not excepting philosophers themselves, whatever may have been their

opinions on other subjects, have considered the sacrament of penance as one of

the strongest barriers against vice, and as a master-piece of wisdom. " How

• TheodosiuR, by whose command parent numlicrs of the inlmliilants of Tliessnlonicn

were put to death for an iiiRurrection. For iIiIb saiifiuinary deed, St. Ambrose, tlien

bishop of Milan, caused the emperor to submit to a public penance, and prohibited him

fur a time from entering tiie cluirch. K.
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mntiy rt'stitntions and nparnlions," snys Housseau, "does not confession produco

nmonii Calliolifs!"* Accoriliri;; to Voltain'. •• confession is a most rxc-cllcnl «'X-

pedient. ii bridle lo guilt, invented in the remotest antiquity : it was practised at

the celebration of all the ancient mysteries. We have imitated and sanctilied this

wise custom, which has a gn-at influence in prevailing on hearts burning with

resentment to forgive one another. "f

AV'ithoul this salutary insiitution, llie sinner would smk into despair. Into what

lK)som could he unliurthen iiis heart I Into that of a friend ] Ah ! who can rely

upon the friendship of men .' Will he make the desert his confidant 7 The desert

would inc»'ssantly reverberate in the guilty ear, the sound of those trumpets which

Nero fancied he heard around the tomb of his mother-J When nature and our

fellow creatures show no mercy, how delightful is it to find the Almighty ready to

forgive! To the Christian religion alone belongs the merit of having made two

sisters of Innocence and Repentance.

OF THE HOLY C O .M M U N I O N .

At the age of twelve years, and in the gay season of spring, the youth is

admitted for the first time to a union with his God. After having wept with the

mountains of Sion over the death of the world's Redeemer; after having comme-

morated the darkness which covered the earth on that tragic occasion, Christendom

throws aside her mourning ; the bells commence their merry peals ; the images of

the saints are unveiled, and the domes of the churches re-echo with the song of

joy, with the ancient alleluia of Abraham and of Jacob. Tender virgins clothed

in white, and boys bedecked with foliage, march along a path strewed with the

first flowers of the year, and advance towards the temple of religion, chaunting

new canticles and followed by their overjoyetl parents. Soon the heavenly Victim

descends upon the altar for the refi-eshment of those youthful hearts. The bread

of angels is laid upon the tongue, as yet unsullied by falsehood, while the priest

partakes, under the species of wine, of the blood of the immaculate Lamb. In

this solemn ceremony, God perpetuates the memory of a bloody sacrifice by the

most peaceful symbols. With the immeasurable heights of these mysteries are

blended the recollections of the most pleasing scenes. Nature seems to revive

with her Creator, and the angel of spring opens for her the doors of the tomb, like

the spirit of light, who rolled away the stone from the glorious sepulchre. The

age of the tender communicants and that of the infant year mingle their youth,

their harmonies, and their innocence. The bread and wine announce the approach-

ing maturity of the products of the fields, and bring before us a picture of agri-

cuhural life. In fine, God descends into the souls of these young believers, to

bring forth his chosen fruits, as he descends at this season into the bosom of the

earth, to make it produce its flowers and its riches.

But, you will ask, what signifies that mystic communion in which reason sub-

mits to an absurdity, without any advantage to the moral man ? To this objection

I will first give a general answer, which will apply to all Christian riles, that they

exert the highest moral influence, because they were practised by our fathers, be-

cause our mothers were Christians over our cradle, and because the chaunts

• ^^mil. torn, iii, p. 901, in tlie note.

t Quest. Efuyclop. torn, iii, p. 234, under the head Cure de Campagne, sect, ii,

I Tacu. Hist.
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relifjion were heard around the coffins of our ancestors and breathed a prayer of

peace over their ashes.

Supposing, however, that the Holy Communion were but a puerile ceremony,

those persons must be extremely blind who cannot perceive, that a solemnity

which must be preceded by a confession of one's whole life, and can take place

only after a long series of virtuous actions, is, from its nature, highly favorable to

morality. It is so to such a degree, that were a man to partake worthily but once

a month of the sacrament of the Eucharist, that man must of necessity be the

most virtuous person upon earth. Transfer this reasoning from the individual to

society in general, from one person to a whole nation, and you will find that the

Holy Communion constitutes a complete system of legislation.

" Here then are people," says Voltaire, an authority that will not be sus-

pected, "who partake of the communion amid an august ceremony, by the light

of a hundred tapers, after solemn music which has enchanted their senses, at the

foot of an altar resplendent with gold. The imagination is subdued and the soul

powerfully affected. We scarcely breathe ; we forget all earthly considerations

:

we are united with God and he is incorporated with us. Who durst, who could

after this be guilty of a single crime, or only conceive the idea of one? It would,

indeed, be impossible to devise a mystery capable of keeping men more effectually

within the bounds of virtue."*

The Eucharist was instituted at the last supper of Christ with his disciples; and

we call to our aid the pencil of the artist, to express the beauty of the picture in

which he is represented pronouncing the words. This is my body. Four things

here require attention

:

First, In the material bread and wine we behold the consecration of the food of

man, which comes from God, and which we receive from his bounty. Were

there nothing more in the Comrauuion than this offering of the productions of the

earth to him who dispenses them, that alone would qualify it to be compared with

the most excellent religious customs of Greece.

Secondly, The Eucharist reminds us of the Passover of the Israelites, which

carries us back to the time of the Pharaos ; it announces the abolition of bloody

sacrifices; it represents also the calling of Abraham and the first covenant between

God -and man. Every thing grand in antiquity, in history, in legislation, in the

sacred types, is therefore comprised in the communion of the Christian.

Thirdly, The Eucharist announces the reunion of mankind into one great

family ; it inculcates the cessation of enmities, natural equality, and the com-

mencement of a new law, which will make no distinction of Jew or Gentile, but

invites all the children of Adam to sit down al the same table.

Fourthly, The great wonder of the holy Eucharist, is the real presence of Christ

under the consecrated species. Here the soul must transport itself for a moment,

to that intellectual world which was open to man before the fall.

When the Almighty had created him to his likeness, and animated him with the

breath of life, he made a covenant with him. Adam and his Creator conversed

together in the solitude of the garden. The covenant was necessarily broken by

the disobedience of the father of men. The Almighty could no longer communi-

cate with death, or spirituality with matter. Now, between two things of different

properties, there cannot be a point of contact except by means of something inter-

• Qutstions sur I'Encyclopedie , torn. iv. Were we to express ourselves as forcibly as

Voltaire here does, we would be looked upon as a fanatic.
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niPiiiatc. TliP lirst clVort which divine love made to draw us lurarer to itself, was

in the callintr of Ahriihnin luid the inHtitution of sacrifiros, typ«'« announciiitj to

the world thr roiiiiiii,' of the Messiah. The Saviour, when he r«*stor«*d us to the

ends of our creation, as we have observed on the suhject of the redemption, rein-

staled us in our privileges, and the highest of those privileges undoubtedly was to

communicate with our Maker. Dut this communication could no longer take

place imnu'dintely, as in the terrestrial paradise; in the first place, because our ori-

gin remained polluteti; and in the second, b<?cause the body, now an heir of death,

is too weak to survive a direct communication with God. A medium was there-

fore required, and this medium the Son has furnished. He hath given himself to

man in the Kucliarist ; he hath become the sublime way, by which we are again

united wiili him from whom our souls have emanated.

But if the Son had remained in his primitive essence, it is evident that the same

separation would have continued to exist here Selow between God and man ; since

there can be no union between purity and guilt, between an eternal reality and the

dream of human life. But the Word condescended to assume our nature, and to

become like us. On the one hand, he is united to his Father by his spirituality,

and on the other to our flesh by his humanity. He is therefore the required me-

dium of approximation between the guilty child and the compassionate father.

Represented by the symbol of bread, he is a sensible object to the corporeal eye,

whilst he continues an intellectual object to the eye of the soul ; and if he has

chosen bread for this purpose, it is because the material which composes it is a

noble and pure emblem of the divine nourishment.

If this sublime and mysterious theology, a few outlines only of which we are

attempting to trace, should displease any of our readers, let them but remark how
luminous are our metaphysics when compared with the systems of Pythagoras,

Plato, Tima'us, Aristotle, Carneades and Epicurus. Here they meet with none

of those abstract ideas, lor which it is necessary to create a language unintelligible

to the mass of mankind.

To sum up what we have said on this subject, we see in the first place, that the

holy communion displays a beautiful ceremonial; that it inculcates morality, be-

cause purity of heart is essential in those who partake of it : that it is an oflering

of the produce of the earth to the Creator; and that it commemorates the sublime

and aflfecting history of the Son of Man. Combined with the recollection of the

Passover and of the first covenant, it is lost in the remoteness of time ; it repro-

duces the earliest ideas of man, in his religious and political character, and denotes

the original equality of the human race ; finally it comprises the mystical history

of the family of Adam, their fall, their restoration, and their reunion with God.

To ie continued.
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THE FRENCH IN ROME.
CHAPTER I 11.— (COSTINDED.)

"'This man must be removed at any cost,' exclaimed a deleg^ate

of the circle of Rome, at an assembly of chiefs of the extreme party.

This cry was drowned in frenzied applauses ; all present drank lo the

new ministry: and it was wilh glass in hand that the decree of death

was pronounced.
" in the mean time, as the day for opening the chambers approached,

the minister, foreseeing the disorders likely to occur at this opportunity,

collected in the city the carabineers of the neighboring towns, reviewed

them, and by his exhortations tried to stimulate their Aworable disposi-

tions towards the cause of order and their sovereign. At the same

time, he imprisoned llie monk Gavazzi,who was every where exciting

discord and civil war. These energetic measmes excited the rage of

the conspirators to the highest point: the radical journals urjchained

themselves against the chief minister who, however, showed the ut-

most contempt for their violence, and did not deviate a moment from

the course upon which he had decided. 'The cause of the Pope is

the cause of Heaven,' he often said; ' to attack the Holy Father they

must first pass over my dead body,' These prophetic words were

nearer fulfilment than he imagined,
" The evening before the opening of the chambers, the president of

the council proposed to intrust the protection of the Chancellory to tlie

carabineers; but the other members, fearing that this measure might

hurt the susceptibility of the civic guard, decided that a select file of

the latter should defend the palace. A very different scene was wit-

nessed elsewhere. Every one in Rome learned these particulars after-

wards. While the ministers were debating, numbers of men of

sinister aspect, enveloped in large cloaks, stole silently from different

quarters of the city, under cover of the darkness, towards the theatre

Capranica. At midnight all the conspirators were assembled in the

large hall: they closed the doors carefully: the feeble light of a few

tapers flickered over the multitude. The dead body of a man lately

deceased, taken that day from the hospital of St. James, was placed

standing against the side scene. At the order of the president, all pre-

sent bound themselves to secrecy by the most terrible oaths and drew

lots to decide who was to be the murderer. This point settled, the

wretch designated to do the deed was to give proof of his skill. He
seized a dagger that lay on the table, advanced to the dead Ixidy, and

with unerring hand plunged it into the jugular vein. The rest ex-

pressed their satisfaction and silently dispersed,

*' But however secret the plot was considered, llie first minister was

not left without advices and warnings: that very evening he had

received an anonymous letter menacing death, but he contemptuously

lore it up in presence of his colleagues. At seven o'clock next morn-

ing, his two sons, very uneasy, entered his ajiarlment and found him

adding some words to the discomse which he was to deliver that day,

and with which he was so satisfied that he had already shown it to
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801110 of Ills friends, sayint;, ' Tlii« is ihc burinl-certificale of llic Kc-

piiblic'

" 'riic sons asketl liini for lickoU* of admission into llie Asseinl)!}', but

he refused (henj, siiyins; roughly (liat he had none. * That i3 8ing:uhir,'

said the yoiinu[ men, ' bnl \v<! shall find means to enter the chamber.'
* I forbid \u\\ to do any iliini^ of the kind,' cried the njinister, * remain

at home with yuiir mother.'
'' A iiiib' w bib.' after, he received a note from the Duchess of Rig-

nano, im|)U)riiii^ him not to leave his house that day, or if be should

he present at the openin<j of the Assembly, at least lo surroimd himself

wiili the greatest precautions. Rossi immediately replied by thanking

her fi»r the interest she took in his safety, but assured her there was no

reason to be uneasy. Almost at the same moment a friend came to

tell him to be on his c^uard. ' 1 know they desire my death,' answered

the minister, ' but it is not me they bate: they wish to stab the Consti-

tution in favor of the Republic'
" At nine, a new letter of warnin;^. < Be prudent,' it ran. ' Civil

eouran^e docs not consist in exposing one's self to a danger that can be

avoided; the courage that needlessly braves any danger is foolhardincss,

if not ilownright idiocy.' ' Yet it is sometimes an act of policy, too,'

said the minister coldly, getting up to go to breakfast.

'' The cnlm and serene air of the Count only slightly reassured

Madame Rossi, who was greatly terrified at the rumors which had

reached her. The poor lady still had her eyes fixed on her husband

with a tenderness full of alarm, when the valet came to announce a

stranger who desired to speak with the minister on an important matter

concerning himself personally.

" ' Let him rail to-morrow,' said Rossi, ' I have not time to listen to

him to-day: private interests must give place to those of the country.'

'• The valet returned immediately with the stranger's reply,— ' To-
morrow it will be too late.'

"'Heavens!' cried the Countess. 'Certainly some great danger

threatens you: in the name of all that is dearest, do not expose your-

self without precaution.' But Rossi did not hear her.

"At noon precisely he arrived at the Quirinal. ' I come to receive

the orders of your Holiness,' said he to the Pope. ' I have none to

give you,' was the reply, ' except to coummnd you to watch over your

personal safety. My dear son, your life is in .peril; spare our enemies

a great crime and me a great aflliction.' ' I fear nothing,' said the

Coiuit, calmly. ' The cause I defend is that of Heaven, and if neces-

sary, 1 shall shed my blood for it.' And receiving the usual benedic-

tion he withdrew with an undaimted heart.

" Scarcely had he descended the great steps when Monsignor Morini

approached him. ' I was waiting for you,' he said, ' listen to me.'
' I have no time.' ' You must, however, it concerns your life.' And
when iNl. Morini barred the passage, ' Speak, then, and be brief,' said

the Count.
" The priest related that, while in the confessional a few minutes

before, a woman pale and trembling had come anil asked him to fol-

low her inunediately into one of the side chapels where he was
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expected by one who had important revelations to disclose. As he

was hesitating to follow her, she besought him still more earnestly,

adding, that he might prevent a great crime. Proceeding to the ap-

pointed spot, M. Morini had found there a man of tall stature, muffled

in a cloak, who immediately said to him in a low voice:

"'The death of the first minister has been resolved upon; the

assassins are waiting at the chambers to poignard him; if you wish to

save him, hasten to the Q.uirinal whither he has just gone, and,

if there be still time, prevent him from going to the Chancellory.'
' Thank Heaven,' added Morini, ' I am arrived in time.'

'' The Count hesitated a few seconds, then like another Duke of

Guise, he exclaimed, ' They will not dare.'
''

' They will dare every thing, Count,' quickly rejoined Morini.
*'

' Well, Monsignor, I am ready for every thing,' replied the minister.

' However, many thanks for this proof of interest for which I feel

deeply touched.' And saluting him, he entered his carriage.

" The under secretary of State presented himself before him at the

palace gate.
" * Come in and take a seat at my side, if you are not afraid,' said

Rossi.

"'Is there really any thing to be feared?' asked M. Righetti, ac-

cepting the offer.

"'The Republicans want to assassinate me,' replied the Count,

tranquilly. ' I might indeed enter the chambers by a secret door;

—

but I will show the world that I am not afraid of them.'
" The horses started at full trot. Instantly a loud whistle was heard,

and a man, who had been hiding at the corner of the street, was seen

running in the direction of the Chancellory. The coachman wished

to stop the horses, but the minister ordered him to continue, and in a

few minutes they arrived at the square, which they found occupied

by a company of civic guards. The most profound silence prevailed

in the palace yard, but as the carriage approached, about sixty men, of

repulsive features, shrouded in long cloaks, gradually took their places

near the door, so as to obstruct the passage. Righetti first alighted,

and Rossi's appeatance was the signal for a storm of hisses and insult-

ing cries. The minister did not seem to mind them, but slowly fol-

lowed M. Righetti. He had scarcely gone a few steps when one of

the conspirators struck him lightly on the shoulder with a cane. Rossi

turned round fiercely at this insult, and the assassin, watching the mo-

ment, rushed at him while thus off his guard, and phmgecl a dagger

into his neck.

"The unfortunate man dropped without uttering a single cry. A
moment after, however, he arose, covered with blood, and supported

by Righetti he advanced a few paces, but again fell at the foot of the

steps.

" The assassins disperse: the Count is carried into a neighboring

apartment. Three surgeons, members of the national assembly, visit

him, and pronounce the wound mortal. Father Vaure, informed by

an eye-witness of the murder, runs in haste to his rmhappy friend;

h\\\ it was too laic, the Coitnt had ceased to live. He found the body
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Itiiicr oil a roiiili, r!iis»Ml (he linn()k«Tclii<'f wliicli liiul hrcii ilirowii

over the face to conrciil iIm^ n<:ony, and, bursting into tears, tried to

repeat the usual prayers of the Church.
" Durinp^ this (iu>e the Countess had remained in her palace, n prey

to the sjloouiiest pr«'senlinienls. Sunk in an arm rhair, her head sup-

ported between her hands, she was anxiously eoiuilini^ the hours and
minutes, when Father A'aure suddenly appeared before her. ' What
has happened?' she; exclaimed, slaudiu'^'' uji.

" < lie calm, my dear lady,' said the ijood Father, tryiiifj to conceal

his own ijrief, and by decrees to prepare the poor woman for the fiight-

ful misfortune which had befallen her. ' They say the Count has
cncoiuitercd n^reat dangers.'

«f .• Where is he? 1 must join him.'
*' Whilst Father Vaure endeavored .o restrain her, the two young

Rossis rushed into the room, smothering with grief and fury. ' What
has became of our father—he is nundered, is he not?' they demanded
in a voire interrupted by sobs. And as the Father answered oidy with
tears, < It is true, then!' ihc}'^ cried. ' Vengeaj)ce! Death to Sterbini!'

and quick as lightning, they snatched up their swords and rushed into

the street. The pitying crowds gave way before them, and the two bro-

thers, pale, with disordered hair and streaming with perspiration, arrive

before the Chancellory where the civic guard sio])ped all Anther passage.

'''What have you done to our father?' shrieked the younger.
* You were here and you let him be murdered before your eyes!

(^owards! You have disgraced your uniform. I shall wear it no
longer: I abhor it !' And tearing of! his epaulets and breaking his

sword, he flung the fragments at the troops who were mute with humi-
liation and pity; while the elder brother exclaimed: * The blood of our
father shall fall on you who had not the courage to defend him. The
dagfjer that has so basely murdered him has killed for ever the cause
of Young Italy!'

*' A gentleman from Bologna, a friend of the family, who had fol-

lowed them from the palace, now arrived at the scene of this heart

rending spectacle, and by force and supplication succeeded iti bringing

(hem back to their mother who, in her despair, already apprehended
for them the fate of their unhappy father.

" Pius IX when informed of what had passed, shed bitter tears at

the fate of his devoted, courageous friend, and exclaimed in a broken
voice: < He died like a martyr; may God receive his soul

!'

*' The Assembly, on the contrary, listened to the account of the

crime with the coldest and tnost contemptuous indillerence, and the

jiresident contented himself with saying: 'Gentlemen, let us pass to

the order of the day.' But the French minister, seized with a gene-
rous indignation, cried 'This is infamous!' and immediately quitted

the chamber, as did also the Spanish ambassador. Then, whilst the

honest portion of the populace shut themselves up in their houses, sad
and discouraged, foreseeing the excesses of which this murder was to

be the prelude, the revolutionists ran through the streets, l)randishing

their daggers, glorifying the deed with ferocious songs, forcing the citi-

zens to illuminate their windows, and carrying the principal instigator
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of the crime in triiiinpli .'uoiukI ihe city. Arriving before the palace

of the Coiinless and pitiless towards such a sacred grief, they stop be-

neath her windows, repeating with dreadful shouts: ' Long hve the

Itahan Repubhc ! Long hve tlie second Brutus! Blessed be the hand

that stal)bed Rossi !' Bui the Uuke d'llarcourt informed of this new
cowardice, again intervened and aflbrded a place of shelter to the un-

happy widow. Father Vaure, fearing that the wretches wlio now
terrified the entire city, would seek Ig wreak their vengeance again on

Rossi's dead body, hasteneil to have it embalmed and secretly interred

in a vault of the church of St. Laurence. Soon after, the Countess

and her sons left Rome, and even Italy, taking refuge in France."

The abbe was silent after these words, and my mind was still full of

the tcrril)le tragedy which he had narrated, when the carriage stopped

before a little house, much dilapidated, and contrasting strangely with

the majestic front of its neighbor, a palace, whose magnificent portico

alone, sustained by six marble pillars, entirely overshadowed the hum-
ble dwelling. We knocked at the door, a young woman appeared at

the threshold but how she received her child from our hands, and

how warmly she expressed her gratitude 1 need not relate. A mother's

heart is the same in all countries.

Abbe Datli would not allow me to take him home, but asked per-

mission to call on me next day. 1 will of course be always delighted

to see him and intend, for your sake and my own, often to lay his

learning and politeness under contribution.

Though this letter is already rather long, let me try to l)righten up

our school-book recollections by mingling with them what 1 have since

learned about Rome and her seven famous hills. One of these, Mt.

Palatine, may be called the cradle of Rome: for here according to the

legend Romulus and Remus were found by the shepherd; here Romu-
lus stuck his lance into the ground, which grew into the magnificent cor-

nel uee so much admired for so many succeeding centuries; and here,

seven hundred years later, Augustus built the splendid mansion called

the Palace, from its situation. This hill is now jjartly occupied by the

villa Farnese, the inheritance of the King of Naples, who has caused

many of its ancient statues and other works of art, to be collected and

restored almost to their former magnificence.

Mount Capitoliiuis is remarkable for being the seat of the great for-

tress in Rome called the Cajjitol, because when digging the foundations

a man's head was found (piite fresh, supposed to be that of ToLUS,

an old Etrurian prince, the founder of tlie noble 'J'ullian family, and

the soothsayers being considied as to the meaning of this strange omen,

announced that Rome was to be the head (caput) or ruling city of the

world. In one side of this famous hill is the dimgeon where St. Peter

and St. Paul were confined before being led to martyrdom, and the

place where St. Paul and St. J <uke resided is still here to be seen.

To Mt. CcL'lius, you may remcmi)cr, Tullus Hosiilius after the de-

struction of Alba, transferred the inhabitants of that city: it is still

crowned with the broken arches of mighty aqueducts and the crum-

l)ling walls of splendid temples, and to us children of the Church it is

moreover interesting for being the scene of the marlyidom of Si. Lau-
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roncc ill die liiinl ccnimy. 'I'Ih- jnfffci of Komc, licririni,^ diMt liiis

holy mar) was in [\w. Iial»il of (lisiiiluiiiiiir lo ilic poor \\\v. alms of ilic

faillifiil, siiiDUK^ned liim licfuru his irihimal aiul demanded immediate

possession of all the treasures of the Church. Laurence asked three

days, (-(illecied all (he lame, hiind, and infnui (generally) that he had

had hecn ordered fo relieve. ** Here," said he (o the y-reedy prefect,

" here are the real treasures of the ("hurch." 'I'his suhliiut; answer

he expiated hy heinij torn with scourires and htniied on a {j^ridinMi, hut

in all his a<,M)ny, his face was still radiant, and lie expired j)rayins? for

his executioners and smilinij amitlst the llames.

Of Mt. Aventine iiardly a pafje of Roman history is silent. It was
here Remus consulted the auspices, and in the days of the Republic

and Kmpire it was covered with magnificent temples and palaces.

Hut of all these huildinijs not a trace now remains—not a stone to

mark where they stood, and Mt. Aventine is at present the most deso-

late sjiot in Rome. The reniainin!^ three, the; Q,uiriiial, the Viniinal

and the Esquiline, were includetl l)y Servius Tullius within the walls

of Rome, and all are still exceedingly rich in pagan and Christian mo-
numents. Two other hills are closely connected with Roman history,

though not inclosed in the walls till the time of Aurelian. One, the

famous .Monte Pincio, the hill of gardens, (callis hnrlulorum ,) where
Sallust and Lucullus had huill their luxurious pleasure houses, is still

covered with delightful promenades and is the most charming place in

the city: the other. Mount Janiculum, now Monte Montorio, beyond
the Tiber, on the smnmit of which was built the famous citadel that

so often repelled the angry foe from the walls of the young city, is still

covered with churches, groves, gardens and villas, notwithstanding the

injuries inflicted here during the late siege. In fine, to end this cata-

logue of hills, comes the Vatican, also beyond the Tiber; in old times

the scat of the Etrurian government, at a later period the spot where
thousands of Christians received the crown of martyrdom, and now
where like glorious trophies of their victory rise the most splendid tem-

ple in the world and the principal palace of the Popes.

The city, which is fi\r from what it was in the days of Aurelian, is

still eighteen leagues in circumference. You can count twelve gates;

eight on the left bank of the Tiber, and four on the pight. Two-thirds

of the enclosure, however, consists only of gardens, villas, fields, vine-

yards, groves anil monuments. Here you may ramble for months,

every day meeting new combinations of magnificent ruins, shattered

pillars, triumphal arches, cupolas, old temples and crumbling walls.

The remaining third, or inhabited part, properly called moilern Rome,
is almost in the shape of a triangle, having for its vertex the gate Del

Popolo, and its base a line drawn from the church of St. Mary Major

through the Capitol to the island of the Tiber. On the other side of

the river are the suburbs of St. Angelo and the famous Transtevere

united together by the fine street Lungara?.

As you proceed through modern Rome you continually meet with

sijuares, palaces, churches, columns, obelisks, monuments of all kinds,

magnificent fountains ever liowing with the most limpid waters, but, on

the other hand, with many streets, also, that are dirty, narrow, uneven
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and crooked. Animate this scene with a standing popniation of one

hundred anil eighty thousand souls, with cardinals, nionsignori, priests,

monks, nuns, noble lords, elegant ladies, and a liighly interesting: po-

pulace, not forgetting a good sprinkling of beggars; add to this about

forty thousand strangers, Russians, English, Germans, French, Ameri-

cans, many of the most distinguished artists, scholars, antiquarians and

tourists of every country: often too, rich invalids seeking relief fur their

sufferings under this mild climate, and numbers of the faitliful coming

here, like the pilgrims of old, to nourish and enliven their devotion at

the tombs of the martyrs, besides, at the present moment a garrison of

twenty-five thousand French soldiers; think of this heterogeneous liv-

ing mass moving in every possible combination over the most interest-

ing spot in the world, and you will have some idea of life in tliis

strange city which I love already as a second country—as the common
mother of all Christianity.

MARY.

As the star of Hope in a trackless sea,

Is Mary the Mother of God, to me;

In the storm and tempest I raise mine eyes

To the ray that breaks from the lurid skies,

And a thought of safety revives again,_

As the withering flower 'neath summer rain.

As I see the " Blessed " wliose angel face

Divine in the fulness of heavenly grace,

Looks pity and love as she bends to hear

The sorrowful prayer of remorse and fear.

Oh, Mary! sweet Mother! behold a child

With the dark earth-stains of sin defiled,

Plead with thy Son till he deigns to bestow

One look, but one look, on thy suppliant low

That in burning tears he may find relief.

Or his heart may break with the bitter grief;

Oh, Mother of mercy! he'll list to thee,

At thy tender prayer he will set me free,

He loves thee I know with infinite love

Virgin, all virgins so far above!

Mother most holy and virgin pure,

In thy love I trust and I rest secure;

Steadfast, unyielding, wert thou by the cross,

Though a piercing sword was thy bitter loss,

Then how can thy Jesus, thy son, thy child.

Cast out him who loves thee, O undefiled

!

Who clings to the words Fliniself once spoke

When the brooding silence of death He broke.

And saying, "Oh Mother behold thy Son!"

"Son! lo thy mother!" Ilis work was done. V. S. W.
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Our I^onl. jninrtj by a few disciples now proncdi-d from Hctlialtara to flali-

\r^\ and lu-inij there invited with his inotiier and iiis chosen ones to a nxirriagp

li'ast. ho did not disdain to go. Absorbed now in the> great work for which ho had
waited so long, Jesus, true God, thf Messiah of Israel, shows us that he is no less

really a man, with a soul and body like our own, that the natural li-i-lings of love

of kindred, homo and country were not strangers to his breast. He who planted

JESUS AND IMS DISCIPLES.

in our hearts affection for the mother who bore us, for the companions of child-

hood or congenial pursuits in after life, for our native land, sancti(ie<l it by his

divine example.
*• The mother of Jesus was there," says the beloved disciple who records the

miracle ; and she here showed the share she must always have had in her son's

actions, and her influence with him. Here " he manifested his glory," here he
made a beginning of his miracles, and did so instantly at Mary's request. The
spouses had not propareil sufficient wine ; and ere the banqu<'t was ovei , to their

mortification they perceived that there was no more to place before the guests. It

was a mere mortification, a matter perhaps of a momentary confusion, but the
tender heart of Mary had seen the want, and to spare them, appealed to her divine
Son. His answer is a mystery : it acknowledges her power, but seems to treat

** Vol. TII._No. 6.
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the subject as one too slight to require them to interfere or him to exercise his

Ahnighty power. Yet it was a consent, and Mary so understanding it, bade the

servants do as he should command. Jesus then ordered the servants to fill with

water some large stone jars that stood there, and then to draw from them and hand

to the guests. The wondering waiters obeyed, and as they poured, wonder of

wonders!—well might they ask amazed:

" Wlience glows the crystal with a purple dye
Of roses not its own; oh tell us why?

Guests hail the present God! in awe be hushed;

The conscious fountain saw her God and blushed."*

Unseen by all but them, the miracle was performed, amid the noise of the festi-

vity ; and even so the greater miracle which it prefigured, the change of bread and

wine into his adorable body and blood, is performed while the busy hum of peo-

ple rises from the crowded streets around the sacred shrine.

" Thus at the feast of Cana he emerged from his first state, his hidden life, even

as at another feast he passed into its last stage, its sorrowful and adiicted close."

After this he went down to Capharnaum, he and his mother and his brethren

and his disciples ; and thence repaired again to the holy city. Driving the buyers

and sellers from the temple, our Lord by his miracles touched the heart of Nicode-

* Crasliaw.

KM'S AN l» N I <• <> H V. M V S .
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nuis a Pliarisop, seeking God, but tiiniil. ('ominj» by niffbt lo the abode of Jesus,

he avowed liis IM-Iicf in him as a tearher sent from (Jod. and aski-d what lie should

do. Jesus declaritl lo him ihe mystery of the Holy Trinity ; his own divinity,

and ins futun' passion, witli the necessity of failh in Him, of Tlnptism and of ro-

operatinc: with the cmres bestowed by tin* Holy Ghost. All this he derlared,

allhou^h in his public teaehinjj he whs less explicit, but to this Master in Israel,

this man versed in the law. full of sjood faith, h<' openly dcflared that he was the

Messiah. ISieodi-mus believed, his conversion was true and solid, and as at Cana

our Lord foreshadowed his Last Supper, so here he prepared a hidden disciple

will) was tr) lay him in the tomb on the day idler that mysterious lr.uu]uet.

j '^

JESUS AND THE SAMARITAN WOMAN.

Our divine Lord had announced to Nicodemus the necessity of baptism, and

repairing now to the banks of the Jordan began to confer that sacrament, of which

so many of his miracles explain the power and effects. Ere long however, his

precursor, who had n^ain proclaimed Jesus to be the Messiah, was seized and be-

headed, and our Lord returntnl to Galilee. On the way, he would show that he

was the saviour of all. Way-worn and weary he sat by a well side near the town

of Sic bar, overshadowed by Garizim the mount where the schismatic temple of the

Samaritans rose. His disciples left him to procure food, and during their absence
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a Samaritan woman came to draw water. Unheeding: our Lord she was depart-

ing with her water jar, for as the Jews and Samaritans would not eat or drink

together, she never offered him a drop of cold water, when our Lord himself asked

her for a drink. She expressed her astonishment, but he soon excited her thirst

for divine grace which he described as a fountain of living waters. From his

disclosing to her her sinful life, she believed him to be a heaven sent prophet and

asked whether it were right to worship in their schismatical temple; then our

divine Lord again revealed that he was the Son of God, the Messiah, soon to

establish his Church, so that not on Garizim or on Sion alone, but in every chme,

men should adore the Eternal Father in spirit and in truth.

This woman led as we have said a sinful life, but converted on the spot she

hastened to the city, proclaimed the advent of the Messiah, and confessed that he

had laid before her all that she had done. The people believed her, and coming

out invited our Lord to their city : here for two days he announced the kingdom

of God and converted many.*

Thus gladly received by the schismatic Samaritans he returned to Nazareth heal-

ing on his way the ruler's son,t and announced the word of God to his own

JESUS AT N A Z A U K T H

countryinen the Jews, of whom he had said to the sinful woman of Sicliar, " sal-

vation is of the Jews." Far from hearkening to him, they hardened their hearts,

and when he reproached them with their incredulity, they thrust him, out of the

• John, chnji. i to iv. t J<'hn iv, 4G.
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city ami limiiijlii him to iIh* prcripitous bri)W of tlio hill, and sought to da.sh him

to pii'cps on the ilcrp rorks h<Io\v, l»iit to their amaz«'m»-nt lip past back llirou^h

the crowd, nad no man could detain him.*

Hencflorward Capharnauni was his home, if indeed we may say of our Blessed

Lord that he had one. This place which tl»e Kvanpelists call " His City " lay on

the western shore of the sea of Galilee, surrounded by a beautful plain covered

witli rhoilodeiulrons on so deli£jhtful a spot, that its nanu' " Kidd of benuty " was

indeed no exati^^eration. Here our I^ord a second lime called I'eter and Andrew,

John and James.f but not yet permanently as apostli's.

The synapofjue of Capharnauni listened with admiration to his doctrine, and

soon beheld ajjain his wonderful power. Our divine Lord had instituted the

iSacrament of Uaptism : and to show that he could by any rite he might ordaio

deliver souls from the unseen bondage of Satan, he by his word delivered one

who was bodily possessed by an unclean spirit. Rolling on the ground the de-

J i: .s L ;j CASTING OUT A D E \' I I. .

moniac '^xclaimed, *' what have we to do with thee, Jesus of Nazareth? art thou

come to destroy us ? I know thee who thou art, the Holy One of God ;" but Jesus

rebuked him and said: "Hold thy peace and go out of him." The evil one

obeyed and dashing the man down left him while fear came upon the mute and

awe stricken assembly, who all turned their eyes on our divine Lord questioning in

their own hearts who he might be, that thus by a word expelled the unclean spirit.^

Returning to Peter's house he cured the mother-in-law of that apostle of a fever,^

thus performing two miracles on a Sabbath day to prove that he was Lord of the

Sabbath, and had authority to alter or transfer its obligations. The Jews too scru-

pulous in their observance would not take their sick and possessed friends to him.

* Luke iv, H-.30. t Matt, iv, 18, 19. 1 Luke iv. § Mark i, 21.
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before the sun had set and the legal Sabbath ended ; tlien our Lord was besiejred

by the crowds who gathfred around him, *' but he laying his hands on every one

of them healed them," while the evil spirits whom he expelled proclaimed him

the Son of God.

And every sickness flies away,

And every foul disease is licaled;

And the tongue may loudly say

Willi what deep silence it was sealed

!

The lame leaps up witli joyful tread

And through the city bears his bed.*

Thus he spent the night ; when day came on he left the town and retired to a

desert spot to pray. Here Peter sought him on behalf of the multitude, but Jesus

taking his disciples preached in the other towns and hamlets of Galilee.f

Returning at last to Capharnaum, the people again crowded around him as he

stood on the shore of the lake.

"There where Genesareth's wave

Delights the flowers to lave,

That o'er her western slope brealiie airs of balm."

Peter's bark stood by the shore: vessel of prophecy and symbolism, image of

the Church which though buffeted by storms relies on its divine Lord even when

he seems to sleep; imago of the Church, which like Peter's bark has often labored

long in vain aud drawn in empty nets, but mure often still brought up miraculous

Calhemerenon, translated by Wallace. t Matt, viii, 23.
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driuights; iiiuigc of the Clmrrli, wliosp Sovrrnipn IV)Hlins so often stylt; it th*-

Rurk of Pt'trr. as wln'H Pins VII in his bull n-storinp tho Society of Jpsus, assij^jned

the p'lison tliiit Pttrr's hark iicccli d stout oarstmn in tin- tftiip'-.st.s of our day.

Durins: tliis first y<'ar of our Lord's public liff this (ishfriiiaii's boat was almost

bis lioinf. In it \w passed from oiio sid«' of tlit> bill f-nvironcd lake to anotber. It

was bis piarr of sleep, bis refu<»e in fatifjue, and as on the present oerasion bis

pulpit. Knterinjj it be bade Peter draw olf from the land and tb«'n addressed tbe

peopl«» on the shore: closinij at last his divine diseourse be performed a miracle,

at once to relieve Peter who had taken no fish that day, and to convert him entirely

to his service, and make him a " Fisher of men." Calling Peter, he bade him let

down his net : the future chief of the apostles, promptly answered that though

tb«'y bad labored all niijbt in vain, at His word he would again let down his net.

His prompt failb was rewarded ; tbe net berran to break from tbe immense number

of (isb it contained, so that Peter bad to call to bis partners tbe sons of Zebedee,

who brought their bark alongside, and soon both vessels were filled almost to sinking.

THE MIRACULOUS DRAUGHT OF FISHES.

Peter, prompt in everv act, but full of faith recognized the almighty power of

our Lord. Overwhelmed Avith a sense of his own unworthiness, no sooner had

they reached the shore and enabled our Saviour to land than he fell on his knees

exclaiming :
'* Depart from me, O Lord, for I am a sinful man." But Jesus reas-

sured him, with the prophetic answer " PVar not: from henceforth thou shalt

catch men." Words, which Cardinal Wiseman thus beautifully develops :
" From

henceforward thou shalt catch men, as plentifully and as marvellously as, just

now. thou hast caught fi.shes. Thou shalt cast thy net into the vast and dark

depths of tbe spiritual ocean, and thou shalt draw up in it safe and lay up in thy

bark, thousands, who shall bkss the hour of their capture."
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The " no-popery " branch of the " American " organization occasionally illus-

trates, in a very pleasant way, its peculiar antipathy to the " intermeddlins^ of

the clergy with politics." We are particularly reminded of this, by a report of

the proceedings at the late anniversary niH'ting of the "American and Foreign

Christian Union,"—a society professedly " devoted to the diffusion of Protestant-

ism, among members of the Catholic Church."

About the season when the wild geese of the Chesapeake, with a congenial

instinct, are taking wing for the North, all the weak-minded men and the strong-

minded women engaged in the propagation of isms, turn their faces, by common
consent, towards the City of New York. During what is called " Anniversary

Week " (or probably " Anniversary Month," for we do not profess to be accurate

in this) there is on exhibition, in the great commercial metropolis, more ferocious

philanthropy and foolish wisdom—more intemperate temperance and unchristian

Christianity, than can be found any where else, in the known world, at any one

time and place. Broadway is converted into a grand parade-ground, for all sorts

of spiritual, moral and physical inventors and regenerators. Intellectual spinsters,

in loose inexpressibles and short hair, may be seen promenading with African

brethren, in proud superiority to feminine prejudice and the sinful loatiiings of

" Southern man-stealers." Wild-eyed visionaries, with uncombed beards and arms

full of pamphlets and newspapers, gather round the doors of the "Tribune "office.

Table-tipping mediums, with ghost-written autographs from Shakspeare and Tom
Paine, go hurrying to their " circles," to open a new mail from Pandemonium.

Sprinkled profusely, among the crowds that rush and swell along the mighty

thoroughfare, are lean dyspeptic gentlemen, in white cravats and black dress coats,

bent upon converting the world to something or other and bettering their own

condition by the process. Issuing pompously, from busy " repositories " and

"book concerns," come many seniors in Israel—the sable butterflies to whom the

lean gentlemen referred to are the chrysalcs—men whose fortunes and reputations

are already made, and whose ampler rotundity and complacent visages give mani-

fest token of the same. These are the Presidents, or Chairmen, or Heads of Boards

and Committees—the staff-officers of the ismatic army. After night-fall, every

place of public assembly (not fortunately dedicated already to rational amuse-

ment) is occupied by these "earnest" people and their adherents. Oratory cries

aloud, without distinction of gender or color. All that applause, excitement, met.i-

physics, fanaticism and gaslight can do, to set men and women beside themselves

and keep them so, has its full sAveep, night after night. The news boys, reporters

and hotel keepers have a glorious harvest of it, and the oxen that tread out the

grain go somewhat unmuzzled themselves. The orgasin, after a while, subsides.

The enthusiasts go home, warranted to continue crazy till the next season—the

old-stagers, behind the scenes, taking care, meanwhile, of the practical ends and

substantial purposes which were meant to be subserved by the saturnalia. Somi'

score or two of great men are added to the number of the next year's leaders, and

when they and their comrades have gone home, to water their laurels, Broadway

rf'lapses into its old habits and looks, until a Bill Poole fuiu'ral or a Barnum's

Baby Show comes to clothe it witii newer motley.

On these enlivening occasions, the " Man of Sin " has necessarily a hard time

of it—furnishing tlie principal target-practice to the ecclesiastical sharp-shooters.
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It is a nuicli rnsicr tlung to donounco your n«'it?hbor'.s faitli than to art up to your

own

—

il'intlft'il it Ik- not tin- oliirl' part of your own to lind I'ault with your nri^hhor's.

When medical n»«>n of a certain class do not cxactlj^ knoW what to prescriln-, they

generally administer calomel. To give nothing would injure the business, and it

is not every one who will swallow bread pills. The theological practitioner of tiie

same kidney is in somewhat of the same predicament. The excitement must be

kept up. To administer no stimulants, or weak ones, would never answer, and

when, as so often liappens, there is nothing else at hand, a dose of •' No-Popery "

comes into play with great effect. Tht> commonplaces too, about " Babylon,"

are so simple and familiar as to be within the reach of the callowest understanding.

They serve therefore, for the clerical hustings, precisely the same purpose that the

star-spangled banner and the American eagle are made to answer on the confess-

edly political rostrum. People talk about them who can talk of nothing else, and

men shout at them who can understand nothing else. They rush in, wherever

there is a vacuum, and they make a stir wherever there is stagnation. We repeat,

therefore, that it is no wonder the " Man of Sin " is belabored whenever the anni-

versaries are celebrated. What would become of the theological army and navy

—

the generals and commodores—the rank and the file—were there not now and

then a rumor of wars and enemies'? Who marvels that the shepherd-interest

should encourage the cry of "wolf!"? The thing is as plain as sunshine. The
questions answer themselves.

This brings us asjain to the "Christian Union." It is not our purpose to quarrel

here with the avowed object of the Society—the conversion of Catholics to Pro-

testantism. Neither do we intend to discuss the resolutions ofl'ered, which confine

themselves to that object. Our present concern is altogether with the modus ope-

randi which the proceedings disclose. As an introduction to this, we give one of

tlie resolutions entire.

" Resolved, That the three and a half millions of Romanists now in the United
States, with 10 bishops, 1,701 priests, 1,824 so-called churches, 37 ecclesiastical

institutions, '21 incorporated collf^ges, and 117 female academies, 21 weekly news-
papers devoted to their interests, conducted in the German, French, and English
lansjuages

—

the imunp;ration among vs, chiejiy from papal countries, of 400,000 in-

habitants during tlic last i/cflr, and the receipt of not less than a quarter of a million

of dollars in the same time from Europe, to be expended in propagating Roman-
ism in our country, is well worthy of the most careful consideration of every
American citizen, and should lead to the study of the system, till it is understood,

and to vigorous efforts to guard against its encroachments, and to enlighten and save

its deluded victims.^^

How does the reader think that all this enlightening and saving is to be done?

The following extract from a condensed statement of the Directors Report, read

by the Rev. Dr. Baird, as it appeared in the New York papers, will furnish a

refreshing view of the process

:

" During the year the Board of Directors have distributed somnchat extciisively,

the sjyeech of Leu^is Cass on the subject of the religious rights of ^imerican citizens

inforeign countries, delivered in the Senate of the United States on the 1 o//j of May
last—the speech of the Hon. Mr. BrofTerio. on the subject of the suppression of
monasteries and nunneries in Sardinia, delivered in the National Parliament on the
10th day of January last—the speech of the Hon. J. O. Putnam on the ' Church
property question,' delivered in the Senate of the State of New York on the 30th
of January last—and a pampldet of thirty-two pages, octavo, on the subject of ' The
imminent dangers to the Free Institutions of the United States through Foreign
immigration, and the present state of the Naturalization laws, by an American.'

"

45 Vol. iJl.—No. 0.
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It was in view, no doubt, of the distribution of these various sacred works, that

the following modest and self-congratulatory resolution passed the meeting, nem.

con.

:

" Resolved, That the American and Foreign Christian Union is an illustration

of the actual unity of Evangelical Christians of all denominations, in respect to

the essential doctiincs and principles of the Gospel—and also of the practicability

of their harmonious and eflective co-operation in resisting the encroachments of ruin-

ous relisious eirors, and of enlarging the splierc of Gospel truth among men, with-

out prejudice to the interests of the bodies to which they respectively belong, as

members of the family of Christ ; and it is worthy of the esteem and should receive

the countenance of all Christian people."

We have some experience and appreciation of the gravity with which people

can bring themselves to put forth strange things, but we confess that to read over

the list of the Society's publications and to connect with them the idea of "enlarg-

ing the sphere of Gospel truth among men," goes somewhat beyond the ordinary

stretch. When that venerable and respectable gentleman, the Hon. Mr. Cass, let

loose upon the Senate and the newspapers his ocean of twaddle, he no doulit

thought that some returning wave of it might float him into the White House

—

that haven where he would be. But surely not even he imagined that he would

be taken for a missionary, or that his speech was to convert any but the tm-demo-

cratic heathen. If it occurred to him, for a moment, that he was to receive " the

countenance of all Christian people "—he no doubt trusted that he should have it

at the ballot-box and count it in the election-returns. As to the idea that he was

helping " to enlighten and save the deluded victims " of " Romanism,"—when

he was only preaching to save votes,—we would stake our own chances for the

Presidency, that it never flitted across his dreams. We do not profess to remem-

ber the Hon. Senator's speech, because that is impossible, but our general recollec-

tion of its qualities leads us to believe that the " victims " who read it will be

much more " deluded " than numerous.

We pass by the " Hon. Mr. Brofierio," because we know nothing about him,

and the " Hon. J. O. Putnam " for precisely the contrary reason. But what does

the reader think of the " pamphlet of thirty-two pages octavo," on the " immi-

nent dangers to the free institutions of the United States through foreign immigra-

tion and the present state of the naturalization laws?" It may be a very good

pamphlet, for aught we know—but hardly in a missionary point of view, unless,

like the " Christian Union," it wanders considerably from its title. " Foreign im-

migration " and the '* naturalization laws" seem, to our poor perception, somewhat

remotely connected with the saving of souls and the " doctrines and principles of

the Gospel." How the " ruinous religious errors," which the Union was meant

to correct, must disappear before these lucubrations on the act of Congress! What
an illustration the emigrant statistics must furirish, of " the actual unity of Evan-

gelical Christians of all denominations!"

Now what surprises us in all this, is, not the fact that such schemes should 1m'

gotten up under sanctified names, but that in the fitce of such demonstrations

—

with evidence like this, furnished by tlie parlies themselves—men who can read,

are asked to believe, and some men actually do believe, that the crusade now going

on against Catholics and foreigners is all patiiotism and honesty and spontaneous

Americanism, and that there is no such thing as clerical intermeddling with it or

religious propagandism at the bottom of it. Here is om; of the most conspicuous

and influential Protestant religious associations—confessedly representing all the
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"evangeliriil" (Icnoniiniition.s, and gloryinc: in tin- |)ri)nr iltat it docs so—dedicat-

ing its inr;,'!' n'soun'i-s to tin* dissfiiiination ot clrrlioiKcriiip spfjrlics and Know-

Nothini; painplilcis—and drlilMTntt-ly n portinir tlw (art to llic public, as a demon-

stration of its own iisffiilnt'ss and succfss. Nay more—tin- following resolution

will show, that this new and rxtraordinary method of spreading " the essential

doctrines and principles of the Gospel," is claimed to have secured " the divine

approval," so signally, as to stimulate the " friends of the Union " to ** do more "

than ever, if possible, of the same thing, during •' the current year." We give

the resolution in full.

" Resolved, That the success icliieh has tUlended the laliors nf the Jlmerican and
Foreisc't Christian Union amon'j: the liovian Catholics in the United Stales, and
also in Soutli America, Ilayti, Canada, Ireland, JJi-lgiuni, France, and Sardinia,

deuunislraies tlie practicability of the work wiiidi the society has und<Ttaken, and
gife5 assurance of the Divine approval of the efforts that have been put forth, and
constitutes a strong argument lor the Board ol Directors and friends of the Union
to seek to do more duriiifr the current year in this great cause than luis been attempted

in any preceding time."

No doubt, by the next anniversary meeting, we shall have the works of Miss

Bunkley and the Hon. Mr. Brooks, with the proceedings of the Know-Nothing

convention at Philadelphia and all the oratorical efforts of the Know-Nothing

members of the next Congress, scattered broadcast over the land by the Christian

Union—" enlightening and saving " the largest possible number of voters, and

securing their " harmonious and effective co-operation," in the election of a Presi-

dent, who shall be acceptable to "Evangelical Christians!" All of this may be

very proper and very American. It may be consistent with the teachings of reli-

gion and the lessons of patriotism. It may be liberal and tolerant—a blessed con-

trast to '' Popish " bigotry, and an excellent and civUizing thing to spread over the

world, from Hayti to Sardinia. Upon these points we have nothing, just now, to

say. VVe only ask that the scheme shall be called by its right name. We only

desire to let the light shine in upon the work. We only beg that we may not be

called by hard names, for saying that a stupendous plan of religious usurpation is

going on, through the country, under the guise of a political reform, and that a

political revolution is throbbing in our midst, every pulse of whose vitality is hot

with religious hatred and with clerical lust of power. X.

THE IMAGE BREAKERS.

'' On our return we questioned them in the tenderest manner as to the nature of

the terrible misfortune which had changed their nature so completely. They only

looked at us with the kindest faces, pressed our hands, cast down their eyes, and,

from time to time, with an expression that still pierces my heart, wiped away the

tears off their cheeks. As soon as we arrived at their residence, they made a cross

of two birch rods and setting it in a little lump of wax they placed it on the table

between two candles, which the maid had just brought into the room. The crowd
of their friends and acquaintances increased rapidly, and while we stood in detached

groups grasping each other's hands and speechless with grief, and horror, looked

on at their silent unearthly conduct, they knelt down around the table, and as if
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their sensos were impervious to every other impression, commenced to pray. They

neither regarded the food, which they had ordered in the morning to be prepared

for the entertainment of their companions to glorify their intended exploit, nor, as

the night grew later, did they pay any attention when we told them of the beds,

which as they seemed i'atigued had been arranged in the next room. However,

not to excite the anger of the landlord whom this strange behaviour began to

render uneasy, after the lapse of two or three hours, we sat down at another table,

and as well as we were able, partook of an entertainment which I may truly say

was seasoned with the salt of our bitter tears. Suddenly it struck the hour for

midnight. Your four sons, after listening a moment to the dying sounds of the

bell, started up in simultaneous excitement, and whilst we, laying down our nap-

kins, watched for the consequences of this strange movement, they commenced

in a terrible and stunning voice to sing the Gloria in Excelsis. But such sing-

ing! You would think you heard leopards and wolves infuriated with hunger

howling at night under a wintry sky. I assure you the walls shook, and the

windows, struck with the visible blast of their lungs, rattled as if handfuils of

sand had been thrown against them. At this horrible commencement, frightened

out of our senses, with hair on end, we rushed out of the house, leaving our coats

and hats behind in our eagerness to get away. The streets were soon filled by

hundreds roused out of their sleep at the fearful noise. They pressed tumultuously

up the stairs to the dining-hall to find out the cause of this horrible, this maddening

bellowing, which seemed to come from the hps of damned spirits shrieking for

mercy from the lowest depths of the pit.

" But uninterrupted by the indignant rage of the landlord, or by the terrified out-

cries of the surrounding crowds, your sons continued to chaunt forth their awful

song. At last the clock struck one, and they suddenly ceased. They wiped away

the perspiration which streamed in large drops from their forehead down to their

chin and breast. They spread out their cloaks and lay down on the floor to take

some rest after an hour's work at such exhausting labor. The host would not

allow them to be disturbed, made the sign of the cross over them as soon as they

were asleep, and exerted himself to clear the room of the crowds that still lingered

there, amazed at the strange occurrence, and whispering each other all kinds of

conjectures. He Avas delighted at the momentary reprieve from the contemplation

of such a painful sight, and was quite confident that the morning would bring a

salutary and permanent change. But alas ! at the first dawn of day, the unhappy

men were already up, and, standing opposite the cross which was still on the table,

they again commenced the same dreary, monastic life that only exhausted nature

had for a moment compelled them to relinquish. Their sad countenances melted

the heart of the good landlord, but they heeded not his advice and refused his help :

they only gently asked him to dismiss their friends on their arrival in their rooms

where they had been accustomed to assemble every morning for the last few weeks.

The landlord had been a considerable gainer by their hospitable habits, and besides

was naturally well disposed towards tiiem, but he now saw himself compelled to

lay the whole matter before the Justice, and begged to be delivered from the pre-

sence of these four men of whom he had no doubt the evil spirit had taken pos-

session. Upon this they were subjected to medical inspection and no doubts being

entertained as to their insanity, they were conveyed to where you have seen them,

llip Lunatic Asylum, which the graciousness of our late emperor had just th^n

rnmpictcd within the walls of oiir city."

This and much more the worthy Herr Veil Gotthelf, the cloth merchant, detailed
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to thf aDIirtcil lady, and !»• Ion" tlu'y .s<|)aratc(i hrsouclil Iut more than onco to do

nothincf in iinplicntc liiiii in case tiji' matter .should cvir conn- to lluM-ars of justice.

Thf otluT particuhirs w»? suppress, hecausc we think enou;,'h has Ix-en said, to

give the reader just idea-s refrarding the cuniierlion Ix-tween the incidenl.s. Tliree

days after this, the poor mother still painfully suflering from the eflfects of the

mournful intellipence, leanmg on the arm of a friend, took a walk towards the

convent with the melancholy purpose of beliolding the terrible tlieatre where the

unseen lightninir »f Heaven had struck her sons so ff-arlully lo the earth. They

found the door-way hlockid up wiih planks, and great heaps of stone and mortar

lying around. Their view In-ing thus limited to the outside of the church, they

continued for some time to look at the many hundred workmen singing at their

labor, actively engaged on the slender, complicated scanblding, in raising tiie tow-

ers a third higher, and in replacing the shingles that had covered the roof with

strong, shining, copper that brilliantly reflecied the sun's rays. As they looked

they saw a black thunder cloud with golden edges hovering over the building.

There had been already a little thunder in tlie neighborhood of the city, and they

thought the cloud portended a storm. But as tiiey looked tlicy saw it shoot out a

few impotent flashes in the direction of the cathedral, and then gradually dissolve

and die away murmuring in the East.

It happened that as they stood there, making sad reflections on all that they saw,

a sister belonging to the convent, passing by them, learned by chance who they

were. The abbess, informed of the circumstance, and already aware that the

mother was in possession of a letter that threw some light on the mysteries of the

never-to-be-forgotten Corpus Chrisli, immediately sent back the sister with a polite

request for the honor of an interview. The poor lady though confused for a mo-

ment, nevertheless respectfully expressed her comphance, and leaving her friend

under charge of the sister, who conducted her into an apartment near the entrance,

she ascended the grand stair case and proceeded througii wide folding doors into

the beautifully constructed gallery. There she found the abbess, a noble lady of

royal mien, sitting on a sofa, her feet resting on a stool supported by dragon's

claws, and at her side a desk, on which lay the scores of a piece of music. She

received her visitor with much courteousness, begged her to be seated and told her,

that, through the burgomaster she had been informed of her arrival in Aix-la-

Chapelle. In the kindest manner she inquired after her unfortunate sons and tried

to console her for their unhappy fate. At last she asked to see the letter that the

Preacher had written to his friend the school-teacher in Antwerp. The mother

possessed experience enough to foresee the possible consequences of letting the

contents be known, and at first felt some embarrassment. Looking again however

at the saintly countenance of the abbess and findmg it impossible to believe that

it could be her purpose to make a public use of the letter, after a few moments

consideration, she took it out of her bosom and presented it with a respectful kiss

on the back of the hand which the noble lady stretched forth to receive it.

While the abbess perused the letter, the mother took occasion to notice more

particularly the piece of music that was lying carelessly open on the desk beside

her. From the information of the cloth merchant having been led to suppose that

it was the power of these tones that had destroyetl the senses of her poor children

on that terrible day, she now asked the sister who stood behind her in a whisper

if that was the Mass which had been played on the morning of the eventful Cor-

pus Cluisti six years ago ? The sister replied in the affirmative and added that

since that time whenever it was not in use it had been always kept in the chaml)er
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of the lady abbess. Trembling with emotion she rose up and stood before the

desk. With mingled awe and curiosity she contemplated those unknown magical

characters with which a terrible spirit seemed to have wrought such a mysterious

circle and she was near sinking to the earth at finding it open at the Gloria in

ExcELsis. She felt as if the entire crushing thunder-force of the tones which

had overwhelmed her sons was hovering over her own head. She feared losing

her senses at the very sight, and, seized with an uncontrollable emotion of hu-

mility and submission to the almost divine omnipotence, she pressed the paper to

her lips and fell back almost fainting on the chair.

By this time the abbess had read the letter and now folding it, she said,

—

" God himself protected the convent on that wonderful day against the audacity

of your unhappy sons. The means employed may indeed appear trifling to you

who are a Protestant.

" Know, however, that to this day no one can tell who it was that quietly seated

herself at the organ, and directed, the performance of the piece of music you see

before you at the fearful moment when the Image Breakers were about to com-

mence their impious work. By sworn testimony, taken on the following morning

in presence of the steward and several other men, and now on record, it was

proved that Sister Antonia, the only person able to direct the piece, had been lying

all the time of its performance in the bed in the corner of her cell, sick, unable to

use her limbs and indeed altogellier unconscious. The sister, a blood relation of

hers, who had been ordered to attend her during her illness, had never quitted her

bedside for a single moment all that morning of Corpus Christi whilst mass was

being celebrated in the cathedral. Sister Antonia herself would doubtlessly have

confirmed this evidence had her unconscious condition admitted of her being ques-

tioned, and if she had not died tliat very evening of the nervous fever, which

though she had lain under it for some time, had not previously assumed an alarm-

ing character. The Archbishop of Treves to whom the circumstances were re-

ported in full, at last gave it to us as his opinion that it was St. Cecilia herself

that had wrought this miracle at once terrible and admirable, and told us that he

had received a brief from the Pope which confirmed him in his idea."

The abbess then returned the letter which she had asked for only to obtain some

more particular inibrmation regarding what she had already known too well, and

promised never to make its contents public. Before letting the mother depart, she

inquired if she still entertained any hope of her sons' recovery and if her own
services, by means of money or in any other way, could be of any use towards

such a desirable end. But the poor lady only kissed her garment in token of grati-

tude and said with tears that she totally despaired of ever again seeing her soOs

restored to their senses : then having received an affectionate embrace she withdrew.

Here ends the Legend. The afflicted lady whose longer presence in Aix-la-

Cliapelle would have been quite useless as well as painful, after leaving the greater

part of her little fortune in the hands of the Magistrate for the benefit of her sons,

went back to her own country, and much impressed with all that sIk^ had experi-

enced, a year afterwards entered the bosom of the Catholic Church. But her sons

lived to an advanced age, and died a serene and happy death, one morning, just

as they had finished chaunting whh greater enthusiasm than ever another Gloria

IN EXCELSIS. E. R.
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Quitting the li^^ht house apparently well pleased willi his visit, Mr. Weeks

threw his hroken fishing rod on his shoulder and set out for Crohan with as much
speed as his loncf shanihling limbs and slow habits would admit of. Already it

was all hut dark, and as the distance he had to walk, some four good Irish miles,

and that over rough mountainous roads, he resolved to travel somewhat faster than

usual, in order to reach Crohan before the family retired to rest.

And here it should be remarked that the Hardwrinkle family was a very grave

and orderly family, a family in fact guided by rule in every thing. They never

sat up later than nine o'clock on any occasion whatever. Even the night of Mr.

Weeks' arrival, as soon as the deep-toned clock in the great hall struck the appointed

hour the seven sisters in the order of seniority rose up each in their turn and ap-

proaching their American cousiu, bid him good night with a gravity of deportment

that well became the high reputation they had long acquired throughout the parish

for unostentatious piety and evangelical perfection.

This strict mode of living was by no means new to Mr. Weeks, for he was bred

and born in the land of steady habits himself, and therefore could well appreciate

the value his cousins set upon that particular family regulation. This feeling

added to the danger of being caught in the approaching storm amongst the wild

gorges of Benraven, prompted him to tax his physical energies a little more freely

than usual.

He had not proceeded very far, however, on his journey, when he found his

rapid pace suddenly checked, by a tall muffled figure that rose up before him on

the road and requested him to stop.

" Who's there?" demanded Weeks, coming to a dead halt.

" A friend."

" What friend—Else Curley ?"

" Ay," said the old woman, wrapping her gray cloak round her head and shoul-

ders, and advancing from tJie rock where she had been sitting, to the middle of

the road. " Ay, it's me. I stepped down to meet ye at yer up comin, to hear

the news. Ilem! what's the good word, sir?"

* Copy right secured according to Law.
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"Why all's about right there, I guess," responded Mr. Weeks, grounding his

fishing rod and resting his hands on the end of it.

" Plazed with yer visit, I hope."

•' Well yes—got along pretty slick."

" Ye seen her, then," said Else.

" Oh, can't say I saw much of her to speak of."

" But ye think she'll shuit ye, any way."
" Yes, reckon so, she's handsome enough, but kinder skittish, I guess."

" Oh, av course, what else could ye expect at the first goin ofHy

" No, that's all right. Irish girls are generally somewhat shy at the beginning.

But I've no fear we'll bring her up to the hitchin post."

"Humph!" ejaculated Else, "don't be too sure i' that. Remember she has the

ould blood in her veins."

"Psaugh! humbug! old blood."

" Ye don't believe in that."

" Not I, it's all sheer gammon."
" Humph ! see that now ! E'then, sure we poor cralhurs down here always heerd

it said that the blood of the Talbots was as hard to tame as the blood of the aigles."

"TheTalbots."

"Ay."
" And who are they ?" demanded Weeks, looking sharply in the old woman's

face.

"TheTalbots—why musha thin, did ye niver heer tell i' the Talbots?" said

Else, eying him with a very equivocal expression of countenance.

" No—don't remember exactly."

" Hoot, jog yer mimery a bit—the name's not so mighty scarce that ye niver

heerd it afore. But no matter now, sure, time enough to speak i' them things,

when we're betther acquent."

" Them things," repeated Weeks, " what things ? By golly you're quite mys-

terious, tliis evening, old lady : say what am I to understand by them things?"

" Oh, nothin, nothin, worth a talkin of," replied Else, " your'e in a hurry now,

ye know, and besides there's McSwine's gun tearin away like fury. Ye'd betther

make haste sir, or the storm 'ill be on, afore ye get home."

As Else spoke, a thundering sound broke like a peal of distant thunder, on the

still air and echoed heavily and slowly along the shore and then away among the

deep ravines of the mountains. The little fleecy cloud too which but half an hour

gone, had been hardly perceptible on the western horizon, had now rolled up in

piles dark and dense to the eastward, and passing the light house, spread far and

wide over tlie clear sky.

"What's that?" demanded Weeks, turning to look in the direction of the

sound. " It's like a heavy broadside at sea, ain't it?"

" Ay," responded Else, " it's not unlike it; but the reports of all the guns on

the say and the channell batteries to boot, never carried fear to as many hearts as

that can call. God luk to the poor vessels out there the night, they'll need good

gear and stout arms to win through Tory Island gut, if this storm catches them

Avithin thirty leagues of the coast."

"And what means that bright light out there? It looks like the flame of a

burning ship reflected against the dark heavens."

" Oh, that's only from the lantern of Tory li:;ht," said Else, "McSwine's gun

is just beyond it to tlie west;" and the old woman in reply to her companion's
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inquiry oxplaiiioil tlio causi- of its loud nport, assigninj? it of coureo as all .such

thinps art" popularly assipiu-d to a supornatural atjcnry. *' It's said," she addcj^,

•' by tho oultl pt-oplf , that it nivcr was heerd al'orn tho I'arUament was tak<'n away

from us, and nivj-r will stop firing the death pun of the nation till it comes back."

•' Psaugl\!" ejaculated Weeks, " what a notion. Thai's some of your priests'

stories, I guess. IJut, see here, about that Talbot —

"

"And there goes the Devil's juloli too," interrupted Else, "look at the spindrifts

as they begin to (ly across the iron bridge. Take a friend's advice, Mr. Weeks, and

hurry home as fast as ye can, for my word on it if ye don't, ye'll (ind a wet

jacket afore ye reach Crohan. Good night, sir, good night," and Else made an-

other motion to leave.

" Say, hold on," cried Weeks detaining her by the skirt of her cloak, " hold on,

I can wait and hear what you've got to say about the Talbots. How can they

concern me—eh ?"

"Oh, not the laste in the world, how could they, since ye niver heerd tell i'

them afore."

" Well, but still I may have been connected with them somehow unknown to me."
" Ha, ha," laughed the old woman gathering the scanty cloak still closer round

her emaciated shoulders, as she felt the first breath of the coming storm, and

chuckling within its folds, like one of Macbeth's witches gloating over her boiling

caldron. " Ha, ha, unbeknown to ye, indeed."

'* Come, come," said Weeks, " I want no more fooling just now. You kinder

insinewate I had some connection, I hadn't ought to, with folks name of Talbot."

" Hush," said Else looking about her, " don't spake so loud."

"^Nonsense! loud! I'm an American bom and aint afraid to speak out before

any human in creation."

" That's mighty bould," observed Else, " but cowards they say sometimes spake

the loudest."

" Well, that's my way of doing things, nevertheless."

" And a brave way it is too sir^ for them that can carry it through, but sacrets ye

know, shud be spoke in whispers, and above all, deep dark sacrets," and the old

crone fixed her gray weasel eyes on the face of the Yankee, and then added, " so

don't mintion that name again above yer breath, for somebody might be listenin."

"What name, Talbot?"
" Whist ! I say, the night's dark."

" Dark! I don't care a brass cent, woman; nonsense! Well, I swonnie if this

aint the greatest attempt at humbug I have met since I left —

"

" Ducksville," subjoined Else in a \o\^ stealthy tone, leering at him the while

from under her hood. " And so ye'd like to hear the sacret."

"Yes, out with it," said Weeks confidently, " I aint afraid. If you've got a se-

cret regarding me, tell it. For my part I know of no secret, and I dread none either."

"And might I make bould to ask ye what brought ye here then, if ye hav'n't."

"Why I came to visit my cousins;" and besides, that consignment you're

aware of."

" Humph, yer consignment, and are the Hardwrinkles yer cousins'?" demanded

Else.

" Well, mother says so ; she ought to know something about it, I guess, being

the only surviving sister of the late Mr. Hardwrinkle, and so," continued Weeks,
" rather disposed to marry, I took a fancy to offer my hand and fortune to Mary

Lee."

46 Vol. III.—No. 6.
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" And what wud ye marry ber for, if it's a fair question ?"

" Her beauty, of course, she has nothing else to recommend her, I reckon."
" Ha, ha, ha," laughed Else, in hoarse hollow tones, that sounded like the voice

of the dead from the depths of a church vault, her toothless gums mumbling the

wonls as she uttered thetn, " ha, ha, her beauty indeed—the beauty of William

Talbot's gold, id be nearer the truth, I'm thinkin."

Weeks heard the name, quite distinctly, and the hearing of it seemed to para-

lyze him, for the lishing rod fell from his hands, without bis seeming to notice it

"Humph!" said Else pursuing her advantage, "marry Mary Lee for her

beauty, a girl ye niver set eyes on, till ye seen her, not three hours ago, on Loch
Elg. Hoot, toot, sir, don't be foolish

;
yer a greate aisy spoken man to be sure,

and might pass for what ye plaze with the simple counthry gawkics here on the

wild mountains, but as for me, I'm a little too ould in the horn to be blindlolded

that way."
" You misunderstand me, old lady," said Weeks, Jjicking up his fishing rod

and endeavoring to compose himself.

" Well, listen to me for a mmit and ye'll hear my raisons. Didn't ye bargain

with me for my good word with Mary Lee."
" Yes."
" And didn't ye bargain with me moreover if my good word id fail to delud her

with spells and charms, an that afore iver ye seen a faiture of her face."

" No, that's a mistake," responded Weeks, " I saw her at the Catholic Chapel

before I saw you, and determined to have her at any sacrifice."

" Saw her, may be so, but ye didn't see her face; she was veil'd, wasn't she?"
" Can't say as to that ; saw enough at least to know she was a handsome girl.

Why should she be veil'd—eh ?"

" Niver mind ; she has her own raisons, I suppose, but this mutch I can tell ye,

that many's the little up settin squireen and purse proud hudagh threw themselves

in her way the last twel'month and more, as she went in an out of Massmount
Chapel of a Sunday momin, lanin on her uncle's arm, to stale a glimpse at her

' bonnie 'een,' and got httle for their pains when all was done. No, no, sir, ye

seen that bright sunny face this blissed day for the first time in yer life, or I'm far

out i' my recknin."

" Well, saw enough to know she's a handsome girl," stammered out Weeks,

hardly knowing what to say in the face of Else's positive assertion.

" And listen to me again," continued the latter, still following up her advantage,

" why didn't ye thry the girl yerself afore ye came my length ? Yer not so hand-

some that she'd be lakely to fall plump in love with ye, to be sure ; but still yer

not so ill lookin aither for a foreigner, and then to the back i' that, ye've as many
goold rings, chains and gaglygaws about ye, as might set any young crathur's

heart a flutterin. Why in the name i' wondher, I say, didn't ye thry what ye cud

do yerself afore ye'd go to the expense of engagin me."
" Why I wanted to be spry about it," responded Weeks. " Time's money to

me, I count hours dollars and minutes cents. I couldn't afford to wait no how.

But pray, how does it concern you what my views and motives are, if I pay you

price when the job's done." •

" Ay, ay," muttered Else ;
" that's it—that's it. Ye thought ye'd make short

work of it, for linar the sacret id lake out. Humph! I see; and yer cousins, as ye

call them, the Hardwrinkles made ye blieve I was a witch I'll warrint, and cud

do more with spells and charms, than you with all yer line airs and boasted riches.
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Ay, ay, yo tlii>uplit I was nn ould lull Iwrn divil ithoiit howI or ronscinnrr-, nady

to du yer dirty Work an ask no qucHtinnii aitlu-r. iJut ycr mistaken Mr. W»-k8,

cute as you are yr'll find nip just ns canny ; and I t»'ll ye what it is, mty I niver

sc* the aun apnin, if all the dollars in Ainerifa. cud buy me over to move ono

luiir's hrralli in tills dark plot, if it wasn't for the sako of Mary l^ee, hrrself."

W»M'ks |);uisi'(l for iin instant ctv he rc|)li<'d. Tln> soit-nin di-rlaration lie had

|ust hranl. and niadi' with so much a[)parcnt sincerity, conjpletfly pu/zl<il him.

It was a phase in the old woman's character, he had never noticed before. Aln-ady

indeed he had penetrated enough to see that she was by no means the kind of per-

son common report represented her, nor such as he took her for himself on hL«« first

vi'^it to the Cnirn. Since then however, her chamcter had been slowly and gradu-

ally developing itself, but still in such a manner as neither to surprise nor startle

him He hardly knew what to maki." of her. Every mark-'-every characteristic

of the original woman seemed to have gmduiiUy vanished one by one. Her de-

crepitude, her stupidity, her peevishness, her deafness, her blindness had all disap-

peared day after day, and so completely that at Inst he could hardly believe in her

very identity. The wretched being he found but a month gone, sitting over her

peat fire with her goat by her side, and looking as stolid as if all her mental facul-

ties had fled, now stood before him, an active, shrewd, energetic woman. All

about her was changed—all save the furrows of her brown skin, and the gray elf

locks w^hich still stole out from under the band of her ruffled cap. After such a

metamorphosis, what wonder if Weeks be^jan to suspect, (and especially after so

solemn a declaration as he had just heard) that her reputed lust of gold was like

all the other charges made against her, and which he himself had found to be false.

And how could he tell now but it was her love of Mary Lee, rather than her love

of gold that led her to take so lively an interest in his affairs. But be that as it

might, Mr. Weeks felt confused and puzzled to his wit's end, and finally resolved

to let Else have her own way, believe what she pleased of him, and carry out her

own views to benefit her protege after her own fashion.

" So it's entirely for the girl's sake," he at length replied, " that you consent to

aid me in the matter of this marriage."

" Humph, I love goold," responded Else, " but I love Mary Lee better."

" Then you should relinquish your claim on the remaining three of the five hundred

dollars I promised you," said Weeks, " since you serve her interests, not mine."
" Not a brass copper of it," replied Else ; " not a copper. No, no ; so far from

that, I'll be expectin another hundred by this time next Thursday."
'• Another, whew ! WcU, well, you shall have it," said Weeks, promptly, " for

after all, it don't matter a punkin seed to me what your motives are, if you only

secure me the girl."

" Nor the girl's love or beauty a punkin seed aither, if ye can only make her

yer wife."

** Well, don't know about that."

" Hoot, sir, ye know, as well as the sowl's in yer body, that ye don't care a

chaw i' tabacky for her beauty. Yer afther somethiu ye value more nor beauty,

or I'm not Else Curley i' the Cairn."
*' You're not what I once took you for, that's certain," repUed Weeks. '* You

may be the d—1 for what I know—and just as Uke as any thing else, for aught I

can see to the contrary."

'* Ha, ha, I'm not the dotin ould crone yer friends id make me out, that id sell

her sowl to fill her pockets."
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" I required no such sacrifice," responded Weeks. " I employed you to serve

me in a perfectly lawful transaction, from which no injury could possibly result to

either party."

" Humph! and suppose the girl was left a fortin by a friend in /urrtn par(«,"

said Else, " what then? Who'd be the gainer? I'd like to know."

"Gainer? Why, I guess I'm good enough for her, any way you can fix it,

fortune or no fortune," said Weeks, thrusting his hands into his breeches pockets

and hitching up his cap behind with the collar of his coat. " Yes, old lady, good

enough if she had fifty fortunes."

" Good enough for her ! " repeated Else, looking into his face, her thin, wrinkled

lips turning up in scorn as she spoke. " You good enough for Mary Lee!"
** Ay, or for any other Irish girl, by crackie, that ever stepped in shoe leather,"

cried the Yankee, jingling up the silver change in his pockets.

"Hah, hah!" laughed Else, "that's mighty modest."

" Well, them's my sentiments."

" Yer wakeness, ye mane."
" No, ma'am, my solemn conviction. The son of an American revolutionist is

good enough, I take it, for the biggest—damdest old aristocrat's daughter in the

land, all-fired proud as they feel."

" May be so, may be so," quietly replied Else. " But if that's yer way i' think-

in, I'd advise ye keep it to yerself. Such talk as that may sound big in America,

but it on't go down here."

" Here—and what the tarnation are ye, that an American born can't speak his

sentiments right out, just as he pleases."

" Oh then indeed it's true for ye ; bad scran to the much we are. But still ye

know we have our feelins as well as other people. And in troth now, between

ourselves, Mr. Weeks, it's not to say very seemly to hear a man like you, without

a dhrop i' dacent blood in his veins comin over here and settin himself up as an

aiqual for the best in the land. Wow ! wow ! sir, it's mighty provokin to see a

stranger takin sich airs on himself afore he's a month in the country."

" My dear woman, you're behind the age I guess r\vo three centuries down here

in this section. If you only kept run of the times you'd soon come to find, that

an American always makes himself at home wherever he goes—that his very

name's a passport to every which country in creation."

" Bedad thin if ye thry that same passport here I'm afeerd it won't take, if ye

don't spake a little modester nor ye do now. Little as ye think iv the Irish abroad,

faith there's some i' them at home here, that'll make ye keep a civil distance, if ye

don't keep a civil tongue in yer head. Mind that, sir, and don't forget it, ailher,

as long as yer in the country."

" Well," said Weeks, somewhat taken aback by Else's contemptuous disregard

of a claim, which he thought irresistible all over the world, and especially in pov-

erty-stricken Ireland, " well, I was always taught to reckon a free born American

good enough for any woman in creation, and I rather think, old lady, you'll have

to try hard before you unsettle that opinion. Cousin Nathan— I mentioned his

name once before, I guess—cousin Nathan was considerable of a shrewd man in

hisAvay—as shrewd, I presume, as most men in that section of the country—well,

he was a man that was always posted up in every thing relating to Europe and

European aristocracy, and he told me often and often that a free born American

was good enough "

"Paugh! free born fiddlesticks!" exclaimed Else. "What the plague do we
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care ulwut ycr fov Iwrn Anierioans or yer cousin Nallians aitlu-r. Wc'ro ahlit^i-d

to ye to l)c sun*, lor M>ndin us ovrr what ye did in our tunc* of n«'wl, an ill it id b«r

our commoD to forget it, or indet>d our citildlu'r after uh for that matter, but in tlu;

name i' patirnrr have srnse, and don't takf tlu" ijikmI out in all ye do by goin

alK)ut lH)a.s(iii and pullin yer Anirricnini.siu thai way, like an auctioneer sellin cali-

gaes at a lair."

*' iloastiiiif," repeated Weeks, " well, there! Boasting, why if there's any tiling

III this world I hat«' inor*' than another, it is boasting. 1 nevi-r lx)ast—never. The

|)eople of these old P'duced nations here, may boast, and tiie poorer they happen

to be, the greater braggarts they are. But our nation is too dignified, too intelli-

gent for that ; she's too great to stoop to such trifles. No, no, I merely stated a

fact, and I repeat it again, that a free American, a son of the immortal Washing-

ton, is g(XHl enough for the best and highest blood in creation."

" Very good," said Else, "every lx)dy has a right to his own opinion, I suppose.

But don't talk that way to Edward Lee, if you don't want to pick a quarrel with

him. For never was flint fuller iv fire than ye'll find liim if ye touch liis family

pride by such presumin talk as that."

" Well, hold on a bit. I've got an all-fired sure way of bringing down that

same family pride a peg or two, and without a quarrel either. See if I ha'n't."

" Why, indeed an word," said Else, "and to tell yc trutli, may-be that itself

wudn't be the worst thing ye cud do after all, for I'm ihinkin they'll have to be

beggared before they're betlhered, the crathurs.

" What does that mean ?" demanded Weeks.
" Why, that afther all our schainin, Mary Lee won't have ye till she finds

there's no other way to save herself and her uncle from the poorthouse or the jail."

Whilst Else Curley was yet speaking the crack of a pistol made Weeks turn

his eyes quickly up in the direction of the little cabin on the Cairn. The night,

however, was so pitchy dark, that he could see nothing beyond the edge of llie

road, and still judging from the sharpness of the report, he suspected the weapon

must have been discharged within a dozen paces of where he stood. Wondering

what this could mean in a spot so remote and a night so dark and threatening, for

the breeze of evening had now changed into occasional gusts, and big drops of

rain began to fall so heavily as to disturb the dust under his feet,—wondering and

still keeping his eyes turned towards the Cairn, he was again startled by a shrill

whistle twice repeated, and seemingly as close to him as if it had come from him-

self. Turning short to demand from his companion what this signal meant, and

why she replied to it, he found much to his surprise and vexation that he stood

alone—Else was gone. The moment after, however, an answer came to his ques-

uon, but in a form somewhat different from that in which the astonished American

had expected. For hardly had he called the old woman a second time to come

back and explain the mystery, when a flash of lightning, instandy followed by

clap of thunder, shot across the road and revealed for a second the form and face

of the handsome young sailor, whom he had seen conversing with Mary Lee but

an hour before on the edge of the precipice. It was but a single flash and lasted

no longer than the twinkling of an eye, and yet he saw the young man distinctly

—

standing on a little knoll within a short call of him, and resting on the boat hook

in the very position he had seen him last.

Weeks' first impulse was to follow Else and demand an explanation. The
presence of the stranger in fact, at such a time and place, appeared to him rather

suspicious, and being inquisitive by nature as well as somewhat apprehensive of
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Else's fidelity, he resolved to have the mystery cleared up at once, let the storm

ratre as it might.

With this magnanimous intention, he strided over the low fence on the road

side, and boldly advanced up the hill towards the Cairn. Breathless, as much
from agitation of mind as of body, he made liis way within fifty paces of Else's

cabin, fully dptermined to have his mind satisfied at all hazards—when, alas for

human hopes! he was again destined to meet with disappointment ; for just as he

had gamed the top of the first slope, Nannie presented herself before him, right in

the middle of his path. In a second he came to a stand still; the halt, in fact, was
as sudden as if he had run against a post.

" Well, there!" he exclaimed, gazing at the old white goat standing before him

as stiflf and resolute as a sentry on guard—"there! you're ready for mischief

a^ain, I see; but go ahead, old belzebub, I'll be darned if you stop me this time,"

and clutching his fishing rod Celtic fashion, he straightway put himself on his

defence.

Nannie, true to the well known habits and instincts of her species, now backed

slowly away, till she had receded some ten or twelve paces, and then rearing

on her hind feet for an instant made a rush full against the intruder, and would

probably have upset him, but Weeks who had some experience of the animal

already, evaded the blow by stepping aside at the critical moment, and as she

passed struck her on the horns. The goat however seemed not to notice it in the

least; for immediately turning and running up the hill to intercept him, she again

drew herself up in a position to renew the encounter. It should here be said per-

haps, that Nannie had somewhat the advantage of Mr. Weeks, inasmuch as the

latter was a stranger in the country, and had but a very indiflereut knowledge of the

use of his weapon ; whereas Nannie, according to common report, was already

the "hero of a hundred battles." Besides, she knew her ground better and could

see more distinctly in the darkness. With such odds against him, however, Mr.

Weeks did his devoir bravely and showed no lack of courage in addressing himself

to so strange a combat. At length Nannie again rose up and plunged forward a.s

before Avith a furious rush, and again missing her aim received a second blow on

the horns as violent as the first.

"Come, old she-devil—half catamount, half Lucifer—fire up again; I'll teach

you a Yankee trick or two, come on old rattlesnake." But Nannie it seemed

was not disposed to renew the encounter so readily as he expected ; and taking

it for granted she would a second time repeat her manoeuvre of running on before

him and heading him off, he resolved to benefit by her loss of time in checking

her headlong course, and have the start of her for the Cairn. With this object

in view he made all possible haste up the hill, and had gained on her a considera-

ble distance, when all of a sudden, and without the slightest anticipation of it on

his part, something struck him from behind and threw him back head-foremost

down the hill. A statue of stone thrust back from its pedestal down an inclined

plane, could not have fallen more helplessly than did Ephraim Weeks. The crash

of his body on the beaten foot path might have been heard distinctly at the cabin.

He was now completely at the mercy of his enemy. Twice he essayed to regain

his feet, and twice did Nannie lay him flat on his back. At length, however, he

succeeded so far as to scramble up on his knees, and—as the goat now in the heat

of encounter closed in upon him,' no longer retreating and advancing as before,

—

he finally seized her by the horns, and speechless, breathless, furious, there he held

her. But what was he to do now? He could not remain kneelin<:, in that atti-
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tucle lookinji in his encnny's fnrc all niijht, amid llu- niin nnd lit^hlninif. Ho was

Korcly p»Tpl«'X(Hl, for novpr was h«.' Iw-tw^-n two sucb horns of n dilemma More.

To let no his hold nnd strike with ihr hut of his fishincr rod, would only rnraRp

her the iiiore. without in llu' loasl pxtricalinp him Irom his cmlKirnissmtnt. and to

hold luT with one hand, wliilst In- drt-w out his porkft pistol (a WfajMJii ho always

carried ahoul hiiii) with ttii- ollior, was mon- than Ik- could arcoiiiplish. In either

rase he was likely to tiiul himself as helpless and pnistrale as ever, U-fore he could

strike a hlow or draw a triearer.

** Tarnation seize ye," he cried, looking into the animal's fni.-c and shakinjj her

by the horns, " are you man or beast or devil or what are ye?"

Nannie bleated a reply. It was her defiance a Voittranct.

" Oh fjood heavens !" rried Weeks in accents of despair, " is there such another

country as this in all almighty creation? Here I am on my knees, pelt»-d with

niin, half singed with lurhtniii!::, and nearly beaten to a mummy by a goat, the

very first day I entered on my plans and speculations."

But this condition of things could not long endure—and so Mr. Weeks at last

prudently determined to run for it, since he could see no other way of terminating

the fight. It was the resource of the coward, to be sure, but what else could be

done ? Making a desperate eflbtt, therefore, he threw the goat on her side by a

sudden wrench of the horns, and then jumping on his lieet fled down the hill, over

the fence, and along the road, as fast as his long legs could carry him, cursing

lustily as he ran, the unlucky day he ever had the misfortune to meet Else Curley

of the Cairn. And here we must leave him to pursue liis dreary journey, and

return to other actors in the play.

CHAPTER VIII,

Castle Gregory, the family seat of the Petersham's, on the banks of Loch

Swilly, was an odd fashioned place as could be seen any where in Ireland or out

of it. Standing all alone, cold and bare against the side of a mountain, it looked

more like a Rhenish fortress or soldier's barrack than a gentleman's residence. To
the traveller whether he approached it by sea or land, it presented a bleak and deso-

late appearance. There was neillier tree to shelter it from the storm, nor portico

to break the blast from the hall door. It consisted of several piles of buildings

erected at different periods and jumbled together without the least ornament or the

slightest regard to congruity of outline. High dormer-windows and tall brick

chimneys rose up together in remarkable confusion, and so closely packed together

that all the swallows and jack-daws of the parish seemed to gather there in the sea-

son to build their nests. As to the pleasure grounds, if indeed they should be so

called, they had neither gate or stone wall to inclose them. All round about the

place was open and bare; indeed save a lew acres of green lawn before the hall

door where the old sun dial stood between the two lions couchant, there was no-

thing to be seen any where but bent and sand hills. In front of the castle, Bally-

mastocken strand and rabbit warren stretched away to Rathmullen head, from the

Brow of which Dunree battery pointed its guns across the narrows of the frith,

and behind it Sugar Loaf Hill rose up like a pyramid with its little coast guard

station and signal pole on top.
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Approaching Castle Gregory by water, from the direction of Araheera point,

the immense precipices which line the southern shore, completely hide it from the

traveller's view, till he comes within an oar's length or two of the usual landing

place. It was on this account probably, that the occupants of a small sailing boat,

which glided up the channel the evening after the painful events related in the

second last chapter, seemed quite unconscious of their near proximity to the place,

for the steersman put up his helm, and sent the boat sheering away in an oppo-

site direction, just as she had almost touched the nose of the quay.

"Hilloa! there," exclaimed one of the passengers. "Where away, now?
you're taking us over to Innishowen instead of Ballymastocken. Put her about

man, put her about directly."

" Why, sir, you must be mistaken," said the man at the rudder.

" Not very likely," replied the first speaker. " After boating about here nearly

every week of my life for the last fifteen years. I should know the lay of the

land at least."

" Well there's Doughmore, where you see the smoke—and there's Bum-
cranna —

"

"Burn—fiddlesticks! don't you see the spars of the 'Water Hen' here over

the rocks behind us ; round with her sir, and let us ashore."

"Begorra, I believe you're right," muttered the skipper giving the helm a jerk,

when he saw his mistake. " You're parfectly right, Father John—what in the

world could I be thinkin iv!"

" Some deviltry, 1 suppose, what you're always thinking of."

" Oh don't be so hard on me, yer riverince, you can't expect every one to know

the place as well as yourself after cruisin about here on sick calls so many years."

" Humph! Oh ay. You're a pretty pilot, to carry us through these rocks and

currents," continued the priest, in a half bantering, half serious tone. " If you

knew only half as much about piloting as you do about poaching, you would do

well enough—there now—take care of the shoals here—steady that, steady that,

and the tide will set us into the basin itself."

When the boat touched the ground, the steersman stepped ashore and drew up

her bows as far as he was able on the hard beach, (for it seemed the regular land-

ing place at that time of tide was rather inconvenient for his purpose) and then

prepared to land his passengers.

" Lane on me, yer riverince," said he, as the priest stood with his foot on the

gunwale ready to jump, " lane on mo, the shore's rough."

"Yes, lean on you, till you break my neck, as you came within an inch of do-

ing last week—away—I'll never trust you again."

"But you'll hurt yer feet, father John," persisted the skipper, with more fon-

cern for the clergyman's safety than the danger seemed to warrant.

"Never mind my feet—stand off

—

I'll none of your help."

" Why these hard, rough pavin stones—they're terrible on the g on tinder

feet, I mane; plaze yer riverince, just lane on me once more."

The priest as he stood there with his foot on the gunwale appeared to be a man

of middle age and stature, and active enough one would suppose to jump twice

the distance; but the skipper, who was evidently a humorous fellow in his way,

had probably discovered his weak point, and seemed disposed to teaze him about

it in requital for his having rebuked him in the presence of strangers.

" You may take my word for it I'll lean on you some of these days, ray good
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fellow," said the priost, pnsliinj; the skipper aside, and stepping ashore with thr

greatest lase inia^innble. ** I'll lean you tlx" rijjht way, too."

" But sluire. yer riverince, accordin to yer own w«)rd», we're all bound to for

give one another."

•• Very well, sir, I have a rrow to pluck with yoii, notwithstanding."

** A crow!" retorted the skipper, ** Ixtiad, sir. tliat's loiifjh piekin. But sur»' if

Vf'd accept of a brace of grouse or wild duck, I'd bring thcui up "

•' Hold your peace, Lanty IlanUm," exclaimed the priest, (for the .ski|>per was

no otlHT than our quondam friend) '* hold your peace, you're growing <|uite too

malapert of late. I'erhaps if you thought I heard all about your treatment of Mr.

Johnston's gamekeeper, last Monday night, you would hardly be so bold."

*-Me! sir."

*• Ay, you, sir."

•• Why now just listen to that, gentlemen. May I niver do harm, if it don't

beat Banagher out and out, u|)on my conscience it's the most astonishin "

"Ob you needn't alfect all that innocent surprise," said the priest, interrupting

him. •• I know you too well to be hoodwinked in that way, Mr. Hanlon. So not

another word now but make haste to land your passengers."

" Oh to be sure—av coorse—that's always the way with ye," muttered Lanty,

making a show of hauling up the boat's side to the beach. " Oh no, why shud 1

be allowed to clear myself. Av coorse nobody in the whole parish does the laste

harm in life, from Monday mornin till Saturday night, but Lanty Hanlon. But

isn't it mighty odd," he continued, winking slily at one of the occupants of the

boat, •' how bad entirely he feels about the game keeper, when, if report be true,

he was himsell" once in his days, the terror of all the game keepers in the barony.

But it's not that ails him—there's sometliin else in the win. I'll wager he's angry

about that salmon 1 sent him last week," and closing one eye hard, he looked with

tiie other at a little man seated apparently in the bottom of the boat. " Sure H I

cud only be sartint it was that, I'd ask his pardon and promise niver to do the

lake again."

'* Ha ! ha ! Capital, capital, Lanty," ejaculated the httle man from under the

thwarts—•' promise never to send him a salmon again if he only forgives you, he!

he! excellent, I declare!"
*' Salmon! What salmon, sir, do you mean?" demanded the priest.

, " Oh nothin worth speakin of, yer riverince," replied Lanty, pushing up his rab-

bit skin cap from his eyes, and giving the boat another pull, " nothin but a small

twenty poundher I speared under Mr. Watts' milldam and sent up to the house-

keeper for your Friday's dinner; but av coorse yer riverence niver suspected how
it came or ye wudn't taste a morsel of it for the world."
" Ha! ha!" laughed the same voice, "that's it, give it to him, Lanty—that's

just his deserving."

"Lanty Hanlon," exclaimed the priest, laughing at the joke himself, for he

saw in an instant he had been made unwittingly to entertain those very friends

now sitting in the boat to a poached or stolen salmon, last Friddy at dinner, de-

spite all his public threats and denunciations against so unjust and mischievous a

practice. " Lanty Hanlon," he repeated, " should you attempt such a trick a^in,

you may depend on it I shall report you to the constabulary."

" Hah ! Lanty, listen to that—eh, how very big spoken he is ; why I vow and

declare, Lanty. I hav'n't seen a bit of game at his table these five years but he

threatened to throw out of the window."
•17 Vol.. III.—No. f).
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" Oh it's wondherful, yer honor, how mighty tender bis conscience is in regard

of game ; but isn't it quare, sir, this weakness niver comes over his riverince

while there's a bone of it to be seen on the table afore him."

" Hold your scandalous tongue," cried the good natured priest, raising his cane

over Lanty's head, "hold your impudent tongue, I say, or I'll be tempted to mak<*

this acquainted with your ears," and shaking the weapon at the provoking fellow,

he moved away from the shore, out of hearing of his voice.

'* Mr. Horseman," said Lanty (now that Father John had gone off beyond ear

shut) and changing his voice from the long drawl of the dry humorist to a more

business like tone. " Mr. Horseman be plazed, sir, to step ashore, till we thry

and lift that crathur out, be looks like a mummy poor sowl, he's so quate and

paceable."

The individual named Horseman, had been attentively reading a book through

a pair of gold spectacles all the time since the boat came in sight. So absorbed

indeed was he in the subject, that he never raised his eyes even for an instant,

during all the previous conversation, not even when the boat first struck the beach

and shook him in his seat.

" Come, sir," repeated Lan,ty touching him on the shoulder, *' step out av ye

plaze, we must hurry or be late."

" What's the matter now ?" demanded Horseman in a deep gruff voice, raising

his eyes and looking about him, as he spoke.

Lanty again repeated his request.

*' Humph," ejaculated the other, growling out his dissatisfaction at being dis-

turbed, and limiting his reply to the monosyllable, he rose slowly up from his seat,

squirted a shower of tobacco juice from the corner of his mouth, and stalked over

the boat's side with the book under his arm.

It may be as well perhaps to say a little here of this gentleman's personal ap-

pearance, since he happens to be somewhat concerned, (though it be indirectly)

in the moral of our story ; a word or two may serve to give the reader an idea of

his personality, which to keen observers of character is not by any means a bad

item to begin with.

He was a man somewhere about fifty-live years of age, of robust constitution

and muscular frame. His chest was broad and round as a gladiator's, and his

height full six feet or upwards. His features looked coarse and strongly marked,

and his skin rough and swarthy like one born under the tropics. As he turned to

gaze back on the long white beach, where the waves broke in regular succession

in the calm summer's evening, the expression of his lace was stern and dark.

Sill though repulsive, he was not in any sense a vulgar looking man. On the

contrary, there was that in his look which spoke him a man of deep study and

strong, vigorous intellect. His dress was a plain blue dmner coat with gilt buttons,

(which now as he moved up from the shore, appeared somewhat shorter of skirl

than the fashion of the tinges warranted) a buff summer vest, and pantaloons of

gray kerseymere, which Uke the coat appeared to have been also ratiicr stinted in

the measure.

After gazing about him for a whilf, be walked leisurely up to where the priest

stood, and folding his arms on his broad breast turned his lace once more to the

beach and began to converse with his reverend companion. The attitude he

assumed, and the air of self satisfaction with which he pursed out his lips

when he spoke, could hardly fail to imprass the most careless observer with the

conviction, that he was a man (juite conscious uf his own mental powers and fully
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alive to a soiisp of his own personal importnnop. Hut wf must Uavp liitri for the

present with tlie priest nn<I ri'iiim to tiie renin iiiinij oenipnnls of the boat.

•• It's a had rase." snid the htlle man midf-r tlie thwarts, " a very bad case. I'm

afraid one :,'r»-at tot- and the two little ones are ^one. entirely."

•• Oh well, sure if they're ^'(Jne ntself, yer honor, he can do very vn-W without

Iheni," replietl Lanly, " two or thee toes, is neither here nor there."

*' Certainly not in one respect, I admit^^but this is an extraordinary case, Lanly,

you can't deny that. It's a very deplorablr case, and calls for a World of syno-

pathy." and as the speaker raised his eyes Up to Lanty's face, noW bent over

him. there could he no niistakinp the niiki, benevolent countenance of uncle Jerry

(fuirkie.

Lanty looked kindly down for an instant on uncle Jerry's upturned face. Not

a word lie said, for there was no need of sayin.<i: ^iny thinir; but the smile on his

honest countenance was more eloquent than words, it seemed to say as plainly as

looks could say it, • God almighty bless you for your kind heart—you're the best

sowl in the whole world.'

'•
I hope," said uncle Jerr^' endeavoring to draw up his little gaitered legs from

their painful posture, stretched out as they had been so long in the bottom of the

boat, "
I hope the poor fellow may be nothing the worse for the long voyage."

** Oh, begorra there's not a bit fear of him." replied Lanty, " the craythur's as

strong as a bullock. But isn't it mighty strange, sir, ye tuck such a liking to him

all at once; why one id think you had Christians enough down there to take yer

pick and choice iv, insted of carrying away a blackamoor like that with ye."

•* Why the difference is only in the skin. Lanty."

" The skin ! bedad, sir, and that atself's no thrifle."

" Well, but he's a Christian."

"What!—that fellow?"

" Yes, indeed, that very negro, and, perhaps a better Christian, too. than a great

many of us."
*' Hah, hah, ha," cried Lflnty, breaking into a loud laugh, in spite of his stoical

gravity, for he had never seen a negro before in his life. " Hah, ha, Mr. Guirkie,

I see you can joke as well as another. But come, we must thry to lift him out

any way, Avhatever he is."

" I don't joke upon my honor, Lanty. He's really a Christian."

*' Oh, it's no matter, sure I don't care a pin about it. he's good enough in his

own way I'll warrint—let me help you out sir."

'• Nonsense, Lanty, you don^t seem to believe me; I tell you again he's a Chris-

tian, like yourself, and perhaps if the truth were known, a much better one too,"

repeated uncle Jerry, slightly vexed at Lanty's incredulity.

" Well bedad, yer honor," replied the incredulous Lanty, scratching his head,

•'I can't say the compliment's very flatherrin, any way. Feth. may-be it's in

regard of his strength of rehgion you like him so much, sir."

"No, not for that either. It's because one of his race saved my life once in Ala-

bama, at the imminent risk of his own, and I made a vow then never to forget it

to the poor fellows wherever I met them. There's another reason besides, I know

their natures better than most of my neighbors here, and think I can nurse him

with greater comfort to himself and pleasure to me."

Tl»e unfortunate African, of whom Dr. Camberwell had told so pitiful a story,

was there indeed in propria colore, sitting down loAV in the boat and resting his

back against uncle Jerry's breast, while the kind hearted soul's little arms encir-
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cled the sufTerer's breast, with as much tenderness as if it worr his own son he

had rescued from the jaws of deatli, and was now bringing back with hira in tri-

umph to his paternal home. In this affectionate manner he supported the poor

invalid all the way round Araheera point from Ballyhernan to Castle Gregory, a

distance of nearly ten miles. Often did he speak to him during the voyage in thf*

kindest and most soothing tones, carefully did he wrap the blankets closer and

closer round his ail-but naked shoulders and stiffened limbs, and pour into his

parched hps a mouthful of cordial from his leathern pocket Hask. Once only did

the party stop on their way, and that was at the light house, to exchange courte-

sies with Mr. Lee and his fair niece, and inquire after the little cabin boy, whom
the latter had carried home with her that morning in her cockle shell over Loch Elg.

At the priest's signal, Mary came running down the steps to greet him, and receive

his blessing,—which indeed the good man seemed to give with all the fervor of

his heart,—whilst uncle Jerry looking lovingly up in her face, stole her hand back

and kissed it with a tender respect, that was in admirable keeping with his own
modest character and the maiden's pure and gentle nature. When the boat shoved

off, the fair girl ran up the steps, and stood for a minute or two on the edge t)f the

precipice, under Avhich the boat passed, her face radiant with smiles, and her up-

lifted hand waving adieu like a spirit about to ascend into the regions of air.

Vitnm of QEnrrent f tteratnrf,

1. The Studies and Teaching of the Society of Jests at the time of its srr-

I'REssioN, (1750—1773). Translated from the French of .V. VMhe Maynard, honorary

Canon of Poitiers, Professor of Rhetoric at PontUvoy. BaUimore: John Murphy & Co.

The historical facts herein recorded by tlie Abbe Maynard, apart from the subject

matter of this book, have invested his composition with no little degree of interest.

Hardly any voyager can pass the ocean without describing the storm wiiich he encoun-

tered in the way: we may say the same of Frencli writers wlio treat of a period bor-

dering on the time of the great revolution in France. A lengthened recital of llie

misfortunes of the beautiful Antoinette and of the generous Louis is piously beheved

never to tire the reader, when it has evidently enchanted the composer. ^The Abbe, how-

ever, though often tempted by that promising topic, has had the good t^xste to avoid it.

He has introduced other events, in illustration of his theme, of a more instructive and

less trite character. He unfolds to us the golden era of Portugal, when she gave an ele-

gant reception to the Jesuits, when her Vasco de Gania had lately doubled for the first

lime the Cape of Good Hope and when thus a road was opened to victorious armies led

on by her Albuquerque. He boldly removes the visor that concealed the hideous features

of the Marquis of Pombal, and partly raises tjie veil that had so often and so mischiev-

ously lent a charm of mystery to the ruinous poHcy of the emperor Joseph II. Hence

the pleasing web of a history, too little examined, is interwoven with his subject, which

at once gathers clearness and interest from such narrative. The subject itself: the stu-

dies and teaching of the Society of Jesus at the time of its suppression towards the

close of the 18th century, touches certain delicate points of ecclesiastical history, that

are more skilfully, and we may add, judiciously handled by the learned de Rnvignnn.

The propositions, however, of the two writers are far from being the same. The Inst

named refutes Fr. Theiner's assertions resperting the Jesuits, and shows clearly, tJiat

the Popps n<fd only, what hna been so spnrin:rly dealt out to them, truth, which is their

best safeguard and brightest ornament; while our author unravels the thread of history
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nnii citps illnstrioiiH iiainoa to ahow tlint l)ie lenritint; nf tlie Jenuil profMaom and sclio-

Inm, nt tl>c time oi' thi-ir iiu|iprF8Hion, wna not uiiwortliy of tlieir onrii-nl fame.

'1 hiia thin brochure nf the Al)h<? Maynnrd haH chnnna for the Rtiident, who '\» tlierchy

introdurcit into the colIejjeB and univerHiiies of il»e primitive Jemiita and their BucceMom
who were irnrhinp at the period of their auppreKnion. The «e<^ri'l forces that were em-

[doyed then hy the enemies of all law and order to hriiifj about their ruin, are l)y the

Ald)t' examined into and nmdo manifent. Mnny <>f these appiiances nerve alill aa typea

of whnt is beinp tried npiin in our own days.

Thia book is a work of diHinterested nfl'ection, or rniher is the first fruit of a love of

justice on the part of the writer, whose only conneetion with the Jexuits iM the holy tie

of friendship, not beinij liiniself of tlicir order. lie sIiowk himself throughout the

work to be not only an industrious but nn eloquent liistoriaii. His sentencei. ore easy,

flowing and exact.

Fr. dc Ravi^niin may now well envy Abbe Mnynnrd for his pood fortune in having

found an elegant and competent translator, who has, in our opinion, reproduced in

f>erfe<t English tlie full conceptions of the author. There is an introduction to the

American reader by the translator. This introduction has its harmonious periods

nearly, if not quite, equalled by a remarkably gmceful flowing and successful translation.

The entire book may be read, with profit, as a pure and excellent English composition.

'J. Brooksi&xa. New York: Dunigan & Bro.

This work comprises the several letters which pas.sed between Archbishop Hughes

and Senator Brooks, during the late controversy that grew out of the Church Property

Bill. It is prefaced by a lengthy introduction fronvthe pen of the archbishop, marked

by tliat force of argument and clearness of reasoning which so eminently distinguish

the writings of that prelate. Brooksiana will be found valuable as a record of an inter-

esting, and in some respects, an important controversy.

3. The Blessed Sacramekt, or The Works and Wats or God. Companion to
•' All for Jesu.s," by the Rev. F. \V. Faber, D. D. Baltimore: John Murphy & Co.

We are almost afraid that this work, though superior in merit to the others which

have emanated from the same devout mind, will not meet with the same appreciation

from tlie American Catholic reader. The abstruse and dry character of the introduc-

tion into that which properly forms the subject of the book, will certainly be a great

drawback on its popularity. Our American Catholics have not been prepared by

previous education nor association for theological discussions above mere polemics,

nor have they even heard of the secret mysteries of the Divinity witJi which St.

Thomas and the scholastics have been delighted to exercise their mental powers. On
account of this want of familiarity with the subjects themselves as well as on account

t>f the curious phraseology, many terms of which they will not be able to find in the

dictionaries of ordinary use, they will find the first book dry and uninteresting, and

will therefore be tempted to lay the book aside, if indeed they have the courage to take

it up. Could they, however, muster courage enough to pass through the forbidding

entrance and take up the remainder, or would they but begin at the second and leave

the first book until they had concluded all the rest, they would find such a mine of

.sweetness, as California could not compare with it. Take for example the 3d section,

headed The Babe and the Host. How sweetly is the comjuirison between the myste-

ries of the sacred Infancy and the ineflable Eucharistic life drawn out. " But in one

and the same moment, so instantaneously that except in mere imagination no atom of

lime came between, no .swiftest, divinest and most lightning-like succession, but in one

and the si\mc identical moment the Holy Ghost had fashioned that Body from Mary's

blood, and the soul of Jesus had sprung from nothing and had animated and informed

that wonderful Body, and the Body and Soul found no need of a human subsistence,

for in that one same idciiiical moment the Person of the Eiernal Word had assumed

them to himself and he was one Person with two natures, and the blissful Virgin was
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more incomparably virgin than before, and wius a Motlier too, the Mother of the Eter-

nal God; and the tingling silenlncss of the quiet midnight filled the little room at Nara-
reth that night in March, and the unconscious stars drifted across the sky, and the lily

was closed and sleeping in its vase, and the watch-dogs of the herdsmen of Na7J\reth

broke ever and anon the stillness of the night while the awful mystery was being

accomplished. Morning rose on the earth, cold, clear, vernal; and the long expected

Redeemer of mankind had come, and no one but the Mother knew."
" Change the scene for a moment to the Catholic altar. It is the mid-silence of the

great function. One moment, and there is bread in the priest's hands, and wine, Uie

fruit of the grape, in the chalice on the corporal. One moment, and there is the sub-

stance of the bread, with its accidents inherent in it and it would be the grossest of

idolatries to offer any manner of worship to that senseless substance. One moment
and the Body of our Lord is at the Right Hand of the Father, receiving in the splendor

of its ravishing magnificence the worship of the prostrate hierarchies of heaven.

Another moment and what was bread is God. A word was whispered by a creature,

and lo! he has fallen down to worship, for in his hands is his Creator, produced tliere

by his own whispered word. One moment, and at the bidding of a trembling frightened

man, omnipotence has run through a course of resplendent miracles, each more marvel-

lous than a world's creation out of nothing, not as swiftly as n well-skilled finger sweeps

down the keys of an instrument, but unspeakably more swiftly; for here there has been

no succession: in one and the same identical moment the whole range of these miracles

was traversed and fulfilled. There is the self-same Body, which the Holy Ghost fash-

ioned out of Mary's blood. There is the self-same soul, that sprung in the fulness of

its beauty from the sea of nothingness. There is the self-same Person of the Eternol

Word, who, in Mary's womb assumed that Body and that Soul to Himself. Only, in

this is the altar more wonderful than the room at Nazareth, that here many times a day

and on tens of thousands of other altars from the northern fringes of everlasting snow

to where the exuberant foliage of the tropics droops into the warm seas and simultane-

ously on thousands of altars at once, this stupendous mystery is accomplished; and

through the instrumentality, not of a sinless mother, but of unworthy, faulty priests.

Moreover a new mode of existence, without local extension, is conferred upon the Body

of Christ, in addition to the mode, which it already possessed in heaven. And the sun

shines in at the church windows and the tapers burn unconsciously on the altar and the

flowers shed their fragrance from the vases, while the great mystery is being enacted.

But though inanimate nature has not wherewith to suspect it, and though the senses

are deceived and penetrate not beyond the sacramental veils, the very miracle of whose

continued unsupported existence they are unable to report, the mystery is no secret;

the bended knee, the bowed head, the beaten breast, the shrouded face, the instantane-

ous hush, have revealed that there is not a Catholic child in the church, who does not

know and love and fear and worship with his heart's heart the transcending mystery of

love. The marvel of consecration contains within itself the precious wonder of the

Annunciation and more besides." How simple and touching is the eloquence of Faith !

If we were to extract the graceful and soul-moving explanations and exhortations, which

we noted in our progress through the book, we would never finish. This may how-

ever, be taken as a good specimen of the simplicity and earnestness with wliich F. Faber

speaks all through the book, although there are other parts which the devout heart cjin

scarcely read for the tears, that well up from their fountains, this tribute of affection to

Him, who loves us and delivers Himself for us. No one, we are sure, can read those

three books without feeling his devotion for Jesus in the Bles.^ed Sacrament of the Eu-

charist grow more ardent and liis gratitude more prompt to make Him some return for

all His mercies. It is in the.se matter-of-fact times as tlie Prophet's tree thrown into

the waters of bitterness and can .scarcely fail to excite a sweet relish in the soul, that

has been soured in its contact with the world. It will be more than this to those who

have " learned the Lord," for they will find so many new fountains of delight gushing

up, so many new heaps of treasures displayed, that astonished and ravished they " shall
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he inobrinted with the plenty nf Iliii liniiae: nnd Mf> nlinll make them drink of the tor-

rent of His plcusiire." Were nny tiling Ate required to commend lhi« work to the

Amerirtin Ctuiiolie, the fiict, of iIum v<lilion, heing piililiHhed, with the xanction nnd cor-

reetioHB of the niKhor, hiniNelf, would he Rul)!i-ienl; but, when we ndd to this the appro-

Ijiiiion of the veneriihlc Arrlibisluip of lialiiniore, piven in such romniendatory termH,

no one, wc ure sure, could desire n better or more satisfactory |)roof of its merits.

1. MkMOIHS ok the I.IKK, EXII.r. AN1> CON VERNATIONS »V THE KMrEKOIl NaI'OI.EON,
liy ilie Count dt las Caif.i. A new edition in four volunus. New York: Iledfield.

Ualtiniore: Murphy & Co.

It is unnecessary to do more tlian announce this lively, and truly French book, and

we regret that the crowded state of our pages did not allow us to do ao earlier. But it

has lost nothing by delay, for even without any notice it would work its way intr) pub-

lic, at least into that public, which is delighted to pry into the litiienesscs of '.'rtiit men

and discover the often-found truth tlmt

" Weighed in the balnnoo hero-dust

la vile as vulj;ar clay."

Although we never admired tliis type of biography, we have heard so much in its

prniiie from those whom we have learned to venerate for their wisdom, that we cannot

allow ourselves to withhold the praise, which they have decreed. The witty and gos-

siping Count must therefore with all his fatalist propensities and hero-worship go un-

scathed of our criticism. For Mr. Redfield li<nvever, although he be not the Napoleon

of the press, we can s»iy, that none of his publications, (Barnum and some few other

excepted) have come under our notice that did not merit success and his character as a

publisher is no ways diminished by this present issue.

f). AnRiDGMENT OF THE HisTORY OF ENGLAND, by John lAngard, D. D., with con-

tinualion from 16G8 to the reign of Queen Victoria, by James Burke Esq., Jl. B., to

which are added marginal notes and Questions adapted to the use of schools, by M.
J. Kemey, A. M. Baltimore: John Murphy & Co.

We are glad to see this excellent abridgment adapted to the use of schools. It will

do much to remove those many false impressions, which English historians have hith-

erto made upon the readers of history by tlieir word-painting of imaginary events. In

no nation perhaps was history more " a conspiracy against truth," Uian in that of En-

gland, and against none did the mind of American youth need a more particular anti-

dote to its poisoning influence. It was a good thought then to give a sound, reliable

first-book to the youthful student, and we are happy to find that Mr. Burke and his

able American collaborator, have succeeded in producing a text-book which we can

with the utmost confidence commend to the favorable consideration of the Instructors

of youth.

C. The Devotion to the Heart of Jesus: with an introduction to the History of

Jansenism, by the Rev. John B. Dalgaims. Baltimore: John Murpliy & Co.

Two things, it would appear to us, should commend this little work to the American

Catholic. The first is the brief history of Jansenism and its spirit in the introduction.

This will make known a portion of Ecclesiastical history to many, who Uirough igno-

rance or a mistaken notion regarding the purity of conscience required for a participa-

tion of the Sacraments, are themselves in a great measure pervaded by the same hereti-

cal spirit. Say what we will, it is impossible to disguise the ftict, that many, who con-

sider themselves Catholics, are influenced in a most dangerous way to their soul's good

by this Jansenistic spirit. If they but knew its workings or could open their eyes to

its hideousness, they would reject it with abhorrence. But because they have heard of

it, as only raging in the distance, in which all its pernicious points are softened down

by that spirit of party, which knows so well how to cloak itself with the semblance of

.sanctity, they are unguarded against its near approach and careless whether ii may
not have tainted in some measure tlie spirit of piety, which should rule among tliem.
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That it has come very near to us and poisoned some witli its venom, tlie extravagant

ideas, which keep many away montiis and even years from the sacraments; whicJi so

often ur^e them to condemn the regularity of good Christians because of fuuhs, from

whicli human nature is scarcely ever exempt; which find something to censure in the

practices of devotion, the forming of confraternities and other like out-pourings of the

Christian and grateful heart, permitted and sanctioned by the holy Church, by numer-

ous privileges and indulgences; are melancholy proofs, which we meet every day and

even among those, from whom we are taught to look for belter things.

The second commendation is the history of the sweet devotion to the Sacred Heart

of Jesus with the reasons, why it should be adopted by every lover of the Redeemer.

This consoling practice of devout souls is somewhat spread among us, but not certainly

to the extent it merits and one of the greatest obstacles it has met with is precisely that

Jansenistic spirit, of which we spoke just now. For this reason the two, though ap-

parently having no relation to each other to one who would only consider them super-

ficially, are so directly opposed, when they are intimately studied, that they must of

necessity be brought into juxtaposition in order the more clearly to show where tlic

real Christian should take his stand. This knowledge will certainly be a great benefit,

which should recommend the work to every Catholic, who glories in his name. It is

true, the work was written expressly for England, but except some few points of minor

importance, the condition of Catholics here is so little different from that of the United

Kingdom, that it could be said to have l)cen written for us also. The devotion it treats

of is a previous gift, worthy of being cherished among us. Let us do so and " it will

produce among us, what we want most of all, hearts dwelling on Jesus as a person, as

a real being, God and man once on earth, now in heaven. It will enable us to realiy.c

the value of souls dear to Jesus. It will teach us the supernatural powers of our reli-

gion and show us how it is the one heavenly thing on earth, as heavenly now as eigh-

teen hundred years ago, the one representative of Jesus, the one teacher of His truth.

Above all, it will teach us to live more and more the life of Jesus on earth, since it will

help us to sympathize more and more with His inmost thoughts and feelings. It

will reveal to us His burning love, and fill us with love for Him in return." Thus

F. Dalgairns concludes his tribute of love to the Sacred Heart, and we for our part

could not give a better conclusion to our little notice of a work replete witlx the unction

of a true eloquence.

7. The Soothern Standard.

This is the title of a Catholic paper in the English language published in the city of

New Orleans, by ^Messrs. Sands & Banalian, and edited by James A. Kennedy. As

we deeply regretted the demise of that excellent pajier the Southern Journal, it affords

us much gratification to record the rise of this new paper. It is an evidence of the fact

that the Catholics of the southern emporium are awakened anew to the importance of

having such a paper published in their midst. We only express what we feel when we

say, that we are much pleased with the Standard; and if we may judge from the few

numbers we have received, we augur that it bids fair to become prominent among the

Catholic journals of the country. We commend it a generous and liberal support, with

the earnest hope that it may not share the fate of its late predecessor.

8. HiSTORT OF THE LIFE, WRITINGS AND DorrMF.NTS OF M. LnTIIFR, by M. ^udin,
translated from the last French Edition, by }t'illiam U. Tumbull, Esq. Vol. 1. 11.

London: C. Dolman. Daltimore: J. Alurphy tL Co.

This is the second work of the Library of Translations, commenced some time ago

by a learned and accomplished Catholic Association of the United Kingdom. As might

be expected from the character of the gentlemrn, who direct it, the work before us is

translated into a racy and well-expressed English, such as even to merit the praise of a

Work orignally written in that language. We are however glad to observe in this new

and accurate version that the translator is somewhat more reserved than the author and
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that many imrls, wliioli uhock our notions of proprioly, hnve cither been oniiilL-d or

introduced in u, miinniT niori* suited to llie reaerve of our nociety. He ntiglil have been

nnicli more mevere, we tliink, than lie hnH been, ns niucli tliat he has left behind, even

witli all lii:i care to hide it under the veil of becoming language, is very objectionable.

We are not ac({uainled with the conatitiiticui of French society, and cannot therefore be

BUjipoHed to know the rules, which should guide an author in the composition of a work
adapted to its modes of thought, but we must confess we could never understand how
a Catholic writer could dare to present to the public a biography so stained as that of

Luther. '* He that handles pitch must be defiled therewith."—Our American squeom-

i^hness must, we sup|iose, be the fault, and we have tried hard in the examination of

these two volumes to keep it down, for we would like to praise without any qualifica-

tion a work that is ushered to the public under the sanction of such eminent names as

rei'ommend this library. But it would not do. In spite of our endeavors disgust would

oflentiines urge us to cast the book aside and leave to other hands the duty of noticing.

The work may be good for a theologian or as a tiuthful record of a bad man, but we
cannot recommend it to the general reader.

9. The Life of William H. Seward, with Sekclions from his }torks. Edited by
George E. Baker. New York: Redfield. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

The biography of an eminent man, if a history of his life can be so called, written

while he is still living and acting a prominent part in affairs, is a difficult and delicate

task to perforin. When the subject of the work has played an important jiart in the

changing scenes of political life, as well as in forensic and literary efforts, it will neces-

sarily touch upon topics which will excite the sympathy of some and the hostility of

others of its readers. This, we presume, will be the case with many of Mr. Baker's

readers: some will admire the course which Mr. Seward has pursued; some will con-

demn it. Others, again, perhaps will appreciate his devoted courage in his profession

as a lawyer in great critical cases when the feelings of the people were aroused against

his clients, nearly to the verge of Lynch law, and his warm sympathy with the almost

friendless emigrant who sought a new home in this new world; and will disapprove

hi^ strong anti-slavery principles and acts. Mr. Baker, in preparing this work, and

selecting his extracts from Gov. Seward's writings and speeches, has proposed to place

before the American public in a condensed form, the daugerreotype, as it were, of Mr.
Seward's actions and principles. Mr. Redfield, the publisher, has performed his part

by presenting to the public a handsome specimen of typographical art.

10. Corneil's Primary Geography. New York: D. Appleton & Co.
First Lessons in Geocrapht, bi/ Jiaincs JtfofUet(/i. New York: A. S. Barnes & Co.
Baltimore: Alurphy & Co.

As primary works, we are decidedly pleased witli these little geographies. They are

designed for the purpose of initiating the younger class of pupils into the study of the

science, and for tliis they are well adapted. In addition to a number of good maps,

they are handsomely embellished by a variety of appropriate illustrations. These, be-

sides being instructive, render them peculiarly attractive to the young. We freely

recommend these books to teachers and others, who desire to procure good works for

children about to enter on the study of geography.

11. Uulemak'n's Striac Grammar, /rans/ated^o»n //t« German, fti/ Enoch Hutchinson,
vUh a Course of Exercises in Syriac Grammar, and a Chreslomathij and Brief lexicon,
prepared by the Translator. New York: D. Appleton & Co. Baltimore: Murphy
& Co.

The publication of this Grammar furnishes gratifying evidence of the interest felt in

the cultivation of the Syriac tongue, which being the vernacular used by Christ our

Lord, should be peculiarly dear to all his followers. To warrant the undertaking there

must be a fair prospect that there will be a large demand for the work, which has been

brought out at considerable expense. The mechanical execution of it for elegance and

4§ Vol. III.—No. 6.
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accuracy does great credit to the enterprising: publishers. The Grammar of Ulilemann

has a high reputation and is well calculated to direct and aid in the study of the Syriac,

which, when preceded by a knowledge of Hebrew, is by no means very difficult. Wi-

wish the study of both languages were introduced into all our Theological SeminarieR,

for although we can rely on the Vulgate as a safe guide in all that regards faith and

morals, much satisfaction and great advantage are derived from the perusal of the sacred

books in the original languages, as also in the Syriac version, which is of high antiquity.

The advantages to be derived from a knowledge of the Syriac language may be illus-

trated by reference to the statement made by Home, after Clarke and others, in his

Introduction to the critical study of the sacred Scriptures, in which he accounted for

the use of the verb substantive in the institution of the Eucharist from the want of any

Syriac term to express representation. Dr. Wiseman, then vice rector of the English

College at Rome, felt impelled to correct this gross misstatement in an essay which he

styled Hora Syriaca, the first fniits of his Oriental studies. In it he furnished more

than forty terms, authorized by the usage of the best writers, which might have been

employed by our Lord to express the figure, if such had been His meaning. This

proved so convincing that the statement was omitted in the subsequent editions of

Home, a rare instance of candor, or shamefacedness.

The translator of Uhlemann has performed his task well, and greatly increased the

useftilness of the Grammar by the addition of the Exercises and Lexicon. We feel

proud that so learned a work so elegantly executed has come from the American press,

and we trust that public patronage will be found adequate to reward the industry of the

translator and publishers.

12. The Practical American Cook Book, or Practicai. and Scientific Cookkrt.
By a Housekeeper. •' Haud inexperta loquor. " New York: D. Appleton & Co.
Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

Of all the works that have of late fallen under our notice, there is not one, we can

more cordially recommend to the good taste of the community in general, than this

excellent little volume. It possesses the rare merit of increasing in interest with every

reperusal, and the more its maxims are practised, the more thoroughly its contents

digested, the higher it rises in the estimation of the reader. It is most emphatically full

of good things, well seasoiied, adapted to the tastes, as well as to the means of all, and

replete with advice for every emergency, palatable and expedient. Our mothers, wive.s

and daughters will do well to receive at once into their families as a welcome friend this

new addition to culinary literature, and we are confident that no matter liow intimate

they may hereafter become, in this case there will be no truth in the old adage, " Fami-

liarity breeds contempt." The receipts are comprehensive; embracing every variety of

dishes, from the most simple fare to the most elaborate and elegant compounds, and

whilst opposed to meanness, are given with an eye to frugality and economy. The best

feature in the book, however, is tlie commendable effort so to instruct, as to make every

edible as tcholesome as possible. Many sanatory rules and facts are copiously inter-

spersed, which if attended to would save many a family from the liorrors of dyspepsy

and its train of evils. On the whole, we warmly recommend the book to public favor,

as a wise and competent counsellor in the housekeeping department.
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JiiLT ANh ITS AisociATiovi.—T{) tlic Amerirnn mind there in iin insepnmbin anHo-

riuiion Ijotweeii July and Indeppiidcnce, so tliiil the one cnnnot be mentioned witliuiit

excitinfj nt least a n>enliU reference to tlie other. If you would see the school boy'«

eye glisten, let tlie magic words "The Fourth " escape your lips, and in his heart of

lioarta he recurs by an emotion apparently instinctive to the time wlien the old State

house bell at Philadelphia proclaimed in the inspired language of its motto, " Liberty

throughout all the land, unto all t}ie inhabitants thereof," under the sanction of a glo-

rious declaralion, to which the assembled fathers in tlie halls below had just pledged their

lives and fortunes, and sacred honor. There is but one " Fourth " for him, and that is

the great national anniversary he so joyfully celebrates, so cordially loves; it exalts

July above the other months in his affections, a pa/tiality, nothing dimmed perhaps, by
bright visions of the long summer holidays, looming up before his enchanted eyes.

Our month has indeed some material advantages in which glory plays but a secondary

part, unless the glory be in the " wide swarth," or the teeming harvest; throughout

our rural districts in this meridian, July is the true Messidor, the month of harvest-

homes, of blended labor and frolic, wlien the husbandman, aided by his village neigh-

bora, reaps the grateful fruit of a long year of industry. We ourselves in times long

past—how long reader, it is not for thee to know—were wont to lend a helping liand,

but we held no post of honor, we wielded no scythe, nor did we rake, or bind, but we
gathered, witli other boys, or girls, may-hap, or with some antiquated veteran, who
shocked the sheaves piled together by his and our labor. Now gathering sheaves is a

very necessary part of the harvest labors, but somehow the gatherers are held as a sort

of Pariahs in the field; every body looks down upon tliem—Eton fags are lords to

them—so we were in a measure forced to quit—to look for honor from the quill, since

we could gain none from straw.

Still we cherish our memories of boy life, and the Imrvest field—of the time when we
were part, we dare not say magna pars of a picture such as this

—

"Now swarms the village over the jovial mead:

The rustic youth, brown with meridianal toil,

Healthful and strong; full as the summer rose.

Blown by prevailing suns, the ruddy maid.

Her kindled graces burning o'er her cheek;

Even stooping age is here; and infant hands

Trail the long rake, or, with the fragrant load,

O'ercharged, amid the kind oppression roll.

Wide flies the tedded grain; all in a row.

Advancing broad, or wheeling round the field,

They spread the breathing harvest to the sun.

That throws refreshful round a rural smell —

"

Our country readers have the picture in real life before them; our town readers would

do well to verily it by a timely excursion. To our mind a phalanx of harvest hands,

" Advancing broad, or wheeling round the field,"

is a sight far better worth seeing than armed battalions going through their evolutions.

How much better it would be for city folks to go off during the hot montJis of summer
upon genuine rural excursions, to learn by practical lessons, the mysteries of wood
craft, of botany, of agriculture and of the dairy, than to be resorting to crowded and

uncomfortable hotels at the springs where too often health, wealth and precious time

are wasted according to tlie decrees of a spurious fashion which apes elegance, but

which has no tendency to.real refinement.
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We know that it is a hopeless task, however, to argue against fashion, while the

majority would rather follow it than strive to be happy or wise; it matters not thf.t the

leaders are a flimsy generation, trifling, shallow, and conceited, they will have abundant

followers, who would be ashamed to imitate them in any thing else. But this one

tyranny is acknowledged to be insuperable; no Declaration of Independence will release

the untold populace of infatuated subjects.

Seventy-nine years ago three millions of sturdy colonists were occupied with a topic

which in the public mind superseded all others, whether of fashions, or crops, or school

holidays. Virginia, true to the instincts of freedom, while the glorious •' Fourth " was

yet in the womb of time, had instructed her delegates in the Congress of the United

Colonies, to strike for independence from the government of Great Britain. Many of

the more cautious spirits of that day would have been content with reconciliation, would

have buried the hatchet, and submitted to the royal rule upon mutual concessions, but that

gallant State upon whose arms the tyrant lies prostrate under the feet of Liberty would

hear to no reconciliation. Patrick Henry some years before had predicted a Declaration

of Independence and the fruits thereof, he had predicted that assistance from France

which was so faithfully rendered. In the Colonial Congress, it was Richard Henry
Lee, who was the bold spokesman for his native State in the cause of liberty. His

famous resolution " that these United Colonies are and ought of right to be, free and

independent states; that they are absolved from all allegiance to the British crown, and

that all politcal connection between them and the State of Great Britain, is and ought

to be, totally dissolved," was the germ of that immortal document from the pen of Jef-

ferson, which was matured on the 4th of July, 1776. " Let this happy day," said

Mr. Lee, in support of his resolution, " give birth to an American republic! Let her

arise not to devastate and conquer, but to reestablish the reign of peace and law. The
eyes of Europe are fixed upon us she invites us to prepare an asylum where the

unhappy may find solace, and the persecuted repose. She entreats us to cultivate a

propitious soil, where that generous plant which first sprung and grew in England, but

is now withered by the blasts of Scottish tyranny may revive and flourish, sheltering

under its salubrious and interminable shade all the unfortunate of the human race. If

we are not this day wanting in our duty to our country the names of the American

Legislators of '7G will be placed by posterity at the side of those of Theseus

and of all those whose memory has been, and forever will be, dear to virtuous men and

good citizens."

And in point of fact, posterity has inscribed the names of these legislators among
the most honored of every age and nation.

Among the colonies doubtful of the practicability or advantiiges of total independence

up to a certain period stood good old Maryland, one of the brightest stars of the thir-

teen which formed the rising constellation, but her most influential sons, first and fore-

most of whom was Carroll of Carrollton, would not let her fall behind in the race for

freedom, consequently her delegates were empowered during the month of June, while

Mr. Lee's resolution was pending, to give it thpir cordial support.

There is one essential of true independence, thoroughly understood Ijy the great men

of those days, which is now in danger in spite of their re]ieattd counsels and warnings.

Lee said we should have here an asylum for the oppressed and persecuted of all nations

—

Washington, Jeflerson, Madison deprecated most earnestly religious animosities, per-

secutions and proscriptions. Without independence in the j>rinciples and practice of

religious worship, there is none other of high value. This is not a matter for majori-

ties and minoritie.s—our forefathers decreed that religitm should be untrnmmeled by the

state, and that every man should be free to profess his own religious principles. There

is profound wisdom and true patriotism in that article of the constitution which says

" Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or proliibiting

the free exercise thereof
—" and in that clause in another article which says, " no reli-

gious test shall ever be required as a qualification to any office, or public trust under the

United Stales."
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Tlipri" nro nuulcrn politicians who would gladly expunge llic«c chcriMhed cIaumcb,

whiili have rontriluitod ho miirh to our present prealncss and proapcrily, hut we will

not for a nioniont preHiinie that any enliphlened patriot compares mich trickHtcrs to ihc

nohlc frunierH of a conMlitution, which we trust and lielieve, is inipcrinhable.

In Jefler.son'B first inaufjural address we find a passage ao wise and so just that wc

will reproduce it as food for reflection nt all times, hut particularly noio, when so many
of our fellow citizens appear to have forgotten " sacred principle."

'• All too will hear in mind this socred principle, that though the will of the nuijnrity

is in all cases to prevail, that will, to be rightful must be reasonable; that the minority

possess their eiiual rights, which e(|ual laws must protect, and to violate would be

opjiression. Let us then, fellow citizens, unite with one heart and mind; let us restore

to social intercourse that harmony and aflection without which liberty and even life

itself are but deary things. And let us reflect that having banished from our land that

religious intolerance under which mankind so long bled and sud'ered, we have yet gained

little, if we countenance a political intolerance as i-espotic, as wicked, and copnble of as

bitter and bloody persecutions."

What would the great Virginia statesman have said had he lived to see tlie present

religio-j)olitical intolerance, blending the evils of both, and having neither rational cause,

nor honest aim ! We cannot but pay a pa.ssing tribute here to the transmitted integrity

of the Old Dominion, where, at least, that great apostle of democracy (we do not mean
in the mere jmrtisan sense) would still find triumphant the principles of political justice

he so earnestly advocated.

There are men who believed, nay who hoped, that Virginia would humble herself to

echo and imitate the degrading fanaticism of some of the Eastern Stale.<<, of those very

states that under pretence of a hollow philanthropy, never cease to load her with insult

and injury, but they knew her not. In the elections of 1855, she has exhibited anew
the lofty principles of '76. The world has known but one Washington, and he, her

chosen son, thanked the Catholic body of the New Republic for their faithful co-opera-

tion in obtaining our precious liberties, and promised that their services should not be for-

gotten by his and their countrymen. Now when a misnamed Americanism would make
his words false, Virginia, his mother, gives open proof that she honors them. She will

have no proscription for opinion's sake. She believes in the rights of the minority,

and shows by a myriad majority that she will have them respected. Her significant

escutcheon is untarnished still, and none can say of her, as of Puritan Massachusetts, that

she threw olT the yoke of one ecclesiastical tyranny to establish another yet more odious.

The rabid monster, born of the " Power of Darkness," sent from the North to devour

her, now lies with the tyrant, abject and crushed under her heel.

—

'^'^ Sic stm^tr Ttjrannis."

TuE Landing of the Pilgrims of Maryland.—The late celebration of the Landing
of the Pilgrims of Maryland was an event that will long be remembered by those who
had the pleasure of participating in the solemn and imposing ceremonies of the occasion.

At a time when the dark spirit of fanaticism and religious intolerance has reared its

ghastly form in our midst; when a degenerate race forgetful of the patriotism and virtue

of their sires, seek in their madness to overturn the time-honored institutions which
have been bequeathed to us by the fathers of our republic; when pulpit and press are

made to ringjwith the bitterest denunciations against Catholicity, and persecution openly

invoked against Catholics by a party which aspires to rule the country, it was meet that

this celebration should have taken place. It was proper that our dissenting fellow-citi-

zens should be reminded of the memorable fact which stands in bold relief in the history

of the country, that the doctrine of religious liberty was first proclaimed upon the shores

of America by the Catholic Pilgrims of Maryland. That the germ of religious liberty

and universal toleration in the country first took root on the banks of the St. Mary's; that

it was planted and fostered by Catholic hands; that it grew and flourished beneath the

shadow of the Catholic altar; that perhaps the ancestors of many of those who are

loudest in their denunciation of Catholics found a home and an asylum from Protestant

persecution in the peaceful colony of the humane Lord Baltimore. The celebration.
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then, was never more opportune than at present; and if we have any thing; to rcp^ret in

relation to il, it is that it was not national rather than local: that it was not made the

occasion for gathering together a Catholic representation from every Stale in the union,

to give greater importance and solemnity to the commemoration of events of which the

Catholics of the whole country are so justly proud and to which they can point with

80 much pleasure.

Of the oration of the Hon. Joseph R. Chandler, delivered on the occasion, we have
Spoken briefly in our last. It is a production in every respect worthy of its learned and
eloquent author. But the feature in it with which we are especially pleased, is the truly

Catholic and Christian manner in which the Hon. gentleman spoke of those who pro-

fessed a faith different from his own. While he claimed for Catholics all that is justly

due them, in the great event they were commemorating, he carefully avoids instituting

any comparison, or making use of any expression that might in the remotest degree

harrow the recollections or wound the feelings of his non-catholic fellow-citizens. He
has even accorded the meed of praise to the Protestant portion of the colonists, who
co-operated with Calvert in carrying out his benevolent designs. This is as it should

be. Harshness will never make converts; he that would efTectually disarm the bitter-

ness of an enemy must freely administer the potion of mildness, charity and Christian

benevolence.

The following extract from Mr. Chandler's Oration will go further to weaken the pre-

judices of our Protestant fellow-citizens, and to awaken in their minds impressions

favorable to Catholics, than a volume of invectives:

" Eminently appropriate also is the presence of those of various creeds in this cele-

l)ratinn which, though it is sustained by the professors of that faith which was held by
the founder of Maryland and most of his colonists, is intended as a commemoration
of social and political virtues which are universal in their character, and may be, and
have been, practised by men of all creeds. God forbid that in celebrating the beautiful

example of Christian virtues of those who are of our own faith, we should do injustice

to the merits of those who profess a diflerent faith. God forbid that in pursuing a com-
parison which we think results in favor of our own creed, we should presume that those
who profess a faitli in Jesus Christ, are unmindful of the works which should illustrate

that faith. Rather, while we meet the spirit of unfriendliness towards ourselves that

pervades the social atmosphere at the present time, and seek by comparison and example,
to avoid a reproach that is cast upon us, and enlighten the careless and unforgetful upon
the facts of history, let us so manifest our religion that we shall win the love of those
who have looked coldly on us, and regain the confidence of those who have doubted.
The viper has come from tlie fire indeed which we helped to kindle for general benefit,

and it has fastened upon our hand. But let us show the power of innocence by casting

the reptile, not upon those who expect our injury, but back into the fire that it may
perish in the flame whence it issued."

"The piety, the forbearance, the enlarged views of right that distingui.shed the plans

of the founders of Maryland, and which are illustrated in the practice of the earliest

colonist, are no less our duties than they were theirs; and oh ! how much more easily

practised are all those virtues now. And the celebnition of tliis day would be imperfect,

would lack the spirit which would make it acceptable to God and honorable to us, if it

recalled a single virtue of our Catholic Fathers merely to gratify the pride of their suc-

cessors, or if it selected a single error of their separated contemporaries, only to gene-
rate a feeling of unkindness in the present generation.
" Oh ! here on this chosen spot—here on this sanctified ground—here let there be pre-

valent no sentiment but that of love to God, and love to our fellow man. Here where
the red man received the Pilgrim Fathers with tokens of friendship and favor, and where
men of other creeds welcome us to-day to our celebration—here may the spirit of Cal-

vert pervade all those who commemorate his virtues and his triumphs, and may the

spirit of God animate all of every name and every creed."

The Pastorai, Letter of the first Provincial CorNcii. of Cincinnati.—We
regret that we cjinnot insert this important document in full, for the benefit and edifica-

tion of our readers. Apart from the glowing fervor, piety and religion which it breathes

in every line, the letter is replete with admirable lessons of wisdr)in and salutary admoni-

tions to Catholics touching their duties to themselves, to their children, to their country,

to their God. Had the learned prelates commenced and terminated their pastoral with the

following paragraph, it would nevertheless have been worthy of perpetual remembrance:
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"To be Cftlhnlim, it will not miflirc for you to hnvc ihc true fiiitli, but you muHt en-

ilinviir to ciury out in your lives all the teni'liings of the Church. You must love God
il>ove nil thinfjH iind your neighbor iih yourNelvct; you mu»t be faithful to all your rtli-

•nous (lutieN, as well aw punetual in the discharge of your obli;;ationH to your fellow-men.

Yo»i must be jjood fnthem, pood mothem, fjood huHbandn, nood wives, (^ood rhiidren,

pond ('itizeoH, atid above all, «jood Christians, learnint; to control your imssions, to have
your ronversution in lieavt-n, mid to Khow in your lives and by your tindy walk among
inen liow holy is that religion which you profess. He who professing the Catholic

faith, bnnijs disrreilit upon religion by scandalous conduct, is a disgrace to the Church,
nnd II stumbling block in the way of those who are without."

Sublime lesson ! In this short summary is contained the whole duty of a Christian.

Love God: love your neighbor: be good fathers; good mothers, good children!

Catholic parents, Catholic children ! j>onder nnd reflect upon these golden maxims, we
will not weaken them by useless comments.

Indeed the whole of this excellent letter is full of ndmimble instruction; every word

is a sentence, every sentence is a homily on the moral, civil and religious duties of man.

Having spoken of the importance of religious in.struction and of the imperative duty

«levolving on Catholics of aiding in the erection of Catholic Sciiools, which they declare

to be " an object in many respects as important as the building new churches;" having

pointed out the evils that flow from the immoderate use of intoxicating liquors, and

warned their readers against the vice of intemperance, the fruitful source of so many
crimes, the learned and venerable prelates alluded in a touching manner to the unhal-

lowed warfare waged at present in the country against the professors of our holy reli-

gion and the tenets of our faith; and like a parent who feels for the pangs of his children,

they hasten to pour into the bosom of Catholics words of consolation—words of com-

fort and encouragement amidst the storm that rages around them. Let the Catholic, at

those moments when liis soul would feel sad in view of t]ie intolerant spirit that is

invoked against him, read the following extract from this interesting pastoral:

"The divine Founder of our holy religion has even pronounced a special beatitude

fcr tlie consolation of those who patiently endure obloquy and persecution for his name
sjike: Blessed are you when they shall revile you and persecute you and speak all that

is e»il against you, untruly, for my sake: be glad and rejoice, for your reward is exceed-
ingly great in heaven. You should then, beloved brethren, entertain no ill-will or hatred
against those who ignorantly or maliciously seek to do you evil; but rather bless them
that persecute you, bless and curse not; to no man rendering evil for evil, and be not
overcome by evil, but overcoming evil by good. Love your enemies: do good to them
that hate you, and pray for them that persecute and ailumniate you; that you may be
the children of your Father who is in heaven, who niaketh his sun to rise upon the
good and bad, and raineth upon the just and the unjust.

" The Saviour clearly foretold long beforehand what has been accordingly the lot of
his faithful followers in all ages, when he said: And you shall be hated by all men for

my name sake, but a hair of your head shall not perish. In your patience you shall

possess your souls. Thus will you succeed, with God's blessing, in disarming your
most bitter enemies, and in proving to them, rather by your actions than by your words,
that while theirs is a religion of hatred, ours is a religion of love; nnd therefore clearly

the work of that God who is Love.
"To this grievous and utterly false charge of disloyalty to this free government, your

best answer will be, to continue doing—what you have all along sought earnestly and
sincerely to do—to discharge faithfully all your duties as citizens of the republic, ren-
dering to Ca'sar the things that belong to Casar, without, at the same time, forgetting
to render to God the things that belong to God. The Catholic religion exists and flou-

rishes under all forms of civil government; it is the visible kingdom of Christ, on earth,

which is not of this world; it is incompatible with no well ordered form of human gov-
ernment, because it interferes with none. Its sphere of action is essentially different

from, and infinitely higher than any merely human organization. Its ends, its means
of action, its doctrines, its sacraments, and its government all belong and look to the
spiritual order. It teaches man the way to heaven, and seeks to wean liis alTections

from this earth. It wages war with the passions, and it inculcates self-denial, obedience
to constituted authority, humility and charity. All that the Catholic Church asks of
the world is a free passage through it, to her proper home in the heavens. She wishes
her just rights to be protected; but if, in spue of her remonstrances, they be violated,
she has long and thoroughly learned, in the school of the cross, the sublime lessons of
practice and of firm reliance on that God who controls the destinies of mankind, and
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who can relieve, Avho will protect her in his own good time; thereby verifying his own
(iolemn promise, that the gates of hell shall not prevail against her."
" Her voice is the same under whatever form of government her children, scattered

over the face of the earth, may be found to dwell—to be obedient to tlie constituted au-
Uiorities, and to tlie laws of the land which nurtures and protects them. To the lover

of freedom she proposes as a model, a higher and nobler liberty—tiie liberty of the
glory of the children of God. She proclaims to such, with her Saviour and Founder:
And you shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free; and with the inspired

aijostle of the gentiles: Now the Lord is a spirit; and where the Spirit of the Lord is,

there is liberty. She exhorts her children to temper freedom with the proper control of
unruly passion: As free, and not as making liberty a clojik for malice, but as the ser-

vants of God. In a word, she teaches her children that while they love true liberty,

they must curb passion, love law and order, and res]iect authority.
'* We appeal to you, beloved brethren, whether these have not been the lessons whicJi

we have uniformly taught you, both in our public and official communications, and in

our most private conversations; and whether we have not always instructed you that

the power of the Sovereign Pontiffs, which is spiritual in its objects and in its sphere of
action, cannot by possibilUy dash %cilh your civil allegiance, or with the different class of

duties which you owe as good citizens to the government under which you happily live."

Ode to St. Mart's.—The following beautiful ode was composed for, and sung by

the Choir at the late celebration of the Landing of the Pilgrim Fathers of Maryland.

We insert it for its merits, and that it may be preserved as a memorial of the occasion

which called it into being.

Air— ^raby's Daughter.

St. Mary's! St. Mary's! awake from thy slumbers.

For footsteps are crowding thy late lonely plain;

Its silence is broken by music's sweet numbers.

Awake thee and list to the patriot strain.

There rest on thy bosom no ruined old towers.

No relics of pride that have battled with time;

But the low simple hearths which the waving grass covers

Have beautiful mem'ries of virtues sublime.

For here breathed the spirit of ardent devotion, •

With freedom of conscience, a priceless bequest;

Thy Calvert and pilgrims for this braved the ocean,

Then offered to others a haven of rest.

And planted the Cross, in its glory outshining

The pageants that herald a colony's birth;

Beneath its blest shadow, the Indian rccUning,

Then fancied the Spirit-land nearer to earth.

His own loved Yeocomico still smiled at even.

Unharmed was his wigwam, that rose by the stream;

The strangers' bright faith, while it guided to heaven,
,

Yet gladdened the pathway of life with its beam.

And still 'round their mem'ry a halo is glowing.

That lights with mild lustre our country's first page;

Like the beautiful waters that pass thee are flowing,

Their virtues glide on to a more distant age.

Then list thee, St. Mary's! thou art not forsaken.

Though long years have flown o'er thy sleep iiy the wave;

For patriots' hearts have now come to awaken

The glorious past from a hallowed grave.

New cities have risen, in grandeur and splendor.

In the beautiful land where thy dwellings first rose;

But dearer the mem'ry, more thrilling, more tender.

Of thee, on this sjnit of thy dreamless repose.

Philadtlpbia, May 1855. Mart A. Ford.
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Letter JVoiii our Corrtirpondcnt. After (Irtailini; the pnrliriilnrs of the accident

to the Holy Futlier, wliirh we g«ve in our Inst luiniher, the writer proceeds:

Rome, May 1th, 1855.

Ti>e CathoIicB of the Netherlands have offered to his Holiness, tlirnugh the Dutch

minister here, tiirec exemplars of n medal (one in c;o!d and two in bronze) struck by

order of the Catliolic Association in Amsterdam, as n tribute of gratitude for the resto-

ration of tlie hierarchy in that kingdom. On the fs'ce is a relief of the miracle operated

by our Lord in raising from death tlie daughter of Jiiirus; on the reverse the inscriptif)n:

^nno A'. S. MDCCCLIII. Pio IX. Pontifice 0. M. Jler. Reg. Ifllhelmi III. .Qnno V.

Sin^ulari Dei beneficio, Episcopali Hierarchia ^eerlandicc restitftta, cevis calholici gratulan-

lur; and around these words are the armorial sliields of Utrecht and the four suffragan

se^s, restored by Pius IX. I have mentioned the publication from the press of the State

secretaryship here, on the ecclesiastical affairs of Piedmont. There is now to be added a

circumstance strikingly characteristic of the principles of the Holy See, its conciliatory

and long suffering policy. As will be known to the general reader through the press of

all countries, the episcopal body of that kingdom have endeavored (it seems in vain) to

avert the proposed suppression of monasteries and confiscation of church property, by

the offer of an annual subsidy of 918,000 francs. The archbishop of Turin and bishop

of Ivres opposed this concession when first discussed, but after much persuasion were

induced to acquiesce on condition of sanction being obtained from Rome. Pius IX an-

swered the communication immediately, that every concession should be agreed to,

every sacrifice endured in order to secure the hope of bringing back Piedmont into

family relations with the Holy See.

The financial difficulties which the ministers of Pius IX have now to struggle against,

are indeed great. Perhaps from only one statesman, among those in the present century

placed at the helm of government in Rome, could have been expected ability and energy

sufficient to extricate this government in a few years from all embarrassment—and that

was the unfortunate nobleman assassinated when entering the house of representatives

opened under the constitutional system the Pontiff had liberally granted, in November,

18i^. A loan was contracted with Rothschild in order to bring the precious metals into

currency in lieu of the paper notes which the revolutionary crisis had created or neces-

sitated; and another loan of some million dollars is now contemplated, if not already

in process of contract.

In seasons of abundance the exportation of cereal produce, from the provinces of

these States collectively, amounts to 140,000 Rubbia of corn, (this measure, exclusively

applied to grains, is equivalent to 640 lbs.) 100,000 Rubbia of maize, (or Indian corn)

and 10,000,000 lbs. of rice. The commerce in grains alone yields about a million and

a half of dollars, generally sufficient to compensate for the specie spent beyond the Alps

or seas in purchase of manufactures not produced by native industry. Rather more

than two-thirds of this cereal produce is from the provinces on the Adriatic, in which is

the only cultivation of rice, fii-st introduced into this country about forty years ago, and

successfully progressing on the plains of Ferrara and Ravenna. In the past year ex-

portation of wliatever kinds of grain was prohibited by this government; but for tlie

present, an excess above the demand for home consumption having resulted from the

late harvests, it has been rendered legal as far as the maximum of 10,000 Rubbia for

corn, 12,000,000 lbs. for rice.

An interesting publication has lately appeared on the history of finances in these States

by the Abate Coppi, editor of tlie Giornale di Roma. We there read that in the period

419 Vol. III.—No. 6.
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contemplated (from the beginning of the sixteenth century) the firat embarrasstnenta

arose from the lavish expenditure of Leo X, who at the time of his death left his crown

jewels in pawn, and debts tlie interest of which drew 40,000 gold ducats per annum
from the Apostolic treasury. Sixtus V by his prudent and vigorous administration,

added about 2S0,000 dollars to the revenue estimated, on his accession, at .fl ,318,414;

and at his death that great pontiff left upwards of four millions in the castle of St. An-

gelo as a fund of reserve, which was not finally exhausted till Pius VI was constrained

by the unhappy circumstances of hie reign, to appropriate the last residue, namely

.£500,000 for arming against invasion. After the French occupation his government

had in the course of four months to disburse to the conquerors no less than 32,700,000

francs. It is not surprising then that the annals of Papal finances should still continue

to present pages fraught with disaster.

But the exhaustion of its treasury has never prevented this government from main-

taining that system of beneficence, one of its noblest features, which has excited the

admiration of ail civilized people when once made known through intelligent reporters.

The sums dedicated to these objects by the treasury, together with the revenues of cha-

ritable institutions, form an annual total of 4,200,000 francs, without taking an account

of the bounty liberally bestowed through other channels, by pious associations, such as

the Conferences of St. Vincent de Paul (of which twelve branches are in activity here)

and the charities distributed in kind by monasteries and convents, at whose gates hun-

dreds are daily fed. Mendicity, unfortunately, is not checked by the Roman police as

the letter of existing laws actually requires, and during the past winter has been ob-

served to increase, not without the accompaniment of other evils, for at the same time

felonious offences, burglary and street robbery, have been augmenting in alarming fre-

quency. This has led, in one instance, to the restoration of a punishment long in

desuetude, the cavalUtto, or public flogging by the executioner, which was inflicted on

the ringleader in a gang of thieves whose machinations had caused a terrific panic,

flight, confusion and severe personal injury as well as loss of property, on occasion of

a large assemblage at the extraction of a lottery on one of the largest piazzas in Rome,

for the benefit of children left orphans by the cholera, to provide for whom a Commis-

sion had been appointed by his Holiness. I can bear witness that the punishment thus

reproduced, while attended with great effect on a multitude of spectators, was adminis-

tered with no unjustifiable severity, no bloodshed, and in the case of a hardened ofl'ender

who had been repeatedly in the hands of justice.

A work long expected has just appeared in the French language, " L'Eglise Oriental,''

published by the Propaganda press, and at the expense of the Holy Father, its author

a Greek named Pitzipios, himself a convert from the schismatic communion and for-

merly occupying a political post at Constantinople. It is believed to have been at the

express desire of Pius IX that this historic analysis of the Greek schism was under-

taken; and it certainly forms an exposition of the abuses, the false principles and inde-

fensible theories of that communion measurably condemnatory, convicting its clergy of

misinterpreting Scripture and tradition, abusing the ignorance of their flocks, dishonoring

by worldliness and by the even cruel uses of temporal power (conferred on the episcopate

by Turkish authority) the sanctity of their mission. Wc are promised four sections,

the first only of which is supplied in the volume already issued, under the subdivided

titles: The Separation of the two Churches; The Reunion of the two Churches; The

Apostacy of the Clergy of Constantinople; The only practicable means for Re-estab-

lishing Order in the Oriental Church. The volume before me, dedicated to the subject

implied in the first of these titles, displays the true motives of that fatal separation, and

the falsity of the sophisms by aid of which those who found their private interest in

maintaining disunion, contrived to effect and continue to feed the schism. The most

interesting and elaborate chapter is on the question of Purgatory, and the proofs that

the sainted fathers of Oriental Christianity, and ancient liturgies still in use, commit tlie

Greek Church, receiving as she does their authority, to the necessity of complying pre-

cisely with the doctrine of Latin Catholicism. C. J. H.
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Later ncrniintn from Rome ntnte thnl the Holy Father wna in excellent health and

appeared to have siifl't-red no iil-eflecin from the recent accident. The first Btone of the

nionunientnl column, dentined to perpetuate the memory of the proclamation of the

(l(>KniH of tiie Immaculate Conception wan hlenBid on the tjih ult., amidnt the moat im-

poaini; ceremonies. The venerable Cardinal Kraniioni otliciated on the occasion.

Naples.—At the latcat dates Vesuvius wos in a Hlate of eruption. During the first

days, dark cloud.s of smoke enveloped tiie mountain; gradually the flame burst forth,

at night the heavens were illumined and presented a magnificent spectacle. Occasionally

liirge stones red hot were thrown up, and lava flowed down the sides of the mountain.

Spain.—The spirit of infidelity which has been so long manifesting itself in this un-

happy country, has at length achieved a triumph—a trium|)h, liowever, which we are

firmly persuaded is but the prelude to the down^ll of the party by whom it has been

obtained.—The bill authorizing the .lale of the property of the church and the clergy has

been passed by the Cortes. The ministers, however, experienced the greatest difficulty

in obtaining the royal sanction to the measure.

" On the 28th ult., Espartero proceeded to Aranjuez, to see the Q,ueen.—Her Majesty
is reported to hove said, ' I reproach myself for having allowed such a bill to be pre-
sented— it is a violation of a compact which I have made with the Pope, and I am
resolved not to give it my sanction.' The King is also stated to have said to Espar-
tero— ' I am not sure whether it would not have been better to lose crown and throne
than to have preserved them in the way you have done.'—Subsequently, Marshal
O'Donnell represented to the Q,ueen the consequences which must inevitably ensue if

her Majesty persisted in her former refusal. The Queen is said to have given way,
and to have exclaimed with tears—'Then I will sign, but I protest with all my heart
against your violence, and I hope God will cause the responsioility of my weakness to

fall on your head and the head of your colleagues."
The Univers describes all Spain as in a most deplorable condition, owing to the mis-

conduct of the government. It stales that the finances are in disorder, that the people
are discontented, and that the spirit nf revolt is rife throughout the land.

France.—A grand religious fete in honor of the Immaculate Conception of the dueen
of Heaven took place at Tours, on the lOth ult. For more than a month the female

portion of the community, from the highest to the lowest ranks, had been employed in

ornamenting and decorating the churches and chapels, and even private houses in antici-

pation of the festivity, which the devout inhabitants of Tours had set apart to do honor

to the Mother of God. The decorations of the spacious cathedral were splendid in the

extreme. Religious banners floated from its lofty roof: festoons of roses and garlands

of flowers were draped around its stalely pillars, while gorgeous chandeliers ornamented

with while and red roses hung from aloft. The procession was grand and imposing.

A body of three hundred nuns of different orders came first; next, about four hundred

young women of pious associations, dressed in white, and wearing white veils hanging

from the back of the head to the ground; each society had a beautiful banner before it;

next came two hundred beautiful children in white, with wreaths of small white roses

round the head; the young ladies of all the schools and convents, most charmingly

attired; the boys of schools and colleges in uniform, numbering five hundred; the four

hundred seminarists, the clergy, the heads of the church in rich vestments; the Cardi-

nal-Archbishop in full pontificals and mitre; two train-bearers, the Prefect, Mayor, and

all public authorities; the gendarmes, national guards, and the whole of the army in

Tours. The guard of honor consisted of 1,500 infantry and 300 cavalry; 500 infantry

led the procession, whilst tlie remainder lined the whole length of the streets where the

procession passed. At eight in the evening the procession returned to the cathedral,

which was splendidly illuminated. It was decorated with gorgeous colored lamps, and

below the great tower, issued a magnificent electric light which brightened the whole

city. When the procession entered the church, the drums beat and the great organ and

the bells pealed forth in joyous strains. We mention this fete among a thousand of a

similar nature that have lately taken place in honor of Mary. It is consoling by times,

amidst the infidelity and irreligion by which we are surrounded, while thousands ap-

parently vie with each other in blaspheming the Son and dishonoring the name of the
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Mother of God, to reflect that millions of voices in every portion of the globe are daily

raised in honor of this same Immaculate Mother. It is consoling; to see in Catholic

countries, the priest, the soldier and the citizen, mingling together like the children of

one common family and vying with each other in filial devotion to the dueen of

Heaven.—Pionori, who attempted to assassinate the Emperor, suffered the extreme

penalty of the law. At the prison of Roquette he made no disclosure concerning his

accomphces; but when he found no hopes left, and beheld the hour of death approach-

ing, he consented to receive the consolations of religion.—The great exhibition at Paris

is at present the great centre of attraction. It was opened on 16th ult., by the Emperor
and Empre.ss in person, with imposing ceremonies.—The war spirit is still active

—

Gen. Pellisier has been appointed to succeed Gen. Canrobert in the command of the

French army in the Crimea; the appojntment has given great satisfaction.

Irelaxd.—Diocesan Synod. A diocesan synod of Killaloe was lately held at the

ancient Espiscopal residence of that town. This synod was rendered more interesting

from the fact that it was tlie first that has taken place in this diocese for centuries.

The Rt. Rev. Dr. Vaughan presided, and all the clergy in the diocese, with exception of

a few detained by sickness, were present on the occasion. The business of the synod
was terminated by a retreat of the clergy, conducted by the Rev. Father Honorarius of

the order of thePassionists.—The Rt. Rev. Dr. Murphy, bishop of Cloyne, during his

late sojourn at Rome, obtained the sanction of the Holy See to the establishment of a

chapter in his diocese, and the Sovereign Pontiff has graciously appointed the Very Rev.

Dr. Russell of Cloyne to be dean thereof.

Death of the Rt. Rev. Dr. Foran.—The extensive diocese of Waterford and Lismore

has sustained a severe loss in the death of this Kt. Rev. Prelate, which took place on

the 15th ult., in the 74th year of his age, and the 18th of his episcopate. Dr. Foran

was a native of Waterford, was educated at Maynooth, and ordained nearly half a cen-

tury ago.

Catholic University.—The Right Rev. Dr. M'Naily, bishop of Clogher, has received

the munificent remittance of =f600 for the Catholic University from the Very Rev. Dr.

Donelly, the persevering, eloquent, and successful advocate of Irish Catholic education,

the large amount being the last result of his indefatigable efforts in the United States,

having been collected by him in the dioceses of Boston and Portland.

The Tenant-Right movement still continues to be actively agitated. A numerous and

influential meeting of the Catholic inhabitants of Navan, acting on the suggestion of the

bishop of Meath, was held on Sunday, May 6ih, in the vicinity of the Catholic church.

On the motion of James Kealy, Esq., seconded by Nicholas Kelly, Esq., the chair was

taken by the Rev. F. Callary. Resolutions were unanimously passed, and a petition

adopted in favor of tenant right, and demanding as an act of justice and sound policy

the abolition of the Protestant Church establishment, and an equitable distribution of

the public funds, to provide for the spiritual consolation of the Catholics in the army,

navy, prisons, workhouse, and other public establishments.

By the way of offset to this, we see it stated in some of the Irish papers that the

Commissioners of National Education threaten to withdraw their patronage from

Westport Union School, if the children are suffered to make the sign of the cross every

hour the clock strikes. Perhaps the pious commissioners in their holy horror of the

cross, will next reject the sacred volume, because it speaks of that emblem of redemption.

Death of a Venerable Religious.—Sister Mary Magdalen, eldest daughter of John Dol-

phin, Esq., of Turo, county Galway, died on the 8ih ult., at Mount Carmel Convent,

Loughrea, at the advanced age of 108 years This Venerable Religious passed eighty

years of her life in the Carmelite Order founded by St. Theresa, and for thirty years

she was superioress of the establishment in which she breathed her last.

England.—The proceedings in parliament were not of any special importance during

the last month. The debate on the conduct of the war ended after a protracted discus-

sion, by a motion to the rfTect, that the Hon.sc liaving seen with regret that the Confer-

ence at Vienna had not led to a termination of hostilities, felt it a duly to declare they
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will continue to give every support to her Majesty until she shall in connection with

the allies nhtniti an honorable )ienrc. Iloeliuck's conimittec is said to be preparing a

report for piirliiinient. Heyimd tlie walls of pnrlinmcnt much is said on the subject of

administrative reform. Large meetings have been held at Rorhdale, Oxford, Merihyr,

Exeter, Lnmbelh, &c. &c., at wliirh 8j)eeclieH were made and resolutions adopted assert-

ini; the indispensable necessity of a thorough rh«n;^e in the administration of affairs,

and dechirinj; that the prevalent oflicial incapacity and neglifjenre were mainly altriljuta-

blc to arislocnttic mis^overnment. Opinions are very generally expressed that there can

be no peace, or honorable termination of tlie war, except by such administrative reform

as will permit men of pmcticnl abilities to enter the service of the Stale and sliarc in the

duties of the governnu-nl. Numerous petitions extensively signed liave been forwarded

to Mr. Layard for pre.sentatiun in parliament, and local associations formed to assist

the progress of the movement.

UusBU.—The war spirit still seems to pervade the country and animate all parties,

and as yet there is no appearance of a disposition to yield to terms of an honorable

]>eace. The success of the allies in the Crimea and in the sea of AzofT, may soon effect

a change in the counsels of the Russian cabinet. The Emperor visited Cronstadt on

May yth and was received by a deputation of the inhabitants, who brought him, accord-

ing to the Russian custom of welcoming a new comer, bread and salt. After a few ex-

pressions of good will, the Emperor exhorted them to " Pray to God for the peace of

the soul of our Lord and Emperor Nicholas I, now resting in God. He loved you and

I will do so too. Put up your prayers to Heaven; we will hold Cronstadt, and if God
will there shall be peace, your trade shall improve."

AtrsTRiA.—The position of Austria with regard to the war is still doubtful. She has

not declared openly against Russia, neither has she joined her forces with those of the

allies. Latest accounts state that the Vienna Conference had formally dissolved, {ind as

negotiations had failed, the question must now be settled by the sword.

Turkey.—Destruction of Broussa.—Late papers give the following account of the

destruction of Droussa by the late earthquakes:

"The destruction of life has been greater than was at first believed. Out of every
ten houses two have been burned in the fire which broke out after the second shock,
two have been completely destroyed by the convulsion itself, three have received little

or no injury, and three must be more or less demolished in order to be rebuilt. At the

village of Tepepjilk every house has been destroyed; at several other villages the loss

has been very great. The number of victims of the first shock of the 28th of February
consists of 34 Mussulmans in Broussa and 6 in the villages, 40 Greeks, 14 Armenians,
and 4 Jews in Droussa, and proportionate numbers in the villages. The total killed and
wounded in the first shock amounts to 345. In the second shock the Jews suffered

severely, no less than fifty of them having perished. On account of the precautions

taken by the population the loss of life was less than on the former occasion. The
total killed and wounded was 204. The whole loss, therefore, from the two shocks,
amounts to 640 victims."

The Crimea.—Severe fighting has taken place in this peninsula within the last month.

The allies have gained great advantages. The celebrated Russian fortifications, the

Memelon and White Tower, have been captured by the French. The allied fleet has

also been eminently successful in its operations in the sea of Azoff.

" Their expedition entered the Straits of Kertsch on Thursday, the 24lh ultimo, and

commenced firing upon the forts of Ambalaki—the garrisons of which speedily aban-

doned the place, having previously blown up the magazines. The allied gun-boats

silenced the Pauloviskaya battery, and burned some Russian boats and small craft.

The garrisons of Kertsch and Yenikale, variously estimated at from two to ten thou-

sand strong, were seen to leave and fall back into the interior by the soutliern road.

" Meantime the allies landed without opposition, at Ambalaki, where they bivouacked
for the night. The next morning they moved on towards Kertsch. Gun-boats were
all the lime occupied in scouring ilieTanianskoi Gulf, and reducing the fort on the Sand
Bank. All the inhabitants had fled. Many houses were burning, and by Friday at 3
o'clock, the empty cities of Kertsch and Yenikale were in the hands of the allies, and a
steam flotilla immediately entered the sea of Azoff."
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II.— Domestic Intelligenck.

AFFAIRS OF THE CHURCH.

1. Archdioctse of Ballimore.

During: the last and the early part of the present month, our venerable and beloved

Archbishop has been occupied in visiting; his diocese. During this period he adminis-

tered tlie sacrament of Confirmation to hundreds of cliildren and others, and it is parti-

cularly consoling and gratifying to Catholics to find that among the number there are

many converts. Space will not permit us to give in detail the names of places visited,

and the number confirmed at each visitation: a few of the most prominent must suffice.

During his short visit to Charles county the Most Rev. Prelate administered the sacred

rite to 375 persons: at Alexandria, Va., on the 6th inst., 154 persons were confirmed,

among whom 28 were converts. Previously to administering the sacrament, the Arch-

bishop addressed the postulants, and afterwards preached at the solemn mass which

was offered on the occasion. Subsequently he confirmed ten of the pupils at the Con-

vent of the Visitation of our city, and on the Feast of Corpus Christi, he confirmed

140 persons at the cathedral. At Mount St. Mary's, near Emmitsburg, confirmation

was administered by Rt. Rev. Dr. Young, bishop of Erie, to 72 persons, eight of whom
were converts received into the Church during the last year. During his visit to that

institution. Bishop Young gave tonsure to Messrs. David "Walker, James O'Donnahue,

John Koch and Thos. F. Doyle, students of Mt. St. Mary's Theological Seminary, and

promoted Mr. James O'Donnahue to minor orders. The visit of the learned Bishop of

Erie to Mount St. Mary's was exceedingly gratifying to himself and served to recall

many pleasing associations. It was there he pursued his studies preparatory to his

entering on the labors of the holy ministry; it was there he had toiled as prefect, and

instructor of youth; to this spot, hallowed by so many pleasing reminiscences, he re-

turned to exercise the functions of a bishop, a prince in the Church of God. The

bishop is himself a convert, and his ancestors are said to have come to this country in

the May-flower and landed on the rock of Plymouth.

Confirmation was also given by our Most Rev. Archbishop on Sunday, the 13th inst.

at St. John's church in this city. The occasion was one of peculiar interest, which

was manifested in the piety of the children, the anxious look of the parents, and in the

pleasure that seemed visible in the countenance of the Rev. Father McManus, the wor-

thy pastor, by whose untiring zeal and energy the postulants had been prepared for the

holy rite. The archbishop addressed the children in the most tender and aftectionate

manner, and preached an eloquent and impressive sermon at the high Mass which fol-

lowed. The Most Rev. Archbishop, assisted by Rev. Dr. Damphoux and Rev. Father

McManus, gave the black veil to Sister Gabriel, of the Immaculate Conception, (Miss

Ellen Boland, of Bolington, Loudon county, Va.) On the 21st, Right Rev. Michael

Portier, bishop of Mobile, conferred tonsure and minor orders on Messrs. Patrick For-

hand, Edward Henchy and John Woolts, scholastics of the Society of Jesus, in the

chapel of Loyola college. At the same time, eighteen of the students, of whom sixteen

had made their first communion, were confirmed.

2. Diocese of Pitlsbtirg.

From the Pittsburg Catholic we learn that St. Paul's Cathedral in that city is drawing

rapidly to completion, and that it would be dedicated on the 24th of the present month,

being the festival of St. John the Baptist. This noble edifice when completed, will rank

among the finest structures of the kind in the United States and will be a monument

worthy of the piety and zeal of the Catholics of Pittsburg.—A very handsome church

was dedicated at JefTerson on the Slst ult. by the Rt. Rev. Bishop O'Connor, assisted

by a large number of clergymen. The Very Rev. Thomas Heyden, the venerable and

esteemed pastor of Bedford, preached on the occnsion.
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3. IHoctse qf Buffalo.

Church of St. Louis: Interdict removed.—The Venrrnl)le Bishop of Ruflfnlo, in the dis-

chnrjje of tlio .inrrtMl iind nolciun duiiea (if hia office has seen fit to remove the interdict

from thia church, ua will appear by the following announcement:

'* Borr*U), May 18, 18U.

•'The pious, learned nnd zenlous iiiiHsionary, Fnther Wenijjcr, (wiahin;^ to liii>or for

the (Milrntion of the souls in the holy German Church of this dioc(«e, which hns not
yet henrd his noMe and truly Christian elofpience,) rtfjueHls me to withdraw the inter-

dict from the church of St. Louis, and the Kxcommunicntion frnm the Trunlces. I can
refuse nothing to this worlliy priest of God; cunscntini,', therefore, to hia request, I

licreliy declare the Interdict of St. Louis' Cliurch is removed; nnil I also declare that
the Excommunication of the Trustees will cease as soon as the Holy Triduum in St.

Louis' Church shall beg^n. •}• John, Bishop of Buffalo."

4. Diocese of I'hiladelj)hia.

Confirmation.—The Rt. Rev. Dr. Neumann during the la.st few weeks administered

tlie sacrament of Confirmation to nearly 600 persons.

The ^'ew Cathedral.—A meeting of the friends and contributors of the noble Cathe-

dral of SS. Peter and Paul took place on the evening of the 18th inst. at Concert

Hall, Philada. The Right Rev. Bishop Neumann presided, and Wm. H. Martin and

Mark Wilcox were appointed secretaries. After a short address, explanatory of the

object of the meeting from the Rt. Rev. Prelate, the annual report of the treasurer was
read by the Rev. E. Q,. S. Waldron. From this report we learn that the amount col-

lected and received from the several churches of the diocese towards the completion of

that sacred edifice during the year '54, reached the sum of §14,780. AAer the reading

of the report, the meeting was addressed by the Hon. Jos. R. Chandler, in an eloquent

and forcible speech. The Hon. gentleman dwelt with much emphasis on the duty of

Catholics to contribute according to their means towards erecting places of divine wor-
siiip; they may feel themselves especially bound to contribute to the particular church

in which they worship, but they are nevertheless obligated to aid in the completion of

the cathedral. Parish churches were local, but the cathedral was for all. He spoke of the

beautiful principle of unity in the Catholic Church—that home feeling which dwells in the

heart of the Catholic wherever he may roam. " Wherever," he observed, " a Catholic

sees a cross, he recognizes the emblem of his faith, he recognizes, sir, also, the symbol

of his endurance. Wherever the priest finds an altar, the Catholic has a fireside of reli-

gious afTections, to which he has at once the privilege to gather, and the duty to aid. I

shall not soon forget the home feeling with which I bent in worship in the great basilica

of St. Peter, in far off Rome, wlien the light of heaven, from the lofty dome above,

struck down upon the head of the chief Bishop of the Church, and the light that flashed

up from the lamps at the tombs of the apostles was reflected from the massy pillars of

the baldachino that surmounted the altar." iThe meeting was also eloquently addressed

by the Very Rev. E. J. Sourin, the Rev. Dr. Ryder, and others. We are pleased to

see that this great and good work has been renewed in earnest; it evinces a determina-

tion on the part of the Catholics of the diocese of Philadelphia to furnish the means

necessary to bring the noble edifice to a rapid completion.

5. Archdiocese of A'etc York.

Confirmation.—On the 13th inst. the Most Rev. Archbishop Hughes conferred tlie

sacrament of confirmation on 5:2^2 persons at the church of the Transfiguration. The
archbishop preached an impressive sermon on the occasion. On Friday, the 15th inst.,

the festival of the Sacred Heart, the same prelate gave confirmation at the chapel of the

Academy of the Sacred Heart, Manhattanville, to 12 young ladies of the institution.

The Sunday following he confirmed 100 persons at the church of St. Vincent de Paul.

We learn the Most Rev. Prelate has, during the last few monllis, conferred the sacra-

ment of confirmation on three thousand and forty-eight persons.
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6. Diocese qf .W6any.

An interesting ceremony took place at the catliedral in Albany on the festival of Cor-

pus Christi. After tlie solemn high Mass, at which the Rt. Rev. Bishop McCloskey
delivered an eloquent discourse, a procession was formed and moved through the several

aisles of the cathedral. It was preceded by forty young girls dressed in white, with

lighted candles, under the care of a lady of tlie parish; forty orphan boys neatly attired

and with burning tapers, under the care of the Christian Brothers. The cantatores next

followed, and boys with baskets of flowers, which they strewed before the Blessed

Host. Then came the bishop bearing the Blessed Sacrament.

7. Diocese of Portland.

Installation of the Bishop.—The ceremony of the installation of Rt. Rev. Dr. Bacon,

Bishop of Portland, took place on Thursday morning the 7th inst., in St. Dominic's

church of that city. At 10 o'clock, the Rt. Rev. Dr. Fitzpatrick, accompanied by the

Bishop of Portland and a number of clergymen, moved from the residence of the Rev.

John O'Donnell and passed through the ranks of the Young Catholics' Friend Society,

which had assembled for the purpose of escorting them to the church. Solemn high

mass was celebrated, and we believe by the venerable Father Bapst, of Bangor. Right

Rev. Dr. Fitzpatrick preached on the occasion, and the Right Rev. Bishop of Portland

also delivered a touching and eloquent discourse. He spoke of the responsibility of the

charge on which he had entered—a responsibility " which he had not assumed but

accepted." The position of a Catholic Bishop in the United States is by no means one

of ease or pleasure, especially in a new diocese. The field that opens before the Bishop

of Portland is vast and the labor great. Difficulties lay thick and numerous in his

pathway; but these difficulties, were they doubly as numerous, will, with the blessing

of heaven, vanish before the piety, zeal, and energy of the new prelate. May the fer-

vent prayers of Catholics go up to heaven for the success of the Church in this section

of the country, which has heretofore been marked by its opposition to Catholicity.

III.

—

Secular Affairs.

The Virginia Election.—The election in Virginia resulted in the complete discomfiture

of the Know-Nothing faction in that State. The Hon. Henry A. Wise, the chivalrous

and fearless champion of civil and religious liberty, has been elected to the gubernatorial

office by a majority of about 10,000 votes. The democrats swept the entire State, elect-

ing their candidates for Congress and State Legislature. We have no room for com-

ments; indeed none are necessary. Virginia has nobly maintained the fair fame which

has ever distinguished her. She has proven to the world in the late contest, that so long

as the ashes of Washington, Jefferson and Henry repose in her bosom, the vile mon-
ster of Know-Nothingism shall never gain a foothold upon her soil.

The Baby Show.—The next item, which we deem voi-lhy of being preserved for tlie

edification of coming generations, is the last, the irreatest, the most disgusting and degrad-

ing of the humbugs of the nineteenth century, Barnum's Baby Show. Were the truth

not placed beyond a question, we would really be inclined to doubt tlie reality of such

an exhibition. One hundred and forty-three babies, all true-born natives, are brought

together and exhibited for several days in succession in a public hall. Judges are

appointed to decide their respective merits, and lo ! one of the innocent group bears off

the prize; a placard placed upon its crib proclaims the fact in the following words:

j
THE PRIZE BABY. ^

* To this baby was awarded $100, as the

\ finest exhibited out of 143 children. ^

I

June 5th, 1855.
\

Alas for the degeneracy of the age! We did not really think that there were one hun-

dred and forty-three mothers in the country so lost to those nobler and higher feelings

that should ever adorn the female and dwell in the maternal bosom, as lo permit their

innocent offspring to be exhibited like cattle to the gaze of a vulgar crowd.
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ST. PAUL'S CATHEDRAL AND RELIGIOUS AFFAIRS IN

PITTSBURG.

The accompanying view of St. Paul's Cathedral in Pittsburg, which was dedi-

cated on the 21th iilt., gives a fair representation of that noble edifice. But no

artist, however skillful, can convey an adequate idea of the massive beauty of

this building. It is a Cathedral. Take away even the spires and crosses, and

there is no fear of its being taken for any thing but a Catholic church. The
former Cathedral was in its day a wonder, but this is the wonder, and will be so for

many days and years and centuries, should not some unlucky disaster overwhelm

the well proportioned pile.

The writer of this article heard from several persons, no mean judges of archi-

tecture, eloquent, accurate and accordant descriptions, and had examined the

beautiful hthograph picture of the building, but was forced to acknowledge that

he had no conception of either its grandeur or great beauty until he had the plea-

sure of seeing and examining it for himself. Nor does he believe it possible that

others can know it otherwise. The musician may read the notes of a great com-

poser as easily as a scholar his book, but until the ear hears what the eyes see, the

feeling is lacking. So it is with St. Paul's Cathedral, as with many churches

of historic fame in Europe, we may read or hear of them ever so often, but

have no full feeling about them until we behold them with our own eyes.

Without attempting, therefore, to enter into any description of any of the parts or

the whole, seen or unseen, in the engraving of the Cathedral, a more important

object will be gained by an account of its measurements, &c., which have been

principally furnished by the gentlemanly superintending architect, Mr. Charles

B.vRTBERQER, who has designed almost all the interior improvements.

The ground form of the building is the Roman Cross ; its head part forms the

sanctuarium or chancel, its arms, the south and north wings of the transept,

with the dome standing over the centre. Of this same dome it must be remarked,

that from the exterior there is nothing that would lead the spectator to look for

such an object. It is true, you behold a gigantic steeple with spire and cross

rising, it may be said with truth, speaking of the smoky city, far above the clouds.

50 ' Vol III —No 7.
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It is then an unexpected delight when you approach the chancel to look up to a

very high and very large dome, through the windows of which. Heaven's pre-

cious light, like an emblem of its graces, beams on the sanctuary. The stem of

the cross forms the nave, with the aisles attached to its sides. The outer aisles

are to be closed by towers, Avhich are connected by a corridor, or rather an arcade,

into which the congregation enter by three doorways from Grant street, and two
door-ways (one in each tower), one leading in from Fifth street, and the other in

from the side opposite. This arcade supports the organ loft, and is the termina-

tion of the nave and the inner aisles.

In the body of the church over two thousand two hundred persons can be

seated at present. More pews may be put in, as an entire aisle of fifteen by one

hunderd and forty feet in length, and the ends of the wings of the transept, each

fourteen by forty-two feet, are unoccupied ; these are, however, useful for proces-

sions, and standing room. The building is capable of holding at least five thousand

persons.

The basement is fitted up as a chapel, in which sixteen hundred persons can

easily be accommodated. It has been used for this purpose for the last two years.

The shortness of the lot (240 feet) has prevented the full extension of the

longitudinal dimensions of the building. The front, consequently, in the opinion

of some critics, seems rather wide in proportion, but when the tAvo tall towers,

which at present are unfinished, Avill be completed, this defect, if it be one, will

disappear.

In the angles, formed by the transept and the sanctuary, are arranged the

sacristies with oratoria, or prayer lodges for the clergy on the upper floors.

Between the sacristies and the transept, opening into the latter, are two chapels

on each side of the chancel part. The dome is supported by four massive Norman
pillars. Four rows of columns divide the part of the church intended for the

congregation. The two inner rows support the clerestory roof and ceiling, while

the outer rows support the roof of the aisles and their ceilings, which, as all the

ceilings of the church are finished with stucco, in the rich composited style of

Gothic and Byzantine, in conformity with the design of the whole building, present

an appearance that attracts the admiration of all.

The following are the principal dimensions of the structure:

—

Extreme length, two hundred and twenty feet ; extreme width, one hundred

and forty feet; width of front one hundred and sixteen feet.

Presbyterium and both wings of the transept, forty-two feet square by seventy-

five feet high.

Nave; one hundred and fifteen by forty-two feet wide, and seventy-five high.

Two aisles, each one hundred and fifteen feet long by fifteen wide and sixty high.

Two aisles, each one hundred by fourteen feet, and forty-eight high.

Height of side walls from church floor, thirty-two feel.

Height of clerestory walls from church floor, sixty-six feet.

The dome covers a square of forty-two feet by one hundred and thirty feet

from the upper, or one hundred and fifty-two from the lower floor in the clear.

Its full height is two hundred and seventy-two feet.

Two towers on Grant street, each two hundred feet.

Stair tower on the corner of Cherry alley, seventy-five feet high.

The basement and foundation walls are faced witii brown sandstone, quarried

from liu' loose blocks which are found along tiie hills in Beaver county and

vicinity. The cornice tops, &.c., arc of cut stone, as are the bases of the exterior
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walls and of the inner pillars anil columns, ihe sliafts of wliiili ar«* l)uill of hard

brick laid in (-(Miicnt. All \\w upper walls am of brirk. Tbo flat roofs are covered

with tin and tlie slanting roofs with that kind of flat tiles sometimes called

** beaver tails."

' Enter the churcli. The first object of attraction on your right hand, near the

entrance, is a semi-circular recess with light beaming from the lop, and enclosed

by a semi-circular railing, a gem in itself. The circle thus formed by the railing

and recess is fifteen feet in diameter, taking from the interior of the church but,

comparatively, a small space, while it adds considerably to that beauty which is

the result of harmonizing varieties. It is, moreover, as appropriate in a building

of this kind as, it may in some way be said, the confessionals and almost the
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altar itself, /i is there that the " Ingredere in Templum Dei " is literally as well

as theologicnlly true. There, in the middle, is the baptismal font. On each side

are closets where the holy oils and other things necessary for the administration of

baptism are kept, cleanly, at hand, and under lock and key. This baptisteriura is

not only very becoming, but is an exception to the general rule in our churches,

where the sacred rite of regeneration is administered either in the sacristry, sanc-

tuary, or in some inconvenient place in the church, under the gallery stairs.

Look around. All the appropriate ornaments which give such a rich finish are

stucco work. The groined ceiling of the nave is ornamented by portraits of the

twelve Apostles. The walls of the transept and sanctuary are adorned by six

colossal statues, representing St. Peter, St. Paul, St. Patrick, St. Bridget, St. Aloy-

sius and St. Rose. The windows are all of stained glass of home manufacture,

not gorgeous, but in perfect keeping with the majesty of the place. The bishop's

seal, the stalls for the priests and the pulpit are of white oak, and, like the splendid

massive communion rail and the eight confessionals, are carved in highly orna-

mental style. The same may be said of the ends and dpors of the three hundred

and thirty-seven pews, most of which are nine feet long. The altars, Kve in

number, including the main one, are for the present made of wood, but so beau-

tifully carved and so richly gilded as to leave nothing to regret. The antependium

of the grand altar and the bases for the candlesticks, with the principal part of the

tabernacle, have been finished at the Benedictine Monastery of St. Vincent's,

Westmoreland co.. Pa. The screenwork behind the altar and the painting above,

are only temporary. It is intended to have the large windows in the transept on

Fifth street, and the three front windows facing Grant street, of stained glass.

The grand one, for the transept, on Fifth street, will be furnished with pictures of

pot stained glass from a far-famed factory in Europe.

The cost of the building—a very important item, when castles in the air are

not being built—may be estimated at between eighty and ninety thousand dollars.

Talking of this grand cathedral leads the mind back to olden times, not so very

old after all. Pittsburg, like Rome, was not built in a day. There was a time,

which many who do not rank among the oldest inhabitants can remember, when
a locality which can now claim thirteen places of worship, was a mere missionary

station. Good old Father O'Brien used to visit Pittsburg occasionally from

Brownsville, in the early years of this century, when the few Catholics had

plenty of kneeling room in a small chamber, an upper story—mustard seed of

a Church. However, about the year of our Lord 1807, he chose Pittsburg, at

that time not so notorious for its smoke, for his residence. As a matter of course,

a zealous priest, like Father O'Brien, could not reside amongst Catholics, however

few or straggling, without a church. Accordingly, in the year 1808, to the admi-

ration of all,—though some few objected to the extravagance on account of the

extent of the building, a church was actually erected and, more than that, was

dedicated in honor of St. Patrick. There was no Metropolitan then, or any Catholic

papers, to record the eventful day when Pittsburg was proud of a church which

measured sixty by thirty feet.

Father Maguire, who baptised most of the fathers and mothers, who are

Catholic natives of Pittsburg, succeeded Father O'Brien. Father Maguire was

a very ambitious man for the greater glory of God. St. Patrick's church, even

with an addition three or four times the size of the 6rst building, was not large

enough for his views nor for the congregation. On a hill in Grant street, lie

would build a cathedral, long before there was any sign or need of a bishop. And
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a ratlifdral which, as has boon saiil already, was a wonder in its day, was erecti-d.

Tl»is ("alhi'dral of St. Paurs—the big church as it was called—was dedicated,

A.n., 1S;I1, and was consumed by (ire, A.D., lHr)|. Kragnjents of the ruins are

still around on the only remaining portion of ground that was known as Grant's

Hill. The mountain, with the exception of that spot, has been removed, and that

remnant cannot long be left like '• the last rose of summer." Old Si. Patrick's

riiurch. in 18.')4, went like St. Paul's by fire, and like it, also, as a young pho'nix

fiom the ashes of what might be called its former self, it is rising in elegant and very

iiitich f'niarged proportions, on a site near at hand to its former situation, to enfold

and protect, as the hen does her young, the increased and increasing worshippers

of God on high. The untiring energy of Father Garland is identified with the

congregation and with both the old and the new church.

The reader, where accurate statistics are not it hand, will better understand the

condition of religious affairs in Pittsburg, and the missions of the diocese, by a

.«*imple statement of the churches and institutions. They are data from which

inferences may be drawn more or less accurate.

Bishop O'Connor is known as the founder of the diocese, as such, and of all

the religious institutions which are now, like milestones leading to heaven, to be

met with in almost every place. The Female Orphan Asylum, in Pittsburg, was

established before his arrival, but then was only in its swaddling clothes. In the

city of Pittsburg there are

:

First. The Cathedral, which, as has been mentioned, can accommodate in pews

and aisles over five thousand persons, which is about two-thirds of the congregation.

Second. St. Patrick's (new church), the basement as yet is only finished and

is neatly fittfxl up as a chapel for the congregation, which is supposed to be between

three and four thousand.

Third. St. Philomena's (German), has a very large congregation, at least seven

thousand souls. The church, although large and really grand, could only accom-

modate one-fourth of this number, but by having masses from early dawn until

noon none are left without an opportunity of keepiog holy the Lord's Day and

his festivals.

Fourth. There is the Chapel of our Lady of Mercy, attached to the Convent of

the Sisters of Mercy. This is another building where every thing is just where

it should be. There seems also to be an attraction of sanctity about it, as it is a

favorite resort for the devout, who seldom fail to pay their visits there to the

Adorable Sacrament. As this chapel is attended from the cathedral, which is

within sound of the convent bell, the congregation is considered as belonging to

the " big church."

Fifth. Mercy Hospital Chapel. This is also an adjunct of the cathedral,

although it has at present a chaplain of its own.

Sixth. St. Bridget's. This new and handsome church has a congregation of

about one thousand souls.

Seventh. St. Mary's (German). This is also a new building and a noble monu-
ment of the zeal of the good German Catholics of Alleghany. It is in the

Byzantine style, with two very prominent towers. It measures one hundred and
forty feet by seventy-five, and is attended by a congregation of about three

thousand.

Eis^hth. During service times, especially on Sundays, St. Peter's Church, in

Alleghany, is crowded, it may be said, inside and out by a fervent congregation.

The church is one hundred by fifty feet, but much too small for the two thousand
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worshippers. Like many other Catholic churches, when it was built A.U... 1849,

it was considered as being somewhat uselessly large.

^Xinth. St. Joseph's Chapel, at Cemetery, Troy Hill. This is the nucleus or a

preliminary church, and already attended by about two hundred persons.

Tenth. In Birmingham, on Pio JVono street, is the Church of St. Michael,

attended by a German congregation of about two thousand souls. Near by, is

the Boys' Orphan Asylum, and on an eminence above the hill on which the church

is built is the Convent of the Passionists, by whom St. Michael's is attended.

Eleventh. Birmingham, which only a few years ago was as destitute of a church

as some people are of God's grace, now claims a second one, Si. John the Baptist's,

with an English congregation of about one thousand persons.

Twelfth. St. Mary's Chapel, Laurenceville, and St. Joseph's Church, Sharps-

burg, are so near the city as to be considered as its extensions. Persons whose

occupations are in Pittsburg, have their residences in these places. Between both

there are about two thousand Catholics.

Finally. In St. James' Church, Temperanceville, there is a compact congre-

gation of about five hundred.

Unlike the Almanac's, the above statistics have not been furnished by the Right

Rev. Bishop of the Diocese. They are derived, however, from reliable sources,

and show, even deducting the seven hundred odd, that there are in Pittsburg and

its vicinity fourteen places of worship and at least thirty thousand Catholics. The

mustard seed has grown into a great tree. The city of Pittsburg is not the soli-

tary example of spiritual vigor and increase. Go where you will through the

diocese you will find the same creating spirit at work. Father Gallilzen, of pious

memory, was for years alone on the mountain, and his big heart rejoiced when

the Loretto district received its name, and the rude little church, which he dedi-

cated there to the Archangel, was opened for God's service. In the communion

of saints how glad he must now feel in heaven, when he sees that desert moun-

tain, which his labors first enriched, now abounding with churches and monasteries.

Loretto, Ebensburg. Hart's Sleeping Place, Carrollown, Glen Connell, Summit,

Gallilzen, Loop, Johnstown and JefTerson, are but a few of the places where the

saving standard ofthe cross is erected and people are called to prayers by " the church

going bell." Washington, Butler, Armstrong, Indiana, Westmoreland and Blair

counties present a similar appearance of living and acting faith. In almost all

these missions, and there are several in each of these and other counties not

mentioned, there are, as has already been said of Pittsburg, new churches, and

some of them models of arciiitectural skill. The undying Church building—as it

were—asylums for her saints on the mountains and in the valleys.

This hasty sketch would be unfinished without an enumeration at least of ihe

different religious establishments and the dates, as accurately as can be ascertained,

of their establishment.

Isl. Redempiorist Convent, Pittsburg, founded A.I)., lSo7. Then- are four

priests and six lay brothers at present.

2d. Benedictine Monastery of St. Vincent, Latrobe, Westmoreland co., was

founded A. D., 184(3, Belonging to this house there are twelve priests, seventeen

theological students, nineteen novices and eighty-one lay brothers. The Benfdir-

tines have charge of St. P'incent^s Collate, near Latrobe, of the Bcucdiclinr

Monunlery, at Carroltown, Cambria co., and of the Benedictine J\Iomistery, at

Indiana, Indiana county, Pa., whidi laitcr places are umli r ihc liiK ciion of tiiree

other priests of the order.
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3d. Passinniats^ lloii.ie, ;i1m)V<' ninnit)t;tiaiii, loutidi-il A. U.. lHr)2, has fivo prii-slN.

4lh. •MonaMcry of the Franciscan Brothers, foiindrtl at Lf)rftlo, A. D., I84r».

Hero the siip»^rior and tWflvp brothiTs resido. Tlipy hav»' charpf* of Si, /"VancM'

Academy, at Lorptto, of a Monastery, at Cameron's iKittotii, Indiana co., wliere

there are seven brothers, a boys' school in AIIe<Thany, and of a most nourishing;

house and school in I'ittsburc:, attended by over lour hundred lK)ys, who receive

an education that is food and not poison for the mind. Here* there are nine brothers.

Total nundwr of brothers, thirty ; all kept busy, and work enoujjh for as many more.

r)th. The Sisters of Mercy commenced their charitable works soon after their

arrival, A. D., 1813. There are about eighty-four now in the diocese, besides

several branches transplanted in four other dioceses which have already grown up

in great usefulness. They have charge of the Mercy Hospital, in Pittsburg, of

the House of Industry, in Alleghany, of the Young lMdies\1cademy of St. Franeii

Xavier, near Latrobe, Westmoreland co., of the Voung Ladies' jlcademy of St.

Aloysiiis, at Loretto, Cambria co., of the Female Orphan Asylum, in Pittsburg, of

the ^Male Orphan Asyhnn, in Birmingham, of a Female Academy and Free School,

in Hollidaysburg, Blair co., of a Free School, at St. Peter's, Alleghany, and of a

Female Academy and Free School, at their convent, in Webster street, Pittsburg,

attended by over four hundred children.

6th. The Poor School Sisters, who arrived here about the year 1848, have charge

of the female departuK nt of the German Catholic school of St. Philomena, attended

by about three hundred pupils.

It may be remarked, that all the above orders made their first American estab-

lishments in the diocese of Pittsburg. From thence some have sent foundations

abroad, but their own, so far from being moved, are daily growing greater, plant-

ing around the three precious flowers of paradise—Faith, Hope and Charity.

Another estimate of the increase of tlie diocese may be formed from the number

of clergymen. A. D., lS\o, when Bishop O'Connor was consecrated, there were

only fifteen priests in the diocese, which then included the Erie diocese, in which

"one only then resided. In 1853 there were eighty clergymen, several of whom
were located in the counties allotted to the new diocese, yet, there are still at least

seventy remaining.

It is not claimed that God has blessed this portion of his vineyard in this country,

more than other parts, which have been equally, and some, perhaps even more

fertile. The mark of the finger of God is all that is claimed ; and surely both the

bishop, priests and people of the Pittsburg diocese have reason to thank the

Almighty for his manifold blessings in their regard.

-m—•—

^

THE NAME OF GOD.

It is singular that the name of God should be spelt with four letters in almost

every known language. It is in Latin, Deus; French, Dieu ; Greek, Zeus;
German, Ciott; Scandinavian, Odin; Swedish, Codd ; Hebrew, Adon; Syrian,

Adad; Persian, Syra ; Tartarian, Idga; Spanish, Dias ; East Indian, Esgi or

Zeul; Turkish, Addi ; Egyptian, Aumn or Zeut; Japanese, Zain ; Peruvian.

Lian ; Wallachian, Zene ; Etrurian, Chur; Tyrrhenian, Eher; Irish, Dieh

;

Croatian, Doga; Margarian, Oese; Arabian, Alia; Dalmatian, Rogt.
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Traralattdfor the Metropolitanfrom the Work* of ChiUeattbriand.

CONFIRMATION AND HOLY ORDERS.
f

Celibacy considered under i t a Mural aspect.

In considering the period of life winch rehgion has fixed for the nuptials of man
and his Creator, we find a subject of perpetual wonder. At the time when the

fire of the passions is about to be kindled in the heart, and the mind is sufficiently

capable of knowing God, he becomes the ruling spirit of the youth, pervading all

the faculties of his soul in its now restless and expanded state. But dangers mul-

tiply as he advances ; a stranger, cast without experience upon the perilous ways
of the world, he has need of additional helps. At this crisis religion does not

forget her child : she has her reinforcements in reserve. Confirmation will support

his trembling steps, like the staff in the hands of the traveller, or like those

sceptres which passed from race to race among the royal families of antiquity,

and on which Evander and Nestor, pastors of men, reclined while judging their

people. Let it be observed that all the morality of life is implied in the sacrament

of confirmation ; because whoever has the courage to confess God, will neces-

sarily practise virtue, as the commission of crime is nothing but the denial of the

Creator.

The same wise spirit has been displayed in placing the sacraments of holy

orders and matrimony immediately after that of confirmation. The child has now
become a man, and religion that watched over him with tender solicitude in the

state of nature, will not abandon him in the social s{there. How profound are

the views of the Christian Legislator ! He has established only two social sacra-

ments, if we may be allowed this expression ; because, in reality, there are but

two states in life—celibacy and marriage. Thus, without regard to the civil

distinctions invented by our short-sighted reason, Jesus Christ divided society into

two classes, and decreed for them, not political, but moral laws; acting in this

respect in accordance with all antiquity. The old sages of the East, who have

acquired such a wide-spread fame, did not call men together at random to hatch

Utopian constitutions. They were venerable solitaries who had travelled much,

and who celebrated with the lyre the remembrance of the gods. Laden with the

rich treasure of information derived from their intercourse with foreign nations,

and still richer by the virtues which they practised, those excellent men appeared

before the multitude with the lute in hand, their hoary locks encircled with a golden

crown, and seating themselves under the shade of the plane-tree, they dehvered

their lessons to an enchanted crowd. What were the institutions of an Amphion,

a Cadmus, an Orpheus ? They consisted in delightful music, called law, ^n the

dance, the hymn, the consecrated tree ; they were exhibited in youth under the

guidance of old age; in matrimonial faith pliirhl<il near a grave ; religion and God

were every where. Such are the scenes whicli Christianity also exhibits, but with

much stronger claims to our admiration.

Prmciples, however, are always a subject nl disagreement among men, and the

wisest institutions have met with opposition. Thus, in modem limes, the vow of
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ccliljacy wliicli accumpaiiirH tlu* nrrptiou of lioly ordiTs, lias b^-cn dcnouncid in

no meastirod terms. Some, availing thomsolves of every means of assailing

religion, have imagine<l that they placet! her in opposition to herself by contrast-

ing her presnit discipline with the ancient practice of the Church, which according

to them pormitt('<l tli>' marriage of the clerjjy : otliers have been content with

making the chastity of the priesthood the olyect of their raillery. Let us examine,

first, the views of those who have assailed it with seriousness and on the ground

of morality.

Ry the seventh canon of the second Council of Lateran,* held in 1139, the

celibacy of the clergy was definitely established, in accordance with the regulations

of previous synods, as those of Lateran in 1123, Troli in 9(J9, Tribur in 895,

Toledo in 633, and Chalcedon in 451.+ Baronius shews that clerical celibacy was

in force generally from the sixth century. t The first Council of Tours excom-

municated any priest, deacon, or sub-deacon, who returned to his wife after the

reception of holy orders. From the time of St. Paul, virginity was considered the

more perlifct state for a Christian.

But, were we to admit that marriage was allowed among the clergy in the

early ages of the Church, which cannot be shown either from history or from

ecclesiastical legislation, it would not follow that it would be expedient at the

present day. Such an innovation would be at variance with the manners of our

times and, moreover, would lead to the total subversion of ecclesiastical dis-

cipline.

In the primitive days of religion, a period of combats and triumphs, the pro-

fessors of Christianity—comparatively few in number and adorned with every

virtue—lived fraternally together and shared the same joys and the same tribula-

tions at the table of the Lord. We may conceive, therefore, that a minister of

religion might, strictly speaking, have been permitted to have a family amid this

perfect society, which was already the domestic circle for him. His own children,

forming a part of his (lock, would not have diverted him from the attention due to

the remainder of his charge, nor would they have exposed him to betray the con-

fidence of the sinner, since in those days there were no crimes to be concealed,

the confession of them being made publicly in those basilics of the drad, where the

faithful assembled to pray over the ashes of the martyrs. The Christians of that

age had received from heaven a spirit which we have lost. They formed not so

much a popular assembly as a community of levites and religious women

:

baptism had made them all priests and confessors of Jesus Christ.

St. Justin, the philosopher, in his first Apology, has given us an admirable de-

scription of the Christian life in those times. "We are accused," he says, "of
disturbing the tranquillity of the State, while we are taught by one of the prin-

cipal articles of our faith, that nothing is hidden to the eye of "God, and that he

will one day take a strict account of our good and evil deeds. But, O powerful

emperor, the very punishments which you have decreed against us, only tend to

confirm us in our religion, because all this persecution was predicted by our

Master, the Son of the Sovereign God, Father and Lord of the universe.

On Sunday, those who reside in the town and country meet together. The

• This was the tentli General Council, at which one thousand bishops were

present. T.

t The fourth General Council, numbering between five and six hundred bishops. T
I Baron. An, 88, No. 18.

51 Vol. III.—No. 7.
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Scriptures are read, after which one of tho ancients* exhorts the people to imitate

the beautilul examples that have been placed before them. The assembly then

rises
;
prayer is again offered up, and water, bread and wine being presented, the

officiating minister gives thanks, the others answering

—

amen. A portion of the

consecrated elements is now distributed, and the rest is conveyed by the deacons to

those who are absent. A collection is taken ; the rich giving according to their

disposition. These alms are placed in the hands of the minister for the assistance

of widows, orphans, sick persons, piysoners, poor people, strnngers; in short, ail

who are in need and the care of whom devolves especially upon the minister. We
assemble on Sunday, because on that day God created the world, and the same

uay his Son arose to life again, to confirm his disciples in the doctrine which we
have exposed to you.

" If you find this doctrine good, show your respect for it : if not, reject it : but,

do not condemn to punishment those who commit no crime; for. we declare to

you, that if you continue to act unjustly you will not escape the judgment of God.

For the rest, whatever be our fate, we desire only that the will of God be done.

We might have claimed your favorable regard in consequence of the letter of

your lather, Caesar Adrian, of illustrious and glorious memory ; but we have pre-

ferred to rely solely upon the justice of our cause."

The apology of Justin was well calculated to take the world by surprise; for,

it proclaimed a golden age in the midst of a corrupt generation, and pointed out a

new people in the catacombs of an ancient empire. The Cliristian life must have

appeared the more admirable in the public eye, as such perfection had never before

been known, harmonizing with nature and the laws, and on the other hand forming

a remarkable contrast with the rest of society. It is also invested with an interest

which is not to be found in the fabulous excellence of antiquity ; because the latter

is always depicted in a state of happiness, while the former presents itself through

the charms of adversity. It is not amid the foliage of the woods or at the side of

the fountain, that virtue exerts her greatest power; but under the shade of the

prison-wall or amid rivers of blood and tears. How divine does religion appear

to us, when in the recess of the catacomb, or in the silent darkness of the tomb,

we behold a pastor who is surrounded by danger, celebrating, by the feeble glare

of his lamp, and in presence of his little flock, the mysteries of a persecuted

God!

We have deemed it necessary to establish incontestably this high moral charac-

ter of the first Christians, in order to show, that if the marriage of the clergy was

considered unbecoming m that age of purity, it would be altogether impossible to

introduce it at the present day. When the number of Christians increased and

morahty was weakened with the diffusion of mankind, how could the priest

devote himself a^ the same time to his family and to the Church ? How could he

have continued chaste with a spouse who had ceased to be so ? If our opponents

object the practice of Protestant countries, we will observe that it has been neces-

sary in those countries to abolish a great portion of the external worship of

religion; that a Protestant minister appears in the church scarcely two or three

limes a week ; that almost all spiritual relations have ceased between him and his

• That is, a priest. In the first ages, liic word presbyteros, or ancient, wns very fre-

quently used to signify a bishop or priest, set apart by ordination for the ministry of

the Church. It was al'ierwards employed solely to designate the priestly order. T.
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flock, and tliat very oftpn l>e is a nicrr* man of tho world.* As to rrrtaiti ptin-

tanical secls. that aflVvt an rvantjfliial ^irnpliciiy and wish lo hav*- a religion

without a worship. wi« hope they will be passed over in silence. Finally, in those

countries where the marriaqe of the derpy is allowed, the confession of sin, which

is the most admirable of moral institution.s, has been and must necessarily have

been discontinueil. It cannot be supposed that the Christian would confide the

secrets of his heart to a man who has already made a woman the depositary of

his own : and he would with reason fear to make a confidant of him who has

proved faithless to (Jod, and has repudiated the Creator to espouse the creature.

We will now answer the objection drawn from the general law of population.

It seems to ns. that one of the first natural laws that required abrogation at the

commencement of the Christian era, was that which encouraged population

beyond a certain limit. The age of Jesus Christ wa» not that of Abraham. The
latter appean^d at a time, when innocence prevailed and the earth was but sparsely

inhabited. Jesus Christ, on the contrary, came into the midst of a world that was

corrupt and thickly settled. Continence, therefore, may be allowed to a woman.
The second Eve in curing the evils that had fallen ujjon the first, has brought

down virginity from heaven, to give us an idea of the purity and joy which pre-

ceded the primeval pangs of maternity.

The Legislator of the Christian world was bom of a virgin, and died a virgin.

Did he not wish thereby to teach us, in a political and natural point of view, that

the earth had received its compliment of inhabitants, and that the ratio of genera-

tion, far from being extended, should be restricted? In support of this opinion

we may remark, that slates never perish from a want, but from an excess of popu-

lation. The barbarians of the North spread devastation over the globe, when their

forests became overcrowded; and Switzerland has been compelled to transfer a

portion of her industrious inhabitants to other countries, as she pours forth her

abundant streams to render them productive. Though the number of laborers has

been greatly diminished in France, the cultivation of the soil was never more

flourishing than at the present time. Alas! we resemble a swarm of> insects

buzzing around a cup of wormwood, into which a few drops of honey have acci-

dentally fallen ; we devour each other as soon as our numbers begin to crowd the

spot that we occupy ! By a still greater misfortune, the more we increase the

more land we require to satisfy our wants; and, as this space is always diminish-

ing while the passions are extending their sway, the most frightful revolutions

must, sooner or later, be the consequence.

• " It was no trivial misfortune," says Dr. Kinsr, "for the cause of Christianity in

England, that at the period of our separation from Popery, the clerjry were allowed to

marry; for, as might have been foreseen, our ecclesiastics since that lime have occupied

themselves solely with their wives and their children. The dignitaries of the Church
could easily provide for their families with the aid of their large revenues; but the infe-

rior clergy, unable with their slender incomes to establish their diildren in the world,

soon spread over the kingdom swarms of mendicants. . . . As a member of the

republic of letters, I have often desired the re-enactment of the canons that prohibited

marriage among the clergy. To episcopal celibacy we are indebted for all the magnifi-

cent grants that distinguish our two universities : but since the period of the Reforma-

tion those two seats of learning have had few benefactors among the members of

the hierarchy. If the rich donations of Laud and Sheldon have an eternal claim to our

gratitude, it must be remembered that these two prelates were never married, dkc."—

PtlHitgl and Liter, ^tuciotm, ^c, EdMurgh Review, July, 1819. E.
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Theories, however, have httle weight in tlie presence of facts. Europe is

far from beinir a desert, though the Catholic clergy within her borders have taken

the vow o( celibacy. Even monasteries are favorable to society, by the good

manacimtnl of the religious, who distribute iheir commodities at home, and thus

aflbrd abumlant rehef to the poor. Where, but in the neighborhood of some rich

abbey, did we once behold in France the comfortably dressed husbandman, and

laboring people whose joyful countenance betokened their happy condition ?

Large possessions always produce tiiis effect in the hands of wise and resident

proprietors, and such precisely was the character of our monastic domains. But

this subject would lead us too far : we shall return to it in treating of the religious

orders. We will remark, however, that the clergy have been favorable to the in-

crease of population, by preaching concord and union between man and wife,

checking the progress of libertinism, and visiting with the denunciations of the

Church the crimes which the people of ihe cities directed to the diminution of

children.

There can be no doubt, that every great nation has need of men, who, separated

from the rest of mankind, invested with some august character, and free from the

encumbrances of wife, children, and other worldly affairs, may labor effectually

for the advancement of knowledge, the improvement of morals and the relief of

human suffering. What wonders have not our priests and religious accomplished,

in these three respects, for the good of society ? But, place them in charge of a

family : would not the learning and charity which they have consecrated to their

country, be turned to the profit of their relatives? Happy, indeed, if by this

change their virtue were not transformed into vice

!

Having disposed of the objections which moralists urge against clerical celibacy,

we ^hall endeavor to answer those of the poets : but, for this purpose, it will be

necessary to employ other arguments, to adduce other authorities, and to write in

a different style.

Most of the sages of antiquity led a life of celibacy, and the gyranosophists,

the brahmins and the druids, held chastity in the highest honor. Even among
savage tribes it is invested with a heavenly character ; because in all ages and

countries there has prevailed but one opinion respecting the excellence of virginity.

Among the ancients, priests and priestesses who were supposed to commune inti-

mately with heaven, were obUged to hve as solitaries, and the least violation of

their vow was visited with a signal punishment. They offered in sacrifice, only

the heifer that had never been a mother. The loftiest and most attractive char-

acters in myiliology, were virgins. Such w^re Venus, Urania and Minerva, god-

desses of genius and wisdom, and Friendship, who was represented as a young

maiden. Virginity, herself, was personified as the moon and paraded her myste-

rious modesty amid the refreshing atmosphere of night.

Virginity is not less amiable, considered in its various other relations. In the

three ilepartiiif^nts of nature, it is the source of grace and the perfection of beauty.

The poets wliom we are now seeking to convince, will readily admit what we
say. Do tht^y not themselves introduce every where the idea of virginity, as lend-

ing a charm to their descriptions and representations? Do they not find it in the

forest-scenf, in the vernal rose, in the winter's snow ; and do they not thus station it

at the two extremities of life, on the lips of childhood and the grey locks of aged

man ? Do ihey not also blend it with the mysteries of the tomb, telling us of

antiquity that consecrated to the raanes seedless trees, because death is barren, or

because in the next life there is no distinction of sex, and the soul is an immortal
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viririn ] I-'iimlly, do tlu-y not tell us, tluil llio irrational animals wliicli approarli

the nearest to liiiinan int< lli«< not', arc thos«' devoted to chastity? Do wo not

setMU, in fact, to n-cognizt' in tho bei»-hive the n)odel of those nionasteries. where

vestals are busily engaged in extracting a celestial honey from the flowers ol

virtue?

In the fine arts, virginity is again the charm, and the Muses owe to it their per-

petual youth. But it displays its excellence chiefly in man. Saint Ambrose has

composed three treatises on virginity, in which he has scattered with a profuse

liand the omaiuents of style, his olyect, as he informs us, being to gain the atten-

tion of virgins by the sweetness of his words.* He terms virginity an exemption

from every stain, and shows that the tranquillity whicii attends it, is far superior to

the cares of raatrimoniai life. He addresses the virgin m these words: "The
modesty which tinges your cheeks, renders you exceedingly beautiful. Retired

far from the sight of men, Uke the rose in some solitary spot, your charms form

not the subject of their false surmises. Nevertheless, you are still a competitor

for the prize of beauty : not that indeed which falls under the eye, but the beauty

of virtue—lliat beauty which no sickness can disfigure, no age can diminish, and

not death itself can take away. God alone is the umpire in this rivalry of virgins;

because he loves tlie beautiful soul, even in a body that is deformed A
virgin is the gift of heaven, and the joy of her family. She exercises under the

paternal roof the priesthood of chastity ; she is a victim daily immolated for her

uiolher, at the altar of filial piety."f
In man, virginity assumes a character of sublimity. When, in the fierce re-

bellion of the passions, it resists the invitation to evil, it becomes a celestial virtue.

" A chaste heart," says St. Bernard, *' is by virtue what an angel is by nature.

There is more felicity in the purity of the angel, but there is more courage in that

of the man." In the religious, virginity transforms itself into humanity : witness

the fathers of die Redemption and the orders of Hospitallers, consecrated to the

relief of human misery. The learned man it inspires with the love of study; the

hermit with that of contemplation : in ail it is a poAverful principle, whose bene-

ficial influence is always felt in the labors of the mind, and hence, it is the most

excellent quality of life, since it imparts fresh vigor to the soul, which is the

nobler part of our nature.

But, if chastity is necessary in any state, it is chiefly so in the service of the

Diety. " God," as Plato observes, " is the true standard of things, and we
should make every effort to resemble him." He who ministers at his altar, is

more strictly obliged to this than others. " The question here," says St. Chrys-

ostom, " is not the government of an empire or the command of an army, but the

performance of functions that require an angelic virtue. The soul of the priest

should be purer than the rays of the sun." '' The Christian minister," adds St.

Jerome, *' is the interpreter between God and man." The priest therefore must
be a divine personage : an air of holiness and mystery should surround him. Re-
tired within the sacred gloom of the temple, let him be heard, without being per-

ceived by those without. Let his voice, solemn, grave and religious, announce
the prophetic word, or chant the hymn of peace, in the holy recesses of the taber-

nacle. Let his visits among men be transient, and if he appear amid the bustle of

the world, let it be only to render a service to the unhappy. It is on these condi-

tions that the priest will enjoy the respect and confidence of his people. But he

• De Virgin, Ub. 2, ch. 1. t Ibid, lib. 1, ch: 5.
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will soon forfeit both, if he is seen in the halls of the rich, if he is encumbered

with a wife, if he is too familiar in society, if he betrays faults which are con-

demned in the world, or if he leads those around him to suspect for a moment that

he is a man like other men.

ChastiU' in old age is something superhuman. Priam, ancient as mount Ida,

and hoary as the oak of Gargarus, surrounded in his palace by his fifty sons, pre-

sents a noble type of paternity : but Plato, without wife and children, seated on

the steps of a temple at the extremity of a cape lashed by the waves, and there

lecturing to his disciples on the existence of Ctod, exhibits a far more elevated

character. He belongs not to the earth ; he seems to be one of those spirits of

higher intelligences of whom he speaks in his writings.

Thus, virginity ascending from the last link in the chain of beings up to man,

soon passes from man to the angels, and from the angels to God, in whom it is

absorbed. God reigns in a glory unique, inimitable in the eternal firmament, as

the sun, his image, shines with unequalled splendor in the visible heavens.

We may conclude, that poets and men even of the most refined taste, can make

no reasonable objection to the celibacy of the priesthood, since virginity is among

the cherished recollections of the past, is one of the charms of friendship, is asso-

ciated with the solemn thought of the tomb, with the innocence of childhood, with

the enchantment of youth, with the charity of the religious, with the sanctity of

the priest and of old age, and with the divinity in the angels and in God himself.

» ^

THE PLATFORM OF THE AMERICAN PARTY.

Towards the middle of June last, as our readers need not be told, there was a

gathering of the " Know-Nothing Party " in conclave, at Philadelphia. The

assemblage was called a " Council," to distinguish it from what are commonly

known among politicians as " National Conventions," and the party itself was dig-

nified with the appellation of " The Order," that it might not be confounded with

any common-place partizan organization. So far as the uninitiated could learn,

the chief purpose of the meeting was the construction of a *' platform." Indeed

" the dance upon nothing " had grown to be regarded, among rational people, as

the legitimate result of so many principles and practices ascribed to the party, that

it had become absolutely necessary ibr something to be provided, upon which the

faithful might at least appear to rest their feet. So many of the mysteries too

had so long ceased to be mysterious, in spite of oaths and watchwords, that it

seemed but prudent to make a lardy virtue of publishintr, what all the world had

already found out for themselves. The first step of the "council" was to pro-

claim the decease of the "old political parties,"—the next, to administer on their

goods and chattels. At the very moment of repudiating the sins and responsibilities

of Whigs and Democrats who had gone to their account, the " order" took bodily

possession of all the stage-property, machinery and riap-traps, which had helped

or spoiled the fortunes of the defunct. The " council " had its caucusses and its

lobbying—its quarrels, pledges, bargains and compromises, like the most orthodox

convention that ever huckstered away the White House. There was the stereo-

typed squabble upon Uie slave question, without the stereotyped reconciliation.
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Plulaiitliropy and Ireasou luci, fur once, wilh chivalry and disunion, willioiit kiss-

ing tlipm, as righlpousness kisses prace. Candidali's and the whippers in of candi-

dates wert' on thi* pround, chasing all sorts of pnli-rnn-nt for tlipmselvcs and thrir

eiuployprs. (jlrcat sprechrs were delivered lor the boundlfss oonlinont, and small

spot clu's for llif several s(|uare miles of Buncoinhe. The cardinal virtues were

formally declared nieujbers of the "order." and the seven deadly sins were as

formally exorcised, after due " annexation " of their eflects. Every thinij, in fine,

was done after the immemorial fashion on such occasions, and—strange to say!

—

not only did the performances consist of the same old tricks, but the performers

themselves turned out to be the old familiar jugglers. There was a slight change

of costume—a little burnt cork here and there on the well remembered counte-

nances, and an air of arcadian simplicity and freshness in the tumbling—but still.

Harlequin was Harlequin. "Sam" was the now name, but hunjbug was the

old thing that went by it.

When the council had adjourned, the " Ratification meetings " and "Grand
Rallies " took up the wondrous tale, as it had, so often, been taken up, before.

Slump orators and sky-rockets addressed themselves, straightway, to the popular

intelligence. Transparencies and revolvers, drums, cannon and brass bands united

in elevating and informing the national mind and heart. It became incontinently

manifest, that the mission of the " order " was to enlighten and regenerate

America, and that " the men of higher qualifications, purer morals, and more

unselfish patriotism," described in article IX of the " Platl'orm," had girded their

loins for the effort. To be serious—from the lolly pretensions of a national organ-

ization, inspired by the virtues and emulating the example of the founders of the

republic, the " American Party" flung itself, ignobly and at once, into the dust and

disgraces of the common political prize-ring. It was no longer " the black knight

wilh his visor down"—the mighty rider—so spiritedly painted by Mr. Wise—who
went abroad at the ghostly midnight, and startled men from their slumbers, in the

dark hour before the breaking of the day. All that was knightly and all that

was terrible disappeared wilh tlie shadows. As with the Headless Hessian of

Sleepy Hollow, the phantom steed turned out to be a mortal hack; the bolt of

death Avas but—a pumpkin !

Of the principles and doctrines which the new party have commended to the

American people, it does not fall within the province of this magazine to speak at

large. Politics, indeed, it is our desire and design to eschew—but things properly

remote from political discussion have been dragged so perseveringly into it, that.to

abandon the expression of our opinions because political questions may be in-

volved in them, would be to surrender almost absolutely the topics which belong

to our sphere. The " Platform" to which we have alluded, is in its plan and con-

struction like all the political contrivances, of the same denomination,- which have

gone before it. Those elements which are supposed to give it strength before the

people, are paraded with rhetorical ostentation. Those which are doubtful in

themselves as matters of policy, and yet could not be decently avoided, are made
as unintelligible as possible, by the arts and mysteries of pnraseology. What
could not be agreed on, was compromised as far as might be. What it was expe-

dient to surrender to local interpretation, is so propounded, that it may be argued

affirmatively or negatively, actively or passively, according to the exigency, the

speaker or the latitude. Patriotic generalities are liberally thrown in, signifying

every thing or nothing. Flourishes that would have given lustre to a dinner-table

speech, before Maine-laws were invented, are mingled gracefully with truths that
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would be the gems of a copy-book. We leave the reader to cull what he will,

for his own delectation and guidance. Our present purpose is to direct his atten-

tion to but a single point.

The eighth article of the " Platform and Principles of the Organization," is in

these words

:

" VIII.—Resistance to the aggressive policy and corrupting tendencies of the

Roman Catholic Church in our country, by the advancement to ail political sta-

tions—e.vecutive, legislative, judicial or diplomatic—ol those only who do not

hold civil allegiance, directly or indirectly, to any foreign power whether civil or

ecclesiastical, and who are Americans by birth, education and training—thus ful-

filling the maxim, ' Americans only shall govern America.'
" The protection of all citizens in the legal and proper exercise of their civil and

religious rights and privileges ; the maintenance of the right of every man to the

full, unrestrained and peaceful enjoyment of his own religious opinions and wor-
ship, and a jealous resistance of all attempts by any sect, denomination or church,

to obtain an ascendency over any other in the State, by means of any special privi-

leges or exemption, by any political combination of its members, or by a division

of their civil allegiance with any foreign power, potentate or ecclesiastic."

Uncandid and contradictory as is .this farrago of high sounding phrases and

" noble sentiments," wo presume there is nobody who entertains any honest

doubt as to its real purpose and signification. Those who are ashamed of it may
attempt to explain it away. Those who are not ashamed of any thing may
endeavor to pulT it into a proclamation of religious freedom. But the explanation

and the glorification will impose on very few, except those who are willing to be

deceived. The article covertly teaches—and was meant insidiously to inculcate

without avowing it—neither more nor less than the absolute and unqualified exclu-

sion of Catholic citizens, whether native or naturalized, from " all political stations

—executive, legislative, judicial or diplomatic." Whatever may be the grounds

assumed, or the justification set up, this is the aim and resultof the paragraphs we
have quoted. It may be because the " policy " of the Catholic Church is consi-

dered " aggressive," or that its " tendencies " are held to be " corrupting." It

may be because the Catholics are suspected of '•' political combinations," or accused

of dividing their " civil allegiance " with " a foreign power, potentate or ecclesi-

astic." But whatever may be the premises, the practical conclusion is, as a " prin-

ciple of the organization," and the practical result is to be, the banishment of

Catholics, without exception, from every variety of public trust. It is not laid

down, as an article of faith and conduct, that if Catholics be found guilty of the

sins from which the " American party " is to redeem us, they shall be punished

therefor by political degradation. It is not, that t/any one—Catholic or Protestant

—shall trespass against his Americanism and his allegiance, he shall pay the

forfeit of political attainder. ]\'o such thing. There is no if, no contingency, no

escape for the Catholic. The article asserts, in so many words, that the " policy"

of the Catholic Church is " aggressive,"—that its " tendencies " are " corrupt-

ing." These conclusions are foregone—they are laid down as axioms. It is by

way of resistance to such " policy " and such '* tendencies " in the Catholic

Church, and to the policy and tendencies of no Church but the Catholic, that

the " Platform " arrays its principles and marshals its penalties. To be within

the purview of the article and its denunciations, any " sect, denomination or

church," other than the Catholic, must first be found guilty of the sins excom-

municated. To be a Protestant is to be, at least, prima facie innocent of them,

if not to be, in fact, incaj)able of cominitting them. But to be a Catholic, is ipso

facto to be guilty, and to be proven a Catiiolic is to be put at once under sentence.
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Unlewj wp ure ripht in this ronstrmtKin, iho article, upon its own principlfs,

carries absurdity on its face, ll certainly doclarra tlint Boraebody is to be excluded

from political station. Unless it mean.s that Catholics are to \)e so excluded, it

must recommend the exclusion of those who are not Catholics, and it then places

the " Order " in the highly rational predicament, of counteractinij the policy and

tendencies of the Catholic Church by punishing those who are opposed to it.

Now we have no idea that the " Council " meant any such thinc^. We do not

say this merely bo<MUse the thing wonid be wrong, but because it would lose

rotes. Besides, it would be ridiculous. To say that no Protestant should be a tide-

waiter, and no Jew a justice of the peace, would surely neitlu-r damage the

" foreign potentate" whom the article bullies, through a generality, nor break up
'* the political combinations" which are attributed to the body whereof he is the

head. If Catholics are dangerous, it is only by disarming Catholics that you can

get rid of the danger. If Catholics cannot safely be trusted with public station, it

is Catholics whom you must keep out of it, if you desire to be safe. The very

designation, in the article, of the Catholic Church, by name, as the object of

public "resistance," is therefore tantamount to a declaration, in terms, that its

members are to be the subjects of the proscription, by which the article itself sug-

gests that such " resistance " should be made effective.

We have been thus particular in showing the necessity of the construction

which the article so obviously demands—not because it falls short of being self-

evident, to our own apprehension, but because efforts have been gravely made, in

some quarters, to satisfy the more liberal portion of the public, that thf^re is nothing

whatever of religious proscription involved in the doctrines ot the "Platform."

Every thing about it, we are told, is running over with the milk of Christian kind-

ness. The tolerant common places and pretences, in the second paragraph of the

article, have been made the text of these amusing and ingenious glosses. Does

not" the Order," it is asked, oblige itself to protect all citizens in the "exercise of

their civil and religious rights and privileges ?" Does it not guaranty to every

man, "the full, unrestrained and peaceful enjoyment of his own religious opinions

and worship?" And if it does these things, how can it be other than the bulwark

of genuine, religious equality and freedom ? All this is very well—the " senti-

ments" are no doubt admirable and so is the logic. You do not proscribe a man
because he is a Catholic. Not by any means. It is only because he is what

you decl&re all Catholics to be. True—you disfranchise him, but he is not

disfranchised "as such"—he is only disfranchised in fact, which is as differ-

ent as can be, and perfectly compatible with principle. You do not denounce

Catholics. Not at all. You denounce certain errors and evil courses, in the ab-

stract, and you excommunicate politically all those who may adopt or follow

them. What right has the Catholic to complain of this ? It is true, you assume

that these errors and iniquities are inseparable from Catholicism, and that a Cath-

olic, by the mere force of his faith and worship, entertains and pursues them,

whether he intends to do so or not. His being a Catholic you treat as settling that

question. He cannot be a Catholic and be what he ought to be, even if he tries.

The Pope steps in between the "Papist's" heart and his country, so that he

cannot worship God, as his mother taught him, and love the land where she bore

or blessed him. These conclusions being established, as truths, it is of course not

your fault, if the Catholic falls under your ban. It is not because he is a Cath-

olic, but because he is a transgressor. You are devoted to toleration and are the

champions of religious freedom. How can you help it, if the Catholic does not

4« Vol. IU,—Ne. 7.
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deserve to be tolerated or to be free ? You have not hanged him for treason—not

you ! God forbid ! You have only painted a traitor with a rope around liis neck,

and told the mob, with a wink towards the lamp-post, that it is a " Papist's" por-

trait! There is no parallel that we remember, in history, to this ma^^nanimous

pronunciamento in favor of the rights of conscience, unless it be the celebrated dis-

course of Tim Fudge Esquire, upon liberty and the law of libel

—

" God knows, I, from my soul, profess

To hate all bigots and benighters

—

God knows I love, e'en to excess,

The sacred freedom of tiie Press

—

My only aim's to crush the writers!"

We confess, in all sincerity, that we should have approached nearer to respect

for the " Platform " and its architects, if, without circumlocution or disguise, they

had denounced the Catholic faith and had proclaimed open as well as indiscrimi-

nate hostiht)' to all who profess it. Had they declared that the oath of allegiance

sworn by a foreign Catholic upon being naturalized, is, of necessity, a fraud and

a lie; had they asserted that every native-born Catholic, elected or appointed to

office and swearing to support the constitution, is forced to be guilty of perjury,

because of the religion in his heart—it would have been monstrous, but it wouM
have been at least bold. If the *' Platform," asserting these things outright, had

proclaimed, in so many words, that all Catholics are unworthy of place and should

be allowed to hold none—it would have been tyranny, but there would have been

no pettifogging about it. It would have stirred the indignant blood in men's veins,

but it would have sent no blush to their faces. The article, ns it stands, involves

all these things, but does not assume the responsibility of fairly and manfully

proclaiming them. It is a compromise, of the many which this world makes,

between sin and shame—between a repugnance to avow iniquity and an irresist-

able temptation to take its wages. "The Order" hangs its head and stammers at

the confession of bigotry, but yet pawns its conscience for the votes of the bigois.

Speaking thus decidedly and strongly, we are glad that our interpretation

—

obvious as its accuracy seems to ourselves—has been fortified in advance by con-

structions of the " Eighth Article," coming from the most orthodox sources, and

proclaimed on the most authoritative occasions. At the Ratification meeting

which was held in Philadelphia, mimediately upon the adjournment of th^ National

Council, Governor Brown of Tennessee, himself a distinguished delegate and sur

rounded by delegates no less distinguished, laid down the religious basis of the

" Order," in terms which admit of no possible misconception. *' The honest for-

eigner (said he) will sympathize with this movement, became wc sm/ to /ii'm, JFe

have a religion here thai requires firoleclion—the Protestnnl reliu^ion—ic/iic/i. rising

with Martin Lnlher, has been handed down to us to preserve and sustain.^'

In New York, the same gentleman followed out his idea, by proclaiming that

"the offices of the Government should not be given to men who acknowledge a

superior allegiance to a Pope or Bishop."

General Pilcher, of Kentucky, was equally'enthusiastic and intelligible.

" He dwelt at great length," (say the Reports.) "and with much force, on the

religious considerations involved in or anccicd by the principles ot the Know-
Nothing party ; contrasted Catholicity and Protestantism as two sijstcnis, one of
which repressed a lid the other favored liberal ideas and free institutions, deniod that

foreigners or Catholics should be admitted lu the enjoyment of political privileges

equally with those born on the soil, and spok(? warmlv in favor of the Union.
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Ctlory ho to (ioil in tlw liujlirst, he s:ii(l,(ui<l pcacr and good will to all nativolKjrn

Aiin-rican citi/i'iis." Still liiriliiT. on pnirrinK '" •''•' tubji-ct, " he expressed liis

t-ntin- opposition to tin- temporal and spiritual power of the I'opf."

Col. Stokes, of Tennessee, in his turn, the Reporters sajr, "expressed his un-

qualified opiu)sition to the Pope."

The Hon. Mr. Cunningham, of South Carolina, said that the American Party

"did not want to see the track of the toe of Rome any longer on this country."

The Hon. Kenneth Ravner, of North Carolina,—the principal expounder at the

" Cirand Rally" in our own city—was certainly very explicit upon this point, as

he was reckless in regard to others which we should n^gret to speak of.

"The same spirit," he said, " which impelled tliesin's of the revolution to rebel

against the extortions of a I'oreijTn power now prnmptrd the people to rise up to put

a rliirl,- upiiu the jirirsllii r»<iu-i('.isiV;»s (if the Romish Church. Jtlirti .Marlin Luther

smiuled the proclttmatiou i>l the reformation in the streets of IVitteviheru;, he u-as not

prnntpteil bif a more holi/ fcelinir lluin that which has taken hold of the people of this

countri/ in this umrcnuiit ; and our iriory is th;it we intend to march on to victory."

IVor was this all. •'„%'« i»irtu," cried this Lutiior of thf» Dismal Swamp, ''can he

a true ,'lmerican and a true member of the Roman Catholic Church, for his allegi-

ance to the priesthood is stronger than that which he bears to his country."

Upon the question of the admission of the Louisiana delegation—one of Avhose

members was a Catholic—the same Honorable gentleman had indeed long before

said every thing, in the •' council" itself, Avhich the purposes of this argument re-

quire. We quote from the New York Times :

" Mr. Rayner, of North Carolina, the only prominent Southern member who
took the opposite ground, insisted that opposition to Catholicism, as inconsistent

with Republican iustitulions, was the verif corner stone of the Know-J\'othing viove-

fnent ; and that ami proceeding which sliould ignore or be inconsistent icilh this posi-

tion woidil befatal to the Order. In this he was sustained by a decided majoruy of

the members from the Northern States."

Bui why should we register these expressions of individual opinion, when the

direct action of the Council itself, upon the very point under consideration, puts

an end to the possibility of rational dispute? The following report of the pro-

ceedings tells its own story.

" Philadelphia, June 14, 1855.—The Convention assembled at nine o'clock

this morning, pursuant to adjournment.
•' Mr. Alexander, of Maryland, Chairman of the Committee, made a report on

the Ritual, suggesting no very material alterations except in the terms of member-
ship, the principal change proposed being the admission qf\imerica7i Catholics. This
proposed modilication gave rise to a most animated discussion, in which Messrs.

Lyons of New York, Williams ot Kentucky, Rayner of North Carolina, Brown
of Tennessee, Mallory of New York and Cunningham of South Carolina, parti-

cipatetl, and resulted in the defeat of the proposition by a very large majority

.

*' Ji'NE 1.5.

—

The Catholic test was again brought on the tapis, and elicited a warm
debate. Messrs. Lyons, of New York; Rayner, ot North Carolina, and others,

spoke against its abrogation; and Messrs. Hopkins, of Alabama, and Brown, of

Tennessee, and others, in favor. The lest was again re-affirmed by a decisive

majority."

By ihe express decision of the Council then—twice deliberately rendered—no

Catholic, native or naturalized, can be a member of the " Order," and no applicant

for admission can successfully present himself, without first abjuring Catholicity.

And this, the reader will observe, is established, not as a part of the " Platform,"

but as a rigid rule of the organization ; not as a portion of the official adver-

tisement for customers, but as a vital element of the " ritual," which governs

the members, as among themselves. It lies, therefore, at the very root of the

system. It shows the stuff out df which the "Order " and its governing mem-
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bers are made. It illustrates the rows which bind them together—what they for-

swear and what they swear. It would be mere fatuity to believe, in the face of

this, that t'^'^' lot intend to proscribe, by their votes, those whom they spurn

from fel!ow>h., .n their lodges. Seen in the light of this canon of the " ritual,"

the eighth article of the '* Platform " cannot have been otherwise than framed, ex-

pressly, to convey the meaning which attaches to the words that it contains. It

sets the Catholics of this Republic aside, as a degraded caste, incapable of alle-

giance to their country, and unworthy of trust under oath. It proclaims a dis-

franchisement, through the ballot-box, which is not within the scope of legislation.

It lies in wait, behind the freedom of suffrage, to strike, unpunished, at the liberty

of conscience.

What says the Constitution of the United States upon this point? The lan-

guage of its sixth article is as explicit as intelligence and integrity could make it

:

" No religious test shall ever be required as a qualification to any office or

public trust, under the United States."

Nor is the first article of the Amendments to the Constitution less intelligible

or decided

:

" Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or pro-

hibiting the free exercise thereof."

What says the Declaration of Rights of the State of Maryland? Article 33

contains the great and fundamental doctrine :

" That as it is the duty of every man to worship God in such manner as he
thinks most acceptable to Him, all persons are equally entitled to protection in

their religious liberty."

Article 34 draws the corollary from this

—

" That no other test or qualification ought to be required, on admission to any
office of trust or profit, than such oath of office as may be prescribed by this

constitution or by the laws of the State, and a declaration of belief in the Christian

religion : and if the party shall profess to be a Jew, the declaration shall be of

his Delief in a future state of rewards and punishments."

Over the whole of the Union, provisions identical in spirit and effect with these

extend. It is now some years since New Hampshire, the last stronghold of anti-

Catholic exclusiveness, gave way before the pressure of opinion and the progress

of civilization. If, then, all the constitutions. State and Federal, to which our

allegiance and obedience are due and which, together, make up the institutions of

our country, declare, in terms so decided and express, that there shall be no inter-

ference with the citizen because of his religion, and that no religious test shall be

required as a qualification for public trust—what shall be thought of the " Ameri-

canism," the allegiance, the loyalty, of an organization, which sets the whole consti-

tutional array deliberately at defiance ? It is a technical and verbal subterfuge and

puerility, to say that there is no infraction of these constitutional provisions, merely

because there is literally no attempt to enact unconstitutional laws. If it is unconsti-

tutional to " prohibit the free exercise " of the Catholic religion, by making its pro-

fession a political disqualification—when the outrage is attempted through the forms

of law—how can it be constitutional to perpetrate the same wrong, outside of the

law, and through the ballot-box which is the source and should be the safe-guard

of the law? Is the violation of the constitution less palpable and less unworthy,

when wrought by means which cannot be reached, than when means are adopted

which the tribunals of justice may counteract? Is the letter of the constitution

erery thing and its spirit nothing? Is wrong made right, because it may be per-

petrated with impunity ; or is it sanctified, because comaiitted in the exercise of a
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privilege too sncred to be invndrd even when it errs? What guaranty, what

serurity, do constitution and law aflbrd, if, while they proclaim the eligibility of

the citizen without reference to creed, the voters, who are to elect him, conspire to

resolve that he shall abjure his creed or be ineligible ? What is the difference, in

honesty and fact, between disgracing the statute book with a religious test, and

ordaining solenuily, in '* lodges" and " councils," that no man wlio declines the

same test shall be entilUnl to political preferment ? We will not insult the intelli-

gence of our readers by dealing seriously with a trick of words. There is but one

difference, to our minds, between the one course and the other. It is the difference

b<nween open oppression and clandestine persecution ; between a soldierly charge

and an Indian ambush; between the bigot who will brave the consequences of his

bigotry, and the demagogue who will work with tools he is ashamed of.

But the worst of all is, that so flagrant adeieliction of political principle should

be paraded and glorified as " Americanism," and that " a profoundly intense

American feeling," and '* a passionate attachment to our country " should be set

up as its inspiration. In England—since the Emancipation Act—a Catholic may
rid himself of the imputation that he acknowledges " the temporal or civil juris-

diction " of the Pope, within the realm, by his own declaration that he does not.

But here, under the new system by which " Americans are to rule America,"

the Catholic has no such privilege. His faith is conclusive against him, without

appeal. He is not allowed to repel the slander, if he will. He is not permitted to

vindicate his loyalty, even by his oath. He is dealt with in the spirit of the older

days, when the statutes touching abjuration and supremacy marked the limits of

English toleration; when the declaration against transubstantiation was to be taken

at the quarter-sessions, and a " Popish recusant, convict," was a felon, to be

hanged. The England of our day permits a man, at last, to be a Catholic and

yet a freeman. America—if *' the American party " is to represent her—has

sent forth the republican edict that he shall not be both. He must cease to be the

one or the other. He must surrender his citizenship or deny his faith. Turn the

thing over as you will—disguise it—qualify it—gloss it with sophistry—mystify it

with rhetoric—split it up with metaphysics—this, and nothing but this, is what,

in honest truth, it comes to. And it is this, which, in the nineteenth century and

in the freest of the nations, a great organization has rallied its forces to proclaim

;

under the credible pretext that it fears the Pope, in America, and stands in dread

of " the aggressive policy and corrupting tendencies of the Roman Catholic

Church !

"

We have done with the subject for the present—it having been our only

purpose, here, to let the religious features of the Know-Nothing movement be

seen without veil or mask. The rights of Catholics we shall not discuss. Their

capacity to be good citizens—to swear allegiance truly to the Union and keep

their vow—to be faithful and loyal, as the most loyal and faithful are, in every civil,

political and social relation—to worship God, a.s they believe " most acceptable to

Him," and yet love and serve their country as tenderly and devotedly as any that

worship otherwise—these things we will not disparage ourselves by admitting to

be subjects of argument. We will not offer to our Catholic fellow-citizens the

indignity of conceding that theu- perfect equality with all other Americans, in

all things, is an open question. If the American Revolution and the insti-

tutions which it founded did not set those points at rest, they settled nothing,

and injustice and oppression are immortal. We leave to the patriots and sages

who assembled in "council" at Philadelphia, in 1855, the commendable task of

finding folly in the wisdom and disloyalty in the patriotism of the men who met
there, in convention, in 1787. X.



THE RESOURCES OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY FOR THE
WORK OF CATHOLIC INSTRUCTION, AND HOW TO PUT
THEM IN ACTION.

It ruay not be generally known to the Catholics of tliis country, that a series

of publications has been undertaken in England, having chiefly in view the in-

struction and education of the Catholic youth. To accomplish this important

object, it was proposed to issue a series of Pictorial Bible Stories, also a Pictorial

History of the Catholic Church from the earliest period to the present time.*

This great and good work has been undertaken by a learned and zealous clergy-

man of Birmingham, England,—the Rev. Henry Forniby.

In the discharge of the duties of his sacred office. Father Formby experienced,

what every Catholic clergyman has experienced, a want of proper instruction

among Catholics, especially the young. His zealous heart was pained to find so

many deficient in religious instruction, and, beyond the tenets of their faith, totally

ignorant of all the time-honored institutions of their Church, ignorant of all those

soul-touching scenes and interesting incidents recorded in the Sacred Scriptures

and in the history of the Church—scenes and incidents so well calculated to

nourish piety and fervor in the Catholic heart. To remedy the evil. Father

Formby conceived the happy idea of caUing in the aid of the artist to give embel-

lishment and attraction to the truths of religion, and of thus furnishing to the

world a series of publications that will please and fascinate the eye while they

instruct the heart.

All experience teaches the advantage of illustrated works as a medium for

conveyinij instruction. "Pictures," said Cardinal Wiseman in a recent lecture,

" are the books of the poor and ignorant." A simple illustration will often convey

to the mind a clearer conception of an object than the most learned and lengthy

description. We might talk to a child, or the uninstructed, of the various im-

pressive scenes in the passion of our divine Redeemer, His agony in the garden,

or His death on the cross, and our words will but feebly convey the reality of these

events ; but the moment we produce a picture of Gethsemane or Calvary, exhi-

biting the grief and sufferings of the Son of God—the crown of thorns, the blood

trickling from his sacred head, his hands and his side; convictions, stronger than

words can express, are at once carried home to the heart ; impressions are made

which length of years cannot efface. We need not go beyond our own experience

to be convinced of the power which engravings exert on the mind. Each of us

can remember with what pleasure, in childhood's happy days, wo turned the pacres

of " The Picture Book," the gilt, perhaps, of parental fondness. The text may have

faded from our memory, but the pictures with their associations linger there still.

It is, therefore, with feelings of much gratification that we welcome this effort on

the part of Father Formby to render an art, which exerts so strong an influence

on the minds of the young, subservient to their religious instruction.

The good work thus commenced by the zealous missionary of Birmingham,

apart from other considerations, appeals to us as Catholics. It is not local ; it is

not European or American ; it is Catholic. It is the ground-work of a vast institu-

' The first number of the series of Pictorial Bible Stories, from the Creation to the

death of Jacob, lins been published. The edition of 20,750 copies cost a fraction

over .f1,122. Of this sum, the engravings alone cost .£'180.
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tion. from which rrsults of the highest iinportancpare dfstinod to flow. We si.-f in

it that honiitifiil ffatnro of unity which in all thinijs ppn'aclfs the Catholic Church.

A slrancrrr in a fnr-di.stnnt land, unknown to us only hy the [)ondsof relijjion, misps

his voici' in favor of a work di'stiiwd to carry bicssincf.s to (Catholicity wherovrr iho

cross shall he rfartnl. No mercenary motive prompts the undertakint;; it is ihe

work (if lovi' on his part ; he seeks no reward, save the jjlory of God and the

common interests of religion. In the ardor of his zeal he cast his eyes to the

Church of America, and with the view of elicitinc: the co-operation of the Ca-

tholics of this country in a work so worthy of their approbation, he has addressed

to them through us the following letters.*

Were anything further recjuired to engage us in this good work, it will he found

in the unqualified approbation which it has received from the following distin-

guished prelates. His Eminence Cardinal Wi.seman, in a letter to the Rev. Mr.

Form by, says

:

" I highly a|)prove of your proposed Pictorial Course of Sacred History for the

people, and 1 trust that you will meet the encouragement you deserve, and find

persons ready to advance the means required lor the accomplishment ol" your
undertaking."

The Rt. Rev. Dr. Ullathorne, Bishop of Birmingham, also, in a letter to the

same Rev. gentleman, after speaking of the many advantages that must result

from the undertaking, says :

'* Bossuet was also inspired with the same idea that religion is most eflicaciously

as well as most agreeably taught when it is taught historically. I perceive that

yours is planneil on this idea. The illustrations will make it equally attractive and
impressive for the young and old ; but for the young, the voice of all experience
combines with our own recollections of that age, to show that nothing can be

so suited as a series of well-selected and beautiful illustrations to give that body
and color to religious instructions which awakens interest, opens and attracts the

mind, fixes the memory, and makes the whole teaching of religion, through its

sacred history, both pleasant and efficacious."

We might add the approbation of other eminent personages, who have not

only expressed their approval of the work, but have also contributed liberally

towards carrying it into execution ; but having already extended our remarks far

beyond the space we intended to occupy, we shall without further comment, let

the Rev. author speak to the reader in his own clear and forcible language.

To the Editors of the Metropolitan. Birmingham, May 30, 1855.

It is a source of heartfelt joy to a priest, and a servant of the Catholic faith, at

his post on one side of the Atlantic, to be able to feel that the bond of the same
faith will ensure him the same genuine welcome, the same patient and indulgent

hearing on the other side, as if he Avere writing for his own particular nation ;—if

the event should prove that he has something to say that is of value to the inte-

rests of the Faith. This faith is the same on either side of the Atlantic, and the

adherents of the faith in the new country would, I am sure, not be at all fairly

judged if they were, for a moment, supposed to yield the palm to the older country

in any point of zeal, intelligence, and chivalrous enterprize in behalf of the faith,

or in devoted attachment and loyalty to the Church. On the contrary, where
there is a question of an enterprise to be realized by the wise employment or ordi-

nary agencies, and subject to the ordinary rules which govern such enterprizes,

everything that I have myself been able to observe—without having enjoyed the

• The Rev. gentleman has, we are happy to learn, secured the co-operniion of Messrs.
Murphy & Co., for the immediate publication, in this country, of the series of Pictorial

Bible Stories.
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advantage of a personal observation—of the transatlantic Europe, leads me
strongly to the conviction, that the rising genius of America is far more adapted to

carry through an undertaking which requires freedom of mind as well as energy

of action for its accomplishment, than the plodding, hereditary and, in some

degree, contracted spirit which years of severe oppression have but too strongly

planted in the older country.

The present and succeeding remarks, those which I am about to beg leave to

offer, though in a general way fairly entitled to the designation, " Tht Retourcet of

the JVineteenth Centuryfor tht work of Catholic Instruction," still differ, as I may
here be permitted to explain, from a large class of similar writings with which,

on this side of the Atlantic, we are very familiar, in the extremely essential

feature that in the present case they are meant to be introductory to business. I

do not propose to occupy the time of your readers with a mere display of inge-

nuity in showing how much might be done, which, not being the business of any

one in particular to attend to, is, therefore, certain never to be done ; nor in proving

what a shower of benefits and advantages might l»e infallibly expected from a

thing which is never hkely to be even so much as attempted. fVe are accustomed

it is true to writings of this kind in profusion, but I hope that my respect for the

truth and reality of purpose of the American character, would effectually guard

against the likelihood of my following any such ill-judged example, in addressing

myself to Americans.

The work of Catholic instruction is too real and too sacred a thing to be made,

with any sort of propriety, the subject of mere castle building in the air, and

unless a writer has something definite to propose, something to bring forward,

respecting which he is in a condition to say,—" Gentlemen, here is something

practicable, in the ordinary way of business, and subject to its rules, submitted to

you for consideration ; on such and such reasonable conditions it admits of being

accomplished ; What, therefore, do you say to lending your concurrence and

co-operation to the carrying it into effect? "—his silence under ordinary circum-

stances is a far more desirable thing than his words. Schemes that are discon-

nected from business are the merest gossamer webs, that from time to time streak

the sky on a summer's day—and especially when put forward with an assumption

of confidence and an exhibition of assurance, of which we have had examples, and

which for the moment deceive a reader into the belief that they are something more

than a bubble, are worse than ridiculous; they do the cause of religion the ill-

service of confirming the idea, that religious men are too dreamy, too visionary,

too incurably unpractical in their constitution, ever to be able to grapple with the

realities of life or to meet its real exigencies, and that any thing undertaken for

religion must necessarily prove an abortion.

To have anything legitimate then to say upon the subject of the resources of the

nineteenth centuryfor tlie work of Catholic instruction, seems to require, that what-

ever should be said, ought at least have for its end not their mere description as

curiosities for a museum, but the direct purpose of laying hands upon them, so to

speak, and showing how there is a reasonable and practicable way to be found

within the reach of ordinary care and painstaking of bringing them into actual use.

If a lion is wanted for a show, there's no use in talking about a lion or describing

one, the hving lion must be caught and exhibited alive and then every body will

pay their money for seeing him and will be satisfied. In the same way, if the

inventive art of the nineteenth century has really placed within our reach means

of instruction, that other periods of the Church did not possess, we must not
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waste precious (imi' in inlkinij iil)uut our lion, wliicli would he. much brttf-r spent

in cati'hinjj Itiiii. VVIu-n it pleases Almiylity (Jod to oflt-r to liis Cliurch ilitf use

of any iiistrunu'iit likely to be ol servicf to the ever necessary work of instruction

that luust uiwayii be going on,—only one tliuught cun till the mind, and that is,

" how is it to bo obtained ?"

Tht' particulnr rfsource of nuxlern times to which I desire to call attention, and

which 1 think has capacities for rendering great service to the Church, is the art

of engraving upon wuod. and of pictorial printing from llu- engraved wood blocks

or their ecjuivaU-nt-s. A little explanation uf the nature of ihi' process will be needed

to make the case clear.

A drawing is made by an artist upon a block of box-wood, and the wood en-

graver cuts it on tiie reverse method of copper-plate engraving, leaving those parta

of the block that are meant to print the design, in relief. The blocks thus engraved

are put into their place in the form with the type, and will yield impressions either

by machine or by hand press, as may b«» preferred. The ordinary wood block,

itself, is considered by Mr. Jackson, in his elaborate treatise on wood engraving, to

be capable of yieldinij one hundred thousand impressions, before it begins visibly

to deteriorate ; but this entirely depends upon the treatment it receives in the press.

An unskillful workman may soon destroy it, but with careful treatment a good

block is hardly the worse for working one hundred thousand impressions.

However, to add fecundity to fecundity, the wood block when produced by the

engraver, is susceptible of re-production, either in type metal or in solid copper,

from the electric battery, at a very small cost,—and by this means, a series of

wood engravings become equal to supply all the nations of the world that may
require them. I suppose a series of drawings to be executed and to be engraved,

they have been done in London, Paris. Leipzic, or Munich, and ihey are such as

to be of interest to the whole race of mankind. Men of all nations will under-

stand and enjoy the pictures, when commented upon in their own respective lan-

guages,—whereas only a limited numbei will understand the Enghsh. French, or

German languages. By the Electrotype process the restriction thai language im-

poses is entirely overcome as regards the pictures.

Without any injury to the original engraved blocks, the Electrotype process

yields as many transcripts of them in copper as are needed, and thus the original

design made upon the wood can be printed in every country of the globe—in com-
bmatiou with its own language—where the art of printing is known, and where

the design is of sufficient interest to be sought after and purchased. Pictorial

printing, then, is an instrument which in the power of extending itself is absolutely

co-extensive with the catholicity of the Church herself, and, viewed simply as a

power, is one of the resources of our own limes, quite unknown to those who
preceded us.

The next question, however, to be solved is, whether the instrument which is

thus co-extensive in its resources and capacities of production with the local ex-

tent of the Catholic Church, may be equally serviceable to the work of its instruc-

tion ? Upon this point there can scarcely be room to raise a doubt. From the

earliest pictures on the walls of the catacombs down to the latest Iresctes of Mu-
nich, the Catholic religion has at all times been eminently a picture loving religion

;

and the existing universal use of engravings of religious subjects, and their popu
larity with all classes both young and old, leave no room to question the efficacy

of pictorial printing, as an element in the work of Catholic instruction.

5Jl Vol. III.—No. 7.
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Now, however, comes the practical gist of the matter; how to seize hold of this

instrument and to render ourselves masters of it in such a manner as to obtain

from it the best possible service that it is capable of yielding, using the ordinary

means with which every one is familiar, and which are open alike to all, and not

failing to observe the conditions under which it must be used.

A few words of explanation, will show the state of the case.

To apply pictorial printing to the purposes of instruction, it must be cheap in its

product, at the same time that the product ought to be good. If it is cheap, under

ordinary circumstances, it mxist be inferior in kind. To obtain a good pictorial result,

there must be a good design, engraved by a first-rate engraver, and it must be

printed on good paper, with extra care; each of these processes must be paid for

at a proper rate, and by the time that a first-rate result is produced the price is ne-

cessarily above the reach of the multitude, and this accounts for the circumstance

that the ordinary popular illustrated printing yields such an odious result. The

commercial part of the business admits of nothing better being done for the money.

For the purposes of religious instruction, we must have the quality o{ cheapness,

and we might to have the quality o{ excellence ; in short then, we have the problem

to solve, how these two, under ordinary circumstances quite incompatible quahties,

may be combined in a work of Catholic Instruction.

The catholicity of the wood engraving of a design above described, if I may
use the term without appearing odd, conies in to solve the problem very satisfac-

torily, as regards the possibility of the thing being done, and all that the business

requires is that nothing should happen to interrupt the harmonious progress of the

arrangements by which it has to be effected. The process is extremely simple.

A single publisher in any one Catholic country, would have to disburse too high a

price for a really valuable series of engravings to enable him to produce any thing

sufficiently cheap. But, if a publisher commanding the market in England, Ire-

land and Australia, combines with one in America, another in Paris, another in

Munich or Mayence and another in Spain, and all agree to use copper transcripts

of the original blocks engraved upon wood, the outlay upon the original design

becomes less to each in combination, than the cost of very trumpery work pur-

chased and used by one man alone. And upon this plan means can be found for

employing the very highest talent that exists, in the service of illustrating religious

instruction. The advantage of this is obvious, because the sheet of paper about

to be printed might just as easily come from the press with a beautiful and histor-

ically valuable design printed upon it as with an unmeaning daub, if the publisher

could afford to have the proper block in the press. Now, by means of this com-

bination of resources, the price of a good block can be brought down to his standard.

The conclusion, therefore, to be come to is, that in order to realize the full mea-

sure of service which the art of wood engraving is capable of rendering to the

cause of religious instruction, is it necessary to secure this coinliination and co-

operation of publishers in diflerent nations, in order to secure the one only principle,

on which cheapness and excellence admit of being realized ?

Henry Formbv.

Batr Street, Birminoium, June 8th, 1865.

Having in my last letter explained the prolific nature of the an of wood en-

graving, when combined with the discovery of the Electrotype process, and having

shown what a marvellous power it places at the disposal of Catholic nations for

joining their resources in the production of such works of art, illustrative of their

common faith, as would unite the ordinarily speaking unattainable combination of
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eheapneia with excflUnee, I procord with my subject, still bearinf; in mind, thai I

mil not writinjj, as a Icctiirpr, upon what mipht he done, but ns ohp whoso mind »
steadily bent upon serinp the plan in question, with the blessing of God, fully

realized.

For all hnmnn undertakinps, human agencies and human instruments are re-

quired. If pifiorial publications are to be rendered of service on a great scile for

the uistrurtion of immense multitudes, we may be qtiite sure that we need not

expert to see these publications fall down from heaven in the early hours of the

morning, as the manna fell down in the Arabian wilderness. It appertains to th^

nature of a publication, as its name implies, that it should issue from a publisher's

establishment. Now, previous to its being ready in the publisher's warehouse,

the following process must have been gone through.

The publisher must have purchased his engraved or electrotype blocks, at so

much—he must have paid so much for his stereotyped pages, so much for his

paper, so mucli for his printing, so much for his binder's work, and so much mu.st

be allowed as a charge for the current expenses of his establishment—and after all

this outlay has been provided for, he has an edition of one or more thousand, as

he may think fit, of a book to be sold at so much per copy, wherewith to recover

his outlay, together with a certain allowance for the retail dealer, and for his own
legitimate profit as merchant.

If, therefore, a publisher is expected by his co-religionists to come forward to

render to the cause of religion the service of risking his time and capital in the

necessary expenditure, by which alone an instructive pictorial book can be pro-

duced, he has a right to expect from them in return that they should second his

zeal by a corresponding activity in the circulation of the work; a certain degree

of uncertainty and speculation there must always be in a transaction of this kind

between a publisher and the public, as it is absolutely impossible from the nature

of the case that there should be a distinct and specified compact, that the whole

of an edition is to be sold. Still, though a specified compact there cannot be.

It is quite reasonable to insist that a publisher has a clear right on grounds of reli-

gion, if he enters into an enterprise for the benefit of religion, to claim that he should

be seconded, as a matter of duty, by all those for whose special service his enter-

prise is intended. It is only upon a sufficient understanding upon the question of

being thus seconded, that any thing great can really be done.

With a view to accomplish something really and permanently effectual, the

next principle to make for—after the combination of resources common to the dif-

ferent Catholic nations—is to lay the necessary basis for an extensive circulation in

each particular nation. Not only should the different nations combine to diminish

the cost of the engravings, but all classes of people in each nation should unite in

the work of increasing the national circulation, for the plain and obvious reason of

common sense, that the only possible condition of a very cheap publication, is

—

an immense circulation.

Now the immense circulation of any Catholic work—which produced under the

circumstances I am supposing, ought far to surpass the circulation of even such a

book as Uncle Tom's Cabin, (I do not mean immediately, but in the long run,

owing to the fact of religious instruction being a thing of incsssant demand)—is a

result not to be attained, to the extent that it ought to be possible, without some
special pains being taken, the nature of which I now proceed to explain, without,

of course, presuming to enter into the details of the methods by which it is to be

realized in America.

7b ht continued.



SCENES IN THE LIFE OF OUR LORD.

HIS PUBLIC LIFE.

OUR LORD REFUTES THE PHAKISAIC DOCTRINE OF THE SABBATH.

77i« Pool of Bethesda—Thefield of grain— The withered hand—The sermon on the

mount—-The leper cured.

Our Lord had already astonished his Jewish brethren by his apparent disregard

of the strictness which had been deemed necessary in the observance of the Sab-

bath. The Jewish Sabbath, a day of mere rest from toil, a day for meeting in

the synagogues—mere meeting houses—a day when worlds of charity and recre-

ation were alike forbidden, was to give way before the light of the new dispensa-

tion. The Church of Christ was to take the place of the Mosaic Covenant; a

Church of gladness was to succeed the dispensation of severity. Instead of one

single temple for the world, there were to be thousands; so that in every hamlet

BETHEBDA.

and in every desert, a pure and spotless sacrifice might be offered to the Most

High, not at distant epochs but every day. Every day was to be the day of the

Lord, but especially that on which he was lo rise from the dead. To that day

the commandment given on Sinai was ultimately to apply, it was to be sanctified

as his Church should ordain. To prepare for the abolition of the Jewish Sabbath

seems to have been our dear Redf^mer's first wish in his public career.

Jesus stood in Jerusalem ; the temple 6( the Sabbatine law reared its noble pile

before him, but at his feet was the pool of Bethesda : that mysterious pool con-
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npcted with tlie Jowish worship ns a place wh«Tf> ihe victims wfrr washed, hut

niiniculoiis from the hoaliti;; pnwi-r which it possossrd iiiimfdiatcly after thf

pcriochcal descent of an nnirel into its waters. The first who entered it then,

while it ripplecl with the motion, was cured of any disease with which lie ini^ht

he alllictcd. The sick and infirm lay liere constantly, in hopes of heing the Ijrst

to enter at such times. As our Lord ijazed upon them, one touched his heart, a

poor paralytic who for thirty years had been a cripple and unable to move. Long
had he Iain by the pool of Bethesda, but there was none to pluni^e him into the

savinij waters. It was the 8ahhath, and asjain would our Lord display his power

over the Sahbath. Approaching the poor man he asked, *' Dost thou wish to be

cured?" Raisinfij his eyes to that divine countenance, the palsied man felt that

his hour was come. Ijong friendless, he believed that here stood that kind friend

who would aid him to reach the water; he told his friendless state; but to his

surprise he heard our Lord bid him " Arise, take up thy bed and walk." The
faith had sunk deep into that lonely heart ; without a doubt, without hesitation, he

arose and, takin£T up his pallet, walked. Turning to see his benefactor he found

him not, for Jesus had mingled in the crowd. The Jews seeing him bear his

pallet, rebuked him for violating the Sal)bath ; but he answered, ** He that cured

me, said, ' Take up thy bed, and walk,' " and he entered the temple to thank God
for his great mercy to him a sinner. Here Jesus again approached him and, to

give his act more force, said, " Behold thou art cured, sin no more lest some

worse thing befall thee." As this man left the temple the Jews again gathered

around, and, to their questions, he simply told them that Jesus had been his

benefactor.

THE JEWS SEEK TO KILL JESUS.

The Jews, whose hatred of our Lord was intense, were now full of joy, and

having, thus, a pretext, persecuted him, because he had done these things on the

Sabbath, and even sought his Hfe; but he justified himself and proclaimed his

divine origin :
" My Father worketh until now and I work." At this declaration

they sought to kill him ; but he still announced his real character. '• The Father

hath committed all judgment to the Son, that all men may honor the Son, as they

honor the Father. He who honoreth not the Son honoreth not the Father who
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sent him. Amen, Amen, I say unto you that ihe hour cometh, and now is,

when the dead sliall hear the voice of the Son of God, and they that hear shall

live
" His words were vain : the rage of his enemies only increased, but his

hour had not come, and he departed from their midst, and leaving Jerusalem once

more turned towards Galilee. On the way he came one Sabbath with his disci-

ples through ihe ripening fields of grain, and his disciples being hungry, it may

well be, br^oke off ears and, crushing them in their hands, ate them. The act was

permitted by the law, but the Pharisees saw in their husking the grains a vio-

lation of the Sabbath, and they called our Lord's attention to the fact. But he

ju<^titied the act by the example of David, who took the loaves of proposition from

before the ark, and again proclaimed his divine character, " But I tell you that

THE F I E L n OF (i K A I N.

here is a greater than the temple. The Sabbath was made for man, and not man

for the Sabbath : therefore the Son of Man is Lord also of the Sabbath." Ea-

terincT the syna-ogue, the Scribes and the Pharisees watched him to see whether

he w°ould lieal on the Sabbath. And there was there a man with a withered

hand. Jesus bade him stand up in the midst, and asked his enemies as they had

asked him, " Is it lawful to do good on the Sabbath day or to do evil, to save hie

or to destroy?" They were silent. Our Redeemer looking around, and being

deeply ^^rieved at the hardness of their hearts in thus rendering superstitious the

observance of the Sabbath, asked them: " What man is there among you that

hath one sheep, and if the same fall into a pit on the Sabbath day, will not take it

and lift it up? How much better is a man than a sheep :
therefore, it is lawful

to do a good deed on the Sabbath day." Turning to the man he exclaimed :

"Stretch forth thy hand;" the man obeyed, and his hand was restored. The

miracle had attested alike the power and the doctrine of our Lord, but the blinded

I'hansees immediately consulted how to effect his death.
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It was not suroly without a motive that our Diviiii- Lord thus pointedly con-

demns the Pharasaical Sahbsith. •' It b«'longs to a dispensation that is d.ad, and

to obhgations which the law of love has abasi-d or abolished." Yet, even in our

day. relitjicius botli.s. wiser in their own eyes than the Church they have left, have

restored the Jewisii Sabbath in all its rigor; although the Sabbatarian strictnesH

was rejected by our Lord and defended by his enemies. S.-ven times in the Gos-

pels do we find our beloved lledeemer and his enemies at variance ou the ques-

JESUS DELIVERING THE SERMON ON THE M O L N T.

tion, and every lime that dear Lord, like his spouse in our day. upheld the lenient

side, against the intolerance and oppression of the mere rigorists. Catholics are

frequently held up as Sabbath breakers, even as the disciples of our Lord were,

and it will ever be a consolation, to think, that he so frequently declared his will as

to it.

Our Lord now returned to the sea of Galilee, followed by crowds who sought

to hear his doctrine or obtain the cure of their sick : and he healed them all, and
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cast out the unclean spirits that had proclaimed him, the Son of God. At last he

crossed over the sea, and retiring to a mountain spent the night in prayer. Then

" The paschal moon above

Seenud like a saint to rove,

Left shining in the world with Christ alone,

Below the lake's still face.

Sleeps sweetly in th' embrace

Of mountains terraced liijrh with mossy stone."

In the morning he again appointed as his apostles, investing them with power,

Simon, whom he called Peter, and James the son of Zebedee, and John the brother

of James, whom he named Boanerges or the sons of Thunder, and Andrew and

Philip and Bartholemew and Matthew and Thomas and James of Alpheus, and

Thaddeus and Simon the Cananean and Judas Iscariot.

JESUS C U a I N fS THE F, E P E R.
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Dpscending towards llu- hasc of thf niniintain lie sat down on a inuurid, and

«ppinff thf multitudi' j^nthfred to hear liis doririno , drlivfn-d that adiiiirablf dis-

(•oiirs<' whirl) i>< known as the Scmion on the Mount: a suruiiiary of his wholt*

doctrin«\ nn al)rid<jinfnt ol' tlic pospt-l. He had h'ft the proud and haughty

I*harisfH>, rich in this world's woalth, proud of his skill and scif-nce, of his incrhani

«"al and material triumphs, and he had before him the poor and the humble.

•' HIessed are the poor in spirit : for theirs is the kingdom of heaven," he excfaimed.

•* Blessed are the meek: for they shall possess the land." To the amazement of

his hearers he made beatitude consist in poverty, inourninjj, in penitential tears,

in the love of justice, in the e.xercise of works of merry, in purity of heart, in

love of peace, in suflerin^, in persecution, and in a contempt fnr all tiiat the world

prizes— its riches, its honor, its esteem. As if conscious that the old accusation

would be brouijht a^^ainst him that he did not keep the Sabbath, he declared that

he came not to destroy, but to perfect the law, to develop it to its reality and ful-

Ullment, and to free it from the erroneous interpretations of the Pharisees.

He then showfnl that he came to establish a greater perfection than the law had

done, forbidding divorce, which the law tolerated, and condemning not only the

evil action but the evil thought.

Inculcating the necessity of prayer, he taught them that Divine prayer which

we so often and so fondly repeat, "Our Father who art in heaven," a prayer full

of moral lessons little heeded.

Proceeding in his discourse he condemned hypocrisy, vanity, avarice, and the

restless anxiety to amass riches, and recommended prayer, charity, love even of

our enemies.

For onr conduct towards our neighbor, he gives the simple rule, " Do unto

others as you would have others do unto you." For our conduct towards God,
" Be ye perfect even as your heavenly Father is perfect;" and inculcating the ne-

cessity of good works, on which our sentence will depend, Christ closed this ser-

mon, which should be on the lips and in the heart of every Christian.

As he descended from the mountain a leper came and adored him, saying,

" Lord, if thou wilt, thou canst make me clean." Jesus stretched forth his hand

and touched him. " I will : be thou made clean," and although the leprosy van-

ished at the touch of that divine hand, he added, •• Go, shew thyself to the priest,

and otl'er the gift which Moses commanded for a testimony to them." Confirm-

ing bv his action some of the lessons which he had taught.

" With leprosy's distempers dread

A wretch stood near atflicted sore;

' Be thou made clean,' the Saviour said,

And lo I the misery was no more."

Henceforward his miracles seem generally intended to win our love, to show

us the depth and height of that sacred heart, its deep sympathy for all sufferings,

trials, and afflictions. In these we shall endeavor to follow him, gathering the

lesson of each action we may feel greater confidence in that refuge of souls, and

more intense devotion to his love, symbolized under the name of the Sacred Heart

of Jesus.
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C II A r T E R VII I.—(Continued.)

During the remainder of tlie voyage hardly a word was spoken. The priest

and Mr. Horseman had been discussing questions of theology and canon law all

the way from Ballyhernan to the lighthouse, and now, on resuming their journey,

seemed to think they had said enough on those grave subjects for the present, and

turned to occupy the remaining time each after his own fashion. Father John

opened his breviary and began to read his ofTice. Mr. Horseman drew out a

number of the '* British Quarterly " and pulled down his gold spectacles from

the top of his head, where he had put them out of his way. Uncle Jerry gave

the negro a mouthful of wine and gathered the blankets close round him, and

Lanty Hanlon took another hitch on the running sheet, and laid himself over

quietly in the stern. In this w^y the little party composed themselves to rest after

the fatigues of the morning, while tlie boat glided slowly up the loch. As they

rounded RathmuUen Head, however, an accident occurred which might have

proved of serious consequence to the whole party.

At this point RathmuUen Mountain runs out into the Frith till it almost butts

against Dundrum Bluff on the opposite shore. On each of these headlands a

battery of some ten or twelve guns protects the narrow channel, and so strong is

the current here, particularly at half-tide, that it is quite impossible for a sail boat

to stem it, except under a strong breeze from tiie mouth of the loch. Lanty saw

the ebb-tide was beginning to tell upon him as he reached this spot, and making

the helm and sheet fast, he stepped lorward and slipped the bow oars to help him

against the stream ; but hardly had he pulled half a dozen strokes when a large

boat, rowed by four stout men and steered by a tall old woman wrapped in a grey

cloak, shot out from one of the dark corners under the headland, and passing the

jutting rock, round which he was endeavoring to make his way, struck his liltlf

craft so violently as almost to jerk his unsuspecting passengers out into the sea.

As it was, he lost one of his oars, which, breaking tlie thowcl pins, came within

an inch of breaking his own head as it swept round and fell overboard.

* Copy rigbt Bccureil aroiinliiig to Law.
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" Hull !
" crird Lanty, when the boat riclitrd again aflcr the stem of tlio other

had -shaved its way down her .tide, and fell ofl* arross her Htern into the stream,

'• Hah! that was near nickin."

" Who are tliey ? " demanded the priest, tumini^ stuldenly to look after the

b«)at.

" If she's living, that's Kise C'urley, of the ( "aim, in the .stern sheets," rc'pliinJ

l^iinty. *• 1 know her hy tiie hood of her cloak."

*• What, the hiiiul fiddler's wife! "

" The very woman, sir; she's round here in\ snnw simigirliii^ trip, I'll war-

rint her."

" Rather old I should think for such work."
** Humph! " said Lanty. "you know little about her, I see;" and trimmiug

his boat aijain, he succeeded at length in passing the rock and gaining (Jastle

(.Jregory's landing place, as we have already seen. But to return to Mr. Cluirkie.

After some little e.xertion the latter succeeded in extricating his limbs from their

disagreeable position, and, with Lanty 's help, found himself safe at last on terra

firma. The three gentlemen then came together to consult about transporting the

negro to Grcenmount. Uncle Jerry was for .sending immediately to the next village

for a horse and cart, and stretching him on a mattress laid on the bottom of it. Mr.

Horseman, on the other hand, thought he might do very well in the boat-house

for the night, with some clean straw, and Lanty to watch with him ; more espe-

cially .as the boat-house was close at hand and the night plensant and warm;
while they themselves could return home and send over an easy conveyance next

morning. But the priest was of a different opinion from both, and thought it

much better for all parties to sleep at Castle Gregory. " The night would be very

dark." he said, " the roads both deep and rutty after the late rains, and, besides,

t'would take two hours, at least, to procure a suitable conveyance for the negro

if they carried him home, or for themselves if they left him behind." As to accom-

modations for the invalid, he had no doubt Mr. Petersham would cheerfully order

him a comfortable berth and send his servants, besides, to carry him up to the

Castle. After some objections on the part of Uncle Jerry on the score of delay

and the immediate necessity for medical attendance—objections which Ave fear very

much were a little aggravated by the dread of Mrs. Motherly's grave displeasure

at his long absence—and on the part of Mr. Horseman against, what he called, an

unpardonable intrusion into a gentleman's family, particularly at so late an hour,

and accompanied, as they were, by a notorious poacher and a half-dead negro;

** hawking the latter about all day," he added, gruffly, -' in a most absurd and

ridiculous manner, from house to house and rock to rock, till he expected the

whole country round should ring with it for the next twelve-month to come."

After these objections, we say, were made and disposed of, the party, at last, con-

cluded to leave the negro with Lanty, in the boat-house, and put up at Castle

Gregory for the night. Accordingly, they advanced to the house, and Father

John, raising the knocker, knocked loudly at the door.

(CHAPTER IX.
Mr. Ephraim Weeks, as the reader may have already suspected, came to Ire-

land to speculate in matrimony and tobacco. He left home with a cigar in his

mouth, and stepped aboard the packet as she moved past the wharf, with as care-

less and indifferent an air as if he were dropping down to Sandy Hook to visit a
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iViend. As to meeting witli any serious obstacle, in a country whose inhabitants,

to take them in the lump, were no better than South Sea Islanders, he never

dreamt ol' il lor a moment: why should he? He knew wliat the Irish were,

every soul of them, and could read them through as he could the alphabet. He
met tiiem on tiie wharves, on the railroads, on the steamboats, in the police offices,

saw them dramatized on the stage, tried at the bar and dissected in the pulpit. In

a word, he knew what they were at home in Ireland, just as well as if he had been

living with them there all his life time. What iiad he to fear ? He had succeeded

so far in various speculations in N. England, and how could he possibly fail in a

land of such ignorance and beggary as Ireland. To be sure, there must necessa-

rily be some intelligent men in the country—it could not well be otherwise—but

what of that—there were no smart men amongst them. Smartness to him, was

every thing. It was the embodiment of all the virtues, moral and intellectual

—

the only quality for which man deserved admiration or respect. The estimate he

formed of his neighbor's moral worth Avas not in proportion to his integrity of

character, but to his ability for speculating and driving hard bargains. The man
who contented himself with a competence and a quiet life at home, he despised,

but the jobber in stocks, who was smart enough to make a lucky hit on change,

though he risked half a dozen men's fortunes in the chance, was the man after

his heart. Such were Mr. Weeks' sentiments. Nor was he much to blame

for them either. For he was bred and born in the midst of speculators. Every

man he met in the street, from the news-boy to the judge, from the policeman to

the governor, was a speculator in something. He began himself, in his very in-

fancy, to speculate in marbles and hobby-horses ; and if he made but a cent a

week, his father patted him on the head, and prophesied his future greatness.

When arrived at man's estate, he found himself in the company of young men,

whose sole study was to make money in the easiest manner and shortest time.

He saw them every where engaged in some kind of traffic—no matter what, if it

only happened to be literature. Whilst in other countries each grade in the com-

munity had its own legitimate trades and occupations, it was not so in the States.

There it was a universal scramble, in which every body snatched at what came

handiest. The tailor dropped his needle and mounted the stump, the lawyer

burned his briefs to trade in molasses, the shoemaker stuck his awl in the bench,

and ascended the pulpit, and the shop-boy Hung his yard stick on the counter,

and went ofT to edit a Sunday newspaper. Surrounded on all sides by such ui-

fluences, what could Mr. Weeks have possibly been but what he was^—a specu-

lator in chances—a man of one idea—one object—one aspiration—money. Learn-

ing was nothing in his estimation, if it failed to realize money ; nay, the highest

mental accomphshment was not only valueless but contemptible without money.

In this respect, Mr. Weeks represented a large class of his countrymen of New
England—we say a class, for it would be unjust to say more. After having passed

through various trades and professions in the middle ranks of American life, he

was now at last a country lawyer, of limited practice, and all things considered, a

pretty fair specimen of his countrymen in the different grades of society through

which he had graduated. He was not an American gentleman by any means,

cither in habits or education. That was plain the instant he spoke a word or

moved a muscle, and those of his fellow citizens who could rightfully claim that

dLstinction, would never have recognized him as one of their number.- He was.

in short, a Yankee—a man to be met with every day and every where—on the

side walks—at (he banks—in the theatre— in the cars—standing at hotel doors
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pirkinji liis irdli—or lobbyinp lor a pnlPiit right Ix-liind his agent'H back in the

M-njiif house. Hut lo ri-turn.

With such vii'ws iind sriiliiiK-iits as \vr liiivc hi-n- ascrihcd to Mr. Woeks. it

may ho easily eoiicfived, with what a.s.sunirire ol' success he landed in Ir«'larid,

atxl with wlial confidence he entered on his plans and speculations. Tlie venture

of tobacco was only lo defray t-xpenses, accordinj? to the custom of his country,

hut llie possession of Mary Lee as his lawful wi-dded wife, was the great secret of

his journey. Why it was so, the sequel will li-ll. It a|)pears, however, he had

iiut a limited time to accomplish his designs, for hardly had he reached Crohan,

wlien he called to see Else CJurley. The reputjition she had acquired, all the

country round, for an ungovernable passion (or gold, and the woriderliil stories

told of her power over the spirits of the nether world, led him to think he

<-ould wiu her over to his interest by tempting her cupidity, and that slie as a

secret agent might do that which it would otherwise require a long courtship to

eflecL How his expectations were met, in this respect, will be seen in due course

of the story. For the present we must leave him to battle with the storm, as best

he may, after liis desperate, but disastrous rencontre with "Nannie," and follow

Else and the stranger to the" Cairn."

CHAP T K R X

.

'

Whln Else had placed a rtish light in the wooden candlestick affixed to her

spinning wheel, and thrown off her grey cloak, she drew a small silver mounted

pistol from her bosom, and laying it on the table, motioned the young man to a

seat.

*' How come yp here, Master Randall, at this hour? " she demanded.
" The fates drove me, I suppose," replied her guest, smiling.

•* Fsaugh !—this is no time to play the fool—why ar ye here, I say ?" drawing

down her shaggy eyebrows, and looking sternly at him as she spoke. "Mary
Lee's hopes is'nt wuth a rap farthin in the keepin of sitch a love-sick baby."

'• Why, how now!" exclaimed the stranger, "is Nannie sick, or old Bato's

fiddle broke, that you're so much out of sorts ?
"

•* Master Randall, look at that weapon." said Else. " I risked my life for yer

sake and hers within this very hour, and carried that with me to defend it. I

made this Yankee feel he was in my power, and for that raison didn't know the

minit he'd silence my tongue for ever, with a pistol ball or a dirk knife. Now I

ask ye, is it manly in ye, after this, to come back here again, lo idle away yer

timt^tryin to get a word or a look at this silly girl, when it's in Dublin or Cork

ye'd ought to he strivin to keep her and her uncle out iv the walls of a jail. Hoot,

toot, sir, I thought there was more i' the man in ye."
*• Well, of that," replied Randall (for we must call him so in future.) •* of that

I can say little; but be assured Else, no trifling obstacle could baulk me on such

uD errand. Notliing but absolute necessity compelled me to return."

••Necessity I"

** Yes. The police headed me off below Burnfbot. after landing from the ferry-

boat at Rathmullan, and chased me through Burneranna to Lamberts-point."
•• So ye escapetl in the skill", I suppose ?"

•• Just had lime lo jump in, cut the painter, and shove off, when three of my
pursuers sprang down after me on the beach."
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" Hah ! and fired ?"

" One of them only. The ball hit me on the head, but did no harm."

" Humph!" said Else, sitting down slowly on h^r low 'orf-epie stool,' and rest-

ing her cheek in the palm of her hand, " and so that's the way of it ; humph ! the

bloodhounds got on yer trail after all."

•' Yes, lairly started me," responded Randall, "when they'll run me down,

however, remains yet to be seen."

" It looks mighty quare," said Else, half speaking to hnrsnlf.

" What looks quare ?
"

" How they knew ye in that disguise."

" It does look a little strange, I must confess," replied Randall. ** for I thought

it impenetrable to every eye but those of Else Curley and Mary Lee. Judge ol

my astonishment then, when I beheld straight before me. on the first public house

door I passed, a full length figure of myself in this very dress."

" Tell me," said Else, after reflecting a second or two, " did'nt ye wear that

dress onct at Father John's? "

" Yes, but it was night then, and no one saw me except the priest and his

house-keeper."

" Don't be too sure i' that, Master Randall."

" Q,uite sure."

"Humph! did'nt ye tell me about passin somebody that night, on the road

near Crohan gate-house, that seemed to luck sharp at ye? "

" Crohan gate-house—let me see. Yes, I remenlber now. Oh that was some

traveller, some stranger, I suspect."

" Was he a tall thin dark avised man ?"

" Yes—rather."

" Wore crape on his hat, and carried a numbarell in his hand ?
"

« Yes."

"Humph! I thought so. He's the very man."
" Who?"
" Robert Hardwrinkle, of Crohan."
" What ! your great enemy—this Yankee's cousin ?"

" Ay indeed, that very Yankee's cousin. He's the man that bethrayed ye."

" No, no. Else, you must be mistaken. Mr. Hardwrinkle's a gentleman, and

could never be guilty of so treacherous an act."

" Cud'nt he then ? humph ! may be so."

" No, Else, it's nothing but your inveterate hatred of the man makes you sus-

pect him."
" Hoot, toot, Master Randall, dont be foolish," replied Else. " I know what he

is kith and kin, father and son, mother and daughter, for three score years an more.

Ay, ay, to my own grief I know him. But let him luck to himself, for the time 's

not far away, when the long recknin atween him and me must be settled—let him

luck to himself."

*' Do the man no harm on my account. Else Curley," said Randall, '* if he has

really sent these officers on my track, it's only what a thousand others had done

with as little shame or scruple. For my part, I forgive the man, nor would I hurt

a hair in his head this moment if he lay at my feet."

" Oh forgive him, an welcom," said Else, " since yer so good a Christian, for

give him by all manes. I'm sure it's none o' my business if ye forgive him, and

marry his h-an sister Rebecca, the psalm-singer into the bargain. All I say is. ht

i
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liiin bonnilv. iIkt<<'s an accuunl aiwc«'r> liiiii hikJ iih- any way. that nolhinf? but

his rowurdly blood can spltlf."

•• Why, Else, this is sheer madness," said Itandall, rrprovingly. ** How is it

the very thoujjht ol' this man inflames your rrscnlmcnt so much ?
"

•* So well it n>i£jiit,'' responded Elsf, raising her head and folding her arms on

her hard wtathir Inaten heart, as she looked across the table at her companion.

" So well it iiii;,'lit. Listen to mi' Randall Harry.—listen to me, and answer me.

If this man's fallier first brought yer only sister to sin an shame, and then sent

yer brother to die with irons on his limbs in a strange land, for no other earthly

raison than Ix'kase lie demanded satisfaction for tin- injury done his own (iesh an

blood—if he turned out yer mother, ould and helpless from tlie homestead she

was l)orn in, and her people afore her, for thr^e generations—when the father

died, if the son sent yerself to jail twist in five years on false charges—when ye

came out and built with your own hands a sheelin to shelter ye from the storms

on these blake mountains, if he burnt it over yer head ; ay, and if he driv ye at

last, Randall Barry, as he druv me to burrow here lake the 'brock' on the craggs

(if Benraven— I ask ye, would ye forgive him if he did that to you an yours, I

say, and ye felt his neck uudher yer heel, wud'nt ye crush it down—down in the

dust with as little pity as ye'd feel for the wasp that stings ye? "

" Not I," replied Randall, " not I. To kill even an enemy, whom you happen to

find in your power, is an act of cowardly murder. And, believe me. Else, your

own sleep would be none the sounder in the grave for having this man's blood

upon your hands."

*' And yet," retorted Else, " you and yer companions id stain yer hands with

tlie blood IV thousands, that did ye far less wrong then he did me."
" Perhaps so, but in broad-day light at least, not assassin like, in the dark, as is

evidently your purpose in this case."

'« I see no diflerence," replied Else, " night or day—it's only death any-way."
•* Ay, but surely it's a less crime to put the enemies of your country and of hu-

man liberty to death in fair field and open fight, than to commit a midnight mur-

d^-r like a cut-throat or incendiary, with the dirk or the hand."
*• Who spoke of dirk or hand ? " demanded Else.

" You did," replied Randall, promptly. " You did a dozen times within the

month. And now my fear is your new charge against this man will bring down
your long threatened vengeance on his head sooner than I anticipated. But hear

me. Else Curley, "

" Hould yer tongue, Randall Barry," interrupted the old woman, "hould yer

tongue, yer but a silly boy. Ha! ha! its little ye know iv Else Curley 'i the

'Cairn.' Humph! d'ye think after waitin and watchin for my hour of revenge

so many long years, I'd bungle it now for your sake?—ha, ha, poor foolish boy.

D'ye think a woman lake me, that fursaked God an salvation thirty-odd years

ago, for fear they'd come atween her and her dark thoughts—a woman whose
hopes iv vengeance, day after day, wurlake draps ivnew life blood to her withered

lieart; d'ye think an outcast lake me, a bein that men dread to luck on, an women
spake iv undher their breath, wud drag out life as I did, for no other raison or mo-
tive, but waitin patiently for my hour to come? D'ye think, I say, Randall Barry,

I'd let the paltry mather of bethrayin you to the spies in the castle, bring down
the blow one minit sooner than it ought to fall ? Pshaugh ! man, ye don't know
me yet."

I
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" I know you to be a dangerous woman," responded Randall, risincr from his

chair, and buckling his belt tighter round his waist, as if preparing to leave. " But

1 warn you," he continued, " I warn you I shall be no party to this contemplated

murder; and much as you have befriended me, Else Curley, I shall, nevertheless,

do all in my power to thwart your designs against this man. Rebel and felon as

1 am, I shall never abett or connive at murder, notwithstanding."
'• And what then"—again demanded Else—" wud ye turn informer? "

" Assuredly—the instant you attempt to execute your hellish purpose."
" Then," cried Else, snatching the pistol from the table, and raising up her tall

I'orm from the low stool on which she sat, till she stood erect as a statue before the

young outlaw, her grey eyes flashing fire and the muscles of her face quivering

with emotion as she spoke: " I swear to ye," she cried, holding up the weapon

in her fleshless hand, "I swear by them heavens I niver expect to enther. if ye

were my own born son, Randall Barry, and otfer to save that man from the clutches

i' my vengence, ye'll die the death."

" Tigress," muttered Randall between his teeth, as he threw his sea cap on his

head and turned to quit the cabin. "Tigress, I despise your threats."

"Stop," said Else, stepping back and leaning against the door; "stop young

man, and listen to me. It's now fifty long years since yer grandfather, Lieutenant

Dick Barry, saved my life at the risk iv his own. It was the day Colonel Chnton

tuck Madeira. He carried me in his own arms from the spot where my husband

fell. I made a vow then on my knees afore God, if iver it come in my way to

befriend him or his, I'd do it."

" I release you from your vow," said Randall, " let me pass."

" Hould yer tongue, boy, and listen to me again," cried Else ;
" you'll not pass

here till I spake. Listen to me. I love Mary Lee more nor iver I loved woman
afore barin the sister that died from me, in shame an a broken heart. Ay, she

died in these withered arms, she died laughin, Randall Barry, lor she died mad

—

mad—mad ; she died with the bloom ot seventeen still on her cheeks. Listen to

me. I love Mary Lee more nor iver I loved woman but her; and well I might too,

for it was these hands saved her from the wrack in the Saldana, it was these hands

untwisted her arms from her dead mother's nock, among the rocks of Araheera,

and it was these hands nursed her on Nannie's milk for eighteen months, till them

came to claim her that had the right to claim her. Oh, no wondher she's dear

t'me; no wondher I'd watch her an guard her lake the apple in my eye. But

still mutch as I love her, an much as I love yerself, Randall Barry, i'ot yer grand-

father's sake; still I say as there's a heaven above me, I'd rather see ye both dead

at my feet this minit, than part with the hope iv payin back the Ilardwrinkles

mother an son for the wrongs they did to me an mine. Ha, Ha," laughed the

old woman bitterly, as she grew more and more excited, " ha, ha, they burned

ray cabin twict to the groun, and driv me out to sleep at night with the black

cock an the plover, and to wandher by day over the dreary mountains hungry and

barefoot, but their hour'll soon come. Ay, ay, I'll be even with them yit. Their

own fine house will one day burn brighter than iver my cabin did. Ay, an their

own bodies too 'ill shrivel up in the flames till their as spent an weasoned as mine.

Ha ! ha ! let them luck to themselves, the blind fidler's wife, the worker of spells

an charms, the woman that'd sell her soul for money, ould Else Curley i' the

* Cairn,' has strength an courage enough left yit, to handle a dirk or firea faggot."

Randall gazed at her with astonishment as she spoke. Her person seemed to

dilate and grow younger as her face swelled with passion. She had broke, with
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n siiiidon snap, tlif strinsj itiat ronlincd licr cap. to nln-ve her tlinml fnjiii a si-iiso

ol" sullocalioii, aiul now, ns licr shiirt grt-y liair li-ll in lulls ovrr lu-r forclw ad and

chwks, sh»' luukcd likr a pyllionrss, brcalhlt-ss under the fn'nzy of inspiration.

" My God," Naid Ilandall, still gn/ing at \\vt as she stood, now silent, before

him, " is it possible that so much gratitude and love can exist in the same breast

with such denuiniac hatred for a rellow-creaturc. Here is a woman—aye, a very

\vi)Mian—wlu) has lived sini-e before I was born, on the bare hope of l>eing one

day abli- to revenue her wrongs. Thai hope was the only ray of i-oiisolalion that

ever fell on her desolate heart. How great must have been her injuries to have

earned so terrible a resentiuent. And yet this creature loves Mary Lee like a

mother and already has risked her hfe, more than once, to save mme."
** Else," said he, at length, laying his hand kindly on her shoulder, " I pity

you from ray heart. Sit down and compose yourself. I would speak with you

more reasonably on this subject."

She obeyed him histanlly, for the touch of his friendly hand softened her more

than words could have done.

•*Tell me," said Randall, " is this Yankee, this cousin of the Hardwrinkles, to

be included in the catastrophe?"

" No," replied Else, " he niver did me harm."
" What business have you with him then ?

"

" I make use iv him to sarve my owp ends, nothin more."
" And these are "

—

'* First, that he'd supply me with money for thraveUa expenses, and, secondly,

that he'd be an excuse for drawin me about Crohan to watch my chances an lay

my plans."

*' Hah! I understand you. But the travelling expenses—where—?
"

*• New York, or wheriver else he come from. He must send a thrusty mes-

senger to make out where he lives, and ye may be sure Edward Talbot's not far

from that."

'* So you'll employ his own money to defeat him?

"

*• Av coorse," rephed Else, *' what betther dis he desarve? "

*' And why, then, did you acquaint him with your knowledge of the secret? "

" That he'd pay me well for keepin it."

" Good ; but are you sure he'll not feel apprehensive of your disclosing it to

Mary or her uncle, at least?"

" Not a bit in the worl," replied Else, *' for he thinks I know nothin sartin

about it, an for that raisin won't be in a hurry to bungle it, an, may be, spoil all

—

loose my own roun hundher and Mary's fortin into the bargin."

" Siill, Else, the whole afi'air is but a suspicion of yours after all."

" What? about Mr. Talbot being Uvin ?
"

" Yes."

"Well, call it whatsomiver name ye plaze, it's sartinty enough for me. An,
indeed, for the matther i' that, Masther Randall, I niver thought anything else

but that he was livin somewhere in furrin parts, afore I seen llie leliher at all or

read a word iv it."

" An how will you account for this Yankee's correspondent speaking of the

dying man as Larabton, if he be really Edward Talbot ?
"

" Quite aisy," responded Else. " It was the name he went by in America."
" Nonsense, woman ! you make the most absurd and ridiculous suppositions;

would you have him change his name with his country ?
"

55 Vol. III.—No. 7.
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" Feth wild T, an ffood raison he had to do that same, let me tell you. Did'nt

lie fire a pistol huilet at his wife in her own room, with the wean in her arms, the

very same evenin he come home after killing Captain Blenherhasset in a jewel

that his own inlarnal jealousy driv him to fight for her sake; an was there a

corner in London nixt day that had'nt a bill pasted up on it, offerrin a reward iv

a thousan pounds to the first man 'id take him. Humph, raison indeed, bedad I

think that 'id surely be raison enough for any man to change his name wheriver

he went. No, no, Masther Randall, Edward Talbot's livin jist as sure as you're

livin, if he did'nt die since the first iv May last."

'* Perhaps so."

'• Oh, feen a doubt iv it. and ye'll see that too, when Lanty comes back."

"What, Lanty Hanlon?"

"Ay, Lanty Hanlon, that's his name an sirnaine; ye Ixerd of him afore I'll

warrint."

" And saw him too. Don't you remember to have sent him to me two or three

weeks ago as a trusty messenger, to send on a certain business to Derry?"

"An so I did! to Father John's it was—well, see there now! I niver mind

any thing a minit. An so ye sent him? "

" Certainly, on your recommendation."

"Well?"
"Well, he broke trust at the very outset."

" Lanty Hanlon !

"

" Ay, Lanty Hanlon. Instead of crossing the loch at Doughbeg, he strolled

down the shore to Bally mastocken, to see a cockfight, and missed the tide."

" Oh, feth, as to that," said Else, " I wud'nt put it past him. He's the very

ould boy himself in regard to cock-flghtin."

" Yes ; but he was made well aAvare of the urgency of the message, and should

have postponed his personal gratification till his return."

"Auch! hoh ! postpone indeed! In troth, Master Randall, he'd postpone

goin to heaven, if there wus a cockfight ithin five miles of him; that an huntin's

his wakeness, poor fellow. An what excuse did he make when he came back ?
"

" He never came back to make any. Instead of that, he sent me word he was

in the hands of the police for beating a gamekt eper, and would see me as soon as

he got clear."

" Humph ! not the least doubt of it," said Else, " that's another iv his wake-

nesses."

" Ha! ha! it's rather an odd kind of weakness," observed Randall.

" Well, its natural for him, poor fellow, any way, the whole breed of him hated

game-keepers for five generations back. And so the man was too many for him ?"

" No, he made his escape then, but the police caught him next day. It appears

on his return lie crossed the mountain with his dogs, and met Lord Leitrim's

gamekeepers, who gave him chase. Two of them he distanced, and the third he

led into some lonely spot, beat him there soundly, and then left him gagged with

his own handkerchief, and tied neck and heels to an old hawthorn tree beside a

well, where he was foimd next morning, half dead from cold and hunger."

"It's jist lake him," said Else, " for the villain's niver out iv mischief. But

still he's as true as steel when ye keep him away from timptation."

"And how is that to be done, pray ; will he not meet with as much temptation

nn his way to the United States and back, as he does here in the parish of Clou-

davadac ? "

\
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•'Not he," replied Rise, " I'll trust him for that. Tin- minit he finds it's on

Mary Lee's afl'airs, he's goin, the sarpint hinis«Mf wud'nt temp him."

•* Is he so devoted to her ?
"

** Ay, ye tuny well say it. Hr'd lay down his life for her every day i' the year.

There's not a livin thing he loves lake her in the whole worl."

'• Possihie ?

"

•* There's not in trotii. lie cud sit hickin at Iwr from niornin to night, an niver

he dhry or hungry. An its a ijueer notion too he has about her."

•• What's that ?' "

•• Why, he thinks it 'id he a sin to love her as he'd love any ither girl."

*• How so ?
"

*• Bekase she's so good, he says. And il's all come iv a drhame he had onct

about the Blissed Virgin, (och, oeh, said Else," suddenly interrupting hnrself, " an

many a purty dhrame I had of her myself in my young days, when I ust to wear

her scappler, an gather the May flowers for her allhar; but then) things is all

over now. I can niver dhrame or pray to her again, for the black thoughts druv

her image out iv ray heart fer ivermore.' And Mary Lee, too, the crathur, whin

she spakes to me sometimes iv an evenin sittin out here on the hill side, about the

marcy iv Christ, an the bright heavens above, an the goodness iv God to thim

that repent, her words an looks make me thrimmel all over lake a dry wind straw)

but, as I was savin," she continued, wiping her face with her apron, as if to

brush away every thing that could blunt in the slightest degree her keen and long

cherished resentment. ** As I was tellin ye about Lanty ; he had a dhrame one

night, when he thought the Blissed Virgin come to him houldin Mary Lee by the

han, an tould him to watch her an take care iv her as long as he lived, on her

account."

"A delightful illusion, I must confess/' said Randall. "I'm not a Catholic,

you know. Else, but there is a p.Trt in th^ Catholic conception of the attributes of

the Virgin, which always had an inexpressible charm for me. 1 once saw a beau-

tiful little beggar girl at Florence, kneeling before one of her shrines, her hands

and eyes raised in mute supplication for the crippled mother who sat by her side,

and I thought I had never seen a finer picture of religion in all my life."

•' Humph!" ejaculated Else, " I don't know any thing about sich picthers now,

at all. I ust once, but that time's gone. But, as I was savin, since he dhramed

that dhrame, iv the Blissed Virgin, (God forgive me for minlionin her name.) an

Mary Lee, he can't think iv one without the tother, an ivery wish iv Mary's is

lake a command to him from heaven."
'* How very extraordinary !

" said Randall.

"The dhrame?"
" No, but that every one's so peculiarly affected bv the words and looks of this

girl."

•' Well, it's jisi the same with the childhen she taches the Christen docthrin to

down there in her little chapel undher the rock ; they'd pit their very heads undher

her feet, an what's quarest iv all, there's a dog in the town there below that tears

ivery body he can get a hoult iv—the crossest animal iver run on four feet; well,

that dog, the first minit he seen her, crooched at her feet, an kissed her hand, jist

as if she fed him with it all his life time; an iver since as soon as he sees her, he

runs away whinin afther her, and niver quets her company till he leaves her at

the Light-house gate."

" And old Drake too, is very fond of her," observed Randall.
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" Hou£rh. as for Drake," replied Else, " Drake can read lier countenance betther

nor you or I can. He knows who she lakes an dis'nt lake, the minit he sees them.

Sure when she lay sick last Haiiday, he niver left her room night or day, nor

niver as much as tasted mate kind for a Avhole week, till Rodger had to lift him on

a chair by her bed side and let her feed him with her own hands. Rodger swares

he saw the tears fallin down the dogs cheecks, when he lucked up in her face, an

tuck the food from her fingers."

"She's too good and too pure for rae. Else," said Randall, thoughtfully, "and
I fear such a creature could never be happy with the heretic and revolutionist I

am."
" Ye'U not be aither long, if she marries ye," said Else " take my word for it."

" And why not ? "

" Oh, the Lord luck t'ye. Master Randall, she'd make a Catholic iv ye in three

weeks ithout one word's spakin."

" Indeed ! by what means, pray ?
"

" Why, she'd make her religion luck so good an holy m yfr eyes, jist by her

ivery day ways, that ye cud'nt help lovin it yerself. An as for the rest, she loves

her ould country as well as you, Randall Barry, woman an all as she is, an wud
suffer as willingly too, may be, if all come to all—but hush, whisht, did'nt I hear

some noise outside?"
" No—it's only the storm whistling in the thatch."

" Well, it's time anyway, ye'd have somethin to ate afther yer long race," and

rising from the ' creepie,' she produced a cold fowl from the recesses of a little

cupboard concealed in the thickness of the cabin Avail, and laid it on the table.

Then stooping, she raised up the hearth-stone, and disappeared in the dark opening

beneath with surprising agility for a woman of her years. The action, strange as

it was, did not appear to excite the young man's curiosity in the least ; he glanced

merely at Else as she descended, and then leaning his head on his hand, he com-

posed himself to wait patiently for her return.

As he set there by the table in the dim light of the rush candle, there was nothing

about his person worthy of special notice. His figure was light and graceful, his

limbs well moulded and muscular, and his height, if we could judge fairly in the

posture he had taken, a little above the middle size. His long black hair fell in

disorder over the low collar of his blue jacket, from the breast pockets of which

the buts of a pair of travelling pistols still peeped out. His cravat, as we have

said already, was knotted loosely in front, sailor fashion, and revealed a neck by

far too fair for a sea-faring man, and one it would have puzzled a detection-officer

to reconcile with his general appearance. But if there was nothing striking in his

person, there was that on his handsome face which gave character and interest to

the whole man—a shade of quiet melancholy, which at once impressed the

beholder with the conviction that the young outlaw was no lover of war or blood-

shed for the gratification they afforded him, but reluctantly adopted as a la.st and

desperate resource for retrieving the fallen fortunes of his country. His counte-

nance was calm and composed, without a trace of the socialist or the red-republi-

can to vulgarize its fine expression.

" Ay, ay," said he at length, his voice barely audible as he murmured out the

words, " let my father disinherit me if he will, and the spies of the government

dog me step by step till they drive me at last to bay, like the slag among the rocks

of the (Kfaii, still, [ shall neiiluT sue fur jiardoii, ntir lly from the land of my
birth and my affection, to beg a home on a foreign shore. To abandon Mary Lee
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would now be impossible, were slip as imliflVnnt to hip as tlip nu*anpst peasant (fir!

in the kinpdo\ii ; but wvtv sI>p oven drad lo-niorrtnv and all my hoprsburird with

her in the sjrave, 1 should wait, and watch, and bide my time to renew the contest.

I should siill clincf to the hope that God in his own jjo"'! time would inspire the

younf^ men of the land to rise once more—not ns wranglers and bawlers—not as

mercenary anarchists and sordid demagogues, but like spartan brothers to do and

dare, and die for their country's weal. To see that blrsscd day F could eke out

life in the lowest caverns of my native hills. To behold the sun burst, as of old,

waving once more before an army of gallant young Irishmen—true to the sacred

cause, and to each other—true to right, to justice and to honor. Oh, to see such

an anny in battle array on the sunny slopes of old Clontarf, marching down with

fife and drum and colors flying, to drive the Saxon dogs from their long lost homes

and pleasant fin>sides. and to be allowed to strike one good blow myself for the

sake of old times and old memories, oh Mary Lee, Mary Lee—much as I love

you, I could abandon you for this. But, alas! alas! years must elapse ere this

can happen ; meanwhile I wander among the hills a rebel and an outlaw, hunted

and proscribed like the vilest malefactor. Be it so, I have risked my all on a single

cast and lost it. Well, I shall try to abide the consequence as best I may. Let

them hunt me and catch me then, if they can. I'll disappoint them so long as

I'm able to fly or defend myself. When I can no longer do either, I needs must
submit."

" There," said Else, emerging from the dark opening, and laying a bottle on the

table, from which she had already drawn the cork—*' there's a bottle of ould port

that lay down there below these twenty years and more, take a drink iv it with

that could widgeon Rodger left me yesterday ; it'll do ye good afther yer day's

fatague."

Randall had just emptied the first glass, laid it on the table again, and was about

to address himself to the cold widgeon, when Else laid her hand on his arm, and

looked significantly towards the door.

"What's the matter?" enquired Randall.
" Whisht, that's Nannie's blate—there's somebody comin."
" Oh no, it's the poor beast asking sheher from the storm."

" Humph! I know Nannie better than all that—hush! there it's again."

Randall rose, threw on his sea cap and buttoned his jacket. " If they want
me," he said, " they must follow me down to Anranmore. Good night. Else."

"To Anranmore?"
" Yes, there's no possibility now of reaching Dublin by any other route.

I hope to find a fishing smack there from the Skerries, to take me off."

" Take another glass. Master Randall."

" No more—good night. Else," and jumping into the mysterious opening, he

disappeared, leaving Else to replace the covering, remove the viands, and receive

the newcomer, whose footfall she could now hear distinctly at the door.
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1. History of the Life and Institute of S. Ignatits de Loyola, Foivder of thk
Society of Jesus. By F. Daniel Barloli, S. J. Tnmslated liy llie author of " Lite

in Mexico." 2voIs. 12mo. New York: Diiiiigan& Bro. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

No book could liave made a more opportune appearance for the truth than tliis life

of the Sainted Founder of the Je.suits. Poet and painter, liistorian and novelist, the

litterateur of every grade, shade, disposition and character, *' blue spirits and white,

green ."spirits and grey" had all seemed to unite in the conspiracy to malign the Jesuits,

to traduce their Institute and hold them and their Society up to the scorn and abhorrence

of their fellow-citizens. No doctrine was too shameful, no maxim too base, no prin-

ciple too subversive of all order, civil as well as religious, which was not to be fastened

on them and made to have its spring and motive in their Institute. This has been

indeed the case at all times, since first the Saviour of the world laden with a heavy cross

promised that he would be propitious to them at Rome, but the legacy of persecution

left by S. Ignatius to his children and confirmed by his prayer, seems in these our days

and in this our country to have been swelled, with such an accumulation of interest, as

is almost inexplicable. Of course attention would be naturally aroused by this viru-

lence of their enemies, and the American mind, so proverbial for its love of fair play,

even if it does love the excitement and bustle of the arena, would seek to know some-

thing of " this sect, every where spoken against." The very bitterness and persever-

ance with which the most contradictory charges were preferred against an order of

men, the open professors of whose principles seemed to be so averse to even the shadow

of guilt, was sharpening the appetite of the reader to discover by what anomaly men

could be held together so firmly in a cause which carried on its very face the symptoms

of dissolution. At such a stage it was a good thought to introduce a work as classical

as F. Barloli's in an English dress. In his own sweet Italian his countrymen look

upon it as a master-piece, not merely of style but thought also. Giordani of Piacenza,

an eminent critic, who cannot be suspected of partiality to the Jesuits, says that it has

not its equal in the language, for graphic power and purity of diction. And indeed in

none of the many lives of S. Ignatius, which have seen the light in the various

languages of Europe, is there so lucid an explanation of the Institute to be found, nor

are its practical workings any where so satisfactorily developed as in thi% life of its

Founder and of those who first united with him M J\Jajorean Dei Gloriam to diffuse the

light of civilization and religion through the world. From their conduct, such as here

described from perfectly authentic documents, for the archives of the order were placed

at his disposal, much more securely than from any words however eloquent, would the

reader be enabled to judge of the true principles, by which they were guided; and no

better refutation of the futile accusations, no bettor antidote to the prejudices of the

crowd could be devised than is shown forth in this simple narrative of events, which

preceded, accompanied and followed the nativity of the order. But let the author him-

self speak in the " senatorial and positive language " in which his translator has bound
down his " softly-flowing periods." " I may justly give the name of apology to that

which is in fact l)uta simple narrative; for as Diogenes, in order to confute the sophisms
of Zeno, who denied motion, merely arose and walked, so, as an answer to those who
obstinately refuse to acknowledge in a religious order, a siiirit and work worthy of its

profession, arguments and dissertations are of less avail than a mere narrative of well-

authenticated facts. This indeed has been the innocent but effective meihod of defence,

adopted from the very birth of the Society by its Founder and Father S. Ignatius, in

reply to a censure afterwards revoked, which the Sorbonne, ignorant of the true spirit

and works of the Society, had pronounced against it, he preferred lo the most jieremp-

tory arguments the combined testimonies, which he had received from the principal

cities of Europe, where, judging from visible and manifest facts, the order had been

declared highly useful, orderly and well-regulated. This was the sole reply given by
Ignatius lo those able but at that time ill-informed men, who had through ignorance

condemned it."

Alas! these ill-informed men, still numerous, have found their ranks increased by the

malicious and designing, who, like the dcgin the manger, unable to do good thprnB^IVPs,
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nil' (illi'il Willi envy nnd spiu-, InTnime othcrii either from heller iirnui(,'ed piftns or fi mori;

fi)riuiinte diKposition of Provideiuj- are more micci'n.sliil Minn llii-nmclveN. If any iliinsr

could do nwny with this eril H|iiril, which liiti Nnmi-iimcii even iiifliienicd ihe good
without their Knowiii-; it, it would he the reiidiii;; of thiN life. An iiiierestiiiR even ns

the novel, it leaves not behind it the sliiif;, which nnlntterM the {ileaHurc of the novel-

reader, for truth hiis this ndviuitnm' over fietioii, thiit the niciitiil nouriBliment it given,

nlwnys iiivi^orni»'S' while it gives enjovnient, always sniisfies, while it never cloya the

soul's npppiite for knowleilge. The American Catholic, owes a deep delil of gratitude

to Mad. Calderon tie la Han-a for the labor she hail to undergo in bringing the work
forward in an English dress The translator's task is by no means a pleasant one,

even if liie idioms of the languages are so similar, as to require nothing more than the

trouble of traiiscnbiii;;. IJiit when we conMider how unlike the Iialian and English are

in the w.'iy of expression as well us thought, it is wonderful how few inaccuracies have

slipped from hrt- pen uiii)erceivedly. Une such we noted on p. 7G, of the iJd vol.

" ho sent back twelve at once to the Roman College," should have been: he sent away
twelve at once /com the Roman College. The proof-reader for the latin nuotations was
sometimes surely asleep, as witness, |>p. (i.'J, 124, 146, of the 2d vol., and (>p. 246, 310,

*<27, 33.'}, and 341 of the 1st vol. But our printers are not famous for ilieir acquaint-

ance w ilh the dead lani;unges; the jiroof-reader however can scarcely do his duly in our
days of enlighleiiment and the universal difl'usinn of knowledge, if lie be not acquainted

with Ruddiman and Ainsworlh.

2. Tin; Chemistry of Common Life. Dy James F. Johnston, M. A., F. 11. S., &c. &c.
2 vols. 12ino. New York: D. Appleton & Co. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

This work is one of a class of which we wish there were more. It contains the

application of the results of exact scientific investigation to the every day affairs of

mankind. It teaches the composition, character, uses and effects of the air we breathe,

the food we eat, the drinks we use, and other things with which we are in daily contact,

and finally what we breathe for and why we digest. The various subjects treated are

arranged in an apparently natural order, and he who reads the book attentively, may
easily possess himself of a mass of information of great practical importance.

Of the accuracy of the work considered only in a scientific point of view, the reputa-

tion of ilie autiior is a surticient guaranty. The progress of Chemistry has been
astonishingly rapid, and works upon the subject are almost yearly superseded by others
containing the results of more recent investigations. The work before us, although it

was the avowed object of the author, " 'o exhibit the present condition of chemical
knowledge, and of matured scientific opinion upon the sui)jecis to which it is devoted,"
reveals that much remains to be discovered, and that there are many substances in

common use as tiie constituents of food, the precise chemical character of which remains
ttiidetermined. It also indirectly reproaches us with the degree of ignorance on subjects

of " Common Life," in which the scientific and unscientific were contented to remain
until Liebig and others after him, within the last few years, turned his attention to the

investigation of the constituents of our daily bread, meat and drink. We hail the pre-
sent work as one calculated to dissipate this ignorance, and to disseminate information
upon subjects which are not the less important, because they are matters of every day
concern. The world after some years, for reforms of this character are of slow progress,
will, we ardently hope, be able to dispense with the " twaddle " on the subjects of 'diet

and regimen, with which empirics in, as well as out of, '* the faculty," have bewildered
and wearied us since we left our cradles. We have, in fact, been very much in the
condition of Sancho Pan/.a when installed in his island governorship. A bountiful
feast of good things is at all times set before us by a kind Providence, but whenever we
fix our eyes upon an esculent more tempting than the rest, the grave face of the physi-
cian at once orders its removal, and we are happy to be able to stay the cravings of
appetite with a crust of bran bread, or some other equally toothsome provocative of
health, prescribed by our medical adviser. The work before us may enable the reader
to substitute for these arbitrary requirements some true and scientifically ascertained
rules, which, if he is blessed with ordinary common sense, he cjin test for himself and
apply to his own case.

In addition to the information of a practical character afforded by this book, it con-
tains many curious and interesting facts concerning the food, drink, stimulants, narco-
tics, &.O. &c., used by the various races of mankind, and some very striking correspon-
dences in the habits and customs in regard to these things, of those most remote from
each other, and whose circumstances and surroundings forbid the inference of any past
or present intercourse; and which seem to indicate that certain appetites which are
constai.ily duiMunced, have their origin in some natural or morbid craving which
appears to be COUUBOQ to the species. This subject is certainly well worthy of farther

investigation. J
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3. Davies' Primary akp Intellectual Arithmetics. Davies' New School
Arithmetic, Hiid Arithmetic designed for Academies and Schools; unilin? the

reasoning of tlie French with the practical method of the Enghsli systems. By Chas.

Davies, LL. D. New York: A. S. Barnes & Co. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

The long established reputation of the author renders it unnecessary that we should

dwell at any length on the merits of these works. With Davies' system of arith-

metics we have always been much pleased. We like the Primary and the Intellectual,

because they are peculiarly adapted to the wants and the capacities of children about to

commence the study of arithmetic The other works designed for the more advanced
pupils, blend the theory with the practice. The science is thoroughly developed, while
every care has been ttiken to reduce it to practice, by illustrating and explaining tlie

various applications of the arithmetic in the busines.s transactions of life. In this respect

Davies' Arithmetics are far superior to most of the other works of the kind with which
we are acquainted.

4. The Key to the whole French Language. By T. Roherlson. New York: Roe
Lockwood & Son. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

We hate all such keys: they are a temptation to sloth both for teacher and scliolar,

and the " Our Father " says " lead us not into temptation."

5. My Brother's Keeper. By Jl. B. Warner. New York: D, Appleton & Co.
Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

Many such brother's keepers, as she. whose troubles and solicitude are here graphi-

cally described, have fallen under our notice in real life. Disinterested, sweet creatures,

whose whole soul seems to be wrapt up in some graceless, wild rogue of a brother, who
with the most intense love for a sister seems to measure it only by the continual annoy-

ance he gives her and by the sleepless nights, and the many aches of head and heart, and

the many sorrows he makes her suffer. Next after a mother's love, and oftentimes
sweeter, because there is wanting that awe which involuntarily mingles in with the
child's affection for the parent, is a sister's love, particularly when through the dispen-
sation of providence the mother's place in the domestic circle has been given up to the
sister. The memories that cling around the wonted seat at hearth or table blend in with
the many little sweetnesses of childhood's amusements, and throw a holy charm around
the sister's brow, that seems to supply the grave but tender, the quiet but ever watchful
experience of the mother, and she becomes doubly dear to the soul. To say that our
author makes his readers think so of this keeper, would be perhaps saying too much;
but he has made a very readable novel out of the few incidents; none the less readable
because it is free from a great deal of the twaddle which forms the staple of our novel
writers. The scene is New York and its vicinity; the time the clo.sc of the war of
1812, and the characters, beside the heroine, some of those citizen soldiers who were
called out to supply the places of the regular men-killers. A Quaker lamily does very
well for a shade to give relief to the principal characters, and an incident now and then,
thrown in by way of hearsay, regarding affairs in Washington or el.sewhere, gives a
tolerable variety to the narrative. Et voild lout, a Frenchman would say ; but meagre
as it is in incident, we could pardon much greater faults as a reward for the sweet cha-
racter of " My Brother's Keeper."

6. Caras de EspaSa, or Going to Madrid via Barcelona. New York: Redfield.
Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

What a frolicking invalid is the author of this jcu-d-'csprit mi a travel after his

lualth ! It is not a wonder that it should have led him such a chase, when he could

scarcely overtake it for the laughing fit it excited in him. Contrary to hi.s own estima-
tion of his coras, we do not think " it would have been still lietter had there been les.s of
it!" Indeed, it was with some disappointment that we were forced to leave him at the
gates of Madrid, and we almost hope that he did not find his health there, that we may
have the pleasure of accompanying him on some other chases in pursuit of it.

The following Books have been received, and will be noticed hereafter:

A Manual of Ancient History, by Dr. Leonard Schmitz. Blanchard & Lea.

Grace Lef,, by Jii/ia Karanagh. New York: D. Appleton «t Co.
The Summer Land, by .1 Child of the Sun. New York: D. Appleton & Co.

The Adventures of Captain Priest, by the author of ''A Stray YatUcee in Texas."
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Tiic hent was insurt'prahle; the mercury mood nt ninety with nn upward tendency;

not a brenth of nir refreshed our feverish snnctum. Hnlf melted and half distracted, we
were about concluding the hist paragraph for the August nunil)er, when, lo ! to our infi-

nite surprise, we discovered tliai it did not contain a single line from the inspiration of

the muse. Tiiis will never do, we thous^ht, impntienily, with ourselves. Our readers

nuist have poetry of some kind to wile away a few idle moments. But, alas! there's

nothing on hund, save and except a few discarded pieces, which in the days of plenty

we placed at the bottom of our drawer, marked " rejected." Were we poets ourselves

we would supply the want and breathe forth verses in " lengthened words and—

"

But where 's the use of talking about it. VVe are not poets and our talk will not make
us such. Fair Erato has never inscribed our names among her disciples, nor invited us

to worship at her shrine.

But since our readers will have poetry after what we have said, they must take just

such as we have to give them. Here, then, is an efiusion all the way from the far

distant region of the " Golden State." It is the offering of a young poet (we must

look gently on its faults), and if the reader does not exclaim, " how beautiful," he will

say to himself—how Catholic.

" O Lord, Thou liiist made us for Thyself alone, and our hearts are restless till they repose in Thee."
St. Austin.

When wintry storms have come and gone,
And sunny skies appear,

And running streams and budding flowers,

Bespeak the summer near:

Tis then the chaste white swan, constrain 'd

In southern climes to roam,
Expands her fearless wing, and flies

Back to her northern home.

She wings her lone and anxious way.
O'er blooming valleys fair;

But still she never stoops to taste,

The treasures growing there.

But on and onward, still she goes,
With eager wing and free;

Until her own sweet peaceful home,
Her raptured vision see.

With joy exultant then she sinks.

Upon the placed breast

Of some soft pebbly lake—and there

She bathes her snowy crest.

So when the storms of life are gone,
And " its poor play is o'er,"

The happy spirit takes her flight,

Rack to her native shore.

She upward takes her eager course,

To " realms of endless day;"
Nor heeds the worlds she passes by.
Upon her starry way.

But when the heavenly home attain 'd,

Where joys eternal spring;
She plunges in that ocean full,

And bathes her peerless wing.

56 Vol. Ill—\o. 7.
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The Festival of thk Assumption.

On tins festival the Church commemorates the triumphal departure of the Immaculate

Mother of God from this land of exile and sorrow to heaven's joyous and happy homo.

After the ascension of our divine Lord, Mary looked forward with a holy impatience

to the moment when the ties of earth should be severed, and when she should be again

united to the Son of her affection in the kingdom of his glory. Though she still lingered

on earth, her pure aiTd holy soul dwelt in the mansions of eternal bliss. From the best

authenticated accounts, we learn that the holy Virgin, after the ascension of her divine

Son, remained at Jerusaletn until about the year 44, under the care and protection of

her adopted Son, the illustrious St. John the Evangelist, to whom she was recom-

mended by tJie Redeemer of the world, when breathing his last upon the cross. She is

thought to have accompanied that Evangelist to Ephesus, but to have returned again to

Jerusalem, where she died, being at the time in the sixty-second or sixty-third year of

her age. Some writers incline to the belief that she died at Ephesus, but from the most

reliable accounts, it seems probable that her death took place at Jeru.salem. St. Willi-

bald, who flourished in 740, mentions in his voyage to Jerusalem, that he was shown

the tomb of the Blessed Virgin in the Valley of Jehosaphat, near the foot of Mount
Olivet. Adaninam, the monk, a native of Ireland, who visited Palestine towards the

close of the seventh century; the venerable Bede and many other writers, make men-

tion of her tomb being in the same place.

It is a pious belief handed down by tradition, that the body of the immaculate Virgin

was raised from the tomb by the power of God shortly after her death, and being united

again to her holy soul, was translated in triumph to the kingdom of her divine Son.

This is mentioned as a generally received opinion in the sixth century, in the West, by

St. Gregory of Tours, and in the seventh century in the East, by Andrew of Crete.

Even before the sixth century, the feast of the assumption was celebrated with great

solemnity both in the Greek and Latin Church, as is evident from the most ancient

sacramentaries extant. While it is one of the greatest festivals of the Mother of God, it

is also one of the most ancient. Its origin is lost in the dim vista of the early ages of the

Church. Though the corporal assumption of the Blessed Virgin rests upon the belief of

ages and supported by the most venerable tradition, it is, nevertheless, no article of Ca-

tholic faith. The Church, however, so far inclines to the opinion as to insert an account

of this festival in the breviary to edify and to excite the devotion of her children. The
assumption is, indeed, the great and crowning festival of Mary. Other festivals have

been set apart to commemorate particular virtues in her life, or to thank Almighty God

for some special blessing which in the order of his providence he has vouchsafed to

confer upon her. On the Feast of the Immaculate Conception we raise our voices in

grateful thanks to the throne of heaven for the inestimable favor which God bestowed

upon her, in preserving her pure from the defilement of original sin. On the Festival of

the Annunciation we adore the goodness of God in ordaining that his own beloved Son

should be born on earth, and for selecting Mary to be the mother of that divine Son.

And so for the other festivals. But on the Feast of the Assumption, the Church pre-

sents to our contemplation the virtues of her whole life, which we commemorate singly

on her other festivals. On this day we are called upon to turn our eyes to heaven, and

to follow the holy Virgin as,

" Free in the heavens she soar.s.

While the clear radiance pours.

Like a vast glory round her upturned face;

And higher still and higher,

With the angelic choir.

The soul by grace regained, regains the realms of grace."

On this day we are invited to contemplate the glory by which she is environed, far

outshining the brightest seraphim, and to witness the joy and exultation of the angelic

hosts as their queen entered the heavenly mansions

—
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" In mortal alinpel nnil ytt

Upon her l)ri)W in nel

The now otlpsiinl Rlory, like n rrnwn ;

Her rypH nnticipnte

The briKht elerniil stnte,

Her arms to heaven extend; to her the heaveni reach down."

And while we giize enraptured on the splendor by wliich slie is surrounded, we are

reminded tliat if we would share in her hiippinesa we must pass throu;;h the ordeal of

sulFering; if we would honor her as children we must iiniuitc the example of her virtues.

We are reminded, too, that slie is the refuj^e of sinners, n mediatrix ever ready to listen

to our petitions, and ever willing to pr*ent them to her divine Son. A mediatrix to

whom, in the lonj^ua^je of St. Bernard, " no oneever applied without obtaiiiiii'^ relief."

Let us, then, upon this ^reat festival repair to her aluir, and there, in all the fervor of

our heart.'), renew our vows of fidelity in her services. Let us invoke her aid, and a.sk

her intercession on behalf of our.selves, our children, our families, our country. 0,
MoUier Immaculate! Shield us from danj^er and protect us from harm.

Pmi.osoriiicAL Theses defended in Georgetown College.

During; the past month most of our literary institutions closed the labors of another

.scholastic year. The pupils have been allowed a season of relaxation, and the pro-

fessor permitted to re.st from the toils attached to his chair. The public journola

have been daily filled with the most interesting accounts of the commencements and

exhibitions of these asylums of learning. It would afford us, also, much pleasure to

speak in detail of these institutions, but so numerous have they become in the land, so

thickly have they sprung up in all parts of the country, that to do so would far exceed our

limited space. We must be satisfied to contemplate them grouped together as one grand

and noble institution, of which the Catholics of this country may feel justly proud.

They are all engaged in the high and holy cause of education; in conducting the youth

of the land to the temple of science along the flowery pathway of religion. What we

could say of one, we might say of all;—they are standing, living, speaking witnesses

of the steady increase and general diffusion of Catholic education in the country. But

to return from this digression to the Theses of the time-honored college on the banks of

the Potomac. The Theses is a collection of propositions in the various parts of

mental philosophy, which, according to the custom prevalent in all Jesuit Colleges,

the graduating class is obliged to discuss, day after day, during the last year of

tlieir course. The mere reading of the propositions is enough to show the solid

nature of the instruction imparted to the students of the old and venerated college.

Nor is it mere dust thrown in the eyes of the public, to blind them under specious and

high-sounding phrases, to the weakness of the scholars. We have been sometimes

present at these family discussions, and have been particularly*truck with the acumen

and readine.ss with which proofs were brought forward and objections met and an-

swered. No gymnasium ever gave strength and pliancy to the muscular energies with

such success as this gymnasium of the intellect develops the latent powers of the soul,

and gives force to its reason. Even the weakest mind led on from simple perceptions

to the most complicated argumentation has been enabled to comprehend more fully the

nature of its weakness, and from its own deficiencies gather strength to take its part in

the great contest of life. We are told by some of those who have passed through the

ordeiU, that the daily disputes of the class, but more particularly the weekly disputes

on certain select propositions, which had been explained by the Professor, have b^n
as animated and inspiring both on the part of Professor and scholars, as if life depended

on tlie success. And indeed life does depend in a great measure upon their success.

Take, for instance, the proposition that leads the last page, in order, the 151st: "Those

who are in society must so concur to the same end by their will and external operations,

that they direct their efforts to the common good and to the same physical and moral

perfection." All the social duties of man flow, as a necessary consequence from this,

and it is easy to perceive that the mind, which has mastered the reasonableness of such

doctrine, must rule the actions and direct the energies of its possessor, not to any selfish
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end; but to thnt true philanthropy which unites us all in one brotherhood of feeling and

pursuit. It is impossible then, for a student, who has thus been trained, to grope along

his way in tiie world. In whatever station Providence may place him, he will realize

the poet's words, " Os homini sublime dedit et rectos ad sidera tollere vullus." Cer-

tainly no one will have a better right to raise his head high among his fellows, as no

one will have a better knowledge of the sublime dignity, which, as a reasonable being,

he has received from the Creator. Thus it is that the Jesuit prefers to answer the ca-

lumnies of his enemies. Thus it is that, not satisfied with mere professions of devotion

to his country, he yearly sends forth a band of youth with intellerts invigorated to the

performance of every social and civil duty, ailQ hearts unconfaminated by the corrupt-

ing and corrupt maxims of time-serving politicians, solely devoted to their country'^

welfare, and able and willing, with all their might to promote it. If our youth were

thus trained, it would be well for our country. It would have been spared the melan-

choly sight of talents abused, of energies wasted : she would not have been compelled

to mourn, as she must have lately, that

"The rare splendor of the might of mind
Hath sometimes flashed o'er plagues and errors old;

Flashed but to expire and leave behind

A deadlier gloom.

Fourth or Jilt in Baltimore. Mr. Yellotl's Speech.

While fanaticism and religious intolerance were promulgated as true and genuine

" American" principles, and worthy to be taught to the people of this great republic on

the anniversary of their national independence, it was not to be expected that the Monu-

mental city should have escaped the contagion that reigned elsewhere. The " American"

party, or a portion of this so-called party, celebrated the day at Cove Cottage, near our

city, and Coleman Yellott, Esq., was the orator, or one of the orators, on the occasion.

We are sorry, extremely sorry, to mention the name of this gentleman in connection with

this celebration. We have known him long and intimately, and for him we have always

entertained feelings of the kindest regard : and we are really at a loss to reconcile his

language on this occasion, with the estimation we have heretofore entertained of his

character. Can it be that Mr. Yellott would seek the phantom of notoriety at the sac-

rifice of honor, justice, truth? Can it be that he would lend the influence of his voice

and talents in establishing upon the free soil of America a monster organization, which

openly avows persecution as a cardinal doctrine, proclaims proscription as a national

virtue, and would make the profession of Catholicity a crime. This we are unwilling

to believe, and in our j^iarity for the orator of Cove Cottage, we conclude that he fell

into bad company, and yielding to the weakness of human nature, for once assimilated

himself to the company into which he had fallen.

Be his motives what they may, by his remarks he perpetrated a flagrant injustice on

his Catholic fellow-citizens, by laying to their charge doctrines which they denounce and

reprobate as foul aspersions upon their character and libels upon their patriotism. Were

these charges made or reiterated by some obscure fanatic, whose ignorance and bigotry

would be an ample excuse for his conduct, we might pass them by as unworthy of no-

tice, but they are made by a gentleman of acknowledged literary ability ; a gentleman

standing high in an honorable profession; we, therefore, feel it a duty to meet and repel

them.

The following is the portion of the gentleman's speech to which we take exception,

and we quote from the " revised" report of his discourse. After stating that the "Phil-

adelphia Platform" proscribed Abolitionists, he continued :

" There is another class of citizens whom that platform proscribes. This class em-
bracLs the Catholics of the Oiestes A. Brownson and Bishop Hughes school. No part

of the princijiles of the American organization has been so much misunderstooa as

that which relates to the Catholic Church. These principles do not proscribe all Catho-

licii, but only such as acknowledge " civil allegiance" to the Pope of Rome. If it is a

new thing in this country to see u blending of religion with politics, the so styled Ameri-
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can party are not rMnonsible for the exhibition of that novelty. A corlnin portion of
the Catholic Church nave forced ihnt (pieHtioti upon tlie Cf)untry. The American party

are not the iiL,':^reH.sorM, hiil are acliiifj on the diTetmive. New doctrineN have been put

forth within tlie liisr two years, by certain leadin;jj authoriiies in the Catholic Church

—

doctrines never before piiiili.shed in this country—doctrines which, in effect aimert that

there ia a • higher hiw' than the con«tiiuti»>n and h>w« of the nation, and that ilie con-

atitution atid the laws are of no binding force unlens they meet the approbation of the

Roman Poulifl". In oilier words, there is now claimed for the Pope not merely the de-

posing power, but the veto power."

Here are grave charges; and deserve a few moments of calm consideration. In the

first place we are told that the venomous shafts of Know-Nothingism are only leveled

at tlie "Browiison and the Bishop Hughes school of Catholics." This is informa-

tion new to us. The allusion to Dr. Brownson we can partially understand. It has

reference to that distinguished writer's views in reh.tion to the temporal power of the

Pope. But that the Doctor has founded a school, in other words, that he got any body

or number of Catholics in the country to adopt his tlieory hnd teaching on the tem-

poral power of the Sovereign Pontiff', we respectfully deny. And indeed, we do not

believe that the great Reviewer, with all his ultra views upon this subject, ever taught

that the Catholics of this, or any other country beyond the Papal dominions, acknow-

ledged " civil allegiance" to the Pope. But even grant that he did, it was but the

opinion af an individual, for which Catholics are not responsible; and even grant that

Dr. Brownson maintains this opinion at the present moment, he stands alone in his

opinion, and we ourselves will most freely accord to Mr. Yellott the honor of having

achieved a victory, if he shall produce, by the return of the next anniversary of our

national independence, anotlier single member of the Catliolic Church, out of the

3,500,000 Catholics in the country, who acknowledges "civil allegiance" to the Pope;

who holds that there is a •' higher law than the constitution and laws of the nation;"

and who subscribes to the doctrine, that •' laws are of no binding force unless they

meet the approbation of the Roman Pontiff'." If Mr. Yellott cannot produce that single

Catholic professing these views, he must admit that he has been guilty of gross viola-

tion of the eighth commandment, and, as a man of honor, he is bound, in justice to

the 70,000 Catholics of Baltimore, whom he has aspersed; in justice to the millions of

Catholics throughout the country whom he has injured, to acknowledge that he has

given utterance to slanderous imputations upon their character.

But that the learned and venerable Archbishop of New York ever entertained or

taught the doctrine that the Catholics of this country owe " civil allegiance" to the

Pope, or that Catholics hold "a higher law than the constitution and laws of the na-

tion," is a t'oul libel upon the fair fame of that illustrious prelate, as we shall presently

show. Ah ! but, exclaims the orator of Cove Cottage, these are not the doctrines of the

Catholics of the early days of the Republic; they are lately sprung upon the country;

'• they have been put forth within the last two years by certain leading authorities in the

Catholic Church." Had Mr. Yellott pointed to the " leading authorities" in the Catholic

Church teaching such absurd doctrines, he would have placed us under obligations. His

attempt to make capital out of what he is pleased to call the " Brownson and the Bishop

Hughes school of Catholics," will prove nothing until the learned gentleman proves that

such a school exists. Had Mr. Yellott taken the trouble to examine the writings of

some of the " leading authorities" of the Catholic Church, which he could have found

at any of the Catholic bookstores in the city, before going to Cove Cottage to enhghten

his fellow-citizens on subjects with which he was totally unacquainted, he would have

found that those" leading authorities" teach directly the reverseof the doctrines which he

has imputed to Catholics. For the benefit, therefore, of Mr. Yellott, and those whom
he may have mislead by his remarks, we beg leave to submit a few extracts from the

writings of some of the " leading authorities " of the Catholic Church on the subject of

Catholic allegiance.

First, then, let us see what is the teaching of " the Bishop Hughes school" on this

subject. By reference to Pastoral Letter of the ^irchbishop and Bishops of the Province 0/

Xew York, under the date of the 8th of October 1854, we find the following words ad-

dressed to the Catholic laiiy:
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" Your first duty is supreme loyalty to God. Your second, subordinate, but in its

own sphere, equally supreme, is loyalty to your country in all her vicissitudes oj prosperity,

or adversity, if Goa should so permit her to be tried. Be obedient to the laws; let pastors
be zealous that no one professing the Catholic name shall bring disgrace upon the
Church by disorderly conduct, or contempt /or /airs o/</i« Zand." . . .

This is the teaching of the illustrious, but much abused and calumniated, Archbibhop

of New York, and that of seven other illustrious prelates, whose signatures are attached

to the Pastoral. Loyally to your country under all her vicissitudes.—Be obedient to her lavs.

These are the doctrines taught by the Bishop Hughes school, the disciples of which,

according to Mr. Yellott and his Know-Nothing friends, are to be proscribed.

We next turn to the Pastoral Letter of the ^Irchbishop and the Bishops of the Province

of Baltimore, to be found in the June number of the Metropolitan, and we find the fol-

lowing forcible language on the subject at issue. The learned Prelates addressing the

Catholic laity, say:

" Respect and obey the constituted authorities, for all power is from God, and they
that resist, resist the ordinances of God, and purchase for themselves damnation. To
the General and State Governments you owe allegiaTice in all that regards the civil order:

the authorities of the Church challenge your obedience in the things of salvation. We
have no need of pressing this distinction which you fully understand, and constantly
observe. You know that we have uniformly taught you both publicly and privately,
to perform all the duties of good citizens, and that we have never exacted of you, as
we ourselves have never made even to the highest ecclesiastical authority, any engage-
ments inconsistent with the duties we owe to the country and its laws. . On every oppor-
tune occasion we have avowed these principles, and even in our communications to the
late Pontiff', we rejected as a calumny the imputation that tve were in civil matters sub-
ject TO HIS AUTHORITY. Be not disturbed at the misstatements of our tenets which
are daily made, or at the effort to deprive us of our civil rights, and of the confidence
and esteem of our fellow citizens."

Such, Mr. Yellott, are the doctrines " put forth within the last two years," by the

" leading authorities " of tlie Catholic Church,—" We rejected as a calumny the imputa-

tion that we were in civil matters subject to his authority;" *' To the General and State Go-

vernments you oice allegiance." Such are we taught by the illustrious prelates consti-

tuting the late Provincial Council held in our city.

Here we might pause, but being desirous to place within the reach of our readers the

amplest means to refute the foul aspersions that have been cast upon our beloved bishops

and pastors, we will submit the teaching of " leading authorities" from another section

of the country. We have before us the Pastoral Letter of the First Provincial Council

of Cincinnati, held only a few months ago. The illustrious prelates who composed that

body having alluded in feeling terms to the unjust warfare waged against Catholics in

this country, thus speak on the subject of Catholic loyalty:

" To the grievous and utterly false charge of disloyalty to this free government your
best answer will be, to continue to do—what you have all along sought earnestly and
sincerely to do—to discharge faithfully all your duties as citizen.^ of the republic, ren-

dering to Caesar the things that belong to Caesar, without, at the same time, forgetting

to render to God the things that belong to God.
" We appeal to you, beloved brethren, whether these have not been the les.sons which

we have uniformly taught you, both in our public and official communications, and in

our most private conversations; and whether we have not always instructed you that

the power of the Sovereign Ponlifl'f', which is spiritual in its objects and in sphere of

Rclion , cannot by possibility clash with your civil allegiance, or with the different class of

duties which you owe as good citizens to the government under which you happily

live."

Such is the " civil allegiance," which we are taught to render to the Pope, by ihe

illustrious Archbishop of Cincinnati, and the seven other learned and venerable prelate.?

who presided at the Council. After reading the foregoing extracts from the teaching of

some twenty-four illustrious archbishops and bishops of the Catholic Church of Americxi,

no man, unless he be a wilful bigot, can persist in maintaining the absurd charges put

forth by " Know-Nothing " fanatics, and reiterated by Mr. Yellott in his Cove Cottage

speech, that Catholics are taught by the " leading authorities" of their Church, that they

owe "civil allcginnco " to the Pope, and that liic " constitution and laws " of ihe coun-

try " are of no binding force unless they meet the approbation of the Roman Pontiff."
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l-yom Jun* 90, to Jit/y 90, 1855.

1.

—

Foreign Affairs.

Rome.—Pew evenla linv** occurred in the Eternal City of striking importanre during

the Inst month. On the 12th ult. a most daring attempt was made to assassinate his

Kminence Cardinal Antonelli, at tke foot of the steps of the Vatican. As the cardinal

was descending the steps he observed below a man of repulsive appearance, who, he

thought, was waiting to present a petition; but as h( approached he saw him move his

liand under his coat, as if he were going to take out some weapon. This movement
induced the cardinal to quicken his pace, and to turn sharply from one balustrade to the

other in order to take shelter beliind the partition wall.

The assassin had, in fact, grasped a poignard, but, losing the opportunity of striking

at close quarters, in consequence of the cardinal's rapid pace, he hurled the weapon at

his eminence. Most fortunately, being bndly aimed, it struck the wall and missed the

object intended. The servants who accompanied the cardinal instantly rushed on the

assassin, calling to their aid the sentinels of the Swiss Guard. The assassin was soon

overpowered, and was then recognised as one De Felici, a hatter, who has been under

the surveillance of the police.

The recent acts of the Spanish Government have produced a profound sensation at

Rome, and it was stated that the Holy See was on the eve of interrupting all diplo-

matic relations with the Court of Madrid.—A splendid monument to the illustrious

Daniel O'Connell, has lately been completed by Benzoni, at the private expense of Bian-

coni, and is about to be placed in the Church of St. Agata. On one side it represents

the noble form of the " Liberator " at the bar of the House of Commons indignantly

refusing to take the anti-Catholic declaration, in these remarkable words :
" I at once

rqtct this declaration; part of it I believe to be untrue, and the rest I know to be false."

Prince Lucien Bonaparte, a gr'hndson of Joseph, has adopted the ecclesiastical state

and been enrolled among the Supernumerary Chamberlains of the Pope. The Reverend

Prince is at present in Paris, having accompanied his brothers and sisters thither at the

recent call of the Emperor.

Five persons convicted of taking part in the assassinations of 1849, have been executed

at Firno, and recent accounts state that sentence of death had been pronounced by the

Consulta on De Felice, who attempted the assassination of Cardinal Antonelli.

Sardinia.—The infidel leaders of the government have at length succeeded in their

nefarious designs against the Church. The Convent Suppression bill has become the

law, and is immediately to be put in force. The thirty-four monastic orders to be sup-

pressed possessed 331 houses, inhabited by 4,543 persons. The number of religious

houses which will remain for a time is 274, comprising 4,057 inhabitants. From this

list of suppression two orders of nuns are to be exempted o\li of motives of " personal

regard." They are the Sacramentini and the Salesiennes. The latter possessed only

two or lliree houses, and the former, founded by the late Q.ueen Dowager, only one.

Spain-.—^The government has been kept for some time in a state of uneasiness by
strong indications of a Carlist rising. In some places the' insurrection had actually

broken out; and the mails between Paris eind Madrid had been intercepted and destroyed

by the insurgents.

France.—Paris has been honored by the visits of several distinguished personages

during the last month. His most Faithful Majesty, the King of Portugal and his

brother, have been spending some time at the capital «f the French empire. They left

on the 21st ult., on their way to Rome, to pay their devotions to the shrines of the

Apostles. They had been most cordially received and entertained by the Emperor and
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Empress, and at their departure the imperial yacht la Rehio Hertense, was placed at the

service of the royal brothers. The Lord Mayor of London has also been enjoying a

visit to Paris, attended by all the paraphernalia of civic splendor.—^The Universal Ex-

hibition still continues to be the scene of great attraction. The expositors amount to

20,000; and among these 400 are from the United States. The Bey of Tunis, with a

numerous suite, was among the distinguished personages who visited the Exhibition.

—

The reverses of the allies in the Crimea caused great sensation throughout the empire,

and has served to renew the activitj' in the war movement. An extra session of the

legislature wa.s convened, and a loan of 750,000,000 proposed and granted. The Em-
peror addressed the members in an animated speeeh, in the course of which he said

—

" Let us place our confidence in God, and persevere until a peace is obtained worthy of

the alliance of two great nations."

England.—The debates on the grant to the College of Maynooth, for some time oc-

cupied the attention of Parliament. The opposition to the measure was chiefly con-

ducted by Mr. Whiteside, who, among other things, charged that the heads of the Col-

lege, in violation of their promise, had introduced Jesuilism. This is a truly serious

charge I The subject was finally postponed without any action.—The Roebuck Com-
mittee have made a report, in which it is merely admitted that the sufferings in the army

have been aggravated by incompetency at home. Animated discussions have taken place

on the subject of Administrative reform; the debate was finally terminated by the

unanimous adoption of Sir Bulwer Lytton's resolution: that the House of Commons
recommend to the early attention of the Ministers, the necessity of a careful revision of

the various official e.stabiishments.—News from the Crimea had brought the startling

intelligence of the death of Lord Raglan. No particulars given. His Lordship was

succeeded in the command by Gen. Simpson.

A new trial had been granted in the case of the Rev. Mr. Boyle, against his eminence

Cardinal Wiseman, on an appeal from the decision of Baron Piatt, and with every

prospect that the unjust and partial judgment will be reversed.—A bill introduced into

Parliament by Lord Grosvenor, having for its object the better observance of the

Sunday, gave rise to much excitement among the working classes of the Metropolis.

An immense meeting in opposition to the bill was held in Hyde Park, on Sunday, the

1st inst. A collision took place between the people and the police, but it was not

attended with any serious consequences.

Ireland.—From a Report of the Poor-law Commissioners, recently published, we
have a very satisfactory account of the condition of the country, so far as relates to

labor and wages. Throughout the agricultural districts especially a demand for labor

prevailed, and wages of Is. per day were given where formerly only 4d, 6d, or 8d, had

been received; and in some parts of the country, a man's wages reached Is. 6d., 2s. or

2s. 6d. per day, at certain seasons of the year. From the same report we also learn,

that from the year 1849 to 1855, inclusive, over 200,000 young persons left the work-

houses of Ireland, and the far greater part of these found employment in the districts

adjoining the workhouses. The conunissioners add that visible signs of improved con-

dition of life are to be found in the appearance of the peasantry in all parts of the

country, more especially in their clothing.

The crops of all kinds wear the most favorable appearance, and every prospect of

abundance is anticipated.

Father Mathew, the venerable apostle of temjjeranre, arrived lately at Southampton

from Madeira, on his return to Ireland. His health was improved.

On the 17th ult., a new and beautiful church was dedicated at Castlebridge, and the

eloquent Dr. Cahill preached the dedication sermon.—Late papers bring the melancholy

intelligence of the death of the Rt. Rev. Dr. O'Donnell, Bishop of Galway. The

lamented prelate died suddenly on the morning of the .30th ult. The names of the Rev.

Dr. OBrien, of Waterford; Dr. Burke, of Clonmel; and Dean Dooley, of Cas.tleknock,

have been forwarded to Rome as persons worthy to fill the vacant bishopric of Water-

ford.
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—

Blessing of the Sta.—A rnrredpondeiit of the Weekly Regultr g'trta ihe

following ncoount of ihiN intf^reiitinf; cfremony:

" On ilip Siindny within the 0»invc of St. Pcicr and St. PauI'M Feaat, n sublime nnd

iinposins: rite—the Bein-dirtion of the Sen by the Moat Holy Sacrament, took place on

the shores of the English Channel nt Ostend.

At eleven oVliuk, Muss was relehmted in the principal church of the town, at the

end of which n procession was formed nnd moved forward sinirinj before the Blessed

Sncrnment. The wny was len;;tliy, nnd the streets numerous nlong which it had to

pass; it haltetl nt length on the height of the fortified einl)ankment nl)0ve the rampart

and sen-wnll; and there an nitar wns built fronting the horizon nnd the sen. Nothing

more poetic or sublime can be conceived ihnn the throning of the Holy Sncrnment upon

llie " strength of the hills," with the raging sea below nnd the blue heaven above. I

could not hear the voices of those who sang at the foot of the altar, but I heard the

" voice of many waters," and it seemed to say, "The Lord reigneth, and hath girded

himself with strength !

"

The Chevalier Charles Georts, the celebrated sculptor and statuary of Louvain, who
has produced so many beautiful monuments of Christian art, died on the 16th ult., at

Louvain.

Austria.—Austria still maintains her peace attitude, and as an evidence that she

intends to take no part in the contest now raging between Russia and the Allies, she

has reduced her army to the extent of about 150,000 men.

Russia.—A letter from St. Petersburg, of the 5th ult., in the Xevcs, of Hamburg,

says:

—

" The Synod of St. Petersburg has presented an address to the Emperor, earnestly

praying him to show himself more disposed towards conferences of pence, in so far as

the political interests of the State would permit. It is not known how the Emperor

has received this address."

In the meantime there is evinced a strong disposition to prosecute the war vigorously.

An imperial ukase postpones to the 15th of September next the recruiting that had been

ordered in the government of Ekaterinoslaff. In order, however, to accelerate tiie

recruiting ordered in tlie otlier governments of the empire, it is decreed—1, that all the

exceptions which have been hitherto admitted are now annulled ; 2, that in the towns

and villages the men shall be taken to the age of 37; and 3, that the commissaries for

recruiting are authorised to take even only sons, if it should be found necessary to do

so, to complete the number of men demanded.

An imperial manifesto, dated St. Petersburg, the 2d of June, ordains, tiiat in case of

the decease of the present Emperor, the Grand Duke Constantine shall be regent during

the minority of tlie Crown Prince. The regency is ta continue during the minority of

the second son, should the eldest die. The Empress is to be guardian.

The Crimea and the War.—This region is still the scene of the most terrible

conflicts. On the 18th ult. an assault was made by the Allies on tlie Malakoff and

Redan, two of the strongest fortifications of Sebastopol. The attempt was unsuccessful

and the allies were repulsed with a loss of nearly ten thousand men in killed, wounded

and prisoners. The loss on the part of the Russians was also immense. Since the

affair of the 18th ult., nothing of importance has taken place, except the death of Lord

Raglan.

An atlair took place at Hango which has caused much indignation, especially in Eng-

land. It seems that a boat from an English ship of war, containing some sixteen

persons, approached the place under a flagof truce, and was fired into by llie Russians,

and most of tliose on board were killed.

57 Vol. ill.—No.
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II.— Domestic Intelligenck.

AFFAIRS OF THE CHURCH.

1. Archdiocese of Baltimore.

College Commencements.—On the 27th ult., the Annual Commencement of Mount St.

Mary's College, that venerable nursery of science and religion, took place. The occa-

sion w&a one of more than ordinary interest. ]Many of the Alumni of the "Old
Mountain," who years ago had pursued together the path of science beneath its shade,

returned to pay a transient visit to the scenes sacred to the memory of other days.

They had returned to do honor to their Alma J\Iater, and to encourage her youthful as-

pirants to literary distinction to pursue the honorable course upon which they had en-

tered until the goal of their ambition should have been attained.

The exercises commenced at an early hour, and were enlivened at intervals by music

from the St. Cecelia Society, which was conducted by Professor Dielman. The pre-

miums were distributed from the hand of the Rt. Rev. Dr. Carrell, Bishop of Coving-

ton, formerly a student at the Mountain.

The degree of A. B. on Charles Monmonier, Baltimore, Md.; Geo. Carroll Jenkins,

do., do.; John F. McDermot, Emmittsburg: Edward M. Morse, I^i'ew Orleans, La.;

Charles N. Morse, do., do.; Thomas E. Slevin, Philadelphia; James McGinnis, Steu-

benville,Ohio; Rev. M. Feller, Rethel, France.

The degree of A. M. on John F. Knight, Havana; Luke T. Chatard, Baltimore,

Md.; George S. Hebb, Cumberland, Md.; Silas M. Chatard, Baltimore, Md.; John F.

Lafarge, New York; William Cook, York, Pa.

Orations were delivered by Charles Monmonier, on Law and Liberty; Charles N.

Morse, .on Modern Fiction; Thomas E. Slevin, on Christian Literature; James McGin-
nis, on the English Revolution; John F. McDermot, Scanderbeg; Edward M. Morse,

Society in the South; George C. Jenkins, Obedience; and a valedictory by Charles

Monmonier.

The orations, without distinction, elicited the praise and admiration of all who heard

them. But the feeling and pathetic valedictory by our own talented townsman, Charles

Monmonier, touched the hearts of all present. Mr. Monmonier had been long at the

institution; his exemplary conduct had gained for him the esteem and aflection of all

who knew him. These ties were about to be severed; he was at length called on to bid

adieu to the " Old Mountain."

On the day following the Commencement of Mount St. Mary's College, the distribu-

tion of premiums took place at St. Joseph's Academy. The Rt. Rev. Bisliops Carrell

and O'Regan, the President of Mount St. Mary's, the Rev. Mr. Roddan, of Boston,

and other distinguished gentlemen, were present on the occasion. The distribution was

agreeably diversified by the performance of several excellent pieces selected from Docha,

Donizetti, Verdi, and other eminent musical composers.

Tlu Vtsitalion Academy at Frederick.—The annual distribution of premiums of this

flourishing institution, took place on Thursday, the 12th insl. The premiums were de-

livered by the Rev. Father Viiiiger. The Rev. Father Sleinbacher, the Rev. Mr.

Plunkett, of Martinsburg, Hon E. Louis Lowe, Ex-Governor of Maryland, and other

distinguished personages were present on the occasion.

The distribution of premiums at the Academy of the Visitation in this city, was held

on Tuesday, the 10th inst. The Very Rev. Mr. Coskery and the Rev. Mr. Foley

were present on the occasion.

Jyiount De Sales.—The annual distrii^ution of premiums of this eminently distin-

guished institution, took place on Thursday the 12th inst. Our beloved and venerable

Archbishop was present and distributed the premiums, and at the conclusion of the ex-

ercises, addressed a few words to the pupils, expressed the gratification he experienced

on the occasion, congratulated them on the happy and successful termination of the
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scholastic yonr, nml indulged the hqpi* thiit the pust mif;hl be an incentive to renewed

exertions in iIionc stiulie.<« which in coniin!; years would render them tiNefiil and cxeni-

pliiry nienihers of society. The occiision was also honored hy iv number of the Rev.

clerpy from our nwn rity, and front other parlH of ilie Stale.

litoifftlovn College.—Tiie annual coninienreinent of this lime-honored inNtitution

tiiok place on Tuesday, the lOih instant. Among the distinguished personages who
honored the occasion with their presence, were the Rt. Rev. Dr. C'arrell, Bishop of

Covington, the Rev. Dr. Ryder, formerly President of the College, the Rev. Messrs.

Blox, Boyle, Donelan, and other clergymen. The addresses delivered hy students,

not only delighted, l)ut also imparted to the audience many lessons of wisdom and in-

struction. That delivered by A. H. Loughborough, on "Morality and Religion, the

Foundation of Government," was an excellent production and especially worthy of

notice as exhibiting the pure and holy teaching of the Catholic Church on the subject

of civil go\ernmcnt. In tiie absence of John O'Neil, Esq. (occasioned by indisposi-

tion), who had been selected to address the Philodemic Society, the Rev. Father Ryder
was calletl on to supply his place. The Rev. gentleman came forward, and during the

course of his truly eloquent remarks, said that:

•' lie felt that it was a work of supererogation for him to attempt to vindicate the

Catholic Church from the cliarges which her enemies make against her, that she is hos-
tile to the liberty of tiie land—that she teaches in her institutions of learning doctrines
which tend to subvert the fabric of this government. He was persuaded that the best

refutation of the false charges made again.st Religion, was the spirit of true republi-

canism, of genuine patriotism breathed in the addresses which this day issued from the

Catholic College of Georgetown. No, said the eloquent s])eaker, if the glorious pillars

of our republic are to totter and to fall, believe me, it will not be the hand of a Catholic
which shall cau.-^e those glorious columns of liberty to crumble into dust—if there shall

be found a heart to nourish treason against this country—it will not be a heart which
has been warmed on the bosom of a Catholic parent—for the Catholic Church teaches
that treason against our country is treason against God."

Loyola College.—The annual commencement of this institution, of which the Catho-

lics of Baltimore are so justly proud, took place on the llih inst. Our space will not

permit us to say all that we could w'sh of this commencement; it must suffice, there-

fore, to observe that the exercises were highly creditable to the pupils, honorable to the

learned and zealous Fathers of the institution, while they delighted the select and

crowded audience present on the occasion. The Rt. Rev. Bishop of Covington dis-

tributed the premiums. A large number of the clergy of the city and diocese were

present. There were no graduates this year from among the pupils of the College; the

degree of M. A. was conferred on Dr. W. J. Duhamel and Richard Burke, Esq.

Church Dedication, Sfc.—Our Most Rev. Archbishop laid the corner stone of a new
Church at Long Greene, Baltimore county, on the 22d ult. St. Bridget's Church, in

that part of our city called Canton, was dedicated by the Rt. Rev. Bishop Carrell, and

assisted by a large number of the clergy of our city, on Sunday, the 8th inst. The
Rev. Mr. Boyle, of Washington, delivered an eloquent discourse on the occasion.

The Sisters ofJSIercy.—We are exceedingly gratified in being able to record the estab-

lishment of a house of these excellent sisters in our city. Their present establishment

is adjoining St. Peter's Church, and is a gift to the good sisters from the noble and

generous charity of Mrs. McTavish. They are to have under their charge the parish

school, and they are also about to establish a select school, in which the various

branches of a finished education will be taught.

•J. Diocese of Pittsburg.

Coruea'alion of St. Paurs Cathedral.—Ainidsl the fierce and violent storm that rages

in the country against his religion, how consoling for the Catholic, to mark the evi-

dences that daily pass before his view, of the expansion of Catholicity, of the rise and

spread of his holy faith. Almost every day brings accounts of the dedication of new
churches, tlie rise of religious establishments, the founding of new literary institutions,

the ordination of new priests, or the consecration of new hishops Tc-day he reads of
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the dedication of an humble chapel in the far distant West, where some solitary mis-

sionary teaches the wanderin?^ children of the forest the lessons of eternid truth: to-

morrow he scans with n delighted eye the account of the consecration of some noble

cathedral amidst the most imposinor ceremonies, and attended by numerous prelates and a

hundred priests. Such were the thoughts supo^ested to our imagination on reading the

account of the consecration of St. Paul's Cathedral, of Pittsburg. This noble Cathe-

dral, a description of which we have given elsewhere, was solemnly consecrated to the

service of Almighty God on the 24th ult. Our own beloved and Most Rev. Archbishop

was the consecrating prelate on the occasion; and the following illustrious prelates were

present and took part in the ceremony:

Most Rev. Archbishop Hughes, of New York; Rt. Rev. M. O'Connor, Bishop of

Pittsburg; Righ: Rev. Bishop Poriier, Mobile; Right Rev. Bishop Whelan, Wheeling;

Right Rev. Bishop Henni, Milwaukie; Right Rev. Bishop O'Reilly, Hartford; Right

Rev. Bishop Spalding, Louisville; Right Rev. Bishop Rappe, Cleveland: Right Rev.

Bishop Neumann, Philadelphia; Right Rev. Bishop McGill, Richmond; Right Rev.

Bishop Loughlin, Brooklyn; Right Rev. Bishop Amat, Monterey; Right Rev, Bishop

Young, Erie; Right Rev. Bishop Regan, Chicago; Right Rev. Bishop Timon, BufTolo;

Right Rev. Bishop Carrell, Covington.

The solenm pontifical mass was celebrated by the Rt. Rev. Dr. Portier, Bishop of

Moljile; and the sermon on the occasion was preached by the Most Rev. Archbishop

of New York In the evening the sacred edifice was again densely crowded, on which

occasion an eloquent discourse was delivered by the Most Rev. Archbishop of Balti-

more.—On tlie 2l)ih ult., the Rt. Rev. Bishop O'Connor dedicated a new church at Jef-

ferson. The Very Rev. Mr. Hayden, of Bedford, preached on the occasion.

3. Diocese of Buffalo.

Cathedral Dedication.—What we have said of the dedication of the great Calhedrd of

Pittsburg, might be repeated in reference to St. Joseph's Cathedral of BufiTalo, which

was dedicated to the service of religion on Sunday, the first inst. Four years ago,

when the foundation stone was laid, who imagined that so soon the noble building

would be completed. Yet the work is done. The imposing edifice stands and will stand

as a monument of the piety, zeal and energy of the learned and venerable Bishop and

the Catholics of Bufl^alo, and will dispense the blessings of Catholicity to generations

yet to come.

The Cathedral is 236 feet in length, 120 in breadth at the transept; breadth of the

aisles and nave, 80 feet; height of the roof outside, 90 feet. It is flanked by two mas-

sive towers; one with aspire 220 feet high, the other with pinnacle and battlements,

140 feet high. The architecture is exceedingly chaste and beautiful. The ceremony of

dedication is described as grand and imposing, far beyond ordinary scenes of the kind.

Fourteen prelates, and about one hundred priests were present on the occasion. The
high altar was consecrated by our own beloved and venerable Archbishop. The altar

of the Blessed Virgin was consecrated by the Right Rev. Dr, Hcnni, Bishop of Mil-

waukie, and that of the Blessed Sacrament, by the Rt, Rev, Dr. O'Connor, Bishop of

Pittsburg, and the dedication of the Cathedral itself was performed by the Right Rev.

Bishops of Albany and Brooklyn. The Most Rev, Archbishop of New York preached

the dedication sermon.

End of the Schism —If the venerable Bishop of Bufl'alo has reason to rejoice in the

completion of the noble Cathedral, his paternal heart finds no less a subject of rejoice-

ment in the restoration of the schisniaticiil church of St. Louis to the bosom of Catlio-

lic unity. The good Bishop mourned in silence over the erring conduct of the members
of this congregation, and sought every occasion to lead them to the path of duty. At

length he empowered the zealous Father Weiiinger, S. J., to remove the interdict, tem-

porarily, in order to give the members of the church an opporlimity of celebrating a

tridium in honor of the Immaculate Conception of the Mother of God. But scarcely
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ImJ the exercises been concluded, when the achiam waa happily ended by Uie unanimnus

ndopiidii by the congropation of the following arli<*lca:

1. The Triistrea slinll be elp<-l«Hl from the menibeni of the conpregntion who are pew-
liol.l. IS of the church; but luiy nu-nibt-r who l.el.>nf,'a to any secret aociety, or neglects

to iiIsiTVc his Easter confession and communion, shiill not be so elected.

'J. Tlu' Triisicps simil render nn mtount to the ron;,'rf!rntion, every six months, of

the moneys rricived iind expended by tliem, nnd ti) llie iri.sliop at the end of every year.

Tlie Bishop reserves the riijlit to examine the books and neeounts at any time, at his

own option. For every amount expended over f.lOO, the Trustees shall procure the

express consent of the Bishop.

3. The pastor shall attend all Trustee."* ' meetings, ^x officio, and if he deems fit to veto

any action taken at su"-li meeting's, and does not afiet wards withdraw his veto, the

matter shall be submitted to the Bishop for liis derision.

4. The pastor shall appoint the persons who shall serve the congregation, or instruct

the youth of the conirresntion, as organist, sexton, and teachers, but with the consent

of the Trustees. If the Trustees will not consent to the appointment of such persons

by the priest, it shall be submitted to the decision of the Bishop. The con]^ret;ntion

will remain im'orporaied under this administration; and never can one cent of the

funds of the consrejation be appropriated, without their consent, for any other purpose

than the use of the congregation.

4. Diocese of Philadelphia.

Villanora College.—The annual commencement of this flourishing in.stitution took

place on the 2Tth ult. It was an occasion of much joy and pleasure to the numerous

friends and patrons of the institution. It was honored by the presence of the Rl. Rev.

Dr. Neumann, who distributed the premiums.

S/. Maiij's College, Ullmington, Del.—The annual commencement of this institution

was held on the 28th ult., under the auspices of the illustrious Bishop of Philadelphia,

and in the presence of a large number of clergymen and patrons of the institution.

The exercises of the pupils gave the utmost satisfaction and reflected great credit on

themselves and on the learned nnd zealous professors of the college.

ConfinnalioH —The Rt. Rev. Bishop Neumann administered the sacrament of Con-

firmation at St. Michael's Church, Kensington, on the 8th inst., and at Phoenixville

on the 4th inst.

Orrfin(j/«on.—The same Rt. Rev. Prelate, on the 2d instant, promoted David Whelnn,

Maurice Walsh, Nicholas Walsh, Edmund W. Fitzmaurice and Patrick Bacon to minor

orders. On the 5th, Mr. John Brannagan, David Whelan and Maurice Walsh were

promoted to the holy order of subdeaconship, and on the 6th, to the order of deacon-

ship, Rev. David Whelan and Rev. Maurice Walsh. The two last were promoted to

the priesthood on the following Sunday at St. Michael's Church, Kensington.

5. Diocese of Hartford.

Confirmation.—The holy sacrament of Confirmation was administered to about 200

persons, on the 9th inst., by the Rt. Rev. Bishop O'Reilly, at the church in OIneyville,

under the pastoral charge of the Rev. Mr. Quinn. What we have most to admire in

connexion with this event, is, that a few years ago scarcely a Catholic was to be found

in the neighborhood where the church now stands. It is a living evidence, here as else-

where, of the rapid increase of Catholicity. The annual collection for the benefit of

the Orphan Asylums in the diocese, was taken up in all the churches and chapels in the

diocese on t!ie second Sunday of the present month. Three new asylums have lately

been completed and are still encumbered by debt. In favor of these, in a special manner,

the generosity and charity of the faithful are inroked.

G. Diocese of Boston.

The Rt. Rev. Bishop of Boston, during his visits to Cabitville, Springfield, New
Bedford and other places, administered the sacrament of Confirmation during the last

month to upwards of /ouW«n hundred persons, and dedicated two or three new churches.

The College of the Holy Cross.—The annual commencement of this flourishing insti-

tution took place on the lOth inst. It was honored by the presence of the Rt. Rev.

Dr. Fitzpatrick, who distributed the premiums.
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7. Diocese of Brooklyn.

Confirmation.—The Rt. Rev. Dr. Lou»lilin, Bishop of Brooklyn, administered the

sacrntnent of Confirmation to a lar?e number of persons at St. Paul's Church, on the

3d inst. On the 1st. inst. the Rt. Rev. Dr. Bacon, Bishop of Portland, preached at St.

Mary's Church, Brooklyn, for the benefit of the schools attached to the church.

8. .Archdiocese of J^eto York.

Si. John's College, Fordham.—The annual commencement of this institution took

place on the 12ih instant. A large tent was erected on the lawn, in which the exercises

were conducted. The Most Rev. Archbishop of New York M-as present and distri-

buted the premiums. The occasion was also honored by the presence of the Rt. Rev.

Bishop Portier of Mobile, and a large number of the Rev. clergy of New York and

other places. The degree of Bachelor of Arts was conferred on the following students:

John R. Hassard, New York; Martin T. McMahon, Cattaraugus co., N. Y.; Arthur

G. Francis, Wilmington, Del.; Denis J. O'Donovan, N. Y.; James Barnard, Three

Rivers, C. E.; Hippolyte V. Feugas, Cliarlestown, S. C; John T. Power, New York;

Richard J. Stevenson, N. Y.; James L. Conron, N. V.

The Sacred Heart .Academy, J\Ianhaltanville.—The annual distribution of premiums

and accompanying exercises at this institution, took place on Wednesday, July 11th.

The Most Rev. Archbishop Hughes, the Rt. Rev. Bishop Portier, of Mobile, and the

Rt. Rev. Bishops Timon, Loughlin, and Bacon were present, together with many dis-

tinguished cleriryiTien. The Most. Rev. Archbishop distributed the premiums, and at

the conclusion of the exercises addressed a few words to the young ladies, expressive

of the plea.<!ure and satisfaction he experi^ced on the occasion.

9. Diocese of Dubuque.

The friends of the Association for the propagation of the faith in this diocese, exhibit

a zeal and energy in the cause, worthy of emulation elsewhere. On the Feast of Pen-

tecost, this admirable association was solemnly established in the city of Dubuque, and

is destined in a short period to extend throughout the diocese. Over 500 persons joined

it immediiitely after its establishment, and 200 others shortly afterwards enrolled their

names. The sum of $3(50 was collected and sent to the Director General of the

diocese.

10. Diocese of .Albany.

On the 17th ult. a new and beautiful church at Ogdensburg, N. Y., was dedicated to

the service of Almighty God, by the Right Rev. Dr. McCloskey, Bishop of Albany.

The church was dedicated under the patronage of the Immaculate Mother of God. On

the 23d ult. the same Rt. Rev. prelate administered the Sacrament of Confirmation at

St. John's Church, Plattsburg, to 104 persons.

11. Diocese of Chicago.

We sometimes hear of our clergy, and even our beloved Bishops being harassed by

vexatious lawsuits to gratify the malice and caprice of some heartless individual, but we

do not at present remember an instance wliere the sacred precincts of female retirement

have been ruthlessly invaded by an officer of the law, and its unoffending inmates

dragged forth under a legal process to answer a pretended charge in an open court.

Such, however, has been the sad [fortune of the good religious of the Convent of the

Sisters of Mercy, of Chiciigo, Illinois, as will be seen by the following, which we take

from the Chicago Tribunal of the 19th inst.

*' Yesterday a singular case was brought before his Honor, Judge Manierre, the cir-

cumstances of which are ns follow:
" Some time ago, Mary E. Parker, a youns: lady, daughter of one of the most re-

spectiible citizens of this place, was ])laced by her father in the Roman Catholic Con-
vent here, for the purpose of education. Her father, a few week.s .since, went East, and

a friend of the young lady, understanding that she was confined against her will, and

that she wished to be liberated, applied for a writ of habeas corpus m Jier behalf, which

v,-aH granted.

J
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* The pnrtieH tinuenri'd in Court by their nitorncyH, and in pemon, aboiit two oVlork.

The rcNpiinilenl, ilii" Mtiiher Superior of llie Convent, wn8 hahiled in the n mc
of llie order of whiih wlie i« ii nieniher. Tlie plaiiililViM a youiii; lady of i-

teen ytnrH of a^e, handHotne appeiiranre, and of lady-like demeanor. SIil i..» ...id

it) a liriiwii .Mik ilre.s.H and Mue mantilla, and wore a thick veil over a portion of her

face, which ohsciircd, in a j^reat detrrec, her features.
" One of the rouncil for the appellant remarkeil tiiat llie appellant appeared to be under

the impre!*.sion that hIu* was not at liberty to converse with her counsel.
" Mr. Tmcy .'jaid tliat'lu- had advised tlie res|)ondent to not allow the appellant to hold

any converse with any one i)iU herself (the respondent) and hini.self.

" The Court informed the appellant that she was at j>erfcct lil»erly to converse with

her council, either in or out of the liearin;i of the Lady Superior.

"The vounsj lady appeared to remain under constraint, but conversed with her coun-

sel for a lew moments, without removinfj from the neis;hl>orhood of the Lady Superior.
" Mr. Tracy read the return of the respondent to the writ, which .set forth that the

said Mary E. Parker wa% placed in the Convent of the Sisters of Mercy, by her fatlier,

John I'arker, some nine weeks njjo, at the request and. with the free consent of said

Mary, for the puri>ose of bein^ educated in said Convent; that she has since remained

there, unrestrained of her liberty and by her own free will; that lier father is now absent

from the State of Illinois, and that her mother is dead.
" The Court then look the youii^ lady aside and conversed for some time with her.

The Court then stated that Miss Parker, although on some accounts unwilling to re-

main in the Convent, was not willing to leave it until her father returned to the city;

and that she was not in the fear of returning thither. That as the writ of habeas cor-

pus had been issued solely for the benefit of the young lady, and as she declined to

avail herself of the liberty asked lor therein, the Court would merely state that she was
at liberty to go where she pleased."

The case was accordingly dismissed, and Miss Parker returned with the Lady Su-

perior to the Convent.

12. Jirchdiocese of Cincinnati.

The Most Rev. Archbishop Purcell administered the sacrament of Confirmation to

136 persons at St. Patrick's Church, Cincinnati, on the 24th ult.; the Tridium closed

on the same day.

The annual commencement of St. Joseph's College, Somerset county, took place on
the 4th in.stant.

Conversions.— It is certainly consoling to Catholics to know that the only effect of the

persecution which has been raised against them, is to drive thousands into the bosom of
the Catholii" Church, the centre of unity. On Trinity Sunday, Archbishop Purcell bap-
tized Mr. Laurence Ballingall, in Cincinnati; on the Sunday following, Mr. Richard
James Winters, in Columbus, and subsequently confirmed the converts, Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse Beecher, in Lancaster.

Recently the Rev. Mr. Wood baptized at St. Patrick's, the son of a Uniteirian minis-
ter of Boston.

III. LiTER.ARY IXTELLKJENCE.

MacCabe's Cvtholic History of E.vgl.\n'd.—It is a source of much gratification to

learn that this excellent and truly Catholic work has gained an extensive circulation,

and has elicited the most unqualified approbation of men of pre-eminent literary dis-

tinction. M. de Saint Cheron, a French gentleman of distinguished Uterary abilities,

in a recent letter to the author, says:

" ... I was speaking to my illustrious friend, the Count de Montalembert,
yesterday morning, and I mentioned you to him, when he interrupted me in order to

testify the pleasure, tlie admiration, and the profit with which he had perused your
learned history of the Anglo-Saxon Church; he considered it far superior to the work
of our celebrated historian, Au^ustin Thierry; not only in point of Catholic feeling, but
also with reference to talent. M. de Montalembert further added that he frequently

quoted your work in his " History of Monastic Institutions,"—a History, the first

volume of which will be pubhshed very shortly. He authorized me to write this con-
versation to yoti.

" 1 thought this opinion of so high an authority woiJd be a source of gratification to

you." ...
We might also mention in connection with this work, an incident worthy of being

placed on record. The Emperor of Austria recently sent to Mr. MacCabe, an Emerald
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Ritig set with brilliants, valued at .£150, as a compliment to the author and as a token

of the high estimation he placed upon the work.

The Rev. Dr. Faber's Works.—No Catholic publications, perhaps, in so short a

period, ever met witli a more rapid sale, or acquired a more extensive circulation, than

the devotional works of Dr. Faber. His " All for Jesus" has obtained a world-wide

reputation. It has been published in various lanj^uages on the continent of Europe; in

England and in this country, also, it has pa.ssed through numerous editions. Hia later

publications, "the Blessed Sacrament," and "Growth in Holiness," have also met
with a favorable reception; and we venture to predict that in time they will (especially

" the Blessed Sacrament") far exceed the unprecedented sale of " AH for Jesus."

These results are truly gratifying to tlie learned and zealous author. They evince in

the strongest possible manner, that his labors have been appreciated; that they have

tended to awaken piety, fervor, and devotion in the hearts of Catholics, and to elevate

and direct their minds from earth to heaven. Though these works have been given as a

legacy to the Catholic public, the author, nevertheless, manifests the liveliest interest in

their welfare, and indicates an earnest desire to guard against the remotest contingency

that might give them currency without his approval or correction, as we learn from

the following Card to the Catholics of A.merica:

" The Author is under great obligation to Messrs. Murpht & Co., of Baltimore, in

being able to bring out his books and present them to his Catholic brethren in America,

under their auspices, through their well-known and careful press. The kind indul-

gence and favorable reception which ^ All for Jesus' and ' Growth in Holiness/ met

with in America, made it a matter of no slight consequence to the author that he should

find publishers, whose name and standing would be a guarantee to him both against

unauthorized alterations of his text and also against errors of the press, which are the

more serious when the works in which they occur abound in theological expressions.

Under these circumstances, and considering the grave character of any thing like inac-

curate statement in matters of doctrine, the author trusts he may be allowed to say that

no editions ofhis U'orksbut those issued by Messrs. Murpht & Co., have any sanction from
him, or are in any way submitted to his coi-rections and revidon.

" The Oratory, London, June 21, 1855. F. W. FABER."

A Catholic Geography.—We are pleased to learn that Mr. Donalioe, the enter-

prising publisher of the Boston Pilot, has announced for early publication a Modern
Geography, by the Christian Brothers. We also see that Messrs. Dunigan & Brother

have announced a new History of the United States. Messrs. Murphy & Co., of our

own city, have recently issued an edition of Lingard's England, abridged; also, a New
Greek Grammar, and a New Algebra, by Professor Sesiini, of Georgetown College,

whose Elementary Algebra and Analytical Geometry have been so favorably received.

It is gratifying to notice the additions that are daily being made to our school litera-

ture. It is an evidence of the growth of our institutions and the fruit of their labors.

It is gratifying to know that there are now within the reach of every Catholic teacher,

class-books that he can freely place in the hands of his pupils; books free from those

objectionable features which have heretofore pervaded the school literature of the coun-

try, from the primer to the rhetoric. The Catholic publishers are entitled to much
credit for the laudable part they have taken in this good work, and for the efforts they

are making in aid of the dissemination of sound and useful knowledge.

Obitoart.—Again it becomes our unwilling task to record the death of an estimable

clergyman, the Rev. P. Corry. This zealous priest immigrated to this country when
quite a youth, and shortly after his arrival entered the seminary of Mount St. Mary's,

near Emmilisburg. After his ordination Mr. Corry remained in the Mountain engage<l

in the lal)orious occupation of training youth in the path of science. Recently lie en-
tered on the mission, luid was for some time altaclied lu St. Patrick's Church. Phila-
delphia, where he died, after a short illness, on the evening of the 4tli i-nsl.
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THE SACRAMENTS.
TranMlatedfor the Metropolitanfrom the Work* of Ckateaubriaixd.

MATRIMONY.
Europe owes to Cliristianity the few good laws which «it possesses. There is

not, porhaps, a single contingency in civil affairs for which provision has not been

made by the canon law ; the fruit of the experience of fifteen centuries, and of

the genius of ti»e Innocents and the Gregories. The wisest emperors and kings,

as Charlemagne and Alfred the Great, were of opinion that they could not do

better than to introduce into the civil code a part of the ecclesiastical code, which

contains the essence of the Levitical law, the Gospel, and the Roman jurispru-

dence. What an edifice is the Church of Christ ! How vast ! how wonderful!

In elevating marriage to the dignity of a sacrament, Jesus Christ has shown us,

in the first place, the great symbol of his union with the Church. When we
consider that matrimony is the axis on which the whole social economy revolves,

can we suppose it to be ever sufficiently sacred ? or too highly admire the wisdom
of him who has stamped it with the seal of religion"?

The Church has made every provision for so important a step in life. She has

determined the degrees of relationship within which matrimony is allowable. The
canon law, which determines the degree of consanguinity by the number of gene-

rations from the parent-stock, has forbidden marriage within the fourth generation
;

while the civil law, following a double mode of computation, formerly prohibited

it only within the second degree. Such was the Arcadian law, as inserted in the

Institutes of Justinian. But the Church, with her accustomed wisdom, has been

governed in this by the gradual improvement of popular manners.* In the first

ages of Christianity, marriage was forbidden within the seventh degree of consan-

guinity, and some councils, as that of Toledo in the sixth century, prohibited

without exception all alliances between members of the same family.f

* Concil. Duziac. an. 814. Tlie canon law was necessarily modified according to the

manners of the different nations—Goths, Vaudals, English, Franks, Bui^andians

—

who entered successively into tiie Church.

t Can. 5.

53 Vol. III.—Xo. 8.
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The spirit that dictated these laws is worthy of the pure religion which we
profess. The pagan world was far from imitating this chastity of the Christian

people. At Rome marriage was permitted between cousins-gtrman ; and Clau-

dius, in order to marry Agrippina, enacted a law which allowed an uncle to form

an alliance with his niece.* By the laws of Solon a brother could marry a sister

by the mother's side.f The Church, however, did not confine her precautions to

the above-mentioned legislation. For some time she followed the Levilical law

in regard to those who were related by affinity, but subsequently she numbered

among the nullifying impediments of marriage, all the degrees of affinity corres-

ponding to the d^rees of consanguinity within which marriage is prohibited.^

She also provided for a case which had escaped the notice of all previous juris-

prudence ; that of a man guilty of illicit intercourse with a woman. According

to the discipline of the Church, this man cannot marry any woman who is related

within the second degree to the object of his unlawful love.|| This law, which

had existed to a certain extent in the early ages of Christianity,^ became a settled

point by a decree of the Council of Trent, and was considered so wise an enact-

ment, that the French code, though it rejected the Council as a whole, willingly

adopted this particular canon.

The numerous impediments to marriage between relatives which the Church

has established, besides being founded on moral and spiritual considerations, have

a beneficial tendency in a political point of view, by encouraging the division of

property and preventing all the wealth of a state from accumulating, in a long

series of years, in the hands of a few individuals.

The Church has retained the ceremony of betrothing, which may be traced to a

remote antiquity. We are informed by Aulus Gellius, that it was known among
the people of Latium :1I it was adopted by the Romans,** and was customary

among the Greeks : it was honored under the old covenant, and in the new Joseph

was betrothed to Mary. The intention of this custom is to allow the bride and

bridegroom time to become acquainted with each other previously to their union.ff

In our rural hamlets the ceremony of betrothing still oxliibits its ancient graces.

On a beautiful morning in the month of August, a young peasant repaired to the

farm-house of his future father-in-law, to join his intended bride. Two musicians,

reminding you of the minstrels of old, led the way, playing tunes of the days of

chivalry, or the hymns of pilgrims. Departed ages, issuing from their Gothic

tombs, seemed to accompany the village youth with their ancient manners and

• Suet., in Claud. It should be observed, tlint this law did not become general, as

we learn from the Fragments of Ulpian, til. 5 & 6, and lliat it was repealed by Uie code

of Tlieodosius, as well as tliat relating to cousins-german. In the Christian Church the

Pope has the power to dispen.se from llie canon law, according to circumstances; a very

wise provision, since no law can be so universally applicable as to comprehend every

case. As to the regulation under the Old Testament, regarding marriage between bro-

thers and sisters, it belonged to the generol law of population, which, as we have ob-

served, was abolished at the coming of Christ, when the different races of men had

received their complement.

t Pint, in Sol. J Cone. Lat.

II
Cone. Lat. ch. 4, sess. 24. § Cone. Anc. rap. uit. an. 304.

I Noct. Att., lib. 4, cap. 4. •• Lib. 2. Ff. do Spons.

II St. Augustin, speaking of this usage, says, that the bride is not given to her lord

imniedinifly after the l)etrotliing, " lest he be inclined to think less of one who has not

bii'ii ilie iiliji-'i of ills proloiii^rod aspiniiions."
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tlit'ir ancient prolloclions. Tli«- prifst pronoiinrcd tlu' arouHtomed lK>npdiclion

ovtT tlic britlo, who (Icposilcd u|)(in tlif allar a distafl" adomfd with ribbons. The

company thiMi n-turned to thr farm lioiiso : tlw lord and lady of thf manor, the

clerKyman of the |)arish, and thf village jusiico, placi-d thomst'lvi's with the young

ocniplo, the husbandmrn and the; matrons, round a tabic, upon which were served

up the FiUUHran boar and the fatted calf of the patriarciis. Tl»e festivities con-

cliidt'd with a dance in the nciijlitHirinff barn ; the daughter of the lord of the manor

took tiu' bridegro«im for her partner, while the spectators were seated upon the

newly-harvested sheaves, forcibly reminded of the daughters of Jethro, the

reapers of 13ooz, and the nuptials of Jacob and Rachel.

The IxMrothing is followed by the publication of the bans. This excellent cus-

tom, unknown to antiquity, is altogether of ecclesiastical institution. It dates from

a period anterior to the fourteenth century, as it is mentioned in a decretal of

Innocent III, who enacted it as a general law at the Council of Lateran. It was

renewed by the Tridentiue Synod, and has since been established in France. The

design of this practice is to prevent clandestine unions, and to discover the impe-

diments to marriage that may exist between the contracting parties.

But at length the Christian marriage approaches ; it comes attended by a very

different ceremonial from that which accompanied the betrothing. Its pace is

grave and solemn ; its rites are silent and august : man is apprised that he now
enters upon a new career. The words of the nuptial blessing—words which God

himself pronounced over the first couple in the world— till the husband with pro-

found awe, while they announce to him that he is performing the most important

act of life; that, like Adnni, he is about to become the head of a family, and to take

upon himself the whole burden of humanity. The wife receives a caution equally

impressive. The image of pleasure vanishes before that of her duties. A voice

seems to issue from the altar, and to address her in these words :
" Knowestthou,

O Eve, what thou art doing? Knowest thou that there is no longer any liberty

for thee but that of the tomb ? Knowest thou what it is to bear in thy mortal

womb an immortal being, formed in the image of God ? " Among the ancients

the hymenial rites were a ceremony replete with licentiousness and clamorous

mirth, which suggested none of the serious reflections that marriage inspires:

Christianity alone has restored its dignity.

Religion also, discovering before philosophy the proportion in which the two

sexes are born, first decreed that a man should have but one wife, and that their

union should be indissoluble till death. Divorce is unknown in the Catholic

Church, except among some minor nations of Illyria, who were formerly subject

to the Venetian Government, and follow the Greek rite. If the passions of men
have revolted against this law, if they have not perceived the confusion which

divorce introduces into th<^ family, by disturbing the order of succession, by alien-

ating the paternal affections, by corrupting the heart, and converting marriage into

a civil prostitution, we cannot hope that the few words which we have to offer AviJI

produce any effect. Without entering deeply into the subject, we shall merely

observe. That if by divorce you think to promote the happiness of the married

couple (and this is now the main argument), you lie under a strange mistake.

Tiiat man who has not been the comfort of a first wife ; who could not attach

himself to the virginal heart and first maternity of his lawful spouse, who has not

been able to bend liis passions to the domestic yoke, or to confine his heart to the

nuptial couch—that man will never confer felicity on a second wife. Neither will

he himself be a gainer by the exchange : what he takes for differences of temper
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between himself and the wife to whom he is united, is but the impulse of an in-

constant disposition and the restlessness of desire. Habit and length of time are

more necessary to happiness, and even to love, than may be imagined. A man
is not happy in the object of his attachment till he has passed many days, and,

above all, many days of adversity, in her company. They ought to be acquainted

with the most secret recesses of each other's soul ; the mysterious veil with which

husband and wife were covered in the primitive Church must be lifted up in all

its folds for them, while to the eye of others it remains impenetrable. What! for

the slightest pretence or caprice must I be liable to lose my partner and my chil-

dren, atid renounce the pleasing hope of passing my old age in the bosom of my
family ? Let me not be told that tliis apprehension will oblige me to be a bett«r

husband. No ; we become attached to that good only of which we are certain,

and set but little value on a possession of which we are likely to be deprived.

Let us not give to matrimony the wings of lawless love ; let us not transform a

sacred reality into a fleeting phantom. There is something which will again

destroy your happiness in your transient connections : you will be pursued by

remorse. You will be continually comparing one wife with another, her whom
you have lost with her whom you have found ; and believe me, the balance will

always be in favor of the former: thus hath God formed the heart'of man. This

disturbance of one sentiment by another will poison all your pleasures. When
you fondly caress your new child, you will think of that which you have forsaken.

If you press your wife to your heart, your heart will tell you that it is not the

bosom of the first. Every thing tends to unity in man ; he is not happy if he

divides his affections ; and like God, in whose image he was created, his soul

incessantly seeks to concentrate in one point the past, the present, and the future.

These are the remarks which we had to offer on the sacraments of holy orders

and matrimony. As to the images which they suggest to the mind, we deem it

unnecessary to present them. Where is the imagination that may not picture to

itself the priest bidding adieu to the joys of life, that he may devote himself to

the cause of humanity ; or the maiden consecrating herself to the silence of retire-

ment, that she may find the silent repose of her heart; or the betrothed couple

appearing at the altar of religion, to vow to each other an undying love ?

The wife of a Christian is not a mere mortal ; she is an extraordinary, a mys-

terious, an angelic being ; she is flesh of her husband's flesh and bone of his bone.

By his union with her, he only takes back a portion of his substance. His soul

as well as his body is imperfect without his wife : he possesses strength, she has

beauty. He opposes the enemy in arms, he cultivates the soil of his country
;

but he enters not into domestic details ; he has need of a wife to prepare his repast

and his bed. He encounters afflictions, and the partner of his nights is there to

soothe them; his days are clouded by adversity, but on his couch he meets with a

chaste embrace and forgets all his sorrows. Without woman he would be rude,

unpolished, solitary. Woman suspends around him the flowers of life, hke those

honeysuckles of the forest which adorn the trunk of the oak with their perfumed

garlands. Finally, the Christian husband and his wife live and die together; to-

gether they rear the issue of their union ; together they return to dust, and together

they again meet beyond the confines of the tomb, to part no more.
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KXTUEME UNCTION.

Rut it is in siijht of that toiiib. silnit vcstihulf of anotlior worKI, that Christi-

anity disphiys all its siihhinity. If most of tin* anricnt n-hijions consiTrat«'d thf

ashts of the iload, none «'V«'r thought of prcparinsj the soul for that unknown

country, ** from wliose bourn no travflK-r rcturtis."

Come and witness tlie most inliTt'sfingf spectacle that earth can exhibit. Come
and see the faithful Christian expise. He has ceased to be a creature of this world

;

he no longer belongs to his native country ; all connection between him and

sociity is at an end. For him, the calculations of time have closed, and he has

already begun to date from the great era of eteri.ity. A priest, seated at his pillow,

administers consolation. This minister of God clut^rs the dying man with the

bright prospect of immortality ; and that sublime scene which all antiquity exhi-

bited but once, in the last moments of its most eminent philosopher, is daily

renewed on the humble pallet of the meanest Christian that expires

!

At length the decisive moment arrives. A sacrament opened to this just man

the gates of the world ; a sacrament is about to close them. Religion rocked him

in the cradle of life, and now her sweet song and maternal hand will lull him to

sleep in the cradle of death. She prepares the baptism of this second birth : but

mark, she employs not water; she anoints him Aviih oil, emblem of celestial in-

corruptibility. The liberating sacrament gradually loosens the Christian's bonds :

his soul nearly set free from the body, is almost visible in his countenance. Al

ready he hears the concerts of the seraphim : already he prepares to speed his

flight to those heavenly regions, where Hope, the daughter of Virtue and of

Death, invites him. Meanwhile, the angel of peace, descending towards this

righteous man, touches with a golden sceptre his weary eyes and closes them de-

liciously to the light. He dies; yet his Inst sigh was inaudible. He expires; yet

long after he is no more, his friends keep silent watch around his couch, under

the impression that he only slumbers; so gently did this Christian pass from

earth

!

-»—«

—
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TIIE SILENT FAREWELL.

When starry gems from heaven are cast
The winds awake no knell.

When rose Ie.ivu3 fall before the blast,

liirds sin? no sad farewell
;

When waves their sparkles cease to throw
t'pon the pebbly shore,

When sunset hues no longer srow,
And green boughs wave'no more

:

N'o tfordt at Nature's shrine are breathed,
She silently lays down

The earland that her temples wreatlicd,
And takes the witherin-; crown ;

But in her mystic circle's rangu
There lurks a quiet spell,

Where time and beauty interchange
Their eloquent faiewell.

And 80 when I am called to lose

Communion sweet and dear,
And feel no more its holy dews
My weary spirit cheer,

.\nd streams that drooping willows shade
From sunshine turn aside.

Let me from joys thy presence made
In niniirnfiil silence chile. II. T. Tltkermim.



THE FRENCH IN R03IE.

C H A P T E It IV.

Kutry of the French into Rome— ^Issamnations— Celebration in St. Peter's—
Climate of Rome—J\fontc Cavallo— 1 visit to the Qiiirinal Palace— The Princess

Bel;j;lojoso and her Hospital—The Ciardens—Recollections— Pius VII carried off

by order of jXapoleon— Troubles of Pirn IX.

Rome, July 27(h, 1849.

A SLIGHT illness has kept me confined to my room for two days.

1 was too impatient to see ihose fine cliiirches and magnificent monu-
ments, of which as yet I have hardly caught a glimpse, and provi-

dence, perhaps, wished to reach me to restrain my desires. My
brother, whose wound is now almost completely healed, passes the

greater part of his time with me. He has told me how the French

made their entry into Rome after the unconditional surrender, and

how the army was received with enthusiasm. Even the Praustcvere,

the quarter beyond the Tiber, the poorest part of the city, and that

which sufTered the most severely during the siege, testified joy at the

sight of the deliverers. On the Piazza Colonna, indeed, some hisses

and cries were heard, but the firm conduct of the ofiicers soon inti-

midated the revolutionists, a few arrests were made and the mutineers

dispersed. But this is not the danger that threatens the French sol-

diers. They have little to fear from popular disorders, or attacks by

daylight. The nightly ambush, the stiletto hid beneath the cloak, the

assassin darting on his defenceless victim, treachery, in a word, is the

enemy they must be continually on their guard against. Already

many have fallen beneath the poignard, a French priest among the

number, but General Roslolan, Governor of Rome, has taken the

most vigorous measures to ensure public tranquillity. As for our sol-

diers, they are allowed by. all to be of admirable discipline. Though
they encountered such a long resistance and are still exposed to much
danger, they show themselves so kind and polite, even towards (he

lowest citizens, that you would lake them to be among friends in their

own country.

My brother also told me of the ceremonies attending the restoration

of the temporal aiuhority of the Holy Father. On the IGth inst., the

day before I met Captain Marccau, as you may remember, at three

o'clock in the afternoon, the while and yellow fiags, bearing the sym-

bolical keys of the successors of St. Peter, were hoisted on the Castle

of fS.l. Angelo, and immediately saluted with a triple salvo of a

hundred cannon. At the same hour all ihe French troops set them-

selves in motion, from the dillercnt quarters of the city, for the l^iazza

before St. Peter's, Three regiments soon stood in lines perpcndicidar

to the portals of the niajestic edifice, forming two avenues, one for ihe

j)eople, the other for the authorities, and the rest of the army was

arrayed in dense masses in other parts of the Piazza anil near the

Colotjnade. Immense crowds of people kept pouring into the Basilica,

when' chanting voices and pealing organs united in anthems of joy.
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At four, (jonrral Oudinot cuine nlontr IJorjjo Novo street, accorn-

jwnicd l)y ;i inmierous niul brilliant siaH". Showers of (lowera fell

iVoni the wiiiddws, and rrowd'^, cryinjj on all sides *' Viva Ondinot,

\ Ivan i I'Vancesi," iluonixed eai^erly after die cavalcade. The (JSene-

ral j)as.sed alonijf d>e standards and entered the clinrch to hear the 7'e

Deufu. ('ardinal Tosli prononnced the discourse, and exalted the

services which I'Vance, iIm^ eldest dani,diter of the Church, had just

rendered reli<^iort. The Conunander-in-chief havinj^ replied modestly

and ajipropriately, placed himself in a central position, surrounded by

l-'rench oOicers, Roman ministers and si<;nors, the consuls of foreifjti

jiowers, and the nuhle <jjuards. Then tlu; French army .and the splen-

did lookinjr Roman reii^iments that had mado their submission to the

Pope, defiled before him auuil-^t the shouts of the smiomidini^ multi-

tudes. In the evening-, lou^ lines of briiji'ht lamps, rellccted on the

river and imdiiplied by the sparkling waters of the numerous fountains,

illuminated the whole city. Then, as if by enchantment, the cupola

of St. Peter's became a blazing dome of fire, the wonderful beacon

that lights up the Roman horizon on occasion of great public solem-

nities. Our soliliers are still lost in amazement at the magic spectacle,

for nothing equals the rapidity with which it is cfTecled, Men, accus-

tomed from infancy to traverse these vast heights without a llutter,

imseen from below, cross them with a Imninous net work, and almost

in the twinkling of an eye a hundred tliousand la-npsarc blazing from

the fajade, the domes, and even from the cross on the summit, nearly

500 feet high. Of all this, however, I intend to give you a full de-

scription when 1 shall have seen for myself.

'i'he climate of Rome is by no means so unhealthy as you have

been told ; on the contrary, it is very favorable to suH'erers from deli-

cate lungs and all diseases of the organs of respiration. Winter here

is of a charming mildness, and the heat of summer is easily endured if

you can only resign yourself to the idea of remaining within doors

from noon till four o'clock. During that time all labor is suspended;

the churches are shut, the stores closed; you need not try to buy bread,

or meat, or dresses, or medicines; the buicher'and the baker are taking

their siesta, the physician and the milliner are fast asleep. The in-

termittent fevers described with such black colors, exercise a fatal

influence, it is true, over the Roman population. The surrounding

plains are so unhealthy, that every evening the laborers must abandon
the fields, and take refuge in the city from the eflects of the noxious

air. Hut the doctors prescribe a, thousand little, simple, effectual

antidotes, of which it is easy to make use, and for several years past,

the malignancy of the fever has been fi\st diminishing in consequence

of several sanitary measures taken by the Papal adminisuation, such

as the removal of the slaughter-houses from the city, the establishment

of cemeteries outside the walls, and the construction of great works

along the Tiber. As for me, lodged as I am on the Monte Cavallo,

reputedly the healthiest part of the city, I have little to dread from the

malaria.

I send you a picture of the Piazza Monte Cavallo.* The building

" See Jiletropolitan for .Tim-', pnge 2P6.
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on (he risjlil is the Palace do la Coiisulta. Those two groups, at(ri-

buted lo the chisels of Phidias and Praxiteles, representing men sub-

duing horses, pass for master-pieces of Grecian sculpture. They are

supposed to represent Castor and Pollux, and are extremely spirited

and grand in their conception. Tiiey are placed on each side of an
obelisk that was found near the mausoleum of Augustus. All, as

they stand there beside the fountain, form a very grateful object for

the eye, while the ear is at the same time charmed by the sound of

the living waters, as they fall, with gentle murmur, into a vast basin

of oriental arranite.

Rome, July 31st.

I have seen St. Peter's ! I am still dazzled by so much grandeur
and magnificence. But I must return there, again and again, before

I undertake to describe this prodig}' of modern architecture. To atone,

however, for this delay, I will tell you of my visit to the Quirinal

Palace, where they are making preparations for the reception of the

Pope, whose return is looked for with equal impatience by the French
and Romans. The Quirinal Palace, the constant residence of Pius IX
from the time of his accession, was built by Paul III, to serve as a

residence for the sovereign Pontiffs during the fever seasons, when the

neighborhood of the Vatican is often unhealthy. By Gregory XIII,
Sixtus V, Clement XII, and Pius VII, in succession, it was enlarged

and decorated. The A\fade has nothing remarkable except the

balcony from which the Pope gives his benediction. We found the

vast apartments of the first story crowded with camp-beds, around
which I remarked a certain number of women and young girls chatting

and jesting with the convalescents; these, I learned, were the nurses

enlisted by the Princess Belgiojoso, directress of this improvised

hospital.

Love of fame had perhaps as great a share as any other feeling, in

bringing (his grand lady froni Milan to Rome. She had gone to the

French camp, during the truce, to persuade General Oudinot, as was
said, to abandon the siege; but a reception of freezing politeness, and the

nickname of '^Bel oiseau^^ (fine bird), which the soldiers gave her, were

the only results she gained by this negociation. She had entertained the

idea of organizing a regiment of Amazons, of which she was to be

Colonel, but not being able to find heroines enough to fill the ranks,

she was obliged to content herself wiih the humble employment of

directress of an infirmary, which she established in (he very palace of

the Holy Father. Ilcr stibordi'iates, however, raised indeed too

haslil}', found themselves, for the most pari, very inferior to the sub-

lime duties of sisters of charity, for which angelic jniriiy no leSs than

womanly tenderness is indispensable. The sick, surrendered to un-

wcrihy hands, often died of neglect, and deprived of every religious

succour; the convalescent, exposed to the seductions of these shame-

less creatures, recovered with difTiculiy. Ah ! philanthropy, however

beautiful, is only a worldly virtue aflcr all: it may lavish its alms with

generous profusion, it may employ thousands to carry out its well-
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iiitMiit iiitfiUioiis, l)ut ii (Mil Mtjvttr ()l)iain thoae constant sacrifices, those

disiiUfitsd'il acis ol" dm oteiliiess, of which celestial cliarity oflers us so

many luillianl cxaiuplt^.s.

After the infiniwiry, we visited (he private apartiiirnls of hin holinesH,

which are verv phiin and simple, and then the chapel, ornamented

with line paintini^s and frescoes. We traversed the grand gallery of

the conclave, nearly a mile in length. It is the connnon corridor to

the cells of the cardinals when they meet in the Quirinal to elect a

new pope. lOach then occupies a little suite of four rooms having

no exit, excej)l upon this immense gallery where they can promenade.

They remain thus shut up, without any external couummicatiun, all ihc

time necessary for the election being completed; not UMfre(|ueuily has

the imprisonment lasted several months.

We then descended to the vast gardens, ornamented with statues

and fountains, and, among other curiosities we saw a grotto embel-

lished with shells and bas-reliefs, where die murmuring waters

mingled wiUi the sweet sounds of an organ which their ceaseless mo-
lion kepi (•oiiiiiiuaily playing. We visileil the Casino, a little arbor,

fidl of bt-autiful paintings, where the pope occasionally gives audience

to lailies, as he never receives them in his palace. The burning noon-

day sun blazed over our heads; but the dense foliage of the lamels and
the large box-trees formed bowers impenetrable to liis rays; the limpid

waters dillused an agreeable coolness around, and a thousand fragrant

llowers embalmed the air with their perfume.

Sealed on a bank of turf, I abandoned myself to the reveries which
the palace and its recollections were so likely to inspire. 1 remembered
that it was up and down these gardens Pius Vll used to walk, forty years

ago, sad ami tlioiightful, thoi;gh resigned for any lixte, as he pondered

over the means of reconciling his duties and dignities as a tetnporal

prince, with the natural mildness of his disposition.

The episode is worth recalling.

On the 2d of February, 1808, Napoleon, having seized on the

provinces of Urbino and Ancona, to unite them to the kingdom of

Italy, sent his soldiers to Rome. He declares that " the donation of

Charlemagne having been made for the advantage of Christianity, and
not for that of the enemies of our holy religion, the sovereign pontiff

had forfeited all his rights by granting protection to the English, having
admitted their vessels into the ports of the Roman States." General
MioUis, commander-in-chief of the French troops, begins by arresting

several members of the noble guard; he expels from the city every

influential personage; he posts sentries at every gate of the palace.

The resolution to carry off the Holy Father is no longer doubted or

concealed. What can the feeble Swiss guard, the devotedness of Car-
dinal Pacca and of a few servants, avail against the will of the most
powerful monarch in Europe?
The Pope's friends then conceive a plan of escape by means of

which he can reach an English frigate, lying at anchor before Fiumi-
cino; but Pius VII resists their solicitations. " I will never quit the

holy see," he exclaims, with mild firmness, " until force tears me
away." A few Roman nobles then wished to get up a conspiracy

59 Vol. III.—No. 8
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against the French who had taken their city, regardless of the law of

nations. But he opposed this new project still more strongly. His

paternal heart shuddered at the idea of shedding the blood of his

children in Christ.

Wlien, on June 10th, he had the grief of seeing the pontifical arms
torn down from the Castle of St. Angelo and replaced by the tricolor,

amid loud peals of artillery, he only raised his eyes to heaven and
exclaimed, like his divine master, *' It is consummated !"

Still some lingering remains of shame prevented the French from

carrying him off by daylight; they dreaded, moreover, an insurrection

of the people, and chose the silence of night for the execution of their

plan. But the Romans retire to bed very late in summer, and it was
three o'clock in ilie morning, when a corps of infantry advanced to

the Quirinal, and several pickets of cavalry occupied the surrounding

streets. Ladders were applied to (he walls on the side of Ponta Pia;

some Roman traitors broke the windows, entered ilie court, and opened

the gates to the soldiers, who immediately penetrated into the interior

of the palace.

The Pope, roused up from his sleep, dressed himself quickly and

proceeded to the audience chamber, where he was immediately joined

by Cardinals Pacca and Desping, and other prelates who resided in the

Quirinal.

The assailants were beating down the doors with axes; the Holy
Father gave orders to open that one leading into the apartment where
he was standing, and General Rodet, pale and confused, presented

himself, accompanied by some officers of the gendarmerie.

The Pope then advancing with gentle majesty into the centre of (he

hall, Rodet said, trembling and speaking in a hardly intelligible

voice:

" Holy Father, the duty I have to fulfill is a hundred times more
painful to me than to meet death on the field of battle; but I have

taken an oath of fidelity and obedience to the Emperor. I must

execute his orders, and ask you to renounce the temporal sovereignty

of Rome and the Roman States. If your holiness be unwilling to

comply with such demands, I am ordered to conduct you to General

Miollis, who is to inform you of your place of destination."

" If, on account of your oath of fidelity to the Emperor," the

Pope mildly replied, " you think it your duty to execute such orders,

you can judge in what manner we, in our turn, should sustain the

rights of the holy see to which we are bound by so many engage-

ments. We can neither yield nor abandon the temporal domain which

belongs to the Church, and of which we are only the administrators.

The Emperor may hew us to pieces, but ^//w he can never obtain."

He then got ready to follow the General, and, as he was fixing some
of the articles in the chamber, Rodet said,—'' Your Holiness need be

under no apprehension; nothing shall be touched."
" He, who does not value his own life," replied the Holy Father,

''thinks little of the things of this world." And quietly descending

the stairs, surrounded by the gendarmes and attended by Cardinal

Pacca, he crossed the great court, occupied by the French soldiers.
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Arrived ;i( ilio Piazza of Montn Cnvnllo, Pins VII slopped a mo-
ment to bless the oily of Koine; then enteriii<j the carriagfe,n gc^ndnrme

locked the door, and General Kod«.'t, gelling ii[x>n llic seal, gave tlie

signal to depart.

Alas ! woidd you not wish thai we rould hlot this page out of the

history of our irreat enip«'ror? Though it is not utdikely (hat you are

acquaiiiled wilh these details already, I take a melancholy pleasure in

going over (hem, for they often occur lo my recollection whilst linger-

ing here amidst the scenes where they transpired. JStill we must not

forget with what signs of veneration and love, with what marks of

sympathy and respect the Holy Fnther was surrounded during his

abode in our coimtry. Yes ! the French, like other nations, have had
their moments of error and madness; but they are yet, let us trust, the

worthy descendants of those brave heroes of old, who in all their fame
and glory, never forgot to be submissive sons of the Church. And at

the present moment, have they not just undergone, with Joy, all kinds

of perils and fatigues, in order to protect, from rebellious ami ungrate-

ful subjects, a successor of that pontilf whom Napoleon had stripped

of his dominions? And this too imder another iXapoleon whom an
imexpected revolution had recalled from exile ! Truly the designs of

providence are inscrutable, and impenetrable his ways !

Ah ! how often uuist the recollection of his august predecessor iiave

filled (he heart and soul of Pius IX, in this almde where he hiuiself

liad to suffer so long, where the ovations, of which lie appeared to be

the object, were only the adroit snares laid iiy his hypocritical enemies
to deceive Rome and ihe world regarding their real intentions !

The Holy Pontiff, in his paternal goodness, had wished to direct

with his own hands the course of a revolution which had become im-

minent. But the torrent swelling, anil spreading over all Europe,
swept him to the very brink of the precipice. Every concession that

he so generously granted, became a new aim, which those ungrateful

ones, included in his own general amnesty, so remorselessly turned

against him. His position had become like that of our Louis

XVI, fn 17^.12. When the frenzied populace, murdering priests and
pillaging sapred places, rushed to the Quirinal, rending the air with

sham cries of Viva Pio Nouo, it was as a martyr marching to the

stake, (hat the Holy Father presented himself on the balcony to bless

the demented rabble. But at last, when on the 16th of last November,
he was actually besieged in this palace by the very men he had loaded

with benefits, when his life was attempted and many balls reached his

apartment, it became evident lo all that the time had arriveil when he
should seek, if not his own safety, at least, that of the holy cause to

which he had become so necessary, and thus spare his unhappy
children the crime of a sacrilegious parricide.

Pius Vll, when persecuted by Napoleon, whose power extended
over almost all tlie Catholic Slates, had been right in refusing to fly:

for he could have retired only to Sicily, Sardinia, or Spain; countries,

then, too dependent on England, the heretic and the foe of France,
and doing <(^ would have fiuiiished the Emperor with too specious a
j»ieiext to cover his usurpation. Piirs IX, on the contrary, could select
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his place of retreat. The Catholic nations disputed with each other

the honor of oflering him an asylum. He was right then, from motives

of prudence as well as of justice, in departing from among his rebel-

lious subjects; as we fly for a while from the company of men whom
wine has rendered furious, but whose madness is soon to be dissipated,

together with the intoxication that has produced it.

I have much to tell you of what I have learned concerning the life

of our beloved pontifT, and especially regarding the particulars of the

revolution. If I was bold enough to attempt a regular work on rhis

subject, I would, of course, follow a very difl'erent plan from that of

our epistolary communications. I would commence at the commence-
ment. I would describe the condition of parties in Rome on the death

of Gregory XVI, trace the causes of the state of public feeling,

narrate the election of Pius IX, his series of reforms, the opposition

they encountered, the abuse made of them, and the final outburst of

the revolt; resulting in the flight of the Pope and the armed interven-

tion of France, This would be the p/tilosop/n'cal tim\ /i istnrical wny.
But, my dear friend, you know I don't pretend to be an liislorian or a

philosopher. I don't undertake to tell things in the order in which
they happened, but onl)' according as I saw them myself or Teamed
them from the best sources. However, even by this metliod we may
not lose our point; and it is pretty certain that, if you only continue

to find my letters as entertaining as you are pleased to say they have

been, and have a little patience, you will by degrees gain a fair know-
ledge of the events—and their regular succession too, which have

made the affairs of Rome, at the present moment, an object of such

serious consideration to the entire world.

But I am somewhat tired writing, as you are, no doubt, reading;

I will stop a little and defer much that you will find very interesting,

to my next letter.

Tb 6c continued.

Prayers to and for the Departed.—We take from a copy of tt\i old and rare

controversial work, published at Coimbra, the following:

" I remember a notable passaji^e that happened me in a certain foreign country, where
meeting with an English rank Presbyterian, who was desjuTately sick, understood not

the language, and was quite out of money, I got him into the hosj)ital and spoke for

him to the overseers, who took great c^ire of him; I myself visiting him often, until

such time as he was reduced to the lust extremity lie could not he persuaded that

the saints after death thought any more of those that remained here. Upon this, I took

a little time to recommend the business to God, and then asked the sick person: Mr.
John, (this was his name) have you not often these days past desired the heavens to

bless me for the charity I used towards you during yotir sickness, and do you not

remember that I desired you to reserve those thanks for the other life, putting in a good
word for me there, if God was pleased to have mercy on y"ur soul? Oh, Father, 1 do
remember it, saith he, and will perform it. Take care, said I, don't forget me. No,
no, said he, I amnot forget one to whom I owe so much. Then said I seriously to

him, well, .John, you must believe there are others in the presence of God, who are no
less grateful than you who owe likewise their oiiligalions to such as favored them or

their children or the other poor for their sake, and so yoti must not wonder that these

should also intercede for those that obliged them, or did any notable service for tlieni or
to the Church With this the sick jicrsun took reason, was reconciled to the

Church and died a little afterwards with great cttnfidence in God."
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HIS run Lie lifk.

Oiir Jjoril curt\i Ihc stri'anl oftlir Centurion— lie rniurs the tritlnic's son— The sinful

tcovian—Parable of' the aoicer explained— Our Ijord iiulrucls the people.

After the sermon on the mount our Lord once more returned to Capharnaum,
and here a new incident occurred nplele with instruction and consolation. Even
as in our days the Catholics of England, Ireland and America are mostly steeped

in poverty, while those around them revel in the A'eallh torn from their ancestors, so

the Jews in our Saviour's day were, in many parts, oppressed by the infidel. The
synagogue where tlie faithful met to listen to the rr-ading of the prophets, was
often juean and poor, though occasionally a charitable unbeliever would aid them
out of his abundance. Such a man then lived at Capharnaum, a centurion in the

Roman army. lie had endeared himself to the Jews of that cily by building a

^^*'t^&r;..:^

DISTANT VIEW OF C A P H A U N A U ]M.

synagogue at his own expense. Now his house was shrouded in gloom, for a

favorite servant lay dangerously ill. The ancients of the Jews, sympathizing in

his grief, hastened at his request to invoke the aid of Jesus, then near the town.
W hen they came up to our divine Lord, they besought him earnestly to cure the

Centurion's servant. " Lord," they cried, " he is worthy that thou shouldst do
this for him, for he loveth our nation, and hath built a synagogue for us." The
sweet Redeemer of man did not reprove this patriotic feeling; he yielded to its

force and went with them. When the centurion saw the crowd approaching, he
knew that Jesus was coming, and full of a sense of his deep unwonhiness he
sent some friends to declare it, and beg our Lord to say hut a single word. Yet
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our Lord went on, and the centurion—conscious of his mastery over creatures

—

hastening forth fell before him, exclaiming, " Lord, trouble not thyself; for I am
not worthy that thou shouldst enter under my roof. Wherefore neither did I

think myself worthy to come to thee; but say the word, and my servant shall be

healed. For even I, also, am a man use to authority, having under me soldiers

;

and I say unto one. Go, and he goeth ; and to another, Come, and he cometh

;

and to my servant. Do this, and he doeth it." The faith and humihty of this

Gentile, so far beyond that of the Jews, was a deep lesson for them, and our Lord,

turning to them, exclaimed : "Amen, I say to you, I have not found so great

faith in Israel. And I say to you, that many shall come from the east and the

west, and shall sit down with Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob, in the kingdom
of heaven ; but the children of the kingdom shall be cast out into the exterior

darkness ; there shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth." Thus announcing

RAISING THE WIDO W'S SON.
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the rejection of the Jew and the vocation of the Gentile; he turned to the

Centurion with the consoling words: '• Go. and as thon hast believed be it done

to thee." And the servant arose in health.*

Such was our Lord's entrance into his rity ; but his stay was not long: he soon

continued his course througii Galilee, everyAvhcre announcing the kingdom of

God, and confirming his words by his wonderful works. In one of these jour-

neys he entered the valley of Jezrael, and passing the crest of Thabor—robed to

its flat summit in verdure, trees, and oderiferous plants—crossed the mountain

torrent of Cison, which meanders through the valley to enter the Mediterranean.

" He had come
Since sunrise from Capharnaum, staying not

To wet his lips by green Beihsaida's pool, .
.

Nor wash his feet in Cison 's silver springs,

Nor turn him southward upon Thabor's side,

To catch Gilboa's light and spicy breeze, "f

Nain lay before him, and as he approached, from out the gate where the

Roman sentinel stood on guard issued a funeral convoy, and on the bier, uncoffined,

lay, wrapped in his winding sheet, a mother's only son, and " she Avas a widow."

The son of a widowed mother, he who was not deaf to an appeal to natural

feeling, could not resist the picture of grief before him. How often did he draw
similitudes and parables from the lone widow's state! He thought of Mary and,

as if to console her by a token of his future restoration to her from the sepulchre

by Calvary, he drew near to the mourning mother, and said, " Weep not." Then,

as he laid his hand on the bier, the bearers stopped, and Jesus—addressing' him
whose eyes had closed in death—exclaimed :

" Young man, I say to thee, arise !"

and he that was dead sat up and began to speak, and Jesus delivered him to his

mother.

" In death's deep slumber, lying low,

A youth is borne upon his bier;

The widowed mother following slow,

With many a bursting bitter tear:

" Arise I
" said Christ—the boy arose

—

The mother's heart with joy o'erflows."|

And while she, almost lifeless, sunk Opon his neck, a great fear came upon all

the crowd who witnessed the prodigy, and as they looked upon the Redeemer,

they glorified God, exclaiming :
" A great prophet is risen amongst us, and God

hath visited his people."

Our Lord then entered the city amid the reverence of the people, and a Pharisee

named Simon, a man of wealth and dignity, invited him to his house to dine.

Jesus accepted the invitation and accompanied him. While all were hanging in

breathless admiration on the words which issued from his divine lips, a woman,
known throughout the city for her sinful life, entered the hall, with downcast

look, bearing an alabaster vase. All eyes were turned upon her, but, regardless

of them all, she threw herself on the ground behind our divine Lord, as he reclined

at table, and bathed his feet with her tears and wiped them with the hair of her

head, and kissed his feet and anointed them with perfume."

* Matthew viii, 5. Luke vii, 2. f AVillis. J Wallace.
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" For bringing every balmy sweet,

Her day of luxury stored,

She o'er her Saviour's hallowed feet,

The precious odors poured;

And wip'd them with that golden hair,

Where once the diamond shone;

Though now those gems of grief were there,

Which shine for God alone !

"

THE SINFUL IV OMAN.

The haughty Pharisee, who had indeed invited our Lord, but had even then

neglected the ordinary rules of hospitality, began to doubt our Saviour's claim to

be the envoy of God ; for no holy man, he thought, would suffer a sinful woman
to touch him. Our Lord, anxious to teach and convince him, showed him that

he knew his secret thoughts, and exclaimed : " Simon, I have something to say

to thee." ''Master," said the Pharisee, "say it." " A certain creditor," said

our Lord, " had two debtors, the one owed him five hundred denarii and the

other fifty ; and as they had not wherewith to pay, he forgave them both. Which
now of the two loveth him most ? " "I suppose," said Simon, " the one to

whom he forgave most." "Thou hast judged rightly," said our Lord, and,

turning, continued ; "Dost thou see this woman, Simon? I entered into thy

house, thou gavest me no water •for my feet; but she hath bathed my feet with

tears and wiped them with her hair. Thou gavest me no kiss, but she, since she

came in, hath not ceased to kiss my feet. My head with oil thou didst not anoint,

but she with perfumes hath anointed my feet. Wherefore, I say to thee: Many
sins are forgiven her, because she hath loved much. But to whom less is forgiven,

he loveth less." Then addressing the poor repenting sinner, who sought from

him who raised the dead to life, restoration to a life of grace, he said :
" Thy sins

are forgiven thee." Then, as in our day, this word excited murmurs, and the
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guests said in themselves, as sectaries say of the spouse of ('hrist: " Who is this

that forgiveth sins also?" Jesus was not ignorant of their thoughts, but he

gave them no explanation, and with a tone of heavenly sweetness told the

penitent, " Thy laith has saved thee, go in peace." She had believed the power

of the Son of Man to forgive sin, and, baptized in hsr own tears, her faith had

saved her, while the unbeliever in that power remained in his sin.*

" The greatest of tliy follies is forgiven.

Even for the least of all, the tears that shine

On that pale cheek of thine,

Thou did'st kneel down to him who came from heaven,

Evil and ignorant, and thou did'st rise.

Holy, and pure, and wise."t

After this, our Saviour, leaving Nain, travelled through the cities and towns ot

Galilee, preaching and evangelizing the kingdom of God. His twelve apostles

attended him, and several pious women ministered to his wants, among whom
the Evangelist mentions Mary Magdalen, out of whom our Lord had cast seven

devils; Jane, the wife of Chusa, Herod's steward; and Susanna. His instructions

were often in parables ; so often, indeed, that it is written :
" Without parables he

did not speak to them." This form of teaching is peculiar to our Lord ; the

apostles, addressing the same nation, never use it in any of their writings ; it

is the distinctive mark of his discourses. '• If we take any portion of our Saviour's

discourses, we are struck at once with the richness of its texture. It is like a

beautiful piece of tesselated work, composed of rich designs of imagery, each of

which is beautiful in itself, but runs into the next, while, perhaps, in the midst

—

to continue our image—comes a fuller and more finished picture, set as in a rich

border. There is hardly a sentence that descends to what we would call prose :

every thought is conveyed in a sententious, proverbial, and easily remembered

form, or it is a beautiful and perfect simile, or comparison with natural objects,

or ordinary usages, such as conveys the lesson familiarly, or gives it a hold on

the mind and memory ; or it is a more formal and complete allegory, correspond-

ing point by point with a more solemn lesson."

These were peculiar to our Lord, and as in such the wise men had been accus-

tomed to teach, he employed them, to claim and secure the title of a master ia

Israel, which his enemies never failed to give him.

Sitting by the seaside one day, our Lord taught the multitude, and as the num-
bers increased he went up into a vessel—Peter's bark, itself an image of his

future Church—and there addressed them in a parable, which may well be con-

sidered as the preliminary to the whole series in which he typifies the Church,

for it lays down the necessary dispositions for receiving with profit the words of

Christ and particularly describes his ministry.

"A sower went out to sow his seed ; and as he sowed some fell by the way-

side, and it was trodden down and the fowls of the air devoured it. And other

some fell upon a rock, and as it had not much earth it sprang up immediately,

because it had not deepness of earth ; and after the sun was up it parched, and

because it had no root and no moisture it withered away. And some more fell

among thorns, and the thorns growing up with it choked it. And more fell upon

good ground, and sprung up and yielded fruit, the one a hundred fold, and other

threescore, and another thirty. He that hath ears to hear, let him hear !
"

* Luke vii, 36. t Argensola; translated by Bryant.

60 Vol. III.—No. 8.
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All were amazed at this parable, not seeing its application ; and even the

apostles were among the number. And when he was alone they came and asked

him to explain it, saying, -' Why speakest thou to them in parables ? " '• To
you," replied our Lord, " it is given to know themystery of the kingdom of God,"
—to you who are to form my Church and be its. teachers—" but to them that are

without, all things are done in parables, that seeing they may see and not perceive,

and hearing they may hear and not understand ; lest at any time they should be

converted and their sins should be forgiven. But know you not this parable?"

he exclaimed, reproachfully, "How shall you know all parables? The seed is

the word of God, and they by the way side are they that hear ; then the devil

cometh and taketh the word out of their hearts, lest believing they should be saved.

The seed upon the rock are they who when they hear receive the word with joy,

and these have no root ; who believe for a while, and in time of temptation fail

OUR LORD EXPLAINING THE PARABLE.

away. And that which fell among thorns are they who have heard, and going

their way are choked with the cares, and liches, and pleasures of this life, and

yield no fruit. But that on the good ground are they that in a good and perfect

heart, hearing the word keep it and bring forth fruit in patience."*

Soon after he continued his instructions to the people, and again resumed the

figure of the husbandman. He had shown how variously men would profit by

grace, how many, in one way or another, would render it fruitless. He would

now show that temptation would always oppose the action of grace, that as God
suggested good, the devil instigated to evil, so that his Church, in spite of its rapid

extension over the world, Avould always contain good and evil. To depict its

rapid propagation from a small beginning, he likened it to a mustard seed, " which

* Matt, xii, 3; Mark iv, 3; Luke viii, .'».
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wlion grown up is greater tlian any herbs and becomes a tree;" to a little leavon

whioli atlects a whole mass of dough. To show the devil's agency he gave the

parable of the zizain, which an enemy sowed in the field where the husbandman
had sowed good grain, but which he would not permit his servants to root out

when growing, lest they might destroy what was good. Again he resorted to a

parai)le to inculcate the same, " The kingdom of heaven is like to a net cast into

tlie sea and gathering together all kinds of fishes, which when it was filled they

drew out, and silting by the shore, they choose out the good into vessels, but the

bad they cast forth. So shall it be at the end of the world. The angels shall

go out, and shall separate the wicked from among the just. And shall cast them
into the furnace of fire, there shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth." *

So assiduous was our Saviour in teaching that he scarcely had time to eat or

take any repose. Some of his hearers too, incapable of understanding his doctrine,

thought that he raved ; and when his mother heard this, fearing that he would be

overcome by his labors, and consulting only iier maternal heart, she went with

OUR LORD INSTRUCTING THE PEOPLE.

some of her relatives to induce him to withdraw for a time. So great was the

crowd that they could not approach, but when some one at last penetrated to

where our Lord was standing, and said :
" Behold thy mother and thy brethren

without seek thee," he answered, even as he had answered his mother in child-

hood, at the temple : '-Who is my mother and my brethren?" and answering

his own question, added, as he looked around upon the crowd :
' Behold my

mother and my brethren; for whosoever shall do the will of God, he is my
brother, and my sister, and my mother." They knew his love for that mother,

but, though on another occasion, he compared his love for souls to that visible love

which they saw, and even exalted it above that natural affection, the .Tews would
not believe it; and we, alas, are as incredulous. How vain for many are all the

efforts of the Spouse of Christ to make us realize his tender love.

* Matt. xiii.
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" Blessed is the womb that bore him—blessed

The bosom where his lips were pressed;

But rather blessed the heart

That hears his word and keeps it well,

The living home where Christ shall dwell,

Nor ever thence depart."

She portrays to us the sacred heart of Jesus to enkindle our love as some

return, and showing that Mary reached all her glory by her love, and her fidelity

to the love of her divine Son, urges us by every art to rival her love, if that were

possible.

THE RESOURCES OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY FOR THE
WORK OF CATHOLIC INSTRUCTION, AND HOW TO PUT
THEM IN ACTION.

Continued from page 419.
'

The Catholic Church being distinguished among all others in an especial

manner as the refuge of the destitute, and being popularly known as having a

much more real value for the poor than any other religion, it is always certain

that the proportion of poor among Catholics will be greater than in any other

body. The poor naturally flock there Avhere they know that charity will offer

them a welcome.

Presuming then upon the truth, that the Catholic Church in the United States

oAvns an immense number of poor families, who, above all others, are, by natural

tastes, most interested in religious picture books, the question comes : If a pub-

lisher decides to undertake the enterprise of bringing out a first rate cheap picture

book of religious instruction, what special means can be taken to bring what he

may produce in contact Avith Catholic families, and particularly the poor, who
would be in a special manner, interested in and benefitted by it 1 The plan that I

would suggest is, that of small weekly contributions. The teachers of the Day

and Sunday Schools might provide themselves with subscription lists containing

the title and the price of the number of the Pictorial Series about to be published,

and lake down the names and subscriptions of such of their pupils as may be

able to purchase, by weekly contributions or otherwise. In this manner, nearly

every child will be able in time to purchase its own book ; and experience very

clearly shows that no book that is given away is half so much valued or so much

read as one that has been obtained by personal exertion and payments. By this

system even the poor and the destitute mny be supplied free of charge. When
the teachers send their orders for the books they may generally calculate on

receiving a discount of twenty-five per cent, from subscription prices. Now,

supposing that one-fourth of the children, a very large proportion, especially in

America, be unable to purchase, this portion. may be supplied from the surplus

arising from the sale of the books subscribed for ; and when no such necessity

exists, the surplus might be appropriated to the purchase of such other' works as

would be suitable for a Sunday School Library. Thus the publication of the Pic-

torial Series, while it is calculated to induce a spirit of reading and a desire for

the acquisition of knowledge, may be made, by the judicious management of

teachers, the medium of supplying the poor with other works of a similar char-

acter. This process of weekly collection need not be confined to the school. Let

Sunday school teachers, and other religious persons who have their time at liberty.
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take a circle of families and collect the payments, and take charge of the distribu-

tion of the books. In this way much might bo accomplished in disseminating

knowledge among the poor, without the inconvenience attending the formation of

societies.

If then it were possible for a publisher to satisfy himself that his liberal efforts

to produce a first class Catholic work of pictorial instruction, would be practically

seconded by the well directed efforts of a large proportion of those engaged in the

work of instruction to bring such a work in beneficial contact with the numerous

families of Catholics to whom it would be of interest—all that has been hitherto

said, shows that the progress of art and mechanical skill, have placed at the com-

mand of the Catholic Church, the power of turning these inventions of our own
day to the best account, in promoting the work of instruction and propagating the

knowledge of religion,—and, the question whether they are so to be employed,

turns upon the question, whether the Pentecostal gift which once could combine

so many nations and languages in the one faith and hope of the Church, and

mould to unity, still remains with us, so that though separated by space, and per-

haps in this world never likely to see each other, we may not still be able to give

to the world a proof of our power of union and combination, which wiser though

it may be in its own generation than we are, its worldly wisdom will never enable

it to reveal. Henrv Formby.

THE USE OF pictorial PRINTING IN THE WORK OF CATHOLIC EDUCATION.

Tlie facilities of the present centuryfm- creating a perfect Pictorial Illustration of

the History of Religion.

Having now laid down, I hope with sufficient clearness, the principles : First,

that we are not entitled to expect that our desires i'or a perfect series of illustra-

tions of the history of our faith should be realized in the form of a fall from heaven

of an extensive addition of the printed books, found covering the ground early in

the morning, outside the principal towns where there are Catholic congregations

;

and secondly, that if we give up the idea of a miracle, and decide that we must

have recourse to human agencies, to realize our desires, then the combination of

every possible variety of resource can be the only basis of success. I proceed by

remarking that commercial men, without any share in the Pentecostal gilt, which

alone fully cancels the rivalries of nations, and makes them of one heart and

spirit, are able, to a certain extent, to combine for common objects, independently

of national separation, and to jnake each others' countries the scene of their joint

undertakings. What is then faintly and imperfectly possible without that gift,

ought, amongst Catholics, whose inheritance this gift is, if they have not unhap-

pily received it in vain, to require nothing but the ordinary time, perseverance and

attention, to be satisfactorily realized.

I now advance a step further in considering my subject, and proceed to show
that if extraordinary improvements in the mechanical processes of production,

characterise our century, of which we ought to seek to avail ourselves, the

facilities placed at the disposal of an editor, for creating a new and truthful series

of designs, illustrating the history of religion, are even far more remarkable.

I may explain my meaning thus : What has tended to degrade, in public esti-

mation, the value of any thing hke a series of illustrations of history, particularly

where, as in the case of religious history, the scene belongs to distant countries

and remote times, has been the instinctive idea, that all attempts at representing

facts of Ixistory must necessarily end in the fabrication of some arbitrary and fan-
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ciful scene or other, of which the very best that can be expected would be that

they might possibly serve to amuse children. This, which is a really well founded

instinctive idea, has been but too much borne out and corroborated by all our ex-

perience of what are called Bible prints; all of which, whether reductions from

the celebrated cartoons of Raphael, or inferior designs of Dutch engravers, are

one and all devoid of the quality of truth.

Raphael's works indeed are entitled to the esteem they have obtained as works

of mere art—but, as illustrations of history, and as drawings professing to repre-

sent something hke the actual scene as it hterally occurred, they are no better than

their Dutch companions.

All representations of this class of mere fanciful productions, if thrown amongst

the people by the press, must indeed answer the purpose of amusing children, in

company with other toys, but were they to profess to be representations of what is

supposed to have really taken place, they never would escape being turned into

ridicule as palpably untrue. Indeed, the extent of absolute comicality to which

they not unfrequently attain, is almost itself wonderful. I may cite, as an ex-

ample, Moses in the wilderness, exhibited feeding the floc|vS of his father-in-law,

dressed as a Dutch butcher, driving his sheep past a water-mill, worked by a large

overshot wheel, and with every variety of Dutch village and parish churches in

the distance.

Suppose, in the present day, that the London Illustrated News had represented

the marriage of Louis Napoleon with his Empress, on this principle, changing

the scene to the Himalaya mountains, and surrounding him with blacks and

coolies in every variety of Hindu dress, the result must have been that its propri-

etors would have speedily received the visit of a commission " de lunatico inquir-

endo." Yet Moses in the wilderness, is, to say the least, quite as much a real

scene, requiring historical truth of representation, as the marriage of the Emperor

of France. Now the fact is, that for the purposes of a weekly publication, which

aims at nothing more exalted than a popularity productive of an immense sale, no

expense is spared as regards the perfection of machinery, no pains nor cost is

thought misplaced in the production of authentic designs. Artists go out to the

Crimea, and form part of the various expeditions, and all this is organized in

order to furnish a production at home, the larger part of which scarcely survives

being torn up for a complete week. Such is what commercial enterprise does for

a profitable return in one way, and with a view to the satisfaction of curiosity and

trifling amusement in another.

From the world pass to religion, and here we hme Divine revelation mixed up

in a very special manner with the history of the nations of Judea. Egypt, Assyria

and Persia, during a period of nearly two thousand years, and afterwards with all

the nations in their turn. If commercial enterprise then has done and is doing so

much, week by week, without any more serious purpose than that of legitimate

amusement, to give people an insight into manners, customs, places and facts of not

over important cotemporary history in all parts of the globe, and if owing to the

marvellous resources which can now be commanded, it succeeds on a scale of

magnitude never before known—what is religion doing? Let us admit the truth,

religion is doing very little, and it were well if more could be done. Religion has

not as yet turned the inexhaustible mine of pictorial printing to the work of illus-

trating her instruction upon any scale worthy of the capacities of the power placetl

at her disposal. Perhaps it is well in so important a work that she should have

delayed to take in hand so great a power until its capacities had been first brought

out and perfected in another service, and until in all those things in which the
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world is wise, the world had been suH'ered to go before and bring the required in-

strument, so to speak, into first rate order, before relijrion took it up and applied it

to her own sacred purposes. If this be true, it would semn to follow that the pre-

sent is the very moment for religion to commence her work, the instrument she

desires to employ has reached either its very ultimate perfection, or at least such a

degree of perfection as to be quite adequate to the service that will be required

from it.

To speak, however, of the perfection of the mechanical power alone, would be

to treat what is only an indispensable condition, as if it were the principal feature

of the work. It is of course not sufficient merely to have the mechanical power

of production at command. The cause of religion can only be the gainer, if the

power of production is wisely and effectively used.

This very obvious reflection opens a wide subject on Avhich speculatively, much

admits of being said, but practically there need be no difficulty in finding a direct-

ing clue to guide the course of the efforts which may be made, to bring pictorial

printing to the service of religious instruction.

Cardinal Wiseman, in his lecture on the Home Education of the Poor, remarks

as follows :
" I think it worth the consideration of those practically engaged in

promoting education, whether the creating an art for tliem, mvouU not be a far

more efficacious way of bringing art before the poor, than the miserable colored

lithographs, which are now put before them as illustrating sacred or profane

history."

If the resources of pictorial printing are to be applied to the use of religious

instruction, the creation of new designs embodying all the recent knowledge which

the increased intercourse of Europeans with the countries that have been the

scenes of the Divine revelation has acquired, is a matter of strict necessity. Reli-

gion has the truth of her own history to respect. In days when a few wealthy

families only could purchase a heavy folio of copper-plate engravings, and when
Palestine and Egypt were, in popular apprehension, almost fabulous countries, it

did no great harm to depict Abraham as a Burgomaster and his servants in the dress

of Dutch boers
;
people were too uninformed to cavil. But for us—in the present

century, when the countries in which Abraham spent his life, and the present

descendants of their inhabitants, with their habits and customs, their tents, dresses

and peculiarities of life are known as accurately as those of any people o*" Europe

—to use the prolific power of the press in throwing before the curious eyes of

tliousands designs similar to those which satisfied a less informed century, would

infallibly result in exposing religion to the ridicule of the keen-witted unbelief of

the age. Every-body now—what with panoramas, dioramas, and the illustrated

popular weekly papers—has a competent knowledge of numbers of things which

formerly were unknown, and the history of religion being the history of real

I'acts, it would be a temerity of the highest order, to attempt to produce any series

of illustrations which was not in conformity with the information that the spirit

of inquiry and the enterprise of travellers has really gained. Catholics, them-

selves, would soon learn to treat them as child's play, while the unbeliever would

be sure to make them a mark for his ridicule and contempt, and would be con-

firmed in his idea that the history itself was not one whit more true than its

pictorial representation.

Once then establish tniih as the basis of the popular art which alone is worthy

of going forth before the world, as the companion of the instruction of the Church,

and not only is the creation of new designs a matter of necessity, but it will
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appear—as I proceed to show—that the present century is eminently qualified to

meet all the needful exigences of the task that has to be done,

Tlie history of religion, as capable of truthful illustration, begins with the family

of Noe, in the region of Mount Ararat, then it comes to the family of the patri-

arch Abraham, and exhibits him removing with his flocks into Canaan. Canaan

and Egypt are afterward the scenes of the history, subsequently the wilderness

of Arabia, then again the land of Canaan, with the roving pastoral life exchanged

for that of citizen pursuits and fortified towns. Then the nations of Assyria and

Egypt come into the scene, and the history visits Nineveh, Babylon, Damascus,

the mountains of Ammon and Edom, and towns and temples of Egypt in their

turn. In due time the Persian monarchy appears, succeeded by the influx of

Greek sovereigns, and lastly appears the Roman eagle. Then—the fullness of

time being come—the event for which the world had been so long preparing,

comes to pass in Bethlehem of Juda. The Eternal Word takes human flesh and

is born of a virgin; for a time sacred history returns to Palestine and exhibits

the sacred Messenger from heaven engaged in the humble duties of his pubUc

ministry, and follows him to his death, burial, resurrection and ascension into

heaven. Then comes the day of Pentecost, when the Holy Ghost descends upon

the humble fishermen from the lake of Galilee, and gifts them with the power of

speaking every language.

For a time the little society remains in Jerusalem, where St. Stephen is the first

who falls a victim to the malice of the enemy ; then the apostles are scattered

upon their mission all over the world, going forth to take possession of the nations,

in a manner somewhat parallel to the dispersion of the children of Noe, who
spread themselves over the earth and took possession of its various regions and

tracts of territory.

The history then advances century by century, tracing the apostolic work of

converting the nations from their idolatries and perverted traditions of God to the

faith of the Catholic Church, in its progress from country to country, from people

to people ; mixed up with the national wars and political revolutions and vicissi-

tudes of government, but still as distinct in its constitution and outward form

from anything merely national, as it has a distinct mission from God to fulfill, for

the accompUshment of which it has received the special gifts of the Holy Ghost.

The whole of the sacred history is then eminently a history full of facts. The

sale of Joseph by his brothers to a company of Ismaelite traders going down into

Egypt ; St. Stephen's martyrdom outside the eastern gate of the city of Jerusalem,

stoned by the doctors of the Sanhedrim and the multitude, with St. Paul, the

youngest member of the Sanhedrim, looking on ; the death of St. Bonifacius,

surprised and murdered by a troop of barbarians on the eve of Pentecost, in Fries-

land, A.D., 755; the recent execution of Mgr. Borie, 2d of December, 1838, at

Tonkin, in China, in virtue of a royal mandate obtained at the instance of the

Mandarin Bo—are, amongst others, samples of the kind of fact with which the

history abounds. The main drift, indeed, of the history as a whole, is to describe

the progress of the work of the holy and ever blessed Trinity, manifesting itself

upon earth in the conversion of the nations of the earth, in their reception into

communion with the Church, and their admission to partake in the grace of the

holy sacraments ; but when taken in its separate parts it is found to be full of the

most varied incidents, not only of the very highest order of popular interest and

instruction, but which bring the mind into contact with every corner of the world,

where the holy enterprise of the messengers of the faith has led them to penetrate.
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If there be one brauch oi' human study more than another calculated for an inex-

haustiblo popularity, suitfd to open the mind, and to enable it to burst through the

narrow limits within which by nature it is sentenced to pass its life, it is the know-

ledge of the work of God in the Church and of the incidents which have marked

the progress of that work. Ordinary history is but the knowledge of the world in

the babel and disorder of its fall, without any meaning or end to its confusion.

The history of revelation and of the Churcb, is equally the history of human
action and suflering, but under quite diflerent circumstances and quite altered in

character.. There is here, no longer, an absence of purpose and design ; for the

actors are now known to be working and suffering for the Gospel, and for the

hopes and rewards of another and better life. Humanity indeed remains, but it

is humanity softened by the dew from heaven ; and whatever there is in the heart

of man of tenderness and endurance ; of affection and of patience ; of boldness,

enterprise and heroism ; all that is capable of exaltation and refinement under the

grace of God—all is brought out in the history of the Church ; and this, under

such an infinite variety of circumstances—in the populous city, in the desert, in

the king's courts, in the peasant's cottage, among the academies of learning,

among savages, in prisons, in the presence of judges and executioners, in exile,

in sohtude, on perilous journeys and encounters—that all the boasted powers of

romance have to yield the palm to the mere unadorned narrative of the simple

facts of the Church's history.

A history, then, so deeply instructive, so touching, that so speaks to the heart

while it satisfies and improves the intellect, is quite of the nature to gain by a

truthful and becoming pictorial illustration. In all times painters have loved to

draw upon it for their subjects, and though they have too often handled them both

falsely as well as profanely, still even then they bear their testimony to its powers

of attraction.

Pictorial illustration, however, will have a duty to fulfill towards the faith,

Avhich it is most essential to see clearly laid down in the outset. Illustration must

be the servant of history, and not the history the slave of the artist's will or

caprice. The history, as has been said, abounds in facts, or rather consists of

them. And as the characteristic of the history itself is truth, so must truth be the

characteristic of the illustration. In short, the pictorial illustration ought to be a

collateral history, in perfect harmony as far as is practicable with the truthful

narrative of the text, otherwise, either it falls down to the level of a mere toy for

young children, and as such escapes criticism, or if it aspire to more than this, it

falls under the lash of some keen witted, unbelieving critic, and is at once exposed

to ridicule and contempt.

The work then that lies open to Cathohc enterprise, of adding to the history of

Divine Revelation the charm of a truthful pictorial illustration for the dehght and

benefit of her countless multitudes, is now become a possibility. I do not mean

to say that perfection can be attained, but it is quite true that the resources of the

present century furnish all the necessary means of representing truth. Truth

alone can be the basis of any real mental improvement, and without truth nothing

can have any real value. The invention of the " Daguerreotype," or '•' Photog-

raphy," added to the sketches and drawings of travellers, has brought every pan

of the living world under the eye of the artist, while the sculptures of Assyria,

Persia and Egypt, and the works of art of ancient Greece and Rome, the various

illuminated manuscripts of the middle ages, afford means, if all were properly em-

ployed, of tracing out and arriving at the truth, with sufficient accuracy to com-
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mand respect, and thus from age to age, of all the several events of the sacred

history.

Yet it must be borne in mind, that this work if it is to be realized, can be

realized only on the plan of the great secular works of tlie age. The combined

resources of the vast multitudes of different nations, must flow in to maintain

and carry it forward. Ours is not th eage when Princes bestow boons upon the

people, but Avhen the vast resources of the multitudes themselves are combined,

and when, from these resources, small in themselves but immense by aggregation,

the greatest works are produced. In all that concerns the faith, the Church ever

enjoys her own peculiar Pentecostal gift, and in the strength of this gift, a work
of the kind above described cannot be deemed at all impossible, provided that it

should please God to give the necessary gift of wisdom and perseverance to carry

it forward in a becoming manner, and that the Immaculate Mother of God should

be pleased to intercede in its behalf.

In my next and concluding paper. I propose to give some specimens of the

manner in which the work might be carried forward, if the necessary arrangements

can be made for proceeding to business with combined resources.

Henry Formby.

POPERY AND PAGANISM.

Suaviter in Modo, fortiter in Re.

There are few things in polemical discussions so difficult as the art of giving

one's opponent a genteel dressing, of using him up by argument, applied temper*

ately, coolly, and perhaps somewhat humorously, without any harsh or insulting

sarcasm. Whoever would see how such things may be done, can find an illus-

tration in a work recently published in this city for the benefit of the world at

large, and more especially for the Protestant Bishop of Vermont.

There are other specimens we can call to mind where strong reasoning is pre-

sented suaviter, and yet with dashes of humor which relieve the strict logic of the

argument. Dr. Challoner's preface to the " Catholic Christian Instructed," is

rich in every sense. He replies to the Rev. Dr. Conyers Middleton, who took it

upon himself to prove that the Papists had borrowed the whole of iheir religion

from Paganism, on account of certain resemblances in some of the external rites.

Mr. Middleton not only proves all that he desires, to his own satisfaction, but a

good deal more than any orthodox Protestants, at least of his own church, can

consent to. He is down upon our idol-worship, but when we deny that our

images are idols, he floors us as he thinffs, by the declaration that all images of

the dead are idols! But, says Challoner, your own church Avhich has generally

removed the images of Christ, has brought in, in their stead, the images of Moses

and Aaron, who are certainly dead ; and what is still worse, has introduced dead

lions and unicorns into the sanctuary, in place of the cross of Christ ; though this

has also of late been erected on the top of the chief church of this kingdom,

surrounded with many other "idols," to the great offence of the Puritans, "who
are the only people to thank the Doctor for the pains he has been at to furnish them

with arms against the established church. Though it is to be feared, if they take

for good the Doctor's definition of an idol, their zeal against idolatry may raise
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some scruple in them, with relation to the images of kings deceased, which they

carry in their pockets, or hoard up in their bags, and which it is thoup^ht they wor-

ship more Ihan cither their livinu; king, or any deity whatsoever."

In tact. Dr. Middleton proved too much in all directions—he traced Catholic

" Superstitions" to Paganism through llie very aposth-s, and Catholics were quite

satisfied to take things as the apostles Idl them, and many Protestants were of the

same opinion, so the Doctor's erudition did but little service to his own cause. A
few years back, a disciple of his, John Poynder, Esq., a gentleman of learning

and ability, it seems, took up the cudgels; he too, demonstrated "Popery in ali,i-

ANCE WITH Heathenism." Well, John Poynder, Esq. was favored with a very

genteel, and a very effectual dressing from the hands of Nicholas Wiseman, D. D.,

who now wears so worthily the Roman purple.

We would like to serve up in full, as a rich repast, in four courses, Dr. Wise-'

man's lour letters to this gentleman ; as we cannot do this, our readers may thank

us for a few extracts which come under the disadvantage of being detached from

their natural connection, and thereby of losing to some extent their point and per-

tinency. However, as one of Dr. Franklin's wise saws has it, " half a loaf is

better than no bread," a maxim, that we take it, even the cross-grained Cassius

would approve.

Imprimis. Poynder, full of Christian zeal, and averse to malice and ill will,

complains touchingly "with what injustice the Church of Rome charges her

younger sister, the Protestant Church, with heresy," and this, says Wiseman,
after having through his entire work called Cathohcs in every line, idolators, and

the clergy cheats. " Little was I prepared for such gentle fondling expostulation

as this ; little could I have thought that you held the right of calling names so

exclusive a monopoly ; that you cared about being considered a heretic by idol-

aters, or claimed any compassion at our hands. But, sir, allow me to say, that in

the publications of Catholics, or in their sermons, you will not find the name of

heretic applied to Protestants, however we may consider their doctrines heretical

—

and observe, there is a great difference between the two ; while you in every page

of your work, call us personally idolaters; and that were any one among us to

call down the fire of heaven—as you have done—upon any of our fellow subjects,

we should say to him, as was said to others of old : 'Ye know not of whose

spirit ye are.'
"

Dr. Wiseman neither allows Middleton or Poynder the credit of original dis-

covery. "The first person who argued as you have done, was Julian the apostate,

who said that the Christians had borrowed their religion from the heathens. This

proves at once, that even then the resemblance existed of which you complain as

idolatrous; so that it is not the offspring of modern corruption, but an inheritance

of the ancient church. It proves that the alhance between Christianity and

heathenism existed three hundred years after Christ, and that consequently, so

far. Popery and ancient Christianity are identical. The Manichees are also

accused by St. Augustine, writing against Faustus, of making the same charge.

" To this objection the fathers answer precisely as I have done :
' Habemus

qua'dam cum Gentibus communia, sed finera diversum,' says St. Augustine.

The same father says more in extenso, the Pagans have their temples and priests

and sacrifices; it is not for this the Christians blame them, for Ave also have the

same, but that their immolations are to false gods."

The cream of the letters, however, is in the analogies between the few rites

preserved in the Protestant religion, and heathen customs. The marriage cere-
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mony, with the nuptial ring, the annnlum promihum, is the counterpart of that of

the Roman pagans, " for which use of ceremony and outward right, I know not

what warrant you find in the New Testament. » « # » though

where the worshipping Avith the body, 'and with my body 1 thee worship,' came
from, I cannot discover; for, as when Catholics speak of the worship of images,

it is insisted, in spite of their declarations, that they adore them, I suppose 1 must
take this bodily worship for idolatry, and that of the very worst kind, being

directed towards a living being.

"The funeral service may be treated in like manner; the fashion of bearing the

body to the grave with great pomp, but without a single symbol of Christian

hope or of religious feeling, appears to all foreigners marvellously heathenish

;

and the friends going as mourners, and the escutcheons of his family borne with

it, and the hired mutes, are exactly to be found in the ancient Roman funerals
;

where the bier was followed by relations, and the images of ancestors were borne

before it, and many hired mourners swelled the crowd. In Italy, on the contrary,

the clergy and charitable confraternities alone accompany the body, singing

religious chaunts." »######
Mr. Poynder finds heathenish deification and Catholic canonization the same

thing, but then, says Wiseman, " what make you of the apotheosis of King
Charles, martyr? For what virtue was he taken into the calendar? * * *

You imagine that little or no change has taken place in the Pantheon, by the sub-

stitution of all the saints in it for all the gods ; I presume you would not quarrel

with a heathen temple being changed into a church, for you have not scrupled to

occupy our churches, even without a thorough Knoxian purgation."

There are several pages now so admirably expressed, supposing an ancient

Roman revisiting this our modern world, and the impressions made upon him by

visits to places of worship of different creeds, yet each professing pure Christianity,

that we cannot withhold them from our readers, especially as so far as we know
they have never been published in this country.

" But I will suppose, if you please, an ancient Roman revisiting that temple :

the first thing which would strike him would be the sign of salvation—the image

of Christ crucified, raised upon every altar,—and most conspicuously upon the

principal and central one. On the right, the picture of one whom men are stoning,

while he with eyes uplifted prays for their conversion, would rivet his attention
;

and on the left, the modest statue of a virgin, with an infant in her arms, w^ould

invite him to inquiry. Then he Avould see monuments of men, whose clasped or

crossed hands, express how they expired in the prayer of hope : the inscription on

one side would tell him how the immortal Raphael had willed, that no ornament

should deck his tomb, but that very statue of God's mother w'hich he had given

to that church ; another informs you, that the illustrious statesman (Consalvi),

after bequeathing the fortune he had made in the service of the public, without

reserve, to the propagation of Christianity among distant nations, would have no

tomb ; but that his friends had, as it were by stealth, erected him that modest me-

morial. Around him he could see, at whatever hour of the day he might enter,

solitary worshippers, who gently come in through the ever unclosed brazen por-

tals, to keep watch, like the lamp which sheds its mild light upon them, before the

altar of God. And, I fancy it would be no diflficult task, with these objects before

us, to expound and fully develope to him the Christian faith ; the hfe of our Re-

deemer, beginning with his birth from a virgin, to his death upon a cross; the

testimony to his doctrine, and the power which accompanied it. exhibited in the
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triumph of the first among his martyrs; the humble and modest virtue his teacli-

ing inspired to his followers, their contempt of worldly praise, and the fixing of

their hopes upon a better world; the constant and daily influence his religion

exercises among its believers, whom it sweetly invites and draws to breathe a

solitary prayer, amidst the turmoils of a busy life. And methinks this ancient

heathen Avould have an idea of a religion immensely dilTerent from that which he

had professed—the religion of the meek and of the humble, of the persecuted and

the modest, of the devout and the chaste. I believe, too, that by seeing the substi-

tution of symbol for symbol,—of the cross, the badge of ignominy, with its unre-

sisting victim, for the haughty thunderer,—of the chastest of virgins for the

lascivious Venus,—of the forgiving Stephen for the avenging god of war,—he

would thereby conceive a livelier idea of the overthrow of his idolatry by the

mildest of doctrines, of tiie substitution of Christianity for heathenism, than if the

temple had been merely stripped and left a naked hall, or a tottering ruin.

" For I think that the ark of God, standing in the very temple of Dagon, Avith

the idol at its side, broken and so maimed that it might no longer be made to

stand upon its pedestal, would convey a prouder and stronger demonstration of

the superiority of the Law to the religion of Syria, than when concealed in silence

behind the curtain of the sanctuary. And, in fact, so far were the ancient

pagans from considering the substitution of Christian emblems for those of their

religion, as only a modification of the same worship, that nothing enraged them

more, or made them feel more keenly the change which had been introduced.

Julian, the apostate, thus writes to the Christians :
—

' You, oh hapless men !

while you refuse to adore the shield descended from Jove,' (the ancile which you

somewhere compare to a popish thing) ' which the great Jupiter, or our Father

Mars, sent down, giving a pledge, not by words but by deeds, of sure pro-

tection to our city, adore the wood of the cross, signing its image on your fore-

heads, and sculpturing it on the front of your houses.' You see, therefore, that

Julian did not think the substitution of our symbols for those of heathenism any

continuation of the same religion.

" And I might here ask you, what sort of Christians these were, who are thus

accused of substituting the cross for the ancile, and superstitiously signing it on

their foreheads ? Were they Protestants, or do not these practices strangely savor

of Popery? Now mark St. Cyril's answer. He does not deny the facts—he

does not enter into any long explanations—he answers as a Catholic child might

answer your cavils, from the words of his catechism,—that Christians ' are indeed

careful, and esteem it a primary duty always to mark the cross upon their fore-

heads and houses, because it brought to their remembrance how one, dying upon

the cross, banished the devil from the kingdom he had usurped over all men, and

with him his evil powers, whom our calumniator calls tetulary deities : and here

too, they are reminded of the spiritual blessings purchased for us on the cross.'

And again, allow me to ask, would vou or I, in other words, your religion or

mine, have met the objection in these terms'? Who then were the Christians

whom Juhan attacked, and Cyril defended? I Avill gladly yield you the benefit

of the former's alliance, and contentedly put up with the second's reply, and the

faith and practice it supposes. In fact the Theodosian code orders heathen temples

to be destroyed, and ' expiated by placing thereon the sign of the venerable Chris-

tian religion.'

" But, to return to my parallel. After having thus allowed the heathen to dis-

cover, if he could, his ancient worship and morality in the very Roman Church
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which you have chosen, and explained to him the doctrines there taught, I would

bring him to the only splendid temple in this country wherein the Catholic

religion has never been exercised, and where alone it has left no vestige of its truths

and practices. I would bring him, after duly paying his entrance fee, into the

cathedral of St. Paul's, and desire him to guess the religion to which it belonged.

Would not iiis first question be, does it belong to any religion? is it a place of

worship at all 1 No altar, no chapel, no emblem of any holy thought is visible

;

no point towards which men turn, as strongly concentrating the divine presence;

no emblem of a peculiar dedication; not a worshipper or a reverential spectator;

not one who, as he crosses the threshold, prepares his soul, as if approaching

God, in prayer. There he sees men with their heads covered, as if in the public

streets, walking to and fro, looking at the edifice only as an architectural wonder,

cut off by a stockade from the great nave, because so little respect is paid to it,

that, if open, it would be profaned without scruple; while the jibe and the joke,

or the state of the funds, or the scandal of the day, alone divide with their well-

taxed curiosity, the conversation of the various groups. Would he, so far, see

any thing to show him that he stood in a place for Christian worship ? Might

not the organ suggest to him that it is a hall for festive meetings ? Might not the

mouldy banners that Avave above him, lead him to imagine it was the curia or

the senate-house of the city ? But one circumstance alone might lead him to

some accurate judgment ; the seeing how here, one portion of the building,

precisely its cella, is parted ofT and closely screened from the gaze and the tread

of the profane; and as he had not seen any thing of this sort in the Catholic

Church, and it exactly corresponds to the form of his temples, assuredly he might

suspect some still closer analogies.

•' But while he thus felt himself at a loss to discover what religion claimed the

possession of this temple, I would direct his attention another way, and bid him

look among the tombs and costly monuments which surround him, for some inti-

mation of what god is here worshipped, and what virtues taught. There he sees

emblems indeed in sufficient number,—not the cross, or the dove, or the olive

branch, as on the ancient tomb, but the drum and the trumpet, the boarding-pike

and the cannon. Who are they whose attitudes and actions are deemed the fit

ornaments for this religious temple? Men, rushing forward with sword in hand,

to animate their followers to the breach, or falling down while boarding the

enemy's deck; heroes, if you choose, benefactors to their country, but surely not

the illustrators of religion. Of one it is said, that he died as a Roman would

certainly have wished him, after having grappled with his enemy's ship, and ren-

dered the destruction of one or both secure; the epitaph of another is expressed in

the words of his commander's despatch; that of a third, in the vote of the House

of Commons; not a word of a single Christian virtue, of a thought for God, of a

hope of heaven ; not a hint that one professed or believed in any religion. And

would not the heathen rejoice to have found a temple, where the courage of the

three hundred Fabii, or the self-devotion of the Decii, or the virtues of the Scipios,

were so plainly taught, and held up to the practical admiration and imitation of

men?
^

" And how would his delight increase, on more closely inspecting the emblems

under which these virtues or their circumstances are expressed. Sea and river

gods, Avith their oozy crowns, and out-pouring vases; the Ganges with his Gsh

and calabash ; the Thames, with the genii of his confluent streams ; and the Nile,

with his idol the sp/ii/zia;; Ficlory, winged and girt up as of old, placing earthly
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hmrcl on tlie brows of tlio f'allin<;; Fame, with its ancient trumpet, blasting forth

their worldly merits; Clio, the olfspring of Apollo, recording their history ; and,

besides these, new creations of gods and goddesses, Rebellion and Fraud, Valor

and Sensiljilily ; BriUania, the very copy of his own worshipped Roma; and

some of these, too, with an unseemly lack of drapery, more becoming an ancient

than a modern temple. This assemblage of ancient deities, as the only symbols

to instruct his eye. Avould assuredly go far to confirm him, either that his ancient

religion, its ertiblenis, and its morality, had never been supplanted, or had lately

been restored. Little would it boot to explain to him, how behind that screen a

sacred book was read to a few people once a week,—to empty benches every day,

—which teaches men to abhor his idolatry, and worship God in spirit : and that

learned men there preach homilies on the peril of idolatry, and the danger of

admitting even symbols into worship. All this would, I think, but perplex him

more. If you are not permitted to make any images, or to have them in your

temples, he would ask, why break the law oiily in favor of warriors and river-

gods ? If you are allowed, why are the Christians of Rome to be denounced and

anathematized for erecting those of Christ and his saints? And truly, I have no

hesitation in saying, that if he reasoned as you'' have done, and followed your

principles of judgment; if he pronounced upon religion by the shell, and not by

the kernel—by the body, not by the soul—by the outward forms, not by the belief

which they express; and if he persisted, like you, in giving credit to his own
impressions and preconceived judgments, rather than to the protestations and

declarations of those with whom he deals ; I have no hesitation in saying, that he

would see a much fainter impress of Christian thought in the Protestant than in

the Catholic temple—much greater memorials of proscribed idolatry in the English

than in the Roman cathedral.

" Such, however, are not the tests which I should suggest to him. I would

send him into a neighboring island to study its history, and the conduct of those

who have there taught the two conflicting religions, with a text in his hand, which
would decide the point upon higher authority than yours or mine. In which of

the two clergies has the following comparison been fulfilled, or which hath shown
more propensity to do that which is attributed in it to the heathen ? ' Be not

solicitous therefore, saying :—what shall we eat, or what shall we drink, or where-

with shall we be clothed 1 for after all these things do the heathens seek.

. . . Seek ye, therefore, first, the kingdom of God and his justice.'" Matt, vi, 31.

The following notes have been recently taken from the records of the old church

in Andover, Massachusetts :

—

"January 17, 1712. Voted (under protest) yt those porsons who have pews sit

with their wives."

"Nov. 10th, 1713. Granted to Richard Barker four shillings, for his extraor-

dinary trouble in swiping our Meeting House ye past year."

"March 17th, 17G6. Voted that all the English women in the parish, who
marry or associate with negro or mulatto men, be seated in the Meeting House

with the negro w^omen."
" In 1799 it was voted, amid much opposition, to procure a bass viol."



TO FATHER MARaUETTE.

The following beautiful lines, which we gratefully acknowledge, will be read

with pleasure by those, who are at all acquainted with the life of the illustrious

Missionary to whom they allude. Father Marquette, after spending a long and

laborious life among the children of the forest, sank at last, as tradition informs

us, to a lonely grave, somewhere near the banks of the Michigan. Our readers

will find a most interesting account of his life and labors in Mr. Shea's History

of the Catholic Missions, a work which should be found in every Catholic

family.

Tho' no stone marks the end of thy journey on earth,

Tho' the spot be unknown where thy ashes repose,

And the river obscure keeps the secret and dies

Which the murmuring Michigan ne'er can disclose

—

Yet we may not forget thee, disciple of Xavier

!

Tliy faith, and thy zeal, and thy labors of love

For the children who sat in the shadow of darkness;

Where error and night their dim labyrinths wove.

Tho' the name of the river " Conception " be lost.

To " Mary Immaculate " gratefully given

—

Our gratitude lives—and the name may be found

Yet on earth, or be one of the rivers in heaven.

And we inay not forget, other names of thy giving

Live still in this region, where plenty has smiled

And now teems with new life—where the cross of the Master

Was planted by thee when a wilderness wild.

Ah! no grave of the Huron "fur lined," is thy bed,

And no taper is burning above tliy lone rest,

And the smoke of the incense has melted in air,

And the cross has sunk down and unseen on thy breast;

And if o'er the blue lake by the Indians who loved thee

Thy bones have been borne ere thy flesh knew decay,

The music that rose from the deep " De profundis "

Long since into silence has trembled away.

And no altar remains where was offered by thee,'

On those shores unfrequented, thy last sacrifice;

And the trees that hung over have mixed with tiie mould

And the new forests spread their green roofs to the skies;

Yet the names that were last on thy lips never perish.

Nor the love they impart to such spirits as thine,

Which—whilf pallor creeps after the fast ebbing life tide

—

Can light up the soul with a rapture divine

!

Milwaukie. Bernard.
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CHAPTER XI.

It was now within a short hour of midnight, and Mr. Weeks, drenched and

weary, still plodded his lonely way over the hills of Benraven. The night was

very stormy, and Mr. Weeks very much out of sorts. In truth he was troubled

exceedingly, both in mind and body—especially in the latter, for he had unfor-

tunately lost his cap in his rencontre with " Nannie," and was obliged to use

his pocket handkerchief instead. It was a poor substitute to be sure, but what

else could he do. He had already drawn his coat tails over his head, but found it

impossible to keep them down on account of the violence of the wind. Still the

wind and the rain together, though bad enough, were not the worst he had to

contend with ; the darkness was the great difficulty, for he could hardly " see his

finger before him," nor tell whether he was going to Crohan or back again by

some circuitous route to Araheera Head. Twice indeed, he had the good fortune

to meet with benighted travellers like himself, who seemed to know all about the

roads, and took, as he fancied, very great pains to set him right. They kindly

informed him he had lost his way, and gave him strict caution to take the left

hand road, which, curious enough, was the very thing he intended not to do.

But he was a stranger in the country, and of course should take the directions of

those better acquainted with it than himself. Yet it was now nearly two hours

since he met the latter of the two parties, and still, strange to say, he was as far

from Crohan, for ought he knew, as ever. On he went, notwithstanding—on he

drove through the pitchy darkness, butting his bare head against the pitiless storm,

and seeing nothing but the Ughtening flash as it shot across his face. Many a

lusty malediction did he vent, that night, on Ireland, and the unlucky day he first

took it into his head to speculate in matrimony and tobacco on her barbarous

shore. At last he topped the summit of a hill, which must surely, he thought,

be Benraven Scalp, and had began to descend the opposite side, when much to

his relief, he heard a voice shouting through the storm

—

" Hoagh ! !
"

" Hilloa! who's that?" he cried, turning round, " who goes there?"

" Hoagh!" was again repeated.

* Copy right secured according to Law.

62 Vol. III._No. 8.
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" Come nearer," bawled Mr. Weeks, " come nearer; can't hear you with this

infernal whistling." And no -wonder, for in turning, the WMnd blew the skirts of

his sporting frock about his ears, which now kept flapping so rapidly against his

cheeks, that he could hear nothing distinctly. " Come nearer," he repeated, " come

nearer ; I'm here on the middle of the road."

"Hoagh! hoagh!"
" Tarnation to your ' Hoagh !

' hai'nt ye got English enough to tell what's the

matter."

" Hoagh !
"

" Oh darn your gibberish—you're the most confounded barb"

—

" Hoagh ! hoagh !
"

" That's it; go it again ! by thunder, he bellows like an ox."

"Mhoagh!! "

" Well there ! By crackie, if you're sick it's not with the lung complaint, I

reckon, any how. But hold on, you may have got into some fix—hold on. I'll

find you out, I guess."

Mr. Weeks, actuated by compassion for the sufferer, as well as by the hope of

gaining some information respecting his whereabouts, began to grope his way
towards his companion in distress. He felt quite sure the unfortunate man could

not be far away, for it was impossible for human lungs to make the voice tell at

more than a few yards, in the teeth of such a furious gale. With this notion in his

head, he commenced his search along the road side, floundering, as he went along,

through the water tables, and tripping occasionally over the slippery rocks which

had fallen from the banks into the deep ditches. ' As it was impossible to see any

thing in the darkness, his only alternative was to keep sweeping both hands out

before him in semicircles like a swimmer, with the expectation of at length touch-

ing something with life and warmth in it. In this manner he searched up and down
both sides of the road, for a considerable time, calling loudly to the man in distress,

but receiving no reply, and was at last on the point of abandoning the poor wretch

to his fate, when he fancied he heard a heavy groan as of some one in his last

agony, and stretching out again both hands, to feel in the direction of the sound,

stumbled once more and fell—alas, not like Homer's heroes, " with their arms

resounding over them," but as "horsemen tumbling on the watery plain."

Just as he had expected, Mr. Weeks felt something warm and hairy under his

open palms.

"Well there! " he exclaimed, " the fellow's got corn'd and fell in the ditch. I

swow he has, and lost his hat too, for his hair's as wet as the very grass. Say !

what's the matter," he continued, shaking him. "Say! wake up, if you don't

want to die here right off."

No answer came.

" Look here!" and he pulled him by the hair of the head, to make him speak.

" Look here, you're got drunk, ha'int you? "

At this moment, and just as he had inserted his right arm under the helpless

creature's head to raise him up, a flash of lightning illumed for an instant the

person of the prostrate sufferer, and revealed to the astonished eyes of Mr. Weeks,

the face and form of a young steer quietly chewing his cud under the shelter of a

projecting rock.

"Heavens and earth, what's this!" he exclaimed, snatching his arm from

under the animal's neck, and jumping on the bank at a single bound. " Well

there ! if that ai'nt the darndcst sniggle—1 swonnie if I did'nt take the critter for
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a drunlcen Irishman shouting for help all the time. Oh Ireland, Ireland! if there's

such another country in all universal space—well—if there be, I'd like to see it

—

that's all."

" Not so fast, my line fellow, not so fast," shouted somebody in his ear, " you've

driven that baste far enough. I'll take charge of Iiim now, if ye plaze, and yer-

self too, into the bargain."

" iMe !

"

" Ay in troth, honey, just your very self. You're the Q,ueen's prisoner."

" The Q,ueen's humbug—for what, pray ?
"

" Stealing that yearling."

*' SteaUng ! You don't say ! ha, ha."

" I do say."

" You're mistaken, aint you?"
" Not in the laste, my good man."
" Well, I kinder think you be."

" Kinder think. Ay, exactly—that's one of the tokens
;
you're a Yankee they

say."
*' Well, I always reckoned so—happened to be born in New England, any how."

"Just so—in Ducksville."

*' In Ducksville!—why, how the thunder came you to know that—eh?"
" Niver mind—I know more than all that, my fine fellow. I know you've

stolen three more of this same stock from Benraven Mountain, within the last

Ibrtnight, and this one makes the fourth."

" My dear man," said Weeks, " let me tell you again, this is a great mistake

—

I'm a private gentleman."

" Feth, may be so. Hilloa, come on hereTom Henley—come on with the lan-

tern;" and as the latter came up, the speaker raised the light to the face of his

prisoner, and deliberately scanned his person from head to foot. " Let me see

—

six feet in lms:ht. slender make, knock-kneed, long sandy liair, greyfrock and trow-

sers, several gilt chains, rings, brooches, &.c. Very good—you're just the person

I've been searching for these three nights past. Come, my lad, you must trot to

Mr. Johnston's."

" Well, I'd rather not"—coolly replied Weeks. " I sorter think I'll sleep to-

night at my cousin's, Mr. Robert Hardwrinkle's."

" Not till you see Mr. Johnston first. I'm his bailiff, and must do my duty.

Come, trot, and no more palaverin about it."

" Look here," exclaimed Weeks, as the bailiff laid his hand roughly on his

shoulder—" look here—hold on a minute—don't you think you're carrying this

joke a leetle too far? I told you already I was Mr. Hardwrinkle's cousin-german."

•'What, of Crohan?"
" Ye-e-s."

" Just so—precisely—that's another token. You've been trying hard to pass for

the foreigner visiting there."

*' Trying to pass ! My dear man, I'm that very individual himself, and was on

my way to Crohan from Araheera light house, when I heard that animal"
" Ha ! ha ! a likely story indeed," exclaimed the bailiff

—'• on your way to Cro-

han—here, on the very top of Cairnerit—three miles further from Crohan than

when you left the light house, and the very animal we're lookin for, too, in your
company."
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" Well, I reckon I rausl have been directed the wrong way."

"And how did you happen to get in company with the stirk? "

" Why, I heard the critter bellow, and seemed to think it might be an Irishman

shouting for help."

" Ha! ha! upon my conscience now, that's mighty flatterin, so it is—heard a

stirk routing under the rain, and took it for an Irishman in liquor."

'• Is'nt he mighty cute, intirely," said Henley.

" Wonderful, out and out—but tell me Tom, did'nt Lanty say the fellow gen-

erally carried a fishing rod with him."

"Ay, did he, but who the deuce cud carry a fishin rod with him such a night

as this, when the strongest of us can scarcely carry ourselves against the storm.

Oh ! as for that, you need'nt be the laste afeerd in life ; he's the very man yer

lookin for as sure as your name's Ned Griffin."

" Say, what Lanty d'ye mean," said Weeks, " Lanty Hanlon—eh? "

" Niver mind," repHed the bailiff, "it makes no difference to you who he is."

" Well not much, I guess, but if I could see him just as Avell as not, I might

save you further trouble on my account. Let me see, he lives in this here neigh-

borhood somewhere, don't he ?
"

" Come, come, my good fellow, this hoodwinking won't take just at present.

You may be very smart and cunning, and all that, but I have had some twenty

years experience of gentlemen of your profession. So come on, we'll take you

down here to one of these houses in Ballymagahey for the night, and carry you

before Mr. Johnston to-morrow. You can then call on Lanty Hanlon to give you

a character, and as many more as you plaze. Lift your feet, and they'll fall

themselves," he added, grasping the unfortunate Weeks by the collar. " Come
away out of this rain ; come, trot, my customer, trot—you've legs enough if you

only use them."
" Trot h—11 !

!" vociferated Weeks at last, loosing patience ;
" if you don't let

go my collar this instant I'll blow your brains out. Away you ignorant, beggarly

savages—confound you, to take me for a cow thief. Away—make tracks this

minute or by"
" Be aisy, my valiant fellow, be aisy," said the bailifl', still gripping him by the

collar.

" No, I sha'nt," cried Weeks—" let me go—I'll not put up with this, no

how."
" Don't fret—we'll put you up, and in lavender too, never fear."

" I tell you once more I'm Ephraim C, B. Weeks, cousin-german to the Hard-

wrinkles of Crohan."
" Oh thin, bad scran to the much ye need boast of the connection," replied

Henley, helping the baihff to drag him down the hill.

" Unhand me, villians, unhand me, I'm a stranger here—I'm a foreigner."

"An sure we're only helpin to send you to foreign parts again—oh faith,

honey, we'll accommodate ye that way, and welcome."

" Look here—hold on," vociferated Weeks, as they ran him down the hill, " I

want you to understand who 1 am

—

I'm a citizen—a free born citizen of the

United States, under the protection of the stars and stripes, and I protest against

this violence—I command you in the name of my country to let me go."

" Bedad, that's very alarmin, Ned, is'nt it"?
"

" Ha, ha, mighty alarmin intirely," responded the bailiff. " He speaks like that

Yank(H> follow in Dublin last week, who threatened the magistrate with the stars
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and stripes because lio fiiUHl liini five shillings (or spitting tobacco juice on a

lady's dress."

In tiiis way tiie l);iilill', assisted by Tom Henley, continui;d to drag tlie unhappy

Weeks dowH the soutli side of J>enraven Mountain, despite his soh^rnn protest

against the outrage, and liis frequent assurances of iiis innocence, and finally suc-

ceeded in conveying him to a house in the little village of Ballymagahey, where,

late as the hour was, a light was still burning.

As the party approached the house, several voices were heard within, some
speaking loud, some laughing, others singing, and now and then the squeak of a

fiddle breaking out at intervals.

Without pausing an instant, the bailifl" knocked loudly on the door, and the next

moment pushed in before him Ephraim Wrecks, haggard and torn, and dripping

like a water god.

The fiddle stopped short in the middle of Miss McCloud's reel, and the affrighted

dancers fell back, and left the floor clear to the new comers.
'* Oh hierna!" cried some one in a stage whisper, " he's mad—see how his eyes

rowl in his head—he'll tear us in pieces."

The young females hearing this, took alarm—and ran out of doors screaming for

protection ; the elder ones ran after to bring them back ; the men shouted to the

runaways to stop in twenty different voices, till in a shorter time than we have

taken to describe it, the place was a scene of unutterable confusion. Nearly all

the females had disappeared one after another. The haunch-back fiddler jumped
through the window with his instrument under his arm ; and to make the din still

more intolerable, the house dog set up such a howhng outside as if the world had

actually come to an end, when the bailiff, seeing how matters stood, stepped on a

chair and began to address the company, assuring them the man was not mad by

any means, but a notorious cow thief he had arrested in the act of stealing Mr.

Johnston's cattle from the mountain, and then proceeded to give the details of the

capture.

Whilst the bailiff thus endeavored to quiet the apprehensions of the ladies, Mr.

Weeks stood stock still in the centre of a curious and wandering group—his

hands thurst down as low as he could drive them in his breeches pockets, and his

eyes wandering round and round in search of some one to recognize him—but

alas ! the faces he saw there were all strange faces to him.

It was some time before the baihff's repeated guaranty of his prisoner's sanity

of mind and peaceable disposition, could induce the ladies to return to the dancing

room ; and when they did return each fair one as she entered was seen to cast a

fearful glance at the tall stranger, and press closely the side of her partner.

Last came the little fiddler, looking twice as big as when he fled through the win-

dow but a moment before; and swearing all kinds of anathemas against the

bailiff and his prisoner for exposing his instrument to the rain.

Still amid all the noise and bustle, Mr. W^eeks stood there in the centre of the

now laughing group of Celtic faces, as calm and solemn as an undertaker. He
was no longer excited—that state of feeling had given way to a calm, contemp-

tuous, silent indignation. He felt precisely as an unfortunate Irish Catholic feels

in New England when arrested for robbery, and happens to reflect he is the only-

stranger in the township, and without a friend to say a word in his favor. But

we must not stop to moralize ; we can only say—to borrow a line from the poet,

" We have seen such si2:hts, but most not call to mind."
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Suddenly, however, Mr. Weeks' attention seemed to be attracted by the en-

trance of an active, curley headed, humorous looking fellow, wearing a rabbit skin

cap jauntily set on the side of his head, and supporting a laughing, dark haired

girl on his arm.

"Say, hold on there, you," cried Weeks, at length breaking silence, and mo-

tioning to the new comer.

The individual made no reply, but hastened to escape further observation by

ensconsing himself behind a door in a remote corner of the room.

" Look here !
" persisted Weeks, breaking through the group, and holding out

his hand in token of recognition, " Look here—how do, old feller, got into a sorter

snarl here, and glad you turned up to see me out."

" Me !

"

" Why, yes—you're Lanty Hanlon, ai'nt you ?
"

" Ay, that's my name and surname."
" All right ; I knew you by your cap as soon as you entered. Well—I want

you to clear up a mistake. This here bailiff, or constable, or whatever darned

thing you call him, has arrested me for stealing a steer, up thereaway, ha! ha!

and won't believe I'm Mr. Ephraim Weeks no how you can fix it."

"Mr. Ephraim Weeks!" muttered our friend Lanty, slowly repeating the

words, and looking up in affected wonder in the man's face, " Mr. Ephraim

Weeks—you're a stranger in these parts."

" Why, what d'ye mean ?
"

"No offence in the world, only you've the 'vantage of me."
" Advantage ! How's that ?

"

" Why I don't remimber iver to see you afore in my life."

" You don't, eh? Look at me again."

" I do luk at ye agin, and the Lord bless the mark, you're not the kind 'i man

to be aisy mistaken, anyway."
" Why, darn ye, hai'nt you seen me every day this month past? "

" Me ! bedad, may be so. Whereabouts, if it's a fair question? "

"Now, you go to grass," cried Weeks; "you know me as well as I know

myself."

" Faith, and that same might'nt be much to brag of aither."

" Why, tarnation t'ye, haint you sold me two dozen Hies, last Thursday, at

Kindrum pond?"
" Me sell you flies; ha, ha, ha! Why, upon my conscience, my good fellow,

you must be ravin."

" Well, there !
" exclaimed Weeks, looking at the imperturbable Lanty as if

he could run him through; then drawing a fly-book hastily from his pocket, he

pulled it open, and holding the flies before Lanty's face, demanded to know if

they were of his dressing or not.

" Mine—begorra, it wud'nt be aisy to tell that in the state they're in now, any-

way."
" Ladies and gents," said Weeks, appealing to the bystanders, " I vow I bought

these flies from this here fellow last Thursday. And, what's more, he stuck me

in them too, to the tune of twenty-five cents a-piece."

" Why, don't they ketch?" inquired some one in the crowd.

" Ketch—no, guess they don't ketch—they're the darndest things ever fell in

water. Why I niver could turn a tail with them, if I fished till doomsday."
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" I admit," said Lanty, *' I sold flies to a gentleman of tli(; name of Weeks
;

the gentleman tiial's on a visit to the Hardwrinkles, of Crohan."
" And thunderation to ye! aint I that same Mr. Weeks'? "

"You! iui! ha! ha! begorra, that's capital—you I\lr. Weeks."
" What! will ye dare deny me to my face, you scoundrel ? "'

" Deny you, oh holy patience, did man or mortal iver hear the like."

" Shut up, you lying rascal," shouted Weeks, gesticulating at his innocent

looking tormentor, " shut up, yOu unprincipled scamp, you know in your soul

who I am—if you have a soul—but you hai'nt, dang the one you have! "

" Oh my poor man," responded Lanty, looking at his victim with all the

gravity of a judge about to pronoimce sentence, and shaking his head sorrowfully

as he spoke. *'My poor man, how hardened a sinner you must be, to pass your-

self ofT for the good, innocent, modest gentleman that's now lyin sound aslape

on his vartuous bed."

" Well, if there be a devil on earth," exclaimed Weeks, " you're that indi-

vidual or his nearest relation, that's sartin. You stepped out from the lower

regions to-night to get a cooling, and met me some two hours ago on the moun-
tain. You're the person planned and played this here trick—no mistake about it."

"Is'nt he bowld spoken to be a thief," said one of the by-standers, knudging

his neighbor's elbow.

" Ay, and purshuin to him. see how innocent he tries to look," replied the other.

" Oh the dear be about ye man, one 'i them fellows that's used to it 'd chate St.

Pether."

" Whist ! whist ! boys," remonstrated Lanty, waving his hand for silence. " Let

him alone, let him alone, we shud niver rejoice ye know in anither's misfortune.

May be, if you wur lake him yerselves, ye wud'nt care to be laughed at."

"Come, come, my good fellow, interposed the bailiff—you're only making

matters worse. Let us go some where and get rid of them wet clothes."

" Ay, do Mr. Stranger, take a friend's advice," said Lanty, " and don't expose

yer precious health. The truth will all come out th' morrow. If yer innicent, so

much the betther, an if yer not, why, ye'll only be thransported two or three

months afore yer time; so take courage and don't be onaisy."

Lanty's cool impudence at last so provoked the Yankee that he could hardly

restrain himself. Once or twice indeed he hitched up his shoulders and showed
symptoms of battle, but his resentment as often cooled down again without further

trouble. Like poor Bob Acres, Mr. Weeks could never get his courage up to the

fighting point ; somehow or other, it always escaped through his fingers' ends,

Uke that of his illustrious prototype.

"Well, ladies and gents," said he at length, falling back as a last resource on

his soft sawder, " Well, I must confess I feel a kinder disappointed. Now I do,

that's a fact. Wh}', it's just like this—I always heard the Irish cracked up all

over creation for their hospitality to strangers. At hum, -in New England, they're

tip top in that hne. Well, they're about as hospitable folks I guess as you can

scare up any where between Maine and Georgia. We get along with them slick,

I tell you. And as for extending them the right hand of fellowship, why golly,

we love them like brothers"

"Phew!" cried Lanty, "just hsten to that. He's puttin his foot in it deeper

and deeper. Oh faith, my fine fellow, it's aisy seen ye niver was much in New
England, or ye'd knovv^ a little bether how the Irish are thrated there."

Weeks suddenly drew in his horns—to use a homely expression. He saw, in
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an instant he had touched a delicate subject, and the sooner he dropt it the better.

Like many of his countrymen, he fancied the Irish he saw about him never could

have an idea in their heads above the pick or the spade ; a ragged coat and an Irish

brogue, being in his mind synonymous Avith consummate ignorance and absolute

barbarism. He now felt he had gone a little too far, and that any attempt to

hoodwink his tormentors by such barefaced humbug as he was then attempting,

would only make matters worse, since to all appearances they knew as much
about the persecution their countrymen suffered in New England as he did him-

self. The broad grin that overspread every face as he went on to speak of the

love which the citizens of New England cherished for their Celtic brethren,

assured him of this, even before Lanty could say a word in reply. Affecting,

therefore, to disdain further conversation on the subject, after hearing the laugh

with which Lanty's humorous but cutting rebuke was received, he turned to the

bailiff and demanded to be taken forthwith to some resting place for the night.

"You'll get comfortable quarters," said Lanty, "never fear, but av coorse

you'll take dhoch in dhorris with us, afore ye go, to the health of the new
married couple."

"What's that?"

"Why, something to warm ye afther the could rain."

" Don't drink," said Weeks. ,

" Nonsense."

"No, sir. I'm a Washingtonian."

"A what?"
" A Son of Temperance."
" Pshaugh—son of botheration. I'm ashamed of ye. Hilloa there Hudy Bran-

agan, bring in the bottle."

"You may bring in a hogshead," said Weeks, "I sha'nt taste it."

" And you in that condition! Why, the heavens be about us; d'ye mane to

pit a hand in yer own life."

"None of your confounded business. I sha'nt drink none of your darned

liquor, that's all."

" Well, ye'll die if ye don't—and that'd be a burnin disgrace to the counthry, if

ye were even as great a thief as James Freny himself Hoot^ man, what'd yer

people say of us if we let ye die here in ould Ireland, for want of a glass of stout

potheen. Here, take this, and swallow it, like a sensible man."
" Away with it," cried Weeks.
" Be aisy, avourneen^ be aisy."

" Take it away, or by thunder I'll break your bottle and glass in pieces," and

making a plunge, he attempted to force a passage through the crowd, but was

again driven back into the centre of the group.

"Let me out," he shouted, now completely excited, "let me out, ye beggarly

Irish vermin. I despise your liquor, and your country to boot. I spit upon you

and your nation, for you're both as mean as dirt."

" Ha ! ha ! there now"—cried Lanty, laughing, with the bottle and glass in his

hand, " there now, that's more of yer New England friendship. But niver mind,

if ye were a Yankee fifty times over, we won't thrate ye the worse for that.

Come, take this drop—you'll be the betther of it."

" Let me out."

" Whisht, man ; sure it's all for yer own good. Arrah, don't refuse to drink to

the -bride and groom. It's as much as yer lil'e's worth to refuse it. Take it, it'll
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warm ye—tasto it, any way—it's tlip deuce 'i the barley, it's the rale ould Tune-
shomen," broke uut from several voices, each rising higher than the other, till poor

Mr. Weeks knew not what to say, nor what side to turn to. Still he obstinately

refused to touch the beverage.

•
*' Well boys," said Lanty, at last, " take hould iv him, and lay him down,

since nothin else will save him. Whatsomiver the crathur is, we're christians sure,

any way, and can't let him die fur want iv a thifle i' midicin. It's a liberty we
take, my good man, to be sure, but still it's betther do that, than have yer death on

our sowls, the lor between us an harm."
" The sorrah take him, the spalpeen," said one of the by-standers, " is'nt he

nice about it, feth ye'd think it was a physick he was goin to swallow."
" Begorra, I niver heerd the like of it—why, it's punch it they ought to do for

the gintleman."

" It's a bad sign to see him refuse the liquor, any way."
" Indeed, then Audy, it's the truth ye're tellin, so it is, for in troth it's not much

depindence iver I had in the raan'd refuse a glass in dacency."
" Oh there's a bad dhrop in him, ye may take yer oath iv that, but luck at

Lanty Ned, just luck at his face—as sober as if it was cut on a tombstone. Did

ye iver see such a born devil in all yer life."

" Well, Lanty had it in for him any way. And begorra he desarves all he'll

get and more, for he's niver aisy but when he's runnin down the Irish—jist for all

the worl as if we were dogs, every one of us."

" So I'm tould. He thinks no one in the whole country fit to spake to him.

As for the Doghertys and Currans and Johnstons here, why, they're not fit to lie

his shoes."

" Ladies and gentlemen," exclaimed Lanty, stepping up on a bench, and still

holding the bottle and glass in his hands, " I'm goin to give ye a toast, and may
the man's heart niver again warm to good nature, that dos'nt drink it."

" Silence there, silence—till we hear the toast."

" Stop that fiddle there, and listen to the spaker."

" Here's then to the honest man," cried Lanty, raising his glass, " here's to the

honest man all over the world, and confusion to the narrow minded knave who'd

make religion or birthplace a test of friendship," and tossing off the bumper, he

ordered the company to pass the bottle.

Round went the toast, and off went the glass with many a loud hip-hip, hurrah.

There was shaking of hands, and touching of cans, accompanied by snatches of

songs suitable to the toast, and pledges of friendship to one another, not forgetting

long life and happiness to the bride and groom ; all seemed as joyous and happy

as they could wish to be, Mr. Weeks alone excepted, who still stood there in the

centre of the crowd, looking silently on the noisy enjoyments of the company,

and obstinately refusing all participation in the hilarity of the occasion.

" Where, in the name of patience, were you born at all," demanded the bailiff,

" that you won't drink at a weddin."
" He's an unnatural lookin "thief, any way, exclaimed another.*

" Stand aside, boys," commanded Lanty, waving his hand from his elevated po-

sition, " and let us give the stranger fair play. He's all alone here amongst us,

and we mus'nt be hard on him. Jemmy Bragan fill that glass, and offer it to him

again. And now, my good man," he continued, addressing Weeks, " you

heerd the toast ' the honest man all over the world, and bad luck to the knave

who'd make religion or birthplace a test of friendship'—will you drink it?"

63 Vol. HI.—No. 8.
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" No," replied Weeks, " darn me if I do."

"Thea gintlemen, lay him down and adrainisther the midicin."

Four or five stout fellows now laid hold of the unfortunate Weeks, and were

deliberately proceeding to execute Lanty's orders, when a new actor suddenly

appeared in the scene, and commanded them to desist. It was the handsome

dark haired girl whom the reader saw a few minutes before entering the room,

leaning on Lanty's arm.

" Shame! shame! " she cried, " are ye men, to treat a stranger in this way?"
•' Don't be onaisy Kale," replied Lanty, " we don't intend him the laste harm

in life."

" Well, you've carried the joke too far already, Lanty Hanlonj let him come

with me—I'll take care of him."
" Why, Kate, it's only a bit of a frolick he brought on himself. He tould me a

dozen times the Irish were no better nor savages, and we jist want to shew him

how much he's mistaken."

" And you do this to a furriner not a month in the country—paugh! puty hos-

pitality, that."

" He's green, you know, Kate, and we want to saison him."

" Ha, ha, saison him."
" It's for his own good—saisonin in time will make a dacent man iv him."

" Hould yer tongue, now Lanty, ye'd provoke a saint, hould your tongue, and

let us out. I must go and find some dry clothes for him, or he'll die in this con-

dition. Stand back, gintlemen, if ye plaze, and give us room to pass."

" Bedad, Kate, I'm afraid to trust ye with him, feth may be he'd take a fancy to

ye, and cut me out."

" Whisht now, and let me go. That tongue of yours '11 hang ye up on the

gallows yet some day," and taking Weeks familiarly by the arm, in she led him

unresistingly from the crowd, and disappeared with him through one of the inner

doors of the apartment.

The dance was now resumed, and mirth and music made the time pass quickly

and merrily for the next hour. Lanty danced with every girl in the room, and

when he could no longer find a partner, he danced a hornpipe himself on a door,

amid the shouts and cheers of the party. Jlvery one seemed to share in the

general joy. Even the grand parents of the happy couple, old as they were,

took each other's hands and went through some ancient saltations to the great

amusement of the younger spectators.

On went the mirth and up rose the song, and the little haunch-backed fiddler

had just tuned his instrument once more, and commenced to rattle away at a

country dance with renewed ardor, when all of a sudden a shout was heard at the

door, followed instantly by bravos ! bravos ! echoed and repeated, till at last, in

the midst of a wild hurrah ! in drove Ephraim C. B. Weeks, dressed in an old

blue swallow-tailed coat, and pantaloons that descended but an inch or two below

the knees, dragging in the young lady who had so kindly rescued him from his

late tormentors, and in rather unsteady accents, coYnmanded the tiddler to " fire

up, and let him have something to dance to." Every body now crushed and

crowded round to welcome him back. Those who but a sliort time before were

disposed to mortify him to the very utmost in revenge for his insolent abuse of

their religion and their country, were the first to call for three cheers for the

" hould American," and foremost among the first was Lanty Hanlon, who
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clapped him lustily on the back, and ordered the fiddler to strike up something

with a "sowl in it to shuit the taste of the jolly Yankee."
It is needless, dear reader, to describe what followed. Weeks seemed to have

abandoned himself entirely to the excitement of the moment. How that excite-

ment was brought about, iiowever, no one could tell. He drank, and drank

freely—as was evident the moment he made his appearance at the door, but

whether at the solicitation of his fair friend, or merely to preserve his health after

so long an exposure to the storm, was never discovered ; certain it is he was com-
pletely fascinated by his lovely partner, and danced with her as long as he was
able to move a foot—swearing all the while by his "crackie," she was the finest

gal in all creation, and went through her figures like a real thorough bred Yankee,
'* no mistake about it."

Here, dear reader, we must stop, leaving the last scene in the little comedy to

your own charitable imagination; for a description of our friend Mr. Weeks'
position on the stage as tlie curtain fell, would be more than we should dare

attempt. One thing, however, we ought to mention (just to relieve your anx-

iety), he was conveyed safely home that same night and awoke in his own com-
fortable bed next morning in Crohan house.

WHEN I AM OLD.

When I am old—and, oh! how soon
Will life's sweet morning yield to noon;
And noon's broad, fervid, earnest light
Be shrouded in the solemn night,
Till like a story well nigh told

Will seem my life when I am old.

When I am old this breezy earth
Will lose for me its voice of mirth

;

The streams will have an under-tone
Of sadness, not by right their own,
And Spring's sweet power in vain unfold
Its rosy charms, when I am old.

When I am old I shall not care
To deck with flowers my faded hair

;

'Twill be no vain desire of mine
In rich and costly dress to shine

;

Bright jewels and the brightest gold
Will charm me not when I am old.

When I am old my friends will be
Old and infirm and bowed hke me

;

Or else, their bodies 'neath the sod,
Their spirits dwelling safe with God ;

The old church bell will then have tolled

Above their rest, when I am old.

When I am old I'd rather bend
Thus sadly o'er each buried friend.
Than see them lose the earnest truth
That marks the friendship of our youth

;

'Twill be so sad to have them cold
Or strange to me, when I am old.
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1. Rudiments of the Greek Language, arranged for the Students of Loyola Col-

lege, Baltimore, upon the basis of Wettenhall. Baltimore: John Murphy & Co.

This is a handy little introduction to the study of Greek, and we are glad to see the

good taste of the Jesuit Fathers exercised in bringing back the student to the "land-

marks of our fathers" even in so little a matter as grammar. Our school-boy experi-

ence remembers well the dismay with which we took up the otherwise excellent gram-

mar of Gloucester, old Ironsides we called it, and it well deserved the name for the

batterings it received from our violence. But Ironsides was an epitome, when put in

competition with the Greek Rudiments that succeeded it in school, and often when we
were allowed to see Wettenhall, we hoped some good angel would put it into the heads

of our masters to use his nice little volume in preference to all others. We knew not

then how valuable in other respects for its purpose Wettenhall 's was, but since we
have been better able to understand the aptness of a book for the purposes of education,

we are astonished how any one could ever have thought of giving up its comprehensive

brevity, where there was very little superfluous, for the larger and more elaborate gram-

mars, which since have frightened so many scholars away from classical studies. The
advantage of this edition seems to be in the removal of some few superfluities, which

yet remained. We commend it most heartily to those who wish to study that most

perfect of all human languages, as the shortest and readiest way to smoothe all their

difficulties.

2. A Treatise on Algebra: by B. Sestini, S.J., author of Analytical Geometry and
Elementary Algebra. Professor in Georgetown College. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

We have had occasion before to speak of the works of Professor Sestini, and the

commendation we then bestowed upon them we have no hesitation in repeating now on

this new work, which has issued from his indefatigable pen. The best praise, however,

in these matters, is experience, and that this is in his favor is evident from the neces-

sity of publishing a second edition of his Elementary Algebra. This shows that he

has the proper manner of communicating knowledge on that abstruse study, and should

be an a priori recommendation to this larger treatise on the same subject. As far as we
are capable of judging, for Algebra is not altogether a favorite with us, and we do not

like to meddle with it much, we think this treatise will be very acceptable, not only to

the student of mathematics, for whom it was ostensibly written, but to the scientific

reader generally. It is as clear and concise as the nature of such works permit, and

seems to embrace every thing necessary to a full knowledge of Algebra. But let the

author himself speak. "The treatise is divided into two parts, the first of which con-

tains Algebraical operations, with several questions and doctrines connected with them,

so that each section may prove complete in its own subject, and the inconvenience of

turning elsewhere to speak of matter left unfinished before, may be avoided

The second contains the most indispensable theories of equations, proportions and pro-

gressions, logarithms and some few principles on the series. The doctrine of equa-

tions has been treated more copiously than the others, not so much on account of its

importance, as because it is well adapted to give an idea of algebraic analysis, and
thus prepare the mind of the student, who would afterwards apply himself to higher

studies."

3. The History op Napoleon Bonaparte, by John S. C. Mholt. In two volumes.
New York: Harper & Brothers. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

Mr. Abbott should have added, " an historical novel founded on facts," for although

he professes to be guided by "truth and nothing but the truth," any of his readers

could tell him that truth had put on her holiday dress and was not sparing of ornament
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and paint, when slie led him along the roiTiiintic scenes of Napoleon's life. It requires

no great sagacity to sec this; the only wonder is that Mr. Abhott should think that

American readers could he so far humbugged as to believe his novel a history. How-
ever, it is a novel for which he should be thanked, lea tliousand times better and more
interesting than any novel we ever read, and far to be preferred to all that now crowd
our book-stores, and what perhaps is equally interesting to the author and publishers,

it takes amazingly.

4. Enchiridion Symboi.okum kt Definitioniim qu.e de rebus fidei et morum a
CoNciLiis Oecitmenicis et Summis Pontikicibus emanarunt; or, a Manual of the
Symbols and Definitions which emanated from the General Councils and Sovereign
Pontifl's regarding Faith and Morals, for the u.se of School.s: VVirceburgii, Sumptibus
Stahelianis. Edidit Ilenriciis Denzingcv. Alilwaukec: apud Christianum Ott. Balti-

more: Murphy & Co.

This is an excellent little manual for the use of theologians, written no doubt by
the Professor in order to supply a vacuum he met with in his classes. As far as we
have been able to examine it, we think it very suitable to its purpose, but the approba-

tion of the the ordinary supercedes the necessity of praise. Such manuals must of

course bear the stamp of the occasion that calls for them, and these can scarcely be the

same in every country. It may, however, have its uses even here.

5. Chateau Lescure, or The Last Marquis: A Story of Brittany and the Vendee.
New York: Edward Dunigan & Bro. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

This new series of the " Home Library" will soon, we trust, find its way into every

family, to whom we can promise beforehand a great deal of innocent and instructive

amusement from its perusal. The present tale is located in that truly Catholic depart-

ment of France, where, during the first years of the revolution the Faith found so

many ardent and generous defenders, ready to shed every drop of their blood for the

holy traditions of their fathers, and where the first ages of the Church were renewed

in the devotion of the clergy and the self-sacrificing spirit of all her children. It is a fruit-

ful land for the romancer, where he may learn that " truth is often stranger than fiction."

This little episode is but one of many, which has adorned French literature and sent a

glow of real religious enthusiasm through the frame of the youthful reader. We hope

the Messrs. Dunigan will continue to furnish our youth with such attractions as will

effectually draw them away from those pernicious beauties, which unhappily for our

country are now fascinating her children.

6. Lettres a UN Sceptique.—Par Balmes.

Among the many interesting books we have noticed among the recently imported

foreign works on the shelves of Messrs. Murphy & Co., there is one which particu-

larly attracted our attention, and which we have read with avidity. It is only necessary

to say it is from the pen of Balmes to convince our literary friends that it is a work
of merit, but in our humble view it is more than that ; we would call it a work of

superlative merit, and one eminently adapted to the wants of our age and nation. It is

styled upon the title page, "Lettres a un Sceptique, en Matiere de Religion, par J.

Balmes," being a translation from the Sj^anish to the French, by J. Bareille. We
consider such a work quite important to the interests of religion at large—there are

many fine intellects perverted by the sophistry of an unbelieving philosophy, that

would embrace the truth if they knew it, and such as these are worthy of the most
zealous efforts of enlightened Christian charity.

To such Balmes addresses himself, ai'guing with the logic of a philosopher, and

with a zeal born of true faith, and consequently, in a manner to reach at once the heart

and the intellect. We commend this little book both to the defenders of the truth and

to those who are in search of it, assured that they and all classes will find in it valuable

material to supply their i-espective wants.

L
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The Nativitt of the Blessed Virgin.—September 8th.

The birth of Mary was a subject of joy and exultation to man; it announced tlie

nearer approach of the redemption of a lost and sinful world. When the first mother

of our race had fallen from her allegiance to the law of God, and with the companion

of her fall, shrunk with fear and trembling from the reproving frown of an offended

Deity; when about to depart from the happy abode which had been the witness of her

innocence, her transgression and her sorrow, she was consoled by the promise tl\at

her transgression should be made the means of the exultation of her race, that her

seed should crush the serpent's head. In the birth of the Holy Virgin, the com-
mencement of this solemn prediction was begun; in that of her divine Son, it was
consummated.

The Church has instituted this festival for the purpose of giving thanks to Almighty

God in a special manner for having given to the world a creature so pure and so holy

as to be worthy to become the mother of his beloved Son, and to thank him for the

part he has caused Mary to take in the great work of man's redemption. Her nativity

was a mystery of sanctity, and distinguished by singular privileges. She appeared in

the world not like other children of Adam, infected with the loathsome contagion of

sin, but pure, holy and beautiful, adorned with every grace that become the high destiny

to which she was chosen. She appeai-ed, indeed, in all the weakness of our nature,

but in the eyes of heaven she already transcended the brightest seraph in purity and in

the richest ornaments of grace ; while among the daughters of Eve she was truly, as

the lily among thorns.

This festival, like most of the festivals of the Blessed Virgin, may be traced to an

early period of the Church. The precise time, however, when it was established is not

known. The Roman Order mentions the homilies and litany, which were appointed

by Pope Serglus, in 688, to be read on it. A procession was ordered to be made upon

this day from St. Adrian's Church to St. Mary Major. In the Sacramentary of St.

Gregory the Great, particular collects or prayers are prescribed for the mass, procession

and matins, on the Nativity of the Blessed Virgin. The Greeks and the Oriental Chris-

tians generally keep this festival with great solemnity.

The Festival of the Holy Name of Mart—its Origin.

On the Sunday within the octave of the Nativity, the Church celebrates the festival

of the Holy Name of Mary. Though this festival is, comparatively, of modern origin,

the circumstances which gave rise to it are, nevertheless, exceedingly interesting. For
centuries, the reduction of Western Europe seems to have been the chief object of the

ambition of the Turkish Sultans. The infidels, though often foiled in their attempts,

seized upon every opportunity of accomplishing their designs. Towards the close of

the year 1682, circumstances again favored their long cherished project, and in the early

part of the following January the fatal horsetails, the usual ensigns of an ensuing war,

were seen upon the gates of the Seraglio at Adrianople, and the whole Ottoman empire

was in commotion to carry fire and sword into the bosom of the German empire.

Mustapha, the Grand Vizier under Mahomet IV, at the liead of an immense army,
swept like an impetuous torrent across Lower Hungary, spreading destruction as he
passed, and in the early part of July, appeared before the capital of Austria. At the

view of the fires kindled in the Turkish camp, which occupied both sides of the

Danube, the emperor was filled with consternation, and yielding to the entreaties of his

generals, quitted Vienna with the empress and fled first to Llntz, and thence with great

precipitation to Passaw. The city at that time was in a very bad state of defence, and
it was impossible long to have withstood the formidable hosts by which it was encom-

passed .
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Upon the first news of the siege, Jolin Sobieski, the illustrious and pious Icinp; of

Poland, forgetting the ingratitude of the emperor towards him, and thinking f)niy of

the common cause of Christendom, determined to march without delay to the relief of

the besieged city. Accordingly, at the head of 24,000 chosen men, he marched with all

possible expedition tewards Austria. Joined by the Duke of Lorrain near Ollerburn,

he crossed the Danube at Zaia, led his army through narrow passes which the enemy
might easily have guarded, gained the mountains near Vienna and seized upon the

castle of Claremburg, which commands the whole country. His army encamped on

these mountains on the morning of the 11th of September, and his troops i-ested the

whole of that day that they might be the better prejiared for action on the following.

The interval was chiefly occujjied in exercises of devotion.

Early on the morning of the ]2th, Sobieski and the Duke of Lorrain heard mass in

St. Leopold's Chapel, at which the good king served in person. During the time of

the holy sacrifice, he held his arms stretched out in the form of across, except when it

was necessary to employ them in waiting on the priest. He received the holy com-

munion, and after mass, prostrate before the altar, he received the solemn blessing,

which the priest bestowed upon him and his whole army. Then raising up he said

aloud : " Let us now march to meet the enemy with entire confidence in the protection

of lieaven, under the patronage of the Blessed Virgin."

Having made a proper disposition of his army, he descended with impetuosity upon
the Turks. The outposts yielded one after another to the superior valor of the Poles,

and at noon Sobieski was prepared to foil upon the camp of the Grand Vizier. Mus-
tapha in the mean time making a jest of the assault, was drinking coffee in his tent

with his two sons, and the Cham of Tartary. While his troops on the outside of the

camp were being routed and cut to pieces, he kept about him 150,000 men, to be, as it

were, spectators of the combat, and awaited in a state of insensibility the approach of

the Polish king. A mistaken confidence, or rather the interposition of heaven, blinded

him, and concealed from him the danger by which he was surrounded; but the sight of

the standards of Sobieski, now almost upon his very tent, aroused him to a sense of

his position. He now passed from the extreme of presumption to that of terror and

consternation. His courage forsook him, and he fled with the speed of the wind.

Tiie whole Turkish army was terror-stricken, and followed the Vizier, with the utmost

precipitation and confusion, leaving the camp with its immense wealth and treasures in

the hands of the Polish monarch. The costly standard of Mahomet, which was
erected in the middle of the camp near the tents of the Vizier, was sent to Rome as a

present to Pope Iimocent IX. Besides their tents, standards and camp furniture, the

Turks left behind them one hundred and eighty pieces of heavy ordnance.

Sobieski immediately after the victory entered the city, and proceeding to the Cathe-

dral, returned thanks to God for the brilliant success that had attended his arms, and

joined in the Te Deum offered on the occasion.

To commemorate this signal interposition of heaven in favor of the arms of the

Christians who had placed themselves under the patronage of the mother of God,

Pope Innocent IX established this festival in honor of the Holy Name of Mary. On
this day the faithful are invited in a special manner, to recommend to God, through the

intercession of his Immaculate mother, the necessilies of the Church, and to return him
thanks for his innumerable graces and favors. With what pleasure should we not hail

this festival ! The necessities, the wants of the church are numerous, especially in our

own country at the present time. Oh ! let Catholics on this festival repeat with renewed

fervor the sweet name of Mary; and while they hear the raging of the storm, that is

raised against them even in this free land, let them like the good king of Poland, place

their confidence in God under the patronage of his holy Mother. Let them ask her

that, as in the days of Sobieski she defended Europe against the power of the infidel,

she would, in this our day, defend our homes, our families and our altars against the

machinations of our enemies.
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Brief of His Holiness, Pope Pius IX, in behalf of Children Associated

FOR THE Work of the Propagation of the Faith.

By the following Brief, the Holy Father has been pleased to extend the indulgences

granted to the members of the Association for the Propagation of the Faith, to persons

who may be too young to make their first communion. It evinces in the strongest

possible manner the deep solicitude which the venerable Pontiff feels in the welfare of

this laudable Association. By extending the spiritual treasures of the Church, even to

children, he manifests a desire that all the faithful, without distinction of age or condi-

tion in life, should aid in the great and noble work of the propagation of the faith.

The plan of associating the youthful and the innocent in this good work and early

familiarizing their minds with the missionary cause, contains in itself, apart from other

considerations, something peculiarly interesting. The experiment must be productive

of immense benefits, not only to the cause of religion, but even to the children them-

selves. Let their names be enrolled in this pious confraternity, let them be taught from

infancy to give, at stated periods, some small stipend in aid of the propagation of their

holy faith, and to offer to heaven their most fervent aspirations for the success of the

same cause, and the practice will increase with their years, and exei-cise a salutary influ-

ence on their conduct in after life; for it can scarcely be possible, that the young man or

young woman who is zealous for the propagation of religion abroad, will be careless

about the practice of it at home. He that aids in the work of propagating the faith,

is promised a reward of a hundred fold; how many blessings, then, would descend

upon the parental roof, if fothers and mothers were zealous in training their children

to the few and simple practices of this association. Let us hope that the zeal so strik-

ingly exhibited by the Holy Father, may meet with a corresponding interest on the

part of the faithful.

But to return to the Brief. It needs no comment. Let parents read it, and may the

blessings which it is intended to impart, descend to their children:

For Perpetual memory.—Since we have nothing more at heart than to contribute

as much as we are able in the Lord to the spiritual good of the faithful, we receive

cheerfully the humble requests by which we are asked to grant that which promotes the

eternal salvation of souls. Therefore, as it has been recently asked of us that the

Plenary Indulgences accorded by the Apostolic See to the Christians enrolled in the

pious work of the Propagation of tlie Faith, may be put within the reach of children

associated in this work, who on account of their age cannot receive Holy Communion,
provided that, with the permission and direction of their confessor, they perform other

works of piety and charity, we have judged it proper to acquiesce heartily in this

request, whicli tends to the spiritual good of the faithful. Therefore, we, trusting in

the mercy of Almighty God and in tlie authority of the Blessed Apostles, Peter and

Paul, accord and grant according to the tenor of these presents to all Christians of both

sexes, now and hereafter to be associated in the pious work of the Propagation of the

Faith, who are not of an age to approach the Eucharistic Communion, if truly penitent

and confessed, they perform faithfully in the Lord, the works of piety enjoined by their

confessor and fulfill all other conditions, that they may gain all and each of the Plenary

Indulgences which have been accorded to the pious work, by this Apostolic See, any-

thing to the contrary notwitiistanding. These presents will be valid in all future time.

And we wish that the same faith may be placed in the copies of tiiese present letters,

or when printed, authenticated by the signature of a notary public or by the seal of

some ecclesiastical dignitary, as if the original letters were exhibited or shown.

Given at Rome, at St. Peter's, in the year of the Fisherman, April 17th, 1855, being

the ninth of our pontificate.

For His Eminence, Cardinal Macchi,

J. B. Brancaleone Castellani, Substitute.

In connection with this subject, the Society of the Propagation of the Faith has issued

a circular of instructions to the institutions of education, advising that means be taken

to make children understand and love the work of Propagation and feel an interest in

its success. For this purpose they make tiie following suggestions:

—

1. To read aloud during the meals or at other times, the Annals of the Propagation.

2. To establish sections or tens among the children, the place of chief being given to

the most meritorious, and to whom also might be given the copies of the annals after

bein<r rend by the sertinu.
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3. To require tlmt the cliildren haiul over promptly every week to tlie cliief of t}ie

section, the weekly contribution.s.

4. To roniiiul the chikireii from time to time of the o'liigation to recite every day a
Pater and an Ave, and the Invocation of St. Francis Xavier, for the success of the
missions.

"Place none but Americans on Guard."

Since tlie resuscitation of the old Native party under the new name of Know-
Nothingism, it has been the chief endeavor of the leaders to persuade their followers

that tlie grand and paramount object of this new order is to re-establish the doctrines

and teachings of the patriotic founders of the Republic. It is not sufficient that they

should have slandered the living, but they have defamed the characters of the dead.

What would the Father of liis country, the friend of La Fayette, Baron Steuben, De
Kalb, Lord Sterling, Lee, Hamilton ancf others, natives of foreign climes, think, could

he revisit the land once so dear to his heart. With what an indignant frown would he
look upon those who invoke his name in their unhallowed crusade against their

adopted fellow-citizens, and who are endeavoring to represent him as an enemy to

those, who have sought on our shores an asylum from the oppression of other lands.

But no devices are too degrading, or artifices too vile, for the men of this intolerant

order to accomplish their designs. With effrontery equaled only by the wickedness

of the act, they have invaded the records of the past, and with irreverent hand muti-

lated and garbled the writings of the illusti-ious Washington, and then published them
to the world as containing the language and expressing the sentiments of that great man !

Tliat the maxim "Place none but Americans on guard," was never used by General

Washington either in the language, or in the sense which the American party seeks to

attach to it, is obvious to every man even imperfectly acquainted with the history of

the men, or the period to which it relates. No sooner had the pretended quotation

appeared in the public prints, than its genuineness was assailed, and it was denounced

as a forgery. Professor Sparks, Biographer of Washington, was appealed to, and the

Professor replied that in all the writings and manuscripts of the illustrious dead, he had

never met with the words above quoted. Attempts were then made to prove that

Washington used words of a similar import, and to substantiate tlie charge the follow-

ing order, purporting to be taken from the original orders issued iiy Gen. Washington,

in the early part of the war of Independence, appeared in the Know-Nothing journals:

Cambridge Headquarters, July 17, 1775.

General Order.—The General has great reason to be displeased with the negligence

and inattention of the guard who have been placed as sentinels on the outposts—men
whose characters he is not acquainted with. He therefore orders, that for the future

none hut natives of this Country be placed on guard as sentinels on the outposts. This
order is to be considered a standing one, and the officers to pay obedience to it on their

part.. (Signed) FOX, Adj. of the day.

Countersigned, Exeter, Pay Roll, Dorchester.

That this order is a falsification of the words of Washington, and has all the moral

guilt of a forgery, will appear evident when compared with the genuine order, for

which the above has no doubt been substituted, to be found in the General Orders

printed in Force's American Archives, Vol. II, p. 1634, and reads in the following

words:

"Cambridge Headquarters, July 7th, 1765.

" The general has great reason and is highly displeased with the negligence and inat-

tention of those officers who have placed as centries at the outposts, men with ichose characters

they are not acquainted. He therefore orders, that for the future, no man shall be appointed

to these important stations, who is not a native of this country, or has a wife or family in it

to whom he is knoxcn to be attached; the order is to be considered a standing one, and the

officers are to pay obedience to it at their peril.

" Parole Dorchester: countersign, Exeter."

We will not stop to consider the minor points in the forgery, such as the change in

the date, the substitution of the word " pay roll" for parole, and " countersigned" for

«4 Vql, in.—No. 8.
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countersign, we will consider the circumstances under which tlie latter order was issued.

Washington had arrived at Cambridge only three days before, and finding the army
destitute of discipline, and a want of care in the military arrangements, and iiaving

reason to believe that there were persons in the camp favorably disposed towards the

British, who then occupied Boston, gave certain directions in the selection of sentinels,

not against foreigners as such, but against traitors generally. The words omitted or

altered in the forged order, which we have italicised, place the intention of Gen. Wash-
ington in the clearest light, and prove beyond a question the dishonesty of the purpose

for which the mutilated document was circulated.

That Washington entertained the kindest feeling towards foreigners, and the most
liberal views on the subject of emigration, is apparent from his writings and his public

and official acts. The following extracts from his writings will serve to show his sen-

timents on emigration :

" The bosom of America is open to receive, not only the opulent a«id respectable
stranger, but the oppressed and persecuted of all nations and of all religions, wliom we
shall welcome to a participation in all rights and piivileges."

Again :

" The Irish volunteers merit the warmest thanks of America for their patriotism; and
1 hope their countrymen, who have so long struggled for liberty, loill be hospitably and
cordially received here."

It is moreover well known, that Washington in his first address to Congress, after

his elevation to the Presidential oflice, earnestly called the atlentidn of that body to the

subject of naturalization. Accordingly the first Congress convened under the Consti-

tution fixed the term of naturalization at two years—and this act received the signature

and approbation o/" Washington. Without farther comment, we leave our readers to

conclude what were that great man's sentiments in relation to foreigners.

Pro Archivio Rdi Ptris Provlis Martlandi^.—Brevis Notitia de Societate
Jesu in Martlandia ab ipso Missionis seu Provinci.s: hujus principio vsquk
fere ad nostra tempora.

The following interesting particulars, relating to the establishment of the Catholic

religion in the United States, are selected from an old French MS., preserved in the

library of the Archbishop of Baltimore.

From certain passages, we are inclined to believe, that it was originally written in

English by Archbishop Carroll, and translated into the language in which we find it.

To all who feel an interest in such details, this notice will be pleasing and valuable.

Towards the end of the reign of James I, King of England, who died in 1625, the

Catholics, oppressed by the penal laws of that kingdom, sought afar an asylum from

the persecutions which they suffered at home. Lord Baltimore, a Catholic, obtained

from the king a grant of all those lands which now form the State of Maryland. This

grant was confirmed to him by a charter issued in form immediately after the acces-

sion of Charles I to the throne of his father. By this same charter the King granted

to all who should emigrate to the new province, the liberty of exercising their religion,

and the rights of citizens. A great number of Catholics, and especially the descendanis

of ancient families, quitted England, and settled in America, towards the year of 1630,

under the conduct of Lord Baltimore. With them came Father Peter White, an Eng-

lish Jesuit. This band of emigrants chose for their residence a district of country near

the junction of the Potomac and St. Mary's river: the latter afterwards gave its name
to the first town that was built there, and which continued to be the capitol of the

country during seventy or eighty years.

Father White, finding himself unequal to the duties which pressed upon him, returned

to Europe, in order to procure missionaries: and, from the very imperfect memoirs be-

fore us, it appears that he brought over with him Fathers Copley, Harkey and Perret.

Their principal residence was a place which they called St. Inigo.a Spanish word which

signifies Ignatius. They acquired there a considerable tract of land, a part of which is

still in the possession of the Jesuits.
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All lii:?loiiaiis, Prolostmit ns well as Ciitlinlic, speak in favorite terniH of the lirst

Cntliolic einigraiUs, who faithfully observed the laws of justice, and, by their humane
dcportmt'nt, pained the confidence of the Indians. Not an inch of land did they take

by violence from the aboriginal inhabitants; but they purchased a large district, and
honorably confined themselves within the limits traced out in the charter, insomuch that

neither fraud nor bloodshed disgraced the birth of the rising colony.

In proportion a.s it increased (and its progre.ss was rapid) the heads of the establish-

ment advanced into the country, accompanied by some clergymen; who, for their sub-

sistence, and that of their successors, made several acquisitions of lands.

Towards the year 1640, a design was formed to carry the Gospel to the Indiana of

the neighboring parts. lu the MS. which was lent us, we find that the Provincial of the

Jesuits wrote, this year, to the young men at Liege, exhorting them to consecrate their

services to this dilHcult and perilous enterprise. In consequence of this invitation,

more than twenty requested, in urgent language, to be associated in the new missions,

but from what we can learn from contemporary monuments, itdoes notappear that they

cros.sed they ocean—prevented in all probability uy the influence of the Protestants who
inhabited the district of Virginia: and who saw with a jealous eye, the incomparably
better understanding that existed between the Catholics and the Indians, than between
themselves and the tribes around them. Add to this the troubles which arose the same
year (1640) in England, and ended in the deposition and decapitation of Charles I, 1649.

The incredible hatred which the dominant party of that kingdom entertained against

the Catholics, and the umbrage which was taken by the factions, at any enterprise that

could further the promotion of the Catholic religion, rendered it necessary for the emi-

grants to break oft' all communication with the Indians.

As long as Cromwell was in power, the Catholics of Maryland were cruelly harassed:

Lord Baltimore was removed from the government, the Catholics were excluded from
all offices of trust which they had held before, and the clergy were reduced to the neces-

sity of exercising their functions in secret, and with great circumspection.

From this epoch, I cannot discover any steps taken to diflfuse the knowledge of the

Gospel among the Indians. Before the death of Cromwell, it is probable they removed
into the interior to a very great distance, and in Maryland there were hardly clergymen

enough to discharge duties towards the Catholics. The power and influence of the

Protestants, supported by the English government, and favored by the colonies that

surrounded them, had greatly incieased; and the jealousy, formerly occasioned on the

part of the Catholics by their correspondence with the Indians, was still alive.

After the restoration of Charles the Second, Maryland again flourished under the ge-

nial government of Lord Baltimore and his representatives. Pious establishments were
formed, and the clergymen were scattered through the different sections of the province.

They subsisted not on the contributions of the faithful, but on the products of the

lands which they had obtained. But after the revolution which followed in England,

the Catholics were again deprived of public offices, and of the exercise of their religion,

contrary to the privileges granted in their charter. In consequence of this intolerance,

Lord Baltimore would again have been stript of his authority, had he not unfortunately

yielded to the times, and conformed to the Protestant religion. From this era, a tax

was levied on all the colonists without distinction, for the support of the ministers of

the Anglican Church. Many attempts were made to enforce the penal laws; and if they

were not generally carried into execution, but only in certain places, and that, too, by
intervals, it was, according to all appearances, less through a spirit of toleration, than

through policy. The most distinguished families, impatient of the restrictions, and in-

duced, perhaps, by the example of Lord Baltimore, forsook the Catholic Church. By
this means, the Protestant party became strengthened: the seat of government was
transferred from St. Mary's to Annapolis, where the Protestants were most numerous:
and the Catholics, oppressed and persecuted, were reduced to poverty and contempt.

Notwithstanding these misfortunes several congregations existed in the province, with

resident priests: and others, which were occasionally visited by the missionaries. But
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they were so removed and dispersed, that a great number of families could not assist at

mass, and receive instructions, but once in a month; and though pains were taken by

wious heads nf families to instruct their children, it must have been done but imper-

fectly. Among the poor, many could not read, and those that could were without

books, to procure which it was necessary to send to England: and the laws against

printers and sellers of Catholic books were extremely rigorous. It is surprising that,

notwithstanding all these difficulties, there were still so many Catholics in Maryland

who were regular in their habits, and at peace with all their neighbors. The propriety

of their conduct was a subject of edification to all, and long continued to be so. Near

the residences of the clergy, and on the lands belonging to them, small chapels were

built, but few elsewhere, so that it was necessary to say mass in private houses. The
people contributed nothing towards the expenses of the clergy, who poor as they were,

had to provide for their own support, for the decoration of the altars, and for their

travels from place to place. They demanded nothing, as long as the produce of their

lands could suffice for their maintenance. Towards the year 1730, Father Grayton, a

Jesuit, (all the clergymen, it should be remarked, who labored in the colonies were

Jesuits), went from Maryland to Philadelphia, and laid the foundation of the Catholic

religion in that city. He resided there until the year 1750. Long before his death he

built the chapel near the presbytery (St. Joseph's), and formed a numerous congrega-

tion, which has continued to increase to the present day. " I remember," said Arch-

bishop Carroll, whose language we here use, " to have seen, in 1746, that venerable

man at the head of his flock."

He was succeeded by Father Harding, whose memory is still in benediction in that

city; and under whose auspices, and the untiring energies of whose zeal, the beautiful

church of St. Mary's was erected. In the year 1741, two German Jesuits were sent to

Pennsylvania, for the purpose of instructing the German emigrants who had settled in

that province. These were Fatlier Schneider, a Bavarian, and Father Wapeler, a Hol-

lander, men full of zeal and prudence. The former was particularly gifted with a talent

for business, and possessed, says the MS. before us, "consummate prudence and in-

trepid courage." The latter, after having labored eight years in America, during which

he converted many, was in consequence of his bad health constrained to relurn to Eu-

rope. He was founder of the establishment now called Conewago. Father Schneider

formed several congregations in Pennsylvania, built the church of Goshenhoppen, and

propagated the Catholic religion around that country. Every month he visited the

Germans who lived in Philadelphia, until the time when he judged it expedient to estab-

lish a resident priest in that city. The gentleman chosen to fill that post was the Rev.

Father Farmer, a distinguished and highly respectable personage, who some years be-

fore had arrived in America, and had been stationed at Lancaster, where his life was

truly apostolical. It was about the year 1760 that he took possession of his new ap-

pointment. " No one can be ignorant," remarks our MS., " of the labors which were

undergone by this servant of God." His memory is in veneration among all who

knew him, or have heard of his merit. He continued to be a model for all succeeding

pastors, until his death, which occurred in 1786. In 1776 the American Independence

was declared, and a revolution effected, not only in political affairs, but in those also

relating to religion. For, while the thirteen provinces of North America rejected the

yoke of England, they proclaimed, at the same time, freedom of conscience, and the

right of worshipping the Almighty, according to the spirit of the religion to which each

should belong. Before this great event, the Catholic faith had penetrated into two

provinces only, viz. Maryland and Pennsylvania. In all others the laws against Catho-

lics were in force. Any priest coming from foreign parts was subject to the penalty of

death; all who professed the Catholic faith were not merely excluded from the offices

of government, but could hardly be tolerated in private capacity. "While this state of

things continued, it is not surprising that but very few Catholics settled in these pro-

vinces: and they, for the most part, forsook their religion. Even in Maryland and

Pennsylvania, as was before mentioned, the Catholics were oppressed: the mission-
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nries were nisviflicieiii for the wants of" those two pr:>vinces, tiiid it wiis next to inipos-

sihle to dissemiimte tlie fiiith beyond tlieir boundaries. By the Declarution of Inde-

pendence, every ditllculty was removed: tlie Catholics were placed on a level with their

fellow Christians, and every political disqualification was done away. Several reasons

were assigned in the MS. for the immediate adoption of the article extending to all tlie

members of the States an unqualified freedom of conscience.

1. The leading characters of the first Assemiily, or Congre.ss, were, through prin-

ciple, opposed to every thing like vexation on the score of religion; and, as they were

perfectly acquainted with the maxims of the Catliolics, they saw the injustice of perse-

cuting them for adhering to their doctrines.

2. The Catholics evinced a desire, not less ardent than that of the Protestants, to

render the provinces independent of the mother country, and, it was manifest, that, if

they joined the common cause, and, exposed themselves to the common danger, they

should be entitled to a participation of the (lomnion blessings whicli crown their efforts.

3. France was negotiating an alliance with the United Provinces: and nothing could

have retarded the progress of that alliance more effectually than tlie denomination of

any ill will against the religion which France professed.

4J.'he aid, or at least the neutrality of Canada was judged necessary for the success

of the enterprise of the provinces; and by placing the Catholics on a level with all other

Christians, the Canadians, it was believed, could not be but favorably disposed towards

the revolution.

It was not til! after the war, that the good effects of freedom of conscience began

to develope themselves. The priests were few in number, and almost superanuated.

There was but little communication between the Catholics of America and their

Bishop, the Vicar Apostolic of the district of London, on whose spiritual jurisdiction

they were dependent. But whether he did not wish to have any relation to a people

whom he regarded in the light of rebels: or whether it was owing, says our old MS.,
to the natural apathy of his disposition, it is certain that he had hardly any com-
munication either with the priests or the laity, on this side of the Atlantic. Anteriorly

to the declaration of Independence, he had appointed the Rev. Mr. Lewis (a Jesuit),

his vicar; and it was this gentleman who governed the missions of America during the

time that the bishop remained inactive. Shortly after the war, the clergy of Maryland
and of Pennsylvania, convinced of the necessity of having a Superior on the spot,

and knowing too that the United States were opposed to any jurisdiction in England,

applied to the Holy See, to grant them the privilege of choosing a superior from their

own body. The- request was acceded to; and their unanimous suffrages centered in the

Rev. John Carroll, whose election was approved by the Holy See, and on whom ample
power, even that of administering confirmation, was immediately conferred. The
number of Catholics at this period in Maryland, amounted to about sixteen thousand;

the greater part of whom were dispersed through the country, and employed in agri-

culture. In Pennsylvania, there were about seven thousand, and in the other States, as

far as it was possible to ascertain, there were about fifteen hundred. In this number,
however, were not comprised the Canadians, or French, or their descendants, who
inhabited fhe country to the West of Ohio, and the banks of the Mississippi. In

Maryland the priests were nineteen in number; in Pennsylvania but five. Of these,

five were worn out with infirmities and age, and the rest were advanced in years.

None, except those in Baltimore and Philadelphia, subsisted on the contribution of
their flocks. The MS. here ends; other documents, however, may be had, which will

afford v continuation of this interesting subject.
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I.

—

Foreign Affairs.

Let ter from our Roman Correspondent.

Rome, June 21, 1855.

How true it is, that in every age the vocation of the Cliurch is to struggle against the

world, that of the Papacy to stand in opposition against the powers that be! And this

has been exemphfied almost incessantly by the Pontificate of Pius IX, alike when he

was the object of an exalte homage, rebelled against and assailed by his temporal sub-

jects, assisted by the armies of allied kings, and finally opposed, insulted in attacks

against the prerogatives of the Church, by the ministers of those very governments

which had combined to place him on the throne! Spain, Sardinia, and Naples, all, at

this day, conspire more or less in declared hostility against the Holy See.

The newly appointed minister of Spain, Pacheco, has been able to effect nothing since

his arrival in Rome, or advance one step towards securing the ratification of the sale of

ecclesiastical properly. His credentials, it is true, were accepted, and every honor was

shown liin-, personally, at the Vatican; and at the entertainments frequently given at

the Spanish Legation, several Cardinals have, in many instances, appeared. The

cabinet of Madrid has lately attempted, but in vain, to dispose of the property of a

college for Spanish ecclesiastical students, founded in the fourteenth century at Bologna,

by the celebrated Cardinal Albornoz: according to the statutes of this college, the right

of nomination to its presidentship belonged, in the absence of either a Spanish or Por-

tuguese cardinal attached to the Roman Curia, to the Cardinal Titular of S. Sabina, now

the Archbishop of Naples, (Prince Riazio Sforga.) The successor to the president lately

deceased had been legitimately appointed by his Eminence, when the cabinet intruded a

nominee, not of the nationality required, neither a Spaniard nor an ecclesiastic, but an

emigrant from Lombardy, who had been involved in political affairs, in the interest of

Espartero, at Madrid, and was sent to Bologna simply to carry out instructions for the

sale of the property yielding a revenue of four thousand dollars a year, by which the

Albornoz College had been supported. The president protested, and the Holy .'iee has

ratified the acts of opposition to this attempted injustice, which is now happily thwarted.

With the Portuguese government the question of patronage due the churches of the

Cisgangetic Indian peninsula, has been brought to the desired issue by the Holy See.

The Archdiocese of Goa will be circumscribed to the Portuguese territories of India,

namely, the ancient Goa (now almost deserted, and visited only by pilgrims to the

shrine of the apostle of the Indies, who has there a sepulchre and temple of great mag-

nificence) Pandyin, (or new Goa) Diu, Damao and Bardez, in all comprising 365,000

inhabitants, the sole remnant of that once illustrious Lusitanian kingdom, founded by

Alfonso de Albuquerque and amplified by Juan de Castro. The bishopricks of Macas,

in the Portuguese territory of China, of Cochin, Mallacca, and St. Thomas, (or We-
liopor) will form a single ecclesiastical province under the jurisdiction of the Goa Me-

tropolitan; and although the last three dioceses are in territory now pertaining to Great

Britain, the crown of Portugal will, it is expected, continue to exercise its ancient right

of patronage over them, the British ministry having declared its acquiescence in this

arrangement, after negotiations set on foot by the Portuguese representative at London.

Affairs in the kingdom of Naples are far from satisfactory as concerns ecclesiastical

interests. It is understood to be the desire of the Holy See to restrict the extraordinary

jurisdiction claimed by the crown in virtue of concessions anciently made to the Norman

kings of Sicily. A confidential mission was lately entrusted (according to the belief of
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well informed parlies) to an official of the Vatican, with the object of inviting the king

of Naples to an interview with the Pope at Parto d'Augis (where his Holiness lately

spent a day at the marine villa purchased for him some years since.) Not only tlie dif-

ferences between that government and the Jesuits, but the question of the rights of the

Church to interpose in the directing of public education, and other subjects relating to

ecclesiastical prerogative, were, as believed, those which the PontifTdesired personally to

discuss with Ferdinand II, whose mind might probably have been influenced more effi-

ciently by this than any other species of appeal. But the counsellors of that king dis-

suaded liim from accepting the frank and gracious invitation of the Supreme Pontiff.

The Civiliu Cnlholica remains under ban in the Two Cicilies; the Jesuits in disfavor;

canonical law thwarted by absurdly unsuitable pretensions from the civil power; and
no meeting signalised tlie day past at Porto d'Augis by Pius IX. The terms of the

Concordat with Austria, long occupying high ecclesiastical authorities here, have been

finally agreed vipon; the Archbishop of Vienna, who had prolonged his stay in Rome
expressly to attend to this important transaction, and labored indefatigably for its

accomplishment, has left within the last few weeks

The reduction of duties on importations, long expected here with anxiety, has lately

been announced in the form of an edict from the Cardinal Secretary. From a very

early epoch in its history the Papal Government has exerted itself for the advancement

of agricultural improvement; and one of the last acts towards this object was the institu-

tion by Pius IX, in 1847, of a system of premiums on plantation, to extend over ten

years. A lately issued notification from the minister of commerce and public works,

has confirmed this system in application to the season of 1855-6. The premiums vary

from §25 to $5, to be awarded for the planting of orange, lemon and olive trees, by the

hundred: for that of poplars and mulberries, by the thousand. Chestnuts, elms, oaks,

olive and almond trees are required to be of large dimensions, as determined in the

ministerial notice. Apropos of this subject may be noticed a valuable, though brief

publication on the statistics of the Roman Campagna lately brought out here, by a

civil engineer named Pitorri. Interesting details are given in its pages, showing that

the PontiiTs had scarcely acquired the temporal dominion over the city and its terri-

tories, than they directed their efforts to the repeopling and cultivating of the " *^gro

Uomano,'^ now desolated in consequence partly of barbarian invasions, partly of causes

more remote in the circumstances of proprielorshijj under the empire; and, that from

time to time in succeeding centuries, those efforts have been energetically renewed.

It is argued that the malaria of this region proceeds not from causes inherent in the soil,

but from deficiency of population and culture. Referring to the system of premiation

above mentioned, this writer shows that, whilst many proprietors in other provinces

have made good their claims to this bounty from government, only two have yet become

entitled to it by planting on their estates within- the Agro Romano. On this territory,

at the present day, there exists three hundred and sixty-two estates, of which two hun-

dred and thirty-six belong to seculars, (mostly the great aristocracy of Rome) and only

one hundred and twenty-six to chapters, monasteries and institutions of beneficence, the

entire extent covering so vast a surface as nine hundred and seventy-nine square miles.

The scarcity of crops on this immense territory of flat or undulating plains, is to be

attributed to the short-sighted selfishness of the great proprietors, who deem it for their

interest to farm out these estates almost exclusively for pasterage, instead of cultivating

them. Many years ago the harvests, in all the extent of the Campagna, yielded an

average of sixty thousand rubbia (the measure of six hundred and forty pounds) of

corn, and three thousand of maize or Indian corn—a quantity below one-third of that

now annually consumed in Rome; yet, instead of meeting the demands of increasing

population, agricultural activity has been declining since that period, so that the average

of the Compagna harvest is now far less than in years long past.

Literature.—As to general literature, ic cannot be denied that sterility prevails in

Rome: publications in the imaginative walk, there are none, except occasional

poetry, produced, in most cases, with more fticility than thought in the melodiows
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accents of Italy. But, in consistency with that character which has distino;uished

for ages the metroj>olis of the Popes, the Htcrature of solid description that modern

Rome still possesses, has a stamp of superiority, and a title to permanent endu-

rance. One of these works of a high order, no doubt to take its place in the

literature of Christianity forever, is now being prepared by the distinguished Ora-

torian, Theiner (a Prussian, long resident here), from whose pen have, within the

last five years, appeared the lives of Clement XIV, of James II, of England, and

a history of the attempts to introduce Protestantism into Italy. He is now labori-

ously dedicating himself to a great task—the history of the Church (in Latin),

designed as a continuation of the Annals of Baronius. In order to secure the quiet

desirable he resides principally, not at the convent, but at a villa belonging to the Ora-

torians at Monte Mario, a short distance from Rome. Pius IX has much interested

himself in the undertaking, and desired that Father Theiner should have access to every

source of information, to the archives of all public and monastic libraries here. The
2d volume of the history of the Greek Schism, by Pitzipios, has recently appeared:

and we are promised a valuable edition to archaeological records in a work, with plates,

of the antique basilica of St. Alexander, recently excavated on the Nomentan Way-
A new journal came into existence here last March, supplying a deficiency in periodical

literature, called " L'Eptocordo," dedicated to belles lettres and criticism; another,

aiming principally at the illustration of modern art in Italy, is presently to be started,

permission being already obtained; and the German Bookseller, Spithover, who opened,

last autumn, a reading room for journals of various languages (the third establishment

of this description here), has the project of setting on foot another, a German periodical

in Rome. The palaces and public buildings here were illuminated with fine effect last

night, for the anniversary of the coronation of Pius IX, which occurs this day; and

this morning his Holiness assisted at High Mass in the Sistine Chapel, celebrated by
the first Cardinal Priest of his creation. All the public bodies presented addresses to

the venerable Pontiff; to these, he replied, expressing his confidence, and in things his

entire submission to the will of God.

A Sicilian abbot of much erudition, named Matranga, one of the writers engaged in

the Vatican librar}', has discovered among those archives a yet inedited MS. record,

apparently cotemporary, of the massacre of the Sicilian Vespers, written in early Italian,

of quaint but generally correct style. This he has authority to publish, and entertains

the idea of using as neuclus to a more developed history of that celebrated conspiracy

of national vengeance, founded on an aggregate of original documents.

The execution of the assassin De Felici, who lately attempted the life of the Cardinal

Secretary of State, took place on the 11th inst. at the early hour of three in the morning.

While we regret the fate of this unhappy man, it is some consolation to know that he

died with a penitential sigh upon his lips. Finding his doom inevitable, he consented

to receive the services of the zealous chaplain of the prison. He prepared himself for

the lust and trying moments of life with fervor, shedding an abundance of tears.

Fetes in honor of the Immaculate Conception are still being celebrated, especially in

the churches of the religious orders with undiniinished fervor. The cholera has raged

violently at Bologna and Arcona, but at the present time the Eternal City enjoys ex-

excellent health. H. J. C.

Spain'.—The news from Spain contains nothing to cheer and much to afflict the heart

of every Catholic. This once noble country has fallen into the h;\nds of unprincipled

politicians and infidel philosophers. Under the auspices of these men, the direst calami-

lies are being inflicted on the Spanish Monarchy. Trade, commerce, the arts of war,

science and literature are all being neglected; the Church is persecuted, the religious orders

suppressed, convents and ecclesiastical property confiscated and exposed to public sale.

At present it is imposible to divine when this unhappy state of things will terminate.

Several of the bishops and many of the clergy have been separated from their flocks

and treated with every injustice upon the most trivial offences. Under present circum-

stances, the Holy Father has deemed it his duty to recall his representative from the
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court of Madrid. The condition of the country has been for Bome time unRettled.

Tiie spirit of revolt has manifested itself in several sections, especially at Barcelona.

The government had decreed a forced loan of 230,000,000 reals.

Frantk.—The politicnl news of the country presents nothing; striking for the past few

weeks. The government loan, circumstances considered, is one of the greatest financial

operations of modern times, and demonstrates anew the great statesman-like abilities of

Napoleon, and his popularity with the people. The total amount subscribed within ten

days amounted to no les.s than three milliards and six liundred millions of franca, or one

hundred and forty-four millions pound sterling, or about seven hundred and fifty millions

of dollars in Federal currency—about ten-fold more than the government asked. No
less than 310,000 persons participated in the subscription, and about a third of the loan

actually required was subscribed in small sums of fifty francs rente, or a capital not

exceeding £50.—The expected visit of theQ,ueen of England to the Emperor of France,

was the engrossing subject at Paris, and extraordinary preparations were making for her

reception. At the Hotel de Ville measures were being made for an extensive illumina-

tion in gas, and the court-yard of Louis XIV was receiving new decorations. The
apartments of theTuiileries were filled with workmen, who were engaged in fitting them

up most splendidly. The palace of St. Cloud is already prepared for the reception of

its illustrious guest. In the palace of Versailles, the theatre, which is decorated in the

style of Louis XIV, was being provided with chandeliers, carpets, &c. In the Champ
de Mars a grand review is to take place. Orders have been given for the battalions of

the National Guard of Paris to hold themselves in readiness to line the streets on the

day of the arrival of the Q,ueen of England. A triumphal arch is being erected in front

of the terminus of the Strasburg Railway, in honor of the visit of the Q-ueen.

Workmen were also employed on the roof of the Hotel of the Minister of Foreign

Affairs, on the Q,uai d'Orsay, in making preparation for a splendid illumination.

The Pilgrims of the Belgic-French Caravan to the Holy Land have addressed to the

Emperor a feeling letter, earnestly protesting against the usurpation of the holy places

in Palestine by the Greek schismatics. From the letter we take the following extracts:

" Sire—When right is oppressed upon the earth, it reascends towards God, who is

its source, to implore an efficacious protection, and God replies to its appeal by pointing
out to it the providential men charged to second His designs.
" Our rightful grief shall be told to you in a few words. Sire. Prayer is loaded with

chains in the Holy City, and with it; the Catholic world is enslaved; and, in effect, if

each part of the Catholic world sends representatives of its faith to the altars which,
notwithstanding that Catholicity possessed them first, usurpation opposed to their pious
progress a barrier of brass:

"Who will believe it?—in the very place where the cross was erected, usurpa-
tion says to the representative par excellence of the universal faith, in Jerusalem, to the

generous patriarch, to the martyr of Beit Djallah:—'Thou shalt not ascend to the altar

of the universal expiation.'
" This is not all. Sire. The very day in which the whole world in mourning weeps

at the foot of the cross, or at least preserve a respectful silence before the memento of
that solemn expiation, in Jerusalem, under the patronage of a shameless schism, is

given the signal of those strange scenes which inscribe the ceremonies of the sacred firt

in the annals of a phrenzied paganism.
"At Bethlehem, Sire, the sweetest memorials of the Christian faith recoil in the

presence of this slavery. Catholicism has not the right to offer up the Holy Sacrifice

there where sparkles the inscription which has been at length yielded to it as an irrefra-

gable testimony of its first and rightful possession. ' Here Christ was born of the Vir-

gin Mary.' Catholicism cannot upon that altar renew the Eucharistic birth of Jesus
Christ, and even on the altar of the Magi, which belongs to it, it can say only two
Masses; the third is menaced with the baton
" Sire, this cry of anguish from the Catholic prilgrims may reach you perhaps amidst

the tumult of battles; but it will not be the less heard: it is the cry of justice and the

lamentation of the Catholic faith."

Among the many splendid churches now being built or undergoing repairs in Paris,

is that of St. Clotilda, on the banks of the Seine. It was commenced in 1846, and is

now nearly completed. Its two lofty spires can be seen from all the elevated points of

65 Vol. TIT.—No. 8.
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the city. The architectural decorations are of the richest kind; and it is ornamented

with fourteen sculptured bas reliefs, representing the stations of the cross. The facade

is adorned with the statues of the saints, and the whole is to be finished in a manner

worthy of the piety and skill of France.

The acts of the Council of Bordeaux held at La Rochelle in July, 1853, have just

been published. A Synodal Letter of the Fathers of the Council announces and

accompanies this publication. This document dwells upon the obedience due to the

Holy See, upon the duty of the clergy to preach, and of the Faithful to hear, the Word

of God, upon the sanctification of the Sabbath, upon the advantages of special missions,

«Slc. It also speaks of the steps taken to advance the education of ecclesia.stical students.

The Countess of Cordoue has bestowed a sum of twelve thousand francs on the com-

mune of Rouvres, on condition of maintaining, in perpetuity, in a convenient residence

in the principal place of the commune, two Sisters of Charity, one of whom should

attend to the instruction of young girls, and the other visit the indigent sick at their

houses.

It is proposed to hold in Paris, in connection with the Exhibition, what is termed an

"International Re-union of Charity." The object is said to be statistical or expository.

In addition to the representations of French charities, M. I'Abbe Hue will contril)ute a

memoir on the Charitable Institutions of China; M. Bettencourt on those of the Holy

Land; and men noted for their experience in philanthropic enterprise, such as Mr.

Matthew Hill and Mr. Sydney Turner, have received an urgent request to attend.

Englakd.—The second Provincial Council of Westminster, was opened on the 11th

ultimo, at St. Mary's College, Oscott. His Eminence Cardinal Wiseman presided,

and the Bishop of Birmingham preached the opening sermon, in which he paid an elo-

quent tribute to the illustrious Cardinal. The Rev. Dr. Talbot was present at the

council, but left immediately after its conclusion, on his return to Rome. At Shiffnal,

near Madeley, on the estate of Lord Siafiord, a brutal riot occured on the 30th of June.

The Catholic inhabitants of the place are about three hundred, mostly Irish. For some

imaginary provocation they were assailed by an English mob, which rivaled in deeds

of atrocity some of the riots which have disgraced our own country. The Tablet thus

describes the scene:

" In a few minutes after a crowd of English savages banded themselves together,

clearly for the work of rapine and blood, but only at the expense of the poor Irish.

They tore up the paving stones and poured volleys of them in through the windows of

the Irish houses. They smashed in the doors—took the chairs, tables, and culinary

apparatus out in the streets, and broke them to pieces. Full fifteen houses have been

treated in this villianous way.
" In one of these houses was a poor woman, who had been confined to her bed by

sickness, and so terrified was she at the approach of these monsters, that she thrust

herself, with her infant in her arms, through a small window, and hid herself during

the night under the vegetable leaves in the garden.
" Another poor fellow, when he felt the boards of the floor going from under his bed,

burst a hole through the roof of the house, and had barely time to get oflf with his life

!

In another they pulled a poor married woman out half naked; they took her shivering

baby out of her arms, and threatened to cut it to pieces. Aye, even to violate her own
person ! They gathered up the blankets and set lire to them, and did all they could to

set fire to one house—they threw a shovel of fire on the thatch (I believe it was the

only thatched house amongst the attacked); they held a blazing piece of linen up to it.

During all this time not a policeman was to be seen ! and the poor people say that the

cry of the i-abble as the went along was, " the policeman told us to come."
" Not a single Irishman resisted in any way whatever these most atrocious, insulting

attacks: they lasted from midnight until about three o'clock in the morning."

Ireland.—The Jesuit Fathers lately held a mission in Kilkee. A correspondent of

the Dublin Tablet speaking of the labor.s of these zealous ecclesiastics, says: " Animated

with the holy zeal of a Loyola and a Claver, the Jesuit Fathers have been messengers

of great joy to the people of Kilkee, and have infused into their souls the pious ardor

of their own. Nor do Oiey labor in vain. Day after day we have seen a continually

increasing congregation. Day after day we have seen the confessionals thronged and
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tlie comnuiiiion rails crowded with tliose who hungered after the bread of life. Dny
after dny have we witnessed the indefatigable exertions of the missionaries and

the priests who have come in from all tlie neighborinj;^ parishes to join in the good

work; and never have the deep religions feelings of the Irish peasant been more exten-

sively excited, never has their love for the Immaculate Virgin, and their childlike sim-

plicity and faith been more fully displayed than during this present mission. Three

times a day—at morning, noon, and sundown—the missionaries explain to the people

the saving truths of our holy religion, and exhort them to the practical observance

thereof. All the sweet and captivating influences of Catholicity are used to attract the

people, to excite their devotion, to elevate and purify their souls."

Father J\Iallheio.—This distinguished apostle of temperance was shortly expected to

arrive in Liverpool on his way to Ireland. His health was mucli improved.

Emi^ralion.—Tiie emigration from Ireland to the United States is being gradually

diminished. The number that left Ireland for the United States, British America,

and Australia, in the year 1853, was 192,609; whereas the number that left Ireland in

the year 1854 did not exceed 150,209. Of these, 1 11,095 emigrated to the United States,

22,909- to British America, and 16,202 to Australia. In 1853 the amount of money
sent home by Irish emigrants to their relatives in Ireland, for payment of passages as

well as for various other purposes, was £1,^39,000; but in 1854 that amount, vast and
wonderful as it was, far exceeded, it having reached to <f1,730,000, or nearly -fSOO.OOO

over what it was the previous year.

Sinilh O'Brien.—No answer to the memorial lately presented to the government in

favor of the return to Ireland of this gentleman has yet been received. This delay is inter-

preted by many as favorable to the petition; as it is scarcely possible that the govern-

ment would keep his friends and family so long in suspense, and then disappoint them.

Tlie Catholic U7iiversily

.

—The first public examination of the Catholic University of

Ireland was held on the 16th and 17th of July. The examination took place in the

presence of the Rector, Professors of the Institution, and a large number of distin-

guished personages. The candidates were ten in number, and if successful, will be

styled students, a step preparatory to obtaining degrees in the end of the academical

course. Seven prizes of five guineas each have been offered by the University to com-
petition on the following subjects :

1. A comparison, in Englisli, of the respective views of a country life entertained by
Virgil, Horace, Juvenal, and Cicero, or any of them.

2. Translation into English veise of Virg. JEn. vi, 703. " Interea videt"' to " velle

reverti."

3. A series of original examples from Greek writers, in illustration of the rules con-
tained in Wordsworth's Grseca Grammaticse Rudimenta, §§ 130-133, edit. 1853.

4. Narrative in Latin prose of the death of Alexander the Great.

5. Account, in English, of the conversion of Ireland to the Christian Faith.

6. Knowledge of McLaurin's Account of Newton's Discoveries.

7. Knowledge of Conic Sections; geometrically investigated, vid. e.g. 2d volume of
Davies' Hution.

..fill-Hallows College.—The students and directors of this institution some time since

addressed a letter of congratulation to the Holy Father on his escape at the time of the

accident at the Convent of St. Agnes, near Rome. The letter was gratefully received by
the venerable Pontiff, and elicited from him the following reply:

To our Beloved Children, Barlh, Woodlock, Rector, the Professors, and the other Priests,

and Students of the College ofMi-Hallows, Dublin, Pius IX, Pepe.

Beloved Children, Health and the Apostolic Benediction.—A letter has been
handed us replete with sentiments of devotion towards ourselves personally, as also of
piety and religious reverence, in which are set forth the great joy and gladness you did
all experience, for as much as we have been preserved unhurt amidst the ruins of the

floor which so suddenly fell from beneath us, the ardent attachment and affection of the

college for your own prelate—who had so many claims upon your gratitude—as also
feelings of brotherly love towards the students of the Propaganda, are fully evinced by
the same letter, they, together with ourselves, having been pFaced in the same imminent
danger to their lives upon the 12th day of last April.
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Having Iheiefore manifold cause, as well for public as for private rejoicing, you
resolved—and indeed most meetly—that a solemn thanksgiving should be offered up to

God upon the festival of that saint, who, with his own blood has consecrated the first

fruits of the martyrs of our congregation of the Propaganda. The discharge of a duty
so worthy of your relation to it and of your piety, deserves the greatest praise from us,

who are fully persuaded that so great a manifestation of the divine mercy is entirely to

be attributed to the patronage of our Blessed Lady, conceived without sin—seeing that

not even one perished on an occasion of such peril. Hence, my beloved children, with
grateful and devout minds continue to renew the remembrance of this favor, and let it

serve as an incentive to your piety. Do not cease to venerate and honor, with ever

increasing fervor, the most merciful mother of God, to the end she may increase your
vigor and quicken your alacrity for the furtherance of the kingdom and glory of her

Son in all places. Recommend to her with earnest prayers, both us and the entire

Church, that in times so hostile and so wicked we may be every day more safe in

her holy keeping. Receive, now, as a token of that love wherewith we cherish you in

our Lord, and as a pledge of all celestial blessings, the Apostolical Benediction, which
with all the outpourings of an affectionate heart, we most lovingly impart to you all.

Given at St. Peter's, Rome, on the 16th day of June, in the year 1855, being the

ninth of our Pontificate. PIUS IX, Pope.

The prospect of tlie crops of Ireland is generally good.

Prussia.—The Volkshalle, a Catholic paper published in Cologne, has been suppressed

by order of the government. The Volkshalle gave offence to the king by the publica-

tion of certain anti-Russian articles. It seems that his Majesty, who is a strenuous

follower of Luther, will not permit a Catholic journal to express its abhorrence of the

schismatic persecutors of the nuns and the spoliators of the monasteries. We are not

surprised at this, as the same monarch a short time since prohibited the Catholic associ-

ations of Germany from holding a meeting for religious purposes in Cologne.

The Crimea.—Nothing of particular interest has taken place at the seat of war during

the last month. The latest arrivals, however, bring the intelligence that the bombard-

ment of the city had been commenced.

The East.—The Progress of Religion.—A correspondent of the Univers gives an

interesting description of this first procession of modern times round some of the most

sacred of the holy places of the Holy Land. The great change which has preceded so

marked a demonstration of the rites of Christianity seems to be mainly traceable to the

government of Ibrahim Pasha. The fanaticism of Mussulman hatred and defiance was

greatly broken down from the date of his rule in these countries; now for some years,

and even in Jerusalem, ecclesiastical chants and the cross publicly accompany the mor-

tal remains of Christians to the cemeteries of the different rites, all on Mount Sion,

extra muros.

The funeral cortege follows the streets in the interior of the city, and passes out to

Mount Sion by the gate of David. The Latins set the example—the Greeks and

Armenians followed it. Moreover, in the great Catholic solemnities the cross is carried

through the streets before the Latin Patriarch, when that Prelate proceeds with his

Clergy to the Church of St. Saviour. On a recent occasion the standard of redemption

was carried in triumph between two files of Turkish soldiers, through streets and quar-

ters which had never witnessed it since the ill-omened day on which the Latin king-

dom, shaken by internal divisions, fell beneath the blows of Saladin. Last Christmas

Bethlehem had the joy of seeing the Latin Patriarch and his Clergy, clothed in their

sacred ornaments, go in procession from the square of that city of David, and make a

solemn entry into the Church of St. Mary.

This religious display gave umbrage only to the Greeks, who submitted only because

they could not help themselves. On the 24th of May last Mgr. Valerga performed the

beautiful and imposing ceremony of laying the first stone of the Church of Beit

Dijallah; a lasting testimony of the salutary influence ever exercised in the Holy Land

by the France of Charlemagne and St. Louis. It is evident that if Catholicism has

trials awaiting it at Jerusalem, it will be from the side of the schismatics rather than

the Mahomedans, whose hatred daily loses its force.
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For the first time the procession of the Corpus Dei was solemnly celebrated in puhlic

at Nazareth this year. Tiie Fathers of the Holy Land and the four French " Reli-

gieuses," called Dames de Nazareth, with tlieir Chaplain, had made arrangements for

giving greater solemnity to the festival. The jirocession left the Church of the Annun-
ciation and crossed two inner courts before deploying on the public square, in the midst

of an attentive crowd, not of Latins alone, Maronites and United Greeks, but even of

schismatics and astonished Turks. The procession crossed the public square and pro-

ceeded to the chapel of the house of the French "Religieuses," and returned to the

sanctuary of the Incarnation. The Celebrant and the Clergy descended to the the crypt

and placed the Blessed Sacrament on the altar raised at a distance of two metres from

the supposed spot on which the Blessed Virgin received the Angel sent from heaven

to announce to her that she was to become the Mother of God.

II.— Domestic iNTELLiGENCh.

AFFAIRS OF TIIE CHURCH.

1. Archdiocese of Cincinnali.

The Most Rev. Archbishop Purcell dedicated on the 17lh ultimo a handsome church

in Ironton, under the patronage of St. Lawrence, and at the same time administered

tlie sacrament of confirmation to fifty-five persons. The erection of this church is

another monument of the zeal of the worthy pastor, the Rev. Father Gilmour, and to

the liberality of the Catholics of the town and vicinity, who have of late greatly increased.

On the following day the same Most Rev. Prelate confirmed fifty-one persons at St.

Mary's, Lawrence county, about seven miles from Ironton. Attached to this church,

there is a fine school, which is well attended. The church is attended by the Rev.

Father Ranch. The Archbishop also confirmed thirty-four persons at the church near

Wilksville, twenty-nine at the Church of the Sacred Heart, Pomeroy, and fifty-one

at the Church of St. James, near Mount Airy. Among those confirmed at the Church

of the Sacred Heart, several were converts.

2. Diocese of Boston.

The Rt. Rev. Dr. Fitzpatrick, Bishop of Boston, from the 15th of July to the 12th

inst., administered the Holy Sacrament of confirmation to fifleen hundred and seventy-

two persons. At Lowell alone five hundred and twenty-one were confirmed. These

facts give unmistaken evidence of the increase of Catholicity even in that land of big-

otry and intolerance, and proclaims in trumpet tones the unceasing energy of the Bishop,

the zeal of the clergy, the willing co-operation of parents, and the fervor and piety of

the children. At Marlbora, a new church was dedicated under the patronage of the

Immaculate Conception.

3. Archdiocese of A'eio York.

Conversions.—The Rev. William Markoe, together with Mrs. Markoe and family,

were received into the Catholic Church on the festival of St. Alphonsus, August 2d,

by the Rev. Mr. Everett, in St. Anne's Church, New York.

Mr. M. was for several years a much esteemed clergyman of tlie Episcopal denomi-

nation, officiating in Delafield, Wisconsin, under Dr. Kemper, the Protestant Bishop,

and was educated at the Episcopal General Theological Seminary in New York.

Within a few weeks past, in the State of New York, three ministers, Messrs. Whea-

ton, Whitcher and Markoe, have been received into the Catholic Church.

4. Diocese of Brooklyn.

Dedication.—A new church, situated on the corner of Van Brunt and Ewen streets,

Red Hood Point, was dedicated on Sunday by the Right Rev. Bishop Loughlin, of the

Diocese of Brooklyn, with the usual solemn and impressive ceremonies. The church
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is under the charge of the Rev. Mr. Farrell. The Rt. Rev. Prelate preached on the

occasion.

5. Diocese of Detroit.

The Rt. Rev. Bishop Lefevre administered the Holy Sacrament of confirmation to

sixty-six persons on Sunday the 5th inst., at the Church of the Holy Cross, Newport,

St. Clair county; and the Sunday following, the same Prelate confirmed one hundred

and ninety-six, mostly children, at the Church of St. Paul, near New Baltimore, which

is situated on the shores of Lake St. Clair. The Bishop addressed those who were

confirmed in an appropriate and eloquent discourse.

Obituary.—Scarcely a week passes that does not bring the sad intelligence of the

death of some of our clergy or religious, who have become martyrs to the cause of

charity and suflering humanity. On the 9th inst. the Rev. Father I'lantaz, of the

Society of Jesus, fell a victim to the yellow fever at St. Louis, and on the 17th ult.

Sister Rose, attached to St. Philomena's Asylum in the same city; and Sister Serena,

superioress of that institution, both died of the cholera. Sister Rose was only a few

months from Emmitsburg. May they rest in peace.

111.

—

Secular Affairs.

Election Riots.—Would to heaven that we could only tear from the future history of

our country the page that will record the events of the late election at Louisville, or

obliterate the remembrance of deeds that can scarcely find a parallel amidst the most atro-

cious scenes of blood that distinguished the reign of Robespierre. Henceforth, when

the American moralist seeks to illustrate the depravity of man and atrocity of his

nature, he will not be compelled to go abroad for examples, he will not be forced to

direct us to the scenes of horror perpetrated upon the soil of La Belle France, during

the darkest period of her history, he need but turn with blushing countenance to the

banks of the Ohio. It is not, however, our purpose in this connection to moralize on

these events, we will simply subjoin a truthful narrative of the transactions by one

who was a witness to the revolting scenes.

The editor of the Louisville Courier, after stating that there was no unusual degree

of disorder in any of the wards except the sixth, says:

" Indeed there was but little opportunity for fighting, as the poles in every ward had
been taken possession of by Know-Nothings, and though, with the exception of
the Sixth, they used no violence to hinder any one in the exercise of the right of suf-

frage, they did that which was worse. Every possible obstruction was thrown in the

way of those voting who were not recognised as Know-Nothings. Large crowds were

stationed at the entrance to shove back Preston voters, while side and back doors icere provided

for JSIarshall men. In this ivaij, unusualfacilities toere extended to the ^inierican party, being

in itself an outrageous course of action, with full complicity in which, we charge the Knoio-

J^othing officers of the election.

"In the Sixth ward, one of the most quiet and respectable in the city, foreigners

were driven from the polls and then beaten for presuming to do that which the Consti-

tution grants them. About the court house there were stationed during the day a

party of worthless bullies, who disgraced the city by their demoniac yells and acts of

ruffianism.
" The first severe fighting occurred near the corner of Shelby and Green streets, about

11 o'clock in the morning. In this Germans, Irish and Aiuericans actively participated.

The foreigners were worsted, and several of them, taking refuge in a house, had to

escape the rear way with broken bones and bruised bodies. This partly subsiding, a

German is reported to have fired his gun at a carriage in which a lady and gentleman
were riding. Another man was also shot while driving along in his buggy.

" Intelligence was soon communicated to the Lafayette and Kentucky engine houses,

and instantly a force was armed and marching towards the scene of the reputed out-

rages. Going up to Shelby street, this body of men and boys became wild with excite-

ment, and when they reached Green street were jianting for blood. Here it was that

while the preliminaries of battle were being arranged the Americans received a volley

of shot and then the engagement followed. In this first shot officer Williams was
peppered with small shot; Joe Selvage received ten shots; Frank Stout was shot slightly
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in the arm and side; William Rirliards received aclinrffe of small shot indiscriminately
over his body, Vard. Morris was sliglitiy injured, and William Atkinson received sev-
eral bad wounds. In the same melee Mr. lillier was wounded by a ball that crushed
the bones in one of his legs, rendering anniutation necessary for the safety of his life.

Havintj; dispersed the Germans, the mob niimediiitcly went to work demolishing the
corner colFee house, kept by Chris. Mein. The windows and doors were broken in,

the counters and shelving!: demolished, the I'urniture smashed up, and the inmates forced
to Hee. In a short time this army of vandals, receiving constant armed accessions
from all quarters of the city, as the news was spread, took uj) its march, stopping next
at Conrad Kitzler's, corner of Walnut and Shelby, who was sitting in his house quietly
enjoying his |)ipe and beer. His neighborhood had not previously been the scene of
any disorder, and he had jiarticnlarly ai)Siained from going on the street during the day.
No attention, however, was paid to Mr. Kitzler's good behavior. 1'he property for

which he had laboriously worked, was nearly demolished, his furnitLire cut in pieces,

and tlie lives of himself and family threatened.
" Having finished the work of destruction at poor Kitzler's, (he mad mob rushed

further out Sheliiy street, and had nearly reached the Catholic church, which they
proposed sacking and burning, when Mayor Barbee appeared in the crowd. His eft'orts

at pacification were for some time fruitless, but at last he gained the multitude's atten-
tion, went and examined the church, reported 'no powder found," and then having
assured them that they had won the election, ordered them, under the command of Cap-
tain Rousseau, to return to their respective wards. With much trouble Capt. R. mar-
shalled the large force and countermarched to the Lafayette engine house, the rioters as
they returned, knocking down signs and breaking windows.

" Peace was but partially restored in that section when a cannon, fully manned for
action, followed by fifty men, armed with muskets and bayonets, came up the street at

a fui-ious rate. This party, under the command of Captain D. C. Stone, proceeded up
Main street, crossed over to the head of Jefferson and burned and destroyed a number
of dwellings and stores belonging to German inhabitants in that vicinity.
" While the mob was at its highest pitch of excitement, engaged in this work of de-

struction, the most painful siglits were witnessed. Poor women were fleeing with their

children, and little mementoes of home that were brought from the fatherland; men were
cowering before the mad multitude, and hiding themselves wherever opportunity offered,

while most painful of all sights, the stars and stripes waved at the head of sacrilegious

mobiles. Visiting yesterday the scene of these outrages, we were sickened at the ruin
that had been wrought, the houses devastated, furniture broken and burned, and the
poor inhabitants gathered about the remnants of their property, terrified at every sound
lest it might be the signal of another attack. Whatever may have been the provocation
of any one man in any one house, there can be no excuse, no palliation for the indis-

criminate burning and plundering of houses in now'ise connected with the property of
the said io-be aggressing parties.

" A German, named John Vogt, residing on Clay street near Madison, was shot and
killed. His wile was cut across the breast and her young child injured. A German
named Keiser, living on Marshall street, was killed. Walter Murphy, an Irishman,
was chased by a large party and shot on Monday evening near Owsey's, Kinnard &
Co's pork house. He died yestei-day morning, having previously stated that James
Genet was his murderer. A man, while conversing with some ladies on Green street,

received a shot just below the chin. John Feller, a German, was stabbed seven times
in the fight on the corner of Shelby and Marshall; and Hein, a German ropemaker,
while w-alking along the street, was attacked by a crowd and terribly beaten.
" Late in the afternoon, in the sixth ward, an Irishman was peaceably walking along

the pavement in front of the court house, when he was assaulted by a gang of men
standing by. He attempted to escape, but was pursued by some thirty men who had
concealed on their persons short sticks, with one end loaded with lead. He was knocked
down and brutally beaten, and one man actually thrust a large pitch fork into his person.

He was then taken up and dragged to jail, the man marching along with the pitch fork
on his shoulder, blood running from its prongs. While the victim was placed in jail,

tlie attempted murderers were permitted to go undisturlied in search of other subjects.
" In the lower part of the city the difficulties originated near the corner of Chapel and

Main streets. About five o'clock a man named Rhoads pursued an Irishman into a

house on Main street, w'as fired at and killed. John Hudson, residing on Green street,

near the corner of Preston, was shot in the eighth w'ard, about the same time. William
Graham, a foundryman, while assisting Rhoads, was shot in the back of the head by
Barrett, an Irishman. Barrett was immediately seized, shot and hung, but, not dying,
he was taken to jail, where he expired during the night.

"About eight o'clock, the block of brick buildings on the corner of Main and Ele-
venth streets were surrounded by a very large, excited, and well armed mob. The can-

non was stationed in the streets, and the corner building occupied as a grocerj'^ store bv
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Mr. Long, an Irishman, was fired. His three sons were in the house at tlie time, one

of whom escaped with the n.ssistance of C. W. Field, wliile the other two perished in

the flames. Tlie fire immediately extended, burning the adjoining three story brick

house^ occupied by D. Riordan, an Irishman, as a feed store. A frame building occu-

pied as a boarding house by Charles Kyan was next consumed. Two vacant houses

then caught and were burned. Next came a brick, occupied by McKinney, a cigar ma-
ker. Adjoining was a brick building, in which Patrick Flynn lived, also tenanted

in part by Mrs. Henry, Mrs. Wheeler, Mrs. McFinty and Mrs. Dowd. The house
next was occupied by Dennis O'Brien, Mrs. Hanery and Mrs. McGrath. Farther up
the street two brick stores, one used by John McDonald, grocer, was nearly demolished.

On Eleventh street the fire destroyed two houses occupied by Dennis Higgings, James
Welsh and Mrs. Monolmn. All the above twelve houses were the property of Patrick

GLuinn, brother of the late Rev. Mr. Cluinn, a Catholic clergyman. Mr. Q,. had a room
in one of his houses, was shot and beaten and then consumed in the flames. On the

opposite side of Main, two houses occupied by John Fitzgerald and Mrs. Trainer were
burned.

" The acts of incendiarism that we have just recorded, while outrages in themselves,

do not compare in atrocity with the dreadful murders that were committed at the same
time. Seeking to escape death from the flames, the wretched inhabitants reached the

street only to seek death in another form. As soon as one appeared at the door he was
fired at and generally killed. A number were taken off badly wounded, and others,

shot to pieces, returned to the burning houses, preferring rather to be burned than to

meet the infuriated mob. One man escaped in woman's clothes, was detected and shot.

Another, who came out covered with a blanket, and leaning upon the arm of his wife,

was torn away and deliberately shot. To escape from within to the street without

being killed was almost a matter of impossibility. How many of these miserable peo-

ple, thus caged in their own houses, were burned alive, there can be no computation.

The blackened and charred remains of some have been discovered, while we hear of

wives and children, whose husbands and fathers are not to be found."

A few days after the election, the following card was published by Bishop Spalding,

which will sufliciently explain itself:

" Fellow Citizens.—In the Louisville Journal of this morning I find the following pas-

sage: ' We are now not jirepared to say that they (assaults committed by foreigners)
* * * * were instigated by direct instructions of men of fiendish hearts who control in

a great measure the passion, and are able to dictate actions to the German and Irish,

who made these attacks.

'

" If—as some have understood it—this passage was meant to refer to the Catholic

Bishop and Priests of this city, I beg respectfully, but most distinctly and earnestly to

deny the truth of the injurious insinuation conveyed by this language. I have myself
been until the last day or two, confined to my room for two weeks by illness, and I

have the most positive information that none of the Catholic clergy of this city have
had any agency, direct or indirect, in bringing about the recently lamentable outrages,

which no one deplores more than we do. Our voice has been uniformly for peace.

We have not even in any way interfered in the late election, being overwhelmed with
laborious duties in a different sphere altogether. I venture also to appeal to the sense

of justice and fairness manifested for so many years by the editor of the Journal and
to ask him to correct this impression so injurious to us, if such was the meaning of the

passage—which I would be loath to believe.
" To all whom the influence of my voice can in any way reach, I beg to say that I

entreat them, in the name of Jesus Christ, the God of Peace, to abstain from all vio-

lence, to remain quietly at home or attending to their business, to keep away from all

excited assemblies, and if they think they have been injured, to return good for evil,

and to pray for those who have wronged them. I appeal to them and to the world
whether this has not been always the tenor of my instructions to them, both public and
private, and also that of all the Catholic clergy.

" I have too high an opinion of my fellow-citizens of every class to believe for a
moment that the threats which have been made by some will be carried out. I entreat

all to pause and reflect, to commit no violence which they would regret in their cooler

moments, to believe no idle rumors, and to cultivate that peace and love which are the

characteristics of the religion of Christ. We are to remain on earth but a few years;

let us not add to the necessary ills of life those more awful ones of civil feuds and
bloody strife. M. J. Spaldikg."

The election, as might have been expected, resulted in the success of the American

ticket; but it is a triumph of blood. The elections in Alabama and North Carolina

have resulted in the triumph of the Democratic party and in the discomfiture of the

Know-Nothings.
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RELIGIOUS EDUCATION—ITS IMPORTANCE AND ADVANTAGES.

It is not our design in the following pages to enter into the discussion of the

importance of education in a general sense; neither is it our intention to utter a

single word against any particular system now prevalent in the land. We pro-

pose simply to offer to Catholic parents a few reflections on a subject which vitally

concerns their own household, namely—the religious instruction of their children.

When we consider the noble zeal and energy which have heretofore marked the

conduct of the Catholics of this country in the cause of education ; when we re-

flect on the many sacrifices to which they have subjected themselves in establish-

ing and maintaining their own schools, it would seem almost entirely unnecessary

to say a single word to them on a subject in which they have already manifested

so deep an interest. Nevertheless, there may be those who have not appreciated

as thoroughly as they should, the importance of giving their children a religious

education, and if such there be, to them our remarks may not prove wholly un-

productive of fruit. And as the sound of the bugle heard on the battle field

nerves the arms and inspires the souls of the combattants to renewed deeds of

valor, so also the task we have assumed may serve to awaken new energy in the

minds of those who have lent their aid and their influence in favor of Catholic

education, and to inspire them to make still further and greater exertions in a

cause so worthy of their generous efforts.

Education is usually classed under two heads, namely, religious and secular.

Religious education or instruction is that which tends to enlighten the mind and

regulate our conduct in reference to a higher state of being ; from it we derive a

knowledge of God, and of his infinite perfections; that to attain the abode of end-

less bliss, we must perform certain duties in this life; and that God has revealed

to us certain truths and imposed upon us certain obligations—this is purely reli-

gious education. Secular education is that which imparts a knowledge of objects,

which relates to the world in which we live. We shall, therefore, consider these

subdivisions of education in their relation to each other, and in their relation to

man.
66 Vol. III.—No. 9.
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That we may clearly understand the importance of a religious education, we

have only to inquire the object of man's sojourn on earth. Why was he placed

in this world? Was it to enjoy pleasure; to eat and drink and pass away

like the brute creation 1 Was it to debase his noble form and the far more nobler

qualities of his soul, by the indulgence of his passions? Was it to amass wealth

and to acquire a name that should live after him, when his remains shall have

mouldered in the tomb ? Vain speculations ! Man was destined for a nobler end.

His perishable frame arose from the dust of the earth, to dust it will descend, but

his immortal spirit emanated from God, and to God it must return. This earth is

but the passage to eternity. Mankind are pressing forward in rapid succession to

that land from which no traveller returns. God has created us for heaven ; he has

promised us a crown of unfading glory in his own kingdom, as the reward of our

fidelity in his service during our progress through this land of probation ; he has

permitted us to enjoy the fruit and gather the flowers of the garden through which

we are journeying, and as we fold our garments to commence our pilgrimage, we
hear his paternal voice admonishing us, lest we should forget our destiny : Seek

first the kingdom of heaven

!

To obtain heaven then, is man's first and great object on earth. To serve God

and save his immortal soul is paramount to every other duty. If, therefore, the

affair of salvation be first in the decalogue of man's earthly duties, what are his

obligations to those around him ? What are the obligations of the parent to his

children? To this important inquiry we reply, that his first, his great and most

imperative duty is early to impress upon their tender minds those sublime lessons,

which relate to heaven and to God. That the first duty of the parent is to take

his children, while their hearts are pure and undefiled, to the altar and dedicate

them to the service of God and religion ; to instill into their hearts the principles

of their holy faith ; to watch over them with ceaseless vigilance, and guard them

agamst every contaminating influence that might endanger that sacred deposit: in

a word, that it is his duty to give them a religious education. This is first; secular

knowledge is of secondary importance. In vain will we have taught our children
;

in vain will they have learned the last problem of earthly science ; in vain will

they have explored the depths of the earth, or scanned the heights of heaven,

if they have neglected the science of salvation. In vain will parents have lived,

if they have neglected to impress upon the minds of their children the love, the

reverence, and the fear of God. It will not therefore be considered a superfluous

task, if we dwell for a few moments on the importance of religious instruction.

If ever there were a period in the history of our country when we ought to

invoke the aid of religion whh more than usual fervor, that period is the present.

Look abroad upon the community and behold the deplorable state of morals by

which we are surrounded. Impiety, immorality, infidelity, and an open contempt

for God and religion, stalk forth even at noon-day. We see these marks of the

evident decay of the moral principle, in the countenance, in the conduct, and in

the dress, and hear them in the language of the thoughtless multitudes, that crowd
our public thoroughfares. They enter with bold front the halls of Justice : they

contaminate the sanctity of the jury-box, and are even proclaimed as virtues by

some who style themselves ministers of God. Secret societies, the scourge of

nations, like an ingenious net-work, overspread the land, diffusing everywhere the

venom of their pernicious principles and poisoning the very atmosphere in which
we live.
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How, we ask, shall the faith and morals of Catholic youth be preserved amidst

these countless seductions? How shall they avoid the snares which are laid to

beguile them, to corrupt their innocence, to seduce tlietn from the path of virtue,

and to lead thorn into the labyrinth of crime? Oh! Catholic parents, would you

learn the antidote to all these evils—seek it in the religious education of your

children. If you wish them to be virtuous, you must sow deeply in their youth-

ful minds the seeds of virtue. If you wish to see them useful members of society,

an honor to their religion and a source of consolation to you in your declining

years, early instruct them in the principles and obligations of their holy faith.

Parents being once convinced of the importance and of the imperative obliga-

tion resting on them, relative to the religious education of their children, may
anxiously inquire, how they shall enter upon the discharge of this sacred duty,

that their efforts may be crowned with success. To this inquiry, we answer

—

begin at home. In the family circle, the religious instruction of your children

must be commenced ; in the school-room it must be continued and completed.

The first lessons of religious truth should be taught to children while yet they

cling fondly to the parent's bosom. The mother is by nature their first teacher,

having in her voice, her looks, and even in her fondest caresses, a holy power to

mould to virtue the minds of her tender offspring. It is then beneath the parental

roof, that the work of religious instruction must commence, if we hope to see its

happy fruits realized in after life.

But as children advance in years, they require more attention to be paid to their

religious tuition than parents can generally find time to bestow. A thousand cir-

cumstances arise which prevent fathers and mothers from attending to this sacred

and solemn duty, and they find it necessary to commit the religious training of

their children to other hands. But where will they find those, who will discharge

this duty with a parent's care ? Where will they find the institution, which will

secure for their children this greatest of earthly blessings ? In answer to this import-

ant inquiry, we would simply ask (and take the idea from the writings of one who
has labored long and zealously in the cause of religious education): If a father

should desire to have his son educated in the military profession, would he

send that son to a law or medical school, or would he place him in a mercantile

house? Most certainly not. The parent would naturally say, I want my son to

study mathematics and military tactics ; I wish him to learn to wield the sword

and cutlas, to use the rifle, and to become enured to the hardships of the camp.

What benefit would Coke or Blackstone be to him on the battle-field? I desire

to fit him for the army, and therefore I will send him to a school where he may
learn those branches that appertain to his future profession. Such a parent rea-

sons correctly. Therefore, we say to Catholic parents, if they desire to give their

children a Catholic education, send them to Catholic schools. If they desire to

prepare their children for the high and exalted profession of Catholicity, send them

to those schools where they will be taught in connection with the secular sciences,

the tenets of their faith, and those sublime lessons of morality, which are only to

be found within the teaching of the Catholic Church.

Parents will more clearly understand the importance of religious schools by

reflecting on the nature and character of children. We know from experience,

that the minds of the young are susceptible of almost any training, and will re-

flect the exact mould in which they are cast. If the mould be perfect, the impres-

sion will be faultless; if the mould be defective, the image will reflect its imper-

fections. If the school wherein the future character of the child is moulded, be
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perfect, be Catholic, the character will be virtuous. For it cannot be denied but

that the school room has a powerful influence over the minds of children. With

the lessons of history, rhetoric and philosophy, they imbibe principles which in

after life exert upon their minds an irresistible influence. The teachers, too, often

exert an extraordinary influence over the minds of their pupils. They fashion

the will and the tendency of the very thought of those under their charge; they

impart to their minds a manly or efl'eminate cast, infuse into them high-toned

principles of morality and virtue, or instill into their very souls the poison of irre-

ligion, skepticism and infidehty. If therefore the school be religious ; if the sacred

science of religion and the tenets of Catholicity be imparted in connection with

their secular studies; if the child be taught with the class-book in one hand and

his catechism in the other ; if the teacher be a man of God ; if he be a man, who

endeavors by word and example to impress upon the minds of those under his

charge, their duty to heaven, to their parents, and to society, oh! how sacred,

how salutary, will be the influence, which such a school AviU produce upon the

minds of its pupils ! How bright, how pure the image, which it will reflect!

But on the other hand, if the school be imperfect, if it be irreligious and infldel,

it will reflect its impression in doleful colors upon the minds of its pupils.

But in order to demonstrate the advantage of having Catholic teachers for

Catholic children, let us suppose the teacher to be a Protestant. He may desire

not to interfere in the remotest degree with the religious principles of his Catholic

pupil; he may even endeavor to act fairly and honorably, but his mind is altogether

unacquainted with the beauty of Catholic faith and the sublimity of Catholic

institutions ; his heart is incapable of understanding the teachings of the Catholic

Church, or of appreciating the most familiar impressions which it makes upon

those who are members of its fold. He is beyond the portals of the temple,

and can neither feel the warmth, nor see the light that burns therein. Moreover,

we well know the decided tendency of Protestantism ; its vagueness of principle,

its want of centre of unity, its positive rejection of the principle of authority, its

exaltation of individual reason, and its right of private judgment. Beyond a

few leading dogmas of Christianity the whole system is leit in doubt and uncer-

tainty. Few indeed among Protestants have any fixed form of belief. They hold

what they term the morality of the Gospel; Avith them the morally upright man
is secure of divine favor no matter what form of Christianity he may profess. Now
it is evident, that a mind thus constituted is incapable from its very nature to im-

part instruction to a Catholic child. In the field of general education, innumera-

ble ideas will arise, which to the mind of the Catholic are of vital moment and

intimately connected with the tenderest and deepest of his religious emotions.

These such a teacher will pass by unheeded, nr trample them under his feet, little

aware perhaps of the beauty, which perishes beneath his tread. Add to this, that

which is most to be regretted, that the whole cojarse of scientific knowledge will

be imparted without reference to religious principles. On the other hand let a

Catholic professor occupy the academic chair, and how changed is every depart-

ment of literature to the minds of his pupils ? The great and noble deeds of our

Catholic ancestors receive new lustre from his words. The whole circle of insti-

tutions, which flourished during the Middle Ages, is contemplated with mingled

feelings of pleasure and admiration, when seen by the torch of history in the

hands of the Catholic teacher. He infuses a spirit of religion into every lecture

;

he introduces those occasional hints and observations, which may be necessary to

explain the apparent inconsistencies of several of the facts of secular knowledge
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with the Catholic relijrion, or with revrlation in general; he turns the discoveries

of science into evidences of religion ; he endeavors to elevate the minds of his

pupils in their progress through science to the throne of the Deity; in a word,

he makes science what it should he, the handmaid of religion.

The very position which Catholics occupy in this country renders the religious

education of their children a work of paramount importance. In a community

like that in which we live, made up as it is of so many different religious persua-

sions ; of so many shades of religious belief; so many nice distinctions of theory

and practice, how important is it for the Catholic to understand the dogmas of his

own creed. Catholic youth will associate with those of their age, and mingle

with those who differ from them in faith. They meet in the work-shop, the count-

ing room, and in places of amusement. Whenever religion is mentioned, Catholi-

city is generallv turned into ridicule; a sneer is thrown out against some dogma

of Catholic belief; the most unblushing falsehoods and misrepresentations are

uttered against the most cherished institutions of the Catholic Church; her minis-

ters are traduced, her religious orders are maligned. How, we ask, will the Catholic

youth under these circumstances be able to preserve his soul free from the contagion

by which he is surrounded, unless he be thoroughly instructed in the principles of

his holy faith and confirmed in the practice of the precepts of his Church. With-

out being thus fully instructed, he will yield to human respect, which will

beat upon his soul like a blighting storm : he will become liberal minded on the

score of religion, he will begin gradually to disregard its precepts and neglect its

practices, he will not become Protestant, but he will become infidel ! Where are

the hundreds of young men who were baptized in the Catholic Church, who
learned the sweet accents of Catholic prayers in earJy childhood, who were taught

the rudiments of the faith from the lips of a devoted mother? Where are they

now? Alas! they have wandered from the practice of their faith. Trace back

the cause to its source, and almost in every instance, you will find that it was

owing to the fact, that they had not been thoroughly instructed in the duties of

their religion, that their religious education was neglected.

From what we have said in the foregoing pages, two things are apparent.

First: That Catholic parents are bound under the most solemn obligation to hea-

ven, to attend assiduously to the religious education of their children. Secondly

:

That Catholic schools are the best, if not the only institutions, where such an

education can be obtained.

Oh, Cathohc fathers and Catholic mothers! you who are to render a strict

account of the immortal souls of your children, ponder and reflect upon the

importance of their religious training. We are told that the mother of the

Gracchi, when asked to show her jewels^ pointed to her children ; and if the

Church were asked to show her treasures, she would point to our children.

They are her jewels; they are to shine as her ornaments, when our names shall

be written among the dead ; they are to become the depositories of her faith

;

they are to adorn her sanctuary ; they are to reflect honor upon her by holy and

virtuous lives. Let us guard and protect these jewels, which she has confided to

our keeping ; let it be our care, that they grow more bright as they increase in

years.
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THE FRENCH IN ROME.
CHAPTER V.

Sketch of Pius IX

—

His Birth and Education—Setit to Chili—Bishop of Imola—
Unexpectedly appointed Pope—Letter to his Brothers—Extraordinary popularity

—Anecdotes— Generosity—Grants an Amnestyfor political offences, and tries to

reform the Government—The parties in Rome—Artful conduct of the " Liberals^'

—Insurrection of Alov. I6th—His life in danger— The Swiss—Refuses to acknow-

ledge the self-constituted Ministry.

Rome, August 1st, 1849.

In my last I promised you a short history of Pius IX; here it is.

Born at Sinigaglia, May 13th, 1792, of a noble family, Giovanni

Mastai Feretti gained a brilliant reputation at the College of Yolterra,

and at the age of twenty entered the ranks of the Noble Guards,

where his birth, his talents and his distinguished manners promised a

rapid advancement. But the nervous attacks, to which he had been

subject from his infancy, assuming a more alarming character, the

young man, in compliance with the advice of Pope Pius VII, made a

pilgrimage to Loretto, implored the assistance of the Mother of God,

and returned completely cured. Touched with this signal favor, and

in accomplishment of a vow which he had taken to embrace the

ecclesiastical state, the descendant of the Counts Mastai renounced

the giandeurs of this world, studied his course of theology at the insti-

tution of the Jesuits, was ordained Priest, and took the direction of

the Asylum Fata Giovanyii, founded by a poor old man for little

orphans, and to their instruction the young Abbe Mastai devoted both

his time and his means.

He was soon, however, directed to attend the Vicar-Apostolic of

Chili, as Auditor, and in the new world, as in the old, he was remark-

able for his warm piety and exalted virtue.

Appointed Bishop of Spoleto in 1827, he deserved the confidence

and love of his flock so well, that when, in 1832, Gregory XVI,
wishing to bestow on Romagna, then a prey to pohtical agitations, a

pastor capable of reconciling all parties, appointed Monsignor Maslai

to the important See of Imola, the inhabitants of Spoleto, in despair,

sent a deputation to implore the Holy Father not to deprive them of

their beloved Bishop: but the necessities of the Church would not

allow the Sovereign Pontiff (o listen to their demands.

In 1840 the Bishop of Imola was made Cardinal with the title of

Saints Peter and Marcellinus; and in 1S46, when the death of

Gregory XVI left the Church without her chief pastor, the Cardinals

assembled in conclave, haviqg implored the light of the Holy Ghost,

proclaimed Giovanni Maria Mastai Feretti, Pope, under the name of

Pius* IX, even before instructions from the Catholic Powers had time

to reach their Ambassadors; for on (he very second day of the con-

clave, the majority of voices, which seemed at first likely to unite on

* He chose the name Pius in honor of Pius VII, who had also been Bishop of Imola.
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Cardinal Lambruschini, suddenly pronounced in favor of the Bishop

of Iniola.

The people, assembled in dense throngs on the Piazza Monte Ca-
vullo, all at once saw the fountain stop, and immediately compre-

hended that the decision of the Sacred College was going to be
announced ; and the name of Mastai soon excited imanimous acclama-

tions and transports of joy. On the same evening, the new Ponliffj

who had had no expectation of such an honor, sent to his three brothers

the following dispatch, which 1 copy for you as an affecting model of

Christian humiHty.
'' It has pleased God, who exalts and humbles, to raise me from

my insignificance to the most sublime dignity in this world. His will

be done ! I feel all the immensity of this burden, and all the feeble-

ness of my means. Get the people to pray for me, and also pray

yourselves. If your city intends to make any public demonstration

on this occasion, let it be done, I entreat you, for I desire it so, in

such a way, that the whole of the sum destined for this object may be
applied to purposes considered useful to the city by the Mayor and the

Ancients.
<' As for yourselves, my dear brothers, I embrace you most affection-

ately in Christ. Do not be proud: but rather take pity on your
brother, who gives you his apostolic benediction."

Not for a long time had there been a conclave of such short dura-

tion, or when so young a man was raised to the Pontifical throne.

Some say that the Sacred College had dreaded the inflexible character

of Cardinal Lambruschini, all-powerful under Gregory XVI, and who
seemed likely to succeed him; others, that the Cardinals dispatched

business thus quickly in order to give no time to the foreign powers to

attempt the intrigues usual on such occasions, but as for my part, like

all faithful children of the Church, I believe that the Holy Spirit

inspired the members of the conclave with this almost unanimous
choice, which was moreover fully deserved by the well known eminent
qualities of Pius IX.
On the 8th of November, 1846, the Holy Father took possession of

the Pontifical See with the usual ceremonies, the enthusiasm of the

people, far from cooling, becoming more ardent every day. Their love,

in fact, almost amounted to delirium. He could not stir out of his

palace without crowds thronging around him, and crying out, Viva

Pio Nono ! Viva nostra buo?i Papa, il padre del popolo. Long live

Pius IX! Long live our good Pope, the father of his people!

The slightest change in his features filled the people with uneasiness.

" One day," says M. Bretonneau, '' the report spreads that Pius

IX is sick. At this news great alarm in the Transtevere. The
whole population must go to the Q.uirinal to see the Pope. But the

noise such a visit should make in the ears of an invalid, strikes them;
they resolve to confine themselves to a deputation. Four individuals,

accordingly, arrive at the Q,uirinal and ask to see his Holiness. Not
being regular audience-day, they were refused admission. But this

was only a decisive proof of the serious nature of his illness. At last

the Holy Father was consulted on the diflSculty, and he ordered them
to be admitted.
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" Well, my criildren," he says, seeini^ them, ''what do you desire?"
<' Nothing, Holy Father. We only wanted to see you. The

report goes (hrough the Transtevere that your Holiness is unwell, and
we are come to see if it is true."

The Pope thanks them, shows them (hat he is very well, since he
is hard at work, and dismisses them with kindness. "Holy Father,"

they say, as they retire, ''your Holiness knows if ever you have need
of us, that we are at hand!"

Bui very soon, when his Holiness did have need of them, they

forgot their promise.

If he went to visit the neighboring towns, the same demonstrations

of respect and love greeted him every where during his journey, and
when he returned to the capital, thousands flocked round to welcome
him. In vain did he try to set bounds to these manifestoes, extraor-

dinary, and often dangerous; opposition seemed only to swell the

torrent of popularity. His praise was on all tongues, his image in all

hearts, and the whole world soon partook of this enthusiasm of the

Romans which Pius IX so well deserved to inspire.

Nature indeed has bestowed on him the most attractive qualities.

His countenance, full of nobleness and goodness, inspires you with

respect, confidence, and love: calm and benevolent, it reflects all the

virtues of his soul: his lips open only to let fall accents of peace.

Rigid and economical towards himself, generous and indulgent to

others, as gracious and affable towards his humblest as towards his

most powerful subject, he had, like St.- Louis, appointed days of

public audience, when every one could freely express his complaints,

and make known his wants. Thousands of little anecdotes are related

of him, and I will tell you a few.

One day, while he was still Bishop of Imola, a poor woman asked

him for alms. Monsignor Mastai, who, in his boundless charity, often

gave away whatever he had at the moment, was just then without a

cent. But taking a cover off the table, he gives it to the poor woman,
saying, " Take this and pledge it at the Mont-de-Pietaj I will redeem
it when I get money." His servant missing the cover, comes to tell

him that it is stolen: "Oh! don't trouble yourself about it, 1 know
the thief," said the Bishop with a smile.

A poor Roman peasant having lost his old mare, which, with a bad

wagon, was his only means of subsistence, conceived the singular

thought of asking the Pope for the loan of one of his broken-down

horses. He repairs to the Quirinal, makes known his request to the

Secretary of his Holiness, whom he met by chance on the stairs.

Pius IX relishes the idea of the poor man so well that he orders him to

be presented with a good horse and twenty pieces of gold to get

another start in business.

A boy, twelve years old, wrote one day to the Pope informing him
that he had an absolute necessity for thirty-one pauls (little more
than three dollars), to buy different articles for his poor mother, who
was sick and in great distress; and that he would call for them the

next day if his Holiness would permit him. Pius IX, who opens his

letters himself, gave orders that the boy should be brought before him
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as soon as ho made liis appearance. Admitted into the Pope's presence

he received a piero of ^o\{\.

'<()h! Holy F'alhor," said he, '' this makes only seventeen pauls,

and 1 want fourteen more to buy every thing wanting for mother."
Pius IX gave him a second piece of gold.

" Thai is three pauls too much," said the boy, '' and I have not

got any change."
The Pope could not help smiling at such artlessness: he told the

boy to keep the rest, had him followed (o ascertain if he really spent

the money in making purchases for his mother; and finding that it

was all true, Pius IX sent for him again to (ell him that he would
jilace iiim in college and take charge of him in future,

" I thank you, most Holy Father," said the child, "but I cannot

leave my mother: she has only me to make her bed, and prepare her

food."

The Pope much moved at this filial pietj^, said, " Since your mother
is so poor, 1 will take charge of you both."

A man emplo\'^ed by (he government complained one day of having

been unjusilj'^ passed by in a case of promotion, under the pretence that

he was incapable of filling the office though he had been aspiring to

it the last twenty years. The Pope made no reply at first, but he gave

him three difficult questions to answer with regard to the duties in

which he had been emplo3ed. The man having acquitted himself to

the satisAiclion of the Pontiff, the latter sent for the Minister who had
passed him by, and said, " Remember that a man capable of answer-

ing such questions is also capable of discharging the trust you refuse

him. It is my will that he be installed within two days, and that

such things don't happen any more."
On another occasion the police arrested an individual that was clan-

desiinely distributing copies of a tract entitled ^^ the History of Pius
IX, the i)ttinisive Pope, the foe of Religion, and the Chief of young
Italy. ''^ 'I'he Holy Father, hearing of his arrest, had the accused

brought before him, asked him a ie,\\f questions, and tlien said, '^ As
your fault afil'ects only me, 1 pardon you."
The njan, touched with the generosity of the act, threw himself in

tenrs at the feet of the Pontifif, and offered to name the writers of the

pamphlet.
" No, no," said the Pope, '' let their fault remain buried in silence,

and may repentance penetrate their hearts."

But 1 would never have done were I to relate all the acts of good-

ness, generosity or magnanimity which made the PontiflT the idol of

[lis people. He often went out alone, on foot, night and day, dressed

as a priest, visiting (he poor, the monasteries, the hospitals, unexpect-

edly, to be the better able to reform abuses, or to relieve the distressed.

All the acts of his government were acts of hua)anity and clem-

ency. Scarcely on the throne, he delivered with his own money, all

that were imprisoned for debt, and contracted his personal expenses in

order to succor a greater number of the needy: not satisfied with the

usual distribution of six thousand Roman crowns to the poor, he

ordered it to be increased by twelve thousand taken from his own

GT Vol. III.—No. 9.
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estates. He opened the prison gates to all political prisoners, whether

condemned or accused, and recalled the exiles. He extended his

benevolence to men of all parties, of all sects: even ihe Jews became
the object of his tender solicitude. He founded schools, encouraged

instruction, commerce and agriculture: took unwearied efforts to estab-

lish the reign of justice and harmony; adopted prudent means for pro-

moting the health of the towns: in a word, consecrated every moment
of his life to the welfare and happiness of his people. The Papal

government, at all times so mild and paternal, (the Romans, of all

nations, paying the lowest taxes and furnishing the fewest soldiers),

he wished to render still more paternal, to correct its imperfections and
to afford an opening to its intelligences. But the part of reformer,

always difficult and dangerous, became peculiarly perilous in the

present circumstances. There existed in Rome opinions quite antago-

nistic, and interests almost impossible to reconcile. The government
and the greater share of the more important offices had been for a long

time altogether in the hands of ecclesiastics. These men, generally

indeed of superior abilities, only regarded it as a matter of course that

they should occupy the first rank in a Slate of which the head was
also head of the Church. On the other hand, the nobility, rich and
privileged, had little or nothing to employ their time. Military glory,

the only glory flattering to the aristocratic classes, might be said to be

wholly interdicted to them; for the Pope, though temporal sovereign

of a nation once so warlike, is, at the same time, the Vicar of a God
of peace and love, and, far from attempting conquests, can a( most

onl)' defend himself. Many members of this idle nobility naturally

enough envied the authority of the clergy, who, on their part, as they

had always made a fair and temperate use of their power, naturally

enough too, saw no reason why they should part with it. But the

most numerous, the most active, and the most dangerous parly, was
one formed in the third estate, consisting principally of small merchants,

storekeepers, physicians without patients, and lawyers without clients.

Jealous alike both of clergy and nobility, they had at their head the

most wily intriguers, and under the high sounding title of " Defenders

of Italian Independence," caressed the mob, and flattered by turns

the other two parties, hoping to destro}^ one by means of the other,

with the expectation of elevating themselves on the ruins.

The most influential men of this party were precisely those whom
the tribunals of Gregory XVI had imprisoned or banished, and the

excessive goodness of Pius IX recalled. Abusing the liberty that was
restored to them on iheir parole of honor, henceforward to live as

peaceful citizens, they labored incessantly for the end they had in

view, and were dexterous enough to attach to their party many of that

turbulant nobility, who were attracted by the bait of succeeding the

ecclesiastics in the government. Pius IX, who believed in their

repentance, even had the generosity to call some of them to important

posts; it was, indeed, a political fault, but still it was one of a great

heart that had no idea how far tlie ingratitude of men coidd go.

However he was still so much beloved and venerated -by the people

generally, his reputation for wisdom and goodness was so solidly estab-
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lished, llial it was impossible Jo overthrow him all at once from the

pedestal to which tlic CDlhiisiastic love of his people had raiseil him.

So the enemies of the Holy See, long before organised in secret

societies, whose ramifications extended not only throughont Italy, but

also through France and Germany, craftily proceeded to undermine
his authority by degrees. They turned liis own good acts against him.

Determined on accomplishing the reform he had undertaken, desirous

to see every thing for himself, encouraging zeal, reproving negligence

and remissness, still, though always preserving in his remonstrances

and his corrections that evangelical gentleness, that inexhaustible love,

which forms the basis of his character, he could not avoid exciting

much dissatisfaction. Attacked privileges, wounded self-love, seldom
pardon; and the Holy Father thus made for himself, even in the ranks

of the clergy, secret enemies, whose resentment the "liberal" party

did not neglect to inflame. Of this party, in the meantime, the

leaders were becoming, every day, more and more urgent in their

demands. The Pope had made them all the concessions that could

not wound his conscience: he had granted them an amnesty: he had
organized at their request the Civic Guard and the Roman Munici-

pality: he had published a Constitutional Decree to change the form
of the government. Already a certain number of laymen had been
admitted into the ministry and the council.

But it was not liberty, nor the happiness of the people, nor even a
share in the government, that the revolutionists desired. The absolute

control of all matters was their object, and to obtain that, they lost no
opportunity of agitating the minds or exciting the evil passions of the

multitude. One day, at their instigation, the arms of Austria were
dragged through the streets in the mud, and when six thousand Aus-
trians came to occupy Terrara, to oppose General Durando's menacing
advance on Trevisa, the '^ Liberals" required the Sovereign Pontiff to

put himself at the head of a military movement, knowing very well

that the Father of Christianity, though he had already protested ener-

getically against this invasion of the Roman States, and was still nego-

ciating to obtain satisfaction, could never be induced to go to war against

his children in Christ.

This was the moment his enemies were waiting for: they could now
throw away the mask. The murder of the Abbe Ximenes, editor of

a conservative journal, condemned to die by the secret societies and
poinarded by their emissaries, had commenced the era of assassina-

tions ! that of Rossi, the details of which I have already given you,*
precipitated the arrival of the Republic.

As soon as the news of this murder spread through the city, the

Roman nobility, the chiefs of the Civic Guard, and the officers of the

Papal troops, hastened to offer their services to the Holy Father, and
to swear that they were ready to lose their lives in his defence. But
next day, November 16lh, a multitude, excited and paid by the chiefs

of the Republican party, collected on the Piazza del Popolo about
noon, and began to move towards the duirinal, increased on the way
by crowds of the rabble attracted by curiosity or fear. Arriving at

* See June No. of Metropolitan.
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Monte Cavallo, the leaders sent forward deputies ordered to present

Pius IX with the following demands:

—

1st. A Promulgation of Italian Nationality;

2d. The Convocation of a Constituent Assembly;

3d. The execution of the measures voted by the Chambers regard-

ing the war;

4th. The acceptance of the Mamiani Proposition of June 5th;

5th. A Democratic Ministry, consisting of Galetti, Sterbini, Mamiani,
<fcc.

The greater part of these men owed their liberty, their high offices,

all that they were in fact, to the liberality of the man that they were now
laboring to destroy ! To such demands, Pius IX made answer through

Cardinal iSoglia, President of the Council of Ministers, that he would
consider the matter, but that nothing should be yielded to violence.

The leaders, dissatisfied with this reply, sent a second deputation,

consisting of officers of the carabineers, to entreat the Holy Father to

yield to the wishes of his people.
" My quality of Sovereign forbids me to receive 'conditions presented

by troops in insurrection," replied the Pope, with courageous dignity.

Then the foreign ambassadors who had hastened to the Quirinal, as

soon as they heard of the danger that threatened the Pope, reminded

the carabineers that their military duty enjoined them to repress, by
force of arms, disturbances on which words would have no effect, and
that the sovereigns of Europe would never allow to go unpunished,

the sacrilegious menaces of a faithless, lawless rabble. '^ We will

resist, if your Holiness commands it, " replied the carabineers; " but

we shall certainly become victims to the fury of the people, and we
are all fathers of families."

"I do not command the effusion of blood," replied the Pontiff,

" but I have a right to expect my subjects to fulfill the duties dictated

by their conscience."

The carabineers, in confusion, bowed, left the palace and dispersed,

without however, taking any resolution.

In the meantime the vociferations of the multitudes outside were
becoming more menacing, and the situation more dangerous. The
Holy Father, surrounded by the members of the diplomatic corps.

Cardinals Antonelli and Soglia, Father Vaures, the officers of the

Swiss Guard and others, preserved a serenity of soul such as confidence

in God could alone inspire. From time to time, he retired for a few

minutes to his oratory to pray for his guilty people, whilst the Swiss

Guard, the only soldiers of the Papal army, insensible to fear, struggled

with all their power against the popular flood that threatened to deluge

the palace.

Soon the cries of " Death to the Swiss, kill them, kill them,^^ were
joined to those of " Long live the Italian Constitution ! Long live tlie

Republic! ^^ resounding on all sides. The Swiss, whose halberts the

populace already attempted to seize, now closed the principal gate.

The shouts are becoming more violent. The prince of Canino, gun
in hand, breathes his own passions into the multitude: Civic Guards,

soldiers of the line, obey the voice of the Sterbinis, the CampelloS;
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the Galettis: even the carahineers themselves hrinj]^ up a piece of

arlillery and point it aj^ainst (lie great gate. The (uniuUuous throng

prepares to altaciv the Sovereign Ponlid", who is defended by only
seventy badly armed men.

At this critical moment, some Roman officers that had managed to

introduce themselves into (he Quirinal, receive orders lo depart.

''Don't require this of us," they reply, tremblingly, "we would
have to pass by the Swiss Guards, who would be certain to do us

injury."
" I will answer for my soldiers as for myself," said Capt. Leopold

Meyer, of Schanensee: " I will even accompany you, if you proniise

me in your turn that no injury shall be done to me."
" We give you our word of honor," replied the Roman officers.

On this assurance they depart, but scarcely has the Captain set his foot

outside the palace than he is seized by a troop of armed men, and the

Roman officers meanly abandon him. "Are you for the people or

the Pope?" he is asked, with the guns levelled at his breast.

" I am for my dut)'," replied the bold captain; " fire, if you dare,

on a soldier who fought at Vicenza for Italy, and who is now ready to

die for the sovereign he has sworn to defend."
At this reply another party of men seize the intrepid officer, tie him

before the mouth of the cannon which they are just going to discharge.

But the captain, looking at the gun, exclaimed

—

" I recognise this cannon: I recovered it myself at the head of my
company from the Austrians into whose hands you had let it fall: his-

tory shall tell that you make it to-day the instrument of my death."
The captain was untied, but the Swiss Guards had now enough to

do to extinguish the fire made by the mob at one of the gates of the

palace. At the same time a ball, fired from a house in Scanderburg
street, penetrated the apartments of the Holy Father, and Monsignor
Palma was killed in his chamber by a shot discharged from the top of

a belfrey.

During such doings, the Prince of Canino, Sterbini, and some of

their adherents w'ere forming at a Cafe a kind of provisional govern-
ment, whilst the insurgents dispatched, as a new deputation to the

Q.uirinal, the lawyer Joseph Galetti, wMio, under the hypocritical mask
of devotion and gratitude, had so often abused the goodness of the

Holy Father.

He entreated the Pope to sign the nomination of the democratic
ministry.

"I am here as a prisoner," was the reply: "I refer then to the

Chambers the decision of such measures as are sought to be imposed
on me: I do not wnsh a single drop of blood to be shed on my account:
but 1 wish Europe to know that I take no part in this government."

Galetti, pale and with eyes abashed from shame, perhaps from
remorse, retired and announced to the multitude that Pius IX referred

them to the wisdom of the Chambers. This was the signal for new
cheers, and the populace, as if having attained their demands, soon
dispersed. The Pope immediately took care to have all those whose
lives were threatened, conveyed carefully out of the palace, and sent
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Cardinal Soglia to-the French embassy, for it was against him that

cries of vengeance seemed to be most frequently directed.

But I fear you consider this letter already too long. I must defer

to my next then, some particulars regarding the flight of the Pope and

the results attending it.

To he continued.

A PARAPHRASE OF THE ORIGIN OF THE ANGELUS.

'Twas when the Moslem's hated power,

In many a dark and dreary hour,

O'erthrew religion's might;

That Peter's chair in sadness bowed,
Though zealous John proclaimed aloud.

The Cross should tame the Crescent proud
And darkness yield to light.

But how'—through Mary's glorious name,
Through her to whom an Angel came.
Announcing Heaven's decree,

—

At sunset hour the curfew tolls.

Provoked again the echo's roll.

With comfort to th' immortal soul,

The glorious ^ves three.

They prayed that Heaven their homes would bless

With plenty, peace and happiness.

Through every Christian land,

—

They prayed with faith, with hope and love,

To Her who sits a queen above,

That where the Christian warrior strove.

His would be conquest grand.

Alas ! for our degenerate days.

What tongue is loud in Mary's praise

As in that holiest hour;

At matin chime or vesper bell,

All, prostrate before Mary fell,

To save them from the grasp of hell.

In cot—or lordly tower.

Then—did the wayfarer lose his road.

Or pine for rest in safe abode,

From beast or bandit free;

Then—was the tempest beaten bark,

—

The sport of winds thro' winter dark,

—

Who steered it safe as peaceful ark.'

But thou,—Star of the Sea

!

And guide us still, glorious queen!

Let not our fervent prayers prove vain,

Because of lives so frail;

Remember, none e'er prayed to thee

In vain, for grace or clemency,

In joys or sorrows, then do we
Cry—Mother of God "all hail!"



SCENES IN THE LIFE OF OUR LORD.

HIS PUBLIC LIFE.

J\Iiracles preparing for the Holy Eucharist.

AVe have already witnessed many of our Divine Saviour's miracles and en-
deavored to treasure up their lessons: we noAv come to a series which seem to
typify the sacraments, and above all the sacrament of sacraments, the Divine
Eucharist, the keystone of Christian faith, the centre of Christian worship, the
basis of all doctrine.

Our Lord was at Capharnaum teaching the Jews, ever rebellious to truth.
As he closed his discourse, through the crowd came struggling a band of men.

CURING THE DEStONlAC
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By main force they bore along a demoniac, blind, deaf and dumb, who writhed

and struggled to escape.

What a striking similitude between his physical state and the spiritual condition

of man under the ban of original sin !
" Man's soul is blind, deaf and dumb,

through the fearful possession of the evil one, who has usurped God's dominion

over the mind and heart of man."

Our Lord about to institute a sacrament to deliver the soul from its spiritual

possession, would now attest baptism by a miracle, similar to it, the delivery of

the body from demoniacal possession. "He healed him so that he both spake

and saw," and all the multitudes were amazed and said :
" Is not this the son of

David." The Pharisees were astonished, but not convinced : jealous of power

and rank, they exclaimed: "This man casteth out devils, but by Beelzebub, the

prince of devils." Our Lord knew their thoughts and said :
" Every kingdom

divided against itself shall be made desolate : and every city or house divided

against itself shall not stand. And if I by Beelzebub cast out devils, by whom

do your children cast them out? They therefore shall be your judges." Even

so in baptism, the Church alone professess by that sacrament to deHver from the

bondage of Satan, its ritual is fairly ridiculed from its belief in demoniacal power,

it is indeed a form of exorcism, and yet like her Divine Spouse the Church is

treated as an instrument of Satan! Although she alone is arrayed like an army

against Satan and his legions, she alone is accused of confederating with him!

SUS CURES THE MAN SICK OF THE PALSY.
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He had alrrafly similarly foroshown tho sacrament of ponancp, oven bfforo the

consoling words to the sinful one on which we dAvelt. On a former occasion, at

Capharnaum, the crowd hearing of his arrival, filled the house to listen to his divine

lessons. A paralytic, eagar to obtain the relief which he felt Jesus alone could

give, induced friends to bear him to the house, but it was in vain. No human
force could penetrate the crowd too absorbed in their attention to give way to the

paralytic: but he was undaunted. The houses in Palestine, of the condition of

those among whom our Saviour moved, were slight : the roof was easily raised

for purposes of ventilation. The paralytic persuaded his friends to get on the

roof, raise it, draw him up, and so let him down at the feet of Jesus. What faith!

what perseverance was here displayed! Fit study for the sinner who would

return to Jesus. What is the soul in sin or the body in palsy? to the eye alive,

but in fact dead, incapable of doing aught of good. The man was chas-

tened by his affliction, he was contrite: Jesus turned to him: "Son, thy sins

are forgiven thee." In their hearts the Scribes murmured :
" Why doth this man

speak thus? he blasphemeth, Avho can forgive sins, but God only?" even as men
noAV murmur that the Church exercises the power given her by her divine Spouse.

Jesus rebuked the Scribes. "Is it easier to cure the soul or to cure the body?

But that you may know that the Son of Man hath power on earth to forgive sins,

I will by a word deliver the man from the palsy." Turning to him he exclaimed :

" I say to thee, arise take up thy bed and go into thy house," and the sick man
arose, and taking up his bed went his way glorifying God.

Here then we have tiie parallel exactly established between a visible act of super-

natural power, and an invisible exercise of an equal or greater power. Both our

Saviour bestowed on his apostles : the one incidental, the other more important,

perpetual. And yet it is only in the Catholic Church that this has reality, or even

that any one believes that the power which our divine Lord thus used and subse-

quently delegated ever really existed, or now exists.

Soon after curing the demoniac and condemning the blasphemy of the Phari-

sees, who attributed his works to Satan, he foretold his resurrection as the great

proof of his mission, styling it the sign of the prophet Jonas. Then embarking

on the sea of Galilee he sailed for the opposite shore. Night came down in gloom

over the deep, and a gathering tempest broke in its fury. The little bark reeled

and tossed in the storm, but Jesus slept. Even as in the tabernacle of his love

apparently helpless, unconcious of all, there he lay reposing in the rude cabin.

Yet in neither does his heart sleep. " He sleeps not, neither is he drowsy that

guarded Israel." He guards them all amid the storm, he hears each whisper of

their hearts, he marks every act of conSdence or distrust in liimself : even so in

his tabernacle is he cognizant of all around; the storms of popular sedition, the

Satanic rage of his enemies, the infidelity of believers, their tepidity, their indif-

ference. He seems indeed to sleep, but could we awaken him it would be only

to hear, as the apostles did, a rebuke. They awaked him saying: "Master we
perish." He chid the winds and the raging waters : the storm ceased and there

was a great calm. Then he exclaimed :
" Where is your faith?" And they being

afraid wondered, saying to one another : "Who is this that'he coramandeth both

the winds and the sea and they obey him."*

Even so, though we see it not, from his tabernacle will he calm the raging tem-

pest, if we confide in him with an unwavering failh.

* Luke viii, 23.
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The storm is laid, and now
In his meek powers he climbs the mounlain's brow,
Wlio bade tlie waves go sleep,

And lashed the vexed fiends to their yawning deep.
How on a rock they stand,

Who watch his eye and hold his guiding hand?
Not half so fixed amid her vassal hills

Rises the holy pile that Kedron's valley fills.*

JESUS CALMS THE TEMPEST.

When (lay broke our Lord reached the country of Gergesa or Gerasa on the
eastern shore of the lake, a part abounding in abrupt rocks and cliffs. As our
Lord ascended, two demoniacs came forth from the tombs, one of them possessed
by a legion of infernal spirits, the terror of all around, whom no fetters could
bind. Naked and covered with filth, he fell down before our blessed Lord, crying
out

:
" What have I to do with thee, Jesus, son of the most high God ? I beseech

thee do not torment me." Our Lord had already by an act of his will commanded
the evil spirit to depart: he now asked his name, and they answered " Legion,"
for they were many and began to implore him not to plunge them into hell, but
to let them enter a herd of swine, feeding near at hand. Our Lord permitting it,

they left the man and seizing the swine hurried them down the steep rock into the
sea. The demoniac conscious of his state, hastened away to cleanse his person
and array himself in fitting garments, then returned to sit at the feet of Jesus.

« Keble.
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And when lie fnkes his scat,

Clothed niid in calmness at his Sfiviour's feet,

Is not the power as strnnfje, the love ns blest

As wiicn he said, he still, and ocean sank to rest.

Meanwhile the terrified people urged Jesus to depart, preferring their worthless

and forbidden goods to the presence of the Redeemer; but the object of the nnira-

cle was not like them, ungrateful. He would fain have followed Jesus, but our
Lord said :

" Return to thy house and tell how great things God hath done to

thee," and he went through tiie whole city proclaiming the power of Jesus. In

this too we cannot but see the sacrament of baptism again portrayed ; and we are

further taught to robe ourselves in good works before we can hope to enjoy Jesus

forever, unless he in his goodness and mercy call us to him after baptism.

Yielding to the entreaties of the Gerasens our Lord sailed back to the shore of

stubborn Capharnaum. His little bark had been watched and a crowd were wait-

ing on the shore. Scarce had he landed when Jairus, a ruler in the synagogue, a

leading man in the place, fell at his feet: "Rabbi," he cried, "my daughter is

THE RULER AT JESUs' FEET.

^ the point of death, come lay thy hand upon her that she may be safe and live."

Our Lord consented and the crowd followed, all anxious to see the result. The
poor father, whose whole heart was wrapped up in his only daughter, a girl of
twelve, just beginning to appreciate his constant love, now cheered with hope,
Avalked humbly behind our Lord. He was not the only one in that crowd that

had deep faith in our Redeemer ; a woman who had been afflicted for years with
an issue of blood, and who had reduced herself from affluence to poverty, in

vain endeavors to procure physicians capable of cflecting her cure, now felt her
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error. So strong was her faith in the power of Jesus, that she said within herself:

" If I shall but touch his garment I shall be healed," conscious that he could

read her heart and that he could give a thread or his shadow the power which he

was about to exercise by his word. Pressing through the crowd she touched him,

and her malady ceased. Jesus stood still. "Who is it that touched me?" he

asked. Peter in wonder answered, " Master the multitudes throng and press thee,

and dost thou say, "Who touched me?" But Jesus continued: "Somebody
hath touched me : for I know that virtue is gone out from me." The woman
now came forward trembling and cast herself at Jesus' feet, and with unfaltering

voice declared why she had touched him and how she had been healed.

" Daughter," said Jesus, " thy faith hath made the whole, go thy way in peace."

Even so will that same kind Lord have us confess to his minister, what he by the

instrumentality of that minister forgives. Even so it is vain to approach the tri-

bunal of penance without proper dispositions, or like the crowd that pressed on

Jesus, we remain as we were, unpurified by his holy touch.

RAISIKG OF J.virus' DAUGHTER

While the crowd were admiring the new prodigy a messenger approached Jai-

rus, to tell him that his daughter had expired. "Thy daughter is dead, trouble

him not;" but that father could not doubt the goodness or the power of our Re-

deemer. Turning to him with an air of inquiry, he was consoled by a new asstj-

rance of his love: "Fear not: believe and she shall be safe." On reaching the

house they found it full of cries and lamentations : but our Lord, taking with him

only Peter and James and John, entered with the parents of the now lifeless child.

As the mourners continued their cries, he bade them cease. " Weep not, the

maid is not dead, but sleepeih." And they all derided him, for they knew that

she was dead,, and our Lord thus made them attest the fact. Then approaching

'the corpse, ho took her by the hand and said: "Maid, arise," and her spuit
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returned and she rose immediately. The parents were filled with wonder and
gratitude, but our Lord bade them give her to oat, and ciiarged them to tell no
man. *

" The Saviour raised

Her hand from off her bosom, and spread out

The snowy finjjers in his palm, and said,

' ^l/rtii/en.' ^Jiise!'—and suddenly a flush

Shot o'er Iier forehead and along her lips,

And through her clieek the rallied color ran;

And the still outline of her graceful form

Stirred in the linen vesture; and she clasped

The Saviour's hand, and fixing her dark eyes

Full on his beaming countenance

—

arose! f

After thus crowning his miracles by raising the dead to life, a symbol of the

spiritual resurrection in baptism, our Lord proceeded to Nazareth. On his way
two blind men followed him, earnestly imploring his divine interposition. " Have
mercy on us," they cried, " have mercy on us, O Son of David ! " As he reached

the house where he was to rest, he turned and asked them :
" Do you believe that

I can do this unto you 1" " Yea, Lord," they replied. Then he touched their

eyes, saying: "According to your faith be it done unto you."J So many and so

frequent are our Redeemer's cures of blindness, blindness from birth, that they

seem a striking lesson of our condition in sin, and of the necessity of his grace in

baptism or penance to rescue us from it. Without that grace we are all but blind

men, and so far from being able by our natural lights to guide others, we are not

able to guide ourselves. Wo to them that follow leaders blinded by the sin of

heresy or schism ! If the blind lead the blind will they not both fall into the pit?

In this case our Saviour charges them to tell no man, but they spread his fame

abroad, and a dumb man possessed by a devil was soon brought to him. Jesus

cast out the evil spirit and the man spoke. The multitude wondered at this,

saying: " Never was the like seen in Israel:" but the stubborn Pharisees again

blaspheming, cried: "In the prince of devils he casteth out devils j" even as

now they blaspheme the spouse of Christ, with whom the Holy Ghost abideth,

forgetful of the terrible penalty denounced by our Lord.

He also preached in the synagogue so that all wondered and said :
" How came

this man by this wisdom and miracles? Is not this the carpenter's son? Is not

his mother called Mary and his brethren James and Joseph and Simon and Jude?
And his sisters, are they not all with us?" Meaning by these expressions his

cousins and kinsfolk, for

"On no sweet sister's faithful breast

Would 'st thou thy aching forehead rest,

On no kind brother lean;

But who, perfect, filial heart,

E'er did like Thee a true son's part,

Endearing, firm, serene;

Of all the dearest bonds we prove

Thus counting sons' and mothers' love

Most sacred, most thy own." §

• Luke viii, 49. t Willis. j Matt, ix, 27. § Keble.
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The people of Nazareth were scandalized at his claiming to be a prophet, and

closed their ears to his teaching, even as thousands are scandalized at the claims of

the Church and deny her authority. Jesus rebuked his countrymen, saying:

*' A prophet is not without honor, but in his own country, and in his own house,

and among his own kindred." And he wrought not many miracles there, because

of their unbelief.

THE DIALOGUES OF ST. GREGORY.— IX.

CHAPTER XV.

OF THE PROPHECY MADE TO KING TOTILA, AND OF THAT TO THE BISHOP OF CANOSA.

Then Totila came in person to the man of God, whom when he saw seated in

the distance he dared not approach, but fell upon his knees. And when the man
of God said two or three times, " Rise up," but he dared not lift himself from the

earth, Benedict, the sen^ant of Jesus Christ, was pleased to go himself to the pros-

trate king, and raised him up, and rebuked him for his misdeeds; and in a few

words foretold all which was about to happen to him, saying: "Much harm hast

thou done, much art thou doing, now at length cease from iniquity. Thou art

about to enter the city of Rome, to cross the sea; nine years shalt thou reign, in

the tenth thou wilt die." Hearing which, the terrified king asked his prayers,

and withdrew; and from that time his cruelty was not so great. Not long after

he marched to Rome, and passed over to Sicily ; but in the tenth year of his reign,

by the judgment of Almighty God, he lost his kingdom together with his life.

Again, the Bishop of the Church of Canosa used to visit the sfervant of God,

who loved him much for his good life. He, speaking one day of the invasion of

king Totila, and of the destruction of Rome, said :
" The city will be destroyed

by this king, and will be no more inhabited by men." To whom the holy man
answered: "Rome will not be exterminated bj the barbarians, but harassed by

lightning, by tempest, and by earthquakes, it will waste away of itself." The
words of which prophecy are now made clear to us, who see walls prostrated,

houses overturned, and churches destroyed in this city by tempests, while its build-

ings, spent with old age, we behold falling with frequent ruins. However, Hon-
oratus his disciple, who is my authority, by no means alleges that he heard this

part of the prophecy from his own mouth, but testifies that he was said by the

brethren to have so spoken.

CHAPTER XVI.

OF THE CLERK, FREED FOR THE TIME FROM AN BVIL SPIRIT.

About the same time a certain ecclesiastic of the Church of Aquino, was
vexed with an evil spirit, and was sent by the venerable bishop of the place,

Constantius, to seek a cure at many of the shrines of the martyrs. But the holy

martyrs willed not to grant the favor, that they might leave it to be made manifest
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how great was the virtue of Benedict. He was conducted therefore to the servant

of Almifflity God, who directing his prayers to the Lord Jesus Christ, instantly

expelled the malignant spirit from the possessed man. Whom after the cure he

charged, saying :
" Go, and after this eat no flesh; and never presume to take

holy orders; for the very day you shall dare to receive orders, you will be again

subjected to the power of the devil." The ecclesiastic went away restored to

health ; and as a recent chastisement is wont to impress strongly the mind, he

observed for some time all that the man of God had enjoined on him. But when
after many years all his seniors had passed away from this life, and he saw those

below him promoted over himself to holy orders, as if forgetful with the lapse of

time, he disregarded the words of the holy man, and entered upon holy orders.

When presently the demon who had left him, again seized him, and ceased not to

vex him, till his soul was forced out from the body.

Peter.—The holy man, I perceive, penetrated even the secrets of the Divinity,

for he foresaw that this clerk was therefore delivered to the demon, lest he should

presume to take orders.

Gregorv.—Why should he not know the secrets of the Divinity, who observed

faithfully the precepts of the Divinity, since it is written :
" He who is joined to

the Lord is one spirit."

Peter.— If he be one spirit with the Lord, who is joined to the Lord, how is it

that the same great Apostle saith :
" Who hath known the mind of the Lord? or

who hath been his counsellor?" It seems an inconsistency to be ignorant of the

mind of him, with whom one may have been united.

Gregory.—Holy men, according as they are one with God, are not ignorant

of the mind of the Lord. For the same Apostle saith: "What man knoweth

the things of a man, but the spirit of a man that is in him 1 So the things also

that are of God no man knoweth, but the spirit of God." And to shew that he

knew what are the things of God, he added: "Now we have received not the

spirit of this world, but the spirit that is of God." Hence again he saith :
" Eye

hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither hath it entered into the heart of man what

things God hath prepared for them that love him. But to us God hath revealed

them by his spirit."

Peter.—If then the things that are of God had been revealed to the Apostle

by the spirit of God, how is it that the text I first advanced be prefaced thus

:

" Oh the depth of the riches of the wisdom and of the knowledge of God ! How
incomprehensible are his judgments, and how unsearchable his ways!" And
again another question occurs to me. For the prophet David saith :

" With my
lips I have pronounced all the judgments of thy mouth." And since it is a less

matter to know, than to actually declare, how is it that Paul asserts the judgments

of God to be incomprehensible, while David attests that he not only knew all

these, but had even pronounced them with his lips?

Gregory.—To both points I have answered briefly before, saying, that holy

men, so far as they are one with the Lord, are not ignorant of the mind of

the Lord. For all who devoutly follow the Lord, by devotion, indeed are with

God, while seeing that they are yet under the burden of corruptible flesh, they

are not with God. The hidden judgments of God therefore, insomuch as they

are joined with him, they know : insomuch as they are disjoined, they know not

Because as yet they do not wholly penetrate his secrets, they testify his judgments

to be incomprehensible ; because in mind they adhere to him, and by so doing,

whatever they receive from the sacred voice of scripture or of interior revelation.
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they are conscious of, such things they both know and declare. The judgments

therefore which God reserves they know not, what he utters they know. Whence
the prophet David when he had said : "With my lips I have pronounced al! the

judgments," immediately added, *'of thy mouth," as if to say : those judgments

I could both know and pronounce, which 1 knew thee to have spoken, for those

which thou hast not told, doubtless thou concealest from our knowledge. The
prophetic with the apostolic sentence therefore is in harmony ; because the judg-

ments of God are incomprehensible, and yet what have proceeded from his mouth

are uttered by human lips; since the things disclosed by God may be known by

men, and things hidden cannot be known.

Peter.—Through my poor questioning is the sound reason made manifest.

But if there be any thing more known of the virtues of this man, I pray thee

continue the history.

CHAPTER XVII.

HOW HE FORETOLD THE DESTRUCTION OF HIS MONASTERY.

Gregory.—A certain nobleman, Theoprobus by name, had been converted by

the admonitions of the Father Benedict, and as his life was a most worthy one,

he enjoyed accordingly the unreserved confidence of the saint. One day that he

entered his cell, he found the latter weeping bitterly. And when having waited a

long time, he saw that his tears ceased not to flow and that the man of God
groaned, not as usual, with the act of prayer, but through sorrow, he inquired

what might be the cause of such great grief. Wereupon the man of God rephed :

"This whole monastery which I have built, with every thing which I have pro-

vided for the brethren, by the judgment of Almighty God, has been dehvered over

to the barbarians. Scarcely have I been able to obtain that their lives should be

spared out of it." His words Theoprobus then heard, but we now discern, who
know his monastery to have been destroyed by the Longobards. For some years

since, in the night time, and while the brothers were at rest, they came upon

them; and though they plundered every thing, yet they could not take a single

man; for Almighty God fulfilled what he had promised to his faithful servant

Benedict, that if he should deliver their goods to the Gentiles, he would preserve

their lives. In which thing we see Benedict to have held the place of Paul, who,

when every thing else was lost with the ship, obtained for his consolation the lives

of all who accompanied him.

'CHAPTER XVIII.

HOW THE MAN OF GOD KNEW OF THE HIDDEN FLAGON.

A CERTAIN time also our Exhilaratus, whom you yourself have known a convert

to the religious life, had been sent by his lord to carry to the man of God at the

monastery, two wooden vessels of wine, such as are commonly called flagons

;

one of which he presented, but the other, as he was going, he hid by the way.
But the holy man, from whom things done at a distance could not be kept secret,

received that one with thanks and admonished the boy as he was taking his leave.
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thus :
" My son, see that you drink not of the flagon which you hid away, but

turn it down carefully and you shall find what it contains." He then withdrew

in great confusion from the man of God, and on his return wishing to make trial

of the warning he had received, he overturned the flagon, and immediately there

issued from it a serpent. And then Exhilaratus, from what he found in theAvine,

was struck with horror for his evil deed.

CHAPTER XIX.
HOW HE KNEW OF THE NAPKINS RECEIVED AS A PRESENT.

Not far from the monastery was a village, in which a multitude of persons, by

the preaching of Benedict, had been converted from the worship of idols to the

true faith. There were certain religious women also in the same place, and Bene-

dict the servant of God took care to send thither frequently his brethren, to exhort

the faithful in the way of salvation. One day he sent as usual ; but the monk
who had been appointed, after his discourse was concluded, being requested by

the nuns to accept from them some little handkerchiefs, received them and hid

them in his bosom. But no sooner had he returned, than the man of God began

bitterly to chide him, saying: "How hath iniquity entered into thy breast!"

But he was confounded, and having forgotten what he had done, could not under-

stand why he was reprehended. To whom the other said : " Was I not there

present when thou received the napkins from the handmaids of God, and put them

in thy bosom." Then he, falling down at his feet, protested his sorrow for having

acted thus foolishly, and threw away from him the Utile cloths he had concealed

in his dress.

CHAPTER XX.

HOW THE MAN OF GOD KNEW THE PROUD THOUGHTS OF A MONK,

Another day, when now at even time the venerable Father was taking his

repast, the monk who held the light before his table, was as it happened the son

of a certain Prefect. And while the man of God did eat, but he himself might

stand with his service ol the light, he was led on by a spirit of pride to turn over

silently in his own mind and in thought to say :
" Who is this upon whom I

attend while he eats, to whom I bear the light and render service? Who am I,

to be waking upon this man ?" When immediately the man of God turning to him
rebuked him, with vehemence, saying: "Sign thy heart, brother!" And imme-
diately calling the brethren, he directed the taper to be taken out of his hands, and

commanded him to withdraw from the attendance, and to sit down in quiet by

himself. When asked by the brethren what had been the disposition of his heart,

he told them candidly wuh what inordinate pride he had been puffed up, and

what kind of things he was saying to himself against the man of God. Then
was it clear to all, that nothing could remain hid from the venerable Benedict,

when even the unspoken words of silent thought had reached his ears,
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WHAT ROME THINKS OF THOSE WHO DENY IT.

In former numbers of the Metropolitan, we alluded to Mr. Brownson's Defence

of the Deposing Power, or the Indirect Temporal Power of the Popes, as it is

variously called. We are sorry that the illustrious writer not only adheres to the

advocacy of this theory, but continues to treat his opponents as Gallicans and

time-servers because they will not come up to his notions of the requirements of

orthodoxy. We stated before, that even the illustrious Reviewer might find in

the moderation of the Holy See itself, an example worthy of his imitation; for if

Rome—the guardian of the Faith—feels justified in omitting to assert her rights

in this respect, though they are every where impugned, it can hardly be the duty

of one in his position to come to the rescue.

But not only does Mr. Brownson's zeal in defending the rights of Rome
outstrip that of Rome itself, but his mode of treating those opposed to him is the

very reverse of that adopted by the Holy See in regard to those who most emphat-

ically reject this theory.

Mr. Brownson will have it that nothing but Gallicanism, time-serving, distrust

of the Holy See, &c., can suggest a denial of the deposing power
;
yet persons

who flatter themselves that they have as good a claim to orthodoxy as the Re-

viewer, have denied this theory. Let us see how Rome has judged them.

Though the British Act of Emancipation was passed only in the year 1829, the

Test Oath, on taking which Catholics were then admitted to Parliament, was, ia

all its essential portions, long in use. The clause disclaiming a belief in the Indirect

Temporal Power of the Popes was always considered an important part of this

oath, and the Bishops of the country had, on various occasions, expressed their

approbation of it. They were for a while embarrassed by a letter from the Pope's

Nuncio at Brussels, written in 1768, which expressed a different doctrine. The
following extract from a letter of the illustrious Dr. James Butler, Archbishop of

Cashel, will show the conduct of the Irish Bishops and of the Holy See, respec-

tively, on this subject, and also how the Nuncio's letter was received. Dr. But-

ler's letter was addressed to Lord Kenmare, an Irish Catholic Peer, on the occasion

of a pamphlet written by the Protestant Bishop of Cloyne, in which reference was

made to the Nuncio's communication.

*' Thurles, December 27, 1786.

" My Dear and Honored Lord,

"I am not a little impatient to impart to your Lordship my thoughts on a late

publication, entitled, ' The present State of the Church of Ireland.' It is

written by Doctor Woodward, Bishop of Cloyne; and, in the short space of

twelve days, has already passed through four editions. Whoever has seen the

Address to the Nobility and Gentry of the Protestant Church, and reads this

second pamphlet, cannot but look upon them as both designed to undo all that has

been done in favor of the Roman Catholics, by tending to undermine the primary

title the Roman Catholics had to the protection of government and the confidence

of their fellow subjects. The unjust and false strictures his Lordship makes on the

sincerity of the oaths of the Roman Catholic Bishops, concur to effect this in the

minds of those who can or will be imposed on by what his Lordship so confi-
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dently asserts ; for certainly, if the oaths of Roman Catholic Prelates can no more

be depended on, all claim to a legal existence for us in the state ceases; we are all

designing and most dangerous enemies; like the viper in the fable, we only

sought the warmth of protection to gnaw the bosom which gave the reviving

heat. His Lordship, to establish and enforce what he advances with regard to

our oaths by some new argument, which, from not having been used hefore, had

never been blunted by the sliield of truth, brings forth a letter of a Monsignor

Ghiliui, Nuncio at Brussels, written in the year 1768, from amidst the dust of

oblivion, where it would otherwise have, as it deserved, remained till doomsday;

notwithstanding the most strangely misapplied encomiums bestowed on it by

Doctor Bourke : encomiums, which I know from the letters the said JWincio wrote

to me, before I left the Continent, expressive of his own alarmed feelings, after

cool reflection on the impropriety and indiscretion of said letter, he would have

willingly spared the Doctor.

•' Nothing, to be sure, but an enthusiastic partiality for scholastic opinions, which

he, perhaps, had formerly, when professor, defended, (as some Ultramontanists

have done, to their reproach and the discredit of religion, with as much warmtk
of debate as if they had been acknowledged articles of faith which they were

supporting against unbelievers) can any way extenuate Dr. Bourke's imprudence,

to call it by no harsher name, in publishing such a letter. The Doctor should have

reflected, that the opinions alluded to by the Nuncio, however unnoticed they

may be suffered to pass in a country like Italy, where the Sovereign and all the

subjects are of the Roman Catholic religion, they cannot be considered in the

same light in this kingdom, whereof the King and principal subjects are Protest-

ants, and two-thirds, at least, of the inhabitants are of our communion. Here

such opinions, if maintained, could not but be prejudicial, by alarming the Sover-

eign and by being a constant source of jealousy and dissention betwixt fellow-

subjects ; and this, I recall to mind, was what I alleged to Cardinal Marefuschi,

who was, at the time the oath was proposed, our Cardinal Protector : that is, as

your Lordship knows, the Cardinal entrusted by his Holiness with the superintend-

ence of our ecclesiastical affairs in Ireland, as a reason why the Roman Catholic

Bishops thought themselves called upon to declare in the public manner they did,

that they found nothing in the Test of Allegiance, held out by the Legislature to

the Roman Catholics of Ireland, contrary to the principles of the Roman Catholic

faith : and therefore, that the opinions disclaimed by that oath never made part of

our creed. The Cardinal in his answer, expressed the fullest approbation of these

sentiments; which was afterwards confirmed by the Pope and the Congregation

de Propaganda fide approving also of said Test of Allegiance : of all which ap-

probations I have authentic vouchers by me; the very letters written on the occa-

sion to and from the sacred Congregation. I shewed them to Lord Pery, when
he was Speaker of the House of Commons, at Sir Robert Staples's ; and I shewed
him again, in Dublin, another letter, which I received from the same Congrega-

tion, two years after, expressive of their Eminences' thanks for my diligence in

fulfilling what I owed to my station and religion, since the time I came into the

kingdom. Now, my dear Lord, I hope I may venture to say, without risking the

imputation of vanity or falsehood, that I was most particularly warm and active

in promoting the taking of the Test Oath, after I had publicly approved of it, at

the head of my Suffragans, in the year 1775; an a;ra which I have always called

to mind with new felt pleasure; and consequently, the approbation of my con-

duct, during all that time, was of itself, had I no other proofs of the Cong^ega.
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tion's approving the Test, tantamount to an approbation: Lord Pery, when I

shewed him that letter of the Congregation, acknowledged it was; as did his

Grace the Primate, when I had the honor of being introduced to him by your

Lordship, and mentioned it to him."

It is unnecessary to make any remarks on this extract. It speaks for itself, and

tells us what part the writer took in promoting the taking of the Test Oath, in

which the Indirect Temporal Power was denied, and how his conduct was

viewed at Rome.

It appears that then as now, there were men more zealous for the rights of the

Holy See than the Holy See itself. While Monsignor Ghilini and Doctor Bourke

were contending for the deposing power, the authorities at Rome were approv-

ing the conduct of a prelate who was " most particularly warm and active in

promoting the taking of the Test Oath," who had " publicly approved of it at the

head of his Suffragans." Nor was this a subreptilious approbation given without

knowledge of his conduct; for the Roman authorities were fully aware of it. Dr.

Butler had in his possession, as he remarks, authentic wowc/icrs of their approbation

of the Test Oath itself, and letters commending his "diligence in fulfilling what

(he) owed to (his) station and religion," during the very time he was defending it.

It is unnecessary to bring forward any proofs of the high standing of Dr. Butler,

whom Dr. Milner calls "a most loyal and orthodox prelate," in referring to the

part he acted on this very subject. Those acquainted with the history of these

times know him to have been one of the lights of the Church of his day. The

following extract from a letter of Cardinal Antonelli, written on the part of the

Congregation of the Propaganda by the authority and command of Pius VI, to the

Archbishops and Bishops of Ireland, in reply to a letter of theirs addressed to his

Holiness at their meeting in Dublin in the year 1791, will show what was thought

of him and oi' his conduct at a still later period.

Cardinal Antonelli in a letter dated 23d June, 1791, writes as follows

:

" Most illustrious and Most Rev'd Lords, and Brothers,

" We perceive from your late letter, the great uneasiness you labor under since

the publication of a pamphlet entitled The Present State of the Church in Ireland,

from which our detractors have taken occasion to renew the old calumny against

the Catholic religion with increased acrimony ; namely, that this religion is by no

means compatible with the safety of kings and republics ; because, as they say, the

Roman Pontiff being the Father and Master of all Catholics, and invested icith such

great authority that he canfree subjects of other kingdomsfrom theirfidelity and oaths

of allegiance to kings and princes ; he has it in his power, they contend, to cause

disturbances, and injure the public tranquillity of kingdoms, with ease. We
wonder that you could be uneasy at these complaints, especially after your most

excellent brother and apostolicalfellow- laborer, the Archbishop of Cashel (Dr. James

Butler) and other strenuous defenders of the rights of the Holy See

had evidently refuted and explained away these slanderous reproaches in their

celebrated writings."

When those who denied, and in their official capacity openly instructed their

flocks that they might safely deny on oath this doctrine of the deposing power, and

did this with the full knowledge of the Holy See, are yet proposed by Rome itself,

in official documents, as " strenuous defenders of the rights of the Holy See,"
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and their works are specially commended as "celebrated writings," we think the

imputation of Gallioanisni or time-serving from either Unclt; Jack or his Nephew,

need not disturb our equanimity, and to Catholics, whether bishops, priests or

laymen, who entertain and avow similar sentiments, need not fear that in doing

so they are placing themselves in opposition in the slightest degree to the highest

pastors of the Church.

OUR CONVENTS.

THE SCHOOL SISTERS OF NOTRE DAME.

Among the religious orders noAv devoting themselves to the cause of education

in this country, there is none perhaps more interesting in its history than that

which, devoted to schools among our German portion, bears the name of the

School Sisters of Notre Dame, and has for some years been silently and steadily

doing its good work. It is a distinct order from the Sisters of Notre Dame, to

which the house at Roxbury belongs, and in fact dates back to a period long ante-

rior to that association.

The order of which we are now speaking owes its origin to the blessed Peter

Fourier, parish priest of Mataincourt, in France. Not long before 1597, Alice

Leclerc, a young girl in his parish, suddenly awakened to the folly of the vanity

in which she had indulged, consecrated herself to God, and felt called to found a

society of religious women. The blessed Peter at first dissuaded her, but seeing

evident marks of a divine vocation, permitted her to make the attempt. Three

others, Gante Andre, Jane de Louvroir and Claude Chauvenel, joined her, and on

the feast of Corpus Christi, 1597, they laid the foundation of their Institute at

Pousey, exercising themselves in constant prayers and vigils, and devoting their

time to the education of girls. The blessed Peter drew up rules for them, which
the Bishop of Toul approved. This mother house was subsequently removed to

Mataincourt and then to St. Mihiel. The order had now acquired permanence,

many joined it, houses were opened at Nanci, Verdun, Pont-a-Mousson and other

parts. The venerable foundress then sought to obtain an express approval of it,

and Pope Paul V, by his bull of February 1, 1615, and a subsequent one of Oc-

tober, 1616, recognized it as a cloistered order, empowered to conduct even day

schools. The constitutions were compiled by the blessed Peter in the following

year, though not formally approved till 1645.

The Society now spread rapidly, and Mother Alice before her holy death in

January, 1622, had the consolation of seeing it extend over France. In one of

these houses, that at Troyes, Margaret Bourgeoy, a courageous and holy woman,
inspired by the spirit of her foundress, determined in the inscrutable designs of

Providence to establish a similar order at Montreal, in Canada, which still exists

and conducts numerous schools in all parts of the British Province. Like the

order of which we are speaking, they are called Sisters of the Congregation of

our Lady, although commonly the last words are omitted.

So much good did the religious effect in France that neighboring States sought

to profit by their labors; ere long the order numbered houses also in Lorrain,

Germany and Savoy. When Father Helyot wrote his History of Religious
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Orders, there were in Europe nearly a hundred houses of the Institute of Mother

Alice.*

The French revolution swept away the houses of the society in France: the

Protestant doctrines of Joseph II, had already led him to attack religion in his

dominions. Under their impulse the houses in the electorate of Bavaria were

suppressed, and the Sisters dispersed.f This loss to religion was soon felt, and

the Rt. Rev. Michael Wittman, Bishop of Ratisbonne, with the saintly Sebastian

Job, the holy confessor of the irreligious court, resolved to re-establish the house

of the order which had existed at Stadt-am-hof. One sister of the old house

remained; she was called Sister Walburga, after the daughter of St. Richard, and

sister of Saints Winibald and Willibald, the saints of Saxon England. Around

this namesake of the holy abbess of Heidenheim they resolved to restore the order

of the blessed Peter Fourier and Mother Alice Leclerc. They applied to the gov-

ernment for the former house of the order, but the Josephine ideas prevailed.

Germany had not yet learned the cost of sacrilege : and the government refused

to restore the house. The good Bishop of Ratisbonne was not daunted by this:

"Now then," said he, " we must begin from the beginning, from poverty itself,

and they must be the Poor School Sisters, but still of Notre Dame, of the old insti-

tute of blessed Peter Fourier."

Sister Walburga was soon joined by fervent sisters : the old rule was modified

to meet the changed circumstances of the time, for alas ! in one short generation,

revolutionary fury had operated changes which time and nature had in centuries

failed to effect. The restorers of the order did not live to see its rapid progress;

both were soon called to receive the reward of their labors in the ravaged vineyard

of the Lord, whose fences had been overthrown and vines trampled down by the

wild boars of the forest.

Their object was education, chiefly that of the poor, in parish schools; and

they are subject to episcopal enclosure, being thus like the original order, cloistered.

After spreading over many parts of Germany, the wants of the German immi-

grants in America were made known to them, and Bishop Henni was happy

enough to have them enter his diocese.

In 1847 the first colony of School Sisters of Notre Dame, numbering only three

or four, came to the United States and founded a house at Milwaukie. Two other

little colonies soon joined these, and when Sister Mary Walburga died in 1849,

she had the consolation not only of seeing her order completely restored in Europe,

where forty houses of the rule existed, but spreading also widely over the far dis-

tant American Republic.

After the house at Milwaukie, now the mother house of the order here, convents

were founded in Baltimore, Philadelphia, Pittsburg, Buffalo and at Holy Cross, in

Wisconsin : and in 1852 these six contained fifty members.

Twenty years experience had now proved the value of the institute, and the

fitness of its rule: the sisters sought a formal approbation, and his Holiness Pope

Pius IX, on the 23d of January, 1854, year of the Immaculate Conception, con-

firmed the order in the third degree, as distinct from the original institute, and also

the regulations under which it is governed.

The School Sisters of Notre Dame have a Cardinal Protector at Rome, but the

mother house for Germany is at Munich, where Sister Mary Theresa, the Supe-

* Henrion Histoire des Ordres Religieus, (Ed. Mignae) vol. i, p. 1088, Faillon Vie

de la Soeur Bourgeoys, i, 9.

t Alzog. Kirsche geschichte, iii, § 369.
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rior General of the order, resides. It is a strict mission order, all houses depending

on the mother house, subject to the jurisdiction of the Ordinary of each diocese in

ecclesiastical matters.

The sisters in America are all subject to a Vicar General. Sister Mary Caro-

line, who resides at Milwaukie, and depends immediately on the General : a

novitiate and candidateship exists also at Baltimore, and besides the houses we
have already mentioned, there are day and boarding schools at Mount Carmel,

and St. Anthony's in Wisconsin, at Alleghany, New York, Rochester and Detroit.

They are rapidly extending ; the novitiates and candidaleships are filled with

devoted women of every nation, not only German, but Irish, American, Scotch,

French, Dutch, and strangely enough, Indians. One sister of the race of the Red
Men, being like sister Mary Theresa Gannesag, the Indian sister of the Congre-

gation of Notre Dame at Montreal, in other days, was a model of piety and regu-

larity in the strict observance of her rule.* Side by side with her labors unnoticed

and unknown, a lady of rank, allied to one oi" the highest prelates in Germany,
who was too happy to lay aside titles and wealth and honors, to become in our

land a poor School Sister of Notre Dame, to instruct and save the poor exposed

foundling and orphan .f

EARLY FLOWERS.
"There is a dainliness about early flowers, that touches me like poetry."—N. P. Willis.

Early flowers, how I love ye

!

Blooming on the streamlet's side.

Giving promise of a summer
Soon to come, and soon to glide.

Mild and gentle soft appearing,
Far too fragile to endure;

And to nie, though hale and hearty,

Death is coming not less sure.

Early flowers, how I love ye

!

How I love you every one

!

For ye mind me of my childhood,

And its joys, forever gone;
Then for you I roved the meadows,

Skipping on with mirth and glee;

Time has changed, and I'm no longer

Child, as then I used to be.

Early flowers, how I love ye!
Pale, and seems to me distressed,

Soon to see you droop and fading,

Will make sad feelings in my breast;

Tis for this, perhaps, I love ye,

Knowing that you soon must go,

And other flowers come to mourn ye
When Death's hand has laid ye low.

* History of the Catholic Missions among the Indian Tribes of the United States,

page 327.

t For most of the details given in this sketch we are indebted to the kindness of the

Rev. Anthony Urbanek, of Milwaukie.
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c:;h:apter xii.

" Is Miss Petersham engaged, please?" said a servant, opening the parlor door.

" No : what's the matter ?"

" Father John sends his compliments, and wishes to see the Captain."

" Father John !—is it possible !" exclaimed Kate Petersham, wheeling round on

the piano stool, and running to the door to receive him. " Ho, ho, indeed, so

there you come at last, and Uncle Jerry too, surely something extraordinary must

have happened to bring you all the way to Castle Gregory. Has there been a

conflagration or an earthquake in your neighborhood ?"

" Hold your saucy tongue," said the priest, slapping her affectionately on the

cheek, " you're never done scolding, 'pon my word, I had better come here, bag

and baggage, and live with you altogether."

" You'll do no such thing, sir—I hate you. You're a barbarous man. You're

the most unsocial, ill-natured, hard-hearted creature in the whole world."

"Oh! to be sure, because I don't spend all my time playing chess with the

greatest mad-pate in the province."

" Do you hear that. Uncle Jerry," exclaimed Kate, turning to Mr. Guirkie,

" and the man has'nt been here to see us once in a month."

"Never mind, we'll have our revenge of him yet depend upon it. His neglect

of you is absolutely unpardonable, after all the professions of regard you made
him, ha ! ha!"
" Psaugh! he's not worth my revenge. I renounce him ; I shall take you for

ray gallant in future, and leave him to his beads and breviary. So come over

here to your old easy chair and let us have a quiet chat together," and running

her arm into his, she was hurrying him away to a corner of the room, when the

priest laid his hand on her shoulder.

" Not so fast, Kate, not so fast. You've forgotten there's a stranger in the

room. Miss Petersham, let me present to you Dr. Horseman, of B , United

States. Dr. Horseman, Miss Petersham, of Castle Gregory, one of the most mis-

chievous and ungovernable of her sex."

"Don't believe him. Doctor Horseman. Pm no such thing. Welcome, sir, to

Castle Gregory."

** Copy right Bflcured according to Law.
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" How d' ye do, iny dear, glad to see you," said the latter, bowing stiffly, and

raising his gold spcciack's to look at her more in detail. " Don't trouble yourself

about what Father John says. It's not ail gospel, I guess."

" Nor his preaciiing either, if what his Bishop says be true."

"Ha! iia! A very serious charge, indeed," laughed Uncle Jerry, " and I have

no doubt reason enough for it too."

" 1 see you've been reading Swift, Miss Petersham," said Horseman, taking a

volume from the table. " Do you admire him?"

"Swift—of course I do. Did you ever see an Irish \voman who did'nt?"

"Well, 1 don't remember particularly as to that. But his moral sentiments

are"

" Oh, as to his morality, we must let that pass. Swift is an elegant writer, full

of wit and humor—and best of all, he loved his country and never was ashamed

to own it."

" Ah ! and do you think he deserves credit for that ?"

" I do indeed, sir—why not. He lived in times when devotion to his country

and her cause was a disqualification for office both in Church and State; besides.

Dean Swift was a near relation of ours by the Willoughbys, as my venerable

aunt would tell you if she were here."

"Ah—that indeed!"

" But don't you like him. Dr. Horseman'?"

"No : I don't," replied the Doctor, gruffly.

" You don't ! is it possible ! Why, I thought Swift was a favorite everywhere."
" He's only fit for girls and school boys."

" You must admit he's witty and humorous. Doctor."

" Well, yes—that and a keen sense of the ridiculous is about all that's in him."
"' Oh, no, no. Doctor, I won't agree to that at all

;
you quite underrate Swift.

For my part, I think there's more sound philosophy in Swift than in any other

man's work I ever read."

" Humph—have you read much ?"

" No ; sometimes, when the fit takes me, I pick up a book and read a page or

two here and there."

" But do you study what you read?"
" Not I, I'm too great a mad- cap for that. I can ride a horse, though, or sail a

boat, as well as any girl in Ireland, and these are the only accomplishments I pre-

tend to lay claim to."

" Not very feminine, I should think," ejaculated Horseman, pursing out his

• lips in his peculiar way, and looking over at the priest, with his eyes dilated into

what he intended for a smile.

" No, sir; but they suit my turn of mind. And yet Mr, Guirkie here will tell

you I've got some philosophy in me, too."

" I'll have nothing to do with your philosophy," said Uncle Jerry, pacing up

and down the room, and bobbing the skirts of his coat on his hands behind him.

" I wish to the Lord the Captain would come home; that's all I wish."

" Father John, go to the sideboard there, and find some refreshments. Come,

Doctor, you must pledge me in good stout Burgundy, and I'll forgive what you

said of Swift."

" I shall wait for the Captain," replied Father John, looking up from the news-

paper, " the Doctor there will oblige you at present."

" You shall not, sir ; he may not returu for an hour yet. Wait for the Captain

!

70 Vol. III.—No. 9.
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Am I not as good company as the Captain. Oh, Dr. Horseman, these Catholic

priests are the most ungallant people in all creation, as you say over there in the

States."

Dr. Horseman took a quid of tobacco from his mouth, flung it into the grate,

and then emptied the glass which Kate filled for him, adding, as he laid it on the

sideboard, " you're not so mawkish, I perceive, as our young ladies generally are."

"Oh, I'm an Irish girl, you know ; I do what I please—no one minds me; Father

John there once thought he could manage me, but it failed him."
" Not I," replied the priest, " I never was so silly as to think any such thing."

" You did—you need'nt deny it, you had me in leading strings for a whole

week or more."

" How was that ?" said Horseman.
" He tried to convert me, ha, ha. Kept me reading night and day"
" Convert you—what, from sin ?"

"No, from Protestantism—sin, indeed! why. Doctor, I'm ashamed of you."

" Well, Protestantism is sin—and most grievous sin too," exclaimed Horseman.
" There now, you're at it again," muttered Uncle Jerry, still pacing the room in

his usual way. " You're at it again ; I vow and protest it's outrageous."

" You frighten me. Doctor," said Kate, " upon my word I'll run away and

leave you."

" But don't you know, my good girl, that if you die out of the Catholic Church

you'll be lost ?"

" Listen to that," exclaimed Kate.

" I hear him—the Doctor's very strong on that point."

" Well, Doctor, I'm not prepared to dispute with you about the matter, at pre-

sent," said Kate, " but I'm pretty sure of one thing—you could never make a

Catholic of me in that way."
" He's got himself into trouble again," said Uncle Jerry, sitting down on a

chair beside the priest.

"He deserves it," responded the latter, in a tone of displeasure.

" I declare I never saw a man in my life so fond of differing with every body

as he is. Why, I vow to goodness I thought he was going to swallow me neck

and heels this morning in the boat, when I attempted to defend Tillotson and

Burnet."

" That's his greatest fault, he can never dispute five minutes without losing his

temper."

" And does he suppose people must put up with it when he chooses to lose it ?

Ha, ha, I declare that's very fine."

" It's a great weakness in him, and I'm sorry, for he's a man of great mental

ability."

" Oh ! who cares for his mental ability. I would'nt give a brass button for a

man who can't talk with you on any thing but great heavy subjects. And then

he goes at them in such a way too, with all his might, just like a dray horse start-

ing a load."

" Heavy subjects are his especially," observed Father John, " he don't pretend

to handle any thing else. And indeed, as a polemic and logician, he has very

few equals."

" But he does pretend to handle every thing else. Why, he reviews every book

he can lay his hands on—stories, novels, poetry, every thing—from a primer to a

course of theology. Specialty, indeed !

"
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"You're rij^ht ; he has been doing something that way of late, now that I

remember. But the truth is, I think so httle of his literary criticisms that I don't

care to read them. He never should attempt to criticise such books at all. They

are entirely out of the sphere of his taste and acquirenaents."

" To be sure they are," said Uncle Jerry.

" And then he goes about them so awkwardly."
" He! he! he!" chuckled Uncle Jerry, " awkwardly—that puts me in mind of

his last number. Did you see his criticism there on Cameron's Book of Poems?"

"No—what does he do with it? Strangles it, I suppose."

" No, he makes an exception to his rule in this case. He praises it greatly.

Cameron's a Catholic, I understand."

" Ah, yes, there's something in that. Well."
" In speaking of some of the fine passages he tries to be exceedingly nice in his

appreciation of the beauties."

" Nice. Ha! ha!" laughed Father John, "that's good; 1 must read the criti-

cism."

" Do. It's worth the reading, I assure you."
" But he must have gone about it very awkwardly."

"Awkwardly. He! he! he reminded me of an elephant I once saw picking

up a boquet with his trunk. He first made a

" Hush, here he comes," interrupted Father John, " and full of indignation at

Kate's presumptuous boldness. See how he runs his thumbs into his waistcoat

pockets—that's a sure sign he's ruffled. Kate," he added, as an offset to further

controversy, " can't we have some music?"

"Certainly—what shall it be?"

"Yankee Doodle!"
" Excellent—just the very thing," she cried, opening the piano and rattling

away. "How do you like it. Doctor?"
" Well, so, so. Associations make it pleasant just now."

"Makes you think of home!"
" Yes."

"What think you, though, of our Irish music?"
''^ Very fair, but it always gives me the blues."

"The blues!"

" Yes. It's so melancholy."

" Moore's songs are indeed, rather melancholy, but exquisite of their kind,

nevertheless."

"Yes—he's a very decent lyric poet, is Moore, and still there's nothing in him

after all but sentiment and fancy—he's greatly wanting in force and power oi

thought."

" That is to say, he's neither Byron nor Milton !"

" No, I don't mean that, either. But he tires you with the incessant play of his

fancy. He is forever hopping from flower to flower, like a butterfly."

"Ah! then you adopt the criticisms of the Edinburg Review."
" I adopt no criticism. I make my own," replied Horseman, gruffly.

" Well, you think with the Scotch Reviewers, that his poetry is too full of

beauties, and hampered too much with imagery!"
" I think simply this : he was a very respectable songster in his way, but an

immoral man and a bad Catholic."
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" Oh Doctor, that's not fair. I must protest against your bringing up our poet's

private character. It's not magnanimous of you at all."

" His poetry, take it all through," persisted Horseman, spitting into the grate,

" has done more to enervate and corrupt the mind of young men and women,

than any other I am acquainted with. And do you know the reason. Miss Pe-

tershamV
" No."
" Well, it was simply because in losing his faith he lost his morality also."

" My dear sir, we have nothing to do with his faith," replied Kate. " Why, you

bring faith into every thing. Can't we admire a man's writings without first

inquiring what his faith was?"
"Yes, that's very true—but it strikes me you value faith too little, and for that

reason you cannot properly estimate a man's writings. We Catholics disapprove

of all books and writings injurious to faith or morals. You Protestants have no

faith at all, and you let your morals take care of themselves."

" Highty tighty," muttered Uncle Jerry, running his hands again under his coat

tails, and pacing the room as before, " he's at it again."

Father John rose also, and turning Kate round on the piano stool, commanded

her under pain of disobedience, to play "the Last Rose of Summer," with Henry

Hews' variations first, and then sing it.

" Now !" she exclaimed, when she finished the song, "now. Dr. Horseman, I

put it to you as an honorable man, did you, or did you not e^er hear so exquisite

a song as that?"

" The words or the music?"

"Both together, I mean, when played and sung as they ought to be."

" Y-e-e-s, it's light, and pretty and fanciful, and"
" No, no, sir. I shall not be put off with that ; but tell me what poet ever

wrote a song of its kind, equal to that ? I give you the whole world to find

him."
" I never trouble myself much about such trifles," responded Horseman. " I

leave them to the boys and girls."

" I wish to goodness you did," muttered Uncle Jerry, looking at the priest.

"Just so," replied the latter, "and if he only knew himself well enough he

would. JVe mtor ultra cre-pidam"

" There, listen to him now. I wish to patience the Captain was come, for the

man will never slop disputing and fault finding. 'Pon my word I don't think

he'll do here at all."

" As Professor, you mean !"

"Yes
J
he is so disputatious and dogmatic. They'll never put up with him.

But is he really appointed ?"

" No, not quite—they have written him on the subject, I believe, and he has

stolen over here to see how things look."

"So his visit's all a secret, then !"

" Entirely so ; his friends at home don't know but he's in some of the southern

or western States."

"Ho, ho ! I declare! so that's the way of it."

" Dr. Horseman is undoubtedly a clever man," observed the priest, " and I be-

lieve a pious man and a strict Catholic, but his anti-Irish tendencies are too strong

1 fear for the men he has to deal with."

" And why did they think of him at all, then?"
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" Well, lio's a distinguished man, you know, and the founders of the institution

are desirous of securing mm of ability and reputation, of course."

"Of course—but tliey sliould have made some inquiry about the man's per-

sonal character. Ten chances to one they'll strive to get rid of him as quietly as

possible, when they come to hear how anti-Irish he is."

"Hillo! what are you doing there, Mr. Guirkie," exclaimed Kate, " chatting

away with Father John, and I all alone here with this great foreign Reviewer,

trying to defend my countrymen from utter annihilation ; come to the rescue, or

he'll not leave us one of them."

" What's the matter?" inquired the priest, looking over his shoulder.

" Why, he's actually making mince meat of all our celebrities. He has come

down now as far as Burke, and is cutting him up at such a rate that nothing will

be left of him, by and bye, but the bones."

The priest threw his legs across and pulled down his waistcoat with a jerk, but

said nothing in reply.

"You're growing angry," said Uncle Jerry.

"No, I'm not angry, I'm too Avell accustomed to him, for that."

" Poor Kate's as mad as a hatter, look how she shakes her curls at him. The

man might try to be a little more courteous, I think, even on our account."

" Were he in any other place but Castle Gregory, he would'nt come off so

easily I assure you," responded the priest.

"There now," cried Kate, running away from her antagonist, and flinging her-

self down beside Uncle Jerry on the sofa, " I won't dispute another syllable with

him—he has no mercy at all. He opens his great broadsides on every thing indis-

criminately, and goes firing away at you all the time his ponderous logic. He
has murdered me out and out, I hav'nt had such a quarrel these five years.

Heigh ! he looms over me like a nightmare."

" And why did you continue at it so long]?"

" What could I do, am I to be challenged at my own fireside, and by a stran-

ger too, and not fight? O could I only get him once aboard the Water Hen with a

stiff breeze from the southard, or on ' Moll Pitcher's' back for a morning's heath-

ing, if I would'nt have my revenge—no matter."

" So you've surrendered at last, Kate," said the priest, walking over leisurely

to the sofa, and tapping his snuff box on the lid.

" Of course I have, how could I understand all the theories and philosophies

and systems into which he dragged me. If he only could talk as other men do,

and on subjects that girls like me are generally acquainted with, I might do well

enough ; but botheration to a thing you can say but he reduces to logic in a

minute, and measures it by some one of his new theories, as a haberdasher would

measure a yard of tape."

" He don't give you lathude enough, Kate," said the priest, taking a pinch.

" No, he holds you like a vice. And then so bewilders you with his newly

imported principles and methods, and so on, that you don't know what you're

saying. But Father John, could you guess how he tries to account for the decay

of nations?"

" Oh ! hoh ! the decay of nations, no less."

" Yes, indeed—a subject I know as much about as old Thomas there. Thomas,

tell aunt Willoughby Father John wants to see her."

" Well, let us hear how he accounts for it."
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" Why, sir, he accounts for the decay of nations generally, and of the Irish

nation in particular, by the laws that regulate the circulation of matter."

" Ha ! ha ! Go, you mad creature," said the priest, again slapping her on the

cheek, " you're making him worse than he is."

*' It's a positive fact, sir," persisted Kate. " He says as the world is developed,

the attractive power of new countries becomes greater than those of the old, and

carry away from their weaker neighbors, through the atmosphere, more than their

share of animal and vegetable life."

" Ha, ha, ha," laughed Uncle Jerry, quitting the sofa, and bobbing his skirts

up and down the room. "Ha! ha! the man's fit for the mad house. I declare!

account for the decay of nations by laws regulating the circulation of matter. Oh
the Lord be about us, what's the world coming to, at all, at all."

" That reminds me of an article I read in some magazine last week, where the

writer discovers the antipathy of the Irish to the English people to have originated

in the difference between the Roman and the Celtic civilizations."

" Ha! ha! he went far back to find it, did'nt he," said Uncle Jerry, bobbing

away as he spoke.

" He was right, nevertheless," said Horseman, who had been listening. " I

agree with him."
" Right or wrong," said the priest, " of what earthly advantage is it to us to

discover the cause—is not the fact enough 1"

"No, sir, it is not enough," replied Horseman, "as a priest and a Christian,

you should feel happy to be able to ascribe this national antipathy to a more

creditable cause than the memory of past injuries."

" That rebuke is unmerited by me. Dr. Horseman,'- responded the priest, kind-

ling up a little. " I deplore those unhappy differences between the two countries,

as much as any man."
" And still you're never done dinning in our ears, how you've suffered and

bled and all that, under the lash of the Saxon—in America we are sick of it."

"Humph! don't doubt that the least. There has been, I must confess, rather

too much of this clamor about our rights and our wrongs. But, ray dear Doctor,

I suspect very much ymir sickness arises from another cause."

" What's that?"

" Your Anglo-Saxonism."

"I am an Anglo-Saxon," responded Horseman, promptly, "and what of that.

Have I not reason to feel as proud of my Anglo-Saxon as you do of your Celtic

origin. Has not the Saxon been as good a Catholic as the Celt—and as good a

soldier. I am an Anglo-Saxon, sir, and to the back bone."

" Precisely—and that's one reason you dislike the Irish so much."
" You're mistaken, sir, I do not dislike the Irish. I love and admire them for

their staunch adherence to the faith of their fathers—but"

"Ay, ay, but—' that's the rub.' You love them in the abstract, but you hate

them in det.ail."

"Mr. Brennan, I see you're determined to misunderstand me," exclaimed

Horseman, drawing himself up, and running his thumbs into the arm holes of his

waistcoat. "You're disposed to regard me as your countrymen do in the States."

"How is that?"

" Native American."
" Precisely. You're as much a Native American as you can be, and be a

Catholic, or rather you're first American and then you're Catholic."
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"Sir, I protest tliis is tlie most extraordinary "

" Oil psiiaugh! Doctor, don't try to play that triciv on me. You've caught the

contagion, that now prevails all over the United States, and in its most malignant

form."

" You mean"
" I mean hatred of the Celt. And how a man of your intelligence and Catholic

sentiments can entertain such feelings, is more than I can well understand."

" You're personal, Mr. Brennan."
" I'm candid. You dislike the Irish, that's my firm conviction."

" It's your assertion, sir."

" Dr. Horseman, I am not disposed to quarrel with you on the subject, nor

indeed is it worth quarreling about, for it matters little to the Irish, whether you

happen to be their friend or foe. But it appears very odd to me, after all your

prolessions of regard for the Irish, how you manage to see their faults sooner than

even their professed enemies. Since you landed on these shores nothing seems to

please you. Our people are lazy and ignorant, our clergy indolent, our schools

and colleges slow and undisciplined ; even our great men have not escaped your

contempt—Burke, Grattan, O'Connell, Curran, Goldsmith, Sheridan, Banim,

Swift, Moore—not one of them you have not spoken of in terms of the grossest

disparagement."

" Sir, I'm not to sit here, and listen to all this"

" You have drawn it all on yourself. Doctor. Why, you've been hardly intro-

duced here to Miss Petersham, when you offended her national pride, by the con-

temptuous language you use in speaking of her countryman—confessedly one of

the greatest men of modern times."

" I may express my opinion, I presumeV
" Certainly, sir, but you should reflect that you're a stranger, and expected to

treat us at least with common civility."

" You are very severe, Mr. Brennan."
'* I speak the truth, sir, and that I fear is something you cannot very well bear

to be told."

"And pray, sir, how come you to know that? Our acquaintance is but short."

" Long enough to discover that you cannot bear the least contradiction without

losing your temper. Simple differences of opinion expressed in the most respect-

ful manner, excites you."

" And yet strange to say, since I joined the Catholic Church, I have submitted

with the docility of a child to the corrections, and even the rebukes of the humblest

of her priests."

" Upon my word then. Doctor," replied the priest, laughingly, " humility, so

far as I can learn, is not a virtue you have ever got much credit for. I am aware

you profess great respect for the clergy of the American Church, but I fear you
sometimes forget to practice it."

" That's a calumny, sir. I could appeal to the whole body of our American

B , if I have ever been wanting in respect to a single individual amongst

them. Their endorsement of my Review is a sufficient guaranty on that point."

"Humph!" said Father John, "that happened some years ago, if I don't

mistake. Were the endorsement to be made now—ahem !

"

"What, sir?"

" Nothing, let it pass. The endorsement however, did you no good. Doctor.

It gave you a credit on which you depended too much—it spoiled you."
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" I presume you mean to say, the B approval of my Review has made me
insolent?"

" That is not exactly the word I should use—though the word is a good English

word of three syllables."

"Humph! I understand you," growled the angry Doctor, and spitting the

tobacco he had been fiercely chewing for the last ten minutes, into the grate, he

replaced it by another quid from his silver box, and looked over at the priest as if

he could have annihilated him with a glance.

" And now, Doctor, as we have been quarreling," resumed the priest, without

taking the least notice of the Doctor's anger, " let us fight it out and be good

friends again. Let me ask you then how it happens, that you dislike so much
every thing Irish, especially for the last five years ?"

" I tell you again, sir, you are mistaken—I am unconscious of any antipathy to

the Irish people, whether at home or abroad."

"Is it possible you can so far deceive yourself on this point? Can you tell me
of a single instance, where in word or writing, you have these five years mani-

fested a friendly feeling for us. I have read your Review for six years, from cover

to cover. I heard you lecture before Irish audiences seven times, during my stay

in the United States, have been in your company and conversed with you freely and

frequently during that time, and I protest I could never discover the slightest indica-

tion in any thing you ever wrote or said, of friendship for the Irish, priest or people."

"Humph! You would expect me to shew my love for Ireland in blowing

about Brian Boru and Tara's Hall, and that sort of humbug, I presume ?"

"No sir, I despise that as much as you do. I should merely expect you, as a

Catholic, to cherish Catholic sentiments towards us. I should expect that when

you profess friendship for us, you would at the same time give us some proof of

your sincerity?"

" And have I not given such proofs ? Did I not, six years ago, devote all the

energies of my mind and body to the improvement of their political and social

condition in the States—and what have I gained by it?"

" Nothing—and you deserved to gain nothing, for your motives were selfish."

"Selfish!"

" Ay, selfish. You aspired to the leadership of the Irish in the United States,

without a particle of love for them in your heart. You would be the O'Connell

or the Montelambert of America, but you failed, for you possess neither the talent

of the one, nor the self-sacrificing spirit of the other to sustain you."

" The charge is false," exclaimed Horseman, passionately.

" No, sir, but as true as you now stand before me, and when the Irish withheld

their confidence, which nothing but your own vanity could have led you to expect,

your pretended love for them turned to hatred. I know you well. Dr. Horseman,

and yet nothing but the provocation I have had from you to-night, could have

drawn from me this rebuke. I introduced you here as my friend, and you have

hardly entered the room when you tell the young lady of the house she's on the

straight road to damnation, and then you set about deliberately abusing her country-

men without distinction, and in a manner so overbearing, that no man with a par-

ticle of feeling left in his heart could tolerate. How would you feel, sir, if one of

our reviewers, after landing in your native city, commenced a general attack upon
your American authors and orators, Prescott, Bryant, Cowper, Webster, Clay,

Calhoun, and the rest of your great men ? How would you like to hear a foreigner

in one of your drawing rooms speak in that style?"
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" Sir, I have never withheld my opinions any wiipro. When I form opinions

I am not ashamed to avow tliem."

" But I tell you, Doctor, you ought to be ashamed to avow such opinions as you

have just expressed here. I have listened to you in my own house speak in the

most contemptuous, manner of our Irish writers and statesmen, and borne with

you patiently, for I was then your host; but I cannot sit patiently here and hear

you outrage the feelings of a young and gentle girl at her own fire-side, and on

your very first introduction, because she happens to be a Protestant and is national

enough to feel proud of her countrymen."

Horseman again took out his tobacco box, and was about to reply, when the

door opened, and Mrs. Willoughby entered, carrying a letter in her hand. She

was evidently beyond three score and ton, to judge from the deep furrows of her

cheeks and thin white hair, and yet she walked as sprightly and upright as a girl

of sixteen. Approaching Father John and Mr. Guirkie with a smile of welcome,

she extended a hand to each, and expressed the pleasure she felt in seeing them

at Castle Gregory.
*' Kate," she added, "where are you, Kate?"
" Quarreling with Dr. Horseman," replied the priest.

" O the wild creature. She's always at some mischief. Kate, here's a note

from'Mary Lee."

In a moment the delighted girl was at her aunt's side, and kissing her hand fer-

vently for having carried the precious billet, she bounded off again to read it.

" News for you, Uncle Jerry," she exclaimed, as she ran her eye rapidly over

the contents ;
" Mary Lee comes to-morrow, and you must stay to see her. You

can't refuse, for you know how anxious you've been to converse with her."

" Come over," said Uncle Jerry, " and sit beside me here on the sofa, we must

talk a little of your friend. Do you really know what this girl is, or whence she

came, and what's to become of her?"
" Not I," replied Kate. " All I know is, I love her dearly, and that's all I want

to know."

"But of her father?"

" She never speaks of him ; I never even heard her mention his name."
" I declare!—is'nt it strange, and you so intimate ?"

" Very—she told me all about her uncle's embarrassment, though. She fears

he cannot hold out much longer. His creditors in Dublin and Cork are pressing

him very hard, and he has no means to meet their demands."
" God help him, poor fellow, if he did'nt happen to be a gentleman, it had'nt

been half so bad."

" Have you called to see him yet, as you promised?"
" No, I thought better of it," replied Uncle Jerry.

"How so?'"

" My visit might be disagreeable perhaps."
" Disagreeable?"

" Yes—he might feel embarrassed."
" What! ashamed of his poverty, you mean?"
" No, but if he knew me to be the purchaser of Mary's pictures, what should I

do then? Rodger would never sell me a picture again."

" He knows nothing about it," said Kate. " Rodger would die sooner than tell

him ; even Mary herself don't know who buys her pictures. She thinks Rodger

^1 Vol. III.—No. 9.
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sells them in Derry to a picture dealer. All she don't understand about it is the

high price she gets for them."

"Nonsense!" ejaculated Uncle Jerry, "she receives the value ot" them, and

not one stiver more or less. I'm not such a i'ool as to throw my hard earned

money away for nothing."

" Fool," repeated Kate, looking at Uncle Jerry, till the tears came to her eyes.

" I wish to God we had more fools like you, for then the world would be both

better and wiser."

"There it is again," said Uncle Jerry, turning aAvay from his companion, for

nothing irritated him more than to charge him with the crime of benevolence

;

" there it is again ; always harping on the same string. I'll stay at home, in

future," he continued, " for I sha'nt be plagued in this way any longer. 1 '11 not let

a beggar— I'll not let a man with a torn coat, nor a woman with a child in her

arms, within a league of my house."

" Don't grow angry with me. Uncle Jerry," pleaded Kate, taking his hand in

both hers.

" I will grow angry ; I can't help it ; a saint could'nt stand it. I'll turn off

Mrs. Motherly too, for she's the cause of all this. I can't fling a copper to a beggar,

but she reports it a pound. Upon my word it's a pretty thing, to be taken lor a

simpleton at the age of sixty years."

" I only hinted at your generosity—I mean your goodness—in-a-in-why, in

giving a fair price for Mary's pictures."

"Fair price"

—

" Yes, and I thought you would'ut be angry with me for saying that."

" Of course I would'nt, but you said nothing of the kind—not a syllable,"

replied Uncle Jerry, softening down a little.

" I meant to say so," said Kate, " but you would'nt hear me. I certainly

think it's very good and kind in you to buy these pictures from the poor girl when
you don't want them yourself. I say that, Mr. Guirkie, and I shall always say so."

"But I do want them—I want all she can paint, for a twelve month to come,

and I would'nt give one of them for twice the price they cost me. Do you hear

that. Miss Petersham?"

"Oh well," said Kate, humoring the whim, "that accounts for it then."

" Certainly. You thought all the time, I suppose, I bought these pictures as an

act of charity. He! he!" he chuckled, endeavoring all the while to belie his own
heart, " when I buy, Kate, I have an eye to business."

Kate raised up her eyes in appeal against the sacrilege, but dared not venture to

say a word.

"And that's the real reason, Kate, I don't visit at the Lighthouse," added

Uncle Jerry, holding his head down, for his conscience smote him for bearing

false witness against himself, " that's the reason, precisely."

" Oh, very well," said Kate, " I'm satisfied if you are."

" 1 must acknowledge it's a selfish motive," continued Uncle Jerry, " but I have

been a man of the world and doubtless my feelings are hardened by long inter-

course with it."

" Humph, and so you won't visit at the Lighthouse, lest Rodger should never

come with his pictures again? "

" Precisely. If the old man saw me once there, he should never, never come

knocking at my door again. He's a wonderful man, that Rodger, and I think I

should miss him very much."
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" He's a faitliful croaturo," replied Kate; " like the ivy, he clings on to the hst

;

when the old house falls into ruins he falls with it."

" He is very obli<;ing to mo, at all events," said Uncle Jerry, " to make me the

first ofTer. But you'll keep the secret to yourself Kate, (and ho whispered the

words in the ear,) there's no need you know of telling every body the value of

these pictures. 'Let that flea stick fast in the wa,' Kate."

"Never fear; I'll not discover on you."

" And now, can you tell me if Mary Lee has any friends or relatives in or about

Rathmullen?" inquired Uncle Jerry.

" No, not that I know of."

'"You're not certain, I suppose?"
" Well, as certain as I can be, without actually hearing her say so."

" Then, 1 must have seen her ghost."

" Her ghost, forsooth! where?"
" In Rathmullen grave yard."

" Oh, it was only some one like her, you saw. She has no relatives buried

there. The Lees, you know, are absolute strangers in this part of the country."

"So I understood, and yet upon my word, I could almost swear I saw her

there, at two different times, as plainly as I see you now. On both occasions it

was late in the evening, and she passed within a few yards of me, apparently on

her way to the shore."

"It was some one else, you may rest assured. Mary never goes there; I

should hear of it if she did. Sometimes in calm evenings, she and Lanty Hanlon

take a run up the loch together, but I never heard of her visiting the grave yard."

During this little conversation between Uncle Jerry and Kate, Dr. Horseman

and Mrs. Willoughby were busily engaged talking on various subjects, particu-

larly those relating to America and American society. Being of a very old aristo-

cratic family herself, the good lady was very fond of speaking of her ancestors,

dating them back as far as the conquest, and of the various noble houses all over

England and Scotland, with Avhich she had become connected during a long suc-

cession of years. Dr. Horseman, on the other hand, coming, as he did, from the

Puritans of Plymouth Rock, and still proud of the grim old warrior fathers, was

not inclined to set much value on his venerable companion's reminiscences of the

past, and indeed went so far in his rough, brusque manner of speaking of the Eng-

lish nobility, as to shock the old lady's prepossessions very much. Fortunately,

however, a circumstance of rather a ludicrous character occurred just then to

prevent an open rupture between them.

Lanty Hanlon, as the reader may remember, was appointed to take charge of

the negro in the boat-house, and keep him as comfortable as possible under hay

and blankets, till a carriage could be sent next morning to convey him to Green-

mount, if indeed it should so happen that no accommodation could be had for him

at Castle Gregory. Lanty Avaited patiently till the half hour was up, expecting

by that time to see some of the Castle servants coming down to relieve him. But

when the half hour was past and gone and no one coming, he began to feel some-

what uneasy at the prospect of being obliged to sit up all night with so unsociable

a companion. The next half hour passed away also, and no one came. Lanty

went to the door to listen—but all in vain—not a sound could he hear, but the

occasional screech of the peacock on the old sun dial.

'•' Begorra," he muttered to himself, at last, scratching his head'and returning

to his weary post, " begorra, it's a mighty agreeable akipation, sittin here all alone
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nurse-tendin a blackamoore, an not a sowl within call of me. I'd know wliat

Mary Kelly will say when I'm not (here to talse iier up to Ned Callahan's chris-

tenin. I'm sayin, Mr. Blackamoore," he continued, turning to the negro, who
now lay motionless on the flat of his back, " I'm sayin, ye'd do me a mighty

great favor if ye'd let me off" till day break. I've some Aveighty business on my
hands th' night."

*'Bery sick, massa."
" Oh I don't dispute that in the laste. But there's no fear of you till mornin,

any how."
"Berry bad, niassa," repeated the negro, '"berry sick; no tink me live."

" Oh musha, bad luck to the fear of ye, my augenach, yer more frightened than

hurt, I'm thinkin."
*' Me no feel toes—none at all."

" Confound your toes—I'm not goin to stay here all night nursin them, without

as much a drop 'i drink, or even a draw of the pipe to warm me. So start,

my darlinj I'll carry ye to the castle."
'' You kill me, massa."
" Dang the fear of ye—come, up my fine fellow—ye'll ride on a Christian's

back, any way, and that's an honor ye little expected."

The poor negro begged hard to be left where he was for the night, but Lanty

was inexorable; the dance at Ned Callahan's christening, with Mary Kelly for a

partner, Avas too strong a temptation. After various twistings and turnings, he

succeeded at length in seating the invalid on the top of an empty barrel, and then

backing in, wound the creature's arms round his neck and tied them there Avith his

handkerchief, lest he might happen to grow faint, and fall on the road. In this

fashion Lanty started off Avith his burden, intending to leaA^e him in one of the

out houses till morning. When he reached the Castle, hoAA'ever, he Ibund all the

office houses locked. The only door in fact he saw open, after hawking his load

all over the place, Avas the great hall door of the castle itself. So after some hesi-

tation he took courage and in he went. Looking round the spacious hall for some
time, and seeing no one coming, he determined at last to deposit the negro on a

door mat, and then having rung the bell, to disappear as fast as possible. Unfor-

tunately, hoAvever, he selected the Avrong place, but Avorse still, in turning round

to drop the negro behind him, he stumbled backwards, burst open the parlor door

Avhere the company we have just left A\^ere quietly seated, and roiled into the

middle of the room, Avith the negro's arms clasped around his neck like a vice.

The uproar was awful. Mrs. Willoughby screamed, Mr. Guirkie shouted

thieves and murder. Dr. Horseman upset the table with the lights, in his effort to

lay hold of his aristocratic antagonist, as she fell fainting from her chair. Kate
ran to one door, and the priest groaped his Avay to another, calling on the ser-

vants. Within the room all was darkness and confusion. Uncle Jerry, in his

attempts to escape, upset chairs, tables, tumblers, decanters, dumb-Avaiters, and
every thing else that came in his way. Mrs. Willoughby. in a fit of hysterics

wriggled furiously in the stahvart arms of the burly Reviewer, Avliilst Lanty
kicked and swore lustily at the " blackguard blackamoore" to let him go.

At length the servants came running in Avith lights, one after another, all out of

breath, and inquiring what had happened. The shouts and screams of the party

had attracted to the spot every domestic in the house, from the boot-boy to the

Stewart. But their stay hoAvever, Avas short, for the instant their eyes fell on the

negro's black face, they mistook him for a certain gentleman of the same color,

and away they fled, treading on each others heels, and screeching like very

demons, till the din grew ten times greater than it Avas before.

" What's all this clamor about," cried the priest, motioning back the affrighted

servants. "Brave fellows you are to be scared in this Avay by the black face of a

poor African. But where's Lanty Hanlon," he added, suddenly recollecting him-
self, " aAvay, and bring the villain here forthAvith, he's the cause.of all this trouble.

Bring him here instantly."

"Lanty Hanlon, Avhere arc you?" shouted one.

"Lanty Hanlon, the priest Avants you!" cried another.

But no answer came. Lanty Avas gone.
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1. The Southern GIuarterlt Review ; new Series, Vol. XII, No XXIII. July,

1855. Charleston: C. Mortimer.

We must certainly beg pardon of our talented contemporary for our want of courtesy

in not paying our respects to him at an earlier day, hut really these hot days and the

regular stampede, that scatters mental as well as corporeal animals during this season,

must plead in abatement of our involuntary fault. There is no mistake in saying that

this number equals its predecessors in all that is calculated to make a periodical readable.

There is real merit in the most of the articles, and something of which the editor and

jniblisher may be proud. Against one article, however, wo enter our protest as being,

in our opinion, too much of a sop thrown to the Cerberus of prejudice and fanaticism,

which now guards the entrance to our literary Elysium. We did think of penning an

answer to the very inaccurate, not to call it by a harder name, article on the Jesuits,

but having heard that an abler pen had taken the gauntlet in favor of that abused and

misrepresented order, we content ourselves with merely expressing our astonishment,

that so able a periodical should have admitted it. Its reputation, and we are sure, its

subscription list, wanted not such a prop to keep them from falling.

2. English Past and Present. By Richard Chenerix French. New York: Red-
field. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

This is a series of five lectures on our language, its gains and losses, written evidently

by one who is master of his subject and possessed of imagination and skill sufficient to

render so dry a matter interesting to the general reader. A great deal of useful infor-

mation, not easily found elsewhere, has been gathered together, and many of the cus-

toms and practices of our ancestors have been illustrated in the apparently uninteresting

study of etymology, while many of the conclusions are of vital importance to him who
would have a complete knowledge of his mother tongue. In these days of slang, when
almost every writer thinks himself at liberty to coin new words and phrases, it is a real

benefit to be recalled to the love of our own expressive language and made to see, I

had almost said, to touch its capabilities. " So we may hope," we quote our author,

" to be ourselves guardians of its purity and not corruptors of it; to introduce, it may
be, others into an intelligent knowledge of that, with which we shall have ourselves

more than a merely superficial acquaintance; to bequeath it to those who come after us

not worse than we received it ourselves. Spartam nactus es: banc exoma? This

should be our motto in respect at once of our country and our country's tongue."

3. Miscellaneous Writings of the i.ate Dr. Maginn. Edited by Dr. Shelton
JUackenzie. 2 vols. New York: Redfield. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

The rare, spicy, sparkling style which delighted so often the readers of Blackwood,

and which we have often attributed to old Kit North, are now for the first time made to

honor its father. Dr. Maginn. Dr. Mackenzie has evidently looked upon his part as a

labor oflove, and his friend must certainly in these spirit-wrapping times have rapped

many a thanks for his editorial love, in thus bringing his remains to light and life. But
the reading public have not, we are certain, been less grateful for the pleasure they have

enjoyed in recalling to memory the many jeux-d-esprits that '• shook their lungs" into

new vigor in olden times, when classical memories were yet fresh and lively, and the

life of the college had not yet been altogether merged in the vortex of business. At
least for ourselves we must say we were sated with fun. How we gloated over the

" ridendo dicere verum," which shone more brightly and genially than did the satiric

lights of old Horace ! We could even pardon and overlook all his tory tendencies and
his flings at O'Connell and agitation for the hearty laugh, which his careless pen, as

if it were a magician's wand, would evoke from our wearied breasts. It was no wonder
that Kit North should be christened the Northern Wizzard, when he could bring such

a rollocking pen under contribution. We wish we had room for extracts, but there is

no need of them, nor would our readers be thankful to us for forestalling their enjoyment.
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4. Satire ank Satirists. By James Ilannay. New York: Redfield. Baltimore: J.

Murphy & Co.

A series of lectures on the writers of Satire from the first origin, aifords a vast scope

for fun, and must interest those wlio desire to learn something without the trouble of

study or any other fatigue that would be incurred in going to a place of amusement.

Mr. Hannay has not been below his subject in this little collection. His style is easy

and colloquial as lectures before a mixed audience should be. But as with the most of

the modern literati, the Catholic religion and its institutions are no great favorites with

him, and where he has occasion to speak of the Satirists of the sixteenth centuries in

our own and other languages, he cannot help showing how cordially he hates monkery

and bigotry, although inconsistently enough, he praises in Luther what he condemns in

the "bigots and ignoramuses." What a curious existence this Catholic Church is,

always dying yet never dead, always exposed in some way or other to the shafts of

ridicule or persecution, yet never wounded, verifying the Latin poet's encomium of the

Roman people: merses profunda pulchrior evenit: and showing that divine life and

activity, with which her Founder blest her and sent her to conquer the earth. Satirists

ma^ ridicule the imperfect and vicious among her children, and lecturers may try to

make out a case against her unblemished holiness. But though " blackened she is ever

beautiful," and the attempts of the scoffer only go to prove with more evidence that she

is ever " terrible as an army set in array," and all their efforts can never prevail against

her.

5. Pictorial Bible Stories: from the Creation to the Death of Joseph. Balti-

more: J. Murphy & Co.

We have, in a former number, spoken at some length of the nature and design of the

Pictorial Series of publications under preparation by Father Formby, of Birmingham,

England. Since then, the first number has been issued, and we are now enabled to

speak of the comparative merits of the whole work from the sample before us. The

learned and zealous author tells us (and we cannot too strongly impress it upon the

minds of Catholics) that the object aimed at, in the arduous task he has taken upon

himself, is to place within the reach of every Catholic family, in a pleasing and attractive

manner, a connected view of the principal and most striking events that have attended

the progress of Divine Revelation from the earliest dawn of creation to the present

time; and to show that the Son of God was, from the beginning even as he is now, the

only medium of salvation to fallen man.

Faithfully has the author carried out this oliject in the volume before us as far as it

goes. He carefully points out those events in the Old Testament which bear a resem-

blance to passages in the New, and connects them with such remarks as tend to impress

both firmly upon the mind of the reader. Take for exatrple his description of the

death of Abel. On the one side a beautiful wood cut represents Eve in all the grief and

agony of a mother bending over the lifeless remains of her murdered son; and on the

other we read the following: *' The picture of the death of Abel on the opposite page,

is a type of Christ. But the word "type" %vill require a little explanation. Before

Jesus Christ came into the world, and while the people were looking forward to his

coming. Almighty God was slowly preparing the world to receive him when the time

should come. Jesus Christ, though God, was still to come into the world as man in

great humility, was to suffer many cruelties, and to be put to death through the hatred

and jealousy of his own people, who could not bear to witness the example of his

virtues and goodness in contrast with that of their own sins and wickedness

Abel is a type of Christ in this respect, that he was murdered by his own brother,

owing to Cain being jealous that Abel was more acceptable to God for his virtues than

himself. Abel's death is thus the figure of the death of Christ; while Eve mourning

the death of her son is a type of the Mother of God, receiving and mourning over the

lifeless remains of Jesus taken down from the cro.^'S on which he had suffered for

mankind."
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The illustrations, in g;eneial, nre much superior to what we have been accustomed to

in this class of works, niiil in one respect they far surpass most other Biblical illustra-

tions—they present a faithful representation of the objects for which they are designed.

Artists generally act upon the principle that,

*' Pictoribus atque poetis,

Quid libct audendi semper fuit requa potestas;"

and their productions are to a great extent, as far from truth and fact as it is possible

to conceive. This is a serious defect, especially in illustrations designed to accompany

history; for they mislead where they ought to teach and convey ideas of persons and

places completely at variance with truth and reality. The illustrations, moreover, rep-

resenting the most important events, constitute an excellent chronological table, and

serve strongly to impress these events upon the mind of the reader.

But no description of ours will suffice to give an adequate idea of the book; to be

properly appreciated, it must be read and examined. It is a hand-book of sacred his-

tory, peculiarly adapted to the use of children, while persons of maturer years may read

it with pleasure and profit. It is, moreover, the first of the series of an important work;

it is the corner-stone of a grand and noble edifice, it is for Catholics to say whether the

building shall be completed; whether its benefits shall be permitted to flow on their chil-

dren. To Father Formby they owe a debt of gratitude, for his zeal and energy in produc-

ing a work, in every respect so worthy of their patronage. To insure this patronage, we
feel confident that it is only necessary to add that the undertaking has the sanction and

approbation of his Eminence Cardinal Wiseman, and the English hierarchy generally,

as well as that of the Most Rev. Archbishop of Baltimore. This alone is sufficient to

recommend the enterprise to the special attention of the Clergy and the Catliolic public.

6. Elements of Criticism. By Henry Home, of Kames, revised with omissions,

additions and a new analysis. Edited hy Re\. James R. Boyd. New York: A. S.

Barnes & Co. Baltimore: J. Murphy & Co.

"We felt disposed to quarrel with Mr. Boyd, when we first read the title page of these

excellent elements. Omissions, additions made, and then to present the work as the

original of Lord Kames, was, we thought, imposing on the public and rendering the

editor liable to an action for trespass under false pretences, as it was certainly in our

ideas a liberty that no editor should take with the author submitted to his revision.

But when we came to find out in what these omissions consisted, and saw how many
serious blemishes, which rendered the original work unfit for a modest eye, were made

to give place to beauties that all could safely admire, we cast our quarrelsome humor

to the winds and thanked Mr. Boyd for his zeal and industry in the cause of sound

literature. There are very few works in our language tlwit are more worthy of praise

for its treatment of a particular subject, than this of Lord Kames. It is not tainted

with that materialistic tendency, which since the days of Locke and Hobbes, has

made such havoc among English philosophers, and we know of no work in our lan-

guage that can compare with it in its explanation and teaching, regarding that part of

psychology, which treats of the origin of ideas, of emotions and passions and of the

principle of beauty. Being a Protestant he could not of course pass by an opportunity

of having a fling at the Catholics, and in this respect the editor is as good as his author.

Perhaps he thought he would not have deserved the title of Reverend, had he acted

otherwise. Yet there was no necessity for such a display of religious fervor, and he

should have remembered that " the word of the cross, to them indeed that perish, is fool-

ishness." But perhaps he was v.'illing in himself to give an example of that impro-

priety, " the sense of which, according to his author, with respect to mistakes, blunders

and absurdities, is evidently calculated for the good of mankind." If so, we have cer-

tainly no right to blame him, for in this free country any man, even a Reverend Pro-

fessor of Geneva, New York, may make a fool of himself as often and as long as he

pleases. And if he thinks he can thus benefit mankind, it is a heroism which we cannot

sufficiently extol. It is however a great pity, that when he was removing blemishes, he

had not removed this, which certainly merited as much condemnation as many of the

others.
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7. The Curse of the Village, and the Happiness of being Rich. From the

Flemish of M. Henri Conscience. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

We have never met with a book that gave us more pleasure than this. It is really

an intellectual feast, where the mind may seek both refreshment and relaxation. But

had we not read the work, it would have been sufficient for us to know that it is from

the pen of the distinguished Belgian novelist, M. Conscience. Like all the other works

of this distinguished author, it possesses a simple beauty that charms and delights the

reader. Its scenes, deeply interesting in themselves, are rendered the more striking and

entertaining by the under-current of humor that flows beneath its style. Its purity and

chasteness of sentiment, its freedom from every thing that could in the remotest degree

offend the moral or religious sensibility of the most refined taste, or raise a scruple in

the most fastidious mind, must and will commend it to universal patronage. The

elegant style in which it is presented to the public, requires no commendation. The

beauty of its external appearance is but a fitting type of the purity and sublimity of its

contents.

Apart however from the merits of the work, other circumstances add to it a degree

of interest. It is the first of a series of light and entertaining works, which Messrs.

Murphy & Co. are about to issue under the title of the " Amusing Library." We
are glad to see an enterprise, which promises so much good, undertaken. A want

of light literature, at least such as could have been read indiscriminately by young

and old, has been much felt in this country. Works suitable especially for the

young, of a purely moral and healthy character, avoiding every thing that could give

offence on the subject of religion, are a class much needed, and such, we are happy

to learn, is the class to be supplied by the Amusing Library. This library, therefore,

will do an essential service to the community, by furnishing an antidote to the per-

nicious, seductive and sickening trash with which the country is inundated, in the

name of " light literature,"

8. A Common-place Book of Thoughts, Memories and Fancies, Original and
Selected. By Mrs. Jameson. New York: D. Appleton & Co. Baltimore: J.

Murphy & Co.

Mrs. Jameson might have put it down among her common fancies, that the public

would be delighted with her thoughts and memories, but we scarcely opine that the

public would even think of giving a penny for her thoughts. There is a great deal in

our opinion more fit for her papeterie or a warmer place still than for the reader, and

those friends, who advised her to trouble the printer, were scarcely judicious, and to our

mind were, as we Americans use the term, humbugging her. She has at least so much

good sense as to let the public know her own judgment regarding the farrago she has

sent forth. Truly old Mont^iigue helped her book to a character, when he wrote the

words, which she lias selected for her epigraph: " Un pen de chaque chose et rien du

tout." We might commend her to the " Tale of a Tub" for a proper idea of a com-

mon-place book, and common writers.

9. French Translation Self-taught, or First Book of French Translation
ON a New System. By Guillarme H. Talbot. Boston: Crosby, Nichols & Co.

Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

Those who purchase this book with the expectation of finding a new system for

learning how to translate the French language will be sorely disappointed. It is the

crambe repelilia of interlinear translation, long ago rejected by the experience of scholars

and teachers, and is only another proof of the Scripture assertion, that '* there is

nothing new under the sun, neither is any man able to say: Behold this is new: for it

hath already gone before in the ages that were before us." Apart from this false pre-

tence, as a book of selections and helps to learn, it is not without merit, and may con-

tribute somewhat with the teacher's guidance, to the purpose for which it was pre-

pared. But we have no faith in self-teaching. There is no such a thing in nature, and

least of all in regard to a living language.



The following beautiful lines, accompanied by the introductory words, have been

handed to us by a fair contributor. They are the production of a young poet, and if

they do not possess tiuit perfection which we might look for in one of maturer years,

they give evidence of genius, which we love to encourage. And while we read them,

we too should not forget that we are " neoring- home." That every day brings us one

step further towards the goal of life: that death approaches us: that eternity awaits us

:

It was an evening in the month of May. Clarence sat by the open window of his

chamber, looking out upon the broad patches of moon-light and shade that flaked the

park. That morning his soul had been refreshed by the sacrament of his Saviour's

love, and strengthened by the heavenly food, it seemed no longer hard to die. The ties

of earth were slowly falling off. He arose, and going to his desk, wrote the following

lines, which were found by his sister after his death.

NEARING HOME.

A light has flashed on the darkened way,

'Mid the shadows 'tis softly gleaming,

And I know that the steady placid ray

From the portals of home is streaming.

To my weary feet new strength it brings,

New hope to "my shrinking soul;

And my heart in its rapture softly sings

"Thou art nearing the promised goal."

But a dreary gulf must first be passed,

And a bitter pang be borne;

The grave's chill shade be o'er me cast,

And death's dark mantle worn,

A moment's woe ! Then joy forever:

A full, majestic tide

Flooding the heart like some gushing stream

That sweeps down the mountain side:

Fills each fair vale, and lovely glade,

Each dark and silent wood,

And chasms by some convulsion made,

Where giant mountains stood:

'Till nought is seen but the waters clear

Reflecting the clearer sky,

And the wind's low voice alone is there

Whispering mysteriously.

But one deep pang, feiithful heart

!

One farewell calmly spoken.

One effort to still the fears that start

O'er the hopes so early broken.

A shuddering dread of the cold, cold ground,

A glance to the sky above;

' Then hope and fear alike are drowned

In the fathomless waves of love.

72 Vol, III.—No. 9.
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Celebration of the Anniversary of the Adoption of the Constitution of

THE United States.—September l~th.

The anniversary of the Adoption of the Constitution of the United States was cele-

brated on the 17th ultimo, in this city, with becoming honor.

At a time when fanaticism would seem to prompt a portion of our fellow-citizens to

raise a hand against the Constitution of the country, the palladium of our rights

and liberties, it was meet and proper that this celebration should have taken place. It

was opportune at this crisis of our country, that former party lines should be laid aside,

that the hatchet of political differences should be buried, that our fellow-citizens, without

distinction of creed or country, the friends of civil and religious liberty, should meet and

renew their vows of fidelity to the sacred principles contained in the national charter,

and plight to each other the words of freemen, to transmit to their children those

principles unsullied and unbroken.

On this, as on every other occasion, where we have had an opportunity of hearing

the views of the truly great men of the country, these views have been directly adverse

to the doctrines put forth by the new order that has lately sprung up in our midst.

Our space will not permit us to do more than refer to the truly eloquent and patriotic

letters from the Hon. Geo. M. Dallas, His Excellency Governor Ligon, and to the

eloquent remarks of the Hon. Wm. D. Merrick, and other distinguished gentlemen.

But there is one name which we cannot pass over in silence; it is that of our own dis-

tino-uished citizen, the Hon. Reverdy Johnson, of whom not only his native State, but

his counti-y may feel justly proud. Standing as he does in the foremost ranks of his

profession, and having filled with honor the distinguished position of Attorney General

of the United States, his opinion on the grave and vital questions now agitating the

country, will be received with the deepest interest. That opinion is freely and frank'y

given in a letter addressed to the " Executive Committee of the Constitutional Anni-

versary." The Hon. gentleman will be found, where every right-minded, honorable

American citizen ought to be found, on the side of constitutional right and equal hbeity,

civil and religious, while he enters a protest against those, who would attempt to invade

the one or infringe the other. Having reviewed at considerable length the letter and

spirit of the Constitution, and the efforts making to exclude our naturalized citizens

from the rights and privileges secured to them under that instrument, the Hon. gentle-

man, in the letter alluded to, says:

" But the aspect in which such a combination, successfully carried out, would present

us to the world, should be a matter of deep regret. It would prove native Americans

false to a most solemn national promise—that holds forth the expectation, in words too

clear for debate, of equality of rights. This after the expectation has been acted upon

in good faith by the emigrant—denies it. It therefore carries with it national dishonor.

It makes also the Constitution what it is not. It changes the law, which all are equally

bound to obey, in spirit as well as letter, and makes for itself a law.

Upon the subject of religious freedom our ancestors were so jealous that they deeined

it right to secure it more effectually than it was thought to be secured by the Constitu-

tion as at first adopted. This they did in the first of the amendments by denying to

Congress the right to pass any 'law respecting the establishment of religion or pro-

hibiting the free exercise thereof.' And this they deem equally important as the whole

article shews with 'freedom of speech or of the press, or the right of the people peace-

ably to assemble and petition for a redress of grievances.'
" If a combination to the injury of the naturalized citizen, merely because of his

being naturalized, is improper, how much more improper, if that be possible, is such a

combination to affect the rights of a citizen whether native or naturalized because merely

of his religious opinions?"

Having spoken with feelings of deep regret of the strife and contentions that have

divided the human fiimily on account of religion, and the persecutions that have raged

in other lands, Jie continues:

" With us, too, at this time, the Roman Catholics are the objects of assault. For-

getting for the occasion their own substantial differences, Protestants of most sects, if

not of all, are said to be concerned in this political religious cru.sade. What would

they think, if, constituting as they once did, a majority, the Catholics were to unite in

such a warfare ? Thank God, at that period, they set not a nobler, for there is nothing
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noble in the opposite ranse, but a noble—a snHlime example. Of this their descendants

may well be proud. Klyi"S tVoni religion.^ perse<iUion, one aniontrsl their first a<l« of

legislation was a provision for perfect religioua freedom. On the 21st of April, 1G49,

they passed this statute:
" ' And whereas the cnforcin:^ of the conacienre in matters of religion hath frequently

fallen out to be of dangerous consequence in these commonwealths where it has been

Eractised, and for the more quiet and peaceable government of this |)rovince, and the

etter to preserve mutual love and amity among the inhabitants, no person within this

province professing to believe in Jesus Christ shall be any way troubled, molested or

discountenanced from liis or her religion or in the free exercise thereof.'
•• This was done too, as history tells us, • with the earnest concurrence of their gov-

ernor and of the proprietary.' Sir George Calvert, who we are also told, ' in an age

when religious controversy still continued to be active, and when the increasing divisions

among Protestants were spreading a general alarm, his mind sought relief from contro-

versy in the bosom of the Roman Catholic Church—and preferring the avowal of his

opinions to the emoluments of ofHce, he resigned his place and openly professed his

communion.'
"•Increasing divisions among Protestants!'—How much have they since multiplied

and how persuasive should tJie fact be with Protestants for the cause of religious

toleration !

•« In justification of this political hostility to the Catholics, it is alleged that they owe
a paramount allegiance to the Papal See. Suppose they do, is there any thing in that

to alarm us r Sliould we be fearful that they would sacrifice the interests of this

country to those of Rome, or that our liberty could in any measure be endangered.'

The temporal government of the Pope is impotent for aggression. Not al)le to main-
tain it at home he has relied and yet relies on the aid of other governments. To feel

apprehensions for American freedom, or the institutions protecting it, from such a

quarter, would be as idle as a fear that the light and power of the sun would be lost in

the mild radiance and feeble power of the moon.
" But in truth, what ground is there for charging such an allegiance.' Can any one

believe that Catholic American citizens entertain it.' Every battle field of the revolution

was illustrated by their valor—every field in the war of 1812 was mired with their

blood—every struggle of the Mexican war witnessed their gallantry and devotion, and
every office they have held (and what office have they not filled under the Federal and
Slate governments?) they have discharged the duties of with credit to themselves and
usefulness to the country,

" I forbear to name an instance amongst the living, but there is one holding the highest

judicial office in the -world, who has long since enjoyed the respect and won the admira-
tion of all. A religion which numbers amongst its followers such a man, one would
think, incapable of doing harm to American freedom, or of having a concealed political

allegiance, inconsistent with a full and faithful discharge of every duty known to Ameri-
can institutions.

With these facts before us—pouring out their blood in common with Protestants to

maintain the honor of the nation—with their dust commingled in the same grave and
watered alike by the dews of Heaven—with an equally honest and patriotic perform-
ance of every duty, how can any one be found so bold as to declare that under the con-
stitution and laws they should be hereafter treated as aliens and enemies ?

" Ever confiding with absolute confidence in the sound sense, hoi esty and justice of

the American people, I have no fear that such an opinion can long prevail, nor do I

know any more certain mode to arrest at once and forever such fanaticism, than the

recurrence in every year to the teachings of the constitution and the learning of true

wisdom and patriotism from the memorials of the sasfacious, far seeing and patriotic

men to whom under Providence we are indebted for it."

The Annals of the Propagation of the Faith*— The obstacles to the Conversion of the

JVatives of India.

We have had frequent occasion to speak of the Association of the Propagation of the

Faith, but so great, so exalted are the ends contemplated by this noble institution, that

we cannot forego the pleasure of referring to it again. Still in its infancy, how vast is

the sphere of its operations. Rising like a mighty pyramid, it casts the reflection of its

shadow to the furthest bounds of the earth. By the waters of the Ganges, and on the

banks of the Indus; in the various provinces of the Celestial Empire, in Syria, Japan,

and in the deserts of Abyssinia; amid the snows of North America, and the sands of

Published for the Institution, by Murphy 8t Co,, Baltimore.
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Africa, holy and heroic missionaries, under the auspices of this Association, are zeal-

ously laboring to spread the light of Christianity and to erect the standard of the

cross, where paganism for ages has held undisputed sway. Nevertheless, how few

Catholics, comparatively speaking, are acquciinted with the labors of these courageous

heralds of the cross? How few read the Annals of the Propagation, the faithful, sim-

ple, but sublime records of their noble deeds?

Why these Annals are not more read, is to us a matter of surprise. They abound

with interesting details, thrilling incidents, and pleasing descriptions. They are often

the only reliable source of information relative to the geography, resources, and na-

tional characteristics of the countries to which they relate. The men too, and the cir-

cumstances under which they are written, ought to throw around them no small degree

of interest. The authors are for the most part zealous and holy bishops and priests

—

men, who have forsaken all the endearments of home, friends, and country; have ex-

changed the position of wealth, affluence and ease, for poverty, want, toil and sufferings.

And amidst labors and privations, from which others of less courage and energy would

recoil, they write these annals. If any earthly consideration is capable of giving these

holy men one consolation greater thnn another, it certainly would be to know that their

writings are appreciated by the Catholic world. But apart from the interest and plea-

sure that may be derived from the reading of the Annals, there are other and higher

motives which should induce every Catholic to take an interest in their circulation

—

they are sold for the benejit of the missiona^-y cause. Every twelve and a half cents paid for

a number goes to the common fund, and thus contributes towards promoting the noble

object for which the Association was established. The price of a number is, then, to a

certain extent, the ransom of an immortal soul from the shades of paganism and infi-

delity ! What a reflection for Catholics

!

But we are digressing too far, as it was our intention in referring to the Annals, only

to treat our readers to an extract from their interesting pages; but our pen carried us

into the above remarks.

Father Bordereau, Missioner Apostolic at Selam, India, gives the following interesting

account of the castes of the inhabitants, and which he ascribes as one of great obstacles

•to their conversion:

" But the great and principal obstacle to the conversion of the Indians, is the preju-

dice of castes. You are, doubtless, aware that they are divided into numerous tribes,

each of which has its laws, usages and privileges, each trade forming a separate corpo-

ration. This classification, which has served to preserve the national f haracter, and
maintain the manners and customs of India, so far as any human institution could do,

aflfords to its enemies a great advantage, and may serve to explain why foreigners so

easily seize upon the sovereign power. The result of this division is that there is no
community of interests, no centre of unity, no point about which the, different castes

can rally. The Indian has no fatherland, each tribe exists separate and independent

of the rest; hence, the English never attempt to interfere with this system, being well

aware that this is the grand secret of their force; and as the caste of the bralimins over-

awes and holds in subjection, by the mere prestige of their nobilitV) the oilier sections

of the population, by affording them occupation, they take advantage of this circum-

stance to keep the whole peninsula under their dominion.

"The Indian's caste is to him everything—life, honor, and glory; each one is proud
of that in which he has been born, and will never admit that it is inferior to that of the

upper classes. Beyond the pale of this hierarchy exist the parias, who have not, nor can

have anything in common with the other tribes, although even they are subdivided into

several branches. They are looked upon by the rest of tlie population as an impure
race,—as beings who have no family connexion, and are so alyect and despicable, that

no one can have any intercourse with them without being contaminated. They are, in

the full sense of the term, excommunicated, and regarded as the outcasts of society,

from which they have been excluded for some serious fault; and this original stain irre-

vocably condemns them to a civil death. The soutras themselves, who rank as the

lowest of the castes, entertain for the parias a profound contempt, which amounts to a

species of horror. It would be considered a great scandal, and a compromise of the

honor of the tribe to touch a paria, to enter his abode, to drink of the water which he
has drawn, to eat from a vessel which ne has used, to partake of food that he has pre-

pared, or drink at a well at w^hich he may have quenched his thirst. Should any one
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have involuntarily touched him, tl>e bath is the only means of purification; nnd any
earthen vessel tliat his impure liands may have protaned, must necessarily be destroyed.

On this subject, it will not be uninteresting for me to relate a circumstance that occurred

a few days ago at Selam.
" In front of the church in course of erection, a number of people were engaged in a

warm and noisy disjnitc, when a deputation consisting of five or six of the principal in-

dividuals waited on the Alissioner, who at the time was saying his office. At the earnest

request of the parties, he was obliged to interrupt his orisons and repair to the theatre

of debate to pronounce an equitable judgment, upon a grave and important case which
liad arisen out of an unfortunate circumstance. The contending parties awaited his ar-

rival prepared witii their witnesses. The people in the neighborhood, on hearing the

disputants declaiming with all the force of tlieir eloquence, in support of their rights,

abandoned their occupation and came in crowds to see what was the nature of the quar-

rel. The whole place was soon crowded with an excited multitude, who transformed
the temporary sanctuary of justice into an arena of combat. On the one side was the

master mason and his wife, who had come from a great distance, the former to work at

the church, which was already six feet high. Their cixuse was supjiorted by the sym-
pathies of numerous iVieiuls, whose zeal was manifested with especial energy. The op-
ponent was a plasterer's wife, who was ably defended by her companions. The female

antagonists, although deficient in muscular strength, maintain the contest by their gesti-

culations and natural eloquence. Amid this tumultuous assemblage one man alone re-

mains calm, and preserves the impassible attitude of one who is to pronounce an impar-
tial sentence, and this man is the Missioner, whose experience enables him to control

the infuriated disputants. The pleadings having been heard on each side, a sentence,

admitting of no appeal, is pronounced against the mason's wife. On hearing this, the

husband, feeling himself wounded in his conjugal pride, takes revenge by threatening to

resign his engagement, and transfer his labor to some other .locality. But without a
mason, what was to become of our building operations? The work would at once be

suspended, the church left unfinished; and this reflection silenced the clamors of the

opponents, and threw all present into the greatest consternation.
" Now, what do you think was the origin of this quarrel.' The most futile incident.

A little paria, so young that he could scarcely walk, had unfortunately touched with his

finger an old jug, used by the mason's wife to throw water on the lime, and which she

had left within the boy's reach whilst gossiping with her associates. It was admitted

on all sides, that the vessel in question, having been contaminated by an indelible

stain, must of necessity be destroyed; but who was to bear the loss? This was the

point at issue; and yet the pitcher was not worth at most a halfpenny.
" The superior castes have sometimes to pay much more dearly for their contempt of

the parias. At a place near Darmaboory, one of the principal Christian stations of

Selam, a pond had been fished. In accordance with a local custom, when the water is

nearly all out, any one may enter the pond and catch the small fishes that have
escaped the nets. Among those who were expecting to have a share in the booty,

were a number of pariaii neophytes from a neighboring village, strong and courageous

men, who, although resolved never to commit an assault, were fully prepared to defend

themselves against any aggression. On this occasion, I know not for wha.t motive, the

tamoiigeres, of noble caste forbade the Christians to enter the pond. ' Very well,' said

they, ' if no pana is permitted to enter it, we will remain on the bank; but, in the con-

trary event, rest assured that we shall not respect your prohibition.'

"At a signal given by the village chief, the tamougeres entered the pond, in the con-

fident hope that they would be the only competitors, and fully expecting to make on
this occasion an abundant catch. The parias, although anxious to have their share of

the fish that had been left, remained on the bank tranquil spectators of the proceedings,

when one of them who was not aware of the arbitrary prohibition, at once entered the

pond. He was instantly assailed by others, who began to beat him in the most inhu-

man manner. ' Do not beat hirii,' cried the parias, ' he is one of our party. ' Notwith-
standing this request, they still continued to use violence, until at length our Christians

lost all patience, entered the pond, and in their turn fell upon the tamougeres, rolling

them in the mud, without any regard to the consequences. The latter, although the

more numerous party, perceiving that they were likely to have the worst of it, fled

from the scene of contest. But the parias were not satisfied with this partial victory.

Emboldened by their success, and excited by the struggle, they pursued the fugitives,

armed with the sandals and other objects which their assailants, in their hurry to escape,

had left on the banks of the water. The pursuit was warmly maint;uned by the parias

who drove the enemy into the stronghold of their village: but, as the tamougeres

approached this last entrenchment, their fears were redoubled. The honor of their

caste had already been compromised by a defeat, their persons were covered with

bruises, and their position rendered doubly painful by the reflection that every blow
they had received was a stain upon their honor, and that the parias might even invade
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them in their own dwellings, in which case, every thing; they possessed would be
profaned, and the quarrel mi2:ht thus result in their utter ruin. In spite of all the con-
tempt and disdain which they profess for the parias, they had no alternative but to

humble themselves before these men of a low and aliject condition. In this dilemma,
therefore, motives of interest overcame their pride, and throwins; themselves on the

jjround, they stretched out their arms imploring the forgiveness of the parias, to whom
they paid the same honors as to their gods. ' Gentlemen,' said they, 'we have had
enough; do not proceed to any further violence: you see that we now adore you.'
This act of debasement disarmed the conquerors and calmed their anger. As for the
tamougeres, it required the ablutions of several days to purify them; and the stain

that had been inflicted on their honor was still more difficult to efTace.

" It is, tlierefore, an incontestible fact, that the Indian entertains the greatest horror
of holding any intercourse with the parias. I have myself experienced its effects. On
one occasion, when out on a mission with a native Priest, we could neither of us induce
a barber to cut our hair or shave us; and the motive assigned for this refusal was, that

we entered the same church as the parias, and that no one could touch us without being
contaminated by the act. To become a Christian is, consequently, to become a paria.

The infidel who may be possessed of sufficient moral courage to receive baptism,
instantly loses all claim to his caste; fire and water are refused hmi, and his social posi-

tion is lost."

The Temporal Power of the Pope.

The readers of the J\lelropolilan will no doubt recognise in the article on this stibject,

which we have elsewhere inserted, the style and language of the learned and distin-

guished writer, who on a former occasion lent the influence of his pen to dispel the

misconceived views, even of certain Catholics, in reference to the temporal power of the

Sovereign Pontiff". We give it a place more willingly as it expresses not only our own
sentiments on this subject, but also the sentiments and views of the great Catholic

body of the country.

We ourselves in a late number exhibited the teachings of the illustrious Prelates, the

Archbishops and Bishops of the American Church, on the subject of Catholic allegi-

ance; and our readers would do well, in this connection, to turn to that number, and

refresh their memories in reference to what we said on that occasion. We have not

thought it necessary, neither do we now think so, to vindicate our.-^elves from the unfair

deductions drawn from our statements by some of our cotemporaries. We have said,

and we repeat it, that in temporal matters, the Catholics of this country owe no allegi-

ance whatever to any "higher law" than the constitution and laws of the country. In

spiritual matters, in all things relating to their religion, they bow in humble acquiescence

to the voice of Pius IX.

These are the views we heretofore expressed; these are the teachings of the illustrious

Prelates whose authority we quoted, and we respectfully reiterate that there is no

"school," or body of Catholics in the country, who maintain a contrary doctrine.

We trust, however, that the seal has at length been set upon this subject; and that,

that seal will not be broken. The voice of authority has been heard on this subject.

Our beloved bishops and clergy have every where, and on the most solemn occasions,

repudiated the charge that the Catholics of this country owe any allegiance in temporal

matters to the Sovereign Pontiff. After such authority on the subject, we are wholly

at a loss to conceive, how any Catholic can maintain a contrary doctrine.

Female Labor.

It is a truth that cannot be denied, that the labor of females, especially of those who
are compelled to earn a livelihood by their needle, is deplorably underrated. Thousands

of the fair daughters of our country are at this moment wasting away their lives, and

sinking into a premature grave under the pressure of unremitting toil. But if the lot of

the most favored is little to be envied, the condition of the poor seamstress is often-

times lamentable in the extreme. How can it be otherwise? How can want and

misery be kept from the poor woman's door, whpn she is compelled to make a man's

under-garment for six and a quarter cents, and other articles of wear in proportion?

How much a female can make at such rates, even if she toils unremittingly from dawn

to the midnight hour, we leave to our readers to judge.
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But this is not all. It would he some consnUitioii if she could get her miserahle pay

when earned. How often is the [laltry dollur, the wages perhaps of a hundred hours,

denied. How often when lier iieavy task is done, does she hear those spell-words,

which almost rivets her to the spot on which she stands: " Cfdl again ;" " I will settle

with you next week." Siie retires to her wretched home, to die, periiaps in want, or

sink in desjinir ere the next week returns. The public hears and knows hut little

of the sufferings of tliis fair portion of the human family. It is only,

" When some cord indignant lireaks,"

that we learn the misery and wretchedness to which it is reduced.

These reflections were suggested by reading the account of a tragedy wliich lately

took place in the city of New York, The melancholy story is thus told by one of the

daily papers of that city.

A small room in the upper story of a dwelling is occupied by two sisters, strangers

from a foreign land. The elder is a widow, and her child, aged about six years, is the

sharer of their misery and their poverty. For some time they gained by their needle a

wretched subsistence. At length they become destitute of every means of support.

To add to their misfortunes, their rent is due and they have not wherewith to pay it.

Want, destitution, and starvation, with all the accompanying horrors, seemed the only

fate that awaited them. They resolved as the last expedient, to seek in death a refuge

from the ills of life. The fatal cup is prepared. The mother wild wih delirium, ad-

ministers it to her child, and then partakes of it lierself. Her sister followed her

example, and shortly afterwards they are found wrapped in the arms of death. The
coroner is called in, and after an investigation of the facts, declares that the rash act

was perpetrated to avoid death from icant and starvation!

What a subject for reflection! What a commentary upon the times. At the moment,

when thousands were being spent in dissipation and folly, two friendless females are

driven to despair and self-destruction, to avoid a horrid death from starvation! At the

moment perhaps when Rachel was making her last bow amidst the plaudits of an ad-

miring crov.'d, a disconsolate mother, with a heart bursting with anguish, grief and

despair, administers the fatal potion to the loved one of her bosom to save it the agony

of death from want and destitution!

The following excellent parody on the "Burial of Sir John Moore," taken from a

London paper, seems almost to have been written in anticipation of the tragic event,

which we have above related. Change the location, and you have the scene enacted in

all the vividness of truthful reality:

Not a sigh was heard, nor a word of complaint,

As home to her garret she hurried;

She was sick with toil and her soul was faint,

And she seemed to be worn and wearied.

She hastened on sadly at dead of night,

Without for a moment turning;

Then working, she strained her waning sight,

By a rushlight dimly burning.

From her aching eyes hot tears were shed,

But she spoke not a word in sorrow;
She gazed on the face of her child unfed.

And anxiously thought on the morrow;
She thought, as she piessed his feverish hand
And drew her thin shawl around her.

Of the boasted freedom of freedom's land.

And the misery which grew around her

!

Not half of her weary task was done.
She had no more coal for firing;

She fancied she heard some lovely one
Next morning the dress admiring.
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Slowly and sadly she laid it down

—

For the mother was tired and chilly

—

The work, perhaps, might gain some renown,
But who'd think of her and her Willy?

She bent o'er the form of her slumb'ring child

On its wretched pallet lying,

. Her cheek grew pale, and her eyes looked wild-
Both mother and child were dying

!

Lightly they'll speak of them both next niorn;
In the pauper-ground they'll lay them;

They'll merely say "a poor dressmaker's gone"
Yes ! this is how freemen pay them !

lifforli of tntnts.
tVom .August 20, to September 20, 1855.

I.

—

Foreign Affairs.

Rome.— The Mlocutions.—On the 26th of July the Holy Father pronounced in Secret

Consistory two Allocutions, one on the affairs of Piedmont, and the other on the affairs

of Spain and Switzerland. Since the appearance of these Allocutions, our dissenting

brethren have been seized with undue alarm, and have renewed their invectives against

the prerogatives of the Holy See, as if they had discovered in these documents some

new arguments in support of their theory of the Pope's temporal power. But there is no

cause for alarm. The power wielded in these Allocutions is that of the crosier, and not

of the sceptre. Nations had sinned, sovereigns had committed crimes that cried to

heaven; the venerable Pontiff goes boldly forth, like the prophet of old to the guilty

king of Israel, reproaches them for these crimes, and in the name of religion enters

a protest against their wicked deeds.

The recent laws of Spain and Sardinia for the suppression of the religious houses

and confiscation and sale of ecclesiastical property were passed in violation of con-

tracts and stipulations existing with the Holy See, which secured the immunity of

church property. The existing laws of these very nations secured the immunity of

this property. For centuries it had been regarded as inviolable as the property of any

private citizen. It had been acquired by purchase or donation, and improved and ren-

dered valuable by the industry of its owners. In violation of all the sacred principles

of right and justice, these governments seize upon this property and wrest it from its

lawful owners, who are driven forth to seek a refuge where they may, and the Sovereign

Pontiff protests against these acts of injustice and spoliation, and declares the laws by

which they were perpetrated to be " null and void," and as such, of no binding effect

upon the subjects of these governments. In this surely he assumes no temporal

power.

Again, the perpetrators of these acts of high handed plunder, call themselves Catholics,

and profess to be obedient members of tlie Church, against which they have raised a

sacrilegious hand; the Pope wishing to undeceive the world, declares that by their very

acts they have forfeited their claim to Catholicity, and that they are no longer members

of the Catholic fold. Here again there is no assumption of temporal power.

But statesmen may discover in these acts of Pius IX, not merely an effort to save

from destruction the property of the Church, but to shield the property of the subject

every where, nay even society and social order, from the destroying hand of infidelity.

That which would justify the acts of the Spanish and Sardinian governments in con-
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fiscating the Church property nnd abolishing the reh'gious state, would justify an act

abolishing tiie right to all property, and declaring the marriage state illegal. Herein

we see the wisdom of the Sovereign Poniiffin his efforts to arrest the progress of legis-

lation which must uUiinntely end in the esiuijlishment of all the horrors and abomina-

tions of socialism.

ALLOCUTION OF HIS HOLINESS POPE PIUS IX,

ON THE AFFAIRS OF PIEDMONT.

Venerablk Brothers:—As you are aware, venerable brothers, we have often before,

in your meeiings, deplored with extreme grief the melancholy stale of our holy religion

in the kingdom of Sardinia, but more especially in the Allocution which we addressed
to you on the 2'Jd of January in the present year, and which was printed, we com-
plained once more of the grievous injuries which, for many years, the Piedmontese
government has not ceased to inflict daily on the Catholic Church, on her power, her
rights, her ministers, her pontiffs, on her supreme authority, and on the dignity of the

Holy See. In that allocution, raising once more our apostolic voice, we reproved, con-

demned, declared null and void, in the first place, all and each of tlie decrees passed by
that government to the prejudice of religion, of the Church, and of the rights of the

Holy See, and in the second place, that supremely unjust and disastrous law which was
then introduced, and by which it was proposed, among other things, to suppress almost
all the monastic and religious communities of either sex, the collegiate churches, all the

simple benefices with right of patronage, and to hand over their revenues and property
to the administration and free disposition of the civil power. Nor did we neglect in

that allocution to advise the originators and promoters of this iniquity to reflect again

and again on the censures and spiritual penalties which the apostolic constitutions and
oecumenic councils inflicted ipso Jado upon those who usurp the rights and property of

the Church. We were sustained by the hope that those, at least, who still boast of the

name of Catholics, and who dwell in a kingdom where the very constitution itself

declares that the Catholic religion shall be the only religion of the state, and guarantees

the inviolability of all properly without exception, would ultimately be overcome by
the just remonstrances of our venerable brothers, the illustrious bishops of the country,

by our remonstrances, by the complaints and paternal admonitions, which we repeatedly

addressed to them; that they would recall their minds and their hearts to better ways;
that they would desist from persecuting the Church, and hasten to repair the grievous

injuries which they had inflicted on it, which hope was held out to us by certain

promises made to those Bishops, and in which we thought that we might place con-
fidence.

But, with grief we say it, not only has the Piedmontese government closed its ears to

the supplications of its Bishops, and to our own words, but, inflicting daily more
grievous injuries on the Church, and on our authority and that of this Apostolic See,

and despising openly our reiterated protestations and our paternal admonitions, it has
not hesitated to approve, to sanction, and to promulgate the aforesaid law, which has
been altered in appearance, but the principle, the object, and the animus of which
remain absolutely what they were. It is truly most afiiicting and painful to us, ven-

erable brothers, to be obliged to depart from that gentleness and mansuetude to which
we are naturally inclined, which we have observed, which we have moreover learned

from the Eternal Prince of Pastors, and which we have always endeavored to manifest,

and to adopt instead a severity that is completely repugnant to our paternal disposi-

tion. But when we see that for six years and more we have exerted in vain all the

cares, and solicitude, and longanimity, and patience that were possible, to repair the

evils suflered by the Church; when there is no longer any room for hope that the

authors of these attempts would ever show themselves docile to our exhortations,

whereas, despising all our admonitions they persist in following their injustice, and in

doing every thing to oppress the Church in iPiedmont, and to destroy her power, her

rights, and her liberty, we are constrained to have recourse to ways of severity that

we may not appear as wanting in our duty and abandoning the cause of the Church.
And in thus acting we do no more, as you are aware, than follow the illustrious ex-

amples of so many Roman Pontiff's our predecessors, who, distinguished by learning

and by holiness, have not hesitated to inflict on degenerate and rebellious children of

the Church, who violated and usurped her rights, the penalties decreed by the holy
canons against those guilty of such crimes.

Wherefore we once more raise our Apostolic voice in your august assembly, and we
repiove again, and condemn, and declare null and void as well the law above mentioned
as all and each of the acts and decrees which have passed in Piedmont to the detriment

of religion, of the Church, of our authority, and of the rights of the Holy See—acts

and decrees of wliich we have spokea with sorrow in our allocution of January 22d of

T8 Vol. Ill—No. 9.
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the present year, and in the present one. Moreover, it is with the most profound regret

that we are obliged to declare tiiat all ihose in Piedmont who have darea to propose, or
approve, or sanction the aforesaid measures and the law against the Church and the
riglits of the Holy See; also, that all those who are employed by them, or give them
their support, counsel, or adhesion, and those who become executors of their orders,

have incurred major excommunication and the other censures and ecclesiastical penalties

imposed by the Sacred Canons, by tlie Apostolic Constitutions, and by the decrees of
the General Councils, particularly by those of the Council of Trent.
Although the inevitable necessity of fulfilling our duty obliges us to employ apostolic

rigor, we nevertheless know and bear in mind that, notwithstanding our unworthiness,
we are the vicar upon earth of Him who, when he was angry, was still mindful
of his mercy. Therefore, raisinff our eyes towards the Lord our God, we humbly and
earnestly supplicate Him that He would be graciously pleased to illuminate with the
heavenly light of His grace and to bring back to better sentiments the degenerate chil-

dren of His holy Church in all ranks and conditions, whether lay or clerical, invested
even with the sacred character, and whose errors can never be sufficiently deplored;
for nothing could be more grateful to our heart, nothing more desirable or more con-
soling, than that those in error should enter into themselves and return. Nor do we
neglect in the pra)'ers and supplications which we offer with thanksgiving to implore
of God, rich in mercy, that he would pour out the most abundant gifrs of His divine
grace on all our venerable brothers, the Archbishops and Bishops of the kindom of Sar-
dinia, that he would aid and console them in the midst of so much tribulation and
anguish, so that after all they have already done for the glory of His name they may
continue to defend courageously the cause of religion and of the Church by their epis-

copal zeal, their fortitude, and their prudence, and may watch with the utmost care
over the salvation and preservation of their flocks. Finally, we do not cease to ofl^er

the most humble and fervent prayers to the God of all Mercy that, in His infinite clem-
ency, He would vouchsafe to fortify by His divine assistance, not only the faithful

clergy of that kingdom, who, following, for the greater part, the example of their

Bishops, accomplish their duty with distinction, but also so many eminent laymen of
that country, who, animated with the purest Catholic sentiments, and heartily devoted
to us, and to the See of Peter, make it their glory to consecrate their efforts to the

defence of the Church's rights.

ALLOCUTION OF HIS HOLINESS POPE PIUS IX,

ON THE AFFAIRS OF SPAIN AND SWITZERLAND.

Venerable Brethren:—You all know, venerable brothers, that less than four

years ago we spared neither anxiety, deliberation, nor labor for the interest of the

ecclesiastical affairs of Spain. You know the convention concluded by us in 1851 with
our very dear daughter in Jesus Christ. Maria Elizabeth, Catholic Q,ueen of Spaing
which convention was solemnly propagated as the law of the state in that kingdom.
You are also aware that in this convention, among many other things enacted for the

protection of the Catholic religion, it was, above all, decreed that this august religion,

continuing, to the exclusion of every other form of worship, to be the sole religion of

the Spanish nation, should be maintained as formerly throughout the Spanish do-

minions, with all the rights and prerogatives which it should enjoy according to the

law of God and the canonical laws; that education in all public and private schools

should be entirely conformable to the Catholic doctrine; that in the exercise of the epis-

copal charge, and in all things that pertain to the exercise of ecclesiastical authority

and of the sacred order, the Bishops should enjoy that full and entire freedom which
the sacred canons prescribe; that the Church should have the full and free enjoyment
of its natural right to acquire in all respects legitimate title to new possessions, and that

this right of prop\3rty in the Church should be inviolable with regard to the estates

which it then possessed or should afterwards acquire. Affairs being thus regulated, we
reposed in the confidence that our cares and solicitudes had been successful, and that, in

accordance with our wishes, the Catholic Church would be seen to flourish and prosper

more and more in Spain; and this confidence was the greater in proportion as this

great nation glories in its profession of the Catholic religion, and in its attachment to

the chair of St. Peter.

Meanwhile, with heart full of astonishment and grief, we have seen what we could

never have thought possible, the convention of which we have spoken broken and
violated with impunity in this kingdom, not only against the will of the Spanish nation,

hut in defiance of its protest and the manifestations of its grief, and new outrages com-
mitted against the Church, its rights, the Bishops and the sovereign power of our person

and of the Holy See—outrages such as oblige us to expre.ss our affliction to you,

venerable brothers. Laws have been passed which, to the great injury of religion,

destroy thfe first and syconll articles of thfe Concordat^ and which ordain the sale of ihfe
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Siroperty of the Church. Vnrious decrees have been published, bv which Bishops are

brbidden to confer holy orders, and tlir virgins consecrtited to God prevented from

admiiiin;; oliiers as novices into their own institute, and liy wliich it is ordered that the

hiy clia|)lainshi|is and other institutions sluill be completely secularised. As soon as

we had learned tliat such fjrave otlences had been proposed aj^ainst the Church, against

ourselves, and against tliis Holy See, we iiave, without delay, in accordance with the

duty of our charge, wliether by our Cardinal Secretary of Slate, or by our Charge d'Af-

faires at jMadrid, energetically protested and reclaimed against every thing which tlie

Spanish Government iiad dared of this nature. We have, moreover, cau.sed it to be

notified to tliis government that if the law for the sale of ecclesiastical property were
not rejected, our acclamations would be comnuinicated to the faithful, that they might

abstain from the purchase of such property. We also reminded the Cabinet of Madrid
of what we had clearly and openly expressed in our Apostolic letters relative to the

Concordat, that if the engagements entered into by this Concordat should ever, as they

now so gravely are, be violated or broken, we should regard as null and void the con-

cessions made by us with respect to this Concordat, and by which we declared that the

purchasers of ecclesiastical property sold prior to its conclusion should not be in any
way disturbed, either by ourselves or by the Roman Pontiff, our successors.

Not only have these our just acclamations be^n useless, as well as the remonstrances

of the illustrious Bishops of Spain, but many of these venerable Bishops, who them-
selves, with such good riglit, opposed the aforesaid laws and decrees, have been violently

torn from their diocesses and banished elsewhere. You perceive, venerable brothers,

with what affliction we are struck at beholding all our cares and solicitudes for the eccle-

siastical affairs of this kingdom thus rendered fruitless, and the Church of Jesus Christ

there again endures the greatest evils—its liberty, its rights, our authority, and the

authority of this Holy See, are trampled under foot. For this reason we have not per-

mitted our Charge d 'Affaires at Madrid to remain there any longer, and ordered him to

quit Spain, and return to Rome. Our grief is great at the idea of the perils in which
the illustrious Spanish nation is placed in regard to religion by this new disturbance of

sacred affairs, that nation whose zeal for the cause of Catholicity and merits in the

eyes of the Church, of ourselves, and the Holy See, render so dear to us. But as the

duty of our apostolic ministry requires absolutely that we should defend with all our

power the cause of the Church which has been divinely confided to us, we cannot avoid

expressing openly, publicly, and in the most solemn manner, our complaints and re-

monstrances.
Therefore, raising our voice in the midst of you, we complain of all that the lay

power has done, and still does, unjustly in Spain against the Church, against its liber-

ties and rights, and against us, and the authority of this Holy See, and we especially

deplore, in the strongest manner, the violation of our solemn Concordat in contempt of

the laws of nations, and in the interruption of the just authority of the Bishops in the

exercise of the holy ministry, the violence employed against them, and the usurpation

of the patrimony of the Church, in defiance of all right human and divine. Moreover,

in virtue of our apostolic authority, we reprove, abrogate, and declare without value or

force, and null and void, as regarding the past as the future, the laws and decrees afore-

said. Finally, with all the authority we possess, we admonish the authors of all those

audacious acts, we exhort and supplicate them to consider seriously that those who fear

not to afflict and persecute the Church of God, cannot escape the hand of the Almighty.

We cannot now avoid felicitating our venerable brothers, the Archbishops and

Bishops of Spain, and giving them the praise they so well deserve for fulfilling their

duty regardless of danger, raising their episcopal voices with perfect unanimity of

view, thought, and sentiment, and ceasing not to defend the cause of the Church with

equal constancy and courage. We owe, also, especial praise to the faithful Spanish

clergy who neglected nothing to satisfy the obligations imposed on them by their voca-

tion and their duty. We also give the praises due to so many distinguished Spanish

laymen, who, signalizing themselves by their piety and devotion for our holy religion,

for the Church, and for ourselves and the Holy See, have gloried to defend energetically

the rights of the Church by word and writing. Sighing, in the fervor of our apostolic

charity over the deplorable situation in which this illustrious nation, so dear to our

heart, and its Q.ueen are placed, we earnestly supplicate the good and powerful God to

deign, in His boundless mercy, to protect, console, and remove from all dangers, this

people and their sovereign.

We also wish to say to you, venerable brothers, that we suffer inexpressibly from the

deplorable state to which our most holy religion is reduced in Switzerland, and especially,

alas ! in some of the principal Catholic cities in these confederated cantons. There the

power of the Catholic Church and its liberties are oppressed, the authority of the

Bishops and the Holy See trampled under foot, the sanctity of marriage and of an oath

violated and despised, the seminaries of the clergy and the religious communities either

entirely destroyed or completely subjected to the will of the civil power, the collation
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of the benefices and ecclesiastical property usurped, and the Catholic clergy followed

and persecuted in the most deplorable manner. We now rapidly indicate lo you these

events, so sad, over which people cannoi sufficiently lament, and which deserve all

reprobation; but our intention is to speak to you another time on this pninful subject.

Meantime, venerable brothers, let us never nesjlect to pray and supplicate, day and
night, with fervor and constancy, the most clement Father of Mercies and God of all

consolation, to aid with the power of His arm His holy Church, assailed from all sides

by so many casualties, and to defend and save her from all the adversities which afflict

her. PIUS IX.

Scarcely a day passes that does not reveal some act of Pius IX, expressive of the

deep interest he feels in religion, and the ardent desire he entertains for the promotion

of piety and devotion among the faithful. There is a devotion, called the voic or 06-

lation, established, if we mistake not, by Father Gaspar Oliden, in the time of Pope

Benedict XIII, and consists in offering for the souls in purgatory, all merilorious works

done during life, and the suffrages and prayers thai icould belong to owselves after death.

This admirable devotion was encouraged by several Popes, by extending to it the

treasures of the Church; but his present Holiness has far exceeded all his predecessors

in his marks of approbation, and by the following extraordinary indulgences which he

has granted to it

:

1. He grants to all priests who make this oblation a personal privileged aliar every

day.
2. All the faithful who make the same vow or oblation may gain a Plenary Indul-

gence applicable to the Holy Souls only, whenever they go to Communion. Also on
every Monday when they hear Mass for the benefit of the Holy Souls. It is required

in both these cases that they visit some church or public oratory, and there pray for

some time for the Pope's intention.

3. They may also apply to the Holy Souls all the Indulgences that have been granted

or shall be granted, even though they are not applicable to the souls in purgatory by
the rest of the faithful.

4. This Indult is declared to be extended to the faithful of the whole Christian world
who make this oblation.

Lastly, the Holy Father having in view the young who have not made their First

Communion, also the sick, the aged country people, prisoners, and all who are other-

wise hindered from communicating, or from hearing Mass on Mondays, declares that

those who cannot hear Mass on Monday, may gain the Indulgence by their Mass of

Obligation on Sundays; and Bishops have the power to subdelegate to approved Con-
fessors the faculty of commuting Communion into some other pious work in the cases

above mentioned.

Late advices from Rome state that Lucien Bonaparte, son of the Prince of Canino,

is to be created a Cardinal at the next Consistory in September.

The Most Rev. Father Paul Micallef, a native of Malta, has been appointed by the

Pope, General of the Order of St. Augustine. He succeeds the late general, the Most

Rev. Father Joseph Palermo, who has resigned by reason of his promotion to the

episcopacy and office of sacristan and confessor in ordinary to his Holiness. It is also

announced that a Concordat with Austria, which secures to the Holy See very great

privileges, has been ratified. The selection of a successor to Mgr. Hillereau in the

Patriarchate of Constantinople, has become a question of considerable importance.

The Roman correspondent of the Univers thus speaks on the subject

:

" The influence which the present war has given France, has been effectively used in

the interests of Catholicity in this part of the world, and Mgr. Hillereau, who was a

Frenchman, used the advantsiges of his position with eniial prudence and zeal.—The
appointment of another Frenchman to the Patriarchal Vicariate of Constantinople will

it is apprehended, elicit remonstrances to the Holy See from other Catholic, powers,

whose national jealousy may induce them to overlook the advantages that must result

to religion from the immediate protection of a power which the Catholics of the East,

now more than ever, regard as the natural guardian of their privileges and rights. It is

even thought that the Holy See may regard the time as peculiarly favorable for the

establishment of a Patriarchate at Constantinople, a step which, though taken under

unpropitious circumstances, has been attended with such happy results at Jerusalem."

The Pope has in contemplation the founding of a College at Rome for the education

of English clergy. Alexander II, Emperor of Russia, has announced through his
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ambassador nt Rome, tlmt henreforili tlie Pope slmll liave the privilege of Dominalin^

the Cathohc Bishops of Polmiil.—Tlie cholern lias prevailed to some extent in llie

North of Italy.

Spain.—Tlie condition of this unhappy country under the misrule of the petty tyrants

who have usurped the powers of povernment, is de])loral>le in the extreme. Since

tiie passao;e of the law for the sale of the ecclesiastical property, strenuous efTorte have

been made to carry the provisions of the law into effect. Tiie work, however, pro-

gresses slowly, owing to the unwillingness of the people to become parlies to these acts

of sacrilege and spoliation.

In the meantime the noble conduct and firmness of the Bishops and clergy command
the highest admiration and even the respect of their enemies.

To give more authority to their comiilanits, and greater weight to their acts, the

Bishops have not been satisfied with isolated protests; they have held assemblies in

ecclesiastical provinces, and their memorials and memoranda, made after deliberation in

common, have had a collective and hierarchical character. All have invoked the sacred

rights of the Church and the Canons of the Council of Trent, the law of nations and

the stipulations of the Concordat made with the head of the Catholic Church. They
have instructed their subjects to abstain from resistance and violence, but to tijke no

part whatsoever in the plunder of the patrimony of the poor, and the lands of schools

and churches, either by furnishing documents, registers, titles, or indications, but to

keep ak>of entirely. Such have been the instructions publicly addressed to local pastors

by the Archbishops of Saragossa and Toledo, and the Bishops of Badajozand Zamora.

The dueen, who is opposed to the course of violence pursued by her ministers,

occupies a most unenviable position. Not only is her most cherished desires disre-

garded, but the free exercise of religion is in some instances denied, unless she consents

to insult, as may be seen in the following instance. Her Majesty, according to an

ancient custom, recently attended mass in the subterranean chapel of the Escurial. It

was her wish to receive the holy communion, but as her confessor, the Cardinal Bishop

of Toledo, the Grand Chaplain, in whose diocese the Escurial is situated, was in exile,

and as she did not choose to receive the sacred rite from the minister intruded by the

government, she was compelled to forego the pleasure of receiving it altogether. This
has given rise to much popular discontent and comment in the public journals.

France.—The visit of the Q,ueen of England to the Imperial Court of France, has

been the great event of the month. Her Majesty, accompanied by Prince Albert, the

Prince of Wales, the Princess royal, and a numerous suit, arrived at Bologne on Sat-

urday the 18th ult., where the royal party was met and welcomed by the Emperor, in

the most cordial manner. From Bologne she was escorted to the capital. Her pro-

gress was one of triumph, and her reception at St. Cloud is described as magnificent in

the extreme. She passed the Sunday privately at St. Cloud, and had religious service

performed in her apartments by Dr. Hall, chaplain to the British embassy. Her Ma-
jesty visited Sainte Chapelle, ^^"0^6 Dame, and other places of notp, but her visit to the

tomb of the Great Napoleon, was perhaps the most remarkable. It is thus described

by an eye-witness: The Q.ueen arrived at night fall, followed by a numerous staff, sur-

rounded by the veterans of our old wars, who had hastened to meet her, while she ad-

vanced with noble composure towards the last resting-place of him who was England's

most constant adversary. What a spectacle ! How many remembrances with all the

contrasts, they brought up to the mind! But when by the light of torches, the glitter

of uniform, amid the strains of the organ, playing *• God save the Queen," her Ma-
jesty was led by the Emperor to the chapel where the remains of Napoleon lie, the

effect was overpowering and immense, the emotion profound, for every one was reflect-

ing that this was no ordinary homage offered at the tomb of a great man, but a solemn
act, attesting that the rivalries of the past were forgotten, and that now the union

between the two peoples had received its most signal consecration.

The political news present little of interest. The fete of Napoleon was celebrated at

tlie theatre and throughout Paris by spectacles and illuminations, and was marked by
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an act of clemency on the part his Majesty by the commutation of the sentences of

several thousand prisoners.—A retreat of the clergy was lately concluded at Portier, at

which nearly four hundred priests assisted. At the Diocesan Synod which immedirlely

followed, the use of the Roman Liturgy was established in the diocese, in conformity

with the ordinances of the last council of Bordeaux. The Emperor sent a handsome
picture of the Blessed Virgin, to be placed on the altar of the chapel at the Camp of

Sanihonay. Tiiis single act speaks more than volumes in favor of the truly Catholic

spirit which governs his Majesty.—The conferences of the Society of St. Vincent de

Paul, which have recently been held in the various cities of France, show the increasing

influence and prosperity of this admirable Catholic association. The highest dignitaries

of the Church have honored those reunions with their presence, and the sympathy and

zealous support of the people prove the high estimation in which the pious labors of

this truly Christian institution are held by those who are most interested in its progress

and operations.—At Dieppe, on Saturday, July 28th, the population were gathered

together at the foot of the new Cross, erected on the pier last year, and solemnly blessed

by His Grace the Archbishop of Rouen. On the present occasion the anniversary of

the erection was celebrated. The most simple ceremonial acquires a dignity when per-

formed in the presence of the boundless expanse of the ocean. The Cure of St. James'

delivered an appropriate address, and offered up prayers for the cessation of the scourge

of war. There was also an altar on the pier, and a statue to Mary, Star of the Sea,

which was crowded on the occasion.—A new and splendid hospital for children, to be

dedicated under the invocation of St. Eugenia, is now in the course of erection in the

Fauburg St. Anionie, Paris.—Madame de Caumont, called in religion Sister Mary, has
lately founded at Montpelier, an institution for the education of blind children. The
system to be pursued is the same as that adopted in the Imperial institutions at Paris

England.—On the 15ih ultimo, parliament was prorogued by commission. The
speech delivered in her Majesty's name, was the usual expression of acknowledgments
with the declaration of a firm resolve, to prosecute the war until its objects be accom-
plished. It was rumored that England intended to call Naples to an account for some
real or imaginary insult offered by the Neapolitan police, to an attache of the British

embassy. Fergus O'Connor, the well known Chartist, is dead. The Q,ueen and
royal family at latest accounts were at Balmoral, Scotland. The vexatious suit of
Mr. Boyle against Cardinal Wiseman has been withdrawn by the plainlifi", the parties

having agreed upon terms. The Cardinal's friends consented to pay £\W towards the

cost of the abortive trial at Guildford, and the taxed costs of the trial at Kingston and
the present action. No apology or retraction was made. It was demanded by the

Plaintiff" 's counsel, but sternly refused by the counsel of the Cardinal.

His Eminence the Cardinal Archbi.^hop lately opened the new schools of our Lady
of the Rosary, in Winchester row, in the Cha])el at which Mass will be said on Sun-
days and holidays.

A new Chapel, that of the Rosary, was opened on the 16th ultimo, at Spanish place,

London. This is the third we believe that has been opened in the diocese of West-
minster within the past month. It is stated upon what seems to be good authority, that

the Rev. W. J. Vaughan, for many years priest of the church of the Holy Apostles,

Clifden, and formerly of Lime Regis, is the new Bishop-elect of Plymouth.
Ireland.—There is nothing new or important in the political condition of the

country. The crops are generally good; in some quarters, however, the potato blight

had appeared. Ecclesiastical news is sparce. The Redemptorist Fathers were giving

missions in several places with extraordinary success. On the Feast of the Assumption
the solemn celeljration of the Triduum was commenced at St. Mary's Church, Drog-
held. On the 5th ultimo, the anniversary of the holy founder of the Dominica Order

of Friars was celebrated in Black Abbey, Kilkenny, with unusual splendor. The
Most Rev. Dr. Cullen, Archbishop of Dublin and Primate of Ireland, lately addressed

a Pastoral letter to the clergy and laity of his diocese, appointing a Triduum in

thanksgiving to God, and in honor of his Immaculate Mother.
Russia.—-Recent accounts from St. Petersburgh state the condition of Russia would

become very serious if the present state of things lasted a twelvemonth longer—not,

however, in consequence of the warlike deeds of the four opponents of Russia, but as

the eff"ect of the blockade of Russian ports. The loss of Sebastopol, of the Crimea,

or, indeed, of all Bessarabia, could not bend Russia; but a third year of blockade can

dictate to her conditions of peace. Affairs in the Crimea still progress without material

change. By late advices, we learn that active preparations were being made to recom-

mence the bombardment of Sebastopol.
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II.— Domestic I n t k l l i g k n c k .

AFFAIRS OF THE CHURCH.

1. Archdiocese of Baltimore.

It is gratifying; to oliserve the rapid increase and spread of Cnlliolicity in every sec-

tion of tlie country. We are not surprif?ed to iiear of the founding of Ciiurchea on the

shores of the Huron, or of mass being celebrated in a rural chapel on the rocky heights

of Oregon, but wlio would imagine tliat there was a distinct locality in old Catholic

Maryland, wherein the cross had not been reared. Catholicity planted by Lord Balti-

more upon the shores of the Chesapeake, followed the march of improvement, and

extended westward, leaving to our own time to witness its extension to the eastern shore

of the old bay. Kent county, even to the present day, has not a Catholic church

within its limits. It will not, however, be long without this blessing. On the 29th
ultimo, the corner stone of a church was laid at Georgetown in that county, by
the Rev. Mr. Foley, of our own city, assisted by the Rev. Mr. McAlanus, also of this

city, and the Rev. Father Sanders, S. .T., of Bohemia. The Rev. Mr. Foley preached
on the occasion an aljle and eloquent sermon. Our venerable and beloved Archbishop,
visited Rockville, Montgomery county, on the 2d inst., and administered the holy
sacrament of Confirmation to about seventy persons, nine of whom were converts.

ReUgioti.s Reception.—On the 1st inst., at the Convent of the Visitation in this city,

Miss iVIargaret McKenna, of Pittsburg, received the holy habit of religion, and the
name of Sister Mary Seliaslian. Rev. Father Seelos, assisted by Rev. Mr. Flaut,
officiated. On Saturday, the Feast of tlie Nativity of the B. V. Mary, Miss Mary
McHenry, of Baltimore, received the religious habit in the Convent of the Ladies of the
Visitation, at Georgetown, D. C, with the name of Sister Mary Thomas.

Ordination.—Ordination was held by the Most Rev. Archbishop, on the 21st inst.,

in the chapel of the Seminary of St. Sulpice, at which Messrs E. Brennan, VV. B.
Street and E. Didier, of the diocese of Baltimore; M. Hartney, M. Moran, P. O'Reilly
and J. Creen, of the diocese of Boston; P. McMahon, of the diocese of Covington,
and H. H. Meuffels, of the diocese of Detroit, were admitted to the holy tonsure; and
Messrs. M. Hartney, P. O'Reilly and P. McMahon, received the minor orders. On
the following day, Messrs. D. E. Lyman, of the diocese of Baltimore, and P. McMahon,
were promoted to the subdeaconship.
The Rev. Fathers Aschwandeii and Woodley, both of the Society of Jesus, while the

epidemic raged fearfully in Norfolk and Portsmouth, ofl'ered their services to the sick
and dying, in these ill fated cities, and repaired to the scene of their dangerous mission.
Five Sisters of Charity also went down from this city shortly after the breaking out of
the fever, to assist those already there in attending the sick.

2. Archdiocese of Cincinnati.

It was with feelings of deep regret, that we learned in the early part of the month,
that the beloved Archbishop of Cincinnati was suffering from indisposition. We trust

that his illness is but temporary, and earnestly hope, that through the intercession of
Mary the Immaculate Queen of Heaven, and the fervent prayers of Catholics, the

learned Prelate may soon be restored to his usual health, and be long spared to his dio-
cese. The following notice which the Archbishop has thouffht necessary to publish
for the benefit and guidance of the clergy of his diocese, may be found useful to others:

1st. That it has been most earnestly recommended to the clergy of this diocese, in

the various synods that liave been held in it, not to receive money on deposit, or for
safe keeping, from the people.

2d. That the liability of clergymen to be removed, sometimes suddenly, from one
mission to another, makes them unfit to be the depositaries of sucii moneys.

3d. That death, misfortune, and the neglect of providing for the payment of their

debts, after their removal from their place by the dispensation of God, aggravate still

more their unfitness to be chosen as the keepers of other persons' money.
4th. That the Bishop is not at all responsible for the payment of debts contracted by-

such clergymen without his knowledge or consent.

5lh. That he prefers never to have a church built in this diocese than to have it built

without its being paid for day by day as the work advances. The observance of these

rules—the dictates of common sense and honesty—by both the clergy and the laity,

will save all concerned much needless annoyance.
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3. Diocese of Pillsbiirg.

During a late visitation of tlie eastern part of his diocese the Riglit Rev. Dr. O'Con-
nor, Bisliop of Pittsl)ur2;, confirmed about 60 persons at St. Patrick's Cliurch, in the

village of Newry. The Church of this place is under the Pastoral care of the Rev.
Father Bradley, whose Apostolic labors there for the last twenty years have endeared
him to the Catholics of Newry and its vicinity. The same Right Rev. Prelate visited

Hollidaysburg and administered confirmation at St. Mary's Church; and conferred the

same sacred rite in St. John's Church at Altoona, under the pastorage of the good and
zealous Father Tuigg. On Sunday the 26th ultimo, a new and beautiful church in

Washington, Washington County, Pa., was dedicated to the service of Almighty God.
under the patronnge of the Mother of God, and bearing the title of the " Immaculate
Conception." The occasion was one of more than ordinary interest, being, we believe,

not only the first Catholic Church in Washington, but the first time also that a Catholic
Bishop officiated in that place. The Church was commenced by the lamented Father
Hickey, and completed through the energy and zeal of the Rev. Father Farran, the

present Pastor.

|Ii;;^The want of space compels us to omit much interesting ecclesiastical intelli-

gence, which will appear in our next.

III.—Secular Affairs.

The Yellow Fever at Norfolk and Portsmoulh, Va.—This terrible scourge has visited

these ill fated cities, and still races, carrying off hundreds without regard to age or con-

dition, .'"lo fearful has been its ravages that business has been almost entirely suspended,

and portions of both cities liave been nearly deserted. Many of the most distin-

guisiied men have fallen victims to the ravages of the epidemic. Among these are num-

bered Mayor Woodis, and William B. Ferguson, Esq., President of the Howard Asso-
ciation, whose noble and heroic conduct won for ijiem universal admiration. Mr.
Woodis was attended in his last moments by the Rev. Father O'Keefe. The noble

and generous conduct of the Rev. Fathers O'Keefe and Develin, during the whole of
the trying scenes through wiiich they have passed, will ever endear their names to the

citizens of Norfolk and Portsmouth. Tiiey ministered to the sick, consoled the dying
with the last offices of religion, and even assisted in burying the dead, when the nearest

friends on earth had fled from them. Both in turn were stricken down with the di.s-

ease, but it pleased heaven again to restore them to the field of their usefulness. But
while we record with pleasure the heroic deeds of these courageous ministers of God,
it is due to stale that the conduct of many of the Protestant clergy was worthy of the

highest commendation. They remained with their flocks, and several fell victims to

the discharge of their duty. The Sisters of Charily too, have added new laurels to those

they have so often won on similar trying occasions, but our limits will not permit us
here to dwell upon their nol>le deeds; moreover they want not our praise; their reward
will be found in tiie gratitude of the afflicted, in the prayers of the orphans, in the appro-

ving smile of the God of charity.

The wants of the afflicted in these doomed cities, were generously responded to on the

part of their fellow-citizens in almost every part of the country, and there were found

many noble and heroic souls, who freely and voluntarily l)raved all the horrors of the

pestilence, to carry relief to the sufferers. Our limits at present will not permit us to

particularize. It will afford us pleasure to do so in a future number. In the meantime,
we commend the following extract from a letter of Dr. Bryant, of Philadelphia, to the

Pennsylvania Inquirer, to our fellow-citizens of all parties and all creeds, and while

they peruse it, let them not forget that it is the language of a Catholic. This dis-

tinguished gentleman, one of the noble band of volunteers, who fled to the rescue of the

suffering in Norfolk, after referring to the scenes of sorrow and distress around him,
adds :

" Party strife is rampant through the land; and while politicians are fulminating their

anathemas abroad, here, in the city of pestilence, Catholics and Protestants, men of the

North and men of the South, peacefully and harmoniously unite in all the offices of

brotherly love and self-sacrificing kindness. How all party spirit and bigotry pale

before this sublime picture and hide their diminished heads. Before partizan strife has

taken its frenzied hold upon our community, and severed the ties which bind us as a

people, let us learn these important lessons from the present afflictive dis|iens:\tion of

Providence, namely: that we all mutually love our common country: that, whatever
religion we may profess, vre should make it the chief aim of our being to exercise

towards each other that charity which, in the Divine Scriptures, is said to be a greater

virtue than faith and hope."
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ROME—THE PATRONESS OP SCIENCE AND ARTS.

7\ranslated for the Metropolitan from. Ike Works of Chateaubriand.

Before we undertake to describe the services which the Church has rendered

to agriculture, let us take a survey of what the popes have done for the science^

and the fine arts. While the reUgious orders were engaged throughout all Europe
in the education of youth, in the discovery of manuscripts, and in the explanation

of antiquities, the Roman pontiffs by conferring liberal rewards and even ecclesi-

astical honors on scholars and men of science, took the lead in the general solici-

tude for the promotion of knowledge. It is, indeed, highly glorious to the Church
that a pope should have given his name to the age which commences the era of

civilized Europe, and which, rising from among the ruins of Athens and Rome,
borrowed its light from the age of an Alexander, to reflect it upon that of a Louis.

Those who represent Christianity as checking the advancement of learning,

manifestly contradict all historical evidences. In every country civilization has

invariably followed the introduction of the gospel. The reverse is the case with

the religions of Mahomet, Brama and Confucius, which have limited the intellec-

tual progress of society, and made man grow old in his infancy.

Christian Rome might be considered as a capacious harbor, in which all the

wrecks of the arts were collected and preserved. Constantinople falls under the

Turkish yoke, and the Church immediately opens a thousand honorable retreats to

the illustrious fugitives of Athens and Byzantium. Printing, proscribed in France,

finds an asylum in Italy. Cardinals expended their fortunes in researches among
the ruins of Greece, and in the purchase of manuscripts. So glorious did the age

of Leo X appear to the learned Barthelemi, that at first he preferred it to that of

Pericles for the subject of his great work : it was into Christian Italy that he

intended to conduct a modern Anacharsis.

" At Rome," says he, " my traveller beholds Michael Angelo raising the cupola

of St. Peter's; Raphael painting the galleries of the Vatican ; Sadolet and Bembo,
who were afterwards cardinals, then holding the situation ot secretaries to Leo X

;

Trissino giving the first representation of Sophonisba, the first tragedy composed
by a modern ; Beroaldus, librarian of the Vatican, engaged in the publication of

yi Vol. III.—No. 10.
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the Annals of Tacitus, then recently discovered in Westphalia, and purchased by

Leo X, for five hundred gold ducats; the same pontiff offering places to the

learned of all nations, who Avould settle in his dominions, and distinguished

rewards to such as would bring manuscripts before unknown In all

quarters were founded universities, colleges, printing-houses for all kinds of lan-

guages and sciences, hbraries which were continually receiving accessions of

works published in the country, or manuscripts lately brought from regions where

ignorance yet maintained her empire. The number of the academies increased to

such a degree, that there were ten or twelve at Ferrara, about fourteen at Bologna,

and sixteen at Sienna. They had for their object, the cultivation of the sciences, the

belles-lettres, languages, history and the arts. In two of these academies, one of

which was exclusively devoted to Plato, and the other to Aristotle, his disciple,

the opinions of the ancient philosophy were discussed, and those of modern phi-

losophy examined. At Bologna, and likewise at Venice, one of these societies

superintended the printing establishment, the casting of types, the correction of

proofs, the quahty of paper, and in general whatever could contribute to the per-

fection of new editions In every state, the capital and even the towns of

inferior importance were extremely covetous of knowledge and fame : almost all

of them offered to astronomers observatories ; to anatomists ampitheatres ; to natu-

ralists botanic gardens ; to the studious in general, collections of books, medals

and antique monuments; and to talents of every kind, distinguished marks of

consideration, gratitude and respect The progress of the arts encouraged

a fondness for public spectacles and magnificence. The study of history and of

the monuments of Greece and Rome inspired ideas of propriety, unity and perfec-

tion, which had not before prevailed. Julio de Medicis, brother of Leo X, having

been proclaimed a Roman citizen, this proclamation was accompanied with public

exhibitions ; and in a vast theatre erected for the purpose, in the square of the

Capital, was performed for two days a comedy of Plautus, the music and extra-

ordinary splendor of which excited universal admiration."

The successors of Leo X did not permit this noble ardor for the productions of

gm.ius to die away. The peaceful bishops of Rome collected in their villa the

precious relics of ages. In the Borghese and Farnese palaces, the traveller

admired the master-pieces of Praxiteles and Phidias. It was the popes that pur-

chased at an enormous price the statues of Hercules and Apollo; that preserved

the too much slighted ruins of antiquity, and covered them with the sacred mantle

of religion. Who can help admiring the pious labor of that pontiff, who placed

Christian images on the beautiful remains of the palace of Adrian? The Pan-

theon would not now exist, had it not been hallowed by the religion of the twelve

apostles, neither would Trajan's pillar be still standing had it not been crowned

with the statue of St. Peter.

This conservative spirit was manifested in all the orders of the Church. While
the ruins collected to adorn the Vatican surpassed the wealth of the ancient

temples, a few poor monks prelected within the precincts of their convents the

ruins of the houses of Tiburand Tusculum,* and conducted the stranger through

the gardens of Cicero and Plorace. A Carthusian pointed out the laurel which
grew on Virgil's grave, and a pope was seen crowning Tasso in the Capitol.

Thus for fifteen hundred years the Church has protected the arts and sciences

;

and at no period has she abated her zeal. If in the eighth century Alcuin, the

* Now Tivoli and Frascati.

\
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monk, tauglit Charlemagne grammar, in the eighteenth another ingenious and

patient friar* discovered a method of unroUing the manuscripts of Herculaneu» :

if in 710 Gregory of Tours described the antiquities of Gaul, in 1754 the canon

Mazzochi explained the legislative tables of Heraclea. Most of the discoveries

Avhich have changed the system of the civilized world, were made by members of

the Church. For the invention of gunpowder, and perhaps also of the telescope,

we are indebted to Friar Bacon; others attribute it to the German monk Berthold

Schwartz; bomb-shells were invented by Galen, bishop of Munster; the mari-

ner's compass was invented by a deacon, Flavio de Gioia, a Neapolitan ; spec-

tacles by Despina, a monk ; and clock-work either by Pacifico, archdeacon of Ve-

rona, or Pope Sylvester II. How many scholars, a great number of whom we
have already named in the course of this work, have shed lustre on the cloister,

or added dignity to eminent stations in the Church! how many celebrated writers!

how many distinguished literary characters ! how many illustrious travellers ! how
many mathematicians, naturalists, chemists, astronomers, antiquaries ! how many
famous preachers ! how many renowned statesmen ! In mentioning the names

of Suger, Ximenes, Alberoni, Richelieu, Mazarin, Fleury, do we not commemo-
rate at once the greatest ministers and the most important events of modem
Europe ?

At the very moment (1800) when we are drawing this hasty sketch of the

benefits conferred by the Church, Italy in mourning, is exhibiting an affecting tes-

timonial of love and gratitude to Pius \l. The capital of the Christian world is

expecting the remains of the unfortunate pontiff, who, by works worthy of an

Augustus or a Marcus Aurelius, drained pestilential morasses, discovered the

road of the consuls, and repaired the aqueducts of the first monarchs of Rome.f
As a last instance of that love of the arts so natural to the heads of the Church,

be it observed, that Pius VII, at the same time that he is restoring peace to the

faithful, still finds means, amid his noble indigence, to replace with new statues

those master-pieces, which Rome the patroness of the fine arts has yielded to the

heir of Athens.

After all, the progress of letters was inseparable from the progress of religion,

since it was in the language of Homer and Vigil, that the fathers explained the

principles of the faith : the blood of martys, which was the seed of Christians,

likewise caused the laurel of the orator and the poet to flourish.

Christian Rome has been to the modern, what Pagan Rome was to the ancient

world, the common centre of union. This capital of nations fulfils all the condi-

tions of its destiny, and seems in reality to be the eternal city. There may per-

haps come a time, when it will be universally admitted that the pontifical power

is a magnificent institution. The spiritual father, placed amidst the nations, binds

together all the different parts of Christendom. What a venerable character is a

pope truly animated with the apostolic spirit! The general shepherd of the flock,

he either keeps it within the bounds of duty, or defends it against oppression. His

dominion, sufiiciently extensive to make him independent, too small to give room

for any apprehension from his political rank, leave him the power of opinion

* Barthelemi, Voxjage en Ilalie.

t Tills aged and venerable pontiff was unfortunate indeed; insulted by the infidel

French General Duphot, who placed a national cockade upon his head, while perform-

ing the most solemn acts of devotion in his own chapel, driven from Rome, and de-

erted by the Italian Princes who ought to have protected him, he died a marty* to

persecution. S.
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alone ; an admirable power, when it embraces in its empire no other works than

those of peace, charity and beneficence.

The transient mischief which some bad popes occasioned, disappeared with

them ; but we still daily feel the influence of the immense and inestimable benefits

for which the whole world is indebted to the Court of Rome. That court, on

almost all occasions, has proved itself superior to the age. It had ideas of legisla-

tion, of public rights, and was acquainted with the fine arts, the sciences, and

possessed refinement, when all around was involved in the darkness of the Gothic

iastitutions. Nor did it keep the light exclusively to itself, but shed it abroad upon

all. It broke down the barriers which prejudice erects between nations; it studied

to soften our manners, to withdraw us from our ignorance, to wean us from our

rude or ferocious customs. In the time of our ancestors, the popes were mission-

aries of the arts sent among barbarians, legislators among savages. "Only the

reign of Charlemagne," says Voltaire, " had a tincture of politeness, which was

probably the consequence of his visit to Rome."
It is, therefore, generally admitted, that to the Holy See, Europe owes her civili-

zation, part of her best laws, and almost all her arts and sciences. The sovereign

pontiffs are now about to seek other means of being useful to mankind : a new
career awaits them, and we have a presentiment that they will pursue it with

glory. Rome has returned to that evangelical poverty which constituted all her

wealth in days of yore. By a remarkable similarity, there are now Gentiles to be

converted, nations to be restored to hannony, animosities to be extinguished, tears

to be wiped away, and wounds, which require all the balm of religion, to be

healed. If Rome is thoroughly sensible of her situation, never had she before her

greater hopes and more brilliant destinies. We say hopes, for we reckon tribu-

lations among the objects desired by the Church of Christ. The degenerate

world requires a second preaching of the gospel ; Christianity, in renewed vigor,

is rising victorious over the most tremendous assault that the infernal powers ever

made upon her. Who knows if what we have taken for the fall of the Church,

be not her re-establishment ! She was declining in the enjoyment of luxury and

repose ; she forgot the cross ; the cross has again appeared, and she will be saved.*

* Long continued prosperity has often led to a relaxation of morals and of ecclesi-

astical discipline: but the faith of the Church ever remains in its purity and integrity,

guarded against all the contingencies of the world by the promises of Christ. This

faith is revived in times of suffering and persecution, which direct the Christian's atten-

tion more forcibly to his eternal welfare, and to that divine truth on whidi it depends.

But, the enemies of the Church, disregarding these facts, imagine that the efforts of

human power eigainst her must necessarily effect her ruin, while these efforts, on the

contrary, are the very means employed by the providence of God to exalt her before

the world, and to exhibit her supernatural character and divine commission, by signal

and perpetual triumphs over the passion of men. This has always been the case: but,

a remarkable instance of this truth was recently witnessed, when Pius IX was driven

from Rome, and an impious rabble held dominion in the holy city. The enemies of

Catholicity predicted with the utmost confidence that popery was at an end. The
milk-white hind, however, is more vigorous than ever. When the adversaries of the

CalhoUc Church venture to form an opinion as to the effect of persecution upon her

vitality, they shouid remember the words of our author: " Who knows if what we
have taken for the fall of the Church, be not her re-establishment." T.
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CAUGHNAWAGA, AND THE REV. JOSEPH MARCOUX,
ITS LATE MISSIONARY.

BY JOHN G, SHEA.

As the traveller descends the Saint Lawrence towards Montreal, just beside
the boiling rapid of St. Louis, he descries on the shore an Indian village, and
strange combination of savage and civilized life, the dusky sons of the forest
will guide the steamer, pride of modern skill, over the yawning, seething gulf,
amid the bristling rocks ever and anon disclosed by the gaping waters. The scene
is thrilling and exciting beyond description ; all around impresses one with awe,
the wide expanse of the river across which the rapid extends—on one side, the
Canadian village of La Chine, historic of the mighty projects of La Salle, projects
inherited from Columbus in the fifteenth century, and bequeathed to Franklin in
the nineteenth

; historic too of the fearful massacre wreaked on its sleeping deni-
zens, by men set on to the work of midnight slaughter by the colony of New
York: on the other, the stately church and scattered cabins of the Indian town,
which the French call Sault St. Louis, from its proximity to the rapid, but which
the Iroquois inhabitants style simply Caughnawaga, a term which in their
language is equivalent to our English word "rapid." Here too the ages blend :

over the level plain behind the Indian village, you see approaching the panting
steam car with its groaning train, and at a pier lies a steamer to convey the
passengers to La Chine.
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If from the latter town you would visit Caughnawaga itself, you may take this

boat, or more romantically still a birch-bark canoe, such as Cartier found here three

centuries ago, in which, by Indian hands, you will soon glide across the majestic

river. As you near the southern shore, you find it a kind of bluff, the steep

ascent crowned by an old stone fortification, parts of which still frown upon the

intruder. Ascending the slope this bastion appears alone, now forming the par-

sonage garden wall; the curtain is gone; the ruins of the rear of the fortress over-

grown with vines and creepers which laugh through its once deadly loop-holes,

stretches behmd the school house. The church is more recent than the parson-

age, which dates back to the days when the sons of St. Ignatius, who founded

the mission, still directed the dusky sons of the forest, whom they had won from

the worship of the demon Aireskoi to faith in the Son of Mary. It is a classic spot

in Canadian soil: we have enshrined the Homes of American authors ; this too,

deserves that name : here, with all that is grand in nature to inspire them, Bruyas,

the philologist, completed his Mohawk grammar and dictionary ; here Charlevoix,

wrote his History of New France; here Lafetau drew up his "Manners of the

American Indians, compared to the manners of the earliest times," in which every

classic author gives his part ; and here, in our own day, Marcoux gave the last form

to his incomparable grammar and dictionary of the Caughnawaga dialect of the

Iroquois language, and compiled those catechisms, books of prayer, devotion and

instruction, which furnish such a library to his flock. Home of literary men,

home of laborious priests, to whom science owes so much! 'tis time indeed that

pen and pencil should essay to portray thee.

Marcoux is no longer there: but a few months in zealous devotedness to his

flock, he sank a martyr to charity, and as we wander through the irregular streets

of the town, and enter at the evening hour of prayer the Church of St. Francis

Xavier, we find indeed the same Indian forms, veiled in their blankets, blue and

white, each sex apart, and distinguishable only to the stranger by the color, for the

former hue adopted by the saintly virgin of the mission, the far-famed Catharine

Tehgahkwita, is still the exclusive color worn by the female portion of the congre-

gation. All this we find, but the well known voice of the pastor is silent ; never

again will the church echo to his words of Caughnawaga, which none, red man

or white, e'er spoke as he did.

The Reverend Joseph Marcoux was born at duebec on the 16th of March,

1791, of a family originally from the county of Tonnerre in Champagne, which

was, however, one of the first to enter into the spirit of colonization, and at an

early date settled at Beauport, near Gluebec.

The young Joseph was educated in his native city; the English government

had indeed suppressed the College of the Jesuits, and turned the venerable building

into a barrack, but it could not extinguish the Catholic spirit of the Canadians, or

. the devotedness of their bishop and clergy to the Holy See. The priests of the

foreign missions, who had from the time of the holy Laval directed the ecclesi-

astical seminary, now developed their preparatory school, to meet the wants of

the time, and in the University, Laval, have at last established the noblest seat of

learning in the land. In this institution, then known merely as the " Little Semi-

nary," the youthful Marcoux received a solid education : his piety was remarkable

;

not volatile and fitful, but steady and constant, upheld by a strict watchfulness

over his own heart and passions. He was clearly marked out for the priesthood,

and none who had known and admired him, wondered at his entering the eccle-

siastical seminary : least of all, did his school-mate and firm friend, Peter Flavian
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Turgeon, who like liim entcrrd the army of Christ, and is now by his zeal, piety

and devotednt'ss, worthy of liis exalted rank as Arclihishop of Q,uebec.

There is not in Mr. Marcoux's life a more pleasing trait than the warm and

unaffected friendship which subsisted to the end between him and the future pre-

late. For his part, his choice was early made : the life of a parish priest, one of

comparative ease, he resolved to renounce, and while still in his theology began to

study the Iroquois language in order to fit himself for the post of missionary at

either of the three villages of that language near Montreal. To pursue this study

was no easy task; for though this language, the Huron-Iroquois, had received

greater attention than any other from the early missionaries, Avho drew up gram-
mars, vocabularies and tables of radicals for several dialects, still the language had
so changed, that their labors were now of comparatively little utility for the mis-

sionary. Cartier has left us a vocabulary of the Hochelaga dialect ; Sagard, one
of the Huron proper; Brebeuf, a grammatical outline of the same, with a transla-

tion of Ledesma's catechism ; Chaumonol, a full and complete grammar, the guide

of all subsequent missionaries for any dialect; Bruyas, a grammar, radical words
and vocabulary of the Mohawk, de Carheil of the Cayuga, with catechisms in

several dialects, all of which still remain precious monuments of zeal and mines

for philological research, but perfectly obsolete and unavailable to teach the de-

scendants of the Mohawks who adored Christ by the rapids of St. Louis, at St.

Regis, or at the Lake of the Two Mountains.

Their example, however, inspired him; and gifted with rare talents for philologi-

cal labors, patience, a nice discernment and great industry, he began those studies

which gave him so high and deserved a rank. He did not, however, neglect his

theological studies, but on the contrary, pursued them with such assiduity that he

passed his final examination at an unusually early age, and presenting himself for

ordination at the age of twenty-two years and two months, required a dispensation

to enable him to receive Holy Orders. He was then invested with the priesthood

at his native city, on the 12th of June, 1813, by the Rt. Rev. Joseph Octavius

Plessis, eleventh Bishop of Q,uebec.*

The young priest was not long unemployed : the very year of his ordination he

was despatched as missionary to St. Regis, an Indian town lying on the banks of

the St. Lawrence, partly in Canada and partly in New York. To this spot he at

once repaired: but soon found his position one of diflSculty. St. Regis was
founded about 1760, by a young New Englander, named Tarbell, taken prisoner

by the Caughnawagas and adopted into the tribe by the Indian name of Kare-

kowa. With his brother and their families, they set out guided by their pastor,

the Jesuit Mark Anthony Gordon, and at Aquasasne began a new village and

mission, to which the Father gave the name it still bears, St. Regis. Partly of

American origin, the Indians of St. Regis evinced a partiality for the Americans,

and in the war of 1812, some led by Gray and influenced by Eleazar Williams, a

Caughnawaga, whom proselyting societies in New York and New England

had transformed into a missionary, joined the American army. The town itself

was surprised by the American troops, and the Rev. Mr. Roupe was taken pri-

soner. From this fatal period a division has always existed in the village, highly

prejudicial to the temporal and spiritual interests of the people. It was ]\Ir. Mar-

coux's lot to be thrown into the midst of the excitement, when the minds of both

* I owe these details in part to a notice in the Journal de duebec, August 2, 1855,

but chiefly to a communication from my obliging friend, the Rev. J. B. Ferland, of

duebec, well known for his labors in the field of Canadian History.

U
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parties were embittered by the controversy, and by no means disposed to listen to

words of peace. His zeal and abilities, however, soon triumphed in part, and

having perfected himself in the language by nine months study under the Rev.

Mr. Roup and subsequent practice, he labored for six years as a faithful mission-

ary. Then, however, he was accused of being friendly to the Americans, and

even received the name of Ratsihenstatsi Wastonronon, that is, Bostonian or

American priest. The Colonial Government believed his accusers, and Sir John

Johnson called upon the Bishop of Quebec to withdraw him. The charges against

the missionary were groundless, but he yielded to the storm, and was immediately

placed by the Bishop at Sault St. Louis, whose pastor was just dead. Here he

was installed in March, 1819, to the joy of the Indians, who were delighted aUke

with his skill in their language and the zeal he showed for adorning the house of

God. Many and frequent indeed were the charges brought against him by these

fickle sons of the forest : atrocious at times their calumnies against him, but he

was ever the same, kind, patient, never betraying the least resentment, or desire of

triumphing over his ungrateful children.

The life of Mr. Marcoux was ever uniform, entirely devoted to the spiritual

good of his flock, and neglecting nothing to ameUorate their condition. Many
evils saddened him : intoxication and licentiousness ravaged the tribe, and his

earliest efforts were directed to a reformation of morals. Having at last restored

the ancient simplicity and purity, he tirmly maintained the disciphne introduced

by the first missionaries, of which age and experience had proved the wisdom. In

this he did not succeed without much opposition and frequent contradiction, but

adapting himself perfectly to the Indian disposition, he gained an ascendency

which made him irresistible.

Justly deeming their instruction the greatest means of preserving them in virtue,

he devoted himself assiduously to the study of the language, and with such suc-

cess that Chateaubriand in his travels devotes a most interesting chapter to his

grammatical labors.

That the reader may form some idea of these, we shall give a few details on the

Caughnawaga dialect of the Mohawk. It is a guttural language, destitute of

labials, with every syllable aspirated, and uttered with no motion of the lips, and

none scarcely perceptible in the muscles of the face, giving the speaker a most

curious appearance to an observer. The sounds of the language are few, con-

sisting in all of eleven. Its grammar is most simple and yet most complex: sim-

ple, for as in all the dialects of the Huron-Iroquois, every word is conjugated Wjae

the verb : complex, for the verb thus absorbing all, assumes an endless variety.

Then too, there is nothing abstract, no infinitive mood, no abstract noun, no aux-

iliary, no participle, no passive verb; the words vary at the beginning to represent

the subject, at the close to represent the object direct or indirect, and even remote

relations. With three numbers, two genders, an absolute, reflective, reciprocal

and relative forms, the verb assumes a fearful form to the student, and even Mr.

Marcoux's methodical paradigm cannot overcome his fear.

A glance at a verb may elucidate this. Take Iskwens, I hate; in the reflective

form it becomes Katatswens, I hate myself; in the reciprocal, Tekatatsivens, I hate

myself mutually with some one; in the relative form, Konswcns, I hate thee.

Each of these then, in turn, has its variations for each person, number and gender,

in every mood and tense.* All verbs are divided into two paradigms, distinguished

by characteristic letters, and each paradigm has five regular conjugations.

* Chateaubriand—Voyage en Amerique. (Ed. Didot 1845) p. 403.
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The tenses are formed as follows : Kcnomces, I love ; Kenonweskt, I was loving;

Enhcnoinoene, I will love ; Akenonwenu, 1 may love ; Kanonwehon, loved ; Wake-
nonwchon, 1 have loved, &c.

A noun is conjugated like a verb, as may he seen by comparing them.

I love, Ttenomues. my head, kenontsine.

Thou lovest, senomves. thy head, senonlsine.

He loves, ranonwes. his head, rannnlsine.

She loves, kanonines. her head, kanontsine.

They love, (indete'-niinate) ienonwes. their head, ienonlsine*

How different this noble, full and ancient language from our English; its gram-
matical structure rich beyond expression', has a form for every relation, while our

verb, capable of only five or six inflections, limps with its crutches of auxiliaries!

The infidels of the last century represented these languages as jargons without

order or system, but they are complete as a crystal. " Languages," says Cardinal

Wiseman, in his noble and learned lectures on Science and Revealed Religion,

" languages grow not up from a seed or a sprout; they are by some mysterious

process of nature, cast in a living mould whence they come out in all their fair

proportions ;"t or rather may we not say, they are the work of the Creator, most
beautiful, where man has made fewest attempts to improve them.

Such was the language to the study of which Mr. Marcoux devoted a lifetime,

and well might it excite his enthusiastic admiration. The first fruit of his labors

was a large folio vocabulary, still in manuscript : then a methodical grammar and

dictionary, French Iroquois and Iroquois French, which, revised and improved,

received their final form a few years back. In extent, arrangement and accuracy,

they are unequalled by any work on an Indian language hitherto compiled.

Anxious to instruct his people well, he soon composed a catechism, which after

being examined by four competent missionaries, skilled in the tongue, was
solemnly approved by Mgr. Ignatius Bourget, the holy Bishop of Montreal, on

the 12th of September, 1843, not only for his own mission, but for all. " It is

our will," says the approbation, " that this Cate.chism be the only one of which

tlie use shall be permitted in the Missions of Sault St. Louis, the Lake of the Two
Mountains, and of St. John Francis Regis."|
With the return of sobriety and morality comparative prosperity dawned on

Caughnawaga ; for we do not delude any by leading them to suppose that the

Indian ever acquires the scrupulous habits of neatness which are found among
ourselves. At the best there is an air of unkindness which repels the visitor.

They are not, however, less interesting to an American Catholic, we trust, on that

account; nor can they ever fail to be an object of interest except to those who even

now avow ignorance of their history. They are like the Acadian descendants of

pilgrims for conscience sake; for the faith their fathers quitted kindred and home
by the banks of the Mohawk, to seek on the banks of the St. Lawrence liberty to

worship God, a liberty denied them by the profligate pagans of their tribe, and

their white allies in the English colony. Among those who thus retired was
Catharine Tehgahkwiia, the " Genevieve of New France," still revered as " la

* Letter of Mr. Marcoux, March 6, 1853.

f Twelve Lectures on the Connexion between Science and Revealed Religion. Vol. I,

page 73.

I lonteriwaienstakwa ne kariwiioston teioasontha kanawakeha. Montreal, PerrauU,

1844, page 2.

75 Vol. III.—No. 10.
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bonne Catharine," whose wonderful life and extraordinary miracles long made

her tomb a celebrated pilgrimage, where the governor, the prelate, the soldier and

the peasant knelt to implore God's graces through her intercession. A century,

and well nigh two centuries have not destroyed devotion to her: a cross has

ever towered above her grave, now remote from the village. In 1843 Mr.

Marcoux erected the present one with great pomp and solemnity, and a motely

group of Indians, Canadians, Irish and English Avere drawn to the spot by devo-

tion or curiosity.

Two years after, from his own economy, and what he had infused into his

flock, aided by funds which his zealous prosecution of old claims had obtained

from the State of New York and from the British government, he began at his

mission the erection of the present substantial church to replace the old edifice

which began to show signs of decay. It is a fine stone church, adorned with a

superb painting ol' St. Louis, presented to the mission by Charles X, when king

of France,* enriched with presents by Louis Philip, and only last year with a

magnificent cope from Napoleon III, and a chalice from the Princess Eugenia.

The missionary's next labor was the composition of a book of prayers, hymns

and devotions for the use of his flock, which was printed at Montreal in 1852,

with the title " Kaiatonsera lonterennaientakwa," &c., a book frequently seen at

New York on a Sunday morning at St. Peter's Church, in the hands of the

squaws who come to that city to sell their baskets, moccasins, and other work.

Mr. Marcoux was now sinking ; his health had been shattered in his attention

to the sick during the various epidemics which had ravaged the mission; he
sought a successor Avhom he might prepare to fill his place by instructing him in

the language and disposition of his flock. The Jesuits had founded Caughnawaga;
they were again in Canada, and to them he applied. A father was soon stationed

at the Sault, but circumstances arising from the want of fathers in the colleges,

compelled the Superior of the Canada mission to recall him, and Mr. Marcoux
was again left alone. The Oblates were next entreated to come to his aid, and
the present incumbent. Father Antony, repaired to the Sault. The Almighty
spared the venerable missionary some years longer to prepare his future successor,

and not leave his works, his sermons and rituals unexplained.

During the month of May, 1^55, the typhus again ravaged the mission; as

before, the exceOent and pious missionary hastened to the bed side of his children,

but not unscathed; he was himself seized with the malady while administering-

the last sacraments to them, and it was soon evident that his days were numbered.
He prepared for death with peace and joy, and fortified by all the consolations of

religion, amid the Indians to whom he had devoted his life and over whom he had
watched with so vigilant an eye, he expired on the 29th of May, at the age of

sixty-four years.

In the language of one who knew him well, " He was the advocate, the notary,

the physician of the Indians of Caughnawaga. He often settled their disputes,

drew up all their writings, bought and prepared medicines for them."t For
himself he reserved nothing; with diflicully could he be persuaded to lay out

any thing for himself, even for his wardrobe: all was bestowed on his flock, who
always in need, had recourse to him, sure of never being repulsed. Indeed, this

charity was carried so far that there are some whom he supported for years. Nor
was he less eminent for his piety and fidelity to his exercises of piety.

As a missionary and as a philologist he was known far and wide, but to such
as had personal relations with him, it is well known that in courtesy, hospitality,

frank and generous friendship, he yielded to none, and the writer pays in this

notice his tribute to one who was ever disposed to aid his researches.

* History of the Catliohc Missions among the Indian Tribes of tlie United States,

page 343.

t Father Anthony, 0. M. J.



THE FRENCH IN ROME.

CHAPTER VI.

Contimintion nf the Roman Fiwirrection—The Pope decides on flis;ht—Escape—
Reaches Caetn—Anecdote of the Duke of Rrsrsrio—Procecdins^s in Rome after

the Papers departure—jXews of French intervention—Arrival of Garibaldi—Acts

of outrage.

Rome, Aujr. 2d, 1849.

Ix (he Inst leUer we saw how the insurrection of November l6th

ended. But it was soon known that a still more alarming demonstra-

tion was to take place on the 27(h. The Revolution was marching

from excess to excess. The Holy Father was closely watched night

and day in his own palace, and the faithful Swiss, that had defended

him with so much devotion and courage, dismissed by the now all-

powerful Sterbini, has been succeeded by the Civic Guards, whose
bad dispositions were well known.
The representatives of the Great Powers implored the Pope to spare

his infatuated subjects a great crime ; all in the name of their respec-

tive governments, offered him an inviolable asylum. The Duke d'

Harcourt, Ambassador of France, was especially urgent that the Holy
Father should honor with his presence, a nation which had so often

defended oppressed Roman Pontiffs. Already the steamboat, the

Te?iare, awaited him at Civita Vecchia, and the expeditionary brigade,

collected at Marseilles under the command of General Malliere, was
ready to enter the Roman States to march to the relief of Pius IX.
Still he was hesitating, for he entertained some lingering hopes that

his presence might yet give some direction to the revolutionary torrent,

when one day he received from the Bishop of Valence a liitle silk

bag containing the pi/a: in which Pius YI carried the holy eucharist

on his breast during his exile in France. This gift appeared to the

Holy Father as an admonition from heaven, and he at last decided

on seeking safety in flight by accepting the propositions of the Duke
d' Harcourt. But Cardinal Antonelli, in conjunction with Austria,

which country could not endure without jealousy the idea of the Pope
making his residence in France, soon succeeded in somewhat chang-

ing his intentions; and whilst the representatives of Europe were still

disputing for the possession of the illustrious guest, the Count de

Spour, the Bavarian Ambassador, whose secret was not penetrated by
his colleagues, obtained from the Pope that he would not follow the

too-frequented route to Civita Vecchia, but repair at first to Gaeta,

whither the Tenare could be immediately sent.

But the first difiiculty was to decide how Pius IX could leave the

palace and the city without being recognised, for already the report

that he intended to recover his liberty by flight had excited the multi-

tiide, and redoubled the vigilance of his goalers, the Civic Guards.

On the evening of the 24th, the Duke d' Harcourt appears in great

splendor at the gates of the Q,uirinal and asks to see the Pope. The
Guards at first refuse to admit him, but he insists and at last succeeds
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in reaching his apartments. Without losing a moment, the Duke
assists his Holiness in disguising himself with a great coat, a pair of

spectacles and a large round hat. Pius IX kneels once more before

the crucifix, and a few minutes afterwards, accompanied b\^ M. Phil-

ipiani, and carrying a dark lantern in his hand, he leaves the room by
a secret door leading into the gallery of the Conclave. Some moments
more, and a modest carriage descended the Q,uirinal hill, crossed the

Piazza Trajana, and at the baths of Titus joined that of the Count
de Spaur. The two carriages passed the gate of St. John Lateran

without obstacle, and proceeding at full speed, by night-fall reached

the valley of Aricia near Albano, where Madame de Spaur impatiently

and uneasily awaited the illustrious fugitive.

Just as the Countess perceived the Pope's carriage in the distance,

some Carabineers passing by on patrol stopped and entered into con-

versation with her. The Pope soon arrives in the middle of the

crowd.

''Heavens! Doctor!" cried the Countess with wonderful presence

of mind, ''you always keep people waiting, I have been here an
hour."

Pius IX alighted from his own carriage and entered the berlin of

Madame de Spaur without saying a word. Young Maximilian de

Spaur and his Tutor sat in the front seat : the Carabineers themselves

put up the steps, closed the door, and went av ly without the least

suspicion. "Fear nothing," said the Holy Father to the Countess,

who could hardly control her agitation ; "God is with us."

The horses started at full gallop and soon arrived without accident

at Fondi. There, one of the postillions, attentively regarding the

Pope's countenance, came very near recognizing him, and said to his

comrade,
" Dont you think that this priest wonderfully resembles the portrait

of the Pope that we have at home?"
At last, after several hours of mental alarms, the travellers crossed

the frontier of the Roman States.

"Let us return thanks to the Almighty," said the Holy Father
with emotion.

He recited the Te Deum, and the berlin soon entered Gaeta, where
Cardinal Antonelli had just arrived. It was immediately agreed that

the Count de Spaur should proceed at once to Naples to inform the

King of what had taken place, and the illustrious travellers sought the

hospitality of the episcopal palace. But the Bishop of Gaeta was
absent, and the steward obstinately refused to receive strangers, who
not only presented themselves unannounced, but would not even give

their names in confidence.

The Pope then went to lodge at a little inn called the Garden
Tavern, where at first he kept himself strictly incognita. Twenty four

hours later, the Tenare landed the Ambassador of France at Gaeta,

and almost at the same time, the King of Naples, full of eagerness

and joy, arrived to welcome his illustrious guest. The Pope, whose
presence none of the citizens as yet suspected, then repaired to the

Governor's palace ; the King, his Q-uecn, and all his family, immedi-
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niely (lirew themselves at his foet and hosniifrht his hlessiti^. The
PoniifF, iniich moved hU's-sod them, and opening' the wirulow, he
appeared on the halcony, and blessed I lie crowds that had soon assem-

bled in the sqnare. The King placed the ])alace at the disposal of his

Holiness, anci betrged him to fix his residence there until recalled by
his subjects, wlien, probably very soon, he could return to his own
Capital. Very powerful motives inclined the Holy Fatlier to accept

this proposition ; by remaining at Gaela, he did not leave the Italian

soil ; and he was on the borders of his own States, prepared for any
event. Cardinal Antonelli, then, who dreaded the instability of the

French Government, and Coimt de Spaur, who knew that his Sove-
reign would not fail to regard the Pope's residence in France with

uneasiness, uniting their earnest entreaties with those of the King of

Naples, had not uuich difficulty in getting the better of the Duke d'

Harcourt. But, if we French have been, by these political considera-

tions, deprived of the honor of receiving the Holy Father, at least we
have not been prevented from fighting and conquering for him ; and
while the Austrians stopped at the Appanines, and the Neapolitans

appeared only for a moiuent at Albano, and the Spaniards occupied
only the environs of Terracina, it was in the heart of the eccle-

siastical States, it. was in Rome herself, that France, victorious and
triumphant, crushed the revolutionary hydra, and gloriously lifted the

pontifical flag.

Rome, Aug. 3d.

I HEARD a fine sermon this morning at the Gesu, one of the most
beautiful, and certainly the most frequented of the churches in Rome,
It is attended by the Jesuit Fathers, whose partial return you have,
no doubt, already seen generally announced. On leaving the church,

I went to Condotti street to buy beads, which I intended to get blessed

at Gaeta, and entered at hazard the first store I saw in this busy
localit3\ The proprietor, a true artist, leaving his wife to attend the

business, was himself engaged in cameo-cutting, which he executed
with an admirable skill : he invited me to pass into his little work-shop
where I could admire all those pretty master-pieces at my leisure. At
the same moment two French officers entered the store to make pur-

chases. While the mistress was displaying her stock of rosaries of all

sizes and all prices, five or six soldiers arrived in their turn.

'' Well, Madame the Saleswoman, we are come to buy some
medals," exclaimed the first as they entered.

^' \Ne have them of all kinds : which do you prefer, Signer?"
" The finest you have got :" replied the orator of the party, "those

with the Blessed Virgin on one side, and the Pope on the other."
" Do you want them silver or copper?" asked the woman.
The soldiers looked at each other.

"That depends on the price," was the general reply.

"I would like to get a nice one, for I intend it for my sister," said

one, " but 1 have only six cents to spend."
" I have only four," said another.
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'* I have a new twenty cent piece," said a third, " but I will venture

it all willingly : Mother must have something exti-a from Rome."
" My friends," said one of the officers whom the soldiers had not

yet remarked, as he wore no uniform and had remained quietly in a
retired corner of the shop, " will you let me settle the matter, and give

me the pleasure of choosing your medals? "

The soldiers simultaneously gave the salute and remained silent

with surprise.

** I will get them blessed by the Holy Father," continued the

officer : "you can send them to your friends and drink my health with

the money you intend for the purchase."
" That just suits us, mou General,'''' gravely replied the orator.

" Then it is decided," said the Duke of Reggio, for the officer was
no less than General Oudinot, the commander-in-chief.

The soldiers went away quite delighted, and no doubt, fully deter-

mined to keep their promise. The General bought the promised

medals, made some other purchases and retired in his turn. Then at

last I left the workshop, and I hope the little present I send you will

justify my opinion of the artists skill.

After this adventure we shall resume where we left off 3'esterday.

It was a very unhappy time for the Romans, that immediately

following the departure of Pius IX. Honest people, in the general

consternation, lost all their energy. Some of the nobility, and many
of the ecclesiastics, and personages of distinction generally, left the

city: the Cardinals, making their escape with much difficulty, went to

join the Pope at Gaeta: but the most part of the decent portion of the

citizens, shutting themselves up in their dwellings, were content with

groaning in secret, though trembling every moment for their fortunes

and their lives.

In vain did Pius IX name at Gaeta a governmental commission,

and send at the same time a protest against the intruding ministry: his

paternal voice might perhaps confuse the guilty, but it could not

repress them. Terror took possession of all minds: many Deputies

were recalled by their province: the others, menaced every day in the

execution of their functions, lost all independence. The Roman
Mimicipality withdrew, the principal chiefs of the Civic Guards gave

in their resignation, anarchy reigned supreme. "Rome'," to use the

expression of M. Balleydier, " at the departure of the Pope, was like

an abandoned vessel, floundering about in the reefs, without sails or

compass, and steered by a {q\^ blind slaves."

Robbery, pillage, forced contributions, murders, sacrilegious scenes,

parodying the most august ceremonies of our holy religion, became
the order of the day. Ciceroacchio, the devoted tool of Sterbini, the

getter-up-in-chief of these disturbances, paraded through the streets at

the head of his gang, carrying before them a crucifix veiled in black

crape, and chanting the Miserere or the De profundis. He forced

his way into the houses to tnake the regular domiciliary visits, uttering

terrible threats against all those he suspected of being attached to the

Holy See. One day, he presents himself with his assassins before the

pastor of St. Mary Major's, who, in obedience to the command of his
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legitimate sovereign, had affixed (o the gale the Pope's protest. After

a shower of menaces and epithets directed against the good Fiilhcr,

a man in the crowd drew out his tiagger as if to put an end to the

dispute.

" Strike," said the priest without betraying the least emotion ;
" take

my life, I do not fear death: but dread you the judgment of God."
This passive courage disarmed tiie executioners, but they broke every

thing that came under their hands. Thence they proceeded to the

Church of St. Celsus, grossly insulted the pastor, and pillaged his

house.

New modifications took place every day in the government, without

however, bringing atiy alleviation of the public evils. The creation of

a Supreme Jutita was soon followed by the appointment of a Revolu-

tionary Guanl and a Commission of Public Safety.

On the 7th of February, the Constituent Assembly opened, declared

the Papal government at an enfl, and decided itself to be the single,

sovereign and supreme power at Rome. A Democratic Republic was
established, to be directed by an executive committee, composed of

three members, removable and responsible, who were Armenilli, Mon-
tecchi and Salicetti.

Next day they wanted to force the canons of the Vatican to sing the

Te Deum at St. Peter's. But these noble men, far from raising a

hymn of joy after such a deplorable event as the fall of the Pope,

courageously resisted all threats of spoliation and death, and succeeded

in making their escape from the sacristy by a private door. The Tri-

umvirs who had come in great pomp, to be present at the ceremony,
at first vented their rage and disappointment in hnprecations, and then

decided that whatever the difficulty, the Te Deum should be sung.

By their orders, twelve officers of the Civic Guard arm themselves

with tapers instead of swords; an almoner of the soldiers of Vicenza

clad in the sacerdotal robes, mounts the altar, and the ceremony is

accomplished amid the mumurs of the people. Within a short space

of time the Chamber decreed, in succession, the confiscation of the

goods of the clergy and of the hospitals, the levy of a forced and pro-

gressive tax of seventeen millions francs on the rich, the casting of all

the bells into cannon, the emission of a million three hundred crowns

in paper, with forced circulation, the coining of a piece of money of

such alloy that only one piece of silver went to nine of copper, and
the appropriation by the Republican Government of all the deposits of

cash belonging to mortmain Institutions.

Not long after, the Genaese Blazzine, the chief of all the Secret

Societies, arrived in Rome, like a vulture scenting his prey. He was
received in triumph, and soon raised to the highest power. His name
and that of Aurelio Saffi, succeeded those of the Triumvirs, Mon-
tecchi and Salicetti: but Armellini remained in audioriiy. The
government being thus constituted, the funds sunk more rapidly than

ever, ready money almost completely disappeared, terror augmented,

and the cancer, that gnawed at. the vitals of the State, festered more
and more every day. All the functionaries really worthy, were dis-

missed and replaced by others more suited to their masters ; the perse-
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cution against things sacred became more violent, and, in spife of the

law of nations, strangers themselves were not safe from the attack

of these tyrants. The French nuns of the Good Shepherd were
driven from their convent, the monasteries of St. Vincent de Paul, of

St. Andrew-delle-Fratle, and several others, were turned into barracks
;

many churches were pillaged, and the Basilica of St. Peter's was pro-

faned by the parody of the ceremonies of Holy Week, and the violation

of the tombs.

It was in the midst of these excesses that the news of the French
intervention burst like a clap of thunder in the palace de la Consulta,
where the Triumvirs had estabh'shed their seat of government. But
almost at the same time, deceptive letters from the democrats of Paris

arrived to restore the fallen courage of the chiefs of the Republican
parly, and the Assembly, reassured by the Triimivirs, pompously
decreed that Rome should be saved, and that force would be opposed
to force.

The means of defence were far from corresponding with these high-

sounding declarations, for, whether from want of sympathy or want
of courage, very few Romans seemed disposed to take part in the ter-

rible struggle now so close at hand. But, opportunely for the cause
of the new Republic, just at this moment, another Genoese, the

famous General Garibaldi, distinguished for his military talents and
his adventurous life, entered Rome at the head of his legion. This
consisted of men, characterless indeed, but well trained to the hard-

ships of war, and to these, I must acknowledge it with a blush, were
soon joined a large number of Frenchmen, unworthy of the name,
the vanquished of June, fugitives from justice, escaped convicts, and
generally the dregs that the revolution had thrown up on its surface.

All these brigands were received with enthusiasm by the Republicans
of Rome : Garibaldi installed himself in the monastery of St. Sylves-

ter, and took the command of the military forces. Immediately the

rattle of the drum and the din of arms resounded on all sides, and the

papal city assumed the unwonted aspect of a vast camp.
In the meantime, ridiculous proclamations, in which the French

soldiers were treated as simpletons and robbers, coming to Rome to

pillage the houses, destroy the monuments, and insult the women,
were pasted every where on the walls. A company of Enthusiasts

was established, wearing, by way of distinction, a tri-color scarf on
the left arm, who were to rouse the people by their discourses, and
like modern Tyrtoi, inflame them for the conllict.

From the 28th of April, every thing was read}^ for resistance; the

ramparts bristled with cannon, the artillery was well provided with

ammunition, the streets were barricaded, the soldiers under arms; and
the decent portion of the population, intimidated by these redoubtable

preparations, bent their heads under the yoke, satisfied with protesting

by their sad and silent attitude, without daring to declare for their

deliverers.

The affair of the 30th of April* exalted to the highest degree the

hopes of the Repubhcans, and augmented the terror of the friends of

* For a short account of this check to the French arms, see Metropolitan of February.
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order, whose position was now becoming more dangerous. Strangers

who could purchase pcrmii^sion to leave the city, hastened to fly: the

others sought protection under the French Hag, wliicli fear of reprisals

still rendered a safeguard. It was thus M. Alaun, director of the

Academy of France, gave hospitality to a great number of his coun-

trymen, and all the nuns of the Sacred Heart, several foreign priests,

and a certain number of artists found refuge in the convent of I'rinita-

die-Mon(i.

The spoliations, the violences, the cruelties of which Republican
Rome every day presented a spectacle, only justified the fears of the

iidiabitants too well. Many of the French soldiers of the twentieth

line that had been so treacherously captured on the 30th of April

at the gate St. Pancras, were assassinated in cold blood.

One day, a band of these brigands, who, under the pretext of de-

fence, pillaged and burned every thing in the neighborhood of Rome,
appeared before a house situated near the gate St. John. The pro-

prietor would resist, but he was soon shot dead, and three poor vine

dre^rsers, who attempted his defence, overwhelmed by numbers, were
seized and carried into the city. Just as they came in sight of the

gate of Fort St, Angelo, somebody shouted '' they are Jesuits in dis-

guise," when they were instantly assailed by the furious rabble, and
literally torn to pieces.

Here an old man is assassinated in the open day by a w'retch to

whom he had lent money, and who finds it more convenient to dis-

charge his debt with a dagger.

There, Garibaldi, without troubling himself by recourse to any form
of justice, orders a priest to be shot who had happened to displease

him. On the same 30lh of April, at Monte Mario, the Dominican
pastor of our Lady of the Rosar}^, and another ecclesiastic, watered

wnth their blood the church which they had long zealously attended.

Another day, Ciceroacchio and his gang penetrated the church of

Santa Maria del Papolo, pillaged the sacred vesssls, carried out the

confessionals in triumph, amused themselves a long time parodying
the sacrament of penance, and compelling the passers by to come and
receive absolution from their sins; then making a bonfire, they danced
like demons around the burning confessionals.

On the 22d of May, the parish priest of the Minerva was surprised

by a visit from one of these troops of plunderers in the pay of the gov-

ernment. They order him to repair to the monastery of St. Uallixtus.

He obe3"s. A man is standing at the gate at whose sight the priest

cannot help trembling, for he is Captain Zanibianchi, one of the

most ferocious executioners of the savage orders of the Republic.

''You tremble," he remarked, with a sneer; "of what were you
thinking then?"
"I am thinking of God," was the meek reply: -'may He have

mercy on my murderers."
" Enter," said the Captain, roughly.

Scarcely had the priest crossed the threshold when a dreadful scene

was revealed to his eyes: fourteen ecclesiastics lay weltering in their

blood here and there over the garden. The assassins were still at their

76 Vol. III.—No. 10.
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post, and a moment after, the Pastor of the Minerva fell dead among
his companions.

But enough of such terrors. These details, and many others that [

will spare you, were given me by the Abbe Dotti, and confirmed by
various other sources. Indeed they are only too well known to all

that had tiie misfortune of being in Rome at this hideous period.

The Republic, thirsting for gold and blood, robbed the citizens and
reigned only through terror.

General Oudinot has just started for Gaeta to receive the benediction

of the Pope, and to ask him in the name of France, to return and take

possession of his capital. A deputation of the Roman municipality

has proceeded there also with the same object in view. May their

united prayers influence the Sovereign Pontiff, whose paternal heart

must share the impatience that we all feel for his return. In the mean-
time, many of the clergy and some of the Roman nobles seem to think

that his arrival is not quite so near as expected; they even assert that

it would not be prudent on his part to return so soon to a city from

which the French aulhorities have not yet succeeded in removing those

that played even conspicuously odious parts during the times of the

Repubhc. We shall see.

FRIBURG CATHEDRAL.

The following beautiful paragraph is taken from the writings of the late

Horace B. Walace. It derives additional interest from the fact that it is from

the pen of a Protestant

:

" If any one wishes to see, in an architectural form, an earthly image of Per-

fection—to behold a material structure that is radiant with the beauties of exhaust-

less grace, and yet pervaded by severeness of purity,—to study a model of scien-

tific skill which, to the most learned, might teach some new resource of invention

—

let him give hours and days of delighted survey to the tower of the Cathedral of

Friburg, in the Breisgau At the very summit expands a cross-shaped

flower, which crowns the fane like a star let down from heaven. . . . Lingering

around this lovely pile, through the mild hours of the earlier autumn—cHmbing

often among the pinnacles of its spire—to me, it ever appeared a mythic represen-

tation of the Catholic Faith. Its wide-walled, CFOwd-containing body seemed like

that visible constitution of the Church, which, founded on the plain of Truth,

reared by the spiritual energies of the past, and buttressed, without, by a thousand

feelings, and interests, and thoughts, is a refuge from the storms of Nature, an

altar for ever-burning worship.

"... I tore myself away with the reluctance'of a lover from this captivating

form of beauty ; and I shall always retain a conviction that there is one perfect

thing in the world—the tower and spire of Friburg Cathedral."



THE IMMUTABILITY AND PERPETUAL VISIBILITY OF THE
CHURCH.

"Thou art Peler, ami upon this rock I will build my Church, and the gates of hell sirall not prevail

against it."

—

Matlhew xvi, 18.

We know that hell is powerless to assail,

Since truth assures us it can ne'er prevail

!

What various aids hath it not brought to bear
On God's most holy Church—her to ensnare
Within its toils !—yet still she testifies

His wondrous potency, and hell defies!

Immovable and steadfastly she stands,

—

Not raised upon the ever-shifting sands
Of human error: her foundations rest

On Peter's saving rock, by Gfoo's all-wise behest.

Go! search the pag^e of history! and see

This truth confirm'd of ancient projihecy;
The Church throughout all time immutable.
And aye beheld in union visible.

What mighty kingdoms have not been destroy'd!
What nations, tongues, and peoples, render'd void!
What chaos and confusion have ensued !

1 What awful conflicts, both by field and flood

!

What heights lial# not ambition leapt, to win
Riches and worldly honors !—and the din

Of battle hath not ceased for many an age,

Its thirst for blood and plunder to assuage!
Yet God's own Churcli, as in her earliest youth,
Existeth still—the pillar of the truth !

Though human states in ruin have been hurl'd.

And desolation hath despoil'd the world,
Yet hath the Church withstood each desperate shock,
Secure upon her everlasting rock;

And aye will stand, whatever ill betide,

—

For Christ hath sent his spirit to abide

With her forever: proof that she can fall

Into no error, but shall be to all

A beacon visible, to light the way
Where lies the passage to eternal day.

This awful truth is made most manifest

By miracles, which even now attest

Her right divine; and every age can show
This power, which God hath ceas'd not to bestow,
As proofs of her supreme authority

To teach the Christian how to live and die!

Yet, spite of truth so clear, so palpable,

In reason's spite, men cease not to rebel;

And restless ever, in their fancied might
They hurl their weajions at the Infinite,

—

Calling in question His august decrees.

And branding holy Church with gross impurities.

O foolish man, and vain ! why thus reject

God's wise design,—thyself thy architect.'

Why raise, upon the shoals of human wit,

A tenement so frail and feel)ly knit,

As needs must peri.'jli at the least ironimotion,

And whelm in the depths of hell's lcin])CStuous ocean.'



SCENES IN THE LIFE OF OUR LORD,

HIS PUBLIC LIFE.

The MissioH of the Disciples— The Multiplication of the Loaves and Fishes— TIic

Doctrine of the Eucharist— The Cure of the Phenician Woman.

Our Lord was now to begin his work of teaching, not in person, but by'those

whom he had trained in his school. His divine heart was moved by the numbers
lying like sheep that have no shepherd; and he bade his disciples pray to the Lord
of the harvest to send forth laborers into the held, for the harvest was great and

the laborers but few.

OUR LORD SENDS HIS DISCIPLES TO PREACH.

He was near the city of Nazareth, the home of his childhood, a spot full of all

those recollections that hover around the cradle of our youth. There had he

grown up, there enjoyed in obscurity the ties of family and kindred : there toiled a

poor mechanic. There too he had lately been rejected by those who, acknowledg-

ing no guide but the senses, would not see a God in him who had passed for the

carpenter's son. " And is not his mother called Mary ?"

He now showed that he not only possessed power, but could dispense it: he

gave the twelve power over the unclean spirits, over all diseases, and over death

itself. Sending them two by two to the lost sheep of the house of Israel, he said :

'* Going preach, saying the kingdom of heaven is at hand. Heal the sick, raise

the dead, cleanse the leper, cast out devils, freely have you received, freely give."

He warned them against avarice. " Do not possess gold nor silver nor money in

your purses; nor scrip for your journey, nor two tunics, nor shoes, nor a stafl."

Tii'v were (o( iidT ihe house of a worthy man and tiicre abide, avoiding all levity
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in changing their abode, and were to take the food set before them. He announced
to them the dangers of their ministry, but bade them take heart and " fear not."*

OUR l,ORD TEACHING THE MULTITUDES

^ After their departure our Lord himself continued to preach in the towns and
villages, until ihey returned. When they had exhorted all to penance, and
anointed the sick with oil, and cast out devils, they again gathered around their

master to relate what they had done. And he said to them :
" Come apart into a

desert place and rest a little," for there were many coming and going, and they
had not so much as time to eat.f Accordingly they entered a bark and crossed

over to a desert strand; but the crowd would not so easily be deprived of his divine

presence: they followed the winding' shore till they reached the spot, and Jesus
anxious to feed their spiritual hunger taught them, nor had they tired, nor had he
wearied, when the day drew to its close. His disciples therefore begged him to let

them depart, so as to get food in the neighboring village : but he answered : " Give
them you to eat." Scarce believing him in earnest, they said ironically :

•• Let us

* Matt. X. t Mark vi, 1-13. 30-31.
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go and buy two hundred denarii worth of bread and we will feed them." " How
many loaves have you ?" he inquired :" " Five and two fishes," is the reply.

" No fiery wing is seen to glide,

No cates ambrosial are supplied,

But one poor fisher's rude and scanty store

Is all he asks (and more than needs,)

"Who men and angels daily feeds,*

And stills the wailing sea-bird on the liungry shore."

For so did they conceive it; and in utter amazement they heard him bid them
direct the people to sit down on the green grass in companies of fifty and a hun-
dred. Every eye was fixed on Jesus as taking the five loaves and two fishes,
he looked up to heaven and blessed the loaves, and broke them and gave them to
his disciples.

MULTIPLICATION OF THE LOAVES AND FISHES.

The disciples beholding it muhiplying in their hands, bore the pieces to the hun-
gry multitude, wlio amounted to five thousancl men, besides women and children.
They ;)1I eat ihcir fill aiul cv^-n then the miranilous food Avas not exhausted.

* Keble.
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By our Saviour's orders the disciples gathered up the fragments, witli which thoy

filled twelve hnskeLs.* O consoling miracle ! emhlem of that heavenly banquet

spread for millions.

" Whether one or thousands enf,

All receive the self same meat,

Nor the less for others leave, "f

So unheard of a miracle filled the people with amazement ; tiiey resolved to

make Jesus their king, but he compelled his apostles to embark for Bethsaida, and

retired himself into a mountain to pray. The wind was adverse, and the apostles

unable to make Bethsaida were turning towards Tiberias and Capharnaura, and

towards day-break they found themselves twenty-five or thirty stadia from the

shore. Then they beheld a man walking on the water and prepa-' g to pass by

them.
*' He moves along the wa'ery ways,

And walks upon the billow's head;

Now here, now there, the ocean sways,

And smooths a path where he may tread;

Nor does the liquid yield, tho' pressed

Beneath the Saviour's footstep blessed. "|

Believing it a spectre, the disciples cried aloud, but Jesus restored their courage.

*' Fear not : it is I." Peter on this exclaimed :
" Lord, if it be thou, bid me

come to thee upon the waters," and he said " Come." Peter descended from

the boat to the water, and walked for a time, but as the wind rose, he lost

heart, and beginning to sink, exclaimed :
" Lord save me." Jesus immediately

took him by the hand, reproachfully saying : " O thou of little faith, why didst

thou doubt." As he entered the boat all adored him, saying :
" Indeed thou art

the Son of God." When they reached the shore, which they did instantly, by

a new miracle, the people all crowded around him : men ran through the country

to bring the sick, and laid them in the way, only to touch his garment ; those on

the other side of the lake finding that he had disappeared, crossed over in boats
|

to Capharnaum. Approaching Jesus in the synagogue, they asked : " Rabbi,

when earnest thou hither?" Our Lord knowing their hearts, answered: "Amen,
amen, I say to you, you seek me not because you have seen miracles, but because

you did eat of the loaves and were filled. Labor not for the food which perisheth,

but for that which endureth to life everlasting, which the Son of Man will give

you, for him hath God the Father sealed." They understood at once that he

made the miracle a proof of his mission ; but they asked a greater sign, one like

the manna which descended from heaven at the prayer of Moses. Jesus replied :

" Moses gave you not bread from heaven, but my Father giveth you the true bread

from heaven ; for the bread of God is that which cometh down from heaven and

giveth life to the world." Charmed at these tidings, like the Samaritan woman,

they exclaimed : " Lord, give us always this bread." And Jesus said : " I am the

bread of life ; he that cometh to me shall not hunger : and he that believeth in

me shall not thirst." They murmured, but he repeated : " I am the bread of life

:

your fathers did eat manna in the desert and are dead. I am the living bread

which came down from heaven : this is the bread which cometh down from

heaven, that if any man eat of it he shall not die, but shall live forever, and the

* Luke ix, 12. John vi, 10. Mark vi, 35. f Lauda Sion. Hymn for Corpus Christi.

X Wallace. ||
Matt, xiv, 24. § Mark vi, 47. John vi, 16-21.
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bread that I will give is My Flesh for the Life of the World." Again

they murmured, saying :
" How can this man give us his flesh to eat"?" but he

persisted :
" Except you eat the flesh of the Son of Man, and drink his blood, you

shall not have life in you. He that eateth my flesh and drinketh my blood hath

everlasting life, and I will raise him up at the last day : for my flesh is meat

indeed, and my blood is drink indeed. He that eateth my flesh and drinketh my
blood, abideth in me and I in him. As the livmg Father hath sent me, and I live

by the Father, so he that eateth me, the same also shall live by me." Higher

rose the murmurs : "This saying is hard, and who can bear it;" but Jesus con-

tinued, and asked them whether they were scandalized at this, and made it a mir-

acle less than his ascension, adding emphatically :
" The words that I have spoken

to you are spirit and life."

Many of his disciples on this went back and followed him no more. Jesus saw

them depart, and turning to Simon Peter, said : "Will you also go away?"
" Lord," exclaimed Peter, " to whom shall we go, thou hast the words of eter-

nal life, and we have believed and have known that thou art the Christ, the

Son of the living God."

CHRIST AND THE PHENECIAN WOMAN
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How full of instruction aro all these scenes, which we have just related in the

words of the Evangelist. How the mission of the apostles precedes the gathering

of the people to the miraculous feast ! how the trial of Peter's faith, how the

ocular deception of the disciples in supposing his body unreal precede our Lord's

first exposition of the Eucharistic mystery ! How plain that exposition to a

Catholic! how hard, how terrible, how unlike a God of mercy to one who like

the disciples trust merely to the evidence of the senses !*

This miracle took place just before the feast of the Passover, which the Eucha-

rist was to supercede, and Jesus, according to his custom, repaired to Jerusalem in

order to celebrate it : but he did not teach in public. On his return to Galilee he

reproached the Pharisees with their hypocrisy and superstitious attachment to vain

observances, while they neglected the weightier duties of the law.f

Jesus then departed into the territory of Tyre and Sidon. Even here his fame

had penetrated ; a Phenecian woman whose daughter was possessed by an evil

spirit, came to implore Ills aid. " Have mercy on me, O Lord, thou Son of David !"

Jesus, as though countenancing the contempt of the Jews for the Gentiles, went

on, but conscious of the love with which that heart was inflamed for all mankind,

this woman still cried out : " Son of David, have mercy on me!" His disciples,

annoyed by her clamor, begged him to send her away, but he answered :
" 1 was

not sent but to the sheep that are lost of the house of Israel." She, meanwhile,

had come up, and sinking before him, adored him, saying :
" Lord ! help me."

" It is not right," said Jesus, " to take the bread of the children, and to cast it to

the dogs." " Yea, Lord," continued this model of all humility, unmoved by

reproachful words, " yea. Lord ; for the whelps also eat of the crumbs that fall

from the tables of their masters." Full of admiration, our Divine Lord ex-

claimed : " O woman, great is thy faith : be it done to thee as thou wilt : the

devil hath gone out of thy daughter." And the happy mother returning home,

found her daughter lying calmly on her bed. What thanksgiving moved her

heart, and what thanks should we not pay for the favors granted to our long and

earnest prayer ! \.

Having thus, as in the case of the Samaritan woman, foretokened the call of the

Gentiles—our own happy call to the faith—he continued his way to Sidon, and

turning thence towards the slopes of Lebanon, where Jordan rises, he passed

beyond the sea of Tiberias into the territory of Decapolis.

Evert Moment Sundat.^—By different nations every day in the week is set

apart for public worship :—Sunday by the Christians, Monday by the Grecians,

Tuesday by the Persians, Wednesday by the Assyrians, Thursday by the Egyp-

tians, Friday by the Turks, and Saturday by the Jews. Add to this the fact of

the diurnal revolution of the earth, giving every variation of longitude a different

hour, and it becomes apparent that every moment is Sunday somewhere.

» John vi, 22-71. t Matt, xv, 10-20. Mark vii, 14-23

X Matt. XV, 21-28. Mark vii, 24-30.

»7 Vol. III.—No. 10.



THE LITERARY CHARACTER OF FREDERICK WM. FABER.

Our English Catholic literature is singularly rich in polemic and higher dog-

matic theology : indeed in these branches it is unsurpassed by any in Europe, but

the exigences of the times that called forth the works which compose it, gave a

close, philosophic turn to minds, and we accordingly find that same literature des-

titute in a measure of works in which the unction of devotion is blended with

grace of style, in award of those works of ascetic theology which constitute the

charm of the pious in Catholic countries. We have had where English was
spoken, no St. Francis de Sales, no St. Theresa, no Louis de Granada, no Beller-

raine, no Rodriguez, no Segneri, no Roberti, to clothe devotional thoughts and

teachings in the garb of beautiful language, English Catholicity has no great

ascetic works of its own, no beautiful catechetical works to charm and interest

while they instruct. This is indeed but natural : the Reformation was a revolt

against external obedience, and Catholic writers and apostles actually carried to

exageration the merit of mere formal obedience : St. Ignatius Loyola marks the

epoch. Now, however, things have changed : Protestant sects having no real

base, exact a more slavish obedience than Catholicity ever dreamed of: the danger

now is past, and Catholics feel the want of something more genial. The heart

now needs something on which to nourish itself and expand. Our literature

cannot meet the want : but it will soon be supplied.

The school which has given us a Faber, a Newman, a Dalgairns, an Oakeley,

seems destined to render this service. Trained in meditative halls, apart from the

busy world, yet not banished from it, orthodoxy alone was needed to fit them for

the task. They are now all ours, tried and proved by active duties. Among
them Faber is the ascetic writer.

Frederick William Faber is eminently fitted for an ascetic writer ; a poet of

high order, one whose early fame rests entirely on exquisite productions, which

will ever rank him among the finer as well as the nobler and purer of English

bards, he awakens anew the lyre of the martyr Southwell, and the pious canon

Crashaw. But, unlike them, happier times have enabled him to give us, not

hurried addresses in a secret spot, as a persecuted missionary,—not even scarce

digested sermons, as an overtasked parish priest, but conferences and discourses to

the more pious who voluntarily followed the exercise of the oratory. He was

thus brought into contact with souls aspiring to perfection, yet living amid the din

and noise of the great Babylon of London : he was a poet, and has never merely

trifled with the muse so that severer studies have quenched the fire divine.

Poesy has infused itself into his being, and though his studies have been those of

a closeted monk—the ponderous tomes of theologians who flourished in those

happy days, we have not light to scrutinize, works of undying value which few

in our days of manuals arid short courses ever think of opening—yet not from

these has he learned scholastic forms or a turn of disputation ; he sees them as

commentators of the early fathers, and like these speaks and writes.

His works are to the English language what Pugin's creations are to the land

:

they carry us back to Catholic times, away to Catholic lands, and let us revel in

our faith in all its beauty. Close and accurate in doctrine, they are as massy as

the porch of Amiens, while in sublimity they lower like the spire of Strasbourg,

and in the beauty of detail rival St. Germain L'Auxervois.
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Nor has he risen to his present acknowlpcljred position with the noise and glare

of the rocket, to sink as suddenly into ohscurity. Among us he has been slow in

gaining favor. No American edition has ever yet appeared of his Cherwell

Water Lily, Rosary, Sir Launcelot, Styrian Lake, and his many other beautiful

poems, nor of his Essay on Canonization, or on Home Missions, nor even of his

most charming and pious lives of St. Wilfred, St. Wiilibald, and other Saxon
saints, or of his Spirit and Genius of St. Philip Neri, although they have, unless

we are greatly mistaken, appeared in French, Avhile his hymns are to be found

only in the Lyra Catholica. His '^ Allfor Jesiis^' first made him really known
to American readers.

Passing then over his former works, to which we could not do any justice in

the short space allotted to us, we will review briefly the " All for Jesus, or
Easy Ways of Divike Love," with the works which have followed it. A few

words of his own inform us of their scope and object. " As a son of St. Philip, I

have especially to do with the world, and with people living in the world, and trying

to be good there and to sanctify themselves in ordinary vocations." There are such,

even though the plain English of the lives of most Catholics be, as he well ex-

presses it, " An endeavor to stand aloof from the cause of Jesus on earth, to keep

up even a sort of armed neutrahty with God, and yet at the same time desire as

soon as ever they die, without so much as tasting the sharpness of Purgatory, to

be locked in His closest embrace of unutterable love for evermore."

He lives in a Protestant land, amid Protestants, under the shadow of a State

Church, established not by Christ but by law : yet he belongs to the Institute of St.

Philip Neri, and like every Oratorian, copies his founder as a model. The studious

gemus of the Oratory never leaned to abstract dogma or polemics, in fact shuns

them, it revels in the life of Christ and of his saints ; it gives us models and allure-

ments to virtue and perfection, not abstract arguments and reasoning, much less

rules : it has no sympathy with the minute discipline of French regimental spi-

rituality, good for one single nation, but so crushing and disheartening to the

warm-hearted or clear cool-headed.

"All for Jesus" is a guide to perfection addressed to the Confraternity of the

Most Precious Blood ; it lays down as the means three things : eagerness for the

glory of God, touchiness about the interests of Jesus, and anxiety for the salva-

tion of souls. To attain these it gives no formal rules, hard, dry and repulsive,

like Grou's frightful portrahure of True Devotion : Faber's plan is different. Ad-
dressing his hearers—lor this work is eminently colloquial—he says : " I want to

collect for you from the lives of the saints and the works of the spiritual writers, a

number of easy and interesting practices, which will help you to form these three

things in your souls, so as to be advancing the interests of our dear Lord every

hour of your lives, and yet all the while, in the pleasantest manner possible,

becoming something like saints yourselves."

Addressing people in the ordinary walks of life, he claims for them liberty of

spirit, and would have them advance not as quasi seminarians and half nuns,

but as what they really are. He would have them, in order to promote God's

glory, the interest of Jesus and the saving of souls, cultivate a love and a familiar

love for Jesus : sympathise in his sufferings, and especially in those caused by

the sins we see daily committed; and to endeavor to repair the evil by prayer,

intercessory prayer for men in sin, the lukewarm, the saints on earth, souls in

tribulation, benefactors, those seeking perfection, the blessed, the great; offering

for all the Sacred Humanity, the Passion of our Lord himself, and the Dolors of
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His blessed Mother : offering too our ordinary actions, sanctified by God's grace,

and like our prayers, all deriving a value from the Most Precious Blood : in the

next place, by that much neglected act of thanksgiving, and its nobler attendants,

praise and desire ; and having offered all for those on earth, and those in heaven,

to gather all and lay them down in behalf of the suffering souls in Purgatory.

Such are the easy ways of divine love, which he holds out to us to invite us

to rise in spirituality.

"All for Jesus" is, as we have said, colloquial. It is written with great unction,

persuasiveness, and above all, a perfect familiarity with the wants of our time, at

least the wants of Catholics in Protestant countries like England and our own
Republic. Faber indeed professes to write only for England, and acknowledges

the vast difference between the American and the English mind, a difference as

great as that of their political institutions and ideas of rank. To give an idea of

his style we shall cite a passage, not selected for any particular beauty, but as a

mere sample of his style.

" The contemplative Ufe is one thing, and the active life another, and each has

its own retinue and appurtenances ; and consistency is the secret of success.

Now, except a few, a very few singular vocations, devout people living in the

world are called, as living in the world, to an active life. Yet here is a mistake

into which they constantly fall. They make their spirituality to be all interior,

while the whole of their active life is for the world, and essentially worldly, just

like methodists, who keep Sunday for religion, and the week-days for the world.

These good people have no Christian active life, and so the prayers and the church-

goings will not keep the peace with the parks and the parties, and at last devotion

gets the worst of it, and signs away its rights in a base concordat. In other words,

dear reader ! I suspect—I only say suspect, for I have no right to any thing be-

yond suspicion in spiritual science,—I repeat, I suspect that we can have no

devout lives in the world without some active tendmg of the poor ! Visiting the

sick, looking after schools, attending hospitals, having to do with penitents and

foundlings, emigrants and soup-kitchens, I suspect the secret of perfection in the

world, and of perseverance and devotion in the world, lies in these things. To
live interior contemplative lives in the world for three hours a day is a glorious

thing. But you see, unluckily, it hardly ever lasts. What now, if it really be

that I am right, and that the reason of the failure is, that to give all your interior

life to God, and all your exterior life to the world, is an unlawful division ; and

that if the rich are to be holy, they must either strip themselves of their riches,

and hide themselves behind a convent grille, or they must labor with their own
hands for those below them, and make themselves companions of the poor?
" You see your Christian life is made up of mass, communion, meditation,

examen, some little austerities, and the like. But all this is more or less contem-

plative, so long as it stands by itself. It is almost excellent. But you are called

to something additional, to an active Christian life, to the apostolate of the rich,

which consists in assiduous and affectionate works of mercy for the poor. Look
abroad into Catholic countries, where the middle class of holy people so abounds,

and is so fruitful of good works, and so graceful in its spiritual beauty. It looks

as if the secret there was in this glorious activity for the poor. When you come
from prayer, or from church, you cannot without singularity carry your outward

recollection into company, and somehow, prayer is like a delicate bloom upon the

soul ; the hot air of the world's rooms dissipates it speedily. But if you come

from the garret or the hospital, the workhouse or the cellar, you have a charmed

atmosphere around you, which is a sort of panoply of paradise, from which the

venomous arrows of the world glance off blunted and innocuous. It wears well.

It cannot be smiled away, or talked of, or gossipped to pieces, like the exotic

bloom of prayer. Everywhere, where the world is, there is danger to the soul

;

but the gayety, the pleasure, or the fashion can hardly be named, which active

mercy to the poor cannot disarm of all its perils, and even sanctify. Depend upon

it, with you who live in the world, mercy is but another word for perseverance,

and the touch of the poor the Real Presence of your Lord."
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"Growth in Holiness" is a work of far diflTeipnt stamp : it is not addressed to

Christians generally, nor even to those who seek to practice the counsels as

well as the precepts : it is addressed to those who have already entered on

the spiritual life: it is a selection of things to he remembered hy one who would

make progress in the way begun of God's service; and an arrangement of things

so selected best adapted to enable him to remember them. Like his former work,

however, it is a departure from the modern spiritual school, a falling back to the

ancient spirituality of the Church, which is now given us in an English shape,

translated into native thought and feeling as well as language. In this treatise

he discusses the true signs of progress in the spiritual life; the spirit in which we
should serve God : the obstacles we meet : the office of a spiritual director,

sorrow for sin, the true idea of devotion, fervor, and lukewarmness. As may be

seen by a glance, it is a work for religious houses, where, if tolerated, it must be-

come a favorite: if approved, be invaluable; and though, like Rodriguez,

addressed mainly to the inmates of such happy abodes, is suited to all who in the

world aspire to attain perfection.

His style is quite different from that of the former work : for example, let us

take at random

:

"The second phase of the world is indifference. Men pass God over, and that

too without being infidels. This is compatible, not only with an external pro-

fession of Christianity, but also with an intellectual belief in it. Spiritual men find

something irritatingly odious in this state. Indifferent men arrogate to themselves

all the candor and moderation in the world. They imagine themselves to be on a

height, so that they look up at nothing, but doAvn upon every thing. Inside the

Church they care very little about doctrines, and wish to stand well with all

parties. They have no keen sense of the Church, no susceptibility about the poor,

no instinct about the heinousness of sin. They intend to hang on to God by just

the necessary duties and no more. They theologize for themselves, and strike out

a road to heaven without love, except that radical love which is in the soul, will,

reason, brain, blood, bones, and marrow of organized man towards his Creator.

All their views and all their interests, are steeped in materialism ; and in religion

they think themselves amazingly prudent in not aiming at too much, or commit-
ting themselves to God. They are always ready to damp every zealous work,
and throw a dash of chill, which is their notion of moderation, into every thing.

To hear them talk, you would suppose the world was on fire with a romantic love

of God, and that our merciful Creator had deputed them to come and play upon
the conflagration with cold water, which they do with all the calmness and dig-

nity conceivable. It makes spiritual people sea-sick to watch these men, and yet

they will watch them, they often cannot help watching them, with a kind of fas-

cination.

"The third state of the world is unconversion. Men simply do not think of

God at all, or they push His grace from them as men repel a shock in the street,

without knowing whether it is man or thing they are resisting. They do not wish
to make up their minds to be either for or against God, not so much because they
are indifferent about it, but because they are deterred by its difficulties. They live

as if there were no spiritual world, and no invisible powers. They have all that

unsuspiciousness of supernatural things, which is the effect of long self-indulgence,

even independent of positive sin. Indeed, they are often outwardly moral; for

the characters which shine most in domestic life often belong to this class. When
religiousness is obtruded upon them, they rest in vague views of God, and profane

generalities about His attribute of mercy, or they make the existence of religious

differences an excuse for not fairly meeting the question. Good people themselves

should remember that all reserves with God, no matter how much other excel-

lence combined, are so many steps to unconversion."

As to these two Avorks questions may arise, and as the pious author himself says,

it is very easy to stray into the shadow of condemned propositions. They may or
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may not be finally approved by the holy and learned in God's Church ; and doubt-

less many regard them as putting forward too many novelties in the spiritual life

;

many directors shake their heads at " easy ways/' or rapid " growth in hoHness."

It is not for a layman, like the author of this, to enter upon, much less to decide on

questions of theology, and he means no injustice to Father Faber in not attempt-

ing to pass upon Avhat is not within his sphere :* slill, as one who was disheart-

ened and discouraged by the dull dry formalism of the French school, that syn-

thetic system which would create an interior spirit by a habit of exterior acts and

modes of the mind, he may hail the advent of books like Faber's, which, taking just

the opposite course, begin Avithin : leaving the exterior to depend on the interior

growth, and above claim boldly, " Liberty of Spirit," a word that echoes through

all his books. All cannot be led the same way, and many will, by Faber's help,

advance in God's service and love, who had almost given up in despair.

*' The Blessed Sacrament, or the Works and Ways of God," is a book

of quite a different character from the others. They may or may not stand the

close scrutiny of the severe theologian, to whom their literary beauties, their adap-

tation to the actual times and circumstances will be no recommendation, much as

they charm us. The Blessed Sacrament is a book for all time : a proposition here

or there may be subsequently changed, but the whole will remain a master-piece.

" It is," to use the author's own words, " an attempt to popularize certain portions

of the science of theology in the same way as hand-books and manuals have popu-

larized astronomy, geology and other physical sciences." This may seem strange;

the more so when we learn that the object is not controversy, but pious instruction

in all the depths and mysteries of the adorable Sacrament. It is really theological,

not devotional, except in so much as clear theological knowledge of a mystery or

dogma must increase our devotion and piety. Beginning with a comparison of

God's four great works, viz. Creation, Incarnation, Justification and Glorification,

it sums them all up in Transubstantiation, and proceeds to unfold Avhat theology

teaches us of the Blessed Sacrament. How new, how wonderful is the scene it

displays before us; like some magnificent country, which we gaze upon from a

mountain top as the morning mist rolls up at the bidding of the morning sun

!

How wonderful are the twelve miracles which it contains, and of- which, with

all our faith, we scarcely dreamed! It is plain, simple doctrine, drawn from

approved theologians, but "hard road" or "dry," though he call it, no one can

deny its beauty and deep interest. Truly does he remark that, a " more intelligent

apprehension of the Blessed Sacrament will lead to a more intense love of it."

" Yes ; the very light in which we see the deep things of God by this mystery

is changed, because of the very depth to Avhich we have descended. As in the

azure grotto of Capri, where the light changes its color and comes to us bluer than

the clear sky above, or the beautiful waters below, so going down into the depths

of this mystery, though the same lights of faith and reason illuminate us there, it

is as though their nature were changed, and they formed a new kind of medium,

through whose softness we could better see the glory of the divine operations."

Describing with admirable beauty the various forms which the adoration of Jesus

sacramented assumes in devout souls, he draws the analogy between the sacra-

mental life and the sacred infancy, so intimately associated in Catholic thought

* We make the remark, inasmuch as the only severe handling we ever received arose

from the fact, that a philosophic writer con.strued our passing no opinion on his philo-

sophical works as a sligiit uiid au intended iiisull.
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and devotion. These he develops, dwelling on the mysteries of the Divine Babe

and Youth, on Mary, on Joseph, pursuing in all the analogies to the Divine Sacra-

ment or connection with it. Then he shows it the source of the virtues we need,

and our instructor in them, in joy, adoration, gratitude, simplicity, and the hidden

life—virtues which he terms " altar flowers."

Christ in the Eucharist is a " hidden God ;" Faber then makes the Blessed

Sacrament for this reason a picture of God, and shows in a most interesting man-

ner, how God is hid in the mystery of the Blessed Trinity ; how our Divine Lord

was ever hiding while on earth, as if to escape publicity; how God hides himself

in the material world, in the events of man's history, and even in theology itself,

appearing as it were only when man's necessities required it. Beautiful above all

are the pages where he portrays God in the Church, the hidden mystery which

provokes, galls and inflames the world. Having thus cast a rapid glance over the

realms of matter, mind, morals, grace, theology, and the Church, seeing in all of

them that the Most High vouchsafes to disclose himself in an uniform manner,

and in a peculiarly unlikely hidden way, he, in his last book, takes up the In-

carnation—a Avorld of its own—and dwelling on the thirty-three years which

closed in the institution of the Blessed Sacrament, treats of that Divine gift as a

gift for all men, as the magnet of souls, as the life of the Church.

Have we in this summary grouped together too many names? We fear it ; but

each is the matter of pages of burning eloquence and love, of deep erudition and

profound theological science : there is not a page that is not replete with beauties.

In his " All for Jesus," there is a freshness, ease and flow which are natural in

discourses ; his " Growth in Holiness" is more tempered and sedate, but never dry

or dull; but it is especially in his "Blessed Sacrament" that all the beauties of his

admirable style are developed and appear. Happy will be the soul that familiarizes

itself with it. We need intense devotion to the Divine Eucharist to make some

reparation for the outrages offered to Jesus by those infuriated men whom God
permits his enemy to guide at will j and who have so often profaned it or its

shrines in our land.

Romance of Indian Life.—A private soldier, writing from Fort Laramie,
March 12th, mentions the following incidents of the massacre of Lieutenant

Grattan

:

I will give you two facts connected with the massacre, which I have never

seen in the newspapers. A musician, one of the party, had married a squaw,
and on that unfortunate day, when she saw danger threatening the troops, she

rallied her father and brother to preserve her husband. When he feU wounded, she

rushed to him to protect him from the arrows or perish with him. Her father

shot several arrows at the other Indians, and was wounded himself in the zealous

defence of the soldiers. Then he sat down and wept, as he could do no more.

The hostile Indians then rushed on the wounded soldier, tore him from the embrace
of his faithful squaw, and scalped him before her eyes. After this she could not

be prevailed upon to eat or drink, and starved to death, dying in nine days, and
glad to go to regain the presence of the spirit of one she loved so dearly. The
only soldier that reached here aUve was found by an Indian, who, instead of scalp-

ing him, ministered to his wants, carried water to his hiding place, and endeavored

to bring him into the fort during the night, but being unable or afraid to accom-
plish his purpose, he turned back to Mr. Bordeau's house, bearing the soldier, and
four Indians overtook him and wished to kill the wounded man, or as they said,

" that dog." The reply of the noble friendly savage was, " This white man must
live or I must die," and he bore him ofi" in safety. Such generous deeds should
be remembered.
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CHAPTER XIII.

Captain Petersham, booted and spurred, and accompanied by an officer in

undress constabulatory uniform, entered the parlor the moment the servants rushed

in with the lights, and tliere beheld to his utter amazement the insensible form of

his venerable aunt in the brawny arms of a swarthy looking stranger. The
groans of the unfortunate African on the floor, and the cries of Uncle Jerry ming-

ling with the screams and confusion of the affrighted servants, left him no room to

doubt the man in the short-skirted coat and stinted pantaloons was a burglar; and

fired with indignation at the outrage thus offered his relative, he snatched a pistol

from the mantle piece, and bounding over chairs, tables, broken glasses, and every

thing else that lay in his way, presented the weapon at the head of the bewildered

and astonished reviewer.

" Villain, desist," he cried, "or in half a second I'll blow your brains out."

" Hold on sir," ejaculated Horseman,—"remove your weapon."
" Lay down the lady on the sofa, sirrah—lay her down instantly !

"

" Are you mad, sir,—I have no, no "

" Down with her, or by "

The Doctor feeling the cold muzzle of the pistol touch his forehead, dropped his

burden as suddenly as if she had been a bar of hot iron, and then drawing himself

up and pursing out his lips, demanded to know who he was that dared assault

him thus.

" Silence, villain," again thundered the Captain, " silence."

" Sir, I'm no villain, and I demand "

" Another word," and the excited Captain again raised his weapon.

But the police officer fearing the Captain's fiery temper might drive him to

extremities, arrested his arm, and begged him to see to the lady while he took

charge of the prisoner.

" Hold him fast, then," he cried. " Let him escape at your peril. Ho ! there,"

he continued, shouting to the servants—" ho! there, rascals, let two or three of

you remove Mrs. Willoughby to her room, and the others start off and scour the

country for the rest of the gang ; five pounds for the first capture j come now, my
lads, lose no time, tumble out and be active."

"• Copy right BP.cured according to Law.
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As tlie excited Captain rushed from the parlor after issuing his orders, he came
full tilt afifainst Uncle Jorry, and laid him sprawling on his back.

"Thank you,'' said the latter, " that's very nice, upon my word,—Avell, I vow
and declare," he added, as he kicked up his little gaitered legs, and wriggled like a

capsized crab, " I vow and declare there's not such another place as Castle Gregory

in the whole world."
'* Kate Petersham ! Kate Petersham ! Hilloa, Kate, where are you ?" cried the

Captain, leaving Mr. Guirkie to his own resources.

" Here," said a voice behind him.

The Captain turned, and to his surprise beheld Kate in an arm chair, her head

thrown back, her hair all down over her shoulders, and her whole frame convulsed

with laughter.

" What in the name of all the furies does this mean?" exclaimed the Captain,

beginning to suspect some mistake.

But Kate, to save her life, could not articulate a syllable; all she could do was
to point to Uncle Jerry, on the floor.

"Who is he?" said the Captain—and turning to the prostrate man, he seized

him by his arm and raised him on his feet.

"Why, how now, is it possible—good heavens!—how came you here, Mr.
Guirkie?"

"That's not the thing. Captain; the question is, how Pm to get away, for the

devil's in the house."

" Where is Dr. Horseman ?" enquired the priest, stopping a servant running
across the hall.

" Who the deuce is Dr. Horseman ? What—and Father John here too. Can
you explain this uproar. Father John?" said ihe Captain.
" Lanty Hanlon's the cause of the whole of it—but I must leave you with Mr.

Guirkie—he can enhghten you on the subject whilst I go in quest of the Doctor."
" Lanty Hanlon ! he's the very devil, that fellow. Why, there's an officer of

police in the house this moment, in search of him."
" For Avhat ?"

"For an aggravated assault on a foreigner of the name of Weeks."
" The Yankee ?"

" Yes, the Crohan man."
" Well, upon my credit," said Uncle Jerry, " Pm quite sure he deserved all he

got, for he's a very presumptuous fellow. What d'ye think. Captain ? He had the

impudence to tell me that a horn on a hair's ear for a June fly, was all a humbug.
He, he—just imagine a stranger tell me that, after fishing over five years in these

waters."

" Can no one tell me where is Dr. Horseman ?" enquired the priest a second

lime, accosting Mr. Guirkie and the Captain.
'• Dr. Horseman again. Who the mischief is Dr. Horseman ?" demanded the

Captain.

" A friend of mine I brought with me to see Castle Gregory."
" A very weighty man," muttered Uncle Jerry.

" Weighty man ?"

" Yes, indeed—he's that both in mind and body. He wields theology like a

sledge hammer."
" Hold," exclaimed the Captain, " 1 fear Pve made a confounded blunder.

Does this Doctor wear a short-tailed coat and ?"

7§ Vol. III.—No. 10.
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"He, he! rather stumpy," giggled Uncle Jerry—"something like a thrush

that lost the tail feathers."

" Good heavens! what have I done! That must be the very man 1 left just

now in the breakfast parlor, in custody of the officer."

"Ha! ha! he! he!" chuckled Uncle Jerry again, " that's glorious !"

" Why,. I took him for a robber in the act of carrying off my aunt "

"Excellent! he! he! excellent. Capital idea, such a man as Dr. Horseman

carry away your aunt in his arms. Ha, ha!"
" Are you ready?" cried Kate, marching up to the Captain with a cutting whip

in her hand, and the strap of her riding cap drawn under her chin.

" Don't provoke me. Kale."

" What, sir, turned coward? and your whole retinue in the field."

" Begone, I say."

" And your venerable relative wrested from the very arms of one of the gang.

Oh, my valiant brother, how low hast thou fallen!"

The Captain retreated into the parlor, but Kate followed him.

" Shall I have the five pounds if I succeed?—five pounds you know, for the first

capture."

" Begone this minute," ejaculated the mortified Captain, turning short and pur-

suing her ; but the mirth-loving, mad-provoking girl, was too swil't for him, and

fled from the room laughing till the spacious hall rang again.

But to return to the prisoner in the breakfast parlor.

The wrath of the distinguished reviewer, on finding himself shut up in custody

of a police officer, knew no bounds. " Open that door, sir," he exclaimed, vio-

lently, pointing at it with his finger—" open that door instantly, and give me free

passage from this infernal house."

" Keep quiet, my good man," coolly replied the officer
—"keep quiet."

"Stand from the door," vociferated Horseman, raising his ponderous arm, "or

I shall fell you to the earth."

"If you don't keep your temper, I'll handcuff you again," replied the officer

with as much coolness as before.

"Handcuff me! Sirrah," cried Horseman, running his thumbs into his waist-

coat and swelling up till he looked like a Jupiter Tonans. "Handcuff me,

—

caitiff."

" I have shackled as strong men in my time."

"You presumptuous pigmy," growled the Doctor, and he shot at his keeper a

look of withering scorn like Glenalvon when he said to the young Douglas

:

' Knowest thou not, Glenalvon, born to command
Ten thousand slaves like thee'

—

"Pray, fellow, what do you take me for?" at length he added, a little cooled

down under the officer's imperturbability of look and tone.

"A robber—caught in the very act of abducting one of the ladies of the

house."

"A robber!—look at me again, sir; am I like a robber?"

" Can't say as to that. I've seen robbers as good-looking in my time."

"You're an insolent scoundrel, sir; but go ahead, play out the play. This is

my first Irish lesson, I presume."

"And you'll find it a sharp one, I suspect, before it's over."

" Humph ! you're an Irishman, I take it."
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"1 am—what of that?"

" Why I gupsspd as mucli by your insuflV-rable insolence."

" Sec here, my good man, that's a redeclion on my country," said the officer,

" and I don't like it. Say what you please of myself, as long as you're in my
custody—but if you value your health let my country alone; for my knuckles itch

when I hear it lightly spoken of, especially by a stranger."

At this moment a knock came to the door, and presently Captain Petersham

entered.

'* I hasten," said the portly Captain, with a smile on his honest, jolly face—" I

hasten. Dr. Horseman, to ofier you an apology for this
"

"Sir, I shall accept no apology," growled the Doctor. "All I require is per-

mission to quit this house—and that instantly.
"

"But, my dear sir, will you ?"

"No, sir; you've offered me an unpardonable insult."

"Will you not listen to an explanation?"

" No, sir; no—I'll listen to no explanation."

" Psaugh, nonsense, my dear friend,—don't take it so ill. Why, Pve been

making and apologising for blunders all my life-time. Father John here will tell

you the little boys on the streets call me nothing but blundering Tom Petersham."

" That's a positive fact, and good reason for it, too," muttered Uncle Jerry,

ambling about the room, and bobbing his skirts up and down as usual.

" Come, come Doctor," persisted the Captain, again offering his hand, " let us

forget this foolish mistake, and drink success to the stars and stripes over a good

stout bottle of old Rhenish—supper awaits us in the next room."

" You must excuse me, sir; I can't partake of your hospitality," said the Doc-

tor gruflly, turning away and moving to and fro like a caged lion.

" Don't you remember Eolus," said Uncle Jerry, whispering in the priest's ear,

"Vadit per claustmm magna cvni murmine ranco. He, he! he's the very man."
" Is there no way to conciliate him ?" enquired the Captain, turning to the priest.

" None that I know of."

"And what the blaz—excuse me. What is he, an American, eh?"
" Yes, he is an American, but a bad sample of his countrymen. The Ameri-

can of the true stamp is a fine, generous, noble-hearted fellow ; but I don't know

how it happens, the Doctor, with all his great mental abilities, is yet so full of

self-conceit, that the least contradiction puts him out of temper, and the least free-

dom offends his dignity."

" Let us start Kate at him," said the Captain ;
" if the man has a soft spot in

his heart she'll find it."

And Kate did beg and intreat of him to stay for the night, and begged and

begged again, but all to no purpose—the Doctor was inflexible. Nay, he went

even so far at last as to rebuke her harskly for her familiarity ! and Kate, the

poor kind-hearted girl, unaccustomed to such language, blushed like a child under

the reproof, and stole away mortified from the room.

"Now, then, in the name of all the gods in Olympus," exclaimed the Captain,

who had been watching Kate, and witnessed her repulse, " that makes an end of

it : an apology is as much as one gentleman can require of another, and I've

already satisfied my conscience on that point. Ho, there, who waits—Thomas ?"

" Here, sir."

"Let the coachman drive up instantly and take this gentleman home. Con-

found such stubborn—sulky—mawworms," he added, turning again to the priest.
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" I'm sorry, sir, for this ridiculous blunder on your account, but hang me if I can

play the supplicant any longer."

"You're right. Captain—perfectly right—his stubbornness is inexcusable. For

myself, I exceedingly regret having brought him with me to Castle Gregory.

But there was no help for it. The night was dark, and Mr. Guirkie absolutely

refused to part with the negro till he had seen you, and placed him under your

special protection. I'm sorry also—I must accompany the Doctor; for I had

promised myself a long chat with Kate on a certain interesting subject which "

" Which is neither more nor less than the comparative merits of the Anglican

and Catholic Churches. I suspected all along, my dear fellow, what you and

Kate were about; but it's no concern of mine—let her please herself. If she

wishes to adopt a new form of religion, I'm satisfied—only let it be a decent one;

for by all the saints in the calendar, if she dared look even sideways at any of

those tinkering religions they manufacture now-a-days, I'd hang her up for the

crows to pick."

"Ha! ha! you don't like these new-fangled systems, I perceive?"

"Like them, why they're the most damnable nuisances in the country. One
of those canting fellows who peddle them round here, called on me last week,

and after disgusting me with his hypocritical twaddle, had the impudence to invite

me to what he called a prayer-meeting. Ha! ha! By George, I had a good

mind to fling the fellow, neck and heels, out of the window. No, sir; I was
bred a Protestant myself, and intend to live and die one ; but Kate is old enough

to judge for herself, and she may, for aught it concerns me, turn Mahommedan or

Catholic, if her taste lies that way—but let her keep clear of these pettifoggers

;

that's all the stipulation I make—let her keep clear of them."

"Well, but suppose," observed the priest smihng—"suppose her taste led her

to adopt the Methodist ?"

"Oh! blame the Methodist. I'd rather see her peddle eggs with a basket on

her arm."
" You don't apprehend much danger of that, I suppose ? Kate's not exactly of

that turn of mind."
" No ; but you can't tell, sir, what may happen. These Hardwrinkles are here

night and day since she stopped going to church on Sundays."

"Humph, these visits are intended to counteract the influence of Mary Lee, I

suspect."

" Poor Mary. Is she not a most fascinating creature?" said the Captain, earn-

estly. " I tell you what, sir, I believe in my soul I'm in love with that girl."

The priest looked at the burly Captain and smiled.

" Well hang me if I know what to make of it, but I feel sometimes as if I

could propose for her myself. Ha, ha, what think you of that, sir, from a bachelor

of forty-five?" and the Captain laughed till his fat sides shook again at the idea of

such a match.

"You would have but little chance against Randall Barry, I fear," replied the

priest.

** The young outlaw ?"

"Yes, and the foolish boy is now somewhere in the neighborhood, I under-

stand."

" Saw him myself," replied the Captain, " and a devilish fine looking fellow he

is—saw him at the light house yesterday."

" Is it possible! and you did'nt arrest him, as in duty bound. You're a very
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pretty magistrate, indoptl. Why, Captain, I must report you to the government

as an abettor of treason."

"Nonsense—I'm not a poh'ceman to carry liand-cuffs in my pocket."

" But you miglit have orclorod his arrest."

" Humph ! when I order the arrest of a fine young fellow like that," said the

Captain, laying his hand on the priest's shoulder, "whose only crime is to love

his country, I shall be no longer Tom Petersham. Still, if he happen to be

brought before me, you know, as a justice of the peace, and fully identified, I

must commit him."
" Of course you must. The boy is acting very rashly in coming here at all,

after all the warnings he has had."

" He must be a bold fellow, knowing there's a reward of two hundred pounds

offered for his capture."

" I wish to mercy he could be induced to quit the country for a time, for if he

happen to be taken, Mary will break her heart."

" Well, he will be arrested, you may depend on it, sooner or later. Two hun-

dred pounds these hard times, is a strong temptation. Why, this very officer in

the house now, chased him two days ago from Bumcranna to Lambert's Point."

" Carriage at the door," cried a servant.

" And what of supper?"
" On the table, sir."

" Come then, my dear friend," said the Captain, taking the priest familiarly by

the arm, "let us pick a hone together before you leave. Kate, go ask Dr. Horse-

man to join us. Where's Mr. Guirkie?—Mr. Guirkie come forth—corue forth

thou man of indescribable sensibilities."

But Mr. Guirkie had left the parlor a few minutes before, and was now making

arrangements with the steward for the safe conveyance of the African to Green-

mount next morning. He soon made his appearance, however, and joined the

Captain and the priest in a glass of wine. It was all the refreshment they ven-

tured to accept, as Horseman still doggedly rejected every attempt at conciliation.

" Well, good bye. Doctor," said the good natured Captain, accompanying the

party to the steps of the hall door, " Pm sorry you leave us in anger—but I know
you'll think better of it to-morrow. Good bye, sir."

The distinguished reviewer growled something in reply.

" Kate," said the priest, giving her his hand to kiss, and whispering the words

in her ear, "don't neglect to cultivate the acquaintance of Mary Lee, nor forget to

read that work I lent you on the beauties of the Catholic religion.'"

" Never fear," replied Kate, and then having promised Uncle Jerry to see par-

ticular care taken of his poor African, she waved her hand in adieu, and the car-

riage drove off at a gallop down the avenue.

CHAPTER XIV.

A SEVERE attack of fever, resulting from the hardships he endured in the life-

boat, had now confined the little cabin-boy to his room at the light-house for sev-

eral days, during which Mary Lee was his constant attendant, hardly ever leaving

him day or night.

Doctor Camberwell had called to see the patient several times, and as often

found Mary patiently watching by his bed side with the fidelity and affection of a
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sister. Strongly did he remonstrate with her (as did her Uncle also) on the impru-

dence of shutting herself up so constantly in the sick room, especially when Else

Curley and Roger O'Shaughnessy Avere there to attend him. But all in vain.

Nothing could prevail on her to quit her post. She only smiled and assured them

she apprehended no danger whatever.

The room in which the boy lay was a small apartment on the north side of the

lodge, directly over the Devil's Gulch, and looking out on the far-famed Swilly

Rock, which lay in the very mouth of the lough about half a mile distant, show-

ing its long black back now and then, as the swells of the sea broke over and

seethed down its sides. Beyond it, in the distance, appeared the rugged outline of

Malin Head, casting its deep shadow far out into the sea, and frowning a sulky

defiance at each passing ship as she rounded the dangerous bluff. It was to avoid

that headland the ill-fated " Saldana" ran for a harbor, and struck on Swilly Rock,

On that rock she lost her helm and masts, and then broken up by the fury of the

ocean, drifted in fragments to the shore.

Every soul on board perished that night, but one little infant, and that infant,

now a lovely girl of eighteen, her eyes turned to the fatal spot, was praying for

the little wrecked cabin-boy, lying beside her. SheAvas kneeling before a crucifix,

with a rosary in her hand, and old Drake, resting his nose on his shaggy paws,

was peering up in her face.

Suddenly she turned, and looked towards the bed.

" Sambo—Sambo," muttered the boy—" where are you Sambo?"

Mary rose, and advancing to the bed-side, laid her hand gently on the forehead

of the little sufferer—it was burning hot.

"Sambo, dear Sambo," he again repeated, "let us return home. Mother calls

me."
" It's the crisis," murmured Mary, " six hours more will terminate the contest

between life and death. Oh, Mother of God, Mother of our Redeemer," she

added, " save this wandering boy." And slowly sinking on her knees again, she

prayed and wept over him, till the tears rolled down her cheeks, and dropped

unheeded on the bed.

" What's that you're doing. Sambo?" muttered the boy—" you scald me with

drops of lead."

" Hush, hush," whispered Mary in his ear. " Keep quiet, I'm with you."

" Take me home. Sambo, take me home."

"Where?" said Mary.
" Where ! to Old Virginny. There it is, right before you, don't you see the old

Potomac? Massa shan't blame you a mite—it was all my fault, and I'll tell him

so. Wont you take me back. Sambo?"
" Yes, to-morrow—to-morrow," said Mary, " but keep still now, or I must

leave you."

The threat of desertion seemed to silence the little fellow completely. Mary

then applied a napkin steeped in vinegar and water to his burning temples, and

after smoothing his pillar was returning to her seat near the window, when all of a

sudden she found herself clasped in the arms of Kate Petersham.

" Miss Petersham," she exclaimed—"is it possible?"

" No, no,—I'll not have it so, call me Kate—your own Kate—and I love you

now a thousand times better than ever."

" You won't scold me then, will you ?"

"Scold you? for what?"
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" Not going to see you, according to promise."

"And abandon your little charge there. No, no Mary, I know your heart too

well lor that. But I must scold you for something else, Mary, I must scold you

for staying here so constantly in the sick room."

"There's no danger in the world, Kate."

" Danger? Why, Dr. Caraberwell says its typhus fever, and of the most

malignant kind, too."

" Well, but dear Kale, you need not feel the least concern about that, for I'm

not afraid of it at all, and you know where there's no fear there's no danger."

" I dont know any such thing," replied Kate. " On the contrary, I'm sure

you're running a great risk."

" Not the slightest Kate. The Mother of God will protect me."
" Ah, you can't be certain of that."

" Q,uite certain. She never forsook me yet."

"But if you've acted imprudently and rashly, why should she protect you?"
" Listen to me Kate, and I'll tell you how it all happened. It was just eighteen

years to the hour, since the wreck of the Saldana, the night this poor boy was

cast ashore on Bally hernan Strand. The circumstance struck me as something

strange when I heard it mentioned by the Warren-keeper in the cabin, and ponder-

ing over it as I wet the lips of the little mariner with a spoonful of wine and

water, the idea occurred to me that the Blessed Virgin had committed him to my
special care. You may smile, Kate, but the providence of God has its own ways
and means of accomplishing its ends. How very like my own fate is this little

wanderer's, said I, perhaps he too has neither father nor mother left to watch over

him. Just as I thought this he raised his eyes to mine, and seemed to make such

an appeal to ray heart that I could'nt for the life of me say a word in reply. So

I only nodded a promise. He understood it though perfectly, for he smiled his

thanks as I gave it."

" And you feel bound by that promise," said Kate, " though not a word was
exchanged between you ?"

" Oh, indeed, as for that, Kate, I believe I had made the promise to the Blessed

Virgin before he looked at me at all. For, why should he have been cast ashore

that night, of all the nights in the year, and consigned to my care too by the

Doctor, if there had'nt been something mysterious in it?"

" And now, you're prepared to risk your life to save his?"

"No, no," replied Mary, throwing her arm round her companion's neck, and

leaning her head gently on her bosom. " No, no, dear Kate, there's no risk lor

me, since the Glueen of Virgins has promised to save me."
" But may not this be superstition ?"

" Superstition ! Oh Kate, if you only felt for one short hour the blessed hopes

which the Mother of God inspires in the hearts of her suffering children, you
would speak less coldly of our beautiful religion. Indeed, Kate, only for the con-

solations I have drawn for the last six years from that pure fountain of mercy and

love, I should long since have sunk under the weight of my sorrows."

" Ah," responded Kate, compassionately, " you've had sorrows enough, poor

thing."

" And yet, strange as it may seem, it's the cheerfulness with which he bears his

misfortunes that wounds me the most."

" Plis misfortunes ! Whom do you mean ?"

"My Uncle."
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" Oh, I thought you were speaking of your own griefs."

" No. I never had any thing to grieve for but hira—he is all the world though

to me ; for, indeed, I think, Kate, he loves me more than his life."

" Don't wonder much at that, Mary."
" To see hira falling, step by step, from the proud position he once occupied

among the best and noblest of the land ; to see his friends—alas ! they were sorry

friends—deserting him day after day ; to see his creditors who were wont to come
to him bowing in lowly reverence, now insolently rebuking him for his reckless

extravagance, to see his stables empty, his hounds all dead and gone, his servants

forsaking him one by one, and to see himself smiling and happy-looking as a bride-

groom in the midst of all that desolation. Oh, Kate, it was that which almost

broke my heart."

" Indeed, on the contrary, Mary, I think it should have consoled you to see him
bear his misfortunes so bravely."

"Ah yes, Kate, but it's all deception—an outward show. He only affects to

be happy on my account."
'' You may be mistaken, Maiy, it's his natural disposition, perhaps."

" Oh no," replied Mary, " I can tell his very thoughts, though he fancies them

hidden from all tlie world. Often have I watched his countenance as he read over

the insulting letters of his creditors, and seen how he struggled to hide his indig-

nation under a smile. And now, Kate, they have found us out at last."

" What—discovered your retreat ?"

"^Yes, and threaten Mr. Lee with arrest, if their demands are not immediately

satisfied. One man has bought up several of his bonds, and demands payment

before the first of next month."
" And what's to be done ? Can my brother do any thing, to avert the blow 1

Shall I speak to him on the subject?"

" Not for the world, Kate."

" And why so? you know he loves your Uncle."
" Yes, but for that very reason he would be the last man he should ask a favor

of."

"To whom then will you apply for help?"
" I have applied already, Kate, to a dear friend."

" You have ?"

" Yes, to one who never refused me in my need—to the Blessed Virgin."

Ah, indeed! so you expect succor from her. But why not apply to the Re-

deemer himself—the fountain of all goodness?"

"Because, dear Kate, I fear I'm not worthy to approach hira ; and I know,

besides, he will hear the prayer of the Mother who bore him sooner than mine."

" Ah! then you apply to her merely as an intercessor? Why I always thought

you expected aid directly from herself."

" Kate, Kate, how often have I told you the contrary!"

" Yes, but I have heard it preached about so often in our pulpits."

" Hush ! some one knocks—come in."

The door opened, and Else Curley, wrapped in her old grey cloak, entered the

room.

Without uttering a word of recognition or apology, she advanced to the bed and

laid her withered hand on the temples of the patient. Then having satisfied her-

self as to the progress of the disease, she turned slowly round, and throwing back

her hood, addressed Miss Petersham in hoarse, hollow tones

—
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"Young woman, wliy nio you horo?" she demanded.

"That's my own allair," replied Kate. " By what right do you ask?"
"The right which llie age and experience of eighty years give me. I seen

many a iaver, girl, in my time, but niver yet so dangerous a faver as this. Away
then from the room—it's no place for idle visitors."

"And pray, old woman," said Kate, "what reason have you to feel so much
concern for my safety ?"

" The raison's too auld," replied Else, " to spake iv now. Yer grand-father, if

he lived, cud hardly renumber it. But here," she continued, drawing a piece of

folded paper from her bosom, "read this and judge for yourself j if it's at Araheera
Head ye ought to be."

Kate took the paper from her hand, and accompanied Mary to the parlor.

" Humph!" muttered Else, now that she ibund herself alone with the sick boy,
'* if he has'nt lost his senses, I'll try Avhat can be done to clear up this mystery.

If the nigger started back frightened that way, as Lanty says, when he first seen

Weeks at Mr. Guirkie's, he must know something about him, and accordin to all

accounts, the nigger and the boy here come from the same plantation. Ay, ay,

there's a hole in that wall somewhere worth the ferretin. Humph ! look up," she

continued, touching the lad on the arm with her fore-finger—" look up an spake to

me."
" Who's that?" murmured the boy, turning on his side and gazing at the old

woman, " are you Sambo?"
" Ay, I'm Sambo,—what d'ye want ?" said Else, seeing in a moment the state of

his mind.

" You're not Sambo—nigger Sambo."
" Don't you know me?"
" Yes, but sure you're Sambo—very sure you're Sambo NelsonV
" €l,uite sure—and what's your name ?"

" My name—my name's Natty."

"Natty, what?"
" Natty Nelson."

"And where's your father?"

"My father—my father—well let me see, my father—where's my father."

" W^here does he live ?"

"Who?"
" Your father. Sambo, Sambo, whisper ; don't be afraid, he shant flog you."
" Who shant flog me ? Father—old Danger you know. So take me back to

old Virginny—take me back, mother calls me. Listen, ai'nt that the wash of old

Potomac against the ship's side?"

" Hush! don't speak so much. Natty—tell me. Natty."

" Ay, ay sir, by the mark—seven—send all hands aloft, take in sail."

Else finding it now impossible to draw any further information from the boy,

took a small vial from her pocket, and pouriDg a few drops of the contents into a

spoon, gave it to her patient.

" There," she muttered, " that'll make you sleep for the nixt hour, and when ye

waken, if yer senses hav'nt come back, I'll try some other manes to rache the

sacret." Then drawing out her stocking, she sat down on a low stool by the

bedside and commenced her knitting.

" This is a very pretty piece of paper indeed," said Kate, looking at the address

as she entered the parlor.

79 Vol. III.—No. 10.
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"To her laJyship, Miss Petersham.''

" Good, so flir; now for the inside. Eh ! what in the name of all the fairies is

this. 'Lanty Hanlon is my name, and Ireland is my nashin, Donegal is my
dwillin plas, an heven is my xpectashin.' His expectation, the villain," ex-

claimed Kate, "ha, ha! if heaven were full of angels like Lanty Hanlon, I'd

rather be excused from joining the company. It must be the fly leaf of the fel-

low's prayer book—but hold, here's something on the other side."

" This is to let you no, that"—here Kate dropped her voice and read over the

remainder in silence, " Randal Barry lies woondid and a prisner in Taurny Bar-

ries, i'll meet your ladyship this evenin at the castil about dusk, behint the ould

boat-house, no more at presint

but remanes your abaident to command
Lanty Hanlon."

"Any thing amiss?" enquired Mary, as K»te finished the reading of the precious

document—"• you look alarmed."

"Alarmed! do H Oh no, it's nothing particular."

" Lanty 's full ot mischief," said Mary, " been playing you some trick, perhaps."

" Lanty! no, no—it's a mere trifle," replied Kate; " I must get home however

as soon as possible. Please ring for Rodger—I Avant him to call the coxwain."

As Mary turned to ring the bell, Rodger made his appearance at the door, car-

rying the old silver salver, and awaiting the command of his young mistress to

enter.

" Come in Rodger; what have you got there?" enquired Kate.

" A little refreshment, please madam. Mr. Lee sends his compliments to Miss

Petersham."
" Is he at home ?"

"No, madam; he went out in the direction of Araheera a few minits ago, and

gave orders to have cake and wine sent in afore he left."

" What kind of wine is it, Rodger?" enquired Kate, smiling over at Mary as

she put the question.

"Ahem! what kind, madam; why, it's a—it's—a very delaceous currant

wine—very pure and delikit it," replied Rodger.

"Indeed!"
" And just twenty-five years old next Christmas. No, 1 make a mistake there

—he—twenty-four years next Christmas—ahem! just twenty-four years exactly."

" Oh, it don't matter," said Kate, " a year you know is nothing."

" It's the wine Lady Templeton ust to like so much when she visited the

Castle, if you remember," added Rodger, looking at his mistress. Mary smiled at

her companion, but made no reply.

" Currant Avine's but a sorry beverage at best, Rodger," said Kato, mis-

chievously.

" Well, perhaps, ladies, you would prefer champagne or sherry ?"

"Oh, no; no, Rodger, don't trouble yourself."

"No trouble in life, mam, only just say so, and I'll be happy to serve ihem.

But if you try this here, you'll find it delaceous, I assure you."

"Very well, we must taste it on your recommendation: and now, Rodger,

send my men aboard, we must leave instantly."

When the old servant left the room, Mary laid her hand on Kate's shoulder,

and looking at her aflectionately, again expressed her fears that something was
wrong at Castle Gregory.
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"Nothing, Mary—nothing, whatpvor," replied Kat«'.

" Ami yet you look deeply concerned. Has Captain Petersham or Mr. Wil
loufflihy been sick?"

" No, no. dear child, they're both quite well. It's something I must attend to

before to-morrow, having no immediate relation to any of" the family."

As Mary stood there, leaning her arm on her companion's shoulder, and looking

wistfully in her face, she exhibited a form and features of exquisite beauty. The
rays of the declining sun had just then entered the window, and for a second or

two bathed her whole person in golden light, illumining her countenance with

tliat celestial glow, which holy men say overspreads the features of the seraphim.

Never breathed a fairer form than hers—never shone a fairer face, and yet the

beauty of her soul transcended far the loveliness of her person. Oh, when loveliness

of body and soul unite in woman, how truly does she then reflect the image of her

Creator—the great source of purity, beauty and love.

" Kate, dear Kate," murmured Mary, "when shall we both kneel together be-

fore the same altar. When shall we become sisters in faith, as we are now in

affection."
" Sooner, perhaps, than you anticipate," replied Kate, kissing the forehead of

the lovely girl.

" You've read the little books I gave you ?"
'• Yes, and liked them too; but I've been reading another book which speaks

more eloquently of your faith, and draws me nearer to the threshold of your

Church, than all the controversial works ever written."

•'Oh, I'm so delighted! dear Kate. What is it ?" enquired Mary, innocently.
** I can't tell you that."

"Why so, Kate?"
" You would blush all over, and run away if I did."

"Did I ever read it?"
" Never, I believe, though it belongs to you, and to you alone; for there's not

another like it in the whole world."
" Belongs to me?"
"Yes, to your very self, and yet you're quite unconscious of its possession; but

come with me to the steps—I must not delay another minute."

The two young friends now walked hand in hand across the green lawn, and

stood at the head of the long flight of steps, looking down at the boatmen pre-

paring to leave.
" Randall's coming here to-night," said Mary, " if he has not escaped to

Arrannore."
"Poor fellow," observed Kate, "I wish he were safe off to the South ; for,

indeed, he must soon be caught if he stay here much longer. Do you remember
him in your prayers, Mary?"
" Sonietimes," murmured the blushing girl, looking down on the grass at her

feet.

"Then pray for him earnestly to-nighi" whispered Kate, and tenderly embracing

her dear young friend, she ran down the steps before Mary had time to ask a single

word of explanation.

"Now, my lads," she cried, jumping into the stern sheets and taking the tiller

in her own bands, " now for it—out with every oar in the boat and stretch to them
with a will; Ave must make Castle Gregory in an hour and twenty minutes, if it

can be done with oar and sail."
" Can't, Miss Kate, impossible," said the coxwain, taughtening the foresheet,

" the ebb tide will meet us at Dunree."
" Not if this breeze freshens a little," responded Kate, looking over her shoulder,

" and it will—for there it comes dancing in to us from the mouth of the

lough." As she spoke, the little boat, impelled by four stout oarsmen, shot out

from under the shadow of the rocks, and began to cleave her way through the

waters. Mary stood for a moment looking down at the receding form of her

reckless light-hearted companion, as she sat in the stern with her hand on the

rudder; and then waiving a last adieu, relumed to resume her charge of the

cabin boy.
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1. The Sacred Heart of Jesus and the Sacred Heart of Mary. Translated

from the Italian of Father Lanzi, with an Introduction by Rev. C. P. JUeehan.

Baltimore: Lucas Brothers.

It is not certainly necessary to say a word in favor of this devotional work, whose

very title will commend it to the devout Catholic. The devotion itself, apart from the

distinguished author's name, is too widely spread among Catholics for them to need

any spur to the employment of means to increase it in their own hearts; yet F. Lanzi

is so favorably known to the literary world, that any work bearing his name must com-

mand almost unqualified approbation. The Rev. Mr. Meehan has- therefore done much
to merit the thanks of all lovers of Jesus and Mary, by giving it an English dress. We
have looked through it diligently, and must say that we have met with very few trans-

lations, that so faithfully give the meaning of the author, while the difference of idioms

of the two languages are carefully observed—so much, indeed, that were the title page

away, one would scarcely say it was a translation. The introduction is well thought

and expressed, and calculated to leave a favorable impression of the writer's powers on

the mind of the reader. It gives us much pleasure to welcome again to the rank of

Catholic Publishers the new firm of Messrs. Lucas Brothers, who, we were almost

afraid, had resolved to retire. Commencing again under such auspices, there cannot

be a doubt of their success.

2. The Annals of San Francisco: containing a summary of the history of the first

discovery, settlement, progress, and present condition of California, and a complete

history of all the important events connected with its great City; to wliich are added
biographical memoirs of some prominent citizens: By Frank Soule, John H. Gihon,

M. D., and James Msbel. New York: D. Appleton & Co. Baltimore: J. Murphy
& Co.

We give the whole title page of this interesting thick octavo, as it gives a complete

idea of the work and of the labor the writers must have undergone in order to complete

it. To say that it is interesting, is hardly strong enough to characterize the hold it takes

upon the reader. It is another proof that ti-uth is stranger than fiction. No novel that

we know is half so interesting. It must, we are sure, meet with a ready sale, as there

is scarcely a family in our Atlantic borders, that cannot find its representative in the land

of gold. The authors belong to the progressive democracy, and go in for the annexa-

tion of "all the world and the rest of mankind," and cannot, in the exultation of their

hearts for the grand triumphs and labors of American enterprize, help looking down

with a sovereign contempt on all other progressists, who have not reached or cannot

reach the height, which they and those they represent have attained. A little self-

glorification is indeed excusable at the contemplation of such mighty results as grace

the shores of the Pacific. But true to the spirit which animated those from whom
they have taken the epigraph of their work: " go to, let us build us a city and a tower,

whose top may reach unto heaven; and let us make us a name:" they dare in their love

of progress to express their contempt for Christianity and all the blessings which God,

in his new dispensation, deigns to bestow upon the earth. We do not say this to de-

precate their abuse of the indefatigable and holy men, who endeavored to raise the poor

Indian from his mental degradation. These can afford to be abused by men, whose

minds are unable to soar above the enjoyments of earth and the happiness that is evoked

by that talisman of earthly progress—gold; for the things of heaven, and the future

enjoyments of life eternal are incomprehensible secrets to the worldly-minded votaries

of mammon. " Engaged in riveting the chains of Christianity," is a hard expression

to fall from a Christian's lips, and Christian charity would not, we think, allow a writer

to say that " the sooner the aboriginees of California are altogether quietly weeded

away, the better for humanity"—p. 71; or that "humanity and California owe the
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missionaries nothing"—p. 58. Yet these men nre so tender-hearted over the subjection

and filial dependence of tlie poor Indians ! Who is more wortliy of being styled the

lover of his fellow-man and a laborer for true progress, the miasioner who devotes his

life to rationalize these beslias, or those wlio esteem the Indian no better than a weed,

and would have their progress marked by the withering heaps of these noxious vegeta-

bles they have scattered along their path. " Such hopes of the intelligent being are infi-

nitely more agreeable and ennobling than those of the untutored savage!" Why
surely the tutored progressists prove themselves brutal as the savage, over whose fate

they pretend to shed their crocodile tears. And these men who can be so hard upon
the " old mists of ignorance and stujiidity," raised by " ignorant and unlettered men,

knowing little more than the mechanical rites of their church, and what else their man-
uals of devotion and the treasuries of the Lives of the Saints taught them," can find an

apology for courtezans and debauchees, gamblers and murderers, and give utterance to

such a maxim of morality, as would fit the utterer for the presidency of the Salt Lake
republic. " Many things that are considered morally and socially wrong by others at

a distance, are not so viewed by San Franciscans, when done among themselves. It

is the liurt done to a man's own conscience, that often constitutes the chief harm of an
improper action: and if San Franciscans conscientiously think that after all, their wild

and pleasant life is not so very, very wrong; neither is it so really and truly wrong as

the puritanic and affectedly virtuous people of Maine-liquor-prohibition and of foreign

lands would fain believe"—p. 503. It is no wonder that men of such principles should

find fault with the " impolitic restrictions" placed by the fathers upon the intermarriage

or intercourse of the aboriginees with the soldiers of the presidios, who " are repre-

sented to have been commonly tlie refuse of the Mexican army, and were generally

either deserters, mutineers, or men guilty of military oflTences, or the convicted felons

of Mexico, forming a considerable portion of the white population of California"—p.

72. How prejudice will blind even those, who pretend to be above all prejudice

!

These are serious faults, which we are sorry to be obliged to notice in a work otherwise

as interesting as a fairy tale.

3. Sallust's Jugurtha and Cataline: with notes and a vocabulary, by J^oble Butkr
and J^inard Slurgus. New York: D. Appleton & Co. Baltimoie: Murphy & Co.

A very fine edition, in beautiful type, such as we desire to see in all works prepared

for our young countrymen, who are desirous of receiving a classical education. The
printers of our school-books are, we fear, too much accountable for the number of the

weak-sighted, that crowd the educated portion of the community. Their type is usually

too small and crowded, and generates the bad habit of reading with the book close to

the eyes—a habit, which goes far to dull the sensibility of that organ, as any one who
has been a long time reading will be compelled to acknowledge. The text is very good

and free from faults; but though the vocabulary is an excellent one, we do not approve

of it—first, because it savors too much of the labor-saving spirit of the age, encourages

laziness, and cannot be used for any other work, except in a limited degree; and sec-

ondly, because increasing the size of the work, it necessarily increases its price, and this

is a serious consideration to those who intend to go through a thorough classical course.

A good Dictionary, and there are many now published, would supercede the necessity

of compiling these vocabularies, and would have this great advantage, that it could be

used for any or all of the works usually read in schools. The notes are excellent too

in their kind, but we know from the experience of our school-days, that they con-

tribute very little to the advancement of the scholar. How often did we pore over

those " reading made-easies," and imagine, when we had finished, that we were com-

petent to answer every interrogatory of the Professor in the class-room ! But very

little examination was enough to undeceive us. We studied Anthon or Staughton, but

we had not studied Sallust or Virgil, and we could give the sense, or an approximation

to it, but the understanding was quite a different thing. Many a time we might have

quoted Byron, " then farewell Horace, whom I hated so, not for thy faults, but mine,"
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but our classical experience would have doubled the cause of our hatred, for we neither

wxderslood nor felt the flow of our author. We opine that boys are boys still, and must

experience now what we ourselves felt:

Unus et alter

Forsitan haec spernant juvenes, quibus arte benigna

Et meliore luto finxit pra;cordia Titan:

but (he majority will own it, if they take the time and trouble to reflect a moment,

4. PoLTGi.oT Reaper and Guide for Translation: consisting of a series of Eng-
lish extracts, with their translation into French, German, Spanish and Italian;

designed to serve as mutual keys, by J. Roemer, A.M. New York: D. Appleton
& Co. Baltimoi-e: Murphy & Co.

This series of readers, if carried out in the same style for Spanish and Italian, as

we have them here for German and French, will do much to facilitate the knowledge of

those languages. The selections for translations are such as will always interest the

young student and remove much of the dryness, that always attends the first approaches

to a foreign language, although we cannot see that much taste has been exercised in

making them. The introduction on the study of languages is somewhat pompous in

style, but replete with many judicious reflections and will repay perusal. It is founded

on the modern view of acquiring knowledge without much labor, but is not so necessa-

rily connected with it as to discard the methods, which time has rendered sacred, and

to which, notwithstanding all the modern improvements, we find the most learned

always more and more inclining. The fate of so many, who have preceded him in the

chase of this Jack-o-lantern, should warn Mr. Roemer not to be too sanguine of success

in his undertaking.

5. Guy Rivers: a Tale of Georgia, by W. Gilmore Simnis, Esq. Redfield: New York.
Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

Mr. Simms has not deemed himself authorized, in presenting this new edition of hia

first novel to his countrymen, to make any substantial alterations, and he does well. For

although it is not free from many of those faults, which are almost always the pets of

youthful writers, yet the freshness of a young spirit is about it, which to the mind of the

reader is worth more than all the staid perfection of his maturer works. Like the most

of novel-writers, however, he seems to have misnamed his work, for Guy Rivers is not

the hero, but rather the shade, which throws into bolder relief the true Southern character

of young Colleton. The interest of the story is well maintained throughout, and were

the sermonizing omitted, would entitle the tale to a good position as a prose epic.

6. Habits and Men, with Remnants of Record touching the makers of both: by Dr.
Doran. Redfield: New York. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

The spirit of quiet humor, which runs through this book, will be a strong recommen-

dation in its favor. We are not acquainted with the good doctor, but were we to judge

of his medical abilities from the manner in which this prescription is put up, we would

most willingly give him our certificate for practice within our jurisdiction; and what is

more, well or ill, we would with many thanks swallow down his medicine, and be glad

when he would repeat- the dose. Our usual idea of a doctor will not be surely realized

in him; for we are sure he must be like the good S. Nicholas, whose round little belly,

the poet tells us, '* shook when he laughed like a bowl full ofjelly." The doctor must

be a fat man, with a face continually beaming with smiles, and eyes always sparkling

with some capital joke, and lips like the good girl spoken of in fairy tale, dropping

the pearls and precious stones of kindly feeling on all he meets in his way. None but

a fat man could write with such a laughing pen. We hope he will never put on a

worse habit, than the one he has here adopted, and if it be our lot again to meet him
in the walks of literature, as we must, for there are a great many things to laugh at,

besides habits and men, we shall greet him as a hale fellow well met, for the treat he

will give us will most assuredly be of the right sort, dressed to suit the most squeamish.
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7. The Litkrary Lifk and Correspondknce of the Countess op Blessington':
by R. R. Madden, in two volumes. New York: Harper & Brothers. Baltimore:
Murphy & Co.

There are very few of tlie literary characters, which hare graced our times, whose
biography will be so eagerly sought for as this of Lady Blessington. The fame she

has acquired by the animals and books of beauty she has edited, as well as by the more
elaborate composition, which have emanated eitiier from her own pen or from the pens

of those whom she lia.s patronized, is perliaps greater than tliat of any other modern
writer, and among a certain class of readers is certainly first. That branch of literature,

to which she particularly dovoted her attention, is just the kind that seems to suit our

age, and cultivating it, as she did, she could not help being very widely known and
admired. Perhaps, too, the eclat which her high position in society threw around her,

may have contributed not a little to this. Gore place and Seaniore were to many an
aspirant for literary honors, as the palaces of Augustus and Louis XIV. From all

these circumstances, it may be easily gathered that Mr. Madden could not have selected

a more popular theme, to win f:\vorwith the great body of readers. Whether he has
succeeded or not will be a question very difficult to decide. In our humble opinion he
might have done much better. The very theme itself was enough to have guarded him
against the errors he has committed. His style is none of the best, being in places so
confused as to require a second reading to come at his meaning, and sometimes disgraced
by vulgarisms, which we hardly expected to find in one, who had frequented such good
company. Apart from this blemish the volumes are not without a certain merit, wliich
will commend them to the public. The notices of contemporary writers and the notes
and billets, which they wrote to the subject of his biography, although only mere
trifles, are enough to make us forget all the unsightlinesses, that shock our notions of
propriety, and make us wish he had studied Blair with more diligence and attention.
These trifles are indeed as precious as the golden grains that point out where the metal
is to be found. From them we may more easily discover the character of the writer,
than from all the philosophical disquisitions in which the professed biographer allows
himself to indulge. For nature in them having no part to play, speaks without a mask
and in her own character.

8. Elements of Physical and Political Geography. By Cornelius S. Cartke, A.M.
Boston: Hickling, Swan & Brown: Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

This is an excellent compendium of geographical science, from which the general

reader may gather much useful information, and as a school book it may be used with

advantage. It is, however, unaccompanied by maps, and this, we believe, will retard

its more general use as a text-book. It is well arranged, but the illustrations designed

to show the figure of the earth, the relative heights of mountains, &c., might be im-

proved. But the feature in the work that pleases us most, is the candor and impar-

tiality with which it is written; that freedom from every thing that could give ofience

to the most sensitive reader. We are particular to mention this, as it is a quality so

rarely met with in books of this kind. We regret, however, to find that the author has

made a single exception to this rule in speaking of Belgium. Having made a circuit of

the entire globe, and having passed through empires, kingdoms and republics, and
visited the most distant isles of the ocean, in Catholic Belgium alone he discovered

that the clergy were " numerous and influential; the people ignorant and superstitious."

We hope that Mr. Cartee, in the next edition of the work, will omit this sentence, and
thus free his book, which possesses much merit, from every objection to the Catholic

reader, who will naturally regard the sentence alluded to as an imputation upon his

religion.

9. Rev. Dr. Cahill's Works. Boston: Patrick Donahoe. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

This volume contains a collection of the Letters, Discourses, and Controversial Ser-

mons of one of Ireland's most eloquent and distinguished sons. Comment is unneces-

sary upon any thing emanating from the pen of this eminent divine. The name of Dr.

Cahill is familiar to every ear; his fame as a scholar, patriot and orator has reached

every land. A collection, therefore, of his writings in book form must prove acceptable

to every reader. So varied, so eloquent, so instructive is every page of this work, that

we cannot make an extract from one portion of it without dispanigement to another.

To be appreciated fully it must be read. We cheerfully commend it. The Letters to

the Earl of Derby are alone worth double the price of the volume.
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10. The Devout Child of Mart, the Immaculate Mother of Jesus: a Collection

of Novenas, preparatory to the Festivals of the Blessed Virgin, meditations, hymns
and method of hearing Mass in her honor, with the seven days' prayers previous

to the Feast of her pure spouse St. Joseph; to which is added, an explanation of the

dogma of the Immaculate Conception. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

The title of this excellent little manual of devotions, as we give it above, is all that

need be said in its favor. Those who purchase it, will not regret their expenditure, if

prayers full of unction and sweet hymns can repay them. We cordially recommend it.

11. All for Jesus, or the Easy Ways of Divine Love: by Frederick W. Faber,

priest of the Oratory of St. Philip Neri. Fifth American edition, published with the

Sanction and Corrections of the Author. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

This is the edition promised some time ago by Messrs. Murphy & Co. to match the

other works of the same author lately published by them. It would be worse than

superfluous to write any thing more than we have at various times written in commen-

dation of works, so well known to the Catholic public as these works of Father Faber.

That the author himself should be so satisfied with the manner in which they have

been put forth, as to request the publishers to let all know that this edition is alone

sanctioned and authorized by him, is enough to give it whatever merit or praise might

yet be wanting. We have seen and heard nothing to make us change the favorable

opinion we expressed in former numbers of the Magazine regarding it. An additional

merit, and one* for which the publishers are entitled to great credit, is the neat style in

which it is got up, and tlie low price at which it is offered to the public.

12. History of the Council of Trent: from the French of L. F. Bungener, edited

from the second London edition, with a summary of the acts of the Council: by John

J\IcClintock, D. D. New York: Harper & Brothers.

If the success or ruin of the Holy Catholic Church depended upon human efforts,

M. Bunt^ener and his learned translator would have been spared the work of superero-

gation, to which they have devoted their labors in the above history. But " there is one

above who sways the harmonious mystery of the world" and the world's Redeemer, or

rather the channel through which the world's redemption is effected, is never allowed

to be stopped in its onward way by the mud and filth, which bad men may think

proper to cast into it. M. Bungener has only served the public with a rehash of Fra

Paolo's calumnies, long ago rejected by sound criticism. •' Casus multis hie cognitus

ac jam tritus et e medio Fortunae ductus acervo;" the old Satirist would say, an expres-

sion which may be vulgarly translated "Cheshire cheese," to which our would-be

doctors always have recourse, when they are unable to set any original dish before their

customers. But it pays, and perhaps this is all they care for. "The colossus with

feet of clay," somehow or other, stands in spite of all the little stones that are thrown

against it, and does not seem to show any " fragility" in respect of those on whom it

treads. They would like very much, if they could, to contribute to its downfall.

" It will fall—but when?" Ah! that when! " Twenty years ago the ruin of Roman
Catholicism was spoken of as quite a simple thing, inevitable, close at hand: people

would readily have fixed the very year. No doubt it will fall !" And so every score

of years a new prophet arises " to devise vain things," and " is turned backward and

blushes for shame;" for " God is not as a man that He should lie, nor as tlie Son of

man that He should be changed."—Numbers xxiii, 19.

13. Purgatory Opened to the Piety of the Faithful; or the Month of November
Consecrated to the Relief of the Souls in Purgatory. New York: E. Dunigan

& Brother. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

This is a very opportune work for the month we are just entering upon, and one, we

think, every Catholic, who owes a debt of gratitude to parent or friend deceased, would

avail himself of, in order to help those, whom " the hand of the Lord has touched," in

that region of justice. It is an excellent translation, and if we be not mistaken, from

the Italian of the sainted companion of Father Paul Segneri, Father Pinamonte, who
by his little works on this and kindred charities, contributed very much to the success

of that holy missionary's labors. In this we maybe mistaken, as we have not the

works of Father Pignatelli by us to verify our suspicion. It matters not much, how-
ever, as whoever be the author, the work is full of that charity, " which never falleth

away," and which is only found in the Catholic Churdi, " the pillar and ground of

truth."
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14. 'A School History of the United States: by John G. Slua. New York:
Dunigan & Brother. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

We owe an apolof!;y to the pul>li.sliers for our delay in noticing tliis work. We were

anxious, however, to give it a careful examination before expressing an opinion on its

merits. Mr. Shea deserves well of the Catholic community for having produced a work
wliich will sujiply a want much felt in our institutions. Tiie Catholic tone and ten-

dency of his liistory, his faithful delineation of the labors, trials and privations of the

early missionaries among the rude children of the forest, will render it acceptable to the

members of our own communion, and be productive of much good among those who
are strangers to our faith. As a history it is generally accurate, except where the

author indulges too freely in his own comments. Its arrangement as a school book
might be much improved. Its style is abrupt, partaking more of the broken periods

of the essayist than the smooth flow of the liistorian.

Though a work of no ordinary merit, yet, with all our esteem for the author, and

respect for his varied talents, it contains passages against which we feel bound to

record our disapprobation. In speaking of the establishment of tlie Church of England,

or the Protestant Episcopal, the author calls it the '• Somerset Church," and the " Som-
erset religion," from Somerset, a prominent actor during the reign of Edward VI of

England. This is wrong, and doubly so, as no such church or religion ever existed:

and secondly, it is teaching Catholic children, for whom the book was intended, to call

the religion of their neighbors in terms of insult and reproach. Against the terms
" Romish" and " Popish," as applied to their religion. Catholics have ever protested,

and the books that contain them have been thrown from their schools; and while we
ourselves are so sensitive on this point, we are certainly most inconsistent if we use

any offensive term, in speaking of the religion of our dissenting fellow-citizens.

How or why the author could have imbibed so strong an antipathy to one of the purest

of our patriots and tlie most illustrious of our statesmen, we are really at a loss to con-

ceive. Scarcely is the name Jefferson, the immortal author of the Declaration of Inde-

pendence, mentioned, without being coupled with some expression tending to depreciate

the character of that great man. The credit of sincerity is denied him, while motives

unworthy of a great and noble mind, are attributed to almost every act. The author,

after stating that Congress assumed the State debts, adds: "Much opposition was made
to this, and all who had opposed the Constitution, now rallied in opposition to the

administration, led by Jefferson, who, though a member of Washington's cabinet, was
so influenced by jealousy of Hamilton, that his conduct often tended to embarrass the

administration. Two parties at once arose; the federalist, supporting the Constitution,

and the anti-federalist, or republican party, which pretended to fear the establishment of

a monarchy."—Page 185. Again, speaking of the strenuous apposition made by the

anti-federalists, of whom Jefferson was the leader, to the charter of the National Bank,

he says: " Although these dissensions seemed to shake the new government to its very

foundation, the opponents were actuated rather by ambition and hostility to Hamilton,

than by any serious fears of the abuse of power."—Page 186. After speaking of the

treaty by which Louisiana was purchased from France, the author adds:

" This act of Jefferson's administration being somewhat unprovided for by the Con-
stitution, convinced him of the necessity of a liberal construction of that instrument,

and like most opposition leaders raised to power, he soon found that he must use as

precedents what he had furiously denounced."—Page 203.

Again we are told that Mr. Pinckney had nearly negotiated a treaty at London,
highly advantageous to the United States, "as matters then stood. But, Jefferson at

once, however, declared his intention to reject it, and the treaty was almost without

examination rejected in 1806. Four years of vexatious and commercial embarrassment
and nearly three years of useless and ruinous war, were the results of this undemocratic

step of Jefferson."—Page 206.

Is this really history ? or is it but the dream of the historian .' Four years of com-

mercial embarrassment and nearly three years of ruinous war, happening six or eight

years after this " undemocratic step," and long after Mr. Jefferson had retired from

SO Vol. III.—No. 10.
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office ! Fortunately for the sage of Monticello, that he died in 1826, otherwise the dis-

asters of the Mexican war might have been laid to his charge.

"About the same time Illinois territory was organized, comprising what is now Illi-

nois and Wisconsin; and Jefferson closing his career by a vinUnt seizure of some pro-
perty of Livingston's at New Orleans, retired from the Presidency."—I'age 208.

This is an uncalled for censure. To relate an action in the life of an individual,

which is unlawful in the abstract, and at the same time to conceal the motives that

prompt it, is little less than libel. To say that a man killed his neighbor, implies the

atrocious crime of murder; but when we add that he did it in defence of his own life,

the idea of guilt is withdrawn, and the act may be justifiable. The language in the

above quotation leads to the positive conclusion, that the seizure of Livingston's pro-

perty was the individual act of Jefferson, and was done in violation of right, justice,

and law, which we cannot believe the author intended. But if the following picture be

correct, then we confess that we have been sadly mistaken in our estimation of this

great man. " He (Jefferson) was a man of pliiianthropical ideas, more of a speculator

than a man of action, yet arbitrary and often tyrannical in his proceedings. He long con-
tinued to be the head of the republican party, and is still revered as its chief"—Page 208.

We repeat, if this be a correctly drawn portrait, we have not until this moment under-
stood the true character of the man. In childhood we were taught to lisp with rever-

ence the name of Jefferson, and to associate it with that of the illustrious Father of his

country, but now, when the meridian of life is passed, we are told that our teaching

on that subject was all a delusion: nay, more, that we are to reverse the old order of
ideas, and teach our children, that the man whom we revered as the purest of patriots,

and the first of statesmen, who penned the immortal protest against tyranny, was him-
self a tyrant and the embodiment of arbitrary power. Simply a man of •' pliiian-

thropical ideas," a mere " speculator." We confess that it is hard to bring our mind
to this. Nevertheless we must do it. Mr. Shea, " who has devoted some years to

the study of our national history," tells us it is so. And strange with all, that the

great conservative party, the party which for nearly half a century has ruled the

country, which is now nobly battling for the rights of the stranger, and for the inesti-

mable boon of religious liberty, should glory in the name of this "arbitrary" and
" tyrannical" man, and " still revere him as its chief!"

But while we were wholly unprepared for the unmerited severity of the author
towards Jefferson, we were not a little surprised to find him as the apologist of the
" Alien and Sedition Acts," seeking to discover a cause for their passage in " the vio-

lence of the republican papers," and finally informing us that "both had numerous
precedents." They may have had precedents among the veriest despots of Europe,
but never on the shores of America. If they had precedents, they were bad precedents,

and should not have been followed. To place in the hands of any single individual

the power of sending out of the country, without proof or trial, any foreign born clli-

zen on the mere suspicion of conapiring against the peace of the S(a/e, ana to make words,
speeches or printed matter tending to depreciate the government, treasonable offences,

were acts dangerous to the best interests and dearest rights of the governed, and no
words can palliate them. No wonder that Jefi'erson, the stern supporter of the repub-
lican institutions which he had labored so zealously to establish, was opposed to the

administration that gave birth to these acts.

The foregoing remarks have been made not in the spirit of cavil, but with the kindest
feelings towards the author, and with the view of enabling him to correct in future edi-

tions of the work, what we believe to be defects.

School books, especially of a historical nature, should be, of all others, most care-

fully prepared; they should be not only accurate even to the smallest particular,

but they should also be free from the bias of the compiler. Children will naturally

imbibe the feelings of the author. His love, his hated, his admiration, praise, cen-

sure and displeasure, are all imparted by the lines which record them If the compilers

of history, who too often overload the text with useless comments, substitute their

own notions for historical truths, and influenced by prejudice or other unworthy
motives, draw erroneous conclusions from facts stated, how pernicious will be the effects

upon the minds of the young. The first lessons which children learn are always the

most lasting. They cling to the memory when the scenes of yesterday have faded

from the recollection. Time has scarcely effaced the horror that seized upon our youth-
ful mind on reading for the first time in the pages of "Peter Parley," the author's

pitiable story of the " fires of Smithfield," or the atrocious deeds of the " Inquisition,"

even after better information corrected the erroneous impressions. The labor then of
compiling a school history is of no ordinary character. It is a task involving weighty
responsiliilities, and few are found adequate to discharge it as it should be discharged.
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Tliis season luings wilh it many wholesome and salutary reflections. The change
which we beliold in nature, reminds us of llie ch,inf;;e wiiich we ourselves must shortly

undergo. The verdure of tlie fields gradually disappears; tjie foliage of the trees fade,

wither, and fall to the earth; the song of the feathered tribe is no longer heard in the

grove. So with man. Soon shall tlic freshness of youth fade from his cheek and the

wrinkle of age settle upon his brow. A moment more, and his voice is hushed, and lie

sinks forgotten to the silent tomb.

It is, too, the season of song—the season which inspires the poet with holier lays,

and bids him strike his harp to loftier strains. In this connection our readers will pur-

sue with pleasure the following appropriate and beautiful lines from an esteemed friend,

who is favorably known to literary fame. This is his first oflfering to our pages, and
while we gratefully acknowledge it, we hope that it may not be the last;

THE FALLING LEAF.

The golden Summer is dethroned and gone,
And Autumn with his frowns comes hurrying on:
I do not like November's gloomy reign,

To me it never speaks of aught but pain.

The hollow winds—the bitter air—and all

In which we hear the dreary name of Fall,

Remind my soul too sadly of that fate

Which threatens all, and levels small and great.

Yon lonely leaf I see now whirled away
With all Its beauty blackened by decay,
Informs me plainly I myself must fall

To be, like it, forgotten soon by all

!

That leaf, meanwhile, was happier far than I

—

What matters it that it is doomed to die?

It had high rapture, doubtless, while it bloomed,
The breeze refreshed it, and the sun illumed.

But say—what joy is—was—or can be mine ?

For me, I feel, no summer sun shall shine.

No summer sun has ever shone for me,
And now— 'tis gloomy as the night may be.

I hear, methinks, some gentle spirit say

—

" Mourn not, my son ! there comes a halcyon day,

A day whose sun will never set, like this,

A sunny day, and bright with every bliss."

I answer, "Yes "—but is it vain that here

In this green world, my spirit looks for cheer,

—

Must I regard this lovely world a wild.

Where I must wander—sorrow's cheerless child.'

He, too, says "Yes!"—then. Father! be it so

—

From this, meanwhile, one truth at least we know;

—

. However brightly, beautifully drest.

No earthly thing can ever make us blest.

O sullen Autumn ! blow and bluster now,
Soon as you will, come waft me from my bough;
The world is bright and beautiful, but vain,

—

Why should I think of loving it again?
M. A. W.
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The CHnRCH Review.—J^evo Haven, Conn.

The Church Review of October takes exceptions to our remarks in the July number,

and condemns us severely for having ventured to assert what ail history attests, that

religious liberty was first proclaimed and practiced in this country by Lord Baltimore

and the Pilgrims of Maryland. And after denouncing these " extravagant and false

pretensions," the editor commends his remarks to our perusal.

We respectfully decline entering into any controversy with our cotemporary, or any
other periodical, whose editors can so far forget the most familiar rules of decorum in

speaking of Catholics or Catholicity, as to indulge in the use of the epithets, ••Romish,"
•' Popish," " Romanists," and similar expressions. These are well known terms of

insult and reproach., and have long since been discarded by all, who retain any recollec-

tion of principles which govern genteel society. The Protestant gentleman does not

use them in conversation with Catholics, when they meet in the counting-room, the

forum, or around the domestic fire-side; and why they should disgrace the columns of

public journals, especially those of a religious character, we cannot understand.

For ourselves, we have always and on all occasions, when speaking of our dissenting

fellow-citizens, or their religion, made use of the most respectful language. God forbid

that we should do otherwise. A man's religion is sacred, and we are inclined to believe

that there is but little Christianity among those, who indulge in the practice of nick-

naming men on account of their religious profession. Such a course is beneath the

conduct of gentlemen in every walk of life, and shall ever merit our disapprobation,

whether indulged in by Catholics, or by those who difier from us in faith.

In turn, we commend to the editor of the Church Review, not our remarks, but the

very history of Maryland with which he professes to be so familiar. Let him go in spirit

back to the days of Lord Baltimore, and standing on the banks of the St. Mary's, con-

template the beautiful picture there presented, ere the demon of religious discord was
transplanted to the shores of the Chesapeake. Let him contemplate the Catholic and

the Protestant dwelling together like the children of a common family, and each beneath

the approving smile of Calvert, worshipping God agreeably to his own conscience.

Let him turn to the statute-book of that period, and find that even religious strife was
banished from the colony by a fine of ten shillings imposed upon every man who should

call his neighbor by way of reproach, o heretic, a B^-ownist, an {delator, Papist, Romanist,

or such like epithets.

Festival of All Saints.—J^ovemher the first.

The Church on this great festival honors all the saints reigning together in heaven.

Every day is dedicated to some particular servant of God, but so vast, so countless has

become the number, that the days of the year can only embrace but a small proportion

of those holy souls, hence the object of a single day on which the whole order of these

sainted spirits may be duly honored. On this, as on the festivals of particular saints,

God is the only object of our supreme worship, and the inferior honor which we pay

the saints, is directed through them to God, to whose bounty they owe all they were

on earth, and all the happiness they now enjoy in his celestial kingdom.

On this festival we are invited by the Cliurch, first: To return thanks to God for all

the graces and favors which he has bestowed upon his elect. Secondly: to implore the

divine mercy through this multitude of powerful intercessors. Thirdly: to repair any

failure or remissness in not having duly honored God in his saints, on their particular

festivals, and to glorify Him in the saints who are unknown to us, or for whom no

particular festivals have been appointed. And, lastly: to excite in ourselves a fervent

imitation of their virtues by contemplating the example of so many faithful servants of

God of all ages, sexes, and condition in hfe, and by raising the eye of faith to that

inexpressible bliss which they now enjoy, and to which we are invited.

The origin of this festival may be traced to a remote period in the history of the

Church. The dedication of a famous Church in Rome, gave occasion to its institu-

tion. The Pantheon, or Rotunda, was a temple built by Marcus Agrippa, and
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dedicated to Jupiter tlie Revenger, in compliment to Augustus, upon his victory nt

Actiuni over Antony and Cleopatra. It was called the Pantheon, either because it con-

tained the statue of Mars and several other gods, or because its figure represented the

heavens, called by the Pagans, the residence of all the gods. This master-piece

of arcliitecture is constructed in the form of half a globe; its diameter being 158 feet,

and its height almost equal to its breadth. It has neither pillar nor window, being

lighted by a large round aperture in the top. In the year 607, Pope Boniface IV
cleansed and purified the pantheon, converting it into a Christian temple, and dedicated

it to the Blessed Virgin, and all the Martyrs. The feast of this dedication was Jcept on

the 13th of May. This festival, although it embraced a large number of the saints,

was still limited to the Holy Virgin and the Martyrs; it no doubt gave occasion to the

institution of one more general, comprehending not only the Martyrs, but all the saints.

Hence, we find that Pope Gregory III, about the year 731, dedicated a chapel in St.

Peter's, to all the saints, and from that period the feast of All Saints has been celebrated

in Rome and Italy, and soon spread to other countries. The Greeks keep a festival of

All Saints on the Sunday after Whitsunday.

The Commemoration of All Souls.—November the second.

The Church, Hke a tender mother, daily offers up her supplications to the throne of

Mercy in behalf of her suffering children in Purgatory. In her offices, and especially

in the holy sacrifice of the altar, she makes a commemoration of them, that soon they

may be released from the prison into which they have been cast, until they pay the last

farthing. But yesterday, she contemplated with a heart glowing with delight, that

portion of her household, which now dwells in the mansions of eternal bliss; to-day,

she turns with maternal solicitude to the suffering in Purgatory. To-day, she invites

the faithful to gather round her altar, and unite their voices in favor of her afflicted

children, reminding them that it is a holy and wholesome thought to prayfor the dead. Yes,

holy and pious, and most acceptable to God, to whom no sacrifices are more pleasing

than those of charity and mercy. Those souls, though detained in a place of purgation,

are nevertheless most pleasing to God. His love and mercy would freely admit them

into his holy presence, but his justice demands their detention until the last stain is

blotted out. By our prayers in their behalf, we satisfy that justice. If so, how pleas-

ing to God must be the offering ! If a compassionate charity towards all in distress,

even towards the wicked, and those laboring under temporal afflictions, be an essential

part of a Christian spirit, and that in which the very soul of religion and piety towards

God consists; if the least alms, even a cup of water given in charity, be an act on

which heaven smiles, will not the God of Mercy recompense our charity to his friends

and most beloved children in their extreme necessity ?

The Commemoration of All Souls was somewhat later in its origin than the festival

of All Saints. In 998, St. Odilo directed this commemoration to be observed in all the

monastaries of his congregation, and then it was kept on the first of November; it was

soon adopted by the whole Western Church. In 1222, the Council of Oxford declared

it a holyday of the second class, on which only certain and important kinds of work

were allowed. In some places it was kept as a holyday of precept till noon; in others,

the whole day; but generally, as a day of devotion only.

Curious Fact in Science.

It is a curious fact in science, that glass resists the action of a'l acids except the

fluoric; it loses nothing in weight by use or age; it is more capable than all other sub-

stances of receiving the highest degree of polish; if melted several times over and pro-

perly cooled in the furnace, receiving a polish almost rivalling the diamond in brilliancy.

It is capable of receiving the richest colors produced from gold or other metallic color-

ing, and will retain its original brilliancy of hue for ages. Meffals, too, embedded in

glass, can be made to retain for ever their original purity and appearance.
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Hunter Woodis, late Mayor of Norfolk.

The following beautiful tribute to the memory of the lamented deceased, was paid by
the Rev. Mr. Hitzelberger, of Petersburg, in a sermon lately preached in that city.

After alluding to the early demise of Mr. Woodis' sister and brother, the Rev. gentle-

man said:

" One link remained of the broken chain. I knew him well; and in the intimate

communion not only of pastor, but of father, guide and friend, never have 1 known a

nobler heart, a more gallant spirit, a brighter intellect. Entering the arena of life, with

the purposes of a lofty ambition, he exhibited the enthusiasm which wins success, and

the uprightness of soul, the generosity of character, the benignity of disposition, the

frank courtesy of manners, which conciliate affection and command esteem. His

recompense was rapid and signal. One of the youngest members of the bar, he pros-

pered in his profession and was twice exalted as chief magistrate over an admiring com-

munity. With none but political adversaries to encounter; who honored his motives

and acts, and did justice to his virtues; with no enemies to punish but the foeo of

society, whom in an impartial administration, he scourged with inflexible honesty;

with very many %varm, personal friends, who never betrayed or abandoned him; young,

vigorous, sanguine, eloquent and brave, this child of good fortune and qualities, was
called to evince the heroism of his soul, in the hours of peril and unpreparedness, of

darkness and dismay, when a malign distemper invaded the thoroughfare of his native

city, and death desolated its homes with untold horrors. He thought of others, not of

himself. Like the .soldier of the forlorn hope, who marched to the mined breach, he

rushed to the van of havoc, to fight for the common good; and like him, he offered up
his life, with all the honors and endearments of that life, a sublime sacrifice, in the

cause of humility and official duty. Smitten by the hand of the destroyer, in the exer-

cise of the noblest charities of your nature, in the very act of ministering to the dying

and the dead, the chivalrous Woodis, unappalled by danger and unwearied beneficence,

was ravished away, in the flower of his age, and the vigor of his usefulness; honored,

loved, bewailed in the purity of that affection which virtue inspires, with the intensity

of a grief, which only true hearts can feel."

Washington's Answer to the Roman Catholics of the United States of
America.

Genllemen:—While I now receive with much satisfaction your congratulations on my
being called, by an unanimous vote, to the first station in my country, I cannot but

duly notice your politeness in offering an apology for the unavoidable delay. Aa that

delay has given you an opportunity of realizing, instead of anticipating, the benefits of

the general government, you will do me the justice to believe that your testimony of the

increase of public prosperity, enhances the pleasure which I should otherwise have

experienced from your affectionate Address. I feel that my conduct in war and in peace,

has met with more general approbation than could reasonably be expected; and I find

myself disposed to consider that fortunate circumstance in a great degree resulting from

the able support and extraordinary candor of my fellow-citizens of all denominations.

While my life and health shall continue, in whatever situation I may be, it shall be my
constant endeavor to justify the favorable sentiments which you are pleased to express

of my conduct. So, gentlemen, I thank you. G. Washington.

Cement for Broken China, Glass, &c.

The following recipe from experience we know to be a good one, and being nearly

colorless, it possesses advantages which liquid glue and other cements do not. Dissolve

half an ounce of gum acacia in a wineglass of boiling water; add plaster of Paris suf-

ficient to form a thick paste, and apply it with a brush to the parts required to be

cemented together. S^^eral articles upon our toilet-table have been repaired most eflfec-

tually by this recipe.
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Sic Vita—Such i8 Life.

At the East end of this aisle—Church of St. Mary Overy, London—stands a monu-

ment, a portion of whose inscriiition consists of llie first verse of the followino; beauti-

ful poem, wliich is thought, mid with some probability, to be the production of Cluarles.

Like to the damask rose you see.

Or like the blossom on the tree.

Or like the dainty flower of May,
Or like the morning of the day,

Or like the sun, or like the shade.

Or like the gourd which Jonas had;

Even so is man, whose thread is spun.

Drawn out and cut, and so is done !

The rose withers, the blossom blasteth,

The flower fades, the morning hasteth.

The sun sets, the shadow flies.

The ground consumes, the man he dies.

Like to the grass that's nearly sprung.

Or like the tale that's just begun.

Or like the bird that's here to-day.

Or like the pearled dew of May,
Or like an hour or like a span,

, Or like the singing of a swan.

E'en such is man, who lives by breath;

Is here, is there; in life, in death !

The grass decays, the tale doih end.

The bird is flown, the dews ascend.

The hour is short, the span not long.

The swan's near death ! man's life is done!

Like to a bubble on a brook.

Or—in a mirror—like a look.

Or like a shuttle in the hand.

Or like a writing on the sand,

Or like a thought, or like a dream.

Or like the gliding of a stream;

E'en such is man, whose life is breath.

Is here, is there; in life, in death !

The bubble's burst; the look's forgot,

The shuttle's flung; the writing's blot:

The thought is pass'd; the dream is gone;

The water glides—man's life is done!

The Moon not Inhabited.

Dr. Scoresby, in an account that he has given of some recent observations made with

the Earl of Rosse's telescope, says:—" With respect to the moon, every object on its

siirface of 100 feet was now distinctly to be seen, and he had no doubt, that, under

very favorable circumstances, it would be so with oljjects 60 feet in height. On its sur-

face were craters of extinct volcanoes, rocks and masses of stones almost innumerable.

He had no doubt that if such a building as he was then in were upon the surface of the

moon, it would be rendered distinctly visible by these instruments. But there were no

signs of habitations such as ours—no vestiges of architecture remain to show that the

moon is or ever was inhabited by a race of mortals similar to ourselves. It presented

no appearance which could lead to the supposition that it contained any thing like green

fields and lovely verdure of this beautiful world of ours. There«-as no water visible

—

not a sea or a river, or even the measure of a reservoir for supplying town or factory

—

all seemed desolate."
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Foreign Affairs.

Rome.—The Italian States seem to be threatened with an insurrection. The partisans

of Mazzini are actively engaged in attempts to re-enact the scenes of -49. In some
places inflammatory publications have been circulated. At Rome, however, order

and quiet still prevail. Recent accounts from the Eternal City state, that His Holi-

ness contemplates the creation of a new religious military order, to be called

"The Order of the Immaculate Conception." The veneration in which Pope Pius is

held, and the influence he exercises over all who come within his reach, may be gathered

from the following interesting incident mentioned by a correspondent of an English

paper:

" I met the Pope and his retinue of noble guard.s, Cardinals and monsignores, the

night before last, on the Civita Vecchia road, about half a league distant from St. Peter's.

He had left his carriage, and, attended by a few of his personal friends, was on foot,

enjoying the freshness of a beautiful evening, and admiring the last rays of the setting

sun. Just as he had reached the hill on which the glory of the 'god of day' still lin-

gered, a convoy of five carriages coming from the coast appeared; and one of the persoifs

in the leading carriage exclaiming in Italian and French, "On foot, ladies and gentle-

men! " the whole of the passengers, at least forty in number, some French, some En-

glish, some American, some Spanish and the rest Italian, jumped out, and fell on their

knees just as the Supreme PontiflT joined them. The Pope was dressed in a flowing

white robe, with a wide crimson hat, and in the midst of the Cardinals, with their

gorgeous costume, presented a most striking object. The people kissed his feet and

hands, each receiving a word of devout consolation; and, when that ceremony with all

was accomplished, Pio Nono, raising his hands to heaven, said with his fine melodious

voice, " Siamo contentissimi a dare a voi, appena arrivali sotlo I'ombra delta cupola di St.

Pietro , la benedizione in nome dell' omnipolente Iddio de Fedeli.' The Holy Father then

passed on, the group remaining on their knees until he was out of sight, and then arose,

the ladies weeping, and the men imploring blessings on his sainted head."

The cholera which prevailed for some months to an alarming extent in some parts of

Italy has disappeared. During its prevalence at Florence, the Brotliers of the Miseri-

cordia by their heroic conduct, elicited the admiration even of Protestants. A corres-

pondent of the J^ewark Daily .fldverliser , thus speaks of their noble deeds:

"There is assuredly a living embodiment of heavenly charity here, which is never

invoked in vain, and whose blessings are always proportioned to the need. At any

hour in the day, and often during the night, in sunshine and in storm, companies of

the Brothers of the Misericordia, thoroughly disguised in dominos, may be seen hurry-

ing through the streets, bearing on their shoulders some victim of misfortune to an

hospital or a liome. A sound from certain bells at any hour in the twenty-four, is sure

to bring a deputation of six or eight, habited in the long black loose gown and liood,

and torch in hand, if it be in the night, to any scene of accident or sufiering. No
American volunteer fire company was ever prompter at a call. This venerable fra-

ternity is among the few remaining good fruits of the Republic, having been founded

during one of the wasting plagues of the fourteenth century; and it has numbered among

its associates the noblest men of Florence, from that day to this, many historic names,

whose shields would be adorned by the insertion of this title of honor.

" It embraces a certain number of members from each portion and profession of

society, seventy-two being enrolled at a time for four months' duty as 'Chiefs of the

guard,' and twelve of the number, as 'Captains and counsellors,' are always in attend-
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nnce at the grand Hall of the Association. In seasons of prevailing calamities like the

present, the number on service is increased. Any sufferer in an emergence, rich or

poor, resident or stranger, within the walls of the city, may call for its aid. All ranks

harmonize in beautiful equality on its truly republican platform. The Grand Duke him-

self is believed to be a member; but as to that, and all other things touching themselves

or their doings, the associates are wisely know-nothings; and so have been, without a

single breach of faith, for more than four centuries. Though many a poor family from

which they have borne away a member, to an hospital or grave, has found reason to

surmise the quality of the incognitos after their departure, on the table or side-board.

It is scarcely necessary to add, that at the appearance of one of these dismal looking

trains in the street, all heads that represent hearts are instantly uncovered."

France.—The utmost enthusiasm has prevailed throughout the Empire since the fall

of Sebastopol. Rejoicings, illuminations, demonstrations of every kind liave taken

place in honor of that important event. But the national thanksgiving that took place

at Notre Dame, was grand and imposing beyond description. The Emperor went to

the cathedral in grand procession, escorted by strong detachments. He was in a car-

riage drawn by eight horses led by lackeys in splendid liveries, and was accompanied

by Prince Jerome. He wore the uniform of a general. The National Guards and

troops of the line were drawn up on both sides of the streets leading from the Tuileries

to Notre Dame. A vast crowd of spectators lined the streets along which the cortege

passed, and the windows of the houses were filled with people. His majesty both going

and returning was greeted with hearty acclamations of "Vive I'Empereur!" All the

houses on the line of procession were profusely decorated with English and French

flags. The old cathedral of Notre Dame was decorated internally and externally with

English, French, Turkish and Sardinian flags. On the column also were large es-

cutcheons bearing the English and French arras. The sight of the standard of Protes-

tant England in the venerable Catholic cathedral of Paris, was one of the most curious

things that has occurred in the course of the alliance. Among the distinguished person-

ages present, none excited more interest than Abd-el-Kader, the Arabian prince, and

none we are told knelt more fervently to receive the benediction on the occasion by the

Archbishop of Paris. The vestments worn by the Archbishop and the clergy on the

occasion, were those that were given to the Cathedral by Napoleon I, at the baptism of

the King of Rome. General Canrobert was offered the dignity of Marshal of France,

but declined to accept it, that he might not detract from the lustre of the achievements

of General Pelissier.—A deficiency in the graiacrop seemed to give some uneasiness; the

government, however, promptly determined to make provisions for the poor, and all

apprehension ceased.—Mgr. the Bishop of Puy had a public audience of the Emperor

on the 6ih inst. His object was to request his Imperial Majesty to sanction a national

subscription for the erection of a grand colossal statute of Our Lady of Puy Sur Cor-

neilie, to be cast from the cannon taken from the Russians, and he himself to head the

subscription lists. The Emperor granted the request of the venerable prelate, expressing

a lively interest in the undertaking, and promising to promote it by every means in his

power, signing, at the same time, for 10,000 francs, and subscribing in the name of the

Empress for 2,000 francs. Up to that time 140,000 francs had been subscribed by the

people, and the three hundred thousand children of the Christian schools had furnished

15,000 francs for the pedestal. The inhabitants of the mountainous region where it is

to be erected, have requested that it may be high enough to be seen from all confines of

the department.

England.—The country has scarcely recovered from the intense excitement into

which it was thrown by the news of the fall of Sebastopol. Every where, the an-

nouncement was received with the greatest demonstrations of joy. The bands at the

various theatres immediately played the national anthems of England and France. The

bells on every church tower and steeple rang in peals of triumph. The French embassy

was brilliantly illuminated, as well as other places of note.—^The Queen and her court

returned from Scotland about the middle of last month.—Late advices state that Prince
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Frederick William, of Prussia, son of the Prince Royal of Prussia,.is on a visit to the

dueen at Balmoral. It is said, the Prince, who is in direct succession to the crown of

Prussia, is to be the future consort of the Princess Royal of England.—The Emperor

of Austria congratulated the dueen and the Emperor of the French, on the triumph of

the allied arms.—The King of Naples has sent an apology to England and France for

the recent insults.—The harvest is progressing favorably throughout the country, and

the crops will not be below the average.—^The baby-show fever lias broken out in the

country. At Manchester, a baby exhibition was held and nearly three hundred youth-

ful competitors were entered. Over 5,000 persons attended, paying an entrance fee of

one shilling and two shillings each. Children were brought from all parts of the king-

dom; eight prizes were awarded.—A marriage in high life has lately taken place, which

is interesting to the Catholic world. Miss Peel, daughter of the late Sir Robert Peel,

was married to the Hon. Francis Stonor, the second son of Lord Camoys, a Catholic

peer of long and high standing in the country. The marriage was first celebrated at

the chapel of the Bavarian Embassy, Warwick street, the ceremony being performed

after the rites of the Catholic Church, by the Rev. E. Howard. The bride, who is

said to be young and handsome, was given away by her brother, the present Sir Robert

Peel, Bart. M. P. The marriage ceremony was again performed at the Protestant

Church of St. Margaret's, Westminster.—We see it stated, though we think it wants

confirmation, that Cardinal Wiseman has been appointed Librarian to the "Vatican.—

A

new church of the Marist Fathers, St. Ann's, Spitalfield, was dedicated on the 30th

ultimo. His Eminence the Cardinal Archbishop officiated at the solemn benediction of

the church, and preached a most eloquent sermon. The Lord Bishop of Aninens,

France, was the celebrant of High Mass, having visited England for that purpose.

The ceremonial was in the highest degree interesting, and was numerously attended.

We regret to learn that Father Faber, of the Brompton Oratory, is ill, and has been

compelled to retire to the seaside to recruit his strength.

Ireland.—^The seventeenth anniversary of the foundation of the Association for the

Propagation of the Faith, was celebrated on the 21st ult. with unusual solemnity at the

Metropolitian Church, Dublin. The Most Rev. Archbishop of Dublin presided, and

the Bishop of Bombay celebrated Mass, and the Rev. Dr. Fennally, Vicar-General of

the Madrass Mission, preached on the occasion.—The " Missions," which have been

holding in different parts of Ireland, and been attended with so much good, still con-

tinue. Lately the one held in Claremorris by Fathers Rinolfi and Vilas was brouglit to

a close. At the conclusion, the Archbishop conferred the sacrament of confirmation

on upwards of 1,100 persons, and, from the immense masses of the people assembled,

the ceremonies had to be carried on in a large field adjoining the chapel. It is estimated

that the number present could not have been less than 20,000. A splendid sermon was

preached by Father Rinolfi with his usual eloquence, and the vast congregation was

addressed subsequently in Irish by the Prelate. During the mission, thousands almost

every day received the holy communion. The proceedings closed by the interesting

and soul-stirring ceremony of the renewal of the baptismal vows.—The election to fill

the vacancy occasioned by the death of the Right Rev. Dr. Haley, in the See of Bra-

ganra, has fallen on the Very Rev. Dr. Walsh, President of Carlow College.—The

Most Rev. Archbishop of Dublin, on the 24th ult. laid the foundation of a new Hospital

of the Sisters of Mercy in Dublin. It is to be provided with 500 beds for the sick and

poor, of " all denominations," and to be supported by voluntary contributions.

Prussia.—The treatment of Catholics in this country is such as to merit the disap-

probation of every just and honorable man. Recently the government suppressed the

Volkshalle of Cologne, the only Catholic journal in the Kingdom, now it even prevents

subscriptions to be sent to the Catholic paper at Frankford. " Having an eye," as the

Dublin Telegraph observes, " to the coming elections, the Prussian authorities have

adopted those vexatious measures to set aside Catholic candidates by stifling the voices

of journals which would enlighten public opinion, and defeat their machinations. The
Catholic deputies last .session, by their union, talents, and courege, rendered great ser-
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vices, and al)Ove nil prevented much evil. At any nrice then, nnd by many of the

usual munucuvrey adopted in " Constitutiomd states, their numl)er must l)e reduced,

and six millions of Catholics—that is, half the population of the kingdom—are to

be deprived of representatives possessing their confidence. The Catholics, it appears,

have come into the possession of authentic documents which prove the appropriation of

funds, lepilly uirI justly the pr()|)erly of the Catholic Church, to the advantaf^e of

Protestant communities. Those documents, it is njiprehended, would be rendered

available in the coming session. The Pietists and their accomplices are somewhat
afraid of this scandal. They know the more numerous the Catholics will be in the

Chamber the more difiicult will it be to avoid exposure, and prevent the Chamber under
the conviction of truth and justice, acting upon the remonstrances of its Catholic mem-
bers. Hence the extreme care with which they provide for the elections. They neglect

no means—suppression of the Prussian Catholic press, obstacles to the circulation of
other Catholic journals, even those not jirinted in the German language, dismissal of
functionaries known for their devotion to the Catholic cause—in fact, intrigues of every
kind. Very recently, too, the Government has declared its intention to continue this

year the prohibition which it published last year against holding the general assembly
of German Catholics at Cologne. Moreover, this same Catholic city of Cologne, which
had so lately celebrated, with such brilliant manifestations, the proclamation of the

dogma of the Immaculate Conception, has been forbidden to erect a statue of the Ma-
donna in one of the jiublic jilaces. Yet Cologne contains 93,000 Catholics to 7,000
Protestants and some hundred Jews."

Holland.—^The following interesting statistics relative to the population of this

country, taken from the Univers, will be read with interest:

'•The kingdom of the Netherlands contained in December, 1854, a population of
3,238,753 soiils. Of these 1,195,515 are Catholics; 1,763,487 are Calvinists; 8,174 are

Walloons; 496 are Anglican Presbyterians; 533 are Episcopal Anglicans; 55,980 are
Lutherans who believe in the existence of the devil; 10,011 are Lutherans who deny
the existence of the devil; 40,548 are Mennonites; 5,197 are Remonstrants; 292 are
Keruhutters; 50,602 are Orthodox Dissenters; 6,376 are Jansenists; 26 are Greeks;
52,238 are German Jews; 3,372 are Portuguese Jews; 1,453 belong to no denomination.

" It must be observed that this list is given as official, but in reality the number of
Catholics in Holland is greater than here stated, and that of Calvinists is considerably
exaggerated. Nor are Jansenists quite so numerous as they are said to be. The
Calvinists and the Dissenters are both divided into several sects. At Amsterdam
there are eight or nine of these sects, each having its respective tabernacle or preaching
house.
" While on the subject of statistics we may notice a fact in this line which supplies

a new specimen of that distributive justice and toleration characteristic of Protestantism.
Aruhem, the capital of Gueldres, has a population of 10,470 Protestants, and 3,441
Catholics. Now, of 180 government officials, including the bourgmestre, the council,
police, &c., &c., 168 are Protestants, nine are Catholics, and three are Jews."

SpAiNf.—The venerable Archbishop of Saragossa, now in his 84th year, a man dis-
tinguished for his piety and learning, has addressed a firm remonstrance to the Minister
of Justice in favor of the oppressed communities. To this appeal of the Archbishop
is added the earnest supplication of the religious confraternities and the remonstrances
of the municipal bodies. What the result w'ill be the future must reveal.

The Crimea.—Sebastopol has at length fallen. On the 8th ultimo the alHed forces
stormed the Russian defences, and after a most sanguinary struggle succeeded in carrying
the southern portion of the city. During the night the Russians, in utter and hopeless
despair sunk their ships, blew up their magazines, set fire to the place and retired to the
north side of the city. The portion evacuated was immediately taken possession of by
the allies. The loss on both sides was severe. Four thousand cannon, fifty thousand
balls, and immense stores of powder fell into the hands of the allies. Since the fall of
the city, little has been done on either side. It is thought, however, that the Russians
will shortly be compelled to abandon the Crimea. It is stated that the Emperor Alex-
ander is still determined on a vigorous prosecution of the war, and that he has signified

his intention of proceeding to the Crimea.

Mexico —This unsettled country has undergone several revolutions lately. Santa
Anna finding himself unable to suppress the insurrection, which had broken out against
the government, abdicated and escaped from the country. A provisional government
was organized, Carrera being appointed President pro tern. In the meantime, one
delegate from each of the States assembled and elected Don Juan Alvarez, President of
the Republic. Great excitement prevailed at latest accounts in the city of Mexico, from
a report being circulated that the revolutionary Generals intended to accept a Protectorate
of the United States.
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II.— Domestic Intelligence.

AFFAIRS OF THE CHURCH.
1. Archdiocese of Baltimore.

Our beloved Most Rev. Archbishop, during the last few weeks, visited several

places in the western part of his diocese, and administered the holy Sacrament of Con-
firmation to upwards of five hundred children. This speaks well of the zeal of the

pastors and the piety of the faithful, and gives evidence of the increase of Catholicity

in that section of the State. At Frostburg and Mount Savage alone, 228 persons were
confirmed.

OrdinoHons.—William Wayrich, Joseph Wirth, John Cornell, Michael Rosenbauer,
Eugene Grimm, Joachim Heymann, William Meredith, Anthony Kesseler, Michael
Dausch, Bernard Klaphake, William Luhrmann, Nicholas Joeckel, Adam Kreis, Jo-
seph Wust, Peter Zimmer, Joseph Fuchshuber, and James Harvey, members of the

Order of the Most Holy Redeemer, received Tonsure and Minor orders, on Saturday,
6th October, in the Church of St. Peter and St. Paul, of the Redemptorist Fatliers,

Cumberland.
Young Catholics' Friend Society.—At the semi-annual meeting of this excellent and

truly benevolent association, the following gentlemen were elected officers, to serve for

the ensuing term:
Ambrose A. White, President; Bolivar D. Danels, Vice President; John R. Gloninger,

Corresponding Secretary; John F. McMullen, Recording Secretary; Matthew J. Foley,
Book Keeper; Alexius O. Baugher, Treasurer; Wm. H. Keenan, M. A. Daiger, Jona-
than Mullan, H. G. Ducatel and Christopher Wynn, Trustees; Dennis Blundell,

Steward.

2. Archdiocese of Cincinnati.

The illustrious Archbishop of Cincinnati was wantonly assailed in the columns of
the daily papers of that city, and charged with interfering in politics, and taking part in

favor of one of the political parties, by a certain Major Johnson. The charges were
so absurd that no reasonable man could for a moment attach to them the slightest credit,

nevertheless, the learned prelate deemed it right and proper to give them a public denial,

and published a card to that effect in the columns of the Daily Gazette, accompanied
with his affidavit. It is painful to witness the efforts which have been made by design-

ing men, to bring our beloved bishops and clergy into disrepute with their fellow-citi-

zens. Alas! how vain their efforts ! Those whom God protect, who shall oppose?
Ordination.—The Most Rev. Archbishop Purcell conferred subdeaconship on James

J. O'Donohue, on the feast of the Nativity of the Blessed Virgin, and on the feast of
St. Matthew the same gentleman was raised to the order of deaconship, and on the last

Ember day raised to the priesthood.

3. Diocese of Pittsburg.

On the 21st ultimo the Right Rev. Dr. O'Connor visited Ebensburg, and administered
the Sacrament of Confirmation to about forty children. On the following day the same
prelate confirmed over two hundred at Carrolltown. This congregation is composed
chiefly of Germans, and the church is under the charge of a branch of the Benedictine
Order, at Youngstown. At Loretto about eighty children were confirmed.

Religious Profession.—On the 22d ultimo the Rt. Rev. Bishop of Pittsburg admitted
the following gentlemen, at the Monastery Chapel at Loretto, to their solemn profes-

sion:—Brother Ignatius (Mr. James Trainor), Brother Austin (Mr. John Kelly), Bro.
Felix (Mr. Ignatius Lynn). Immediately afterwards, the Bishop admitted to the

Habit, Brother Thomas (Mr. Peter Smith), Brother Lewis (Mr. John Sullivan), Bro.
Fedelet (Mr. John Costilea, Mexican), Brother Benedict (Mr. Thomas Matthews).
The Rt. Rev. Bishop was assisted by the Rev. Mr. M'Cullah, Ecclesiastical Superior
of the Monastery, and Rev. Mr. Riordan.

4. Diocese of Philadelphia.

In almost every direction we hear the pleasing intelligence of the erection and dedica-

tion of new churches. On Sunday, the 16th ultimo, a new church was dedicated to the

service of God, at Parksburg, by the Rt. Rev. Dr. Neumann, Bishop of Philadelphia,

assisted by the Rev. Mr. Prendergast and the Rev. Dr. Moriarty, who preached an
eloquent sermon on the occasion.

5. Diocese of Hartford.

On Sunday, the 30th ultimo, in the Convent Chapel of our Lady of Mercy, Provi-
dence, Rhode Island, Sister Mary Gabriel (Miss Isabella Collins), was admitted to the

Holy Profession; and on the same day, Miss Catharine Sullivan (Sister Mary Jerom),
received the Habit and White Veil. The Rt. Rev. Dr. O'Rielly, Bi.shop of Hartford,
presided, and preached in his usual happy and impressive irianner.
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6 Diocese qf Richmond.

The Riglit Rev. Bishop of Richmond, like tlie Archl)ishop of Cincinnati, lias been
nssiiiled by some of the Know-Notliiiij; journals of tlie Soutli, and charjjed not directly

with interfering in politics, but with desecrating " thankso;iving day," by delivering a
"political harangue. ' This drew forth from the learned Prelate, an able and eloouent
letter in which, having refuted the slanderous imi)utjitions, he treats of Know-Nolh-
ingism in a moral point of view, and shows the enormities to which it leads. " I did
not," he says, " in my discourse, and 1 do not here, speak of Know-Nothingism as a
political theory, or of the legitimate objects which those who belong to this party may
seek to secure by legitimate means; but I spoke of it as an organized and secret con-
spiracy against what I believe the true religion of Christ, and the true Church of God,
and hence immoral and sinful. Immoral, because I hold it to be immoral to t^ike an
oath before a man knows to what his oath will bind him, and whether the thing be
lawful or not; and sinful, because opposition to the Church of God is opposition to God."

Ordination.—On the 8th ultimo, the same Right Rev. Bishop, in the Cathedral of St.

Peter, Richmond, conferred the Minor Orders on Mr. James McGovern, who had been
tjursuing his theological studies at Mount St. Mary's College. On Sunday, following,
le gave the order of Subdeaconship, and on Monday, the lOih, the order of Deaconship
to the same gentleman; and on Tuesday, the 11th, he conferred upon him the holy order
of the Priesthood. We understand that Rev. Mr. McGovern will remain in Rich-
mond, and assist in serving the Cathedral congregation.

7. Diocese of Buffalo.

.Annual Retreat and Diocesan Synod.—We abridge the following interesting account
from the Buffalo Sentinel:—
On Monday evening, 24th ultimo, sixty-five Priests of this Diocese and ten from the

Diocese of Erie, assembled at the College of St. Joseph, with whom the Rt. Rev.
Bishops of Buffalo and Erie assisted at the holy exercise of the Retreat, which was

-. '"-^ted by Fathers Driscoll and Weninger, the former devoting his time and talents

to the Clergy using English, the latter to the German.
11 ..-'s indeed a most edifying spectacle to behold so many Priests of God, those

whose whole life is in a certain sense taken up in the administration of God's mysteries,
those who are placed by Him to be " a light to the world," the model of their flocks,

withdrawing into a deeper retirement than usual, retreating from even holy duties, (but
which regard the souls of others), to examine in silence the state of their souls, to pass
days and nights in closer union with the Divine High Priest, who deigned to lead them
into the wilderness, to speak to their hearts.

On Sunday at 10 A. M. the Clergy moved in procession from the Episcopal residence
to the front door of the Cathedral, repeating the sacred Psalms as they passed with reli-

gious pomps through the streets. Most pleasing to the Christian must have been the
solemn march of so numerous a Clergy moving down the aisle of that noble Cathedral,
or diff"using additional splendor over the vast sanctuary whilst ministering in ceremonies
so grand.
While the Bishop was vesting, the Clergy sang Tierce; and well did the solemn Gre-

gorian Chant peal in unison through " the long drawn aisle and fretted vault," from lips

well skilled in sacred song. The venerable ceremonies of the Pontifical High Mass
were then carefully executed; the clergy receiving communion at the hands of the
Bishop; and a powerful sermon on the Perpetuity of the Church was preached by Rev.
Mr. Creeden. After Mass another most imposing ceremony began. The Diocesan
Synod was solemnly opened witli all these ancient mysterious rites, by which the
Church marks her deep conviction of a Divine Adorable Presence in the otficial reunion
of the consecrated ministers of " the Body of Christ;" they being the organs by which
he acts " in His body the Church " for the salvation of souls.

V. Rev. L. Caveng, S. J., was appointed Promoter of the Synod. V. Rev. P. Bede,
Procurator of the Clergy. Rev. T. O'Flaherty, Notary of the Synod. Rev. M. Kav
anaugh. Secretary. Revs. D. Weninger, S. J. Driscoll, S. J., Fritsch, S. J., Nagle, C.
S. S. R., Chevalier, 0. M. J., Trudeau, 0. M. J., Panfilo de Magliano, 0. S. F.T Con-
fessores cum plenis facultatibus. Rev. F. Gerry was Master of Ceremonies.

The solemn Chant of the Litanies, invoking all the saints of God to pray for the as-
sembled pastors and their flocks, invoking the Son of God to be merciful to his people
and hear the prayers of the Church, and the sacred hymn to the Holy Ghost to beg his
help, his holy inspirations, deeply affected both the clergy and the people. Nor least

impressive was the solemn Profession of Faith made by the young Priests and by those
who had not yet made it in any Synod.
The Rt. Rev. Bishop sang Pontifical Vespers. At five o'clock a private session of

the Synod was held, and at half-past seven the Rev. T. O'Flaherty preached a strong
and eloquent sermon on the Infallibility of the Church, after which the Bishop gave the
Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament.
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On Monday morning a private session of the Synod was held; at eight o'clock Fatiier

Weninger celebrated High Mass for the dead and preached a most eloquent and impres-

sive sermon in German to a large congregation. The Bishop sang tlie service for the

dejtarted Priests that had hitherto exercised ministerial functions in this diocese, and
made a short exhortation to the Clergy. The solemn session of the Synod then com-
menced; the service of the third solemn session was condensed with this second one,

according to the form appointed in the Pontifical, and a solemn Blessing with Indul-

gences closed the blessed and memorable services.

8. ^Archdiocese of St. Louis.

The First Provincial Council of St. Louis was opened on tlie 7th inst. in the Cathe-
dral of that city, amidst the most imposing ceremonial. The occasion was one that

may well inspire the hearts of Catholics, especially of the far West, with feelings of
honest pride, mingled with gratitude and humble thanksgiving to the Father of mercies,

who has vouchsafed to extend and prosper His Church, despite of all the wiles and
machinations of the spirit of darkness. But a few years ago, and what was the exten-
sive region, now composing the province of St. Louis.' A vast and trackless waste,
unknown to the white man, where the savage held undisputed sway. But we have no
room at present for comment. The following distinguisjied prelates were present and
participated in the Council: Most Rev. Peter Richard Kenrick, D. D., Archbisliop of
St. Louis; Rt. Rev. Mathias Lorns,D. D., Bishop of Dubuque; Rt. Rev. Richard Pius
Miles, D. D., Bishop of Nashville; Rt. Rev. John M. Henni, D.D., Bishop of Milwau-
kie; Rt. Rev. Joseph Cretin, D. D., Bishop of St. Paul; Rt. Rev. John Lamy, D. D.,
Bishop of Sante Fe; Rt. Rev. Anthony O'Regan, D. D., Bishop of Messenia, in parti-

bus, and Vicar-Apostohc of the Indian Territory east of the Rocky Mountains. Tlie
otlicers of the Council were as follows:—Promoter: Very Rev. James Duggan, V. G.
Secretary: Rev. Mr. Bannon. Master of Ceremonies: Rev. P. J. Ryan. Chanters:
Rev. J. Rolando, C. M., and Rev. F. Lasco, C. M. And besides the theologians the

following Superiors of Religious Orders were present: Very Rev. Wm. Murphy, Vice-
Provincial of the Jesuits; Very Rev. T. J. Jarboe, Superior of the Dominicans; Very
Rev. Father Clement (Smith), Prior of the Trappist Monastery of New Melleray, Iowa;
Very Rev. J. Masnou, Superior of the Lazarists; Rev. S. A. Paris, Superior of the
Sisters of St. Joseph.
The Most Rev. Archbishop celebrated pontifical mass at the opening of the Council,

and the Very Rev. Father Murphy, Vice-Provincial of the Society of Jesus, preached
on the occasion. The solemn closing took place on the Sunday following, with the

usual imposing ceremonies. "The Archbishop and the prelates," says the Leader,

"gave each other the kiss of Peace; each Bishop, in the order of seniority, advancing
to the Archbishop and embracing him, and then hi.« brethren. Considering the age of
some of the Bishops and the uncertainty in life in all, this part of the ceremonies was
very touching. How improbable that all those successors of the Apostles would again
meet in solemn synod on this side the grave."

It is stated that the Council propose the erection of the following new sees: Prairie

da Chicn, Wisconsin; Jlllon, Illinois; Leavenworth City, Kansas; and an ^ipostolic Vica-

riate for Nebraska and Western Minnesota. A Coadjutor for the Most Rev. Arch-
bishop of St. Louis, and also one for the Bishop of Dubuque, are among the recommen-
dations of the Council. The learned and distinguished prelates before separating,
addressed a Pastoral Letter to the clergy and laity of their respective dioceses. This
important document is replete with lessons of wisdom and salutary counsels to Catho-
lics touching the duties they owe themselves, their children, their cotintry and their

God. It will be read at the present time with interest and profit. We will recur to it

more at length in the next number.

9. Archdiocese of Jfeio York.

During the middle of last month the illustrious Archbishop of New York visited

Newfoundland, to participate in the consecration of the great Cathedral at St. John's.
The learned Prelate preached on the occasion. During his stay a splendid banquet was
given in honor of the assembled prelates, at which the President of the United States

was toasted. To this the Archbishop replied in a happy manner, expressing his high
estimation of the Chief Magistrate, and vindicating the American people as a nation,

and that they are not to be judged by the conduct of a certain class. Returning, he
addressed a Circular to the clergy and laity of his diocese, in behalf of the Diocesan
Seminary, and again departed on a visit to Canada.

10. Diocese of Albany.

On Sunday, the 7th instant, a Diocesan Synod was opened at the Cathedral, Albanj';
a retreat of the clergy was also made. The Bt. Rev. Dr. McCloskev, Bii^Iiop of ilit^

diocese, celebrated mass at the opening of the Synod.
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Conversimxs.—Durinp; ilie last mnntli several conversions of distin^UHhed men liave

taken place. Tlic one, liowever, tliai has caused surprise, is tliat of George Hohart
Doane, son of the Protestant nislio|> of New Jer.sey. Mr. Doane was, at ilie time of

his conversion, nn Episcopal minister, linvins; been ordained a short time ago by his

father, who on learnintj tlie determination of his son, issued the following deposition,

wiiicli we in.sert for future reference:

Diocese of IKcw Jersey. Sentcnre nf Deposition from the J\Jinist)-y, in the case of Rev. George
Hoburt Domni, M. I)., Deacon.

To all, everywhere, who are in communion with the one Holy Catholic and Apostolic Church:

Be it known, that George Hobart Donne, M. D., Deacon, of this Diocese, iiaving

declared to nie in writing, his renunciation of tiie ministry which he received at my
hands from tlie Lord Jestis Christ, and his design not to officiate in the future in any of
the offices tiiereof, intending to submit himself to the schismatical Roman intrusion, ia

deposed from the ministry: and I hereby pronounce and declare him deposed, in the

name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost. Amen.
Given at Riverside, this fifteenth of September, I'n the year of our Lord 1855, and in

the 23<l year of my consecration. G. W. Doane, D. D., LL. D.
In presence of Bishop of Arw Jersey.

Mild Mahan, D. D., Presbyter.
Marcus F. Hyde, M. A., Presbyter.

This sentence was not executed until the provision of the canon "where the party
has acted unadvisedly and hastily," which is pre-eminently the present case, had been
ollered, urged and refused. It only remains for me humbly to ask the prayers of the
faithful in Christ Jesus, that my erring child may be brought back to the way of truth

and peace; and, for myself that I may have grace to bear and do the holy will of God.
G. W. Doane.

IL Obituary.—Death of the Rev. Mr. Devlin.—It is with feelings of deep regret

that we record the death of this inestimable clergyman. From the moment that the

yellow fever appeared at Portsmouth, he was indefatigable in his exertions, not only to

carry spiritual aid to the victims, but also to relieve their corporal necessities. Night

and day he was found at the bedside of the fevered and dying, fulfilling the duty of

nurse while discharging the office of the minister of religion. At length he was stricken

down by the raging epidemic, and partially recovered. As soon as strength would

permit, he was again at the bedside of the dying. Again he was attacked by the raging

pestilence, and yielded his heroic soul to the hands of his Creator on the field of his

duty. The last sad act he performed was to assist in burying the remains of a poor man,
who had none to care for him. The good, the faithful, the zealous pastor has fallen.

But we trust ere this he has heard the consoling words of his divine Master, saying:

Come thou faithful servant, enter into the joys of thy Lord !

Death has also fallen among those angels of mercy, the Sisters of Charity, whose
noble and heroic conduct during the prevalence of the fever in Norfolk and Portsmouth,

was the theme of admiration on every tongue. Sister Christine died of the fever after

a few hours illness.

Death has also thinned the ranks of our clergy elsewhere. The Rev. Timotht
O'Brien, of Lowell, Mass., died on the 11th instant. This lamented gentleman was
well known to many of our citizens, having been pastor of St. Patrick's Church, in

this city, during the temporary absence of the late Rev. Mr. Kerney. Mr. O'Brien
was a native of Tipperary, Ireland, and came to this country in 1816. He was in the
G3d year of his age.

We have also to regret the death of the Rev. J. Adams, S. J., of New Orleans, who
died at Baton Rouge, on the 20th ult., of the yellow fever. Died also, at the Sacred
Heart Convent, parish of St. James, Charleston, S. C, on the 19th ult., of the pre-
vailing epidemic. Madam Anna Praz, for many years superior of that institution. JUay
they rest in peace.

Death of the Iflfe and Daughter of the Hon. Judge Taney.—It is with feelings of the
deepest regret that we record this double bereavement. Mrs. Taney being in feeble
health, was passing some time at Old Point, when she succumbed to the hand of death;
and in a few hours after the death of the mother her oldest daughter fell a victim to the
yellow fever. Both mother and daughter were borne together to the silent tomb.
Mrs. Taney was the sister of the late Francis S. Key, the author of" the Star-Spangled
Banner." The learned and venerable Judge has our sincere condolence in this sad
bereavement.
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III.

—

Secular Affairs.

The Yellow Fever in Norfolk and Portsmouth has happily subsided. Business
is again being resumed. The citizens, who withdrew before the ravages of the scourge,
have returned. But alas! how many familiar faces are sought for in vain. How
many noble forms, that only a few weeks ago moved through the thoroughfares of those
ill-fated cities, in all the vigor of youth and the pride of manhood, now slumber in the

tomb and commingle with the clods of the valley. But thanks be to God, the sword of
the destroying Angel is sheathed, and while we bow in humble gratitude to heaven,
let us whisper a fervent prayer, that our country may long be spared the renewal of the

scenes of Norfolk and Portsmouth.

Return of Dr. Kane's Arctic Expedition.—Dr. Kane, who had been sent to the
arctic regions some two years ago in search of Sir John Franklin, returned to New
York after many perilous adventures. He gained no tidings of the object of his search.

His accounts of the voyage are thrilling and interesting.

I. Greenland has been followed and chartered by Dr. Kane toward the Atlantic, with
a coast line pointing due north, until a stupendous glacier absolutely checked their pro-
gress. This mass of ice rose in a lofty precipice five hundred feet high, abutting into

the sea. It undoubtedly is the only barrier between Greenland and the Atlantic. It is

an effectual barrier to all future exploration.

This glacier, in spite of the difficulty of falling bergs, was followed out to sea by
means of sledges; the party rafting themselves across open water spaces on masses of

ice. In this way they succeeded in travelling eighty miles along its base, and traced it

into a new northern land. This glacier is, we believe, the largest ever discovered by
any navigator.

II. This new land thus cemented to Greenland by protruding ice was named Wash-
ington. The large bay which intervenes between it and Greenland bears the name of

Mr. Peabody, of Baltimore, one of the projectors of the expedition. This icy connec-
tion of the old and new world seems to us a feature of romantic interest.

III. The range of the sledge journeys may be understood from the fact that the entire

circuit of Smith's Sound has been effected and its shores completely charted. But the

real discovery of the expedition is the open Polar Sea. The channel leading to these

waters was entirely free from ice, and this mysterious feature was rendered the more
remarkable by the existence of a belt of solid ice extending one hundred and twenty-
five miles to the southward. This sea verifies the views of Dr. Kane as expressed to

the Geographical Society before his departure. The lashings of the surf against the

frozen beach of ice was impressive beyond description. Several gentlemen with wnom
we have conversed, speak of the matter as one of peculiar interest. An area of three

thousand square miles has been seen entirely free from ice. This channel has been
named after the Hon. J. P. Kennedy, late Secretary of the United States Navy, under
whose auspices the expedition was undertaken.

IV.

—

Literary Intelligence.

The Day-Star of American Freedom.—We learn with pleasure that this important

and highly interesting work from the pen of our own townsman, Geo. L. L. Davis, Esq.
will be issued at an early day by Mr. Scribner, of N. York. The work is designed to

give an account of the early growth of toleration in the Province of Maryland, the state

of society at that period, and a sketch of the men who figured conspicuously in our
colonial history. From a glance at the prospectus, we also learn that the work will be

replete with a large number of documents taken from the archives at Annapolis and at

London, and that a new interpretation to the provincial charter is to be given. The
name and the religion of every man who sat in the Assembly that passed the celebrated

Toleration Act, are to be given, so that the claim of the Catholic colonists to the honor
of founding the first principles of religious liberty in America, may be fairly presented.

From this outline it is easy to perceive the interest that the work will awaken, especially

at the present time. We are glad to see that Mr. Davis has undertaken so important a
labor; his talents and known liberality eminently qualify him for the task. Hence we
await the appearance of the work with no small degree of interest.

A Tour through France, Italy and Ireland. By Rev. Geo. F. Haskins. Pub-
lished for the benefit of the House of tlie Angel Guardian, over which the Rev. Author
is the Rector. This highly interesting work is announced by Mr. Donahoe, the enter-

E
rising publisher of the Boston Pilot, to be ready by the first of December. From our
nowledge of the Rev. Author, and the charitable object to which the proceeds are to

be devoted, we feel that we can promise the public an interesting work, and the author
an extensive sale.
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OUR CONVENTS.— II.

THE SISTERS OF THE VISITATION OF OUK LADY.

One of the oldest orders in this country is that which honors as its founders

the holy Bishop of Geneva, Saint Francis of Sales, and the pious widow St. Jane

Frances de Chantal. Its origin in America is remarkable as showing the means

our divine Lord employed to raise up in this Republic cloisters of that rule, which,

being the first chosen to extend the worship of His Sacred Heart, has ever since

made it a duty of love to infuse it into all entrusted to their care. No house of

the order sent a colony to America; but God finding in Ireland a pious virgin

who sought to devote herself to his service, led her reluctant to the western world,

and disclosing to her his wishes in her regard, made her the foundress and mother

of the monasteries of the Visitation which now exist in the United States.

St. Jane Frances Fremiot, daughter of Benignus Fremiot, President of the par-

liament of Dijon, and Margaret Barbesy, his wife, was born on the 23d of Jan-

uary, 1572. Although she lost her pious mother before she concluded her second

year, she was brought up with great care by her excellent father, and was dis-

tinguished less for beauty than for eminent virtue. Refusing the hand of a Hu-
guenot gentleman, she became the wife of Christopher de Rabutin, Baron de

Chantal. He was worthy of so pious a lady, and their union was most happy

;

but God, who would reign alone in the heart of oui' samt, prepared it for himself

by the most sensible sacrifice. In 1601 the Baron de Chantal was brought back

from the chase mortally wounded by the hand of a friend. He survived the acci-

dent nine days, and expired in sentiments of great piety.*

Bowing humbly to the will of God, she made a vow of chastity, and prepared

to live only for eternity ; her duty to her children prevented her leaving the world,

but she edified it by her charity, patience, zeal and devotion. Above all, however,

she sighed for a dfrector to whom she might entirely confide the aflfairs of her

soul. God was not insensible to the wants of his servant ; he permitted her to see

in a vision him whom he destined to be her guide in the ways of salvation .f

This was no other than St. Francis de Sales, to whom in turn God revealed his

* Butler's Lives of the Saints. Aug. 2L
t Life of S(. .Tnne Frances de Chantel, hy Motlier de Chaugy—L 35.

82 Vol. HI.—No. U.
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wish that he should found a new order of nuns to edify the Church by their

virtues, and to perpetuate in his posterity his spirit, his sentiments and his maxims,

and showed him also her who was to co-operate in the great work. These two

holy souls met at last at Dijon, and immediately recognized each other : St. Jane

Frances immediately put herself under his direction, informing him of her wish

to enter the religious state; and St. Francis after long deliberation, having drawn

up the plan of the order, informed her of it. She immediately tore herself from

the embraces of her family, and repairing to Annecy with four companions,

founded on Trinity Sunday, June Cth, 1610, the first house of the Visitation of

Our Lady. The rule of their holy founder adapted especially for weak and infirm

persons, was not severe; it enjoined especially an interior life weaned from all

earthly things ; their dress was to be the plain black dress worn by persons of their

rank in society ; their object besides their own sanctification being to visit the poor

and sick, they were not cloistered, and were bound only by simple vows.*

The order was no sooner founded than it spread rapidly : the first fihation was

that of Lyons, begun by St. Jane Frances, in February, 1615. The Cardinal de

Marquemont, Archbishop of Lyons, took a lively interest in the new order, but

counselled St. Francis to make it a religious order. Yielding to the reasons which

his wisdom and piety suggested, the holy Bishop of Geneva took steps to effect

this, and after many difficulties, from which projects for the service of God are

never exempt. Pope Paul V erected the Congregation into an order under the rule

of St. Augustine, with all the prerogatives and privileges which other religious

orders enjoy. St. Francis then drew up the constitutions, which Pope Urban VIII

approved in 1626, and which still are the rule of the order.

By this instrument they are made subject to the bishop of the diocese; are

bound to recite merely the little office of the Blessed Virgin, to cultivate holy

poverty with great strictness, and give much time to meditation, devout reading

and recollection. " St. Francis of Sales," says the devout Faber, " founded his

order of nuns to perform exterior works of spiritual and corporal mercy, and

because they were to be uncloistered, and to seek their work, he named them
' Daughters of the Visitation.' It pleased Providence that the saint's will should

not altogether be accomplished. They became cloistered and contemplative.

Yet there was no need to change their name. There was more than enough of

mystical sweetness and significance in that mystery to represent the fresh life of

interior religion which they were now to lead."t

As their cloistered state prevented their external works of charity, they received

children, infirm persons and penitents, into their iiouses or adjacent buildings, and

devoted themselves to their good : other convents had regular boarding schools con-

nected with them, while others were purely contemplative. In spite of this variety,

however, the greatest order has always existed among the various monasteries.

St. Jane Frances had established the order so well, that when she died on the

13th of September, 1641, there were no less than eighty-seven monasteries of the

Visitation. St. Francis had long preceded her to the grave,t and her subsequent

confessor, St. Vincent de Paul, saw them both in glory.
||

* Helyot, Histoire des Ordres Religieux—IV, 925.

t Blessed Sacrament, p. 120.

\ St. Francis de Sales died on the 28th of December, 1G22, in the 56th year of his

age; he was beatified by Pope Alexander VII, in 1G61, and canonized in 1665. St

Jane Frances de Cliantal was not beatified till 1751: her canonization was performed by
Clement XIV, in 1769.

II
Helyot, Histoire des Ordres Religieux—III, 934.
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As the order extended througli France subsequent to this, the monastery of

Paray-le-Monial received the blessed Margaret Mary Alacoque, to whom our

divine Lord displayed his Sacred Heart, inflamed with love, but wounded by

neglect, and whom he commissioned to establish a devotion to it in His Church.
Aided by the holy Jesuit Father de la Colombierc, confessor to the Dutchess of

York, whose name is preserved in one of the counti(>s of a State where the Sis-

ters of the Visitation have just founded a monastery,* she at last was enabled to

fulfil the command, and the devotion, in spite of the opposition of Jansenism, has

spread over the world.f But in our devotion to the Sacred Heart, we must not

forget that a monastery of the Visitation was its cradle, and that such had even
been the promise of their holy founder. " The nuns of the Visitation who shall

be so happy as to observe their rules faithfully, may truly bear the name of chil-

dren of the Gospel, established in this latter age to be the imitators of the Sacred

Heart of the Incarnate VVord in sweetness and humility, Avhich are, as it were,

the foundation and basis of their order, and give tiiem the privilege and incom-
parable favor of being the daughters of the Sacred Heart of Jesus. "4:

Such was the order which the Almighty sent to supply the spiritual wants of

the United States.

The Revolution had given independence to America, and with the English

power fell the State Church, which it had upheld. Catholicity was thus enabled

to advance in the land. The illustrious patriot, John Carroll, was chosen by the

Sovereign Pontiff to be the first Bishop of Baltimore. One of the most zealous

of his clergy was his future coadjutor and successor, his old fellow religious in

the extinguished Society of Jesus, Leonard Neale. This holy father had long

desired to establish in this country a religious community of women devoted to the

education of youth, but no opportunity was afforded him till in 1797 he met in

Philadelphia, where he was then stationed. Miss Alice Lalor, destined in the de-

signs of Providence to be the foundress of the Visitation Order in the United States.

" Alice Lalor was born of pious and respectable parents, in Q,ueen's county,

Ireland, about the year 176G, but was brought up in Kilkenny, whither her parents

removed when she was quite young. Among a large family of brothers and

sisters, she signalized herself by her piety. She had the happiness to be directed

in spiritual matters by Father Carroll, the zealous pastor of Kilkenny, who was
well acquainted with the fervor of his young penitent, and entertained a high

estimation of her virtues. When Alice had attained her sixteenth year, the Rt.

Rev. Dr. Lanigan visited Kilkenny to administer confirmation. During this visit

he had many occasions of witnessing the devotion of Alice, which, together with

her modest manners, attracted his attention. A confraternity of the Adorable

Sacrament having been established in Kilkenny, she became the first member of

it, delighted to have it in her power to honor her Saviour thus concealed under these

simple veils through love for her. Piety like a flame increases in proportion to

the nourishment it receives. Cherishing every thing that could unite her more
closely to her God, she felt within herself an ardent desire to be his exclusively,

and to devote her whole life to his service. Being strongly inspired to make a

vow of perpetual chastity, this caused her no little uneasiness, as she imagined

* Dutchess county, New York.

t See Delgairn, Devotion to the Sacred Heart of Jesus. Languet, Life of the V.
Margaret Mary Alacoque.

\ Abbe Boulange, Introduction to Mother de Cliaugy's Life of St. Frances de Chantal.
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that such a vow was only made by those who led a cloistered life, and though she

most earnestly desired to embrace that state, she knew she had many difficulties

to encounter, and which the enemy made appear insurmountable. In this anxiety

of" mind she had recourse to prayer, and nolAvithstanding her repugnance to dis-

close this desire to any one, she overcame herself so far as to mention it to the

bishop. She resolved to follow his advice, being assured she Avould thus fulfil the

divine will. After proving her sincerity and being conA'inced that such was the

inspiration of the Holy Ghost, the bishop permitted her to make this vow, A
remarkable trait in her character, and which made her piety doubly pleasing to

those by whom she was surrounded, was her cheerfulness of disposition, together

with an equality of temper always to be observed in her. Never did she find the

duties of religion burthensome, and never did she discharge them with any other

disposition than that of one impressed with the greatness of Him for whom she

performed them. It was the ardent wish of the zealous bishop to establish in Kil-

kenny a religious community, and knowing the holy desire of Alice, he wished

her to be one of its first members. Her pious desires could not be satiated in the

world, and gladly would she have seconded the wishes of the holy prelate, had

not her parents interfered to prevent her. They had formed the design of emigra-

ting to America, and their pious daughter shared too largely in their affections to

permit them to separate from her. She accompanied her parents to America,

having previously promised the bishop that she would return at the end of two

years to accomplish his project. In 1797 she arrived in America, and with her

parents settled in Philadelphia, anticipating the lapse of the two years, when she

might return to her country and consummate her sacrifice. But such were not

the designs of God. In Philadelphia, as we have said, she became acquainted

with the Rev. Leonard Neale; his piety endeared him to her, and in choosing him

for her confessor, she gave him all her confidence. She told him of her intention

to devote herself to God, and her promise to return to her country, to put her

desire into execution. Although Mr. Neale had long wished to establish a religious

community in Philadelphia, he had not decided of what order it should be. Could

he be happy enough to effect this, he knew no one more Avorlhy of seconding his

undertaking than Alice. As her confessor and invested with power, he released

her from her promise of returning to Ireland. Guided by obedience, and only

desirous of promoting the glory of God, she yielded to the will of her confessor,

and hesitated not to follow his advice. Among Mr. Neale's penitents were two

young ladies who also desired to consecrate themselves to God. To them he

communicated his pious design, and intimated that he wished them, in company

with Alice, to begin this new establishment. Mr. Neale intended that they should

open a school for the education of young ladies. Alice tore herself from the

bosom of her family, but scarcely had this new establishment commenced, when
an epidemic broke out in Philadelphia, which made thousands its prey ; many fled

from the city, and amongst them Alice's parents, who tried in vain to persuade

her to accompany them. Her two companions soon fell victims to the epidemic,

and she remained entirely alone for some time, but still undaunted in her first

resolution. In 1798 the Rev. Mr. Neale was nominated President of Georgetown

College, and in the spring of the following year he left Philadelphia to fill that

important oflice. He well knew the merits of his spiritual daughter, and could

not see her again exposed to that world from which she had so generously with-

drawn. In Georgetown were settled a small number of religious of the order of

Poor Clares; they occupied a small building, and although contrary to their rules.
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tliry wrrr" obli^od to tench I'or their raaintpnanco. Mr. Neale proposed to his pious

penitent to remain with these religious for a time, that she might know more

clearly the order to which God called her. On leaving Philadelpliia she was

accompanied by a lady who also lived with the Poor Clares, and in whose school

she was very useful as a teacher. After remaining here a short time, the Rev.

Mr. Neale thought it advisable that they should leave the religious and commence
a school by themselves. They did so, and were soon joined by a third lady from

Philadelphia, who brought with her a small fortune, which was very acceptable,

as they were extremely poor. In the course of a year they were able to purchase

a small frame building occupying the ground now belonging to their present enclo-

sure. In 1800 the piety of Mr. Neale raised him to the dignity of Coadjutor to

Archbishop Carroll, of Baltimore, but he still remained at the college, where he

kept a watchful eye over his spiritual daughters, and extended to them every assist-

ance in his power. It was now his most ardent desire that this new establish-

ment should at a future day form a branch of the order of the Visitation. Guided
entirely by the holy bishop, these good ladies went on courageously, and can we
but remark the similarity that exists between this infant establishment and that of

the first of the order at Annecy. These pious ladies, St. Jane Frances de Chantal

and two others, undertook this important work under the direction of St. Francis

de Sales ; a kind Providence was their only support, to which alone they looked for

aid. Such also was the resource and such the hope of the foundress of this new
institution. Bishop Neale felt not a httle encouraged to form his new institute, as

it had long been the wish of the Cathohcs of the District to have a school wherein

their children could be educated, and where piety would be blended with the

instructions they received. Gradually the number of this little community increased,

and it became necessary for their pious guardian to draw up for them a form of

rules which might serve as bonds to unite them to their God, for as yet he did not

think proper to permit them to make even simple vows They were
known in the neighborhood by the name of the ' Pious Ladies,' and observed

enclosure as much as possible. The bishop had asked the religious of the Visita-

tion in Europe to send some of their members to assist in this new foundation,

but they dechned, as their expenses could not be paid by the rising community :

by this time all except Bishop Neale thought that it would be well to send his spi-

ritual children to join the Carmelites then at Port Tobacco ; a rich lady, on the other

hand, offered to go herself for religious to Ireland, if the bishop would only

change from the Visitation to the Ursuline order, but this was refused, as the

good bishop thought the spirit of the former most suited to a Protestant country.

Miss Lalor and her companions having found a copy of the constitution and rules

of the Visitation among the books of the Poor Clares, lived up to it as far as they

were able. After remaining six years in their first residence, they proceeded to

that of the Poor Clares, who having lost their superior, had returned to Europe.
In 1813 their number had increased to thirteen, and Bishop Neale at last permitted

them to make simple vows to be renewed annually. It is almost useless to say

that she who began this important work was appointed to superintend it, now
that it showed the happy results of her perseverance. On Bishop Neale's acces-

sion to the See of Baltimore, in t815, his first care was to apply to the Holy See
for power to erect the community into a religious house of the order of the Visita-

tion, with all the rights and privileges enjoyed by other monasteries of the rule.

In consequence of this they pronounced their solemn vows of religion, and soon
after the venerable founder. Archbishop Neale, expired on the ISth of June, 1817,
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at the age of sixty.* He was interred in the chapel of the Visitation Convent,
which he had founded, and ' thus in death was he placed where his affections

were strongest in life, and thus in the last honors to his mortal remains was pre-

served a parallel to the last sad tribute to St. Francis de Sales. The body of Arch-
bishop Neale sleeps under the convent founded by him in America, that of St.

Francis under the church of the convent which he founded in Europe. Annecy
has her Saint, so may we hope that Georgetown has hers.' f
" Such was the origin of the Visitation Nuns in the United States, nor is it

without striking points of resemblance to its foundation in Europe. The energy

and perseverance of Bishop Neale recall the pious efforts of St. Francis de Sales

for the same holy enterprise. In both cases a bishop gave the first impulse : in

both hemispheres an isolated lady lays the first foundation undeterred by any
obstacle, and if in Europe the Visitation soon opened its convents in twenty dif-

ferent spots in France, so in America the mother house at Georgetown soon had

branches on every side." %
Nor were these the only points of resemblance : the early mothers of the Visi-

tation in Europe were often in the greatest want relieved by miraculous aid, and

Mother Teresa, as AHce Lalor was now called, more than once beheld her spi-

ritual daughters in such distress that human prudence commanded them to dis-

perse.
I
Their confidence in their Divine Spouse was unshaken, and they continued

to receive postulants, relying on providence to maintain their institute. Among
those who entered in these dark hours we cannot omit Mrs. Barber, the wife of a

Protestant clergyman, who having with her husband embraced the faith, resolved,

like him, to devote herself to the service of God. She was received as a postulant

in 1817, and on the 2d of February, 1820, made her profession, under the name
of Sister Mary Austin, her husband at the same time and altar pronouncing his

vows as a member of the Society of Jesus. ^

The Rev. Joseph Pierre Picot de Limoelan de Cloriviere, who from a Chouan
leader became a devoted missionary, was the one sent to aid the rising community.

He was for many years its director, and having at last been able to sell his pro-

perty in Brittany, built at his own expense their academy and the elegant chapel

* The foregoing account is taken almost literally from a most interesting memoir com-

municated by Rev. Mother Mary Augustine Cleary to Henry de Courcy, Esq., and to

both the writer is grateful for assistance in preparing this sketch.

t Notice on the Most Rev. Leonard Neale, by M. C. Jenkins. U. S. Catholic Mag-

azine for 1844, p. 512.

\ Catholic Church in the United States, by Henry de Courcy.

II
For the early trials of the Visitation Mothers, see " Les premieres Meres de la

Visitation," in Leon Aubineau's " Serviteurs de Dieu,"a little work most outrageously

pillaged in the recent English works, "The Pictures of Christian Heroism," and
" Christian Heroines," without a single word to show that they are indebted to the

French work. The Georgetown Monastery was saved at one time by a generous act

of the late Mr. Lasala.

§ All their children followed their holy example. Virgil, their son, is now a Father

in the Society of Jesus, Catharine is an Ursuline in Texas, Susan died an Ursuline at

Three Rivers, Josephine is a Visitation nun at St. Louis.

—

Letter of Mother Cleary.

The conversion of the Barbers has been ascribed to the prayers of a daughter of the

revolutionary General, Ethan Allen, who after being baptized by Mr. Barber, while he

was a Protestant glergyman, became a nun in tlio Hotel Dieu, at Montreal. See Faillon,

Vie de Mile. Mance—II, 294.
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dedicated to the Sacred Heart of Jesus, and contributed largely to their other

expenses. *

The next director, the Rev. Mr. Wheeler, of Baltimore, in consequence of their

wish to have European nuns in order to form them perfectly to the rules and tra-

ditions of the order, made a voyage to Europe. Mr. Wheeler succeeded in his

mission, and in August, 1829, brought over, to the great joy of the sisters. Sister

Mary Agatha Langlois, of Mans, Sister Magdalen D'areges, of Fribourg, and

Sister Mary Regis Mordant, of Valence. These three nuns remained three years

at Georgetown, and then returned to France, seeing by the religious spirit reigning

in the community, and by the exact observance of the rules, that their presence

was no longer necessary. Some few modifications made in the rule to suit the

country, were approved by Pope Pius VIII, and the society began to prosper,

although a nefarious attempt was made by two lawyers, one a member of the

New York legislature, to deprive them of soma property in that city.

The solid and excellent education given at Georgetown, made their institute

esteemed, many of their pupils joined them, and it was in this order that Miss

Virgioia Scott, the daughter of the celebrated General, entered. The number of

professed religious enabled them to found new houses. As early as 1834 the

monastery of Georgetown had filiations at Mobile and Kaskaskia
; f another house

was founded in Baltimore in November, 1838, X and another at Frederick in 1846.

Philadelphia also welcomed the daughters of St. Francis de Sales, but difficulties

arose and the liouse finally closed ; but Wheeling, since 1849, and Washington,

since 1850, have enjoyed the happiness denied to Philadelphia. The house in

Baltimore did not answer all the wants of that vicinity, and a new house was
opened in 1853, at Catonsville. The last foundation from the mother house at

Georgetown is the monastery of the Visitation at Brooklyn, founded by Mother
Mary Juliana Matthews, September 24th, 1855, with six choir religious and two
out-sisters.

||

We have, however, anticipated the course of events. Soon after establishing

the house at Frederick, Mother Teresa received the reward of her labors. She
had reached the advanced age of eighty, and had seen not only her first convent

permanently estabhshed, but four others which had sprung from it. She had lived

only for God's glory, and calmly awaited the close of her long career. In 1846 she

was prostrated by illness, and the attendant physician announced that recovery

was hopeless. With a heavenly expression the aged foundress of the Visitation

exclaimed :
" Glory be to God." She had no wish but to see God's will accom-

plished, and concluding that the information implied the divine will, she rejoiced

at the tidings. Her spiritual children gathered around her bed with peculiar ven-

eration, and in the exercise of all christian virtues she piously expired on the 9th

of September, 1846. $

Strange as it may appear, the death of one who had contributed so materially

to the cause of religion was almost unnoticed : a brief obituary alone appeared
;

it being God's will that the hidden life of his servant should be carried beyond
the grave.

* Catholic Church, by H. de Courcy.

t Catholic Almanac, 1835; in 1844 the Kaskaskia Monastery removed to St. Louis.

X Catholic Ahnanac, 1839, p. 85.

II
For this and much other information I am indebted to the Rev. Mother Mary Ju-

liana Matthews.

§ Letter of Mother Cleary.
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Such is in brief tlie history of the Order of the Visitation in the United States.

The nuns in the various houses, not including Keokuk, founded by another house

in 1853, number about 300 rehgious, divided into choir nuns, associates, lays and

out-sisters. The choir sisters alone are obliged to chant the office, the others

merely reciting a certain number of Paters and Aves. The offices of the house

are filled by choir sisters or associates ; and properly no convent should have more

than thirty-three members. Their habit is very simple—black, with long wide

sleeves; their veil is plain and also black; they wear a black band over the fore-

head, and a giiimpe of white linen descending nearly to the waist, without any

fold. All wear a silver cross on the breast and a black rosary in the girdle. The
out-sisters Avear a simple black dress with cape and cap.

The arras of the order are a heart bearing the name of Mary in cypher, sur-

mounted by a cross, and the whole surrounded by a crown of thorns.

THE RESOURCES OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY FOR THE
WORK OF CATHOLIC INSTRUCTION, AND HOW TO PUT
THEM IN ACTION.

Being on the point of posting my last letter in continuation of the above sub-

ject, the August number of the Metropolitan reached me, and the few prefatory

remarks which have been made in the way of introduction seem to me so satis-

factory an evidence that the practical and rising genius of America is to such an

extent a more genial soil, in which to expect to see an enterprize for the faith

take root and prosper, that I cannot but ask your permission to interrupt the course

ofmy general remarks in order to lay before your readers a plan, which having been

for soiTie time in my mind, appeared to me one both so well suited to promote the

progress of the work and so advantageous to the interests of the community for

whose use and benefit the whole thing is intended, that I cannot but think it will

anticipate the concurrence as well as merit the notice of all who may feel an

interest in the work being regularly carried into effect.

The difference between works for the faith, based upon commercial operations,

(and these are becoming every day more and more a necessity of our times), and

other works for secular purposes, of which commerce is equally the basis, seems

to consist in this, that though the work that is for the faith has the advantage over

the secular work, in being far more permanent, in its use and apphcation, and

much less liable to change and fluctuation as regards taste and whim, and in all

essential features, as fresh and novel after a hundred years use as on its first pro-

duction, still in another and most vital point, viz. that which regards production,

and which is one of literal life and death, it stands at a disadvantage so great, that

it can bear no comparison to the enterprise that has a secular object in view.

Now this is a very necessary point to attend to, as I shall proceed to show.

For a commercial or mercantile enterprise there are always numbers of persons

alive to their advantages, and people who have any capital are generally ready,

on a first invitation, to associate their resources for schemes of this kind. Nor is

there any thing unreasonable or strange in this. God has given the earth to man
to subdue, and enterprises of this kind naturally come first, inasmuch as they
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are part of the order of nature, which is common to all mankind. To sulxlue the

earth is the very instinct of human nature, which all, even the wilder savages

possess in their degree, and it is but the natural fruit of civilization, that it should

invent iustruiuents and create combinations for the carrying out its purposes supe-

rior to what the savage possesses. And if in this respect civilization is found to

display almost the very perfection of natural human wisdom, both as regards

extensive scale of operations, wise and punctual mode of conducting business,

and sagacity and discernment in striking out plans, still this after all is only what

it is quite natural to expect.

On the other hand, the grace of divine faith being a gift of God, which, from

having to be accepted by man's own consent, may be both refused, or afterwards

either forfeited, or at least obscured by neglect, is only so far called upon to subdue

the earth to its purposes, as things of the earth can be made useful to the sancti-

fication of the souls of men. The bringing all men into subjection to the doctrines

of the cross, and not the subduing of the earth, is the proper work of the Church,

and when the work of the Church is mainly a work of prayer, as in the deserts

of Egypt and in the monasteries that grew up in the ages when the wild German
tribes overthrew the civilization of the Roman empire, this work took place mainly

between God himself and his servants, and the things of the world remained

comparatively untouched. Later, it is true, the earth itself came under the

influence of grace, and the great ecclesiastical buildings of the middle ages arose.

Here faith began to work upon the material things of the earth, and the house

of God every where towered high above any other building for a human
purpose. The prayers of the saints having prevailed to the binding of Satan, the

very world itself began to be taken in hand and to be subdued to the service of

God. Still in this respect I am not aware that Faith has done any thing more

than tread in the footsteps, already marked out by ordinary human enterprise. It

is quite possible, as—without intending to decide a question that may perhaps

admit of controversy—I myself most sincerely believe, that the principles of designs

in the middle age structures are of heavenly inspiration as regards the design.

Still be this as it may, no one maintains that the masons and stone-cutters worked

or were paid by inspiration. I am then but urging that though it is quite the

work of the Church to subdue things of the earth to her own purposes, still that

when she finds it to be to the furthering her designs to do this, she has then lit-

erally only to follow in the footsteps of secular business.

To man in a state of mere nature, however civilized, that which may be called

subduing the earth, is the very absolute end of his being. Withdraw heaven, and

earth is then all that remains. Now every one will both do and understand a

thmg far better, who gives his whole mind to it, as being that which he feels to be

the end of his existence, than if he only fell it to be an object of collateral import-

ance. The Church therefore is naturally behind the world, where she has to

transact the world's business, because this is to her only a thing of collateral and

subsidiary importance, in which she never professes to take the lead, but only then

to step in and to turn it to her own account, when she sees the proper occasion to

be at hand.

It is true that one after another, whatever the restless energy of men who
regard the earth as the end of their being, invents and perfects, in due time falls

under the maternal hand of the Church, and comes to be applied to a holy pur-

pose; still, generally speaking, this is not before it has served profane purposes

first. Painting, sculpture, and probably music, have in this way fallen into the

§3 Vol. 111.—No. 11.
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service of the Church, not precisely as altogether her own creations, but rather

as arts already understood subsequently, and transplanted and adopted into her

service. In short, as in the benediction of the Patriarch Jacob it was said :
" Let

thy mother's children bow down before thee," so all the inventions of man are

the inheritance of the Church, and by virtue of the divine benediction, they come

in the end to find in the service of the Church their best and noblest employment.

From the preceding remarks then we may infer, that though the world can be

no sort of guide or pattern to the Church as regards the particular way in which

she applies and makes use of inventions for her own purposes, and though also

as regards the aim or end in view, no two persons can possibly be more diamet-

rically opposed to each other than the Church is to the world, still as regards

the business department, of gaining possession of what is required, the world is

able not only to be a very safe guide for the Church to follow, but except the

Church sees the necessity of moving in the footsteps of the world's practised wis-

dom in the business department of her undertakings, nothing can be more probable

than a most speedy failure. The work of production, it is to be borne in mind, is

of the earth; it is the end, aim and application that is of heaven; the producing

process is always strictly one of worldly business. The masons who built the

great cathedrals of the middle ages, came for their weekly pay just as the mechanic

of the present day, and the future application to a heavenly purpose never at any

time exempted those who were the responsible persons, from the weekly or quar-

terly payments due for labor and materials. The Church at all times when she has

set herself to subdue the things of earth to the service of heaven, has had to pay for

them like other people, just as Christ and his apostles often had to buy and pay for

the bread which they eat on their different journeys up and down Judea. The

heavenly end does not discharge the debts of earth, and before we have any right

to think of the hallelujahs that the structure is designed to be filled with, it is neces-

sary to know whence and how bills are to be paid, and the habilities met, which

are to be incurred for raising it.

As regards, therefore, the particular project which has been the theme of my
preceding letters, viz. the application of "Pictorial Printing" to the service of Re-

ligion, no sooner has sufficient been said to awaken attention to its inherent

powers and capacities, of rendering service to the instruction of the young in the

knowledge of their faith, and to give rise to a real desire to turn it to actual account,

than practical people enquire, " How is all this to be done ? This may be all

perfectly true and very good, but it will require money. Where is the money to

come from 1" This is most undeniably true. The designers and wood engravers

must be paid as their work is done. They are a class of persons that cannot afford

to work on speculation, and their work is of a nature that cannot be hurried,

and therefore will require to be put in hand a considerable time before it is wanted.

There ought to be time after each design is made to let it lie by and wait the com-

pletion of those of the same period, in order to compare the designs of each com-

plete period one with another, so as to be certain that they are all to a proper

extent uniform, and to introduce into them the final corrections that they may

require. If it is worth while seriously to consider how to subdue the art of Pic-

torial Printing to the service of Divine Truth, it is obvious that no vigilance can

be too great, and that no study ought to be spared. But all this study is a pure

dream, and a sheer impossibility without a capital in hand. As the master builder

of York Minster, or of Winchester Cathedral could never have set his men to

work without knowing that he had a source of income to depend upon, so neither

I
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can the master builder of a series of designs intended for pictorial printing, enter

upon his task without a sufRcicnt capital in hand to enable him to employ the

proper persons and to take the full tini(! in advance that the work requires.

From the moment then that the work itself assumes that degree of importance

that awakens interest and commands attention, the first practical question is Vie

question offinance and how and whence is the money to be obtained. It has taken

me, it is true, some time to arrive at this point, but since it is all important that it

should he clearly understood, it cannot be too strongly insisted upon. It is pre-

cisely in this point that the Church is comparatively weak, and it is good for us to

comprehend our weakness, and to be prepared to learn a lesson from those who
are able to teach it. In all matters of enterprise nothing can surpass the wisdom,

boldness and sagacity of the world. Seeing that in this respect the children of

the world are wiser in their generation than the children of light, and seeing that

the management of business is a matter of this world, and that the heavenly part

of the undertaking is to come afterwards in the application, if we are disposed to

act a wise part in getting our business done, we cannot possibly do better than

follow the pattern of the world as manifested in its many prosperous undertakings.

That is to say, the principle of these undertakings is, to combine resources in sepa-

rate shares, and entrust the aggregate sum to the management of a board of

directors, acting under a chairman, with certain powers, properly defined : on

this simple basis, the great works of our age are all performed, and the principle

is adequate to the performance of works of any magnitude.

The same principle is equally open to the Church, and in the case of a work

which has to commence operations in the way of literal worldly business in order

to bring the particular invention which is a child of the world's wisdom and skill,

to bow down to serve the purposes of the heavenly instruction of the Church, not

to have recourse to it would seem almost equivalent to a rejection at least of the

natural means of carrying the work forward.

My proposition then, founded on the above view of the case, may be respect-

fully laid before you in outline, as follows :

OtUline of a Planfor Combining Resourcesfor the Production of a Series of Wood-

Cut Illustrations of the Entire Histm-y of Religion,for tJie Benefit of the Catholic

Schools of the United States.

I. The formation of associations in the several dioceses, composed of clergymen

and laymen, Avho would take upon themselves the duty of promoting the object

in view in behalf of the Catholics of the United States.

II. The associations thus formed, having obtained the approbation of the bishops

of the respective dioceses, should proceed to collect, in addition to their own con-

tributions, such sums of money as might, from time to time, be found necessary to

put in motion the great object contemplated by the organization, which need not

be great at the outset.

III. These diocesan associations should be assisted by an executive committee,

composed of a few individuals, representing the whole, and invested with full

power to carry the work into operation. There should also be a general treasurer

appointed by the executive committee, in whose hands the funds of the various

associations could be concentrated.

IV. That the committee should be empowered to communicate with myself

and to treat for the purchase from the establishment in Birmingham, of carefully

executed electrotype casts of the whole series of designs, as they could be com-
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pleted, and also if they should think fit, for the purchase of duplicates of the ste-

reotype pages of the texts of the work.

V. That an arrangement might be made with some responsible publisher for a

supply of a cheap edition to be printed in America from the plates and casts, if

these are found desirable, thus purchased, the price and whole details of which
would be matter of arrangement between the said committee and the publisher.

VI. That the committee should have power to make payments in advance at

its discretion, for the series of designs, and thus materially aid in their production.

The principle being recognized that a capital in hand is the absolute condition

both of producing any satisfactory work, and more especially of making any
thing like regular progress. If the work is worth doing well, and it is in the

natural line and genius of American citizens to be enterprising—just as the very

reverse seems to be unhappily true of the old famihes of England who have pre-

served the faith,—I cannot but have the best hope that the suggestion which is

here respectfully thrown out, will be one destined to bear fruit.

Indeed, humanly speaking, some measure of this kind seems to me almost

necessary to prevent the undertaking coming to a stand. For if the plan of pro-

ceeding supposes that the concurrence of the rising Catholicity of the United

States is given only in the form of the sale of the sheets of the work, this must

necessitate, as has been already done in the part now finished, the printing for the

issue of each separate succeeding part, of a much larger edition than will be

required for immediate demand, and this in order to be prepared for the demand
as it may arise. On this plan of proceeding it is impossible, with the limited

capital that I have been able to raise, to conduct the business with any thing like

regularity or certainty—and a necessary evil arising out of the being irregular in

the time of issuing each part, which it would nevertheless be out of my power to

avoid, would be to give rise to suspicions that there had been fickleness of pur-

pose, and that the work was going to be given up, reports which interested per-

sons might possibly be industrious in propagating. Consequently if associations

were formed and a committee appointed in America, to whom it would be

agreeable to act with me, and if this committee agreed to purchase the electrotype

casts as they could be completed, and if necessary, also to aid me by the advance

of a little of their capital, then with the addition of what I hope to be able to

raise from my own countrymen, there appears on investigating the matter every

reason to think that it can be carried on with both regularity and a good result,

that I know hterally no other means of ensuring.

By dint of a variety of exertions, I have succeeded in obtaining a capital of

o£800, all of which is now laid out, and ^500 are turned over and gone out again,

and =£500 still remain locked up in saleable stock, on the speedy return of which

into cash a great deal depends. In future transactions on the plan of co-operating

by a committee in America, this necessity for speculating in printed sheets would

be avoided, and the whole available capital would be employed upon the artists

and engravers, instead of lying locked up in a warehouse, waiting its liberation.

I have not, it is quite true, half the opinion of the enterprise of my own Catholic

fellow countrymen, that I naturally form of that of American citizens, still the

undertaking as soon as it can liberate its existing capital is so near being sufficient

for carrying on the work, that on the supposition that it can in part reimburse its

outlay by an immediate sale of the electro casts, I should not fear being able to ob-

tain the small additional amount of capital that might then be found necessary,

and there would then be no other delay to be apprehended beyond that of the time
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required ibr the careful execution of the designs and the engravings, which nu

one really interested could possibly begrudge.

In order to facilitate the formation of some such organization as above sug-

gested, and to lay the basis on which those who are actuated by zeal .in America

will be able to take cognizance of the undertaking, and to form their own judg-

ment of the manner of its execution, I am about to send to Messrs. Murphy &, Co.,

a number of sheets of specimen engravings to form a prospectus for distribution,

which will be supplied on application, to such as may feel an interest in this un-

dertaking; with these and the part already produced, the nature of the design and

the general manner of its execution will be sufficiently submitted to inspection.

I will venture then to hope that this practical digression from the line of more

general observations to a direct business proposition will be favorably received and

patiently considered.

Almishty God never seems to have intended that his servants should be remark-

able for worldly wisdom, lest perhaps their worldly wisdom, did they possess it,

should be a snare in the way of tempting them to think that they could do every

thing for themselves. Consequently in a matter where worldly wisdom is really

required, it is well to know the necessity of setting about it with proper humihty,

and not to be above taking a lesson from Avorldly wise modes of proceeding w^here

these are free from objection. Now all worldly wise modes of proceeding in the

present generation unite in teaching this truth, that combination of resources is the

principle of great works being easily and without effort accomplished.

If then Pictorial Printing is one of those children of civilized life which is to be

brought to bow down before the altar, and to take the Church's sweet and pleasant

yoke upon itself in obedience to the divine benediction, " all thy mother's children

shall bow down before thee," combination of resources on the legitimate pattern of

the world's wisdom is the natural way to effect this happy result.

Henry Formby.

TO THE REFUGE OF SINNERS,

Mary, Mother, when to thee

The suppliant gives his thoughts of care,

Sorrow flies, and e'en the plea

Of guilt's forgotten at thy prayer.

Star of Mercy ! Clueen of Heaven !

None who ever sought thine aid.

Left thy presence unforgiven,

Weeping tliat in vain he prayed.

Mother, lowly, sad, and mild.

Behold me prostrate at thy feet;

Never hast thou sent a child

In sorrow from that safe retreat;

And never will. Without a fear,

On thee my hopes of heaven I rest.

Secure thy gracious Son will hear

The prayer his Mother's lips have blest.



THE LAST GRAND MASTER OF MALTA.

•' Ma foi tant pire pour vous.'' The beaten fare badly, is my motto.

" But what will all Europe say when it reads an absolute renunciation of all

claims on Malta, Gozo, and Comino, made by our Order, almost without resist-

ance ?"

" And what, pray, has your order done for France, that I should seek to guard

its honor and its interests? You are the secret allies of England and the open

friends of Russia, and you have denied water to our fleet, when we had no other

port at hand that could relieve our wants."
*' But, General"— the rest of the reply was cut short by a deep sigh.

" Come, come, my good friend," said the General, " Malta is now in the hands

of the French Republic, and nobody can wrest it from them. You, at all events,

have no reason to consider yourself ill-treated. Look at article 2d. * A pension of

three hundred thousand francs a year, not to cease unless it be replaced by a dutchy

in Germany.'

"

The speaker at these words placed the point of his fore-finger on a parchment

that lay open before him, and raised his eyes to those of his interlocutor.

This conversation was carried on in the Parisio palace at Valetta, the capital of

the Island of Malta, on the 1 6th of June, 1798. The speakers, two military per-

sonages of high rank, were seated at a table covered with papers and documents,

among which the parchments under discussion. One was dressed in the uniform

of a General of the Republic of France, his cocked hat mounted with the tri-

colored cockade, was on the floor near his chair. His hair was black, and combed

straight down to his forehead, his eyes dark and piercing, his lips firmly com-

pressed, his form short and muscular, his movements quick and determined,

almost angry in their imperiousness. The other was a tall German Knight, with

blue eyes, fair skin, and rosy cheeks, an anxious, unsettled and timid gaze. He
wore the robe of St. John, and his breast was adorned with the Grand Cross of

the Order.

Their colloquy was now ended by the signing of two copies of a written

agreement to which they affixed their names as follows : signed : " Br. Ferdinand

de Honpesch, G. M. of the Order of St. John." Signed " Bonaparte." The

Grand Master now rose, and was courteously escorted by the General to the door,

where he took his leave.

The Grand Master wended his way slowly along the strada reale, and having

reached the esplanade in front of the great church of St. John, he dismissed his

attendants, who retired to the Hostelry or Palace of the Grand Master, while

Honpesch ascended the steps leading to the church. Twilight was now spreading

its grey wings over the city, his troubled soul needed the quietness and solitude of

the hour. Leaning against a pilaster of the facade, he cast his eyes upon the city.

On his right hand lay the Grand Porto, bristling with towers and fortifications,

which had withstood all the power of the East for well nigh three centuries. The
broad bastions of la Cottonera and Vittoriosa seemed to protect the bay against any

incursion from the land, while the battlemented rocks and promontories of Cor-

radino, Senglea and Bighi, guarded the land against any approach from the bay.

On the loft hand side stretched the great harbor of Marsamuscetto, the quarantine

and lazaretto grounds of the island. Here also every point of ground was manned
with a strong tower, and every indentation ended against a broad bastion. Be-
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twecn those two bays runs out to soa the tongue of land upon which stands

Valetta. The extreme point is guarded by an impregnable fort, on whose summit

blazes a light-house for miles out to sea. The extreme points of the shore facing

the lantern on the right and left, are crowned in like manner by giant forts. On the

side of the Grand Porto stands Fort Ricasoli, on the side of the Porto di Q,uaran-

tena or Marsamuscetto^ stands fort Tinnier. Nearer at hand, scattered here and

there among the houses of the natives of the island, were the splendid hostelries

of Castile, France, Aragon, Auvergne, Provence, Italy, England and Germany,
the abodes of the Knights of the diflerent tongues or countries.

This fair and famous city, this whole island with the neighboring islands of

Gozo and Comino, all these haughty knights ot every nation, all these fortilications

down to curtain and fosse, scarp and ravelin, had been subject to his command up

to the present day. To-morrow's sun would behold him without power, and all

this subject to another master. "Still all is not lost; three hundred thousand

francs a year or a dukedom in Germany is something to be considered :" quoth the

Grand Master. " But will not all Europe spurn me as a traitor or at best a

coward V
The Grand Master could find no satisfactory answer to this serious question.

The blood mounted to his cheeks and mantled his throbbing temples. He shut

his eyes convulsively to banish the hateful thought, and buried his face in his

hands. How long his sad and painful reverie lasted the Knight was unable to

explain, nor could he account for his manner of entering the church. He found

himself, however, kneeling not far from the door of the subterranean chapel which
contains the tombs of the Grand Masters of the Order. As he gazed down the

gloomy stairway leading from the church to the vault, he perceived a dim spark

of light, which gradually quickened into life, and grew larger and brighter, shed-

ding around a blue and ill-omened gleam. By this light he saw a confused

sparkling of helmets and shields, swords and spurs, and then a group of Knights

of St. John, who moved up one after the other from the vault and marched
towards the wicket of the railing before the grand altar. He observed that every

Knight wore the insignia of a Grand Master, and as they passed into the sanc-

tuary he recognized distinctly the features of Nicholas Cottoner, Manoel de Vil-

hena. Lisle Adam, Pinto, Zondadari, and the great Lavallette, whose appearance

was identical with the statues or painted portraits on the monuments in the aisles

of the church.

Suddenly a report of all the cannon in the hundred and one forts of the island

burst upon his ear with a deafening crash. The cliurch was lit up with a blaze of

light from a thousand torches, showing distinctly the smallest emblems and gilded

lines along its richly painted sides and ceiling, and the tinted panes of its storied

windows, and even the inscriptions on the tombs of marble and bronze. The
whole nave of the church is paved with the tomb-stones of Knights of the Order.

Each slab now trembled, flashed and blew open, and from each started up a war-

rior. The whole space was filled with the sparkling armor, and the nodding

plumes of the dead came to life again. A Knight in the armor of Auvergne

marched up the middle aisle and unfolded the grand gonfalor of the Order in front

of the altar, and at his side stood pages bearing the well-known '• sword of Re-

ligion," that which Phillip II had bestowed upon the great Lavallette. A peal of

martial music welcomed the standard of St. John, victorious in many a hard

fought battle, and clouds of incense curled around it and rose towards the ceiling,

fiUing the church with a grateful odor.
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At the foot of the altar stood a bishop, arrayed in full poutificals, supported by

deacons, sub-deacons, and the ranks of the minor clergy. Every one knelt as

the venerable prelate made the sign of the cross, and began to recite the " introit,"

all joining in the responses, while the " kyrie eleison" was intoned from the gal-

lery at the end of the church, and the full harmonious peal of the organ accom-

panied its majestic notes. The " Gloria in excelsis" and " Credo in unum Deum,"
were intoned at the altar and sung in turn by the choir. High mass went on

with all the majestic rites and ceremonies of the Roman Pontifical. The deacon

at its end, turned to the people and chanted " Ite missa est," and the bishop having

bowed and kissed the altar, assumed the mitre, and turning, crozier in hand, to

the warlike congregation, he gave them his benediction in the name of the Father

and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost. The last gospel was read, and as the

bishop pronounced the words " verhum cara factum est," every knee was bent to

the ground, and high mass was over.

The bishop was now conducted to his throne, and disrobed of the brilliant vest-

ments he had worn while officiating at mass. He laid aside his mitre, sparkling

with gold and precious stones, and put on a plain white one without ornaments,

such as is used in seasons of penance, or in masses of requiem for the dead.

He was clad with a copse of dark purple, and sat without speaking on the faldis-

torium or episcopal chair.

The deacon who was a priest of the order of St. John, now stood before the

bishop and said :
" Most Illustrious and Reverend Lord, the Knights of the Order

of St. John here present ask you, whether it is pleasing to you that the chair of

honor of this chapter be tilled "?"

The Bishop answered—"Placet." The master of ceremonies and two puis-

sants in complete armor, approached the terrified Honpesch in the corner where

he knelt, and led him into the midst of the ghostly assembly. As it is usual on

entering the choir, he bowed to the bishop and to the assembled knights, turning

first to the left and then to the right. His greeting was not noticed, and every eye

was bent to the ground. He was conducted to the stall of the Grand Master,

which no one had occupied during mass, and thus filled the most conspicuous

seat in that august assembly, next to the episcopal chair. The well-known form

of the Grand Master Pinto, the immediate predecessor in office of Honpesch, now
glided to the middle of the choir. While he spoke a dead silence reigned through-

out the assembly, and the lights seemed to burn blue. " I hereby do solemnly

impeach Ferdinand de Honpesch as a false traitor, of the honor of God, and the

weal of the Order of Knights Hospitallars, which he solemnly swore to uphold,

and I ask that the sentence he deserves be passed upon him in this noble assembly

of his brethren and predecessors in office."

The unhappy knight trembled from head to foot, and when solemnly interro-

gated by the bishop, what he had to say in his defence, his tongue cleaved to the

roof of his mouth, he could not utter a word. The bishop now arose :
" In

accordance with the canons of the Church, and the constitution of the Order of

St. John, it is decreed, if it please the chapter, that Ferdinand Honpesch, as a

recreant knight and a false traitor, be degraded from Knighthood." All answered,

"Fiat! fiat! fiat!"

Though no confusion ensued, some questions were now asked, and were

briefly answered by the bishop, but the luckless knight was unable to discern by

which of tlie ghostly Hospitallers those questions were put.

What he was able to hear of these questions and answers ran thus :
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" What shall become of the filthy lucre for which he sold our island to the

stranger?"

" He shall never touch it."

" What of the German Principality, the further and fouler bribe?"
" He shall never possess it."

" What of the right of ownership transferred hy him to the French Com-
mander?"
" It shall pass from the French soldier to a British sailor."

" What price shall England pay for the island which she thus wrests from the
Commander of the French?"
" She shall give him another island in returnfor this."

Three of the spectre knights now went up to the trembling Honpesch, one of
them was Lavallette. Seizing him by both arms, they led him outside of the

sanctuary rail. Here one of them tore from his neck the grand cross of St. John,
the second unbuckled his sword and took it from bis waist, while Lavallette un-
sheathing his own historic blade, struck off from his heels the spurs of knighthood.

Overwhelmed with a sense of utter shame and hopeless misery, the degraded

Grand Master covered his face with his hands. When he dared to breathe and look

up again, he found himself leaning against a pilaster in front of the Church of St.

John, which was dark and silent as the tomb, amid the deepening shades of night.

Two days after, Ferdinand Honpesch was put on board a vessel bound for

Trieste, and left Malta never more to return. He was forced to sign a resignation

of his title of Grand Master of the Order of Knights Hospitallers, which was
assumed by the schismatic Paul I, Emperor of Russia.

He made many useless efforts to obtain the money promised him in the name
of the French Republic, and finally died poor and despised in Montpelier.

Shortly after his departure a British fleet, commanded by Lord Admiral Nelson,

entered the port of Valetta. The tri-colored flag of the Jacobins was struck, and

the Union Jack has floated ever since over the castles and palaces of Malta^ Gozo,
and Comino.

Tlie Sword of Religion was hung up as a curiosity, in one of the museums of

Paris, and he who hung it there perished on a rocky island of the Indian Ocean,

prepared for his reception by the hospitality of the Parliament of Great Britain.

OUR PRESIDENTS.
Great Washington was number one;

Then senior Adams next came on.

Jefferson he made the number three;

Then Madison the fourth was he,
Monroe the fifth just here came in;

Then sixth, an Adams came again.

The seventh, an Andrew Jackson came.
And eight we count Van Buren's name.
When Harrison made the number nine;
And tenth, John Tyler filled the line.

Polk was the eleventh as we know;
The twelfth was Taylor in the row.
Fillmore, the thirteenth, took his place;

Pierce is the fourteenth in the race.

S4 Vol. III.—No. 11.



SCENES IN THE LIFE OF OUR LORD.

HIS PUBLIC LIFE.

Our Divine LorJ continued his way towards Tyre, that queen of ancient com-

merce, now, as he foretold, an unsightly mass of ruins. The country of the ten

cities, or Decapolis, lay before him, and through its fertile plains he bent his way

to the sources of Jordan, the fair lake of Pheala. Here they brought him a man
that was deaf and dumb, whom they besought him to cure. Taking him apart

from the multitude he put his fingers into his ears and spitting, touched his tongue,

and looking up to heaven he groaned and said to him, Ephpheta, be thou opened.

And he whose ears had never been greeted with the charms of the human voice,

or the melody of birds, or the soft rustling of the evening breeze, heard, and gifted

miraculously with voice and a knowledge of words, he spoke himself, praising

God. Thus did our Lord foreshow, as in the cure of demoniacs, the power of

baptism, the expelling of the evil one, the restoring of the senses paralyzed or

perverted by sin. The Church, his Divine Spouse, faithful to his lessons, treasur-

"and looking up to heaven he groaned

ing his words, " have from the beginning adopted this ceremony into her ritual

for baptism, where the priest, touching the ears of the catechumen, pronounces

the same words, touching similarly with spittle, as in imitation of the divine

action, the nostrils," that they may inhale henceforward the sweet odor of Christ.

"He looked to heaven, and eadly sighed

—

What saw my gracious Saviour there,

With fear and anguish to divide

The joy of heaven—accepted prayer.

The deaf may hear the Saviour's voice,

The fettered tongue its chain may break;
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Rut the deiif licnrt, the cliiiiih by choice,

The lafji^.inl ,s<nil that will not wake,
The guilt tli.'it scorns to he fori^iven;

III thou>;hts of tliesc his i)row heiiign

Not even in healing cloudless sliine.

Proceeding i'urtluT, our Lord ascended a mountain and there abode three days,

teaching the multitudes that flocked to him, and curing the dumb, the blind, tlie

maimed and many others. So great was the concourse that in that distant spot

four liiousand, besides women and children, listened to his words, many of thera

having hung on his divine lips for three days. No food was there but seven loaves,

as if again typical of the Sacraments of his Church, and with these he renewed

his great miracle, feeding all, and collecting up seven baskets of the fragments

"The repetition of a miracle of such magnitude seems intended, as it is calcu-

lated, to fix our thoughts upon it." Like Moses he led the children of Israel into

the wilderness to feed them with unfailing, miiaculous food : compassion was his

motive for this miraculous figure of the sacramenfof love, in which its miracles

are all enacted.

" When tliousaiids sat and ate their fill

Upon the dreary desert ground,
Seven baskets full were counted still

Of what in fragments, lay around;
Some fiiihes and seven loaves of bread
Were all meantime on which they fed.

O thou, our bread! our real meat!
The Spirit's inexhausted store !

Whoever of thy board shall eat,

Shall ne'er complain of hunger more;
Nor frame alone dost thou renew,
Thou fillest the soul with plenty too."

BUT OUR LORD REPROVED THEM.

After this miracle Jesus again embarked and proceeded to Magedan. in the canton

of Delmanutha, a beautiful spot near lake Pheala, that round and mysterious source
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of Jordan, where men of distant climes assembled at an annual fair held there not

for its beauty merely, but for its commercial convenience. Here the Sadducees and

Pharisees met him, asking a sign from heaven. But our Lord reproving those

who would not believe the report of others, in the same spirit that he said

:

"Blessed are they that have not seen and have believed," said that their wicked

generation should not be gratified. " You know how to discern the face of the

sky, and can you not know the signs of the times ? No sign shall be given you

but the sign of Jona? the prophet." And Jesus left them. Alas, how often do

men call on the Spouse of Christ for some sign from heaven when it is their duty

to examine and see. And Jesus leaves them and goes his way.

Jesus next sailed over to Cesarea Philippi, the ancient Paneas, lying at the foot

of the snow clad Hermon. So abruptly did he leave the land of the incredulous

that his disciples forgot to take bread, a circumstance which led to an exposure of

even their gross ideas when he warned them of the leaven of the Pharisees and

Sadducees. Having reached Bethsaida on his way, a bUnd man was brought to

Jesus, who took him by the hand and led him out of the town. Again resorting

JESrS RESTORES SIGHT TO THE BLIND MAN.

to ceremonies, as if foreseeing and anticipating the days when those of his Church

would be ridiculed, Jesus spit upon the blind man's eyes, laid his hands on them

and asked him whether he saw anything. Looking up the poor man said : "I see

men as trees, walking." Again the Saviour's hands were laid upon his eyes and

his sight was completely restored and he saw all clearly. Jesus sent him away

saying: "Go into thy house and if thou enter into the town tell nobody."* The

Church again in its ritual for baptism adopts this miracle, and the priest twice in

the administration of that sacrament places his hand upon the child with a prayer

for the removal of blindness at the first, and ibr the granting of light at the second

time.

Mark ix, 22.
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Proceeding onward Jesus entered Cesarea Philippi, whore a stately temple of

white marble had just risen in honor of Augustus, and where, more pleasing in

the eyes of heaven, stood the statue of our Lord raised by that woman who had

been cured by touching in her deep faith the hem of his robe. Here he asked his

disciples: "Whom do men say that I am?" They replied: "John the Baptist,

or Elias, or one of the prophets," for a belief in metempsychosis was common.

And Jesus continued: "Who do you say that I am?" Peter, ever foremost to

avow his faith, answered :
" Thou art Christ, the Son of the living God." Then

Jesus replied : "Blessed art thou, Simon, son of John, because flesh and blood

lMs$!f^:^^^^>-^-^:; '^

I WILL GIVE THEE THE KEYS OF THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN.

have not revealed it to thee, but my Father who is in heaven. And I say to thee

that thou art Peter, a rock ; and upon this rock I will build my church, and the

gates of hell shall not prevail against it. And I will give to thee the keys of the

kingdom of heaven. And whatsoever thou shalt bind upon earth shall be bound

also in heaven, and whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth shall be loosed also in

heaven."
" Peter, whatever thou dost bind on eartli,

The same is bound above tlie starry sky;
What here thy delegated power doth loose,

Is loos'd ill Heaven's great citadel on high;

To judgment shalt thou come when the world's end is nigh."
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Our divine Lord now for the first time announced to his apostles the close of

his ministry, the persecution which was to rise up against him, the malevolence

of the Scribes and Pharisees, and even of the priests, including the High Priest

himself, and finally his passion, death and resurrection. At the account of what

he was to suffer the ardent Peter took fire. " Lord, this shall not befall ihee:"

but our Lord rebuked him and said to them all :
" Ifany man will come after me,

let him deny himself, take up his cross and follow me ; for he that shall save his

THE DAY OF JUDGMENT. AFTER RAPHAEL.

life shall lose it, and he that shall lose his life for my sake shall find it. What
doth it profit a man if he gain the whole world and lose his own soul? or what

exchange shall a man give for his soul ? For the Son of Man shall come in the

glory of his Fatlu-r with his angels ; and then Avill he render to every man accord-

ing to his works. Amen I say to you, there are some of them that stand here that

shall not taste death till they see the Son of Man coming in his kingdom."

Having thus announced the ignominy which awaited him, our divine Lord

resolved to console his faithful apostles by a glimpse of his glory. Some days
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after lio took Petor and Jamos and John apart into a high mountain, commonly

supposed to be Tabor, with its level summit and wooded sides. "Here he was

transfigured before them, and his face shone as the sun : and his garments

became white as snow ; and Moses and Elias appeared conversing with him."

Ravished with delight, Peter exclaimed: "Lord, it is good for us to be here: if

thou wilt, let us make here three tabernacles, one for thee, and one for Moses, and

one for Elias." As he spoke a bright cloud overshadowed them, and a voice

issued from the cloud, saying: "This is my beloved Son in whom I am well

pleased ; hear ye him." Filled with fear they fell upon their faces and lay

swooning with affright tillJesus touched them, saying: "Arise and fear not."

Then they arose, but Jesus was alone, and without further explanation he began

to descend from the mountain, charging them to tell no man, till he had risen

from the dead.

" Alt ye who seek in hope ind love,

For your dear Lord, look up above,
Where traced u]ion the azure sky,
Faith may a glorious form descry.

Lo, on the trembling verge of light,

A something all divinely bright,

Immortal, infinite, sublime,

Older than chaos, space or time."

CHRISTMAS ANTHEM.

The following anthem Irom the pen of an esteemed contributor, is not without

merit. All the most striking circumstances connected with the great event to

which it relates, the solemn stillness of the hour, the out-burst of joy that fell

from the angelic host, their song of welcome and of praise, are happily conceived

and well expressed. And while we admire the lines, and rejoice with the an-

gelic choirs on the happy morn of Christmas, let us also imitate the example of

the pious shepherds and go over to Bethlehem to adore the new-bom King

:

All nature was hushed in the calmest repose.

Not a sound from the depths of her bosom arose,

Save the voice of the shepherds, who faithful remain,

To keep watch o'er tlieir flocks on the moon-lighted plain.

When, hark! a sound is heard on high:

Celestial music rend the sky :

Angelic hosts adore and sing

An anthem to their new-born King.

Hail happy day ! auspicious morn !

A Saviour to mankind is born;

Joy and peace to earth we bring,

Whilst glory unto God we sing.

Arise, let us haste to the manger and bear

The offering of love and the incense of prayer,

At the feet of the Infant ourselves let us cast,

And weep o'er the sins of a life that is past.
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CHAPTER XV.

" Come in/' said Weeks, glancing over his slioulder at the tall, dark form of his

cousin, Robert Hardwrinkle, standing in the door way. " Come in ; I'm not

engaged."
" Thank you," said Hardwrinkle, creeping soltly in, and closing the door noise-

lessly behind him. " I thank you ; I merely called, at my good mother's request,

to enquire for your health. She always fears, poor creature, you're not well when

you don't come to join us in family prayer."

" Well, can't say I'm sick, exactly," responded Weeks, throwing up his feet on

the back of a chair, and offering his companion a cigar, which the latter modestly

declined. " Can't say I'm sick, though I hai'nt got quite clear of that wedding

scrape yet. But the fact is, my dear fellow, I dread these almighty long prayers

of yours—I do really."

"Is it possible?"

" Well, yes ; I feel a sorter out of place like, sitting down there in the family

circle—kinder green, you know. Why, it's just like this—I ai'nt accustomed to it

exactly ; business men in the States hai'nt got time to pray as you do here in the

country."

"Ah! but my dear Ephraim, you should make time, for prayer is indis-

pensable for salvation. You cannot please God without it."

" Oh, prayer is a very good thing, I allow," said Weeks, slowly puffing his

cigar, and beating off the smoke with his hand. " It's an excellent thing for those

who can attend to it, but it don't suit men in trade to spend whole hours at it, and

neglect their business."

" Ah, but you can attend to both, if you only try," observed Hardwrinkle.

" Why, we do try, we read the bible occasionally , and go to meeting three times

on the Sabbath j that's about as much, I reckon, as could reasonably be expected

of us."

" Perhaps so. But how comes it that the people of New England have acquired

so great a reputation for sanctity? They're reputed to be a very religious people."

" Certain, and deserve it too, take the hull of them on an average. There's

the women, for instance, and the farmers and the country folks all round—they're

•* Copy right secured according to Law.
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all clinrrh s^o'mg people, and do most of the praying, while the merchants and

traders are busy in their own deparKnent. Well, it's just like this : one class of our

people does the praying and the other does the trading—kind of makes it easy

you know, on both; so that take them on the hull they're a very religious people."

" Ah, but my dear Ephraim, that thing of halving the worship of God is not

conformable to the rules of the holy gospel. Every creature is bound to worship

God, and to pray to him always—in season and out of season."

" What ! and have their notes protested at the bank, or lose country customers

who can't wait their convenience? My dear fellow, business is a sacred thing,

and must be attended to."

"Ah! but you forget, my good cousin, that the great, and, indeed, the only

business of life is salvation."

" Well, supposing it is (and in fact I always thought myself that salvation was
a pretty good kinder doctrine in a general way, and I rather guess too the world

should hardly get along so well without it), still you know it won't cancel a note,

or be taken in trade, cousin Robert."

" Ephraim! Ephraim !" said Hardwrinkle, his cold, stern, sallow countenance

exhibiting an expression of saintly sorrow, as he spoke ;
" Ephraim, where did

you learn to speak of religion with such contemptuous indifference 1 Have you

so soon forgotten the lessons of your pious mother 1 She, indeed, was a devoted

servant of the Lord. Oh ! she was a holy soul—praying in season and out of "

" Precisely," interrupted Weeks, taking the cigar from his mouth, and knock-

ing the ashes off with his finger; "precisely, that's just it. She was forever

running off to contribution parties and prayer meetings, and neglecting her busi-

ness at home. By gracious, when father died he war'nt worth a five dollar bill in

the world, and I had to shnk off to the South to earn my bread, 'raong niggers

and cotton bales. It's all very well to pray, and I don't object to it nohow—but I

don't see either the darned use in praying all day and neglecting the main point."

" The main point! and what's that, cousin?"

"What's that! why, it's money, ai'nt it?"

" Money !—you call money the main point ?"

"Yes, sir," responded Weeks, emphatically,"! call it nothing else. Should

admire to know what you call it."

" You shock me, Ephraim. Really you shock me."

"You don't say !"

" Why, you must be a downright infidel, to speak in that irreverent manner."

" Don't know about that. But I've got my own notions about religion, and

ai'nt a goin to change them for any man's way of thinking. Guess I'm old

enough now to judge for myself. And as for nine-tenths of the reUgions going,

I believe them to be danged humbugs."
" Which of the different Christian denominations do you belong to, may I ask?"

enquired Hardwrinkle.
" Well, can't say I belong to any in particular. I rather think though I like the

Unitarians better than most of them. Their ministers are pretty smart men as a

general thing, and preach first rate sermons once in a while. No, I never seemed

to have any choice in that way. The fact is, I always calculated to do about

right with every man, and I kinder thought that was religion enough for me."
" Cousin," said Hardwrinkle, after a little reflection, " will you permit me to

ask you one question ?"

" Certainly, my dear fellow, why not f ask as many as you please."

85 Vol. III.—No. 11.
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" I hope you will not be offended, or think me impertinent, Ephraim. You're

my mother's sister's child, you know, and it's but natural I should feel a lively

interest in your welfare, spiritual and temporal."

" Of course."

" Well, it's merely this. Do you really believe in the existence of God ? Now
answer me candidly. It's rather a strange question, but no matter. Do you be-

lieve that dogma'?"
" Yes, iir,'^ replied Weeks, thursting his hands into his pockets, and shaking

up the silver. " Yes, sir, I believe that—no mistake about it."

" The Lord be praised," exclaimed Hardwrinkle, turning up his eyes. " I'm

thankful you have not fallen yet into the lowest depth of the abyss. I really

feared, from your manner of speaking, you were an atheist."

" No, sir; I believe in two things firmly, and no living man can make me

change that belief. I believe in the existence of a first cause, and the perfectibility

of man."

"And is that all?"

" That's all, sir,—that's the length and breadth of my creed."

"And how, think you, is man to be perfected?"

" Why, by reason, science, and experience. That's about all he needs, ai'nt it?"

"And what of religion—shall it take no part in his perfection?"

« Well—yes, guess it might help some, that is if he'd only keep clear of these

darned isms, and adopt some sensible kind of religion for himself. The worst

thing in the world, cousin, for a business man, is to have any thing to do with the

details of religion. They sorter cramp him, you know. Let him lay down a

broad platform like mine, and stand upon it fiatfooted—that's the way to get along."

" And you're quite serious, Ephraim, in avowing these shocking sentiments.

Is it really so ?"

"Shocking or not, they're mine, that's a fact. Why, look here, my good

friend, I have seen too much of your hair splitting religions in New England, not

to know what they are by this time. Those deacons and class leaders, and old

maids, and methodistical looking crowds we see going to church every Sabbath

with their bibles under their arms, are, in my humble opinion, a darn'd set of

dupes and impostors, the whole concern of them. There's neither honor nor

honesty amongst them. By crackle, they'd cut your throat with one hand and

carry the bible in the other. No, sir, a first cause and the perfectibiUty of man, or

in other words, the irresistibility of human progress, is about as much as any

business man can profess to beheve with safety to himself or the interests of trade."

" But will that belief be sufficient to save your soul ?"

"Save my soul? Oh that's quite another affair. If there be such things as

souls (which is now rather a disputed point), why, the Creator who made them

knows best how to take care of them, I presume."

Hardwrinkle had never heard such language before on the subject of religion.

Bred in the country, and little acquainted with the world, he supposed that

however abandoned men might be, or whatever infidel sentiments they might

really entertain, the respect in which religion was held by the great majority of

mankind, would naturally repress their inclination to avow them. Brought up as

he was, a strict Presbyterian, and accustomed from his childhood to hear religion

spoken of with the utmost reverence, he was now both astonished and hurt to

hear his cousin talk of it with such cold, reckless contempt. For himself, he was

the very impersonation of a hypocrite. Mean, sordid, and cunning as a Jew, he
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had the bland smile and the saintly look forever at his command, and could play

the Christian or the demon, as it suited his purpose, with equal adroitness. All his

religion was external. It consisted of long prayers, demure looks, pious conver-

sation, black garments, and an ascetic aspect. At church he was never missed

on the sabbath ; hail, rain or snow, he was there, sitting upright in his pew, mo-
tionless and impassible as a statue. And there too sat his seven black sisters beside

him, tall, thin and lank, like himself; not a white spot was to be seen about them

but their pocket handkerchiefs; even their very fans were as black as ebony. In

the whole world round never was seen so solemn, staid and church-loving a

family, from Robert, the heir and master, down to Deborah—or as she was com-
monly called by her elder sisters. Baby Deb—though now a young lady of seven

and twenty. It happened, however, that religion, by some misfortune or other,

instead of softening and expanding their hearts by its divine influence, had with-

ered them up. Its gladdening and exhilarating touch seemed only to have chilled

them like an icicle. The bright look and the pleasant smile which denote the

presence of religion in the soul, were never once seen to light up their features.

Like melancholy spectres dark and stern, they passed through the busy streets;

and stole silently away in the shadows of the houses, no one caring to look after

them, or bid God bless them for their charity. Oh thou cold, stern monk of Ge-
neva, thou whose heart never thrilled with a generous emotion, whose pulse never

throbbed with sympathy for thy kind, this death-like picture of religion is thy

handiwork. Thou subtle betrayer of the human conscience, thou dark plotter of

treason against the sovereignty of the human soul, how could you look up at the

bright heavens above, and see the blessed sun gladdening the earth with his

beams, or behold the stars dancing in their orbits to the music of the spheres, and

yet be demon enough to curse humanity with such a lifeless religion as this.

But of all the members of the Hardwrinkle family, Robert was the most heart-

less, or if indeed he had a heart at all, it was as callous as a stone. When the

stranger beggar came to his door (for those of the parish knew him too well to

enter his gates), he neither ordered him from his presence nor hunted his dogs on

him. No, he kindly admonished the sufferer to guard against the many dangers

and temptations that beset him in his mode of life, counselled him gently to

beware of evil company, and then gave the shivering supplicant a religious tract

to teach him resignation to the will of heaven, or a dispensary ticket to procure

ointment for his sores. Money was his god, and he adored it. To part with a

shilling, save in usury, was like rending his heart strings. He loved it not for the

use he could make of it, in giving employment to others, or in serving the interests

of the parish, without loss to himself, but for the mere pleasure of seeing and

feeling it with his hands. In this respect his cousin Ephraim was an entirely dif-

ferent man. He, like a true Yankee, was fond of money too, nay, was ready to

go through fire and water to obtain it, but yet he was just as ready on the other

hand to spend it, or lend it to a neighbor in a pinch, and thought it no great obli-

gation either. He valued money only as a circulating medium, as an agent to

carry on trade, or acquire a position for himself in society. He was forever talk-

ing, to be sure, of dollars and cents, but still it was evident to those who happened

to be at all acquainted with his disposition and habits of life, that he was by no

means a mercenary man. Nor was he, like most lovers of money, envious of his

neighbor's prosperity—not he ; on the contrary he was pleased to see every one

thrive and do well, and ready to bid them God speed into the bargain. There was
one peculiarity in him however, which at first sight looked rather damaging to the
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character of an honorable man. He never scrupled taking advantage of his

neighbor in his speculations. Because every man, he contended, should have his

" eye peeldd," and deserved to suffer if he had'nt. It was by sharp bargains

men were made smart, and by smart men trade was made to flourish, and if it

happened now and then that a few fell short of their expectations, why, the

country at large eventually became tlie gainer. On the other hand, if his neigh-

bor happened to come the Yankee over him, to use a favorite expression, why, it

was all fair in war, he neither grudged nor grumbled, but " peeled his eye" a little

closer, and went off to speculate on something else. Such were the two cousins.

Both were fond of money—the one to gloat over and adore it, the other to use it

as an agent to attain the objects of his pride or his ambition. And now to proceed

with our story.

" Merciful heavens," exclaimed Hardwrinkle, after a long pause, during which

he seemed to have lost either his breath or his speech, for he uttered not a syllable,

but kept looking intently at his cousin ; "merciful heavens! such an expression

from the mouth of a Christian man, 'if there be mch things as souls.' Oh Ephraim

!

Ephraim ! I fear you're irretrievably lost. Oh, let me entreat you to pray for

light and grace to dispel this darkness of unbelief. Oh, if you only read the word

of God, join the family in prayer every night and morning, and come with me
thrice on the Sabbath to hear the outpourings of that faithful servant of the Lord,

our dear and reverend brother Mr. Rattletext, be assured your eyes would be

opened to the light of glory shining through at a distance "

" Say," interrupted Weeks.
" The hght of glory shining out to

"

" Say, hold on ; I've heard all that before—could repeat it myself as slick as a

deacon. There's no use in thinking to come it over me with that kinder talk.

What I believe, I believe, and I ai'nt a goin to believe nothing else, nohow you

can fix it. A first cause, and the perfectibility of man, is my platform."

"Ah! too broad, my dear friend—' narrow is the way,' you know."
" Broad—that's just precisely what we want. We want a platform broad

enough to cover the whole ground. We are a young nation, sir, strong, active

and ambitious, and must have room to stretch our arms east, west, north and

south. Our resources are immense, inexhaustible, and we want a wide field to

develop them—and that field, I take it, sir, is the liberty of conscience."

" You mean liberty to cheat and take advantage of your neighbor if you happen

to be clever enough to accomplish it with impunity?"
" Why not ? that's the life of trade, my dear fellow—that's what makes smart

men. And hence it is the Yankees are the smartest business men in all creation.

Your evangelical rules would ruin us in twelve months."

"The laws of God ruin you? do you really mean what you say?"
" Well, look here, I speak only of our merchant and trading classes ; with respect

to farmers, laborers, mechanics, women, and all that kinder folks, they can adopt

as many rules and regulations as they please, in the religious line. It don't make

any material difference I presume one way or other, since they hai'nt got no

business to transact; but you might as well think of corking up the Atlantic in a

champagne bottle, as expect the commerce of the States to thrive under the old

stiff evangelical rules of our grand-fathers."

" Ah, Ephraim, Ephraim, speak with respect of those holy men," said Hard-

wrinkle. " Oh, I hope and pray," he continued, raising up his hands and eyes
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in pious supplication, " I hope and pray we may stand as well before (lu; judf^.

ment seat as they did."

" Cousin Robert," said Weeks, looking sideways for a moment at the upturned

face of his companion, and twirling iiis watch key as he spoke ;
" Cousin Robert,

you're a very godly, pious man, I reckon, and an honest man too, no mistake

about that. But pious people, let me tell you, aVnt always to be trusted; hold on

now for a minute, hold on, I'll just give you an instance in point. I knew a man
,once in our section of the country, name of Pratt—Zeb Pratt, they called him.

Zeb was deacon of the Methodist church in Ducksville, for nearly ten years in my
own time, and a real out and out Christian of the first brand. Well, the fact is, he
was cracked up so for his sanctity, that he went by the name of Pious Zeb, of

Scrabble Hollow—that was the name of his farm. Now Zeb never was known
to be absent from meetin, morning, noon, or night,—he was punctual as the town
clock. Every sabbath morning as the bell rung, there was Zeb crossing the com-
mons, with his old faded crape on his hat, and his bible under his arm. He was
president of all the charitable societies in the district, attended all the prayer

meetings, carried his contributions of eggs and chickens every year to the minister,

distributed religious tracts to the poor "

"Oh, what a treasure!" exclaimed Hardwrinkle, unconsciously interrupting

the panegyric. " What a treasure !

"

"Treasure! Zeb Pratt! By gracious he was the darndest old villian in all

creation—he a treasure—the old cheat, he'd swindle you out of your eye teelh.

Why, the old hypocrite cleared out one morning with all the funds of the Christian

Benevolent "

" Letters for Mr. Weeks," said a servant, knocking on the door.

"Hand them here," cried the latter promptly, throwing the stump of his cigar

into the grate, and snatching his feet off the back of the chair. " Ha, just what

Pve been expecting this whole week past—they're from that lawyer of yours,

Robert."

" Of mineV
" Why, yes, of your choosing. Rather slow though for my taste."

"And, please sir. Miss Rebecca wishes to know," continued the servant, "what
tracts you wish her to distribute this morning, sir?"

"Oh, well, tell her it don't matter a great deal which, but she might as well

perhaps try that last package from the Home Missionary Society."

" Yes, sir."

" And Wilham."
" Yes, sir."

" She had better take Rachaei and Abigail with her, and leave Judith, Miriam

and Deborah to meet Mr. Sweetsoul, the colporteur, and make arrangements

with him about that Sabbath school at Ballymagahey."
" Yes, sir, and please your honor, sir, that woman is here with the three

orphans from Ballymartocker."

" What woman ?"

" McGluichy's wife, sir. Her husband died, if you remember, sir, last winter,

of the black fever."

" And what does she want with me ?"

" Why, sir, she can't pay the rent, she says, till the new crop comes, and she

wants your honor to grant her spareance. The bailiff give her notice to quit,

yisterday."
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" Well, you must tell her, William, I pity her very much. But I have always

made it a rule never to interfere with the law ; it must take its course."

" Yes, sir, very well sir,"—and the servant bowed and quitted the room.

"So you've heard from your lawyer at last, Ephraim," said Hardwrinkle, turn-

ing to his cousin, who had just finished reading his letter.

" Y-e-e-s," replied Weeks, " after waiting a whole week for it. These Irish

lawyers of yours are rather slow coaches, I expect."

" Fast enough, Ephraim, fast enough for the poor man, when he has their

claims to satisfy—ay, ay, heaven look to the poor when they happen to fall into

their hands."

"Shall I read his letter?" said Weeks, and Hardwrinkle having bowed assent,

he proceeded as follows :

" Dear Sir.—Agreeably to your instructions of June , I wrote yesterday to

Mr. Edward Lee, notifying him of the purchase of his UabiUties to the amount of

five hundred pounds, by Ephraim C. B. Weeks, Ducksville, Connecticut, United

States, now staying at Crohan house, county Donegal, and of his (Mr. Weeks')

anxiety to have the debt concelled by the first of next month, or secured by

responsible endorsers, as it is his (Mr. Weeks') intention to return home as soon as

possible. I herewith enclose a receipt for =£200 sterling, the amount paid by you

for said notes to the late holder of same. Shall be happy to receive further com-

mands, and have the honor to be
Your very obedient servant,

" Dublin, 26 Great James St., June . Jeremiah Diddlewell."

"Humph!" said Hardwrinkle, after Weeks had read the letter over, "so you've

made a beginning."

" Certainly. I've got to, the girl won't look at me otherwise. I have now

called on her a dozen times, and wrote her as many letters, and yet she treats

me as coldly as if I'd been an absolute stranger. We'll see now what the screws

can do."
" You say he never gave you any encouragement himself"

" Why no, he only kinder laughs when I allude to it. By gosh I do'nt know

what to make of the man. His conduct's most unaccountable. Why he must

either take me for a fool or thinks I'm joking all the time."

" You are mistaken, Ephraim, he neither takes you for a fool or a joker. He
merely laughs at your presumption in aspiring to the hand of such a high-blooded

girl as Mary Lee."
" High-blooded girl," repeated Weeks—" hang your high bloods !"

" Don't feel offended, my dear Ephraim—I had no intention "

" No, but that darned old witch. Else Curley, keeps talking to me so about her

humbug aristocracy, that I'm sometimes almost tempted to cowhide her for her

impudence. When I enquire of her how she gets along in bringing things around,

why, the only answer I can get from the old rascal is, * wait awhile, wait awhile,

till her pride comes down another peg or two.' Yes, by crackle," he continued,

rising and pacing the room, with his hands stuck down in his pockets jingling the

silver; "yes, wait awhile, till her pride comes down, just as if the grandson of

an old revolutionist of seventy-six war'nt good enough for the best blood in the

land."

" My dear Ephraim, you don't understand the Irish people, or you would'nt

talk so. They're an old people, you must remember, and like all old people, proud
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of their ancestors. You, on the other hand, being a new people, measure the

respectability of men and families by the amount of money or property they're

possessed of, simply because you have no ancestors yourselves."

" Well, look here, cousin, be that as it may, I'm not agoin to stay here much
longer, any how. This aflair must soon be fixed one way or other. When you

wrote me, to say this girl was likely to turn out to be the daughter and heir of old

Talbot, I gave up my business and came over here, without waiting even to bid

my friends good bye. Well, after three weeks search and inquiry in Cork and all

around, after the old woman said to have nursed her, and as long spent in Dublin

hunting up the certificate of the mother's marriage, I came down fully confident,

from your assurances of success, that the girl and her uncle were so almighty poor,

they'd jump at my proposal right straight off. Now then, here I am all of nine

weeks, sneaking up and down to that confounded light-house, through thunder and

lightning half the time, and groping my way through rain and darkness the other

half, and by crackie I ai'nt one mile nearer my object now than when I first came."

^'I'm sorry, Ephraim, very sorry indeed," replied Hardwrinkle, looking doAvn

on the floor, and sighing regretfully, " sorry you're so much disappointed, but

indeed, indeed it's not my fault, for surely I've done all that could reasonably be

expected, to expedite the affair. As for the two thousand pounds you kindly

promised in acknoAvIedgment of the little assistance I might be in the matter, you
know I should have just as cheerfully done as much, my dear Ephraim, if you
never had promised a farthing. No, no, money has never influenced me, thank

heaven. No, Ephraim, I hope I have a conscience to direct me, and a heart too,

to love my relatives well enough to do them a kindness without expecting a re-

compense."
" I know it cousin. I know it. You have been exceedingly kind, and I ai'nt

agoin to forget your kindness either, but just look how the case stands. Here I've

spent already two thousand dollars for these notes, that ai'nt worth a red cent.

Of course when you recommended me to buy them you thought otherwise, and

so I took your advice—well there's four hundred dollars and over to Else Curley,

and how can I tell but the scheming old witch is ' doing' me all the while—that

and my travelling expenses and loss of time besides, will amount to a pretty con-

siderable sum, let me tell you."
" It is a pretty round sum, I admit," muttered Hardwrinkle.

" Well, it's just such a sum," said Weeks, " that I've made up my mind that I

ai'nt agoin to lose it for nothing. I'm determined to have the girl—that's pos—

.

And if she ai'nt willing to marry me one way she will another."

" Ah, indeed ; what mean you by that, cousin 1"

" Well, I've got my own notions about it, that's all. By jolly, I ai'nt a goin

home to Ducksville again empty handed—that's settled."

"You would'nt carry her off by force—would you—eh?" said Hardwrinkle,

dropping his voice to a whisper, and looking round the room to see if the doors

were closed.

" The thing has been done," replied Weeks, " and pretty often too in this

country of yours, if I ai'nt greatly mistaken."

" Yes, 1 admit it has occasionally been done. But in this case I can hardly see

how it could be accomplished without "

" Why, there's such a thing as a boat to be had, I guess, and the distance to

carry her to it ai'nt so very far that you can't find half a dozen stout fellows to

do it. I should'nt like much though to go to these extremes if there was any
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possibility of obtaining her consent by other means. But have her T shall—no

mistake about that "

" Hush, hush," ejaculated Hardwrinkle, " there's some one at the door—come

in."

The door opened, and an active, muscular looking man of middle age, entered

and advanced to the table at which Hardwrinkle was sitting. He was the officer

of constabulary whom the reader had seen a few nights before at Castle Gregory, in

company with Captain Petersham.

" Ah, it's you, is it," exclaimed Hardwrinkle, rising suddenly from his chair.

" Well, any news of Barry?"
" He's arrested, sir, and now a prisoner in Taurny Barracks."

"What, arrested! that's capital news. Please step to the next room—excuse

me Mr. Weeks, I'll return presently."

"Go ahead—don't mind me," replied Weeks, drawing a cigar from his case

and preparing to light it.

" Now," said Hardwrinkle, carefully closing the door of the room into which

he led the officer, " now for the details. Mr. Weeks' notions of these young

revolutionists don't exactly harmonise with ours, you know, so it's just as well he

don't hear our conversation on the subject. And now for your story."

" Well, sir, we crossed the Ferry, as you suggested, proceeded on to Doe Castle,

and thence to Rann Point. There we met the man who gave you the information

first about Barry's intention to escape—I forget his name—he's one of your

tenants."

" Carson, you mean."
" No, sir, the man you sent down to spy about the light-house, you remember;

the one who listened at Else Curley's door and overheard the conversation

between her and Barry, about his going to America."
" Oh, yes, yes; Barker, the bible reader."

" Barker—precisely—that's the man ; a pious soul he is, too."

" Very—very, indeed. He's a most excellent man, is Barker."

"Well, sir, we met him coming up from the shore, where he had been dis-

tributing tracts among the fishermen, by way of an excuse. He told us he had

just seen Barry jump from a boat in company of three or four stout fellows, and

enter one of the huts. They were all strangers to him, he said, except Barry him-

self and another young fellow who seemed to be the most active of the party,

and whom he had seen before, he thought, but could'nt remember where."

" Stop a moment, sir ; did he describe his dress or person?"
" I rather think he did, but I paid little attention to it, not thinking it a matter of

much consequence. It appears to me, though, he said something about his wear-

ing a green jacket or a fur cap, or something to that effect."

"The very man, sir; that's Lanty Hanlon, as sure as he's alive, and quite as

dangerous a man too as Barry."

" Lanty Hanlon—impossible, sir. You mean the fellow against whom you

issued the warrant for the assault on Mr. Weeks ?"

" The identical person."

" Pardon me—that cannot be, Mr. Hardwrinkle—Hanlon was seen at a cock-

fight in Kindrum, not six hours ago."

"Ha! ha! I have no doubt of that, sir," replied Hardwrinkle, laughing as

much as his nature would allow him. " But, my dear sir, you little know what

that villian is capable of doing. Why sir, it was once sworn on oath before me,
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that tliis very Lanty llaiilon was seen at a wake in Craiilin Glen, at u wedding

in Ballymagahey, and at a christening in Callen, the self-same night, and yet

these places are seven miles apart and nearly equidistant from each other."

" He must be an extraordinary man," said the oflicer, smiling incredulously.

" He's a most dangerous man, sir, to be permitted to go free in any community.

What do you think, sir; that fellow mot one of Mr. Johnston's game keepers on

Benraven mountain, some six weeks ago, when he happened to be coursing for

hares. Well, sir, he took the gun from the keeper, and then left him gagged

and tied to a tree with his hands behind his back, for the whole night, and next

morning when the unfortunate man was accidently discovered by one of 'he herds-

men, he was more dead than alive from cold and hunger."
" Was he punished for the outrage ?"

" No, sir ; he managed to escape that very cleverly. The moment he secured

the keeper, he jumped on the first horse he fojnd on the mountain, galloped for

life and death till he reached Sandy Mount, then secreting the horse among the

trees, walked into Mr. Johnston's parlor, and having apologized to that g'^ntleman

for having contrary to law shot some grouse on his preserves and obtained his

pardon, again mounted, rode back and left the horse where he found him. Next

morning when the game keeper returned and made his complaint against Hanlon,

Mr. Johnston ordered him instantly from his presence, called him a drunkard and

a liar, and protested he had never heard of such an attempt at imposition—Hanlon
having been that very night and at the very time the outrage was alleged to have

been perpetrated, standing before him in his own room. But now, with respect to

Barry, how did you succeed in arresting him ?"

" Simply enough, sir. We hired a boat, got our men in, and lay at anchor some

five or six fathoms from the beach, knowing well Barry and his party would

endeavor to escape next morning at day-break, by rowing along the shore as far

as Horn-head, and there set sail for Aranmore. It turned out just as we expected.

At the first peep of day, the party got into the boat and shoved off. They were

ahead of us when they started, and we let them keep ahead for two miles or

more, till we had gone clear out of sight of the fishermen's huts. Then stretch-

ing on our oars we soon came along side and grappled them with irons w^e had

taken with us for the purpose."

" Hah," ejaculated Hardwrinkle, " and so you secured him at las: ?"

*' Yes, sir, we secured him, but not without considerable difficulty."

" What, did he resist?"

" Resist! yes, as man never resisted before. It appears the crew that conveyed

him to Rann Point, left him there and returned home, confident he was out of

all danger, and the two fresh hands appointed to convey him to Aranmore were

old men hardly able to paddle an oar or handle a sheet. He was thereibre left to

depend almost entirely upon his own resources. The instant we laid hold of the

gunnale of his boat he sprang up in the stern sheets, and demanded what we
meant by stopping him. ' I'm a dueen's officer,' said I, ' and hold a warrant for

your arrest.' "

"
' Ah! a Q,ueen's officer,' he repeated, glancing at my civihan dress, 'indeed !

Well, sir, take me if you can,' and coolly drawing a pistol from his belt, he said

to his men, ' comrades, you'll find another pair in my overcoat, use them if neces-

sary.' Then stepping across the thwarts, and before I could rise from my seat,

he snatched the anchor from the bows of his boat, and with one hand swung it as

he would a walking stick into the bottom of ours. The effect was instantaneous

;
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the sharp iron cut right through the ihin sheathing of the little gig, and in two

minutes she filled to her waler line."

" ' Now my lads,' he cried, ' loose the grapples, and away with them.' "

" Good heavens!" exclaimed Hardwrinkle, " his object was to sink you."

•' Of course it was—and a bold attempt he made to accomplish it too. When
I saw how desperate the case was likely to prove, I ordered my men to jump

aboard and secure him at all hazards, leaving our own boat to her fate, and

setting them the example myself, I sprang into the stern, presented a pistol to his

head and commanded him to surrender, or I should instantly fire. I had hardly

uttered the words, however, when the board on which I stood was struck from

under me, and in another second I ibund myself in the water, plunging and grasp-

ing for something to lay hold of. By this time my men had succeeded in scramb-

ling over his boat's side ; so they immediately took me in, and then unhooked the

grapple to relieve us of the sinking gig. But now, that we did succeed in board-

ing him, we found ourselves in a greater difficulty than ever. Our fire-arms were

entirely useless, and there stood the young outlaw pointing a brace of pistols at

our heads. ' Surrender,' said I ;
' I command you in the name of the Q,ueen to

surrender instantly.'
"

'"Ha! ha!' he laughed—'surrender to hounds like you! Oh for the firm

earth to stand on, and a good thong to kennel such cowardly dogs. A pistol bullet

is too honorable a death for drivelling slaves like ye.'

"

" This taunt stung me to the quick, and calling on my men to rush on him in a

body, I sprang forward myself to seize him, but, alas, I was again unfortunate,

and fell flat on my face on the bottom of the boat. In another instant his heel

was on my neck."

"'Lie there, dog!' he cried, crushing me till my eyes seemed to start from

their sockets, ' lie there, and die the only death you deserve.' But the braggart in

his turn had little time to enjoy his advantage, for my men seeing the danger I

was in, and maddened by the fellow's scornful language, closed in upon him.

As they rushed forward he fired both pistols in their laces, and two of them iell

wounded beside me."
" Dreadful !" exclaimed Hardwrinkle—" but—go on—well ?"

"
' Now,' cried I, rising from my prostrate and disgraceful position, ' now my

men, hold him, handcuff him, kill liim if he attempt to escape.' But my orders

were of no avail, for he had sprung into the sea and was making for the shore."

" ' He's gone, sir,' cried one of the men."

"Gone!"
" ' Yes, there he is with his coat off, swimming away from us like a water dog.' "

"
' What's to be done—what's to be done,' 1 cried, in an agony of disappoint-

ment, ' has no one presence of mind to think of some means to capture him. He's

wuhin half a gun-shot of the beach, and will reach it before we can get our oars

into the rollocks.' "

"Just then the thought of the fire-arms in his overcoat occurred to me, and

snatching up the garment, drew a holster pistol from its pocket, and aiming as

deliberately as I could in such a moment of excitement, fired. The ball, as good

fortune would have it, struck him on the right arm, and disabled him. ' Now,'

cried I, as I saw him sputter in the water like a wounded bird, ' now, my lads, to

your oars, and pull for your lives, pull—pull, with all your might, or he sinks

before we can reach him.' "
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" III aiiotluT minute wp liad taken him aboard, exhausted and bleeding, and
there he hiy in the boat's bows, without word or motion of any kind, till we
reached the quay under Tauniy Barracks."

"Well,tiiank lieaven," said Hardwrinkle, " he's safe for the present at least,

and to-morrow i sign his committal to Lellord jail. As for you, Mr. C , you
have done your duty as a faithful servant of the crown, and shall not go unre-

warded. So now let us return, and carry the good news to Mr. Weeks."
" My dear cousin," continued Hardwrinkle, entering Weeks' room, followed

by the officer of constabulary, " I have good tidings for you."

"You have—eh?"
"Yes—tidings of great import."

" Indeed—let's hear what they're like."

"Why, Randall Barry (your rival)," he said, whispering the word in his ear,

'* is a prisoner in Taurny Barracks."

" Psaugh—you don't say so? Is it possible?"

" A fact, sir."

" On what charge, pray ?" enquired Weeks.
" Treason—treason against the Slate, of course. You've heard all about him,

have you not?"
" Why, yes, I've heard something about his being connected with some young

revolutionists—that's all."

" Humph, you speak lightly of the matter, my good cousin."

" And I think lightly of it too," replied Weeks, promptly, "so far as it may be

regarded as a crime. Were I in his place, I should do precisely what he has done."
" What, revolutionize the country?"
" Yes, by crackle. It's full time, I should think, the people got rid of these old

fogy monarchies. These darned old tyrannical governments of yours ought to

have been sent to kingdom come long ago. As for his being a rival of mine,

why, I don't think the less of him for that, and if you have busied yourself about

his arrest on that account, I tell you what Robert, you make an almighty mistake

if you think I'm under any obUgation to you for the job."

"Why, cousin, you surprise me."
" Well, them's my sentiments, notwithstanding. He's a fine, spirited, gallant

looking young fellow," continued Weeks, "and if he hate and despise your slow

going, drivelling old kings and queens, by thunder I like him the better for telhng

them so to their teeth ; and if he loves Mary Lee, why should'nt he try to catch

her the best way he can. Let every man have a fair chance."

"If these be your sentiments, my dear cousin," said Hardwrinkle, " they are

very different, I must confess, from what I had expected of you."

"Well, sir, they are my sentiments precisely—real true blue Yankee senti-

ments, and no mistake."

"Well, well, I must acknowledge I was deceived in you, cousin, and I'm sorry

for it. But we must postpone further discussion on the subject for the present. I

see Rebecca and her sisters out there on their way to Ballymagahey. I must speak

to them a word or two of caution before they leave. So pray excuse me, Ephraim."
" Go ahead, go ahead," replied Weeks, preparing to light another cigar—" go

ahead, and don't mind me," and the speaker was left alone at last, to enjoy the

comfort of a quiet Havana.



THE FRENCH IN ROME.
CHAPTER VII.

Tfie Palaces Rospigliasi and Torlonia.—French Quarters.—The Pope^s return

deferred.—His life at Gaela.—The Cardinals not well disposed towards France.

—St. Peter's.—Its History.—The Obelisk.— Tlie Interior.—The Dome.

Rome, Aug. 4th, 1849.

And now, my dear friend, to withdraw your thoughts from such

sad scenes, follow nie if you please to the Palace Rospigliasi, on the

Piazza Monte- Cavallo, with which you are already acquainted.

This old and immense palace formerly belonged to the Borghese

family, but was sold to the Rospigliasi's when a member of the latter

house occupied the pontifical throne. Here we admired, like all

connoisseurs, the famous Aurora of Guido decorating the ceiling of

the groat hall of the pavilion in the garden: nothing can be more
graceful than the faces and attitudes of the hours as they follow the

chariot of the morning. Here we also contemplated with much
pleasure a picture by Uominichino, representing Adam and Eve in

Paradise; the Triumph of David, by the same painter; Samson pulling

down the temple of the Philistines, by Luigi Caracci; the Apostles, by

Rubens; and the Picture of Human Life, by the celebrated Poussin.

General Oudinot and his aids-de-camp occupy a part of this palace,

which was readily placed at his disposal by the Prince Rospigliasi,

whose eldest son has married a French \3.dy. Ever since, nothing

can be more animated, and more picturesque at the same time, than

the vast court-yard covered all over with the white tents of the soldiers,

animated by crowds of spectators of every rank and of ever}^ clime,

and every day resounding with the swelling strains of martial nnisic.

Indeed, nearly all the chiefs of the French army are just as

magnificently lodged in the most splendid edifices of the city. General

Rastolan occupies the beautiful palace Torlonia, built by Fontana for

the Bolognetti family. Prince Alexander Torlonia, the Rothschild of

Rome, having purchased it, has restored it and furnished it with a

magnificence altogether unknown in our country. The stair-cases,

the anti-chambers, the walls of the apartments, ail are covered over

with the finest marbles, and ornamented with mirrors, gildings, statues,

pictures of the great masters, old arms, lustres, girandoles. The doors,

shutters, windows, and ceilings are decorated with the most charming

pictures on gold and on azure grounds. In fact, it looks like one of

those palaces conceived in the imagination of the author of the

Arabian Nights.

The brave General Rastolan, so simple in all his tastes, appears

only slightly affected with all this magnificence: indeed, in spite of

the excessive heat of the summer, he sometimes finds himself a little

too cool in the midst of such sumptuous apartments. For my part, I

was almost blinded at the sight of all these fine things. Not that the

Torlonia nalace is one of the largest or most beautiful in Rome: on

the contrary, it is inferior to many others in size and architecture, and

many judges pretend that all these riches are not in the best taste.
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and reveal the wealth rather than the refinement of the proprietor.

Still the tout-ensemble pleases the eye; for here every thing is new;
marhles, glasses, pictures, slaUies, furniture, all are fresh and clean

and glistening; whereas in other palaces yon can see the tapestry faded,

the marbles dented, the statues covered with dust, every thing, in

short, too plainly revealing the straitened circumstances of their

owners. The most precious piece of sculpture in the Torlonia palace
is the colossal grouji of Canova, representing Hercules in his frenzy
hurling Lycas into the sea: it is placed within a charming alcove con-

structed to receive it at the end of a magnificent gallery.

General Gueswiller and the chief oflicers of his division, occupy the

Borghese palace, built in the seventeenth century by Cardinal l)ezza.

You enter it througli a noble coiut-yard surroiuuled by porticoes sup-

ported by one hundred pillars of granite. This palace, magnificently

furnished, contains a picture-gallery consisting of twelve vast halls

decorated with exquisite taste. Numbers of little fountains, bright

and sparkling, shed a delicious coolness around which considerably

enhances the pleasure of going through the seventeen thousand pictiu'es

of this invaluable collection.

But I would never have done if I were to tell you of all the great

palaces I have seen^—of the Colonna with its splendid gardens and its

vast picture-gallery, the finest in Rome—of the Farnese, built by
Michael Angelo—of the Corsini, where Q-ueen Christiana of Sweden
died in 1GS9—of the Spada, so often visited by travellers curious to

see the statue of Pompey, "at whose base great Caesar fell." There
are at least sixty palaces in Rome worthy of being visited. But
though they are at present partly occupied by the French officers, do
not suppose, my dear friend, that our countrymen have much reason

to congratulate themselves on such a state of things. If they never

before inhabited such magnificent mansions, their former dwellings

were not at least entirely destitute of all comfort. In general, they

have received from the Romans, not the habitual apartments, but the

show-halls which are displayed to strangers, never occupied, and
serving only to gratify the vanity of the owners, or their love for the

fine arts. In the vast museums, in these immense courts, a miserable

bed is made up, a few chairs and tables are placed near it, and thus

with few exceptions a general officer is installed. You must often

even traverse endless galleries to get to these chambers, decorated

indeed with rich pictures and magnificent frescoes, but open to every

wind of heaven.

As to the soldiers, the greatest number sleep on the ground wrapped
up in their blankets, or at best on a poor straw mattress stretched on

the floor, which is not a bit softer or warmer for being perhaps antique

marble. The Roman Municipality is rather slow in providing the

necessary accommodations, and the French, generously, are patient.

But they will have to wait a long time for any improvement, if they

think they shall obtain it without demanding it imperatively. With
the Romans there is no truth in the proverb: " Honey catches more
flies than vinegar." Most of them take mildness for weakness, and
the more patient they find you the more arrogant they become.
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I have just heard that General Oiidinot has started for Gaeta, to

receive the henediction of the Pope, and to ask him in the name of

France to return and resume the possession of his capital. A deputa-

tion from the Roman Municipahly lias set out with the same object in

view. We are all desirous to have the Sovereign Pontiff here again,

and certainly his own paternal heart must partake of the general

impatience. Still many members of the clergy and several Roman
nobles do not appear to believe in the approaching arrival of the Holy
Father; they say that it would not be prudent on his part to return so

soon to a city from which (he French authorities have not yet suc-

ceeded in expelling all those that played an odious part during the

Republic,

Rome, Aug. 8th.

Alas, my dear friend, those who were of opinion (hat the Holy
Father would not return so soon to his capital were right. At least,

so I fear from what I have been (old by a good French lad)' Mile, de

M , who has just arrived from Gaeta. where she had (he honor of

a priva(e audience widi the Pope, and of a long conversation with

some of the most influential personages of the papal court.

Gaeta is a small^ ill-constructed town, having but one passable street

leading from the land-gate to the harbor-gate, the only entrances to

this fortress. On one side of this street rises the rampart against which
lean the barracks, the guard-house and the magazine. On the opposite

side are several dwellings, among others the royal palace which the

king of Naples has placed at the disposal of his Holiness. This palace

(if a house of such paltr}^ appearance deserves the name) has a front

of five windows, and is to be distinguished from the old and dirty

(enemen(s surrounding it, only by its green shutters and a more cleanly

aspect. It consists only of a basement, an entresol and the second

story. The cap(ain appoin(ed by the king of Naples to protect his

Holiness, lives in the entresol: it is he who grants the licenses of resi-

dence and the pass-ports.

The Pope occupies the second story. His apar(rnen(s are a little

anti-chamber, preceded by a wai(ing chamber, a parlor still smaller, a

bed chamber and a kind of cabinet transformed for the time into a

chapel; all very modestly furnished. Another apartment, also open-

ing into the waiting room, serves at once as bed-chamber and cabinet

to C/ardinal Antonelli, and as council and conference hall to the am-
bassadors of the Catholic powers.

The king of Naples himself lodges in the military cassino, a kinil

of a smoking room hastily fixed up, where the queen lives with him,

notwithstanding (he delicate state of her health. From this you can

judge of the quarters of the other grand personages that followed the

Holy Father to his exile in Gaeta. Cardinals, ambassadors, princes,

dwell without complaining, in regular hovels situated in lanes five or

six feet wide. Nearly all could return to their own sumptuous palaces,

but they are retained on the rock of Gaeta by their love and veneration

for the Holy Father. Mile, de M , from whom I have these de
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(ails, tlioiiolit hoiHolf very happy (o obtain, iIioiili^Ii at an exorbitant

rent, a cbanibcr where you woiiM not hxJiic iht; lowest of yonr ser-

vants: she ilemurrcd at lirst at (^stabii.shiiig' hcrt^elf in such a den, but

she was soon informed that a Cardinal occupied a worse one in the

third story.

On the morning after her arrival she w^as admitted to the presence

of the Holy Father, whom she iiail known the preceding year in

Rome. Pius IX received her with paternal allabiliiy and kindness.

He questioned her with much interest on the present state of France,
and spoke with gratitude of our brave army. The conversation lasted

two hours, which far exceeds the usual duration of a papal audience.

The Holy Father moreover permitted her to come and hear his mass
next morning.

At nine o'clock precisely she was intfoduced into the chapel of the

Holy Father, about the size of a little dressing rooin: she was the

only one present besides the officiating clergyman. The Pope cele-

brated mass and gave her communion with his own hands. The
holy sacrilice over, Pius IX knelt down and heard the mass of Cardi-

nal Antonelli with the most profound recollection. Then he left the

chapel, and passing close by Mademoiselle de M , he gave her his

benediction once more. Do you not wish, my dear friend, to have been
in the place of this good lady ? For my part, I must confess I envy
her, especially as such a favor is never granted in Rome, where the

Sovereign Pontiff is subjected to a severe etiquette wdiicli never allows

a woman to appear in his palace and even prevents him from inviting

any one to his table; he dines then always alone and is never per-

mitted to use more than three dishes, of which the expense must not

exceed two crowns each day.

But if all the acts of Pius IX had filled the heart of our country-

woman with a holy joy, it \X'as far from being so at her interview with
different cardinals and other great personages ; they nearly all showed
themselves unjust and suspicious towards France, refusing, to believe

in her good intentions. They find difficulty in admitting that a gov-

ernment of republican form, and consequently of doubtful stability,

can oflfer a solid and durable support to the temporal authority of the

Pope, lately so violently shaken. The aid of Austria, whose tenden-

cies appear more to their taste, would have seemed to them far prefer-

able; almost regretting to be so much in our debt, they do all in their

power to delay the return of the Holy Father. Mile, de M made
some efforts to combat their prejudices, but she saw that, however
right and pure their intentions may be, they listen too favoiably to the

suggestions of powers that are jealous of the successes of France,
whose influence in Italy they dread to see augmented.
As for the rest, Pius IX has appointed a govermnent commission,

consisting of the Cardinals Altieri, Vannicelli and Delia Genga. The
seat of this commission is the Quirinal, whither the chief oflkers of the

French army with General Rostolan at their head, went to present

their respects. Between you and me, my dear friend, some of them
have returned very little satisfied with their reception. Perhaps it is

because their eminences not being in the habit of speaking our Ian-
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guage, have found it difficult to express the sentiments which it pleases

me to suppose they entertain for the French army. Perhaps too these

princes of the Church, accustomed to the respectful, I would almost

say obsequious, manners of the Italians admitted into their presence,

have been surprised at the rather cavalier deportment of our officers.

The latter, in fact, would not kiss their hand, whether through igno-

rance of the custom or through a pride, which I consider very much
mistaken; for this homage paid to the cardinals—kissing the cross en-

graved on their pastoral ring—is not to be referred to the rich and
powerful man, but to God himself as represented in the person of his

most exalted ministers, and to the apostles, of whom they are the

successors.

1 hope this government commission will do good; but to tell the

trutb, the expectation so generally entertained of the early return of

the Pontiff, causes it to be regarded with a rather distrustful eye. May
it, by acts at once clement and energetic, console us a little for our

miscalculation.

Wmm of Qtiirrriit fiteroture.

1. Letters to a Prebendary, being an answer to "Reflections on Popery." By
the Right Rev. J. Milntr, D. D.

2. Memorial of a Christian Life: by the Rev. F. Lewis de Granada, revised by
the Rev. F. J. L'Eslrange, 0. C. D.

3. The Commandments and Sacraments explained in fifty-two Discourses: by
the Right Rev. Dr. Hornihold. Baltimore: Lucas Brothers.

These are all standard works, too well known to the Catholic public to need more

than an announcement of the new edition. They are, like all that comes from the press

of Lucas Brothers, handsomely got up and even apart from their intrinsic merit, will

be an ornament to the library.

4. The Bible Weighed in the Balance and Found Wanting. By Janus Blake,

M. D. Boston: P. Donahoe. Baltimore: Murphy «fc Co.

Whatever may have been Dr. Blake's intentions in giving this little work to the

public, we cannot commend his judgment in sending it forth under such a name. It is,

to say the least, a great impropriety, and although the Doctor is very far from being

an atheist or a cynic, very few would read the title without numbering him among

those who scoff at revelation. We are the more sorry for this as the arguments are

convincing and many illustrations new and striking, such as we think would have a

great eflect upon an unprejudiced reader. Humor is very good in its own place, and

our religion endeavours to instill into the minds of her children, that cheerfulness is a

mark of true piety, for she would have them " take comfort and forget .... and leave

remorse unto the guilty." But holy things are to be treated holily and never to be

made the vehicle of ridicule, even when heretical inconsistencies are to be shown up to

the scorn of the public. The very name of the Doctor's work must have given his

adversary an ad captanditm argument, which would go very far to neutralise, if not

altogether destroy, the good he might have accomplished with the same amount of

learning served up under another title. It is not good always to answer a fool accord-

ing to his folly.
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5. The End of the World, or the Second Coming of Our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ. By the Very Rev. Jolni li. Pagani. London: Charles Dolman.
Baltimore: Murpiiy &. Co.

This is a salutary book ofTered to the consideration of Christians at a time when
every thing should fill the mind of the faithful with a holy apprehension. It is not

however a new work, as indeed on such a subject what new light could be thrown, after

all that has been said or written upon it for many years ? It is however such a book as

a devout and learned Catholic, whose faith rests upon the teachings of " the pillar and

ground of truth," might be supposed capable of writing; far removed from the delirious

dreams of fanatics and deceivers, and set forth in the plain, earnest manner of a man
filled with a sense of the part he will himself be called upon to play in the grand tragedy

of human existence. To all who would be governed by that fear, which is the begin-

ning of wisdom, we would recommend its attentive perusal,

6. The Science of the Saints in Practice; by the Very Rev. Father J. B. Pagani.
Vol. in. July, August, September. London: C, Dolman. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

We have noticed the volumes of this interesting spiritual book regularly as they

appeared and given it, as it deserves, our mite of praise. The idea that reigns through-

out, that of appropriating a virtue to each month, and from the examples and writings

of the Saints teaching the method of practising it, is one of great advantage to us poor

Christians, who find it rather hard to continue all our life in the pursuit of one. In the

practice'of virtue, as well as in other affairs of life, variety is a spice somewhat needed

to keep our spiritual appetite always sharp. Father Pagani, aware of this inclination

of poor human nature and knowing too that " all the glory of the King's daughter is

within in golden boi-ders, clothed round about with varieties," has placed in the hands of

his Christian brothers an excellent manual for the direction of their thoughts and aspi-

rations. The chapters are just long enough to satisfy without palling the appetite of

the soul for its proper nourishment, and the most busy with the concerns of this world

will not find them too long, nor consider as lost the time devoted to their lecture.

7. America—A Sketch of the Political, Social and Religious Character of the United
States of North America. By Dr. Philip Schaff. New York: C. Scribner.

Tliis is a well-written translation of two lectures, delivered by the author before the

Berlin Evangelical Society in the preceding year. The spirit which animates them is

that of the Mercersburg school, and its predictions and aspirations cannot, of course,

be supposed to be according to our sympathies. However, we are so grateful to the

learned author for his mildness and courtesy to us Roman Catholics, who are belabored

on all sides, as to make us almost consider him of our party. We will not then quarrel

with him on his opinions, as indeed it is not our province to act the critic and write

an elaborate review. We leave this to our quarterly, which will no doubt in good time

take the Doctor to task for his absolute and Evangelical tendencies, and will satisfy our-

selves by merely expressing our dissent and disapproval of the religious, but our cordial

thanks for and approval of the social part of his volume. The political we leave to

politicians, who know more than we do of their tendency.

8. Little Nell; from the Old Curiosity Shop of Charles Dickens. New York:
Redfield. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

Our friends, the little folk of our country, are very happy in having so many to cater

for their reading tastes. There is scarce a publisher in the country, who has not his

library of amusing hterature for the young, and would to heaven their publications

were all as innocent and as healthful in their influence as this of Charles Dickens. It

goes straight to the heart, because it is natural and therefore true. The language is

simple, and just such as our little friends can understand without much labor. But it is

a superfluous task for us to write of what every body knows and admires. If Mr. Red-

field continues all his selections with as much taste, we shall be most glad to see him

publish a new volum.e every week, and wish him no greater evil than that he may never

be able to keep on his shelves those which he published the week before.

87 Vol,. III.—No. 11.
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9. The Official Documents connected with the Definition of the Dogma of

THE Immaculate Conception of the Blessed Virgin Mart—in Latin and English.

Willi a complete list of the Cardinals and Prelates present in the Basilica of St. Peter,

the 8th of December, 1854. Baltimore: Murphy & Co. London: C. Dolman.

Just one year has elapsed, since the Holy Father deemed proper in his wisdom, to

assure the Christian World of the traditions of the Church on this point of doctrine,

and the controversy that was immediately awakened by those, who thought such

conduct an infringement on the divine rights of the Saviour, has been already hushed,

and the devout adorer of the Son triumphs in the glory of the Mother. From time to

time during the excitement, we have given due notice of the filial affection so often mani-

fested by the clients of Mary in the various works, either composed in defence of this

privilege of hers against the impotent ravings of heretics, or offered as tributes of the

heart for the instruction and edification of the less learned among her children. Still

we longed to see collected together these documents, in one of which at least we ac-

knowledge the teaching of that Holy Spirit, that is to remain forever with the Church,

teaching her all truth and guarding her against the powers of darkness and the gates of

hell. In this month, consecrated to that particular mystery, it is a fitting offering to be

presented to the Catholic public, and the dres.s in which it is brought forward is, we

had almost said, worthy of that Catholic Spirit, with which every work relating to our

dogma should be exhibited. A more suitable gift-book for the holidays, or ornament

to the centre table of a Christian family, could scarcely be devised. The type are

almost made to profess their faith in this glorious privilege of the Virgin Mother of

God: may they " scatter seeds of life where'er they fall."

"0 joyful Virgin, henceforth blessed ever

Among all nations ! cause for joy thou hast.

Not vain, henceforth, shall prove man's great endeavor:

Henceforth no more his future

Shall be but as the past.

Henceforward, wise, good men
Shall toil no more in vain

The seeds of Hope and Love and Peace to sow

Among their kind below.

Peace, peace! misdoubting Earth, be dumb!

Her Christ His power shall take! His Kingdom it shall come!"

10. Willy Reillt and his dear Coleen Bawn; a tale founded upon fact. By Wm.
Carleton. Boston: P. Donahoe. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

Praise and blame have both been lavished on Carleton for this new fiction, and indeed

he deserves both, if we were only to read isolated parts of the novel, without consid-

ering the connection which they bear to one another and the whole plot. It would be

idle to deny the verisimilitude, if not the truth, of those parts which are really cen-

surable. The sanctity of the priesthood does not destroy human nature nor give a

man who has been elevated to it, a pledge of impeccability. But it may certainly be

questioned, if there be any advantage in presenting to the Catholic reader such pictures

of degraded morality. We are rather inclined to the loving reverence of Constantine

the Great, who would imitate the elder sons of Noah, and cover with the mantle of

charity the unhappy condition of the Lord's anointed. It is natural to a Catholic to

feel such charity, and therefore we think that if Carleton is a Catholic, as we have been

told, and ever examines a second time the productions of his pen, he will find some

things that should be erased, for they add neither to the interest of the tale nor to its

merits. We did not ourselves feel sufficient enticement to read it from cover to cover,

though what we read at first led us to praise it, until a friend showed us some blemishes

of so glaring a character as to change our ideas entirely. We cannot therefore alto-

gether commend it.
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11. I>f.rtiia; on rriE Pope avd the Emperor. An Hi.stnrical Tftle. By William
Bernard JSlcCabe. Bi>ston: P. Donnlioe. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

This is tlie .second ofTering of Mr. McCabe to tlie Ciiristian school of historical fic-

tion and i.s fully equal in merit to his first. It is intended as a defence of the character

of a mucli calumniated Pontiff, by depicting: according; to the records of true history

tlie monster, against whose tyrannical impositions on Church and State, St. Gregory
VII. opposed the unshakable firmness, tliat has embittered Protestantism against him.

Were we allowed to carp at the motes in the sunbeam, we would find fault with the

abruptness of the termination. The reader's interest is dashed too suddenly by the last

scene, and we could only excuse the author, by inventing the idea that perhaps he
intends at some future time to give us the sequel of Henry's history and show the man-
ners and customs of mediaeval Italy with the same skill with which he has brought

before us mediaeval Germany. The publishers have also a claim upon our gratitude for

the fine large print in which they have presented it. Old eyes, we guess, will not suffer

by the reading, and young ones will be scarcely less grateful for the pleasure they will

enjoy.

12. The Lavd of Gold; Reality versus Fiction'. By Hinton R. Helper. Baltimore:
Henry Taylor.

This book is from the pen of one of the many who in those latter years have been

seized with the " gold fever," and in a moment of delirium quit the enchantment of

home and the endearment of friends, and with visions of wealth flitting through their

imaginations, started for the shores of the Pacific. The author, however, soon discovers

that " all that glitters is not gold," and having spent " a dreary and rather unprofitable

sojourn of three years" in this land of adventure, returns and with commendable charity,

pours out upon the community the light of his experience. If all be true which Mr.
Helper tells us came " under his own immediate observation" in this modern El Dorado,

California must be the most depraved, degraded, and the vilest of the vile places in this

wicked planet which we inhabit. Truly it is the very dregs of creation; the gateway

which leads to the domain of his satanic majesty: the spot on earth from which virtue is

banished, nay, even, to use his own words, " where vice only is esteemed and lauded;

virtue is treated as an idle dream."

The picture he draws of the morals of the inhabitants of that portion of our republic,

wnll no doubt shock the credulity of some of his readers, but as he tells them that he

relates nothing but what came under his own immediate view, why should they doubt .'

" The absence," he says " of all social feeling, of refinement, of the little elegancies of

life, is painfully manifest. It would, of course, be absurd to expect in a new country

all the luxuries of an old civilization, but their absence constitutes no excuse for the

total want of even the decencies of life. Law is a nullity, or at best a mere nominal

thing: order does not exist except where the dread of the bowie-knife or revolver en-

forces it. Men of notoriously bad character are entrusted with the management of affairs,

and are easily accessible to bribery. Justice is proverbially venal, legislation is utterly

corrupt Murder, robbery and swindling are the methods by which they (the

inhabitants) aim to increase their income, the law being powerless to check them."

—

Page 21)9. If the above picture be true of the condition of society in the Golden State,

it w^ould be hard to find a parallel for California short of Malacca itself.

As a natural consequence of this state of things we are told, and that too on the authority

of the State's Attorney, that: " Twelve hundred vuirders have been committed in the city of

San Francisco icilhin the space offour years, and only one conviction !"—Page 298.

And while such is the deplorable state of morals, the fote of the poor gold seekers

presents little that one might envy: " Thousands of men who have been in this country

three or four years, are working for nothing but their board. More than a dozen stout,

sober, able-bodied men, who asked nothing in compensation for their services but food,

have applied to me for employment in a single day. I have elsewhere remarked that

many of the most menial and humiliating situations about hotels, stores and private

residences, are filled by these ill-fated men, who, if they had the means, would be glad

to shake off the dust of California from their feet, and return to the homes of theii

youth, where peace, plenty and happiness are attainable by all. Misery and despaii
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go to bed with them at night, rise with them in the morning, and accompany them
throughout the day. Strangers among strangers, they have no friends to soothe or assist

them in the hour of misfortune; if they hunger, they must fast; if sickness overtake

them, death is their remedy. Depressed in spirits and driven to desperation by bitter

and repeated calamities, they betake themselves to the bottle for solace; they become
insane from extreme anxiety, or over-activity of the mind, or else, vt^ith bullet, knife,

or poison, put a summary end to their wretched lives. Such is the history of a man
who perishes in that land of gold."—Page 100.

The author next introduces us into a gambling house, and after exhibiting to our
view several grades of tables, thus continues: " A Jew and a Jewess have command of

a fourth table; the fifth is under the direction of a French gentleman and lady; a young
American girl has charge of the sixth; while seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth and so on,
are presided over by sundry sorts of wicked spirits unworthy of being named. Octo-
genarians, youthful and middle aged men, married and unmarried women, boys and
girls, white and black, brown and copper-colored, the quarrelsome and the peaceable,

all associate together, and at all times, as might be expected, fight, maim, and kill each

other with the same indifference with which people generally pursue their daily occu-
pations."
But if the present generation of California is bad, the rising generation will be worse,

reasoning from the language of the author: "No attention is paid to the moral,

mental, or physical discipline of the youth of this country. They are left to their

own will and inclination to grow up, like the plants and weeds in a neglected garden,

without culture or training. Surrounded as they are by so many examples of de-

pravity, what sort of men and women are they likely to make ? It is probable that the

world has never reared a horde of accomplished scamps and vagabonds, male-and
female, as will soon emerge from the adolescent population of the Eureka State. A
man might as well think of raising a healthy and stalwart family in the midst of a
malarious swamp, as to think of rearing decent sons and daughters in California."

Page 175.

But we have extracted enough to give our readers an idea of Mr. Helper's views

of California, enough too, to cause them to shudder at the very thought of migrating

to the golden State. It must be remembered, however, that the work is the offering of

one who has been disappointed in his golden dreams; and notwithstanding he tells that

he relates only what " came under his own observation," he evidently drew deeply

from his imagination. The outline may be correct, but the picture is too highly

colored.

13. Children Trials; or the Little Rope Dancers. Boston: Crosby, Nichols
& Co. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

This is a very interesting little volume, comprising several excellent and instructive

tales, with a variety of beautiful illustrations. It is well adapted to the nature and
capacity of the young, for whom it was written, and it admirably fulfills the end for

which it was intended. It will be found both pleasing and entertaining.

14. Popular Tales. By Madame Gxdzot: Translated from the French, by Mrs. L.
Burke. Boston: Crosby, Nichols & Co. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

This is another volume of Tales from the same publishers, with which we are well

pleased, and cheerfully commend. The tales which are comprised in it, will not only

entertain but interest the youthful reader. There are but few books written for chil-

dren with which we are acquainted, apart from those which are religious, that we can

more freely recommend.

15. The Day-Star of American Freedom; or, the Birth and Early Growth of Tole-
ration in the Province of Maryland. By George L.L. Davli, Esq., of the Baltimore
Bar. New York: Charles Scribner. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

This work has been received, but too late for a notice such as its importance deserves.

From a cursory glance at its pages we have been favorably impressed with the book,
and shall return to it again in our next number, when we shall enter more at large on its

merits. In the meantime we earnestly commend it to all who would seek to gather
reliable information touching the establishment of religious freedom on tl)c banks of the

St. Mary's, by the Pilgrims of Maryland.
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Christmas Day.—December 25</t.

The Feast of the Nativity of our Divine Saviour is pre-eminently one ofjoy and gl.-id-

ness. Its advent is hailed witii innate feehn<;.s of delight by the youthful and the aged,

and by all conditions of life. On this great festival, the mind reverts to the sncred

scenes of other days. We stand in spirit on the plains of Judea, and hear the joyous

anthem of the angelic hosts, rending the midnight air, proclaiming the glory of the

Great Jehovah, and announcing peace to fallen man. We are invited on this solemnity

by the Church, as the shepherds were invited by the angelic choirs, to approach tlie

manger, and contemplate the huniility and the poverty of the Divine Infant.

"No gold nor purple swaddling bands.

Nor royal shining things

—

A manger for his cradle slant's,

And holds the King of kings."

We are invited to draw nearer, and with his virginal mother and Saint Joseph, to

mingle our adorations of the infimt Son of God.

Apart, however, from the religious reminiscences connected with this sacred fes-

tival, its return brings with it many pleasing associations. It is the season devoted in

a special manner by our Catholic ancestors to hilarity and innocent amusement; a

season during which sorrow and care were banished from the social board, and joy

beamed in every countenance. When

" Christmas came, the time of gladness.

Which our fathers gave to mirth,

Then no room had they for sadness

—

Joyous at the Saviour's birth !

Then each homestead, deck'd with holly.

Bay and ivy leaves, vv^as seen;

Winter's brow of melancholy

Cheering with a chaplet green.

Then kind looks with pleasure beaming.

Blazing hearth, and festive fare;

Hearts with social feeling teeming,

Welcome joy and banish care.

While with early salutations

Loud the parish bells were rung.

And in tones of gratulations

Many a village carol sung."

The reminiscence of this holy season, which the poet has so graphically pictured, is

nearly all that has descended to the present time. This once happy, religious and truly

joyous festival, has long since ceased from what it was in days of yore. The cold

materialism of our age, which has frozen the very soul of modern society, has divested

it of its religious spirit and vitality, and has left us little else than the " shreds and

patches" of its former sociality. If then we present to our readers a picture of what

«'01d Father Christmas," with his venerable, smiling, frosty brow, was in olden times,

we shall lay before them much that is interesting and worthy of their imitation; much

that will amuse and instruct the young and edify the old.

First, however, we will glance hastily at the history and antiquity of the festival.

From the time of Noah to the nativity of our divine Lord, amid all the corruptions

of mankind, there were preserved several leading truth.«, such as the fall of man, the

promise of a redemption, the future state, and the like. Among the oriental nations, a
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knowledge of these truths was especially prevalent, and no doubt handed down by the

priests of those nations, but concealed from the people. These nations had numerous

festivals, and among those most universally celebrated, was that of the return of the

Sun, which generally took place after the winter solstice. The Romans celel)rated this

festival on the 25th of December. The Greeks, Persians, and other nations, had similar

festivals at this season of the year. The nativity of our divine Lord thus took place

at a period of the year already marked by its festal rejoicings, and become the festival of

festivals; the rising of the Christian Sun, whose effulgence should absorb the lesser

rays of the glimmering stars of prophecy, tradition and customs, which pointed the

lost children of Adam to the time when the heavens should open and " bud forth a

Saviour."

The Antiquity of Christmas.

The celebration of this great festival may be traced to the days of the Apostles. St.

Clement, the third from St. Peter in the See of Rome, in an epistle addressed to one of

the churches about the year seventy, directs that the commemoration of the nativity of our

Lord be observed on the 25th of December; and indeed, nearly all the early Fathers of

the Church agree as to the day of the month on which it was kept. In the fourth cen-

tury we learn that feasting at this festival was carried to excess, and that St. Gregory

Nazianzen preached and wrote eigainst these excesses. About the same time we find

it recorded, that the Christians had assembled in the church at Nicomedi, in Bithynia,

to celebrate the feast of the nativity, and the tyrant Dioclesian, the Roman emperor,

ordered it to be closed and set on fire, and about 20,000 persons perished in the flames.

Previous to the fourth century, a slight difference existed between the eastern and

western churches as to the day on which the feast should be kept; the eastern church

keeping it on the 6th of Jaauary, and the western on the 25th of December. The ques-

tion was referred to the Apostolic See, and was there decided that it should be uni-

versally kept on the 25th of December.

Christmas Customs and Aimisements.

In former times, and even in Catholic countries at present, the Christmas festival

proper, extended from the 24th of December, to the 6th of January, or Twelfth-Day,

and even as far as the feast of Purification of our Blessed Lady. This period with our

ancestors became a season of relaxation and merriment. The nature of man may be

said to be three-fold; he is a physical, mental and moral being; and every thing which

tends to the healthful development of these powers must be legitimate and good. It

does not alter the truth of this position, that these recreations have been misapplied,

this would be to admit that our faculties themselves are evil because they are frequently

abused. For ourselves, we admire the philosophy of our forefathers, who originated

these festivities far more than the grasping and avaricious spirit of the present day,

which practically evinces that wealth and sensuality are the chief pursuits of the great

mass of mankind. It is well known that exercise, laughter and judicious merriment,

are conducive and even essential to health. The anticipated meeting of long-separated

friends, usual at this festival, the receiving and returning visits; the reception of the

Christmas gift, some token of affection and esteem, the fond meeting of parents with

the absent child, the charities peculiar to this love-inspiring season—each and all form

so many aids to the developing of man's physical nature. Man's mental powers are

benefitted by the return of the festivities of Christmas. By excessive application to

business, the mind loses much of its social qualities, even those which constitute the

very soul of domestic life. In our eager pursuit after the good things of this world,

we are apt to forget the claim of the great brotherhood of man, and to ignore the labor

and toil endured for our benefit by those who have gone before us. The annual recur-

rence of this festival is to man, what spring is to the other seasons of the year; it

expands and transplants his thoughts to a wider sphere; he is induced to look back to

the past and to value more the giant labors of the men of other days; the hospitality of

the time tends to develop those high social feelings, which should always be found
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nmonn; families and nntidns. What season or feslivnl is better culculnted to nwnken the

moral feelings and afleciions of tiie Christian heart? From the contemplation of the

lowly nians:er of Bethlehem, the rich may learn n thousand salutary lessons; and those

in humble life who may be inclined to murmur at their hard lot, are consoled and

encouraged in the poverty around them, by the remembrance of Him " who being rich,

yet for their sake became poor." The renewal of family friendship, the interchange of

kindly affection, are also well calculated to produce liappy and moral results; and indeed

we scarcely know a single virtue or grace, which tlie proper celebration of this beautiful

festival does not call into exercise.

Many of the customs practiced in olden times during this holy season, were not only

interesting, but exceedingly instructive. They are striking evidences of the lively

faith and the fervent piety of our Catholic forefathers with whom they originated.

The custom of decorating the houses, and more particularly the churches and chapels

with evergreen, was prevalent—a custom that jirevails to a certain extent to the present

time. The plants used for these decorations are various, but there are a few which
seem more especially apjn-opriate to this joyous season, such as the laurel, holly, ivy,

mistletoe, bay, fir, box, cypress, and rosemary, and these, from remote antiquity, have

had symbolical meaning. The laurel speaks of victory; the holly of vigor, and its

glowing red berries, of aftection and good works; the ivy, which clings with such tena-

city to whatever aifords it support, suggests a close adherence to our Christian duties;

the mistletoe, having medicinal qualities, reminds us of the birth of Him, who was to

heal the wounds of our souls, and its white berries, emblems of purity, remind us that

our thoughts and affections should not be of earth.

Among other things, the ceremony of lighting candles and the Christmas or yule log,

on the eve of this sacred festival, was exceedingly interesting. This custom was doubt-

less designed to commemorate the light which shone on the plains of Bethlehem, an apt

emblem of Him, who came as a " light to enlighten the Gentiles." The yult log was
to be lighted with a brand saved from the previous year, symbolical of perpetuity,

and was introduced with music and ceremonies; the following words were sung during

the ceremony:

—

" Come, bring with a noise.

My merry, merry boys.

The Christmas log to the firing:

While my good dame, she

Bids you all be free.

And drink to your heart's desiring."

The truth of Christianity was symboled by its light also, and the spirit of charity is

truly emblemed by its heat and warmth.

The Midnight Mass, which still prevails, is peculiar to this august festival. This

mass is usually followed by two others, every priest being compelled by the rubrics to

say three masses in commemoration of the three births of our Divine Saviour. First,

his birth from all eternity; second, his natural birth in the stable of Bethlehem; and

thirdly, his spiritual birth in the hearts of the faithful.

A set of characters, called the Children of Christmas, and sometimes the Twelfth-

Night characters, formed a kind of mask under the command of the Lord of Misrule,

Christmas Prince, or the Jlhhot of Unreason, were introduced as allegorical representations

of the principal characteristics of the season. The Lord of Misrule, during his brief

reign, which commenced at Christmas Eve and continued to Twelfth-day, and often to

Candlemas-day, bore all the insignia of a veritable monarch. He was attended by his

lord keeper, lord treasurer, captain of his guard, and of his band of pensioners, and

with his chaplains. He had also his almoner, and his master of request, to whom he

handed all the petitions presented to him; and like other kings, he had his favorite,

whom he knighted on the Twelfth-day. During the period of his authority, there

were numerous plays and amusing games, and the season was a continued round
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of enjoyment. In the "Records of Norwich" we find the following account of nn

ancient Christmas pageant: " A certain John Hickman, a worthy citizen, made dis-

port with his neighbors and friends, and was crowned king of Christmas. He rode in

state tlirough tlie city, dressed forth in silks and tinsel, and preceded by twelve persons,

habited as the twelve months of the year, their costumes varying to represent the dif-

ferent seasons of the year. After king Christmas followed Lent, clothed in white gar-

ments trimmed with herring-skins, on horseback, the liorse being decorated with

trappings of oyster shells, being indicative that sadness and a holy time should follow

Christmas revelling. In this way they rode through the city, accompanied by num-
bers in various grotesque dresses, making disport and merriment—some clothed in

armour, carrying staves, and occasionally engaged in martial combat; others, dressed

as devils, chased the people; others wearing skin dresses, and counterfeiting bears,

wolves, lions, and other animals, and endeavoring to imitate the animals they repre-

sented in roaring and raving."

Among the pastimes peculiar to this season, was the play of St. George. This was
a special favorite among the juvenile portion of the community, and is well calculated

to impart much innocent amusement. It is very probable that this representation took

its rise from the Crusades. It is known tiiat dramatic representation, generally founded

on some portion of sacred or scriptural history, was one of the modes of instruction

adopted by the clergy at a time, when from the scarcity of books, learning was limited

among the mass of the people. The old drama, to which we allude, is thus rendered

in a number of the " Domestic Series," published by C. Dolman, London, and from

which we have been chiefly aided in our remarks on this subject:

Enter, the Turkish Knight.

Open your doors, and let me in,

I hope your favors I shall win;

Whether I rise or whether 1 fall,

I'll do my best to please you all.

St. George is here, and swears he will come in,

And if he does, I know he'll pierce my skin;

If you will not believe what I do say,

Let Father Christmas come in.—Clear the way. [Retires.

Enter, Father Christmas.

Here come I Old Father Christmas,

Welcome or welcome not,

I hope Old Father Christmas

Will never be forgot.

I am not come here to laugh and jeer.

But for a pocket-full of money, and a skin-full of beer;

If you will not believe what I do say,

Come in the King of Egypt.—Clear the way.

Enter, the King of Egypt.

Now I, the King of Egypt, boldly do appear,

St. George! St. George! walk in, my only son and heir;

Walk in, my son St. George, and boldly act thy part,

That all the people here may see tiiy wondrous art.

Enter, St. George.

Here come I, St. George, from Britain did I spring,

I'll fight the dragon bold, my wonders to begin;

I'll clip his wings, he shall not fly;

I'll cut him down or else I'll die.

Enter, the Dragon.

Who is he that seeks the Dragon's blood,

And calls so angry and .so loud ?
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That English dog, will he before me stand?

I'll cut him down with my courageous hand.

With my long teeth and scurvy jaw,

Of such I'd break u\> half a score,

And stay my stomach till I'd more.

(St. George and the Dragon fight—the latter is killed.)

EiiUr, Christmas.

Is there a doctor to be found.

All ready, near at hand,

To cure a deep and deadly wound,

And make the champion stand }

Enter, Doctor.

Father Christmas.

Doctor.

Oh yes, there's a doctor to be found.

All ready, near at hand,

To cure a deep and I'eadly wound.

And make the champion stand.

What can you cure.'

All sorts of disease,

Whatever you please.

The phthisic, the palsy and gout;

If the devil's in, I'll blow him out.

Father Christmas.

What is your fee.'

Doctor:

Fifteen pounds is my fee,

The money to lay down.

But as 'tis such a rogue as thee,

I cure for ten pound.

I carry a little bottle of aJicumpane,

Here Jack, take a httle of my flip-flop.

Pour it down thy tip-top.

Rise up, and fight again.

(The Doctor performs his cure, the fight is renewed, and the Dragon again killed.)

St. George.

Here am I, St. George,

That worthy champion bold:

And with my sword and spear

I won three crowns of gold !

I fought the fiery dragon.

And brought him to the slaughter;

By that I won fair Sabro,

The King of Egypt's daughter.

Where is the man that next me will defy,

I'll cut his giblets full of holes, and make his buttons fly.

The Turkish Knight advances.

Here am I, the Turkish knight.

Come from the Turkish land to fight;

I'll fight St. George, who is my foe,

I'll make him yield before I go;

He brags to such a high degree.

He thinks there's none can do the like of he.

88 Vol. III.—No. 11.
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St. George.

Where is the Turk that will before me stand?

I'll cut him down with my courageous hand.

(They fight; the Knight is overcome, and falls on one knee.)

Turkish Knight.

Oh ! pardon me, St. George; pardon of thee I crave,

Oh ! pardon me this night, and I will be thy slave.

St. George.

No pardon shalt thou have, while I have feet to stand,

So rise thee up again, and fight out sword in hand.

(They fight again, and the Knight is killed; Father Christmas calls for the Doctor,

with whom the same dialogue ensues as before, and the cure is performed.)

Enter, the Giant Turpin.

Here come I, the Giant, bold Turpin is my name.

And all the nations round do tremble at my fame;

Where'er I go, they tremble at my sight.

No lord or champion long with me would fight.

St. George.

Here's one that dares to look thee in the face.

And soon will send thee to another place.

(They fight, and the Giant is killed; medical aid is called in, as before, and the cure

performed by the Doctor, who then, according to the stage direction, is given a basin of

girdy-gront, with a kick, and driven out.)

Father Christinas.

Now ladies and gentlemen, your sport is almost ended.

So prepare for the last, which is highly commended;

The hat it would speak, if it had but a tongue.

Come, throw in your money, and think it no wrong.

We are sorry to see that most of the interesting customs of former times have fallen

into disuse. During the reign of Elizabeth of England, a check was given to these

innocent and joyous pastimes by the violence of the reformation, and during the reigns

of James the First, and the unfortunate Charles, the Puritans waged a furious and suc-

cessful war against all kinds of diversions.

Carols.—Carols are of very early date; indeed the first Christmas carol may be said

to have been sung by the angels to the shepherds on the night of the nativity, when
they chanted in seraphic strains the well known ^^ Gloria in excelsis Deo, etin terra pax

hominibus." We have many very early Christmas carols founded on the appearance of

the angels to the shepherds; and this subject was also, during the early and middle

ages, the subject of pubUc representations.

During the last days of Advent in Catholic countries, more especially in Rome, it is

the custom for minstrels to visit every shrine of Our Lady to chant the carol and play

before her their wild traditionary music, and, out of respect to St. Joseph, they also

play before each carpenter's shop.

The deep religious feeling and sentiment that pervaded the ancient Christmas carols,

form their chief subject of admiration. The wild and touching beauty of the following

verses cannot fail to be appreciated.

"As Joseph was walking.

He heard an angel sing,

—

This night shall be born
Our heavenly king.

" He neither shall be born
In housen nor in hall.

Nor in the place of Paradise,

But in an ox's stall."
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Carol singing prevailed somewhat in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, but it is

worthy of remark that the religious spirit breathed forth in the ancient carols is lost

sight of for that of a gross and sensual character. Take the following example from

Home:
"So now is come our joyful feast,

Let every man be jolly;

Each room with ivy leaves is drest

And every post with holly.

Though some churls at our mirth repine,

Round your foreheads garlands twine;

Drown sorrow in a cup of wine,

And let us all be merry.

" Lordlings, Christmas loves good drinking,

Wines of Gascoigne, France, Anjou,

English Ale, that drives out thinking,

Prince of Uquors, old or new.

Every neighbor shares the bowl.

Drinks of the spicy liquor deep;

Drinks his fill without control,

Till he drowns his care in sleep."

But among the many peculiar modes of rejoicing which distinguished the celebration

of this sacred festival in olden times, there w-as one that deserves not only to be remem-

bered, but also to be practised—namely, the boundless hospitality with which the rich

at this season were accustomed to supply the wants of their poorer brethren. In

former times whole districts met together to celebrate Christmas; the old baronial halls,

and the mansions of the wealthy were thrown open to friends, tenants, and retainers,

and the opulent proprietors delighted to stand and distribute their bounty to the

humbler members of their immediate neighborhood. This festival was a feast ofjoy to

all, and care and sorrow, as far as possible, were banished from the land. Even the

servants partook of the general festivity, for such was the influence of this festival, that

for twelve days during this season the master and the servant met almost on terms of

equality. Such indeed was the hospitality of the wealthy in Catholic times, while cele-

brating the nativity of the Infant of Bethlehem, that they seemed not to enjoy the

viands that loaded their own tables, unless the poor were made partakers of their

abundance. Beautiful and Christian-like charity ! Let us imitate it. Let the poor be

remembered on this sacred day; let their hearts be rejoiced by the free offering of a

tithe of our abundance. But above all let not the friendless orphan be forgotten. Kind
reader, touch not the Christmas feast until the nearest abode of the fatherless be honored

by an offering from your table; until the Christmas dinner be blessed by the orphan's

prayer.

The morning anthems have died away and the evening of the joyous festivtd ap-

proaches, bringing with it a host of pleasing associations. The candle seems to burn

more brilliantly than usual; the cheerful fire blazes on the hearth; the parents, children,

relatives and friends, meet around the social board; the wine sparkles from the cup,

and the repast becomes more grateful from the friendly looks and feelings by which it

is accompanied. The jocose word flows from lip to lip, the goodness of the heart is

manifest on the countenance, and the soul of each seems attuned to the angelic song

that broke the silence of the morn, and the prevailing feehng of all is " Glory to God
in the highest, and on earth peace to man."
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The Pastoral Letter of the First Provincial Council of St. Louis.

This important document, though addressed to the Catholics of the Province of St.

Louis, is replete with lessons of wisdom and salutary instruction applicable to Catho-

lics in every section of the country. To the Catholic it comes as the voice of a parent,

breathing words of consolation and encouragement amidst the manifold trials to which

he is exposed, while the mildness and charity by which it is distinguished, and its calm

appeal to reason, will cause it to sink deep into the bosoms of many who are strangers

to our holy faith.

The learned prelates allude with feelings of deep regret to the unhallowed spirit of

hostility to our holy religion, which of late years has developed itself in the land; and

while they deplore the degeneracy of the times and the departure of many from the

noble feature of religious freedom and toleration, once the boast and pride of our insti-

tutions, they forcibly vindicate Catholics from the charge of disloyalty. They treat

as absurd in the highest degree the silly and long since exploded calumny, that Catho-

lics hold civil allegiance to the Sovereign Pontiff, and equally with the distinguished

prelates of the Provincial Councils of New York, Baltimore, and Cincinnati, they pro-

claim in the most explicit terms, that Catholics, in temporal matters, neither owe nor

acknowledge any allegiance to the successor of St. Peter, nor recognize in things tem-

poral, any law higher than the constitution and the laws of the country where these are

not incompatible with the dictates of conscience.

On this point the language of the Pastoral is so clear and so full of instruction,

that we beg leave to transcribe it for the benefit of our readers:

" Unwillingly do we allude to the frivolous and unworthy pretexts which are alleged

by the enemies of the Church, in justification of their hostility. You are held up to

the suspicion and hatred of your fellow-citizens, as persons holding doctrines and re-

cognizing principles incompatible with your obligations as citizens of this Republic.

We need not tell you, brethren, that the Church imposes on you no obligation incom-

patible with your allegiance to the Government under which you live; or that your re-

ligious principles are the best guarantee your country can have, that, hereafter, as ever

heretofore, you will be found faithful to your duties as citizens, while you are jealous of

your obligations as Christians. You know that all power is from God; that society is

constituted on a Divine basis; that every offence against the laws of your country is an

offence against God; and that, consequently, you are to obey, not only for the purpose

of avoiding the punishment which the magistrate inflicts on the transgressor, but from

the higher motive of conscience. Nor is this obligation weakened or frustrated of its

effect, by the paramount obligation of observing the Divine Law. You know that

while rendering to Caesar what is Caesar's, you must give to God what He necessarily

demands. All who profess the Christian religion acknowledge this principle. But
while others are left to the suggestions of their own individual conscience, or to the

direction of some purely human tribunal, to ascert£iin what conscience requires, in the

event of a real or apparent collision between their duties as citizens and as Christians,

you have an authority to guide you, which the Promises of Christ shew to be a certain

means of avoiding mistake, and which, even to those who do not recognize its Divine

character, must, if calmly viewed, be regarded as safer than the dictates of the individ-

ual reason, and more worthy of confidence than any other tribunal on earth. Human
legislators may err; they may forbid what the law of God commands; they may com-
mand what the law of God forbids. Whenever such a departure from truth and justice

presents itself in the form of law, the Christian must remember the principle, and imi-

tate the example of the apostles, and must obey God rather than man. The authority

of the Church in regard to such matters is nothing more than the application of a prin-

ciple which is admitted, as well by those who reject her authority as by her most faith-

ful children.

"It is only by an entire misrepresentation of these principles, and by confounding
things essentially different, that the enemies of the Church can represent her as hostile
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to tlie well being of society, or lier children ns unworthy of the blessing of civil liberty.

The exploded calumny of n divided nlleginnce, which alone, it is said. Catholics can,

consistently with their principles, give the government of their country, is now seri-

ously renewed, as if it had not already been refuted by every kind of argument, as well

as by the testimony of history and experience. We are mortified to be obliged to re-

fute a charge which argues extreme ignorance or extreme malice in those wlio prefer it.

We owe no temporal allegiance to the Bishop of Rome. We recognize in the Govern-

ment under which we live the jtower established by God for the regulation of society,

supreme in all that concerns the civil order, and always to be obeyed, whenever its

requirements are not obviously opposed to the law of God."

From this subject the learned prelates turn to another, wliicli not only concerns the

Catholics of the far west, but equally addresses itself to Catholics everywhere—namely,

the religious education of their children—a subject, which we ourselves, in the October

number, endeavored to impress upon the minds of parents. Earnestly do they

recommend it in the following brief extract. Let parents read it, and treasure up

in their memories the lessons which it inculcates:

"We feel it one of our most sacred duties to address the clergy and laity of our respec-

tive dioceses on the necessity of renewed and persevering efforts to provide for the reli-

gious education of youth. It cannot be necessary to insist on the importance of edu-

cation, or to shew that education, to be productive of beneficial results, must be religious,

—that is, grounded on religious principles, and accompanied by the practice of religious

duties. Whatever sacrifices the discharge of this duty may impose on pastors and

people, should be willingly made, in view of the important end to be attained,—the

training of youth in the way in which they should walk, in order to be useful members

of society, and to be worthy of being associated, after death, with the society of the

saints in heaven. We desire to see, attached to every church, schools where, under the

direction of the pastor, the youthful heart may be formed to virtue, at the same time

that the elements of science are acquired, and where every influence that can affect the

child, may be exercised for the promotion of his sincerely religious character. We are

aware how great is the burden which the discharge of this duty, in our peculiar circum-

stances, imposes both on pastors and people, but we must remind both of the para-

mount character of the obligation to which we refer. Parents should remember that

the education of the offspring is a duty which they do not fulfil when they procure for

them merely scientific instruction; and pastors should never forget, that these little ones

of Christ are the objects of his tenderest love, and should, therefore, be endeared to the

heart of His faithful ministers."

Naturalization in Canada.

It is a fact worthy of being remembered, that at the very time that our own country,

with a view to prevent emigration, is endeavoring to extend the term of naturalization

from five to twenty-one years, Canada, under the rule of her Britanic Majesty, is en-

couraging emigration, and a few months ago reduced the term of naturalization from

seven to three years.

The Rothschilds, according to their own estimate, possess $700,000,000 in personal

property, exclusive of real estate, seignories, mines, &c., which amount to at least half

as much more, making the enormous sum of over one thousand million dollars, or an

amount much larger than the entire valuation of New York City.

Lives of great men all remind us
We can make our lives sublime.

And, departing, leave behind us
Footprints on the sand of time;

Footprints that perhaps another,
Sailing o'er life's solemn main,

A forlorn and shipwrecked brother,

Seeine, shall take heart again.
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Foreign Affairs.

Rome.—The Concordat between the Holy See and Austria.—For some time it was known
that important negotiations were being carried on between the Courts of Rome and
Vienna. At length a Concordat was concluded, securing important privileges to the

Holy See, and destined at the same time to confer immense benefits on the Austrian

Empire. The Dublin Tablet of the 27th ult., gives the following brief synopsis of this

important document:

1. The Roman Catholic religion is to be maintained and protected, with all the rights

and privileges secured to it by the Sacred Canons, in all those provinces in which it

predominates.

2. The Placetum Regium is abolished.

3. The right of the Bishops to communicate with the Papal Chair in spiritual matters,

as also with the Clergy and people, and to issue instructions and ordinances in spiritual

matters is recognised.

4. The Bishops alone have a right to appoint their Vicars and counsellors, to ordain,

or to refuse to ordain those Priests whom they may consider unworthy, to found or to

divide livings or rectories, to order public prayers, to convoke synods, to publish pas-

toral letters and spiritual rescripts, and to prohibit dangerous books.

5. The Bishops are to watch over the religious instruction given to the youth of the

country in all public and private schools. All Roman Catholic elementary schools are

to be under the direction of a Clerical inspector.

6. The Bishops are to appoint the catechists, and no one will be allowed to teach

theology or canonical law without their permission.

7. Agreeably to the canons or conditions of the Council of Trent (it sat from 1545

to 1563) Clerical matters will be settled by Clerical judges, and temporal judges will

only meddle in matrimonial matters when they relate to the spiritual (should probably

be " temporal ") consequences of that Sacrament (marriage.)

8. The Bishops have the full right to punish the Clergy who may offend against the

discipline of the Church, and to condemn to punishment those who may offiend against

the canons of the Church. The civil courts will only have to take cognisance of civil

matters and of crimes committed by the Clergy, but even then the Bishop must previ-

ously receive notice of what is about to be done.

9. In the prisons the Clergy are to be separated from the laymen. The immunities

of the churches shall be maintained as long as they do not interfere with the public

security.

10. Disputes with laymen in respect to the right of patronage, to be decided by tem-

poral courts.

11. Oral and written defamation of the Catholic religion, of the holy Liturgy, of

of Bishops, and of Pelates will not be tolerated. (This translation is from the German,

but in the Gazetto di Venezia the sentence begins, •' the Emperor is bound not to tolerate

oral or written defamation, &c.)

12. The opinions of the Bishops of the province will be taken at the presentation of

new Bishops to the Papal Chair.

13. The Bishops alone have rights over the seminaries (theological,) and it is for

them to appoint the Rectors, professors, and teachers.

14. The Rectors are to be chosen by concurrence (konkurs.) The principal dignita-

ries of the Chapter are to be nominated by the Papal Chair, when there is no right of
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patrona^p. The othpi-s are to be appointed Uy the Emperor, excepting when there is a

right of patronage, or the Bisliops receive permission to fill up the vacant j)laces.

15. To the Emperor is ^iven the privilege of appointing to all deaneries and rectories,

when there is a right of patronage belonging to religious and school property, on condi-

tion that his choice shall fall on one of three persons who shall be proposed by the Bishops

after a previous regular concurrence (konkurs.)

16. The Papal Chair, with the consent of the Emperor, has full power to establish

new sees, and to make new divisions of those already existing.

17. His Majesty undertakes to give a sufficient kongrua (if the root of the word is co7i-

gruere it must here mean imperial confirmations) to those rectories which are at present

without them.

18. The property of the Church will be managed according to the directions of the

canonical institutions, and in regard to its possession, those regulations will be followed

which are prescribed by the canons.

19. The Clergy belonging to the monasteries have a right to free communication with

their Superiors residing at Rome, and the latter have the full right to visit the convents

in the empire, and to issue circulars respecting discipline, &c.

20. The Monastic Orders have the right to establish novitiates (institutions for the

instruction of persons intending to retire from the world,) and the Bishops, after hav-

ing come to an understanding with the government, to establish new monasteries and

cloisters.

21. The property of the Church is declared sacred and inviolable. The Church has

also the full right to acquire new property.

22. No suppression of the property of the Church, and no sale of the same can take

place without the intervention of the Papal Chair. The rights of the Bishops are

never to be infringed on.

23. The property of the Church is to be managed according to the canonical ordi-

nances. A mixed commission will be appointed for the administration of the vacant

benefices.

24. The right to levy tithes to be maintained wherever it exists, and his Majesty

pledges himself to give to the Church a good title to claim them wherever it may be

wanting.

25. All other matters which are not mentioned in this Concordat will be arranged

according to the doctrines of the Church, and the existing arrangements which may
be approved by the Papal Chair.

26. The Concordat is declared to be a state law for ever, and all the laws and [agree-

ments which have hitherto been valid in Ecclesiastical matters are abolished throughout

the empire.

On the 13th ultimo funeral service was celebrated for the soldiers and officers of the

French army who had fallen in the taking of Sebastopol, and who had formerly be-

longed to the army of occupation at Rome.—It is stated that before the Austrian Con-

cordat can be definitely consummated, it will be necessary for the Holy Father to notify

the Sacred College in full consistory, which cannot be done until December. The
ordinary notifications were exchanged on the 27th of September and the ratification in

consistory will be a mere matter of form. The reply to the Spanish memorandum will,

it is said, be prepared by his Eminence, Cardinal Brunelli, assisted by Mgr. Franchi,

ex-charge d'aflfaires at Madrid. As the object of the document, which will be very

extensive, is to prove that the acts of the present Spanish government have been in

violation of the existing concordat, no one could be better qualified for the task than the

able divine who conducted that convention on the part of the Holy See. This reply is

looked forward to with a great deal of interest, and copies will be forwarded to all the

governments having relations with the Holy See.—The Holy Father, on the 11th ult.

visited Osti to examine the excavation being made there at present.—The Marquis de

San Giuliano Gegliali, Secretary of the Neapolitan Legation, and temporary Charge

d'Afl!aires of that power, lately died at Rome. He was a man highly esteemed, and his
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death was deeply regretted.—The cholera had disappeared, but its ravages were visible

in the immense number of orphans which it occasioned. These destitute children have

been received into the various charitable institutions with which the Eternal City is

adorned, and the Holy Father who watches over these establishments with especial care,

took immediate steps for their relief. The sum of 10,000 crowns has been generously

subscribed by tiie citizens and clergy for the period of ten years, to defray the additional

expenses to which they will be subjected on account of the increase of the objects of

their charity.

Spain.—The condition of this country is still unsettled. The Borges faction continue

to give trouble, though lately defeated with a severe loss. At Madrid twenty-five insur-

gents of the band of Tofal, in Catatonia, have been executed. This cruel proceeding

occasioned great sensation, it being considered an unnecessary act of severity. The
Government has conferred the Grand Cross of the Military Order of San Fernando on

Marshal Pelissier and General Simpson.—On the 12th ult. a deputation of the Con-

stituent Cortes presented an address to the Q,ueen, to which her Majesty thus replied :

" My heart appreciates the loyal affection which which the Cortes congratulate me
through your organ on the anniversary of my birth. Their sentiments endear to me
still more the noble and generous people whom you represent. Identified with the insti-

tutions, for the defence of which I heard the cannon roar when an infant in my cradle,

and deeming it an infallible truth that there is no happiness for kings without the peace

and welfare of their people, I most fervently wish to see you consolidate the liberties of

that heroic nation, so that my reign may leave to it a recollection the more flattering as

the sum of happiness it will have secured to it may be greater. I have placed my fullest

confidence in the Constituent Cortes, and the affection of which they have given me so

many loyal proofs is to me a sure guarantee that they will found liberty and order on

imperishable bases. May Heaven grant the realization of that prosperity, the constant

object of my prayers, and may I hear you repeat, for many years, this manifestation of

attachment, the value which is enhanced by the persons chosen to offer it to me."

France.—No event of importance has taken place in the country during the last

month. It was rumored that a matrimonial alliance between Prince Napoleon and a

Princess of the royal family of England, is one of the grand events that may take place

at a future day.—The Emperor has signed the decree for the suppression of the Centes

Guards.—The religious sentiment that pervades the French army of the East, from the

highest officers to the humblest in the ranks, has elicted the admiration even of those

who differ from them in faith. Marshal Pelissier writing to a Nun of the Hospital of

Pay, who had given him a medal of the Immaculate Conception, says :

" I begin bv telling you that I enter most willingly into the spirit of the prayers you

have offered up for me, and which, as you must have remarked, have been heard. It

was on the day following the feast of the Assumption that I beat the Russians at Trak-

tir, and it was on that of the Nativity of our Lady that the Malakoff was taken. Thus

is it that we are indebted, more than the vulgar may suppose, to the fervent prayers

addressed to the Virgin, and to our confidence in her, for such powerful aid in those

two glorious days."

The German correspondent of the Guardian, a Protestant journal, thus bears honora-

ble testimony to the piety of the soldiers, and to the heroic conduct of the French

chaplains :

• Most happy am I to observe the religious element extending itself in the French

army. Fifty years ago I doubt much if in that army there was any profession of Chris-

tianity, or even any recognition of God Almighty. The most gratifying change has

now taken place. The French may be said not merely to have sent religious instructors

to the soldiers in the Crimea, but to have transplanted hither part of their church. Here

one cannot fail to see the most essential symbols of Roman Catholic worship—churches,

altars, crosses, &c., all of a rude form, no doubt, but certainly calculated to produce in

the minds of the soldiers the same devotional feelings as have been inspired by the
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magnificent and hallowed temples and sacred objects of their native country. The per-

formance of the rites of their religion by their priests is not confined, as it is with us, to

the ordinary places of worship, and to times when the army is not employed on duty or

engaged in battle, but is especially attended to amid scenes of hardest conflict, where
men can lend no assistance in fighting the enemy, or in attending to the bodily suflTer-

ings of the wounded. This may be considered by many as out of place. Wherever
the army goes to attack the enemy a certain number of priests accompany them. They
take up their position at the field hospitals nearest the scenes of conflict. There they

stand in the open air from the commencement to the close of the battle, ready to hetir

confession and to administer the Last Sacrament to all the dying who are brought in.

On the day of the capture of Sebastopol two of the priests of the French army, in their

ecclesiastical robes stationed themselves at the nearest 'field hospital in the ravine lead-

ing to the Malakoflf. Their position was anything but a very safe one. I passed and

repassed several times, and never did so without seeing a roundshot, or some destruc-

tive missile, falling in the neighborhood. The spectacle of these men fulfilling their

oflice, under such circumstances, could not fail to produce a reverence for religion in the

minds of others besides those that receive from them its consolations."

England.—Late advices from England announce the startling intelligence of a disa-

greement between England and the United States. The English journals teemed with

the cry of war, and much unnecessary and, we apprehend, useless excitement prevails

on the siibject. As to the cause, all that we can learn we gather from the Hants Tele-

graph, which says :

" It is rumored that this movement is in consequence of the American Government
having replied to some communication made to them by the British Government on the

subject of Cuba in a tone insulting to this country in the highest possible degree. The
American Government bids the English Government to beware what they are about

;

tells them that England has her hands full already: and that, in defiance of England's

interference with them, they will do what they place as to Cuba. The Neptune and the

St. George, three-deckers, now that the Neapolitan business is settled, are also expected

to go to the North American station, so that a force will be assembled that will be

more than suflicient to defend the honor of England and the interests of her colonies."

The same journal adds : "The Powerful, 84, Captain Massey, is ordered to Ja-

maica; and the Cornwallis, 60, Crptain Wellesley; Pembroke, 60, Captain Seymour,

(screws); and Rosamond, 6, paddle. Commander Crofton, to go to Bermuda."

A great " Bread Demonstration " had taken place in Hyde Park, which passed oflf,

however, without much excitement. The " Food duestion " is nevertheless attracting

mucii attention in the country.—Parliament had been prorogued until the 27th of

December.—His Eminence Cardinal Wiseman raised two Clergymen of the Church of

England to the priesthood of the Catholic Church. One of these was the Rov. Wm.
J. Roberts, M. A., of Merton College, Oxford, and the other the Rev. John H. Dale,

A. M., of Christ's Church, Oxford, and lately missionary of the Estalished Church in

the diocese of New England.—It is gratifying to learn that the fund being raised for the

purpose of defraying the expenses of the suit brought against the illustrious Cardinal

by Boyle, has nearly reached $7,000, and within $3,000 of the sum incurred by His

Eminence in his defence.—Recently a solemn Te Deum was chanted in all the Catholic

churches and chapels in the diocese of Westminster by the order of the Cardinal Arch-

bishop for the fall of Sebastopol, and the prayers of the faithful were asked for the souls

of those who had fallen, and for the success and preservation of those who were still

left to battle against the foe.—The following interesting statistics of church building in

a portion of England, we take from an Exchange :

" Prom 1801 to 1851 the number of Catholic chapels and churches built in Yorkshire
was 37, in Lancashire 73, in Middlesex 19, in Surrey 11, in Staftordshire 23. In Jive

counties only there is thus a total of 163 churches added to those already in existence

—

others are in the course of erection, and it is needless to add that the congregations have
enormously increased, no small proportion having been won back from the new to the

old faith."

§9 Vox.. III.—No. 11.
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Ireland.—The Tenant Right agitation seems to be on the increase. Pursuant to a

notice, a great meeting of the Tenant League was held at Dublin on the 16th ultimo,

at which several members of Parliament, clergymen, and other patriotic gentlemen

attended. An address to the Irish people was adopted, a number of speeches were

delivered on the occasion, and the meeting separated with a determination of getting

up a series of "public demonstrations," and reviving the old course of "agitation."

The Address terminates with these words:
" At this instant the people of Ireland are the arbiters of their own fate. They can

make or mar their own political and social fortunes in this struggle. Eiigland could not

now follo'.v out a course of unconstitutional coercion towards Ireland. l"here has been

but one other period in Irish history at which the same observation could be made, and

the result eighteen years of Irish glory and of national independence. It is for you to

carve out a career of success in the undertaking in which we have embarked. We can

only adjure you to seize the opportunity, and advise you how to use it, of securing

those benefits and blessings for which you have struggled so long, and which, when
gained, will constitute one of the most valuable inheritances that can descend to your

children."

We learn from the Irish journals that there has been a great decrease of late in the

number of emigrants to the United States, while many are returning to their native soil.

This is a natural consequence arising from the hostile agitation against foreigners, at

present so rampant in this country, once the boasted home and asylum of tlie exile.

The harvest has been closed in many places; the crops have been generally good, espe-

cially the potatoe, which has been better than any turned out since the first appearance

of the disease. The fall fairs have been plentifully supplied and well attended.

Death ofMr. Lucas.—The Dublin Tablet of the 27th ultimo, comes to us in mourn-

ing for the death of its distinguished Editor, Frederick Lucas, Esq. The particulars

attending this sad event, we have not been able to learn. It was known that for some

months past his health was precarious, but few anticipated the fatal result at so early

a day. In the absence of a more lengthened notice, we avail ourselves of the following

interesting sketch of the distinguished dead, from the pen of the London correspondent

of the Boston Pilot:

"Mr. Frederick Lucas, M.P. for Meath, Editor of the Tablet from its commence-

ment, the staunch supporter of the Irish Tenant League and the Irish cause in Parlia-

ment and out of it, is no more. He died on Tuesday last, October 23d, at the residence

of his mother-in-law, Mrs, Ashby of Staines, near Windsor, after a severe and some-

what protracted illness. Mr. Lucas was a convert to our holy faith. His father, Mr.

S. Lucas, was and is a member of the Society of Friends, and he brought up his son

in that persuasion. In the year 1838, Mr. F. Lucas was called at the bar of the Middle

Temple, London, during the Easter Term, but did not practice much. In the following

year he renounced his father's religion and embraced the Catholic faith, and shortly

afterwards published a pamphlet, written with considerable force and ability, bearing

the title of "Reasons for becoming a Roman Catholic," This little work was spe-

cially addressed to the Society of Friends. Asa Roman Catholic barrister he took

great interest as well as an active part in the proceedings of the Catholic Institute,

and became a frequent contributor to the Dublin Review. In 1840 he started in London

the Tablet, the first Catholic paper of any pretensions published in the metropolis. It

required no little perseverance, in addition to great ability, to carry on this journal

against not only Protestant opposition, but the lukewarm favor and the apathy of those

whose duty it was strenuously to support it. In 1849, or the commencement of 1850,

he removed the Tablet to Dublin, and in July, 1852, was elected member of Parliament

for Meath, in the place of Henry Grattan, who had represented it from 1832. Mr.

Lucas was one of the Secretaries of the Irish Tenant League until it closed its existence,

was constantly engaged in the advocacy of Irish interests until the last fatal illness

which has removed him from among us. It has been uncharitably asserted that the

immediate cause of his death may be traced to the following circumstances. Strenu-
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ously uiivocatin;^ the riglu of* the Irish priesthood to interfere in politics, and having

been opposed in the assertion of tiiis principle by some of the Irish Catholic bishops

as well lis the Metropolitan, he not only thought it rij^ht to appeal to Rome, but to

support that appeal in person. His journey will be recollected, as well as that it oozed

out, the appeal had been decided against him. It is averred that the result occasioned

an entire prostration of his physical system, ending in his death. This is not the ab-

solute truth; for that appeal has not been decided, and many of the Irish bishops were

of his opinion. He has unhappily been visited by a complication of disorders, while

the immense wear and tear of mind and body, occasioned by his parliamentary and

editorial duties, prevented his frame having a chance to struggle successfully with the

desperate assaults of a complication of disorders. He died at the premature age of 43,

lamented by his immediate circle of relatives and personal acquaintances, and by that

wider circle of friends and admirers, who, if they could not all quite agree with the

line of policy he adopted for the regeneration of Ireland, never for a moment doubted

the sincerity or the purity of his motives. Mats was offered at all the Metropolitan

Catholic chapels on Wednesday morning, for the repose of his soul.—R.I. P. In

private life his character was worthy and estimable. He has left a widow and one

child, a son, to lament his loss, which cannot fail to be severely felt."

Russia and the War.—From the Foreign papers we learn that Russia still keeps up

the appearance of great military display, and that active war preparations are still going on.

It is said that peace negotiations are again talked of, but nothing definite on the subject

has taken place. The rapid progress of the allies seems to have caused great consterna-

tion throughout the empire. Kinburn and other important places have been taken by
the allies. In the Crimea nothing of any moment had taken place. It was thought^

however, that the Russians could not long hold the part of the city which they oc-

cupy, and indeed it is thought impossible for Prince Gortschakoff to escape from the

peninsula. The forces of the allies in the Crimea are estimated as follows, viz: The
English about 50,000 men, the French are put down at 80,000, the Turks at .35,000, the

Sardinians at 15,000, besides the Turkish Contugent at Kertch of 20,000 men.

It is said that Marshal Pelissier has, with great difficulty, brought up 1'20 cannon to

the heights of Tchouliou, and has thus gained a pivot for his operations in the valley,

which it will be impossible to wrest from him.

General Korff has been deprived of his command, for his neglect in allowing himself

to be surprized by General d'AIlonville's cavalry. He is succeeded by Prince Radzi-

witcli. These changes have been notified by a Russian order of the day, dated the 4th

of October. The Cologne Gazette says General KorfTis to be tried by court-martial.

It is stated that Gen. Simpson, tlie commander-in-chief of the British forces, is to be

recalled.

Jerusalem.—The triumph of the allied armies in the Crimea produced an immense

impression thoughout the Holy Land. At the first news of this event., even before it

was officially announced, the mountains of Judea echoed the booming of the cannon

from ilie tower of David, announcing that the allies had planted their triumphant flags

on the smoking ruins of proud Sebastopol. The Mussulmans and Latins indulged in a

joy which was easily understood ; but the Greeks afTect to disbelieve the report, and ill

concealed the chagrin and apprehension which it occasioned. To cause a diversion,

they circulated the most absurd rumors, which were arrested by the full confirmation of

the intelligence, which was conveyed to Kiamil Pacha, governor of Palestine, who was

occupied in the district of Hebron, which he had pacified by his energy and wisdom,

and who, hastening the regulation of the affairs in which he was engaged, returned to

Jerusalem on the 29th of Sept. On the day following the hoisting of the French flag on

the Consulate, which was formally done by permission of the Pacha, was saluted by 21

guns from the tower of David. Afterwards his Excellency, accompanied by his entire

staff, proceeded to the Consulate, in full uniform, to pay an ofiicial visit to M. de Bar-

rere. This fully repaired the insult oflered, at the instance of Russia, to tlie French flag
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in 1843 and the entire proceedings have inspired the Catholics of the East with fresh

hopes, and proportionately depressed their enemies. On the same day, the Latin Clergy

chanted in the midst of a large and grateful congregation, a Te Deum, in thanksgiving

for this victory, in the chancel of St. Sepulchre, before the tomb of our Saviour. The
French Council with all the personnel of the Consulate, his excellency Kiamil Pacha and

the Colonel of the garrison of Jerusalem, assisted in uniform at this religious ceremony.

The governor of Palestine requested the Greeks and Armenians, as subjects of the

Sultan, to follow the example of the Latins, and offer up prayers and thanksgiving for

the same intention. This they did after the conclusion of the Latin service, in the

church of St. Sepulchre, Kiamil Pacha occupying a place in one of the galleries. Trav-
elers enjoy the utmost security at present in passing through Palestine.

Australia.—It is a source of much consolation to the Catholic to learn the expan-
sion of his holy faith in this far-distant region. Australia, a name almost unknown to

the great mass of our population, has her Archbishop, her bishops, a numerous and
zealous clergy and flourishing Catholic population. The following instance will give

an idea of the zeal of pastors, the piety of the faithful, and the increase of Catholicity in

this remote country.—At the church in the single town of Tasmania, the Rt. Rev. Dr.

Goold a short time ago administered the Sacrament of Confirmation to about two hun-

dred children. Religious institutions have also taken root in the land. The Sisters of

Mercy are there to be found like angelic spirits hovering around the couch of sorrow

and affliction, and administering to the wants of the destitute orphan. The Sisters of

St. Joseph, lately introduced there from France by the Rt. Rev. Dr. Serra, have several

schools under their charge. Recent advices from the country give the most cheering

accounts of the magnificent fetes attending the announcement of the dogma of the

Immaculate Conception.

II.— Domestic Intelligence.

AFFAIRS OF THE CHURCH.

1. Archdiocese of Baltimore.

The Most Rev. Archbishop visited St. Charles' Church, Pikeville, on Sunday, 4th

inst., and administered Confirmation to 21 persons. The venerable prelate preached on

the occasion. The zealous pastor, the Rev. Dr. White, celebrated High Mass, assisted

by the Rev. Patrick Guilfoyle, of Covington, Ky., and Mr. Kelly, of Loyola College,

as deacon and sub-deacon.

»4 ^ew Church.—The corner-stone of a new church was laid at Clarkesville, on the

18th instant. The Very Rev. H. B. Coskery officiated, and preached on the occasion.

The Rev. Mr. Verot, the worthy pastor of the congregation, also made some remarks,

chiefly explanatory of the ceremonies that had taken place.

St. John's Church.—While we rejoice to record the evidences of the spread of Catho-

licity in the foundation of new churches in our midst, it also aff'ords us much gratification

to behold those already founded drawing to a rapid completion. But a few months ago

we witnessed the laying of the corner-stone of the new church of St. John in our

city. Weeks passed away, and still nothing but the foundation wall was presented to

the eye. A few days ago we visited the site, when to our astonishment, a beautiful and

stately temple, almost ready for divine service, presented itself to our view. It has

grown up as it were by magic, and almost before a tithe of the Catholics of our city were

aware of its foundation. To the zeal, the energy and persevering efforts of their excel-

lent and beloved pastor, the Rev. Father McManus, the Catholics of St. John's parish

are indebted, under God, for the erection of the noble edifice, which is destined to impart

blessings upon themselves and their children. The congregation, though poor, has

generously responded to the calls that have been made upon it. A unity of purpose, a

determination to aid in the noble enterprize, seemed to animate all as if the work was

their own. Heaven has blesed the labor. A magnificent church, one of the largest and
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handsomest in our city when fully completed, now stands to attest the zeal of tiie pastor

and the piety and charity of the flock. A Fair, in aid of the church, is, we understand,

about to he held during; the Christmas holidays. To the Catholics of our city we say

in all the earnestness of our hearts, go and pratonize it. Make an offering worthy of the

object, and worthy of the holy season during which it is holden. God will reward

your charity even a hundred fold.

2. Diocese of Philadelphia.

Of the numerous benevolent and truly charitable institutions which abound in this

diocese, that of Saint Joseph's Hospital ranks among the first. On account of the

numerous claims on the charity of this institution, debts were incurred, which for a

time impeded its prosperity. To relieve its wants, an appeal was made to the Catholic

public, and was generously responded to. It was proposed that one luindred men
would bind themselves each to pay to the Hospital the sum of tliirty dollars, for the

space of five years. As the form of the obligation may be found useful for similar pur-

poses, we transcribe it for the benefit of our readers :

" We, whose names are hereunto subscribed, do hereby bind and oblige ourselves

severally to pay to the Saint Joseph's Hospital annually, for the next ensuing five

years, commencing on the first day of May, Anno Domini, one thousand eight hundred

and fifty-five, the sum of thirty dollars. This obligation to be binding on the sub-

scribers only in case the required number of one hundred can be obtained.

" In witness whereof, we have hereunto set our hands and seal."

This is followed by the signatures of the zealous Bishop of Philadelphia, and nearly

one hundred others, including a large number of the Rev. clergy.

3. Diocese ofJfewark.

The Rt. Rev. Dr. Bayley, Bishop of Newark, dedicated a new church on the 21st

ultimo, in the northern limits of Jersey city, under the patronage of the Mother of God.
Mass was celebrated by the Rev. Mr. Moran, of Newark, and the Rev. Dr. Heyden,
V. G., of Pennsylvania, preached on the occasion. The same Rt. Rev. Prelate on the

same day administered the Sacrament of Confirmation at St. Peter's Church.

4. Diocese of Richmond.

A case possessed of much interest recently occurred at Richmond, Va., in which an

effort was made to produce as evidence in court of justice the confession of a person

made to a priest in the Sacrament of Penance. A man had killed his wife, believing

that he had found her unfaithful to her marriage vows. The counsel for the defence

called as a witness to prove the guilt of the woman, the Very Rev. John Teeling, V. G.,

who was said to have heard her confession. The Hon. Judge ruled that the evidence

in this case could not be admitted, as it had not previously been proved that the woman
had made any declaration under the belief that she was in ai-ticulo mortis, but a discus-

sion had occurred between the counsel on either side, based on the energetic protest of

the Very Rev. Mr. Teeling that, while rendering every respect to the Court, and every

obedience due to the laws, he could not, and would not, whatever the penalty, utter a

word that had ever been said to him under the seal of confession, whether in proof or in

disproof of the guilt of a penitent.

Judge Meredith, who presided at the trial, as this point had thus been brought for-

ward, said that it was proper for him to give his opinion on the subject.

•' He referred to two cases tried in England, in which declarations made by Catholics

to Protestant ministers were held to be inadmissible, though the clergymen, not regard-

ing the confession as sacramental, were willing to disclose all that was communicated to

them. The confessions w^ere regarded as much in a penitentied spirit, in the hope of

forgiveness for the sins disclosed, and hence sacred, though in the estimation of the

clergymen, by no means sacramental. He said he regarded any infringement upon the

tenets of any religious denomination as a violation of the fundamental law, which guar-

antees perfect freedom to all classes in the exercise of their religious duties. To
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encroach upon the confessional, which was well understood to be regarded as a funda-

mental tenet in the Catholic Church, would be to ignore the Bill of Rights, so far as it

is applicable to that church. In view of these circumstances, as well as a series of

other considerations connected with this subject, he felt no hesitation in ruling that a

Priest enjoys a privilege of exemption from revealing what is communicate!! to him in

tlie confessional."

This decision of the Judge does honor to his justice and to his learning. It is

undoubted that, on common law principles, without any special statute, a priest is pro-

tected in reference to what he hears in the confessional. It was decided in New York

as long ago as 1813, in the celebrated case of Father Kohlman, before any statute had

been passed by our legislature on the subject.

In connection with the foregoing, we here insert the opinion of a Judge in Connecti-

cut directly the reverse of that of the learned Judge of Richmond. An action was

brought against a Catholic clergyman for attending at the death-bed and administering

the rites of our holy religion to one, who had requested his services, against the wishes

of the plantiff, who was a Protestant, and who obtained a judgment of |150 for damages

against the priest. The particulars of the case are thus stated in the A'etw Haven Journal :

" In the course of the case, the priest being on the witness stand, was inquired of as to

the confession of the dying woman. The question was objected to on the ground that

it had no revelancy to the case, and on the further ground that it was a privileged com-

munication and could not be disclosed. Judge Waldo, after argument, in which a recent

Virginia case was cited to sustain the objection to the question, took the case into con-

sideration, and decided that confessions to a priest were not by the law of Connecticut

privileged, and that the priest might be compelled to disclose them on the witness' stand.

He also decided that the confession sought for in this particular case had no revelancy,

and was therefore unimportant ; but, he said, if he conceived it would have the least

bearing ci the case, he should compel the priest to disclose it."

5. Diocese of Portland.

It is with pain that we are compelled to record another evidence of the anti-Catholic

spirit, which of late years has shown itself so rampant in the country. Maine has

shown herself conspicuous among her sister States for her violence towards our clergy,

and her open hostility to the Church. A few weeks ago the Catholics had prepared to

lay the corner-stone of a church in Bath, but they were prevented by a lawless mob.

The particulars are thus stated by the Bath Tribune:

" On Sunday, as the Catholics attempted to hold religious services appropriate to laying

the corner-stone of a new church, a large concourse assembled to witness the exercises,

which were prevented by rowdyism of the lowest sort, and violence.

During the forenoon a wooden cross which had been erected was forcibly pulled down.

Early in the afternoon an American flag was raised amid the cheering of a consider-

able number of persons, who showed themselves hostile to the exercises and the occa-

sion.

Mr. Russell, acting Mayor, pulled the flag down amid shouts of "hustle him out!"

and hisses. But on his leaving it was again put up.

A rush was made for the corner-stone, which had been previously laid, and several

attempts made to remove it from its setting, which was prevented, as we learn, by the

exertions of Marshal Walker and Mr. Constable Leach, who kept the crowd at bay.

There was much bad talk, shouting, fighting, &c.

The Catholics, finding they would be opposed in their exercises, quietly withdrew and

left the lawless mob in possession of the field.

No attempt that we hear of was made to arrest any of the disturbers of the peace up

to 4 o'clock.

At about 5 o'clock the crowd, having accompliahcd their objects, and prevented the

religious exercises, gradually dispersed.

Seeing the temper of the people, the bishop sent word to his parish that the exercises

would not be held.
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Some injury was done to private property, and nuisances committed of which it is

not decent to spciik.

We blush to lliink that in tliis city of ciiurches and law and order, the Sabbath should

be broken by such scenes of lawlessness and violence."

6. Diocese of Louisrille.

The Right Rev. Dr. Spalding;, Bishop of Louisville, lately visited a portion of

his vast diocese, during which he administered confirmation at various places. At St.

Teresa's Church, Flint Island, he confirmed 44 persons; and at the Church of the Holy

Angel's Guardian, near Mount Mexico, 7; at St. Martin's Church, Mead county, 50.

On the 6th instant the Bishop visited Bethlehem Academy, where six persons were con-

firmed; on the 9th he confirmed 29 at the chapel of the Trappists, at Gethsemani, and

on the evening of the same day the Right Rev. Prelate visited the flourishing Seminary

of St. Thomas, at present containing fifty-one youthful candidates for the holy ministry.

On the Sunday following 110 persons were confirmed at St. Rose's Church, and

38 at the Academy of St. Catharine. The learned prelate returned after travelling

about five hundred miles, having administered the holy sacrament of confirmation

in eighteen places to 515 persons.

7. Diocese of Detroit.

Ordination.—Ordination was given at the Cathedral in the city of Detroit on Sunday,

the 28th ultimo, by the Right Rev. Bishop Lefevre. The sacred edifice was thronged

to the utmost capacity to witness the solemn and interesting ceremony of the ordination

of the Rev. Maria Paul Werhle, M.D., who had received on the previous Wednes-

day the order of sub-deacon, on Saturday, deaconship, and on Sunday was elevated

to the dignity of the priesthood.

The Rev. P. Hannaert preached on the solemn occasion, and delivered a most

beautiful and impressive dissertation on the obligations, the responsibilities, and the

duty and the dignity of the priesthood.

8. .Archdiocese of San Francisco.

It is gratifying to witness the rapid increase of Catholicity in this distant section of

our Union. San Francisco, though a city of yesterday, is already adorned with a

cathedral and several handsome churches. Another has been lately added to the num-

ber. The Church of St. Ignatius, on Stockton street, was solemnly opened for divine

service on the 15th of July. The Most Rev. Archbishop Alemany officiated, and de-

livered an impressive discourse, during which he took occasion to speak in the highest

eulogistic terms of the zeal and unceasing energy of the Jesuit Fathers in propagating

the truths of Catholicity throughout the world, but more especially in California.

9. Obituary.

It is with feelings of deep regret that we are called on to record the death of the

Right Rev. Dr. Van de Velde, Bishop of Natchez, who died on the 13th inst., of

the yellow fever. The lamented prelate was a member of the Society of Jesus, and

had formerly been Vice Provincial of the order. In 1839 he was consecrated for the

see of Chicago, and in 1853 transferred at his own request to Natchez. Here he labored

zealously until he fell a victim to the prevailing epidemic of the South. May the

prayers of the faithful be offered for the repose of his soul.

The diocese of Louisville has sustained a heavy loss in the death of the Rev. Charles

J. Boeswald, pastor of the German Catholic Church of the Immaculate Conception in

that city. He died on the 2d instant, after several weeks of severe illness, of typhoid

fever. JUay he rest in peace.
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III.

—

Secular Affairs.

Elections.—State elections have taken place in several parts of the country during the

last few weeks. In New York, five or six parties contended for the prize, and in the

contest that followed the American party seems to have had the advantage. In Massa-

chusetts the same party had an easy victory. In New Jersey the Democrats

were successful. In Maryland the Know Nothings elected four out of the six members
of Congress, and the State ticket generally, and in Louisiana, Wisconsin and Texas
they were defeated.

Railroad Occident.—The vicinity of St. Louis lately became the scene of another

dreadful casuality. An excursion train of eleven cars, which left the city to celebrate

the opening of the Pacific Railroad at Jefferson city, met with a terrible calamity.

Whilst crossing the Gasconade River, about 100 miles from St. Louis, the bridge gave

way, precipitating ten cars a distance of nearly thirty feet into the river. There were

upwards of 600 persons on the train. About twenty are reported killed, and from

twenty to fifty badly wounded. Thomas S. 0. Sullivan, the chief engineer of the

road, is among the killed.

The fearful scene is thus described in the St. Louis Intelligencer of the 3d inst., by

one who was on the train at the time of the accident :

"At half-past eight the train started, freighted with six hundred happy hearts, and
followed by the good wishes of all whose hearts beat responsively to those of the

parting ones. All was bright and pleasant, and although the twelve cars constituting

the train were crowded to such an excess that many had to stand in the aisle between
the seats, and others on the platform outside, yet there was a universal good feeling,

and " all went merry as a marriage bell." The people at the stations and villages along

the road cheered us onward, and shouted, and waved hats and handkerchiefs in response

to the merry music our brass band entertained them with. As we came into Hermann,
a cannon pealed forth the glad greetings of the hearty citizens.

" But how soon was the scene destined to be changed ! How soon were so many of

those bounding hearts to be pulseless ! No one dreamed that death was so near, and
yet it lurked for us only a few miles further on. At one o'clock we left Hermann, pre-

ceded by a locomotive and tender, which had been sent forward, to see that the way
was clear, and no danger impending. Soon we came in sight of the bridge across the

Gasconade river, about nine miles from Hermann, and about thirty-five miles from

Jefferson City. The bridge is approached by an embankment thirty feet high, which
terminates in a massive stone abutment. Forty yards from the abutment, and just at

the edge of river, stands another staunch stone pillar, three more of which reach to the

other side of the stream, and support the bridge. The river is about two hundred and
fifty yards wide, and the bridge thirty feet high, at least. The Pioneer locomotive had

crossed the structure safely, and was waiting on the other side to see the result of our

attempt. There was no fear of danger, and no apprehension of peril. We slowly

moved along the embankment, and came on to the bridge. The locomotive had passed

the first span, and had its forewheels above the first pillar—beyond the abutment—there

being then, resting on the first span, the locomotive, baggage car, and two heavily

loaded passenger cars. The weight was too much for the long, slender timbers which

supported the rails and the enormous load above. Suddenly we heard a horrid crash

—

it rings in our ears now—and saw a movement among those in the cars in which we
were seated; then there came crash—crash—crash—as each car came to the abutment,

and took the fatal plunge. The affair was but the work of an instant. We were

running slowly at the time, and the successive craslies came on at intervals of nearly a

second. We ourself were seated in the seventh car—there being three behind us—and

when we heard the horrid sound that came up, as each car slowly and deliberately took

the leap, we hoped that our car might stop before it reached the precipice. But no, it

seemed that the spirit of ruin was beneath, determinedly dragging each car to the spot,

wrenching it from its fastenings, and hurling it to atoms beneath. Six cars fell in a

mass, each on the other, and were shivered into fragments. The seventh fell with its

forward end to the ground; but the other end rested on the top of the abutment. Those
in it were only bruised. The eighth and ninth cars tumbled down the embankment
before they reached the abutment.
" Such a wreck we never saw, and hope never again to see. It was one undistinguish-

able mass of wooden beams, seats, iron wheels, and rods, from beneath which came up
groans of agony. Those who could, crawled out of the ruins immediately, and either

sought to relieve their own wounds, or the wounds of their friends. Some wept tear.s

of joy to find their friends alive ; and others shuddered to find their friends dead."
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THE DUTIES OF THE RICH TOWARDS THE POOR.

It cannot be supposed that at this period of Christian history any thing new-

can be advanced upon a subject so trite, and apparently so threadbare, but which
in point of fact can never be exhausted so long as human society remains un-

changed in the relative conditions of its constituents. "The poor ye have always

with ye," says our common Redeemer; God has so ordered it, society has its

classes, and to the greater part of mankind, poverty is a legacy from generation to

generation, from which individuals may escape, but which is bound to pre-

dominate for ever among the masses. The rich and the poor have figured in

history from its earliest annals, and he must indeed be a deluded enthusiast who
thinks the future will be essentially different from the past. Modifications, ame-

liorations, partial changes there may be, yet the same general laws will prevail, as

intrinsic to humanity, until time shall be no more. The duties, then, of the rich

towards the poor, are like the missions of the Church militant, perpetual ; they

cease only with the consummation of ages. When then we bring the subject

before our readers, it is not to amuse them with "something new," but to refresh

them with what is better, the reflections and precepts of a Christian philosopher

and priest, eminent alike for wisdom and piety. The article which we translate

and subjoin will speak for itself:

THE DUTIES OF THE RICH TOWARDS THE POOR. BY J. BALMES.

In the social as in the physical world, every thing is admirably arranged by the

hand of Providence; with this difference however, that the physical world, com-

posed of materials deprived of reason, and consequently without liberty, is obedient

to invariable laws, is entirely subject to inflexible necessity; while in the social

world, where man is endowed with free wmII, nothing is opposed to this faculty,

which may choose between good and evil, life and death. The universe not being

given up to chance, but controlled by this omnipotent hand, "which reaches

without eff'ort from one extreme to the other, and which disposes of all with power

and ease," it is evident that society must be subject to certain laws established by

the Creator, independent of the reason and the will of man. These laws may be

violated beyond doubt, since in imposing them upon us God has not wished to

deprive us of our hberty, and has left us the choice of our way ; but he has

90 Vol. III.—No. 12.
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Tpservod to himself the right of restoring the equilibrium destroyed by any infrac-

tion of the laws, which he does by punishing the infraction, whether the guilty be

an individual, a class, or society at large.

Just as an individual begins already in this life to experience the fatal conse-

quences of misconduct, by loss of iiealih, honor or fortune, or yet more by the

moral torture which inwardly corrodes him
;
just so society, in departing from the

way traced for it by the infinite wisdom and inexhaustible bounty of the Creator,

never fails to feel the chastisement of its crime; at first it experiences a vague

sense of inquietude, then disorders, more or less fatal, more or less prolonged; if

it persists in its deviations, or hastens not to return to the appointed way, the

anger of heaven bursts over it, the wrath of divine justice is poured out upon the

guilty generations like a torrent of boiling lava.

Among the laws imposed by the Creator upon society, there is one which can

neither be misunderstood, overlooked, nor contested, that is, that which imposes

upon the higher classes the necessity of aiding and assisting the humbler classes

by all means in their power. This law is engraven upon nature, dictated by

reason, formally taught by Christianity, purified, sanctioned, made divine, by this

sublime religion, which teaches that the law and the prophets means, to love God

above all things, and our neighbor as ourselves. A law expressed bv a sublime

word, that the world in its blindness and pride disdains to employ, the profound

sense of which it in vain attempts to convey by the words humanity and philan-

thropy ; for this mysterious word embraces things of heaven and earth, cannot be

limited to the present lil'e, extending as it does into the regions of eternity ; a

sweet and gentle sound when whispered near the cradle, full of consolation and

hope when uttered by the dying bed, a word which traverses like a ray of light

even beyond the dark shadows of the tomb, which unites the living and the dead,

the terrestrial Jerusalem with the city of the living God, actual generations with

the past and future, a divine word which tends to give to the whole human race

one heart and one soul, in plunging it into an ocean of light and love in the bosom

of the Eternal Father ; this word is Charity.

Look over the pages of history, sum up the lesson of experience, you will

ever find that the classes which have acquired riches, comforts, lionors, influence

and prerogative in society, have acquired all these advantages as a recompense for

services rendered
;
you will see equally at the same time, that so soon as they

have forgotten the cause and the end of their elevation, they have commenced to

decline, and have ended in complete decay.

Here, as in many other conditions of the civilized world, the power and the as-

cendant of the popular element, when no longer restrained by benefits or by

examples of superior virtue, have erected themselves against all social elevations,

and have sometimes brought ail down to the same level. Thus it happens that

among certain nations we find but rare vestiges of their ancient aristocracy, some-

thing like the scattered pieces of an old suit of armor, objects of interest to the

collector of curiosities, but useless enough to the modern soldier. Yet still there

does exist a real aristocracy, which dates not, it is true, from any remote period,

but which claims its superiorhy upon titles very different from those of the ancient

aristocracies. It will be readily understood that we speak of that spring of com-

merce and industry, that is to say, of the aristocracy of gold, its blazon indicates

the greater or less amount of capital; its titles of nobility are bank notes; it points

out to you not an antique hall, covered with arms and standards which are sus-

pended there as testimonials of the valor and prowess of ancestors long departed.
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but an iron chest, laden with specie, as nn unequivocal title of nobility and dis-

tinction.

But it results from the very nature of things and the actual organization of so-

ciety, that the existence of this moneyed aristocracy has become, as it were, a

public necessity; it is a lact which the upheavings of no class whatever can

overthrow, much less the declamations of juurnalists and demagogues. Apply

the most unjust principles, proceed in the name of the most absurd theories, try

the most insane systems, and bring, consequently, 'he fortunes of all citizens to

the same level, let them all have an equal share in the wealth previously accumu-

lated in the hands of the rich, let the most absolute equality prevail; when, by

the impossible, this criminal dream should be realised so as to give it a momentary
existence, ih'' very next day, or rather the next moment, this equality will have

completely disappeared. Prodigality on the one hand, avarice on the other, igno-

rance and sagacity, negligence and industry, disorder and prudence, gaming and

the basest passions, will soon have reestablished the reign of distinctions and of

inequality. All measures adopted to prevent this disorder, not being able to reach

the human heart, whence it springs, would be perfectly futile—riches would im-

mediately change hands, many of the former rich would sink beyond doubt in

extreme poverty, others would rise to their former condition and perhaps surpass

it, but in all cases, notwithstanding individual exceptions, things would come
back to the starting point, and we would still have forever the rich and the poor.

All of this proves one thing, that we are not to seek a remedy for the evils of

society in certain doctrines, which shake its very foundations, and which propose,

by way of cure, nothing less than total destruction. By whatever theories dif-

fereht schools explain the right of property, whatever modifications laws and

customs have introduced in the exercise of this right, there is one thing certain,

that it exists, that it is immovable and sacred, that it has been recognised in all

times and in all countries, that it is founded upon natural and sanctioned by divine

law, invariably inscribed upon all positive legislation, and imperiously demanded

by the dearest interests of the individual and of society. Thus when there is any

question of changes, of reforms, or of any innovations whatever, it is necessary

that we always keep in view this fundamental law, to defend it from the least

injury ; for when once this inviolable limit has been crossed which stands between

it and all injustice, we find ourselves gliding down a precipice, and none can say

where the fall will be arrested.

But the very importance of the right of property, the grandeur of the throne

where sits the highest impersonation of justice, makes us comprehend and more

readily perceive, how necessary it is that by the side of this severe divinity, there

should be sealed one more gentle, more amiable, more beneficent, that is Charity.

God has not given existence to the human race, has not covered the earth we
inhabit with so many treasures indispensable to life, or simply useful and agree-

able, that a small number of his children should profit exclusively by these ad-

vantages, without being willing to share with those to whom Providence has been

less bountiful. Those in possession have without doubt a right to preserve their

property ; but they have also a duty to fulfil, quite as rigorous, which is that of

aidmg their fellow-men.

Christianity had preceded philosophy by centuries in all that afTects love towards

our brethren, and in the proclamation of universal fraternity. She declares now,

always has, and always will declare against any attempt made upon the sacred

right of justice ; but at the same time she inculcates upon the rich, m the most
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earnest manner, the obligation that rests upon them of sharing their abundance

with the poor in the spirit of charity, she says to those who are afflicted with

misfortune and want: Suffer without murmuring; to those who hve in the midst

of riches: Give in proportion to your means. If the man of weahh obeys not

this command, religion will not embitter the poor man against liim, nor encourage

usurpation and vengeance; she turns again to him without compassion, recalls to

him that a judge sits over him, an avenging God, whose ear is attentive to the

wants of the poor, that the cry of the unfortunate, of the indigent, of the sicli,

deprived of all consolation and of all aid, rises even to the throne of the Most

High, and that an omnipotent God receives with love, mixed with indignation,

the groans of the afflicted, and that he reserves a punishment in the world to

come for him who knows no pity, if indeed he does not send him even in this

life some fearl'ul retribution.

The struggle between the classes rich and poor, is not an affair confined to our

age; it is of all times and of all countries ; it only breaks out more conspicuously

at the present day, because every one is at liberty to cry aloud against oppression

and injustice, and to complain openly of his real or imaginary wrongs. It is also

more conspicuous from the fact that in these times there is abroad a general sense

of equality, so that there is a great aversion to any thing which appears to recall

former social distinctions. Thence it is that the poor are not content to see among
the rich, inherited titles, prerogatives from position, acquired privileges, nor any

particular customs, which may prevent the amalgamation of nobles and plebians.

The poor man can see between himself and his rich neighbor no other difference

than that of wealth ; he cannot perceive that the gradation of rank can have any other

foundation than that of fortune ; he lives in the persuasion that if on the morrow

fate should endow him with riches, he would pass at once without other condition

of any kind, from the most humble to the most elevated class. Such an opinion

perpetually peeps up in the minds of the necessitous classes, an excessive desire

for wealth, with something of envy towards him who has it; and as sentiments

of respect and submission have been removed from the hearts of the people, they

readily pass from envy to contempt, bitterness and hatred.

When the upper classes find themselves sustained in their position by the spirit

of the age, by social organization, by the form of government, they may for a

considerable time perhaps neglect their obligations towards the humbler classes,

without being therefore menaced with immediate ruin. The numerous points of

support they have may supply for a time the want of the intrinsic force which

they have lost by culpable negligence; but when all these points fail, and the

classes find themselves face to face, without any intermediate power to restrain

them, without any barrier of separation, without any other possible bond than

that of their respective interests, then they have to close upon the.se interests, to

make mutual alliances, and to restore the spirit of fraternity by virtue of recip-

rocal benefits.

It is evident that the impulse should come especially from the wealthy classes,

since it is in their power to make it practicable ; while the poor, deprived of re-

sources, and fully occupied in procuring their daily food, have but little time for

projecting ameliorations, much less for carrying them into effect. It is eminently

desirable that in the great cities among intelligent and honorable men, who may
always be found in sufficient numbers, there should be some who would examine

with care the true state of things, to see if there may not be found just and
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proper means of relieving public miseries, and of preventing thereby uprisings

as fatal to the poor as to the rich.

It belongs especially to the powers of government (whether of states or com-

munities) to watch over the public happiness, or at least over the tranquillity of

her people. A wise government not only providt s for the wants of those who
need assistance by founding establishments lor the public good ; but it also encour-

ages and protects private bounty and the works of beneficence which result from

it. F'orce of arms is not what is wanted ; the minds of men must be ruled by

happier influences, by enlightening their understandings, by winning their hearts

by kindness, by imposing upon them gratitude and love rather than fi^r and respect.

But if it is honorable in governments to give the greatest attention to an object

so important, to provide by all means possible for great necessities, it is not less

so for the higher classes, so profoundly interested in the results, to enter with

equal ardor and generosity the way which ^vouId be opened before them, or

rather to undertake of their own accord the work of the common safety. If the

impetus comes only from the government, it is to be feared that it would suffer

from the inconveniences attending that which is done by order and without liberty,

and moreover, that a design most salutary in itself would be carried out in an

incomplete and uncertain manner, and consequently transient and sterile. In

Spain the absence of power and authority is so much the rule and so well under-

stood by the people, that no sooner is a law, a decree, or an order published, than

the means is found to elude or evade it. The words reform, ameliorations, and

others of the same significance, have come to be considered but w^ell worn for-

mulas, forced protocols, which have to adorn official style, and are only used in

public documents by way of decorum and propriety. We all know now so well

what course affairs take which promise relief and amelioration, that no one can

be dazzled or seduced any longer by the fairest promises, or the most pompous

phrases. The decree of amelioration being promulgated, we know in advance,

without having read it, that one of its articles informs us of the nomination of a

commission invariably composed of enlightened, judicious, practical men, entirely

devoted to the public good; while in another article it is urged upon these same

men to devote themselves ivith zeal to the object of their commission ; we also

know that this body will assemble, will commence to collect information, and

all sorts of papers more or less necessary to enlighten the object of their investi-

gations, that this body will sometimes go on to memorialize the government, to

give information in regard to its proceedings; but we know with equal certainty

that some difficulty great or small will soon arise, sufficient to render illusory the

best projects, to overturn the best concerted plans, to paralyze the most perfect

intentions, to render useless, in fine, all previous labors, and all investigations

made, although sometimes conscientiously and diligently.

It would be then most desirable that the rich among us, should accustom

themselves to trust to their own resources, without looking elsewhere for assis-

tance, to adopt and put in execution the measures that prudence and humanity

make a duty, and that their situation urges upon them. It is a truth we have

elsewhere expressed and which we now recall: the duty and the mterests of the

rich in regard to the poor, consists in making them better by promoting their

welfare. You render them better by propagating among them principles of

morality, but of a real, practical, permanent morahty, such as belongs to religious

conviction alone. You promote their welfare and happiness in exhibiting towards

them a spirit of disinterestedness and idndness, in imposing sacrifices upon your-
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self in their favor such as charity requires, and your condition permits, in

obeyiniT as far as possible the warm and generous impulses which sprins: up in

the heart at the sight of misfortune. Act so that the poor man in ihinkmg of

you may recall at the same time the kind offices you have rendered him during

sickness, the efTorts you have made to secure the education and the future pros-

perity of his children; manifest your interest in the sick laborer, in the friendless

orphan, in the tottering old man no longer competent to earn his own subsistence,

and be assured that your course will not fail to bring its reward. It is true there

are people in the world who are ever ungrateful, but ingratitude is not a law of

humanity.

THE FRENCH IN ROME.
CHAPTER VII.—(CONTINDED.)

Rome, August 12ih.

I heard early mass this morning at St. Peter's, and passed several

hours there praying, examining and admiring. It was my seventh

visit and still my enthusiasm is on the increase. The first lime I en-

tered this holy place my imagination was so filled with the wonders

that had been described to me that I own I experienced a feeling of

disappointment. This, however, was of very short duration. All parts

of this marvellous edifice are so well proportioned that the eye can not

at once take in its vast extent. You must walk through it to be

struck with its gigantic proportions; you must examine it in detail to

discover all its beauties.

Take your map of Rome, dear friend, and follow me in spirit to the

Vatican hill, designated infamous by Tacitus becau-'e it was there that

the criminals were executed. But an innocent blood soon pmified the

unclean hill, and the tyrants that succeeded each other on the throne

of the Csesars made it a sublime altar, which became as it were a

stepping stone to heaven for the innumerable victims of their cruel

persecutions.

On the Vatican hill Caligula built a circus, afterwards called Nero's

circus, because the latter emperor had it decorated magnificently. It

was here that an infinite number of Christians of all ages and sexes,

in the midst of torments, confessed the faith of Jesus Christ, whilst

many of them covered with pitch and rosin, became the living torches

that illuminated the sports, during five successive nights, for the bar-

barous spectators.

The mutilated remains of the maifyrs, carefully collected by their

Christian brethren, were buried in the grottoes that had been dug from

early times in sides of the mountain to obtain clay proper for the manu-

factme of porcelain vases. Soon the body of the Prince of (he Apos-

tles came to repose in (he midst of those whom he had converted and

baptised, and who had gone before him to heaven. Saint Anacletus,

one of the first successors of St. Pcter^ erected a modest chapel over
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these relics, and the faithful hastened from all parts of the world to

kneel at the martyis' tomb, and to obtain by tlieir intercession the

conrat^e to die as they had, confessing the faith of their Divine Master.

When the conversion of (/onstantine had given peace to the Ghnrch,
that great emperor resolved to replace the oratory of Saint Anacletus

by a more sumptuous edifice. He came himself to the Vatican, and
laying aside his diadem, in presence of Pope Saint Sylvester, of a

great number of bishops and priests, and of an immense crowd of the

faithful, he took a spade, dug the earth, carried on his shoulders twelve

baskets of clay in honor of the twelve apostles, and marked out the

ground which the Basilica was to occupy. This was precisely at the

entrance to the sepulchral grotto of Saint Peter; and to build the Chris-

tian Churcii they employed the materials of Nero's circus, where so

many confessors of the new foith had won the crown of martyrdom.
The basilica of Constantrne, consecrated by St. Sylvester in 324,

continued to be the object of the veneration of the faithful until the

eleventh century, when Pope Nicholas V, seeing it almost gone to

ruin, resolved to rebuild it anew and entire. Great labors were at

once commenced under the direction of Bernard Rosselini and Leon-
Battista Alberti, Florentine architects; fifty years later, Bramante per-

suaded Julius 11 to adopt the sublime idea of lifting the Pantheon into

the clouds. After the death of Bramante, Julian de Santo Gallo, the

dominican Fra Giacondo of Verona and the celebrated Rafael, at once
painter and architect, were summoned by Pope Leo X to direct the

works. Michael-Angelo came then, and yielding to the instances of

Paul III, he took on himself the charge of the colossal work, on no
other condition than to labor gratuitously for the sake of God, the

Blessed Virgin and the Prince of the Aposdes. He remodeled the

design, or rather drew a new one which was religiously followed after

his death, and this master-piece of modern architecture was completed
by Giacomo della Porta and the Chevalier Demenico Fontana, in the

pontificate of Sixtus V, who himself laid the last consecrated stone of

the great vault on the 14th of March, 1590.

Paul V executed the grand fafade. Under Alexander VII, Bernini

constructed the magnificent colonade surrounding the piazza. Finally,

in the reign of Pius VI, Charles Marchioni was entrusted with the

erection of the sacristies. It was thus after so many centuries of toil

that this basilica was at last finished, to which every pontiff from
Nicholas V, might be said to have contributed a monumental stone.

And now, my dear friend, open your album at the plate represent-

ing the piazza of St. Peter's,* constructed in an oval form, like an im-

mense and magnificent ampitheatre, and surrounded with 284 Doric
colinnnsof travertine which form three galleries surrounded by ITft

colossal statues representing the saints and the popes: of the two beau-
tiful fountains, symbols of the grace which purifies the soul, you catt

see only one, but cast your eyes a moment on the transparent waters
rising in the air to a prodigious height and falling in cristalline showers
into immense granite basins: all the colors of the rainbow are reflected

from the sparkling cascades; even Versailles has nothing so fine to pre-

* See page 106 of present volume of Metropolitan.
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sent during the short moments when the efforts of art set its noble

fountains in play.

Now sahite that obelisk of red granite rising to a height of 140 feet

in the middle of the piazza, for it is surmounted by a cross containing

a bit of the sacred wood on which the salvation of the world was
effected. This obelisk, hewn in Egypt by the orders of Caligula,

was brought to Italy in the reign of the emperor Claudius: it first

decorated Nero's circus, and was still standing, though half buried in

ruins, when Sixtus V ordered Chevalier Fontana to transport it to the

piazza of the Vatican Basilica. It was a difficult enterprise, and inte-

rested all the popidaiion.

On the 10th of September, the day fixed for the erection, the work-
men repaired at an early hour to St. Peter's, having Fontana at their

head. Before commencing their work they fell on their knees to im-

plore the divine assistance.

The pope had caused the place to be surrounded with barriers

guarded by files of soldiers, to keep the spectators off from the work-
men, who required immense room to work the powerful engines.

All the inhabitants of Rome had assembled at the Vatican. The
anxiety of the spectators was indescribable, and the universal silence

which had been most strictly enjoined, was broken only by the creak-

ing of the capstans and levers, by the tramping of the horses, and by
the signals given from time to time by the director of the operations.

Only once a cry escaped from among the crowd and all again was
dead silence. It was a peasant, who seeing the cordage in one place

too stiff to work, unable to restrain himself, shouted out, "water the

ropes!" But when they saw the obelisk, at first suspended in the

sky, lower gently towards its pedestal, sixty feet high, and at last rest

there motionless, a cheer of delight and wonder burst forth loud enough
to make the welkin ring, and the happy Fontana, hoisted on the

shoulders of the spectators, was carried around in triumph amid the

acclamations of the entire city.

On the base of (his ancient obelisk, sanctified by religion, Sixtus V
had the following words engraved:

—

ECCE CRUX.
FUGITE,

PARTES ADVERSE,
VICIT LEO
DE TRIBU
JUDA.*

Now cast a rapid glance at the facade which is considered to cor-

respond only imperfectly with the general grandeur of the edifice, and

we arrive under the superb porlico whence we can perceive on one

side an equestrian slatue of Constantine, and on the other one of

Charlemagne. An eleg}"^ on the death of Pope Adrian, the composi-

tion of the latter emperor, is seen engraved on a marble still preserved

under the peristyle: here is the translation:

—

* " Behold the cross. Fly, you who are its enemies. The lion of the tribe of Judah

has conquered."
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" I have wrillcn these verses, I Charles, as I wept over my father:

yes, father, my fondest love, it is over thee I am now weeping.
" Do thou always remen)ber me: my thoughts attend thee inces-

santly: reign with Christ in the kingdom of heaven.
" The clerffv and the people loved thee with a great affection: good

shepherd: (hou wort for us all an only love.
*' Illustrious friend, I join together our names and our titles; Adrian

and Charles: I king, thou father."

Five gates lead from the peristyle into the basilica: one, called the
'' Porta Santa" is usualK' built up, and the Sovereign Pontiff opens it

himself on years of jubilee. Let us enter the holy place b}- the prin-

cipal gate,—formerly covered all over with silver, but replaced under
Eugene IV by the bronze gate we see to-day: let us advance with
feelings that admit of no description uncierneaih this vast roof, between
these rows of pillars seventy-eight feet high, to the grand altar which
stands in the middle of the church under the great dome and over the

tomb of St. I'eter. Look round and see the costly marbles, the bas-

reliefs, the gilt bronzes, the immense pictures painted in mosaics, for

every other species of painting has been banished from this temple as

an art whose productions are of too limited a duration.

But, my dear friend, I don't deny it, I cannot undertake to describe

one, even to enumerate all that is to be seen, the chapels, the altars, the

statues, the tombs, the sacred relics, the sacristies lined with Brazil

wood. I cannot, however, omit the celebrated statue of St. Peter. It

is of bronze, standing near the high altar, at the right of the grand
nave: it was erected in the fifth century, and the feet are nearly worn
away from the embraces of the faithful.

iiCt us now ascend the dome. You pass through a door opposite

the tomb of the Stuarts, and ascend an inclined plane of pavement of

such a gradual ascent that horses can pass up without difficulty. After

visiting the vast halls where the models are preserved, you come out

on the roof and are astonished to find yourself standing before a foun-

tain, and in the midst of a little village called San Pietrini, lifted up
one hundred and fifty feet from the ground ! Besides you still stands

the wonderous dome, towering like a huge hill. Traversing the gal-

leries that open into the interior of the church, as you wind round and
round in your long ascent, you recognise with terror the prodigious

distance that separates you from the floor. The men walking about
down there seem no larjier than flies. The statues and even the

monuments seem only points of space: but on the other hand the per-

sonages in mosaic that decorate the interior of the cupola assume such
gigantic proportions that they lose all their beauty.

Arriving at last at the external gallery, you command at once the

whole city, and the country from the Appenine? to the Metliterranean.

Perhaps from no other spot on earth can a view be obtained so fertile

in associations.

But do not imagine yourself yet at the end of your ascent You have
still to make your way into that hall surmounted by the cross, which
you perceive looks like a mere point in your engraving Eight persons

can liowever easily find room in it. The kind of ladder which you

91 Vol. III.—Xo. 12.
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must climb to rench it, winds in such a narrow passage that (his

journey is not the most agreeable part of the expediiion. The Rus-

sian Kmperor Nicliolas, who was tall and stout, altempted it, but

stuck so Aist that he could neither advance nor retreat, and all the

trouble in (he world was found necessary lo extricate him from his

painful position.

Of St. Peter's now, I have nothing more to tell you except about

the Vatican, crypts, and the remains of the old basilica still preserved

there. But I must not prolong a letter already exceeding all bounds.

I reserve then for another opportunity the pleasure of accompanying
you on a visit to the subterranean church, which I have obtained per-

mission to examir)e when 1 please, though women, generally, are

never allowed to enter it, only on two certain days every year.

»—^-

RESOURCES OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY FOR THE WORK
OF INSTRUCTION.

Acquaintance with the history of religion in an age of general knowledge is both

indispensable to the cause of public instruction, and even necessary to the mainte-

nance offaith.

The following is the concluding letter of the series on the work of Catholic

Instruction, addressed through us to the Catholics of this country, by the Rev.

Father Fornaby. It is surely unnecessary to urge on the attention of our readers

the subject that has been the theme of these letters. The merits of the under-

taking and the inestimable advantages that must result from the work to our

children, have been clearly and forcibly set forth by the learned and zealous

author. The plan for putting the work in operation in this country, as set forth in

the last letter, appears to us practicable. It is not the large contributions of the few,

but the small offerings of the many, that accomplish great undertakings. The
penny-a-week contributions to the Association for the Propagation of the Faith,

show what can be accomplished by a united effort. Nearly a million of dollars

are annually contributed towards promoting the ends of this noble association, still

no one feels the mite that he has offered.

But now the subject has been fully discussed ; we have read it ; we have

pondered on it ; we have seen the great and good work, in which we are invited to

cooperate, partially established abroad, and the question now to be asked is, will

we accept the invitation ? will we join in the noble enterprise ? Or shall we turn a

deaf ear to the appeal that has been made to our generosity by the zealous Mis-

sionary of Birmingham? Or shall we treat his proposals for placing in the hands

of our children a series of publications at once attractive and instructive, as the

dream of a visionary ? We feel prompted to answer for the Catholics of the

country, they will not. None have been more generous than they in every work
tending to promote the cause of their holy religion. The monuments of their zeal

and piety are everywhere visible in the numerous churches, the benevolent.
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religions and literary institutions which overspread the land. Let the work be

undertaken ; let it receive the approbation of our beloved bishops and clergy, and

thousands and tens of thousands will respond to the call.

To the Editors of the Metropolitan:

As I am naturally anxious to win the concurrence of the active and rising

Church of the United States, so I cannot but feel that the propositions that stand

at the head of my letter demand from me my most careful consideration.

All that has hitherto been said, has been matter of necessary business, rather

than a setting forth of the true motives for acting. We have been examining the

nature of the resources that our century offers to us, with a view to lay the basis

on which to proceed safely and securely through the chain of human operations

which nre necessary to bring the instrument in question into operation for the

benefit of the faith. This chain of human operations, it must be borne in mind, is

always a difficulty, and is exposed to the danger of rupture and disagreement at

every stage of its progress. St. Paul and St. Barnabas, we are told, had a disa-

greement, and in the heat of their disagreement they came to separate for life,

each afterwards pursuing his own course. How many Catholic undertakings

have there not been which have experienced the same fate. For warm and active

temperaments which, under divine grace, are the fittest to originate an enterprise,

as regards boldness and daring, generally prove the least fitted for conducting one,

until they have learned to unite thought and reflection to their zeal, and have been

convinced how impossible it is to proceed with safety, without securing the clearest

understanding, as to the nature and practical details of the thing that it is proposed

to have done. David's death-bed advice to his son Solon)on, to whom he was

handing over the care of a rising kingdom, with a long list of works to be under-

taken, was " ut inielUgas imiversa qvce facis.^^—or in ordinary phrase, to " know

tc]tat he was abmit.^^ The fruit of which short maxim was, the building of the

temple and a reign of unexampled prosperity.

With regard, therefore, to the actual employment of pictorial printing of our

century in the service of religion,—if it has been wise to begin with considering

the matter of business, through which alone the reality of what has been considered

can be obtained, and if it has been in the spirit of David's maxim, to enter into

such statements and specifications as would both secure the permanent good will,

which results from a satisfactory understanding, and fence in future progress

against the danger of rupture, which is the condition of all human undertakings

—

still this is not as yet that complete and perfect understanding of our work,

such as King David would have required from his son Solomon in similar

circumstances.

If what has been said suffices to show how and by what stages a powerful instru-

ment can be obtained, this is so far good, indeed, indispensable ; for without being

able to proceed to act, a fine display of words would only bring a recoil in the form

of disgrace, and reveal a real impotence. Yet something further still remains

;

viz. to understand the full reasons why such a power ought to be employed in

the Church, and in what manner its resources can be so used, that Solomon him-

self might be fairly challenged to pronounce it a wise and understanding appli-

cation of its unquestionable capacities.

Hitherto we have been considering pictorial printing as a thing as well of inex-

haustible fertility as of undeniable powers of popular attraction, and we have seen

how the catholicity of the Church, or, in other wojrds, that in the Church which
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unbinds the curse of Babel, and reunites the people of different nations in the bonds

of one common faith in one and the same divine revelation, by a wise application

and combination, renders it possible to secure better pictorial piinting for religion

than the world can get. There remains then to consider upon what this vast and

fertile power can be best employed?

Its powers can scarcely be said to bear limitation. They afford a field of legiti-

mate enterprise for all who like to enter upon it. However, as I have mooted the

question, and what is a wise application of its powers, 1 may reply, without hesi-

tation, that I consider the "illustration of the Idstory of rdi<i:ion," sludijing in all

things fact and veracity, and employing the skill oftJie artist and the patient research

of the historian, with a view to make the truth of history visible to the eyes of the nixd-

titude, to be the wisest application of this rich and prolific power.

It is the wisest application, for many reasons :

I. Because the history of religion is the common property of all nations. The

Eternal Word made flesh was the promised prophet sent to all the nations of the

world. All nations consequently who have any faith claim him as their own, and

entirely identify themselves with him, as well as with all that was done to prepare

the world for his coming, and with all that he has lel't behind him in the world,

for the purpose of converting and reclaiming the poor neglected tribes of people

that inhabit the face of the globe. Jesus Christ, with the prophets who preceded

him, and the saints who have followed him, is, if we except the air they breathe,

the one only property which nations have in common. If, therefore, the concur-

rence of nations be such an essential point, as it has been explained to be, this con-

currence will be quite practicable for the illustration of their common property, in

which, without mutual rivalry or jealousy, they have all one deep common stake

and interests, and impracticable for everything else beside.

II. The principle of an illustration of the history of religion, upon grounds of reli-

gion itself, ought to be that of tridh. God is truth, and the history of religion is the

history of what God, who is truth, said and did, when he took our nature and came

into the world. It is the history also of his prophets who foretold him and prepared

the way for him, and of his saints who have continued his work. If the history

then be the truth, the representation of the history should be the truth also, and

therefore necessarily more than a question of beauty, or of an artist's fancy. But

if the principle of truth of representation be a duty required by religion, it'is also

very clearly the course of wisdom. Let a series of illustrations really evince a

search after truth, and they will have their reward in this, tliat the truth of history,

from its being something that is definite and known, is qualified to pass current in

every country where it presents itself; at least, as truth, it has a right to claim a

reception every where. Were mere fanciful beauty, or artists' imagination, or

certain fashions or traditions that are a century or two old, to be made the principle

of the work, the immediate penalty would be, that no result could be arrived at,

which might not be disputed and objected to by every one whose taste happened

not to be satisfied. The concurrence of nations on this plan must be pronounced

impossible. The attempts that have been made hitherto from their never having

contemplated the possibility of coming under the observation of anything beyond

a limited circle in a particular nation, and feeling at ease about their reception,

have never aimed at anything more than an easy sort of imaginary picture made

up of familiar details, eked out with a quantity of semi-classical heroes for the prin-

cipal characters. A mode of treatment which, for a limited circle in its own day,

perhaps answered its purpose, but which it would be preposterous in the exterae.
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as has been already said, to put before the keen, sharp-witted k'now|pd<Te of a

century of universal travel and intercourse of nations by the inexhaustible powers

of the present art of printing:.

Truth then as a principle of illustration is the really wise course, as it is the

one only principle in which nations, as well as individuals, can unite. Any other

which man can invent, would simply fail.

III. Truth, again, is the only wise course on another and a practicable trround.

If perfect beauty ol' design and exquisite execution were the one condition required

for the illustration of the history of religion, even granting the impossibility that

multitudes could be found sufficiently unanimous in their ideas of beauty—the

dilliculties of execution, in a series required to be thus faultless, would be almost

as insuperable as the cost would become proportionately intolerable. The human
instVumentality, it is to be borne in mind, has to be considered, and for anything

that could pretend to be faultless in point of beauty, an artist would be needed

whom the Avorld sees scarcely once in a century, and while the cost would be

excessive, his whole life would be hardly suOiciently long for the work required.

With the principle of truth it is otherwise. Artists with qualifications fully com-

petent to do justice to truth, are by no means either too rare to be found or too

high priced to be employed. The success of their work not consisting in compli-

ance with any supposed rules of art, but in the truthful and life-like delineation of

a real action, with a faithful rendering of the known circurastaiices that accom-

panied it, they can work with a secure aim. They know that their object will

be attained when the reader is brought by the sight of the picture to a more vivid

apprehension of the nature of the action than the description of the text alone

could convey, and therefore they know what they have to aim at. The picture

narrating the story in its own way with truth, rests its claim to be received upon
its truth, which cofnes in a wonderful manner to the aid of the historian, who
otherwise has words only at his command ; and for the particular moment of the

story the picture has the advantage, as the poet bears testimony

:

Segnius initant animos demissa per aures,

duani quae sunt oculis subjecta fideUbus.

In this way mere beauty comes to be forgotten in the superior charm of a vigor-

ous, truthful and characteristic rendering of the scene. And thus on the principle

of truth the work of illustration descends to the level of what may be made practi-

cably successful, and comes within reasonable limits, as the skill of the artist to be

employed, the cost of his labor, and the time required for the completion of his

work,—with this particular advantage, that is neither to be overlooked or under-

valued, that in the case of the failure of any particular design of the series, as time

goes on it admits of being withdrawn to make way for another that is more suc-

cessful, without detriment to the unity of the series, inasmuch as truth is at all

times consistent with itself, whereas the creations of the human imagination can

seldom, if ever, be made to match each other.

In all, however, that has as yet been said, the art itself has been the prominent

consideration. And yet the art itself is but an instrument : and therefore nothing

more than a means to an end. It may be perfectly true that of all possible appli-

cations of the art, the illustration of the history of religion may be the wisest—and

still we seem to stop short of a complete view of our subject, from failing to know
if the history of religion itself is really a point of such extreme importance, as to

call for the employment of so powerful an auxiliary to its popular diffusion.
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An objector may say, I will grant you that if you are to employ pictorial

printing, the history of religion affords you its wisest application. But first show

me why vou should teach the history of religion, and then I will at once grant you

your principle of its application, in the way of a confessedly powerful auxiliary to

the end you propose to attain.

Now is the history of religion of this absolute importatice as an element in the

education of the people ? Here lies the gist of the whole matter, as a question of

practice. If it proves to be so, we then find the real motive for seeking to employ

the powerful auxiliary of pictorial printing—if not, the case will break down.

Since then here lies the issue, from its extreme importance I may reserve it for the

subject of a subsequent and concluding letter.

The importance of the knowledge of the history of religion to the education of the.

people and to the maintenance offaith.

It is a common impression with a large class of persons, in all of the civilized

nations of Europe, that the Catholic religion is averse to the spread of knowledge,

from being supposed to be well aware that the only chance which a fabric of

superannuated superstition and crushing spiritual despotism, can have, is with a

population studiously kept in a state of hopeless ignorance, and consequent inca-

pacity of resistance. The public opinion of Europe that is adverse to the Catholic

faith appears to hold, that despotism on the one side necessarily implies serfdom

on the other, and that there can be no supremacy of a priesthood possible, without

a people rendered helpless to resist, through their gross ignorance ; in short, that

the interests of the Catholic Church are as necessarily identified with the helpless-

ness and ignorance of the people, as those of the Emperor of Russia, or of any

other despolj whose first principle is to keep the control over the people's know-

ledge in his own hands, in order that they may never have the chance of becoming

sufficiently knowing to dispute his authority.

Knowledge it is said is power, and as knowledge spreads among the people, the

same public opinion goes on to augur the certain downfall of the Romish super>ti-

tions. Thus the London Times newspaper, so recently as six months ago, afier

drawing a melancholy picture of the ignorance and superstition of Ireland in

adhering to her ancient faith, congratulates itself that in the national education of

the country there was a speedy and effectual remedy at hand, which would be

certain as time went on to remove the oppressive yoke of the superstitious bondage

over which it lamented. In other words, the Catholic faith is darkness and spirit-

ual slavery, and knowledge is light and spiritual emancipation.

The kind of knowledge, which according to the purport of this public opinion,

is intended to bring light to the soul and freedom to the spirit, and to take the

place of faith, to become in the end the overthrow of the influence of the Catholic

Church, cannot but merit the attention of those whose duty in the world it is, to

maintain the faith. The power of this kind of knowledge to overthrow the in-

fluence of faith, may no doubt prove to be greatly overrated by those who confi-

dently anticipate what they would hail with undisguised satisfaction, were the

event to be in accordance whh their hopes. Still these people are the world, and

the world though capable of falling into a mistake, is usually extremely shrewd

and keen-witted in its opinions, and if it has confident anticipations, these can

seldom turn out to be so completely a fool's paradise, as not to luerit a more
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caroful consideration of tlio gfrountis on wliicli they come to be so confidently held,

on the part of those who have embraced the cause of faith.

The ground of this general opinion will I think appear upon investigation to be

in a very high degree reasonable, and that within certain limits, and properly

understood it fully bears out the character for sagacity, that in the matters with

which they are conversant is usually attributed to men of the world. Tlie fool's

paradise, it should be remembered, is quite as possible on the side favorable to

religion, as on the side adverse to it, and it must always be wise for religion to

respect her adversaries for their sagacity, and to be at least willing to suspect a

danger when they are already crowing in the anticipation of victory.

The state of the case appears to be somewhat as i'ollows; The multitude of

mankind live by labor—which for the time engrosses their mind and its thoughts,

as Ecclesiasiicus says of the smith: "He worketh at his anvil and giveth his

mind to perfecting his work,"—but there comes the hours of rest, and the seventh

day of rest,—when a man thinks of other things besides his work. According

to Ecclesiasiicus, " This is the time for a man to pray and to search into the law

of the Most High," (Ecc. xxxviii, 39), but according to the school of popular

opinion referred to, a man should do nothing of the kind. Lord Brougham would

advise that he should betake himself to a mechanic's institute, and seek to slake

his thirst for knowledge by reading publications on scientific subjects, and by fre-

quenting lectures.

Here the policy of the enemies of faith becomes pretty evident. They propose

to pit human knowledge against divine knowledge, the study of the creation and
the world of men, leaving God out, to the study of the Divine Maker of creation

and the Divine Ruler and Redeemer of men. In lieu of " prayer and the search-

ing in the law of God," a man is to gain light for his soul and freedom for his

spirit by searching in the book of nature, and by becoming learned in the history

of man.

If the practice of prayer with the duties and consolations and refreshment of
divine worship and the employment for the mind that is found in what Ecclesias-

ticus calls "searching into the law of God," were to be openly assailed, there

would be something too plainly impious in this policy to make itself popular.

Open impiety is not a popular cause, and the enemy is wise enough to know this.

Moreover, suddenly to suppress religion would leave a void that it might be incon-

venient to have filled up all at once. What he wants to eff'ect then, is to draw

people away from their faith in God, from their prayers, hopes and duties, and the

employment of their time upon the law of God, gently avoiding any mconvenient

abruptness. This he purposes to effect in a clearly sagacious way of his own.

He must have popular opinion on his side, and must seem to espouse the cause

of education. He cannot precisely decry religion, but he can hope to put it upon
one side ; and to do this he will admit that it was admirably adapted for an unen-

lightened state of society, but that its necessity has now passed away with the

superior progress of modern times, which will very soon begin to see the perfecti-

bility of the human race accomplished. And then enlarging upon the advantages

of the study of natural sciences, he begins to bring his substitute before the notice

of the public, having recourse to the accustomed policy of those who have wares

to dispose of, by descanting upon their advantages in the loudest terms.

If people are to desert religion, the void that is thus created in their time which
remains free from labor, will in this way be filled up. It would not precisely look

well openly to recommend the public house and the gin shop, though these
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would really answer the purpose quite as effectually. A decent substitute has

therefore perforce to be found, and one which will carry a certain amount of public

opinion in ils favor—and this proves to be the cry for "general knowledge and the

study of natural sciences," as the natural antidote for the supposed crouching su-

perstitions and the servile terrors of religion,—on a principle already familiarly

known in the world before the times of Christianity.

Hunc igitur terrorem aninii tenebrasque necesse est

Non radii soles iieque lucida tela Diei

Discutiant, sed ^"alura species liatioque. Lucret. lib. 1.

Churches are to be superseded, and an enlightened pursuit of philosophy and

knowledge is to supply the void created by their withdrawal.

Now with regard to this tide of public opinion thus encouraged to set in, in the

direction of the pursuit of knowledge, it is obvious to say, that there is nothing

whatever in divine revelation that is in any way the opponent of fair and honor-

able knowledge. The Creator has made all things good in their own order,—and

consequently the knowledge of them is equally good and honorable in its own
order,—it is only upon the point of the perverted use that is sought to be made of

this knowledge that the Catholic Church has a controversy with the men of the

world who are the adversaries of her faith. When the Catholic Church begins to

find that what is a laudable, and its own degree even, an elevating pursuit, is ialsely

raised to the rank of a religion in order to be proposed to the world, as a substitute

for the faith and worship of God, nothing can be clearer than that it is the part of

wisdom to meet the enemy's policy by a timely counter movement.

If the people are bent upon knowledge, knowledge is a fair, open and honorable

pursuit, and no motive of zeal on behalf of the faith would appear to justify

any attempt to check or put it down. It would certainly not be desirable to inter-

fere without necessity, on account of the calumny that has got wind with the

public, viz. that the Catholic Church has an interested motive of the most sinister

kind in suppressing all knowledge. A popular taste is always rather to be encour-

aged and favored than checked, wlierever it can be fairly considered free from

direct tendencies to actual vice and evil. And though to say that the Catholic

Church favors ignorance, is extremely natural language in the mouth of an

enemy ; this is what she herself most distinctly repudiates^

If then the adversary of faith pursues his^ course by exalting knowledge into

the place of religion, the Church, as the guardian and keeper of faith, will meet

and overthrow his policy, not by incurring the odium of thwarting a popular

taste, but in the far wiser way of conciliating the popular taste and charming it

over to her own side. This will be easily done by showing to those who are in

pursuit of knowledge, faith, that without limiting the knowledge of the world,

opens a new and even far richer field of research proper to herseli', than any one

which the world has to offer. And that so far from its being true, that the praise-

worthy appetite for knowledge necessarily leads people away from faith, which is

supposed enviously to forbid its gratification, laith is the only true and safe guar-

dian of knowledge lor the people, being the nurse of secular knowledge and the

sole keeper of the higher knowledge of God.
it is only because secular knowledge may, without difficulty, be made into a sort

of idol, and as such substituted for God, that the Church is justly jealous that it

should be kept in its place. And modern society shows the very strongest symp-
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toms of willin£jnpss to lapse into an outwardly decent unbelief, filling up the void

in its time, which the withdrawal of divine faith creates, by the substitution

of an idol of its own, in the form of a kind of material knowledge and science

worship.

This would then seem to be the character of the age upon which religion is now
entering, and wiiii wiiich it will more and more, each year, find out that it has

to deal.

I hope that I may have made my meaning clear, in showing how we come to

require to take knowledge so much in hand. We have the calumny of being

interested from a sinister motive in keeping the people in ignorance, to confute

and to put to shame, and a strong, popular taste to nurse, to gratify, and to feed

with a knowledge that will speak of God, and lead to God, instead of being made

an object of worship in the place of God.

This knowledge, I am of opinion, is, in an especial sense, to be sought for in

the history of religion. In an age where unbelief appeals to popular intelligence,

faith will obviously make her counter-appeal. If unbelief put forth its knowledge

of the material world, religion will put forth her knowledge of the world of divine

miracles and faith. If unbelief makes her material knowledge pictorial, religion

will also make the knowledge of her own divine history pictorial also. In times of

external peace, and in a cultivated state of society, faith and unbelief are upon

terms of open competition with each other, and if unbelief pursues the ordinary

policy of seeking to blacken and damage the character of her rival, there is only

the more reason why religion should put forth her whole strength to make herself

known, and to seek to prevail by the force of truth.

The history of religion is no new discovery as applied to the purposes of edu-

cation. It is as old as Abraham the patriarch, Moses the prophet, our Lord

himself, his evangelists, his missionary apostles, the doctors of the Church, down

to the teachers of our own times,—the history of the miracles of God has been in

all ages the basis of instruction in the mysteries of divine faith. The creed of

baptism is a short compendium of history. The only difference between our own

times and preceding times is, that the state of society in which our labors are cast,

seems, in an especial sense, to speak for itself. How greatly it would be benefited,

what an accession of strength faith would gain, and what a discomfiture of unbe-

lief would ensue, if the history of religion could be given to the people in the

beautiful unity of its divine drama, the patriarchs and prophets preceding the

Divine Prophet of the nations, and the martyrs, doctors, confessors, and missionaries

of the faith following in his train, the whole of this sacred story made a household

possession to every family of the faith, by a truthful illustration embodying all the

available resources of the art and skill of our century. In other words, a pictorial

history of religion and of divine revelation, an antidode to popular unbelief and the

remedyfor popular ignorance.

Will the Church of the United States, in the name of holy charity, suffer itselt

to be persuaded to lend its effective cooperation to this missionary work of an age

of the general diffusion of knowledge and popular education 1

Henry Formbt.

93 Vol. III.—No. 12.



SCENES IN THE LIFE OF OUR LORD.

HIS PUBLIC LIFE.

Cure of the dumb man possessed—He teaches hinnility and child-like simplicity—
He teaches fors:;ive7iess of injuries hy the parable of the imjiist servant— Charity

by that of the Pharisee—Moderation—Prayer—and warns all against hypocrisy.

Our Lord had been transfigured before his chosen apostles, thus revealing some

of the glory of his sacred humanity, which lay hid during his earthly career,

as it does now in the sacrament of his love. Meanwhile his other apostles amid

a crowd of questioning Scribes and doubting people were at the foot of the moun-

tain, endeavoring, though in vain, to expel a mute devil from a possessed child;

and as Jesus appeared ascending the slope of Tabor, the father of the afflicted

boy, attended by many others, ran towards him. They suddenly paused and gazed

in fear on that still radiant face, but the father whom anxiety and love made insen-

sible to all else, approached him, saying :
" Lord ! have pity on my son ; for he

CURE OF THE DUMB MAN POSSESSED.

is my only one and he is a lunatic and suflfereth much—and I brought him to thy

disciples and they could not cure him." They had doubted in the power of his

apostles, and Jesus, seeing in spirit how often their power and that of their suc-

cessors would be denied and set at naught, exclaimed : "O unbelieving and per-

verse generation, how long shall I be with you? How long shall I suffer you?

Bring him hither to me." They brought him writhing and struggling to our

Saviour's feet, and while the poor father raised his hands in entreaty, Jesus saith

:

*' If thou canst believe all things are possible to him tiiat believeth." " I do be-
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lieve," exclaimed the failior with stroaming pyos, "Lord, lidp my iinhi'licf."

Then Jesus rebuked the devil, and exi)elling him cured tlie boy."

His apostles asked him why tliey had failed, and he replied: "Because of your

unbelief," but added, " This kind is not cast out but by prayer and fasting," clearly

showing that some powers in his ciiurch depend on forms and ceremonies.*

Leaving this spot, our Lord next turned with his apostles towards Capharnaum,
leading the way iiimself with no attendant but Peter. As they entered they were
asked for the tribute, and our Lord, though he declared himself exempt, directed

Peter to catch a fish in which he would find the money of the tribute. Meanwhile

][,^'^^

JESUS TEACHING HUMILITY.

the other apostles were disputing which should be the greatest, and our Lord im-
mediately asked them on Avhat they had conversed. They hung their heads ua

shame, knowing full well how little he would approve of their ambition. Uh !

blessed question, happy they who constantly hear their Saviour thus addressing

them, and so converse that they can answer without a blush.

* Matt, xvii, 19-21. Mark ix, 18-29- Luke ix. 38-43.
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"Seek ye to sit enthroned by me?
Alas ! ye know not what you ask,

The first in shame and agony,

The lowest in the meanest task

—

This can ye be ? and can ye drink

The cup that I in tears must steep:

Nor from the whelming waters shrink,

That o'er me roll so dark and deep?"

Then Jesus sitting down called the twelve around him and said : "If any man
desire to be first, he shall be the last of all and the servant of all ;" and taking a

child he set him in the midst of them, and clasping him to his divine heart, said

:

"Whosoever shall receive one such child in my name receiveth me: and whoso-

ever shall receive me, receiveth not me, but him that sent me. And whosoever

shall scandalize one of these little ones that believe in me, it were better for him

that a mill stone were hanged about his neck and he were cast into the sea, for 1

say to you that their angels in heaven always see the face of my Father who is in

heaven." Then he warned them most earnestly against the sin of scandal. *

Once more he reminded them that they were to found his Church. "Amen I

say to you, whatsover you shall bind upon earth shall be bound also in heaven
;

and whatsoever you shall loose upon earth shall be loosed also in heaven:" and lie

declared that whoever would not hear the Church should be to them as the heathen

and the publican.

"l FORGAVE THEE ALL THE DEBT.'

* Matl. xvii, 24-26. Luke ix, 32.
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As he cxplainod tho duty of forgiveness, Peter asked: " Lord ! how often shall

I forgive an oflending brother—seven times ?" '• Not seven times, but seventy

times seven," replied our divine Lord ; and tiicn to impress his doctrine more

deeply he gave them this parable of the unjust servant: " The kingdom of heaven

is likened to a king, who would take an account of his servants. And when he

had begun to take the account, one was brought to him that owed him ten thou-

sand talents. And as he had not wherewith to pay it, his lord commanded that

he should be sold, and his wife and children and all that he had, and payment to

be made. But that servant falling down, besought him, saying: Have patience

with me, and I will pay thee all. And the lord of that servant being moved with

pity, let him go and forgave him the debt. But when that servant was gone out,

he found one of his feiloAv-servants that owed him a hundred pence: and laying

hold of him he throttled him, saying: Pay what thou owest. And his fellow-

servant falling down, besought him, saying: Have patience with me, and I will

pay thee all. And he would not : but went and cast him into prison, till he paid

the debt. Now his fellow-servantsseeing what was done, were very much grieved,

and they came and told their lord all that "i^as done. Then his lord called him

;

and said to him: Thou wicked servant, I forgave thee all the debt, because thou

besoughtest me : shouldst not thou then have had compassion also on thy fellow-

servant, even as I had compassion on thee? And his lord being angry delivered

him to the torturers, until he should pay all the debt. So also shall my heavenly

Father do to you, if you forgive not every one his brother from your hearts."

\ CHRIST SENDING HIS niSCIPLES TO PREACH.

Having taught his followers humility and forgiveness in this striking way, our

divine Lord set out again for Jerusalem to participate in the sacred rites of the
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solemnity of Pentecost. As usual, some of his disciples went on to obtain lodgings

and refreshments: on this journey a Samaritan town refused them entrance.

Burning with indignation, the apostles prayed our Lord to consume the guilty

city, but Jesus in a few words gave them a lesson which his followers should ever

bear in mind : " You know not of what spirit you are. The Son of Man came
not to destroy souls but to save." When our zeal is inflamed at those who refuse

Jesus an entrance into their minds and hearts, let us remember this : when our

indignation is enkindled against those who, blind, unconscious instruments of a

fearful tyrant, rage against the Church, let us remember this.

Calling several to join him, our Lord sent seventy-two disciples into every place

which he intended to visit, giving vhera full and beautiful instructions, and endow-

ing them with extraordinary powers, to expel devils, to heal the sick, to tread

upon venomous reptiles.

OUR LORD DINING WITH THE PHARISEE.

They returned to him exulting in their power : but he told them :
" Rejoice not

in this, that spirits are subject to you, but rejoice in this that your names are

written in heaven." He joined however in tlieir holy joy, and raising his eyes

and hands to heaven, prayed : " I give thanks to thee, O Father, Lord of heaven

and earth, that thou hast hid these things from the wise and prudent, and hast

revealed iheiu to little ones. Yea, Father, for so it hath seemed good in thy sight."

Then turning to his apostles he showed them how indeed they had cause for joy.

"Many prophets and kings have desired to see the things that you see and have

not seen them ; and to hear the things that you hear, and have not heard thera."
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In answer to a scribe who clfceilfully fiuestioiictl him, our divine Lord related

the well known parahle of tlie good .Samaritan. Passing then by Betliany, lie

tarried with Mary and Martha; declaring the excellence of the contemplative life,

and asked by his disciples for a form of prayer, he again enjoined that which he

had given in the sermon on the mount. After inculcating the necessity of prayer

he passed from instruction to action, and delivered an afflicted one from the bonds

of Satan. The envious Pharisees again accused lum of being himself an instru-

ment of Satan, but he rebuked them so conclusively that a woman cried out:

" Blessed is the womb that bore thee and the breasts that nurtured thee;" after that

a Pharisee invited him to dine. Entering his house, our Lord, disregarding the

custom of the Pharisees, who always washed before meals, reclined at once at

table. The Pharisee was revolving this in his mind, but our Lord at once discov-

ered to him his thought, and showed him the folly of those who gave all their

attention to outward acts and neglected the weightier duties of the law. He did

not forbid their strict observance of all those traditional exercises of piety which

were customary among them, but by keen reproaches taught them that without

an interior spirit, this was all hypocrisy and would be rejected of God. Hardness

OSTENTATIOUS ALMS,

to the poor was evidently one of their eying sins, and as a remedy, a means of

obtaining that grace of humility which they needed, he simply told them :
" Give

alms, and all things are clean unto you." Not the ostentatious alms which he had

so often rebuked. " When thou dost an alms-deed, sound not a trumpet before
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thee as the hypocrites do in the synagogues and in the streets, that they may be

honored by men. Amen I say to you, they have received their reward. But

when thou doest an ahns, let not thy left hand know what thy right hand doeth :

that thy alms may be in secret, and thy Father who seeth in secret will repay thee."

The lesson is no less necessary for us : how often are we strict in matters of

supererogation, while we neglect what is of positive obligation, what we cannot

pass by without sin. Let us make to ourselves intercessors by our alms, but

keeping before us the ostentatious relief given by the Pharisee, imitate our Lord

who seemed to do even his good actions by stealth, and forbid those who were the

recipients of his charity to make it known.

THE FLIGHT OF YEARS.
We select the following beautiful lines from a number of the U. S. Catholic Magazine

:

The flight of years
Bears on its wings all earthly hopes and joys,
And fear, and soirmv that the heart annoys,

And all our tears !

Deep in the grave
Is buried many a noble, loving heart,

With whom we've seen domestic bliss depart.

Which nought could save

!

Departed year

!

Much hast thou added to the sum of woe.
We poor ephemera; of earth must know

While lingering liere !

But still remains
The lofty soul, aspiring yet to know
More than the earth can olTer or bestow

On mortal pains.

Thrice blessed power

!

The power to elevate the soaring mind.
To leave the earth and all its crimes behind,

In wisdom's hour!

The grovelling love
Of wealth—of fame—of any earthly goal

—

Is all unworthy of the noble soul.

That looks above

!

Hail to ye friends

!

The blest associates of full many a year

!

Your silent voice is still to me most dear.

And wisdom lends.

Dark slander's sting

—

The noise of faction, or the din of war.
Like lightning, on the iceberg, cannot mar

The peace ye bring.

gift profound !

The tree of knowledge, heav'n vouchsafes to man !

What can compare, since first young time began
His ceaseless round.

The soul expands.
Fed on its fruit, and leaves the world behind,
And, like a meteor on the viewless wind.

Seeks brighter lands

!



OUR CONVENTS.— III.

THE SISTERS OF PROVIDENCE.*

The diocese of Burlington possesses a house of this new order, which like our

own Sisters of Charity, is of American origin, and like it reveres St. Vincent de

Paul as its founder, but has taken the distinctive name of Providence, from its

chief house at Montreal, in Canada East.

That city, which like a truly Catholic town, has no poor house, affords relief to

every shade of human misery by its hospitals where nuns and sisters devote their

lives to the fulfillment of the great law of charity. With the growth of the city,

however, the"Gray Sisters, on whom the care of the orphans, the aged and infirm,

devolved, as well as the visits to the sick poor, became unequal to the task. To
relieve them of some portion of the almost endless duties which they had assumed,

God raised up a new community.

In 1828 Madame Emily Tavenier, widow of Mr. J. B. Gamelin, began, with

some other ladies whom she had won to her charitable project, to take care of aged

and infirm women, and to visit the sick, especially the sick poor at their dwellings.

The regulations which they adopted were wise and prudent ; and she soon had

the consolation of seeing her community solidly established, and achieving silently

the object of her pious desires.

The holy bishop of Montreal, the Rt. Rev. Ignatius Bourget, approving of her

zeal and institute, erected the community canonically on the 29th of March, 1844.

Besides the venerable foundress there were then six other sisters in the house.

The community now, however, took a rapid development, and as the numbers

increased the sisters resolved to take charge of orphans and the deaf and dumb and

the insane, to afford an asylum to aged and infirm priests, and finally to instruct

poor girls.

In the typhus which ravaged Montreal in 1847, they devoted themselves, like

all the sisterhood of Montreal, to the care of the emigrants, and three sunk under

the fatal fever, and after its progress was checked they received nearly four hun-

dred orphans, left by it destitute and without friend or relative.

At the present time the order comprises ten establishments in Canada j several

houses, we may now say, in Chili, and one in the United States.

In 1852 they accepted the invitation which the Rt. Rev. Magloire Blanchet

made them, to go and found a house in his remote diocese in Oregon. Five

sisters, accompanied by the Rev. Mr. Huberdeault, started i'rom Montreal, and

reached Oregon city on the first of December. Here, however, an obstacle arose :

the gold mines of California had drained Oregon of its best settlers : every thing

was in a state of stagnation : there was no house ready for the sisters and no

prospect of such a change in affairs as would enable them to open one. Two
courses were proposed, one to proceed to California, as the sisters of Notre Dame
had done : the other to return to Canada. They decided upon the latter, and

returning to San Francisco, enjoyed the hospitality of the sisters there till a sailing

vessel was ready to sail for New York. Embarking at last they left the territory

* As we follow no chronological order in these notices, we give them as circumstances

enable us to complete them. Difficulty in obtaining information delays some already

far advanced.
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of the United States, but Providence did not intend them to return to their own
land. The vessel stopped at Valparaiso, in Chili, on the 17th of June, 1853, and

the Archbishop implored them so earnestly to remain that they could not refuse,

and on the 30th of October were installed with great pomp, civil and religious, in

their new house. The Superior at Montreal approved the step, and in October

1855, a number of Canadian sisters sailed from New York to open new houses

of their order in that distant republic.

Our own, however, was not to lose entirely these worthy sisters. In 1854 the

the Rt. Rev. Louis de Goesbriand, taking possession of his new diocese and find-

ing it destitute of religious communities, to rescue the orphans of his flock from

proselytism, and instruct the young, invited the Sisters of Providence to come to

his assistance. Accordingly, on the first of May three sisters arrived and soon

took possession of the building which the worthy bishop had purchased for them,

and which has since borne the name of St. Joseph's Convent. Others have since

joined them and they now number eight, conducting an asylum with forty orphans,

and a school of one hundred and sixty pupils. They also visit the sick at their

residences, and receive some into their house. Indeed the establishment of the

Sisters of Providence has in its modest proportions changed the face of Burlington,

hitherto so bereft of the works of Catholic charity.*

-»—*—

^

MISSION OF WOMAN.

MARKS BY WHICH WE MAY KNOW IF WE BELONG TO THE WORLD.

The woman who wishes to guard against the dangers of the world, is not

under the necessity of retiring into solitude or entering the cloister. All females

are obliged by the Christian law not to be of the world ; but the larger portion is

called to live in the world, and to save their souls amidst the dangers found in it.

Our Lord, in the discourse mentioned before, asks of his Father not that he should

take his disciples out of the world, but that he may preserve them from evil ; and

he adds that they are not of the world, as he himself is not of the world. Hence

the duty of those who desire to live like true disciples of Christ, is not always to

withdraw from the world, but to keep from evil and to be not of the world, after

the example of their divine Master.

It is then one thing to be in the world, and another to be of the world. One

may live as a good Christian in the world, but no one can please God in being of

the world. It is therefore very important for a young woman to know the great

difference there is between these two situations, one of which is altogether incom-

* We are indebted for the materials of this sketch to the work entitled " Les Ser-

vantes de Dieu en Canada, par C. de La Roche Heron," the work of our excellent friend

and associate, Henry de Courcy, Esq.

In the article on the School Sisters one sentence needs explanation. Sister Waiburga

was not the foundress of the new order, but merely taken into it : the foundress was

Sister Mary Teresa, the present Superior General, who was here in 1848.
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patible with thp dutips of the Christian life, whilst the other may cause the display

of the brightest virtues by giving occasion to the most difficult struggles.

Superficial minds are generally inclined to confound the means with the end,

and what is external in the duties of Christianity with that which constitutes their

spirit or their essence. This confusion may give room to many illusions and

many dangers. A female could easily persuade herself that the only way not to

be of the world, is not to be in the world, Avhich is false ; or that once out of the

world, she has nothing to fear from its dangers, which is not true.

The throne of God in man, is the heart : what appears exteriorly should be

only the reflection of the light within. And it is in this sense that our Lord says :

" The kingdom of God is within you." In this sense also we may say: The
reign of the world is within us. What we have to do, therefore, is not so much
to leave the world as to make the world leave our hearts when it has taken pos-

session of them : for as we may carry solitude and the reign of God in the midst

of the world when we are obliged to live in it, so we may carry the reign of the

world into the most solitary retreat and the deepest seclusion.

The world is not precisely the society which we frequent, or a particular class

of men ; it is that collection of maxims and customs which are in direct opposition

to the maxims of the Gospel and the usages of the Christian life. It is that fri-

volity of mind and heart, that idleness of life which makes worldlings waste to

no purpose the noblest faculties of their souls and its most generous instincts.

A female belongs to the world when, neglecting her interior, which she should

adorn with grace and virtue, she is exclusively occupied to ornament her exterior.

She belongs to the world when, putting aside the essential duties of home, she

prefers to them the fictitious duties arbitrarily imposed by the world on its slaves.

She belongs to the world when, caring little for the decencies of her situation and

the requirements of her position, she blindly submits to the caprices and unrea-

sonable usages of fashion. She belongs to the world when, overstepping the bounds

set by her means, and disregarding the holy indigence of the poor of Christ, she

displays in her furniture, in her dress, in her household establishment a fondness

for luxury which reason and faith equally condemn.

She belongs to the world when, rejecting the salutary severity of the Gospel,

she takes as the guide of her conduct the relaxed and corrupt maxims of the

world ; when, forgetting the other life, she confines to the present one the thoughts

of her mind and the affections of her heart. She belongs to the world when, dis-

daining the labor which at the same time exercises and develops the faculties of

the soul and the strength of the body, she allows both to languish in indolence.

She belongs to the world when, instead of seeking to please God, by devoting

herself to the happiness of those who surround her, and have been committed to

her care, she strives to please men by external advantages which a superficial and

worldly education has developed in her, and solicits from strangers insincere praise

and unmerited esteem.

She belongs to the world when, instead of inspiring a husband or a father little

inclined to piety with more religious sentiments to prepare him for the fulfillment

of Christian duties, she endeavors on the contrary to turn his bad dispositions to

the profit of her own vanity and passions. She belongs to the world when, instead

of devoting all her attention to the Christian education of her children, or of her

brothers and sisters, she, on the contrary, trains them up to the dangerous customs

and the dissipated mode of life observed in the world ; imitating those barbarous
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parents, who in ancient times delivered tlieir children to the embrace of a burning

idol to appease the anger of the god which it represented. She belongs to the

world when she loves its laws and its humiliating slavery, when she runs after

its parties of pleasure, when she approves what it approves and condemns what

it condemns, Avhen she judges as it judges, thinks and feels as it thinks and feels,

when she lives of its life, and receives all its influences like the plant which draws

its nourishment from the soil to which it adheres.

But a woman is in the world without being of the world when, compelled by

the circumstances of her position to live in its midst, she knows how to transform

into a virtue the necessity which she must obey : when forced to participate in its

festivities and amusements, she carries to them the spirit of wisdom and Christian

moderation which keeps the soul within proper bounds, and hinders it from yield-

ing to the allurements of pleasure. She is not 'of the world, when she is in the

world as if she were not in it, using the world as using it not, when she considers

it, according to the advice of the Apostle, as a phantom or a fugitive shadow

which passes with rapidity without leaving any trace after it ; when she prefers

to its pleasures the sweet joys of the family circle, or the holy comforts of solitude

and prayer ; when she readily makes a sacrifice of its arbitrary customs and artifi-

cial proprieties to the demands of duty and religion : when she is before every

thing pious and submissive, a watchful and attentive mother, an affectionate and

obedient daughter, a generous and devoted sister, a faithful and sincere friend

;

when she knows how to carry and preserve in the midst of festivities to which

an imperious necessity leads her, that good odor of Jesus Christ whose sweet per-

fume embalms every one who approaches her, and causes holy thoughts and pious

resolutions to rise in their hearts ; when instead of attracting others to herself by a

secret instinct of vanity to bind them to her car, she thinks only of winning them

to God by inspiring them with the desire and love of good, and exercising towards

them the offices of a sincere and disinterested charity. Every female may judge

by these marks what is the nature of her intercourse with the world, and know
whether she is of the world as its other slaves, or whether she is only in the

world as the true servant of Jesus Christ.

Persian Literature.—The following beautiful lines are translated from a

Persian poet

:

I saw some handfuls of the rose in bloom,

With bands of grass suspended from a dome.

I said—"What means this worthless grass, that it

Should in the rose's fairy circle sit?"

Then wept the grass, and said—"Be still! and know
The kind their old associates ne'er forego

—

Mine is no beauty, hue, or fragrance, true

!

But in the garden of my Lord I grew!"



BIRTH OF OUR SAVIOUR.

The Star is shining o'er Belhia's stall,

The morn in the east is broken,
And the shepherds are 'biding the angel call,

That breathing from Heaven awoke them.

Yonder it burns, that beacon of Heaven

!

Lighting the depths of the world anew,
With a faith new-born and sins forgiven:

Behold the Saviour ! born unto you.

An £ingel robed in empyreal light,

Descends unto the lonely stable,

His radiant wings dispelling the night

And breathing celestial 'round the cradle.

The kings of the east are gathering in,

With their emerald jars of myrrh and treasure;

And the herd and his liege promiscuous kneel.

In one blent homage together.

O'er mountain and crag, and deep ravine.

Still doth the wise men bring
Their vessels of gold and gems supreme,
And journeying, thus they sing:

Bring gifts, bring treasures, for Jesus is born.
The Day-Star of Heaven is near us;

The long promised boon in an earthly form,
Descended this night between us.

Prom the east to the west, let his praise be sung;
From the south to the northern sea;

Where'er the light of the golden sun.
Send hither thy rhapsody.

For the voice of the Lord is upon the earth.

And the fullness of mercy is near;

Disclosing to us at his infinite birth

The love that he bore for us here.

Joy unto man ! rings the heavenly choir.

While the gray vault of Heaven recedes;

And 'mid the blinding light of its dazzling fire,

Ten thousand angels earth receives.

Joy unto man ! and the echoing hosts
Trembling amid the wild acclaim,

Acknowledge Him, infinity's most,
Born of the earth and of God the same.

And the sky is blent with the wrapt hossannah;
While myriad voices echoing on.

Proclaim the joy with notes undying,
Of God made man and of Jesus born.

\

And e'en unto judgment shall it descend;
The adorable praise of that holy hour.

And joyous anthems to his throne ascend
Proclaiming the great Redeemer's power.

Hail Virgin Mother! supremely blest,

By all that Heaven could e'er bestow,
In bearing Jesus thou hast won the best
Of creatures places, above, below. Alphonse.
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CHAPTKR XVI.

Mr. Weeks left his room soon after his cousin,—it being now somewhat

advanced in the forenoon,—and with a cigar in his mouth, descended the steps of

the hall door, and sauntered out to breathe the fresh air. It was a delightful

morning. Every thing looked cheerful and pleasant. The new mown hay lay

in long swathes on the lawn exhaling its perfume under the warm sun. The
mowers swart with toil were slowly sweeping their scythes through the ripe grass,

and moving onwards side by side with measured steps across the broad field.

Over the tops of the trees which skirted the demesne below, and through the vistas

which time or the axe had made amongst them appeared patches of Mulroy bay,

now as calm and bright as a mirror. On its southern shore might be seen a little

whitewashed building, showing a gilded cross on its gable facing the sea, and

round about among the fern and hawthorns, with which it was surrounded, a

number of white headstones peeping out here and there to mark it for a burial

place of the dead. This was Massmount where our foreign friend first saw Mary
Lee as she knelt at the altar. It was a soHtary spot,—and as pleasant for the dead to

rest in as could be found in the whole world. No house within a mile of it, and

no noise to disturb its repose, but the twitter of the swallow about the eves of the

little church, or the gentle wash of the waves amongst the sea-shells at its base.

And if on the sunday morning, the silence which reigned there through all the

week was broken, it only seemed to make the stillness that succeed the more

solemn and profound. To the eastward of the chapel, and surrounded by a belt

of trees, was located the modest residence of Mr. Guirkie, its white chimneys just

visible from the windows of Crohan house, and trending away to the westward

a long tongue of meadow land called Morass-ridge, on the tip or extreme point of

which rose up the still majestic ruins of Strannagh, once a stronghold of the far

famed O'Dougherty of Innishowen. Midway between these two prominent

features in the landscape, appeared the old church-yard of Massmount with its

little white chapel facing the sea.

Mr. Weeks, touched by the simple beauty of the scene, laid himself down half

unconsciously on the green sward to enjoy it at his leisure.

* Copy-right secured according to Law.
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Dear Irish reader let us sit down beside him for a moment and view the picture

also. There is nothing in it new to^your eyes, to be sure,—nothing you hav'nt

seen a thousand times before. It was only an old church-yard, and old church-

yards in Ireland you known are always the same. The same old beaten foot-

paths through the rank grass,—tixesame old hawthorn trees which in early summer
shed their while blossoms on the green graves—the same old ivy walls over-

shadowing the moss-covered tombs of the monk and nun. No, there was nothing

strange or new in the picture—on the contrary every thing there was as familiar to

you as your own thoughts. But tell us, dear reader—now that we can converse

quietly together—does not the sight of such a spot sometimes wake up old

memories? Do you still remember the place in the old ruins where the Prior's

Ghost was seen so often after sunset, or the fairy tree beside the holy well which

no axe could cut down, nor human hand break a branch off with impunity ?—but

above all do you remember the shady little corner where the dear ones lie buried

—

the grassy mound where you knelt to drop the last tear on bidding farewell to

the land you will never see again? Oh, dear reader, do your thoughts ever

wander back to these scenes of your youth ? When in the long summer evenings,

after the toil of the day is over, you sit by the porch of the stranger enjoying the

cool night air, and gazing up at the sparkling heavens above you, does your eye

ever roam- in search of that star you should know better then all the rest, the bright

one that shines on your own " native isle of the ocean ?" When your heart feels

sad under a sense of its isolation ; nay, when it turns with disgust from the treacher-

ous and the coldhearted, who, having wiled you to their shores, now deny you

even a foothold on their soil,—does memory then ever carry you back to the old

homestead among the hills, where in bye-gone years you have met so many
generous souls round the humble hearthstone.? Alas! alas! when you look at

those once stalwart limbs you gave your adopted country as a recompense for

the freedom she promised you, now wasted away in her service—when you think

of the blood you shed in her battles, the prayers you offered for her prosperity, the

pride with which you heard her name spoken of in other lands, and the glorious

hopes you once entertained of seeing her the greatest and the best of the nations of

the earth—and yet to think, oh, to think, that the only return she makes for all

this is to hate and spurn you. When thoughts like these weigh down your heart,

tell us, dear reader, do you not sometimes long to see the old land again, and lay

your shattered frame down to rest in that shady corner you remember so well in

the old church-yard ?

But they tell you here you must not indulge such thoughts as these. On the

contrary, you must forget the past, you must renounce your love for the country

that gave you birth, you must sever every tie that knits you to her bosom, you

must abjure and repudiate her forever more; the songs you sung and the stories

you told so often by the light of the peat fire, must never be sung or told again

;

all the associations of home and friends, all the pleasant recollections of your boy-

hood, aU the traditions of your warrior and sainted ancestors, must be blotted from

your memory, as so many treasons against the land of your adoption. Or if you

do venture to speak of old times and old places when you meet with long absent

friends round the social board, it must be in whispers and with closed doors, lest

the strangers should hear you as they pass by. And behold the return they make
you for these sacrifices ! They give you freedom, freedom to live like helots in

the land they promised to make your own,—freedom to worship your Creator

under a roof which a godless mob may at any momont fire with impunity,

—
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freedom to shed your blood in defence of a flag that would gladly waive in triumph

over the extinction of your race. Speak, exile, are you willing to renounce your

fatherland for such a recompense as this? Oh if you be, may no ray of sunlight

ever visit your grave, no friend or relation, wife or child, ever shed a tear to hal-

low it. If you've fallen so low as to kiss the foot that spurns you, and grown so

mean as to fawn upon a nation that flings you from her with disgust, then go and

live the degraded, soulless thing thou art, fit only to fatten on garbage and rot in a

potter's field. Go! quit this place, for the sight of an old Irish church yard has

no charms for you.

Mr. Weeks had now been sitting for half an hour or more contemplating the

scene before him, when hearing the sound of approaching footsteps, he turned to

see who was coming.

It was Rebecca Hardwrinkle, accompanied by the colporteur and two of her

younger sisters, on their way to Ballymagahey.

" Well, there," said Weeks rising and shaking off the chips he had been whittling

from a withered branch that happened to lie within his reaeh—" there ! I thought

you'd gone long ago."

" My brother detained me," replied Rebecca, " to select some tracts from a parcel

he had just received as I was just leaving the house, and seeing you here, I passed

this way to offer you one for your inspection. It's on the efficacy of prayer."

"Humph!" ejaculated Weeks, looking at the book, "I know what you're

coming at, I guess ; I hav'nt been at family worship this morning."
" Ah cousin, were it only once you absented yourself, we might find some

excuse—but, to be absent so often—oh, dear!"

" Well now look here, I don't profess to be much of a Christian, you know,

and consequently you can't expect me to get used to your tastes right straight off,

without considerable training."

" And then your religious sentiments are so very shocking, Ephraim, that I

tremble to think of your soul, and the end that awaits it if you turn not speedily

to the Lord. Read that little book, however, attentively, and you will find it of

great spiritual advantage. And then, dear cousin, I shall have you prayed for next

sabbath."

"Me prayed for?"

"Certainly."

" Guess not."

" Why, can you have any possible objection to be prayed for by the God fearing,

pious servants of the Lord?"
" Well, yes, I rather think I have—a slight one."

" How very strange ! did you only once feel the benefit you would derive from

the prayers of the elect."

"Just so—but I'm kinder green you know in that line."

" Brother Robert and Abigail there, and Hannah and all of us have been prayed

for so often, and have always felt our strength renewed in so wonderful a manner."
" Not a doubt of it. But you see, I feel considerable strong as it is, and ai'nt

disposed to trouble you just at present. Say cousin, whereabouts here is the priest's

house ? ai'nt that it over there west of the pond ? I want to call on the old feller

this morning."

" Yes, that's his house, that little cottage there ; but what can your business be

with him, Ephraim?"
" Well not much, if any, should like to ask him a question or two—that's all."
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" Are you not afraid ?"

" Afraid !—afraid of what?"

*'To converse with him in the weak state of your soul."

*' Why, what in creation do you take me for?"

"Don't be offended cousin, I speak to you for your own good."

" My own good—I ai'nt a fool, am IV
" No, no, dear Ephraim, but you know you're weak."

"Nonsense!"
" I speak the truth, you will never be able to resist him. He's a most insinua-

ting, dangerous man."
" The old priest ?"

" Yes. You've heard I suppose how he converted the tutor at the parsonage?"

"No—can't say I have."

" And poor Kate Petersham, too," put in Abigail—"she's on the very verge of

the gulf."

" There ! by the way, I had almost forgotten it. I must call on these Peter-

shams. What sorter girl, though, is this Kate you speak ol ? Kinder crazy, ai'nt

she?"
" A little weak," responded Rebecca, " but still a good natured soul. Some of

her neighbors, poor thing, have lately been telling idle stories about her, but I'm

sure they're all false. For my part, I can't believe them. And I'm sure it's

nothing to me if she turned Catholic to-morrow. Only people will talk you know,

Ephraim."
" Well—nothing prejudicial to her honor, I presume."

Rebecca glanced significantly at her sister and Mr. Sweetsoul, but said nothing

in reply.

" Excuse me," said Weeks, " I should'nt have put that question perhaps ; but

the fact is the young lady has invited me to Castle Gregory, and I can't very well

refuse ; besides, her brother. Captain Petersham, is most anxious to have me call

on him."

" Did the lady invite you hersell?" enquired Rebecca.

" Why, certainly. I had a note from her a week ago to that effect."

" Written by herself?"

" Well, her name was signed to it—Kate Petersham."

Rebecca again glanced at her companions, and tried to blush and look mortified

at such indehcate conduct.

" Well, it did seem kinder strange, I allow," said Weeks, " but not being well

posted up as to the customs of the country, I did'nt know but it was all right."

" Don't go, Ephraim," said Rebecca, laying her black gloved hand affectionately

on his arm. " Don't go, if you take my advice."

" She can't hurt me, I reckon—can she ?"

" No, dear Ephraim, she can't hurt your body, but she might your soul. You're

weak you know—very week indeed, and she very captivating both in person and

conversation. I do not like, my dear cousin, these visits to Miss Petersham and

the Catholic priest, especially without some one to protect you against the dan-

gerous influence of their society."

"You don't eh?"
" No indeed, dear cousin, I do not."

" Look at me. Miss Hardwrinkle," said Weeks, thrusting his hands down into

his pockets, and hitching up his shoulders.

04 Vol. III.—No. 12.
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" I see."

" Is there any thing remarkably green about me?"
" Green ! no, dear Ephraim."
" Ai'nt I a Yankee, born and bred, eh?"

"Certainly."

" And do you really think I don't know nothing—that I can't take care of my-
self among a parcel of Irish. What sorter folks d'ye think we Yankees are, any
how?"
" Don't grow vexed with me, dear Ephraim, don't grow vexed. I would not

offend you for the world. I only speak so for your own good, dear cousin. Mr.

Sweetsoul here knows how often I have wept over your weakness, and how
incessaully I have prayed that the light of truth might dispel the darkness "

"Stop! stop!—thunder! Hav'nt I been listening to all that long talk till I'm

enaraost crazy?"
" Oh ! dear, he has grown so nervous of late, Mr. Sweetsoul," said Rebecca,

turning to the colporteur, "that he cannot bear to hear a single word of advice."

" Nervous ! and where's the wonder, with seven sisters of you talking religion

at me from morning till night. Why, I can't smoke a cigar, by crackle, but I'm

taken to task for it. It's too great an indulgence, or it's too worldly looking, or it's

one darned thing or other."

" But, dear Ephraim, don't you feel that we have your spiritual welfare at heart,

and don't you know that when we speak to you of religion, it is only because we
love you too well to see you perish before our eyes. Oh, if the sweet dew of

religion only once touched "

" The dew of religion. That's the talk-^go ahead cousin, I shan't say another

word on the subject—go ahead. I'll stand it out I guess, if any man can," and

the speaker picked up the branch he had just been whittling, and set to it again, as

vigorously as if he had been whittling for a wager. Mr. Weeks was evidently

excited, but tried very hard to keep cool. " And now, Mr. Sweetsoul, you may
judge whether we have reason or not to fear for our dear cousin," said Rebecca,

again turning to the colporteur. " Just look at this trinket. Here is a pair of

popish rosary beads, which the chambermaid found on the floor of Mr. Weeks'
bed-room the morning after he first entered the lighthouse lodge at Araheera," and

the speaker held them up between her finger and thumb for inspection.

"Dreadful!"

"This was his first lesson from the Romish light-keeper and his pretty daughter."

" I have already explained to you how I came by these beads," said Weeks.
" I picked them up where they had fallen from an old bible at the light-house, and

unthinkingly put them in my pocket. But po matter now; fire away."
" Don't grow angry, Ephraim."
" I ai'nt angry."

"I merely call your attention to the beads to shew you the danger you have to

guard against in forming Catholic associations. Is there any thing in that to make
you angry with me?"
" I ai'nt angry, I tell you, not a mite."

" You are angry. I see it in your countenance, Ephraim. Oh if you only

experienced religion for one little week how easily you could repress this irritability.

There now, see how you cut up that stick so pettishly. Just see how nervous

you are."

" I tell you I'm not nervous," cried Weeks, at the top of his voice.
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"And so (PXcited, then."

" I ai'nt excitod."

"Why, dear me, Mr. Sweetsoul, only look at him."

"There!" exclaimed Weeks at length, loosing his temper altogether, and fling-

ing away both knil'e and branch, "there, good by; by thunder, if this ai'nt the

most inhuman treatment that eVer man suffered."

" Stay Ephraim, stay cousin ; do, for one moment," entreated Rebecca, en-

deavoring to lay hold of his arm.

"Not a second," he cried, buttoning his coat and hurrying off, full of indigna-

tion at the idea of being treated so like a child or a fool. " By graciotis," he added,

halting for an instant in his step and looking back, " by gracious, you ought to

turn to at once and spoon feed me."

CHAPTER XVII.

Mr. Weeks on parting with his lady cousins Cwhich he did rather abruptly as

We have seen in the last chapter), Returned to Crohan House, and lighting another

cigar, mounted the sober animal he generally selected for a morning's ride, and set

out for Father Brennan's. When he arrived at the Rev. gentleman's residence, he

was somewhat disappointed to learn from the servant that he had gone some five

or six miles from home on a sick call, and could not possibly return till late in the

evening. Resolving however to have ah interview with the priest with as little

delay as possible, he drew a card from the richly carved case he always had about

him, and having written a request to that effect on the back of it with his pencil,

handed it to the servant, and then turned his horse's head in the direction of

Green mount Cottage.

Mrs. Motherly was sitting on the steps of the hall door, knitting her stocking,

and looking quite happy as she plied her needles. The good woman was dressed

as usual in her large well frilled cap and White apron, with her bunch of keys

hanging by her side, as much perhaps fol" show as convenience. On the grass at

her feet a gray cat lay stretched in the sun with half a dozen kittens playing about

her on the green.

" Mrs. Motherly, how d'ye do ?" said Weeks. " Mr. Guirkie at home?"
"Your sarvint, sir," replied the matron, rising and running her needles into the

stocking, after she had w^aited to count the stiches. " Mr. Guirkie's not in, sir."

"Ai'nt?"
" No, sir; he left here about an hour ago for Rathmullen."
" Rathmullen—let me see—that's the place he visits so often?"

" Yes, sir."

" Goes there every week, don't he ?"

" Every Thursday, sir."

"On business, I presume?"
" No, sir, not that I know of."

" Got relatives there, perhaps ?"

"No, sir ; he has no relatives living, I believe. People say though he's often

seen sitting on a tomb-stone there in the ould grave yard."

" Well—must be some friend, I guess?"
" Why, if the gentleman was a native of this part o' the country, it might,"
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responded Mrs. Motherly, " but he's not ; he was born in Cork or Clare, or some-

where thereabouts, I hear."

" Does he never speak to you of these visits, Mrs. Motherly ?"

" Niver, sir."

" You don't say so ! It's odd, ai'nt it 1"

"Oh, it's just of a piece with the rest of his doings. He niver thinks of telhng

me any thing, ov course ; why should he—I'm nothing but sarvint, you know.

I'm only here to do the work, slavin and sludgin from mornin till night, strivin to

plaze him and humor him, till my heart's amost broke, and all the thanks I get is

mighty easy told, Mr. Weeks, when all's over."

" Don't doubt it. He's a very odd kinder man in his ways, that's a fact."

" You may well say that, sir. He's the provokinest man that ever drew breath,

that's the short and the long of it. But won't you light and come in, sir?"

" Well, guess I shall, come to think of it. Say, can't I write a note here, and

leave it for Mr. Guirkie?"
" Sartintly, sir; come in, there's paper there and pens plenty in the parlor. As

for the cratur on the sofa, he'll not disturb you in the laste."

" Hilloa! who the thunder is this 7" cried Weeks, as he entered the parlor and

beheld the African stretched at his full length on the sofa, and apparently fast

asleep. " A nigger, ai'nt he 7"

" Yes, sir ; that's our new boarder," replied Mrs. Motherly, in rather a caustic

tone of voice.

" But how the dickens did he come here?"
" Mr. Guirkie, sir, carried the gentleman home with him from the wreck."

" Ah, that's it. I have heard of a wreck lately somewhere here in the neigh-

borhood."

"He's a very respectable boarder for a lone woman, is'nt he, Mr. Weeks?"
" Well, don't know exactly ; that's all a matter of taste. Some folks like niggers

very much. There's our New England ladies, for instance, they're terrible kind to

niggers. I'd venture to say, if this here chap happened to be cast ashore any

where along the eastern seaboard, they'd gather round and clothe and feast him

like a prince, before he got well out of the water."

" You're jokin, Mr. Weeks."

"No mam, I ai'nt jokin a mite."

" And you tell me they're so fond of them as all that?"

" Fond, yes, guess they are fond—they're the most almighty fond creatures in

that way in all creation."

" Bedad then, Mr. Weeks, I don't envy their taste very much."
" Well, it's not that their taste lies that way, either," replied Weeks, " for the

fact is, they despise niggers as much as any people in the world. But it's a sorter

philanthropy, you see, that's made up of a half sentimental, half benevolent kinder

squeamishness, with a slight dash of the religious in it by way of seasoning."

" Yes, sir, of coorse."

"You understand me?"
" Oh parfectly, sir. They must be mighty charitable intirely to the creatures,

God bless them."
" Very charitable indeed. That is, I mean to the slave portion of the race.

Sometimes their philanthropy impels them even to pawn their jewels to buy a

slave from bondage."
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"See that now. Is'nt it wondlierful to think of it, and still I oftpn heard Mr.

Guirkie say the craturs out there in America wnrn't so badly olT alter all."

" Well, no—guess they're pretty well off for clothes and food, and all that sorter

thing. But they hai'nt got their liberty you know; and no American born ought

to see a human in slavery and not try to liberate him."

"True for you, Mr. Weeks, you speak like a Christian, so you do. Dear
knows it's a poor sight to see God's creaters bought and sould, as they say they

are over there, just for nil the world like a cow or a horse— it's onnatural, that's

what it is."

"It's shocking!"

"And still," said Mrs. Motherly, "they tell us the poor Irish there is'nt trated

much better than slaves."

"My dear woman, don't believe a word of it."

" Why, I have a letther in my pocket here, from a niece of mine, that's livin

in a place called Boston, and she tells me it's tarrible to think of what they suffer.

There it is," continued the good woman, opening it and pointing to a particular

passage, "they're thrated here like slaves, and have more to suffer from the

Yankees, specially in regard to our religion, than ever we had at home from the

bloody parsecutin English. It's a wonder they're not ashamed to purfess so much
tinderness for the slaves, and trate the poor Irish so manely as that."

"My dear woman, you don't understand the case as it really is. It's only the

lower orders of our people act so."

" And why don't the upper orders make them behave themselves then?"
" Can't do it. It's a free country," replied Weeks.
" Oh bad wine to such freedom as that. I wud'nt give you a button for it.

There's my niece, as dacent a reared little girl as ever crossed the water—I'll say

that much for her, though she is my niece—and her mistress, whose nothin after

all but a shop-keeper's wife, may be not as decent a father and mother's child

either, and the best word she has in her cheek for the cratur is the ' paddy girl,'

and the 'papist,' and the 'ignorant booby,' and 'go to the old priest, he'Jl forgive

you your sins for a ninepence.' What kind of talk is that, Mr. Weeks'?" contin-

ued the good woman, rolling up her arms in her apron and looking at him.
" Well that ai'nt right, I allow," responded Weeks.
" Right—behad if the girls would do as I would, they'd slap them in the face,

and that's what I told Bridget in my last letter. Humph! pretty thing, indeed,

because they pay their girls six or seven shillings a week, they think they have a

right to insult and abuse them."
" Very few think so, Mrs. Motherly, very few indeed, I know many, very

many families in New England who respect their help, and are as kind to them

as if they were members of the family."

" To be sure you do, sir, and so Bridget says too in her letter here, but they're

respectable people. I mane yer upsettin half and between fine ladies, that think

they ought to take airs on themselves as soon as they can afford to hire a girl to

do their work—that's the kind I mane."
" Just so, that's all right enough—but still, Mrs. Motherly, some of yure Irish

girls are pretty spunky—no mistake about it."

" I don't doubt it, sir, in the laste, and may be there's plenty of them desarves

to be turned out of doors too for their impudence. But can't all that be done

without casting up their religion and their priest to them. Ah that's mane, sir,

mane as dirt to insult a poor girl by abusin her religion."
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" Well—I hai'nt got much time to spare now. Mi's. Motherly, let us put off this

subject till another time. So I'll just set down here, if you hav'nt no objection,

and write a note for Mr. Guirkie, which you'll please to hand him as soon as he

returns."

"Sartintly, Mr. Weeks, with the greatest pleasure in life; I hope Sambo here

won't disturb you, sir."

"Not in the laste, Mrs. Motherly. He's asleep, ai'nt he?"
" So it seems, and still I niver knew him to sleep at this hour of the day. He

was sittin up a minit or two before you came. I'll see. 'Sambo! Sambo! Wake
up.' There's not a stir in him."

" Don't mind him, Mrs. Motherly," said Weeks, dipping the pen in the ink-

stand, " don't mind him."

"Well, I niver saw him asleep but he snored strong enough to draw the sides

of the house together. And see now, he hardly seems to breathe. 'Sambo,' she

repeated, shaking him by the arm—' Sambo, wake up ; here's the gentleman you
were asking about th' other day.' "

"About me?"
"Yes, sir; he started just as if he'd been shot, when he saw you pass the

window here last week."
" Last week—why I don't remember to have seen or heard any thing of him<

I didn't know you'd got a nigger here 'til this minute."
" Well, he saw you, sir, any way and looked as frightened as if you came to

drag him to the gallows."

" Indeed. Wake him up then and let's see what he's like."

"'Sambo, hilloa Sambo,' cried Mrs. Motherly, again shaking him roughly by

the arm, ' look up, man, and speak to us '—he won't though, not a budge he'll

do. Bedad, Mr. Weeks, may be he's dying."

" Not he—the fellow's comin possum over us, that's all ; but hold on a bit, I'll

make him speak—-bet a fourpence," and striking the African a smart rap on the

shin with his knuckles, the sleeper started up in an instant to a sitting posture,

and bellowed as if he had been stuck with a bayonet.

" Shut up," said Weeks ;
" you ai'nt murdered, are you ?"

" Oh, Massa Charles, Massa Charles," cried the African, rubbing the wounded
part with his hand, " you know him place strike poor nigger."

" You see that," observed Mrs. Motherly, " he seems to know you."
" Massa Charles^-why who the thunder are you^eh?"
" Oh, golly, there Massa Charles, not know Sambo !"

" What Sambo."
•' Why, Jubal Sambo—gosh ! that very sprizin, many time Massa lick'd Sambo

on old plantation."

"Where?" demanded Weeks, his words growing few and faint as the negro's

voice and features grew more and more familiar to him.

" Where ! yah, yah, no remember Moose Creek, old Virginny ? Massa Charles

look him my back, him know Sambo better : ebery one knows him own marks."
" Moose Creek!—good heavens !" there! exclaimed Weeks, " well by crackie,

if that ai'nt the most unexpected— "

" Yah, yah," chuckled the African, now that his shin no longer troubled him,
" Massa no spect see Sambo, so far from home. Sambo no fraid massa now.
Sambo free nigger, yah ! yah !"
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"Mrs. Motherly," said Weeks, turning to the house keeper, who stood looking

on apparently much interested in the conversation, " may I heg you to quit the

room for a few moments, I should like to say a few words to this poor fellow

—

seems to me I have seen him before."

" Indeed then you have, sir, I'll warrant that much," said Mrs. Motherly, look-

ing up at Weeks' face now as pale as a sheet of paper. " But sure if you have

anything in private to say to him, I'll not prevent you. Strange how people meets

sometimes so far from home, and when they laste expect it too into the bargain.

Is'nt it quare, Mr. Weeks?"
" Very much so indeed—but you'll excuse me Mrs. Motherly."
" Sartintly, sir, 1 was only just goin to tell you \\o\v Mr. Guirkie, thravellin in

America, once met with an ould rival of his in the same way, that he thought

was dead twenty years before. It was the oddest thing in the world. Him and

Mr. Guirkie it seems in their young days were ooth courtin the same young lady,

but so lo and behold you, she went off at last with the other gentleman, and

then Mr. Guirkie made a vow never to marry, seein he had no heart to give any
one, for he loved the girl beyond all raison, and indeed to this very day he carries

her picture about with him wherever he goes. Well he went across the seas to

thravel thinkin to forget her among the strangers, and what would ye hear of it,

but after leaving the West Indies and landin in the States of America, the first

face he knew was that of his ould rival. There he was standin on the Q,uay

right before him as he stept ashore from the vessel."

(' Very strange, indeed," assented Weeks, " a very remarkahle circumstance—

exceedingly so. But won't you allow me, Mrs. Motherly 7
"

" Sartintly, Mr. Weeks, sartintly, sir."

"Gosh, dat bery quere," muttered Sambo.

"What?" demanded Weeks.
" Wh^, Massa Guirkie meetin him old ribal on de wharf."

"How so. Sambo?" >

"Well old Massa Filbot just "^ay same ting. Moder told me all about it long

time ago. Massa walk on the wharf, and dere comes him old ribal right out of de

ship afore him bery eyes, de man he tink was dead and hurried. De sight almost

knock him blind."

" Any thing else I can do for you, Mr. Weeks ?"

"Nothing, Mrs. Motherly, nothing at present."

" Shor I'll leave you, sir, together, to settle your own affairs, only I would ad-

vize you, Mr. Weeks, before I go, to caution this foolish fellow not to call you
Massa Charles any more, for the people of this wicked world are always watchin

and peepin into other people's buisiness, you know, and ten chances to one but

they'd say you wer'nt the man you purtended to be, at all, at all." So saying,

Mrs. Motherly made her usual " courtesy" at the door, and closed it behind her.
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1. The Dat-Star of American Freedom; or, the Birth and Early Growth of Toler-
ation in the Province of Maryland. By Geo. L.L. Davis, Esq., of the Baltimore Bar.

New York: Charles Scribner. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

The early colonial history of Maryland has of late years been a subject of deep in-

vestigation. This is doubtless owing to the efforts made by certain writers to wrest

from the illuetrious Calvert and his Catholic associates, the honor of having been the

first to proclaim and reduce to practice on the shores of America, the doctrine of reli-

gious toleration. The investigation has engaged the attention of men of the highest

talents in the country, men of gifted intellects and liberal views, professing a creed dif-

fering from that of Lord Baltimore, and who have been impelled to the task by no other

motive than that of a disinterested love of truth. Among these we are happy to

place the author of the work before us, Mr. Davis, of our own city. With indefatigable

labor he hafi scrutinized every vestige of our early records, re-examined the famous

Maryland Charter, and collated the various acts of the colonial assembly, and from these

acts and monuments, establishes beyond a question, what Bancroft, McMahon, and

other eminent writers have shown, that to the Pilgrims of Maryland belong the honor

of having been the founders of religious liberty in the country; that the *' Day-Star of

Americafl Freedom " in matters of religion arose from the shores of the Chesapeake.

The " Day-Star " comes exceedingly opportune at a time when we hear so much on

the subject of religious toleration, and its circulation must and will be productive of

good. The candor that pervades its pages, the earnest desire of arriving at the truth

evinced by the author in all his researches, and the freedom from every expression or

remote allu,sion that could offend the most sensitive mind, must at once render it^accept-

able to every reader. For ourselves, we can freely say, that we have seldom read a

book with more pleasure than the one before us. We have read much in our time rela-

tive to the early settlement of our State, but we are free to confess that we found much
in its pages both new and interesting; and we venture to say, that no one will read it

without deriving from it additional lessons of information.

We will not, however, forstall our readers by further remarks, or mar the intellectual

feast that they will enjoy from its perusal.

2 The Lives of the Q,ceens of England of the House of Hanover. By Dr.
Doi-an. In two volumes. New York: Redfield. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

The stately gravity of history does not become the good Doctor at all. He is by fnr

too fond of a joke to remain as serious as his subject would require, and that subject

seems to us to demand far more seriousness than almost any other portion of that blot

upon the human character, the annals of England. The most indignant pen could

scarcely drop as much gall and wormwood as were merited by those three royal beasts,

that under the name of George I, II, and IV, disgraced England. Even the Pagan
Caesars, drowned in voluptuousness, could scarcely evoke as much indignation in a right-

minded reader, who has any respect for his manhood. They could plead reprisals, but

those Georges—it would be almost staining the character of their injured consorts to

name them in the same page with their brutal husbands. Hence we think the good
Doctor, whose kindly nature revels in fun, erred sadly in judgment when he selected

this subject. He could not be indignant if he would, and his strongest efforts at cen-

sure only provoke a smile at their utter inaptness. Yet after all, perhaps this mild way
of showing up the royal menagerie will have more effect in accomplishing the good
Doctor's object, than any philippic, how eloquent soever and burning with indignation

at their unworthy conduct it might be. The volumes are full of interesting incidents

and give us a good knowledge of the customs and manners of the period.
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3. Richard Hurdis; a tale of Alabama. By IV. Gilmore Simms. N.York: Redfield.

Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

It would he difficult to find a more repulsive story than that which forms the basis of

this novel. Two brothers are in love with the same woman. The elder, being unsuc-

cessful, resolves upon the murder of the fortunate suitor, and employs a low villain to

carry out his nefarious scheme. By a mistake, the desperado slays the intimate friend

of the doomed man, who thereupon, without knowing the perpetrators, vows impla-

cable vengeance against them, and devotes his life to their pursuit. He disguises him-

self, gets into the confidence of an organized gang of thieves, who have frightened his

brother into joining them, and finally brings down the angry citizens upon a nest of the

villains. During the fray his brother is killed, not by the hero, though he has been

repeatedly on the point of satisfying the demands of justice with his own hands, and is

only prevented by accidental intervention from accomplishing his purpose.

The episodes are of a similar revolting character. The manner in which the dra-

matis persona are disposed of reminds us of those old tragedies satirized in the squibs

of Bombastes Furioso and Chroaonhoton Thologas. There are nineteen characters in-

troduced, and eleven of them are killed off during the progress of the story. This strikes

us as rather sanguinary, even for the southwest in John J. Murrell's days. A good

many of the exploits in the book are manifestly founded upon the common stories of

the feats of that atrocious scoundrel, and the rascally organization therein described is

identical with that presided over by him.

We are sorry to say that we can discover nothing in the manner in which these ma-

terials have been managed to atone for the bad taste manifested in their selection. There

is no character painting that is not of the coarsest and commonest description. The
villains and hypocrites are the old stereotyped scoundrels we have met with from our

earliest childhood, and the good people bear a marvellous similarity to those of a thou-

sand novels. Some of the scenes, however, are graphically described with considerable

rhetorical skill.

4. A Manual of Elemevtary Geology. By Sir Charles Lyell, M, A. F. R. S.

Reprinted from the fifth edition, greatly enlarged. New York: D. Appleton & Co.
Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

If any professor of science deserved to be ennobled for his contributions to science,

that professor is our old acquaintance, whom we now see for the first time with the

gentle prefix to his honored name. Devoted to a most engrossing field of science, he

has explored it with an indefatigable industry, and has contributed more to the know-

ledge of its secrets than any that we are acquainted with. We are rejoiced to see that his

success has been commensurate with his devotion. Five editions is a very large issue

for any scientific work in these days, when so many are endeavoring to make to them-

selves a name in such pursuits. This new edition, in every thing except the wood-cuts,

is an improvement upon its predecessors. But we are somewhat astonished that the

enterprising publishers could not find in the city of New York, better engravers on

wood than those who prepared the cuts for these pages. That city can certainly boast

of more artistic skill, as more than one work of late years can testify. We do not

include in this the mere outline engravings, though they are done coarsely enough, for

their fidelity to nature is sufficient for the purposes of science. We refer to the views

of scenery. Of the manner in which the main purpose of the work has been accom-
plished, to guide the student to a knowledge of the physical condition of the earth, the

fact of this being the fifth edition speaks sufficiently. 'The time has gone by when the

pious need fear any harm to his creed from the speculations of philosophers. Geology
was, in its youtli, like all young beings of modern times, somewhat restive under the

authority of revelation, and wished to make itself independent, before it had attained to

its majority. But the experience, that comes with age, taught it another lesson, and it

is contented now to remain in its own sphere and serve that religion, as a handmaid,
which it would have rejected as a step-mother and a tyrant. Those, then, who love

natural science much but their religion more, may take up this work without fear of

having their ideas shocked by any impious conclusions, although they need not, as per-

haps they do not, expect to find any very religious sentiment in it.

95 Vol. III.—No. 12.
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5. The Life of Christ, or Meditations for every Day in the Year. By F. J. J^ouet,

S. J. Baltimore: Lucas Brothers.

An excellent compilation of an excellent work, which we would like to see in the

hands of every Catholic. The works of F. Nouet, distinguished for their sweetness

and unction, have long been known to European readers, but except a translation of his

Octave of the Blessed Sacrament, they have not found their way to this country. This

is to our knowledge the first attempt of a Catholic publisher here to introduce a portion

of them to the American Catholic. It makes its appearance, to be sure, under the form

of a compilation, but we are confident that, if it be once read with that attention which
it merits, the pubhshers will find it a good investment to bring out the whole of the

good Father's meditations. His character among his brothers in that illustrious order,

which has edified the Church with so many valuable works, is perfectly shown in the

tradition that speaks of his talent in writing of the Saviour as being communicated for

an act of devotion to the foster-father of Jesus, performed in the early part of his reli-

gious life. No one can read and not feel the truth of this tradition in the wonderful

variety and sweetness with which he introduces the meditating Christian to the secrets

of the divine humanity. Would that we could induce every one to use even this com-
pendium !

6. The Mysteries of the Faith.—The Holy Eucharist, containing part I, the visits

and other devotions to the Most Holy Sacrament.—Part II, Novena of the Holy
Ghost, short spiritual treatises, &c. By St. Alphonsus Maria de Liguori. Newly
translated from the Italian, and edited by Robert Ji. Coffin, C.SS.R. New York:
Dunigan & Bro. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

Tolle et lege—take up and read—were the words addressed to the hesitating Augus-

tine by the angel, who was striving for his conversion. We would say the same to all

our readers good and bad, hesitating and fixed, of these works of the indefatigable Saint

Alphonsus. The new translation progresses favorably, and no better offering of filial

devotion could Fr. Cofiin make to the sainted founder of his order than by this task of

love, which he has undertaken and fulfils so faithfully. The works themselves are not

new to our readers, many of whom have many a time rekindled the fainting fires of

their devotion in these furnaces of divine love. Copiosa apud eum redemptio.

7. A Visit to the Camp before Sebastopol. By Richard McCormick, Jr. New
York: D. Appleton & Co. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

The Eastern war has caused the Crimea to occupy at present an important posi-

tion on the map of Europe. Every thing, therefore, emanating from that peninsula

will be clothed, more or less, with a degree of interest. Hence, nearly every visitor to

the scene of war has favored the public, in some shape or other, with accounts of what
he learned or saw there during his sojourn. The author of the book before us is one
of this class. He paid a visit to the camp of the allies about a year ago, and sojourned

there for several months, while the armies lay in winter quarters. His account, which
is chiefly confined to the English camp, is written in an easy style, and is possessed

of considerable interest. He confirms what we have frequently seen stated in the
journals of the day concerning the sad deficiency in the English camp in every thing
relating to order, disscipline and the comforts of the men, and the great superiority of
the French in all these particulars. On the whole the book will richly pay the reader
for his trouble in going over it. If he learns nothing from the text, he will certainly
learn something from the excellent map of the Crimea, which it contains.

8. The Mysterious Story Book; or the Good Step-Mother. By JVliom? New
York: D. Appleton & Co. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

There is really nothing mysterious in this book except the name. On the contrary it

is a plain, simple and interesting series of stories, well calculated to please and stimulate

children to read. But the chief aim of the work is to point out the duty and obligations

of those who may be called to act the part of a parent towards the children of others.
From the kindness and affection shown by Mrs. Morton, the heroine of the tale, to her
step-children, many useful and practical lessons may be learned.
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9. The Irish Abroad and at Home, at the Court and in the Camp, with Souvenirs

of the Brifrnde—reminiscences of an Emigrant Milesian. New York: D. Appleton

& Co. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

Every pa2;e of this collection of anecdotes bears the impress of its newspaper origin.

Unconnected frequently, and rambling in true Milesian style into parenthesis after

parenthesis and reminiscence.s, that are aprojws of nothing, it would not give the col-

lector much fame as a book-maker, however it might please for its variety. Cousin

Robert, if he had a real existence, which we very much doubt, was a member of a very

different brigade from that which figured in the armies of France, and might very easily

have formed other lines than those that wielded the sword and the bayonet on the battle

fields of Europe. Notwithstanding this, the book is a very readable one and a valuable

addition to the anecdotical literature of the day. We had a mind to select one or two

specimens for the amusement of our readers and to give an idea of the narrator's talent,

but we thought of the fool we had read of in our school-boy days, who carried about

him a brick as the sample of the house he wishtd to sell, and we thought it better to

leave the book alone for the judgment of those who would buy it.

10. " Dickens' Little Folks "

—

Florence Dormby; Little Paul; and Oliver and the Jew.

New York: Redfield. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

These three little books are the last of the series called " Dickens' Little Folks," or

selections of characters from the works of the great author, adapted to the capacity of

juvenile readers. The origincd have already stood the test of criticism, and have been

universally received with almost unparalleled favor. These little volumes will be read

with particular pleasure by those who have already perused the larger works, and are

anxious to revive in their memories some of the most striking features of the style

and portraitures of this great painter of human nature. The books are void of morbid

sentimentality, and will aflford a great deal of healthy enjoyment to the reader, old or

young.

11. Uncle John's First Book, and also Uncle John's Second Book. New York:
D. Appleton & Co. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

These are two excellent little books, and admirably adapted to the capacity of the

young. We know of no books of the kind (apart from those that are religious), that

we can more freely recommend. The simple stories they contain are both pleasing and

instructive, while the numerous illustrations with which they abound will make them

gems to the eye of the youthful reader.

12. Otjt of Debt—Out of Danger. By Cousin Alice. New York: D. Appleton
«fe Co. Baltimore: Murphy & Co.

This is another readable volume from the same publishers. Under a title suggestive

of many wholesome reflections, the authoress exhibits in truthful colors, the evils of

debt and the folly of living beyond one's means, and the consequences that follow from

such a course. It is lamentably but too true, that debt is the absorbing evil of the

times. Hundreds will confess the truth of the language of the work before us; " We
should do without a great many little things if we had to pay the money at once, hut it

is so easy to get a thing charged." Yes, it is easy to get a thing charged, but pay-day will

come some time. R'any, too many, will realize what poor Mr. Bleeker, the hero of the

tale, found to be true, and will, at the approach of the coming season exclaim with

him: " Bills, bills, bills, now for a month, nothing but bills ! That's all the good one

gets of New-Year's."

13. The Oratort of the Faithful Soul, or Devotions to the Most Holy Sacrament
and to our Blessed Lady. Translated from the works of the Venerable Mbot
BlosiVfS. By Robert Aston Coffin, Priest of the Oratory. Baltimore: Lucas Brothers.

Sweet flowers, redolent of that fragrance of the sanctuary, which filled the soul with

delight in the "Ages of the Faith." The devout Christian could not do better than

place them in his oratory, and satiate himself with the sweetness they will give.
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The New Year.

On entering upon the New Year the past and the future are both suggested to the

mind. The old year has fled, leaving behind it the remembrance of many scenes of
joy and sadness:—scenes, which as Catholics and citizens of this great Republic, we
could wish to see erased from the page that will record them; scenes, on the other hand,
to which we can turn with pleasure and gratification. "We have witnessed with regret

the increase and spread of principles adverse to the best interest of the country, and
hostile to our holy religion. But while the pulpit, press and rostrum, have rung with

invective against the Church of Rome, to which it is our happiness to belong, against

her teachings, her ministers, her religious orders. Catholicity has increased in the

country in an almost unparalleled degree. New churches have arisen in vast numbers,
and in every grade, from the grand and imposing cathedrals which adorn our cities, to

the rude and ungarnished chapel wherein the zealous missionary offers up the august

mysteries, attended by the dusky sons of the forest; the priesthood has increased; new
religious houses have been founded ; literary institutions of various grades have multi-

plied in every section of the country, and hundreds of our dissenting fellow-citizens

have sought peace from the troubled sea of error in the haven of Catholic unity. This

is a pleasing picture presented to our view, as we turn to the year that is past; this is

the grand panorama that passes before us at the close of '55.

As citizens we may regret the unhallowed and unchristian spirit that has been invoked

against us, but as Catholics we have reason to rejoice. The shafts of our enemies have
fallen harmlessly at our feet, and while they have weakened themselves in their vain

efforts to impede the progress of Catholicity, the Church has acquired new vigor, has

extended her domain, and has been abundantly consoled in witnessing the increased

fervor, piety, and devotedness of her children. Thus it is that Almighty God has drawn
good from evil, and has turned the very efforts intended by the impious for the destruc-

tion of his Church into occasions of exaltation and triumph.

Of the future what can we say ? We will not attempt to raise the veil to sefe what may
be concealed behind it. Reasoning from the past, however, we have but little to appre-
hend and much to hope for. Even if it were possible for the enemies of our holy
faith to realize their worst intentions, still Catholics need have no cause for alarm. He
who promised to protect his Church even to the end of time, will most assuredly

redeem his promise, and bring her forth from the fiery ordeal more bright and vigorous
than before.

Let us then on this solemn festival, go to the temple with the Immaculate Mother of

Jesus, and offer to God the first fruits of the new year, and invoke his divine blessing

upon ourselves, our families, our children, our altars and our homes.

Mart Lee: or the Yankee in Ireland.

The author of this popular tale, Paul Peppergrass, Esquire, begs us to present

his compliments to our readers, and say that it will be impossible to conclude with

the present number, as originally intended, and asks the favor of continuing it for a

few numbers in the next volume. While we cheerfully assent to his request, we feel

assured that this will be welcome intelligence to his numerous readers.

The adventures of " the Yankee in Ireland," who had gone thej-e, as we are told, on

"a speculation in tobacco and matrimony," have been so far truly adventurous. It

would not do then to let the curtain fall without seeing the end of his " speculation."

No, no. We must see what is to be the issue of all his schemes, bargains and negotia-

tions. We must see the finale of the amiable, the virtuous, the lovely J\Iary Lee.

We can only assure our readers that the concluding portion of the Tale will lose

nothing of its former attraction. On the contrary, that each succeeding chapter will

impart to it new interest, and draw more fully on that store of humor and pathos for

which the author is so justly distinguished. Turn, for example, to the first chapter in

the present number, and read hia Boul-touching view of the " old church-yard."
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My Guardian Angel.

The render will find much to ndniire in the following beautiful lines. That they are

susceptible of improvement we are well awnre, but we give them a place to encourage

the fair authoress to try again. The theme is beautiful. We are too apt to forget the

presence of that guardian spirit which keeps a ceaseless vigilance around us.

When o'er earth's dark pathway straying,

O'er my heart there steals a calm,

While my fancy is portraying

Every ill and every harm,

Methinks I hear my Guardian Angel

Whispering gently in my ear:

Fear not, my child, for to shield thee,

'T was that God hath placed me here.

Guardian Spirit, can I proffer

Aught to ease this task of thine;

Is there aught I have to offer '

For thy love, so like divine?

Would the brightest gem of ocean

Be an offering meet for thee?

Or the loveliest pearl, or amber?

From the far off Indian sea.

Could I wrest a star from heaven.

Shining in its beauty down
On a quiet summer even.

To add lustre to thy crown:

Did I search earth, air and ocean.

Every mine and every sea.

Could 1 in their deep recesses

Find a gift to offer thee?

Naught so transient, j^-entle spirit,

Would thy loving heart repay.

Mid the splendor of thy glory

Dark would seem each fleeting ray.

Unto thee our tears are jewels

If from sorrows fount they spring.

The soul which hears thy gentle teachings

Is the purest offering. Gertrude.
New York,

The Rev. Marcellin Petrogrosse.

The following brief sketch of the life of the Rev. Father Peyrogrosse, who died at

St. Paul's, Minnesota, on the 16th of May last, was sent to us by a friend of the

lamented deceased.

The Rev. Marcellin Peyrogrosse was born at Monistral, in France. In his early

years he was sent to the college in that city, where his piety, talents and amiable con-

duct soon endeared him to his teachers and fellow students. Having completed his

course of theology before he was of an age at which he could be ordained, he deter-

mined to devote himself to the foreign missions. Accordingly he sailed for the United

States, and directed his course to Minnesota, with a view of laboring among the Indians

of the far west. After his ordination, however, he was attached to the Bishop's house

as professor of theology, and as assistant priest to the congregation. His devotedness

to his pastoral duties, his kindness and his fervent piety, gained for him the love and
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affection of all who knew him. His connection with his flock, however, was destined

to be of short duration. His weak constitution soon gave way to the ravages of

disease. For two weeks previously to his death he was compelled to keep to his bed.

He prepared for the final stroke with a calmness and resignation that elicited the

admiration of all who approached, and having been fortified by the sacraments of the

Church, he expired on the 16th of May last. May he rest in peace.

Balmes' Estimate of Voltaire.

One may thus comprehend how Voltaire took the lead of society and received to the

last those plaudits which were showered upon him with such delirious enthusiasm.

We are not wrong then in saying again that Voltaire was the living expression, the

true personification of a large proportion of French society: France doubted, and

Voltaire reduced to formula, and propagated the doubt; France had reached the highest

degree of polish and cultivation; France, by the corruption of her mords, by the

weakness of authority, the relaxation of all social ties, the fomentation of the most

subversive ideas and the most dangerous sentiments, was upon the eve of social disso-

lution; and Voltaire was a powerful promoter of perturbation and of ruin. Any one

who would wish to enter upon a profound study of the principal characteristics which

distinguish this man, might complete his portrait by comparing him to a brilliant meteor

formed of the inflammable vapors playing over a country just before a furious and de-

structive eruption of a volcano; the sinister light of his fame foretold the i;pvolution

which was just at hand to cover the face of France with impurity and blood.

L'Ecole de Voltaire.

The Church and the Bible.

The following interesting statistics on the publication of the Bible, we subjoin from

the Dublin Telegraph:

" In the year 1797 the New Testament was published in Edinburgh, with the appro-

bation of the Bishop, the Right Rev. Dr. Hay; and in 1800 the same Bishop had the

entire Bible published. The publisher (a Protestant) of that edition, in a letter dated

26ih April, 1830, during a discussion in St. George's Church, Edinburgh, makes some
remarks worthy of notice. He says

—

" ' I think it right to mention that, about 30 years ago, I printed two editions of the

Douay Bible, of, I think, 3,000 and 2,000 copies. ... I mention these circum-

stances in opposition to the assertion so often made by ignorant men—that the Catholic

Church prohibits the reading of the Holy Scriptures.'

" So much for the testimony of a Protestant.

"In 1809 R. Coyne, of Dublin, published an edition of the Bible, of 5,000 copies;

and in 1811 he published another edition of the Douay. In 1820 he repubHshed an
edition of the New Testament of 20,000 copies; and in 1821 25 or 30,000 copies. In 1825

another edition was recommended by the Catholic Prelates, of which, in a few years,

90,000 copies were sold. In 1841 another edition of the same, by the same publisher,

octavo, 80,000 copies; 1841, quarto, 5,000 copies.
" The following figures will show the copies published by the booksellers—five out

of the six names being Protestants:

Mr. Coyne, DubUn 230,000 copies.
" Smyth, Belfast 18,000 "

Messrs. Simms&M'lntyre, Belfast 18,000 •«

Mr. Mairs, Belfast, '..-. 9,000 "
" Greer, Newry 4,000 '•

Total 279,000 " "

The above table ought to be sufficient to satisfy the most prejudiced mind, that the

Catholic Church does not prevent, but on the contrary, encourages the reading and

circulating of the word of God. It should moreover be borne in mind that previously

to the relaxation of the penal laws in Great Britain and Ireland, Catholic Bibles and

books of devotion were necessarily printed abroad. Indeed, we are not sure that any

Catholic Bibles were printed at all in England or Ireland during the days of persecution.

They were even consigned to the flames by order of the government, whenever found.
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Mozart.

A good story is told of Mozart, tlie great composer, at the time he was pujiii of

Hadyii. Hadyn one day challenged his pupil to compose a piece of music which he

could not play nt sight. Mozart accepted the banter, and a supper and champagne

were to be the forfeit. Everything being arranged between the two composers, Mozart

took his pen, and in five minutes dashed oft" a piece of music, and, much to the surprise

of Hadyn, handed it to him, saying

—

"There is a piece of music which you cannot play, and I can. You are to give it

the first trial."

Hadyn siniled at the visionary presumption of his pupil, and, placing the notes

before him, struck the keys of the instrument. Surprised at its simplicity, he dashed

away until he readied the middle of the piece, when, stopping all at once, he exclaimed:

—

" How is this, Mozart? How is this? Here my hands are stretched to both ends

of the piano, and yet there is a middle key to be touched. Nobody can play such

music, not even the composer himself."

Mozart smiled at the half excited indignation of the great master, and, taking the

seat he had quitted, struck the instrument with such an air of self-assurance that Hadyn
began to think himself duped. Running along through the simple passages, he came

to that part which his teacher had pronounced impossible to be played. Mozart was

endowed, as our readers may have heard, with an extremely long nose—a prodigious

nose, which, in modern dialect, " stuck out about a foot." Reaching the difficult

passage, he stretched both hands to the extreme end of the piano, and, leaning forward,

bobbed his nose against the middle key which " nobody could play! " Hadyn burst

into an immoderate fit of laughter, and, after acknowledging that he was beaten,

declared that nature had endowed Mozart with a capacity for music which he had

never before discovered.

What are the So0nd Dues?

As these dues may possible give rise to a serious dispute between the United States

and Denmark, it will be interesting to know what they are. The " Sound " is a

narrow strait lying between the Island of Zetland, belonging to the Danes, and the

Swedish coast, and gives entrance to the Baltic Sea. The fortress of Cronburg Castle

commands the passage, and exacts a payment from all vessels entering the Baltic; the

ships of Denmark herself have to pay, as well as foreign tonnage. The origin of this

exaction is, that in ancient times Denmark undertook to build and sustain certain light-

houses along the coast, for which the Hansetowns agreed to pay.

England, France, Holland and Sweden pay a duty of one per cent, on every cargo

entering the Baltic. Other countries, including the United States, pay one and a quarter

percent.; even Danish ships are taxed at this rate. In the year 1826 a treaty recognizing

this duty was concluded between the United States and Denmark. This treaty, how-

ever, according to one of its stipulations, may be dissolved by either of the parties,

provided they give one year's notice of their intention.

During the Presidency of John Tyler, our Government determined to put an end to

the imposition. Mr. Upsher, then Secretary of State, fitted out for a fleet of merchant-

men and vessels of war, under Commodore Stewart, which he designed should force its

way into the Baltic, and at once rid the United States of the Sound duties. Mr.

Upsher's sudden death, however, by the explosion of a cannon, just as the fleet was
ready to start, delayed the expedition, and it was finally abandoned. Other attempts

were made to abolish the tax. While Denmark was at war with Sclileswig-Halstein,

Mr. Fenniken, the U. S. minister, offered on the part of his government to pay Den-
mark $250,000 for a ten years' suspension of the dues. Finally, on the 12th April

last, the United States notified the Danish Government of their intention to cease paying
the Sound duties, and the stipulation of the treaty will accordingly expire next spring.

Should no amicable arrangement of the question be arrived at in the meanwhile, we
may then expect to see our vessels passing the Sound under warlike convoy.
The Danes are much alarmed upon the subject, and fear the United States will seize

upon their West India possessions, the Islands of St. Thomas and St. Croix.
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l-Vom November 20, to December 20, 1855.

I.

—

Foreign Affairs.

Rome.—Amid the innumerable cares and perplexing duties that devolved upon the

Sovereign Pontiff as Supreme Head of the Church, he still finds time to inspect and

examine in person even the most minute details of his government. The Pontificate of

Pius IX is full of incidents which prove the deep interest he takes in the welfare even

of the lowest of his subjects; but none exhibits more strongly the paternal kindness

and benevolence of his heart than his visit to the new prison lately erected in the

Eternal City. This visit which will long be remembered as prominent among many
benevolent acts of the reign of the present Pontiff, is thus described by the Roman
correspondent of the Univers, under the date of October 27th:

" His Holiness entered without being announced, and, consequently, found every one

and every thing in the ordinary way. After having visited the chapels, he entered the

infirmary, and approaching the beds, consoled and encouraged the patients individually,

making particular inquiries regarding the care and attention they received. Even the

prisons where the most desperate criminals were confined did not escape his paternal

inspection, regardless of the danger which he thereby unquestionably incurred, being

desirous of awakening feelings of religion and hope in the hearts of those unfortunate

outcasts. All the apartments were carefully inspected, but the kitchen was especially

the object of the charitable Pontiff. He examined the bread, and eat a morsel of it to

ascertain the quality, and tasted the soup, wine and meat. After leaving the male

prison his Holiness visited that of the females, and renewed with the same benevolence

the inspection of every part with special solicitude. The work-room was carefully

examined, and the Holy Father saw with pleasure tliat a large number of the con-

demned found therein a solace during their detention and a resource of their reentrance

into society after the expiration of their punishment. They are under the surveillance

and direction of the good Sisters of Providence, whose introduction into the Roman
prisons is unquestionably the best of all the measures taken for the amelioration of the

penitentiary system. The Holy Father especially patronises them, and will by degrees

introduce these angels of charity into all like establishments in the Pontifical States.

This visit of his Holiness produced the happiest effects on the prisoners, impressing

them with the conviction that their sovereign regards them with tenderness and com-

passion, and is deeply anxious about their reformation and happiness. All expressed

their gratitude and joy at such evidences of paternal solicitude, and several received

their pardon from the lips of his Holiness; while the most abandoned and desperate felt

the influence of renewed hope. The entire inhabitants of Rome were delighted and

edified at this new act of benevolence on the part of Pius IX, in whom they recognise

a pontiff whose greatest happiness is to alleviate the sufferings and solace the afilictions

of his subjects."

Other advices from Rome mention the visits of the Holy Father to several of the

religious houses of that city. At the Carthusian Monastery, he dined in refectory with

the religious, and knowing the rigid abstinence of the holy inmates, he expressed a

desire to dispense with the letter of their rule on that occasion, but the good fathers did

not wish to avail themselves of the favor of his Holiness, and dined on their usual

meagre fare. He subsequently visited the house of Penitence for women, under the care

of the good Sisters of Providence, and also honored by his presence the Penitentiary for

female convicts, which is under the care of an order of religious ladies, whose zeal and

care for the unfortunate inmates have been attended with the happiest results.
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On the 3(1 of November a Secret Consistory wns held, at which the Concordat with

Austria wns finally ratified. On this occasion his HoHness delivered an Allocution,

relating chiefly to the important treaty whicli hud Just been concluded, and promised the

happiest fruits.—The Archiepiscopal pallium decreed some months since to Monsignor

Vincent Spaccapietra, the newly appointed Archbishop of Trinidad, has been recently

sent to that distinguished prelate. And his Holiness, to manifest his high regard for

the Archbishop, commissioned the Very Rev. M. Talbot, an officer of his own house-

hold, to be the bearer of the pallium to the West Indies.

Sardinia.—The king of Sardinia, at latest accounts, was absent on a visit to France,

and which he had extended to England. Before his departure he opened the Pied-

montese Chambers in person, at Turin. In his speech on the occasion, he alluded to

his own domestic affliction and spoke of the Sardinian alliance with France and Eng-
land, but said nothing in relation to the acts of the government in its violent proceed-

ing against the monastic institutions, or of the proceedings which have been taken at

Rome.

Spain.—A difficulty had arisen between the EngUsh and Spanish authorities in con-

sequence of an English ship having been fired into by a Spanish vessel in the neutral

waters of Tangiers. An explanation was demanded.—The papers announce the new
colonization law, by virtue of which the minister is authorised to grant lands to any
Spaniai-d or foreigner desirous of forming agricultural colonies in any of the waste dis-

tricts of Spain. No grant over 600 acres can be made without the sanction of the legis-

lature. Order had been restored at Saragossa, and the provinces were quiet.

France!—The grand Exhibition which had drawn to Paris so many thousands from

the various nations of Europe, and even from our own country, was recently brought

to a close. An address was read by Prince Napoleon, to which the Emperor replied

as follows:

" In viewing so many wonders the first impression arising in my mind is, that of a

desire for a lasting peace; however, peace must clearly settle the question for which war
was undertaken. In order to be prompt, Europe must declare itself, for without the

pressure of public opinion the contest between the great powers is likely to be prolonged

;

and on returning to your fellow-citizens tell them that if they desire peace they must
declare for it openly—even their slightest wishes for or against it—for in the midst of

the European conflict indifference is bad calculation, silence an error."

A great fire occurred at Paris on the 18th ult., which destroyed one of the large gov-

ernment buildings and a great supply of flour. The loss is computed to be nearly four

millions of francs.—The foreign papers give lengthy details of the arrival and recep-

tion at Paris, of the king of Sardinia. He was met at the station on his arrival from

Lyons, by Prince Napoleon, and proceeded in state to the Tuilleries.—The Emperor
has lately issued a decree in which he declares that " being desirous of giving to the

Empress Eugene, his well-beloved consort, a particular mark of his affection," he has

decided that the educational establishments of the Legion of Honor, which are now to

resume the name of" Maisons Imperiales Napoleon," are placed under the protection

of the Empress, to whom a report of the situation and wants of these establishments is

to be presented every year by the Grand Chancellor of the Legion.

England.—The bread agitation still continues. Large meetings were held at Staf-

fordshire, Birmingham, and other places. At one of the meetings held at Staffordshire,

it was resolved to send a deputation to the Q,ueen to represent to her Majesty the griev-

ances of the people on account of the high price of bread. Another meeting adopted a

memorial to the Q,ueen touching the same subject. What these demonstrations may
ultimately lead to, it is difficult to foresee.—Sir Charles Napier was returned to Par-

liament for the borough of Southwalk without opposition, in place of Sir W. Moles-

worth.—The war excitement against the United States had nearly subsided.—Lord

Codrington has been appointed to the command of the army in the Crimea.—Parlia-

90 Vol. HI.—No. 12.
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ment will meet on the 18th of January, though an early dissolution is talked of.

—

Madame Jenny Lind Goldschmidt is at present in London, and is about to give a series

of concerts and oratorios.

Ireland.—The political news of Ireland for the last month, presents nothing striking.

A .subscription for the purpose of erecting a monument to the memory of the illustrious

Daniel O'Connell is being made, and now amounts to the sum of ^1,012.—The odious

and unjust " income tax" is beginning to attract more attention of late, and to awaken
a firm but respectful opposition on the part of the clergy. The illustrious Archbishop
of Tuam has addressed a letter to the Chancellor of the Exchequer, exposing the absur-

dity of compelling the Catholic Hierarchy to contribute their portion to the income tax,

while the law of the land not only denies them aid in the collection of their just dues,

but even formally and expressly ignores their very existence. A Catholic Bishop, as

his Grace forcibly illustrates the case, is handed a document requiring him to enter

therein the amount of his income, and whence derivable. If he comply, he is in truth

bound to state that the receipts he returns are obtained by him in virtue of his episcopal

office, and by making this assertion he subjects himself to the severe penalty provided

by the Ecclesiastical Titles Act. If he decline, the officer of the crown is at liberty to

assess him in any amount he deems proper, and mulct him to whatever extent his pre-

judices or his passions may dictate.

French Sisters of Charity —The French Sisters of Charity have been lately introduced

into Ireland for the first time, and have established themselves at Drogheda. The
reception they received was worthy of their high and holy mission. The Most Rev.

Dr. Dixon, Primate of all Ireland, with the clergy of the parish and vicinity, and a

vast concourse of people, assembled to meet them on their entrance into the town, and

to invoke the blessing of heaven upon those pious daughters of St. Vincent, and upon

the charitable labors they were about to commence.—It is stated in some of the papers

that the Archbishops of the four provinces are directed by a rescript from Rome to

demand an explanation of certain parts of the evidence given by Professor (-roily and

several others of Maynooth College before the late commission of enquiry.

Crops.—The crops of potatoes and turnips are generally good. The following in-

stance of an extraordinary yield is worthy of notice Mr. French, the governor of

Ballymena union work-house, is said to have gathered from a field which he sowed in

the latter part of June last, twenty turnips which weighed together two hundred and thir-

teen pounds. Three of them weighed eixch fourteen pounds.

Austria.—Austria still holds a peaceful attitude amidst the belligerent powers, and

apparently more inclined to act the part of a mediator between them than to join in the

contest. It is stated that the government is again making efforts to bring about a peace

between the Allies and Russia, with some distant prospect of success. Peace and

quiet reign throughoiit the Empire.

Prussia.—The government of Prussia also holds so far a neutral ground. Though

well inclined towards Russia, policy still compels her to stand aloof from the contest.

The king in reply to an address made to him by the municipality of Berlin, on his

birth-day, used the following language:—" I thank the municipal council of the capital

and royal residences for the good wishes which they have addressed to me on the occa-

sion of my birth-day. Whatever pleasure my paternal heart may feel at receiving an

assurance of the unalterable devotion and fidelity of the men who are placed at the head

of the capital, and who enjoyed well-merited consideration, I cannot conceal from you

the painful impression which the recent elections at Berlin for the Chamber of Deputies

have made upon me. The loyal and devoted sentiments which you have conveyed to

your king proves to me that you share in my regrets, especially at such a period as this,

when the country knows the necessity of fortifying the government."

Russia.—Whatever may be the ulterior designs of Russia, the most active war pre-

parations are still carried on, and indeed if we may judge from appearance, the idea of

peace is only a delusion. Advices from St. Petersburg announce that the Emperor has
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Bubmilled to lii.s cnimcil a plan fur aiintlicr levy emnassc tliron^Iiout the cmpiro.—The
new gun-btifits invpiUed by the Emperor of Frnnce, niui tried willi so much success at

the Inkiuii; of Kiiil)urn, has somewliat alarmed llie Russian Government for tlie safety

of her sea-l)oani towns. St. Petersburg, whicli it i.s expected will be attacked in the

spring, is to be fortified with a double wall. The government is extensively engaged in

the construction of railways, steamers, and the manufacture of arms.—Catholicity is

still the object of bitter persecution in many parts of the empire, especially in Poland.

In allusion to this subject the correspondent of the .Northern Times thus writes:—"Next
to the expulsion of the French and English armies, from what she calls her ' sacred

soil,' Russia seems to have nothing at present so miich at heart as the utter extirpation

of the Catholic faith in her vast dominions, and more particularly in Poland, still a

Catholic country, as it was of old the bulwark of Christianity imperiled by Turkish

fanaticism. The sad state of the Church in Poland is more tlian proof enough of what

we here advance. Of the ten episcopal sees of that ancient kingdom, only one, that of

Lublin, is now filled by a bisliop. The prelates who lately occupied the episcopal

benches are gone—they died—some of age and infirmity, and others, broken and

bruised, at least in heart, by the cruel hand of schismatic persecution. The last of

these heroic men who fought the good figiit, and gloriously finished his course, was the

Primate of Russia, the Archbifliop of Mohilew, of whose recent demise we have just

been apprized. The only surviving prelate, Mgr. Pienkowski, bishop of Lublin, is

now in his seventieth year. On him now rests the hope of the Polish Church; and

should he, aged as he is, sink under a daily accumulating load of mental and bodily

sufferings, ere new prelates be appointed to the vacant sees, the venerable hierarchy of

this ancient and glorious kingdom will become extinct, and may be said to have fol-

lowed him to the grave. We trust the Almighty has something better in store for the

country of St. Stephen, of Sobieski and of Kosciusko."

Sweden.—General Caurobert, as Ambassador Extraordinary from the Court of

France, was at latest dates at Stockholm. He met a most cordial reception from the

King, but the object of his mission has not yet transpired. It is believed, however,

that its chief object is to induce the government of Sweden to join the Allies in the

prosecution of the war; or as others will have it, that it has reference to an alliance

between a member of the imperial house of France with the royal family of Sweden.

Belgium.—The Legislative Chamber was recently opened by the King in person.

In his address, his majesty made use of the following words, wliich breathe a paternal

feeling, and evince the deep interest he takes in the hvmibler class of his subjects :

—

"The necessity of ameliorating the sufferings and supplying the wants of the poorer

classes of my sulijects, induces me to claim your support for measures to control the

burthens which so severely press upon the humbler people."

Greece.—King Otho, in his speech^to the Greek Chambers, which he lately opened,

thanked the nation for the attachment it had evinced, and promised to maintain neutral-

ity, at the same time to preserve the friendship of foreign powers. In this, however,

his majesty would seem to make an exception in favor of Russia, as we learn from the

correspondent of the Catholic Standard, writing from Athens under date of the 29th ult.

" The devotedness to Russia no longer requires to be concealed. It is professed openly;

it is a title to favor. You are already aware of the deplorable incidents which took

place at the inauguration of the new Greek Church. In spite of all the excuses and

pretexts employed to extenuate the affair, you may be certain that it is one of great

importance. Tlie King and Q,ueen went with great pomp. The Minister of the Czar,

M. Persian!, and all the personnel of the Russian Legation and clergy, received their

Majesties with great honor. Hymns were chanted, in which the names of the Emperor

Alexandria and King Otho were mingled together. You have no idea of all that is in-

vented to neutralise the effect of the disasters suffered by the Russians. To attain that

end the public are persuaded that Russia will definitively triumph by means of Ger-
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many. While this agitation reigns in the capital, where all bad passions are in full

play, the accounts from the provinces inform us of acts of the most odious barbar-

ity which the brigands practised. The village of Merali, situate at some leagues from

Alatand, has been the theatre of a massacre. A fui-ious band of brigands entered sud-

denly and destroyed it. These miscreants cut off both the ears of Jean Didi, tore out

his eyes, and after mutilating him, forced his wife, by throwing her into the fire, to eat

from the detached limbs of her husband. They burnt another man alive. Another

man named Ganji, was murdered by them; they thrust a ramrod, heated red-hot,

through his head from ear to ear. The whole of the inhabitants of the village were

treated without pity, and the greater part will henceforth be incapable of doing anything

for their living in consequence of their wounds. At the moment when the nomad
shepherds return to their winter pastures, it is to be feared that the brigandage will as-

sume a character so menacing that it will force the villagers to abandon their labor in

the fields."

The Crimea.—The military operations in this region for the last month are

unimportant, and consist chiefly in a desultory fire between the Russian batteries

and those of the Allies. It has been determined, however, by the allies to destroy

the part of the city which they occupy, and at last accounts large forces were

employed in the work of destruction. Marshal Pelissier, in a late report to the

minister of war gives an account of a successful coup de itiain effected on the 3d of

November, by the expeditionary corps of Eupatoria, under the orders of General

d'Allonville, for the capture of sundry large flocks, destined for the use of the Russian

army, collected at El Tock, eight leagues north of Eupatoria. The operation had suc-

ceeded, and at nine o'clock Ali Pacha returned to Eupatoria, bringing with him two

hundred and seventy oxen, three thousand four hundred and fifty sheep, fifty horses,

ten camels and twenty vehicles, taken from the Russians.—The Sisters of Mercy are at

length firmly established in the Crimea. Miss Nightingale resigned the superintendence

of the General Hospital at Balaklava, in the early part of October, and the care of the

institution was immediately confided to the Sisters of Mercy. Their arrival there is

said to have caused the greatest satisfaction, and their presence commands universal

respect. Scarcely, however, had they entered on the arduous duties of their new mission,

than one of their number. Sister Winifer, fell a victim to the cholera. She was borne

to the grave by a body of Sappers in token of their gratitude for her care and attention

to them, and was followed by her surviving sisters, by Miss Nightingale, a large num-

ber of the soldiers, and the inmates of the hospital.—A heavy explosion of a store of

powder at the French siege tram, took place on the 15th November, causing, besides

the destruction of a vast amount of the munitions of war, the loss of some thirty

lives, and a large number wounded.

Turkey.—Late advises describe a bad state^of affairs at Constantinople. Murders

and robberies were committed in the open streets, and there were evidences of increas-

ing fanaticism against the Christians. The evil had increased so far that the allied com-

manders had called on the Turkish government to prevent the outrages, under a threat

of taking the police regulations into their hands. The Tunisian soldiers had mutinied

and killed several of the allied troops and wounded others.—Cholera had broken out

with severity at Scutari, and has carried off many men of the Anglo-German legion.

—

The French are recruiting on a grand scale for their foreign legion.—The Tunisian

troops are gone to Batoum.—Much scarcity exists in articles of consumption at Con-

stantinople.—The Ottoman government has prohibited the export of grain until next har-

vest with the exception of what may be required for the use of the allied fleets and armies.

This is in consideration of the increasing scarcity.—A waterspout burst in the harbor

of Tunis, and sunk five ships on the 18th of November.
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II.— Domestic Intelligknck.

AFFAIRS OF THE CHURCH.

1. Jlrclidiocese of Baltimore

.

Religions Reception.—On the 4th instant, two youncf Indies, Miss Elizabeth Metcalfe

and Miss Anastasia Doyle, were received into the order of the Sisters of Mercy, at the

Convent of the Immaculate Conception in this city, the former taking the name in

religion of Sister M. Josephine, and the latter that of Sister M. Veronica. Miss Met-

calfe was admitted as Choir Sister, and Miss Doyle as Lay Sister. The ceremony took

place at St. Peter's Church, which adjoins the Convent. The venerable Father Hickey

presided, assisted by the Rev. Mr. McColgan, and several other clergymen. The Rev.

Mr. Foley preached on the occasion. The ceremony was touching and deeply impres-

sive. On the 21st November, at the Convent of the Visitation, Mount de Sales, Mrs.

Laura Lusby, Miss Louisa Hoffman, of Baltimore, and Miss Mary McCauIey, of

Alexandria, were admitted to the religious habit, receiving the names of Sister M.
Loretto, Sister M. Angela, and Sister M. Vincent. The Rev. Father Schmidt, assisted

by the Rev. Mr. Caton, presided on the occasion. On the feast of the Presentation of

the Blessed Virgin, at the Convent of the Visitation, Frederick City, Sister Mary Ig-

natia (McDonald) was admitted to the holy profession by the Rev. Father Vilhger,

S. J. On the same occasion. Miss Mary Ann Cassidy, of Boston, received the white

veil, taking the name of Sister Ambrosia; and Sister Euphrosia made her oblation.

Confirmation.—The Most Rev. Archbishop administered the holy Sacrament of Con-

firmation on the 28th of October, at St. Agnes' Church, near Catonsville, Baltimore

county. This beautiful little church is under the pastoral care of the Rev. Father

Caton, to whose zeal and energy the Catholics in that section are indebted for its

erection.

2. Diocese of Boston.

Church Dedication.—On Sunday the 24th ultimo, the Rt. Rev. Bishop of Boston dedi-

cated a new church at Lynn, Mass., under the patronage of the Mother of God. The
Rev. Dr. Cunimings preached on the occasion. On the same occasion the Rt. Rev.

Prelate administered the Sacrament of Confirmation to about two hundred persons.

Another new church was recently dedicated to the service of God in the thriving town

of Lawrence, under the invocation of the Immaculate Virgin.

3. Diocese ofJ^ewark.

The Rt. Rev. Bishop of Newark has published a Pastoral Letter to the clergy and

laity of his diocese, announcing a jubilee in honor of the Immaculate Conception of the

Mother of God, to take place during the month of December. The venerable prelate

inculcates in the strongest terms, a tender devotion to the Queen of heaven. " Noth-

ing," he observes, " is more remarkable as connected with the revival of piety in our

days, than the increased devotion of all good Christians towards the blessed Mother of

God. The definition of her Immaculate Conception has already added new fervor to

this filial love, and will no doubt tend to draw down additional blessings from God upon

us, and upon his Church. You will therefore, dearly beloved brethren, join your devo-

tions to those with which the universal Church has received the dogmatic decision of

this important truth."

4. Diocese of Pittsburg.

The Rt. Rev. Bishop O'Connor, on the 25th of November, ordained Messrs. John

Racket and Matthew Carroll, priests, at St. Paul's Cathedral, Pittsburg, and on the

same occasion tlie order of sub-deacon was conferred on Thomas Ryan.

Aeto Church.—A new church was dedicated on the 25ih of November at Ligonier,

Westmoreland county, Pa.
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5. Archdiocese of J^ew York.

Wiihin tlie last month, a letter from his Holiness, Pope Pius IX, to the Most

Rev. Archbishop and Bishops of the Province of New York, was published in the

Catholic journals of that city. This letter of the illustrious Pontiff, was in reply to an

address from the Prelates of the late Provincial Council of New York. His Holiness

strongly recommends the establishment of an American Ecclesiastical College in Rome.

This subject addresses itself not only to the Catholics of the Province of New York,

but to the Catholics of the whole country, and is one worthy of their serious and earnest

consideration. It would be attended with important and happy results. We insert

the letter for the benefit of our readers and for future reference, and as an additional

evidence of deep solicitude entertained by the Holy Father for the Church of America:

Venerable Brethren:—Health and Apostolic Blessing.

The letter subscribed by you all, was delivered to us by our venerable Brother John,

Bishop of Buffalo, whom we received most kindly, and listened to with great pleasure

speaking of your affairs. Certainly it was no small joy to us to learn more and more

from that venerable brother, as well as from your letter, how great piety, love and

obedience you bear towards us and this Chair of Peter, the centre of Catholic truth and

unity. Most gladly we learned with what episcopal solicitude you provided for the

celebration of the first Provincial Synod of New York,—whose nets, according to

ancient rule, you have sent us, and asked that we would vouchsafe to approve, or even,

where need may be, correct. You will receive a fit answer from our Congregation for

the Propagation of the Faith, to whose attention we have referred the acts of the

Council, and in the letter of that Council you will have a new proof of the great affec-

tion which we entertain constantly towards you, venerable brethren, and your churches.

But while, in the meantime, we announce to you that your wishes have been gratified

by us in the election of a new Bishop for Portland, we cannot but praise the pastoral

solicitude with which, according to the Sacred Canons, you assembled, and invoking

the light of the Holy Ghost, have striven by mutual advice to establish what may con-

duce to the discipline of the clergy, to more and more cherishing the piety of the faithful

people, to rooting out the seeds of vice, to averting the dangers of seduction, and more

correctly instructing the youth in the true faith and solid virtue.

But while we highly commend this your zeal, so worthy of Catholic Prelates, we

encourage you anew that, leaning on the divine aid, you may proceed with yet greater

alacrity to fulfil all the duties of your office, never leaving any thing untried by which

our most holy religion, and its salutary doctrine, may receive greater increase in those

regions, and that the unhappy wanderers may return to the path of salvation. But

spare never, venerable brethren, any cares, any counsels, any labors, that, while there

are any unbelievers to be found in your dioceses, sitting in darkness and in the shadow

of death, you may be able to enlighten them with the light of the Gospel, and to gain

them to Christ.

But that you may provide more easily for the wants of your dioceses, and may be

able to have skilful and industrious laborers who can help you in cultivating the vine-

yard of the Lord, we most earnestly wish, as we already have intimated to some of

your order (who to our no common gratification were here in Rome on the occasion of

our dogmatic definition of the Immaculate Conception of the Mother of God), that com-

paring your advice, and uniting your resources, you would please to erect in this our

fair city of Pcome a College appropriated to the clergy of your nation. For your wis-

dom will instruct you how great advantages may redound to your dioceses from an

institution of that kind. Because, by this arrangement, j'outh chosen by you, and

sent hither as the hope of religion, will grow up as in a nursery, and imbued here with

piety and with an excellent education, and drawing from its very fountain a doctrine

incorrupt, and learning the institutes, and the rights and holy ceremonies in the method

of the Church which is the Mother and Mistress of all others,—when they return
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to their country, will be able properly to discharge the office of a parish priest, or of

a preacher, or of a professor, nnil to shine as an example of life to people, to instruct

the ignorant and to bring back the erring to the piiths of truth and justice, as well as,

by the armor of sound doctrine, to confound the madness and refute the fallacies of men
of guile. If you will ratify this our desire, which looks only to the spiritual good of

those regions, we certainly, as much as lies in us, will not omit to assist you with all

diligence, that you may establish the said college.

Finally, we would assure you that we offer earnest prayer to the Most Gracious

Father of Mercies, that he may pour out always upon you favoralily the richest gifts of

his goodness, that these also may descend copiously upon the beloved flocks committed

to your charge. Aud as the pledge of these, and as a witness of our most thoughtful

love towards you, we very affectionately bestow from our inmost heart, on each of you,

and on all the clergy and faithful laity of those churches, the Apostolic Benediction.

Given at Rome, at St. Peter's, January 1st, 1855, in the ninth year of our Pontificate.

PIUS, P. P. IX.

Churrh Dedication.—The Most Rev. Archbishop dedicated a new ciuirch at Port

Jarvis, on the 19th of November, under tlie patronage of the Immaculate Mother of

God. The illustrious prelate preached on the occasion.

Confiimation.—The same distinguished prelate administered the Sacrament of Confir-

mation on the feast of St. Gertrude, to four hundred and twenty persons at St. Patrick's

Cathedral. Among those confirmed, a large number were converts. The Archbishop

also confirmed three hundred and forty-five persons at New Brighton, S. I., and ninety

at Port Jarvis.

6. Diocese of Portland.

The Rt. Rev. Dr. Bacon, Bishop of Portland, administered the Sacrament of Con-

firmation to about two hundred persons at Portsmouth, on the 25th of November.

The distinguished prelate delivered an eloquent and impressive discourse on the occasion.

7. Diocese of Hartford.

On the 18th of November the Rt. Rev. Bishop O'Rielly visited the church of the

Holy Virgin of Mount Carmel, at Crompton, R. I., and administered the Holy Sacra-

ment to about three hundred and fifty persons,

8. Diocese ofMilwaukie.

The Rt. Rev. Bishop ofMilwaukie, during the first part of November, visited a por-

tion of his diocese, and conferred the Sacrament of Confirmation on five hundred and

eleven persons. On the 27th of October sixteen young ladies received the white veil

from the hands of the Rt. Rev. Bishop, at the Convent of the School Sisters of Notre

Dame, Milwaukie. There were at that time thirty-eight Sisters in the institution,

besides twenty others waiting to receive the white veil.

9. Obituary.

On Sunday the 2d inst. Mother Delphine departed this life at the Carmelite Convent

in this city, after a protracted illness. The venerable deceased was in the 66th year of

her age, forty-three of which she had passed in the community of which she was a

member. Her family name was Smith, aud her father was a prominent officer in the old

Maryland Line.

We record with much regret the death of Mr. John McCloskey, a young man of

talent and piety, at the College of All-Hallows, in the diocese of Richmond, on the 13tli

of October last. The deceased was in the third year of his theological studies, and had

received Minor Orders. May they rest in peace.
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III.

—

Secular Affairs.

Meeth\g of Congress.—On the first Monday of the present month, the National Con-
gress met at the Capital at Washington, and proceeded to organize by the election of
Speaker, but without success. The members continued to meet day after day, from
the 3d to the 21st, voted and met again, but each day with like result, and so far have
been unable to elect a Speaker, having voted sixty-six times. Mr. Richardson, the

Democratic candidate, stood at the last vote, 75; Mr. Banks, Free Soil Fusion candidate,

106; Mr. Fuller, American, 38, and several scattering votes. What the result may be,

it is impossible to conjecture.

Troxibles in Kansas.—A difficulty occurred in Kansas Teritory between the free soil

and the pro-slavery settlers, which for some time wore a threatening aspect. The origin

of the difficulty so far as we are able to understand it properly, grew out of an attempt

on the part of several free soilers to drive a pro-slavery man named Coleman, from the

territory. Coleman resisted, and in the affray, that followed, shot one of his assailants.

This greatly exasperated the friends of the latter, who assembled, armed with rifles,

drove Coleman's wife and children from the premises, and burned his house, together

•with the houses of several other pro-slavery men, whom they ordered to leave. The
deputy marshal arrested the leader of the mob and several others. The abolitionists

assembled in large numbers at Lecomplon, and demanded the release of their friends,

and the surrender of Coleman. Upon this the governor issued a proclamation calling

on the militia of the county to assist the officers. The excitement, however, still con-
tinued to increase, and in a few days several hundred, or as the papers say, several

thousand men were underarms, the pro-slavery party being the more numerous. Gov-
ernor Shannon, fearing the most serious consequences, and deeming his own authority
insufficient to preserve the peace of the territory, applied to President Pierce for

authority to call to his aid the United States forces at Fort Leavenworth. To this the

President sent the following reply:

Washington, Dec. 3, 1855.

Your despatch received. All the power vested in the Executive will be exerted to

preserve order and enforce the laws. On the receipt of your letter the preliminary
measures necessary to be taken before calling out troops will be promptly executed, and
you will be then fully advised. Franklin "Pierce.

The excitement, however, soon abated, and it was not found necessary to resort to

these extremes. At present order is nearly restored.

Invasion of J^icaragua.—It will be remembered that a short time ago, Col. Walker,
famous for his attempt to revolutionize a portion of New Mexico, invaded Nicaragua
with a band of daring adventurers, overturned the Government and established upon its

ruins an independent republic, constituting himself its head. This daring act of outrage

perpetrated on a friendly state; a state having, at the very time, a minister residing at

Washington, has been generally met with merited disapprobation. Mr. Wheeler, our
Minister to Nicaragua, prematurely acknowledgedjWalker's government, who imme-
diately sent a Mr. French as envoy to this country. Mr. Wheeler's conduct has not

been approved of by our Government, and Mr. French has not been received in the

capacity in which he has been sent; on the contrary, the President has forewarned our
citizens from taking any part in Walker's movements, and has issued the following

proclamation:

^ Proclamation.—Whereas information has been received by me that sundry persons,

citizens of the United States and others, residents therein, are preparing within the

jurisdiction of the same to enlist, or enter themselves, or to hire or retain others to par-

ticipate, in military ojDerations within the State of Nicaragua:

Now, therefore, I, Franklin Pierce, President of the United States, do warn all per-

sons against connecting themselves with any such enterprize or undertaking, as being

contrary to their duty as good citizens and to the laws of their country, and threatening

to the peace of the United States.

I do further admonish all persons who may depart from the United States, either

singly or in numbers, organized or unorganized, for any'such purpose, that they will

thereby cease to be entitled to the protection of this government.
I exhort all good citizens to discountenance and prevent any such disreputable and

criminal undertaking as aforesaid, charging all officers, civil and military, having lawful

power in the premises, to exercise the same for the purpose of maintaining the author-

ity and enforcing the laws of the United States. Franklin Pierce.
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Advertisements of Books, Periotlicals, CHtholiR Institutions, unJ such oIIht nialieiw

as may be deemed interesiins; to the CathoHc, community, will he inserted.

Terms. — Cards not exceedins^ G lines, ^1; every suh.sequent insertion 30 cenln

Larger onea in proportion.

Young_ Ladies' Academy of the Visitation.

145 LAWRENCE STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.
The Course or" Instruction in \\\U Institution (•onii)rist:s:—Ortlingiaphy, Keadin);, Writing, Aiithmelio,

Urainmar, Prose and Poetical Coin position, Ancient .nnd Modern (jograpliy, l/se of' (Jlobes. Sacred and
Profane History. Mytlioloijy, Rlieluric, Loyic, Astronomy, Philosophy, Clieniislry, Hntany, Algebra, Uook
keeping, Geometry, French, Spanish, Italian, German and l,atin Laiiguai;e», "Music on Kiano, Harp and
Guitar, Vocal Music, Drawing, Painiing ni Water Colors, nil Painting, Plain and ()rnnmenlal Ntedlework

TERMS, PEU UUARTER, PAYABLE IN ADVANCE.
Tuition ia First, Second, and Third Classes, .115 *

" Fourth Class, 12 OQ
" Fifth Class, 10 0«

Muiiic and use of Musical Instrument?, Extra.

MR. DONAHOE'S NEW PUBLICATIONS.
MR. DONAHOE takes great pleasure in announcin": to the Catholics of the United

States, the Provinces, and Canada, that he has ju.st published, and in press, the follow-

inff interesting and important books:

—

Just published:

Bertha; or the Pope and the Emperor,- uii Hisioiical Tale, by Wil-
liam Beknard JVIcCabe, author of Florine, a Catholic History of England, &.C., &c.
This book has gont- through many eilitions in England and Ireland, and will meet with a rapid sale in

.America. It makes a book of about ."iOl) pages. Price 75 cent".

Jvfit published:

Willy Reilly and His Dear Coleen Baivii; by William Cahlton,
the well known Irish Novelist.

This is looked upon as Carlton's best production, i^rice 75 cents*

'Jvst published:

A Tour through France, Italy and helaiid; by Rev. Geo. F. Haskiiis.

The Catholics of the United States have long been in want of a book of travels, and we promise them
an interesting one. It will be sold for the bene.-it of the House of the Angel Guardian, over which the

Rev. Author is the Recl'ir. The price will be put at 75 cents.

Orders addressed to PATRICK DONAHOE, Boston, or JOHN MURPHY & CO.,

Baltimore, will meet with prompt attention.

Villanova College^ Delaware County^ Pennsylvania
This Institution, incorporated In 1818 with the privilegi;s of a University, is situated near the 'olumbia

Rail Road, in a most healthy and beautiiul part of Delaware County, ten miles from Philadelphia.

The annual pension for lioard and Tuition is .•Jl.'iO 00, payable 'half-yearly in advaiice. The .Modern

Languages, Music, Drawing, &.C., lorm extra charges. Catholic patronage alone is solicited.

All comiitunications should be directed to West Haverford, Delaware County, Pa.

Xov-ly P. E. lyiORIARTY, O. ^. A., D. P., FretUlerU.

Geo. W. Webb. Goldsmith 6^ Jeweller^ .

Has removed to the Old E-:t\blished Jewelry Stand on the S. E. Corner of BaUiinore and Ckurten

Streets, where he intends keeping a well selected stock of Fink Gold and Silvkr Watches, !?ilver and

Platbd Ware, Rich Jewelry, Fine Fancy Articles, Good &. Silver Medals, Crosses. Gold &
*ILVBK RosARtES, Holy Water Vases, Statdes, &c. &c.

In the Manufactdre and Repair of Jewelry, every attention will be paid to neatness and d rabilily

Tlie W.\TCH DEPARTVINET will be under the charge of Mr. Jacob Bradenbaugh, who has had

a Ions experience as a practical workman, and will give his personal attention to the Repairino of Fine

Watches.
Purchasers may rely upon eetting articles of such quality as represented.

Orders from the country attended to with fidelity and despatch.
«, .

'*

H. L. McAvoy <^ C«., successors to A. McKewen,
No. 42 LIGHT STREET, BALTIMORE,

.Manufacturers of Cookins; Ranges, Hot Air Furnaces, Water Backs, Pumps, Cast Iron Sinks and Haiii

Tubs, Cooking Stoves and HdIIow Ware, Church and Parlor Stoves, Grates, Copper and Tin Ware
Ship Cabooses, all patterns and sizes. Also, House and Ship Plumbing of every description.

Repairing of all kinds done at short notice.

1



JYEW AJVn IMPORTANT WORKS.

Just Published by LUCAS BROTHERS,
(Successors to F. Li'Cas, Jr.)

JVo 170 Baltimore Street^ Ballitnore.

Meditations 07i the Life and Passion of our Lord Jesus Christ, for

every day in the year, by Rev'd J. rs'ouet, S. J. In one volume, large 12mo. 828 pp
printed from new type on superfine paper. Price, §1 50. lEj^Published with the

approbation of the iVJost Rev'd Archbishop of Baltimore.

The Commandments and Sacraments Explained, in fifty-two Dis-

courses. By Right Rev'd Dr. Hoi'nihold, author of Real Principles of Catholica.

In one volume, large 12mo. 564 pp. printed from new type on superfine paper, and

neatly bound in cloth. Price, §1 25.

A Memorial of a Christian Life ; containing all that a soul newly
converted to God ought to do, that it may attain the perfection to which it ought to

aspire. By Rev'd F. Lewis de Granada, 0. S. D. Revised and corrected by Rev'd

F. J. L'Estranjje, 0. C. D. Published with the approbation of the Most Rev'd

Arclibishop of Baltimore. In one volume 18mo. 408 pp. neatly bound in cloth,

Price 50 cts.

U\ all huiiian things, there is none so noble as a perfect fhristiaii. This volume prescribes ilie man
ner of I'.irniiiii; one, and is, as it were, an abridgment of wliatRver relates to the conduct of a Christian

III till- life. It is divided inln four pans, in the liist of which our author portrays heaven and hell with

the a'lvantiiiies that iiccompany virtue, and endeavors to persuade ihe sinner to lake a strong resolution

of leaviii:: vice, and lirmly applying hiinshlf to God's service. In llie second part, he is taught how he

must do pi-iianre, and instructed in the manner of confessing himself and making a satisfaction propor

lioiiale I'l his offences. Alter coii:essioh fo;li\vs Communion, and in the third part is given counsels and

precepts :i)r communicating worthily ; wnh prayers which may be usi'd beforf and after Communion.
.\meiidMienlof Liie, the fruit of these two sacraments, is enlarged upon in the fourtii part, and iwo rules

oi liviii!; well prescrihed, one for those who content themselves with doing only what is necessary foi

their salvation, and the other fir those who are mon! strict and spiritual.

This work IS written in a plain and ea.-iy style, and is well calculated to produce an impression on lh«

plainest mind.

The Sacred Heart of Jesus, and the Sacred Heart of Mary;
Translated from the Italian pf Father Lanzi, author of "the History of Painting."

With an introduction by Kev'd C. P. iMeehan.- One volume, 24mo. 350 pp , cloth,

price, 38 cts. Published with the approbation of the Most Rev'd Archbishop ol

Baltimore.

The author of this vi>lume was one of the most learned and eminent Italian priests, who died in 1809,

after writing inany celebraie^ works. It is divided into two parts, and consists of a series of meditations;

Ihe firsi part on ihe .Sacred Heart of Jesus, and the second on the Sacred Heart of Mary, which, it is

almost ^uperfIuous to tell the reader, is a iitcessary consequence of devotion to ilie Sacred Heart of Jesus.

This volume is calculated to make this beautiful devotion which is not a novelty in the < hurch, still mor*
popular, and is highly recmnmended to the religious.

Milner^s Letters; Letters to a Piebetidaiy, being an answer to "Re-
flections on Popery," by the Rev J. Sturgis, L. L. D., Prebendary of Winchester;

witli Remarks on the opposition of Hoadlyism to the doctrines of the Church of

England, by the Right Rev'd J. Milner, D. D. author of "The End of Controversy."
In one volume, 24mo., cloth, price, 38 cts.

Thi; name of this ccl.^braleil polemic, so well known in the Chrisiian world, has been, if we may so

t-xpress it, consecrated to the best interests of religion, by the many valuable and important disputations

III which he was engaged: but in none have his powerful and argumentative abilities been exerted with

moie success, than in these " Letters,-' which are a' most excellent companion to his celebrated work,

"The End of Cinitroversy."'

Oratory of the Faithful Soul; or Devolions to the Most Holy Sacra-

ment and to our Blessed Lady. Traii.slaied from the Works of the Venerable Abbot
Bh)siu.s, by Robert Aston Coffin, priest of the Oratory. 124pp., l8mo., cloth,

price, 38 cts.

A tUnce at these devotions is sutficient to show that lliey are the outpourings of one, whose very life

was lo dwell with Clirist, and to hold coiiimunion with Hiiii, and who, consequently felt the most tender

and atfeciioiiatf love tor Uis .Most Holy .Mother.

If they tend to increase a spirit like that which animated the venerable Blosius, in his devotions to our

Divine Redeemer and His .Most UlesseJ .\toiher, the end of offering them to the faithful will be answered

|l3^Any of the above books will be sent to any part of the U S. by mail, pre-paid,

on receipt of the price advertised, in postage stamps.



NEW AND IMPORTANT WORKS,
Just Published, nnd for sale by M U R P H Y k CO.

PreseoU's History 0/ the Rrif^n nf Philip II, Kin^ nf Spain 2 voU. 8vn. $4 50

Haskins' Travels in £)i^/aii(/. France, Italy and Ireland ^''

The Mw Constitution nf Maryland, With notes nnd references. By E. 0. Hinkly, $1

The Revenue Laws of Mnrylund 2 00

Ravellingsfrom the Web of Life. By Giiuidfaiiier Gieonway 75

Reed's Lectures on English History, and Tragic Poetry ' ''''

Helen Leeson, .1 Peep at ./Wio York Society 1 "^

The Irish ^ibroad and at Home, at the Court, and in the Camp ' ""

.^fanof War Life, a boy's experience in the U. S. J^avy, during a voyage round the
_

world .'

'

'

The Merchant Vessel, a Sailor Boy's Voyages lo see the World '5

Manzoni—/ Promessi Sposi, or The Betrothed. A new Translation of this Splendid Ro-

mance, llliititraled Willi iipwanls of suty Beautiful VigrietK s. 2 vols. l2nio. fancy hoards 2 00

Watenoorth.—Origin and Developemenis of Anglicani.sm, or History of the Liturgies,'

Articles, Bibles and I'rinciplps of the Church of t^ngland. fvo. cloih

Walerworlh.—Englanii and Rome; or the the Religious Conneciion between England

and the Holy Sue, iroin the )ear 179 to 1534, with observations on the aufftion of the Suprpmacy of

tJie Popes. 8vo. cloth.

Leibnitz.—A System of Theology. 8vo. cloth.

Oakley, Rev. F.—PractiVul Sermons preached in 1847-8. bvo. cloth.

The Sufferings of Our Lord Jesus Christ. New Edition. 8vo. cloth.

Pagani.—The Devout CiUholics' Sacramental Companion. 12mo. cloth.

Pag:a)u.—L'Anima Amaute, or the Soul Loving God. 12mo.

Pagajii.—The Science of the Saints in practice. Vols. 1, 2 and 3. 12nio. cloth.

Pagani.—The End of the Woi-ld, or the Second Coming of Our Lord Jesus Christ.

The Children of Mary, or Lives of Several Pupils of the' " Mai son des Oiseaux."
,

Familiar Sketches of Catholic Life in a Senes of Letters. 18mo. cloth.

Devere's Poems. New Edition. 12mo; cloth.

Horstius.—Paradise of the Christian Soul.

The Good Mother of a Family, occupied with her child in the practice of Christian Piety.

The Prayer Book of the Oratonj of St. Philip of Mri. 32mo. cloth.

.1 few Flowers from the Garden (a Prayer Book.) 32mo. Morocco.

The True Spouse of Christ, or the Nun Sanctified. 8vo. cloth.

Gather's InMruclions on the Epistles and Gospels. Bvo. cloth.

Purgatory opened to the Piety of the Faithful, (Devotions for the month of November.) cl. 25

The Life of the Blessed Mary ^nn of Jesus, (called the Lilly of Cluito) cloth. 50

Spalding.—The Japan Expedition, an account of their Visits to the Japanese Empire,

8ic., with 8 Illustrations. 12ino. cloth, $1 25

Car/ton.—Willey Rielly and his Dear Coleen Bawn. 12mo. cloth 75

MacCabe.—Bertha, or the Pope and the Emperor, a Historical Tale. 12mo. cloth, 75.

^ Journey throxigh the Chinese Empire. By M. Hue. 2 vols. 12mo 2 00

Qiteens of Scotland. By Miss Strickland. 5 vols. 12ino cloth 5 00

Carleton's Trails and Stories of the Irish Peasantry,—with illustrations. 5 vols. ]2mo.

boards $187 cloth..'. 2 50

Haydock's Magnificent Catholic Family Bible and Commentary, Dunigan's Unabridged

Edition, splendidly illustrated— Imperial 4to., printed on fine paper from new type.

This magnificent edition of the Bihie, universally esteemed as the most beautiful edition of ihe sacred

volume ever published, may now he had, in every variety of plain and eleganl hindinas, at pricps vary

ing from $12 io$-2.i.

(^Subscribers can have their numbers bound in a superior styU-, or exchanged for bound copies.

Speech of Hon. J. R. Chandler, of Pa. on the Temporal Power of the Pope. Delivered

in the House of Representaiives, January 10, 1855. Price -3 cts. or $1 50 per 100

Metropolitan, Vols. 1, 2 & 3, bound in cloth, ?>2,50; cloth, gilt edges, §3; half ralf, !|^3

As there are but few copies on hand, such as may wish coinph-le sBti, should send early orders.

Mcehler's SymbolLwi, or Exposition of the Doctrinal difl"er&iire.s between Catholics and
Protestants. 2 vols. 8vo,

The Christian rirtues and the means of obtaining them, l>y St. Liguori. 16mo. cloth 63

The O'Doherty Papers, 2 vols. 12mo 2 00

Xouet.—Meditations on the Life and Passton of our Lord Jesus Christ. 12mo. 1 50



MURPHY 6f COS RECENT PVBLICATIOXS.
CHE.iP AJ^D VWIFORM EDITIOJ^^S OF

FATHER FABER'S POPULAR DEVOTIONAL WORKS.
With the "Sanction and C or r t c t ions ^' of the Author, and irith the approbation

of the AIosl Rev. ..irchhishop of Baltimore.

The unprecedented popularity of Father Faber-s Works, both in Kn^lnnd and this coanlry

,

has induced the undersigned to issue cheap and uniform edition;*, printed from new type, nn fine paper,

at tuch a price as will at once place iKem within the reach of alt classes.

Each work is comprised in a neat volume of about 400 pages, cap 8vo., they ttre bound in tlie very beet

manner, in embossed cloth, and sold at the low price of 50 els.; in cloth, gilt edges, 75 cl«.; in

cloth extra, gilt edges, and sides, $1.

Just published, a new and improved edition of

All for Jesus, or the Easy Ways of Divine Love; by (he Rev. F.
,W. Faber, D.D.

Recently Published.

Growth i?i Holiness; or, the Pi'ogress of the Spiritual Life. By
V the Rev. F. W. Faber, D.D.

The Blessed Sacrament; or, the Works and Ways of God. Com-
panion to "All for Jesus." By tlie Rev. F. VV. Faber, D.D., author of "Growth
in Holiness," "AH forJesus," &c., &c.

The publishers have the pleasure to announce that these works have met here with the snme unprece-

dented sale thai ihey did in England, where they ran lliiough several large editions in a (iew moniht:

They are, without exception, the most popular devotional works published in the present century.

THE AMERICAN PUBLISHF.RS TO THE READER.
In presenting to tlie Catholics of America Cheap and U n i o k .m K d i t i « ,n s of F a t h . r

Faber'b Popular Devotional W o r ks , the Publishers feel great pleasure In calling attention

to the following Cards from the distinguished author, and to the Approbation of the Most Re v. .Archbishop

of Baltimore.

. FATHER F A^F.K, toihe Catholics of America.
" The Author is under great obligation to Messr-s. Murphy &. Co., of Baliimote, in beinz able lo brina

out his Books and present iliem to his Catholic Itreihren in Adierica, under iheir auspices, through ilitir

well known and careful press. The kind indulgence ami favorable reception which ' Jill for Jesus^ and
' Growth in Hjliness,' lUfi wlih in America, made it a maUer of no slight consequence to the Atitiior tliat

he should lind puhlishei ,
w'i"se name and standing would be a guarantee to him boili aicainst unauthor-

ized alterations of his text and also against errors of the press, which aie the more serious when the

works in which they occur abound in theological expressions. Under these circumstances, and consid-

ering the grave characii-r of any thing like inaccurate statement in matters of doctrine, the author trusts

that he may be allowed to say that no e ditto n s of his ll'orks but those issued by Messrs. M it R p n v

8t Co . A a I' c a n
J/
sanctionfrom him, or are iv any w " i/ suhmitt'd I o hi s coricctiov'

andrevision. F. W. FABER.-'
The Ora lORV, London, June 21, 1(!55.

" My dear Messrs. Murphy !c (,'o.

—

It would be a great salislaction to mo if you would make known, in

any way whicli seems best to you, to my American readers, thai the more I feel the kind reception wliich

my works have met with in tiie United States, <Ae rtiore anxious T am tliat my readers should knoK that

YOU \hanE are authorized by mc to PVBLisH my works, or recciVe from me any cor
r ectio ns. The theologic.il character of my works niMkes nie very anxious that this should be known ;

and, moreover, the expense to which you have gone so liberally, in order lo ensure the advance sheets,

demands the publication of this fact in justice to yourselves. Very truly, yours,

" The Oratory, London, July 19, 1855. F. VV. FABER."

^Approbation of the Most Rev. Archbishop of Baltimore.

Having learned that the Rev. Frederick William P^ber, It. D., has authorized Messrs. John

Murphy "ii Co., to republish his works, I cordially approve their republication, they being full of instnte

tion and calculated to promote piety. His recent work,stvlid " The Blessed Sacrament, or lh<^ Work',

and Ways of God," is, I doubt not, highly suited for this purpose. \ FR.'^NCIS P.ATRIt Iv.

Given at Baltimore, this 4tli day of June, 1855. .ircMisluip nf Kultimore.

Just published, in one vol. 18ino. cloth, 50; cloth gill edges and sides, 75 cts.

The Devotion to the Heart of Jesus; with an Introduction to the His-

tory of Jansenism. By the Rev. John Bernard Dalgairn.

Payson and t)u7iton\<i Petimanship, in 6 parts

Having been appointed :ii;ei;ts tor the .sale of these Boi)k.s, we take irreni pleiisure in

recommending iheni to Tph' liers, as the most complete and perfect Sy.^^tpfi of Ppiimnn-

ebip published.
MuKi'Hv & Co. Publishers, 11% Market street, Baltimon .



THE AMUSING LIBRARY,
A Nni ftm of ORIGINAI, TAIES. TRANSLATIONS, AM EEPP.INTS OF POPULAR WORKS.

.Yent, Cheap, and jjl tractive Volumes for Home, Railway or iSteambont

Travelling ; jllso,for Presents, Premiums, Sfc.

The object contemplated hy The Amdsiso Library m to provide a choice supply of Rorik* of Light
Reading, entirely free from olijectionable matter, and which may be indiscriminalrly uaed by young and
old. In the selection, great pains will he taken to admit no Work that la not in every resiiect adapted
for the perusal of all who desire a sound and healthy imaginative literature, freefrom every thing immoral
on the one hand, or coii/rouerstaf on the other. The voliinies while l!<iiued at a price which; bring tliem
withm the reach of all, yet possess, sufticient attractions of typography and embellishment to fit them lor

the drawing-room table and for presents.

It is proposed to comprise a choice selection of the best of the imaginative writings of various coun
tries. With original tales nnd reprints of home authors will be united the best fictions of other lands,—
Belgian, French, Gennnn, Spanish, Italian, &,c. ; and as the scenes will be laid in different counliies and
at different periods, the volumes will not only furnish amusing reading, but will likewise convey, espe
cially to the youthful reader, much historical and oiher information.

In pursuance of this idea, the Editors have much eratification in announcing that they have made
an arrangement with the distinguished Belgian Novelist, M. Henri Conscience, hy which they will be
enabled to include in their Library an authorized edition of all his works. They are also in communica
(ion with several other foreign authois of distinction, whose wurks will be speedily announced.

.lust published in a neat vol. demi 8vo.; price in Extra Cloth, gilt backs, 75 cents ; in ("loth, gill

edges and sides, .*!.

THE CURSE OF THE VILLAGE, and THE HAPPINESS OF BEING RICH.
Two Tales in one volume, Embellished with a very neat Frontispiece.

From tUe Origiual FleralsU of HENDRIIC COXSCIENCE.
The London Alhenaum in noticing this volume, says:— 'These two tales by the favorite popular

novelist of Belgium will do his reputaiiou no dis-service. The first may be called a temperance story,
fuch as would deliglit the heart of Mr. Gough or Mr. Ouikshank."
The London Weekly Times says:—"The first of these tales is a vigorous description of the evils of

drunkenness, and the whole story is touching in the extreme.''

Just Published, uniform with the above.

THE nON OF FLANDERS; or, The Battle of the Golden Spurs.
'

A Historical Romance of tlie Glorious Days of Flanders.

The Revue des deux Monde*, says :—" This romance displays a talent full of rigor and skill. The pic-
ture, especiilly, with which it closes, is a masterpiece of art and power."
The (Jhurch uf England Q^uaiterly, says :—' The Lion of Flanders at once stamped it^ writer as a man

of mark. Having once taken up a volume of this stirring narrative, we found the greatest difficulty in
laying it down ; indeed, since the puiilicalion of the Waverly Novels, we have never been so absorbed
hy any work of fiction.

"

Just Published, uuiform with the above,

VEVA; OR, THE WAR OF THE PEASANTS.
A Historical Tale of the Eighteenth Century. With a Frontispiece and Vignette.

This beautiful tale preser\-es the memorj' of the grand though unavailing struggle of the Flemings to
•Uphold their religion ,iiid liberties against the armies of the French Republic, and tlius ranks wiih those
narraiives which recount the immortal deeds of the Vendeans and the < huuans. The Author throws
himself amidst the events he relates with characteristic impetuosity, and has lavished on the story all the
power and grace of his vivid and picturesque style. It is in part a love-story, and more of a hii-iorical

tomance, in the English sense of the word, than most nf the author's works ; yet it is nevertheless sorn-
pulously accurate in statement, and never in any way \iolate8 historical truth. ^
The Hastings Xews say^ :—•' The 'War of the Peasants' p'lrtrays the inimitable self-devotion of the

liatriots who ^ou2ht vainly to stay the march of French annies into Belgium. It is a book that stirs our
feelings and warms our blood; but the emotions it awakens are generous, and the fire enkindled is that
holy fire of patriotism, which God forbid should ever become extinct in any land."

The Soirees B' tixelloises s:iys:—" \\'hatever maybe the value of the romances published this vear,
there is not one of them which comes near the 'War of the Peasants ' ofM. Hendrik Conscience. Every
where the reader is under the influence of a powerful fascination, and his interest is most vividly excited.'"

\earlv Ready, unifomi with the above,

TALES OF OLD FLANDDRS: Count Hugo of Craenhove ; Wooden Clara.

The jRcnte des DeiLr Mondes say.- :—' Nothing can be more admirable than the picture which this
legend of Old Flanders pnisents. The poetry of its detailed, the delicacy of its sentiments, and the
melancholy grace which pervades it. lend it a charm which is irresistible.'-

THE MISER; RICKETICKET ACK.
"The success of Conscience's writings is a blessing and a boon. It is matter of ctmgratulation th»t

ever)- one reails, and wishes to read .igain. tliese bonks so tender, so gentle, so simph', so lamiliar and
touching, chosen iriends and coinpaMi(ms of every honest heart and of even,- cultivated mind. We have
much to' learn from him in concealed but most real art, in delicacy of toucli, in genuineness of emotion,
in native gracefulness, in the secrt-t of that rerined proportion and per..^pective which talent alone cannot
teach,—which may he manifested in thirty pages, and which one may strive after in vain through a
hundred volumes.

""

.V. de Pontmartin (" Causeries Litterairs.'M

Murphy & Co. PiiA/i.s/iers, \1 8 ^Market street, Baltimort.



MURPHY «Sf CO'S RECENT PUBLICATION'S
Just published, in I volume, l'2mo. cloth, 75 cts-

The Studies and Teaching of the Society of Jesus, a( the (inie of

its suppression, 1750—1775. Translated from the French of M. L'Abbe Matk^hp.
Honorary Canon of Poitiers, Professor of Rhetoric at Ponderoy.

This is a Historical Work, and unveils tlie real secret of so mtich enmiiy to the Jesuiti.

ARCHBISHOP KEJVRICK\S jYEW WORKS
Just published, in 1 vol. 6vo., embellished with a portrait of his Holiness, Pius IX:

price in embossed cloth, §1 50; library style," marbled edires, §2.

The Primacy of the jipoatolic See Viiidicnfed. Fourtli Revised and En-
larged Edition. By the Most Rev. Fravcis Patrick Kenrick, D. D., Archbishop
of Baltimore.

In aniiouncing a new edition ot' iliis liighly important work, which is universally acknowlertgcrl the

best vindication ot the Primacy, and the most triumphant answer t'> the entire Prolet^tant statement ever

written in tiie English language, the publisheis deem it ^ufticii-nt to state, that three large <d tinns have
been sold in a few'years, and that the fourth is carefully revised and i-nlarged.

Just published in 1 vol. 12mo., clolh 75 cts.

A Vindication of the Catholic Church, in a series of Letters to the

Right Rev. John Henry Hopkiks, Protestant Episcopal Bishop of Vermont. By
Francis Patrick Kekrick, Archbishop of Baltimore.

" Tacere ultra non oportt-t, ne jam non verecundije, sed diffidenti.-e esse incipiat quod tacemu^, ot

dum criminatione.s fals.-is contemninuis refutare, virteamur criinin agnoscere "

S. Cyprian L- ad Demetrianum.

Just Published, in 1 vol. 12mo., embellished with a portrait of his Eminence, only $1.

Cardinal Wiseman''s Lectures on the Principal Doctrines and Practices

of the Catholic Church, a new and improved edition.

These lectures form a series of discourse*, admirably adapted to the present state of controversy be-

tween the tathullc t'hiirch and the various sects of Protestantism. The main pninls which it involvfs

are developed and settled with a f uce of reasoning, a facility of illustration, and a conciliatory spirit,

which are unsurpassed, if equalled, in any other English work of a similar character.

Just published, the 4lh Edition in 1 vol. Royal 8vo., embossed Cloth, $2—Sheep extra

$2 25—Library style, marbled edges, ^2 50.

Protestantism and Catholicity compared in, their effects on the Civili-

zation of Europe. Written in Spanish, by the Rev. J. Balmes. Translated from

the French. To which is added, A Biographical Sketch of the Ai-tkor.

"This Book, to be known, must be read, and we would recommend all who would possess one of the

treat Bonks which bits appeared in our day, to lose no tiuie in procuring it." Brounuon>t Retfieir.

A Beautiful Engraving' of the Immaculate Conception. An exact

copy from the original approved of liy his Holiness Pius IX. Price on large paper,

11x14,50 fits.—small 4to. 25 cts. "

,

LIBRARY EDiriO.YS OF FREDET'S UJSIFERSAL HISTORIES.
In 2 volnmes ]'2iiio , cloth J2 50: tilirary style, marbled edges, j«i3.

Eillicr rolumf 'vill be sold separately.

, Ancient History, from the Dispersion of the Sons of No^, to the Battle

of Actiiun, and change of the Roiii;i i Ri-nuhlic into an Enii^ire. By Peter Fri.i>i.t,

D. f).. Professor of History in St. Miry's College, Baltimore. F'ifih edition,

carefully revised and enlarged.

Modern History, from the Coming of Christ and tiie chang-e of the

Roman Republic into an Empire, to the year of our Lord 1854. By Peter Fredf.t.

D. D., Prof, of History in St. .Mary's College, Baltimore. Eleven! h enlarged and

improved edition.

These two volumes tVirm a complete connection or continuous chain of historical events from the crea

tion of the world to the year 18.i4.

American Etiquette, beins^ a complete guide for Ladies and Gentlemen,
in their intercourse with society, containing the most c.ompleie modes and i-ust<iniN m
us^ in the United States .'J2nio. cloth, 25. . . .doth, gill edges, 38

MuRPHV &. Co. Publishers, ]1S Market sired, Baltimore.



MURPHY cV CO'S RFAENT PVHLWATtONS
l» B K S FREE BY HLKlL. — MlJlil^H V a,- C O. will send any of

their own jjublicutions Free by I'osl. on the renipt of the advertised jtr ice.

Jusl pablisked, in 1 vol. 8vo. cloth, ^1 : law sheep, A\ 50, law sheep, infrrlemtd, ^.
'I'/ie t\ew Constitidinn of the Stale of Marylajif/, Reported and
Adtipted Ijy tlie (Joiivenlr ot Dtle^aies, asseiiihleiJ alilieCiiy of Aiiiiaj>oiis, Noveiri
'•er 4, 185U, and Submitteii to and llalified liy the l'eo|ple on ilie First Wednesday of
Jiiiit:', 1851. With JIarginal Ao((;,s, and Uefert-iices to Acts of the General As
semhly uiul Decisions of the Court of Appeals, and an Appendix and Index.

IJy Edwarp Otis HmKLET, Esq., d/rte BaUimore Bar.

The Heoenve Laws of Maiylmid. Published by order of the Legis
\'.o»\f 4 8vo. law slieep i^:i

McSHERRY'S HISTORY OF M-ARYLAND.
Recently published in 1 vol. 12mo. full cloth, library style %].

School Edition, half ^irabesque '5 cts.

\ History of Maryland, from its settlement in 1634 lo the year 1848,
with an aL'counl of its first di.scovery, Hiid the various explorations of the Chesapeake
Buy, anterior to its .settlement; to whii'ii is added, a copious Appendix, containing
the names of the officers of the Old Maryland Line; the Lords Proprietary of the
Province, and the Governors of JMaryland, from iis seitlement to the present time,
chronologically arranged; the Senators of the State, in the Senate of the United
.>taies; together with tables of the population of the counties, at each census, of the

A'hole State, from its foundation; and questions on the principal events in the History,
airaiiijed according to Page and Chapter.

By James McSheruy, Esq., oj the Frederick Bar.

1 he \iiliott.U In etii. cneer says :
—" No State in tlie Union better dp>ei ves tlie lalmrs of the historian,

ivhKthei We regard her early settlemOnt, her liberal charier, or the part she liore in the great revolution
which iiiitde us a nailiiii, or ihe number "•f enuiieiit men born within her limits ; and there is scarcely
me oC tile r)rjgliial rliirteen about which so little trouble has been taken to collect authentic notices. The
author's style is modest and uiipretendiii!;, and the narrative is unexceptionable in seniiinent We would
invite .the attention of our public schools to this book,.as one well deserving to be introduced into such ol

the .schools as embrace instruction in history."

BOZ MAA^'S HISTORY OF MA R YL A JVD.
In 1 vol. of 1042 pages, royal 8vo. Librai'y style, reduced in price from j>5 to $3.

A History of Maryland, published by order of the State Legislature.
The history of Maryland, from its settlement in 16.33, to the restoration in J66U, witli

a copious introduction, and notes and illustrations. By .John Leeds Bozman, Esq.
In this work will be found a complete account of every event that^occurred in the

settlement and the succeeding thirty years, being tlie most interesting portion of tha u

history of the State. V
Just published, in 1 vol. Svo. embossed cloth $! 50.

A History and Description of the Baltimore and Ohio Rail Road;
With an Appendix, containing a full account of the ceremonies and procession

attending the laying of the corner-stone, by Charles Carroll, of Carroilton, on the

Fourth of July, 1828, and an original and complete report of the great opening
celebration at Wheeling, January, 1853; to which is added a supplement. Illustrated

by a Map and Six original Portraits. By a Citize.v of Baltimore.

THE PEOPLE'S EDITION OF LIKGJRD'S EJ^GL,iJ^D.

Just published in 1 vol. 8vo., cloth ^2; library style $2 50.

Liiigard^s History of England, abridged, with a continuation from
1688 to 1S54.

—

IJvJa.mes Bi^rke, Esq., Barrister at Lasv. With a Memoir of Dr.
Lingard, and Marginal Notes, by M. J. Kerke,!, A. M. Second Edition. Embel-
lished with a fine .steel Portrait of Dr. Lingard.

Thia highly impoilanl work is compri-i d in a beautilul octavo volume ofnearly 700 pages ; it is printed

and bound in the best m.iiiner, and may ju-tly be considered one of the cheape,-t books puldished.

We believe that it will be atHiice coiicedeil, that at no period has it been of mori' importance than at

the present to pla'-e before the .•^me rican public a true and impartial history of England. N"o apology need
therefore be made for the publication of .in abridginenl of Dr. Lingard's History of England, nt a price

that u-ill lU once place it within the reach of all classes.

A School Edition of this work has been published in 1 vol. 12mo. price $1

Mdrphy & Co. Publishers, 178 J\Iarket street, Baltimore.



A NEW HISTORY OF MARYLAND!
Just Published, in one volume l2mo. Price, $1.

THE DAY-STAR of AMERICAN FREEDOM;
OR THE BIRTH AND EARLY GROWTH OF

TOLERATION IN THE PROVINCE OF MARYLAND.
With a Sketch of the Colonization upon the Chesapeake and its TRiBUTARits,

preceding the removal of the Government from St. Mary's to Annapolis; and a Glimpse oj

the J^umbers and General State of Society, of the Religion and Legislation, of the Life and

Manners of the Men, who Worshipped in the Wilderness, at the First Rxidt ^iltar of Liberty

By GEO. LYNN-LACHLAN DAVIS,
OF THE BAR OF BALTIMORE. <

T-A.BIiE OF OOIsTXEIsTTS:
Part I.

—

Early Growth of an Idea. XIV. Populaiion of the Province in I64y—Predom
inance of the Roman CathoUc Element at

I. 1 olerauon—it3 Logical Relations—its History Uie Period of the Assi-mbly — The Honor
cannot yet be properly written. Due to the Roman Cath.Oio Freemen of

II. The Visible Influence of Ideas—The Charm Maryland,
of External History— Illustrations from Fs-

lanism, from Christianity & from Toleration.
III. The Toleration Secured by the Charter for

Maryland. Part 111.

—

Early Legislative Heroes.
IV. The Toleration under the First Governor.
V. The Toleration Implied by the Official Oath. XV. Cecelius, the Lord Proprietary— His Lue-
VI. The Assembly of 1649—Kent and St. Mary's Character, and Family

represented—Sketch of their Early History XVI. Governor Leonard falveri.

—Pus.-age of the Toleration Act. XVll. Governor William Stone,
Vli. "The Act concerning Religion." XVIII. Governor Thomas Green,
vlll. Its Influence upon the Colonization ot the XIX. (.'ol. John Price.

Province—Arrival of Families— Foundation XX. The Honorable John Pile,

of Settlements — Erection of Counties

—

XXI. Capl. Robert Vaughan.
Protestant Revolution in 1689. XXII. The Honorable Robert Clarke.

IX. Stale of Society.
'

XXI II. The Honorable Thomas Hatton.
XXIV. Mr. Cuthbert Fenwick.

Part U.—Claim of the Roman Catholics. ^^J- 'Ji''-
''^^I'/P

^'"'"":
' XXVI. Mr. VVilliam Brettnn.

X. The Law-Givers of 1649—Their Names—

A

XXVII. Mr. Richard Browne.
Fragment of the Legislative Journal. XXVIII. Mr. George Manners.

. Xr. Their Faith-They s^It in One House. XXIX. Capt. Richard Banks.
XII. The Whole Strength of the Roman Caiholic XXX. Mr. John Maunsell.

Element in the Assembly. XXXI. Mr. Thomas Thoinboroush.
Xlll. The Burgesses, as a Distinct Branch of the XXXII. Mr. Walter Peake.

Legislature—.\ Majority of Roman Catholic XXXIII. Conclusion.
Representatives.

Among the features of the work not unworthy of attention, it may be proper Hi mention the large

number of documents taken from the Archives at Annapolis and at London ; a new interpretation of tlie

provincial charter; tlie arrival of nearly one hundred prominent families connected with the colonization ol

Maryland ; the foundation of more than ten distinct settlements upmi the Chesapeake, upon its tributaries;

and upon its islands ; and a notice of the earliest history of several of the counties. The first fdot-prints

of the Anglican, and of the Roman Catholic, of the Puritan and of the Friend, are studiously noted.

Aud the Protestant Revolution of 1689 is sketched, will) the exclusive aid of documents derived from the

English Stale Paper Office.

But tlie main object of the volume—one which cannot fail, especially at present, to interest tlie student

of American history, in every part of Ihe United States—is to trace the birth and earliest growth of oui

religious liberty ; to give (what has never yet been in print) the name of every person, who sat in the

Assembly, which passed the celebrated Toleration Act; to »ketcli the life and character of each member
;

10 furnish a key to the faith of a large majority ; and to present with the utmost fairness and fidelity, the

dai'n of the early Roman i.'atholic colonists to the honor of founding the first principles of religious

liberty in America.

C. SCRIBNER, Publisher, 145 Missa%i Street, Mw Ywk.

JOHN MURPHY & CO., i78 Market Street, Baltimore
November, 1855.

i!L^On the receipt of %1 we will send this Book by mail (pre-paid) to any pait of the U- S.

jn^Orders from Booksellers, Canvassers, and the public respectfully solicited.

J. MURPHY & CO., BooKSKLLERs. BaUifnors.
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